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THE

BOOK OF DEUTERONOMY.

INTRODUCTION.

I 1. Title and General Charactkr.

This "bool:, which ranks as the closing book of the Pentateuch, the Fifth of

the Fifths of the Law (nnin ^tj'p'in C'Dh), as the Jews designate it, is in

the Hebrew canon named from its two initial words, ^Elleh Ead-dehhdiim

D^Ti3?ri rhii), or simply Dehhdrim, according to an ancient usage with the

Jews (Origen on Ps. i. ap. Huetii ' Origeniana,' torn. i. p. 47 ; Jerome, ' Prol.

Gal.'). The name Deuteronomy it received from tlie Greek translators,

whom the Vulgate follows (Acurcpovo^iov, Deuteronommm). Probably this

was the name in use among the Hellenistic Jews, for this may be regarded

as a fair rendering of the phrase, Mislmeli Hat-torah (mifin n.JC'p), " Iteration

of the Law," by which some of the rabbins designate this book—a phrase

taken from ch. xvi. 18, though there having a different sense (see note on
the passage). The name " Deuteronomy " is thus somewhat misleading,

as it is apt to suggest that there is in this book either a second code of

laws or a recapitulation of laws already delivered, whereas it is rather a
summary, in a hortatory manner, of what it most concerned the people to

keep in mind, both of the Lord's doings on their behalf, and of what
it was his will they should specially observe and do when settled in the
promised land. Many parts of the Law, as already promulgated, are not

so much as alluded to ; very few new laws are enunciated*; and in general

it is the civil and social rather than the ceremonial institute, the personal

and ethical rather than the political and official aspect of the Law, that is

dwelt upon. This character of the book some of the rabbins have signalized

by the title Sepher ToMhoth, "Book of Admonitions or Reproofs," with
special reference to ch. xxviii. The unsuitableness of such a title to the
book as " Deuteronomy," was long ago pointed out by Theodoret, who asserts

(• Queest. I. in Deut.') that it is not a second Law that Moses here gives, but
that he only recalls to memory what had been already given.

DECTEItONOlCT. ^
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The book is thus neitlier properly historical nor properly legislative,

thoo-nli in a measure it is both. It is historical, inasmuch as it records

certain things said and done at a particular time in the history of Israel

;

and it is legislative, inasmuch as it enunciates cert-ain statutes, ordiuancfts,

and rules which the people were bound to observe. But properly it la

a hortatory book—a book of orations or discourses (onnn), in which th«

subjectivity of the author is throughout prominent. In this respect it

is markedly diiferent fr^m the earlier books of the Pentateuch, in which

the objective element prevails. " In Deuteronomy it is the par^netic

element that is especially predominant ; in place of the objective rigorous

injunction, there is here the most impressive exhortation ; in place of the

letter, legally imperative and averse from development, which finds the

ground of its highest necessity in itself, theie prevails here reflection on

the Law, and on this line the latter is brought nearer to the feelings. The

book has thus a prophetic colouring, the germ of which we have already

seen in the close of Leviticus, but which has here a wider compass and

authoritative significance. The book is a foret^-pe of the prophetic dis-

course ; and from this peculiarity may be explained how, for instance, a

later prophetism (Jeremiah and Ezekiel) connects itself with this type
"

(Havemick, ' Einleit,' L 522; cf. 'Introd. to the Pentateuch,' translated by

Thomson, p. 338>

S 2. Contents op the Book,

The "book consists chiefly of three lengthened addresses, delivered by

Moses to the people on the eastern side of the Jordan, after they had

obtained possessicm by conquest of the region stretching northwards from

the borders of Moab towards those of Aram. After a brief notice of the

circumstances of time and place when the addresses were uttered (ch. i. 1—5),

the first address begins. Moses first of all recalls to the recollection of the

people certain important particulars in their past history, with the view

apparently of preparing them for the adm- nitions and injunctions he is

about to lay upon them (ch. i. 6—iii. 29). This recapitulation is followed

by a series of earnest exhortations to obedience to the Divine ordinances,

and warnings against idolatry and the forsaking of Jehovah, the God of

their iathers, and the only true God (ch. iv. 1—40). To this addiess is

appended a short historical notice of the ap[iointment of three cities of refuge

on the east side of the Jordan (vers. 41—43).

The second address, which is also introduced by a brief notioe of the

circumstances under which it was delivered (ch. iv. 44—49), extends over

twenty-one chapters (ch. v.—xxvi.). In it Muses goes over tlie leading

ethical precepts of the Law which he, as the servant of God, had already

declared to the people. He begins by reminding them how God had made

a covenant with them in Horeb, and then, having repeated the "ten words"

of the covenant— the ten commandments which Jehovah spake to th«
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assembled itmltitnde—and having uttered a general exhortation toohedience

(ch. V. 1—33), he proceeds to admonish the people to love Jehovah the one

God, to be obedient to his Law, to teach it diligently to their children, and
to avoid all intercourse with the idolatrous nations of Canaan, on the pos-

session (if which they were about to enter. This admonition is enforced

by threatening of judgments on idolaters ; victory over the Canaanites is

promised ; the gradual but utter extinction of these idolatrous peoples is

foretold; and a command is given to destroy all objects of idolatroug

worship to be found in the laiid (ch. vi. 1—vii. 26). A cursory review of

God's dealings with Israel in guiding them through the wilderness is then
taken, as furnishing ground for enforcing obedience to the Law; the danger
of self-confidence and forgetfulness of God is pointed out; cautions are

given against self-righteousness and spiritual pride ; and, to enforce these,

the people are leminded of their sins and rebelliousness in the wilderness

of Moses' intercession for them, and of God's grace and goodness, especially

as shown in his restoring the two tables after they had been broken, and
writing on them anew the law of the ten commandments (ch. viii. 1—x. 6).

At this point a short notice of the journeyings of the Israelites in the

region of Mount Hor is introduced, with notices of the death of Aaron, of

the continuance of the priesthood in his family, and of the separation of

the tribe of Levi to the service of the sanctuary (ch. x. 6—11). The
address is then resumed, and the people are exhorted to fear, obey, and love

the Lord; and this is enforced by reference to God's claims upon them,

the blessings that would ensue if they yielded to these claims, and, on the

other hand, the curse that disobedience would bring upon them. In con-

nection with this the command is given that, when they should be come
into the promised land, the blessing should be put upon Mount Gerizim
and the Qurse upon Mount Ebal, the situation of which is indicated (ch.

X. 12—xi. 32).

After this Moses enters on a more minute detail of the laws which the
people were to observe when settled in Canaan. Directions are given as

to the destruction of all monuments of idolatry, and they are enjoined to

preserve the worship of Jehovah and to present the appointed offerings to

him in the place which he should choose, where also the sacrificial n)eal

was to be eaten (ch. xii. 1—28). All intercourse with idolaters and all

curious inquiries concerning their rites are to be avoided ; all who would
seduce to idolatry are to be put to death, even though they pretended to be
prophets and to speak under Divine sanction ; even the nearest relations

who act this part are not to be spared ; and all idolatrous cities are to
be destroyed (ch. xii. 29—xiii. 18). The people are cautioned against
joining in or imitating the mourning customs of the heathen, and against
eating the flesh of unclean animals or of animals that had died of them-
selves ; they are directed as to the laying aside of tithes for sacrificial meals
and for the poor ; they are enjoined to observe the seventh year of release

for poor debtors and of emancipation for the bondman: they are coxvuuanded
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to dedicate to the Lord the first-born of sheep and oxen ; and they are

instructed to observe the three great feasts of Passover, Pentecost, and

Tabernacles (oh. xiv. 1—xvi. 17). From these religious regulations Mosea

passes on to others more of a civil and social character, giving direotions

as to the appointment of judges and magistrates, the trial of idolaters antd

criminals of various classes, the choice and duties of a king, and the rights

of priests and Levites; the promise of a Great Prophet like unto Moses, whom
they are to hear and obey, is given ; and the proper test by which any one

pretending to be a prophet is to be tried, is prescribed (ch. xvi. 18—^xviii.

22). Following these come some regulations as to the appointment of cities

of refuge for the manslayer, the maintenance of landmarks and boundaries,

the number of witnesses required to establish a charge against any one, the

punishment of false witnesses, the conduct of war, exemption from service

in war, the treatment of enemies, the besieging of towns, the expiation of

murder where the murderer is unknown, the treatment of women taken

in war, the just exercise of paternal authority, and the burial of malefactors

who had been executed (ch. xix. 1—xxi. 23). The address is concluded by
a series of miscellaneous injunctions relating to rights of property, the

relation of the sexes, regard for animal and human life, the avoidance of

what would confound distinctions made by God in the natural world, the

preservation of the sanctity of the marriage bond, and the observation of

integrity and purity in all the relations of life, domestic and social. After

appointing the eucharistic services on the presentation of the firstfruits and

tenths of the products of the field, the address is wound up with a solemn

admonition to attend to and observe what the Lord had oonunanded (oh.

xxii. 1—xxvi. 19).

In his third address, after directing that the Law should be inscribed on

two stone pillars to be set up on Mount Ebal, when the people sh9uld have

obtained possession of Canaan, Moses proceeds to charge them to proclaim in

the most solemn manner, after offering burnt offerings and sacrifices, the

blessing and the curse by which the Law was sanctioned, the former on Mount
Gerizim, the latter on Mount Ebal (ch. xxvii. 1—26). He then more fully sets

forth the blessings that should come upon the people if they hearkened to

the voice of the Lord, and the curses that would befall them if they neglected

his word or refused to obey it (ch. xxviii. 1—68). Moses then recapitulates

what the Lord had done for Israel, and, after again referring to the blessings

and curses of the Law, adjures the people to accept the covenant which

God was graciously pleased to make with them, to adhere to it constantly,

and so, having blessing and curse, life and death, set before them, to choose

the former for themselves and their posterity (ch. xxix. 1—xxx. 20).

These three addresses of Moses to the people are followed by an account

of the closing scenes and acts of his life. A few words of encouragement

addressed to the people introduce the appointment of Joshua to be his

successor as the leader of Israel ; the Law written out by Moses is handed

over to the custody of the priests, with a command that it shall be read
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every seventh year to the people at the Feast of Tabernacles ; Joshna is

summoned with Moses into the presence of Jehovah, and receives from him

his commission and authority; and Moses is commanded to write % song,

and teach it to the people (ch. xxxi. 1—22). The active life of Moses was

now drawing to its close. He puts the last hand on the writing of the

Law ; composes the song which God had commanded him to write; utters

a few words of encouragement to Joshua ; delivers the book of the Law to

the priests that bore the ark of the covenant, with the injunction to them

to put it in the side of the ark ; and summons the elders of the tribes and

their ofiScers to hear from his lips, ere he left thera, his fsolemn charge, and

listen to the words of the song he had composed (vers. 23—29). Then
follows the song itself; after which comes a short exhortation to the people

by Moses, followed by the Divine intimation of the apptoaching decease of

their great leader and lawgiver (ch. xxxii. 1—52). Next is inserted the

blessing which Moses pronounced upon Israel in its separate tribes (ch.

xxziii. 1—29); and to this is appended an account of the death and burial

of Moses, with his eulogium (ch. xxxiv. 1—12). With this the book

terminates.

§ 3. Design of the Book.

From the survey of the contents of this book, it is apparent that it is not

intended as a supplement to the other books of the Pentatench, but rather

is to be viewed as a closing appeal, on the part of the great leader of Israel,

to those whom he had conducted and formed into a nation, directed towards

inducing them to keep inviolate the covenant of the Lord, that it might be

well with them and their children. With this in view, Moses selects those

facts in the past history of the people the remembrance of which was most

fitted to preserve them in their dependence upon and allegiance to Jehovah,

and those parts of the legislation already enacted as bore most closely on

the covenant relation of Jehovah to his people. It is in accordance

with this design that laws of a general kind, or such as relate to oflScial

functionaries and acts, should be only briefly referred to or altogether

passed over; and also that instructions as to the proper ordering of matteis

which could be attended to only after the settlement of the nation in

Canaan, should form an important element among the farewell counsels of

him who had brought them to the confines of that laud, but was not

himself to enter it with them.

$ 4. Author and Date of the Book.

This book presents in the general such a uniformity of representation

and character, such sameness of style and method, that there can be no
hesitation in accepting it as, in the main, the work of one author. Was
that author Moses ? That he was is the commonly received belief, handed
down from a remote antiquity, and which was not seriously questioned till
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comparatively recent times. Many objections, however, have been advanced

a^-ainst it of late; and this renders it necessary that the evidence, both in

support of the traditionary belief and against it, should be carefully

collected and weighed.

I. In favour of the Mosaic authorship of the book there is

—

1. The weight of traditional authority. In the Christian and in the

Jewish Church, so far back as we can trace, this bciok has been reputed

the work of Moses. As to this there can be no legitimate question ; the

fact is indubitable. The stream of tes-timony may be traced from the

Christian Fathers ol the second century after Christ, with hardly a break,

up to the time of David (cf. 1 Kings ii. 3 ; viii. 53 ; 2 Kings xiv. 5, 6

;

xviii. 6, 12, with ch. xxix. 9; ix. 26 ; xxiv. 16; x. 20). Muses is thus, so

to speak, in possession, with a title which has been admitted for more than

three thousand years. On those, therefore, who would dislodge him lies

the burden of proving that this title is false ; and this can be done onl}' by

showing from internal evidence that the book cannot be the writing of

Moses. It will be incumbent on them also to show how this title could

have been acquired, if pureh fictitious—how this universal belief could have

arisen, if without foundation in fact.

2. The testimony of our Lord and his apostles, as recorded in the New
Testa! > ent, gives special weight to this tradition. Our Lord quotes from

this book as part of the sacred writings, using the formula, " It is written,"

by which is indicated that the passages quoted are from the sacred canon

(comp. Matt. iv. 4 ; ix. 7, 10, with ch. viii. 8; vi. 16 ; vi. 13), and recog-

nizing it as the " Law " given by God to Israel (Matt. xxii. 24 compared

with ch. vi. 5; x. 12). He expressly refers to and cites this book as the

work of Moses (comp. Matt. xix. 7, 8 ; Mark x. 3, 4 ; John v. 46, 47

;

possibly also John vii. 19) ; and he implicitly attests this by assenting to the

assertion of it by others (comp. Mark xii. 19 ; Luke xx. 28). St. Peter, in

his address to the people who were collected together after the healing of

the lame man at the gate of the temple, cites a passage from this book as

the saying of Moses (Acts iii. 22); St. Stephen does the same in his

apology to the Sanhedrim (Acts vii. 37) ; St. Paul quotes from this book as

from Moses, in the same way as he quotes from the Book of Isaiah as from

Isaiah (Eom. x. 19, 20), and at other times piefaces his citation with the

words, "It is written" (Eom. xii. 19; Gal. iii. 10); and the apostles

generally freely refer to the Law, i.e. the Thorah, or Pentateuch, includ-

ing, of course, the fifth book, as of Moses. No'v, the testimony of our

Lord and his apostles cannot be regarded as a mere link in the chain of

tradition on this point. It u that, but it is more than that ; it is an

authoritative declaration, from which it is maintained there i.s no appeal.

Jesus, " the faithful and true Witness," and himself " the Truth," could

utter only what is true; and knowing that his words, even the most

minute and least weighty, were to endure for ever (Matt. xxiv. 35), and to

guide the judgments and opinions of men to the latest generations, he
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would be careful to order his speech so as in every case to express only

what was in accordance with trutli and fact. But it may be asked, " Might

not our Lord have cited a passage from one of the Pentateuchal books as a

saying of IVIo.ses, merely because these books were commonly called by the

name of Moses, without meaning to affirm that they were actually written

by him
;
just as one who had adopted the Wolfian theory of the composition

of the ' Iliad ' and ' Odyssey ' might neverthek ss continue to cite from these

as the works of Homer, though he doubted if Homer ever existed, and felt

sure that no one man composed these poems as tliey are now extant?" But

to this it may be replied that the cases are not parallel. When one quotes

from the ' Iliad,' or the ' Odyssey,' or from any classic writing, it is for

the sake of the sentiment or expression that the quotation is made, and

it matters not how the source of the quotation is designated, provided

the designation be such as shall direct the reader or hearer to where the

passage quoted is to be found. In onr Lord's citations from the book of the

Law, however, the important thing is not the mere words of the j^assage or

the mere sentiment of it, but the cmtliority of the utterance, and i. _ that was

derived entirely from its being part of the Law given by Moses in whom
the Jews trusted (John i. 17; v. 45; vii. 1S»), it was .essential to the

validity of his argument that it should be from Moses and ni i.c other that

his citation was made. When, therefore, our Lord adduced a passage as a

saying of Mosses, he must have meant that the saying adiluced was actually

uttered by Moses—in other words, that it was found in a book wliiuh not only

carried on it the name of Moses as a popular and convenient designation,

but of which Moses was really the author.

3. The antiquity of the book favours the ascription of it to Moses as its

author. That the book is of early date is shown i)artly by the allusions to

it in books that come after it in the canon, partly by certain peculiarities

of language by which it is marked, and partly by certain statements and

references contained in it.

(1) In the Book of Jeremiab there are so many expressions, phrases,

utterances, coincident with such in Deuteronomy, that there can be no doubt

that the author of the one book must have had the other before his mind
whilst composing his own. The only question that can be raised is whethei-

Jeremiah cited from Deuteronomy or the author of Deuteronomy cited from

Jeremiah, if indeed the same person were not the writer of both books.

This point will come to be considered subsequently ; at present it is suffi-

cient to note that these coincidences aflford certain evidence of the existence

of the Book of Deuteronomy in the time of Jeremiah.

That it was known to Isaiah and used by him may be inferred from a

comparison of the following passages :—Isa. i. 2 with ch. xxxii. 1 ; Isa. i.

10 with ch. xxxii. 32; Isa. i. 17 with ch. xxviii. 27; Isa. xxvii. 11 with oh.

xxxii, 28; Isa. xli. 8 with ch. vii, 6 and xiv. 2; Isa. xli. 10 with ch. xxxi. 6;

Isa. xlii. 2 with ch. xxxii. 15 ; Isa. xlvi. 8 with ch. xxxii. 7; Isa. I. 1 with

ch. xxiv. 1 ; Isa. Iviii. 14 with ch. xxxii. 13 ; Isa. lix. 10 and Ixv. 21 with

ch. xxviii. 29; Isa. Ixii. 8, etc., with oh. xyviii. 31.
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In Amos and Hosea there are allusions to passages in this book which

prove that it was known in their day. Of these the following may be

noted :

—

Amos iv. 6—10 and v. 11 compared with ch. xxviii. 15, etc. In Deute-

ronomy certain judgments are announced as to come on Israel if apostate

and impenitent; in Amos certain judgments are declared as having come on

It^rael because of their apo-^tacy and impenitency; and the two are so closely

identical that the prophet must be regarded as describing the fulfilment of

a threatening predicted by the lawgiver. Famine, drought, blasting, and

mildew, the ravages of the locust, pestilence, the diseases of Egypt, and

the calamities of war are described by the prophet as what had come on

Israel ; and these are what are threatened in Deuteronomy in the same

or equivalent words. Compare especially Amos iv. 6 with ch. xxviii.

17^ 38—40; Amos iv. 7 with ch. xxviii. 23, 24; Amos iv. 9 with ch. xxviii.

22, 38, 42 ; Amos iv. 10 with ch. xxviii. 21, 27, 26 ; Amos v. 11 with ch.

xxviii. 30, 39.

In Amos vi. 12 the prophet charges the people with having "turned judg-

ment into gall (rosh), and the fruit of righteousness into hemlock (la'anah)."

Compare ch. xxix. 18 [17], where the people are warned against apostacy,

" Lest there should be among you a root that beareth gall and wormwood

{rcih we la'anah)."

Amos viii. 14, " They that swear by the sin of Samaria, and say, Thy

God, Dan, liveth" (cf. 2 Kings xii. 28, 29). Ch. ix. 21, "And I took your

sin, the calf which ye had made," etc. ; ch. vi, 13, " Thou shalt fear Jehovah

thy God, and serve him, and shalt %wear by his Name."

Amos ix. 14, 15, " And I will turn (weshabUi) the captivity of my
people of Israel, and they shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them;

and they shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine theieof ; they shall also

make gardens, and eat the fruit of them. And I will plant them upon their

land, and they shall no more be pulled up out of their land which I have

given them, saith Jehovah thy God." Ch. xxx. 3, " Then Jehovah thy God

shall turn (weshahh) thy captivity, and have compassion upon thee, and

will return and gather thee from all the nations, whither Jehovah thy God

hath scattered thee;" ver. 5, "And Jehovah thy God will bring thee

into the land which thy fathers possessed; " ver. 9, "And Jehovah thy God

will make thee plenteous in every work of thine hand, in the fruit of thy

body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in the fruit of thy ground, for

good," etc. • J'hiB passage forms the basis of aU the passages in the

Old Testament in which the very peculiar formula nu^ 2\^ occurs"

(Hengstenberg).

Turning now to Hosea, the following correspondences with Deuteronomy

may be noted :

—

Hos. iv. 14, " They sacrifice with the Tcedeshoih " (women consecrated t«

prostitution in the service of a heathen deity). Ch. xxiii. 17, 18, " Taer«

Khali be no Tctdeshah [consecrated harlot! of the daughters of Israel, • .
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thon Shalt not bring the hivo of a JcedesJtaJi . . . into the honso of the Lord,"

Only in these passages and in Gen. xxxviii. 21, 22, is this word found.

Hoa. V. 10, "The princes of Juduh were like them that remove the

bounds (masstgei gehul)." Ch. xix. 14, " Thou shalt not remove thy neigh-

bour's landmark (lo tasstg gehul);" ch. xxvii. 17, "Cursed be he that

removeth his neighbour's landmark (massig gehul)." Hos. v. 14, "I will take

away, and none shall rescue {eyn matzil)." Ch. xxxii. 39, " And there is

none that rescueth out of my hand (eyn m'yddi matzil)" (Cf. also Hos. ii. 10

[Heb. 12].)

Hos. vi. 1,
•' Come, and let us return unto the Lord ; for he hath torn

,

[cf. Hob. v. 14] and he will heal us ; he hath smitten, and he will bind

us up." Ch. xxxii. 39, " I kill, and I make alive ; I wound, and I heal."

Hos. viii. 13, " They shall return (yashuhhu) to Egypt." Ch. xxviii. 68,
" The Lord shall bring thee (heshibhka) into Egypt again."

Hos, xii. 13, " By a prophet the Lord brought Israel out of Egypt, and
by a prophet was he preserved." Ch. xviii. 18, "A Prophet . . . like unto
thee." Only here is Moses described as a prophet.

Hos. xiii. 6, " According to their pasture, so were they filled ; they were
filled, and their heart was lifted up ; therefore have they forgotten me."
Ch. viii. 14, " Then thine heart be lifted up, and thou forget the Lord thy
God," etc.

Hos. xiii. 9, " This (shihethkd) hath corrupted [destroyed] thee, Israel,

that thou art against me [who am] in thy help." Ch. xxxii. 5, " A perverse

nation hath become corrupt towards him (shiheth lo)

;

" ch. xxxiii. 26,
" Who rideth upon the heaven in thy help."

The coincidences thus noted are not, it must be confessed, all of equal
weight and evidential value; but, on the other hand, none of them can
be certainly declared to be accidental, and some are of such a character

as almost to force the conclusion that the prophets Hosea and Amos had
in their hands the Book of Deuteronomy, and freely cited f i om it. Assum-
ing this, something more is proved than that this book was extant in the

days of these prophets. As these were prophets, not of Judah, but of Israel,

their references to Deuteronomy may indicate the reception of that book in

Israel as a sacred book; and as it is not probable that any book would be
so received in the kingdom of Samaria which had not been carried by the

ten tribes with them when they broke off from Judah, it would follow that

this book was known and reverenced at the time of the separation. But
if it was thus accredited in the beginning of the reign of J^'ehoboam, the
probability is that it was so in the reigns of his predecessors, Solomon and
David ; for it is incredible that it could have attained to universal

acceptance at the moment of his accession to the throne, if it had not been
by long usage already established. It may indeed be said that the better
part of Israel was never wholly alienated from Judah religiously, but
continued to regard the temple at Jerusalem as the national sanctuary.
But that this would have led to the acceptance by the nation generally of a
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book pretending to be from God, which was unknown to their fathers, and

which had come into existence in Judah after the Beparation of the tribes,

cannot be believed ; national enmity and sectarian jealousy, to say nothing

of pious zeal for God, would have effectually prevented that, the more

especially in reBpect of a book by which their whole religious position and

system was condemned.

The conclusion above announced is corroborated by the references to

Deuteronomy in the nan ative of the Books of Kings.

Reference has been already made to passages in these books in which

the Book of Deuteronomy is expressly referred to as the Law of Moses, and

as written by Moses. What has now to be considered are allusions to

things contained in that book, and apparent quotations from it.

1 Kings viii, 51, " For they are thy people . . . which thou broughtest

forth out of Egypt, from the midat of the furnace of iron." Ch. iv. 20,

" And the Lord hath taken you, and brought you forth from the furnace

of iron, out of Egypt."

1 Kings xvii. 1. Here Elijah announces to Ahab that the judgment

threatened in ch. xi. 16, 17, against idolatry in Israel, should now be

inflicted, because of his having set up an altar to Baal, and placed beside it

an At-herah for idol-worship.

1 Kings xviii. 40. In the order given by Elijah as to the treatment of

the priests of Baal, the prophet follows the Divine injunction as given

in ch. xiii. 15, 16, and xvii. 5 ; without which it is inconceivable that

he should have ventured to enjoin on the king such extreme measures.

1 Kings xxi, 10. The appointment of ttco witnesses in order to convict

Naboth of blasphemy points to the observance in Israel of the law recorded

in ch. xvii. 6, 7 ; xix. 15.

1 Kings xxii. 11. "The symbolical act of the false prophet Zedekiah,

here described, is an embodying of the figure in ch. xxxiii. 17. This

illustrious promise, specially applicable to the posterity of Joseph, was the

basis on which the pseudo-prophets built ; only they overlooked the one thing,

that the promise was conditional and the condition was not realized. . . .

The reference to the Pentateuch here is the more important since Zedekiah

was one of the prophets of the calves, and since the symbolical act could

have been undertaken only on the presumption that its meaning, resting on

the Pentateuch, was intelligible to those present, and especially to the kings"

(Hengstenberg, i. 132).

2 Kings ii. 9. Elisha, as the firstborn of Elijah in a spiritual sense—his

ym^a-Lov reVvov, according to their common ofiSceas prophets—asks of Elijah

that the portion legally due to the firstborn son might be his, that a

double portion (p):'^ "D) of his father's possessions, his spirit, might be given

to him. This points back to ch. xxi. 17, where the law relating to the

right of the firstborn is enunciated. It is noticeable that in both passages

the same peculiar phrase, p.K' "fj, a mouthful of two, occurs, and in thia

sense only in these two passages.
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2 Kings Ti. 28—30. The extreme horror of the king on hearing the

woman's story, and his penetential observance in consequence, are best

accounted for by a reference to ch, xxviii, 53, 57, 58. The king recognised

in what the woman told him a fulfilment of the threatening denounced in

this passage; and so, while the lesser calamities that had bellallen his people

in consequence of the siege of the city by the Syrians had failed to move
him, this most terrible tale filled him with horror and drove him to

penitence.

2 Kings xiv. 6. Here is an express quotation of a law which ia found

only in ch. xxiv. 16.

2 Kings xviii. 6, "For he clave to the Lord, and departed not from

following him," etc. Ch. x. 20, " Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God ; him
shalt thou serve, and to him shalt thou cleave," etc.

Besides these references to Deuteronomy, there are many in the two Books

of Kings to other parts of the Pentateuch, going to prove that that book in

its entirenoss was known and accepted in the kingdom of Israel from the

time of its first establishment. " Indeed," as has been remarked, " the

entire action and operation of the prophets in the kingdom of Israel is an

inexplicable riddle if we do not assume the public recognition of the Penta-

teuch in this kingdom as its basis. With all the annoyances which the

propliets occasioned to the kings, and the priests who were in close alliance

with them, there never came to be a systematic and thoroughgoing perse-

cution of them so as to extirpate them. This suggests, unless we set aside

all probability and all historical analogies, the possession by them of an
external right whereby hatred against them was restrained, and the follow-

ing out of extreme measures prevented. But on what could such an

outward right be well based if not on the public acknowledgment of the

Pentateuch, on which they grounded their censures, with which they con-

nected their threatenings, and whose prophet-law they maintained against

their opponents ? " (Hengstenberg, i. 140).

Ascending to the earUer books, the following correspondences between
them and Deuteronomy may be noted :

—

2 Sam. vii. 6, "During all [the time] that I walked with all the chil-

dren of Israel," etc. Ch. xxiii. 14, "For Jehovah thy God walketh in

the midst of thy camp " (cf. Lev. xxvi. 12, " And I will walk amon-^t
you "). Only in these three passages does this peculiar phraseology occur.

2 Sam. vii. 23, " And what one nation in the earth is like thy people, even
like Israel, whom God went to redeem for a people to himself . . . th\-

people, which thou redeemedst to thee from Egypt, from the nations and
their gods? " Ch. vii. 8, " The Lord hath redeemed you out of the house
of bondmen, from the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt " (cf. also ch. ix.

26 ;
xiii. 6; xv. 15 ; xxi. 8 ; xxiv. 18). This expression may be said to be

specially Deuteronomio.

1 Sam. ii 2, " There is none holy as the Lord : for there is none beside
thee

:
neither i* there any rock like our God/' Ch. iv. 86, " Know that the
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Lord he is God ; there is none else beside him ;
'* oh. xxxii. 4, 15, 18, 81, *• He

is the Rock, his work is perfect . . . the Rock of his salvation . . . the

Bock that begat theo . . . For their rock is not as our Rock," etc. 1 Sam. ii. 6,

"The Lord killeth, and inaketh alive : he briugoth down to the grave, and

bringeth up." Ch. xxxii. 39, " See now that I, even I, am ho, aud there is

no god with me: I kill, and I make alive; I wound, and I heal," etc.

1 Sam. ii. 29, " "Wherefore kick ye at my sacrifice and at mine oftering, which

I have commanded?" Ch. xxxii. 16, "Jeshurun waxed fat, and kicked."

The verb D112, to kick, occurs only in these two places.

1 Sam, viii. 1, " And it came to pass that Samuel when he was old made

his sons judges over Israel." Ch. xvi. 18, " Judges and ofiicei s shalt thou

make thee in all thy gates." In making his sons judges, Samuel waa

carrying into effect the law enunciated in Deuteronomy. As Samuel thus

obeyed the Law, so his sons transgressed it, for they took bribes (shohad,

1 Sam. viii. 3), contrary to the injunction, " Thou shalt not respect persons,

neither take a gift [bribe, ahohad]," etc. (ch. xvi. 19). 1 Sam. viii. 5,

" Now make us a king to judge us like all the nations." Ch. xvii. 14,

" And shalt say, I will set a king over me, like as all the nations that are

about me."

1 Sam. X. 1, "The Lord hath anointed thee to be captain over his

inheritance." Ch. xxxii. 9, " The Lord's portion is his people ; Jacob is the

lot of his inheritance." 1 Sam. x. 25, " Then Samuel told the people the

manner of the kingdom," etc. The manner (tlie law, the legitimate order,

mishpat) of the kingdom was what had been prescribed; and it is only

in Deuteronomy that this prescription is given (cf. ch. xvii, 14, etc.).

1 Sam. XV. 2, " Thus saith the Lord of hosts, I remember that which

Amalek did to Israel, how he laid wait for him in the way, when he came

up from Egypt." Ch. xxv. 17, " Remember what Amalek did unto thee

by the way, when ye were come forth out of Egypt."

1 Sam. xxviii. 3, " Saul had put away tliose that had familiar spirits, and

the wizards, out of the land." Ch. xviii. 10, 11, " There shall not be found

in thee ... a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard."

Judg. i. 20, " And they gave Hebron unto Caleb, as Moses said." Ch.

i. 36, " Save Caleb the son of Jephunneh ; ho shall see it, and to him will

I give the land that he hath trodden upon."

Judg. iL 2, " I said . . . And ye shall make no league (lo tikrethu

berith) with the inhabitants of this land ; ye shall throw down their altars."

eto. Ch. vii. 2, " Thou shalt . . . utterly destroy them ; thou shalt make

no covenant with them {lo tikroth laliem herith) ;
" ch. xii. 3, " And ye shall

overthrow [throw down] their altars." Judg. ii. 3, " And their gods shall

be a snare unto you." Ch. vii. 16, "Neither slialt thou sei-ve their gods;

for that will be a snare unto thee." Judg. ii, 1 5, " The hand of the Lord

was against them for evil, as the Lord had said, and as the Lord had sworn

unto them." Ch. xxviii. 16, eto. Judg. ii. 18, " For it repented the Lord

because of their groanings by reason of them that oppressed them and
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vexed them." Ch. xxxii, 36, " For the Lord shall judge his people, and

repent himself for his servants, when he seeth that their power is gone."

Judg. iv. 14, " And Deborah said unto Barak, Up ; for this is the day

in which the Lord hath delivered Sisera into thine hand : is not the Lord

gone out before thee ? " Ch. ix. 3, " Understand therefore this day, that

the Lord thy God is he which goeth over before thee."

Judg. V. 4, 5, " Lord, when thou wentest out of Seir, when thou

raarchedst out of the field of Edom, the earth trembled, and the heavens

dropped, the clouds also dropped water. The mountains melted before the

Lord, even that Sinai from before the Lord God of Israel." Ch. xxxiii. 2,

" The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir unto them ; he ehined

forth from monnt Paran," etc. Judg. v. 8, " They chose new gods {eloliim.

haddshim)." Ch. xxxii. 17, " They sacrificed ... to gods whom they knew
not, to new (haddshim) gods that came newly up," etc.

Judg. xi. 15, " Israel took not away the land of Moab, nor the land of

the children of Aramon," etc. Ch. ii. 9, 19, " And the Lord said, Distress

not the Moabites, neither contend with them in battle: for I will not give

thee of their land for a possession . . . When thoucomest nigh over against

the children of Amnion, distress them not, nor meddle with them: for I will

not give thee of the land of the children of Ammon any possession."

Judg. xiv. 3. The parents of Samson expostulate with him as to his

intention to take a wife " of the uncircumcised Philistines." But there was
no reason why he should not do this, if it so pleased him, except that it was
expressly prohibited by the law of God as recorded in ch. vii. 3. It would
thus appear that that law was known and recognized as binding on the
people of God in the days of the judges.

Euth iv. 2—12, "And he took ten men of the elders of the city," etc.

The entire narrative in this context points to the law of the levirate in ch.

XXV. 6^10. " The real relation of the goel [kinsman] in Ptuth to the
yaham [husband's brother] in the law is unquestionable. ' Each was bound
to raise offspring to the dead from the wife of the dead. The reason in

both cases was the same, that the name of the dead might not perish from
Israel, nor from his family. In fine, in both cases, if the party refused to

marry the wife of the deceased, this was attested by the taking off of the
shoe* (Perizonius, 'Dissert.,' vii. p. 79). No less undeniable and still more
decisive is the verbal reference to the law, which is equivalent to an actual
citation of it. Compare only ch. xxv. 6, 'And the firstborn which she
beareth mn vm DK^-^y D-ip^s' with Euth iv. 5, ' Of Euth the Moabitess,

ihe wife of the dead, to raise up the name of the dead upon his inherit-

ance (in^qr^y n^n-Ot^ n>\>rfp).' The name of the dead could only be raised

up, according to the law, by a son being ascribed to him. This kind
service Boaz was prepared to render to him ; the goel must either do what
Boaz proffered, or he must transfer to him, as the next goel, the right of

ledemption. Still more com])lete is the reference to ch. xxv. 6 in Euth iv. 10,
' I take to me Ruth as my wife, to raise up the name of the dead upon his
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inheritance, and that the name of the dead he not cut off from among hia

brethren, and from the gate of his place.' According to ch. xxv. 9, the

transaction between the brother-in-law and the sister-in-law must take place

in the presence of the elders ; in Euth iv. 2 it is said, ' He took ten men of

the elders of the city.' In ch. xxv. 9 it is said, ' So shall it he done unto

that man who huildeih not up hia brother's house;' with which compare Euth

iv. 11, ' The Lord make the woman that is come into thine house like Eaohel

and like Leah, which two did build the house of Israel
;

' i.e. since thou,

according to the prescription, hast builded up the house of thy brother, may

the Lord make, etc. That Deuteronomy is older than the Book of Euth is

seen from this, that the author of the latter describes the symbolical act of

pulling off the shoe as a u.sage that had descended to his time from former

times, whilst in Deuteronomy it appears as then in common use, and of

itself clear" (Hengstenberg, ii. 104). It may be added that it is by

reference to the usage prescribed in Deuteronomy that the words of Naomi

to her widowed daughters-in-law (Euth i. 11) are to be understood.

It does not seem necessary to carry this investigation further; the

instances adduced are sufficient to show that when the Books of Samuel,

Judges, and Euth were written, the Book of Deuteronomy was extant and

commonly known ; for the alternative hypothesis, that the author of Deute-

ronomy, writing at a time subsequent to the appearance of these books,

carefully picked out of them a number of small particulars and adapted the

statements of his own book to these, so as to give the appearance of an

nndesi"-ned coincidence between his book and the others, is too violent to

be entertained. It thus appears that all through the history of Israel, from

the times immediately succeeding those of Moses and Joshua, this Book of

Deuteronomy was known and in common use in Israel.

(2) The antiquity of this book is vouched for by the archaisms with

which it abounds. " The use of N-in in both genders, which occurs one

hundred and ninety-five times in the Pentateuch, is found thirty-six times

in Deuteronomy ; while of the eleven places in which ^"'0 is written not one

is in this book. In Deuteronomy, as in the other books, a maiden is called

ny? ; only in one passage (ch. xxii. 19) is nnw used. The demonstrative pro-

noun "psn, which is not found out of the Pentateuch except in 1 Chron. xx. 8

(cf. Ezra V. 15 ; Aramaic), is not only to be read in Gen. xix. 8, 25 ;
xxvi. 3, 4

;

Lev. xviii. 27; but runs through Deuteronomy (cf. ch.iv. 42; vii. 22; xix. 11).

So also the He locale, so rare in the later usage of the language, the old rare

writing JX>*r2ri (Jahn in Bengel's Archiv.,' ii. 582) and the future ending jr

are common. The last of these, according to the investigation of Konig

(Heft. ii. of his ' Alt-test. Studien '), is more frequent in the Pentateuch than

in any other Old Testament book, and is found in Deuteronomy fifty-eight

times, as also twice in the Pret. viii. 3, 16 ;-"li;T, of which the Old Testament

has only one other instance—Isa. xxvi. 16. Among these archaisms common

to Deuteronomy with the other Pentateuchal books may be reckoned also

the shortening of the Hiph. -tp (ch. xxvi. 12), and often the nse of iSTj? equi-
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valent to nnj?, to meet; the constrnction ofthe passive with the n^ of the obioct

(e.g. eh. xx. 8); the changes ofthe common b'55 into 3^3, lamb (ch. xiv. 4); the

use of 113T equivalent to "DT, a word lost to the post-Pentateuchal language

(Dietrich, ' ALhandlungen,' s. 89), ch. xvi, 16; xx. 13; and many old

words, such as 3"'3i< and D'ip\ and among these such as are found only in

Joshua, as nn^'Jis, or in Ezekiel, whose language is framed on that of the

Pentateuch, like |>p. Also in hapaxlegomena, which in an old language

abound, Deuteronomy is not poor. Examples of these are K^IOin (for the later

bp.); the old Canaanitish |xvn nh^'^y, increase of the flock; i-m? (as a name
of Israel, borrowed by Isaiah, xliv. 2) ; n>3?n, to be silent

; p"::]!!!, to lay upon
the neck ; "i^yipn to take possession of, to lay hands on. To the antique and
genuinely Mosaic peculiarities of the Deuteronomist belongs also his love of

pictures': a root of hemlock and wormwood sprouts (ch. xxix. 18), head and
tail (ch. xxviii. 13, 44), the saturated with the thirsty (ch. xxix. 19); and com-
parisons : as a man beareth his son (ch, i, 31), as bees do (ch. i. 44), as a man
chasteneth his son (ch. viii. 6), as the eagle fluttereth (ch. xxviii. 49), as the

blind gropeth (ch. xxviii. 29). Of such comparisons I know only three in

the other books : 'As the ox licks up the grass of the field ' (Numb. xxii. 4,

in the Balaam section) ;
' As a flock that hath no shepherd ' (Numb, xxvii. 17) ;

'As the guardian bears the suckling ' (Numb. xi. 12); both in the mouth of

Moses" (Delitzsch, 'Die Genesis,' Einleit, s. 27 f.). To these may be

added certain words and phrases found in the earlier books, but which
would seem to have become obsolete or to have been regarded as archaic in

the times subsequent to that of Samuel :—As for instance, Dny^J^, gates, foi-

habitations generally; nineteen times in Deuteronomy; elsewhere once, in

Exod. XX. 10, in a document acknowledgedly Mosaic; and occasionally but
rarely in poetical pieces (Ps. Ixxxvii. 2 [but see Hengstcnberg in loc]

;

Isa. iii. 26; Ix. 18 (?); Jer. xiv. 2). DntDb', officers; seven times in Deute.

ronomy; elsewhere Exod. v. 6, 10, 14, 15, 19; Numb, xi. 16; Josh. i. 10;
iii. 2 ; viii. 33 ; xxiii. 2 ; xxiv. 1 ; Chron. six times. Dj'^n, empty, in the

sense of without an ofi'ering ; ch. xvi. 16; Exod. xxiii. 15; xxxiv. 20;
1 Sam. vi. 8 ; not elsewhere. nC^N nsy, to humble a woman ; ch. xxi. 14 ; xxii.

24, 29; Gen. xxxiv. 2; Judg. xx. 5; 2 Sam. xiii. 12, 14; Lam. v. 11;
Ezek. xxii. 10, 11. hii':^-') JVp; i-1D, to turn to the right hand or to the left, of

departures from God's Law; ch. v. 32; xvii. 28; xxviii. 14; Josh. i. 7;
xxiii. 6. D"ip; nn^n, to prolong days, to live long; eleven times in Deute-
ronomy; elsewhere only Exod. xx. 12 ;tfosh. xxiv. 31 ; Judg. ii. 7 ; 1 Kings
iii. 14; Eceles. viii. 13 ; Isa. liii. 10. nmn, likeness, similitude; ch. iv. 12,

15, 16, 23, 25; v. 8; Exod. xx. 4; Numb. xii. 8 ; Job iv. 16 (image, form,
shape) ; Ps. xvii. 15. ;rp ; this term is in Deuteronomy, as in the other Penta-
teuchal books, used only of per.sons exercising sacerdotal functions ; in later
times it came to be used also of civil officers and counsellors of the sovereign
(cf. 2 Sam. viii. 18; xx. 26 ; 1 Kings iv. 2, 6; 1 Chron. xxvii. 5). n^N, fii«
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offering; ch. xviii. 1; often in thePentateucli; once in Josh. xiii. 14; and once

in 1 Sam. ii. 28. D^N^p, two things heterogeneous; ch. xxii. 9; elsewhere only

in Lev. xix. 19. ^pj, a young bird; ch. xxxii. 11 ; Gen xv. 9 ; not found

elsewhere. "VIDJ, a male ; ch. xvi. 19 ; xx. 13 ; elsewhere only Exod. xxiii.

17 ; xxxiv. 23. nDp,3, female; ch. iv. 16 ; often in the Pentateuch; once in

Jer. xxxi. 22. 3''3N, the month Abib ; ch. xvi. 1 ; Exod. ix. 31 ; xiii. 4; xxiii.

15 ; xxxiv. 18 ; Lev. ii. 14 ; nowhere else. "i^.E^, young of a beast ; ch. vii. 13,

28; iv. 18, 51 ; elsewhere only Exod. xiii. 12. D•1p^ substance, living thing;

ch. xi. 6; Gen. vii. 4, 23; nowhere else, ni.p, bush; ch. xxxiii. 16; else-

where only in Exod. iii. 2, 3, 4.

(3) The antiquity of the book is further guaranteed by certain state-

ments and references contained in it.

Ch. vii. 1, etc. Intercourse with the nations of Canaan is here strennonsly

forbidden to the Israelites. This was fitting before they took possession of

that land ; at a later period such a prohibition would have been superfluous,

if not ridiculous.

Ch. XXV. 9. Eefeience is here made to the taking off of the shoe as a

symbol of the transference of an inheritance, in a way which shows, as

already observed, that the usage was then common. In the time of the

judges this was regarded as a usage of " the former time " (Enth iv. 7)

The time of Deuteronomy, therefore, must have preceded that of the judges

Ch. XXV. 17, etc. The Israelites are commanded to remember what

Amalek did to them by the way, as they came out of Egypt, etc. Such an

injunction it would have been absurd to publish in writing at a much later

period in the history of Israel, long after the Anialekites had ceased to exist

as a nation. So also of the Canaanites (ch. xx. 16—18).

Ch. xvii. 14, etc. It is here assumed that at some future time the people

of Israel would propose to set a king over them, like all the nations about

them, and directions are given as to the choice of a king in this case, and as

to the conduct of the king when he should be chosen. The fair presumption

from this is that the book in which these are recorded must have been

written before the time of Samuel ; fur it is not credible that any writer

would have introduced into liis narrative any such statements posterior to

the election of Saul to be King of Israel. Especially is it to be noted that

one of the directions given is that the king is " not to multiply horses, nor

cause the people to return to Egypt, to the end that he should multiply

horses ; forasmuch as the Lord hath said unto you. Ye shall henceforth

return no more that way." Such a cautionary injunction was fitting

at a time when there was some danger of the people being seduced into

returning to Egypt ; at a later period, long after they had been settled in

the promised land, it would be simply preposterous. It has indeed been

said, on the other hand, that, had this book been then extant, Samuel

must have known this passage, and in tbat case would not have rebuked

rh- people as he did for their sin in desiring a king. There would be
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Bome force in this did the passage in Deuteronomy contain an enactment

that a king should be chosen or express approval of such an act. But thia

is not the case ; rather is the contiary implied, for it is plain, from the

manner in which the subject is introduced, that the anticipated act was
not regarded by the speaker with approval, but was vather viewed by
him as a wilful departure from an order instituted by God, ptompted by

a desire on the part of the people to be like to the nations around them ; in

fact, a species of apostacy from Jehovah, second only to a renunciation of

him for other gods. When Samuel, therefore, rebuked the people, even

whilst conceding their request, he spoke in the very spirit of this passage,

and not improbably with this very passage ia his mind.

It has also been uiged that, as the appointment of a king was incompatible

with the Theocracy, it is highly improbable that any such thing would have

been contemplated and legislated for by Moses. It is to be ob.-erved, how-

ever, that the king whom it was supposed the people were to be allowed to

set up was not to be an autocrat or one whose rule was to be independent

;

he was to be one whom God should choose, and who was to be under law to

God, and so was really to be the vicegerent of Jehovah, the Great King.

By the appointment of such a king, therefore, the Theocracy remained intact.

The administration of government by means of a king whom God should

choose no more superseded the supreme kingship of Jehovah, than the

administration of law by judges interfered with his supremacy as Lawgiver

and Judge.

It is further asked—Had this passage been in existence and known,

how could Solomon have dared to contravene it as he did by multiplying

wives and sending to Egypt for horses ? But Solomon, we know, dared to

do man}' things which were contrary to law, both Divine and human. His

having many wives and concubines was as much against the law of the

Decalogue as against the law in ch. xvii. 14—17.

Ch. xxvii. 11—26. Directions are here given concerning blessing and
cursing on Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal. These, however, are of a

very general character, details evidently being left to the discretion of the

parties by whom the injunction was to be carried into etfect. An author

writing after the event would, it is presumed, have been more precise, and
would have so framed his statement as to present to his readers a distinct

and easily apprehensible representation of the whole transaction.

Ch. xix. 1— 10. Here it is enacted that, on the establishment of the people

in Canaan, the land is to be divided, and certain cities to be set apart as

places of refuge for the manslayer. This is a law which could be obeyed

only at the time of the entrance of the people on the possession of the land,

and which, therefore, it would be absurd to prescribe in a book written long

after that took place.

In several parts of the book allusion is made to the condition of the

Israelites as then in the wilderness, and to their experiences there as

then recent (cf. ch. i.—iii. ; iv. 3, 4, 44—49 ; vii. 1 ; viii. 1 ; ix. 1

;

DXUTSBOKOHY. a
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xi, 8, etc., 30, 31 ; xiii. 12; xviii. 9; xix. 1 ; xxvii. 2). Unless, then, the

book be put aside as a pure fiction, it must be accepted as of an age not

later than the time of the arrival of the Israelites on the eastern side of

the Jordan.

From these considerations the high antiquity of this book may be fairly

inferred. This not only falls in with the supposition that it is in the main

the writing of Moses, but lends support to that supposition ; for Moses is

the only person of whom we know anything who at that early period can

be supposed to have composed such a book, and as the book professes to be

his, the presumption is very strong that he and no other is the author of it.

4. The aspect and attitude of the writer, both retrosjjective and prospec-

tive, are those of one in the position of Moses at the time immediately before

the entrance of the Israelites into Canaan. The book presents itself as

Mosaic, and with this the entire costume and colouring of the book is in

keeping. " There is nowhere even a single expression which is not suited

to the position of Moses at that time; the standpoint throughout the whole

book is the same ; the bituation is ever that of one on the borders of the

promised land. To that which in later times was the centre of the popular

life—to Jerusalem and its temple, to the kingdom of David—there is not a

single reference such as would transgress historical limits. The occupation

of the land is only in the general assumed as about to take place ; nothing is

said as to the special relations of Israel in the land when conquered. The

principal foes are the Canaanites, who, from the beginning of the period of

the judges, retire into the background, and, after Judg. v., nowhere play any

notable part. (For exact acquaintance with the early relations of the peoples

in the Mosaic times, see ch. ii. ; in respect of the geography of the scene of

the last wandering, ch. i. 1, etc.) Specially noticeable are the very vivid

reminiscences of Egypt ; the motives to kindness towards servants thence

taken (ch. v. 15 ; xv. 15 ; xvi. 12 ; xxiv. 18) ; the references to diseases peculiar

to Egypt in the threatening of punishments (ch. xxviii. 27, 35); the refer-

ences to deliverance from thence in the promises (ch. vii. 15 ; xxviii. 60)

;

the exaltation of Canaan by comparison with Egypt (ch. xi. 1 0) ; a highly

graphic representation of the old Egyptian agriculture, to which the monu-

ments bear witness." Besides these references to Egyptian usages, etc., may
be mentioned the command to bear the words of the Law as an amulet on

the hand and breast (ch. vi. 8, etc.; xi. 18; cf. Exod. xiii. 16), and to

inscribe them on the door-posts of the house (ch. xi. 20) ; the command to

write the Law on stones plastered with mortar (ch. xxvii. 18); the mode of

punishment by the stick, the Egyptian bastinado (ch. xxv. 2, 3) ; the method

of irrigation (ch. xi. 10); the function of the scribe in the military arrange-

ments of the Egyptians (ch. xx. 5). There are also frequent retrospective

glances in the book to the residence of the Israelites in Egypt as of

recent occurrence (ch. vi. 21, etc. ; vii. 8, 18 ; xi. 3). Such a statement

also as the following is intelligible only on the supposition that it is the

utterance of one addressing those who were contemporaneous with the
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event referred to :—" Your eyes have seen what the Lord did because of
Baal-peor

: for all tlie men that followed Baal-peor, the Lord thy God
hath destroyed them from among you. But ye that did cleave unto the
Lord j^our God are alive every one of you this day " (ch. iv. 3, 4). The
inference is irresistible: either these words were uttered at the time
indicated by "this day" or the statement is a fiction. These allusions are
so numerous and precise that it may with justice be said, " If Deuteronomy
is not the work of Moses, thei e is here the most exquisite of literary frauds,

and that in an age which had not as yet acquired the art of transporting
itself into foreign individualities and situations" (Hengstenberg).

5. The passage just quoted suggests a weighty consideration in favour
of the Mosaic authorship of this book. If the book is not by him, if it is

the jiroduction of a later age, it must be regarded as a forgery. For beyond
all question, the book not only contains discourses alleged to have been
uttered by Moses, but also claims to have been written by him (cf. ch. i. 1

;

xxix. 1 ; ixxi. 1, 9—11, 24). Are we, then, to pronounce this book a
forgery ? If so, the book cannot be regarded as one of the iepa ypd/xfuiTa,

the sacred writings—as really belonging to the ypa^-q ©eoTrveuo-ros, as being
a book given by Divine inspiration. For the religious consciousness recoils

from the thought that God would either originate or sanction a deliberate

untruth. We may admire the genius of the man who could produce so

consummately skilful a fiction ; but we can never believe that it was by
Divine direction and with help from above that he composed it, or that it

was sent forth with the authorization of him " all whose words are true."

Nor is it easy to conceive how what must have been known to be a fraud

c(juld have found acceptance and been reckoned among the sacred writings

of the Jews. It has, indeed, been pleaded that there was no fraud in the

case ; that, as all knew that the book was not written by Moses, none were
deceived by the ascription of it to him, any more than those who heard
Herodotus read his history at the Olympic games were deceived by the
ascription to his heroes of the speeches which he had himself composed.
But on this supposition, how are we to account for the author of the book
asciibing it to Moses at all? Herodotus made speeches for his characters

and inserted them in his history, merely to give completeness to his story

and as a display of literary skill. But no such motive could have induced
the author of Deuteronomy, supposing him to be some prophet or scribe of

a later age, to have ascribed his work as a whole to Moses. He could do
this only in the hope of thereby investing it with greater authority, and
procuring for it a more ready acceptance and deferential regard. But foi

this it was essential that the book should be believed to be by Moses ; the

moment it was known not to be by hira, the author's design would be wholly
frustrated. The author must, therefore, have intended it to be accepted as

really the work of Moses ; and if it was not so accepted, it must have been
repudiated as a too manifest forgery to be endured. Its acceptance by the

Jews and its place in the canon is thus utterly unaccountable on tlif
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Bnpposition that it is the production of a writer of an age later than that

of Moses.

II. These considerations give strong support to the traditional belief

that this book is what it professes to be—the work of Moses. It is possible,

however, that other considerations, drawn from the book itself, may outweigh

these, so as to make it uncertain whether Moses wrote this book or not, if

they do not render it highly probable that it must be ascribed to some later

writer. Such considerations, it is maintained, are to be found, and they

have been strenuously urged by many critics of note as fatal to the claims

of the book to be regarded as the genuine work of Moses. To these attentoin

mutt now be directed.

1. It is alleged that not only is this book in Btyle, phraseology, and

manner of thought different from the other Pentateuchal books, but that its

contents present so many discrepancies to the other books that it cannot be

regarded as the product of the same author.

This consideration, it is obvious, is of force as against the genuineness of

Deuteronomy only on the assumption that the other books of the Pentateuch

are the writing of Moses. If this be denied or questioned, the objection

becomes invalid. For in that case any alleged discrepancies would prove

nothing more than that this book is not from the same hand as the other

books ; they would leave the claims of this book, which professes to be the

work of I\loses, unaifected.

It may also occur to the inquirer that, even on the assumption just

referred to, the force of an argument of this sort is not great. For whilst

it is quite conceivable that the style and phraseology and manner of thought

of an author may differ at one period of his life from what they were at

another, or may acquire a different character as they are used on different

subjects or with a different purpose, and that in the course of forty years

such changes may take place in the condition, circumstances, and relations

of a community that an author writing near the end of that period may

have much to narrate concerning them that is not in accordance with what

he has narrated in books written long before ; it is to be noted that such

discrepancies are the very things a forger would be most careful to avoid.

His aim would be to imitate the style and manner of thought of his author

as closely as possible, and as he would have before him what that author

had written, he would be careful to conform all his own statements to what

he found set forth by him. If discrepancies, then, are found to exist between

Deuteronomy and the other Mosaic writings, this would rather be in fa Pour

of the genuineness of the former than otherwise.

As respects style and method and manner of thought, such variations as

maybe detected in this book from the earlier books are suflSciently accounted

for by the fact that, whilst the latter are purely narrative or didactic, this is

hortatory and admonitory. The style and manner of a legislative code, or

even of simple narration, must needs be departed from in a popular address,

unless the speaker means to exhaust the patience of his audience and thereby

frustrate his own effort.
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*• A good example of the fandamental difference in legal style between

tlie Levitical Law and the Deuteronomic code is found in Numb xxxv.

compared with ch. xix." (Robertson Smith, p. 433). That differences of

expression and phraseology are to be found in these two passages is

manifest at a glance ; but that they are " fundamental," or such as would
disprove identity of authorship in the two writings, may be denied. For
these differences are only such as may be found in the writings of any
author who has occasion to repeat in substance what he had put forth more
at large in an earlier writing. In Numbers the cities are railed throughoiit
" cities of refuge," in Deuteronomy they are described as cities to which the

homicide may flee (for refuge, of course) ; in Numbers the man for whom a
place of refuge was to be provided is described as one who had slain another

"at unawares" (biahgaga, through error or mistake), in Deuteronomy he is

described as one who killeth his neighbour "ignorantly" (bibhli da'ath,

without knowledge, unintentionally), but also as one who had done it

" unawares " (ch. iv. 42) ; in Numbers it is " any person " who is supposed to

be killed, in Deuteronomy it is *' his neighbour" whom the homicide is

said to slay ; in Numbers the murderer is described as one who " thrust

him [his victim] of hatred " {Vsiriah), in Deuteronomy it is said " if any
man hate" (jionay)—in the one place the noun is used, in the other the
cognate verb. Such differences surely cannot be regarded as "funda-
mental." Of more weight, apparently, is the difference in the description

of what constitutes murder as distinguiished from simple homicide, given in

the two books respectively ; the one book giving a detailed description,

while the other furnishes only one exemplary illustration from actual

experience of what is intended. But this is only such a difference as might
be expected between a legal document and a popular address in reference

to the same subject. Another difference alleged is that " the judges in the

one are * the congregation,' in the other ' the elders of the city.' " But
there is a mistake here. lu Deuteronomy nothing is said about "judges ;

"

the function assigned to the elders is executive, not judicial; they are

to apprehend the criminal and bring him to suffer the penalty to which he

had been adjudged. " In addition," it is said, " there is a substantial

difference in the laws themselves, inasmuch as Deuteronomy says nothing

about remaining in the city of refuge till the death of the high priest

"

Had Deuteronomy said that the refugee was to remain till his own death

in the city of refuge, or till the death of some other person than the high

priest, there would have been a substantial difference between the two
laws ; as it is, Deuteronomy only omits what it was not needful for the

speaker to state. When it is remembered that these differences are alleged

as "fundamental," it will be seen of how little moment are the other

differences in style and phraseology which may be adduced between
Deuteronomy and the other Pentateuchal books.

Of the material discrepancies alleged, the following are the most
important :-
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Ch. i. 22, etc. Here the sending of the spies is .said to have been at the

BUfo-estion of the people, whereas in Numb. xiii. 1, 3 it is by command

from God that the spies are said to be sent. There is, however, no real

discrepancy here ; the passage in Deuteronomy simply contains an addition

to the narrative in Numbers. The proposal originated with the people,

but it was not until authorized by God that Moses carried it into effect.

For the rest, the two narratives are in full accordance.

Ch. i. 37 ; iii. 26 ; iv. 21. In these passages Moses appears as casting the

blame of his exclusion from the promised land on the people, whereas in

Numb. XX. 12 it is in consequence of his own defective faith, and in Numb,
xxvii. 14 as a punishment for his rebelliousness, that this is said to have

come upon him. But that there is no discrepancy here is rendered certain by

the fact that in ch. xxxii. 51 the same cause is assigned for his exclusion

as in Numbers. The two statements are easily reconciled. The immediate

reason of the exclusion was Moses' own sin ; the ultimate reason was tlie

rebellionsness of the people, which gave occasion to that sin (cf. note on

ch. i. 37).

In Deuteronomy it is prescribed that sacrifices shall be offered only in one

place, whereas the other books say nothing of this, and in one passage

express mention is made of many places of worship (Exod. xx. 24). But

(1) it is not true that no mention is made of this in the other books, for in

Lev. xvii. 8, 9 the law regarding the offering of sacrifice only in the one

place, viz. at the door of the tent of meeting, is announced even under more

stringent conditions than in Deuteronomy; and (2) the declaration in

Exod. XX. 24 was uttered shortly after the giving of the Law on Sinai,

when the people had the prospect of moving from place to place, and of

the sanctuary moving with them, and was intended to assure them that

wherever that sanctuary was pitched there worship might be acceptably

offered.

When Numb, xviii. 20—32 is compared with ch. xiv. 22—29, it is

alleged that " it cannot escape any one who makes the comjDarison without

prejudice, that the two laws differ from each other in respect both of content

and character." In Numbers it is prescribed that the Levites shall not

have any fixed possession among the sons of Israel, but shall receive, for the

service in the sanctuary binding on them, all the tithes which properly

belong to Jehovah, and from these they shall again pay a tenth part to

Aaron the priest. In Deuteronomy, on the contrary, the Israelites are

enjoined to bring before the sanctuary the tithe of all the produce of their

fields and their cattle, either in kind or in money, and there, in honour of

Jehovah, to eat it with their families in joy and festivity ; only along with

this it is enjoined that they are not to forsake the Levite who has no

possession of his own, but each third year they must retain all the tithss

of their income and bestow them as a beneficence on the Levite, the stranger,

the widow, and the orphan in their gates. These two laws, it is alleged,

differ so both in content and in character that it cannot be supposed that
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Moses oould have enacted both ; and as the enactment in Numbers ig

undoubtedly the original, that in Deuteronomy must belong to a later age

(Bleek). That these two laws differ from each other is indisputable, and
the difference is such that, supposing them to relate to the same object, there

is no possibility of harmonizing them ; the one must exclude the other.

But it is conceivable that Moses, after enacting!; the general law of tithes as

a provision for the Levites, should, in the prospect of the people settling in

a rich and fertile land where the produce of their possessions would be

great, prescribe the giving of an additional tithe, to be devoted to sacred

festivity and for the benefit of the poor and needy, in which benefit the

Levite was to share. That such an additional tithe vp-as actually made and
rendered by the Israelites in Palestine, appears certain from the testimony

of the Talmudists and Josephus ; by the former of v^hom the "^S^ "ibj^D, or

second tithe, is distinguished from the \\U^l nbya, the first tithe—that for the

Levites ; and the latter of whom expressly says that, besides the two tithea

which were to be levied yearly, one for the Levites and another for feasting,

there was to be every third year a third tithe for distribution to the poor

and needy ('Antiq.,' iv. 8, 22). In the Book of Tobit the second tithe {SeKarrj

SiVTcpa) is mentioned (i. 7), and the LXX. refer to the Sevrepov iinSeKaTov

(ch. xxvi. 11). There seems no doubt, then, as to the existence of a second

tithe among the Jews. What is called the "third tithe" (Josephus, 1. o. ; Tobit

i. 8), was only " this second tithe converted into the poor tithe, to be given

to and consumed by the poor at home " (Ginsburg, ' Kitto's Cyclopsedia,' iii.

1012). This being the case, we are justified in regarding the law in

Deuteronomy as not exclusive of that in Numbers, but rather as supple-

mentary to it, as an additional prescription for the benefit of the Levites,

who as a tribe were without possessions in the land, as well as the poor and

destitute. As both laws were apparently in operation at a late period, the

one obviously does not abrogate or exclude the other, and therefore there

is no reason why both should not have been appointed by Moses.

Ch. xii. 17, 18. Here the people are enjoined to eat the firstlings of

their herds before the Lord, in the place which he shall choose. But in

Numb, xviii. 15—18 the flesh of the firstlings ia said to belong to the priest:

" The flesh of them shall be thine, as the wave breast and as the right

shoulder are thine." How, then, it is asked, could the people eat the first-

lings if they were to be given to the priest ? There is here, it must be allowed,

an apparent contradiction. It is, however, only apparent. The qualifying

clause, " as the wave breast and as the right shoulder are thine," indicates

that it was not the whole animal that was to be given to the priest ; the

distribution was to be according to the norm established in the case of the

ahelamim, or peace offerings (Lev. vii. 28, etc.), that is, after the fat had been

burnt on the altar, the wave bieast and the right shoulder were to be the

portions of the priest. The rest of the animal, therefore, remained with the

offerer, and might be eaten by him. There is thus between the two lawa

no real contradiction (see note in Exposition). " It is not said in Numbew
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that all the fle.sh of the firstlings belongs to the priests, nor in Deuteronomy

that the people are to eat all of it " (Curtiss).

According to Exod. xxix. 27, 28, and Lev. vii. 28—34, the breast and the

right shoulder of all thank offerings belonged to the priest ; according to

ch. xviii. 3, he was to receive the fore leg, the two cheeks, and the maw.
This latter ordinance is said to be an alteration of the earlier law, which

cannot be supposed to have proceeded from Moses. But what is prescribed

in Deuteronomy as the priest's due is not said there to be all that he shall

receive ; it appears rather as an addition to what the earlier law assigned

to him. This is " evident from the context, since the heave leg and the

wave breast belonged to the firings of Jehovah mentiuned in ver. 1, which

the priests had received as an inheritance from the Lord ; that is to say, to

the tenuphoth of the children of Israel, which the priests might eat with their

sons and daughters, though only with such members of their house as were
Levitically clean (Numb, xviii. 11) ; and also from the words of the present

command, viz. that the portions mentioned were to be a right of the priests on

the part of the people, on the part of those who slaughtered slain offerings, i.e.

to be paid to the priest as a right that was due to him on the part of the

people " (Keil). Whether it was from animals offered in sacrifice alone

that this portion was to be given to the priests, or whether the right of the

priests extended also to animals slain for domestic use, has been made a

matter of question. But this is immaterial as regards the relation of the

law in Deuteronomy to the law in Exodus and Leviticus; for in either

case the portions assigned to the priests were a gift from the people, distinct

from and in addition to what the priest claimed as part of his inheritance

from the Lord.

" In the other books the Levites appear always as servants of the sanctuary,

in sharp distinction from the priests the sons of Aaron. In Deuteronomy

the Levites appear as sustaining priestly functions, and the priests are

called ' sons of Levi ' or ' the priests the Levites,* as elsewhere only in

the later books " (Bleek). That the priests should be described as " the sons

of Aaron " is only what might be expected, inasmuch as the priesthood was
restricted to the Aaronic family ; and that they should be called " sons of

Levi " and " Levites " is equally natural, seeing all the priests were descended

from Levi, and belonged to that tribe. The only thing to be accounted for

is that in the earlier books they should be described as " sons of Aaron " and

never be called " Levites " or described as " sons of Levi," and that in Deute-

ronomy they should never be described as " sons of Aaron " but always as

" Levites " or " sons of Levi." Is this a mere difference of phraseology, or

does it imply such a difference in the actual constitution of the priestly order

as to necessitate the conclusion that the Book of Deuteronomy belongs to a

later age than that of Moses ? In regard to this it may be observed :

(1) The mere fact that an author uses expressions, names, or titles which are

found elsewhere only in books of later date, affords no proof that his book

itself is of later date than that traditionally assigned to it, because il»«
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expressions, names, or titles may have originated with him or come into use

in his time. (2) The mere fact that certain phrases or names used by an

author are not found in books confessedly written by him but older than

the date assigned to this particular book, affords no proof that his book was
written at a much later date, because the new words, names, or phrases may
have come into use during his lifetime, but after his earlier writings were
issued. (3) As a considerable time elapsed between the writing of Exodus
and Leviticus and the writing of Deuteronomy, phraseology which was
fitting at the earlier period may have become less fitting at the later, and
consequently Moses may have felt it necessary to depart in his latest

writing from phraseology which he used freely in his earlier writings.

(4) The appointment of Aaron and his sons to the priesthood preceded the

consecration of the tribe of Levi to the service of the sanctuary, and was an
appointment wholly independent of that tribe. The priesthood was at first

that of a family, not that of a tribe ; it was purely Aaronic, not in any proper

sense Levitical. At first, then, it was only as " sons of Aaron " that the

priests could be designated ; but after the consecration of the tribe to which
that family belonged, sucli designations as " sons of Levi," " the priests the

Levites," became fitting designations of the priests. The phrase " sons of

Aaron " was thus the earlier, the phrase " sons of Levi " the later, formula

of designation. It is not improbable that gradually the earlier designation

fell into desuetude, and the later came to be that alone in use ; and in this

case Moses, writing near the end of his life, would naturally use the
designation which by that time had come to be the proper desigisation of

the priests.

As respects the discharge of priestly functions by the Levites, it may be
observed : (1) In the general that, as the tribe of Levi included the priestly

(irder, what was done by the priests may be popularly desciibed as done by
Levites ;

just as one might say that a certain uct was the act of the Church,
though properly it was the act of only certain officials in the Church, On
this principle we may account for its being stated that the tribe of Levi
was separated by Jehovah to bless in his Name (ch. x. 8), though this was
the special function of the priests

; just as in ch. x. 8 and xxxi. 25 it is

said that it was the duty of the tribe of Levi to bear the ark of the
covenant, whereas this belonged specially to the Kohathites, a family in

that tribe. (2) As in a graduated hieiarchy the higher office includes the
lower, so the duties properly belonging to the lower functionary may, on
occasions of special solemnitj', be undertaken by the higher. Thus we may
account fur the priests on special occasions bearing the ark, which
ordinarily it was the part of the Kohathites to do (cf. ch. xxxi, 9). (3)
AVhen those who are set apart as ministers to a superior functionary
are called actually to assist him in his service, they may without offence

partake of the privileges which belong properly to the superior. On this

ground we may account for the statement in ch. xviii. 1, 8, that the Levite
who might of his own choice attend upon the service of the sanctuary
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sliould have the privilege of pavtaMng with the priest of the sacrificea

oflFered there, though this, according to the Law, was the privilege of the

priest only (cf. Lev. vi. 18, 29; vii. 6). As the Law allotted these to the

priest, but did not prohibit the giving of a portion of them to the attendant

Levite, the prescription that the Levite was to have a share with the

priest is not a repeal of the older enactment, but only an addition to it.

" Accordino- to Numb. xxxv. 1—8, the Levites were to have cities assigned

to them as their own, in all forty-eight, with fields attached for their cattle,

and these were by lot given to them by Joshua (Josh. xxi.). Of any such

relations, of special cities of the Levites, nothing is found in Deuteronomy

;

here the same appear, at least for the most part, as homeless, living

scattered among the rest of the Israelites in the different towns ; this is pre-

sumed, and legal prescriptions refer to it (cf. ch, xii. 12, 1 8, etc. ; xiv. 27—29
;

xvi. 11, 14; xviii. 6; xxvi. 12)" (Bleek). In these passages the Levite is

represented as living within the gates of the people, and this is assumed to

mean that he was there as a stranger who, having no home of his own, had

to be dependent on the hospitality of others for a residence. But this does

not seem to be the meaning of the phrase. The Levites had, in accordance

with the law in Numbers, fields and towns assigned to theiu
; but they were

not the sole occupants of these ; they were only a portion, in most cases

only a minor portion, of the inhabitants. The town thus properly was not

Levitical; it was a town of Israel, in which the Levites had residences, with

fields appertaining. Hence the description, " the Levite within thy gates ;

"

not that the Levite was homeless, but that his home was within the

precincts of one of the cities of Israel (Keil, ' Comment, on Joshua,' p. 211
;

Kitto, ' Cyclopsedia,' ii. 826). Even if the town had been occupied wholly

by the Levites, they might still have been said to dwell within the gates

of the people, inasmuch as the towns allotted to them were not in a region

of their own as a tribe, but were taken from the portions of the other tribes

throughout the country. It is further assumed in this objection that

Deuteronomy makes the only source of maintenance for the Levites to be

the share in the sacrificial feasts of the tithes which it assigns to them

;

whereas the right of the Levites to partake of the tithes received from the

nation is distinctly recognized in Deuteronomy, as in the earlier law (of.

ch. X. 9 ; xiv. 22; xviii. 2 ; xxvi. 12).

2. It is alleged that there are statements in the book which could

not have been made by Moses, but betray the hand of a writer of a much

later age.

Ch. i. 1. The expression, " beyond the Jordan {]iyn ISP)," here and in

ver. 6, is, it is alleged, plainly the writing of one whose position was on the

west of that river, and therefore must have been written alter the death of

Moses. It must strike one, however, that it is very improbable that any

one writing in the person of Moses, and wishing to be taken for Moses,

would make a mistake of this sort, and on the very thresliold of his work

betray himself bo foolishly. There is, however, no mistake in the case.
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The phrase, " beyond the Jordan," was the established and current designa-

tion of the country to the east of the Jordan wliere Moses then was ; nor is

there any reason to believe that this came into vogue only after the

Israelites had occui)ied Canaan. Moses, therefore, dating his book from
the place where it was written, indicates that place by its proper name, the

name by which alone it was known. So also in referring to localities

within Pal stine, he describes them by the names given to them by the

inhabitants of the country, and by which they were proiDerly known. Thus
as tlie common name for " westward " was in Hebrew " seaward," and the
name for " southward " was " towards the Negeb " (the usual appellation of

the arid district to the south of Palestine), Moses uses these terms even when
writing where the sea was not to the west or the Negeb to the south of the

place where he was. This, indeed, has been urged as an argument against

the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. But without reason ; for when
designations are once given to localities, they become proper names, and are

used without respect to their original or etymological signification. It is

simply absurd to ask, " Would Moses, writing at fciiuai, have spoken of the

Negeb as to the south of him \\ hen it was really to the north ? " Moses says

nothing of the sort. AVriting in Hebrew, and for Hebrews, he uses the

expression, " towards the Negeb," because that is the Hebrew for " south-

ward." Suppose a person, writing in Edinburgh, to say of a certain event

that it took place in Norfolk, or of a locality that it is in Sutherland ; what
would be thought of a critic who should argue that neither statement

could have been written in Edinburgh, because in relation to that city

Noifolk (North-folk) lies to the south, and Sutherland (Southern-land)

lies to the north ? Or, .suppose Caesar, when on the north of the Alps, to

have dated one of his Commentaries from Tran.salpine Gaul, would any one
have held this to prove that that book was spurious, and must have been
written by some one south of the Alps?

Ch. ii. 12. The remark, " As Israel did unto the land of his possession,

which the Lord gave unto them," presupposes a time when the Israelites

were already in possession of Canaan, and had expelled the peoples formerly
dwelling therj—a time, therefore, posterior to that of Moses. Here it is

assumed th^it the land referred to is Canaan, and on this assumption it

appears certain that the passage could not have been written by Moses.
But is it Canaan that is here referred to ? In ch. iii. similar phraseology is

used of the district east of the Jordan, already captured by the Israelites,

and assigned to the two and a half tribes; in ver. 18 it is described as the
land which the Lord their God had given them " to possess," and in ver. 20
as their " posse^sion " which had been assigned to them by Menses. As these

trijjaes were part of Israel, the land of their possession might well be called
" the land of the possession of Isi ael ;

" and it is to this, doubtless, and not

to Canaan, that Moses here refers. This is rendered certain by the fact that

it is for the purpose of encouraging the people to go on to the conquest of

Canaan, that the reference to what had already bet>ii achieved by them is
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made. A later writer would never have committed the gross ahsurdity of

rejiresenting Moses as encouraging the people to undeitake the conquest of

Canaan, by telling them that they had already conquered that land and

were in possession of it.

Ch. xix. 14 and xx, 6, 6. Here, it is alleged, certain relations which

imply a later period are asBuraed as present. But this overlooks the ideal

standpoint of the Deuteionomic legislation, which is that of faith in the

Divine promise that Israel should certainly possess and dwell in the land of

Canaan. Hence the speaker throughout speaks as if the people were already

settled there, and legislates accordingly. In the passages cited he simply

assumes that certain relations, which were sure to exist after the people

were settled in the land, already existed.

Ch. xxiii. 12, 13. This is adduced as in itself a very convincing proof of

the unhistorical character of the whole narrative, because it involves the

absurdity of enacting what was obviously impracticable (Colenso). But

this assumes that the enactment has reference to the conduct of the people

whi'st encamped in the wilderness, whereas the precept has reference to a

camp such as soldiers might form should they at any time march out

against their enemies. It is to the preservation of the purity of a military

camp in the time of war that the injunction has respect, and not to any-

thing connected with the domestic encampment of the people, either in the

wilderness or elsewhere. It would have been absurd had Moses given such

an instruction as this to the whole camp of the Israelites during their

wanderings, especially had he reserved it till the very close of their wander-

ings, just when instructions of this sort became unnecessary.

In ch. xxxii. and xxxiii. are passages which have been alleged as against

the genuineness of the book. As these apply specially to that part of the

book, and do not directly affect the book as a whole, the consideration of

them may be deferred till the question of the integrity of the book comes

tinder notice. (See § 6.)

3. As against the antiquity of the book, it is alleged that certain things

forbidden or denounced in the book were done by individuals in times

subsequent to those of Moses ; snd this, it is alleged, would not have been

had the book been in existence at the time in which these persons lived.

Thus in ch. xvi. 22 it is enjoined, " Neither shalt thou set up a maggeba ;

which the Lord thy God hattith." A maggeha was a pillar, usually of

rough, unhewn stone, and when set tip beside an altar was there for

idolatrous purposes ; and this is what is forbidden here. Notwithstanding

this, macgehas it is alleged, continued to be set up for worship even by men
of eminent piety among the Israelites; in proof of which the following

passages are referred to :—Josh. xxiv. 26 ; 1 Sam. vi. 14 ; vii. 12 ; 2 Sam. xx.

8 ; 1 Kings i. 9 ; vii. 21 ; Hos. iii. 4. " This detail is one of the clearest

proofs," it is said, " that Deuteronomy was unknown till long after the

days of Moses. How could Joshua, if he had known such a law, have

erected a maggeha, or sacred pillar of unhewn stone, under the sacred tree
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by the sanctuary at Sheehem?"* But what pronf is tlierc that it teat a

maggeha which Joshua erected ? The record simply says it was " a gi eat

stone," and the same is the expression used in tho uiajority of the other

passages, in some without the epithet "great;" in none hut the last does

the term mag^eba occur. By what right, then, is it assumed that these

Klones were of the kind forbidden in Deuteronomy? All ma^gehas, it may
be supposed, were stones, but all monumental stones were not maggebas.

The word used in 1 Kings vii. 21 is "pillar" {'dmiid), and this certainly

was not a maggeha; what Solomon set up by Divine direction "in the

porch of the temple " were pillars, monumental as well as ornamental, but

not in any way connected with worship except as they stood at the entrance

to the place of worship.* As for the Hosea passage, it has no bearing on

the point at issue ; in declaring that Israel should be without worship of

any kind, sacred or idolatrous, it only declares implicitly what the history

attests explicitly, that idolatrous usages had been in Israel, not that these

were ever regarded as lawful, or were practised by those who professed to

be worshippers of Jehovah.

But " this law," it is added, " was unknown to Isaiah, who attacks idolatry,

but recognizes maggeba and altar as the marks of the sanctuary of Jehovah,"

and in proof of this Isa. xix. 19 is adduced, " In that day there shall be an

altar to Jehovah within the land of Egypt, and a pillar (waggeba) at the

border thereof to Jehovah." But this passage asserts something very

diflferent from what it is adduced to prove; it asserts that the pillar was

erected, not at the sanctuary of Jehovah, but at the border of the land

of Egypt. It is not, therefore, a maggeba of the kind condemned in

Deuteronomy that is here referred to, but a stone set up as a landmark or

terminal index. The reference, consequently, is irrelevant to the present

discussion.

4. Much weight is attached to the fact that, not only during the

unsettled times of the judges, when "there was no king in Israel, but

every man did that which was right in his own eyes," but on to a later

period, even to the time of David, the law of a central sanctuary at which

alone sacrifice was to be offered was disregarded, and even pious men,

like Samuel and David, scrupled not to offer sacrifice at any place where

they might chance to be at the time; conduct which, it is maintained,

argues on their part a total ignorance of any such law as that in ch. xii. 6,

11, and by consequence the non-existence of that law, or of the book in

which it is recorded, in their day, seeing, had the book existed, they could

not have been ignorant of what it prescribes. This has been put forth

as conclusive against the pretensions of the book to be of a date as

' • The Old Testament in the Jewish Church,' p. 354.

• The Bignificanc* of tlie piUars appeara from tbi ir oanies. " They were the monumental

witngBses that tht God of the covenant had now taken for ever his abode in this sanctuary

in the midst of his people, and would manifest thence bis might ^nd majesty for their

bel|»" O^ieUmi ' Haniworterb. de9 Bibl. Al*^rtumB,' b. 653).
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early as the time of Moses. On examination, however, it will be found not

to be by any means so conclusive as has been pretended.

(1) It is to be ob>erved that the mere fact of the non-observance of a law,

even by good men, does not necessarily involve the assumption that the law

was not then known or did not then exist. This is only a conjecture, which tbe

critic puts forth as accounting for the fact, and which can be accepted cnly

as it appears probable. But on what does the alleged probability of this

conjecture rest? Only on the counter-improbability of good men acting as

Samuel and otliers did had the law been then in existence. That is to say,

it is probable they did not know the law because it is not probable that,

had they known it, they would have neglected it. To one accu.stomed to

wei'^h hif \orical evidence, this cannot but appear anything but conclusive.

Good mei ofien do very unexpected things ; and unless we know all the

circumstances, it is impossible to determine beforehand what they will do

or will not do in any particular case. Even when all the circumstances

are known, the thauces of any given course being followed are not such

that a prudent man will risk much on the anticipation.

(2) So far as the circumstances are known to us, they suggest another and

different reason for the conduct of the pious men of Samuel's time in the

matter referred to than that adduced by the objector; they make it highly

prubalde that the law of the central sanctuary was neglected, not because

it was unknown, but because the means of observing it were wanting. The

central sanctuary was where God chose to put his Name, and where was his

habitation (ch. xii. 5, 21), and this was where the ark of the covenant was.

There it was that God had engaged to meet his people, and there it was

that his Name was put (Exod. xxv. 22 ; 2 Sam. vi. 2). Now, during the

wliole of Samuel's time and part of that of David, the ark was in abeyance,

nor was there any sanctuary in which it was placed. After the destruction

of the sanctuary at Shiloh, the ark was for a season a captive in the land of

the Pliili- tines, and when at length it was restored, it was only to find

temporary accommodation in private houses and unconsecrated courts, until

it was brought up by David to Jerusalem. During all this time, therefore,

there was no central sanctuary to which the worshipper could bring his

offering, and consequently no one place more legitimately appropriate for

this; act of worship than another. The alternatire before the men of that

time was thus, either to omit the offering of sacrifice altogether or to offer

it at such places as were most convenient and suitable for such a service.

They chose the latter; and in so doing they obeyed the earlier and more

general law (Exod. xx. 24), while they neglected the later and more

special one—not because they were ignorant of the latter, but because they

had not the means of obeying it (comp. 1 Kings iii. 2).

(3) It is to be noted that the law in Deuteronomy appointing th« one

place for sacrificial worship is not absolute and unconditioned. It is

expressly qualified by the condition of the Lord's giving them rest from all

their enemies roui^d about (ch. xii. 10). Until this was done, then, the Iaw
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was in abeyance ; so that, if circumstances required, other methods than

that which it prescribed of observing the i)rimary and absolutely im-

perative ordinance of sacrifice might be followed. We find, accordingly,

that it was only as it was considered that the Lord had given them rest

from their enemies that it was deemed fitting to fix upon a certain place

to which the people might repair as to the dwelling-place of Jehovah, to

present their worship and ofi'erings. Thus, after the occupation of the land

by the Israelites, it was not until the land was subdued before them, and
the Lord had given them rest round about, that the congregation of the

children of Israel assembled at Shiloh, and set up the tent of meeting there

(Josh, xviii. 1 ; xxi. 44; xxii. 4). The rest, however, which was then
given tt) them was not destined to be permanent. Times of unsettlement

ensued, and at length the sanctuary at Shiloh was everted and the ark of

the covenant caiiied away by hostile invaders ; nor was it till the time of

David that it could be said definitively that the Lord had given rest to his

people from all their enemies, as he had promised. Then at length the

occasion had arrived when a house might be built for the Lord to dwell in

;

and David, recognizing this, determined, seeing " the Lord had given him
rest round about from all his enemies," to build a house unto the Name
of the Lord ; and though he was not permitted to carry this into effect,

because of the wars in which he had been engaged in the earlier part of

his reign, his pui pose was approved of by God (2 Sam. vii. 1 ; 1 Kings

viii 18). The fact that in the usages of the nation there was this con-

necting of a time of rest from all enemies with the setting up of a fixed

place for the sanctuary, is surely a strong indication that the law of

Deuteronomy was all along known and respected by them ; and, at the

same time, we may see frum this how it was that, pending the arrival

of the promised rest, good men were found offering worship and sacrifices

elsewhere than at a cential sanctuary.

(4) That the law of Deuteronomy respecting the offering of saciifice only

at the place which the Lord should appoint was known and reverenced

from the earliest times, is placed beyond doubt, not only by the constant

iifureuces, in the early historical books, to the " house of the Lord " as the

[lUicc where worship and sacrifice were to be offered, but especially by what
is recorded in Josh. xxii. The indignation of the people against their

brethren who had erected an altar on the border of Jordan before they crossed

it to return to their own possession on the eastern side of that river; the

earnestness with which the latter hastened to assure the people that they

had erected the altar, not to establish an independent worship, but rather

that it might stand as a permanent witness that they still adhered to and
claimed to have part in Jehovah as their God ; and the solemnity with
which they disclaimed any intention to rebel against the Lord b}' building

an altar for burnt offerings, (or meat offerings, or for sacrifices besides the

altar of the Lord that was before the tabernacle;—all incontestably show
that this law was known and recognized as impeiative at the time of tho
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settlin'' of the people in the promised land. It was this law which they

who had built the altar so earnestly disclaimed having broken ; it was zeal

for this law which stirred the other tribes to such wi-ath against their

brethren when they supposed it had been violated by them.

5. Great stress has also been laid on the fact that non-priestly men, like

Samuel, David, and Solomon, offered sacrifices, contrary to the express law

w hich enacts that this shall be done only by the priest This law appears

only in the middle books of the Pentateuch (Lev. i. 9, etc. ; v. 8, etc.) ; but it

is assumed in Deuteronomy as existing, and the objection may therefore be

c<jiisidered here. In regard to it, it might be observed that, though the law

constitutes the priest as the proper presenter of the sacrifice, it does not

enact that no other but a priest shall at any time or under any circumstances

present sacrifice. It was according to order that the priest should present

the sacrifice ; but order is not so imperatively binding that it may never

under any circumstances be departed from. If laymen, then, on special

occasions, assumed to themselves this priestly function, this does not prove

that the law was unknown to them and did not exist in their day ; it only

shows that on such occasions the law might be suspended and neglected

without offence. Especially was this allowable when, by a special mani-

festation, God came to his servants, and so virtually consecrated the place

where he appeared and authorized his servants, though not priests, to offer

Bacrifice and wor.^hip him ; as in the case of the people at Bochim (Judg.

ii. 1—5), of Gideon (Judg. vi. 20—22, 25), and Manoah (Judg. xiii. 16—23).

In other cases it may be asked—Did these non-priestly men really themselves

make sacrifices ? It is said, " They sacrificed to the Lord," or " They offered

sacrifices
; " but does this mean that with their own hands they slew the

victims and offered the blood upon the altar? Are not such statements to

be understood according to the old juridical brocard, " Qui facit per alium

facit per se "—as simply intimating that the persons named presented sacri-

fice in the legal way by means of the priest ? In the case of Solomon this

must be the interpretation put upon the phrase ; for as that monarch, at the

dedication of the temple, " offered unto the Lord two and twenty thousand

oxen, and a hundred and twenty thousand sheep " (1 Kings viii. 63), it

would be monstrous to suppose that he killed all these animals himself and

presented them with his own hand on the altar. Besides, be it observed

that there was an offering and an offering; the man who brought the

sacrificial victims offered, and the priest who presented to the Lord offered.

This is evident from the very terms of the law in question (cf. Lev. i. 3,

etc. ; ii. 1 ; vi. 1, 4 ; ch. xii. 14 xviii. ; 3, 4, etc.). We interpret fairly, then,

when we understand the assertion that Samuel, David, and others offered

sacrifice, as meaning nothing more than that they brought the victims

which were offered in sacrifice according to the law.

From this survey it appears that there is nothing in the contents of this

book or in the conduct of notable individuals in relation to its enactments

that effectually militates against tb© couclusiou, so strongly vouched for by
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the general character of the book as well as by particular statements in it,

as to its being the writing of Moses.

f 6. Eelation to Jeremiah.

It must strike every one who compares Deuteronomy with the writings

ascribed to the prophet Jeremiah that the author of the one book must

have been very familiar with the other. The resemblances between the

two are numerous and marked. Words are used in both which are found

nowhere else; passages in the one are identical with, or closely similar to,

passages in the other; sentiments prominent in the one are prominent al^o

in the other ; and, in general tone and form of thought, the two remarkably

resemble each other.

To account for these points of resemblance, it seems sufficient to suppose

that the prophet, from much familiarity with the Book of Deuteronomy,

had so transported into liis own mind ts phraseology and sentiments that

these naturally flowed fiom his pen when be himself began to write. Tiiat

Jeremiah would be well acquainted with Deuteronomy can be readily

believed. As a priest, the study of the Law i i all its parts must have been

his occupation from his youth upward ; and called as he was to act as a

reprover and admonisher of the people in dark and disastrous times,

Deuteronomy would be the part of the Pentateuch to which he would
most frequently turn, both that he might feed his own mind with thoughts

appropriate to his position, and that he might have suggested to him what
it would be fitting to address to the people. In his time also the Book of

the Law was discovered and drawn from its obscurity into prominent
notice, and a fresh impulse given to the study of it both among the rulers

and teachers of the nation and through the community at large. That
book was piobably the entire Pentateuch, possibly the original copy placed

in charge of the priests by Moses, and which had been allowed for many
years to fall out of sight ; but the part which seems to have excited most

interest and been most attended to was undoubtedly Deuteronomy (cf.

2 Kings xxii. 13, 16, 17 and xxii. 2—25 with ch. xxviii. and xxix. ; xii. 2, 3 ;

and xvi., xviii.). This book, therefore, must have been constantly before

the mind of Jeremiah during his ministry in Judjea, and if so, it is no
wonder that its words and phrases and sentiments should be found so

frequently recurring in his writings.

To some it has appeared that more than this is to be inferred from the

resemblances which the writings of Jeremiah bear to Deuteronomy; and

they have advanced the opinion that this book itself is from the pen of the

prophet of Anathoth. For this opinion, however, the support is of the

slightest. A number of words common to both writings, a similarity of

phraseology, an occasional identity of sentiment and mode of thought, can

never be held to furnish adequate proof of an identity of authorship, for it

ii always open to the inquirer to account for these coincidences by a

DEUTEBONOMT. d
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presumed acquaintance on the part of the later writer with the writings of

the earlier. It would be otherwise were there a large number of words,

phrases, and sentiments peculiar to both writings, i.e. found in both of thciu

but nowhere else. This, however, is not the ca.<e with the writings of

Jeremiah and Deuteronomy. On the contrary, a large number of words

peculiar to the one arc not found in the other, and in respect of sentiment

also considerable diversity prevails. The discord between the two is thus

greater than the agreement; e^d that if the question of authorship is to be

determined by such considerations—and by these alone is it proposed to

determine it—the only conclusion to which we can come is that the Book

of Deuteronomy and the writings of Jeremiah are not from the same author

nor are even of contemporary authorship.^

Before passing from this part of the subject, it is necessary to advert to

the reproach which is cast upon the prophet by the supposition that he was

the author of the Book of Deuteronomy. Whether he wrote this book of

his own accord, or, as has been suggested, conspired with his relative Hilkiah

to produce it and give it forth as the Book of the Law found in the temple,

the prophet must be regarded as having deliberately lent himself to false-

hood, to practise an imposition in the name of God upon the people. Can

this be believed of one like Jeremiah, or indeed of any one who was a true

prophet of Jehovah ? It has indeed been said that, in that early age,

" when notions of literary property were yet in their infancy, an action of

this kind was not regarded as unlawful. Men used to perpetrate such

fictions as these without ary qualms of conscience." '^ This may be true

of the later times of ancient literature, when the making of books had

become a source of livelihood, and was practised by many who, not having

power enougli to write what would command attention of itself, used to

send forth their productions under the veil of some great and venerable

name ; but of the early age of literature it is not true, nor was the practice

at any time regarded as laudable,^ and least of all is it true in respect of the

sacred literature of the Hebrews. There is not the shadow of evidence

that such practices were known among the Hebrews of the time of Jeremiali

or any earlier time, and one can hardly conceive the possibilit}' of such a

thing being tolerated among them. Be this, liowever, as it may, the fact

remains that if Jeremiah wrote this book and issued it as a writing of

> For the details bearing on tins question, see Konig, 'Alt-test. Studien,* 2 Heft.;

'The Mosaic Origin of the Pentateuch, considered by a Layman of the Church of Eugland,'

pp. 179—189 ; 'Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. pt. ii. p. 795.

* Kuenen, ' Religion of Israel,' ii. 18, 19.

» Galen, a very competent witness, says that it was not till the age of the Ptolemies,

when kings were rivalling each other in the collecting of libraries, that the roguery

QaSiovpyla) of forging writings and titles began ; and this was done by those who hoped

thereby to obtain money by presenting to the kings books pretending to be written i)y

illustrious men (Galen, ' Comment, ii. in Hip. de Nat. Hom.'). It is plain from tliis that

even when this practice was most common it was not regarded as lawful ; but, on tha

contrary, was even among heathens denounced as a " roguery."
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Mosea, he was guilty of a forgery and a falsehood ; and thus not only is a

sliadow cast over his character as a man, but his reputation as a prophet is

damaged. For if he could publish as from Moses what was not from

Moses but from himself, what security is there that what he utters as a

message from the Lord is not merely some invention of his own ? To
those who look upon the ancient Hebrew prophets as mere litterateurs, whc
exercised their craft as they best could, according to tlie measuie of their

own powers, this may seem a very siuall matter ; but those who believe

that the prophet of old was one chosen by God to be the medium of

communication between God and man, one who was moved by the Holy
Ghost to speak what he uttered, and who was bound under the most solemn
sanctions to speak God's word faithfully to the people, will not so regard

it. To them it will appear nothing less than an impeaching of the claims

of one of the greatest of the prophets to be an ambassador from God and
interpreter of his mind to men, and by consequence a detracting from the

authorship of his writings as Divine, and not of his only, but by implication

of all the prophetic Scriptures.

§ 6. Integritt of the Book.

Whilst accepting the book as, on the whole, the writing of Moses, it may
yet be fairly inquired whether every part of it as we now have it proceeded

from his pen, or whether there may not be portions of it which are additions

to the original writing, or interpolations introduced by some later writer.

That there are such has been confidently affirmed.

The parts which have been thus stigmatized are chiefly these : the title

and introduction (ch. i. 1—5; the ethnological notices (ch. ii. 10—12, 20

—

23) ; the account of the cities of refuge on the east of Jordan (ch. iv. 41—43);

Moses' song (ch. xxxii. 1—43); the blessing of the tribes (ch. xxxiii. 1—29) ;

the account of Moses' last journey, death, and burial (ch. xxxiv. 1—12).

Regarding the first of these, it may suffice to say that, though it is quite

possible that the title and introduction may have been prefixed to tlie

original work b}' a later hand, there is nothing to show that this is really

the case ; and whilst, on the one hand, there is no reas(m why this may not

have been written by the author of the work himself, it is, on the other,

probable that it was placed there by him, since without it his work com-
mences so abruptly that it is inconceivable that any skilled writer should

have allowed it to go forth in such condition.

The passages containing the ethnographical notieeo have, it must be

confessed, very much the appearance of being interpolations, and may
possibly be glosses that have been introduced by some editor of the work
into the text. At the same time, it is not inciedible that Moses may have

inserted, parenthetically, the notices which these passages contain. The
mention of the Moabites, to whom God had given a possession by expelling

from the land its former occupants, not unnaturally leads to a descriptioc
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of the nations so expelled ; and this it was of use for Mose^ to give, becauM

it showed the Isiaelites that the right of the children of Lot to the undis-

turbed occupancy of their territory rested on the pame grounds as rested

the right of the Israelites to the lands they had taken from the Amorites,

and as would rest their right to the occupancy of the land the Lord was

about to give them in Canaan ; and further, because it showed that, if the

children of Lot could cast out nations so mighty and powerful as the Emiin,

and the children of Esau could dispossess the Horim, there was no reason

to dread that Israel would be baffled in grappling with the Anakim, who
then possessed Canaan and were of the same race as the Emim. There was

thus a practical end to be gained by the insertion of such notices, if done

by Moses; whereas if done by a later editor they would possess only a slight

antiquarian interest, hardly sufiBcient to induce any one to take the trouble

of writing tliem, certainly not sufiBcient to induce any judicious editor to

incorporate them with the text. The presumption, therefore, is in favour

of their having been inserted by Moses himself. A modern writer would

have thrown them into a note ; but as this method had not come into use

in ancient times, it was only by way of parenthesis that Moses could intro-

duce them. Whichever hypothesis be adopted, whether these passages

be regarded as written by Moses or whether they be pronounced to be

the insertions of a later writer, as they are manifestly excrescences, their

excision would not in any way affect the integrity of the book.

The passage, ch. iv. 41—43, has been supposed to be an interpolation on

the ground that it has no relevance either to what goes before or to what

follows. But were this the case, why should the passage have been inserted

at all ? It could not drop into this place by accident ; and he must be a

bungling editor indeed who should gratuitously insert in the body of

another man's work a passage which has no relation to the context in the

midst of which it is thrust. If, however, Moses himself inserted this pas-

sage, we may see at once why he did so. He had just finished his first

address, and was about to enter upon his second. An interval between the

two thus ensued, and during this Moses, in obedience to the Divine injunction

(Numb. XXXV. 6, 14), set apart cities of refuge in the district to the east of

Jordan, recently conquered by the Israelites. Not improbably (as has

been suggested) he chose this time for doing this, " not only to give the

land on that side its full consecration and thoroughly confirm the possession

of the two Amoritish kingdoms on the other side of the Jordan, but also

to give the people, in this punctual observance of the duty devolving upon

it, an example for their imitation in the conscientious observance of the

commandments of the Lord, which he was now about to lay before the

nation" (Keil). The passage is, therefore, not only in its proper place as

part of the historical narrative, but it has a close, intimate relevancy to the

main theme of Moses' admonitions in his addresses to the people.

The song or ode contained in ch. xxxii., though expressly declared to have

been composed by Moses, uttered by him in the hearing of the people, and
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written by him to be preserved in Israel as a witness against them shonld

they apostatize from Jehovah, has been adjudged by many critics to be the

production of some unknown writer of a much later age. This judgment
is grounded partly on the language and style of the ode, partly on certain

statements in it which it is alleged contain allusions to events and oiroum-
Btances in the later history of Israel.

1. It is alleged that the style and tone of this composition are so different

from the style and tone of the preceding part of this book, that it cannot
be regarded as proceeding from the same author. This, however, is really

saying nothing more than that this is a poem, whereas the preceding part of

the book is in prose. For in a poem the style of language and tone of thought
are necessarily different from what characterizes prose compositions ; to the

poet belong " thoughts that breathe and words that bum," and he is no
poet whose thoughts and words are not of this sort. When, therefore, an
author passes from simple narrative or expository and hortatory discourse,

to give utterance to feeling and sentiment in song, he of necessity adopts

a style and mode of thought more or less differing from those of his otlier

sompositions, else his utterance ceases to be pi letry. Now, this ode is poetry

of a very high order ; and to this its peculiarity of expression and senti-

ment is due, not to its being the production of another than the author of

the other parts of this book.

It is further to be observed that, whilst this ode diffei s in diction and
oast of sentiment from the preceding parts of this book, as poetry differs

from prose, there is nothing in it alien from or contradictory of the senti-

ments and utterances of Moses in his addresses to the people, reported in

the preceding parts of this book. On the contrary, there are not a few
coincidences both in thought and expression which may well be regarded

as pro tanto proofs of an identity of authorship in this and the other parts

of this book (see Keil, * Biblical Commentary,' vol. iii. p. 466).

Worthy of notice also are the coincidences between this ode and Ps. xc,

a composition admittedly of great antiquity, and which is with much
probability attributed to Moses as its author (see Ewald, ' Die Dichter des

Alt. Bundes,' Bd. i. Th. ii. s. 31 ; Hengstenberg, 'Die Psalmen,' Bd. iii.

s. 529; Bleek, 'Einleit in. d. A. T.,' s. 615, English translation, ii. p. 234).

Both in mode of expression and in cast of sentiment the two odes resemble

each other (comp. ch. xxxii. 7, 18, 4, 36, with Ps. xc. 1, 15, 13, 16), and thus

favour the supposition that both have proceeded from one author.

2. It is urged that this song is so constructed that the Divine guidance

of Israel (ver. 12, etc.) and their ingratitude (ver. 15, etc.) are referred to as

things already past. But this ignores the prophetic character of the song,

and mistakes the style of prophetic utterance. Moses was a prophet ; and

the prophets, or seers, not only looked to the future, but beheld it as present;

and the energy of their perception of it stamped itself on their words so

that they very frequently represent as actually before them or as already

done what in reality was yet future. So familiar is this usage that gram-
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marians have recognized " the prophetic perfect " as an idiom of the Hebrew.

Nor is it in prophecy alone that this presentation of the future as actual

is to be found ; the poet also claims liberty to do the same, and exercises

it freely. Even if Moses, then, be regarded as only an uninspired poet, the

use of the preterite in the passages referred to may be accounted for without

8U])posing that the song is the production of a later writer.

3, The occurrence of Aramaic words and forms in the song has been

alleged as an evidence of its late compusition. That a few such are to

be found may be admitted, though there are fewer than has sometimes been

insinuated; but be their number what it may, their presence proves nothing

as to the lateness of composition, or it proves too much; fur as the presence

of Aramaisms in a book is a sign of either very early or very late composi-

tion (cf. Konig, * Alt-test. Studien,' ii. 8), if the early date of this song bo

denied, these Aramaisms would go to sliow that it must have been written

in the latest age of ancient Hebrew literature. This, however, no one will

accept ; the latest date supposed for it by any of those who refuse to regard

it as Mosaic is the age immediately succeeding the revolt of Jeroboam.

These Aramaisms, then, so far as they have any weight, point to an eaily

age for the composition of this song ; and so fall in with the supposition

that it was WTitten by Moses.

4. The song, it is alleged, contains allusions to a state of things which

did not arise till the time of the kings after the revolt of Jeroboam ; it

dwells upon the falling away of Israel from allegiance to Jehovah, upon

the evils of this, and upon the hope of a i estoration to forfeited privileges

when the Lord should remember his covenant with Israel and be " merciful

to his land and to his people ;
" and such it is supposed could be the theme

of a poet only after he had witnessed a state of religious degeneracy and

political disorder such as emerged in Israel after the revolt of the ten tribes.

It is to be observed, however, that the language of the song is in this respect

quite general; there is no part of the description which indicates a reference

to the condition of the people at any special time during the decline of the

Israelitish kingdom; nor is the apostacy of the people, with its melancholy

results, more pointedly alluded to here than it is in other parts of Deute-

ronomy, as for instance in ch. xxviii. The truth is, that the possibility of

this and the dread of it pressed continually on the mind of Moses at this

time, and breaks forth throughout his farewell addresses; and if here his

language becomes more animated and his delineation more vivid, it is only

because there is here the impassioned utterance of the poet, whilst in his

addresses he restrains himself within limits befitting hortatory address.

But even supposing it could be shown that in this ode there are references

to things which actually occurred in the history of the nation at a later

period, it would not follow that the song could not have been written 'by

Moses. For we must not ignore the prophetic character of the song.

Moses was a prophet—a prophet of the highest order, the very type and

paradigm of a prophet (ch. xviii. 18), and he here speaks as one on whom
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the prophetic afflatus had fallen, and whose mental eye had been opened so

that he saw in vision scenes and events yet future as if they were actually

present. The standpoint, therefore, of the poet is not his own time, but a

time into which he is transported ; and the people to whom he speaks are

not his own contemporaries, but those whom he sees in vision—Israel in the

after-time. This is characteristic of all prophetic utterances ; the prop] let

speaks of what is yet future as if the whole were before his eyes at the

time. The assertii )n, therefore, " that the entire ode moves within the

epoch of the kings who lived many centuries after the time of Muses, rests

upon a total misapprehension of the nature of prophecy, and a mistaken

attempt to turn figurative language into prosaic history " (Keil).

It may, indeed, be affirmed that such a thing as a presentation to the

inner sense of the prophet of things yet future is an impossibility ; but this

is a mere dogmatic assumption, which not only cannot be proved, but which

is made in the face of facts that are incontestable. Now, if it was possible

for Moses under the hand of the Lord to see the fuiure, to have a vision of

the nation falling away from the Lord and suffering unler calamities which
their apostaoy had brought upon them, what more natural, what more
fitting than that, ere he finally retired from the post he had so long

occu[iied as their leader, teacher, and ruler, he should sound in their ears a

loud note of warning such as this ode contains, and should leave the ode

with them as a perpetual protest against their unfaithfulness, and an
enduring witness for God amongst them?

Tlie genuineness of ch. xxxiii., containing the blessing of the tribes, has

been called in question on very much the same grounds as those on which
the song of Moses, in the preceding chapter, has been assailed. It is needless

to repeat wliat has been already advanced in reply to the arguments founded

on peculiarity of style, diction, and general literary character in this com-
position as compared with the prosaic parts of this book. But this chapter

has more the appearance of a mere appendix to the book than the song has;

it is not said to have been written b\' Moses, as the song is said to have been
written by him ; and it appears with a heading which must be ascribed to

the pen of another than Moses, for, by describing Moses as " the man of

God," the author of this heading clearly distinguishes himself from Moses,

and applies to him a phrase by which, apparently, it was customary at a

later period to designate him (coinp. Josh. xiv. 6 ; Ps. xc. 1). This makes
it necessary that we should see whether in the contents of this poem there

is, as alleged l;»y many modern critics, anything incompatible with the sup-

position that it was composed and uttered by Moses.

1. The allusions to the localities of some of the tribes in Canaan indicate,

it is said, an acquaintance with a state of things which did not exist till

after the division of the land by Joshua, and a knowledge of the country

such as Moses could not have possessed. Thus it is said of Zebulun, " They
shall suck of the abundance of the seas, and of treasures hid in the sand "

(ver. 19) ; of Naphtali, that they should " possess the west and the south*
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(ver. 23) ; and of Asher, that he should " dip his foot in oil," and that hit

" fc^hoes should be iron and brass " (vers. 24, 25). It must be allowed,

however, that these descriptions are far from precise, and indicate nothing

bevond a very general acquaintance with the form of the country as a

whole, and the character of the district assigned to each of these tribes.

Now, not to mention that Moses mi^ht have visited Canaan while a shepherd

in the desert, it cannot be supposed that he would be so long on the confines

of Canaan, and where he would come into intercourse with many who had

explored that country from end to end, without making himself acquainted

with it so far at least as the general topography of it was concerned, along

with the natural peculiarities of its different districts. And as the division

of the land and the location of the diiferent tribes had been already arranged

(Numb, xxxiv.), it required no great intelligence on the part of Moses to

foretell to Zebulun that he should draw wealth from the sea on the borders

of which he was to be located, or to assign to Naphtali that he should

possess a district fanned by the sea-breeze and turned to the genial south, or

to announce to Asher that his should be rich and fertile soil and that his

dwelling should be stiongand secure (see the notes on these passages in the

Exposition). Even, then, if we look on Moses as simply a man of superior

intellio^ence, and take no account of him as a prophet, there seems no reason

in what these verses contain for our concluding that they could not have

been uttered by him.

2. It is alleged that in ver. 5 there is reference to a monarchical form of

government as existing when this poem was composed. But this rests on

an entire misconception of what this verse states. The king there spoken

of is not one of the kings of Judah or Israel, neither is he Moses himself,

but Jehovah, the true King of Israel from the first (see note).

3. Ver. 7 is alleged to contain a reference to the division caused by the

secession of the ten tribes, and an aspiration for a reunion of the whole

under the sceptre of Judah. This, however, rests on what is a misinterpre-

tation of the verse. There is nothing here about the divisions of Israel, or

about the sorrow of Judah over these and Judah's desire that they might

he healed. The verse simply expresses a wish that Judah may ever have a

-^afo and jubilant return from conflict, that he may always have strength to

lefend himself, and may obtain help from Jehovah against all his enemies

whoever they might be. Such a wish might be uttered at any time; it is,

in fact, correlative to what Jacob predicted long before concerning Judah's

leadership of his brethren and successes in war (Gen. xlix. 8, 9), and no

more refers to the peculiar state of things in Israel at any subsequent

period of its history than does the utterance of the patriarch. It is, besides,

absurd to take the words, " bring him unto his people," as equivalent to

" bring his people back to him."

4. " The contents of most of the utterances, and especially the conclusion

of the whole ode (vers. 26—29), make it indubitable that it was composed at

a time when the people of Israel, including the ten tribes, were on the whole
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in a happy condition." " The orij^inal composition of this ode appears, as

is most probable, to have been made in the period between the death of

Solomon and the beginning of the Assyrian Exile, most probably in

800 B.C., when both kingdoms were governed by strong and powerful

kings, Israel by Jeroboam II. and Judah by Uzziah." So Bleek (' Einleit,'

B. 305), following here the leadership of Graf against his own earlier opinion

that this ode is older than the blessing of Jacob. Ewald's view is that it

was written about the time of Josiah ; whil&t Hoffmann and Maurer bring it

down to the date of the Exile. It may suffice here to cite, in opposition to

the view ot these critics, the words ot Knobel, who, no less than they, main-

tains the late origin of this poem :
" There is no trace here of allusion to

national misfortunes which befell the Hebrews in the Syrian, Assyrian, and
Chaldean periods. The political no less than the religious condition of the

people was satisfactory ; at least, the author docs not even remotely refer

to any religious indecencies such as are so strongly denounced in ch. xxxiii.

;

rather does he commend Zebulun and Issachar for bringing sacrifices of

righteousness ' (ver. 19). All this forbids the placing of this ode in the time
of the Exile (Hoffmann; Gesenius, ' De Peutat. Samar.,' p. 7), or in the time
of Josiah (Ewald, ' Gesch. Isr.,' i. 171), or in that of the second Jex'oboam
(Graf), or indefinitely in the period of the two kingdoms (Von Leuo-erke
' Kenaan,' i. s. cxix. f.); it belongs to a much earlier time, though it did
not, as the older critics thought, originate in that of Moses; ... it

declares itself to be of the time when David was a fugitive from Saul"
(' Erklaruug,' s. 339). This opinion of Knobel is jubt as arbitrary as any
of those which he condemns; for none of them does the text give any real

authority. Knobel's " own arguments," as has been justly observed, " ouo-ht

in consistency to have carried him further, and led him to place it much
earlier. For it is impussible to explain how the disasters, apostacies, and
confusion of the latter part of Saul's reign, and still more those of the times
of the judges, could have happened at a date not lung before that, in which
the song was penned " (' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. pt. ii. p. 926).

It may be added that the differences of these critics as to the probable date

of this poem sufficiently show the insecurity of the data on which their con-
clusions rest ; for unless the historical events and actual facts supposed to

be alluded to in a poem are so desciibed as not to be mistakable, it cannot
be known that there are any such allusions in the piece at all.

There seems no substantial reason, then, for doubting or questioning the
genuineness of this sacred poem. Whether Moses wrote it or not, he must
be accredited with the authorship of it ; and if he was the author of it, he
probably also committed it to writing—else how could it have been
preserved ?

That the concluding chapter of the book is not from the pen of Moses, but

is the production of a later age, is bo evident from the contents of the

chapter, that no one now thinks of disputing it. i'hilo, indeed (' De Vita

Mosis,' iii, | 29), and Jogephus (' Antiq.,' iv. 8, 48) do Bot beaitate to aaoribe
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it to ]\Ioses, who they think was enabled to narrate his own death and burial

by Divine inspiration ; and in this they have been followed by not a few

of a former age. In the Talmud, Joahua is said to be the author oi

this chapter, which he appended to the writing of Moses after his death

(' Balia Batlira,' fol. 14, 2) ; and this also has been extensively accepted. The
whole chapter, however, cannot have been written by Joshua, for the state-

ment in ver. 6, " No man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day," and the

declaration in ver. 10, that " There arose not a prophet since in Israel like

unto Moses," evidently proceed from a much later age than that of Joshua.

The whole chapter may have been written and appended to the original

writing of' Moses by Ezra, who was " a leady scribe in the Law of Moses,

which the Lord God of Israel had given " (Ezra vii. 6), and of whom
Jewish tradition attests that "the Thorah was forgotten by the Israelites

untii Ezia went up from Babylon and re-established it" (' Succa,' 20 a).

As a whole, then, with one acknowledged and one or two pos.>ible but

slight exceptions, this book may be pronounced the genuine production of

the great leader and legislator of Israel.

§ 7. Analysis of the Book*

Title and Introduction. Ch. i. 1—5.

L First ok Introductory Address. Ch, i. 6—iv. 40.

The now be2;innmt,r and review of the journeyings of Israel from Eadesh to

the river Arnon, the frontier of the Amorites. Ch. ii. 1—23.

First war of conquest. Ch. ii. 24— iii. 17.

Conclusion of iiistoiical recapitulation. Ch. iii. 18—20.

Joshua appointed Moses' successor. Ch. iii. 21—29.

Admonitions and exhortations. Ch. iv. 1—40.

Appointment of three cities of refuge beyond Jordan. Ch. !. 41—48,

n. Second Address of Moses. Ch. iv. 44—xxvi. 19.

Introduction. Ch. iv. 44—49.

The Decalogue the basis of the covenant, the essence of the whole Law, and

the condition of life and felicity. Ch. v. 1—33.

First and great commandment. Ch. vi. 1—25.

Entire separation from idolatry. Ch. vii. 1—26.

Exhortations to obedience enforced by a review of (Jod's dealings with Israel

in the wilderness. Ch. viii. 1—20.

Dissuasives from self-righteousness. Ch. ix. 1—29.

Renewed exhortations to obedience. Ch. x. 1—xi. 33.

Announcement of particular statutes and rights. Ch. xiL 1—xxvi. 19.

in. Third Address of Moses. Ch. xxvii. 1—xxviii. 68.

The Law to be inscribed on stones, an altar to be built, and the blessing and

curse to be uttered on Gerizim and on Ebal when Canaan was occupied by

the Israelites. Ch. xxvii. 1—13.

Curses and blessings pronounced, judgments threatened in case of disobedience.

Ch. xxvii. 14—xxviii. 68.

IV. Renewal of the Covenant in the Plains of Moab, and Exhobtation to

keep it. Ch. xxix. 1—xxx. 20.

V. Exhortation to the People and to Joshua ; Delivkbt of thb Law to thk

Priests; Moses commanded TO Compose a Song; Chabob to Joshua.

Ch. xxxi. 1—30.
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VL SoNQ OF Moses. Ch. xxxii. 1—43.

Moses' last words. Ch. xxxii. 44—52.

VIL Benediction of Moses. Ch. xxxiii. 1—29.

VIIL Dkath, BuriaIj, and ENCoJiraM of Moses. Ch. xxxiv. 1 21.

§ 8. LiTERATURR.

Historico-Cbitical. Carpzov, * Introductio ad Libros Canonicos, V. T. Cranes

'

(Lips., 1741); Eichhorn, 'Eiiileitung in das A, T.' (5 Bde., Gottingen, 1820—24);
Jahn, ' Einleit. in die Gottliclier Biicher dcs Alt. Bundes ' (Wiesn, 1803) ; Auizusf
• Grundriss, Einer Hist.-Kiit. Eiuleit. ins A. T. ' (Leipzi;^, 1827) ; De Wette, ' Lelubucli
der Hist.-Krit. Einleit. in die Kanon. und Apokryph. Biicher des A. B.' (Leipzig, 1810)

;

Havernick, ' ITandbuch der Hist.-Krit. Einleit. in das A. T.' (Krlangen, 1836); 'Intro-
duction to the Pentateuch ' (translated by Thomson, Edinburgh, 18.50) ; Hengsteiiberg,
'Die Authentic des Peiitateuches ' (Berlin, 1836—39); 'Genuineness of the Penta-
teuch' (translated by Uylantl, Edinburgh, 1847); Keil, ' Lohrbuch der Hist.-Krit.
Einleit. in die Kanon. Schriften des A. T.' (Erlangen, 1853, translated by Dougl is,

2 vols., Edinburgh, 1869); Bleek, ' Einleit. in d. A. T.' (Berlin, 1860; translated by
Venables, 2 vols., London, 1875); Kiehm, ' Die Gesetzgebung Mosis im Lande Moab'
(1854); Davidson, 'Introduction to the Old Testament' (3 vols., London, 1862);
Colsnso, • The Pentateuch and Book of Joshua critically examined ' (1862) ; ' The
Mosaic Origin of tlie Pentateuch considered* (by a Layman, London, 1864); Kuenen,
* Religion of Israel ' (2 vols.) ; Vaihinger, Art. " Pentateuch " (in Herzog's ' Encyclo-
pajdia,' Bde. xi.) ; Curtiss, ' The Levitical Priests : A Contribution to the Criticism of

the Pentateuch ' (Edinburgh, 1877) ; Wellhausen, * Gcschichte Israels ' (Bde. i., Berlin,

1878) ; Robertson Smith, ' The Old Testament in the Jewish Church ' (Edinburgh,
(1881) ; 'Deuteronomy the People's Book.'

Expository. Besides the general commentaries, in all of which expositions of

Deuteronomy are to be found, the following more sj ecial treatises may be enume-
rated :—Calvin, ' Commentarii in Quatuor Keliq. Mosis Libros in Forraam Harmonic
Digest.' ap. 0pp. Omnia (tom. i. edit. Amsterdam, 1771); Gerhard, 'Comm. super
Btguteronom.' (Jena, 1657); Ainsworth, 'Annotations on the Five Books of Moses,
the Psalms, and the Song of Solomon' (fol., Londun, 1C39, 2 vols. 8vo, Gla.sgow,

1843^; Rosenmiiller, 'Scholia in Pentateuchum in Compendium Redacta' (Lips.,

l'^28) ; Baumgarten, ' Theologischer Commentar. zum Pentateuch ' (Kiel, 1843, 1844)

;

Schultz, 'Das Deuterononiium' (Berlin, 1859); Knobel, 'Die Biicher Numeri,
Deuteronom. und Josua erklart' (Leipzig, 1861); Vitringa, ' Commentarius in Carmen
Mosis cum Prolegomenis ' (Harlingen, 1734) ; Dathe, ' Dissertatio in Canticum Mosis in

Opuscc. ad Crisin. et Interpretationem Vet. Test. Spectantia' (p. 197, Lips., 1796);
Ewald, 'Das Grosse Lied' (in 'Jahrb. d. Bibl. Wissenschaft '), 1S57 ; Kamphausen]
'Das Lied Mosis' (Leipz:g, 1862); Hollinann, 'Comment, in Mosis Benedictionem

'

Ob K«il'i ' AnAlflkten ' iv. 2, Jena, 1823) ; Graf, ' Der Segen IMosis * (Leipzig, 1867).
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BOOK OF DEUTEROITOMT.

TITLE AND INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I. 1—6.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER L
Yen. 1—5.—In these verses we haretheln-

•oription and general introduction to the book,

annoimoiiig the contents of the book, the

author ui it, the parties whom he addressed,

and the time and place of his addresses.

Ver. 1.—^These be the words. Some would
render here "Such are the worcis," and
understand the expression as referring to

the preceding books. But it seems more
natural to refer it to what follows—to the

addresses in this book. The pronoun these

(n'?f«) may be used with a prospective refer-

ence, as well as with a retrospective (of. e. g.

Gen. ii. 4 ; vi. 9). The author does not by
this connect this book with the preceding,

but rather distinguishes it. The subscrip-

tion to Numbers (xxxvi. 13) indicates that

what precedes is occupied cliiefly with what
God spake to Moses; the inscription here

intimates tliat what follows is what Moses
spake to the people. This is the cha-

racteristic of Deuteronomy. Unto all Israel.

It cannot be supposed that Moses spoke to

the whole multitude of the people so as to

be heard by them. Hence the Jewish inter-

preters say that he spoke to the elders of the

people, who carried his words to the people

at large. This is just; for what was thus

medi tely communicated to the people might
be fairly described as spoken to them ; and
we find from other passage s in the I'entateuch

that the phrase, " the elders of Israel," in
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the mind of the writer, wm egtrtvaTent to
•'the congregation of Israel" (comp. e.g.

Exod. xii. 3 with ver. 21 ; Lev. ix. 1 with
ver. 5). But through whatever medium con-
veyed, it was to the people that these words
were addressed; this is emphatically a book
for the people. On this side Jordan. This
should be On the other side or beyond Jordan^
and BO also in ver. 5, as in ch. iii. 20, 25.
The word here used ("lay) means properly
something beyond, over, or across, and in-
dicates that which, to the speaker, lies on
the other side of some line or limit. When
coupled with "the Jordan," it usually indi-
cates the region to the east of that river;
only in one or two instances, where tlie

speaker takes his standpoint on the east of
the river, does it designate the regions to
the west of Jordan (ch. iii. 25 ; xi. 30) The
phrase "beyond Jordan" seems to have
been the established designation of thf

region east of the Jordan (cf. Ezua iv. 10,

and Canon Rawlinson's note there). It is

this, unquestionably, which is here so de-
signated, as what follows expressly shows.
The wilderness. This term is used of any
extensive district not occupied by inhabi-
tants or subjected to culture ; hence of vast
prairies or pasture-lands, as well as of places
properly desert and desolate. It here de-
notes the grassy plains or downs on the east

and south-east of the Jordan, in the land of

Moab (ver. 5). In the plain ; in the 'Arabah.
This is properly the whole of that remarkable
depression which stretches from the souroo
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of the Jordan on to Akabnh, or the Ailanitio

Gnlf ; but here it is only tliat pnrt of it

which extends from the south end of the

Dead Sea to Ailah (cli. ii. S). This purt

still bears the name of the 'Arabali, the

n<irthern part being known as ihe Ghor
(Smith's ' Dictionary,' vol. L p. 87 ; Kitto'a
' Gyclopajdia,' vol. 1. p. 178). Over against

the Eed sea. The name by which tlie Red
Sea is elsewhere defeiynated is Yam-suph

(^i^D~Dj) ; here only the latter word occurs,

and this has led some to doubt if the Eed
Sea be here intended. Patrick, Itosen-

miiller, and others sui<i?e.-t that Suph de-

notes some place in that re^don, probably

Suphfth (Nuiiib. xxi. 14, miir;j;i;i, Authi^Tized

Version), bo calkd because lying at its ex-

tremity, aa the verb guph, from which it

comes, means, to come to an end ; but

it is not certain that Suphah de-ignates a

plac« in Numb. xxi. 14. The Hebrew word
nsiD means a tempest or whiilwind ; and this

meaning may be assumed here, as it is by
Gesenius, Keil, aud others: " Wiiheb [he con-

quered] in a storm." Knobcl siiggesis that

probably the pasd now called Es Snfah, on
the north side of the Wady Jlurreu—the

Maaleh-ucrabbim (Scorpiou-asceut) of Josh.

XV. 3—is meant; others have suggested

Zephath (Judg. i. 17; O' mp. Numb. xiv.

45), and others Zuph (I Sam. ix. 5). It is

probable, however, that Suph is here merely
a breviloquence for Yam-f7tph, the Red ?ea;
and so all the ancient versions take it. The
identification of the Yum-sujjh of the Old
Testament with tlie ipvOfia daKaacra of the

Greeks, tlie mare erylhrxum, or ruhrum, of

the Latins, is due to the LXX., whicli otJier

versions have followeil. The identification

is undoubtedly correct (cf. Numb, xxxiii.

10 and 1 Kings ix. 26). Yamsuph, indeed,

means simply sea of weeds, and might be
the name of any sea in which alga3 are

found; but these passages clcaily prove

that by this the Hebrews designated the

Red Sea. At what part of this sea the

Israelites crossed, aud the hosts of Pharaoh
were submerged, is and must remain uui er-

tain, because we know not what was the
conditiun of the Isthmus of Suez at the
time of the Exodus. It is probable it was
not at any part of what is now known as

the Red Sea or Gulf of Suez. Brugsch Bey
places it at that

—

" Serbonian bog
Betwixt Damiata and mount Casius old,

Where armies wholf have sunk."

(jMilton, ' Paradise Lost,' Bk. ii. 592.)

But this has not been accepted by scholars

generally <'^ee Edinburgh Rei-ifw, No. 807

;

Gender's 'Handbook to the Bihle,' p 247;

Quarterly Statement of the Fulcdine Explo-

rati<m Fund, July and October, 1880). It

seems probable that originally only a marshy
district lay between the Gulf of Suez and
the Mediterranean ; and somewhere in this

probably the passage of the Israelites and
the drowning of the Egyptians occurred.

Between Paran, and Tophel, etc. This serves

moie fully and particularly to indicate the
locality here intended ; but the details pre-

sent considerable difficulty. Taken in con
nection with the words "over against the Red
sea." the names here given can only be
regarded as intended more precisely to indi-

cate the region in which the Israelites had
been during the forty years of their wander-
ing. Pdran : this is the name of the
wilderness bordering on Idumea, where the

Israelites en -amped (Xunib. x. 12; xii. IG);

the ] dace of their encampment heini; Kadesh,
in the wilderness of Zin (Numb. xiii. 21,

26). which was the eastern part of the
wilderness of Paran. hod. Wady Jlurreh.

The wilderness of Piran corresponds in

general outline with the desert of Et-Tih.
This is a vast plateau of irregular surface

stretcliing from the Et-Tih range north-

wards to the boundaries of the Holy Land,
and from the Gulf of Akabah and the

Wady el 'Arabah on the east to tlie Gulf of

Snez and the Mediterranean on the west.

It is described as " a chalky formation, the

chalk being covered with cnar.se gravel,

mixed with black flints and drifting sand;"
not, however, wholly sterile: in many parts

vegeiaiion abounds, considerable portions

are under cultivation, and tliere are evi-

dem^es that at one time water was abundajit

there (Smith, ii. 707; Kitto, iii. 1077; Diew,
' Scripture Lands,' p. 80). It is not, how-
ever, to the wilderness of Paran that the

reference is in the text, but to some definite

locality or spot in the region iu which the

Israelites then were, or which they had
recently passed through. It has been sug-

gested that the place now called Feiran, and

where tliere are the ruins of a town, once of

some importance in the early history of

Christianity, is the Paran of this i)assagp,

as it appnrently is the Paran of 1 Kings xi.

18. But this locality at the base of Jebel

Serbail is mueh too far west to be tl.e Paran

here vefi rred to. More probable is the sug-

gestion that it is the Faran mentioned by

Eusebius and Jerome (' Onomast.,' s.v 4>ai)0Lv),

a city to the east (north-i ast) of Ailah or

Elath, about three days' journey (Reland,
' Palest.,' p. 556 ; Winer, ' Realworterbucli,'

».v. Pharan). Tophel : this name occurs only

here; it is supiiosed to be the place now
called Tufailah ur Tafykh, a large v llago of

six hundred inhabitants, betvseeu Bozrah ann

Kerak, on tlie eastern slope of the mountains

of Edom (Burekhardt. ' Syria,' p. -102; Uobiu-

8on, ' Bib. Res.,' ii. 570). As this is a place

where the Syrian caravans are supplied with
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provisions, it has bejen conjectured that tho

Israelites, when at Oboth (Numb. xxi. 10,

11), may have resorted to it for a siijijily,

and that it was hero that tliey purcliased

meat and drink from the children of Esau
(ih. ii. 29 . And Laban. Laban is gene-

rally identified with Libnah, tlie second

place of encampment of the Israelites

on their return from Kadesh (Numb.
xxxiii. 20, 21). Knobel, however, thinks

it is the place calhd by Ptolemy 'Aiiapa.

lying between Petra and Ailah ; this

namt, from the Arabic .I** (he was white),

having the same meaning as the Hebrew
p^, Hazeroth is supposed to be the place

mentioned in Numb. xi. 35; xii. Id, from
which the Israelites eT)tercd the wilderness
of Paran ; but as the other places here
mentioned are fin the east side of the 'Ai-&-

bah, it is not probable that this Hazeroth is

the same as that of Numbers, which must
have been not far from Sinai, in a northerly

or north-westerly direction from that moun-
tain, probably at or near to the fountain now
called El Hudlierah (Wilson, ' Lands of the
Bible,' i. 235; Kitto, 'Cyclopaedia,' ii. 243).

There were probably several places bearing
the name of Hazeroth, i.e. villages. Dizahab.
This is generally identified with Dhahab, a
place on a tongue of land in the Gulf of

Akabah. But it is extremely improbable
tl.at the Israelites ever were at this place,

the approach to which is exceedingly diffi-

cult ; and the mere resemblance of the names
Dizahab and Dh;ihab is not sufficient to

prove the identity of the places. Tliere were
probal'ly more places than one which were
named from zaliab (gold) in the region
traversed by the Israelites. There is a
Dhahab on the east of tho ordan near the
Zerka or Jabbok, a double mound, which is

•aid to devive its name from the yellowish
colour of the sandstone roek of which it

consists, and which is metalliferous. In the
Arabic of the Polyglot, Dizahab appears as
Dhi-dliahah, which signifies '• auro prxditum
vel ah auro dictum ; nam n vel 'i, apud
Arabes in compositione nominum propr.

idem est ac Heb. VyU " (J. H. Michael is).

There is a various reading here, Di-waheh,
and this has been supposed to connect this

place with the Waheb of Numb. xxi. 11.

But, as above noted, it is by no means
certain that V\'aheb is there the name of

a place; it may, as Bishop Patrick sug-
gests, be that of a man, some hero or
chief, who was conquered in Sufah or in

R storm. Waheb is a name among the
Arabs. The maternal grandfather of Mo-
hammed had this name (Abul-Pharaj, ' Hist.

Dynast.,' p. lGl,edit. Pococke, Oxon., l(JG:i);

and the sect of the Wahabees tal^e their

name from Abdul Wahab, a fanatic who ap-

peared about the beginning of List century.
The words " between Paran and Tophel "

have been talcen to indicate the termini
of tho wanderings; at the commoncmifnt
of tlio.^e the people were at Paran, and
towards the close of them they were at
Tophel. " Looking from the stoppes of
Moabover the ground that the Israelites had
traversed, iSuph, where they fiitit entered
the desert of Arabia, woidd lie between
I'arau where the congregation arrivcxl at
the borders of Canaan toward the west, and
Tophel where they first ended their desert
wanderings tliirty-seven years later on the
east"(Keil). But this assumes that P&ran
here is the wilderness of Paran.

Ver. 2.—Horeb. The nauje generally
given to Sinai in Deuteronomy (see intro-
duction, § 4). Sinai, however, occurs in
ch. xxxiii. 2 of this book. By the way of
mount Seir, i.e. by the way that leads to
Mount Seir; just as in ch. ii. 1, 'the way
of the Hed sea" is the way that leads to
that sea (see also Numb. xiv. 25). Mount is

here, as often elsewhere, for mountain range.
The mountain range here referred to tteems
to have been, u .t that on the east of the
'Arabah, but wliat is in vers. 6 and 19
called "the mountain of the Amorites,"
" the Seir by Hormah " of ver. 44, ie. the
southern part of what was afterwards called
the inouiuains of Judah. According to ver.

19, the Israelites, when they left Horeb,
passed thrcmgh the wilderness along the
way that led to the nKjnntahis of the
Amorites, and came to Kadesh-barnea.
Kadesh must, therefore, be locked for, not
on tho eastern side of the 'Arabah, but
somewhere in the wilderness uf Zin. It
has been identified with the place now
known as 'Ain Kudos, near the northern
extremity of Jebel Hidal, and to the east of
that hill; but this is far from being certain.
Moses reminds the Israelites that the
distance between Horeb and Kadesh is

eleven days— i.e. about one liumlred and
sixty-five miles, the day's jourui y being
reckoned at fifteen miles—not to give ti.era

a piece of information, but rather to suggest
to them how, in consequence of rebellion,
a journey which might have been so easily
accouipli-shed, had l-een protracted through
many wearisome years.

Vers. 3, 4.—Here is intlmatefl tho time
when the following addresses were de-
liven d to the peo)de. It was on the first

day of the eleventh month in tiie fortieth
year; therefore near the end of their
wanderings, and towards tlie close of the
lawgiver's own can er. He could thus speak
to iheni according unto all that the Lord had
given iiim in commandment unto them, i.e.

in acroiihiui. Willi tiie legislativtr eoiitenU
of the pnceiliiij,' Looks (com o. oi. jv. 5 v;-^ •
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^. 28—33; vi. 1). It was also after the

destruction of Sihon and 'Og (Numb. xxi.

21—35). This also is significant. By the

destruction of the se kings, who sought to

bar the access of the Israelites to the

promised Innd, God had given proof that

he would indeed fulfil his promise to his

people, and had at once laid them under
obligations to obedience, and given them
encouragement to go forward on the course

to which he had called them. The "he"
here is Moses, who. at the command of God,
had led the Israelites against Sihon and
'Og. Edrei, hod Draa (Numb. xxi. 33) was
the second capital of 'Og: he "reigned in

Ashtaroth and in Edrei" (Josh. xiii. 12).

Here, however, it denotes the place where
he was slain in battle, and the words " in

Edrei" are to be referred to the verb
" smote " and not to " dwelt " (cf. ch. iii. 1

:

Numb. xxi. 33).

Ver. 5.—The locality is again described

as beyond Jordan (see on ver. 1), ami in the
land of Moab. This designates the region

elsewhere called Arhoth Moah—the Plains

of Moab (Numb. xxii. 1 ; eh. xxxiv. 1, etc.),

the region on the east of the Jordan,
opposite to Jericho, now known as the
region of Kerak (Burckhardt, 'Syria,* p.

877, «ta; Eobinson, 'Bib. Kes.," iL 569).

Began ; rather eet himself to. The Hebrew
word signifies to undertake, to betake
one's self to, and so to begin It is

variously rendered in the Authorized Ver-
Bion (comp. Gen. xviii. 27, "taken it upon
me ;

" Exod. ii. 21, " was content," had made
up his mind ; 1 Sam. xii. 22, " it pleased ;

"

xvii. 39, "assayed," etc.). To declare, t.c.make
clear, explain, expound (Hab. ii. 2, " make
pliun "). The Hebrew word here used (ind)

signifies primarily to cut or dig, then to cut
into, to grave, and then to cut or dig out so

as lo make evident, to declare, to make plain.

What Bloses set himself to do, then, was not

to publish a new law, but to make plain to

the people the Law already promulgated, to

set forth clearly and pointedly what they were
required by the Law to be and to do. This
exjdains more fully the "spake" ("la"!) of

ver. 3. This exposition of the Law was
designed specially for the sake of those who,
at the time the Law was first promulgated,
either were not born or were incapable of

understanding it (Grotius). The expression

used l)y I\Ioses plainly indicates that this book
was not intended to furnish a second code
of laws different from the former, but simply
to explain aud enforce what had before been
enioiued.

PART I.

INTRODUCTORY ADDRESa
CHAPTER I. 6—CHAPTER IV. 40.

w. 6.—^With this verse begins Moses'

first address to the people, which extends to

the end of ch. iv. It is of an introductory

character, and is occupied chiefly with a
retrospective survey of the events that had
occurred during the forty years of their

wanderings. By this IMoses reminded the

people how God had fulfilled his promises

to them, and at the same time, how they had
by their rebellion drawn down on them his

displeasure, which had caused their wan-
derings to be so much more protracted than
they would otherwise have been.

Vers. 6—8.—The Lord's command to
depart from Horeb, and his promise to the
people.

Ver. 6.—The Lord our GoA—Jehomh our
God. The use of this epithet implies the
covenant union of Israel with Jehovah, and
presupposes the existence of that covenant
•which was entered into at Sinai. In Horeb.

This was the starting-point, to to speak, of
Israel's being as the special people of God
—his segullah (n'i'ap, Exod. xix. 5), his

special treasure. There he made himself
known to them as Jehovah, the Eternal and
Uiiohangeahle, and entered into covenant
with them ; nnd there they received that
Law, on the keeping of which depended tlieir

rett-ntiou of the privileges to which they
had been elected. At Horeb the Israelites

had remained for about a year (eomp. Exod.
xix. 1 and Numb. x. 11, 12), and as the
purpose for which they had been brought
thither was answered, they were enjoined
to move, not indeed by express command,
but by the rising of the cloud from over the
tabernacle, which was the signal of their
maich (Numb. ix. 15, etc.; x. 11—13), pre-

ceded by the instructions they had received
preparatory to their removal (Numb, i.-iv. 7).

Ys have dwelt long enough in this mount.
The Israelites remained at Sinai from the
third month of the first year to the twentieth

day of the second year after they came
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out of Egypt (cf. Exod. lix. 1 and Numb.
X. 11).

Ver. 7.—Go to the mount of the Amorites,
and unto all that dwell thereon; literally, its

diffllers or inhubitidds (VJDp'). The mountain

range of the Amorites, afterwards called the

hill country of Judali and Ephraim, was
the ol ject which would first strike the view
of one advanciiii^ from the snutii; and so,

it stands here for the whole laud of Canaan,
wiih which it is in this context ideu tilled.

Tiiose "that dwell thereon" are the iu-

iiabitants of the whole of Canaan. The
Amorites (Hebrew Emori, so called from
Amor, or Emor) oftener tl an once appear
as standing for the Canaunites generally

(cf Gen. XV. 16; Deut. 1. 20, 21, etc.). That
all the inhabitants of Canaan are intended
here is evident from the specification of the
different districts of the land of Canaan
which immediately follows. In the plain

:

the 'Ardbah (see ver. 1). In the hills : the hill

country of Juilah (Numb. xiii. 17). In the

vale: the sh^yhilah, or lowland, the country
lying between the mountain range of Judah
and the Wediterranean t^ea, and stretching

northwards from the parallel of Gaza to that

of Caimel. In the south: the neffeh, or

soutliland (literally, chyness), the district

which formed the transition from the desert

to the cultivated laud, extending from the
south of the Dead Sea westwards to Gaza,
ft vast steppe or prairie, for the most part

pasture land. The seashore: the narrow
strip of land on the coast of the Mediter-
ranean from Joppa to Tyre (in the New
Testament, "the coast of Tyre and Sidon,"

Luke vi. 17). The land of the Canaanites:

the whole country of which these were the
separate parts. And unto Lebanon: the

White Mountain, so called, probably, from
the snow which rests on its summit. The
great river, the river Euphrates. The Fhrath,

or Euphrates, which has its sources in the
mountains of Armenia, and in its course

divides Armenia from Caiipadocia, formed
the eastern limit of the territory promised
by God to Abraham. The epithet " great

"

seems to have been commonly applied to it.

C'allimachus calls it 'Kaavpiov iroraixoTo

fj.iyas poos (' In A poll.,' 107), and Lucan has

—

" Quaque caput rapido tollit cum Tigride

magnus
Euphratea.**

(• Phars.,* in. 256.)

Ab by much the most considerable river

of western Asia, the Euphrates was known
as " the river " par excellence (cf. Exod. xxiii.

31 ; Isa. viii. 7 ; Jer. ii. 18 ; Ps. Ixxii. 8).

The mention of Lebanon and the Euphrates
is not, as Keil suggests, " to be attributed to

the rhetorical fulness of the style ;

" but is

due to the fact that these were included in

what God promised to Abraham and his seed
(Gen. XV. 18; Exod. xxiii. 1^1; Deut. xi. 24).

Ver. 8.—Behold, I have set the land before
you: literally, have givtn the land before
you, i.e. have made it over to vou, that you
may go and take pos-ession of it. The Lord
had ))laced thia laud in the power of the
Israelites, had given it up to them to possess
and use it, accord iug as he had sworn to
their fathers, the patriaichs, to give it to
them and their seed (conip. Gen. xii. 7 ;

xiii. 15 ; xv. 18, etc. ; xxii. 16). At Horeb|
therefore, they leeeived the cliarier of their
inheritance, and might have gone on at ouce
to take possession of the land. The delay
that had occurred had ari.-eu sol. ly fi om their
own waywardness and perversity, not from
anything ou the part of God.

Vers. 9—18.—Moses reminds them that

he had done all that was required on his

part to conduct the people to the enjoy-

ment of what God had freely given to them.

The people had so increased in number
that Moses found himself unable to attend

to all the matters that concerned them, or

to a<ijudicate in all the differences that

arose among them. God had bronght to

pass that which he had promised to Abra-
ham (Gen. XV. 5), that Ids seed sliould be
as the stars of heaven for multitude ; in

this Moses rejoiced, nay, he would even
tliat their numbers were, with the Divine

blessing, increased a thousandfold beyond
what they were. But he found the burden,

the weight of care and trouble, espe-

cially in connection with their strifes and
suits thereby brought on him, too much for

him ; and, therefore, whilst tliey were still

at Horeb, he had, following the advice of

Jethro, his father-in-law, counselled them
to select competent men from among them-

selves, who should relieve him by attending

to those duties which he found it too bur-

densome for him to have to attend to (cf

Exod. xviii. 13, etc.). This appointment

of captains was quite distinct from that of

the elders whom God directed Moses to

select that they might assist him in bear-

ing the burden of the people (Numb. xi. 10,

etc.). The occasion of the appointment was

the same in both cases, viz. the complaint

of Moses that the task was too onerous for

him, but the time, the place, and the man-

ner of the two transactions were different.

Yer. 9.—I spake unto you at that time.

Tho somewhat indefinite phrase, "at that

time " (comp. Gen. xxxviiL 1), docs uot refei
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to the time after the people departed from

Horeb, but to the time generally when thi-y

were in that region (see Exod. xviii. 5, 13).

" rile iiiii)errect, (nr^xi, I spake), with vaic

rel. expresses the order of thouglit and not

of time" (.Keil). It ia not mentioned in

Exodus that Moses spake to the people, as

here stated, but wluit .lethro said to him
to this cll'ect is recorded; and as Moses
pmceeded to put in execution wliat his

latlier-iu-law advised, it is probable that

in doing so he told the people what he pro-

posed to do, with his reasons for so doing,

and obtained their assent, as here men-
tioned.

Ver. 10.—Notwithstanding the cruel op-

pression to which they were subjected in

Egypt, till- Israelites had so increased in

nuraber.s that tiiey went out of the liouse of

their bondage a mighty host. "Ye are this

day as the stars of heaven for midtitude (cf.

Gen. XV. 5; xxii. 17). God had promised
to Abraham that his seed should be as the
stars of heaven for midtitude; and Moses
here reminds the peojile that this promise
had been fulfilled. This is hardly to be
regarded as the utterance of liyjjerbole.

When God gave tlie promise to Abraham
it was to the stars a.s seen by the patriarch,

not as actually existing in the immensity
of space, that referem^e was made ; and as

tiie number of stars which can be taken in

with the uak< d eye does not excei d HOOO,

and as Israel at tlii.> time numbered more
than tiOO.OOO. eounting oidy t!ie adult males
(Numb. ii. o2).— it might be literally said of

them that tliey hud been multiplied as the

stars of heaven. The comparison, however,
imported nothing more than that their num-
bers were very great.

Ver. 11.— It was not the vast increase of

the people in numl)ers that distressed Moses,
rather was this to him a matter of rejoicing,

and his desire was that their increase might
become ^till greater, even a thousandfold.
But he felt his own inability, as leader,

ruler, and judge, alone to cope with so vast
a midtitude

Ver. 1 2.—Moses appeals to the gv)od sense
of the people themselves: How can I my-
self alone bear your cumbrance, and your
burden, and your strife? Cumbrance : this
is a just rendering of the Hebrew word mb
irom rna, which, tiiough it occurs only in

the Hiphil in Heiirew, in the sense of to
cast down (Job xvii. U), probably was in
use also in the Kal, in the sense of to lay
upon, to encumber, which is the meaning of

the cognate Arabic r-*io followed by l^.

Jiurden {H"^, from Nb'3, to lift up, to carry,

to bear), sometiiing lifted up and carried,

ft load or burden. Strife : (^'"i) here, not

mere contention, but litigation, suit-at-law

Some understand all these three, of troubles

and burdens laid upon Moses, by his being
called upon to compose dilferences, and
adjust competing claims among the people.

But other burdens besides these came upon
him as the leader of the nation ; and it

seems best, therefore, to imderstand the first

two of troubles and burdens generally.

Ver. 13.—Take you; literally, give to you
01 for yon, i.e. yourselves. The selection was
to be made by the people themselves. Jethro,

in giving Moses the advice on which he
thus acted, described the men who were to

be selected as " such as fear God, men of

truth, hating covetousness " (Exod. xviii.

21). Moses here deseribes them rather by
qualities, indicating ability and fitness for

such a post as that to which they were to be
called; they were to be wise (which, indeed,

mny be regarded as comprehending all good
moral qualities); understanding men, men of

discernment and sagaeity, as well as intel-

ligence; and known among their tribes,

men of good repute in the community
("quorum conversatio sit probata," Vulgate;
comp. Acts vi. 3; 1 Tim. iii. 7). And I will

make them rulers over you; literally, mil
set them for your heads, i.e. will appoint
theiu to act as superintendents, managers,
and judges over you.

Vers. 14, 15.—The people approved of

the projjosal, and acted up )n it; and Moses
accordingly appointed the persons selected

to be chiefs over thousands, and over hun-
dreds, and over fifties, and over tens (Exod.
xviii. 21); he appointed men also to be

ofiicers, that is, persons who sliould preserve

order in the tribes, keeping the registers,

acting as scribes, to prescribe and to take
account of work, and perhajis also attend-

ing to fiscal arrangements (onpiy, shoterim,

a word of general application; cf. Exod. v.

6, 10, 14; Josh. iii. 2; 2 Chron. xxvi. 11,

etc. LXX. ypafXfxaT c-7^ and ypafifiaro-eKra-

ywyfls). In Exodus, Moses is said to have
chosen these functionaries (xviii. 25); but
what many do under the direction of one
may be said to be done by him.

Vers. 16, 17.—In in>talling the judges,
Moses solemnly charged them to deal im-
partially, fairly, and equitably with those

who might come before them.
Ver. IG.—Hear between your brethren,

i.e. hear impartially both parties, and judge
righteously between man and man, whether
both par ies are Israelites, or one of the
parties a stranger.

Ver. 17.—Ye shall not respect persons;
literally, look at or regard faces, i.e. ye
shall n it deal partially, favouring the one
party rather than the other (comp. Exod.
xxiii. 2, 3; Lev. xix. 15); the small as well

as the great were to be heard, and neither
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for favonr nor from fear were they to per-

vert justice. The judgment is God's; i.e.

appointed by God and administered in his

name, the judge acting for God and by
his authority, and being answerable to him
(comp. 2 Chron. xix. 6). Hence the phrases,
" to inquire of God," "to bring before God "

(Exod. xviii. 15, 19; xxi. 6; xxii. 8, etc.)

—

phrases still in use among the Arabs for a
summoning to judicial trial. In the case
of a matter cnini"ir before the judges wiiich

they found it lieyond their power to decide,

they were to bring it before Moses aa a

superior authority (see Exod. xviil. 26)
" Some think tliere were certain causes re-

served to the cognizance of Moses; but the
coutPiry appears by these words, that all

milliner of causes were brought before the
judged ; and they, not the people, brought
such causes before Moses as they found too

hard tor them to determine. So that they,
not the person whose cause it was, judged
of the difficulty of the cause. See Silden,
lib. 1. ' De SynedriLa, cap. XTt" (Bi^op
Patrick>

HOMTLETICS.

Vers. 1—5.

—

The Word of Oodfall of hidden treasure. We cannot get rery fu la
these preliminary verses ere we are struck with a phrase which is a most suggestive
one, and should not be lightly passed over, viz. " On this side Jordan, in the land of
lloab, began Moses to declare this law," literally, to dig it, i.e. to go deeply into it, and
to turn up again its contents, so that, to all the advantac^e of a generation of culture,

the people might see that there was more meaning, and also more glory in the Law of

i!od than they were able to discern in the lirst years of their national existence.

Observe

—

I. There is a mine of wealth in the Law of God. This is the case, even if

we thereby intend the Mosaic Law alone. Its theology, its ethics, its directory of
religious faith and worship, its civil and political code for the Hebrew commonwealth,
are all so pure and elevated, that no account can be given of how any man at that age
of the world could have propounded such a system, save that he was taught of God
(cf. 2 Pet. i. 21). (See Homiletics, ch. v. 7—L'2.) If, moreover, we would see

how the devout Hebrews estimated the Law, let us turn to Ps. xix, ; ciii. 7, et seq.

Our Saviour honoured the f^aw, and maintained it in all its integrity (cf. Matt. v. 17, 18).

He removed the glosses by which it had in his time bccomy disfigured, but he never
depreciated it. We are by no means to confound " the Law " with the abstract idea of
" law." See how sharply the Apostle Paul distinguishes between these two in Rom. iiL,

.^specially in ver. 21, " But now there has been nianifesied a righteousness of God apart
from law, being witnessed by the Law and the prophets." The Law given by Moses
is based on the gospel (cf. Gal. iii. ; see also Homiletics, ch. v. 6). If, however, to all

that Moses gave, we add all " the grace and the truth" which came in by Jesus Christ,

how unsearchably vast is the wealth stored up for us in the " Word of everlasting

Truth I

"

II. The effobt of di^ioing into this mine will be well repaid. How much
difference there is between a man who knows only what men say about the P>ook, and
one who knows the Book for himself! The one may be easily beguiled into the belief

that it is so out of date that it is scarcely worth while to study it at all. The
other will find it so far ahead of the actual attainments of the wisest and best of men,
that he will pity those who dismiss it with but a glance from afar. The continuous,

careful, thorough student of the Law of Moses, will be ever discovering a richness in it

which will at once astonish and enrapture him. Its harmony with, its historical pre-

paration for, the gospel, will be continually disclosing to him new proofs of its Divine
original, that will be worth more to him than any merely " external evidence." And
when the whole Word of God is made the constant study of one whose heart is open to

the truth and loyal to God, such a one will find fuller and richer meaning in single

vxyrds, such as goel, "grace," " rightecusness," etc., when those words are put to their

highest use in Divine revelation, than in whole tomes of merely human lore I

III. The Word should be dug into, that we mat appropriate its contknts,
BY enlightened REASON AND LOWLY FAITH. These treasures are for the use of all,

not merely to gratify them with the consciousness of ever making new discoveries, but
to make them richer in the accumulating stores of holy thought. And if we, in the
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]jurpose

from the wise aud prudent" is, by means of the Book, " revealed unto babes."

IV. The more we thus dig into thb Book of the Law, the more exhaust-
less IT WILL SEEM. No One is there, who lovingly and prayerfully studies it, who
will not come to say, with a feeling that becomes inlenser year by year, " There

remaineth very much land to be possessed." " High as the heaven is above the earth,

so are " God's " ways higher than " our " ways, and " God's " thoughts than " our

"thoughts"!
V. The AccuMULATrsG stores of holy thought should be tbansmutkd by us

INTO THE WEALTH OF HOLY LIFE. It is uot for nought that our God has so enriched

this W(«rkl with thoughts Irom heaven. It is not merely that the intellect may be

furnished or the taste for research gratified. Oh no ; it is for our life. Heaven has

[toured forth its wealth upon earth, that earth may send up its love and loyalty to

heaven. Precious are the riches of truth. The riches of holiness are more precious

still. God gives us the first that we may yield him the second. God would win

Israel's love by unveiling his own. So now, "Grod commendcth his love toward us, in

that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." How great will be our guilt, how
severe our condemnation, if we let such priceless disclosures remain unnoticed and

unused! It were better for us not to have known the way ot righteousness than, after

we have known it, to turn from the holy commandment delivered unto us. May we,

through the Spirit, so use the truth of God as to find our joy and salvation in the God
of the truth

!

Vers. 1—8, together with Esod. xxiii. 20—33.

—

The Hebrew right to Canaan.
Moses is reviewing the career of Israel, and is endeavouring to set before the people the

patience and faithfulness of God, as well as their own waywardness. In the part of his

review which is bel'ore us just now, he points to the time when their sojourn in Horeb
was about to close. Laws aud ordinances had teen given. The nation was formed.

Preparations for departure would have to be made. To this they are incited by a

renewal of the Divine gilt to them of the land of Canaan. The bare and brief recital

in the verses referred to above may be advantageously compared with Exod. xxiii.

20—33. A subject is here brought before us of great importance, viz. Tlie right of the

Hebrews to Canaan, and the purpose of the Divine Being in grunting it to them. We
have here

—

I. The Hebrew bight to Canaan divinely confirmed. A double use has been

made of the command to dispossess the Canaanites: 1. By sceptics, to impugn the

morality of the Old Testament. 2. By professing Chiistian men, to justify wars of

aggression now. Xow we might meet both these by one short and ready reply, viz.

"If God commanded the Hebrews to exterminate the Canaanites, no defence is

required; if God did not command them, no defence avails." But there is a more
appropriate way of meeting the two cases. As to the first, we would .say, " Before you
pronounce it immoral, look at the entire bearings of the case, that you may see if the

Israelites had an adequate warrant for the course they took." As to the second,
" Before you regard this as a pattern, look at the entire bearings of the case, that you
may see if there is any ground for adducing the wars of the He'urews as a justification

or jialliation of aggressive war now." If men go to the Book to learn what the Israelites

did, they must in all fairness go to the Book to see the grounds on which they did it.

And the same teacldng that will answer the one question, Were they justified? will

also answer the other, Should we be justified in imitating them? Thirteen points

present themselves for distinct and cumulative consideration. We can but name them.

(1) God spake to Moses. (2) In speaking to Moses, God but confirmed tiie promise

made to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. (3) God defines the bounds of the land to be

possessed. (4) God makes the claim, "All the earth is mine;" cont^equently he has a
right to give the land to whomsoever he wilL (5) In clioi'sing Israel, God woulu have
a people for hiniself who should be his witnesses. (6) God foresaw the time for

carrying out this plan (Gen. xv.). (7) The preparation of the land was of God (Kn L
xxiii. 20). (^) The ground on whjv' the Canaanites were dispossessed was their
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enormous wickedness (ch. ix. 4, 5). (9) Israel was consequently only the means in the

Divine hand of carrying out an explicit Divine purpose. (10) To spare the Canaanites

would have lieen to infect Israel with their abominations. (11) Ood would deliver the

nations into Israel's hand. (12) On a land and among a people recognized as God's,

the Most High would reassert in the world the well-ni?;h forgotten truth, " The Lord
our God is holy." (13) Even Israel's continuance in the land would depend on their

maintenance of the principles which had been entrusted to their keeping, and on their

loyalty to the God who had chosen them for his own (ch. xxviii. 49). When we put
all these principles together, the two questions suggested at the outset receive a direct

and sufficient reply.

II. Access to Canaan divinelt becured. "I will send an angel before thee"
(Exod. xxiii. 14 ; xxxii. 34 ; Isa. Ixiii. 9 ; Mai. iii. 1 ; Acts vii. 38, 63 ; John i. 51).

It is only as we study the more advanced revelations of the New Testament as to the

place of angels in the Divine administration, and the lordship of Jesus Christ over
them, that all these texts of Scripture are seen to fit in together. Note the specific

statements in Exod. xxiii. as to God clearing Israel's way.
III. DuTT IN REFERENCE TO Canaan DIVINELY REGULATED. Negatively: they

were neither to bow down to false gods nor to mix with the heathen. Positively: they
were to serve and fear God and to practise the right.

IV. Promises concernino prosperity in Canaan divinely given (Exod. xxiii. 25).
Blessing on food, health, long life (cf. Matt. vi. 33 ; Ps. xci. 16). A separate homily
might well be devoted to the temporal benefits naturally resulting from obedience to

God.
The application of all this to us in these days is manifest. 1. Wliat Israel was once

in the world God expects his Church to be now (cf. Exod. xix. 5, 6 with 1 Pet. ii. 9).

.

2. In Jesus Christ we have a new covenant, a better ministry, greater promises (Heb.
viii. 6). 3. We have a commission for the world. We have to co-operate with God
in bringing about new heavens and a new earth, by working in accordance with his

plan of redeeming and educating our race. We have no commission to destroy. The
Lord hath given us a power for edification but none for destruction. Our commission
runs, " Go, baptize and teach." We have not to supersede the occupation of territory

held by a barbarous nation, through its enforced occupation by a civilized one, but to

go and teach all nations that each nation may snper.-cde its own barbarism by a civili-

zation that is equally its own. 4. This commission is to be fulfilled by the Word of
Truth, by the power of God. By spiritual weapons only can our victories be won. In
the might of a love that has conquered us, and in that might alone, we are to go forth

to make the conquest of the world.

•* These weapons of the holy war,
Of what almighty force tliey are,

To make our stubborn passions bow^
And lay the proudest rebel low l**

Vers. 6

—

18.—Itules to he observed in choosing rulerB. This paragrapli may with
advantage be compared with Exod. xviii., in which there is a fuller account of the
circumstances under which the choice of judges and magistrates was proposed and
made ; this important step towards the order ami consolidation of the national life was
taken at the suggestion of Jcthro, the father-in-law of Moses. Peferring to the exposi-
tion of that chapter for the historic detail, we note here simply : 1. That the choice of
rulers, etc., is put into the people's hands ; they are to select, Moses is to ratify the
selection. 2. They are to choose men of righteousness, who will fear God and do
justice. 3. When the judges are chosen, Mo.-es seeks solemnly to impress on them
the high and holy responsibilities of their office. 4. The supreme reason for this

care in judging rigiitly is found in the fact that the cause is God's, i.e. that they are

rulers under God and for him—representing Divine laws in the earthly sphere. The
state is sacredly to be governed by the laws of righteousness, and by such laws alone.

Hence a subject is opened up to us which is of no small moment, viz. PrincipUa and
facts to he home in mind in choosing rulers of the people. Observe

—

I. That the choosing of men to take part in making or adionistebino a.

ration's laws u a solehk and momentous conoebn. It matters oompvatively UtUi^
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so far as our present topic is concerned, what may be the peculiar form of government
adopted, or what may be the mode of choosing men for office in the State. For 1.

The position such men occupy is an exalted one. It is self-evident that when they
have to take part in governing or carrying out the laws of the land, it is of the utmost
moment that they should be men who are capable of perceiving what measures will

lend to the people's good. A country may be perishing from the want of good laws,

if its rulers are not competent, wise, and just. 2. The influence such men wield in

private circles is largely increased from the fact of their i^ublic position. 3. Their
representative character is another element of great moment. Great men and good
will elevate common questions to their own level ; while worthless men will fail to

appreciate the importance of the greatest questions of the day. 4. The great matters
which may—nay, must—come before the rulers of a nation, are such as may involve that

nation's honour or discredit among the nations of the world; yen, more, they are such
as will do much, according as they are decided, to bring upon a people the blessing or

the wrath of Almighty God 1 Hence

—

n. The possession of a power to put men in such an office or offices, is a
TRUST FOR THE USE OF WHICH THOSE WHO POSSESS THAT POWER ARE RESPONSIBLE TO
THEIR COUNTRY AND THEIR GoD ! The decisions cf earthly judges ought to be the

earthly expression of heavenly law. Hence to let whim, or caprice, or passion, or

partizanship carry us away, when such concerns are at issue, and to forij^et the ever-

lasting laws of righteousness, is to tamper with the public interest, and to betray a

solemn trust. Therefore

—

in. In THE DISCHARGE OF THIS TRUST, STRICT REGARD MUST BE PAID TO PERSONAL
CHARACTER. (See Exod. xviii. 21.) Even a pagan felt this. It was the priest of

Midian who said, "Thou shalt provide out of all the people able men, such as fear God,
men of truth, hating covetousness "—a fourfold qualification, so comprehensive that,

where it is possessed, a man may be safely entrusted with any office. Such men will

undertake their work as those who are responsible to God ; they will ever be on the

look out to perceive what the interests of their country may require at their hands;
they will seek to qualify themselves to take part in the jniblic questions which will

come before them : without seeking their own honour, they will aim at judging as is

wisest and best ; and their supreme aim will be that the government they help to

administer should be ever in harmony with righteousness and truth. If all its public

men answer all these requirements, a country cannot go far wrong; but if a nation's

leaders are themselves lacking in virtue, how can there be any security for that
righteousness and truth which exalt a nation, when a country is at the mercy of men
who know not the one neither regard the other ?

IV. A CONSIDERATION WHICH GIVES INFINITE WEIGHT TO THE ABOVE PRINCIPLES IS

THAT THE JUDGMENT OF EARTHLY RULERS IS INTENDED, IN ITS WAY, TO BE A COPY OF
THE Divine. " The judgmerit is God's," says Moses, It is God's judgment, expressed
through his own appointed officers (see Rom. xiii.). Secular judgments should have
sacred principles underlying them. And we cannot divorce the secular from the sacred

without groat mischief accruing. But, finally : the judgment is God's in another sense.

He is the Supreme Judge ; and whether men use their judgment well or ill, God will

exercise his own. The principles of the Divine government of nations are developed
by Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, Amos, and others. No nation can escape from the sway
of the Mighty One; if God's laws are set at nought, his judgments will follow, that,

while they are abroad in the earth, the inhabitants thereof may learn righteousness.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—8.

—

Divine covenant and human conduct—the two hemispheres ofa complete
life. 1. An elect man, the best of the age, becomes a medium of revelation
BETWEEN God and men. As in nature, so in human die, there are numberless grades
of office and of function. At Sinai, we have God, angels, Moses, priests. The trans-
parent candour and fidelity of Moses, as a subaltern in God's great host, is a light to all

future ages. As the uncreated light left an abiding impress on the face of Moees, so
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the known will of God shone out lustrously in Moses' life. All thai Moses heard, he
communicated by word, and temper, and influence, and deed.

II. Material penury a condition for heavenly enrichment. The scene for the

revelation of God, is the wilderness. Stript of earthly luxuries, the mind opens its

portals to heavenly visit:ition. This is not a necessity arising out of the nature of

things, but it is a necessity for man in his present stite. The son ot'Zacharias, though
a priest, turned his back upon the temple, and chose the wilderness as the theatre

most suitable for his ponderous undertakiiij;. This the spirit of prophecy had foreseen.

It was in the desert, Jesus fed the thousands by a creative word. In the desert, Paul

was equijiped for shaking the foundations of paganism. In Patmos, John passed

through the portals of the spirit-world.

III. Human power is formal—God's power beaIi. To the eye of mortal sense,

the Hebi ews, drilled and officered, fought victoriously with Amalek and Moab ; never-

theless, a clearer vision sees that it was God that slew Sihon, King of the Amorites,
and Og, King of Bashau. Let us be sure that what we do, Ood does by us ! Be we
the agents; God the principal! In righteous warfare, "He teacheth our fingers to

fight." In us hourly let God be immanent. "God wills it," therefore let us will it

also. " He worketh in us."

rV. Meditation and action integral parts of healthful lifk. "Te have
dwelt long enough in this mount." The body may be wrecked by surfeit, as well as by
hunger. Knowledge is not entirely ours, until it is reduced to practice. Heavenly
wisdom is essentially practical. All light is designed for service. The doctrines of

religion are raw materials, which are to be put into the warp and woof of our daily

11 le. Is " the Lamb the light of the heavenly place " ? The saints " follow the Lamb
whithersoever he goeth.'* Meditation qualifies for action ; action demands new medi-
tation. These are the two wings, without bothoi which the eagle cannot rise. "Come
ye into the desert ;

" " Go and preach
; "—these are the twin behests of Christ.

V. God's absolute purposes leave full scope for man's obedience. How the
two things are co-related, we cannot ascertain. The point of junction is among the
incomprehensible—beneath the surface of things. There is now and again seeming
discord ; but as we listen on there is a profounder harniony. The Lord sware unto
the patriarchs to give them the land of Canaan. Yet the spies brought back an ill

report; and the people debated and murmured, vacillated and countermarched, as if

they had been the umpires of their destiny.

VI. God's provision is always more ample than man's desire. God's plan for

Israel's territory extended from Mount Lebanon to the Euphrates; but Israel never
rose to the full height of God's design. "Ask what I shall give thee" is still the
message from heaven to every man. " Open thy mouth wide, and I will fill it." " We
have not because we ask not." There is abundance of sea-room in God's plan for

the largest human endeavour ; and every day the voice of the Great Proprietor reminds
UB, " There is yet very much land to be possessed." " All things are yours."—D.

Vers. 9—18.

—

The blessing ofgood government. I. A wise man disavows absolute
MONARCHY. Legislation, the most difficult department of government, had been
furnished for Israel by the Supreme Mind of the universe; yet Moses found the task
of administration too much for a single arm. The aim of every ruler ought to be, not
personal power, but universal service—the greatest good of the greatest number. No
wMse man will expose himself to the tremendous temptation of personal aggrandisement.
Beside, it is a boon to others to exercisethe faculties of discrimination and judgment.

II. Popular choice of rulers to be determined by a single law, viz. personal
merit. To lift the voice for an unqualified ruler is a crime against the State—an
injury, and not a benefit, to the person elect. To allow personal qualification to domi-
nate the choice, is to niake God the umpire. This is, in civic afiairs, "to do his will

on earth as it is done in heaven."
III. There is room, both in the Church and in the St^te, fob various offices.

If a man cannot rule five thousand, he may be able to rule fifty. Service in a subordi-
nate station may qualify for higher dignity. Gradation of rank best conserves tks
interests of the nation. " Order is Heaven's first law."

IV. All HijMAN authority is in thb stead of God. " The judgment is Grod's."
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lilagistrates act in God's stead. Parents likewise. Every man is bound to act as God
would act. He repiesents God always and everywhere. AH talent is a trust. We
are the stewards of God's estate.

V. Humanity is fab superior to nationality, class, ob sect. Every man, how-
ever poor or ignorant, is to be accounted a brother. In the commonwealth of Israel

there are no strangers. Nationality is but a pasteboard separation. " God hath made
of one blood all nations." The great divider is sin. A heaven-kindled eye penetrates

through every crust of barbarism and vice, and sees a man beneath. Here is a kingly
nature, though now enslaved.

VI. Growth of numbers is a token of Divine approbation. In the ratio of

material abundance and contentment, is increase of population. It was one of the

presages of Messiah's kingdom, "they of the city shall flourish like grass of the earth."

In heathen lands population is sparse. War and pestilence decimate the ranks. In
proportion as sound Christianity prevails, the subjects of the state augment. Every
additional man ought to be an increment of strength and usefulness.

VII. Prayer has a recognized place in God's government. Promise always waits

on prayer, as harvest waits on the husbandman's toil. However abundant are the

promises, yet for the fulfilment God will be inquired of to do it for us. When prayer

has its root in God's specific promise, it must bear fruit in proportion as faith enlarges

her boughs. This is wise building, for we found our expectations upon eternal rock.

VIII. Good men gkeatly desire their country's good. Patriotism is a goodly

virtue, though not the noblest. To fence ourselves round with selfish interests ii

despicable. We envy not that man's narrow soul who has no sympathy nor energy

for his nation's weal. The best Christian will take some interest in every thin;j;—in

municipal matters, international treaties, literature, science, commerce, art. In the

broadest sense, he is a citizen of the world. He Uvea to bless others. This is Christ-

Ukc—D.

Vers. 1—4.

—

The Deuteronomtc discourses. I. The speaker. " Moses." Though
an hundred and twenty years old, "his eye was not dim, nor his natural force abated "

(ch. ixxiv. 7)—a statement borne out by the sustained eloquence of these addresses.

He speaks with the authority of a prophet, the affection of a patriot, and the earnest-

ness of a dying man.
II. The hearers. " All Israel." A new generation had sprung up from that which

had received the Law at Sinai. 1. All are concerned in hearing God's message. " It is

your life " (ch. xxxii. 47). 2. New-comers need new teaching.

UI. The situation. **In the wilderness"—still there at the end of forty years.

The ]ilaces named (ver. 1), suiraestive of past wanderings and rebellions. Form
a backgroimd to the discourses that follow, and point home their lessons. We learn :

1. The value of association as an aid in teaching. 2. Our past cannot be got rid of,

but it may be utilized. 3. God's Word is to be pondered in the light of bygone ex-

periences. 4. The comparison of our actual situation with what it uiight have been

(ver. '_') is often a salutary exercise (cf. Luke xv. 17).

IV. The subject. " All that the Lord had given him in commandment." We find

that this does not refer to a new commandment, but to the old commandment which

they had from the beginning (cf. 1 John ii. 8). 1. Men crave for novelty, but the

function of the preacher is to remind them of the truths which do not change, and to

give "line upon line, precept upon precept," until loyal and heaity obedience is rendered

to the same. 2. Exhortation is most effective when it takes as its basis the sure Word
of God. 3. God's Word is to be spoken in its entirety.

V. The time. " In the fortieth year, in the eleventh month"—when the attack on

the Canaanites was about to be renewed, and after signal tokens of Divine favour had

already been granted (ver. 4). 1. God's mercies call for renewed dedication (Ps. cxvi.

12—14). 2. The recollections of wasted years should prove an incentive to obedience

in the future (Rom. xiii. 11, 12 ; Eph. v. 15, 16 ; 1 Pet. iv. 8). 3. We need God's

commandment in our memories and hearts when entering on work in which formidable

opposition is to be encountered, and which will put our fidelity to a severe test.

VL The motive. 1. The natural solicitude of old aijC. It is characteristic of old

wje to fall back upon and reiterate previous counsels. Compare Peter in his second
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Epistle (i. 16) ; the traditional stories of the old age of John ; Paul In the pastoral

Epistles, "urging and reymating and dilating upon truths which have been tlie lood of

his life
" (Altord). 2. The lawfjivers knowledge of the rebelliousness of the people s dis-

position (ah. ix. 24). 3. The Divine command (ver. 3). This had resi)ect to tlie altered

circumstances of the new generation, and to the prospect of tlieir entering the laud

promised to their fathers, continuance in wliich was conditional on obedience.—J. O.

Ver. 2.— The might-hive-heens of life. In its present setting this brief geographic;il

note was, doubtless, meant to suggest the lesson of the evil results of disobedience.

" Eleven days' journey," yet the fortieth year still saw them in the wilderness. We
learn : 1. Sin turns short wMys into long ones. 2. Sin entails on the transgressor need-

less trouble and sorrow. 3. Sin fills life with fruitless regrets. 4. Sin delays fulfilment

of God's i>romises.

The path of obedience is in the end the shortest, easiest, safest, and hapjiiest.—J. 0.

Vers. 6—9.

—

A summons to advance. Moses begins by reminding the Israelites how
God had formerly summoned them to march upon Canaan. The summons came to

them at Horeb, after a sojourn of eleven months. The verses may be applied to

illustrate

—

I. The Church's danger—to abide at the mount, to settle down into a state of

apathy or simple receptivity. This is met by the call to action—" Ye have dwelt long

enouiih in this mount: turn you, and take your journey " (vers. 6, 7). Notice: 1.

Israel's stay at the mount was good while it lasted. There the nation enjoyed a season

of rest, ratified its covenant with God, received the Law, constructed a sanctuary, and

was otherwise equipped and oruanized. There must be times of getting, of learning, of

consulting for one's own edification, else it will go hard with us in the work and battle

of life. But 2. There was a danger that Israel's stay at the mount mifjht last too long.

So is it with the Church, when she concentrates her attention too exclusively on her own
spiritual improvement, and forgets her mission to the world. We have to remember

that we get and learn only that we may apply and act. There is the peril of religion

becoming a species of enjoyment. We luxuriate in ret in d commnnion, in restful fellow-

ship with God, in converse with fellow-believers, in Church ordinances; and we think

how sweet it would be if this could always last. But we are wrong. It would not be

good for us always to be in this state of simple receiving. Heligion, divorced from

active employment, must soon lose its robustness, and degenerate into a sickly religiosity.

There are many, many Christians who have Ken long enough, and far too long, in the

mount, and it would be well for themselves if they could hear this voice summoning
them to go forward.

II. The Church's destiny—to possess the land. The type was the land of Canaan

;

the antitype, so far as it lies in time, is the world, whicti it is the Church's calling

to conquer for Christ, and for her own possession. St. Paul gives this interpretation in

Rom. iv. 13. Taking the passage in this li-ht.and reading the wider truth into it, we
get the idea of a land which is: 1. Known to Ood (ver. 7). Known thoroughly, in all

its parts, peoples, districts, conformation, accessibilities, and inaccessibilities. In

advancing to take possession of the world for Christ, we have the encoura;j;ement of

thinking that he knows precisely to what kind of work he is sending us, and yet

promises success. India, China, Afrie'a, etc.,—he knows them all, yet he says, "Go in

and jiossess." 2. G ifled by God (ver. 8). It is long since the oracle declared that God
had given Christ the heathen for his inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for

his possession (Ps. ii. 8). The Church, as one with Christ, shares in his kingdom, and

shall yet inherit the whole earth. 3. The conqueC't of which is commanded by Ood.

Kot, indeed, by carnal weapons, as the Israelites were commanded to conquer Canaan,

nor yet by the destruction of those against whom we war ; but by the nobler weapons

of the trutli, and by seeking men's salvation. This is a benigner nutliod.of conquest,

and it will prove successful if we a^ivance with faith and courage. Those who persist

in hardening themselves must indeed be destroyed ; but not by us. The Lord puts no

weapon of a kind to injure any into our hands ; but bids us leave vengeance with him-

self. Our means are the preaching of the gospel, ptrayer, holy living, organized and
beneficent activity to reach the lost sheep of our great communities, and multiplie<j

missionary agencies in foreign lands.
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ITT. The Church's duty—to obey her Lord, and go forward at once to this great

work. 1. He fjives no alternative. 2. The command is express. 3. The world sorely

needs our work. 4. Every motive of gratitude and compassion should urge us to it.

—J. 0.

Vers. 10, 11.

—

IsraeVt increase. These verses embody the expression of a very

natural state of feeling in contemplating the marvel of the Church's growth.

I. The Church's increase ak object of desire. " The Lord God of your fatheis

make you," etc. (ver. 11). Such increase is: 1. A token of Divine favour (Acts xi. 24).

2. A manifestation of Divine power (1 Cor. i. 18—30; E|.h. i. 19 ; 1 Thess. i. 5).

3. A source of blessing to the world (Ps. Ixvii.). 4. A fulfilment of the Divine

counsels (Eph. i. 10). 5. Means the ascendancy of true religion.

IT. The Church's increase an object of wonder. (Ver. 10.) The rapid spread,

the extraordinary victories, the prolonged empire, and the undecaying vitality of tlie

Christian religion are the most wonderful things in history, and a proof of its Divine

ori<^in. As Israel increased by the Divine blessing at an unprecedented rate, and in

spite of all Pharaoh's attempts to check the increase, so has the Church flourished and

spread, proving herself in her unarmed strength more than a march for the deadliest

powers which can be arrayed against her. The present century has witnessed a re-

markable revival of this propagative energy of Christianity (comp. Numb, xxiii. 23).

ITT, The Church's increase a matter of promise. (Ver. 11.) The promise to

Abraham of a countless seed embraced in its widest import the spiritual, not less than

the natural, Israel—his seed in Christ (Rom. iv. 16 ; Gal. iii. 7—10, 14, IG, 26, 29).

(Cf. the promises in Isa. liii. 10—12 ; liv 1—3 ; Ix, 1—12, with Dan. ii. 35, 44 ; Matt.

viiL 11 ; Rev. vu. 9).—J. 0.

Yers. 9—16.

—

Division of tahour. (Cf. Exod. xviii, 13—27.) An instance of a

good idea (1) suggested, (2) readily adopted, (3) generally approved of. Reminds us

that division of labour is as important in Church work as in the arts.

I. The neglect of division of labour leads to serious evils. 1. The work is

not overtaken. " Not able " (ver. 9). 2. Those who have to do it are greatly over-

taxed. " Cumbrance," " burden " (ver. 12). 3. Energy is wasted on subordinate

tasks which might be applied to better purpose.

II. The adoption of division of labour secures obvious advantages. 1. Re-

lieves the responsible heads. 2. Expedites business and promotes order. 3. Secures

that the work is better done. 4. Utilizes varieties of talent. But parties must be as

willing to co-operate as they were here.

TIL Rightly to secure the advantages of division of labour there must bk
efficient organization. When Lloses took in hand the appointment of assistants,

he did it thoroughly (ver. 15). The work which each is to do must not be left

to haphazard, or to " understandings," or to the tastes and inclinations of individuals,

but should be definitely marked out. There must be organization and distribu-

tion of tasks on a general plan, which, while it affords room for all grades of talent,

allots work with a view to the aj titude« which each is known to possess. It is

characteristic of Moses' scheme : 1. That it took advantage of existing iustitutiona.

2. That it rested on a broad, popular basis ; elective (ver, 13).—J. 0.

Vers. 16, 17.

—

Judging. The rules here laid down, while primarily applicable in

the administration of law, are, in their spirit and for the most ]iart in their letter,

equally fitted to guide our private judgments. A proneness to judge is condemned by
Christ (Matt. vii. 1); but his rebuke of the censorious spirit is ncit to be read as for-

bidding the framing of such judgments upon the character, actions, and pretensions

of others as the circumstances of our position may render necessary. We are called

every day of our lives to form, and frequently to express, judgments upon men,
measures, causes, theories, disputes, proposals

;
judgments as to true and false, right

and wrong, wise and unwise, expedient and inexpedient. ^Matters are appealed to us

as individuals, or as a part of the general community, on which judgment is expressly

asked. We must judge that we may know how to act. All this involves the possi-

l^ility of judging rashly ; of judging with bias and prejudice; of judging sc as to do
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wrong to individuals ; of judging so as to injure truth and retard progress and Im-

provement. The text teaches us, on the contrary

—

L That causes, before being judged, are to be fairly heard. How many
judgments are passed daily in utter ignorance of the real facts of the case, and without

any attempt to ascertain them, perhaps without the means of ascertaining them !

Such judgments are ipsofacto unjust. It is only by the rarest chance they can he

right, and their Tightness being accidental does not justify them. Let judgments be

reserved for cases in which we have an opportunity of full investigation. Hear both

sides, and hear them (1) fully, (2) candidly, and (13) patiently.

II. That causes, after beisg heard, are to have judgment passt.d upon them
WITH STRICT IMPARTIALITY. " Judge not according to the appearance," said Jesus,
" but judge righteous judgment "—an instance illustrating that wider view of judging

which we are here taking (John vii. 24). Equal measure is to be meted out to all.

We are to judge impartially as between brother and brother, fellow-citizen and foreigner,

rich and poor, applying the same principles and standards to each case, and kennng in

view the essential merits as the one thing to be regarded. This is the plain rule of

justice, thou<;h we all feel how difficult it is to act up to it.

III. That judgment^ UPON causes is to be given fearlessly. " Ye shall not be

afraid of the face of man." (Cf. the Regent Morton's eulogy on Knox—" There lies he
who never feared the face of man.") Even when just judgment is being pronounced
internally, the fear of man, or the desire of man's favour, or the dread of temporal

consequences, often leads to a time-serving tampering with conviction, to a saying and
doin^ of the thing we do not at heart approve of. This is the worst kind of cowardice.

IV. That judgment upon causes is to be given under a due sense of responsi-

bility TO God. " The judgment is God's." Judges are his vicegerents, deriving their

authority from him, expressing the judgment of his righteousness, anticipatimi his

own final judirment, and themselves responsible to him for the manner in which they

exercise their functions. Every biassed, untrue, and insincere judgment is a misrepre-

sentation of that truth and rectitude which have their ground in God's own being.

V. That in causes on which we are incompetent to pronounce, judgment is not
TO BE attempted. (Ver. 17.)—J. 0.

Vera. 1—18.— The impartiality of Ood to he reflected in the judges of his people. In
the following Homilies we adiiere to the traditional view of the Mosaic authorship of

the book, believing that no sufficient evidence has yet been adduced by the critics for

departing from that view. Moses enters upon his addresses in the land of Moab by
recapitulating the salient points of the Exodus. The first notable reference is to the
appointment of the judges. The qualifications and directions here recorded are fitted

to throw precious liglit upon the Divine character. Here let us notice

—

I. There was to be no respect of persons in judgment. And here we may quote
a definition which will materially aid us in this subject :

" By the word person the
Scripture signifies not a man, but those things in a man which, being conspicuous to the
eyes, usual!}' conciliate favour, honour, and dignity, or attract hatred, contempt, and
disgrace. Such are riches, wealth, power, nobility, magistiacy, country, elegance of

form, on the one hand; and on the other, poverty, necessity, ignoble birth, slovenli-

ness, contempt, and the like." These Jewish judges, therefore, were directed to allow
none of these personal accidents to influence their judgments in the cases committed to

them, but to decide as matters of pure equity.

II. There was to be no fear of man in their judgments. The consequences to

themselves were not to be regarded. They were to be fearless officers, representing the
Most High.

III. We see here that with God there can be no respect of persons and no fear
OF MAN. The strict impartiality of God has been questioned, if representations of his

procedure drawn from the Divine Word are accepted. Now, the whole plan of salvation

by ffrace appears favouritism and partia'ity. What is ihe meaning of " grace"? Un-
doubtedly /ne, unmeritedfavour. If, then, salvation is by srace (Kph. ii. 8), must not
God be liable to the charge of partiality? Such, at least, is the reasoning of some in
the interests of certain systems.

But when the matter is looked into more closely, we find that salvation by free grace
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is the most conclusive evidence of God's impartiality. It is really saving to all men,
" Unless you give up the notion of recommending yourselves to me ; unless you sur-

render the idea of some special claim in your being or your life upon me ; unless, in i

word, you lay aside the fancy that you must be partially and exceptionally treated,

which is the whole meaning of self-righteousness, I cannot save you." This is impar-

tiality par excellence ; and this is exactly God's position in offering salvation to mea.

All who refuse salvation are really refusing to be treated impartially, and are

clamouring for exceptional consideration on the ground of some fancied merit. The

rejected at°the last will be found to he those who wanted favouritism, but put away

free graca. The line of thought opened up here may be profitably carried on.—R. M. £.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 19—28.—Here Moses passes from

the judges to the people at large; from

charging officials to judge righteously, to

reminding the people that they also had

received from him commandments which

they had to obey. The " things " referred to

are either the injunctions specified in Exod.

xxi., etc., or simply the instructions men-

tioned in the preceding verses. God had

called the Israelites out of Egypt that they

should go up at once to Canaan, and he had

by Moses done all that was needed for this.

But they had been rebellious, and had op-

posed God's commands, the consequence of

which was that they had been made to ex-

perience various trials, especially to wander

nearly forty years in the wilderness, so that

of those who came out of Egypt only two

were privileged to see the promised land.

The words of ISIoses in this section supple-

ment and complete the narrative in Nimib.

xiii. ; but the words are those, not of a com-

piler, but of one who had been himself a
witness of all he narrates.

Vers. 19—2G.—That great and terrible wil-
derness: the desert forming the western
side of the Stony Arabia. It bears now the
name of Et-Tih, i.e. The Wandering, a name
•' doubtless derived from the wanderings of
the Israelites, the tradition of which has
been handed down through a period of three
thousand years. . . . it is a pastoral country

;

unfitted as a whole for cultivation, because
of its scanty soil and scarcity of water" (Dr.
Porter, in Kitto's 'Biblical Cyclopaedia-,'

Tol. iii. p. 1075). In the northern pnrt
especially the country is rugged and bare,
with vast tracts of sand, over which the
corching simoom often sweeps (see on
ver. 1). This wilderness they had seen,
had known, and had experience of, and
their experience had been such that the
district through which they had been
doomed to wander appeared to them dread-

ful. Passing by the way of the Amoritet,

as they had been commanded (ver. 7), they

came to Kailesh-barn a (see Numb. xii. 16).

Their discontent broke out oftener than

once, before they reached this place (see

Numb, xi., xii.^; but Moses, in this re-

capitulation, passes over these earlier in-

stances of their rebelliousness, and hastens

to remind them of the rebellion at Kadesh
(Numb, xiii., xiv.), because it was this

which led to the nation being doomed to

wander in the wilderness until the genera-

tion that came out of E?ypt had died. It

was through faith in God that Canaan wa«
to be gained and occupied by Israel; but

this faith they lacked, and so they came
short of what God had summoned them to

attain (Ps. Ixxviii. 22; evi. 24; Heb. iii.

18, 19; comp. 2 Chron. xx. 20; Isa. vii. 9).

Hence, when they had come to the very

borders of the promised land, and the hills

of Canaan were befure their eyes, and Jlosea

said to them, in the name of God, Go up,

possess ("asyndeton emphaticum," Mi-
chaelis), they hung back, and proposed that

men should be sent out to survey the land

and bring a repdrt concerning it. This was
approved of by Moses ; but when the spies

returned and gave their report, the people

were discouraged, and refused to go up.

They were thus rebellious against the com-
mandment (literally, the mouth, the express

will) of Jei.ovah their Goil ; and not only

so, but with si,L;nal iiigr:;titude and impiety

they murmured against him, and attributed

their deliverance out of Esypt to God'e

hatred of them, that he might d( stroy them
(see Numb. xiii. 1—33, to which the nar-

rative here corresponds).

Ver. 27.—Ye murmured in your tents; as
allusion to what is recorded in Numb. xiv. 1,

etc. Moses addresses the people then with

him as if they had been the parties who
so rebelled and murmured at Kadosb,
though all that grneration, except himself,

Joshua, and Caleb, had perished. This he

does, not merely because of the solidarity

of the nation, but also that he might
suggest to them the possibility that the
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same evil spirit might still lurk among
tliem, and ooiiscquently the need of being

on their guard against allowing it to get

scope.

Ver. 28.—Our brethren have discouraged

our heart; literally, kace melted or made
to flow down our heart (iDDH, Iliph. of oop,

to flow down or melt), have made us faint-

hearted. The cities are great and walled

up to heaven; literally, are great andfortified

in the heavens. To tlieir excited imaijina-

tion, the walls and towers of the cities

seemed as if they reached the very sky ; so

when men cease to have faith in God, diffi-

culties appear insurmountable, and the

power of the adversary is exa,2:gerated until

courage is paralyzed and di spair banishes

hope. Sons of the Anakims; elsewhere

(Numb. xiii. 22; Josh. xv. 14; Judg. i. 20)

children or sons of the 'Anak. 'Anak may
originally have been the proper name of an
i dividual, but it appears in the Bible ratlier

as the designation of the tribe. It is the

word for ncch, and this race, which were
strong and powerful men, or their pro-

genitor, may have been remarkable for

thickness of neck ; this, at least, is more
probable than that it was from length of

neck (Gesenius) that they got the name, for

a long neck is usually associated with weak-

ness rather tlmn strength. Some have sup-

posed the Anakim to have been originally

Cushites : but the origin of the tribe ia in-

volved in obscurity.

Vers. 20—4u.—Moses endeavoured to

rouse the dr-^oping courage of the people,

and persuade them to go up by reminding

them that God, who was with them, would

go before them, and fight for them as he had
often done before; but without success, eo

that God was angry with them, and forbade

their entrance into Canaan. This is not

mentioned in Numbers, probably because

Moses' appeal was unsuccessful. The whole

of that generation was bound to fall in the

wilderness, except Caleb and Joshua; only

their children should enter the promised
land.

Vers. 29, 30.—Bloses exhorts the people
not to be afraid, as if they had to encounter
these terrible enemies solely in their own
strength; for Jehovah their God was with
them and would go before them, as he had
gone before them hitherto, to protect them
and strike down their enemies.

Ver. 31.—Not only at the Red Sea did
God appear for the defence of his people
and the discomfiture of their enemies, but
also in tlie wilderness, which thoy had seen
(as in ver. 19), where ("•?>;, ellipticully for

ia nc'N ) Jehovah their God bore them as a
DFUTERONOMY.

man beareth his son, sustaining, tending,
supporting, and carrying them over diffi-

culties (comp. Numb. xi. 12, where a similai
figure occurs ; see also Isa. xlvL 3, 4 ; liiiL 9,

etc. ; Ps. xxiii.).

Vers. 32, 33.—Yet in this thing ye did not
believe the Lord your God; literally. With
this thing [or With this word] ye were not
beliecing in Jehoaah your God. The Hebrew .

tzi, like the Greek prifxa, signifies either

thing or word. If the former rendering be
adopted here, the meaning will be, Not-
withstanding this fact of which you have
had experience, viz. how God has interposed
for your protection and deliverance, ye were
still unbelieving in him. If the latter
rendering be adopted, the meaning will be,

Notwitlistanding what I then said to you,
ye remained unbelieving, etc. This latter

seems the more probable meaning. In the
Hebrew text there is a strong stop athnaeh)
after tliis word, as if a pause of astonishment
followed this utterance—Notwithstanding
this word, strange to say I ye were not be-
lieving, etc. The participle ("believing")
is intended to indicate the continuing of
this unbelief. So also in ver. 34, the par-
ticiple form is used—" who was going in
the way before you," to indicate that not
once and again, but continually, the Lord
went before them; and this made the sin
of their unbelief all the more marked and
aggravated. (For the fact here referred to,

see Exod. xiii. 21, etc. ; Numb. ir. 15, etc.

;

X. 33—3G.)

Ver. 34.—And the Lord heard the voice of

your words, and he was wroth, and aware,
etc. (comp. Numb. xiv. 21—24).

Vers. 35, 36.—They were all, the whole
generation of them, evil, and therefore not
a man of them should see the good land
which God had promised to their fathers,
with the exception of Caleb, who had
wholly followed the Lord—had remaini d
steadfast and faithful whilst the others fell

away. Joshua also was exempted from this
doom; but before mentioning him, Moses
refers to himself as having also come under
the Divine displeasure.

Ver. 37.—The Lord was angry with me
also for your sakes, saying, Thou also ^halt

not go in thither. This must be regarded
as parenthetical, for what he here referi

to in regard to himself occurred, not at

the time of the rebellion at Kadesh, but
at the time of the second arrival of the
people at that place, many years later. This
parentlietical reference to himself was pro-
bably thrown in by Moses for the purpose
of preparing for wliat he was about to say
respecting Joshua, in whom the people were
to find a leader after he himself was gone.
It may Ije noted also that Moses distinguishecj
between the anger of the Lord against him
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and the wrath which broke forth upon the

people—a distinction which is aptly pre-

served in the Authorized Version by the

words " was wroth " (f\ :pj and " was iingiy
"

(^3n). For your sakes; ratl.er, became of ijov,

on account of you. The Hebrew word (7^3)

oonies from a root meaning to roll, and

i-xnifus primarily a turn in events, a cir-

cuinstiince, an occasion or reason. Moses

reminds the Israelites that the misconduct

of the people was what led to God's being

angry al.>o with him (see Numb. xx. 7, etc.

;

con I p. I's. cvi. ;i2, 33).

Ver. 38.—Thongh the robellious genera-

tiou weie to perisli, and Moses wiis not to

be peiiuilted to enter Canaan, God would

not depart from his prumise, but would

by another leader biing tlie people to the

inheritance which he had sworn to their

fathers to give them. (For the account of

Joshua's appointment and installation, see

Numb, xxvii. 15—23.) Which standeth be-

fore thee; i.e. to be tliy minister or servant

(Exod. xxiv. 13; xxxiii. 11 ; Numb. xi. 28;

comp. for the meaning of the phrase ch.

X. 8; xviii. 7; I'an. i. 5). Encourage him;

literally, strengthen him (corap. ch. iii. -!1,

22 ; xxxi. 7, «). Inherit it; the "it " refers

back to ver. 35, "that good land." In vers.

8 and 21, the laud is spoken of as to be

possessed by the Israelites; here it is

spoken of as to be inherited by them. The
furmer has reference to their having to

wrest the land by force from the Canaauitea

(tyT, to occupy by force, to dispossess; of.

ch. ii. 12, 21, 22, where the verb is, in the

Authorized Version, rendered by " de-

stroy"); the latter has reference to their

receiving the land as a heritage ('pn:) from

God, who, when he divi(le<l to the nations

their inheritance, assigned Canaan to the

children of Israel (ch. xxxii. 8). "Joshua the

executor of the inheritance" (Schroeder).

Ver. 39.— Only among the young of

that generation should the inheritance be
divided, as they had no part in the rebellion

of their seniors. Your little ones ; i.e. chil-

dren beginning to walk (^D, from r]SD, to

trip, to take short and quick steps). And
your children—boys and girls—which in that

day had no knowledge between good and
evil; rather, ofirhom [ye s.iid] fheyknow not

to-day good and evil. The Hebrews were
wont to express totality nr universality by
specifying contradictory opposites, as, e.g.

great and small (2 Chion. xxxiv 30), master

And scholar (Mai. ii. 20), free and bond
(Itev. xiii. 16; xix. 18), shut up and left

(ch. xxxii. 36, where see note; 1 Kings xiv

10), etc. Accordingly, when good and ecil

are set over against each other, the notion

of entireness or universality is expressed.

Miius, when Laban and liethuel said to

Abraham's servant, " We cannot speak unto

thee bad or good" (Gen. xxiv. 50), the

meaning is. We can say nothing at all.

Absalom spake to Amnon " neither good
nor bad " (2 Sam. xiii. 22) ; that is, he did

not say anything to him. The woman ol

Tekoa said to David, " As an angel of God,
so is my lord the king to discern good and
bad " (2 Sam. xiv. 17); i.e. There is nothing

the king does not know—his knowledge is

universal. Hence to know good and evil

came to mean to be intelligent, and not to

know good and evil to be unintelligent, as

is a babe. The children here referred to

knew nothing, and consequently could not

be held as morally responsible; comp.

Isa. viL 15 ; Homer, * Odyssey,' xviii. 228

—

** olSa iKaara

iaOKd re Kol rh x^P^"*' '"P^ij 5* Sri yrjirioi iiu.*'

Ver. 40.—The command to go to the
mount of the Amorites (ver. 7) is recalled,

and they are ordered to turn into the wilder-

ness and go by the way leading to the Red
Sea (corap. Numb. xiv. 25).

Vers. 41—46.—The people, appalled at

the prospect ofanother sojourn in the wilder-

ness, yet still rebellious and disobedient to

God's command, though professing peni-

tence, determined, in spite of direct pro-

hibition on the part of God by Closes, to go

up and force their way into Canaan ; but

were punished fortheir presumption by being

utterly defeated and put to flight by th«

Amorites (comp. Numb. xiv. 40—45).

Ver. 41.—We have sinned; in Numbers
it is simply said that "the people mourned
greatly" (bemoaned themselves, i'72Nn'); but

this is not incompatible with the statement
here that they confessed their sins ; the one
would naturally accompany the other.

Their confession, however, was in word
only ; their conduct sliowed that it was not

sincere. In Numbers (xiv. 44) it is said.

" I'hey presumed to go up ;

" here it is said

(ver. 41), Ye were ready to go up, rather,

Ye acted heedlessly with levity, or frivo-

loudy, to go up. The verb here (u'nni)

occurs only in this place, and is of doubtful

signification. The Rabbins compare it with
the i::n, lo we 1 here we be I of the people

in Numb. xiv. 40. It is the Hiph. of ]-\r^

which is supposed to be the same as the

Arabic (^li>> to be light, easy; and from

this the meaning, " ye went up heedlessly,"

is deduced. None of the ancient versions,

however, give this meaning. The LXX
has <Tui'af)/)oi<rt)eVT«s avi^aipire fls rh o('os

,

the Vulgate, instructi arviig pergeretu in

nioniem ; Onk., poD^ jiniiyi (and ye begaw to
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•aoend): Syriac,*Cai^L _oA..;^i2]o

(and ye incited yoursolves to go up).

Ver. 42.—Moses, by the command of God,
warned the people that, if they presumed to

go up, they should go without his protection,

and 80 would certainly fall before their

enemies.
Ver. 43.—In vain were they thus warned.

Moees spoke to them as God commanded,
but they would not bo persuaded. Went
presumptuously; rather, acted insolently and
went up ; margin. Authorized Version, " Ye
were presumptuous, and went up." The
verb here (tth, from iit, to boil) si^^nifies

tropically, to act proudly, haughtily, in-

solently (comp. Neh. xi. 29, Authorized
Version, "dealt proudly ").

Ver. 44.—The Amorites, for the Canaanites
generally; in Numbers, the Amalekites aie

specially mentioned as joining with the
Amorites in chastising the Israelites. These
tribes came down fiom the higher mountain
range to the h)wer heiglit wiiich the Israel-

ites h;id gained, and drove them with great
slaugliter as far asHormah, in Seir, chasing
tliem as bees do, which pursue with keen
ferocity those who disturb them. Hormah
(Ban-place), the earlier name of which was
Zephath (Juilg. 1. 17), was a royal city of

the Canaanites, taken by the Israelites

towards the close of their wanderings, and
placed by them under a ban (Numb. xxi. 1,

etc.), which ban was fully executed only in

the time of the Judges. It is here and else-

where called Hormali by anticipation. The
old name Zephath seems to have survived

that given to it by the laraelites in the

name Sebaita or Sepata, the Arabic fori*

of Zephalh, the name of a heap of ruins
on the western slope of the rocky mountain-
plateau Rakhmah, about two hours and a
half south-west of Khalasa (Ritter, ' Geo-
graphy of Palestine,' i. 431 ; i'almer,
' D( sert of Et-Tih,' p. 2S[), etc.). This is a
more probable idcntiticatioii than that of
Robinson ('Res.,' ii. 18), who finds Hormah
in the rocky defile of Es-Siifah, an unlikely
place for a city of the importance of ZephatJri

to be in.

Ver. 45.—Ye returned; t.e. either to
Kailesh, where Moses had remained, or from
their rubellious and defiant attitude to one
of apparent submission and contrition, or

the whole plirase, " Ye returned and wept,"
may mean meiely that they wept again, as
in Numb. xi. 4, wliere the same words are
used. And wept. Tliey mourned their mi.**-

fortune, and compl dned on account of it

(comp. for the meauini^of the plirase, Numb,
xi. 4, 18, 20) Before Jehovah; i.e. before
the taliernacle or sanctuary (cump. Jurlg.

XX. 2;J, 2G). Their mourning was not that
of true repentance, and, therefore, the Lonl
would ncit listen to them or give heed to

their wail (comp. Pro v. i. 24, etc.).

Ver. 46.—It was unnece.^sary that Moses
should tell the people the precise length of

time they abode in Kadesh after this, be-

cause that was well known to them; he,

therefore, contents himself with saying that
they remained there as long as they did
remain (comp. for a similar expression, ch.
ix. 25). How long they actually remained
there cannot be determined, fir the expres-
sion, many days, ia wholly indefinite

HOMILETICa

Vers. 19—33.

—

Sending the spies. This paragraph contains a brief review of

events which are recorded in Numb, xiii., xiv. Israel had left the wilderness of Sinai
;

the cloud now rested ia the wilderness of Paran. At this point they were not very

many days' journey from the land of promise. But it would seem that they did not

like to go in and take po.-fsossion of the land without more information than they as yet

possessed as to its accessibility and its fitness for their permanent home. So they

proposed that spies should be sent ahead. We gather that, at the desire of the people,

Moses asked advice of the Lord, and in consequence he was bidden to accede to their

request. Twelve men were sent. Ten brought an evil report of the land ; two only

were full of heart and hope, strong in faith, giving glory to G-od. Numbers carried

more weight than worth. The report of ten bore down that of two. The people

would not believe the Lord. They said in their unbelief, " Let us make a captain,

and return into Et^ypt," and even (Neh. ix. 17) "appointed a captain to return to

their bondage." And a sad and sorrowful glance does Moses cast over the sin of that

time. Let us glance at it too. We will endeavour to gather a true estimate of the

course which Israel took, taking care, as we go on, to see how far the incidents recorded

here convey instruction to many whose feelings are analogous to theirs. In estimating

this case, let us look

—

I. At the coorse Israel took in sending the spies. 1. It was unnecessary. Vol

they bad been redeemed by a strong hand and by a stretched-ont arm irom the bondage
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and degradation of Egypt ; their deliverance had been effecteil for them by the fice love,

spontaneous care, and watch fi;! providence of God. Surely it should not have been

hard to ari^ue on this wise :
" He who has shown us such wondious mercy will not be

wanting to us to the end." It was surely needless to send out any scouts to Canaan,

to survey the land before them. A wiser and Letter care than theirs had done this

for them, and there was no more need for them to send to spy out the land than to

have sent pioneers to clear their way through the deep ! But, in thus chiding Israel,

are we not really rebuking ourselves? We have to bethink us of a rescue, bcfon^ which
that of Israel fades into nothiugness. And how has our rescue in Christ been effected ?

By OMr power or skill? Nay, but by a wisilom, power, and love, which in blessed

union did combine in the cross of Christ to save us. Is not, then, the inference more
than warranted, " He that sj)ared not," etc. But if so, why need we strain our eyes

to pierce the gloom that hangs over our future course? We need not faithlessly fore-

cast. 2. It was undtsir'ihh, and that on several grounds. (1) It was manifestly hin-

dering their march. (2) Tliey were confronted by the prospect of an accumulation of

difficulties which would come only one at a time. (3) Israel therefore darkened the

jiresent by prying into the future. So it is now. " Sufficient unto the day is the evil

thereof." Our daily course, with its mingled comforts and cares, may be so peaceful if

we will calmly leave the future to him who knows and plans all ; but if we, with our

short foresight and our little strength, will foolishly set before us in one perplexing

combination all the difficulties which will come only one by one; if we think and si^eak

as if our God would leave us alone when they come,—we shall dishonour him, and shade
the present by anticipating the future.

II. Let us look at the conclusion to which Israel came on the report of the
SPIES. They resohcd to go back and to return to Egypt, and appointed a captain to

lend them. It was one-sided, forgetful, ungrateful, and ruinous. 1. Jt was one-sided.

True, tlie sons of Anak were in the way. But who was above them all ? See Caleb's

putting of the case, in Numb. xiv. 6—9. 2. It was for(/et/ul. For was not the fact

of all these enemies being in the land explicitly named in one of the earliest promises
(Exod. iii. 17); and had not God promised to drive them out? 3. It was ungrateful.

After all the love which had been shown them, how could they so requite it? 4. It

teas ruinous (see Numb. iv. 33—38 ; oh. i. 32—39). But are there not some now
who start fairly in the Christian race, or seem to do so, and yet who, when some difficulty

meets or threatens them, turn back and go away (cf. Matt. xiii. L'O, 21)? Nor can we
safely neglect the warning consequent on this incident given in Heb. iii. 4. To quit

the leadership of Christ because of present or impending difficulties will be much more
grievously sinful than it was for Israel to propose to quit the leadership of Moses.

The four points named above will apply also here. It will be : 1. One-sided. For
supposing, as we try to peer into the future, possible or even cert;iin difficulties do
present themselves, ought we not to remember that with the demand on the strength

there will be given strength to meet the demand? Why look at one without looking at

the other ? 2. It will be forgetful. For what are the words of Holy Writ ? What are

we bidden to expect? Have we ever been told that we are to have a smooth path
through life? Have we never read that " through much tribulation we must enter the

kingdom"? Have we not read that we must expect to be "partakers" of Christ's

sufferings? 3. It will he ungrateful. Did not our Saviour tread a thorny path for

us ; and have we no return to make in treading a thorny path for him ? Do we thus

intend to rejiay the sorrow and blood of Calvary? 4. It will he ruinous if we turn

back. Difficulties we seek to shun will be multiplied a hundred-fold. The ease we
would fain secure will not be ours. While, instead of haviug to coriqucr the sons of

Anak, we shall have to encounter the condemnation of our Saviour and Lord. Let us
press onward still to the rest which remaineth. On ! for honour demands it. On I

for gratitude requires it. On ! for love, infinite love, expects it. On I only a step

at a time, and if the giant Anakim appear, the Lord will fight for us. On ! and if we
come to Jericho's walls, faith's trumpet blast shall bring them to the ground. On

!

and you will have many a cluster of grapes sent to you by the Lord of the land, to show
you its richness, and that you may taste of its fruits ere you enter there! 'I'rust

your God, ye people, fullow the Lord fully, and not all the powers of earth or bell

shall keep you from the promised rest

!
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Vera. 32—35.

—

Tlie grievous confequence$ of unlelief. Moses rehearses in the hearinji

of Israel the strange story of " their ninnners in the wilderness," and reminds them how
tljeir unbelief had provoked the Lord to anger, and had deprived vast numbers of them
of the rest they had hoped to enjoy. We ought to be at no loss how to apply this to

present day uses, 'i'he Holy Ghost, by the mouth of David, renews the warning voice.

The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, both by argument and exhortation, rejieatedly

says. Take heed lest a like evil befall you (Heb. iii. 7—19; iv. 1—11). Whence
observe^

I. Here is a remarkable fact to be noted: viz. Divine arrangements apparently
failing of their end through the miscomluct of man. 1. God had made provision for

securing the entrance of Israel into their land. Early had the promise been made.
Long and patiently did the patriarchs await its fulfilment (Heb. xi. 1.3). God had
watched over his people's wanderings. He beheld them in Kgypt. When the time

for liberating them was come, Moses was at hand. Israel had but to stand still, and
see the salvation of the Lord, again and again. The Law was given from Sinai. Manna
descended from heaven. Water gushed from the rock. The pillar of fire and of cloud

was their guard, light, or shade. They knew what God intended to do for them. The
promise was clear; the conditions were plain; the warnings were solemn; the

threatenings were terrible. No excuse of ignorance could be pleaded by the people.

Yet: 2. All were insufficient to prevent their defi ction of heart from God. They were
perpetually doubting God. " Ten times "

' (Numb. xiv. 22). Unbelief led to the break

ing forth of lust. They forfeited the promise ; and of the many thousands who started

for Egypt only two survived to eoter Canaan. " So we see that they could not enter

in because of unbelief."

II. There is great danger lest the parallel between ourselves and Israel,

ALREADY SEEN IN GREATER MERCY, SHOULD BE SEEN AGAIN IN A GREATER RUIN. TherO
is already a parallel in mercy. 1. There is a complete arrangement for meeting all

. our wants on the way to a nobler rest, 2. In treading the way, we have a far better

Leader than Moses. 3. We have far clearer light than Israel had. 4. We have fuller

and richer promises. 5. We have a far higher rest in view. 6. Throughout the

way there will be demands on our faith. 7. There is a danger from within, lest we
should distrust God. Are we not conscious of such a danger? Our hearts are sinful,

and predisposed to doubt. We have doubted God very much, and thus wronged him
in times gone by. Such unVielief may take or may have taken the ibrm of presumption

or of despair. For an illustration of the former, see next Homily. The latter kind of

unbelief may be almost indefinitely varied. Men may doubt (1) the power of God to

bring them to the rest ; or (2) the willingness of God to do it; or (.3) the readiness of

God to bring them to the rest, without questioning his care for others; or they may
even go so far as to doubt (4) whether the promises of the rest be Divine

; (5) whether

there ia any such rest as the one promised ; and even (6) whether there is any God of

promise. Whichever of these forms a despairing unbelief may assume, the evil of it is

sufficiently manifest. It is the greatest dishonour which we can cast on God, to allow

the thought to gain the mastery, that we are flung down hither without any sure

ilestiny of blessedness being disclosed, or without any certainty of reaching it being

made known. Besides, doubt prevents work ; it paralyzes. Doubting God gives

the rein to every lust. 8. And unles.s we "take heed," if we suffer doubt to get

the mastery, as Israel lost their rest, we .shall lose ours. What present rest can we have

while unbelief has the upper hand? Doubt is essentially unrest. How can we enjoy

any future rest? What sympathy with God can we have? Besides, God declares,

" They shall not enter into my rest." In that heavenly rest none can or will

share who do not implicitly believe the i:)romise and loyally obey the precept. 9.

And how much more serious it will be to trilie with Christ, than to slight Moses
(Heb. X. 28—31)!

But there is a very bright side to this subject. While unbelief will .<!hut us out of

heaven, nothing else will! Nothing can shut us out of heaven but doubting God I

Poverty cannot. Persecution cannot. Reproach cannot. Obscurity cannot. No one

' Ten times: Exod. v. 20, 21; xiv. 11, 12; xv. 22—27; xvL 2, 3, 20, 27; XfiL 1—7,
xxxii. : Numb. xi. 1—3. 4—35 : xiv.
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' sliall ever sink who trusts his God. See that young and weak believer who has turned

his back on the world, and set his face heavenward, A thousand difficulties bristle up
in all directions. But he meets them all, saying, " God called me, God will help me,
God will lead me, God will guard me."

•*A feeble saint shall win the day,
Though death and hell obstruct the way 1

"

Yea, even so! "Them that honour rae," saith God, " I will honour." But, must we
not look to him who awakened our faith, to sustain it? 'Tis even so. Ever have we
to say, " Give what thou commandest, and then command what thou wilt." " Lord,

we believe; help thou our unbelief." And is there not enough revealed of God
and of his wondrous love in Christ to put every doubt to flight, when all that God
is to us is laid home to our liearts by the Holy Ghost? Here, indi ed, is a quickening,

inspiring, sustaining force, of which Israel knew little or nothing. " Greater is he that is

for us than all they which be against us." " He that spared not his own Sun, but gave
him up for us all, how shall he not with him also freely give us all things ? " Let us

rioubt ourselves as mucli as we will, but our God and Saviour—never. He hath said,

" I will never leave thee nor forsake thee." "Hath he said, and shall he not do it?

Hath he spoken, and shall he not make it good ?
"

Vers. 41—46.

—

Forced back! In the i)receding paragraph we had an illustration of

unbelief in doubting the promise of God, and of the effect of that unbelief in exclud-

ing from the promised rest. Here we hnve an illustration of a like unbelief working
in precisely the opposite direction ; as Israel feared to go up notwithstanding the

promise of God, so now we find them resolving to go up in spite of the prohibition

of God, "acting," as an expositor remarks, "in contempit of the threatening, as they
had beiore acted in contempt of the promise, as if governed by a spirit of contradic-

tion." The points in the history which should be noted are these. 1. As the men of

that generation (two only excepted) were debarred from entering Canaan, they have to

wander in the desert for forty years. 2. They rebel against this Divine arrangement,
though we, who at this distance of time " see the end of the Lord," can perceive how
much mercy there was in it. 3. There was a short way to Canaan, through a hill

country, which to human judgment would seem preferable to a "march far wandering
round." 4. In this route enemies would surely assail—Amorites, Amalekites, etc.

5. Israel made light of these difficulties. 6. God furbade their going uji. Moses forbade

them. The ark was not moved from its place in the camp. 7. The people were
resolved to go up, defiantly, insolently (Geseuius, sub verb.). 8. They paid dearly for

their presumption. They were forced back. 9. They grieved and wept over their

disappointment. 10. Such weeping God does not regard. " Tears of discontent must
be wept over again." As they had before found out the folly of distrusting God's
strength, so now they had to bewail the usclessness of presuming on their own! We
cannot be wrong in continuing to follow the apostolic teaching in regarding the Canaan
of Israel's hope as a type of the higher "rest" which "remaineth for the people q/
God " (cf. Heb. iv. 1).

I. The law of old is in force still, that the unbelievixo shall not enter into
REST. This is the teaching, under varied forms, of no small part of the Old Testament
and of the New. We mav inquire, if we will, into the philosophy of this; and in

doing so, we shall find but little difficulty in seeing the essential impossibility of one
who doubts God finding rest anywhere. Doubt is unrest. But whether or no one can
discern the deep reason of it, there stands the word, with its awful bar, "He that
belif'veth not is condemned already."

II. It IS A DREARY OUTLOOK FOR THE tJNBELiEVEB. To Wander on, and to be moving
towards some destiny or other, but yet to have no piospect of rest at the end of the
journey, is it not dreary? We do not deny that men may, as they say, resign them-
selves to the inevitable. And we even admit that men may so far control themselves,
as, with stoical unfeelingucss, to take "a leap in the dark." But not all this can blind
ua to the misery of those who move on under the ban, " The unbeliever shall not see

rest."

III. ThB same unbelief which doubts the promise also DK8PISE8 THK THRKATXH<
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iNO. Both promise and threatening come from one and the same God ; hence whoever

doubts him will be as likely to question one as the other. And it is very, very easy

for unbelief to uri^o plausible arguments or questionings concerning the threateuings

;

e.g. " Has God said that f " " God will not be so severe
;
" " God cannot mean me;**

" Who can tell whether the judgment day will ever come?" etc.

IV. This unbelief may make a desperate effort to prove the threateionq
NULL AND VOID. " We WILL go up !

" How much does this remind us of what our

Saviour says in his Sermon on the Mount (of. Matt. vii. 22)! As if unbelief would
carry its daring up to the very judgment seat (see also Matt, xxv, 10—12 ; Luke xiii.

24—26).
V. An attempt to enter the rest in a wat contrary to God'i word, will BR

FORCED HELPLESSLY BACK. Israel was disastrously repulsed, and found it "hard to kick

against the pricks." "Woe unto him that striveth with his Makerl" "Hath any
hardened himself against God, and prospered ? " (see continuation of New Testament
passages referred to above). Man can do many wonderful things, but there are five

things he never can do : He cannot evade the sentence of God ; he cannot postpone it

;

he cannot nullify it ; he cannot modify it ; he cannot impeach it. ** We are Bure that

the (SiKalcofia) sentence of God is according to truth."

VI. The weeping of disappointment will be ttnavailino. **Ye returned and
wept before the Lord ; but the Lord would not hearken to your voice, nor give ear unto
you." It will be of no use whatever trying to enter Canaan if the sentence has finally

gone forth against us, " Ye shall not see my rest
;

" nor will it avail to try to enter by
any other than God's own appointed way ; nor will the murmuring, or wailing, or

gnashing of teeth at all alter the matter. There may be as much unbelief in tears

as in trifling. By no other means than implicit faith in and unswerving loyalty to God
in Christ, can we find rest for our souls either here or hereafter. Oh that sinful men
would " hear the voice of Jesus say," " Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest " 1 Apart from Christ, our souls must wander in dry
places, seeking rest and finding none.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 19—46.

—

Trrecoverahleness of wasted opportunity. I. The ouLXiNATioir of
OPPORTONITY OFTEN FINDS A MAK UNPREPARED TO OCCUPT IT. The point of time
referred to here was the supreme moment in Israel's history. They had relinquished
Egypt, endured privation, performed a toilsome journey, for one object, viz. to possess
Canaan

;
yet, when they touched the threshold of the inheritance, they failed to rise to

the conception of their privilege. They hesitated, dawdled, feared—and failed. Men play
with opportunity as a toy, and when their eyes open to see its value, lol it has vanished.
Possibly, there is a sn|ireme moment in every man's history; yet often he is too indo-
lent to improve it. Every morning is not a May-day. Many reach the margin of a
glorious destiny, and then turn back to the desert. The path of duty is very plain

;

but self-indulgence makes us blind as a mole.

II. The DISHONESTY OF PRUDENTIAL PL?AS. These Hebrew men thought themselves
very sagacious to suggest the experiment of the spies ; and God endured their whim.
Yet there was no reason for this precaution. With God as a Pioneer and Protector, they
might have known that it was safer to follow the fiery pillar than to remain at ease
ill their tents. The command was plain—" Go up and possess." Therefore all delay,
and all reconnoitring, was sin. If we were to deal honestly with inclination, if every
whisper ot conscience were obeyed, we should often see through the thin guise of our
own pretences ; we should strip the veneer of insincerity from our deeds. In some
dark cavern of our hearts we may find, by honest search, some wish that we are
ashamed to avow. There is often a conspiracy in the man against himself. We hunt
for excuses to cover disobedience.

III. Unbelief develops, through many stages, into rakk rebellion. The
report of the sfiies confirmed the word of God. This always accords with external fact,
and with human experience. Gud had n^t said that the Canaanites were few or weak.
Wh;it mattered it how tall and brawny they were, if so be God were on their side, and
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fought for them? Old Unbelief is a fool, and ought to be decorated with cap and bells.

Unbelief is poison, and saps the basis of our strength, enervates our courage, and melts
our iron into flux. Unbelief develops into falsehood, and perverts the truth of God
into Ijning. Unbelief maligns and traduces God—charges him with the basest crime.

It calls evil good
;
purest love it styles blackest hate. It is the essence of blasphemy.

It is the crime of crimes—the seed of miserv—the germ of hell.

IV. The BETBIBUTI0N8 OF GOD ABE SEVERE AND EQUITABLE. Much that human
judgment deems to be retribution is not penalty. Bodily suffering is usually corrective,

not destructive. The retributions of God are co-related to the sin. Men pamper the
passion for drink : inappeasable thirst shall be their doom. Men say to God, " Depart
from me!" God responds, " Depart from me!" The Hebrews would not march into

possession of Canaan : therefore they shall dwell and die in the desert. Retribution 's

related to sin as fruit to blossom—as wages to work. There comes a point where return

is impossible. God swears that it shall be so. The oath is an oath of righteousness.

Nevertheless, out of the crowds of the nameless ungodly, individual liegemen shall be
honoured, even Caleb and Joshua. These are elect spirits—choice natures. In the day
of overwhelming calamity, God does not overlook the solitary righteous. "He hidetli

him in the hollow of his hand." The proofs of inviolable equity are written in gigantic

capitals on the heavens and on the earth.

V. The F0KECAST9 OF FEAR ARE OFTEX THE BEVEBSE 0¥ BEALITT. Cowardly and
disobedient Hebrews pretended a far-reaching concern for their children. " K we are

slain in this invasion of Canaan, what will become of our little ones?"—thus argued
these malcontents. " Can we endure to think that they shall become a prey to these

human wolves?" They were frightened at a mirage—terrified at the shadow of their

own folly. Facts were the very reverse of their fears. These "little ones" God would
take into training—drill them by the hardy discipline of the wilderness, and quahfy
them for warfare and for conquest.

YI. Repentance has mant couNTEBFErre. There is often confession of our folly,

and yet no repentance
;
promise of amendment, yet no repentance. There may be

poignant regret for the past, bitter shame, sharp remorse, deep compunction, severe

Self-judgment, yet no rej^ntance. For repentance is soul-submission unto God. It

brings our feeling, desire, will, into harmony with God's feeling and will. Repentance
has not thoroughly penetrated the soul until we love what God loves, and hate what
God hates. True repentance works for righteousness. Deceit may so worm itself in

the heart as to intertwine itself round every fibre of our being. We may ultimately
become so blind as not to discern between truth and falsehood- The repentance of these

Jews was a carnal sorrow that produced fruits of death.
Vn. Pbesumption is as criminal as pusillaximitt. We dishonour God as much

by going beyond the line of duty, as by falling short of it. Each alike is an a<^t ot

disobedience. We cannot atone for cowardice yesterday by an excess of rashness
to-day. The essence of obedience is promptitude. It is not the same whether we
observe the command to-day, or to-morrow. Between the two there may be a gulf deep
as hell itself. The prohibitions of Gt)d are as sacred as his positive commands. Wtiat
is a duty to-day may be a sin to-morrow, because the precept may be withdrawn.
Some commands are eternally permanent ; some have only temporary prevalence.

VIII. Repentance often comes too late. During lit'e-time, repentance has moral
productiveness. We may not attain the precise object, which by repentance we hoped
to gain; nevertheless, real repentance brings relief and gladness to the soul! Esau was
afterwards a better man for his repentance, though he could not recover his birtli-

right. To these Hebrews, repentance came too late for them ever to possess the earthly
( 'anaan : let us hope it availed to gain them the heavenly. It is possible for repentance,
long-delayed, to be xinavailing. " Because," says God, " I have called, and ye refused

... I also will laugh at your calamity. . . , Then shall they call upon me, but
I will not answer." " He sware in his wrath, They shall not enter into my rest."

When all gracious remedies are exhausted, " it is impossible to renew men unto repent-
ance." It is a perilous thing to tamper with conscience, or to trifle with God.—D.

Ver. 19.—-" ITiat great and terrible wilderness." An emblem of the rough and afflicti"«

way by which Gt)d leads his people to the higher rest.
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I. The pact of this wildkkxkss discipline. We need not exag<!;erate. We admit
all that can be said of the world as a fair and dcliilitful residence, in wliich we have
much to make us happy. But it cannot be denied tliat the ])icture has a darker side.

The man who has drunk deepest of the world's pleasures is he who can toll best how
unsatisfying it is as a portion for the spirit. There are more sad and weary hearts in

this same world than a <:;lance at the surface of society would lead us to snsjjcct. 'J'here

are numbers to whom life is one hard, dreary, terrible, hopeless struggle with adverse

conditions. The joy of a life is often blighted by a solitary stroke; and in how many
cases does some secret grief embitter what seems from the outside a ])ro-:perous exist-

ence! The believer is no more exempt than others from these ordinary griefs of life

—

from poverty, trial, pain, bereavement. But he has thoughts and feelings of his own,
which add to the pain of his situation. He is a Christian, and contact with the world's

evil tries and grieves him as it will not do a worldly man. His hope is beyond, and this

makes earth, with its imperfect conditions, its bioken ideals, its unsatisfied yearnings,

seem drearier to him. Like liis Master, his ear is iiuicker to catcli the strain of imman
woe—"the still sad music of humanity"—than the strain of noisier mirth. All this

compels him to look at life prevailingly under an aspect of privation, iliscijiline, and
trial, and it is in no unreal sense that he speaks of it as the " wilderness." When
trouljles crowd on him, it is literally, as to others, " waste and howling," a " great and
terrible " desert.

II. The ends of this wilderness discipline. These are numerous. I. In part

the discipline is inevitable—bound up with the conditions of existence in a world " made
subject to vanity." But: 2. The (iiscipline is useful. (1) It tries and proves the heart

(ch.viii. 2). (2) It inures to hardship. (3) It devilops the nobler qualities of characte-

—faith, patience, resignation, etc. (Rom. t, 3). (4) It makes the rest sweeter when ii'

comes (Rev. vii. 14 ; xiv. 13).—J. 0.

Ver. 21.

—

Courage. " Fear not, neither be discouraged " (cf. Josh, i. 7, 9).

I. God's work needs courage. I. The enemies are many. 2. The enemies are

strong. 3. '^nxwanly ^)C7l^K\\^%, we are feeble in comptrisun witli them. Distinguishing

l>etween real and nominal Christianity, it might be plausibly held that there is to-day
greater talent, intellectual power, wealth, rank, and social influence enlisted on the side

of unbelief than on the side of faith. But the true citadel of unbelief is the evil heart;
and what powers of our own are sufficient to storm that?

II. In God's work there is every reason for courage. 1. God is with us.

Our cause is his cause. 2. He has promised victory, and he is able to keep his promise.

3. The past should encourage us. The Church can never come through greater conflicts

than those in which she has already proved herself victorious.—J. O.

Vers, 22—32.

—

The mission if the spies. We see from two instances in this chapter
how God's plans leave wide room for the independent action of the human mind.
Moses got the suggestion of appointing judges from Jethro ; the idea of sending spies to

reconnoitre the Holy Land originated with the people. The source from which it came
made the motive of it doubtful, but as in itself a measure of prudence, Closes was well
pleased with it, and, with God's permission, adopted it. We have here

—

I. A POLICY OP caution. Caution is in itself a virtue. It is never wise to rush into

undertakings without well-planned measures. The more knowledge wt have to guide
us in entering upon difficult duty the better. The sending out of these spies was fitted

to procure for the Israelites valuable information as to the nature of the land, the best

mode of attack, the state of feeling among the inhabitants, etc. The Church would do
well to improve upon the hint thus given, and have men out on the field, to keep a sharp
watch on the fortifications and movements of the enemy, and bring back intelligence

which may encourage, guide, or otherwise help those whose time and thought are
devoted to the actual warfare.

II. An unexpected result of that policy. The spies, with two exception?,
brought back a most disheartening and ill-advised rcjiort. We see here the danger of

a policy of caution, when that springs from over-fearfulness or an original indisposition

to advance. When caution is divorced from courage, and gets the upper hand, its

natural tendency is to neutralize enthusiasm, to concentrate attention on difficultieB, to
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play into the hands of those who don't want to do auythinjx, and to furnish them with

excuses and arguments for delay. It was so hure. The real secret of the desire of the

people to have spies sent out was their lurkinji disbelief and fear. The spies themselves

shared in this iear. \Vit,li the exception of Caleb and Joshua, they seem to have had

an eye for little else than difficulties. They admitted the goodliness of the land, and

brought with them a splendid sample of its fridt (ver. 25). But in every other respect

tlieir rejKtrt was calculated to dispirit. It is a .sad thini; for the Church when those

who ought to animate and encourage her heijin themselves to show the craven spirit.

Yet over-cautious ]ieople are apt, often unwittingly, to do the very work vi these spies,

l.v magnifying difficultie.s, looking only to discouragements, and standing in the way of

plans and eflorts which would do great good.

111. A KKBELLiox OF THE PEOPLE. That rebellion was the result of downright un-

belief (ver. 32), and illustrates its work (cf. Heb. iii. 19). We see in it hcv unbelief:

I. Looks only to the seen. They thought only of the size of the people and the

strength of tiie cities (ver. 28). The help of their invisible King was to them as if it

sveie not. They had not the slightest liold upon the reality of it. 2. .bees only the

discotiragtmeiits of duty. There was a briglit side as well as a dark one to the report

brought to them, but nothing would make them look at the bright one. The same two
sides—a bright and hopeful side, and a side of difficulty—exist in every situation, and
it is a test of character which we are most given to dwell upon. 3. Misreads the

jtrovidtnce of Ood. What greater perversion of God's kind dealings could human
nature be guilty of than that in ver. 27? 4. 7s hlind to the lessons of the past. They
had just been delivered from Egypt, had seen mighty miracles, had been brought

across the Red Sea, had been strengthened to conquer the Amalekiies, etc. ; but all is

already forjotteii. 5. Issues in flat refusal to do God's will. That is the upshot of

unbelief, wherever it exists.

The report of the spies, confirmed by the grapes of Eschoi, suggests that there ia

very much in the world which makes it worth conquering for Christ (genius, ati,

beautiful natural characteristics, etc.).—J. 0.

Vers. 31—33.

—

Love in the wilderneu. A beautiful passage, laden with God's
compassions. We have in it—
L I'kndeb love. The love is likened to that of the best of fathers to a son (cf. Pa.

ciii. 13). The New Testament goes further. It not only li/cens God to a father, but
tells us he is one. He is "our Father in heaven," "the God and Father of Jesus
Christ our Lord." This full revelation of Fatherhood only a Son could have given;
and as given in the gospel it is the believer's daily comfort (Matt. vi. 25—34),

II. Constant care. This arises out of the relation and the love. It is a care:

1. Unceasing. " All the way." 2. Provident. "Who went in the way before you,
to search you out a place to ])itch yoiur tents in." 3. Comprehensive; embracing
every want of our lives. God " bare " Israel, i.e. took the entire charge of the nation

ujwn hircself; the whole responsibility of seeing them fed, led, clothed, kept, and
lirought safely to their final destination. So does he provide for his children in

Christ. 4. Tenderly sympathetic. " A« a man doth bear his son." And God has to

bear with, as well as bear us.

III. Special guidance. This is included in the care, but is more prominent as a
[leculiar manifestation of it (ver. 33). Guidance is never wanting to those who need
it. It is fiom day to day—just sufficient to show us present duty. It is given in the
Bible, in the indications of providence, and in that inward illumination which enables
us to discern the Lord's will in both. It was furnished to the Israelites through the
[)illar of cloud and fire—the symbol : 1. Of fiery guardianship with grateful shade.
2. Of guiding light with attendant mystery. 3. Of light shining to us in the midst
i)f dark providences. 4. Of the adaptation of God's guidance to our needs—by day
the cloud, by night the fire.—J. 0.

Vers. 34—40.— The excluded and the admitted. I. The excludkd. 1. That whoU
unbelieving generation, with two exceptions (ver. 35). Note: (1) Their unbelief
and disobedience did not frustrate God's purpose of the occupation of the land,

Canaan was occupied after all. So heaven will be peopled, the world conquered,
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and God'a work done, though we in our folly and sin rebel and stana aloof (^Tatt.

iii. 9). "It remaineth that some nuist enter in" (Heb. iv. 6). (2) 'I'heir unbelief

and disobedience effectually excluded tliemselves. God sware it in his wrath,

and the sentence admitted of no reversal. A foreshailowinc; of the final exclu-

sion from heaven of those who persistently disobey (Matt. vii. 21—24 ; Luke xiii.

24—29 ; Heb. iv. 11 ; Eev. xxii. 11—16). 2. The holy Moses (ver. 37 ; cf. on ch
iii. 26 ; iv. 21 ; xxxiv. 4). The exclusion of Moses will be more fully considered after-

wards, but we learn from it here that Gnd's apparent severity is often greatest to his

own people (Amos iii. 2), and that the share which others have had in leading us into

sin does not abate our own responsibility in the commission of it. This greater

apparent severity (1) repels the charge of favouritism
; ('_) gives a poculinrly impressive

demonstration of the evil of sin; (3) reminds us that sin in God's people is more dis-

nonouring to him than it is in others
; (4) warns tiie wicked. For if judgment be- in

at the righteous, " what shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God ?

And if the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and the siuuer appear ?
"

(1 Pet. iv. 17, 18).

II. The admitted. These were to be : 1. Thefaithful two—Caleb and Joshua (vers.

36, 38). The former is signalized as having " wholly followed the Lord," and Joshua
was a man of like faith and staunchness in a time of general defection. Such persons

God will singularly preserve and honour. Their place in heaven will be a high one.
" We must, in a course of obedience to God's will and of service to his honour, follow

him universally, without dividing ; uprightly, without dissembling ; cheerfully, without
disputing; and cons<o/i%, without declining ; and this is following the Lord fully

"

(Matthew Henry, on Numb. xiv. 24). 2. The younger generation (ver. 39). Instead

of the fathers, God would take the children. What a rebuke!—(I) of their groundkss
fears. "Your little ones, which ye said should be a prey." (2) Of their unmanly
coivardice. Their little children, types of all that was humanly feeble, would do the

work they were afraid to attempt. (3) Of their inconsiderate selfishness. They were not
ashamed to hand down to these children their own abandoned life-tasks, with all the

work and peril, if also with all the reward and honour, attending their accomplishment.
Was not this to make themselves objects of contempt to their own offspring? "Let no
man take thy crown," least of all thine own child.—J. 0.

Vera. 40—46.

—

Tardy repentance. In the conduct of these Israelites we have a
typical exhibition of human nature. In its folly, its fickleness, its unreasonableness.

and its obstinacy. Forbidden to enter Canaan, they change their mood, and nothing
will serve them but to " go up" and do the thing they had formerly said they would
not do. They are vociferous in their professions of repentance, and will not be reasoned
out of their self-willed purpose, but persist in following it up to their own after discom-
fiture. We have here to notice

—

I. How UNCHANGED CHARACTER MAY COEXIST WITH A CHANGED FORM OF MANIFESTA-
TION. Underneath these loud professions of repentance, " We have sinned " (ver. 41),
it is not diflScult to detect : 1. The old unhelitf. They disbelieve God's threatening, as

before they refused to believe his promise. 2. The old self-will. It is not what God
wills, but what they will themselves, that is to be done. They do not ask, " Will God
permit us to do this?" but they take the law into their own hands, and ignore Goil's

wishes altogether. 3. The old contumacy. Their wills are wholly unsubmissive. In

revolt yesterday against their duty, and to-day against their punishment. 'J'hey will

not hear warning (ver. 43), but pursue their own way. All this stamps their repentance
as not only tardy, but insincere. Analogous to much of the repentance caused by fear

of punishment, fear of exposure, fear of death ; and points to the defects in superficial

repentance generally.

II. How INSINCERE REPENTANCE HATURALLY PASSES OVER INTO PRESTJMPTUOUB SIN.

It does this inasmuch as there was never in it the element of real suhmission. The
undertaking of the Israelites was typical of many more. It was : 1. Presumptuously
conceived. 2. Presumptuously p/eparec? /or. 3. Presumptuously joersevererf in. It is,

therefore, the type of all undertakings set on foot and carried out (1) in defiance of

God's will; (2) without God's assistance
; (3) in face of God's expressed displeasure.

It is a case, in short, of flying in the face of God ; of defying him, and entering into
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direct contest with him ; as every one d(i(i whose schemes are in opposition even to

natural and economical, and still more if they are in opposition to moral and st)iritual,

l;iws ; or in any way contrary to what we know to be God's will. Presumption may
show itself in refusal to be saved, except in ways or on terms of our own dictation.

III. How GODLESS ENDEAVOUR RECOILS IN DISASTER ON THOSE WHO PERSIST IN IT.

, V'er 44.) So must it be with all schemes that iiave God's frown upon them.
Note—1. lupentance may come too late (ver. 45; Matt. xxv. 11; Luke xiii. 25).

'. Disobedience may cloak itself in the guise of obedience (ver. 41). 3. The test of
iliL'dience i.s willingness to do what God requires at the time he requires it, and not at
juiue time of our own,—J. 0.

Vers. 19—33.

—

The unhelief in sending ami in hearhening to the spies. Moses
reniiniis his andience of the conduct of their fathers at Kadesh-barnea, when exhorted
to go up and possess the land. Duty was clear. They had been brought up out of

I'.gypt for the very purpose of entering into and possessing the laud of Canaan. But
instead of cunrageously following the path of duty, they resolved to send over spies.

Tlie result was an evil report and an evil resolution on the people's part not to

attempt invasion. The Intter end was death in the wilderness and exclusion fiom. the
land of promise.

I. GoD OFFERED CaNAAN TO HIS PEOPLE AS A SUITABLE INHERITANCE. It WaS the
promise of this land which led to the exodus. The sojourn at Horeb was to organize
the nation and give it laws. All was ready for an entrance into the land. Its suit
ability was guaranteed in the Divine promise; and if the people had been willing to

walk hy faith, than the invasion would have been immediate and successful. (On
the suitability of the land, cf. Moorhouse's ' Hulsean Lectures,' the last sermon in the
volume, on ' The Land and the People.' In Kinglake's ' Invasion of the Crimea,' we
have a similar instance in the allies not taking Sebastopol by assault immediately after

Alma.)
II. The SUGGESTION ABOUT SPIES WAS REALLY A RESOLVE TO WALK BT BIGHT AND

NOT BY FAITH. Moses a. first approved of it, although it never came from him. He
thought that anything the spies saw would only confirm them in the resolution to
invade the land. But in principle it was unbelief in God. It was virtually resolving
not to follow his advice unless it seemed the best. It was putting clear duty to the
trial of prudence. It was a resolve to walk by appearances and not by faith.

And this is the universal tendency of the human heart. Prudence often conflicts

with faith and hinders wholesome action. Prudence has no voice in the matter
after God has spoken. He may lead us through over-prudence, in absence of express
commandment ; but when the command is clear, prudence should hide its head and
aWovi faith to obey.

III. It was STILL WORSE TO HEARKEN TO THE SPIES WHOSE COUNSEL CONFLICTED
WITH THE COMMAND OF GoD. Having embarked on prudential considerations, they
must needs follow them out to their unbelieving end. The spies returned, and could
not but acknowledge that the land was good. From Eshcol they carried on a staff a
hunch of grapes sullicient of itself to vindicate the Divine choice of the land. "But
I he inhabitants," said ten of the spies, "are gigantic, and the cities walled up to
heaven

; and there is no use in thinking of successfully invading it," In vain did
t 'jileb and Joshua counsel courage instead of cowardice, faith instead of fear. The
l>euple resolved to take counsel of their fears and unbelief. They twowZt/ not enter the
land of promise.

So is it often in the lives of men. God offers salvation and a good land to all who
will believe upon him. But men fear the giants and their castles. They imagine that
the difliculties of the life of faith are beyond their powers, and so shirk them.

Hut when God points out a path of difficulty, it is not that we may encounter its

perils in our own strength, but in his. Faith will carry us through, while scnBo and
bight are sure to fail us.—R, M. E.

Vers. 34—46.

—

The heirs of promise. We have in this passage the result of un-
belief. The dread of the people was lest their little ones should become a prey to
heir gigantic foes in Canaan. The Lord now declares that these little ones shall b«
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the possessors of the land, while they themselves shall be denied an entrance, since

they refused it when oflered to them. The only exceptions are to be Joshua and Caleb,

who made the good report and gave the good counsel. Even Moses is included in the

doom of exclusion. The sul)sequent attempt and the subsequent tears had no effect

in reversing the deserved sentence. We learn from this passage such practical lessons

ae these :

—

L God's gkaciotts offers are not to be trifled with. The promised land lay

open to the Israelites, who had been mercifully guided to its gates. The all-important
" Now," the time for decisive action had come, and it remained with them to determine
whether they would go in and receive the blessing, or remain without. They preferred

to delay, to trifle with the offer, and so the time went past.

So sinners are offered pardon and acceptance as an immediate boon (2 Cor. tL 2), but
when the ofter is despised and trifled with, it may be withdrawn (i'rov. i. 24—33).

II. Presumption is a poor substitdte for faith. When the people saw the mistake
they had made, they would go up and fight in a spirit of presumptuous chagrin. They
now fought without commissions. The result was disastrous defeat, and a hurling of

them back from the gates of Palestine to the great and terrible wilderness. Grod was
not with them in their presumption, .since they would not follow him in humble faith.

So may it be with sinners. Despised mercy may be succeeded by deserved defeat.

The wild and proud efforts of presumption are in striking contrast to the quiet courage
of faith. Toil and tears may be insufficient to retrieve disaster when once courted hj
unbelief.

III. JOBHTTA AND CaLEb's GOOD FORTUNE SHOWED WHAT WAS POSSIBLE TO WHOLE-
HEARTED FAITH. These two spies, in wholly followii)g the Lord and in counselling

courage, showed an humble faith. They stood alone faithful in face of an unbelieving
majority, and God gave them a corresponding assurance that they should enter into

the land. They were greatly honoured in being allowed to do so.

And they are surely encouragements to believing souls throughout all time.

IV. 'J"HE assurance of THE CHILDREN THAT THEY SHOULD BE HEIRS OF THE LAND
VINDICATED God's PROCEDURE AND FAITHFULNESS. The little ones, for whom they
feared, are selected as the heirs of promise. But they are to get the land after disci-

pline and sorrow in the wilderness. God's ways are not ours. Yet wisdom regulates

them all.

And the Divine grace was magnified in this arrangement. Th« Israelites, as they
died in the wilderness, would be cheered by the thought that, though they were justly

excluded from the land because of their unbelief, their children would receive the
inheritance in the exercise of faith. The judgment on the fathers would be sanctified,

like the sickness of Ilymenjeus aiid Alexander (1 Tim. i. 20), and their spirits, let us
hope, saved in the day of the Lord Jesus (1 C!or. t. 5).—B. M. £»

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XL

Vers. 1—23.

—

The new BEGiNNtNO and
REVIEW OF THE J0URNEYING3 OF ISRAEL

FROM KaDESH to THK RIVER ARNON, THE
FiiONTiER OP THE Amorites. At tliis point

the language of address is exchanged for

that of narrative. The change of subject

from "ye abode" to "we turned," became

neressary when Moses passed from exhorting

and warning the people to narrating what

htippened after they resumed tiieir journey-

ings ; and gives no support to the notion of

some recent German critics, that Moses left

Kadesh with only a portion of the people.

while the rest remained there, so that no

entire departure of Israel from Kadesh ever

took place—a notion which the whole tenor

of the subsequent narrative contradicts. In

obedience to the Divine command (ch. i. 40),

the people, after tarrying for a while al

Kadesh, took their departure and marched

in the direction of the Yam-suph (Numb,
xiv. 25).

Ver. 1.—And we eompassed mount Seir

many days. These •'many days" ture the

thirty-eight years during which the people
wandered in the wilderness before they
camped the second time at Kadesh ; their

going round Mount Seir, which was in Eilom
(Gen. xxivi. 8, 9, 20), is descriptive of theii
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nomadic wandorinp^s in various directions,

west, south, and south east of that mountain

(Numb. xxi. 4). "Crossing the long, lofty-

mountain chain to the eastward of Ezion-

peber (Numb. xxi. 4, 5"), the Israelites issued

into the great and elevated plains which

are still traversed by the Syrian pili^rims

on their way to Mecca ; and appear to have

followed 710rthward nearly the same route

which is now t-iken by the Syrian Hadgi
along the western skirts of this great desert

near the mouutiiins of Edora" (Robinson,
' lUb. Res.,' i. 2;i;-5, 559). Mount Seir is

now Jehdl and esh-Shcrah. This mountain

range is a cnntinuation of that which sur-

rouuds the eatern side of the Dead Sea.

Tlie details of ihis protracted wandering are

passed over by Moses as not required by his

purpose here.

Vers. 2, 3.—When Israel, after their long

and di.-hearfening waiuh ring, were at the

Bouth-eastern end of the 'Arabah, God gave
them the word to turn their march north-

ward towards Canaan. The route tht-y

pursued was along the eastern boundary of

Edom (comp. Numb. xxi. 10, etc.).

Ver. 4.—It would appear that the Edom-
ites made prejiarations to resist the pas-

sage of the Israelites through their territory

(Numb XX. 18—20). As the Israelites, how-
ever, kept on the outskirts of their country,

and did not altf [it to penetrate into the

interior, the I^df)mites did not attack thi-m

or seek to hinder their progress. The
Israelites, on the other hand, were strictly

forbidden to invade that country in a hostile

manner; they were to watch over them-
eelves, so as not to be tempted to make war
on the Edomites, who were their brethren ;

as God would not give them any part, not

so much as a foot-breadth, of that land, for

he had given Esau [i.e. the race descended
from E.-au, the Edomites—LXX , to7s viols

'Ha-av) Mount Seir for a possession. They
shall he afraid of you (see Exod. xv. 15).

Ver. 5.—Meddle not with them; literally,

Excite not yourself against them, i.e. so as to

strive in battle with them: comp. the use

of the verb in Jer. 1. 24, " hast striven

"

(Authorized Version); Dan. xi. 25 (where

npn'pE, war, is added), " shall be stirred up
to battle" (Authorized Version). Accord-
ingly, they were enjoined to buy from them
for money food and water as they required.

Two different words in the fJtbrew are
rendered here by "buy" in the Authorized
Version; the former, nar, a denominative

from nas*', grain, properly means to deal in

grain, whether as buyer or seller, and so to

buy food ; the latter, ma, means primarily

to dig (a well, e.g. Gen. xxvi. 25), and, aa
used here, probably conveys the idea that
the Israelites were to pay for permissiou to

dig wells in the country of the Edomites to

BU|)ply theniiselves with water as they passed
along; this, however, does not necessaiily

follow from the use of this word, for it has
also the meaning to buy (comp. Hos. iii.

2, and the corresponding Arabic verb, hard,

which in certain conjugations has the mean-
ing to borrow or hire).

Ver. 7.—They were enabled to buy what
they required—For the Lord thy God hath
blessed thee in all the works of thy hand;
their flocks and herds had increased during
their wanderings (Numb, xxxii. 1); and they
may have gained wealth by cultivating the
soil at places wiiere they had made a
lengtiiened sojourn, or by traffic with the
tribes of the desert with whom they came in

contact. Jehovah their God had known

—

had noted, observed, had regard to, had
cared for (comp. Gen. xxxix. 6; Ps. i. 6;
Prov. xxvii. 2S) - their walking—their pere-

grinations—through this great wilderness;
he had been their Leader, had chosen for

them places to rest in, had provided food
for them, and had been their Protector and
Guardian all through the forty years of their

pilgrimage, so that they had wanted for

nothing (ch. i. 33; viii. 2, 3, 15, 16; comp.
Ps. xxiii. 1—6). "He sufficiently supplied

what was needful for thee when thou
walkedst through this great wilderness; for

these forty years the Word of Jah thy God
hath sustained thee; nor hath anything
been wanting to thee" (Chaldee Para-

phrase). Forty years (Numb. xiv. 33).
" From the fifteenth day of the first month
in which their fathers came out of Egypt
(Numb, xxxiii. 3), to the tenth day of the

same month in which they went over Jordan
into Canaan (Josh. iv. 19), there were but
Jive days wanting of complete forty years

"

(Patrick).

Ver. 8.—And when we passed by from our
brethren the children of Esau, which dwelt
in Seir, through the way of the plain from
Elath, and from Ezion-gaber, we, etc. Rather,

And u>6 passed by from (away from) our

brethren the sons of Esau, tcho dwelt in Seir,

from (off from, i.e. alongside, but at some
distance from) the tcay of the 'Ardbah, from
(ofif from) Eluth and from Ezion-geber. And
so, in obedience to the Divine command, the

Israelites passed from the territory of the

Edomites without entering it, and went by
their border on the east side of the 'Arabah,

and from beside Elath and Ezion-geber,

both ports at the northern extremity of the

Elanitic Gulf of the Red Sea (Numb, xxxiii.

35). Thus they came to where they were
tiien encamped, in the steppes of Moab.
" Probably they followed the still used
caravan route to Damascus, between the
ea^t side of the cultivated land, and the

west side of Arabia Deserta" (Schioeder).
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Elaih or Elath (n'p'«, n'h-ii, pulnigrove)-the

Ai\a.e of Jo.-ephiiH, 'Aiitiq.,' ix. 12; the

•'EA.ai'a of Ptolciiiy (v. 17)— wiis a city of Idn-

mea, Bituiiled ou the casti-ni ^nilf of the Red
Sea. Itii ruins are ^till trac-cable near the

modern fortress of Alca})ali, on the north-

west (Burckhardt, p. 50'.»; Robinson, i. 241).

Eziou-geber (13: ivi'v*, backbone of a man,

BO called probably from the rugged and
jagged rocks in lis vicinity), a seaport near

to Elatii (cC. 1 Kings ix. 20 ; 2 Chron. xx. 3U).

Ver. 9.—The Moabites, being the descend-

ants of Lot, and so allied by race to the

Israelites, the latter were commanded to

pass through their country without offering

tiiem any injury or assault. Ar, a burdcr-

town of Moab (Numb. xxi. l.'i), here put for

the country itself. It is the Areopolis of the

Greeks, and was, as Jerome tells us, de-

stroyed in a single night by an earthquake.

A hill, with ruins a short distance south-

west from Ara'ir, is supposed to be its site.

Vers. 10— 12.—The mention of the

IMoabites gives occasion to the author to

introduce some notices of the ancient in-

haiiitants of Edom and Moab. In Moab
dwelt, in the earlier times, the Emim, a

giant race, potent and numerous, like the

'Anakim. They were also, like the 'Anakim
reckoned among the Rcphfiim, but were by
the Moabites called Emim. The word
Emim means frighlful, and was given to

these men probably because of their huge
stature and fierce aspect. Anakims (see ch.

1. 28). Eephdim seems to have been a

generic name of these gigantic Canaanitish

tribes (see Gen. xiv. 5 ; xv. 20). The Horim
appear from the name (from nin, a cave) to

have been a Tioglodyte race, inhabiting the

caves which abound in the Edomite range,

and with whom, perhaps, originated the

conception which was at a later period

carried out in the marvellous rock city of

Petra. Of their own origin nothing is

known. As Israel did [or has done"] unto the

land of Ms possession. This cannot be re-

garded as uttered proleptically; it must
either be the insertion of a later nge, or it

must refer to the conquest which had
actually been made before this by the

Israelites of the land to the east of the

Jordan, and which is, in ch. iii. 20, described

as the possession whicii the Lord had given
to the two tribes and a half to whom it had
been assigned. The latter is the preferable

supposition.

Vers. 13—15.—Ver. 13 connects with

ver. 9, the intermediate verses being a

parenthesis, introduced for the purpose of

reminding the Israelites that the Edomites

and Moabiteb had received their territory

by gift fnm God, the earlier inhabitants

having been cast out by him that thej

might take their lands (see vers. 21—28)

Tiieie is no need, tliercfore, for the insertion

" I said," in ver. 13 ; the words are those ol

Jehovah, not of Moses.

Ver. I.S.—The brook Zered; either tiu'

stream of tlie Wady el Ahsy (Robinson, ii.

157; Ritter, iii. 78), or that of the Wady
Kerab (Keil, Kurz, etc.) ; see Numb. xxi. 1 1,

and Smith's 'Dictionary,* iii. 1842. This
brook formed the boundary line between
Edom and Moab, and was the limit of

Israel's wanderings in the wilderness. They
crossed it thirty-eight years after the doom
had betn pioiiounced upon them at Kadesh,
and during that period the entire genera-

tion of those who had rebelled had died

out.

Ver. 14.—Men of war; those of age
sufficient to go forth to war, viz. twenty
years old and upwards (Numb. i. 3 ; xiv. 29).

These, as the responsible transgressors, all

perished ; the whole generation passed away,
and was consumed (on; cf.ch. v. 15; Fs. Ixxiii.

19), as God had sworn (Numb. xiv. 28, 29).

Ver. 15.—For indeed; rather. And aho

;

not by natural causes alone, bui by tlie hand
of God, i.e. by special penal judgments
also, were they troubled and destroyed

(cf. Numb. xvi. 31,eto.; xvii. 12, 13; xxi. G;

XXV. 1—9).

Vers. 16—19.—The generation that

sinned having quite died out, the people

were now to cross the border of Moab and

advance to the conquest of the promised

land. To the east of Moab was the country

of the Ammonites ; these, also, the fsraelites

were to leave unassailed, for the Lord had

given to them their land for a possession

(cf. ver. 9).

Ver. 18.—Coast of Moab ; the boundary
of Mnab, which was the river Arnon, hod
Mujub (Numb. xxi. 13—15 ; xxii. 36).

Ver. 19.—Over against the children of

Ammon. As the Israelites were passing
eastward of Moab ; when they crossed the
Arnon, the Ammonites, whose dwelling was
in the wdderness east of the Jordan, wouM
be almost in front of them. The Israelite.-'

came over against them after they conquered
Sihon (cf. Numb. xxi. 24).

Vers. 20—23.—Another parenthetical in-

sertion, containing some ethnographical

notices, intended, probably, to confirm the

assertion that to the children of Ammon
God had given their land for a possession.

There is no sufficient reason for supposiny

that this paragraph is an interpolation, 01

gloss, inserted by some later writer. It lay
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M mvoh in the way of Moses to inti-odti6B

iuch ethnographical notices as in that of

any writer of a later age.

Ver. 20.—Before the Ammonites, the land

WRB occupied by a gigantic race, cailed by
th«m, Eamzununim (probably noisy ones,

F>\>ni oaj to hum, mutter ; or, ns the verb also

signifies, to muse or meditate, perhaps

moody ones; whether the same as the Zu-
zim ot Gen. xiv. 5—LXX., edi'i] laxvpa, as if

fiom7-,T, to overflow, to abound- -is uncertain).

'I'lie colos^al stone monuments, resembling

what in Europe are known by the Celtic

unHies of dolmen, menhir, and cromlech,

still to be found in the land of Moab, are

siippooed to be the work of these aboriginal

Inhabitants of the country, the gigantic

Kmim and Zamzummim. This giant tribe

the Lord had destroyed before the Ammon-
ites, just as he had destroyed the Horim
before the children of Esau in Seir.

Ver. 23.—So also the Caphtorim, who
came from Caphtor (Gen. x. 11), probably
the island of Crete (Ritter, iii. 2G2), drove
out the Avim, a Canaanitish race, whe
d welt in villages {Eazerim, cr-}^jj) as far as

GaBa (Azzah), and took possession of their

land ; though it would appear some of them
•^till remained among the Philistines (who
were Cuphtorites, Amos ii. 7 ; Jer. xlviL

4), and were among the tribes not subdued
by the Israelites under Joshua (Josh. liii.

3). These Caphtorim were, like the
Israelites, immigrants, who drove out the
original occupants of the country ; and on
this account, probably, are referred to by
Moses here. " This is so often repeated, to

|)ossess the minds of the Israelites with a
sense of God's providence, which rules

everywhere; displacing one pcopk', and
settling another in their stead, and fixing

their bounds, also, which they shall not
pass without leave " (Patrick).

Vers. 24—37.

—

Conquest of the king-

dom OF SiHON. Sihon and his people were
Amorites, who had settled on the east of the

Jordan in Gilead. But though not included

in the original promise to Abraliam, God
bad assigned this territory to the Israelites

;

and, therefore, he commanded the people

under Moses to cross the Arnon, and take

the first step towards possessing the promised

land, by assailing Sihon, King of Hedibon,
assuring them that from that day he would
" put the dread and fear of them upon all

nations under the whole heaven," that is,

nil nations, wherever placed, to whcim the

fame of the Israelites sliould come (comp.

Exod. xxiii. 27; ch. xi. IG), 60 that on
hearing thereof, thiy should ^remble ancl

Writhe aa in pain (\hm, oomp. Isa. xiii. 8).

Moses, however, in the first instance, sent a

message of peace to Sihon, proposing to pass

through his territory on the same terms a»

he had made with the Moabites and Edom-
ites, travelling by the highway, and

paying for such provisions as bis follower-

required. But this Sihon refused, (inci

came out against Israel, with all his people

to battle. The issue was that he was utterly

discomfited; all his towns were captured,

he and all his people utterly destroyed, and

the cattle and spoil of the whole country

taken for booty. Israel tlius became pos-

sessed of that entire territory, though it did

not lie witliin the bounds of the land

promised by God to Abraham, which was

the reason, probably, why Moses made over-

tures of peace to feihon, and would have

passed through nis country amicably, had be

been permitted ; but comp. ch. xx. 10.

Ver. 26.—The wilderness of Kedemoth
(comp. Numb xxi. 13); so named from the

town of Kedemoth, an old Amorite town, on
the right bank of the Upper Arnon; at a

later period, a Levitical city in the tribe cf

Reuben (Josh. xiii. 18; xxi. 37; 1 Chron.

vi. 79). Tlie name (from Dip, the east),

signifying eastern parts, indicates that it

was situated on the eastern boundary of the

Amorite region, so that the de.sert named
from it must have bordered on the great

Arabian desert; it may have been on what
is now the Derb el Haj, or Pilgrims' Road,
probably, at Kal'at Baliia.

Ver. 27.—Along by the high way ; literally,

by the way, by the way, i.e. always, con-

tinuously by the way, the public road, called

in iSnmb. xx. 17 and xxi. 22, "the king's

way," probably because made and kept up
by the king.

Ver. 29.—As the. . .diduntome. This re-

fers expressly to the fact that theEiloniitea

and Moabites did not hinder the Israelites

from passing through their country, though
they were far from friendly, and dealt in an

unbrotherly way with them, for whieli the

Moabites were afterwards placed under a

ban (Deut. xxiii. 3).

Ver. ','0.—Heshbon, the chief city of the

Amorite king, Sihon. Some ruins on a hill

east of uhe upper end of the Ui ail .^ca, and
bearing the name ChesL&n, mark the site of

this once large and important city. Sihon
rejected Moses' overtures of peace, Ixcause

God had hardened his spirit, and made his

heart obstinate ; literally, had sharpened hii

heart, had made his determination keen.

It is not to be sujiposed that any influence

was direclhf excrtefl on him, to mako him
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obdurate and persistent in his hostility to

the people of God ; the expression " ho
would not " indicates that it was of his own
will that Sihon acted ; but it was the will

and purpose of God that Sihon should be
destroyed, and his country taken by the

Israelites, and so he was placed in circum-

stances by which, " given over to a reprobate

mind," he was confirmed and strengthened
in his determination to pursue a course

which led lo iiis destruction ; like I'liaraoh,

by the circumstances in which God placed

him, he found scope for the display and for

the confirmation of a stubborn, pertinacious

pride of spirit, which led ultimately to

his ruin. Nothing so hardens the heart

as resistance to God's overtures of peace.

As appeareth this day ; i.e. as present ex-

perience shows; in Sihon's refusing to let

them pass, there was already an actual

beginning of the fulfilment of God'a pur-

pose to deliver him into the hand of the

Israelites.

Vers. 31—37.—God had determined to

give Sihon and his land to the Israelites,

and so certainly should this be done, that

Moses is exhorted already to begin to seize,

in order to possess the land. Sihon initiated

hostilities by coming out with all his host

to fight against Moses and the Israelites.

The battle took place at Jahaz (or Jahazah,

or Jahza), a town between Medeba and

Dibon (Euseb. ; cf. Numb, xxxiii. 45), after-

wards belonging to the tribe of Reuben
(Josh. xiii. 18), and assigned to the Levites

of the line of Merari (Josh. xxi. 36 ; 1 Chron.

vi. 78). The war was one of extermination,

in whicli all the people of Sihon were de-

stroyed, from one end of his dominion to the

other; all his cities were devoted irredeem-

ably (comp. Lev. xxvii. 29), and only the

cattle and the material property were pre-

served as booty by tlie conqueror* (Numb,
xxi. 23—26).

Ver. 32 (cf. Numb. xxi. 23).—Jahaz ,"i'~\

downtrodden), elsewhere Jahazah ('~'?'7'-)» *
city of INIoab, afterwards assigned to the
tril)e of lleuben, and allotted to the priests

(Josh. xiii. 18; xxi. 36; 1 Chron. vi. 03;
isa. XV. 4 ; Jer. xlviii. H4).

Vers. 33,34 (cf. Numb, xxii.24, 25; xxxii.

3 1, 35, etc.).—And utterly destroyed the men,
and the women, ana the little ones, ... we
left none to remain. As the Amorites came
fiiit of Canaan, they belonged to the race
which God had doomed to destruction,

riie It^raelites, therefore, iiad a commission
Ki extirpate them. Utlerh/ deitroyed ; liter-

ally, devoted or ylaccd under a bun, which

DGUTERONOMY.

of course implied ntter destruction. The
men, and the women, and the little ones, of
every city ; literally, every eity of men and
women and little children. The phrase
" city of men " can hardly mean, as Roson-
miiller affirms, " men of a city

;

" tlie hy-
pallage here would be too violent. It

rather means "a peopled city," "a city in-

habited by men." The word rendered

"men" C^''"?^) does not designate males as

opposed to females, but is a designation of

human beings in general (cf. Job xi. 3

;

xxiv. 12 [Heb. xx. 48]; xxxi. 31 ; Ps. xxvi.

4, " vain persons," Authorized Version,

literally, men of emptiness or of falsthood,

etc.). The passage might be rendered,
everi/ inhabited city, even the women and
the little children.

Ver. 36.—Aroer, one of the Amorite cities,

on the right bank of the river Arnon (cf.

Josh. xii. 2 ; xiii. 16). On the Moabite
Stone, King Mesha says, " I built Aroer ;

"

but this can only mean that, after some
temporary condition of decay or ruin, he
rebuilt it. On the borders of the northern
side of the Wady Mojeb, there are heajis of

ruins bearing the name of Ara'ir, which
probably mark the site of this ancient town.
There was another Aroer, belonging at a
later period to the tribe of Gad, and opposite

to Rabba, the chief city of the Ammonites
(Josh. xiii. 25 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 5) ; and still

another in the south of Judah (1 Sam. xxx.

28), probably in what is now known as the
Wady A'rarah. The city that is by the river

;

properly, in the river or wady ; i.e. Ar, the
capital of Moab, which was in the valley of

the Arnon, and which is mentioned here as

marking the exclusive limit of the country

that was captured. The word rendered
" river" (7.™) is used of the valley or ravine

(Arabic, wady) through which a stream flows,

as well as of the stream itself (cf. Gen. xxvi.

19 ; Numb. xxiv. 6, etc.). Ar is elsewhere
called Ar of Moab (Isa. xv. 1). Even unto
Gilead, t.e. Mount Gilead, which rises to the
north of the Jabbok (hod. Zerka).

Ver. 37.—In obedience to the Divine
injunction, the Israelites left untouched the

country of the Ammonites, situated on the

eastern side of the Upper Jabbok. Cities in

the mountains ; the towns in the Anmionitish
highlands. In Josh. xiii. 25, half of the

land of the Ammonites is said to be assigned

to the tribe of Gad; but that refers to the

part of the land between the Arnon and
the Jabbok, which had been taken from the

Ammonites by the Amorites, and was in

the possession of the latter at the time of the

Israelitish invasion (Judg. xi. 13, etc.).

Whatsoever the Lord our God forbad us;

literally, all that Jehovah our God commanded
us, sc. iiot to come into.
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HOMILETICS.

Vera. 1—23 (specially ver. 7).

—

God's knowledge of our ptlgrimage. (For tha

historical and geographical details connected with this section, see the Exposition,)

Moses here reviews the career of Israel during the wanderings, with reference to their

treatment of the nations through whose territory they required to pass on their way.

'I'hey, though the favoured people of Jehovah, were not allowed to transgress the

common laws of righteousness, by levying any demands on the nations through whose
country they passed, nor to " distress " in any way those peoples whom the Lord had
not delivered into thrir hands. They were to labour for their own sustenance, and
to purchase, at a fair rate, meat or drink. And so far as this precept was concerned,

they seem to have been (notwithstanding their waywardness in other respects) loyal

to the Lord their God. These directions against transgressing the rules of right in

national intercourse, were a most important part of the education of a people, wliere

God was forming a commonwealth with this (then) unique feature, that its corner-stone

mas righteousness, (For an admirable survey of the fundamental principles of the

Hebrew polity, home and foreign, see Wines's ' Commentaries on the Laws of Moses.*)

And as Moses is now reviewing the stages in their experience when they passed through
an alien's land, he reminds them how faithful God had been to them ; that they had
had no need to depart from the Divine injunctions, for their good and gracious God
had taken all their need into account. " He knoweth thy walking through this great

wilderness." This clause contains a world of meaninij in itself, and opens up a most
fruitful theme for the Christian's meditation and for pulpit exposition, viz. Oods know-
ledge of our pilgrimage in life. Three inquiries invite our notice

—

L What is it that God is here said to know ? " Thy walking." We under-
stand Moses as here referring to the walking, viewed objectively, not subjectively. Tho
sentence would be true in both respects ; but, nevertheless, the reference does not seem
to be to the manner of Israel's walking, but to the pilgrimage itself. What was true of

them is also true of us. He knoweth our walking, etc. 1. The meaning of our pil-

grimage is known to him—as being tliat of moral and responsible beings, made in the
image of God, and as having for its purpose the education of character for eternity.

2. fie knows the difficulties of the pilgrimage—the obstructions with which we are con-
tinually meeting, thwarting, perhaps, our fondest plans and wishes. 3. fie knows the
trials of the way. Not only the trials which are " common to man " in general, but
also those indefinable, /eZ< peculiarities, which are ours and ours only, which we cannot
unfold to a single snul on earth. 4. fie knows the enemies which beset us: their
strength, number, malice, and craft. 5. fie knows the appointed ^oaZ at the end of the
pilgrimage, and all the glorious possibilities which may be unfolded in the realization of

our destiny. 6. fie knows the wants of each and of all, temporal and spiritual ; that
we are helpless to the attainment of life's end, without constant supplies from liim.

IL What is here meant by God's knowing all ? 1. Obviously, his perfect, full,

entire acquaintance, not only with the pilgrimage in general, not only with such particulars
of it as those we have just named, but also with every detail of each particular. He
seeth the whole of everything. 2. But it is not a bare seeing ; the knowledge is attended
with a fatherly inferest in all that concerns the welfare of his children. He " taketh
pleasure in them that fear him." " He careth for" us. The training of his children for
a home by means of a pilgrimage thither, is one of the most kind and loving designs of
the heart of infinite love! 3. The knowing includes the actually taking into account
all the need of our pilgrimage, in his words, works, and ways. (1) In the promises he
makes, all things are taken into account. These i>romises are not merely applicable in
part, or at times, but wholly and always. (2) His precepts too are framed according
to the same perfect knowledge. (3) His providential mercies, general and special, meet
the wants of to-day and prepare for those of to-morrow. He works for our future, that
we may live by the day. (4) In his great redemptive provision for our spiritual training,
there is the same forethoughtfulness. (5) In his distinctively personal and individual
-are over each one, the whole of our pilgrimage is taken into account. No one is con-
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fused with any one else. The Great Father's family is not so large u to tax him. Ha
can care as lovingly for each as if each one were all!

III. What is the pbacticai, value to us of such knowledge ? The value of it

is infinite. On three main points, however, the preacher may dwell, and revel in the
luxury they afford. 1. If life's pilgrimage is just beginning, this Divine knowledge, so
•pplied, may yield us guidance in treading the way. For if God has so mercifully taken
all things into account in promise and precept, then we never need to depart a hair's

breadth from the right path, for the sake of secuiin<x any apparent advanta<^e whatever.
This is specially suggested by the way in which Moses uses the words. 2. If we are
just in the mid part of the pilgrimage, we may find immeasurable comfort under the
difiBculties of the way. All our responsibilities are accurately estimated, all wants
perfectly considered, all supjjlies certainly ensured. What more could we desire? 3, If

we make use of the Divine knowledge in the ways we have specified, we shall find that
it will also give us a song of thankfulness when near the end of the way. At the point
of time referred to in the text, Israel was near the verge of Canaan. And the words
are retrospective. They are a testimony to Divine faithfulness and care ; " These forty

years the Lord thy God hath been with thee ; thou hast lacked nothing." So may the
believer say and sing as he closes stage after stage of life; so will he sing when he
closes the last stage of all :—" Not one thing hath failed of all that the Lord hath spoken."
The more life unfolds to him of his own weakness, the louder and sweeter will be his

flODg over Divine care ; yea, he will go singing to the heavenly rest 1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—23.

—

International relationships. The wilderness state is the most salutary

for men. Prematurely to enter into the land of rest would j)rove an endless calamity.

Theoretically, it is possible to gain heaven too soon. Even " the Captain of our salva-

tion was made perfect through suffering." That heaven may be to us a perfect paradise,

there must be complete harmony between the soul and its environment.

I. God brings nations into contact for becipeocal ministration. So long as

the conviction prevails that distinct nations are natural foes, it is best for them to

remain apart. Mountains and seas and languages are God's bulwarks of peace. Yet
this is but a temporary arrangement. Nationality has its use, but is liable to great

abuse. God has given a monopoly of blessing to no one nation, that all may feel

mutual interdependence. The products of nature are the property of all
;
yet personal

interests are to be respected. The life-long enjoyment of Divine bounty should make
us grateful, modest, and benevolent.

II. Commerce with others an occasion fob self-contbol. We are often ignorant

of the selfishness and arrogance of our own hearts, until our material interests come
into seeming conflict with the interests of others. In the presence of a stalwart foe, our

courage or our cowardice is made manifest. We know not whether good seed or bad

lies in our fields, until the summer sun makes them spring. On the wheel of the

lapidary the qualities of the jewel are revealed. Such occasions for knowing ourselves

—testing ourselves—disciplining and controlling ourselves, must be higlily prized. The
ruler of his own nature, especially under sore provocation, is a genuine victor.

nL OUB BUPEBIOB strength AFFORDS NO WARRANT FOR VIOLENT INVASIONS.

Might has a terrible proneness to warp our sense of right. Unless might is penetrated

through and through with a spirit of righteousness, it is a body without a soul ; it soon

becomes a despicable corpse. Mere strength gives to no man, and to no body of men,

warrantable authority to rule. It is base and self-degrading for strength to traiii[ile on

weakness. Real strength displays its latent reserves when it stoops to protect—when
it endures rather than contends. Violence is essential weakness, the scarecrow of

power.
IV. OUB NATUBAL RELATIONSHIPS HAVE A CLAIM UPON OUB BEQABD3. What God

hath constructed, man may not wantonly destroy. We are to " honour all men," but

to " love the brotherhood." We may send our portions of sympathy to the uttermost

circumference of the human circle, but we are to reserve a double portion for kindred
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Spiritual ties are superior to all the bonds of nature, but they need not be separate and
distinct. The natural may, yea ought, to be the foundation on \ybich the spiritual

relationship is built. He wlio affirmed that " all who did the will of his Father were

liis mother, sisters, brothers," said also as he commended his human mother to his

disciple's care, " Behold thy mother !

"

V. A SENSE OF God's presence fosters self-abnegation. Because we have so

many proofs that God is about us, safeguarding our interests, we shall not be so anxious

to extort our fancied rights. " He is at my right hand : I shall not be moved." " Let

vour moderation be known unto all men : the Lord is at hand." We liave an all-wise,

all-mighty, and omnipresent Defender ; therefore we will not fear. We will not avenge

seeming injuries : the Lord doth fight for us. " Vengeance is his."

VL The displacement of successive human races is an ordinance op God.

Throughout the entire plan of God's providence the same law is manifest. In the

Inrmation of the earth's crust we see tliat one order of life passed away—another order

.ijipeared. This phrase of God's procedure science has labelled "the survival of the

fittest." Is man the final link in this magnificent series ? All oracles are dumb. Yet

this law of successive development is apparent everywhere. History and ethnology

record the facts; the Bible ascribes them to the personal God. Whatever were the

motives or the passions which prompted Esau to evict the Horims, or Moah to displace

the Emims, or the Caphtorims to dislodge the Avims, this much is plain—that the

hand of the Lord wrought behind the human machinery. Bad as some of these races

Stem to have been, they were, without doubt, an improvement on the preceding,
" First that which is natural ; afterward that which is spiritual." The world's amelio-

ration may be waiting for our removal.

VII. The death of units promotes the welfare of the nation. The patience

of Jehovah is conspicuous in that he did not destroy the murmurers and recusants

in Israel with a stroke. He used them still as the natural protectors of the youn;_;er

members, and when these reached maturity of courageous faith, the older portion fell

away, like useless husk and chatf. As in the human body, so long as cellular tissue

dies and is replaced by fresh development, there is health ; so in the race, the removal

vi effete elements secures the advancement of the whole. Yet it is not inevitable that

the separate units of mankind should absolutely perish. The same law of development

may prevail in each separate person. The inferior parts of our being may minister to

the growth of the higher. The outward man, like the husk, may perish, while, withal,

the inner man may be renewed daily, and be fitted for a higher plane of existence.

UcMth is the gate of life.

VIII. God extends a watchful superintendence over all the nations of thb
earth. The children of Amnion rose in arms against the Zamzummims, and defeated

them, yet (though they knew it not) it was Jehovah who destroyed their foes. God
has a thousand various methods fur ruling a nation's career and destiny. Because

Britain has come into a larger heritage of blessing than other empires, or because many
of the British people consciously recognize the sceptre of Jehovah, we may not conclude

that the Zulus or Papuans are not equally overruled by him. " His kingdom ruleth

overall." Respecting Cyrus, King of the Medes, God said, "I girded thee, though

thou hast not known me." There is an unseen and an unrecognized sceptre directing all

the movements of the world, controlling and restraining even wickedness itself! The
errors of the heathen are, after all, partial truths, and God is leading their minds onward

from obscurer to clearer light. Sometimes, we must admit, there is a temporary sub-

mergence—the advancing light is for a time eclipsed by a wave of darkness. Never-

theless, through long periods of human history, we can for the most part discover

progress. Eternity is God's abode, and we discern but fragments of his work.—D.

Vers. 24—37.— Warrantable warfare. Sihon, King of Heshbon, opposed with

physical force the fulfilment of Israel's destiny ; and, having provoked war, provokes it

to his own destruction.

I. The necessity for war. The question whether war is ever just and legitimate

must be answered in the affirmative. Still, this <ioes not justify all war. The majority

of wars are indefensible. War is a barbarous instrument; and, as intelligence advances,

can be replaced by better methods ot conquest. But it sometimes becomes the last and
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desiderate alternative. If war has been tolerated in heaven, it may be tolerated on

earth. Even a war of extermination may be, imder some conceivable circumstances, a

necessity. In this case we may look : 1. At the human side of the war. (1) Thvre

iras an arrorj<nit rejection of tquitahle demands. No man, and no State, liolds an

Absolute and irresponsible right to the surface of the jjlobe. "The earth is the Lord's."

We may acquire, by inheritance, or purchase, or culture, personal interests in the land,

which others are bound to respect. Yet personal interests are to be subservient to a

uation's good. The lesser must yield to the greater. Israel justly demanded a right

of way to his own possessions. The terms proposed by the Hebrews were fair and

equitable, and the onus of war fell on him who rejected them. (2) Israel couldpoint to

his pacific and honourable conduct in passing through the territories of Ammon and
Knau, A reputation for trustworthiness in observing a treaty had been already estab-

lished. (3) The rejection of Israel's proposal involved a deprivation of Israel's natural

rights. The patriarch Jacob hud acquired by purchase and by culture much land in

Canaan ; and now, released from prolonged captivity, the people claim their ancestral

estates. If we leave out of view the commands of Jehovah, there was ample reason,

founded in common justice, why the Hebrews should demand a passage into Canaan.

2. Let us contemplate the matter on the Divine side. This invasion was a plain

intimation of Jehovah'.s will. (1) It is not man's place to sit in Judgment on his God.

We are largely ignorant of all the factors in this case. There are vaster considerations

than we can reach—problems which we cannot solve. Onr moral judgments are often

warped by weak and morbid sentiments. Righteousness, in its very nature, is superior

to pleasure. "Shall not tiie Juuge of all the earth do right?" (2) We are assured

that the guilt of the Amorites was great. What forms this guilt assumed we are not

fully told, but certain it is that most flagrant corruptions flourished among them. He
who uses elemental forces and angelic agents to execute his judicial verdicts, is equally

at liberty to employ men as the otficeis of his vengeance, (3) Very probably this was

a signal act of retributive justice. Possibly they had acquired the territory by violence

and bloodshed, and had now to yield it a^zain to the arbiter of war. "They that take

the sword shall perish with the sword." (4) Certainly this calamity was in the line of

the world's progress. Mankind has been benefited by the overthrow of coiTupt empires.

This was the rough pathway along which Israel fulfilled its beneficent destiny.

II, The precise occasion fob this war. This is attributed to the stolid perverse-

ness of one man—Sihon, King of Heshbon. Is it to be tolerated that the march of

a nation's destiny is to be baSled by the ignorance, or lust, or stupidity of one man ?

1. This obstinacy of the royal will must be attributed to natural causz-s. God never

compels a man to be bad. Human nature was the same in Sihon's day as in ours.

Insolent arrogance is a growth. Sihon had for many years repressed nobler instincts,

stifled generous feeling, pampered selfishness and pride; hence blind obstinacy became
m him despotic. Corrupt principles spring from tiny seeds. 2, There are stages in a

man's career when his cJioice becomes his fate. By the operation of God's unseen

laws and mysterious forces, habits become as fixed as granite. The hardening process

becomes irreversible, and truly it is said that God does it. We can choose whether

or not to prepare our artillery, manufacture our explosives, or light the fusee, but at

that point human control ends ; the cannon-ball wings its way by laws imposed by

Goil, and it is now entirely at his disposal. So in the moral sphere, there is a point

at which human choice ends, and in his judicial capacity G d steps in and fixes

irreversibly the matter. " He that is filthy, let him be filthy still." We slowly and

imperceptibly harden our sentient natures ; then God fixes them with his judicial

act, and we are held in the iron manacles of doom.
III. The secret of success in war. 1. God's promise of success does not exclude

human exertion. His promise always presupposes man's wise activity. His pledge

of help is intended to stimulate, not supplant, brave endeavour. We can only move
successfully in the line of God's promise. 2. God's initial jivocesses should be closdy

followed by our activity. "I have begun," said God (ver. 31), therefore "begin to

possess." We should follow hard upon God's path, then his right hand wiU uphold

OB. It' tardiness enchain our leet, we may soon lose the trace of his footprints. 3. One
Irave deed is theforerunner of many successes. The report of Israel's martial prowesa

flew as OQ the wings of the wiud, and the widespread fear it induced made further oou<
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quests easy. The fruits of good or evil deeds may reproduce themselves through all

time. The first step in a new course is pregnant with importance. 4. Strict obedienct

is the highway to large success. When the command of God is plain, there is no place

for hesitation. Bravery grows and flourishes in an atmosphere of loyalty. During the

last thirty-eight years of wilderness life, the faith and love of the young Hebrews had
immeasurably grown, and their prompt obedience was the early firstfruit. They were
wedded in faithful love to God. Speaking of this period at a later date, God says by
his prophet, " I remember thee, . . . the love of thine espousals, when thou wentest
after me in the wilderness." In keeping all the " commandments " of God, they found
a large reward.—D.

Vers. 4—10, 17—20.

—

Edom, Moab, Ammon. The Israelites are strictly enjoined not
to molest these three peoples, or to attempt to rob them of any portion of their territory.

The ground of this injunction is that God had given them the territory they possessed,

and had not given it to the Israelites. Additional reasons why Israel was not to molest
them lay in the facts that they were kinsmen (ver. 4) and that Israel was amply pro-

vided for already (ver. 7). God's people have little need to covet the possessions of the
worldly. Apart from questions of their rights, kinsmen are entitled to be treated with
special kindness and forbearance. We learn from this passage

—

L That the providence op God is minutely concerned in the settlement op
NATIONS. (Vers. 5, 9, 19.) It is not by accident that they are where they are. God
marks out for them the bounds of their habitation. This is a fundamental idea in

Scripture (Gen. x. ; Deut. xxxii. 8 ; Acts xvii. 26). In the verses before us the terri-

tories of Edom, of Moab, and of Ammon are spoken of as being a gift to them from
God, as directly as Canaan was a gift to the Israelites. It does not alter tliis fact,

though it renders the comprehension of it more difficult, that men's own violent and
aggressive dispositions are often the means by which these secret purposes of God are

fulfilled (vers. 12, 22, 23). The barbarian incursions which overthrew the Roman
empire were prompted by mere love of conquest, with the hope of enrichment by
slaughter and pillage ; but we may trace the providence of God working through them
for the formation of modern Europe. Our own acquisition of India was not without
blame ; but we may see in our present possession of it a gift of God which, with our
other territories in different parts of the globe, we are bound to use for his glory. This
is the highest view we can take of the possession of territory, and one which, so far

from justifying unlawful aggression, leads us to refrain from it. It is to be remarked,
however, that the possessions which God gives to nations are not irrevocable—not for

ever. Instances of dispossession occur in these verses, and Edom, Moab, and Ammon
themselves have long since been dispossessed. "Be not highminded, but fear"
(Rom. xi. 20).

II. That the rights op nations are to be sacredly respected. These verses
teach lessons which might be pondered with advantage by the most advanced modern
nations. They teach : 1. Scrupulous respectfor international rights. It can never be
our duty wantonly to invade the territories of those at peace with us, or, from motives
of ambition, to seek pretexts of war with them. They are as entitled to the peaceable
possession of what they have, as we are to the peaceable possession of the lands be-
longing to us. The right of the stronger is not to rule our policy. 2. Scrupulous
justice in international transactions. The Israelites might have used force, but they
were to deal justly, and honestly to pay for everything they received (vers. 6, 29).
3. Scrupulous self-restraint under circumstances of provocation. The Edomites had
refused the Israelites a passage through their mountains, and had entailed on them a
long, painful, and circuitous journey ; Moab had employed Balaam to curse them, and
had, with Midian, done them yet worse evil (Numb. xxv. 1) ; but not even these pro-
vocations were to tempt them to retaliation. How many modern nations would have
made a casus belli of far less? Forgiveness of injuries should have a place in our
international as in our private dealings, and it is strange if we have to be sent back to
the Jews of Canaan-conquering notoriety to learn it. It is to be added

—

III. These instructions were a valuable discipline to the Jews themselves.
1. It taught them to recognize the Divine gift as the ground of their own tenure of
Canaam. If the Divine providence so guarded these neighbouring peoples, and would
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not allow one foot of tlieir land to be taken from them against his will, how muck
more might the Jews, it' obedient to the covenant, depend on being preserved in theirs!

If God gave, who couKl take away ? 2. It taught them to distinguish their commission
to destroy the Canaanites from one of rude conquest. It teaches us also to take a just

estimate of those acts of the Israelites in destroying the Canaanitish nations on which
80 much indignation has been expended. Their conduct here shows how far they \ver«

from being actuated by the motives often ascribed to them. This high sense of

honour, this scrupulous justice, this exemplary self-restraint prove that it was in no
bloodthirsty, slaughter-loving spirit they were proceeding to their work ; and show
how at every step tliey were guided by God's will, fell in with the lines of his pro-

vidence, and wrought out his wishes and purposes. They help us to conceive of the

destruction of the Canaanites, not as a barbarous massacre, but as the execution

of a long-delayed, deliberately pronounced, and most justly deserved sentence of

Heaven.—J. 0.

Vera. 10—13, 20—24.

—

The Emims, Eorims, Zamzummins, etc. If these verses are

part of the context of the original speech, and not a later insertion, they mu.^t b^

viewed as scraps of history introduced to encourage the Israelites in their work of

conquest, and to dispel their apprehensions by showing what had been done by others.

They suggest

—

I. That the present mat learn from the past. History, sacred and secular,

is a powerful influence in forming the characters of the living race. The brave deeds,

the conquests, the self-sacrificing endurances of those who have lived before us, are of

use to rouse from apathy, and to inspire with courage and enthusiasm. The early

conquests of the gospel help us to believe in its power to overcome existing oppositicms.

II. That thk Church may learn from the world. The holy nation is here

incited by pointing to what other peoples have done in pursuit of tiieir secuLir ambi-

tions. It' the Moabites could drive out the Euiims, "a iieojile great, ami many, and

tall, as the Anakims" (ver. 10), and if the Edomites and Ammonites could do the like

in their respective districts, why should Israel fear the enemies to be encountered in

his? We may learn much from men of the world—from the boldness of their plans,

their ingenuity in surmounting difficulties, their admirable perseverance, their self-

denial in working out their ends, etc. Were the Clmrch half as diligent, wise, and
determined in the prosecution of her work, as they are in making the schemes which they

adopt succeed, it would be the inangurution of a day ot splendM spiritual successes.

III. That the desponding may lkarn from thk successful. It is something

to feel that we are not the first who have had to face giants. What has been done

once can be done again, and it is a great matter to be able to point to cases in

which the very diflicultiea we are contending with have been successfully sur-

mounted.—J. (>.

Vers. 14, 15.

—

Dying out. These thirty-eight years form a melancholy parenthesis

in the history of Israel. A death-silence reigns in the narrative in rei^avd to ihem.

The ninetieth Psalm is apparently a memorial of them—the dirge of Moses over the

fallen. One or two incidents, and a few laws in Numbers may belong to this period

;

otherwise we have only these brief epitaph verses. As here described, they form a

fitting image of godless existence generally

—

I. In its want of history. History is meant to preserve that which is of per-

manent worth. The unessential, the evanescent, are not held deserving of its record

But from the spiritual standpoint there is no life of permanent worth but that which

is lived in God and for his glory. Relatively to this world, the godless man may
have a history; bht relatively to eternity, he has lived to no end which ensures his

being held in remembrance. He will be forgotten, and his life be a blank in the

records which alone will interest a heavenly society.

II. In its essential unprofitablrnkss. 1. It is without proper purpose. That

thirty-eight years was one of purposeless existence. It had no ri.;iit end. Men might

engage in various pursuits, but their existence as a whole had lost its value. They

were there but to draw out their profitless ilays till death came to end the scene. The

godless man is in the same position—hia existence as a whole baa no proper end, and
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he is made to feel this the more keenly the louger he lives. 2. It is without proper
joy. There could be no true joy iu men's hearts during that wretched time of waitiii'j

for the grave. Is there any iu the life of the worldling, or of any uugodiy man ? A>'k

Byron, Goethe, Rousseau, or whoever else has given confessions on the subject, and
we will need no other witness. 3. It is without hope. For what is there to give it ?

III. In its being spent under God's wrath. The feeling that it is so darkens
life, troubles conscience, makes death terrible, and awakens fearful and well-foundt-u

[iiesentiments of future evil.—J. 0.

Vers. 24, 25. -The effects of IsraeVa conquests. Would induce widespread dread and
anguish. Apply to the Church.

I. Great vie -ories of the Church would speedily get noised abroad. Thn
world has too much lurking fear of the truth of Ciiristianity not to be sensitive to .such

reports. They would soon spread. They would find their way into circles little

thought of.

II. Great victokies oy the Church would be the surest token that God
WAS with her. Were there a return of Pentecostal days, and conversions by thou-

sands at a time; or were there such revivals as the Church has sometimes seen at

special times and places ;—were these becoming general, and multitudes w-ere filled with

the power of God's Spirit as the result—it would have a marvellous etiect in producing
widespread conviction that the religion of Christ was true, and that God's might was
being exerted through it. It would be the best " evidence " of Christianity. Why
should not the Church work, pray, and hope for such glorious successes ? They are

I)Ossible ; they are promised ; they will yet come.

III. Great victories of the Church would inspire widespread feab. Any-
thing does that which brings the Divine sensibly near to human beings (Luke v. 8).

But sinners in particular fear any near manifestation of God. They know, like the

devils who besought Christ to let them alone, what that means for them. One result

of the conquests of the early Church was that " fear" fell on those wlio witnessed them
(Acts ii. 43). The Church is never so safe as when she is bold, aggressive, and
successful.—J. 0.

Vers. 26—37.

—

The conqtieitt of Sihon. Sihon, though an Amorite, was not to be
unconditionally destroyed. He had, like Pharaoh, an opportunity given him of avert-

ing ruin by acceding to a most courteous and reasonable request ; but, like Pharaoh iu

this respect also, he hardened his heart, and took the course which made his destruc-

tion inevitable. We are led to consider

—

I. Sihon's opportunity. (Vers. 26—30.) It was not given him in the hope that he
would avail himself of it ; for it was foreseen that he would refuse it and be haniened
by it. But the sinner's hardness of heart is not a reason why the opportunity of

securing his salvation should be withheld from him, or why every grricioiis means
shotdd not be employed to overcome his hardness. It is, indeed, necessary that this

should be done, in order that the responsibility of his ruin may rest entirely on him-
self. It lay in the counsel of God that this king's territory should be given to the

Israelites, but only on condition of his refusal of the request made to him. It was
otherwise with the gift of Canaan, which was absolute, and permitted of no overtures of

l>eace being made to the inhabitants. Their day of grace was past: to Sihon there still

remained this last momentous and decisive opportunity. The la.st opportunity will

come some day to all who harden themselves in sin (cf. Matt. xxiv. 37, 38 ; Luke xix

42). This message of Moses to Sihon was: 1. Peaceable (xer. 2G) Peaceful means
should be exhausted in a cause before resorting to force. They should be exhausted
even with those who are not likely to be influenced by them. This' is due to the cause,

due to ourselves, and due to the person approached. Men must at least have the ojipor-

tunity given them of acting reasonably and generously. 2. Courttous (vers. 27, 28).

No message could have been couched in more modest or conciliatory teims. A courteous

tone is to be adopted towards men, even when we foresee that they will not reciprocate

it. 3. Perfectly sincere. This was proved by the justness of Moses' dealings with

Edom and Moab, to which he makes reference i^^er. 29). 4. Justified by necessity.

Only thus could they reach the land which God had given hem (v»jr. 2y),
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n. Sihon's obstikact. "The Lord thy God hardened his spirit, and made his

heart obstinate" (vcr. 30) ; not, indeed, by any evil iiiHuence exerted on his soul, but

by givin;^ him up to his naturally obdurate disposition, and by placing him in circum-

stances which he knew would have a hardening elloct, though in themselves of a

character fitted rather to soften. 1. The hardening of the heart, so far as it is a result

of evil courses, is a work of Ood operating in the laws of our menial and moral nature.

Sin naturally operates to blind the mind, sear the conscience, destroy the generous

affections, etc. But these effects are as truly a judicial operation of God in the soul, ol

a punitive nature, as was the Fkwd, the destructiuii of tlie cities of the plain, or any
(iiher outward expression of his wrath. 2. The hardenin;^ of the heart, so far as it is

tiie result of acts of providence, is o work of God operating in the moral govemmmt nj

the world. Both mercies and judgments have a hardening cfTect on those who refuse

to be taught by them. This result, foreseen by God, may be also willed, as a just

punishment for voluntary transgression (Isa. vi. 9, 10) ; while, as a foreseen fact, a

sinner's hardness of heart may be taken up as a link in the further development of

God's purposes. 3. The hardening of the heart, as flowing from intluenci s which

ought rather to have melted and subdued it, is a result for which the sinner himself is

justly held responsible. God wills not the death of any. The mingled goodness anil

severity of his dealings with men are meant to had them to repentance. But the very

things which are designed to produce a softening and converting; elh ct on souls, are

those which frequently harden and sear them—the discipline of sorrow, the preaching

of the gospel, warnings and expostulations, etc. Hardness induced by such causes is

the most invincible of all, and brands the obdurate transgressor as ripe for God's judg-

ments (Prov. xxix. 1).

III. Sihon's destruction. (Vers. 32—37.) 1. It was self-sought. " Then Sihon

came out," etc. (ver. 32). The sinner's destruction is of his own seeking. 2. It was

achieved by Divine aid. "The Lord our God delivered him before us " (ver. 33). So

are all spiritual victories. It is the Church's comf )rt in her conflicts to know that she

has this power to depend on. 3. It was total. " Utterly destroyed " (vcr. 34). A type

of the utter destruction awaiting all who resist and oppose the Divine will; said of the

Church, "The nation and kingdom that will not serve thee shall perish " (Isa. Ix. 12) ;

of Christ, " Every soul which will not hear that prophet shall be destroyed from

among the people " (Acts iii. 23 ; cf. 2 Thess. i. 9, 10).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—23.— Ood's faithfulness in dealing with nations outside the covenant. We
have here strict injunctions given to the pilgrims not to disturb the chihhen of Edom,

nor the Moabites, nor the children of Amnion, because they were occupying the district

assigned them. These tribes, though related to Israel, were not in the covenant.
_
Still

God had guaranteed to them certain temporal blessings, and he shows himself faithful

in his dealings with them.

I. God is a righteous Governor amoxo the nations. It is in equity that he

rules. His judgment is always according to truth. Having written the l;iw of con-

science upon every human heart, he can justly judge men thereby. They are laws

unto themselves, and so will be held accountable for their relation to their law, or, as

we might call it, inward light (cf. Rom. ii. 14, 15).

II. Temporal advantagks are gifts of God. The laws which regulate nature

are, we believe, the ordinances of God. Hence the benefits irreli;^ious nations receive

tiirough the laws of nature are really the gifts of his bounteous hand. Though the

nations may not so regard them, the people of God can form no other notion of them.

As gifts, they are undeserved. Hence it is part of God's scheme of mercy so gene-

rously to treat the race of men. We must look to Christ's atonement fur an explanation

on the ground of justice of this merciful treatment of manUind. The death of Je^ns

purchased temporal as well as spiritual blessings, and its vast apidicatiun should be

recognized and known. In this sense he <lid " die for every man."

III. The constancy of the laws of nature is to he tkaced to the faithful-

ness OF God. No other hyi)Othesis can be ofiered so con.sistent with the facts. The

promises treasured up in nature are promises of Ciod, and the laws which secure their

fulfilment are the ministers of his faithfulness.

IV. The faithfulness of God in the cases bbferbed to was not becognizfp p-
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THE TRIBES PROFiTiXQ BY IT. In Seizing the places allotted to them by God, the
Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites fotiglit each for his hand and in no religious spirit.

They overcame and exterminated races of giants who lurmerlv possessed the land.

All the while, God's plan and faithfulness were receiving illustration and fulfilment.

The exercise of human freedom did not militate against, but secured the Divina
[ileaaure.

V. God's bounty to katioxs outside the covexant is intended to encourage
HIS OWN people. The Israelites would be the better prepared to meet and master the
giants in Canaan after seeing the Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites snugly dwelling
in the inheritances of gigantic predecessors. If these tribes, without any sense of de-
pendence upon the Almighty, overcame the giants opposing them, what will not be
possible io faith f

And the whole government of the world is really intended to foster confidence in
God's covenant faithfulness and to forbid all despair.—E. M. E.

Vers. 14—18.— The wasting of the warriors. There was evidently a considerable
knowledge of "the art of war " in the Israel itish host on leaving Egypt. Moses was
versed in it, as in so much more, and the mixed multitude which accompanied the
exodus would also contain men skilled in arms. And experience of opposition on the
[lart of Amalek, etc., would elicit a martial spirit throughout the host.

Moreover, the presence of seasoned men, or " veterans," gives confidence to younc;
troops in actual conflict. The world would say, " By all means retain the veterans for

the purpose of invasion." Yet, strange to say, God kept the host wandering till the
warriors were all weeded out, and buried in the wilderness. The invasion is to be
made by the rising generation, which had never seen the military art or reviews in

Egypt. From this we learn

—

I. That God's ways are not our ways, nor his thoughts our thoughts. In
fact, his plans are often constructerl so as to baffle worldly wisdom. We see this in this

invasion of Canaan ; we see it in his way of salvation by Jesus Christ ; we see it in

his providential dealings.

II. The art of war is not so important as the art of faith. The experience of

the veterans was as nothing in comparison with the courageous faith in Gi'd. This
made heroes of the children who would, they thought, be a prey. All wisdom of inan
becomes vain when unsustained by confidence in God.

III. Soldiers' graves have OFrENTiMEs been the melancholy condition of
success. It was really after sacrifice, the sacrifice of the whole fighting army of

Israel, that success came. There grew out of their graves warning and inspiration.

And it has been over the graves of soldiers that almost every progress of the world has
been made. Multitudes had to be buried on the baltle-fields before the promised land
of peace could be entered. The buried warriors constituted the holocaust which was
presented before the blessing came.

IV. The destruction of false trusts is often the preparation for true ones.
The temptation to trust in the veterans and their military ideas is taken away by the
death of the warriors. So is it that God removes from us every false refuge. Thus
we learn to trust in the living God, and to fight his battles in his own way. Provi-
dence is oftentimes just the removal of the warriors who were so wise in their own eyes
and so able to take the best course, that the people may follow the Lord only.
Happy for each soul it is to be deprived of every false support, and to be led to trust

Christ alone! Into real rest the soul enters by faith—the })romised land lies open to
the trustful soul, while its gates are closed against the self-confident ones.—R. M. E.

Vers. 24—37.— The destruction of Sihon, King of the Amorites. Moses here recalls

the first stage in the conquest. By Divine direction, the pilgrims are to advance upon
the land of the Amorites, and they are promised an important victory over them. And
here we have to notice

—

L The reasonable proposal made to Sihon the kino. (Vers. 26—29.) This waa
for permission to pass through his land to Canaan, undertaking to disturb nothing and
to pay for all supplies. Nothing could be more reasonable. The onus was thus thrown
on Sihon of determining whether be would befriend God's people or oppose them.
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And this reminds us of the most reasonable offers God, in his gospel, makes to men.
He acts the friendly part, and if men take it in good faith, all is well.

II. The refusal of thk hard-hearted kino. (Ver. 30.) Sihon quite needlessly

resolves to oppose their passage to Canaan. He likely had heard of or remembered the

former unsuccessful attempt thirty-eight years before at Kadesh, and so he imagines

that a little opposition will deter them and turn them from their purpose. The hard-

ening of heart, here attributed to God, means simply that the providences, instead of

softening Sihon's nature, had through his own self-will an entirely opposite effect.

The heart gets hardened through the corruption of the will.

It is similarly with those who reject the offer of salvation.

III. Ca'itle is thus forced upon the pilgrims. (Vers. 31, 32.) This battle of

Jahaz was a decisive one. The pilgrims were so numerous that Sihon had to bring

out all his host. Into it the Israelites entered with the assurance of victory, and this

largely secured it,

It is so in the spiritual warfare. The enemies of God's people are met by a host

confident in success, because jTomised by God. This of itself is half the battle.

IV. The penalty of opposition to God's plans is extermination. (Vers. 33, 34.)

If men will oppose God, they must take the consequences. God must be supreme.
He can allow no victorious opposition. His enemies must lick the dust. It is a mortal
combat into which they must enter who fight against him.

The propriety of the extermination rests in the Divine command. God has the

right to dispose as he sees fit of his creatures. If they oppose his will, which is always
right, they niiiy justly be taken away with a stroke, and that without remedy.

V. 'J'he limitations set before the conquerors. (Vers, 35—37.) They took the
cattle and a certain portion of tlie land, but they did not overrun the whole country.

The land of tl e children of Ammon was exempt Irom the invasion. It was forbidden

ground.

So is it always. God sets limits to success. It is well he does. Ambition must
abide by his decree, and not overstep due bounds. When his will is thus respected,

and self-repression and se'f-discipliue rigidly enforced, all is well. The dangers of

success are thus avoided, and real elevation of spirit is experienced.—E. M. E.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IIL

Vers. 1— 11.

—

Conquest op Go, Kisa OF
Bashan. 'I'he Amoritea had wrested from

Moab a portion of the territory taken by

(he Moabites and the E<lomite8 from the

giant aborigines ; and Og, who was of the

same giant race, ruled over the northern

half of the region of Gilead and over all

iJashan. This district also (.'od piir[)ose(l

Israel to possess ; and therefore, before cross-

ing the Jordan, a diversion was made north-

wards by tlio Israelites, for the purpose of

attacking this powerful chief. Og en-

counteied them with all iiia host, but was
Bigually defealed, and he and all his people

were exterminated. Not fewer than three

score fortified cities, besides villages, were

captured by the Israelites, tlie whole country

was subjugated, and uli the cattle and
material property taken as booty (cf. Xumb.
xxi. 33—35).

Ver. 1.—<Cf. Numb. xxi. 33.) We turned

—I.e. took a new route—and went up pV^\
and we ascended). As Baslian was an up-
land region, they are very properly said to

have gone up. Edrei, h d. Draa, with Roman
and Arabian ruins, nearly three miles in

circumference, but without inhabitants ; not
the same as the E-drei of ver. 10.

Ver. 2.— Cf. Numb. xxi. 31, etc.)

Ver. 4.—Threescore cities; probably the
same as the Baslian-havoth jair, afterwards
mentioned (ver. H). The region of Argob,
the kingdom of Og in Bashan. The region
of Argob compri.-ed the kingdom of Og, and
Bashan was another name for the same
country; extending from the Jabbok to

Hermon, and embraeing both the northern
part of Gilead, and wliat was afterwards
in a stricter sense Bashan, viz. the land
north of the Wady Zerka {hod. Jebel Ajlftn)

to Hermon. The name Argob is sup-
1 posed by some to be given to ihe district

j

from a town of that name, fifteen Roman

I

miles eastward from Gcrasa, a city of Arabia
(Huf^eMus); but more probably it is derived
from the chnracter of the district, uither as

I

deep-noiUd (from 3:"), a cloil), or as rugged

and uneven (3i;~, from 33T akin to Qj^, to
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hoap up"*, just as the nci<jhbouriTig district

to the east aufl north-east received the nnme
Tmchonitis (from Tpax^''', rough, rugp-ed)

;

ill the Tar^um, indeeil, Trachonn (k::2-.-c^ -s

the name given here for Argob. This ilistrict

is now known as the province of El-Lejah

("I'iie Retreat). It is described as oval in

fonn, about twenty-two miles long by fourteen

wi.le; a jlatcau elevated about thirty feet

liiove tlie surrounding plain. Its features are
nmst remarkable. It is composed of a thick
stratum ot'lduck ba>alt. which seems to have
lieen emitted in a liquid state from pores in

the earth, and to have flowed out on all

sides till tlie whole surface was covered. It

is rent and shattered! as if by internal con-
vulsion. The eup-like ca%'itie3 from which
the liquid mass was projected are still seen,

and al.-o tlie wavy surface such as a thick
liquid generally assumes which cools as it is

flowing. There are deep fissures and yawn-
ing gidfs with rugged, broken edges; and
there are jagged mounds that seem not to

have been sutticiently heated to flow, but
which were forced up by some mighty
agency, and then rent an<l shattered to their
centres. The rock is filled with air-bubbles,
and is almost as hard as iron. (Ur. Porter,
in Kitto, 'Biblical Cyclopedia,' iii. 1032;
eeo also the same author's 'Five Years in
Damascus,' ii. 240, etc.; and 'The Giant
Cities of Bashan'; Burokhardt, 'Travels
in Syria,' p. 110, etc.; "Wetstein, 'Eeise-
bericht iib. Hauran,' p. 82, etc. ; a paper
by Mi. Cyrill Graham in the Cambridge
EggayK for 1858 ; and Smith's ' Dictionary,'
art. ' Trachonitis.') The entire trans-Jor-
dan ic region waa thus captured by the
Israelites.

Ver. 5.—All these cities were fenced with
high walls, gates, and bars ; literally, double
gatte and a bar. These cities, with their
marvellous erections, are believed to be still

exi^ting in the Hauran. Over that district
lie str. wn a multitude of towns of various
<izes, all constructed after the same remark-
iil.le fashion. "The streets are perfect, the
wall- perfect, and, what seems more astonish-
insr, the stone doors are still hanging on
their hinges, so little impression 1ms been
made during these many centuries on the
i.ard and durable stone of which they are
liiilt" (Graham, Ckimhridge Essayn, p. 160).
These doors are " formed of slabs of stone,
opening on pivots which are projecting
parts of the stone itself, and working in
s-K^-kets in the lintel and threshold." Some
of these gates are large enough to admit of
rt camel passing through them, and the
doors are of proportionate dimensions, some
of the stones of which they are formed being
eighteen inches in thickness. The roofs
hIso are formed of huge stone slabs resting
•m the massive walls. All betoken the

workmanship of a race endowed with powem
far exceeding those of ordinary men ; and
give credibility to the supposition that we
have in them the dwellings of the giant

race that occupied that district bef ire it

was invaded by the Israelites. " We could
not help,'' says Mr. Graham, "being im-

pressed with the belief that had we never
known anything of the early portion of Scrip-

ture history before visiting this country,

we should have been forced to the conclusion

that its original inhabitants, the people who
had constructed those cities, were not only
a powerful and mighty nation, but indi-

viduals of greater strength than ourselves."

Ver. 6.—(See ch. ii. 3-1.)

Ver. 8.—Hermon (;iDnn), probably from

Dnn, to be high, " the lofty peak," conspicuous

on all sides. By some the name is supposed

to be connected with d"i~, a devoted thing,

because this mountain marked the limit of

the country devoted or placed under a ban ;

and it is certainly remarkable that, at the

extreme north-east and the extreme south-

west of the land conquered by the Israelites,

names derived from Herein, viz. Bermon
and Hormah (ch. i. 44), should be found;
as if to indicate that all between was
devoted. Hermon is the southernmost spur
of t lie Antilibanus range. It is " the second
mountain in Syria, ranking next to the
highest peak of Lebanon behind the cedars

The elevation of Hermon may be estimated

at about 10,000 feet. The whole body of

the mountain is limestone, similar to that

which composes the main ridge of Lebanon,
the central peak rises up an obtuse trun-

cated cone, from 2000 to 3000 feet above
the ridges that radiate from it, thus giving
it a more commanding aspect than any
other mountain in Syria. This cone is

entirely naked, destitute alike of trees and
vegetation. The snow never disappears
from its summit " (Porter, ' Handbook, Syria
and Palestine,' p. 431). At the present day
it is known as Jehel esh-Sheikh (The Chief
Mountain), also Jehel eth Thelj (The Snow
Mountain). Anciently also it had various
names. By the Hebrews it was known also

as Sion (ii*'!.", the high, ch. iv. 48) ; by the

Sidonians it was called Sirion (]v-;i?=]V"ic', a
cuirass or coat of mail), probably from its

shining appearance, especially when covered
with snow ; and by the Amorites it was
called Senir, a word probably of the same
meaning. These names continued in use
to a late period (cf. Ps. icix. 6 ; Ezek. ixviL
4 ; Cant. iv. 8 ; 1 Chion. v. 23).

Ver. 10.— The different portions of the
conquered territory are here mentioned.
1. Ihe plain (t!;"::~;, the level country) ; the

table-land south ot Mount Gilead, a« far as
the Aruua. 2. The whole of OUead; th«
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hilly country north of the Jabbok, between
lleshbon and Basban, between the northern
and boutliern table-land. 3. AllBashan, as

far eastward as Salchah, the modern Szal-

khat or Szarkhad, about seven hours to the

east of Busra, and northwards to Edrei, hod.

Edra, Ezra <>r Edhra', an extensive ruin to

the west of Busra, still partially inhabited.

Ver. 11.— Bashan was of old possessed by

a giant race, the Reph&im (Gen. xiv. 5) ; but

of these Og, King of Bashan, was, at the time

of the Israelitish invasion, the sole remnant.

His vast size is indicated by the size of his

bedstead, which was preserved in Rabbath-

Auimon, perhaps as a trophy of some victory

obtained by the Ammonites over their

•rigantic foe. This measured nine cubits in

length, and four in breadth, " after the cubit

of a man," i.e. according to the cubit in

common use. Taking the cubit as equal to

eigiiteen inches, the measure of the bed-

stead would be thirteen feet and a half by

six feet. That Og even approximated to

this height is incredible ; if he reached nine

or ten feet his height would exceed that of

any one on record. It is probable, however,

that he may have had his bed made va>tly

larger than himself, partly from ostentation,

partly that he might leave a memorial that

should impress upon posterity a sense of his

gigantic size and resistless might
; just as

Alexander the Great is said (Diod. Sic,

xvii. 95) to have, on his march to India,

caused couches to be made for his soldiers

in their tents, each five cubits long, in order

to impress the natives with an overwhelm-

ing sense of the greatness of his host. It

has been suggested that it is not a beii that

is here referred to, but a sarcophagus of

iiasalt or ironstone in which, it is supposed,

the corpse of Og was placed, and which was

afterwards carried to Rabbath, and there

deposited (J. D. Michaelis, Winer, Knobel,

etc.). This implies that the passage is a

later inseriion, and not purt of the original

narrative as given by Moses. But with

what view could such an insertion be intro-

duced? Not to establish the credibility of

the story of the victory of the Israelites

over Og, for the existence of a sarcophagus

in which a corpse had been placed would
only attest the fact that such a one once
lived and died, but would prove nothing

as to how or when or where he came by

hi* death. Not to show the vast size of

the man, for a sarcophaguB affords ni

measure whatever of the size of the j^rson
whoso remains are placed in it, btiug an
honorary monument, the size of which ia

pro|iortioned to the real or supposed dignity

of the person for whose honour it is made.
A bed, on the contrary, which a man
had used, or at least had caused to be

made for himself, would afford some evi-

dence of his size ; and there is an obvious

reason for Moses referring to this here,

inasmuch as thereby he recalled to the

Israelites the remembrance, on the one hand,
of what occasioned the fear with which tliey

antiripated the approach of this terrible

foe, and, on theotiier, of the grace of God to

them in thut he had delivered Og and all

his people into their hand. It is idle to

inquire how Moses could know of the

existence of this bed at Rabbath; for we
may be well assured that from all the peoples

through whose territories he had passed

reports of the strength and prowess aad
doings of this giant warrior would be poured

into his ear.

Vers. 12—17.

—

Distribution of the coi^

ijiiered land. The countries thus conquered

by the Israelites were assigned by ]Mose»

to the tribes of Reuben and Gad and the

half tribe of Manasseh. The southern

portion, from Aroer, in the valley of tlie

Arnon, to the Jabbok, with its towns (see

Jo.-h. xii. 15—20, 24—28), was assigned to

the Reubenites and the Gadites ; and *he

northern portion, from the Jabbok, compre-

hending, with Gilead, the whole of Bashan
or Argob, to the half tribe of Mana.'^seh.

Ver. 13.— Tlie lust part of this verse is

differently construed and rendered by
different translators. By some ihe clause
all the region of Argob is connected
with what precedes, while others regard
this clause as in apposition with what
follows. Targum: "All the region of Tra-
chona, and all (hat province was called the
land of giants ; " LXX. : " And all the
region of .Argob, all that Bashan : the land
of the Rephaim it was reckoned ;

" Vulgate

:

" The whole region of Argob, and all

Bashan is called the land of giants." Modem
interpreters for the most part adept the order

of the Targum. The clause may be
rendered thus : The whole region of Argob
as respects all Bashan [i.e. in so far as it

formed part of the kingdom of Bashan under
Og] was reputed the laud <•/ the Rephaim.

Ver. 14.—Jair, a de«centlant of JManasseb
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by tlie mothfir's side (hia father was of the

tribe of Judah, 1 Chron. ii. 22), obtained

the Argob region unto— i.e. inclusive of (see

Jobh. xiii. 13)—the territory of the Geshuri

and Maachathi. These were small Syrian

tril)es located to the east of Hermon. As
Gfshnr siguities a bridge, it has been con-

jectured that the Geshuritos were located

near some well-known bridge across the

.lordan, of which, perhaps, they were the

keepers, and from this took their name.
.^Iaachah is called Aram- (Syria-) Maachah
ill 1 Chron. xix. 6. According to the ' Ono-
iiKisticon,* it was " a city of the Amorites, by
ihe Jordan, near Mount Hermon" {s.v.

iMaxa6i)- It had in later times a king, who
111 lied himself with the Ammonites against

Uiiviil (1 Chron. xix. 7). These tribes were

subdued, but not destroyed, by the Israelites

;

and at a later period seem to have regained

their independence, and to have formed one

kingdom (comp. 2 Sam. iii. 3 ; x. 6 ; xiii. 37

;

XV. 8; 1 Chron. iii. 2). And called them
after his own name, Bashan-havoth-jair.

The word Jiavoth (properly chavvoth, riin) is

the plural of a word meaning life, and Chav-

loth-Jair probably signifies Jair's livings,

not Jair's viUagee, for these were apparently

fortified cities (vers. 4, 5; Josh. xiii. 30;

I Kings iv. 13). These were recaptured

oy the Geshurites, aided by the Arameans
(I Chron. ii. 23, "And Geshur and Aram
took Chavvoth-Jair from them," etc.) ; at

what time is unknown. From Numb, xxxii.

42, it appears that Nobah. also a family

descended from Machir, took certain towns,

viz. " Kenath and her daughters " in this

district ; these, with the twenty-three Hav-
voth-Jair, made up the sixty towns which
" belonged to the sons of Blachir the father

of Gilead " (1 Chron. ii. 23). Nobah was
[)robably in some way subordinate to Jair,

and so in this rhetorical discourse, where it

is not the purpose of the author to enter on
uiiuute details, the whole of these cities are

included under the name Havvoth-Jair.

Unto this day. " This does not necessarily

imply a long time ; and Moses himself may
have used this expression, though only

^hortly after the event, in order to give

prominence to the capture of the fortified

cities of the giant king Og, by the Manas-
sites for the encouragement of the Israelites"

(Herzheimer).
Ver. 15.—(,Cf. Numb, xxxii. 40 ; 1 Chron.

ii. 22.)

Vers. 16, 17.—The possession of the tribes

nf Reuben and Gad is here more exactly

defined. Its southern boundary was the

middle of the valley (the wady) of the

.\ruon; half the valley, and the border, i.e.

the middle of the ravine (or wady) and its

edge ; a more precise definition of the river

Araon ; tb« brook which flowed through

the middle of the ravine was to be their

boundary line to the south. On the north-
east the Upper Jabbok (Nahr Amman) was
to be their boundary; this separated them
from Ammonitis, the region of the children
of Ammon (Numb. xii. 24). On the west
the 'Ar&bah {Ghor), and the Jordan and its

border (its east bank), from Ohinnereth
(Kinnereth), a fenced city by the sea of

Galilee, thence called " the sea of Cliin-

nereth " (Numb, xxxiv. 1 1 ; Josh. xii. 3

;

xix. 35), to the sea of the 'Ar&bah,the salt sea,

under Ashdoth-pisgah—the slopes (literally,

the outpourings, tiiO place where the moun-
tain torrents flow out, hence the base of the

hill) of Pisgah (Numb. xxi. 15 ; xxvii. 12)

—

eastward; i.e. simply the east side of the

'ArS,bah and the Jordan.

CONCLDSION OF HISTORICAL KEOAFTnTLATION.
Vers. 18—29.

Vers. 18—20.—Moses reminds the two
and a half tribes of the conditions on which
they had received the possessions they had
desired beyond Jordan (see Numb. xxxiL
20—32). All that are meet for the war;

literally, all the sons of might (i]n '33), t.e. not

all who were men of war or of age to go to

war, but men specially powerful and fitted

for warlike enterprise. ITutil the Lord hath

given rest unto your brethren (comp. Exod.
xxxiiL 14).

Vers. 21, 22.

—

Joshua appointed as Motet'

tuccessor t« the leadership.

Ver. 21.—At that time, i.e. after the con-

quest of the land on the east of the Jordan
(see Numb, xxvii. 12, etc.). Thine eyes have

seen, etc. Joshua was directed to what he

had himself witnessed, what his own eyes

had seen, in the destruction of Sihon and
Og and their hosts, that he might be en-

couraged to go forward in the course to

which he had been called ; and the people

are reminded of this, that they may keep in

mind what God had done for Israel, and
may without fear follow Joshua as their

leader to the conquest of Canaan (comp.

eh. xxxi. 23).

Ver. 22.—The "he" here is emphatic;

as God himself would fight for them, why
should they be afraid ?

Vers. 23—29. -Prayer of Moset. Moses

knew that he was not to enter the promised

land with the people; but, reluctant to

relinquish the enterprise which he had so

far conducted until he should see it suc-

cessfully finished, he beaought the Lord

that at least he might be permitted to crosS

the Jordan, and see the goodly land. This

prayer was presented probably just befure

Moses asked God to set a man over tb*

congregation to be their leader to the pn^
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mieed l»nd (Numb, xxvii. 15—17) ; for the

command to give a charge to Joshua, in

that oflBce, follows iiumodiately, as part of

Gud'a answer to Moses' request (ver. 28),

and the expression " at that time " (ver. 23)

points back to the charge of Moses to

Joshua, as conteuiporancous with the offer-

ing of his prayer. In this prayer Moses

appeals to what he had already experienced

of God's favour to him, in that he had
begun to show him his greatness and his

mighty power. The reference is to the

victories already achieved over the Amorites;

these were tokens of the Divine power

graciously manifested to Israel, and Moses
appeals to them as strengthening his plea

for further favours (comp. the pleading,

Bxod. xxxiii. 12, etc.).

Ver. 24.— Lord God : Lord Jehovah.
For what God, etc. (comp. Exod. xv. 11;
Ps. Ixxxvi. 8; Ixxxix. 6; cxiii. .5, etc.).

" The contrast drawn between Jehovali and
other gods does not invcilve the reality of

heathen deities, but simply presupposes a
belief in the existence of other gods, with-
out deciding as to the truth of that belief"

CKeil).

Ver. 25.—That goodly mountain ; not any
mountain specially, but the whole mountain
elevation of (Jauaaii, culiiiinatiug in the
distant Lebanon, as it appeared to the eye
of Moses from the lower level of the 'Ar&bah.
This was "goodly," especially in contrast

witt the arid and sunburnt desert throujjh

which the Israelites had passed ; the hills

gave promise of streams that should cool

the air and refresh and fertilize the land
(see ch. viii. 7, etc.). Moses longed to go over
if but to see this laud, and to plant his foot

oa it ; but his requeat was not granted.

Ver. 26.—The Lord was wroth, etc. (of. ch.

i. 37; Numb. xx. 12; xxvii. 13, 14). Let it

BuflBice thee ; literally, Enough for thee ! i.e.

either Thou hast said enough; say no more, or
Be content ; let what I have done, and the
grace I have given, be enough for thee (comp.
the use of this formula in Gen. xlv. 28

;

Numb. xvi. 3 ; ch. i. 6 ; ii. 3). Keil and
others refer to 2 Cor. xii. 8, as" substantially

equivalent," but the expression there seems
to have quite a differ(Mit meaning and
reference from that used here.

Ver. 27.—Comp. Numb, xxvii. 12, of

which this is a rhetorical amplification.

There the mountains of Abarim are men-
tioned ; here Pisgah, the northern portion of

that range, is specified. The top of Pisgah;
i.e. Mount Nebo (eh. xxxiv. 1). West-
ward ; literally, seaward, i.e. towards the
IMediterrauean ; northward (liDi'» hidden or

dark place, where darkness gatliers, as op-
posed to the bright and sunny south) ; south-

ward, towards the right-hand quarter t|D'n

from yiy, the rinht hand; of. Exod. xxvi. 18,

" to the south towards the right hand ")

;

eastward, towards the dawn or sunrising;

cf. ch. iv. 47 (nntp, from mj to shine forth).

Ver. 28.- (Comp. ch. i. 38 ; iii. 21 ; xxxi. 7 ;

Numb, xxvii. 23.)

Ver. 2'J.—In the valley over against Beth-
peer ; i.e. in the plains of Moab (Arboth
Moab, Numb. xxii. 1 ; cf. ch. iv. 46

;

xxxiv. 6). Beth-pe'or, i.e. the house or
temple ofPe'or, the Moabitish Baal. There
was a hill Pe'or, in the Abarim range, near
to which this town was; it was opposite to
Jericho, six Roman miles north of Libias
(Eusebius); it was given to the tribe o(

Keuben (Josh. xiii. 20). In passing from
the historical recapitulation, Moses indi-

cates precisely the locality in which they
were when this address wait delivered.

HOMILE"BT=?.

Ch. ii. 24—iii. 11.— Tlte last of the giants. Though Israel was not allowed to
plunder or in any way to behave uncourteously to peoples who permitted them to pass
through their territory witliout obstruction, yet, if they were obstinately opposed, they
were to niaintain their ground, and to force a passage through. There are recorded
hsiG two conflicts of this kind, which were memorable in after-days, and which gave
a colouring to the sanctuary songs (cf. I's. cxxxvi.). Silion, King of the Amorites, and
Og, the King of Bashan, fought against the people of Gud, were utterly vanquished,
and tlieir land was taken possession of by those whose course they obstructed. We
mny find in this apparently unpromising theme a topic for pulpit teaching, whicli may
furnish instruction in the ways of God, of which we cannot afford to lose sight. Either
of the two cases before us will equally avail for this purpose. We propose to study the
overthrow of Og, and t/ie passing away of the hist of the (jiants. Observe

—

1. ThKUE is SOMKTHING of MY8TKKY ABOUT THIS PASSAGE, WHICH WE PROPOSE TO
CLEArt UP. Tliere are tiiree points respecting Og which, at first sight, have an aspect
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of romance about them : 1. The account of the kin'j: and liis bedstead. 2. The race of

giants, 3. The sixty <;rcat cities and unwallud towns—a i^reat many, and that within

a space less tli;ui tluit coveicii by some of our English counties. We can quite imagine
a supeificiii! iv.ider, specially iC he be one who has a keen appreciation of the liberty of

doubting, and who restlessly chafes against the Old B^ok, saying, "There, it is absurd
ujiou the face of it, just like the legends of otlier peoples—a piece of mythology."
That is the ruugh-and-re:idy way in which Moses is dealt with now by many who
•jught to know better. We are prep i red tu contest these sceptics at every point, and,

what is more, to affirm th it a careful study of the latest researches will confirm Moses'
btatenients, and imt overthrow them (see the Exposition on this passage; also Dr.

Kittu's ' Daily Bible Kendings,' m loc ; specially Kev. J. L. Porter's 'Giant Cities of

Bashan'). When we sufficiently avail ourselves of the light which modern travel and
research have thrown upon tlic Bible, we find that what seemed romantic and almost
legendary before, ai'pears to be exact, literal,- sober truth. This is an age of sceplicisn?

as regards the old Word, and of resurrections as regards the old world; the latter

at every step are putting the former to shame. Every word of God is pure, and,

however some may load it with reproach, it shall be more than vindicated, and shall

abide ^vhen the last of the sceptics, like the last of the giants, shall have passed away!
II. TllEKE IS Hi:UE VERY MUCH INSTRUCTION SUGGESTED IN THE WAYS OF GoD, TO

WHICH IT BEHOVES US TO TAKE HEED: as we are presented with this toi)ic for medita-

tion— Tlie paasimj avmy of nations and the incoming of others. 1. What a retrospect

does the lastury of the rise, progress, and abandonment of these giant cities, and the

dwindlin(i away of a stalwart race, call up before our imagination! Sixty strong

cities. More than forty uuwalled towns, of which the remains may even now be seen!

What a hum of busy life must there have been at one time ! and what a degree ol

civilization at that remote period! "When Israel was a child," a world of strong,

skilled life liad reached its prime ; of some arts a knowledge was then possessed which,
somehow or other, we have lost and cannot regain. We can gather, to some extent,

what they were, fiom silent, moiiumental speech ; but while the cities remain, the nation
svhich reared and owned them has quite passed away! Strange siiectaclel Huge
mystery ! That pillars and monuments and records (even on papyrus) should survive

the wreck of ages, while the men who originated all have mouldered long in dust!

2. How humiliating to see the powerlessness of a nation to guard itself, even when it

erects buildings wliich for ages will survive itself! Tliose stout walls of Bashan hare
defied the tempests of three thousand years! But of the men whose wit devised and
whose hands wrought them not a trace is left. Is it so? Can a nation fashion that

which shall resist the wear and tear of millenniums, and yet do nothing to arrest its

own dec;iy ? How insignificant does this make a nation seem (cf. Isa. xl. 17) ! 3. How
unimportant is it to the world at large whether one nation or another is uppermost!
Bashau's people are gone, and not for thousands of years has there been a lament that

that race has ceased to be ! We ought to learn this lesson : A nation that seems great

at one moment, may disappear from the scene of busy life, and, after a temporary shock,
a short inconvenience, perhaps, the world would soon adjust itself to the change, and
would go on as before! 4. Nevertheless, no nation passes away without some advance
in the unrolling of the great map of God^s providence. God may make much of that
of which men make nothing. It was not for nought that Og and his people were dis-

|iossessed. Great strength was combined with ghastly wickedness. This is the reason
why they were swept away. The wheels of providence are "full of eyes," Unless p

nation is accomplishing God's purposes, it will not be spared to fulfil its own I Goer
V. ill rid the world of plague-spots. 5. By sweeping away Og and his people, the way
wiis clearedfor /'lantii>g in their territory a peo^Jle who should have a nobler faith, even
a faith in the One living and true God, and who should also set up a higher standard
for national lift and personal character. The corner-stone of Israel's polity was
righteousness. Hence we should be prepared to sing right joyously the old Hebrev-
song in Ps. cxxxvi., and to see in the dispossession of Og a proof of the Divine mercy
to the world ! Hence : 6. We who know God's Name can look with calm serenity on
national catastrophes. Nations have been, and may yet be, swept otf ; but in all the
transitions of power from one peo]ile to another, we see the onward march of One who ia

but put ting down that which is ill, that he may ultimately reset the world in goudness.
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truth, and love. We can join anticipaMvely in the song in Rev. xv. Note, in con-

clusion: (1) Whether a nation ia likely to continue in being or no depends on the degret

to which it is fulfilling Ood's designs, and not at all on the measure with which it is carry-

ing out its own. (2) Whether it is best for the world that a nation should continue in

being depends on the virtue, purity, and piety of the people who compose it. (3) II

virtue be a-wanting, no number of cities and towns, nor any stren;;;th and hardness

in the race, will ever shield a nation from absolute extinction. God can raise up better

peoples. He is able "of these stones" to raise up children to Abraham. (4) God deals

with nations in this life ; with individuals, in the next also. " Whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap."

Vera. 23—27.^See Homiletica, ch. zzxii. 41—52, and ch. xxxiv.)

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—20.

—

Self-propagating conquest. There is solid truth in the French pro-
verb :

" It is the first step that costs." An untried course makes laro;e demands on a
man's thought, self-watchfulness, and energy ; but when habit is acquired, the machinery
of the soul works with smooth facility. Enterprises which are most arduous at the first,

become by repetition as simple as a natural instinct.

L Conquest induces new energy. The joy of conquest is a spur to fresh endeavour.
The appetite for adventure and exertion is whetted, and is not easily controlled.

Herein lies the secret cause of Alexander's tears, that there were no further worlds to

be conquered. The selfsame law of inertia, which hinders senseless matter from
originating motion, operates to keep it in incessant motion when it has once begun.

II. Conquest generates larger and more couraqkous faith. The man who
(conscious of Divine assistance) has gained a triumph, listens with docility to every
fresh whisper from the lips of Jehovah. So David, after many conquests over the
Philistines, asks again with child-like simplicity, " Shall I go up against them? Wilt
thou deliver them into my hands?'' The successful eflforts of robust faith will lead a
man to keep very close to God. They do not puff up with pride ; they humble us by
a sense of the Divine goodness. In the spiritual world as in the material, there
operates the law of action and reaction. Faith promotes success, and success invigo-
rates faith.

III. One triumph makes all trtumph possible. An atom is a tyi>e of the world.
An organic cell is a type of the animal, A leaf is a type of the tree. So one triumph
is the pattern and pledge of all triumph. We become, in holy warfare, " more than
conquerors

;

" for we have qualified ourselves for further warfare and for easier conquests.
Og, King of Bashan, may have been a more formidable foe than Sihon, King of Heshbon;
the walls and gates of Bashan may have been tenfold more impregnable than those of
Heshlx)n ; nevertlieless, the Divine succour which had been alibrded to the Hebrews
was competent for every exigency, and if only faith could rise to the height of its

resources, no opposition could wiichstand it. What though Og be a stalwart giant—the
last of his race—the God that made him can destroy liim ! The God who is at our
back can give us victory over every foe. Conscious of the power and skill of our
heavenly Ally, we can say, " God is with nie, therefore I must prevail."

IV. The triumph of the whole Church depends on the brave exertion of
INDIVIDUALS, In every community we shall find a variety of temperaments—some
sluggish and some sanguine. The faith of a few will reproduce itself in others. Tht
glowing zeal of one will be contagious. Among the enormous host of the Hebrews
two names are singled out for honour—Jair and Machir. In all warfare, much dei>ends
on the heroic examples of a few leaders. The tone of feeling and courage percolates
through all the ranks of the army, and braces every man to fulfil his part. Every
member of the Church helps or hinders the Church's conquests. The son of Jesse
infused a spirit of bravery into all the tribes of Israel, and knit them into orgnnic unity.

V. Real conquest brings abiding results. This triumph of the Israelites put
them into permanent possession of lands and cities and palaces. Better still, it

DEUTERONOMY. S
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developed the qualities of faith and coumccc—brou_'ht into play <:enerous and self-

abnegating seutiuieuts. Such principles as these made secure to them the possessions

they liad won. As a lew seeds will bring a large harvest, so a complete mastery over
any real foe bears rich and remote advantages. We do well to discover our foes, fasten

attention on them, and give no quarter until they are destroyed. So ingrained was
idolatry in these Amorites, that the moral pollution could only bo removed by the
destruction of the people.

VI. The EKKiiCT upon ourselves of coxouest should bb to develop odh
BROTHERLY SYMPATHY. TIiosc who havc fought at our side, and been mutually
helpful, deserve a place in memory and affect iun. If by their co-operation we have
gained a conquest, gratitude impels us to continue the alliance until they obtain their

possesbiuus also. It is noble to sacrifice ease and material advantage fur the purpose ol

serving our brethren. Self-coni]uest will prompt us to empty self, if only we can
onrich others. This is to follow the highest example—to be as God. The glory and
excellence of spiritual possessions is this—they are not diminished by oommunication.
We give, and still have.

VII. COKQUEftT SHOULD DEEPEN OUR SENSE OF OBLIGATION TO THE SUPREME GoD.
There is a strong; tendency in all success to foster i>ride and self-esteem. Crowds oi

successful men bow down to their own net, and burn incense to their drag. They
recognize the visible instrument, rather than the invisible Cau-e. Moses had to with-

stand the current of popular feeling, when, in the flush of triumph, he reminds them
emphatically, " The Lord your God bath given you this land." Poverty often drives

us to Gud : fulness dfttimes ke< ps us from him. Yet every factor in the achievenicn'L

of victory was of Gud, and to him was all praise due. " His right hand, and his holy
arm, gain for us the victory."— D.

Vers. 21—29.

—

Prospect of death. In the full career of triumph, Moses has inward
presentiment, and external announcement, that his end was near. Nature has a greater

repugnance to death when we are envelui^ed in the bright sunshine of prosperity. The
contrast is more marked. Decay and disease are natural forerunners of dissolution

;

but in Moses these were wanting. With him, the gravamen ot the trial was that his

life-work was incomplete. The closer we aiijiroich to the final stroke of an under-

taking, the deeper becumes our anxiety lor a successful issue. " How am I straitened

till it be accomplished
!

"

L We have HERE SAGACIOUS PROVISION TO CONSUMMATE HIS WORK. In the

judgment of a good man, the periietuatiun of his work by uihers is vastly more
impoitant than the continuance of his own life. Individuals pass away, but the

progress of the race continues. Up to this point in Israel's pilgrimage, Moses had been

unequalled as a leader; no one among the tribes could have filled his place. But
now, a military general, rather than a le_;islator, is needed, and Joshua has been
gradually muukkd by a Divine hand for this work. We may safely trust human
interests with God. 1. The experience cf age conveys its lessons to youth. Joshua was
scarcely a young man, as we reckon years; yet, compared with Moses, he was juvenile

and inexperienced in governing men. Age is a relative quality. The lesson was directly

to the point—straight at the bull's-eye of the target. " l<^ear not." Courage, just then,

was the "one thing needful," 2. The command was founded on the most solid

reasons, viz. the irresistible might of Jehovah, and the unchaugeableness of his

purposes. What he had done, he could yet do. What he had done was a revelaiion

of what he designed to do. Observation of God's deeds and methods fosters vahmus
faith. "Whoso is wise, and will observe these things, even he shall understand the

loving-kit'.dness of the Lord."

II. Prater that life may yet be prolonged. It savours of submissive meek-
ness to the Divine will that Moses first provided iur the nation's welfare, in view of

the contingency of death, and then prays that the struke may be delayed. The latter

is secondary. 1. The prayer was tamest. " I besought the Lord." There is indica-

tion that it was oft repeated and long continued. 2. The prayer was insjnred by noble

motive. An unusual display of God's greatness had been made in the defeat cf the

two kings, and Moses longed to see further unfoldingsof God's might. Still, his prayer

was, " 1 pray thee show me thy gh)ry 1 " God had only begun to act ; Moses yearned
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to see the final consummation. 3. Tet this prayer was re/used. Unerring wisdom
perceived that it was best to refuse

—

h st, perlia[)S, for Moses himself—and best foi

Israel. It is better fur a man to present an unsuccessful prayer, than not to pray at

all. Some blessin"; is the fruit. 4. 'The denial was a vicarious chastis'Tnent. We
liave, in God's kin;^don-i, vicarious blessing and vicarious suffering. For Joseph's sake,

the house of Fotiphar was blessed. For David's sake, Sulomon finished his reign in

peace. For Paul's sake, the crew of the doomed vessel escaped. Un the other side,

liod was wroth with Moses for the Hebrews' sake. Present chastisement better far

than final banishment. 5. Divine teud'rncss is dispJdi/el even in refusal. The refusal

was not wholly from anger; there was a largo admixture of kindness. Anger for the

sin; kindness for the man. It is as if God had said, "It pams me sore to impose

this chastisement; nevertheless, it must be done, and you will add to my pain by
seeking an escape." God beseeches him to urge no further. Up to tliis point, piayer

was fitting; beyond this, prayer would have been frcsli guilt. 6. Yet compehsation

for the loss is granted. Prayer is never wholly unsuccessfuh A gracious concession

is made. Moses had asked to see the land; he shall s-e it, aIthou;j,h his foot shall not

tiead it. The eye and the heart of the man of God shall be i;laddened. Without doubt,

Moses* natural eyesij,ht had been preserved for this selfsame occasion, and special

power of vision also was vouclisafcd in that eventful hour, when Moses stood on
Pisgah's peak. He shall see it without the toil of travel, without the peril of tlie conflict.

7. A crowning kindness is shown in confirming the succession to Joshua. Tb.ough the

workman is to be removed, the work shall advance. It was a sweet solace to the mind
of Moses that Joshua should have been accepted in his stead. His cherished purpose

shall be accomplished, although by other hands. The spirit of Moses would survive

m Joshua. "Being dead," Moses would still speak and act. The body may dissolve,

but the moral courage and heroic valour are transmitted to another.

Pest is the reward of toil, and the craiUe of new exertion. "So we abode in the

valley." The valley of Beth-jjeor was the pie^jaratioa for Pisgah's peak. Humiliation

before exaltation.—D.

Vers. 1—12.— The conquest of Og. Og, King of Bashan, was a yet more formidaWe

adversary than Sihon. We read with wonder of that extraordinary territory over

which he ruled, the region of Arg .b, with its sixty cities built of 1 lack stone, hard as

iron, and perched amidst the masses of basaltic rock, which are the characteristic

feature of the district, and which formed an apparently impregnable barrier against

assault The suddenntss, completeness, and decisiveness of the conquest of this

region, naturally so strong, so thickly peo]ilcil, so powerfully defended, and ruled by

a king of the race of giants, is in any view of it, an astonishing fact, and would

naturally raise the courage of the Israelites to the highest pitch of confidence, while

striking dismay into surrounding nations (ch. ii. 25). We consider

—

I. Og's coxfident attack. Like Sihon, he came out against the Israelites, "he
and all his people" (ver. 1), and doubtless with great hopes of success. Had he been

less confident, be wouhi probably have remained witliin his fortifications. Though Joshua

speaks (xxiv. 1-) of him being driven forth by the hornet, the spirit of the attack

reminds us of Goliath's boastiul advance against the armies of ISaul (1 Sam. xvii.

4— 12). His assault symbolizes the giant-power of the world in its hostile relations

to the Church: pagan—papal—infidel; science—learning—philosophy; powerful in

itself, stron-ly entrenclied, boastful in spirit. Voltaire boasted that it took twelve

n.eu to set up Cluistianity, but he would show that one man was sufficient to over-

throw it. Chri.->tiani'y lasts still, but Voltaire ?

II. His coMiLETE itouT (vcrs. 3— 8). Moses dwells on the details of this astonish-

i'jg victory with lively gratitude and wonder. The victory was, as in Sihon's case,

complete, only here more remarkable from the strength of the cities and towns. And
again all the jitople were devoted to destruction (ver. 6). Somewhat analogous to

tiiis rout have been many of the victories of Christianity. We think of the downfall

of ancient paganism, so strou-ly entrenched, but now swept so entiiely from the

earth ; of the collapse of eighteenth-century deism ; of the mighty men of their own
days, boastful of their power to destroy the Church's faith, who are now, like Og, only

remembered by their coflins. The tomes of Voltaire, Bolingbroke, Shaftesbury, and a
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host of others lie unread on dusty shelves, while the Bible 5s multiv>lying its circulation

every year. New, and it may be even mishlier, foes are spvinsring up in our nioilera

af^nostic and positivist and pantheistic scliools, but to the serious student of history

tliere can be no real doubt as to the issue of the conflict.

III. The occupation of his land (vers. 9— I'J). The land and the cities thus

conquered were taken possession of by the conquerors, and as speedily as possible

occupied. The enemy was disjiossessed and spoiled. So did the Church in the early

centuries first conquer, and then possess the ground previously held by paj;auism.
" We are of yesterday, and j'et we have filled every place belon.£;ing to you—cities,

islands, castles, towns, assemblies, your very camp, companies, palace, senate, forum.

We leave you your temples only" (TertuUian). The same thing takes place as often

as the treasures of imbelieving science, learning, and philosojjhy, in their varied forms

and applications (inventions, arts, etc.), fall into the haniis of the Church, and are

made to subserve her ends. The unbelieving criticism of the Bible, e.g., has furnished

avast amount of material available for the purjoses of faith. So the discoveiies of

science, which were dreaded as hostile, prove at last to be confirmatory and helpful,

.and are appropriated by belief. Every victory of Christianity in the outward world,

or in the regions of thought, enlarges its possessions and extends its influence.—J. 0.

Ver. 6.

—

The destruction of the populations. The difficulty is often urged of the

numerous cases of the destruction ot entire populations recorded in Scripture, and said

to be commanded by Gxi It is a difficulty which all have felt, and which deserves

remark. It is not questioned tliat, as a matter of policy, it was wise to root out these

populations from the lands in which they dwelt ; but the justice and humanity of the

measure are thought to be more doubtful. The believer, on the other hand, cannot

take a condemnatory view of these transactions (so far as covered by express com-

mand); but must treat them as he would treat similar difficulties in the ordiuary

providence of God, as matters which api'tar to conflict with the Divine goodness and

justice, while doubtless admitting of a perfect reconciliation with both. But it may be

suggested

—

I. That the fineb methods of modern warfare cannot reasonably be looked

FOB IN RUDER AGES. War in any case is an evil of terrible magnitude. The suifer-

ings it inflicts, even when conducted most humanely, are incalculable. It is not the

men in arms alone who sufter, but the populations whose villages are burned, whose

fields are devastated, whose aged and sickly are driven out to perish, whose wives and

mothers mourn their dead thousands. Modern warfare has, however, its alleviations,

the result of centuries of civilization and of the growth of Christian feeling. These

did not, and could not, exist at the time of the cnnquest. It is not in analogy with

God's method of operation to suppose that he should have miraculously anticipated

the work of long ages of development, and grafted on these wars the military science

of the nineteenth century—a science equally unsuited to the intelligence of the in-

vader and to the tactics of the enemy. It would be as reasonable to allege that God
should have anticipated the discoveries and methods of modern surgery, or armed the

Israelites with nineteenth-century weapons. What may reasonably be expected is

that, adopting as a basis the methods of warfare then customary, the evils of these

should as far as possible be mitigated, and any improvements be introduced which

the rudeness of the times admitted of. How fir this was accomplished will appear to

any one who studies the accounts of ancient warfare, with their shocking barbarities

mutilations, tortures; scarcely a trace of which is to be foimd in the wars of the

Israelites, and none in the Law.

II. That the extermination of whole populations was not the rule of Jewish

WARFARE, BUT WAS INVARIABLY A PUNISHMENT INFLICTED FOR SIN. The prOof of the

former of these propositions will be found in ch. xx. 10—16 ; and examination of the

special cases will show the correctness of the latter. The destruction of the Canaan-

itish nations, in particular, is [lut expressly on the ground of their horrible and name-

less iniquities (Lev. xviii. 24, 25). It was the execution of a long-delayed and richlj

deserved judicial sentence. The Midianites and Amalekites incurred this doom through

sins against Israel (Xumb. xxxii. 16 ; Exod. xvii. 16) ; as also to some extent did Sihon

and Og. But while we cannot speak absolutely as to the moral state of th« nation!
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under these kings, it may be inferred that the cup of their iniquity had, in the Divine
estimation, become full like the others. Do \vc condemn the scuience as too severe?
Or must we not leave the jmlgincut on a point like th;\t to the Judge of all tlie earth ?

The essential difficulty is not greater tlian in the judgments of the Deluge or tiio

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, in which God claimed a like right to dispose of

human life, and to vindicate his justice by the destruction of it. We ought rather to

read in the severity ol these punishments the awful lesson of sin's evil and enormity,
and of the abhorrence in which it is held by the holy Lawgiver. The emphasizing
»)f guilt and its deserts was a necessary preliminary to the introduction of the gospel.

III. That God is as seveue in his dealings with bin in his own people as in his
ENEMIES. This is a jioint which is surely of great moment. If severe in punishing
these wicked nations, God is not less sparing of Israel when it follows in their ways,
and does what is wrong. We think here of the destruction of thousands of their

number ior the sin of the golden calf (Exod. xxxii. 28), and for the sin of Baal-peor
(Numb, xxiii. 5) ; of the plagues, licry serpents, etc., which chastised them lor dis-

obedience ; of their defeat at Ai (Josh. vii. 4), and of the threatenings recorded
against them in this book (ch. xxviii.). We think of Moses himself excluded from the
land of promise. Nor is sin made less of in the New Testament than in the Old. In

the cross of Jesus, where the Holy One i& made a curse for sinners, a far more affecting

demonstration is given of the judicial sternness of God, than in the destruction of tlie

nations of his foes. There is with God no respect of persons ; and if one can believe

in his love to Israel notwithstanding these inflictions, he may believe in his love and
justice notwithstanding the punishments inflicted on the sinful nations around. As
regards the Canaanitish nations, their rooting out, so just otherwise, was plainly

necessary for the preservation of Israel's purity (ch. vii. 1—6).—J, O.

Vers. 12—20.

—

Distribution of territory. I. Conquered tekritort ib not to be
LEFT UNOCCUPIED. This is a sound principle. Has a vice been c<uu]uered?—replace

it by a contrary virtue. Has a soul been converted ?—set it to Christian work, lias

a new district or a portion of heathenism been won for Christ?—plant it with Chris-
tian agencies, industries, and institutions. Replace bad books by good ones; sinful

aumsements by such as are healthful
;
pernicious customs by pure forma of social life.

Unoccupied territory will soon fall back into the hands of the enemy.
II. Conquered territory is to be wisely distributed. The distribution of the

conquered districts suggests to us how, in the occupation of the fields of service which
God gives her, the Church should study order, peace, and the attainment of the higher
ends of possession, by wise arrangements. There should be no clashing or confusion
of spheres in the kingdom of Christ. We have illustrations of the violation of this

rule in the occupation of limited districts by a great number of rival Churches, often
working in antagonism to each other; in the appointment of individuals to posts for

which they are unsuited ; in the confusion arising from work( rs not knowing their

own departments of service, or not keeping to it whea known. Whereas here: 1. Each
had his portion carefully defined. 2. l!esi)ect was had to the talents and callinys of

those who were to occupy. " A place for cattle," " much cattle " (Numb, xxxii. I

;

cf. ver. 19). 3. Individuals hwl their own conquests secured to them (ver. 14). A
man's spiritual conquests are always secured to himself—his conquests over himself;
and they are his greatest jiossessions. True also of conquests for Christ in conversions

(1 Thess. ii. 19). Should be a principle recognized in the work of the Church.
III. Conquered territory is held on condition of assistance to others. (Vers.

18—21.) 1. Each branch of the Church is to assist the others. 2. It holds its

privileges on this condition. 3. The rest of all is needful to the i)erfect rest of any
(Heb. xi. 40).—J. 0.

Vers. 21, 22.

—

Encouragement. We notice : 1. Past mercies are a pledge of fntnre

ones. *' Thine eyes have seen," etc. 2. The past victories of the Church mirror her
future conquests. " So shall the Lord do," etc. 3. The conditions of success in spiritual

conflict are (1) fearlessness, (2) dependence on Divine aid. " Fear not," etc.—J. 0.

Vers. 23—29.— God's refusal of man's wishes. We have in this singularly pathetic
passage of the ])rivate history of Moses

—
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L An affectiko knthkatt. "I pray thee, let me go over, and see the good land,"

etc (vers. '1-i, '2'j). In tliis speaks: 1. The man. How hard to flesh and blood to be
cut off just then! To see tuo goodly land (ver. 27), but not to enter it. Yet not
in uncommon exjx>r:ence. Few things are more painful than to be removed when
just on the verge of some great success; when the hopes of a lifetime seem just about
to be realized; when some great cause with whicli wears identified is on the eve of

final victory. 2. The patriot. There never beat in human breast a more patriotic

heart than that of Moses, and it was supremely hard to step aside and commit the

leadership into other hands, when all his wishes for his nation were so nearly ful-

filled. It was Israel's triumph, not his own, he wished to celebrate. 3. The saint.

For Moses' deepest longing in the matter after all was to see God glorified—to witness

his greatness and his mighty hand (ver. 24). No man had ever seen as much ol

God's greatness and ghny as he had, but what he had seen only whetted his desire

til see more. It is alu-.tys thus with saintly natures. The thirst for the manifestation

of God increases with the gratification of it (Ps. Ixiii. 1—6; cL Exod. xxxiiL 18—20).
" Father, glorify thy name" (John xii. 28).

II. A DECISIVE REFUSAL. 1. The cause of it. "Wrotb with me for your sakes"
(ver. 2()). How painful to feel that misconduct of ours has invtdved any (J) in sin,

(2) in penalty, (3) in disapj^ointment 1 2. Th e se2;e/-i7^ of it. It seems a great punish-

ment for a not very great otrence. Yet how often do we find that one false step, "one
pause in seli'-rontrol," entuils on the individual irretrievable loss! God could not

allow the sin of one who stood in so close and personal relation to him to pass without

putting on it the stamp of his severe displeasure. 3. The irreversibility of it. He
who had succeeded so often in saving Isiael by his powerful inteicession, fails in his

intercession for himself. " Let it suffice thee ; speak no more imto me of this matter"
(ver. 26). Moses, the mediator and representative of the Law, must, when he sins,

undergo its severity. In a case so typical, a reveisal of the sentence would have shaken

faith in all God's threatenings. He interceded for others, but there was no second

Moses to intercede for him. Those who live nearest to God, and are most honoured

liy him, must expect to be treated uith exceittioual strictness for their faults; as a

lather is more particular about the morals of his own son than about those of servants

and aliens.

IIL A PARTIAL coMrEN'SATiON. It was given him : 1. To see the goodly land (ver.

27). Even this he must have lelt to be a great boon, and how his eyes, supernaturally

strengthened, must have drunk in the precious vision! How many toilers have to

leave the world in this fnime of mind—getting glimpses of a future they do not live

to inherit! 2. To know tJMt his successor was ready (ver. 28). There are few sights

more suggestive of magnanimity than Moses meekly surrendering his own dearest

wishes, and heli>ing to prepare Joshua for the work which he coveted so much to do

himself. It may be felt by us that there was kindness as well as severity in the

arrangement wiich gave Israel a new leader. "The conquest of Canaan—a most

colossal work—demanded fresh, youthful powers " (Onsterzee). The work of Moses

was indeed done on earth, and he had to pass away to make room for instruments

better fitted to do the work of the new age.

Conclusion. In this refusal see (1) God's severity, (2) God's kindness. For in

addition to the point just mentioned, w£. can see how, from his temporal loss, Moses

reajied a great spiritual gain—the perfecting of his will in its choice of God as its

exclusive portion, and in entire acquiescence in Divine arrangements. This grcii;

renunciation was the last sacrifice asked of him, and he rose to the heroic height o.

making it,—J. 0.

Yen. 1

—

n.— TJie destruction of Og, King of Bashan. We have here an account o/

another conquest, for which the victory over Sihon, King of tlie Amoritcs, prepared the

people. Bashan was "called the land of the giants" (ver. 13), and Og, the king, was

manifestly the greatest of the giants—hence the particulars about his bedstead, as being

nine cubits long and four broad (ver. 11). In a rude age and counti y,/orcc was the

recognized ruler, and the biggest man in consequence wa,s chosen chief. It was living

and reigning by sense and siyht—the world's regular way. Here, then, let us observe

that—
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L Ths victory over Sihon, King of the Amorites, was a needfdl preparation
rOR THE MORE SERIOUS ENTERPRISE OF THE CONQUEST OF BaSIIAN. The Lord leads

l)is people, even in var, " Irom strength to strength." They try their swords upon

tlie Araontcs successfully before attempting to subdue the giants. Tiiey get a taste of

succcsslul war before they are asked to undertake the greater and more serioua task

of exterminating the giants of Bashan.

And so it is in fighting the good fight of faith. One little victory over an easily

besetting sin gives nerve for a greater task. The muscles of the soul grow strong

through exercise, and greater victoriis are gained. Faithfulness in the little conducts

to faithfulness in that which is much (Luke xvi. 10).

IL The giants by thkiu onwalled towns proved their intense feeling of
SECURITY. They had their stronghoMs, no doubt, as " the giant cities of Bashan " still

attest. But they had " unvvalled towns a great many " (ver. 5). It is evident from
this tliat their s-ense of {icrsonal security was intense. They confided in their size and
powers. They imagined no one would have the temerity to attack thera. It was the

contrast to "assurance of faith "—what we minht call " the assurance of sense."

And this characterizes the enemies of God's people more or less always. Self-

confidence is the source of tlieir power and of their misfortune in the end. It is an
easy victory eventually which the Lord's people, who have learned to have " no
confidence in the flesh" (Phil. iii. 3), obtain over their self-confident foes.

III. The victory over the giants was complete, amounting to an exter-
mination. " And we utterly destroyed them, as we did unto Sihon, King of Heshbon,
utterly destroying the men, women, and children, of every city" (ver. G). This was
absolutely necessary, as well as hy the giants deserved. Had such foes been spared in

the rear of the invasion, the Israelites would have had no sense of security. It was
impossible to "mask tliese fortresses,'* as great armies can sometimes afibrd to do in

modern warfare. It was better to exterminate these toes. They did so as the servants

of God. His command was their warrant, and made their act defensible on moral as

well as strategic grounds.

And the victory God gives his people over their sins and foes is at last complete.
IV. The allotment of Bashan and the lands on this side Jordan gave

the invaders of Canaan an important base of operations. No longer would
thev be, like Sherman in his advance through Savannah, marching on without a base.

God gave them in Baslian the leverage they needed. Here they quartered the non-
combatants till the l.ind over Jnrdan was won.
And so is it in the spiritual life. Out of one conquest future conquests are organized.

We go forward in God's guidance along a safe path to perfect victory.—R. M. E.

Vers. IR—20.

—

The pioneers of the invasion of Palestine. Here the Eeubenites,

Gadites, and Manassites are diiccicd to "intern " their wives, little ones, and cattle in

the cities of Bashan, which were now literally free from the race of the giants, and
then to go armed across the Jordan before their fellows, the van of the invading host.

These pioneers become thus the least encumbered of the invaders. Their non-
comhatants are safe in the eiiies of Bashan, their cattle are in good pastures, they may
go with easy minds and li.'ht hearts to the war. 'J'heir purpose in the invasion is not
selfish, but perfectly disinterested. They go to fight for their brethren, and to carve

out homes for them beyond the river.

We have here a Divine law, as it seems to us, of very practical application. To
sketch this let us notice

—

I. God gives rest and inheritance to individuals that they may interest
themselves in securing similar blkssings for otheus. Beginning with the lowest
inheritance, we would observe that, wlien God gives individuals riches, it is not that

they may be excused from public work, but enabled for it. A servant of God who
finds himself wealthy is not su] nmnuated, but supported for public ends. He is bound
to do all he can with and by his means.
But this law has a still happier spiritual Bide. When God blesses us with assurance

of salvation, it is that his way may be known on earth, and his saving health among
all nations (Ps. Ixvii. 1, 2). He makes us jieaceful and lia;)[)y in Christ that we may,
with unburdened spirits, seek the salvation of those around us.
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n. Assurance of salvation should therefore be sought by each of us on

fUBLic GROUNDS. It is not a personal matter only, but a pul)lic interest as well. The
world will be less benefited by us if we are constantly in doubt about personal salvation.

We are in such a case marchinc without a base. It is a risky kind of warfare.

Let us seek from God, on public grounds, the priceless blessing of assurance, and then

»ve shall be able to lose sight of self in seeking the common weal.

lU. Disinterestedness is the secret of successful warfare. The Reubenites

;ind their fellows in the van must have commanded the resjiect not only of those behind

'hem, but of the Canaanites with whom they had to contend. It was the first time,

-ince Abraham's rescue of Lot, that warriors had appeared from purely disinterested

aiotives in the field of battle.

And in matters spiritual it is the same. The ministry of Christ is, speaking generally,

an ill-paid profession. There is the less chance, then, of men entt-ring this service fc

I piece of biead. Disinterestedness is more likely to be the rule. With othei

(Jhristians it is the same. When people are compelled to recognize disinterestedness,

the chief part of the battle is won.

IV. The thought of havinq helped others to rest in the Lord enhances
'lUB OWN UEST IN HIM. The Reubcnitcs, etc., must iiave come back to their homes in

Hashan with <;reat satisfaction, 'i'hey felt that they had done a good, unselfish work

in the campaign. They were not fighting for their own hand, but for the welfare of

"thers. So in the spiritual warfare, when we become instruments in God's hand in

I ading others to rest in him, we find our rest deepened and made more glorioua. May
I c be the jcy of many !—K. M. E.

Vers. 21—29.

—

Moses' longing to enter the promised land refused. The two conquest.-

ver Sihon and over Og had filled Moses with a sense of God's matchless power. With
I warrior's instinct—for he had had a warrior's training, it is believed, in Kgypt, in his

^'outh—he saw in this first portion of the fight the assurance of a glorious invasion.

I le longed to be at its head, and to see the land which God had promised fiCtually won.

Will he not get complete the work he has been instrumental in beginning? He
pleaded with God for it, but all he gets is a Pisgah-view; he is denied an entrance into

he land.

I. It was natural for ^Ioses to long for the completion of his work. The
i']xodus was Lis special work. All else in his life was preiiaratoiy to this. But the

l']xodus was to be finished in the invasion of Canaan and the settlement of the peopi.'

there. Moses is now so interested in the work which he has had on hand for forty

years that he is loth to leave it.

So with God's servants often. They form plans, plans manifestly Divine, and they

ong to complete them. But God does not respond always to these very natural desires

Public work is attempted—literary work—but the sowing and the reaping are often

separated. One soweth, another reapeth.

II. It IS A GREAT PRIVILEGE TO BE ALLOWED TO ENCOURAGE THOSE COMING AFTER

US. Closes is directed to encourage Joshua. This is sometiiing done towards suc-

cessful invasion. An encouraged Joshua may do better than an ever-present Moses.

And the privilege of encouragement is ureatly prized. Joshua receives all from Moses

chat son could receive from father, that a leader could receive from his superior and

guide (vers. 21, 22).

And our successors should be encouraged by us all we can, as one of life's last anJ

best privileges.

III. A I'lSGAH-VIEW IS FITTING COMPENSATION, BACKED UP AS IT WAS BY SPECIAL

CARE. Moses saw the land at last, and died with God, reserved by the All-wise fur an

entrance into Canaan at the transfiguration of Christ. The view from Pisgah was

grand, but the view on Hermon was grander. His entrance of the land with Elijah in

glory was grander than an entrance at the head of the hosts of Israel.

And these views from Pisgah may still be ours if we seek the appointed mountain-

top of God. He calls us to mountnin-tops of prayer and meditation, and shows us

wondrous glimpses of his glory and his promises. To be with him there is compensa-

tion for much disappointment.

rV. A FAITHFUL SON MAY F.XPr.lUENCE A FATHER'S DESERVED WRATH Mosey
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admits that God was wroth with liira, and states the reason. It is well to recognize-

that deserved wrath and chastisement may coexist with profound and tender love.

Moses was well beloved, even though excluded from the land of promise. God gave

him paradise instead of Cauaan.—£L M. E.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IV.

Yen. 1—40.

—

Adjionitions and exhor-

tations. Moses, having presented to the

people certain facts in their receut history

which had in them a specially animating

and encouraging tendency, iiroceeds to direct

his discourse to the inculcation of duties

and exhortations to obedience to the Divine

enactments. This portion also of his

address is of an introductory character as

woU as what precedes.

Vers. 1—8.

—

Exhortation to the observance

of tlie Law generally. The Law was to be

kept as a complete whole ; nothing was to

be taken from it or added to it ; it com-

prised the commandments of Jehovah, and

iherefore they were not only to do it as

wihat i^Ioses, their leader and lawgiver, had

enjoined, but to keep it as a sacred dej)osit,

not to be altered or tampered with, and to

observe it as what God their Sovereign had

enacted for them. The dignity and worth

of the Law are here asserted, and al-o its

ctimpleteuess as given by Moses. Any
addition to it, no less than any subtraction

from it, would mar its integrity and atTect

its perfection. Altered circumstances in

process of time might, indeed, lead to the

desuetude of some parts of the Mosaic en-

actments, and new institutions or laws

might be required to meet a new condition

of things, or even in that new condition to

fence and sustain the primitive code; but

that code was to remain intact in the

Statute-Book, and no alterations were to be

made upon it that should aft\ct its substance

or nullify any of its principles. New laws

and institutions appointed by God would,

of course, have the same authority as tliose

originally ordained by Moses ; and such,

it can hardly be doubted, were in point of

fact under the Hebrew monarchy introduced

by the prophets speaking in the name of

God. The Law, nevertheless, was kept

substantially entire. Even uuder the new

dispensation,the Law has not been abolished

Christ, as he himself declared, came not tn

destroy the Law and the propliets, but to

fulfil them (Matt. v. 17). The sin of the

Pharisees, for which they were censured by

our Lord, lay in this, that they taught for

doctrines the commandments of men (Matt.

XV. 9), and had " made the cumuiandments
of God of none effect by their traditions

"

(Matt. XV. 6).

Vers. 1, 2—Now therefore; rather And
now. With this Closes passes from referring
to what God had done for Israel toadiuonish
Israel as to what they had to do as the
subjects of God and the recipients of his
favour. They were to give heed to all tlif

statutes and judgments which Moses, as the
servant of God, had taught them, in order
that they might do thsm Statutes c-^rr-i},

the things prescribed or enacted by law.
whether moral, ritual, or eivi;,- judgments
(^D-j^-;), rights, whetlier publie or private,

all that each could claim as his due, and
all he was bound to render to (^od or to his
fellow-men as their due. These two com
prehend the whole Law us bindiug on
Israel. On the doing of these by the pefijile

depended life; these had been maile kuown
to them, not merely for their information,
but specifically that they miglit do them,
and thereby have lite; not long life in the
promised laud alone, though this also is in-

cluded (ver. 40 ; ch. v. 33 ; vi. 2, etc ), but tlial

higher life, that life wl-ich man lives "by
every word that proceed, th out of the mouth
of the Lord" (ch. \iii. 3; cf. Lev xviii. ."S;

Ezek. XX. 11 ; Matt. iv. 4), tljat spiritual hfe
which is in God's lUvour (I's. xxx. 5;. En-
joying this life as the fruit of obedieuce,
they should also possess as tlieir inheritance
the land promised to their fathers.

Vers. 3, 4.—The people had had personal
experience of (he danger, on the one hand,
of transgressing, and the benefit, on tht

other, of keeping God's Law ; they had seei'

how those who sinned in worshipping Baal-
peor were destroyed (Numb. xxv. 3, i)), whilst
those who remained faithful to the Lord
were kept alive. This experience the
peoi)le had had only lately before, so that
a reference to it would be all the more
impressive. Baal-peor, the idol whose eultun
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\va» observed at Peor. Baal (Bal, Be' el,

Bel, Lord) was the common name of the

Bupreme deity among the northern of the

Semitic-speaking people, the Canaaniics,

the Phoenicians, the Aramreans, and the

Assyrians. There were thus many Baals.

Followed: walked aflvr ; a common Biblical

expression for religious adherence and ser-

vice (cf. Jer. viii. 2; ix. H; and with a
diflerent formula. Numb, xxxii. 12; Deut. i.

36; Josh. xiv. 8; Judg. ii. 12, etc.). Ye
that did cleave unto Jehovah your God. " To
cleave unto one " is expre.-sive of the closest,

most intimate attachment and communion
(cf. Gen. ii. 24; I.-a. xiv. 1). The phrase is

frequently used of devotion to the service

and worship of the true God (cf. Deut. x. 20

;

Josh. xxii. 5 ; xxiii. 8 ; Acts ii. 2:^, etc.)

;

here it expresses the contrast between the

conduct of those who remained faitliful to

Jehovah and those who forsook him to wor-

ebip Baal. Are alive every one of you this

day. "Thus they that keep themselves
pure in general defectinns. are saved from
the com i; on destruction (Ezek. ix. 4—6; 2
Tim ii. 19; Rev. n. 4)" (Ainsworth).

Vers. 5, 6.—The institutes of Mo.«cs were
the commandnients of Jehovah, and there-

fore obedience to them was imperative By
this was conditioned the enjoyment by
Israel of the promi.-:ed land ; and this would
be tlieir wisdom and understanding in the

sight of the natiins; to themselves it would
be life, and to the nations it would convey
an impression of their being the depositories

of trtie wisdom and knowledge, so that they
should be constrained to say, Surely a
wise and understanding people is this great

nadon. " The fruit of the lighteous is a

tree of life; and he that is wise winneth
Bouls" (Prov. xi. 30). God's statutes make
wise the simple (P.s. xix. 8; cxix. 98, 99);
and they who are thus maile wise attract

the attention of others by the fame of their

wisdom. Thus the Queen of tSheba heard
in her distant country of the wi.<dom of

Ir^olomon, and c ime to him to commune with
him of all that was in her heart (1 Kings x.

1, etc.); and many throughout the ages who
were seeking after truth amoug the heathen,
were drawn to Israel by seeing how with
tiiem was the true knowledge of Cod.
Israel was thus exalted because God was
nigh to them, leady to hear their cry and
tn give them what theyneeced; which none
of the gods of the nations were or could be
to their votaries; and because, in the Law
which God had given them, they had such
instruction and direction as no iisalhen

nation possessed.

Vers. 7, 8.—Translate, For what great

ration is there that hath goch Ihat draw near
fo it, a$ Jehov'h our (lod irheuever ire call

•ntmi himi And ichat (jrtat uuiion ix there

that hath righteous statutes and ordinaneet
Wee this ichole Law tchich lam giving bffora

you thin dayl (comp. ch. xxxiii. 29; Ps.

xxxiv. 17—20; cxlv. 18; 1 Sam. xiv. 36;
1 Kings xviii. 26—2H, 37; Jas. iv. 8).
" True right has its roots in God ; and with
the ob.scuation of the knowledge of God,
law and right, wiih their divinely estab-

lished foiuulations, are also shaken and
obscured (cf. Rom. i. 26—32) "

, Keil).

Vers. 9— 14.—The possession of the oracles

of God by Israel wai a benefit to them only

as these were kert in mind and reverently

obeyed. Therf^-bre they were to take heed

and diligently beware of forgetting the

circumstances under which the Law had

been received at Horeb. God had then

comman led the people to be gathered to-

gether, so that they stood before the Lord,

were in his manifested presence, and were

made to hear his voice speaking to them
from amidst the fire and the clouds that

covered the mount. They had thus actual

evidence and guarantee that the Law they

had received was Divine; and this they

were to keep in mind as long as they lived,

and to communicate to their children in all

coming time, that so they might fear the

Lord ; for on this rested tliat covenant

which God had made with Israel, and which

they were to keep as the condition of their

continuing to enjoy privilege and life.

Ver. 9.—Keep thy eoul diligently ; i.e. Be
very careful to preserve thy life (cf. Job ii. 6

;

Prov. xiii. 3; xvi. 17; xix. 16; in all which
passages the same formula is used as here).

The Hebrew (:^•D3) means primarily breath,

then vital principle, natural life (anima),
then soul life, the soul or mind (animus).
The forgetting of the wonders they had seen
would lead to their forgetting God, and so

to their departing from him, and this would
niar and ultimately destroy their life (cf.

Josh, xxiii. 11—16). The things which thine

eyes have seen (set I'xod. xix. 10, etc.).

Ver. 10.—Specially the day. The word
"specially," introduced by tlie translators

into the Authorized Version, is a needless

interpolation. With this verse begins a

new sentence, wiiich is continued in ver.

11 on to the enc^ of ver. 13. Render, On
a < day [i.e. at tL'- time, the DV is an iid-

vcrbiai accusativ j when ye stood before

Jehovah your Goc in Horeb, . . . when ye

came ne'tr and stooi\ . . . then Jehovah spakt

to you, etc.

Ver. 11.—The mouutain burned with firs

unto tHe mi-^.^t funto tlie heart] of heaven;
i.e. up to the Vciy skies; a rhctoriciil de-
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scriptioa of the mighty pillar of fire that
bliizeil on Sinai, and betokciu d the presence
of him wiioso synihol is fire. With dark-
ness, clouds [clond], and thick darkness;
underneath tlie fire was a cloud of deep
darkncs.s, out of wliicli it blazed, the " tldck
cloud" of Kxod. xix. 9, Itj, and the "smoke"
out of which the liglitnings flashed, and
over which the glory of the I.ord, like de-
vouring fire, rested on the top of the moun-
tain (Exod. xix. IS; xx. 18; xxiv. 16, 17).

Ver. 12.—On this occa.-ion the people
heard the voice of the words, but saw no
similitude; there was no f^rm or sLapn
apparent to the eye. No man can see Gi.d's

face (Exnd. xxxiii. 20, 2:!); "no man hath
seen God at any time" (John i. IS); and
tliough the nobles or elders of Lsrael who
went up with Moses into tiie mount are
said to have seen GoJ, it is evident th'^t

what they saw was only some lumi,>j/'.8

manifestation of his glory, and not a 'urm
or shape of which a siuiilitiide could bo
made (Exod. xxiv. 9— 17). Even IMoses,

with whom God said that he would speak
inouth to month, and who should behold the
.-imilitude of God (N'vmb. xii. 8 , was told

that he corJd not set nis fuce, his es.'-ential

personality, but only Ins li.ck, the reflection

of his glory (Exod. xxxiii. IS— 23).

Ver. 13.—His covenant; God's gracious
cngagenieiit with Israel fiu' their go id, and
by which tliey were bound to observe all his

commandments. God declared tiiis at Sinai

when he uttered the ten coniniandments
(words, on^n), "the words of tlie covenant,

the ten words" (Exod. xsxiv. 2S), which he
ufterward.s gave to Moses on two tables of

rtone, wiittea with the finger of God (l^xnd.

.'ixiv. 12; xxxi. 18). Besides these, tliere

were other statutes and ordinances which
Moses was conmiaiided to teach the people,

and whicl), with them, cnmpri.sed tho Law
given at Sinai (see Exod. xxi. and following
chapters).

Vers. 15—20.—As the people had seen

no form or figure when God spake to them,

80 they were to beware for their very lives

Tcf. ver. 9) of acting corruptly by inal, iag any
kind of image, whether of man or of beast,

for the purpose of worshipping God as repre-

sented by it; they were also to beware of

being so attracted by the splendour of the

heavenly bodies as to be forcibly seduced to

worship them and ofTer them religious ser-

vice. They were not in this respect to imi-

tate the heathen; for God, who had delivered

them out of the furnace of Egyptian
bondage, had taken them for himself to be
his special possession ; and therefore they

were to take lieed not to fori: l the covenant

of Jehovah their God, nor to ofTend him by
raa'cing any image or representation of him
as the object of worship. Among the hea-
then, and especially in Egypt, images were
the very pillar and support of religion; but
in Israel, as God had revealed himself to

theni without form, it was as a spirit he was
to be wor^^hippcd, and not under any out-

ward repiesentation.

Ver. 16.—Graven image (hcz), carved
work or sculpture, whether of wood, or

metal, or stono—the similitude of any figure

— the foim of any idol (?rD^ form, statue,

idol)—the likeness—figure (n>j3n, a build-

ing, a model, a form, or figure)—of male or
female—ia apposition to graven image, and
illustrat' re of it.

Ver? 17, IS.—The likeness—the figure—
of any beast, etc. A waruing against the
animal-worship of E;,'ypt.

Ver. 19.—Lest thou lift up thine eyes unto
heaven, etc. The worship of the heavenly
bodies, especially star worsiiiii, prevaihd
among the t'anaanites and many of the
Semitic tribes, but vas not confined to

them; tho Egyptiaiis also reverenced the
sun as Ra, the moon as Isis, and the stars

as the symbols of deities. Tho Israelites

were thus, both from pa-.t associations and
from what they miglit encounter in Canaan,
exposed to the danger of being seduced into
idolatry. Shouldest be driven : shouldest be

urged on, drawn, or constnthud (cf. ch. xiii.

i;;). Which the Lord thy God hath divided
unto all nations under the whole heaven.

God had allotted (pSn) to all mankind the

heavenly bodies for their advantage (Gen. i.

14—18; Ps. civ. 19; Jer. xxxi. 36); it was,
therv fore, not competent for any one nation to

seek to appropriate them as specially theiis,

and it was absurd for any to oiler religious

service to objects intended for the service of

man. Targum: Winch the Lord thy God
prejHired for all pcojiles under heaven ;

Vulgate: Qiice creavit Jiom.nus Deus tuus in

minislerinm ciinctis gcntihus. This seem-
better than the interpretation that God had
"allotted them for worshij', i.e. had per-

mitted them [tlie nations] to choose them
as the objects of their worship " (Keil, etc.);

for: 1. There is no distinction here between
the Hebrews and the other nations of the

earth; "all nations" includes them as weJ'.

as the heathen. 2. Though God |
ermitted

the heathen to worship the heavenly bodies,

he never allotted these to men in order that

they might worship them. " It notelh God's

bounty in giving all people the use of th< se

creatures, and the base mind of man to

worship such things as are given for ser-

vants unto men" (Ainsworth).
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Ver. 20.—Iron furnace—furnace for Bmelt-

ing iron :
" figure of burning torment in

Egypt" (Herxheiiner). This reference to

the tmelting of iron shows that, though the

iuijilementB of the ancient Egyptians were
mostly of copper, iron must also have been
in extensive use among them. Other refer-

ences to the use of iron are to be found in

the Pentateuch ; see Gen. iv. 22 ; Lev. xxvi.

Ii>; Numb. xxxv. 16; ch. iii. 11; viii. 9;

\ix. 5; xxvii. 5 (Goguet, ' Origine des

I .ois,' i. 172 ; Wilkinson, ' Ancient Egypt,'

i. 169; ii. 15V). To be unto him a people,

etc. (cf. Exod. xix. 4—6; ch. vii. 6).

Vers. 21—24.—Moses, after again referring

to his being not permitted to enter Canaan,

takes occasion anew to warn the people

against forgetting the covenant of Jeliovah

and maldng any image of God, seeing he

is a jealous God, and a consuming fire.

Ver. 21.—The Lord was angry with me . . .

and Bware, etc. Neither in Numb. xx. 12,

nor in Numb, xxvii. 12—14, is there any
mentiun of God's having svmrn that Moses
should not enter Canaan with the people;

but it is absurd to suppose, as some have
done, that the writer here has confounded
this with what is recorded in Numb. xiv.

21, 28,—that is inconceivable ; and it cer-

tainly does not follow, because no mention
is made in Numbers of God's haring sworn,

that he did not swear un this occasion ; if

he confirmed with an oath his decree that

the generation that rebelled at K&desh
should not enter Canaan, the probability

exirely is that he would do the same when
he announced to Moses the decree that he
.'i! Hild not conduct Israel into the promised
laud. " It is perfectly obvious, from ch. iii.

23, sqq., that all the detidls are not given in

the historical account of the event referred

to"(Keil).
Ver. 23.—A graven image, or the likeness

of any thing, etc.—literally, a graven (sculp-

ture' 1) tmaj/e r/ a /orm of nil that Jehovah
thy God hath commanded thee ; «.c. not to

make (cf. ch. 16—18 and ii. 37).

Ver. 24.—A consuming fire. When God
spoke to Israel at Sinai, his glory appeared
" like devouring (consuming) fire on the top

of the mount" (Exod. xxiv. 17); and in

allusion to this Moses here calls God " a con-

suming fire." He is so to all his enemies,
and to all who disobey him ; by severe

inflietions he will punish, and, if they per-

sist in their hostility and rebellion, will

ultimately destroy them (comp. ch. ix. 3;
Isa. X. 16—18; Amos v. 6; Zeph. L 18;
Heb. xii. 29). A jealous God; LXX., 0ebj

CriXaiTTis- God has a burning zeal for hia

own glory ; he guards it with jealous care

;

and he will not spare those who do him
dishonour, especially those who are guilty

of idolatry, whereby they " change the truth

of God into a lie " ;Rom. i. 25; cf. Exod. xx.

5; ch. vi. 14, 15; xxxii. IH, etc.; Ps. Ixxviii.

58, etc. ; Nah. i. 2). lie is jealous also over

his people, because he loves them, and will

not endure any rival in their affection and
devotion.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1

—

i.—Life and prosperity dependent on obedience to God. In this paragraph
Moses indicates, by the word " therefore," the purpose he has had in the review in

which he had been indul;j;ing. It was not for the mere rehearsal's sake that the varied
incidents in Israel's career were thus recalled to memory, but to stimulate the people
anew to obedience, by reminding them how strong was the reason for it, and how great
would be the blessedness of it. It was then, as it is now, " godliness is profitable for

all things
;

" and though that would be a low standard of virtue attained by a man
who served God merely for what he could get by it, yet, on the other hand, t/ no
good came of it, the reason for it would certainly be seriously afiected in the influence

it had on a man. There is a mean and selfish form of utilitarianism. But if, when a man
contends for utility as the foundation of virtue, he means by utility " a tendency to pro-

mote the highest good, on the largest scale, for the longest period," there is nothing
selfish or mean about the theory then, whether we accept it as sound philosophy or no.

And it is certain that our Lord Jesus Christ meant considerations of profit to weigh
with men (see Matt. xvi. 25, 26). Observe

—

I. God's btatcteb and judgments arb the best mobal and bpiritual furnitubr
WITH WHICH a people CAN BE ENRICHED. The word " statutes " includes " the moral
commandments and statutory covenant laws." " Judgments " are precepts enjoining
what is due from men to manor to God. Sometimes we get the word "command-
ments," including both the former; at other times we have the word "testimonies,"
in which duty is looked at as that concerning which Gud bears testimony to man.
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Now, men will rise or fall according as the moral nature is cultured or neglected.
And it is because the Divine precepts constitute a directory for our highest selves
tliat they are so invaluable to us. Doubtless, to some extent, the Law of God is still

graven in tlie hearts and consciences of men ; and if men were ]ierfect, the Law written
on the heart would be clear enough. But as men neglect God's Law, they come to fail

in discerning it. The characters written inwardly are more and more faint, and, lest

it should cease from nmong men, our God has had bis will graciously recorded in a Book,
our constant standard of appeal, our unvarying directory of right

!

II. These srATUTE:s and judgmknts are to be preserved ixtact. "Ye shall
not add unto the word which 1 command you, neither shall ye diminisli ouglit from it."

The manifestation of the tendency of men to do one or the other, yea both, is one of.

the saddest chapters in human history (see Homily on ch. xii. 32). (Cf. Jer. xxvi. 2
;

Prov. XXX. 6; Kev. xxii. 18, 19; Matt. v. 19; xv. 1—13.) Scepticism violates (iod's
Law by subtracting from it ; superstition, by adding to it. Our appeal must ever be
•' to tlie Law and to the testimony," and the appeal will only be valid, nay, will only be
possible, as both are preserved intact and kept tree from the tampering of men.

III. They are to be pkesebved in theib entirety, in order that they mat be
obeyed in their ENTiBicTY. Hearken, for to do them (see John xiii. 17 ; Jas. i. 22).
A mere reverence for the letter, without obedience to the spirit, is displeasing to God.
Jesus Christ complained of this among the Jews (John v. o8—40). A written law,
honoured as to its preservation, but yet neglected in life, is a silent witness against us
(John V. 45). Men may rest in having the oracles of God, and may cherish even up
to the last, vain hopes of acceptance on the ground of privilege, but they will be unce-
ceived CMatt. vii. 21—27). OlJedience to the Law of God includes the two great duties

of trust in a great salvation and loyalty to moral precepts. No man was allowed lo

trifle with the sacrificial code any more than with the ethical : both formed parts of the
Law ; both were to be observed with equal exactitude.

IV. Obedience to the Law would be fob Israel's weal, and was the condition
OF their continuance in the land. Ver. 1, "That ye may live," etc. The word
" life " is very far from being a mere synonym for "existence." It is equivalent to
*^ healthful existence," a state of being in which all his powers and functions are in har-
monious exercise, and directed to their proper objects and ends. Nor can any one doubt
that obedience to the laws of God has a tendency to promote true comfort and success

in this life, while it is certainly the truest, yea, the only, preparation for the next.

Besides, the blessing of God is promised to the obedient. If a man's life accords with
the laws of God, he will find out how conducive obedience is to good. But if he
"strives with his Maker," his life-course will bristle up with prickles everywhere.

V. As we look round, we may see sad examples of the reverse, from whch we
MAY TAKE WARNING. (See the sad history of Baal-peor, referred to in ver. 3.) Surely
we should take warning from that, and from too many similar instances. The pre-

valence of lust will be destructive ot life's beauty, peace, power, and hope.

VI. The experience of the peace and joy, attendant upon a life of loyalty
TO God, is a strong argument for continuance therein. Ver. 4, "Ye that did

cleave unto the Lord your (lod are alive every one of you this day." What would the
victims of lust and greed and passion give if they could but have the calm peacefulness

of one who follows the Lord fully ! But that cannot be. The test of a life for God is

God's own seal to its worth in his eye (cf. Ps. xci.) ; while (^ccet. par.) long life is en-

sured by the healthy state of body which a righteous life induces. And the hope

—

the good hope throuyh grace—which gilds the outluok, oh, the unutterable joy

of that

!

In conclusion. 1. It is just as imperative, in a Christian point of view, for us to

combine obedience to the sacrificial and ethical law of the gospel, as it was for the

Hebrews to obey both parts of their Law. No outside virtues performed in a legal,

self-righteous spirit will save us. Nor will any trust in the sacrifice of Christ, apart

from holiness, be accepted. Both faith in Christ and holy living, form inseparable pans
of a true obedience to God. 2. The rich fulness of peace which those enjoy who trust,

love, and obey, is far greater under the gospel than it could have been under the Law
of Jloses, because, in Christ, the revelation of Divine love is so much clearer, and the

" blessed hope" is so much brighter. Christ gives us a rest in himself, and the life h*"
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quickens and sustains in believers is a restful life (see Jlom. v. 1—11 ; Phil. iv. 4—7).

"Though now we see him not, yet believing, we rejoice with joy unspeakable and full

of glory." This is life indeed

!

Vers. 5—9.

—

National greatness dependent on dbsdience to Qod. In these rerses we

have a continuation of the address of Moses to the people. He had i.reviously

reiiiiiided them of incidents which had occurred. He here points out to them the

advantageous position tliey are privileged to occupy, and shows them how to maintain

and perpetuate it. He reminds them of the foUowiuj; points ;—1. That theirs was the

very special privilege of having God nigli uuto them as the Lord their God (see also

vers. 32—34). 2. That they would occupy a prominent place among the nations

rouiid about (cf. Exod. ix. 16; xv. 14; Numb. xiv. 13—21; eh. xxviii, 10). 3.

That the corner-stone of their national life and honour was the worship of God and

the practice of righteousness. Their " statutes and judgments " were characterized by

this special mark—they were righteous above those of any other nation^ (ver. 8). 4.

That the carrying out into action of tiiese precepts was their only wise course (ver. 6).

5. That such wisdom would be their true greatness, and such greatness would win

them regard and honour from surrounding peojjles (ver. 6). [This was actually the

case to a very large extent. Our space wdl not allow us even to touch on the matter

here ; but careful research will show the student how Israel's greatness has manifested

itself in the influence exerted by them in modifying the religion, philosophj', litera-

ture, politics, institutions, and moral judgments of the world. First, among the

Egyptians, Canaauites, and Phoenicians; and then among the Assyrians, Persians,

Greeks, and Romans. See Wines, Gale, IStillingfleet, and others.] 6. That it behoves

them to "keep and do" these precepts, to retain them in their heart, to hand them

down to their children, and to take constant care of themselves. In turning all this

to pulpit use for modern times, observe

—

I. There are certain puixciples, the application of which will secure the

TRUE GREATNESS OF A PEOPLE. It is becoming to a true patriot to think of his country

as beiuL: renowned among the nations of the earth. Jehovah evidently meant the

1 leople to be moved by such an ambition. It is far more healthful to direct natural desires

into a right channel than to try to suppress them. Let a man cherish the most fervent

wish to see his country unsurpassed among the people. God promises this as the result

of his blessing. Thou shalt be " the head, and not the tail." But observe : No con-

spicuousness is so much to be desired as t-iat arisingfrom tvisdom and understanding.

Tlie prominence which arises from moral influence is that alone which is worth

striving after. Any influence by which we help to lift up other nations in virtue and

power, is worth infinitely more than that which comes of martial valour, or diplomatic

tactics, or such supremacy over a people as shall simply make them stand amazed at

the length of our purse, or the precision and deadly fiie of our arms. To be known
as the wisest people, so that others seek in friendly emulation to learn from us—this

is an eminence any patriot well may desire for the land he loves. But observe: This

will depend on the amount of moral culture in a people, i.e. on the degree of clearness

with which a pe<iple see what is right, on the measure of force they put forth in the

pursuit of it, and on the firmness with which they insist on the right being paramount

to any considerations of power, expediency, or gain. " The throne shall be established

in righteousness." " Righteousness exalteth a nation ; but sin is a reproach to any

people." Not only in the individual, the lamilj', and the social life must righteousness

be the chief corner-stone of a common weal, but in those acts in which a man has to

1-lay the part of a citizen, and in which a nation has to do with other nations. Right-

eousness may not be eliminated from politics, nor may it play a subordinate part.

Universal, eternal, unchangeable, are the laws of righteousness, and by whomsoever
they are violated—by individuals, families, Churches, or nations—such violation will

surely be followed by remorse and shame. T/ie truest form of morat culture is loyaltij

to the Divine Being and his commands. No nation ever has or ever can thrive without the

recognition of a Great Supreme. It is only the fool, the " nabal" the withered one, whc

' Should the diflSculty here suggest itself, whether the command to exterminate thff

Ofinaanitee w»8 riglit, see the iuggtstions in Homily on cli. i. 1—8, by way of reply
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Bays there is no God. And no nation which ignores the duty of loyalty to God will ever bo
great. But then in the liook, as the worll's grandest moral text-boolc, there are statutes,
precepts, testimonies, jud^iacits, for the r^i^iilttion of life, both individually and
collectively. The appeal of ver. 8 is still valid, " What nation is there . . . that hath
statutes and jud'j;mcnts so righteous as a\\ this Law, which I set before you tliis day?"
We know how the Law may be summed up: " All the Law is fulfilled in one word even
in this: Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy<oIf. Love worketh no ill to his
neighbour; therefore love is the fullilli/; of the Law." And this principle of love to all,

carried out in loyalty to Gud, wilt ensure that greatness whtcJi is most worth having.
The Egyptians were at onetime rfuowued for leaning, the Phoenicians for iheir com-
merce; tiie men of liaslian for their giant strength; Greece for its pliilosophy; Home
fur her "impcrium et liliertas." Their sway has gone. 13ut the Hebrew race, by
whom first and alone this law of love was proclaimed as the one guiding jirinciple of a
nation's life, is living in its literature the grandest of all lives, and swaying, with the
sceptre of its o?ie I'tr/ect Man, men of different nations, tribes, and tongues in every
quarter of the globe. Yes, this one law of love has given to the Hebrew race a
greatness it will never lose. The brightest streaks of light on the globe now are to be
discerned only where the law of love is known and obeyed; that law given by Moses
brought in by Jesus Christ. And in proportion as nations follow and act out this law,
will they attain to the only greatness on which heaven smiles. "The world passeth
away and the lusts thereof; but he that doeth the will of God abideth for ever." This
righteousness is in itself an armour of light—a nation's best defence. For on "the
righteous nation which kcepeth the truth" will G< d's blessing rest, and, next to the
Divine blessing, the good will of the nations is our surest and happiest guard.
IL Heue is an appeal to the people as individuals to take heed to these

PRiKciPLEs. The appeal is fourfold in this paragraph. 1. " J\eep therefore and do them."
There is as much obedience to God in the nation as is rendered to him by individual
souls, and no more. Hence it is the part of the true patriot who desires his nation's
greatness to see that he is living the life which will help to make tlie nation great.
'A. This is not to be superficial work, but the Law is to be in the heart. Not an acci-

dental, surface life, but an intelligent and designed direction of the inner and outer Ufe
according to God's ways and Word. 3. This law of righteousness, truth, and love is

to be handed duicn from sire to son, and so on to generation after generation. 'J'he

parent is to be the true de^wsitor, conservator, teacher, and transmitter of God's Law.
He is to live after he has gone in the truth he has taught, and, when he is dead, his
speech is to be mouhiiiig the young hearts of a nation. 4. Each one is to put a careful
guard around himself, lest any of the baneful influences around him should destroy or
weaken his hyalty to God and the right. "Take care of thyself;"—such is the
meaning of the phrase in ver. 9 (cf. Prov. iv. 23, "Keep thy heart with all diligence;
for out of it are the issues of liie"). It is easy to gather from the Book of Deutero-
nomy against what influences the ancient Hebrews would have to guard. These
influences, hostile to unswerving loyalty, vary with each land and race and age. A
careful observation and knowledge oi the times will show us against what foes we have
at all points to be armed. Let us take the whole armour of God. Let us save our-
selves from this untoward generation. Let us plaj' the man and the citizen, with
hearts loyal to our Saviour, jealous for the right and the true, fearing Uod, but having
DO fear beside

!

Vers, li

—

20.—Israel's peculiar relation to Qod. This paragraph sets forth in

earnest appeal the peculiar and distinctive relation to God in which Israel was placed.

(For the precise details of the point in their history hei e referred to, see Exod. xix. ; and
for the application of several of the expressions used both here and th' re to believers

in Christ under the Christian dispensation, see J. I'et. ii. 9) Heieis a noble theme for

the I'reacher

—

Israel's special relation to God, typical of and f'dfilled in the present
relation of Christian peopile to him.

\. Let us study the peculiar relation of Israel to God. " The Lord hath taken
you, and brought j'ou forth out of the iron furnace, ... to be unto him a people of
inheritance," i.e. a purchased or. acquired people. So in Exod. xix. 5, G. The Lc;d had
•Jailed Abraham, had made promises to him and to his seed. These promises ran dowii
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through Isaac and Jacob and the twelve patriarchs. Now their descenilants had

become numerous enough to form a nation ; as such they had been duly constituted,

with this peculiar feature—they were to be God's nation. They had been freed by him,

they were const crated to him, and were being trained by and for him. Hence, as

Kalisch remarks, every subject is as it were a priest, and every civil action assumes

the sanctity of a religious function : idolatry was an offence against his sovereignty,

and therefore punishable with death ; so blasphemy, false prophecy, sabbath-breaking,

were visited with the like punishment. Disrespect to elders, disobedience to parents

(they being the representatives of God), were visited with sore penalties. Hence, too,

the whole land belonged to God. The people were but tenants, and in the year of jubilee

land reverted to its former owner or his heirs. The Israelites were the subjects and

servants of God alone. Slavery, therefore, though not peremptorily put down, was

so regulated that the slave went out free in the seventh year ; and if he did not desire

the freedom, he was branded with an ignominious mark because he refused the imme-
diate sovereignty of God.^ Kow, this expression, " God's nation," is the key where-

with to interpret many of the enactments which seem to us unintelligible, and many
of the punishments which seem unusually severe. This truth, that Israel is the Lord's

l)eople, runs through the Old Testament Scriptures, as will be seen if we note the

varied names by which they are distin^iuished. 1. God's son, his firstborn (Exod. iv.

22, 23 ; Jer. iii. 4, 9 ; Hos. xi. 1). 2. Firstfruits (Jer. ii. 3). 3. The people of God
(Ps. Ixxxi. 8—11 ; 2 Sam. vii. 23, 24). 4. God's inheritance (ch. xxxii. 9). 5. The

people (ch. xxxiii. 29). 6. The chosen ones (Ps. xxxiii. 12 ; ch. vii. 6). 7. His

flock (Jer. xiii. 17 ; Ps. c. 3). 8. The holy people (ch. vii. 6 ; Jer. viu 44). 9. The
righteous people (Numb, xxiii. 10 ; Exod. xix. 6). 10. The house or the family of

God (Isa. i. 2). 11. A kingdom (Ps. Ixxxix. 18). Thus all Israelites were subjects of

the same eternal, perfect King, all equal in dignity, rights, and duties. There was

among them no institution resembling caste. All were equal in Heaven's eye ; all

enjoyed scope for the development of their spiritual nature. The poorest herdsman

might become a prophet, if filled with the Spirit of God. And the intended differential

feature of the whole nation was given to it by the revealed character of its King, " Be

ye holy ; for I am holy." It is no wonder that a people, selected thus for such a close

relationship to God, should be called in the text, " a people of inheritance." Not,

indeed, in Israel alone, was there a theocratic form of government. The kings of Egypt,

the monarchs of Persia and Thibet, pretended to rule as the representatives of the

f^ods. Minos among the Cretans, Lycurgus the Lacedfemonian, Numa of Rome, and

Mohammed, all pretended to have in some sort Divine authority ; but these were only

the mimicry of the true, and were all lacking in the supreme point to and fur which

Jehovah was educating Israel, even for " righteousness and true holiness." It is easy

enough to win converts by a certain mimicry of the Divine. The early history of

many a nation is laden with mythology, but the early history of Israel stands out in

clear and startling distinction from that of other peoples, in the clearness with which

they witness for the one living and true God, the accordance of their early records

with known life and manners, and the clear and striking demand in their precepts for

love and goodness, holiness and truth. This was at the time, and ever will be in the

history of that age, the one briL:;ht spot amid th« surrounding gloom. The people were
" a peculiar treasure to God above all people."

II. What Israel was designed to bk AMONa the nations. Christian people are

TO BE WHEREVER THEY ABE : a holy people unto the Lord their God. The Apostle

Peter intimates this in the verse to which we referred at the outset (see also Titus

ii. 14 ; Eph. ii. 10 ; 1 Pet. i. 15, 16). There are many more passages in which believers

are spoken of not only individually but collectively, as making up a family, a house-

hold, a city, a conmionwealth (Eph. ii. 12, 19 ; Phil. iii. 20, Greek). And there are

four features which mark this new commonwealth, which correspond to those which

marked that of the Hebrews. 1. The members of this Christian commomvealth are

redeemed (cf. 1 Pet. i. 18, 19). From the curse if the Law, from the bondage of sin,

believers have been redeemed by an offering of unspeakable value, even the precious

blood of Christ. 2. Thus redeemed, they come to have such a knowledge of God as their

God as the xvorld has not and canuot have (Rom. viii. 15 ; Gal. iv. 5— 7). They ar«

' See Kalisch, in loc., to whom we are indebtod for much light on this theme.
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redeemed out of a state of servitude into a state of sonship (cf. John viii, 34—36).

3. They are redeemid to a life of close fdlowship with God (cf. ch. iv. 7 ; 1 John i.

I—3). They are at home in God. 4. They are redeemed to this closefellowship with

Ood, that thereby they may becomepure ; and that in this life of purity they nlay " show
forth the praises of him who hath called them out of darkness into his marvellous

light." Not one of these four stages must be lost sight of; redeemed out of sin and

servitude, into sonship, to fellowship, for holiness. Not one of these features must
lie left out; nor can the order in which we have put them be reversed or even trans-

posed. The only mark by which the world can know God's people is

—

their holiness

(Heb. xii. 14). It is not for nought that Scripture speaks of a great redemption.

And no preacher preaches the gospel fully, who does not insist on its side of ethics as

well as on its side of grace. And no professing Christian is worthy of the name he

bears, who loses sight of holiness as the end to be attained, any more than he would b«

if he were to lose sight of the grace of God as that by which alone he can attain the

end. How many of the controversies in the Church of God have arisen from an un-

equal perception of the varied truths of God's holy gospel I Out of an inadequate view

of the evil of sin and of its affront to God's honour and government, many have felt

but feebly the need of the Gre;it Atoning Sacrifice, whereby the injured honour of the

Law was vindicated and a redemption for man made possible I And then, on the other

hand, through dwelling all but exclusively on the evil from which man is rescued,

others have failed to insist sufficiently on the holiness for the sake of enabling him to

attain which his rescue was effected at such a cost. Perhaps few preachers present in

perfection an exactly balanced gospel. It is a doctrine according to godliness. Some
decry doctrine because they see around them such a lack of godliness. But if we would
htee the godliness which is to illustrate the doctrine, we shall never secure the end
by weakening the exhibition of the doctrine which, rightly used, will certainly lead to

it. And not only do preachei's need to take heed to both doctrine and practice, but

private professors also. If we want the world to understand the value of the Christian

religion as an object of revelation, we must show its power in a holy, personal life. If

we want others to believe its doctrines to be superior to any other doctrines, we must
show that the life it secures is superior to any other life. Thus must we be, like Israel,

a peculiar people ; showing to others that we have not been redeemed in vain. Be it

ours to let our light so shine before men, that they may see our good works, and glorify

our Father which is in heaven. Thus shall we show we are his people indeed.

Vers. 21—24.

—

Ood a consuming fire. " The Lord thy God is a consuming fire,

even a jealous God." This is no obsolete sentence. The writer of the Kpistle to the
Hebrews quotes it, and urges the truth it expresses as a reason for serving God "with
reverence and godly fear : for," he adds, even ''our God is a consuming fire." Perhaps
the first impression wliich these words would convey to the earnest and thoughtful
mind would be that of terror. Perhaps, too, some may even almost shudder at such a
representation of God, and may at once declare that it belongs to a past age, and to a
decaying order of ideas. But others who are more cautious would be likely to say,
" We must be quite sure that we understand the phrase before we say that." Doubt-
less we say with pleasure, " God is light," "God is love," but who can delight in

saying, " God is fire " V Is it possible that any one can go even further, and delight in

saying, " Our God—the God who is in covenant relation to us—is a consuming fire"?

Does not the phrase act as a repellent force, and inspire one with dread ? No doubt
it may have that effect in many cases, specially if men have carelessly fastened on
one aspect of things, or where they have been misled by a popular misquotation,
" God out of Christ is a consuming fire." For whatever the phrase means, it is just

as true that God in Christ is a consuming fire, a« that God out of Christ is so. The
]>hrase is one which should be thuuglitfully and devoutly studied in the general light

of Scripture teaching, in order that in God's light we may see liuht. It may be, if

thus we try to feel our way to its meaning, that it opens up views of God with which
we would not willingly part.

I. What is the meanino of the phrase in the text ? It must have often struck
an attentive reader of the Bible how frequently the figure of " tire" is found therein,
both i'l rn'Miccti'iTi witli Hiau 's otTerin 2S to God, and with (God's manifestation* of himself

DEtTTERONOMY. r
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to man (cf. Gen. iii. 24 ; viii. 20 ; xv. 17 ; Exod. iii. ; xix. ; Isca. iv. ; xxxi. 9). Now,
whatever may be the attribute of God here sat forth under the figure of fire, it, like all

God's attributes, must l^e twofold in its action in o air^ful world. The action of fire

is according to the object on which it acts. 1. There is a terrific action offire, li

tries what is bad (1 Cor. iii. 13). It consumes (Lev. x. 2). It appals (Numb. xi. 1—3
;

Isa. xxxiii. 14). It destroys (2 Kinp;s i. 1'2
; Luke iii. 17 ; Joiin xv. 6 ; Ps. xcviii. 3 ;

Heb. vi. 8). 2. There is a kindly action offlame. It enkindles (Lev. ix. 24). It tries

(I Pet. i. 7; Isa. xlviii. 10). It purifies (Ps. xii. 6). It guards (Zech. ii. 5 ; 2 Kings

vi. 17; ch. ix. 3). It escorts (2 Kings ii. 11). It guides (Exod. xl, 38). It en-

lightens (Ps. Ixxviii. 14). It is as a pavilion of glory (Exod. iii. 2 ; Isa. xxxiii. 14— 17).

Niiw, widely difJ'erent as is the action or the meaning o:' tiaioing fire from heaven in

all these cases, the difference is not in the flame, but in the mati-rial on which it acts.

'I he same fire that melts tlie wax will bake the clay. So the very same attribute of

God in which the righteous may glory will be a terror to his enemies. 3. Fire, when

f-pokeJi of in reference to God, is an emblem of: (1) Vurily. In Exod. iii. 2—5, God
would signify that in his redeeming love he, the holy God, would dwell with men,

and that men might dwell in the midst of his blazing holines.s, and yet be perfectly

at home. (2) Power (ch. ix. 3; vii. 8). Power exerting itself on behalf of those

who love him. (3) Jtalmtsy (ch. iv. 23, 24). (4) Anyer (ch. vi. 15). Thus there

are these four conceptions to be attached to the use of the phrase "a consuming fire,"

viz. a pavilion of purity in which Israel mi^ht dwell unharmed; a jealousy which

could brook no ri'al; an acger which would go forth against sin; a power which

would guard its own as with tougues, yea, with walls of flame. 4. But we may tah

another itep, and reduce this fourfold conceution to a twofold one. There is anger

ao-ainst sin because of spotless purity. There is jealousy which will brook no rival,

and a power that will guard its own hecausn of intensest love. Thus the consuming

fire is purity, in which righteousness may dwell, and in which sin is consumed; and

love, which is mighty in its active care, and jealous of any rival in the human heart.

5. We ni'iy simphfy yet again, and reduce the twofld conception to a unitn, and say

that God IS a consuming tire, inasmuch as he is perfect love—pure love, active love,

jealous love; so that our text is but another way of eaying, "God is light," "God is

love." Let us now

—

II. Look at these turee forms of the expeession " pf,rfect love," and ser

WHAT TiiET INVOLVE. 1. Pare love. God is a flaruing fire of infinite purity, and yet

a burning flame of tenderest love, fie receives tiie sinner on a basis of rightconsness.

He makes men who are m covenant relation to him perfectly pure. They are to be

tried and purified and made white, till they are without fault before the throne of

God. Would we have it otherwise? God's love without its purity would be worth-

less to us! 2. Active love. God castles his saints in a wall of fire (Isa. iv. 6), while

he also destroys their foes as with a tongue of fire. 3. Jealous love. There is a hate-

ful jealousy. There is a rightful one. 'f he first it would be unworthy of a man lu

lK)Ssess ; the second, a man would be unworthy of himself if he did not. A i'alhei

would be worth little if he were not jealous for the purity if hischiia; so would a

husband if not jealous for the honour of his wife; or an Englishmau, if not jealous

for the honour of his queen! Even so, it would be unworthy of God if he were not

jealous, in the scriptural sense. Note: (1) God's love is jealous for the fii.Nl place in

our hearts. (2) God is jealous for his own purity, hohness, and truth. (..Jj He i.i

jealous for the honour of his Son. He wiil not let one be lost who receives him, nor

will he let one be saved who trifles with him. To go against Christ is to rush into

the consuming flame!

IlL What are the practical uses to be made of this sublime attribute of

God ? (See the use made of it in the Epistle to the Hebrews, ch. xii., the last three

or four verses.) 1. Is God thus a consuming fire? Then let us never ai tempt to

draw nigh unto him without a recognition both of his purity and of our sinfulnes.s.

No service is accepted before God which does not take account of sin, and in connec-

tion with which there is not "reverence and g^dly fear." 2. Do not let us think

of any mode of recoiinition of sin which iguures God's own way, viz. that of an

atoning sacrifice. God will jealously guard the honour of his dear Son. "If they

escaped not who refused him that spake on earth, much more shall not we escape,
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if we turn away from him that speakcth from heaven." 3. If thus we are penitently

making use of the atoning sacrifice of Christ as our only means of approach to and
ground of hope in God, then let us glory in tliis holy, jealous love, which guards

us as with a wall of fire, and is our everlasting guarantee that we shall not be put
to shame. 4. Let us remember that it depends on ourselves whetlier the "consum-
ing fire" is a flame at which we tremble, or a pavilion in which we can hide.

God cannot deny himself. He will not deal with the sinner on any principle which
iiiuores the great atonement which his Son has eflccted, or which admits of his accepting

the service of a divided heart. It is for us to say whether the great redeeming
work of Jesus shall be the means by which we are raiseil to fellowship in infinite

holiness, or wiiether it shall be to us the savour of death unto death. It must be
one or the other. If wo receive it, it will bring us to eternal rest in God ; if we
reject it, it will deejicn our condemnation more terril^ly than if no Saviour had been
provided! Our God is a consuming fire. If, in Jesus, we draw near to him, that

burning, blazin'z holiness shall be the secret place of his tabernacle in which we
are salely hidden. If we neglect this great salvation, as men unpardoned and un-
saved, we shall remain, and at the flame of Jehovah's purity we shall tremble for

ever! Sinner, say, oii say, shall this fire of God's perfect love surround you ever a«
a wall of protection, or shall it terrify and consume you as devouring flame?

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—13.— The sacredness of the Divine Law. Law, being tlio utterance of

righteousness, is unalterable as rij,htconsness itself, ^j'monen^ amid all the mutations

of human affairs. Its requirements are statutes, stable as the everlasting lulls.

I. Law is tue veuitable voice of God; the manifestation of his thought; the

mirror of his mind. " The Lord spake unto you." " Out of the midst of the fire
"

—

the flame of holiness and zeal—issues every command. If man's moral nature has an

open ear, it may often detect the imperial voice of Heaven. 'Tis not to sight God reveals

himself, but to the ear. His messengers are emphatically " a voice." " Faith comes

by hearing."

II. Law, IK ITS SPHERE, IS PERFECT. Over every work of his hands God pro-

nounces the verdict " Very good ; " and Law, being the instrument with which he

works, is " holy, just, and good." For unrighteous man there may be something more
precious than Law ; but when restored to God, Law is his delight. In the domain of

belief we cannot augment or diminish God's Law without self-injury. Perfection

cannot be improved upon. In the sphere of practice, to halt short of the line of duty,

or to go beyond. the line, is alike an offence. Self-mutilation, or blemish, is the effect.

III. The veracity of Law attested by actual experience. Every honest-

minded man may discover whether or not the written Word embodies a Divine Law,
If a genuine Law, its authority is ratified by an honest conscience ; as sanctions,

whether of commendation or curse, are witnessed by every clear-sighted eye. Every

truthful man is a witness that God's laws (whether written in external nature, in

man's constitution, or in Scrijiture) bring life to the obedient, death to the transgressor.

Not a Law is revealed in the Scriptures, but it tends to righteousness, happiness, lifel

IV. Divine Law asserts its authority ovkb the whole man. 1. Over th

intellect, for it demands attention, investigation, comparison, and discriniinatio

2. Authority over the affeclions, for it demands reverence, esteem, choice, and lov

3. Authority over the moral faculty ; for it demands assent, response, and loyalt

4. Over the active powers, for it requires watchfulness, self-restraint, uninterrupt

deference, and uncompromising service.

V. Law is the pathway to true eminence. Every successful application

science to practical life is simply a treading of the pathway of law. So ioag as ma
finds the footpiints of God's Law, he moves onward. There is no real progress in any

department of human life, except ali.>n:; the line of God's Law. To find that, and to

follow it, is success. Tliis is cqiially true in the spiritual province. This is the

quintessence of wisdom—thestej)piug-stone to eminence ! What men—what nation-

have ever reached to permanent greatness, Mve they who have trodden the j.ath of

Divine Law ?
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VI. Loyalty to God's Law brings us near to god. As when we follow up
the footprints of a man rapidly enough, we at length come up with the man himself;

80, as we pursue the pathway of Law, we come soon without the hallowed precincts of

God's presence. We see the working of the heavenly machinery, the movements of

Gud's thought and purpose. We move with it, and ever come nearer to the central

light and love. It is a narrow path, and few they are who find it.

VII. A SPIRIT OF OBEDIENCE IS SELF-PROPAGATING. Like plants in the garden, every

righteous man bears seed alter his own kind. Without formal teaching, the beauty of

his li!e will be a living lesson—the fragrance of his deeds will be contagious. They
who love God's Law will be zealous to teach God's Law, and to commend it to others.

A fine trait in Abraham's character comes into view when God saiii, " I know Abraham,
that he will command his children and his household after him." Every man bequeaths

to posterity a large legacy of blessing or of bane.

VIII. The Law of God is destined to have permanence in human life.

There was high significance in the fact that the Decalogue was written, not in rays of

light upon the sapphire firmament, nor in legible characters upon parchment, but on

stone. The stone of Sinai is said to belong to one of the oldest formations—the granite

period. The forms and modes of law may undergo change to meet the growing

necessities of men ; but the inner sense—the kernel—of every law still abides.
" Heaven and earth may pass away," all material stricture may undergo radical

change—but the words of God can undergo no chani;e. What is true once is true

always! What was right a myriad of ages since, retains all its authority to-day, and
will be obligatory world without end. The sum and substance of moral law is writ

by the finger of God, and graven on the solid rock 1—D.

Vers. 1—2S,

—

The curse of idolatry. Idolatry is the general bias of fallen humanity,
the perversion of an innate principle, the misgrowth of the religious instinct. Men
everywhere "feel after God, if haply they may find him." Absolute atheism cannot

long eiidure anywhere. If men reject a personal Deity, they invent an inferior God,
and practically worship that. The wildest atheist which the world has seen, must
admit that there is some power or force in the world superior to himself. There is no
resting-place for reason, short of a spiritual God.
L Idolatry was the prevalent danger of the patriarchal age. During

the childhood of men, they are under the domination of the bodily senses. They
demand a god whom they can see and handle and hear. The kindred of Abraham
were addicted to idolatry. The wife of Jacob furtively abstracted the teraphim of her

father, and held them in a measure of reverence. Even Moses yearned lor a visible

Deity. " I beseech thee, show me thy glory !
" The absence of Moses from the camp

for forty days sufficed for the people to relapse into idolatry. Throughout their history,

every decline in religious feeling showed itself in a fresh lapse towards idolatry.

II. Idolatry grossly corrupts its votaries. The object which is at first selected

to be a symbol of the Deity, soon detains on itself the homage of the worshii)per, and
becomes his Deity, flatter is at the antipoiies from spirit. Tlie laws and forces

working in material nature may help us to understand the Divine Being, but matter
Itself never. Apart from a written revelation, we best rise to the knowledge of God
throuuh the contemplation of our own minds and consciences. The object of our

worship moulds us after itself. The worshipper of beasts becomes bestial. " They that

n)ake them become like unto them." This is God's law.

III. Material images degrade the Godhead. For God is a Spirit, and cannot
be represented by material images. For matter can convey no impressions of omni-
presence, or of eternity, or of moral qualities, or of emotions, affections, or joys ! Eepre
sentation by material images stiips our God of all that is noblest in his nature, ct all

that is distinctive in the (iodhead. It cloaks his perfections and ecli|)ses his glory.

IV. Idolatry annulled the covenant between God and Israel. That
gracious compact required upon the part of the Isiaelites the honest recognition and
worship of the One Jeliovah. Unfaithfulness on this vital point invalidated the entire

covenant ; God had pledged himself specially to be their God, on condition that they
were his loyal people. AH the resources of God's kingdom were pledged to Israel in

that covenant. It was an act of mercy that God should bind himself in any form to
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his creatures, and thia superabundant grace ought to have held their homage by
closest ami tenderest ties. His part of the covenant, God had conspicuously observed
in the release of his people from the " iron furnace." Was not every sign and wonder
wrought in Egypt a fresh seal upon the heavenly bond ? This covenant, between a
gracious God aud undeserving men, idolatry destroyed.

V. Cub knowledqe ok God is designed as a kegulativb force. There are
limitations to our knowledge of God imposed by our constitution, and further limita-
tions im posed by our sin. These latter can be removed at once by the redemptive
power of Christ; and the first named shall gradually be relaxed in the resurrection
state. Fire does not represent God, except so far as it consumes, and this illustration

is meant to check our presumption ; 'tis not for the satisfaction of a curious intellect,

but to restrain a wayward life. Knowledge of God, which is honestly reduced to
practice, becomes larger and clearer knowledge. " Then shall we know if we follow on
to know the Lord."

VI. Iniquity becomes its own punishment. Throughout the Scriptures this

doctrine is taught, that sin ripens and culminates in punishment. Tiie penalty
threatened upon the idolatry of the Jews was this, that they should be driven into a
heathen land, and be compelled to serve the senseless bl'^cks of wcod and stone. The
punishment of avarice is this, that the sensibilities become as hard as gold. The
penalty of drunkenness is this, that the morbid appetite grows into an uncontrollable
passion ! The voice of doom says, " He that is filthy, let him be filthy still."

VII. Present punishments are the type of future punishments. The
penalty to be imposed on tlie Jews for disloyalty, was banishment from Canaan—defeat,

scattering, death. So the final penalties revealed for reprobate men are exclusinn

from the heavenly Canann ; banishment to the darkness they have preferred; utter

destruction. Each man " goes to his own place."

VIII. Suffering for others, a pathway to human hearts. In connection with
these fatherly counsels, Moses again reminds the people of his privation on account
of their sins. The blame of his exclusion I'rom Canaan he attributes to them. He
who aforetime had prayed that, for the sake of Israel, his own name might be blotted

out of God's book, now submits to this chastisement for the people's good. But
Moses would not throw away the advantage which this fact might bring. In his desire

for the people's good, he converts it into a persuasive argument, by which to confirm
their loyalty to God. As if, should every other appeal fail, this appeal to their

sensibility might succeeil. It is as if he had said, "Kemeniber what I am called to

endure for youl Let your requital be imswerving obedience to my God." Here he
serves as a feeble type of Jesus.—D.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Acceptable obedience. L Its basis—the Divine command. " Statutes

and judgments." Action originating in self-will, however correct in moral form, is not

obedience.* It is God's command which is the rule and starting-point. Piccognition

of his authority is essential. Kant distinguishes religion from morality thus

—

" Religion is the doing of all duties as if they were Divine commandments." The
objective rule is found in the inspired Scriptures,

II. Its character. It must be: 1. Entire, not partial. Having respect to all

that God reveals. 2. Honest, neither altering, mutilating, adding to, nor subtracting

from (cf. Matt. v. 19 ; xv. 6, 9). 3. Persevering.

III. Its reward. " Life," possession of blessings. This reward not legal, but of

grace through Christ, as on the legal basis no one can attain to it (Rom, iii. 20). But
though, as sinful, we cannot have life through obedience, we still have it in obedience.

"Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of

heaven ; but he that doetli the will of my Father which is in heaven " (Matt. vii. 21

;

Rom- ii. 7).—J. 0.

Vers. 6—10.

—

A nation's glory. L A nation possessing God's Word is supremely
favoured. (Ver. 8.) Even to have such a Law as Israel possessed exalted her to a

position of unique greatness. The knowledge of the tnie God—light on the great

principles of conduct—equitable statutes—institutions adapted to promote material,

moral, and spiritual well-l)eing. Our own nation is exceptionally favoured in the
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plentiful enjoyment of religious privileges—Bibles, churches, sabbath schools, evangel-

istic agencies, Christian literature, etc., bringing the highest knowledge within the

reach of the humblest ; while the laws, institutions, etc., under which we live, as the

fruit of a Christian civilization, are not surpassed by any on the earth. God has

indeed, favoured us to an unexampled degree in every religious respect.

II. A NATION ENLIGHTENED BY God'S WoRD IS SUPREMELY WISE. To have Is mUch,
but to be truly "a wise and understanding people," we must "keep and do" (ver. 6).

It is not in knowing, but in adopting, the wise course that we show ourselves truly

wise. Wisdom is the course that conduces to the formation of a brave, noble, resoliit<%

happy, and contented people ; and the nation that loves God's Word, fears God himself,

and applies the teaching he has given it in the various spheres of domestic, social, com-
mercial, and political existence, is indubitably in possession of tliat wisdom. It is to

be regretted that the nations most peculiarly privileged do not always set that store

ui)on their privileges which they should do, or make a gond use of them. The amount
of irreligion, infidelity, and general indiflerence to the Word of God in our own land is a

startling omen for the future. Britain's greatness will soon wane if she abandons her

respect for the Bible, the sabbath, and the guiding principles of revelation.

III. A NATION ORDERINQ ITSELF BY God's WoRD IS SUPREMELY EMINENT. (Ver. 7.)

Its prosperity : 1. Resta on a solid foundation. 2. Is built up under conditions that

ensure its permanence. 3. Is secured by a special blessing of God. And this

is a matter admitting of ample historical verification. Conipare : 1. Pagan nations

with Christian. 2. Unbelieving nations with believing (fiance: Britain). 3. Roman
Catholic nations with Protestant (see Laveleye on ' Protestantism and Catholicism in

their bearing upon the Liberty and Prosperity of Nations'). 4. Sabbath-desecrating

nations with sabbath-keeping. It will be found that the lUble-loving, Bible- obeying,

sabbath-keeping nations exhibit: (1) an intellectual superiority; (2) an ethical

superiority ; (3) a superiority in political institutions
; (4) a superiority in material

respects (trade, commerce, wealth, e'c).

IV. A NATION OBEYING God's WoRD WILL HAVE THE SOUKCE OF ITS GREATNESS
ACKNOWLEDGED BY OTHEiis. (Ver. 6.) They will not only own to its eminence, but

they will discern its true cause, and acknowledge that it springs from its religious

faithfulness. Numerous testimonies of this kind exist to the source of the national

greatness of our own country.

Lessons— 1. Value our religious privileges. 2. Seek the furtherance of religion in

the conm)unity. 3. Be dili-ent in the training of our children (ver. 9). 4. Extend
our blessings to others.—J. 0.

Ver. 9.— The religious education of children. 1. God's way of handing down the

fruits of present privilege. 2. God's way of maintaining his witness in the world. 3.

God's way of extending his Church. The natural law of the increase of- population

leads, where parents are faithful, to a constant increase in the number of the

godly.—J. 0.

Vers. 10—14.— The revelation at Iloreb. A revelation

—

I. Of THE SPIRITUALITY OF God's NATURE. " Ye saw no similitude " (ver. 12).

A wonderful truth to be impressed on the minds of a people fresh from contact with

the debasing idolatries of Egypt. A truth : 1. Difficult to grasp. 2. Elevating in

its influence. 3. The apprehension of which is necessary for ^iritual worship

(John iv. 24).

II. Of THE HOLINESS OF God's CHARACTER. The lightnings that played about the

mountain, the fire burning in the midst of it (ver. 11), the fiery law that was given,—all

bespoke the awful and terrible holiness of him whose voice was uttering words of dread-

ful import to transgressors.

III. Of THE VERITIES OF God's Law. Then were spoken the ten commandmentB
(vers. 10, 12)—the sum and substance of moral duty—the rule of life to believers

—

the Law which condemns and slays transgressors. Christ is "the end of the Law of

righteousness to every one that believeth," and only in him can we escape from it«

condemning power (llom. viii. 1 ; x. 4).

IV. Of th« tebbobs of God's majesty. God lurrounded himself with these signi
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of his greatness, power, wrath, and holiness: 1. Tiiat we may' reverence and fear him.
2. That we may be kept from presumiition in our approaches to him. 3. That we
may feel the awl'uincss of his Word, liocalling this scene, the Ismelites should have
been jireserved from ever trifling with it. God's Word should be handled and read
with a dc(!p feeling of reverence. 4. These terrors sugsested that the Law, in itself

considered, is not a saving, but a destroying power. The whole manifestation was
overcast with threatening.—J. 0.

Vers. 15—20.

—

Warning against heathenish idolatry. I. The origin OF heathen
IDOLATRY. The result of a " corruption " (ver. l(i). Not a stage in the advance u])-

wards from felichisni, etc. ; but, as inquiries arc tending more and more to show, the

consequence: 1. Of a depravation of the idea of God. 2. Of a corruption of the
worship of Gud. 3. Arising in turn from the substitution of the creature for God in

tlie allVctions (of. Rom. i. liO—2G).

II. The forms of heathen idolatry. 1. Hero-worship (ver. 16). 2. Animal-
worship (vers. 17, 18). 3. Nature-worship (ver. 19). Greek idolatry furnishes con-
spicuous instances of the first; Egypt was notorious for the second, so Hinduism;
while Parseei.sm, and the early Vedic worship illustrates the third (cf. Job xxxi. 21).

III. The fruits op heathen idolatry. 1. A degraded intellect. 2. Degraded
affections. 3. Degraded morals (Rom. i.). Therefore Israel must not "corrupt"
themselves.— J. 0.

Ver. 20.— The iron furnnce. God had passed his people through a hot furnace in
the terrible suf.crings they endured in Egypt, but with the gracious purpose of
uliimately delivering them, and giving them an inhiiitance in Canaan. We learn

—

I. That God's people are sometimes subjected to sufferings of incredible
severity. The expression an 'iron I urnace," r.e. a furnace for smelting iron, conveys
no weaker an idea. We know that in fact it sometimes is so. Bodily anguish

—

mental anguish—stroke ai>er stroke of heaviest trial. An instance in the history of
Job. Shakes faith to its fouudatious—seems to argue that God has utterly lorsaken

them.
II. That these sufferings are appointed, and serve disciplinart ends. The

use of the f!.;ure o. a furnace implies a purpose in the sufferings. Iron is put into the

furnace del.beralely, and with a design. Trials, difficult enou^^h to bear in the faith

that God sentis them, would ofttimes be absolutely intolerable without that faith.

The Kirnace acts ou the tough, hard, impure iron to separate it from dross, and make
it soft and workable. The severe suflerings through which God passes believers: 1.

Purii'y character. 2. Jtlake the nature plastic to God's will, and subdue it to meekness.
3. Fit the man thus sanctified for new and higher uses.

HI. God has an inheritance in store for those who endure the ftjrnacs
successfully. 1. Their sufterings fit them <o 6e God's inheritance. "Tobeimtohira
a people of inheritance." lie has to melt, mould, and spiritually prepare for his own
inaweliing those whom he chooses. 2. Their suflerings fit them for the inheritance
which God gives them (1 Pet. i. 3— 10). By creating a pure, chastened, heavenly
disposition. By strengthening faith, brightening hope, and increasing love. By
subduing pride, rebellion, and impatience; and making the will absolutely pliant in

the hands of the Divine.—J. O.

Vers. 1—14.

—

Ohedi^nce the secret of success. Moses here reminds Israel of the
privilege it possesses as a nation in having the oracles of God committed vmto it

(Rom. iii. 2). He urges obedience upon them as the one purpose for which they are

to be introduced into the promised land. National prosperity depends upon this.

And here we have to notice

—

L Disobediknce has already proved fatal. He recalls the terrible experience
in connection with Baal-peor—how the people in large numbers became lewd idolaters

with the Israelites (Nurnb. xxv.), and how fierce anger from the Lord visited the

pcoi>!e. In Canaan they shall be exposed to similar temptations, but the chastisement
at Bial-peor must not be lost upon them. Past judgments are to secure more complete
obedience.
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II. God's nearness to them should prove a hallowing privilege. How gracious

5s God to dwell among them, always near at hand to be inquired of, a most serviceable

Kins! He dwelt in their midst as a Pilgrim with his people. Upon his accessibility

and wisdom they could always calculate. This distinguished Israel from the other

nations.

Such a privilege should of itself hallow them, and make them to abide under his

shadow. Equally near is God still to all of us who seek liim.

III. His Law is wiser than all man's developed legislation. The surround-

ing nations had their laws and customs, but the superiority of the Mosaic cc^do was

admitted by all acquainted with it. It was an immense moral advance for Israel, as

great an advance as in tliat rude age they could take in.

Similarly, the morality of the gospel is ahead of all jurisprudence. Indeed, en-

lightened legislation and reform tend towards the scriptural ideal. God is wiser than

man, and the BibiJ better than all acts of parliament.

IV. The Law was given as a rule of life fob a covenant people. They
were redeemed from bondage, and then received the Law at Sinai to guide their

redeemed lives. Obedience should be a matter of gratitude for deliverance, and would

prove the secret of success.

It is so still. " Christ redeems us from the curse of the Law, being made a curse for

us." But as grateful and saved people, we feel that we are " under the Law to Christ"

(1 Cor. ix. 21).

And this grateful obedience proves the secret of comfort and success. It is the meat
of life to do the will of him wjio hath sent us, and to finish his work (John iv. 34).

Palestine becomes " paradise regained " to the grateful and obedient souls. We find a

promised land where God's precepts are gratefully observed by redeemed souls. It is

the attitude within, rather than the circumstances without, which constitutes life a

blessed country and an antepast of heaven.—R. M. E.

Vers. 15—24.

—

The Divine jealow^y of graven images. The great temptation of

Israel was to idolatry. Images were worshipped by all those nations among whom
they came, and they were in constant danger of conforming to the sinful practice.

Hence this warning and statement about the Divine jealousy. Let us observe

—

I. That jealousy presupposes lovk. Love must be strong as death, else

jealousy will not be cruel as the grave ; nor will its coals prove coals of fire, having a

most vehement flame (Song of Solomon viii. 6). The God who proves so jealous is he

whose essence is love. If God did not love men so much, he would not be so jealous

when they turn away from him. He knows that, as a wife cannot be happy separated

from her loving husband, no more can the human spirit be, away from him.

Israel then and we now have to deal with a God of love.

II. God is jealous when men give him visibility. Idolatry is trying to help

worship through the aid of the senses. The image is not reganled as the god, but his

likeness. Man embodies his ideas of God in outward forms.

But imagination is not creative ; it combines in new relations what has already been

given to it. Hence idolatry has never done more than place the creatures, whether

beast, or bird, or fish, or reptile, or the heavenly bodies, in new relations to the invisible

Divinity.

God resents this visibility as degradation. He knows that man becomes degraded

by such associations. Hence his deserved wrath against idolatry.

III. If God be not our kindling flame, he will in jealousy be oub con-

suming fire. It is at the torch of the Divine that the human soul becomes enkindled.

The flaming fires of Pentecost sublimate the soul and fit it for primeval powers. It is

this warning, elevating influence that is love's natural action.

But when rebellious man turns the grace of God into lasciviousness ; when love is

ignored instead of returned, and the soul seeks in the things of sense what God only cat

give,—tlien love begins to burn as jealousy with a vehement, consuming flame.

IV. It becomes its consequently to wokship God in the Spirit. We rausl

keep upon the serene heights of faith, and not fall into the degradation of superstition

We are made for better things than W( akly to associate in our minds the invisible and

eternal God wit'i the creatures of sense. Let us give faith proper scope, and the

worship of (iod will prove both pos.sibie and delightful.
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But the worship of God thiough imajres makes stocks and stones of men. " They
that make them are like unto them ; so is every one that trusteth in them " (Pa. cxv.

8). May our worship raise us and not degrade us ! Superstition degrades, but worship
of the invisible God in the Spirit elevates and ennobles our loalB.—B. M. £.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 25—31.—Moses enforces the warn-

ing against idolatry, by predicting the evil

that should come upon the nation through

the apostacy of those who should in after

times turn from Jehovah to strange goda.

When they should have begotten children

and children's children, and had been long

in the land, i.e. when in after years a gene-

ration should arise that had not known the

things they had seen, or had forgotten them
(ver. 9), and the nation should then become

wanton and corrupt, and fall into idolatry

(cf. ch. vi. 10, etc. ; viii. 7, etc. ; xxxi. 20, 21 ;

xxxii. 15, etc. ; Hos. xiii. 6) ; then should

they utterly perish from ofif the land of

which they were now about to take pos-

session.

Ver. 25.—Have remained long in the land

;

literally, have become old, an ancient nation,
itc. To provoke him to anger ; i.e. bo as that
he should be displeased and grieved, and
roused to punish.

Ver. 26.—I call heaven and earth to

witness. Moses speaks in the name of the
Lord of all, and so calls to witness the
whole created universe to attest his words

;

the heavens and earth are witnesses for God,
and when evil comes on those who transgress
his Law, they declare his righteousness (Ps.

1. 4, 6), in that what has befallen the sinner

is only what was announced beforehand as

the penalty of transgression. Soon ; hastily

(nnc), without delay (cf. ch. vii. 4, 22 [" at

once," Authorized Vers.]; ix. 3 [" quickly "],

12, 1 6). Prolong days ; usually equal to have
a long life (cf. ch. v. 16; vi. 2; xi. 9;
xvii. 20, etc. j ; here it means " continue long
to occupy." Only as they continued faith-

ful to Jehovah could they continue as a
people to possess the land ; severed from
him, they lost their title to occupy Canaan,
and ce.ised to be his special people ; as a
nation they would be destroyed by being
scattered among other nations. From Lev.
xxvi. 33, etc., and ch. xxviii. 64, it is

evident that the author had in view " all

the dispersions which would come upon the
rebellious nation in future times, even down
to the dispersion under the Romans, which
continues still ; bo that Moses contemplated
the punishment in its lullest extent" (Keil).

Ver. 27.—Few in number ; literally, men

of number, i.e. that may be counted ; few as

compared with the heathen among whom
they should be dispersed (Gen. xxxiv. 30).

Shall lead you. The verb here ( in:, Piel of

:nj) is frequently used in the sense of con-

ducting gently and kindly (Isa. xlix. 10;
Ixiii. 14; Ps. xl.iii. 14; Ixxviii. 52); but
it also means to a^'ve, to carry off, to convey
forcibly (Exod. xiv. 25; Gen. xxxi. 26;
Exod. X. 13; Ps. Ixxviii. 26) ; the connec-
tion shows that it is in the latter sense it is

to be taken here. Dispersed among the
heathen, they, who had dishonoured God
by making an image to represent him,
should be compelled to do service to mere
deail idols, the work of men's hands, which
not only could not hear or see, as God can,

but also could not perform even such animal
functions as eating and smelling (Ps. cxv.
4—7 ; Jer. x. 3-9). These idols are called

"gods" by Moses, because they were so

counted by those who worshipped them;
elsewhere he stigmatizes them as " abomi-
nations," things to be loathed and abhorred
(D'i-pt?, ch. xxvii. 15 ; xxix. 17). As had been
their sin, so should be their punishment;
as they had dishonoured God, so should they
be themselves dishonoured; as they had
worshipped by an image him who is spirit

and without form, they should be made to

sink down to an utterly materialized worship.
that of mere idols, the work of men's hands;
as they had apostatized from the one holy
and true God, they should be degraded to

become the servants of abominations, objects

of loathing and abhorrence (Jer. ivL 13;
Acts vii. 42). God, however, would not
utterly cast them off: if, in their misery and
degradation, they should repent and turn
again to him and seek him sincerely and
earnestly, they should find him ; for he
is a merciful God, and mindful of the
covenant which he sware imto their fathers
(cf. Lev. xxvi. 39, etc.).

Ver. 29.—With aU thy heart and with aU
thy soul. As true religion consists in loving
the Lord with all the heart and soul, the
•whole inner nature (ch. vi. 5; x. 12), so true
repentance consists in a turning from sin

and all ungodliness to God, in a coming
from a state of enmity to him, or of indiffer-

ence to his claims, to honour, reverence,
and serve hiiu intelligently and sincerely,

thinking of him ar i^ht, adoring his per-

fections, delighting in him u the aloue
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good, giving to him tliat honour which is

his due, and doing his will from iho heart

(f'f. 2 Cbiou. XV. 15). When men have

apostatized from God, it is often by means

of "tribulation" that they aiL- brought to a

right state of mind towards him, and to

a true repentance ' not to be repented of ;

"

and to effect this is the design of all the

chastisemt nts which God sends on his own
people (Heb. xii. 5—11; cf. Jer. xxiv. 7;

xxix. 10—13; 1. 4, etc.; Ezek. vi. 11, etc.).

Ver. 30.—In the latter days ; in the after-

imrd of days (D>?p;n np-N'? ;
" en'l," ch. xi.

12)— a phrase used sometimes to desiLiuate

thetimesofthelMessiah(La. ii. 2; Hos.iii. 5;

comp. Acts ii. 17; 1 I'et. i. 20; Heb. i. 1 ;

1 John ii. 18); but here, as generally, it

simply indicates futurity, the time to come

(cf. Gen. xlix. 1; Numb. xxiv. 14; ch. xxxi.

29, etc.)- This, however, may include the

far distant future, and so points to the time

when Israel shall finally return to Ihe Lord

and be saved, through the acknowledgment I

of him whom they despised and rejected

when he came as the Messiah promised

to the fathers. As St. Taul jirounds the

assurance of the final ledcmption of Israel,

as a whole, on their calling of Gorl (Rom.

xi. 26—29), 80 Moses here s: es in (wd'e

covenant the ground of the ever-watchful

care and grate of God to Israel, and the

security of their final restoration as a nation.

Ver. 31.—Will not forsake thee ; literally,

will not let thee loose, will not lose hold of thee,

will not cast thee off (cf. Eom. xi. 1, etc.).

"Israel will return and find God, because

he loses not hold of it" (Ilerxheimcr).

"The sinner will incline to seek God only

when he apprehends him as gracious and

ready to hear " (Calvin).

Vers. 32—40.—Still more to enforce his

warning against aposfacy, and urge to

obedience and faithful adherence to the

service of Jehovah, IMoses ajipeals to what

they had already experienced of God's grace

in the choosing of them to be his people, in

his speaking to them to instruct them, and

in the miracles which he had wrought for

their deliverance and guidance ; graee such

as had never been showed before to any

nation, or heard of since the creation of the

world, and by which those who had ex-

perienced it were laid under the deepest

obligations of gratitude and duty, to love

and serve him by whom it had been showed.

With this appeal he closes his nrst address.

Ver. 32.—For. This connects the statement

that follows with that which precedes as its

cause : it is because Jehovah is a merciful

God, that the unparalleled grace showed to

Inrael had been displayed. The days that

are past, etc., i.e. inquire from the earliest

time of man's abode on the earth. From the

one side of heaven unto the other ; search the

records of all times and places, whether any
BO great a thing has ever happened or been
heard of.

Ver. 33.— (Cf. ver. 12; v. 22—26; Gen
xvi. 13.)

Ver. 34.—Hath God assayed, etc.; haih

he ever made the attempt to come on tht

earth and take a nation from the mid^t of a

nation, as he took the Hebrew people from

among the Egyptians? By temptations (rtDC,

plu. of nq^, a testing, a trial)— te. by the

plagues inflicted on Pharaoh and his people,

whereby they were tested and tried—by
signs and by wonders. "The iconder (n£i?D)

diftcrs from the sign (n'.N') in this, that the

former denotes the properly marvellous, the

extraordinary, the uncommon, consequently

the subjective apprehension of the miracu-

lous event; the latter the significant ele-

ment in the miracle, the reference to the

higher, Divine design, the purpose of God
in it, consequently to the objective side

of the miracle (comp. ch. xiii. 2)'' (Haver-

nick, 'Comment, ub. Ezech.,' p. 161). By
war(cf. Exod. xiv. 14; xv. 3—10); by a

mighty hand, and by a stretched out arn-.

(Exod. vi. G; xiv 8; ch. v. 15); and by

great terrors (Exod. xii. 30—SG), the eftect

on the Effvptians of the Divine Inflictions

(cf. I's. cv."27—38 ; cvi. 21, 22).

Ver. 35. —All this Israel was made to Bee,

in order that they might know that Jehovah
is alone God, and beside him is no other

God (O'O^^n, the God), the one living and
true God.

Ver. 36.—(Cf. Exod. xx. 18—22.) To
indicate still further the pre-eminence of

Israel, Moses emphasizes the supernatural

character of the revelation God had given

to them, and the awful manner of its de-

livery; God spake to them with audible

voice, out of heaven, amidst fire, and they

heard his words out of the fire. To instruct

thee. The verb here used (i_r') means

primarily to bind and thence to correct, to

chasten, which meaning some interpreters

would give here. But the word means also

to correct by instruction, to instruct or

persuade (cf. Isa. viii. 11; xxviii. 2(); Ps.

xvi. 7) ; and the connection, both with what

precedes and with what follows, requires

this meaning here.

Vers. 37.r-And because he loved thy

fathers (cf. Gen. xv. 5—7; Exod. xiii.

15— 17, etc.). Inasmuch as Goi had loved

their fathers, the patriarchs, and had chosen

them their descendants to be his people,

and had delivered them out of Egypt, that

he might establish them in the promised
land, having driven out thence nationi
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mighlier than they, therefore were they to

consider in their heiirt and acknowletlge
that Jehovah alone is God, and th it in the
wide universe there is no other. The
apodosis in this sentence begins at ver. 39,

and not, as in the Authorized Version, at
" he chose," in ver. 37, nor at " brought
thee," as some suggest. Because he loved

thy fathers, and chose his [i.e. Abraham's]
seed after him, and brought thee, etc.,—for

all this thou shaU keep his xtatutes, etc. In
his sight; literally, in his face, i.e. in his

presence, by himself present with them ; with
special reference to Exod. xxxiii. 14, whore
the same word is used as here. Onkelos
has here "by his Word," a^id the rabbins
explain it of " tlie angel of his presence, as

it is said, Isa. Ixiii. 9 " (Bechai, lol. 194 b).

Ver. 3S.—As it is this day; as this day
has shown, or as it has come to pass this

day, in the overthrow, namely, of Sihon
and Og.

Ver. 39.—Know therefore this day, and
consider it in thine heart, etc. ; literally, bring

back into thy heart. "Because we cannot
lay hold of spiritual things in thought
instantly in a moment, God commands to

make thm to revert, i.e. again and again to

recall them to the mind " (Bechai, fol.

194 b).

Ver. 40.—Upon the earth,—rather upon
ihe land (nj^nxr;)- -which the Lord thy God
giveth thee for ever. The comma after

"thee" in the Authorized Version should
be deleted. " The sum of this whole ex-

hortation is (1) to acknowledge and lay to

heart that God is the alone God of the
universe, in heaven and on earth ; hence

(2) to be obedient to his laws ; and .-o (3) to

have, as a recompense, a happy continuance
in the beloved land " (Herxheimer). Tlie

conclusion of the exhortation reverts to its

beginning (comp. ch. v. 40 ; ver. 1).

Vers. 41—43.

—

Appointment of three

CITIES OF REFUGE BEYOND JoiiDAN. A short

historical notice is here inser >1, probably

because it was during the interval between

the first and second addresses of Moses

that he carried into effect the Divine com-

mand to appoint cities of refuge for the

manslayer (Nimib. xxxv. 9, etc.; cf. Exod.

xxi. 13). This notice, therefore, is herein

its proper place in the order of the narra-

tive. That Moses should, just at this stage,

have made this appointment was fitting

and proper, seeing he had been urging on

the people obedience to the Divine statutes

and commandments, and had represented

their concjuest of the territory of Sihon and
Og as an earnest of their ultimate po«-

session of the whole land of the Amorites.

By appointing these cities, IMoses gave an
example of obedience to God's injunction,

and, at the same time, not only asserted on

the jjart of Israel a right of proprietorship

in this trans-Jordanic territory, but assumed

as certain that, on the other side of Jordan

also, the same right of proprietorship slioidd

be possessed and exercised by Israel in the

fulfilling of the whole law concerning cities

of refuge (cf. ch. xix. 1, etc.). That this

section belongs properly to Numb, xxxv.,

xxxvi., and has been interpolated here by

some later hand, is a pure assumption, for

which there is no ground.

Ver. 41.—On this side Jordan; beyond
Jordan, more expressly defined as toward
the sun rising, viz. on the east of that river.

Ver. 42.—Unawares; literally, in lack or

ward of knowing (nj/n-'bnqi), i.e. uncon-

sciously, unintentionally ; in Numb. xxxv.
31, 15, another word (n;;^'::, by mistake) is

used, rendered in the Authorized Version

by " unwittingly ;
" in Josh. xx. 3, both

words are used. In times past ; literall}',

yesterdaij, three days since, i.e. formerly,

heretofore (cf. Gen. xxxi. 2 ; Exod. v. «).

Ver. 43.—Names of the cities set apart
Bezer ; LXX. ^aaSo : one of the cities of the
plain or table-laud ul the Amorites, on the

east of Jordan (ch. iii. 10; Josh. xx. 8),

afterwards a Levitical city in the tribe of

Reuben (Josh. xxi. 36). It is probably the

Bosor of 1 Mace. v. 36; it has not been
ideniified with any existing locality, but
the ruined heaps of Burazin to the east of

Hesban, or those of Berza in the same
district, may mark its site. Eamoth in

Gilead; probably the same aa Ramotli-

mizpeh (Josh. xiii. "20); it lay to the north

west of Philadelphia (Rabba or Rabbatli

Ammon, hod. Amman), on the Jabbok
('Onom.,' s.v. " Rammoth " and " Remmoth " ;.

a Levitical city in the tribe of Gad (Josh

xxi. 38), hod. Ks Salt, six hours from Amniaii

(Von Raumer, Porter). Golan in Bashaa.

Eusebius identifies this with Gaulon, a very

large village in Batanaea, from which th«

surrounding region had its name, viz.

Gaulonitis, hod. Jolm ( Onom.,' s.v. " Gau-

lon ") ; it was a Levitical city in the tribe

of iNIanasseh (Josh. xxi. Si ; 1 Cliron. n. 71)

it has not been identified.
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PART n.

SECOND ADDRESS OP MOSES.

CHAPTER IV. 44—CHAPTER XXVI. 19.

This address is introduced by a general

notice of what is to form the subject of it,

viz. the Law, with a more especial descrip-

tion of that in its different parts, as con-

siating of ordinances, statutes, and rights

;

together with a reference to the place and
time when this address was delivered.

Ver. 44.—This is the Law—the Torah

—

which Moses set before the children of

Israel. ** He meaneth that which hereafter

foUoweth; bo this belongeth to the next
chapter, where the repetition of the laws
begins" (Ainsworth) ; of, ch. ver. 1 ; vi. 1

;

Lev. vi. 9 ; vii. 1, etc.

Ver. 45.—Testimonies ; ordinances attested

and confirmed by God ; the word used here
(nnj?, plu. of nny) occurs only in Deute-

ronomy (here and ch. vi. 17, 20) and in the
Psalms. Statutes and judgments (cf- ch.

iv. 1). After they came forth out of Egypt

;

" i.e. not immediately after their exit, but,

as ver. 46 shows, when they were already
beyond Jordan" (Herxlieimer); literally,

in their coming out ; i.e. during the process

of their passing from Egypt to Canaan

;

more exactly defined by what follows.

Ver. 46.—In the vaUey (cf. ch. iii. 29). In
the land of Sihon ; on ground already cap-

tured and possessed by Israel (cf. ch. ii. 32

—

36 ; iiL 1—17 ; ver. 48 ; cf. ch. iiL 9, 12—17).

H0MILETIC3.

Vers. 25—28.

—

Penalties of disobedience and apostacy. (See Homiletics, cb. xxviii.)

Vers. 29—31.

—

Punishment not rejection. (See Homiletics, ch. xxx. 1—5.)

Vera. 32—36.

—

Israel's xieculiar greatness. (See Homiletics, ch. iv. 11—20 ; v. 6

;

xxxiii. 29.)

Vera, 37, 38.

—

The dispossession of the Canaanite$. (See Homiletics, ch. i. 1—8.)

Vers. 39, 40.

—

Loyalty to Ood the basis of national prosperity and of family
happiness. (See Homiletics, cb. iv. 1—4 and 5—9.)

Vc'i 41—43.

—

T?ie cities of refuge. (See Homiletics, ch. xix.)

Vors. 44, 45.— The Law : its value. (See Homiletics, ch. v. 22—33.)

Vers. 44—49.

—

The territory of Sihon and Og occupied by others, (See Homiletics,

ch. ii. 24—iii. 1—11.)

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers, 23—32.

—

National backsliding. The history of the Jews is an unanswerable

argument in favour of the truth of prophecy and the reality of Divine revelation. The
singularity of that history is such as can only be fully accounted for on the idea of a super-

natural Providence interesting itself in their fortunes ; but the strangest fact is in that,

their own sacred books, this wonderful history is predicted with minute precision. The
Book of Deuteronomy furnishes a series of these predictions, the extraordinary character

of which is not removed by any date to which the book may be assigned. We maj
read this passage first as a prophecy, then as a warning.
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I. A PROPHECY. It does not, as several later passages do, put the backsliding of the

Jews hypotbetically, but states the fact plainly that they will backslide—takes it for

granted (ver. 25). There is a prediction : 1. Of national apustacy. The whole history

of Israel, beginning with the time of the judges (Judg. ii. 19), is a commentary on

this statement. 2. Of national rejection (vers. 2G—29). How remarkably has this

testimony been fulfilled in the rooting out of both Judah and Israel from their own
land ; in their scattering throughout the nations, in every region and country under

heaven ; in their preservation amidst all vicis.-^itudes as a distinct people; in the con-

formity to alien worships, customs, and beliefs, to which tliey have so often been

compelled; in the miseries and indignities which they have enduredj! Surely we are

entitled to ask from the vmbeliever that he should give us, when rejecting revelation,

some satisfactory explanation of these coincidences. 3. Of national repcnlance (vers.

29—32 ; cf. ch. xxx.). Though yet unfulfilled, there can be little doubt in the minds of

any who study past fulfilments, that this prophecy of the repentance of Israel will in

God's good time receive its accomplishment also (Zech. xii. 10 ; Rom. xi. 26).

II. A WARNING. We learn the truths : 1. That backsliding is possible from a state

of high attainment. 2. That backsliding is commonly of gradual development (ver. 25).

3. That backsliding may assume very aggravated forms. 4. That backsliding exposes

to severe punishment from God. But, finally, and for our encouragement: 6. That
backsliding, if repented of, will be graciously forgiven.—J. 0.

Vers. 32—41.

—

llie wonder/ulness of Israel's history. I. The wokderfulness o»
REVELATION AT ALL. (Ver. 33.) It may be argued with great propriety that man needs

a revelation ; that if there is a God, it is i)robable he will give one ; that the absence of

all special revelation would be a greater wonder than the fact of a revL-latiou bein.;

given. Yet, when the mind dwells on it, the sense of wonder grows at the thought of

the Eternal thus stooping to hold converse with finite, sinful, dying men on earth.

Whatever enhances our conceptions of God's greatness, intensifies in the same measure
our wonder at the condescension, grace, and love implied in special revelation (Ps. viii.).

II. The wokderfulness of God's revelation of himself in Israel's history. (Vers.

34—39.) God revealed himself to Israel; but, inasmuch as the calling, deliverance,

and whole history of the nation was full of the supernatural, he was revealed also in

Israel—in its history. The miraculous element in the history of Israel is urged as a

reason for rejecting it. But remark : 1. It claims to stand out as something absolutely

unique in time. This is no case of the vulgar supernatural, begotten of a childish,

miracle-loving age. Moses is as conscious of the marvel, of the exceptional character of

the occurrences he narrates, as any of his critics; probably more so. He rises to the

grandeur of the subject he speaks of, and puts it on the express ground that nothing
like it was ever known, or rumoured, in history. 2. An adequate reason existedfor these

wonders. The interposition of God, as narrated in these verses, the whole revelation,

with its terrors, its signs and wonders, its fire, its lawgiving,—is abundantly worthy of

tiie Being who is said to have revealed himself, and of the ends for which that discovery

of himself was made. On the other hand, it rises high above what man would natu-
rally have imagined God to do, had he set himself to invent a story of the kind. 3.

The wonders are well attested. Moses appealed to a generation, the older part of which
had witnessed them. Critics dispute the Mosaic authorship of the address; but apart

from this, it is to be said that the whole after-history of the nation rests on their reality.

There is, however, !tn inherent sublimity, fitness, vividness, sense of reality in the

narratives, ..nd in this appeal to eye-witnesses, which speaks of itself for the truthful-

ness of the history. When narratives of the same kind, presenting the same marvellous
characteris; cs, can be produced fiom other literatures, and laid alongside of these, we
will be able to believe in their legendary or invented character. 4. These wonders
estaJiUshed a unique claim on Israelfor obedience an. I fidelity (vers. 39, 40).

III. The wonderfulness of Goo'a revelation of himself in Israel is surpassed
BY HIS revelation OF HIMSELF IN Christ. 'J'hese wonders in Israel were but the earlier

acts in a great drama, of which the later belong to the dispensation of the gospel.

While Moses appeals to the limited character of the former revelation as enhancing its

wonder (ver. 34), it is the greater marvel of the revelation in Christ, that it is universal

in its scope, and brings in a redemption which all can share. We think here of th«
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incarnation, the miracles of Christ, the resurrection, the outpouring of the Spirit, the

miraculous spread of the gos] el, subsequent reformations and revivals, conversions,

thesupt'rnatural jiower exhibited in the renewal and sanctification of souls, the successes

of ndssions, etc. (cf. Ileb. ii. 1— 5). The appeals of jNloics, and his exhortations to

wonder and obey, comedown to ourselves, accordingly, with enormously enhanced fore©.

—J. 0.

Ver. 37.

—

Beloved for the fathers^ sake. We learn, taking this verse with the

context

—

I. That the piety of ancestors is remembered by God in his dealings with
THEIR DESCENDANTS. He remcmbcrs : 1. Their piety. 2. The love he bore them. 3.

His promises. 4. Their prayers.

II. That the piety of ancestors is a frequent ground op long-suffering and
FOREKARANCE. It was SO with Israel (ch. ix. 5); Solomon (1 Kings xii. 12), etc.

III. Yet that the piety of ancestors will not of itself secure salvation.

The Jews were not to be exempted from chastisement for j^ersonal transgn ssions. If

" they abide still in unbelief" (itom. xi. 23), they cannot be saved. There cannot be

salvation without personal faith and obedience.—J. 0.

Vers. 29—40.— The mercy of God. The knowledge of his own deceitful heart, and
his observation of others' waywardness, convinced Moses that, in spite ol all warning

and appeal, the jieople might yet wander into evil ways. But Closes had also such a

comprehensive vision of God's mercy, that he foresaw that there wuuld be room for

repentance even in the land of exile, and that Divine mercy would be available in every

extremity of distress. Since God had designed to show mercy unto Israel, Moses felt

assurid that he would not allow his gracious designs to be frustrated.

I. Affliction often reveals to our minus our need of mercy. Amid the joyous

exc'.tenients induced by earthly prosperity, men forget the deeper needs of the soul.

They spend life as if they had no soul, as if this earth were their aU. But the deep

gashes, which suffering makes, become mouths through which the imprisoned soul

makes herself heard. When tvems defeat our selfish plans, or when health is inter-

rupted, we are made to feel that there is a higher Power than ourselves, who reigns u; on

the throne, and often, in sheer despair of otiier help, we appeal to him for mercy;

like Mauasseh, who had long hardened his he.irt against God, yet, when he was in sore

affliction, sought Jehovah's face. When brought to the lowest ebb, the prodigal son

bent his steps homeward. Aflliction often serves as the slupiheid's crook.

II. Earnest appeal fob God's mercy is never unsuccessful on earth. From the

furthest limit of apostacy the cry for help is heard. There is no spot on earth fruni

which lines of connection with heaven will not be found. Our God is not wont to hide

himself in secret p)laces, where the eye of faith cannot find him. If only the bow be

well bent by the arm of spiritual earnestness, and the arrow be feathered with faith, and

aimed by heavenly wisdom, it must penetrate tiie skies. Without gracious influences

i'rom above, men will not pray ; but whensoever they do pray, they shall be heard.

The praj'er of the rich man in his torments was unheard, bicause it was a godless and

a sellish I'rayer, and because we have no ground lor expectmg mercy when life has

closed; in his case there was no appeal for nurcy.

III. God's mercy is the most attractive revelation of himself fob sinners. So

far as we know, this revelation of his merciful character was reserved for guilty men.

In the construction of this material universe, we see chiefly a forth-putting of amazir.g

jiower. In the creation of sentient beings, capable of deriving pleasure from the pro-

cesses of natural law, we see in active exercise the qualities of wisdom and benevolence.

In the Divine treatment of apcstate angels, we discover brilliant coruscations from the

flames of justice. In the provision of pardon and hope for human transgressors, we see

in God's nature the fascinating quality of mercy. 'I'his mercy manifests itself in a

thousand ways, and is a prolific parent of blessing. It restrains from flagrant sin. It

envelops the sinner in a network of heavenly influence. It holds back the hand of

justice from summary destruction of the culiait. Though men forsake God, he dots not

forthwith forsake them. Retaliation finds no place in the Eternal Mind. It is negativf

and positive good.
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IV. This mercy i.s sixhjked to men uy covenant. A covenant is a compact or treaty

ma'e between two pur.suus, and wuicli is intended for the advantage of all parties in-

tercstid. LJut it is a pnre act of cuudesccnsiun, when God undeit:ilces to bind himself

in solemn eugageiucnls with his feeble and fallen creatures. This gracious procedure

is taken in order to eneuiuaieour trust, and tu pierce unbelief through and through with

a two-edged sword. Now that God has ma'ie a covenant with men, and repeated it age

after age, his trutli and la thfulness and integrity are pledged lor our salvation. He
made a covenant with Christ, by which ho secured to him an ample recompense of

redeemed men, and our Lord pKads in prayer for the fulfilment of las Fatlier's cove-

nant. So gracious is tlie covenant that (J.id makes with us—the new covenant—that he
writes it on the tablet of our minds, yea, deeply engraves it upon the solt affections of

our hearts.

V. Tuis MEitcy IS MADE CONSPICUOUS BY THii: MIGHTY DEEDS OF GoD. Moses reminds
the Hebrews of the spl ndid tokens of God's goodness they had seen ; for every one of

these was a pledge of unchanging love. God's signal emancipation of the people from

the iron bondage of Egypt ; his care over them throughout the desert pilgrimage ; his

unprecedented revelation of himself on Horeb, in fire and cloud and voice;

—

all th/ae

tilings were tantamount to fresh covenants—earnests of yet larger blessing. In deeds,

more eloquent than words, he assured them that all his resources were available for

them. And we, in New Testament times, can make this argument stronger stdl.

Calvary serves as a platform, on which we may erect a magnificent structure of ex-

pectation. If God had meant to desert us, would he have shown to us such kindnesses

as these?
VI. God DISTRIBUTES nis merct in various MEASURES. He did for the Hebrews

what he did not do for other nations of that period. In the way of providence, and in

the way of revelation, he deals differently with separate nations, and with individuals.

We cannot understand all the rules and methods by which he is pleased to work, but
we can leave it to himself to justify his ways. Because mercy snatched the crucified

thief from the jaws of perdition at the last moment of life, it is criminal presumption

for any other man to expect mercy in his last hour.

VII. Mercy flows to wen tiirougu a vicarious channel. God assured that

generation of the Jews, that thy were blessed for their fathers' sake. Not on the

ground of personal merit, nor on the ground of personal claim, did God show them his

distinguishing favour, but because he had loved Abraham their father, and for his

sake loved his seed. Learn here how greatly God loves a good man ! Abraham was
not destitute of fault ; yet so conspicuous was his practical faith, that God could not

do enough for him during an earthly life-time. The benediction of God overfiowed

(like the oil on Aaron's head), and descended to the skirts of his posterity. So, and
much more, the love which God bears his only Son flows to us for his Son's sake.

The same rich quality of love God cherishes for liis Son, he cherishes for us. The gift

of salvation can flow to us in no otlier way than through tliis channel of vicarious

merit. *' God, in Christ, reconciles the world unto himself.'*

VIII. God's mercy a potent inducement for loyal obedience. When all other

methods have failed to elicit a man's loyalty, the unexpected display of mercy has

often succeeded. Justice, and honour, and all sense of obligation in man have been
apjiealed to over and over agaui, and always in vain. No appeal moves his callous

nature, excq-t the plaintive voice of love. We may tell him of the measureless power
of Jehovah, of his inflexible justice, of his inviolable truth, of his fixed determination

to root out sin from his kingdom ; he hears it all unmoved. But tell him of Jehovah's

overflowing mercy, of his tender love for the chief of sinners, of the costly provision of

salvation ; and by the gracious application of this by the Divine Spirit, man's nature

relents, becomes docile, and enshrines the Law of Gud in its inmost centre. " Man I

"

says the silvery voice of mercy, " thy sins are forgiven thee." And the swift re.^'poiiM

is, " Lord, u-hat wilt thou have me to do ?
"—D.

Vers. 41—43.

—

Tlie cities of refuge. Regard for human life is more important than

regard for private property. With legislative prescience, Moses secured three cities on
the east of Jordan as sanctuaries for fugitives, before the land was allocated to their

several families. Siill further security lor the unwary inanslayer was obtained by the

dpcroe that these cities should be occupied l>y families of the Levjtes.
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L God's high regard for human life. This Divine thought fulness for men ii

impressive. Nut a life was to be wantonly wasted. Human lifi', it is plain, was

counted inferior in value to the interests of public justice; but it was to be sacredly

protected against private revenge. This humane provision was all the more required

at that time when Israel had been commanded to slay such vast numbers of Canaauites.

Inevitably, human sensibility would be blunted, and a grave peril arose that human

life would be cheaply rated. The entire land, purchased at such great cost, was a

temple a sacred enclosure—which Go.l had chosen for his abode, and the shedding of

innocent blood would det:rade and desecrate the hallowed soil. Human life, sustained

by God with exquisite pains—capable of eminent usefulness— is appraised by God as

of great value.

il. The JUDICI0IT8 adjustment of righteousness and pity. Both these are senti-

ments implanted in the breast by a Divine hand ; both serve the interests of humanity
;

and both have a fitting sphere in which to move. For the nation's good, the conscience

of every man should be kept in healthful activity. It needs illumination, discipline,

vigour. The moral sense is as liable to injury, disease, and decay, as any otlier laculty

of"mind. It may be deficient in wisdom ; it may be overburdened with sensitiveness;

it may magnify molehills into mountains; it may act with precipitate haste, tiide by

side with unrelenting hostility for sin, should dwell honest pity for the sinner. This

provision of " sanctuaries " in Israel was in no wise an interference with the proper

procedure of justice. By the decision of competent magistrates the fugitive might yet

be handed over to the executioner. It gave full opportunity for investigation. It safe-

guarded a suspected man, if he were innocent of the greater crime. It taught men to

draw a deep line between unintentional injury and premeditated murder. It shielded

from needless death many a useful life.

III. Prompt and severe exertion was the condition of escape. When a man
was killed, his next of kin was expected to avenge his blood. This rough ministry ol

justice was need. ful in those early days. It strengthened family ties. It fosteied a

spirit of brotherhood. It was a shield for the weak and defenceless. If one man had

slain another, the presumption was that it had been maliciously done, and prompt

vengeance was preparing for him. He had placed himself (inadvertently, it may bi.) in

a serious plight. He was exposed to a sudden reprisal. Beiore an hour his own life

might be forfeited. If his conscience told him that he was innocent, there was a possi-

bility of escape. But he must jTomptly flee. He must bid a hasty adieu, or none at

all, to wife and children, and run at highest speed for the rcfu'^e city, for vengeance is

swift-footed as an anteloiie. Every muscle must be strained to the utmost; his eye

must be on every bush and rock, lest the foe should be lurking in ambush ; his last

resource of strength must be expended upon his flight ; he must go direct as an arrow

for the provided sanctuary. So for every guilty son of Adam there is a refuge pro-

vided on the hill called "Calvary ;
" and because Death rides apace upon our heels, we

are charged to flee—to flee for very life—to this capacious Refuge. So run, that ye

may be safe 1—D.

Vers. 25—31.

—

Judgment leading to mercy. After stating the fact of God's jealousy

in the matter of graven images, Moses goes on as a jirophet to declare that, if tluy

corrupt themselves in this way in Canaan, the result will be their destruction and dis-

persion. But in dispersion, if they turn with all their hearts to God (ver. 2i)), tliey

shall find him and bo restored. God is merciful as well as jealous (ver. 31). The
following thoughts are hereby suggested :

—

I. Judgment is with a view to amendment. Of cotirse, the incorrigible stage may
eventually be reached. But until this spirit is manifested, judgment is remedial. The
dealings of God with Israel, as we know from the history, were in hope ot national

amendment. Defeat at the hand of their enemies, exile in Babylon, and all the severe

dispensations were to bring them to their senses and lead them to return to God.

Judgment, in fact, is first the servant of mercy.

II. Tribulation should at once lead us to heart-searching. It is not an
infallible sign of special sin, as the case of Job proves. But the probabilities are in

flavour of supposing that some special sin has called for special sorrow. Let self-ex-

amination, then, be the rule in the midet of all our tribulations. God is calling us In

trumpet-tones to return to his embrace.
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III. Mkrcy finds in trouble a splendid sphere. The riches of God's grace and
mercy can be displa}'e<l only in the permitted extremities of human experience. Tribu-
lation, exile, the bitterness which no earthly iiitermeddlincr can relieve, are so many
worlds into which mercy enters to assert its power and to reign.

The permission of evil has here the only explanation which the present life allows.

We shall learn more afterwards, but meanwhile this is all we can learn here.

IV. The merciful One counsels souls to return at once to covenant relations.
A loving God is jealous of the defections of his people— hence the judgment and the

tribulation. But in mercy he counsels return, and promises to receive them intc

covenant relationship again. Here alone can we h&ve peace and satisfaction of a

permanent character.

Outside the covenant there can be no real comfort or joy. In covenant relation?

with God, there is a charmed circle, and peace passing all understanding. As Israel

returned after the exile, may we return from our backslidings to the consolations of the
covenant again !—R. M. E.

Vers. 32—40.— 7%e delivei-ance of the Lord's people unparalleled. Moses would
have the Israelites to regard God's deliverance of them from Egypt as a matter for the

most grateful admiration. 'J'here had been nothing like it since the beginning of the

world. There was direct and immediate communion with God ; there was deliverance

of the people from Egypt by unexampled judgments ; and all was to show his character

as a sovereign and loving God. The effect of such a discipline should \>q filial obedi-

ence. It suggests the following lessons :

—

I. The Lord's people should gratefully study their deliverance. The mar-
vellous Exodus from Egypt and communion at Sinai were deserving of the most faithful

study. No people had ever been so favoured before.

But our personal deliverance from the bondage of sin, our march through the wilder-

ness of life, our fellowship with God from the mountain-top of ordinances, the entire

experience of a spiritual soul, combine to eclipse even the discipline of Israel. Each
one is prepared, who understands his state, to say, " Come and hear, all ye that fear

God, and I will declare what he hath done for my soul " (Ps. Ixvi. 16).

II. Unparalleled expekience from God argues an unparalleled God. For
it is a revelation of his powers and character he makes in these matters, and we are

expected to reason from our experience up to himself. " Unto thee it was showed,"
said Moses, " that thou miuhtest know tliat the Lord he is God ; there i;? none else

beside him." He moves in an unparalleled fashion, thivt we may recognize in him the

unparalleled One.
The use of personal experience is, therefore, to reach the Divine side of it, and see

what reflection of Deity it presents.

III. It was God's love which he illustrated in bringing Israel from Egypt to

Canaan. The casting out of the Canaanites, the extermination of the idolaters, was
judgment justly exercised upon them ; but it was love towards Israel. Hence one of

the psalmists makes these con([uests a proof that " his mercy endureth for ever
''

(Ps. cxxxvi. 17—22).

And God's dealings with his people always are to illustrate his love. They find how
all things work top;ether for good unto them (Rom. viii. 28).

IV. It is filial obedience his people should render. The similarity between
ver. 40 and the fifth commandment of the Decalogue is certainly remarkable. The idea

of God's fatherhood ?" "^s certainly in the mind of Moses and of the filial obedience of

Israel. Long life is attached tn their filial obedience to God, as it is attached in that

commandment to the filial obedience we render to man.
And indeed this " fatherhood of God," with its correlative " sonship of man," con-

stitutes the crowning relation into which God and man come. How glorious it is

!

Earth becomes the school of God's children; the promise of the life that now is cheers

them on, and heaven contracts the kindly light of home.
We should never rest contented till our study of God's dealings leads us into assur-

ances and hopes like these. The Israelites were to be obedient, and in consequence

successful children ; and the same blessed conditions become ours by faith !—R. M. E.

DKUTERONOMY, <*
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Vers. 41— 43.

—

The cities of refuge beyond the Jordan. After the discourse contained

in the preceding portion of this book, Moses seems to have taken a breathing time, during

which he designated Bezer in the wilderness, Ramoth in Gilead, and Golan in Bashan,

as cities of refuge. To these the menslayers were directed to flee, when they had been

guilty, Tiot of murder, but of manslaughter. In this way a distinction was introduced

in the Mosaic code between manslaughter and murder, which did not obtain iu the

code of revenge among the other naliuus.

And here let us observe

—

I. Retaliation constituted the rude justice of this early age. Vengeance
seems dreadful to mauy because we live under an organized system of public justice.

But if we were translated to some uncivilized country, where each one is forced to fight

for his own hand, we should regard it less painfully. We should recognize it, in fact,

as a necessary assertion of justice.
" Vengeance is mine ; I will ri pay, saith the Lord," seems dreadful only to those who

have nut appreciati d the need of a perfect public justice. The Divine vengeance will

be public and perfect, from which there will and can be no appeal.

II. Retaliation, such as the Mosaic code prescribed, demanded courage and
8ELF-DENIAI,. The kinsman was directed to pursue the manslayer, and to seek the

payment of life for life. It was not one of those feats which would be lightly under-

taken. In fact, it was one of those dangerous duties, which a person would shirk if he
could. The command reinfurced the courage and sustained the self-denial of the people

(cf. Mozley's ' Ruling Ideas in Early Ages,'' pp. 180—221).
And in the Divine vengeance— with reverence would we say it—there is needed

courage and self-denial, 'i'he infliction of it is forced upon him.

III. The cities of refuge affouded protection to the manslayer who did not
DELIBERATELY TAKE AWAY LIFE. Here the manslayer lived in lonely exile till the

death of the high priest. This milder sentence, however, was preferable to a violent

death. The opportiuiity was afforded of examining himself and of being penitent for

his sins.

The sojourn in the city of refuge corresponds to the spiritual experience of those

who have betaken themselves to Jesus under a sense of their sin and bloodgTiiltiness,

to find undir his wings freedom from condemnation (Rom. viii. 1), and the necessity of

great watchfulness and circumspection. If the manslayer had left the city of refuge,

he would still have bieu liable to the avenger.

IV. But WHEN the high priest died the manslayer regained LIBERTY as well
AS LIFE. " Life in Christ " is indicated by the sojourn in the city of refuge. But
liberty through the death of Christ is indicated by the release at the death of the high
priest.

It takes many relations to bring out the truth as it is in Jesus. He is our Ooel, or

Avenger, as we have seen where he says, " Vengeance is mine." He is our City of Refuge

;

he is our High Priest, whose death secures the return of the exile. May Jesus be all

in all to us !—R. M. E.

Vers. 44

—

id. — The circumstancfs under which the Law was reiterated. These
verses aie manifestly introductory to the discourse of the succeeding chapters. Moses
is about to declare the " testimonies " ("IFC'), what comes forth from God to indicate
his will; and the "staDutes" (^'p.Q'"]), the defined duties of moral obligation; and the
"judgments" (°'??H''?'"3), or mutual rights of men. The conditions of his speech are
here detailed.

I. The Israelites hai. received an earnest op the promised inheritance. They
had got, as we have seen, the land of the Amorites. 'J he kingdoms of Og and of Sihon
were already in the hands of the two and a half tribes. Moses had a vantage-ground,
therefore, from which to plead the claims of God.
And so, when we get an earnest of the promised inheritance in the gift of the Spirit,

we are more likely to yield ourselves to the Divine demands (Kph. i. 14). We have
an inheritance on this side the Jordan of death, more important than the pastures oi

Bashan, and God, having given us this, may well make demands upon us.

II. The experience through which they had passed w'as also most important.
F(jr the temporal inheritance in Moab and Bashan was a minor part of their gifts from
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God. Their fellowship at Sinai, their wanderinj^s through the wilderness, the chequered
experience of judgment and of mercy, all combined to make the Isr.ielites in IMoab •
^voured people. No other nation had had such an experience and history.

III. The reitkkation of the Law was in the midst of happier conditions. At
Sinai their fathers nnd themselves had witnessed awe-inspiring wonders. The mount
was the centre of quaking and f ar. Even Moses had to yield to the panorama of
terror, and to say, "1 exceedingly I'ear and quake." But now in Moab all around tliern

is bright and hopeful. Mercy encompassed them, and so they were more likely to
enter into the spirit of tlie Law, which Muses makes out to be love (ch. vi. 1—5).

IV. We learn from this that God first gives blessings and thicn asks oredi-
ENCE. It is here that we see phunly the essence of the gospel. The glad tidings
consist of the offer of a full and free salvation to the sinner, on the ground that he is a
sinner and cannot save himself. The salvation is saddled with no condition. This
is tlie trouble—it is too good news to be true, in the sinner's sight. He can hardly
credit such free gilt—he would rather pay something for it. But God is firm, and will
make no half bargains.

But when the sinner has been redeemed from Egypt and brought to God, he is ex-
pected in gratitude to obey God's Law. It is his rule of life, and he renders obedience
to it willingly.

People "put the cart before the horse," and fancy God will take something in part
payment, and could not think of refusing them ! Nothing is so important just now
as clear views about the plan of salvation.—K. M. £i.

EXPOSITIOIT.

CHAPTER V.

The Decalogde the Basis of the Cove-
nant, THE Essence of the whole Law,
AND THE Condition of Life and
Felicity.

Vers. 1—33.

Vers. 1—5.—]\lose3 reminds them of the

making of the covenant at Iloreb, and of

the revelation of the fundamental law of

the covenant there. As he was about to

lecapitulate the laws which God their

King had enacted, it was fitting that be

should refer at the outset to that covenant

relation between Jehovah and Israel on

which all the injunctions of the Law rested.

Ver. 1.—And Moses called all Israel [called

to all Israel], and said. " The calling refers

not to the publicity of the address, but to

the clear voice which, breakin;^ forth from

the inmost heart of Moses, aimed at pene-
trating, as far as possible, to all (Gen. xlix.

1 ; John vii. 37) " (Schroeder). (Cf. slso

Prov. viii. 4.)

Vers. 2, 3.—Not with onr fathers, the
patriarchs (cf. ch. iv. 37.) The covenant to

which Moses refers is not that made with

Abraham, but that made at Sinai, with
Israel as a people; and though the in-

dividuals who were then present had all

perislied with the exception of Mmscs,
Joshua, and Caleb, the nation survived, and
as it wtks with the nation as an organic whole.

that the covenant had been made, it might
be with propriety said that it was made with
those whom IMoses addressed at this time,
inasmuch as they constituted the nation.

Vers. 4, 5.—The Lord talked with you
face to face. God spoke to them immedi-
ately, in their presence and to their face,

from the mount, as one person might to
anotlier. There is a slight difference in
form between the phrase liere ami that in
Exod. xxxiii. 11 and ch. xxxiv. 10, where it

is used in refer(nce to Moses, but it is

80 slight (n'je3 instead of d^jq-'tn') that no
difference of meaning can be elicited. God
spake directly to tlie people, as he did to
Moses, only Moses was admitted to closer

communion with him than the people were.
This difference is suffi. icntly indicated in

ver. 5, where the mediatory function of
Moses, in the promulgation of the Law and
tlie making of the covenant, is described a.s

necessitated by the fear of the people, and
their not going up into the mount (cf. Exod.
xix. 19, etc.). This is reftrred to more fully

afterwards (ver. 23, etc.). I stood between the
Lord and you; i.e. acted as mi diator; LXX.
tlaTTjKeiv aya /xfffoy (cf. Gal. iii. 19).

Ver. 6.—I am Jehovah thy God. "The
Law, the establishing rule for men, can pro-

ceed only from him who alone and over all

stands fast; i.e. from God, epecially as

Jehovah. The eternal, unchangeable One,
since he demands <he obeditnce of faith (is

not merely the moral imperative), must no'

only reveal himself, bat iu revealing^ bimseU
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mnBt olfiim Israel as loyal and faithful ; thy

God" (.Scliroeder).

Vers. 7

—

21.— Repetition of the ten com-

mandments. On tliese, as the basis of the

covenant, the whole legislation rests, and

thererorc a rehearsal of tliera is a fitting

iutroduction to a repitition and enforcement

of the laws of the theocracy. Some dift'erences

appear between the statement of the "ten

words," as given hero and as given in Exod.

XX. It is chiefly in the fourth commandment
tiiat these are to be found. It begins here

with "remember" for "keep;" reference is

made to tiie command of God as sanction-

ing the sabbath (vcr. 12), which is omitted in

Exodus ; a fuller description of the animals

10 DC exemiited from work on that day is

t-iven (ver. 14) ; the words, " that thy man-

servant and thy maidservant may rest as

well as thou," are added (ver. 14); and in

place of a rereienco to the rcating of Ood
after the Creation as the ground of the

sabbath institute, as in Exodus, there is

here a reference to the deliverance of the

Israelites out of bondage in Egypt as a

reason why the Lord commanded them to

keep the sabbath day (vtr. 15). In the

fifth commandment there are two additions

here—the one of the words, " as Jehovah thy

God liiitli eominanded tliee," and the other

ofthe words, " that it may go well with thee "

[^\Li. nj). iu tile teuin coiuniaudment, the

lirat two clauses are transposeil, "desire"

appears in place of "covet" in relation to

" wife," and "field" is added to the sperifi-

cation of objects (ver. 21). Tliese dift'er-

ences are of little moment. The only one

demanding notice is that in the fourth com-

mandment, where dilferent reasons are aa-

bigned for the ordinance of the sabbath.

The two reasons assigned, however, are

perfectly compatible; the one is funda-

mental and univer.~ally applicable, the other

is subsidiary and special in its application ;

ihe one is a reason why the sabbath was
oiiginally instituted and is for all men, the

other is a reason why it was specially and
Formally instituted in Israel and was espe-

cially memorable to that people. In a

popular address to them it seems fitting that

the latter rather than the former should be
the one adduced. As a memorial of their

''eliverance from Egypt, the sabbath was all

j-.m^rtant to them, for by it thev were con-

stantly reminded that " they were thereby

freed from the dominion of the world to be

a peculiar possession of Jehovah, and go

amid the toil and trouble of the world had
part in the holy rest of their God " (Baum-
garten). It was also fitting in a recapitula-

tory address that special emphasis should be

laid on the fact that whattho Law enunciated

was what " the Lord had commanded." The
addition of "field "in the tenth command-
ment is probably due to the fact that now,

the occupation and division of the land

having begun, the people were about to have,

what they had not before—each his own
property in land. In the tenth command-
ment, also, there is a dififerenco in the two

accounts worthy of notice. In Deuteronomy,

"field" is added to the enumeration of

objects not to be coveted, and the " wife" ia

put first and apart, while in Exodus tho

" house " precedes the " wife " uad the latter

ranks with the rest. In Deuteronomy also

this separation of the wife is emphasized by

a change of the verb: ^Neither shall thou.

desire (iJ^nn) thy neighbour's wife, neither

shalt thou covei t'i;f?nn; thy neighbours

house,'' etc.

Verb. 7—16.

—

Fibst tablb of i'hb Law •

prxcepta pietatis.

Ver. 7.- -In this, the first commandment,
the great principle and basis of all true

religion is asserted—monotheism, as opposed

to polytneism or pantheism There is but

one <;od, and that God is Jehovah, the self

exi-tont and eternal, who yet has personal

relations with men.

Vers. 8—10.—Here the spirituality of God
is asserted, and, in the prohil»ition of the use

of images in the worship of the Deity, all

idolatry is denounced, and all deification uf

the powers of nature in any sense is pro-

hibited. By the Jews, this commandment
was not always regarded, for they were not

unfrequently seduced into following the

idolatrous usages of tbe nations around

them. It does not appear, however, thai,

though they set up images of the idol-gods

whom they were thus led to worship, tliey

ever attempted to represent by image or

picture the great God whom their fathers

worshipped—Jehovah—by whom this com-

mand was given ; and at a later period, when
they had long renounced all idolatry, they

became noted as the one nation that adored

the Deity as a spirit, without any sensible

representation of him: " Judaei meute sola

unumquo Numen intelligunt . . . igitm

nulla simulacra nrbibos suis. nediun t«mplj«
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einaiit " (Tacit., ' Hist.,' v. 5). It appears

that, by many of them at least, the com-
mandment was regarded as prohibiting

absolutely the graphic and plastic arts

(Philo, ' Quis Eer. Div. Hser. sit.,' p. 496,

edit. Mangey ;
' De Ebrict.,' p. 374 ;

' De
Gigant.,' p. 270). This may account for the

low state of these arts among the Jews, nnd
for the fact that Ihey alone of the civilized

nations of antiquity liavu left no mouuments
of art for the instruction or admiration of

posterity. Thou shalt not bow down thy-

self unto them, nor serve them ; LXX., Ou
irpo(TKvyri(X€ts aii-rois, ovSe fxt) \aTpevffr)s

avTols. Every kind of worship of images is

forbidden, alike that oi proskunesis and that

of latria. And shewing mercy unto thou-

sands ; i.e. to the thousandth generation

(cf. eh. vii. 9)

Ver. 11.—Thou shalt not take the name of

the Lord thy God in vain; literally, Thou
shalt not take [or lift'] up the Name ofJehovah

thy God to vanity. This commandment
forbids not only all false swearing by the

Name of God, but all profanation of that

Name by an irreverent or light use of it

(Lev. xix. 12).

Vers. 12—14.—Keep the sabbath day to

sanctify it, as the Lord thy God hath com-

manded thee. This piiraseology implies that

the sabbath institute was already well

known to the people of Israel ; so that this

commandment was intended, not to enact a

new observance, but to enforce the continu-

ance of an observance which had come down
to them from earlier^ times. The sabbath

was to be kept by being sanctified. This
means that it was to be consecrated to God
to be used as he had appointed. The sanctifi-

cation of any object " always goes back to

an act of the Divine will, to Divine election

and institution. In other words, it is always

a state in which the creature [or institute]

is bound to God by the appointment of God
himself, which is expressed by Cnp, £?ip,

Bfnpn, B^np" (Oehler, ' Theology of the Old
Testament,' vol. i. p. 155). The sanctifica-

tion of the sabbath, accordingly, was the
consecration of that day to the Lord, to be
observed as he had enjoined, that is, as a
day of rest from all servile work and ordin-

ary occupations. Among the Jews, those
who were careful to keep this law "rested
the sabbath day according to the command-
ment" (Luke xxiii. 56). Not, however, in

mere indolence and idle vacancy, unworthy
of a man. Not thus could the day be
sanctified to the 1 .ord. Man had to " release

his soul and body from all their burdens,
with all the professions and pursuits of

ordinary life, only in order to gather himself
together again in God with greater puiity

and fewer disturbing elements, and renew
iu him the might of his own better powers "

(Ewald, 'Antiquities of Israel,* p. 102). In

the sabbath institute, therefore, lies the basis

of sjiiritual worship and piotu service in

Israel.

Ver. 1-3.—The germ of society is the
family, and the family is sustained only as

the autliority and rule of the heads of the
house are upheld and respected. The com-
mand, then, to honour parents may be justly

regarded as asserting the foundation of ail

social ordinances and arrangements. VVhei

e

parents are not honoured, a flaw lies at the
basis, and the stability of the entire social

fabric is endangered.

Vers. 17—21.

—

Second table of the
Law : prascepta prohitatis.

In the enactments of the second table
there is a progression from the outward to

the inward. First, sins of deed are pro-
hibited, such as murder, adultery, and theft

;

then sins of word, such as injury of a neigh-
bour's good name by false testimony ; and
finally, sins of the heart, which do not
come into open manifestation, such as cove-
tousness and evil desire. The " command-
ment " is thus seen to be " exceeding broad "

(Ps. cxix. 96). So that only the man " who
hath clean hands and a pure heart, and who
bath not lifted up his soul to vanity, nor
sworn deceitfully," shall "ascend into the
hill of the Lord, or stand in his holy place

"

(Ps. xxiv. 3, 4).

Vers. 22—27.—Here is an expanded cita-

tion of Exod. XX. 15—18, addressed by
Moses to prepare the way for the solemn

admonition to observe and do all that the

Lord had commanded them, with which he

passes on to the enunciation of the various

statutes and ordinances he had been en-

joined by God to lay upon them,

Ver. 22.—And he added no more. "Only
these ten words did God sjieak immediately
to you ; all the rest he spoke afterwards by
me" (Herxheiiiier); cf. Numb. xi. 25, where
the same formula occurs, "and they added
not," i.e. they prophesied only when the
Spirit of God came on them, but this was
not continuous. And he wrote them in two
tables of stone. This anticipates what is

recorded in its proper historical connection
in ch. ix. 10, 11.

Vers. 23—27.—In • purely historical

narrative such as that in Exodus, a comlensed
statement of what took place on this occasion

was sufficient; but in an address to the
people, it was fitting that Moses should give
it iu fuller detail, especially iu view of wha;
follows.

Vers. 28, 29.—The words of God in reply
to those of the people are not given in

Exodus; here they are fittingly inserted
God approved of their words because they
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expressed a proper reverence and a due sense

on their part of the nnworthiness of sinful

men to tome into the presence of the ji;reat

and holy ( ^od ; but knowing their fii kleness,

and ]>fonc!ioss to foiget and depart from

him, he added, Oh that there were such an
heart in them that they would fear me and
keep all my commandments always ! God
looks upon tlie heaiv and will accept no
service or worship that is not rendered from

the heart. Only they who do his will from

the heart (Ei)h. vi. 6) really fear and keep
his coniniandinents. The tongue may some-

times proniisi^ what the he;.rt does not

guarantee; and so when the occ;^sion that

provoked the utterance has passed, the whole
inav be forgotten, and the promise never be

fnliilled.

Vers. 30, 31.—The people were com-
manded to return to their tent-, and IMoses

was iippoiuted to act as mediator between
God and them, lecciving from him his

commandments and communicating them to

the people.

Vers. 32, 33.—Moses winds up this part

of his discourse by exhorting them to ob-

serve and do all God's commandments, net

in any way departing from that course o(

action to which he had called them, that

they might live, and it should b<; well with

them in the land they were about to possess.

Ver. 32.— To the right hand or to the left.

"This signifieth an e.xact Cire to walk in

God's Law, as in the highway, from which
men may not turn aside, ai in Deut. ii. 27 "

( Aiiisworth); cf. ch. xvii. 11,20 ; xxviii. 14 ;

Josh. i. 7 ; Prov. iv. 27; Isa. xxx. 21. " To
receive what God enjoins is only \ialf obedi-

ence; it belongs thereto also that nothing

be required beyond this. We must not desire

to be more rigliteous than as we are taught
by the Law " (.Calvin).

nOMILETICS.

Ver. 6.^77i(? Divine Law "based on a (Uvinely revealed relaf'omfliip. **! am tlie Lord

<% God," etc. Thislittle word </i^, in this connection, gives us the liasis on which the Law '

was set. Of the event called "the giving of the Law," we feel the thrill even now.

That Law has in it four features, corres]Uindir.^ to one or other of the aspects in which

the people to whom it was first given may be regarded. They were (I) members of

the great human family, moral, responsible beings, amenable to the government of

God. They were (2) a Church in the wilderness, with their own institutions, which

embodied the worship appropriate to the religion enjoined upon them. They were (3)

a I'cople rescued from bondage, about to have a commonwealth of their own, for which
sundry civil and political regulations had to be provided. Th^ were (4) a nation

which for years was to be in a wandering state, yet destined in the long run to find a

home in Falc-tine. Adapted to them in this last-named aspect, they had sanitary

laws; for them in the third aspect there were civil and political laws ; for them in the

second aspect there were religious institutions ; and for them in the first aspect there

was the great moral law. The set of rules having reference to health would be binding

only so far as the laws of climate and modes of life necessitated their continued obser-

vance. The civil law would be but temporary so far as it received its complexion from

the idolatrous surroundings of the people. The ceremonial law would pass away in

form, but the underlying principles of it are permanent. The moral law is unchanging

as man's nature, and enduring as his relation to God, It is given in tlie ten cum
manduients, of which the ^rs^ enjoins supreme love to the Divine Being: the

seconci, recognition of the spirituality of the Divine nature: the third, reverence foi

the Divine Isame: the fourth, care for Divine worship : the filth inculcates religion

in the home: the sixth, the religion of the temper: the seventh, the religion of the

body : the eighth, the religion of the hand : the ninth, the religion of the tongue

:

the tenth, the religion of the heart. But antecedently to the Law in any of its aspects,

there is a question of deep interest and importance, viz. From whom came it? The
reasons for obedience to it come very largely out of the answer to be given to tiiat

question. Now, the words in ch. v. 6, which precede the Law itself, are not merely a

preface to it, they are at once the basis of it and the reason for obedience to it. And
these words should be opened up 'clearly in every case where the Decalogue is about

to be expounded. The Law is not set on law, but on grace! For observe

—

I. Here is a special view of God presented to the people to draw forth
THEIR attention AND WIN THEIR ALLEGIANCE. " 2'hy God." The Hebrews were

never expected to believe in, obey, or love an absolutely unrelated Being. There u
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no SUCH P>EiNO ! God is related to all the creatures he has mnde. Hence our know-
ledge of him is not unreal, because it is relative; but real, because in knowing God'i
'elations to us, we, so far, know him as he is. God was Israel's Redeemer. He had
redeemed them that they might be his. He would have the entire life of his redeemed
ones spent in covenant relationship with him. Hence he sets liis own Law on the basis

of those relations. And so it is now. We are not expected to love a Biins; whose
relations to us are doubtful or obscure, or whose mind and will towards us are unknown.
We love because lie first loved us.

II. The varied aspects of Christian truth ake set upon a likk basis, and have
IN IT THEIR REASON AND POWER. The following suggestions may be developed largely

with great advanta^'c. 1. The conception of law is materially changed when we know
that it comes from One who loves us infinitely, and cares for us with a tender care.

This gives sweetness to the command. We are " under law to Christ." 2. "The Lord /Ay
Gud;" that gives the worship of God its charm. 3. This is the truth which is objec-

tively disclosed by the Incarnation. 4. It is the truth which the Holy Ghost graves

on the hearts of the saints (Rom. viii. 15). 5. This truth shows us that real religion is

love responding to love (1 John iv, 19). 6. It gives a manifest ground for trust. Wo
know whom we have believed. 7. It gives a charm to every jirecept. 8. It gives

moaning to every trial (ch. viii. 5). 9. It is in the light of this truth that prayer

becomes possible, and is seen to be reasonable. 10. This gives a solemn aspect to our
responsibility (Ps. Lxxxi. 10; Amos iv. 12; Heb. iv. 13). 11. The fuller understand-
ing of the words, "My God," will be the result of ripeness in grace (Zech. xiii. 9;
Isa. xli. 10—20). 12. This is pre- eminently the truth which gives its certainty and
its glow to the hope of future glory (Mark xii. 26 ; Heb. xi. 16; Hev, xxi. 3, 7).

III. Seeing the wide bearing and vast importance of the truth in the
TEXT, WHAT SHOULD BE WITH U8 ITS PRACTICAL OUTCOME? 1. Seeing the fearlul

havoc agnosticism would make, if it should ever come to govern human thinking,* let

us show men : (1) That a God out of relation to us does not exist. (2) That the one
God is related to us as Creator, etc. (3) That his varied relations are explicitly

revealed, specially through the Son and through the Holy Ghost. (4) That these

relations are to be apprehended by our moral and spiritual nature, and not by the

intellect alone. It should never make us stagger that, after getting to the very outer

rim of natural knowledge, men should look out on an awful blank, and call it " the great

unknown." It shows us only that they cannot find God in that way—not that there

is no way of finding God, still less that God cannot find us or make his communica-
tions intelligible to us. Do not let us sufter men to tliink that God cannot be found
because no one can find him out to perfection 1 He is our God. 2. Since God is our
Gud, let us cultivate fellowship with him. It is for this purpose he hath revealed

himself, that we may come to him (1 John i. 1—3 ; Heb. x. 19—22). 3. Let us seek to

realize the blessedness of a known and happy relationship to God, enjoyed through
Chrisr, by the Spirit, in a life of penitence, faith, devotion, and love (Isa. Ixi. 10
1 Chron. xii. IS; Ps. Ixviii. 28; xlvi. 1; xviii. 29; cxlvi, 5). 4. Let faith in the

love of our God fill up our duties with glorious meaning, and make the discharge of

them a delight (ch. vi. 5 ; xxviii. 58 ; Lev. xxv. 38 ; xi. 45 ; Isa. xli. 10; Jer. iii. 13
,

Micah vi. 8; Rom. xii. 1). 5. Let the fact that God is our God create, confirm, and
l)erpetuate our assurance of immortal blessedness. See the wonderful words in Matt
xxii. 31, 32 ; Heb. xi. 16. As if God would be ashamed to be called our God, if he did

not mean to do something worthy of the name ! Wondrous grace I How perfect the

••econciliation effected by Christ, to bring together the holy God and sinful men in

':;l'jst accord and union for ever 1

Ver. 7.

—

The first commandment. Ood the sole object of worship. " Thou shalt

have none other gods before me." So runs the first of the ten commandments. (For the

s]iecific direction of each, see enumeration in Homily on ver. 6; for the completeness of the

whole, see Homily on vers. 22—33.) It has been well observed, in reference to the delivery

of the ten commamlments, that " this is the only authentic case in the history of the

' See this vividly illustrated in a poem by Mr. Buchanan, entitled, •Justinian,' Ow
temporary Review, January, 1880.
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world of a newly formed nation receiving at once, and from one legislator, a complete code

of laws for the direction of thrir whole future lile." They are, in outline, the Old Testa-

ment revelation of God's will. If any one would wish a clear statement of Old

Testament morality, he should be referred to these sayings, or to our Saviour's brief

spitonie of them. We should do very wronglj' if we expounded the Decalogue merely

as the Hebrews might have done at the time it first was given. Comparison of cor-

responding or parallel passages in the New Testament will help us in the exposition

and enforcement of these teu words. A reference to Matt. v. 17—20 ; xv. 1—9 ; xix.

16—19; xxii. 36—40; Luke x. 25—28; xvi. 31 ; John v. 46, 47, will help to show

what regard our Lord paid to the Mosaic Law. Bearing this in mind, we will endeavour

now to sketch in outline an exposition of the first commandment, using the clearer

teaching of the gospel to give us any additional ligiit and force in so doing. Thus
saith the Lord, " Thou shalt have none other gods before me."

I. This command at once sets aside the claims of ant other supposed gods.

(Cf. ch. iv. 19; Exod. xxiii. 24, 25.) " None other gods before me," i.e. "over agnuist

me. I will sutfer no rival deity; you must worship no other god," etc. Does, then,

the command permit Israel to suppose that there is any other god whom they could

possibly worship? Not by any means. It recognizes the fiict of the existence of

idolatry round about them. According to the heathen conception, there were gods many
and lords many. Israel was not to regard one of all the gods adored by tlie heathen.

This is the very gracious way in which our Father in heaven would help his children

in those young days to higher thoughts about himself. Is it not always the case with

young children now? They have to be told what they may or may not do, and as

they get older tliey will discover the reason. Indoctrinate into dogma by mnins of

precept. This was the way God taught Israel "when he was a child," by putting

this precept in the front. Had Moses discourse<i to the people on the philosophic

excellence of monotheism, and so on, he would have been virtually speaking in an

unknown tongue. They would not have caught a glimpse of his meaning ; but tl.ey

could understand this. And the faithful obedience to this precept would be for them
the very surest way of learning the doctrine which lay beneath it. By serving only

one God, they would best come to learn that there was no god but the One. But
further. This commamlment is much more than a mere prohibition of what we usually

call idolatry. It is a declaration of the Divine intolerance of any rival in the heart.

Though we acknowledge that there is but one God, yet that is ()ractically the idol of

our hearts which engrosses our dearest affections, and with a view to which we shape o.ir

lives. God wants the innermost sanctuary of our hearts to be sacredly reserved for him.

II. The people were to draw off their regard from other gods, that all the
POWERS OF their SOULS MIGHT BE CONCENTRATED ON GoD. (See ch. vi. 5.) In our

text, the form is negative ; the intent is positive. They are to know none hut God,

that they may concentrate all their strength on God. In fact, the command is equiva-

lent to this :
" Let all your personal, family, social, national life be regulated completely

by the commandments of your God. And let this be done from love." Is it asked,
" Is this practicable? Can a man put forth all his strength for God when his energy is

absorbed in trade ? " We answer, " Yes ; by regulating his business rightly, as God
wills." "Can a mother put forth all her strength on loving Gud, when the care of her

family is taxing and even straining all her powers?" We answer, " Yes ; by training

her children for God." And so on in each one of life's tasks.

III. This is set on guounds of tender appeal. (See the preceding Homily.)

God does not say, " When you love me supremely I will redeem you from Egypt ;

"

but " I have redeemed you, therefore yield me your all." The religions of man go

out to an unrevealed Being, if i:)erchance he may be propitiated. Scriptural religion is

the response of the heart of man to the revealed love of the Infinite One. Hence the

gospel claim is, in substance, like the Mosaic, although its form is new, and the view wo
get of Divine love is larger (see Rom. xii. 1). In both, duty is the same : the whole heart

of man is demanded for God. But note the advance in light, tenderness, and strength

in (1) the mercies of God
; (2) the " beseeching " tone

; (3) the " consecration of a

living sacrifice " asked ; (4) the reason given, " Your reasonable service." Here is the

difference in the method of the gospel.

IV. This precept is here set in the forefront of Israel's national laws.
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It was the law for each one's life. It was the rule for all. In their legislation, the
supreme feature was to be the national recognition of God. And even now, yea, ever,

so far as the legislation of any people is based on righteousness, so far as that legislation

recognizes the rights of the Great Supreme, so far as a people are loyal to God, to that
extent will there be the surest guarantee for individual, family, social, and national
prosperity. If ever a nation as such should " break his bands asunder," and inaugurate
an age of reason versus faith, instead of a reasonable faith, the rei^jn of terror would
not be far off. And it is owing to the supreme importance of thus launcliing into the
world a nation with God for its Lord, and righteousness for its law, that the open trans-
gression of this first commandment was so severely punished, as being a crime against
the State as well as a sin against God (ch. xiii. 7—12, 13—18; xvii. 2—7). (The
frequent phrase "cut off" does not refer to punishment in another life, but to a man's
being " cut off" from the congregation.) And even now tidelity to God is the supreme
condition of a nation's well-being; and that man is playing foully with the highest
interests of a people, who is seeking to undermine its allegiance to heaven.

V. Is THIS THE Law? Thkn lkt us make three uses of it. 1, As a touchstone.

It reveals guilt. The need of any such commami is a very humiliating fact. " The
law is not made for a righteous man." " By law is the knowledge of sin." This pre-

cept (1) discloses the world's sin. (2) It shows the deep root that sin had in the
natures even of the freed people, that they should need such legislation to grave this

precept on their hearts. (3) It shows our sin, that we shouhl need the written Law.
If we were what we ought to be, we should do God's will spontaneously without need-
ing a written law at all ! 2. As a judge. This being the Law, we see how it is that as by
law we stand convicted, so by it we stand condemned, " subject to the sentence of
God," for failures innumerable; and our guilt is the greater, since he who asks our
heart reveals his own love that he may call forth ours. This Law is a perpetual, silent

accuser (see John v. 45). 3. As a child-guide to Christ (see Gal. iii. 24, Greek).
God only is greater than law. And he alone can restore those who, having broken
law, must needs, in the ordinary course of things, be regarded and dealt with as law-
breakers. For restoration, three things are required : (1) Forgiveness

; (2) justification

;

(3) re-creation. Bare Law does not provide for either of these, but God in his Law has
witnessed concerning this great restorative scheme. So says Paul in Rom. iii. 21,
" But now there has been manifested a righteousness of God apart from law, being
witnessed by the Law and the prophets," etc. So in Rom. i 16, 17, " I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ, ... for therein there is revealed a righteousness of God
by faith, with a view to [the production ofj faith." By believing in Christ, forgiveness is

sure to the penitent, and grace re-creates the man, writing tlie Law on the heart, so

that we obey and love God, not because God says we must, but because we are lemade
so that we can do nothing else. And what we need is to have our whole nature so
reset by Divine grace, that we shall instinctively see God's will and do it, without
needing any precept at all. As by the regenerative efficacy of the Holy Ghost we
attain to this, shall we understand what it is to do the will of God on earth, " even as
it is done in heaven."

Vers. 8—10.

—

The second commandment. The spiritucdity of Divine worship. It is

sometimes said that there is a reason attached to this second commandment. It

is scarcely accurate to affirm that. There is a double sanction attached to it to enforce
it, but there is no mention made here of a reason, strictly so called. We will, however,
incorporate in this Homily the true reason which underlies this i)recept. But we shall

have to go to the New Testament for the clearest statement of tliat. Let us then, in

connection with the above, ask the reader to turn to John iv. 24, in which he will find

a deep reason for the second commandment. We will first of all, as briefly as we can
consistently with clearness, open up the contents of this command, and will then
endeavour to unfold the double sanction by which it is guarded.

I. Its contents. The first commandment claims for Jehovah alone the love and
worship of the people. The second warns oil" from any mode of worship which would
bear a resemblance to or which would be a compromise with idolatry. While Israel was in

Egypt, there had been a general worship on the part of the Egyptians, of bird, beast, and
reptile, not few their own sake, but as representing some attribute of the invisible God.
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The forms of Egyptian worship, the names of Pasht, Osiris, etc., must be done away
with. No representation of the object of worship was to be allowed. However much
men might have i^leaded that sense was an aid to faith, the stern " Thou shalt not

"

peremptorily barred the way. We know the reason lolnj, as they in their childhood did
not. God is spirit. Being spirit, it is only by spirit that he can be approached. No
merely bodily act can possibly be worship. Further, neither Grod nor any one of his

attributes can be rcpresenttd by any physical form. Whatever idea of Jehovah may
be gained or retained through imi)rossions derived from beholding a sensible object with
the bodily eye, will be an idea representing it, not him. It will be a thought of God
formed by the image and limited by it—not the true thought given by revelation.

Obviously, however, this command did not forbid decorative designs in the tabernacle or

the temple (cf. Exod. xxv. 18, 20, 34 ; xxvi. 32 ; Numb. xxi. 8, 9 ; 1 Kings vii. 25 ; x. 20).
But never were any creature-torms allowed, either as objects of worship or as aids to it.

Nor can we read through Hebrew history without seeing how much need there was of

such a command. Ere lung, the people were dancing round the golden calf! And in the
days of Jeroboam two calves were set up—one in Bethel, another in Uan. But surely

the history of Christendom is even a sadder one than that of the Hebrews. Ere four
centuries of the Christian era had passed away, how did the Christian Clmrch lapse into

repeated breaches of this law! "An enormous train of <lili'erent superstitions was
gradually substituted in the place of true religion and genuine piety. . . . Images were
not as yet very common. But it is certain that the worship of the martyrs was modelled
by degrees according to the religious services tliat were paid to the gods before the
corning of Christ." ^ It is true, indeed, that in 72(5 a.d. Leo III. issued an ordinance for-

bidding the use of images in churches, as heathenish and heretical, and a Council of

Constantinople, in 754 a.d., sanctioned that condemnation. Another Council, which met
at Nice in 789 a.d., declared the previous Council heretical, and ordained the worship of

pictures in churches. The decisions of this Council were rejected at a Council in

Frankfort, in 794 a.d. Also at another in Constantinople, in 815 a.d., all worshipping of

pictures and images was forbidden. In 8G9 a.d. the iconoclasts were condemne i. Thomas
Aquinas, in the thirteenth century, afiinned a threefold use of images, and declared

ihat like homage is due to the image of Christ as to Christ himself ! And we know
but too well what the Liter history of lionie has been, how pagan rites have become more
and more mingled with Christian service. The Saviour is approached through the

crucifix, and fed upon through the bread ; and, as if blind to the warnings of history,

ritualism openly proclaims that the best exposition of doctrine is that which meets the

eye rather tlian the ear. Perhaps it is not to be wondered at, that in Roman Catholic

catechisms the second commandment is I'ft out ; and not even Luther was sufficient

of a reformer to restore the missing law in his catechism—an easy way, indeed, of

blinding the people to the evil of a mistaken ritual, to leave out the authoritative com-
mand, obedience to which would render such evil impossible

!

II. The double sanction attached to this law. The first is drawn from the

Divine nature, the second from the Divine administration. 1. From the Divine nature.

"1 the Lord thy God am a jealous God." "They that worship him must worship

him in spirit and in truth." Gud is jealous : (1) For truth in his worship. He would
have us think of him as glorious in power, wisdom, righteousness, holiness, and love.

Our thoughts of God can be but limited at the best. They need not be untrue.

r>ut untrue and dishonouring to him they certainly will be if we come at them
through the means of any graven image. We do not even except the crucifix. It

represents the bodily form of Christ. It may represent the nails, the wounds, the

spear, the crown of thorns, the pain-crushed brow ; and we confess it may be post-ible,

by looking at these physical marks, to receive so vivid an impression of the physical

suffering that we may be wrought up to agony in thinking of it ! But even then this

ia only knowing Christ after the flesh; it is making an idol of his humanity; and in

sympathy with the anguish of his bodily woes, we may altogether miss the acting

of faith in that atoning sacrifice wliich lay among the things unseen and eternal! (2)

Fo-r spirit in his worship. The worship paid to a spiritual Being is nothing if it be not

Bfiritual worship. But in the endless bowings and prostrations, genuflexions, cross-

* MoBheim, vol. i. p. 366.
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mailings, and wavinf; of the body at the word " Jesus," there is, at least in appearance,

a lakini; for i^ranted that bxlily posturos are spiritual attitudes. (3) God would have
man lilted up to a higher level by the worship of him. I'ut the sorry record in history

of the breaches of the second law shows us four transitions: (a) An object which at

first represents the Bein-^ who is worshipped, comes at length to be worshiip[)ed.'

(/)) Worship paid tlirough the body wdl sink to merely bodily worship, (r) Whrn tl>e

lofty platform of spiritual worship is quitted, religious service will inevi.ibly lose its

meaninijC. Sense first comes as "an aid to faith," and then is put in the place of it!

(f/) When this is the case, the vitalizing force of religion is gone, and man, sinking in

reli'j;ious vitality, sinks also in moralit)' (see Jer. vii. for an illustration of this in the

Hebrew people; see Kom. i. for illustrations of it in the Gentile world). 2. From the

Divine adiainistration. " Visiting the iniquil ies," etc. It would not have seemed won-

derful to have found this second sanction appended to such sins as murder, adultery,

etc. ; but how is it that it follows on so apparently slight an offence as the use of graven

images? Because of the sure and inevitable quadruple transition already referred to.

He who comes to lose the life of religion will, so far, be undermining the foundations o*"

morality, not only for himself, but for those who come after him. (1) What a man is.

and what his famdy are or may be, are regarded as bound up together by an unalterable

law of God. (2) p]vil follows on from generation to generation. A ghastly inheritance

to hand down—formalism and idolatry! (3) But if a man maintains the true spiritual

worship of God in his family, that too will be handed down to those who follow him as

a priceless heritage; not only to those who come in the phj'sical line: our Lord's words

in John viii. should teach us to look beyond that. (4) In the mercy ol God the

influence of a man's good is more lasting than the influence of his evil. Evil—to

third or fourth generation. Good—to thousands [of generations]. The iufluence of

I'aul, e.g. at this moment, is prodigious; that of Nero is nil. Learn, in conclusion: 1

We receive an influence from the generations which preceded us; we shall transmit one

to the generations that will follow. (We do not think this latter consideration is suf-

ficiently pressed on the people, either on its physiological or on its spiritual side.) 2

Whoever wishes to ensure a prolonged influence that shall blessedly affect generations

to come, let him bend all his force to the upholding of the worsliip of God in purity, in

spirit, in truth. So much depends on this. The weal of the laud in which we dwell

is dependent thereon. Oh ! lor our own sakes, for our country's sake, for our children's

sakes, let us contend earnestly for the maintenance of the worship of God in sinr ilicity

and in truth 1

Ver. 11.

—

The third commandment. Reverent regard for the Divine Name. The
" Name " of God is the form of speech for God himself. " To take" the Name of God
means "to take it up"—to use it in any way, which may be done either by speakin"

to him, of him, /or him, or against him. "To take up this Name in vain"

means to take it up falsely or vainly. And inasmuch as it has been so grievously

common to use the Name of Goil profanely in oaths, this third commandment has comp

to be regarded cliiefiy as a prohibition against swearing. It is that, but it is a great

deal more. This commandment is "exceeding broad." It may be wronged, not only

by an undue limitation of it, but also by a too slavish adherence to the h tter of it ; e.g.

according to the teaching of the rabbis, certain oaths were harmless if tlie Name of God
was not specifically mentioned in them (cf. Matt, xxiii. IG—22). Farther, the ex-

pression "in vain" was interpreted as meaning "if you take an oath you must fulfil

it; " take as many oaths as you please, so long as you do not break them, and thus turn

them into falsehood. The eilect of this cold and superficial teacliiiig of the rabbis was

twofold. It created artificial distinctions which our Saviour did not recognize, and it

obliterated such as were of great importance in his eye. It is needful for us, then, to

be guided by the spirit of our Lord's teaching, if we would rightly develop this third

law. Since our Saviour in his Sermon on tiie Mount removed the glosses with which

the rabbis had overlain the Law and restored it to its pristine clearness and puiity.

I. What is voiiBiDDiiN r.Y this third commandment? We are all aware that some

have regarded our Saviour's words, " Swear not at all," as prohibitive of solemn oath-

> See Dr. R. W. Dale's book. 'The Ten Commandments,' pp. 48, 49.
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takinc in a court of justice. We cherish all resiect for those who so regard them, but

we CiUinot view them in this light, for the following reasons: (1) The occasion on

which our Lord uses the words seems to refer rather to habits in private life. (2)

Christ and his apostles solemnly appealed to Heaven. (3) In Heb. vi. the oath of God

is sjiokcn of by the sacred writer, and we cannot suppose this would have been if all

o;ith-takin<^ were wrong. We cannot think that, even by way of accommodation, the

Most High would represent himself as doing that which it would be always wrong

lor his creatures to do. (4) In prophetic language there is preiiicted a swearing by

the Kame of God, which is regarded as obviously right (Isa. xlv. 23 ; see also ch.

vi. 14). These reasons seem to us to set the matter entirely at rest. And the view

tliat Christ was referring to men's ordinary conversation when he said, " Swear not

at all," is confirmed by Matt. v. 37 ; the meaning of which evidently is: "If it ia

needful for you to interlard your conversation with sundry adjurations, you are the

victims of a spirit of falsehood which has 'the evil one' for its father!" Further,

this precept covers a far wider range than that of swearing. It forbids any " taking

up" of the Divine Name which is not true as to loyalty of purpose, actual fact,

and after-fultilment. This precept manifestly prohibits: 1. All scoffing at sacred

things; not merely at the word "God," or at the doctrine of the Divine existence,

but ridiculing the Bible as the Book of God, the sabbath as the day of God,

Christians as the people of Gtxl, and religion as obedience to God. The mild and

supercilious scorn of modern scepticism is equally a violation of this precept—it

tramples under foot the Son of God. 2. Perjury is another fi/rm of violation of this

command. The idea of swearing is that of calling God to witness ; and to invoke that

ereat and awful Name to witness a lie is one of the most grievous breaches of this law.

3. Profanity also is here forbidden, i.e. taking the Name of God on the lips on every

triflinc occasion. This is now thought, as indeed it is, ungentlemanly, to a far greater

extenrthan was the case fifty years ago. So far well. Only let us take care that for

a custom to be out of fashion, does not act with us more powerfully than its ofllnsive-

ness to God, in inducing us to give it up! Some are more concerned at a hole in their

manners than at a breach of morals. These things ought not so to be. 4. Frivolity in

reftrence to Divine things is a transgression of this command. This is by no means

to be confounded either with scoffing or with profanity. It may be found where there

is great reverence for God, great kindness of heart, combined with an excessive fondness

for raising a laugh. And where this is the case, even sacred things are but too seldom

exempt from frivolous treatment. We recall some acquaintance whose chief, yea, whose

only apparent fault, was the extreme tendency to turn everything into a joke, even

things most sacred. Many were ready to excuse the frivolity for the sake of the talent it

revealed. But they are " nowhere " now. Their levity was their ruin. Wit and humour
have indeed a place of no mean value in social lire. Social evils are often exposed more

effectively in scorn and satire than in graver speeches. But there is no tendency of

any man which needs to be more wisely cultured, more carefully and prayerfully

guarded, and more conscientiously directed, than that to which we are now referring.

Apart from this, there is exceedingly great danger of its leading to the "taking the

Name of God in vain." 5. There may be a breach of this commandment without

frivolity (as usually understood), even where there is no sense of humour and no talent

for witticisms, in the induL'ence of a vicious habit, much more easily formed than

broken off, of interlarding the conversation with certain well-known epithets. We know
what these were in Christ's time (see Matt, xxiii. 16—22 ; v. 33—36). This is conceited

talk, and it is sinful talk. 6. False teaching for God breaks this law (see Jer. xxiii.

21—24, 31). There are several ways by which, in teaching others, the Name of God
may be taken falsely. Either (1) by declaring as God's what he has not said; or by

(2) denying what he has said; or (3) by callin_' in question the truth of what he has

s[ioken. The first was common in the days of Jeremiali ; the second and third are at

once more ancient and more modern. Whenever any ambassadorfor God gives his own
thoughts as if the// were God's message, he is taking the Name of God in vain. Or if a

man, while professing to speak for God, is speaking with the desire to exalt himself, he

is guilty of the same sin. 7. Eollowness and formal ifj/ in the professed worship of

God are breaches of the third commandment. We take God's Name in vain if we sing
" the songs of Zion " with a vacant heart, or outwardly join in the prayers of the sanctuary
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without devotion in the soul (Eiek. xxxiii. 30, 31 ; Isa. xxix. 13). Oh, the numher of

times we have been on our knees and have used the Name of God in "indolent vacuity

of thougiit" !
" Who is able to stand before tiiis holy Lord God ? " 8. We may break

this couimandment by vuwitig unto God, and then not fulfilling the vow. When at the

Lord's table, we take the sacramental oath of obedience to our Great Commander, and if

we are not true to tliat, we add sin to sin by " taking the Name of God in vain."

n. How IS THIS PRECEPT GUARDED? "The Lord will not hold him guiltless," etc.

God mayor may not mark this sin by visitations of temporal judgment; there are

many cases in which levity has been the ruin of a man, even temiiurally. But the
probability is that the more occult and deceptive forms of this sin will leave no appre-

ciable mark on a man's earthly career. The marking of the guilt will be between God
and a man's own soul. Hollow prayers bring no blessing; empty worship no growth in

grace. Violated vows will bring down the displeasure of God. If God were to visit

upon us all the sins of unreality and formalism, of mechanical routine, and of heartless

work in his service, we should be lost men ! "God often sees more in our prayers to

diRgust him than to please him," says Cbarnock. The Lord pardon the iniquity of our
holy things

!

III. How SHOULD THIS PRECEPT BE USED? 1. As o probe. Possibly, when a preacher
takes tliis text, some may say, " We don't need that. We never break God's law sol"
Possibly not, in the conventional sense in which tlie text is often used now. But what
about tliat conversation laden with frivolity? What about that ksson which had
more of self than of God in it ? What about the songs of the sanctuary, enjoyed for

the sake of the music, without a thought of the words? What about the forgotten

vows? Surely we can all recall so many breaches of this third commandment that, if

we had not a pardoning; God, we should be shut up in despair! 2. To quicken to peni-
tence. By so much as our conviction is deep that we have broken this commandment
a thousand times, by so much should our penitence be deep and definite before God. 3.

To lead us to earnest entreaties for forgiveness. If we were not permitted to ask this, it

would be all over with us, even if the tliird commandment were the whole of the Law.
4. To lead to fervent prayer for daily heart-renewul. "Out of the abundance of the

heart the mouth speaketh." If the heart is right the tongue will be right. " If a man
offend not in word, the same is a perfect man." Well may we pray that every word
we speak may be conformed to truth (for in each of the eight ways named above there is

a violation of truth). When our heart, thoughts, words, and deeds are in harmony
with God's nature and will, then shall we be true to the duty implied, and free from
the sin forbidden, in the third commandment.

Vers. 12—15.

—

Tlie sabbath,, or a rest-day for man. (For a notice of the variations
between the wording of this command in Exod. xx. and in this chapter, see Exposition.)
No Christian preacher could wisely deal hoiuUetically with the question of the Divine
intent in the appointrnent of a seventh-day rest, without noting, in connection with our
text, the teaching of our Lord and his apostles thereon. In developing the true doctrine
and use of our rest day, let us

—

I. Indicate sevehai, principles from which our conception op the Hebrew
SABBATH MUST START. The Hebrew sabbath has a far-bacl< look. "The seventh day
is the sabbath of the Lord thy God." What spaces of time the " six days" represent
we may perhaps never know in this life. One thing is clear—a "day" of Divine
action must be indefinitely longer than one of man's days. This far-back look, more-
over, reveals to us a method of Divine work, after which ours is to be modelled. As
man's nature is made in God's image, so our time is to be portioned out after God's
order. Further, the basis of the right observance of the day is that of "rest." The
word " sabbath " moans that ; whatever else may liave been connected with the day, the
notion of rest lay beneath all. While the Hebrews were to regard the observance of
the day as a part of their covenanted duty as a nation, yet the rest was not for them as
Hebrews only, but as men. The sal)bath was made for man. Work was to be laid

a^ide, that man might give himself uj) to a holy and happy day of r^^st and worship.
With a view, moreover, to securing all this, the work of the six other days was to be
arranged.

IL Thk subsequent precepts are all in the same direction. Nev«r ii there
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anything out of harmony with this benign command to rest (see Exod. xvi. 29 ; xxi'ii.

9—13 ; xxxi. 13 ; xxxiv. 21 ; xxxv. 1—3 ; Lev. xix. 3, 30 ; xxxiii. 3 ; xxvi. 2; Nuni'.

XV. 3-!—oG). Of such importance to the good of the people was their rest day, that i(

a man ai tempted to turn it into a da}' of common work, he was to be stoneci ! Sev< rit

y

to the one was a guard of mercy round all ! If the people could not or would nut gnanl

thi'ir rest day for tlieniselves, the great Lord who gave it would shield it for them ail

!

In course of time these prect'pts were grievously disobeyed, either by an entire neglect

of the day, or by a merely /ormaZ obseivance of it (2 Chron. xxxvi. 21 ; Neh. ix. 14 :

X. 31; xiii. 15, Id', Isa. i. 13; Ivi. 2; Iviii. 13; Jer. xvii, 19—27; Ezik. xx. 12, 13;

xxii. 8, 26). Later on, when Jesus Christ came, many had lost the spirit of the day in

the letter ; so tliat the day which was given to man as a boon of mercy had come to be

a chafing yoke and a griuvous burden. Consequently, not even Jesus Clirist was a

stijjicicnily strict sahbath-ketper for the Phurisets (Matt. xii. 1—8; Mark ii. 23—28;

iii. 1—5; Luke xiii. 10—17; John v. 1—16; vii. 23, 24). Hence, Jesus in his teach-

ing respecting the sabbath, did not diui^rt it from, hwi restored it to, its original intent.

'I'lie sabbath as God made it, was restful, beautiful, and free. As rabbinical teachiuL;

liad jierverted it, it was rigid and burdensome. Men came to be on the sabbath

under a hard yoke ; but it was man't yoke, not God's (see in Dr. Geikie's ' Life of Christ

'

abundant illustrations of this).

III. New Testament indications vary in form but accord in spirit. "We find in

the New Testament some passacies which indicate some observance of the fird day of

the week (Jolm xx. 19—26 ; Acts xx. 7 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 2; llev. i. 10). It is remarkable

lu)W few there are of such. We have no specific precept to direct us with regard to a

Christian sabbath. There is nothing very clear on the matter, either in the Gospels or

the Epistles. Judaism is wanin.; ; what is pectdiar to it dies away ; what is world-

wide and for humanity, lives. We seem to see the seventh day receding from our gaze,

its lustre fades and is lost in the brightness of the first day. There is a dissolving view.

Winter is succeeded by spring. Here is something which has Christ's sanction and

apostolic warrant, viz. meeting on the first day. Jt is the day of religious assembling,

the day of "breaking bread." The God of Sinai has invested the Son of man with all

jiower in heaven and in earth. He is the Lord of the sabbath. IMemories of the great

deliverance wrought by him eclipse those of the deliverance from Egypt. Wherefore,

ever after, rest-day becomes "the Lord's day." Ignatius says, "Let every friend of

Christ celebrate the Lord's day." Justin Martyr, " On the Lord's day, all Christians in

the city and in the country assemble together, because that is the day of the Lord's

resurrection." Tertullian,"" 'i'he Lord's day is the holy day of the Christian Church.

So gradually, however, did the seventh-day sabbath change into the first-day rest, that

we find for a while both days observed. Accordingly we find, in ' The Apostolic Constitu-

tion,' both days named as days for the assembling of the C:hurch ; that on the sabbath

a7id on the Sunday the slaves should rest from their labours, and attend church with the

test to hear the sermon. But as the new skin is forming under the surface, the old is

getting looser and looser. Yet for a time, there are two coverings. Soon, however, the

(lid is shuffled off, and only the new is seen. The sabbath is lost, but rest-day reappears

as the Lord's day

!

lY. How STANDS THE KEST-DAY NOW ? The fourth commandment had a natural

basis and a religious one. It -ave a day of rest for man as man, and, as such, has never

been rejaealed.' God has never taken away the world's rest-day. It is ours still—

a

priceless heritage. The religious side of the Hebrew sabbath, though abolished so far

as the observance of Je'ribh rites is concerned, was at once taken up by the Chiistian

Church, and Christians have, as we well know, by meeting for worship on the first day,

lecosnized the principle of a world's rest-day, and have used it for the hi -bp j/urposes

of the kingdom of heaven. And now to us the Lord's day is (1) our ( y of rest from

earthly toil; (2) theday ofhal'uwed calm
; (3) of richest memory ;

(4)of united worshi|i;

(5) of mutual recognition of our common relationship to one God and Saviour; (6)

of spiritual training; (7) ol hoUest service for the Master; (^8) of noblest outlook (see

Dr. R. W. Hamilton's ' Hoia; Sabbatica; ').

V. What is ouh duty with regard to our rest-day? 1. As men, let us regard it

as an iuLstimable boon lor the righ use of which we are responsible to God. We are

80 made, as to our [diysical constitution, that we require one day's rest in seven. Then
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let us take the rest gratefully. 2. As citizens, we have a trust to guard for our fellow-

cuuntrynien. Legislation can never direct a man how to spend his lest-day, but it may
do something to guard it for him. While we use the rest wisely, so that it makes us

not only brisker animals, but holier men, let us also give others the rest. 3. As
Oliristians, we have a saired day for sanctuary worship, and lor home and school in-

struction. We should do everything to show the young that the Sunday is a bright,

light, cheery day, remombering that whatever helps best to health, rest, worship, and
holiness is, and alwui/s has havn, lawful on the s:4>b<ith day. 4. As workers for God, the

rest day is our gloriuns day of special service for Christ and for souls, in the very fatigue

of which the sinrit finds refreshment. Then surely we enter into the IMaster's spiril.

Our meat is tc do the v/ill of him who hath sent us, and to finish his work.

Ver. 16.

—

Tlie ffth commandment. Honour due to parents; or, the religion of home
life. Many are the passages in the Word of God which speak of or refer to the duty

of children to their parents ; e.g. Exod. xxi. 15, 17 ; Lev. xix. 3 ; xx. 9 ; ch. xxi. 18—'21

;

xxvii. 16 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 5—8 ; Prov. x. 1 ; xiii. 1 ; xx. 20 ; xxiii. 22 ; xxx. 17 ; Jer. xxxv.

18; Ezek. xxii. 7; Matt. xv. 4—9; Col. iii. 20. It is worthy of careful noting, that

when God would launch forth into the world a new national life, he lays great stress

on the recognition of and regard iofamily sacredmss. At the outset of the redemption

from Egypt, family life was specially hallowed (cf. Exod, xii. 24—27 ; xiii. 8, 9). The
covenant of circumcision handed down from Abraham was to be observed. Children

were to be sealed as the Lord's, and biought up in his fear. That is here assumed.

It was the understood law. And now, when a moral code for the nation and foi

the world for all time is to be laid down, the very next precept to those relating

immediately to the honour due to God himself, is this
—" Honour thy father and

thy mother." Not, indeed, that they were to render them a blind obedietice, for

»ee Ezek. xx. 18, 19. If the parents were bad, the best honour the children can

tender them is to become better than they were. So tliat we may note, once for

all, in passing, that the commandment recognizes it as incianbent on parents

to see that their lives and rules are such as their children can honour, and that

their precepts accord with those of the Father of spirits. 'Ihroughout our homi-
letic application of this fifth commandment, we shall assume this to be the case.

It is, indeed, understood by many, that this command is to be regarded not only as

requiring obedience in the family, but " as requiring the prcseiving the honour and
performing the duties belonging to every one, in their several jjlaces and relations, as

superiors, inferiors, or equals; " and as forbidding " the neglecting of or doing anything
against the honour and duty which belongeth to every one, in their several places and
relations." Doubtless this is so. But there is quite as much as we can compass in the

brief space afforded ue, in the specific duty named in the text.. Let us

—

I. Inquire in what ways this precept may be fulfilled. 1. During the earlier

stages of life, while needing the Ibstering care and sheltering love of the home, implicit

obedience is a child's first duty. We not only say that it is next to his duty to God,
but that it is a part of it. The parent's precepts may be distasteful, even ri_;id,

but if they are right, it is the child's part implicitly to obey. 2. Honouring parents

is the form which obedience will take when the child is growing up towards manhood.
No wise parent would think of directing a lad of sixteen as closely as he would a child

of six years ; at the same time, th i:igh the father may give him more liberty, it may
not be either wise or right on the son's part to take all the liberty which is given. At
(iiat age his own sense of honour and right ought to be sufficiently stroiig to guide
him ; and reepect and reverence for his parents will create a loyal regard to tbeir wishes
when once they are known, and will lead him to deny himself a great deal that might
be gratifying to him, rather than cause pain to or cross the wishes of those to whom
he owes his life, llude words to a parent, " answering again," disputing his rule in the
house, will be utterly out of the question where a youth wishes to live in the fear of

God. 3. Supiiorting them may become a duty. There will come a time,, if the jjarents

are spared to see their children grow up in life, when they will lean on the children,

rather than the children on them. If the children are worthy, they will let their parents
lean on them, and will show them that they can be as faithful to their parents in their

weakness, as the parents when in their strength were to them. 4. Becoming an honour
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to them is another way of honouring them, t.e. by living so that they can feel proud

of what their children are, quite apart from what they do. If a father can say, " My
eon never gave me an uneasy thought about him," that is such a testimony as a son

might well wish him to be able to bear. 5. By guarding very jealously the sacredness

and purity of England's family life, the commandment may be obeyed. We may honour
our parents by honouring that holy marriage tie which made them what they were
to us. 6. By guarding and handing down to others the holy faith in which they have
trained U8(P8. Ixxviii. 1—8 ; 1 Chron, xxviii. 9). We may well desire to honour them
by taking on our lips that dear Name wliich gladdened them in life and sustained them
iu death. 7. There is another way of honouring parents which we would there were
no occasion to name. But there is a drift clearly to be discerned in some directions

(if English life, which makes a warning imperative (see Matt. xv. 1—9). The Jewish
rabbis put their Church and their rabbinical rules between a child and his parents.

Modern (so-called) priests are doing the same now. Hence this rule : Honour your
parents by refusing to let any priest edye his way in between you and them. In Divine

institutions, the priest is nowhere compared with the parent. And under the Christian

economy he has no right to be. He is humanity's pest and plague. " Honour thy
father and thy mother," and never allow a priest to tamper with the sacredness of home

!

II. By what special arguments mat a Christian teacher enforce this duty?
1. Here let us set in the fiont a reason given by Paul in Eph. vi. 1, " It is right (5i/caio»'),"

There is another word which is usually translated "right," viz. ivdvz, which is the

equivalent of "straightforward." But the word here used is "just." Obedience to

parents is simply a piece of bare justice. For, consider how much we owe them. When
we first came into being their care and watchfulness guarded and supplied us long

ere we knew aught. Tiiey thought us, perhaps, something wonderful, when no one
else thought anything of the kind, save in the reverse sense. Ought not all this to

be repaid? 2. It is well-pleasing to the Lord. He has in this "set us an example,
that we should follow his ste^is." 3. There is a specific promise made to the obedient

and loyal, as such, " That it may go well with thee," etc. In the culture of home
obedience will be found a strong safeguard of character. Vicious excesses will not
exhaust. Insubordination and recklessness will not blight life's prospects. Hence ccet.

par. such a life, being the purest and happiest, will also be the longest. 4. Such home
virtue is a contribution of no mean value to the stability of a state. The reference of

Moses is to the weal of the nation as well as to that of the home. The downfall of

Israel's glory is attributed to two evils: neglect of sabbaths, and making light of

father and mother. No nation can prosper without purity in the home. 5. Such
virtue brings great joy. "A wise son maketh a glad father." There is joyousness

on both sides. This is the beauty with which God's blessing makes the plants of

virtue to bloom. It is like the fragrance exhaling from a bed of violets quietly blos-

soming in a shady lane. 6. The neglect of this will ensure many unavailing regrets

on both sides in after I'fe. "A foolish son is the heaviness df his mother." Many
an undutiful son, when aying his parents' remains in the grave, would give all he has

if he could but call them -lack, if he could atone for his sin, or could cancel the past !

Disobedience treasures up sorrow. God may and will forgive the sin, when repented

of, but the penitent will never forgive himself; he will often moan out, "Thou makest
me to possess the iniquities of my youth !

" 7. The curse of God will lest on those who
are loose and disloyal at home. Richard Knill so regarded this fifth commandment,
that he would not even go out as a missionary without his mother's consent. He said,

" I know that God never smiles on (t boy that breaks his mother's heart." (See Prov.

XXX. 17.) And who does not know bow often it is proved true, " With what measure
ye mete it shall be measured to you again " ? Jacob deceived his father, and his sons

deceived him. Can any observant man reach middle life without having had oft tv

make such notes as these: " A" honoured his parents, and honour has attended him.
" B " dtshonoured his parents, and his lamp has gone out in darkness? Though the

judgment has not yet come, yet there is a judging process of God's providence con-

tinually at Work. 8. The observance of this rule is the best possible preparation fur

serving our generation according to the will of God. He who is a blessing in the home
will never be a curse out of it ! The habits of self-restraint, of courtesy, of resjx>ct to

superiors, well learnt and practised at hojne, will net be thrown off when outside iu<
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walls. !M6a learn to command well by first obnying well. Even Christ's own prepara-

tion for active service was found in filial obedience at home ; and be is not only our
perfect example, who shows us what to do, he is also our omnipotent Saviour, who will

give us strength to do it. Be it ours to repent not only of sin in general, but of t?ie

sin of disobedience to parents. Let us ask his forgiveness as well as theirs, if the latter

is yet possible. Let us implore his renewing grace that we may henceforth keep this

iind every command, not only because it is written in the Book, but because the love

'if it is graven on our hearts. It will be no small addition to the joy of retrospect, if,

lis we afterwards look back on our home life, we can think of it as one of filial loyalty

i)n one side and of parental delight on the other 1

Ver. 17.— The sixth commandment. The religion of the temper. If a preacher were to

Announce this as a text in one of our Christian congregations, some of his hearers might
be disposed to say, " Such a text might be appropriate enough if the preacher were
expounding the Word of God to Zulus, but for us civilized, not to say Christianized,

people, it is out of place !
" Obviously such a remark would be based on an acknow-

ledged fact, that murder is one of those sins against God which are also a crime against

human law, and that no one in a congregation of ordinary character would be likely to

dream of committing it. That is so. But we are apt to forget that even among
Christian congreojations it was not always so. When Peter is writing to believers, he
deems it needful to say, " Let none of you suffer as a murderer" etc. And even now, in

heathen lands, in many an audience of men just reclaimed from barbarism, it might be
necessary for a missionary to preach from this text, adhering to it simply in the negativfl

form, " Thou shalt not kill." In endeavouring now to "open it up" for pulpit use, wt
would recall to the reader some elementary principles concerning the law already
named. 1. That the Law was first given in infantine form. God laid down precepts

rather than assigned reasons. 2. That the form in which the Divine Being could put
the most effective guard around human life was by a stern and strong prohibition like

this, proclaimed amid thunder and lightning, terror and flame. 3. That though the

form of the precept is negative, yet it has a positive significance, of such depth and
breadth that, even though we may shrink with horror from transgressing the former, it

is by no means an elementary stage of Christian character which any one has reached
if he attains to the latter. So far were the Jewish rabbis from catching the spirit of

this command, that they dealt with it as if the negative prohibitions of the act of

murder were the whole of its meaning. Our Lord, in his Sermon on the Mount, shows
us how much deeper than this the precept goes (see Matt. v. 21—26). And the

Apostle Paul, in Rom. xiii. 9, 10, indicates what positive virtue must be cultivated,

the maintenance of which will make it impossible to transgress the sixth command-
ment. If we include in our Houiily a notice of these later teachings, it may a])pear

that, even with all our advances, there is something here for us to study, some holy
practice for us yet to strive after, urged upon us by weighty reasons, which, though
not presented in the world'a childhood, are set in fiill force in " these last days." Ler.

us, then

—

I. Look at the meaning op this command. It is sixfold. 1. It forbids the

taking of human life from passionate viudictiveness. The Hebrews had, as we have,

two verbs with the distinctive meanings of "to kill" and " to murder." We scp in

the quotation in Matt. xix. 18, and from the reference in Matt. v. 21, that the Saviour
regards the command as a prohibition of passionate lawlessness. But even had we not
I hat li!j;ht from Christ's teaching, the legislation of Moses himself would shut us up to

the same conclusion. For in the administration of justice and in necessary war, the

taking ol life was commanded (see Numb. xv. 35 ; xxxv. 31 ; Exod. xxi. 12—14). So
that, unless we regard the lawgiver as setting enactment against enactment, there is in

tins commandment a prohibition of passionate outbreaks, but neither of capital punish-
ment nor necessary war. 2. It forbids any carelessness by which the life or \\eal of our
neighbour would be risked (Exod. xxi. 28, 29). Wherever human life is risked by insuf-

ficient precaution, there is a breach of the sixth commandment. 3. It forbids that anger

which takes the form of a revenge! ul spirit. So Christ teaches. This precept strikes

at the thoughts and intents of the heart. Every time a schoolboy anj;rily lifts a hand
to hurt his schoul-fcllow, he is breaking in spirit this commandment. 4. It forbids

DKUTEKOSOMY. H
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that indifference in our life to the power of example which would put a stumbling-block or

an occasion to fall in a brother's way (see ^latt. xviii. 1—3 ; lioiu. xiv, 5). If by
careless living w^e "destroy" him fur whom Christ died, we aie breakers of this law.

5. It forbids dislike and hatred to our brother, and also a selfish isolation and neglect of

him (1 John ii. 9—11 ; iii. 14, 15). If we are merely pursuing our own ends in life, and
are not caring whether our brother is saved or lust, this law condemns us. If we sven

refrain from helping our brother in difficulty or trial, we are guilty (Prov. xxiv. 11, 12
;

Isa. Iviii. 6, 7). We may "kill" by withholding the help which might save! 6. It

requires, therefore, the cultivation of that kindly spirit of genial benevolence, which

would seek in every way to promote the gladness and safety of the society in which we
move, and of men at large. Negative in form, the sixth commandment is positive in

intent. " Thou shalt not kill " is but the elementary form in which God asserts the

great law of mutual dependence and interdependence. " Love worketh no ill to his

neighbour. Therefore love is the fultilling of the Law." Would we keep the command- •

ment, "Thou shalt not kill"? Let us read it in the New Testament light, " Thou
shalt help thy neighbour." " He that loveth another hath fulfilled the Law."

II. We would throw out a few hints as to the ground on which this

PRECEPT IS OB MAY BE ENFORCED. 1. The prtciousness of man in God's sight. He
who killed a beast had to make it good ; but no satisfaction might be taken for the

life of a murderer (see Gen. ix. 6). 2. The spiritual nature of man. 3. The hi:^h and
holy destiny designed for man forbids any tampering on our part with him or with it.

HL We HAVE, MOREOVER, IN THE NeW TESTAMENT, A NEW SPRING OF ACTION

DISCLOSED. This should actuate us in refraining from violating, and in seeking to

fulfil, the law of love. 1. The incarnation of the iSon of God is so touching a revelation

of the greatness of man, and does of itself so elevate him, that no one realizing it can

trifle with man. 2. The atoning sacrifice gives new views of man. After the Apostle

Paul has been referring to the death of Christ, he says, " Wherefore hencefortli know
we no man after the flesh." Christ's death for every man has shown us a halo of glory

around every man. We look at him no more according to the accidents of birth,

position, colour, clime ; we judge all men thus :
" Christ died f(/r them." Oh ! it is

this cross which teaches us that reverence for human nature, which else we had lost

altogether. 3. The incarnation and the atoning sacrifice of the Son of God not only

give us the moving spring whereby to rise to a proper view of the greatness of man,

but also the supreme reason for devoted love to him, for Christ's sake (1 John iv.

11, 20; see Eph. iv. 31 ; v. 1, 2). With what immeasurable strength does the gospel

bind us to fulfil " the royal law," " Thou slialt love thy neighbour as thyself"

!

IV. This newly illumed principle of love will ensure the fulfilment of

THE SIXTH commandment, AND WILL EVEN MAKE A BREACH OF IT IMPOSSIBLE. God
would have us lifted up by his love to so high a level, that we shall learn to love like

him, even with a love (1) of good will, (2) of compassion, (3) of forgiveness, (4) of

actual service, (5) of self-denying sympathy and devotion. This is the love which " is

bom of God." This is the Divine philosophy of obedience to law. Learn, in con-

clusion : 1. It is to revelation alone that we owe the clearest view of human dignity.

It is not from philosophy, nor from natural science that we learn to appreciate man.

Whatever science may have to say as to his physical organism (and what it can say

must depend on its own appropriate evidence), it is the " imagu uf God " which he

bears, that is his true dignity, and around it is the Divine guard so stringently placed.

2. From God's revelation to man welearn respectfor man as man. Human life is held

very cheaply in lands where the gospel is unknown, and even in lands where it is

known by men who reject it. There are some, indeed, who reject gospel light, yet

borrow gospel morality, and call it theirs, whde others who treat it as "a strange

thing" are already darkly suggesting a "morality" gross as that of pagan days. 3.

From. Ood's revelation we gather the only guarantte for human security and peace. It

is by the cross and by the cross alone tiiat the unity of man in a world wide brother-

hood of love will ever be secured. 4. It is only by the new life bestowed by the Spirit

of Ood that we come to possess and practise this love to which the cross constrains. We
may all of us have refrained from an open breach of the letter of the sixth command-
ment. Not one of us can stand its searching test in the light of Go I's pure Word 1 Ah !

'*<Am commandment fit for Zulus"? There is not a man amongst us who in the
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presence of its all-searching light, is not utterly condemned ! (Jas. iL 10.) " Lord,

have mercy upon us, and incline our hearts to keep this law 1

"

Ver. 18.

—

Th* seventh commandment. The religion of the body. In the secoml part

of the Decalogue there are stern prohibitions against sin, without any jjosilive

indication uf the opposite virtue. Nor is there a hint of how to attain such a life

as t^h-ill make an offence ai^aiust the commandments impossible, so that unless we
recognize the educatory purpose of tlie Law, we shall at once underrate it and 3^et

ovenate it. 'NVe shall underrate it if we forget that it was just what was wanted, and
ail that could be serviceable at the time of its pronmlgation ; we shall overrate it if we
think that the mere prohibitory letter of this precept exjiresses the whole will of God
in the matter to which it refers. We will, therefore, set side by side therewith. New
Testament teachings. First, let us look at Matt. v. 27— 29. Just as in referring to

rabbinical teaching on the sixth commandment, Jesus Christ tells us that it i.s not

only the open act of murder which is forhidden, but even the spirit of anger and revenge

which might lead to it; so here, it is not merely the open act of physical degrada-

tion which is forbidden, but even the spirit of unhallowed passion which, if unbridled,

might lead to it. Nor must we stop here. The New Testament opens up to u.i the

Divine will in the ])Ositive direction (1 Thess. iv. 3—5). We are told also what ii the

true secret of attaining a life which conforms to that will (Gal. v. IG). If we cult'.vate

the life of God in the spirit, the lower life will be in due subjection. Keasons, niore-

over, which were not given in Israel's childhood are given now (1 Cor. vi. 19, 20)

;

while the issues of a life in which these are lost sight of, are put before us in dieud

array (1 Cor. ix. 27). Hence a homiletic treatment of this seventh commandment can

only be effective as it deals with it as but one branch of a subject, wide, deep, and

high, viz, " The religion of the body," Observe

—

L God claims tue goveunment of our whole nature. We regard man's nature as

triple—body, soul, and spirit. As an acute and learned divine remarks, " The body is the

link between the soul and the world, the soul is the link between the body and the spirit

;

the spirit is the link between the soul and God." It is in reference to our spirit-nature

that we are made in the image of God. He is " the Father of spirits." The same
Book which reveals God to us, reveals us to ourselves. Any one who understands the

structure of his own nature, will perceive which part thereof was meant to rule the

rest. The body is to be at the service of the soul, the soul is to be regulated by the

spirit, and God is to govern all. But it is by the great work of redemption that

the stamp of true dignity has been most clearly impressed on man. The Apostle Paul

tells us that it was through the cross that he learned truly to estimate human nature

(2 Cor. v. IG). And elsewhere he argues, " Ye are bought with a price; therefore

glorify God in your body." Christ is " the Saviour of the body." If we are the Lord's,

our body is the temple of the Holy Ghost. No part of the body is base unless basely

used. All its functions are to be discharged " in sanctification and honour."

II. This sackedness of our whole nature, as redeemed bt Christ, should lead
TO A " RELIGION OF THE BODY " ON THE PART OF THOSE WHO HAVE NOT ENTERED ON THE
MARRIED STATE. This sevcuth Command is far broader in spirit than the mere lettei

would indicate. It condemns all impurity of every kind, it forbids us to let the lower

self run off with the higher, and, like the preceding commands, though negative in

form, it is positive in substance. It bids us : 1. Let our own nature be duly honoured,

and self-respect be diligently cultivated. 2. Observe towards other.s that self-same respect

which we owe to ourselves, on the same groum^ and for the Lord Jesus Christ's sake.

The art of " bridling the whole body " is one of the most important in a life of godliness.

III. A DUE REVERENCE FOR THE SACREDNESS OF HUMAN NATURE WILL IMPART SANCTITY

TO THE MARRIAGE TIE. Marriage is God's holy ordinance. It is not a sacrament, in

the same sense in which Baptism and the Lord's Supper are. Neither is it merely a

civil contract, a» is sometimes shockingly said. It is a union of two in the closest ties

of nature, based on an afliidty of spirit which leads each to see in the other what each

most admires. It is a union of spirit in the Lord (if it be all that it should be);

each one of the two ceases to live in and for himself or herself, and begins praetieally

to unlearn selfishness by living for the other, and tlius the reciprocal outgoing of affec-

tioa is a formative actiiui of spirit, and tends to the very noblest culture of life. And
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where the Divine idea of marriage is carried out, the purely natural side of it will be

by no means the only one or even the highest (see Matthew Henry's touching worda

on the creation of woman, and also Kalisch's most admirable remarks in his com-
mentary on Exod. XX. 14, on the position of woman under the Hebrew economy).

There are spheres of duty which are most appropriately filled by men, e.g. those in

professional and commercial life; there are other spheres wliich are most appropriately

tilleii by rt'omen, e.g. those in the quiet of the home. And the work of one is the supple-

ment and complement of tlie work of the other. Hence each one looks to the other for

the discharge of special service. Thus there is a mutual leaning on one another. And
if the crowning joy of married life be present in both being one in the Lord, in their

spiritual fellowship they fan each other's love to him who died for them. Each will

supply what the oiher lacks. Perhaps the strength of the man may lie chiefly in intel-

lectual power. That of the woman will lie in tenderness, and also in far keener and surer

perceptions and more swiftly acting intuitions. Thus, through one being the fitting

complement of the other, they become mutual helpers in all that is right and wise and

true; and as even befoie they were made one, each one knew how to possess his vessel

in sanctification and honour, so, when they are one, each honours the other, by making

the sacred union subservient to virtue and to the honour of God. Thus rolling years

do but deepen the fondness and sweetness of their love, and if it becomes calmer and

less demonstrative, it is because it has become fuller, richer, and stronger. When
youthful ardour dies down, the holy tie is hdier than ever; their very souls become

knit together in one. The care of one is the care of both ; the joy of one is the joy of

both ; and any unkindness that stings one wounds both. As two trees side by side in

a grove, their arms interlace and interlock, yet each has its separate root. So husband

and wile, as trees of the Lord's own tight hand planting, ilo thiough the whole of this

earthly life become interlocked with growing firmness, while their one Saviour in whom
they live is the common joy of their spirits, their one hope for eternity ! That there

are innumerable cases in which a noble type of Christian excellence is reached by the

uninarri' d, we all kiiow. While marriage opens up those claims in the discharge of

which the most symmetrical character is usually formed, yet Divine grace can so sway

the spirit as to culture it nobly for eternity, irrespectively of these sacred ties. There

are fathers and mothers in Israel who are so by spiritual relationship. Thus, when our

nature is duly honoure<l in ourselves and others, by its uppermost part being kept upper-

most, out of loyalty to Christ, it is possible for both the married and unmarried to

glorify God in their body as well as in their spirit.

IV. It is obvious that if through the kedeeming grace of Ck>D we have oub

WHOLE BEING THUS LIFTED UP INTO A HIGHER REGION', THE STERN " THOU SHALT NOT "

OF SiNAi WILL BE NEEDED NO MORE. We !-hall have risen to a siihere in wliich the

transgression of the seventh coumiandmcnt will be impossible (see 1 John iii. 9; Gal.

v. 16, 24). The sure guarantee of our keeping this law, in the spirit as well as in the

letter, is for us to be so re-created by God's Spirit, that it shall be impossible for us to

break it. " The law is not made for a righteous man."

V. We SHOULD NOT FAIL TO NOTE THE IMPERATIVENESS OP THE LAW. If there are

those who are not in the region of a higher life, as indicated above, they should be

reminded that this law, in its wide sweep and searching depth, condemns all impurity

of every kind; it discerns "the thoughts and intents of the heart." Hence the words

in Matt. v. 28; hence the warnin^rs in Mark ix. 43, 45, 47. One indulged sin will

dra</ the whole man after it. •'Science," says Dr. Farrar, "confirms by decisive

evidence that the Lord avenges the sins of the fiesh. It tells us that men must possess

in manhood the sins of their youth ; that if they sow to the fiesh, they will of the flesh

reap corruption ; that the punishment of sensuality, working not by special interven-

tions, but by general laws, bears a fearful resemblance to the sin itself; that the Nemesis

of a desecrated body is an enfeebled understnndiug, a tormented and darkened soul
;"

and—the writer might have added— a face from which the lustre of the Divine ha«

departed, and in which the lines of a true manhood are manifestly vitiated and defiiced,

and even exchanged for lines of sin and of shameless vice. Let all take heed and

remember: 1. That where each one's weak point is, a sentinel should be kept on

watch. 2. We are nut sale till the very thoughts a>e under control. 3. Only the Spirit

of God can give us power equal to this. 4. Unless we keep ourselves in •ubjectjon

we shall be cast away.
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Ver. 19.

—

Tlie eighth commandment. The rflir/ion of the hand. There is mach to he

said in favour of the proposition that utility is the foundation of virtue ; and provided

that the sentence he well cleared up and guarded from abuse, and provided also that

the word "utility" be lifted up to its highest, and spread over its broadest significance,

the niaxim is less objectionable than it would otherwise appear. While it, however,

has been and will be discussed in the philosopher's class-room, for ages, we may safely

go so far as to say, " That is right which renders the highest service to raankind, and
by its having this tendency, we know it to be right." Kow, amoncc serviceable institu-

tions is that of iimperty, which, as men are constituted, is a necessity of social weal.

If rightness consists in recognizing the rights of each, the necessity of property conies

out of tlie equaliiy of natural rights. If a man is alone in the world, he may call it

all his own. If there is a brother man with him, they must divide it between thern.

Apart from the institution of property, one incentive to labour would he goi.e. Who
would be likely to toil day by day for that from which he would obtain nought when
the work was over? Now, it is the social law of the institution of property, Divine yet

natural, yea, natural because Divine, the existence of which is here assumed, and the

recognition of which is here enjoined: in the barest and most elementary form, it is

true, yet in the very form best according with the circumstances under which it was
given ; in a negative form, too, like the other commands, but yet with a positive intent.

Perhaps there is no one of the commandments which is more extensively commented
on, and repeated in so many forms in the Old Testament, nor one the violation of which
is so variously prohibited. Our simplest mode of treating it homileticnlly seems to be

to point out in turn the negative prohibition, and the positive duty which is to be set

over against it.

I. Let us indicate the numerous forms into which this precept is thrown
IN Scripture. If wc regard the spirit of it, and read it by the light of Old Testament
teaching, we shall find it set in great variety of ways. 1. it forbids our depriving any
man of any right whatever (I^am. iii. 35, 36). 2. It is forbidden to gain an undue
advantage at another's expense (Exod. xxiii. 3, 6, 8, 9; Lev. xix. 15 ; ch. xvi. 19, 20).

3. It is forbidden to accumulate wealth by unlawful practices (Prov. x. 2; xv. 0). 4.

It is forbidden to take long credit (Prov. iii. 28; Lev. xix. 13). 5. It is forbidden to

oppress a poor man in his cause (Exod. xxii. 2'i, 27; ch. xv. 7, 10—13, 17, 18; Prov.

xxii. 22, 23 ; Micah ii. 1—3 ; iii, 1—4). 6. It is forbidden to pay insufficient wages
(ch. XXV. 4; xxiv. 14, 15). 7. To lend money in any oppressive or exacting form

(Exod. xxii. 25; Lev. xxv. 35—38; ch. xxiii. 19^. "The name 'usurer'

—

Jieshcc—

which is derived from biting, sounded badly, since no one chose to be likened to a

hungry dog, who fed himself by biting others " (Calvin). 8. To take advantage of the

stranger, the widow, and the fatherless (Exod. xxii. 21—24; ch. x. 17—19; Lev. xix.

33, 34). 9. Unfair trading (Lev. xix. 35, 36 ; ch. xxv. 13—16 ; Prov. xi. 1 ; xvi. 11
;

XX. 10, 23; Micah vi. 10—12). 10. Imperilling another's property (Exod. xxi.

33—36). 11. Life-long slavery (Exod. xxi. 2; ch. xv. 12— 18). 12. Connivance at

wrong (Prov. xxix. 24). 13. Itespect of persons (Exod. xxiii. 1—3). 14. Revengeful

mischief even in war-time (ch. xx. 19, 20). 15. Removing a neighbour's landmark
(ch. xix. 14). 16. Witliholding from the service of God (Mai. iii. 8, 9). Whenever we
withhold what is due to God, or keep back what we owe to man,—if the masteris

unjust to his servant, or the servant wastes the time or the goods of his master ; if a

man is guilty of trickery in trade, by adulteration of goods, or scant weight, or short

measure; if a man is in any way deprived of his own right or freedom; if we take

undue advantage of any one for our own benefit, we are guilty of breaking the com-
mand "Thou shalt not steal."

IL Let us indicate the preceptive words which are set over against
THESE prohibitive ONES. In the fuller teaching of Moses there was not wanting an
indication of an opposite duty, the cultivation of which would make a breach of the

eighth commandment altogether out of the question. The people were to aim at

clierishing a kindly feeling for each other, and instead of wishing to enrich themselves
at another's expense, they were to seek to enrich others, and to find their joy in help-

ing the needy (Exod, xxiii. 4; Lev. xxv. 35; ch. xv. 7—10; xxii. 1—3; xxiii. 19;
xxiv. 19). While in Proverbs, the contrast between sloth and industry is said to b»

ono mark of difference between the righteous and the wicked.
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III. Thk TEAcmxo OF TiiE New Testamknt is still more explicit. (See Acts xx.

35 • 1 Cor. X. 24 ; Phil. ii. 4, 5 ; and speciaUy Epli. iv. 28.) The words of our blessed

Lord lingered in the apostles' ears as the strains of a lovely song. His life too seemed

to snv, "Be ever ready to give up what is your own, if thereby yon can help another."

f^o tliat not only is thire to be such respect for the rights of others, that we do not

iiifrinQ;e on them by abstracting from his property; but over and above the institu-

tion of property, vvhich is recognized and guarded, there is the institution of labcui,

wliicii is to be looked at, utilized, sanctified, so as to subserve the enrichment of otlieis.

So that we come at this specific rule : Labour, and sanctify your Jahonr for otiiers
;

tlit-n you will h' in no danger of depriving them of the fruits of their labour I '1 he

jiolitical economist says, "Regulate labour so as best to subserve the production of

wealth." So far, good. But Christian maxims go higher, and say, " Pursue and regulate

labour with a view of promoting each other's well-being." Now, in this sanctification of

labour there are lour rules to be observed. 1. Lnhour as servants of Christ. This is a

specific direction both for employer and employed. Both are amenable to him who is

tlie Head ant! Lord of the human race. In his eye the interests of the human family

are the supreme concern on this globe. Material wealth is to him as nothing. Men
are his purchased jiossession ; and if by labour we increased the material wealth of this

country a thousand-fold, if thereby one soul were destroyed, his curse would rest upon

such labour. 2. Lalonr with an eye to the glory of God : not only as his servants,

but so that all our labour may promote that great end for which he lived and died

;

and just in proportion as this is the case, will Christ approve our toil. 3. Lahour in

(tccordance with andfor the 'promotion of another's good. We are to let all our labours be

in harmony with another's well-being. We may not make ourselves rich at the ex-

] ense of others; but. only as our weal accords with theirs. All this, of course, applies

nationally as well as iiulividually. It is as clearly wrong for a nation to steal a con-

tinent as for a man to steal a shilling! And if we so labour as to ignore the good of

another, we shall find that " there is a God that judu'eth in the earth !
" 4. But it is not

enough that there should be an ab.sence of spoliation or greed, nor that labour should

v.trely accord \\\t\\ human good ; it is required of ns that one direct ohject and aim of

our labour should h- the increase of our iv<alih that we mny have the wherewith to give.

As between man and man, the great God upholds our right to the produce of our

labour. As between ourselves and him, he says, " Use for your brother's good, the

wealth you get. You are but a steward. Nothing is yours absolutely. What hast

thou that thou hast not received? Work, that you may get. Get, that you may have

to give." " The poor shall never cease out of the land." If, by any sudden spurt, wealth

a)uld be equalized to-day, it would be unequal in twenty-fours hour, and in twelve

months scarcely a trace would be left of the readjustment. Some would be workert

and some idlers ; some spendthrifts and some misers ; and any rectification of property,

apart from the right-setting of men, would be of no avail. And, at any rate, so long

as there are claims upon our sympathy, so long our labour is to have this stamp upon

it: La' our, to gain the power of giving ; and this is the antidote for any danger of

breaking the eighth commandment. Yet, strange to say, there are not wanting tho.se

who object, on grounds of "political economy," to the withdrawal of a man's gains for

the purposes of benevolence (see Mr. Herbert Spencer, Contemporary B<view, xix. 550).

Now, no one would question that there is a large amount ot unwise charity ; but the

proportion is insignificant between that and the vast amount of ill-gotten and ill-

used wealth in our cities and towns. The former is not worth naming by the side of

the latter. And the hearts of men are not so over- generous that they need to be dis-

suaiied from giving, by arguments which could hold only if men were nought else but

wage-getting animals! But whoever fulfils his labour in a sjiirit of loyalty to Christ

and of kindliness to his brother, will find in labour so discharged, a holy and blessed

discipline of character. Shall we live under the low, selfish calculations of earth, or

under the higher regulations of heaven? There is a wealth—a wealth most to \'e

coveted—which comes not as a heritage of birth, but as the reward of giving to others

according as they have need. Acting on worldly maxim*;, a man might live for a

thousand years and he will never have it. Acting on Christ's rule, he will reap it as

sheaves of golden grain. It is this: "The blessing of liim th:it was ready to perish

came upon me : and I caused the widow's heart to sing for joy I

"
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Ver. 20.— 27*6 ninth commandment. The reUfjion of the tongue. This command gives

us a precept touching our words. Inasmuch, however, as it is here given to us in

harest, briefest, most elementary form, it would not be well if in the homiletic treat-

ment of it we did not place side by side thercwitli the varied Sciiptures which set before

us the duty of regulatins; our speech. We will ask, and endeavour to answer, five

questions concerning this commandment.
I, What is here prohibited? Just as the sixth commandment throws a guard

around human life, the seventh around purity, the eighth around the rights of property
and labour, so this ninth throws a shield over every man's reputation. A stern " 'i'lioh

shalt not injure thy neighbour's fair name " is one of the mandates of Sinai, issued

amidst thunder and fire! The immediate reference would seem to be to barinii testi-

mony in a court of justice. A part of the judicial code of Moses had reference to this

(ch. xix. 16—19). But the precept goes further than this in its spirit. We read in

Exod. xxiii. 1, "Thou shalt not raise (or receive) a false repoit;" literally, "Thou shalt

not bear it; " i.e. you are to have nothing to do, either in making or taking it. Further
(Lev. xix. 16), we are not to give way to gossip and scandal (see Ps. xv. 3). Nor are

we to make any statement that is prejudicial to the interests of another, unless we are

sure of its accuracy, and unless also the goud of society requires us to make it. Further
(Ps. xxxiv. 13), our lips are to speak no deceit nor guile of any kind, either in what is

said or in the manner of sayin-^ it. if we needlessly tell of another's wrong act, instead

of seeking to cover it, under the appearance of virtue in denouncing it, God may see a
spirit of malice or revenge in naming it; and any act of another's mentioned in such a
spirit is sure not to be construed by us in perfect fairness, and therefore it will certainly

become, so far as it is unfair, a false report, whatever foundation of fact there may be
in it. The precept, moreover, forbids sitting in judi;ment on individuals, so as to

denounce them when we are contending against what we consider to be unsound in their

faith, or unright in their practice. But further still does the precept reach. It forbids

any thoughtless word which might unwillingly injure anotlier (see Matt. xii. 33—37).

How true is Heb. iv. 12 ! Every uncharitable thought of another, which might prompt
an uncharitable word respecting him, is condemned by the holy Law of God!
n. What is the positive duty to be observed? We have only to look at

gospel law, as brought out by the Apostle Paul in F'ph. iv. 25—32, to see this.

1, Truth is ever to mark our speech. The true in thought is to be aimed at, in order

that there may be truth, absolute truth, on the tongue. No " pious frauds " are allow-

able. 2. Love is to rule. While a supreme re_'ard to truth will i:UMrd us from violating

it consciously, a due cultivation of the spirit of love will guard us from forming those

harsh judgments of others which might lead us to violate truth unconsciously by mis-

judging their actions. 3. Where truth and love reign, there will be self-restraint. A
check will be jait on unkind feeling of every sort. " Love beareth all things, believeth

all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things." Note further. In this ninth com-
mand the relations between men are supposed to be reciprocal. " Thy neighbour." If

any ask, Who is my neighbour? let Christ give the answer, " You may make yourself

neiglihour to any man by cherishing a readiness of disposition to do him a kindness"

(see Luke x. 29—37). i^o distinction of race, colour, or clime is to be allowed to

stand in the way of our being true neighbours to men, the wide world over.

III. By what rule, standard, or model, should we be guided ? 1. " Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thysilf" That, applied to this command, would mean,
" Be as careful of another's reputation as you are of your own." There is another rule.

2. Be imitators of God. " Let all evil-speaking ... be put away from you . . . and

be kind to one another . . . even as God in Christ hath forj:iven you." The world's

rule is : exalt yourself at the expense of others. Christ's rule is : exalt others at the

sacriiice of yourself.

IV. What reasons should weigh on us ik leading us to restrain the tongue
IN THE interests OF OTHERS? 1. The fact urged by Paul, that " we are members one

of another." In social life we are dependent on each other for the enjoyments which

sweeten it, the luxuries which enrich it, the comforts which gladden it, and for the

necessaries which make it possible; and, exceiiting so far as truth governs words and

acta, the very props of social life are wanting, and its cohesive force is gone. If the

eye refused to be true to the brain, or if the ear, the band, or the foot resolved to be at
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variance with the decisions of the will, life would soon be intolerable, and must ere long

come to an end. Even so, we cannot tamper with the law of truth in speech without

doint' our part towards poisoning the currents of thought, feeling, and action which

flow through society, and so far as we bear false witness of any kind with the view of

gaining advantage at another's cost, we are aiding the infernal work of setting men at

variance with each other, by loosening the bonds of mutual confidence which should

unite them all ! 2. If the tongue is duly hridled, the whole body will be under com-

mand. So the Apostle James declares (Jas. iii. 2). Our whole being is to be in

subjection to God, body, soul, and spirit. And that means that we are to guard our

lips. If we are successful here, that indicates so far a mastery over ourselves. We can

i.iidle the whole body if we can but curb the tongue. "Let ever}' man be swift to

liear, slow to speak." A man may do very much to make or mar himself according

as he has learned the right government of the tongue. 3. 1/ the tongue is not hridled,

we have no religion at all ! iSo the same apostle (Jas. i. 26). Let us lay tiiat word to

heart. Whatever may be the outside profession, if we do not govern our tongue for

God, if we use it for gossip, trifling, scandal, slander, our very profession of Christ's

name is a cheat and a lie. 4. The thought of the coming judgment should lead us to

govern our tongue (Matt. xii. 37). One would think that such words as these wnuld

make men more careful how they use the tongue ! Are we so governing our words

that we should confront without shame all those that we have ever spoken, when set

in array before us ? " We must all stand before the judgment seat ot Christ." How
will backbiters, slanderers, and retailers of gossip meet the eye of the Great Judge

of all ?

V. How ARE WE TO LEAKN OBEDIENCE TO THE PRECEPT OF THE TEXT? 1. Let

US awake to the importance, as before God, of remembering his perfect knowledge of

our words (Ps. cxxxix. 4). Let us cultivate the impression such a thought is calculated

to produce. 2. Let us resolve and act (see Ps. xxxix. 1). So said David. Let such

a resolution be formed and carried out. 3. Much may be done by auxiliary means, in

the way of lessening the temptation to oflfend with the tongue. Very much ol the habit

of idle gossip results from unintelligence. Some have nothing to talk about, and for

want of a well-stored mind, they fall a-slandering their neighbours. Over and above

other means which are more directly religious of reducing the evil of an unbridled

tongue, there is this serviceable one : furnish the mind with so much valuable knowledge,

that you will be so occupied with useful talk that you have no time for idle words.

4. Let there also be devout attention to the more spiiitual aspects of the case. Let the

earnest prayer go up (Ps. cxli. 3), and, remembering the Saviour's words, "Out of the

abundance of the heart the mouth speakcth," let us earnestly plead with God for daily

renewal in the spirit of our mind, since, when the heart is right, the words cannot be

wrong. Maybe some of us used to think concerning the ten commandments, " All

these have I kept from my youth up." But, alas, so far from that, unless we are con-

verted and renewed, we shall never keep even this one. Under its severe tests we have

broken down thousands of times, and have abundant reason to cry, " God be merciful

to me the sinner!" A tiee is known by its fruit. The righteousness of the Law
never will be fulfilled in us as it must be if we are to enter heaven, unless our hearts

are so sanctified, and so imbued with the spirit of love, that by never violating charity

in the thoughts we think, we never violate it in the words we speak. May tiud thus

sanctify us.1 " Lord, have mercy upon us, and incline our hearts to keep this law."

Ver. 21.— The tenth commandment. The religion of the heart. This commandment
is in some respects the most manifestly sweeping and searching of all. It even more

fully than the others illustrates Heb. iv. 12. If any reader has fnought that in making

such heart-work of the preceding, we have gone beyond the scope of the Decalogue,

this verse should serve to correct such an impression, for it deals verbally with the

unexpressed wishes of the soul, and lays a restraint upon them. We will first of all

—

I. Ikquire into the ground which this PRECEPT COVERS, liccognizing the

neighbourly relation between man and man, and people and people, and implying the duty

of each individual and of each nation cherishing a kindly feeling for another, it not

only forbids the violation of neiglihourliness by any outward act of unkindness and

wrong, but even the desire out of which such unneighbourly acts might arise. " Thou
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shalt not covet." " As it was given," said an earnest preacher, in the winter of 1870,
" in the first instance to a nation, it is natural to consider some of the waya in which a
nation may violate it. The history of the world is stained and darkened b}"- the criiiies

to which nations have been driven by the spirit of covetousness. A great and pros-
perous people cannot endure that the corn-fields and vineyards and the noble river

which can be seen from its frontiers should belong to a neighbouring power." " Sooner
or later it is almost certain that this national covetousness will end in a war of aggres-
sion or conquest. Some pretext will be found for a quarrel ... by some means or other
there will be a justification discovered, or created, or alleged, for seizing by force of
arms what the heart of the nation longed for" (R. W. Dale). But since the command
forbids even the covetous desire, the justification alleged may be as wicked as the war
itself; it may be but a cloak to hide from the undiscerning that covetousness which
not the thickest veil of night can hide from him whose eyes a't as a flame of fire. It

is, however, chiefly with the application of this command to the individual that we
have now to do. It forbids : 1. Desire after lower good to the neglect of the higher. 2.

Desire after improper objects. 3. Desire after lawful objects carried to an improper
degree. 4. Desire to gain any object in an improper manner. 5. Any desire after

what belongs to another, which is inconsistent with the rule, " Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself." It forbids too: 6. Discontent with the allotments of Divine
providence. A discontented spirit is but one form of covetousness, albeit it is a very
unamiable one. We are not to be envious of another's possessions, nor lor a moment to

allow the wish, if our neighbour is rich and we are poor, that his wealth and our
poverty should change hands. On the other hand, there is to be a thankful content
with the mercies we possess, and a joy in our neighbour's joy if he has more than we
have. So far from wishing to gain advantage at another's cost, we are to rejoice in

another's good as really as if it were our own. So runs the precept (Rom. xii. 15). It

is much easier to " weep with them that weep," than it is to " rejoice with them that do
rejoice." When we do the former, we may have the secret thankfulness that we are

spared the sorrow of others ; but when the latter, our joy is apt to be checked by the
secret wish that we were possessors of their cause of joy. Our obedience to this precept
is not complete till we can " weep " or " rejoice " with others with equal readiness. In a

word, the tenth commandment requires entire unseljishness. " Love is the fulfilling of

the Law."
II. This command makes vert remarkable revelations. Sin is defined by the

Apostle John as '* the transgression of Law." ( 'onscquently, wheresoever the Law reaches,

there would the transgression of it come under that term, " sin." Hence, by the Law
is the knowledge of sin. We find accordingly that one of the most noted characters in

New Testament history gained, not only from the Decalogiie, but from this particular

precept, his first deep convictions of sin (see Rom. vii.). Making a like use of it, we
see : 1. That this law reveals that to be sin which else would not have been suspected
as such. If we were asked by some to point out the marks of sin in the world, they
would refer us to war, oppression, tyranny, etc. But Gud's Word strikes at the lusts

out of which these evils come (Jas. iv. 1). 2. This law reveals to us how deeply sin

has struck its roots in our nature, that it has permeated and saturated our very thoughts,

and made them selfish. 3. We see too by the same light that many an apparently
good act before men has been rotten by reason ol the " lust " in which it had its root.

4. So that we also learn that a man may he altogether l)lameless in the sight of his

fellows, and yet be condemned in the sight of God. God judges acts by motives. Have
all our motives been pure? 5. Thus we see that there is quite enough in heart sins to

slmt us out from the kingdom of heaven. 6. Thus, by this commandment, and a
fortiori by all the commandments together, there is revealed to us the impossibility o'

any one who starts with a burden of accumulated guilt, attaining to the righteousness

which is of the Law (Rom. vii. 9, 10). Thus the Law reveals a mischief which it is

not its province to cure.

III. While Law reveals mischief, the Gospel reveals a remedy for it. 1. It

shows us how grace would cut up covetousness by the root. (1) Our Lord shows us by
his teaching that our true wealth consists in what we arc rather than in what we have
(Luke xii. 13—20). (2) When penitent, he forgives the past. (3) He re-creates the

Boul, and lifts us up by promises to a higher level (2 Pet. i. 3, 4 ; Matt. vi. 33 ; Luke
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xii. 29; Heb. xiii. 5). (4) Nor is the clermnt of holy warning wanting (1 Cor. x.

1— G, 12). 2. It shows us a sphere in which the natural ambition may have legitimate

play without degenerating into lust. For, it may be urged, " If we had no desire after

the improvement of our condition, we sliouid do away with enterprise ? Ought not a

young man to be anxious to rise in the world? " Certainly. Bid not at the expense of

othrs. In a right direction a man not onlj' may, but should, make the very utmost of

himself for which his ))o\\er capacitates him (1 Tim iv. 8 ; Prov. xxx. 5—9). Another

may say, " I have the organ of acquisitiveness very strongh' developed. 1 am so made
that I must get, so that if I am anxinus to have more, I am only acting out that which is

imbedded in the structure of my physical frame." Acqid'^itivenefn^l an excellent orL^an

to have, and one which makes it specially desirable to decide of what its possessor shall

be acquisitive. If it is a necessity of any one's nature to be ever getting, the greater

the need that he should be rightly getting the right. Now, while God's Law condemns
acquisitiveness in the wrong direction, yet God's grace and gospel open up the grandest

possible field for its exercise. By all means let any one develop that noble capacity

(Prov. iii. 16; iv. 5—7 ; 1 Cor. xii. 31). The surest way of guarding against covetous-

ness of ill will be so to develop this eagerness after good that the other cannot coexist

(1 John ii. 15). There is no faculty of our nature which can be developed to finer issues

than this desire of having, if it be reset by Divine grace, and guided by the Spirit of

God. No function of the soul is common or unclean, unless we make it so. Here is

the right sort of covetousness (Phil. iii. 8), " That I may win Christ." Let all our

power of coveting go out after him. He will bring with him durable riches and

righteousness. The wealth we have in him will be vastly more than aught we can

have from him, and by " the expulsive power of a new affection" he will wean us from

the false craving for earth, and ever satisfy us with himself!

Vers. 22—33.

—

The Law as a whole, and its effect upon the people. In the account

of the reception of the Law which we have in the Book of the Exodus, it would seem

probable that we have a record which was penned at or near the time of the occurrence.

The one before us is declared to be some thirty-nine years after. Moses was then

verging towards the end of his career. He indulges in a retrospect of the eventful

scenes, and rehearses them in the ears of the people. As we have seen in the first

Homily, he "dug" into the Law, and dug up its contents. "With this passage as our

guide, as we have looked at each command in the Decalogue separately, let us survey

it in its entirety.

I. The Law is to be regarded as a unity. It is not made up of isolated

precepts. Onr Saviour declares that it is summed up in two commandments. And the

apostle reminds us that " Love is the fulfilling of the Law : " love to God the root, and

love to man the fruit. Taking them in order, the first four require of us a love that

shall worship God alone, honouring his nature, revering his name, and guarding his

rest day for his special service. The six later ones enjoin love to man, requiring

loyalty in the home, restraint in the temper, purity of the body, fidelity of the hand,

government of the tongue, unselfishness in the heart. What a space of ground all that

covers ! What part or power of our being is there that is not held in its comprehensive

grasp? And how d< eply it strikes! It is a "critic" of the thoughts and intents

of the heart. No superficial obedience can meet its claims. It is not difficult to see

the purpose which it was designed to serve. It was the basis of Israel's national life

and legislation. It was for the instruction of the nations round about (ch. iv. 6). And
though it was set on a basis of redeeming mercy, it was designed to awaken the

conscience to a sense of sin, to take the people to school, and thus to become their

child-guide unto Christ. As compared with the simpler patriarchal dispensation, it was

an apparent retrogression for the purpose of a spiritual education. It was a form,

written, of that high, that holy, that eternal law of righteousness which is the sapae

for all times, all places, and all peoples, yea, of that Law of perfect love which the Divine

Being fulfils in absolute perfection, and after which he would have his creatures

conformed.

II. This Law contains within itself the evidence of its Divine origix.

An able American commentator on the Laws of ]Moses (Dr. Wines), tell us of a

distinguished lawyer who had been sceptical on the subject of Divine revelation,
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and who undertook the study of the Old Testament with a view of satisfying himself

as to the validity of its claims to be an inspired writing. When he came to the

Decalogue, and had given it an attentive perusal, lost in admiration of its superhuman
perfection, he exclaimed, " Where did Moses get that Lawf" He applied himself to

the study of the question, and the result was the removal of every sceptical doubt, and

tlie attainment of a char and earnest conviction of the Divine original of the Law.

Nor is it surprising that a legal mind, accustomed to weigh evidence, should come
to such a conclusion ; for when we know how early in the world's history this Law
was promulgated, it is very marvellous to find that an infant nation should, at starting,

have a code of moral law so complete
;
yea, so elevated, that no other nation at tliat

time presented anything like it, and that even now, 3300 years afterwards, not the

wisest man in the world can suggest anything loftier! The kingdoms of Babylon,

Assyria, Egypt, liave furnished us with nought like this, to say nothing of the Roman,
Grecian, and Persian empires, the earliest of which was not founded for centuries after.

And if, leaving the merely civil and political side of legislation, we ask for an
embodiment of a moral and religions code on which legislation could safely be based,

we do not find aught to be compared with this. Nor, if we look at the record of the

national life of the veiy people to whom this Law was first given, do we find that even

they apprtiximated to conformity to it. In fact, nothing is more marked in their

subsequent literature than their grievous departure from their own standards. When
man makes any code of laws, those laws reflect himself and his own standard of

attainment. But here is a code far beyond the attainment of any yet recorded nation.

It is not necessary, however, to go to ancient nations to show that this Law betokens

a higher than human ori;^Mn. Looiv at legislation now. Look at the moral sentiment

of peoples now. What is the cry? Love thy neighbour as thyself? Emphatically
nol But " tnke care of your own interests, and let your neighbours look after them-
selves!" "Remove your neighbour's landmark as you tliink well!" Why, if no
cation in the world is good enough to adopt the standard of the Decalogue, could

it have created it, without ever having had any of its educating influence? And if no
nation now could do it, how could they who were just liberated from centuries of slavery ?

But more than this. This Law is high above the attainment of well-trained Christian

congregations. Let a minister proclaim the mercy of God in forgiving sin, and his

preaching may charm. Let him insist on the demands of God's righteousness, and
while some earnest lioly souls will lay it to heart, and humble themselves before God,
many will be offended at the enforcement of righteousness ; and even now many
a minister is persecuted for righteousness' sake. This Law from man? No! it is

too good for that. When man is brought face to fnce with its holy heart-searchingn ess

he hates hi But again. Take the most advanced and holiest Christian you can find.

Let him stand in lull front of this holy Law—and soon he will be crying out,

in agony, "God be merciful to me the sinner!" *' But," it may be said, "are not

Christians always preaching up to a higher level than that of their attainments?"
Certainly; but why? Because they feel and know that here is a Law which they

certainly did not originate, which is infinitely above them, and which, by being so,

proclaims its intrinsic authority, and proves itself Divine. When such a Law is given,

conscience can look at it and say, " That's right." But to create a cone above itself,

is what no nation ever was able to do. This Law shines by its own light, and is " a

lamp unto our feet and a light to our path."

III. When perceived in all its grandeur, this holt Law nLLS with awk
AXD TERROR. The thunder, lightning, flame, etc., revealed a majesty that Israel could

not endure (vers. 25, 2fi ; cf. tieb. xii. 18—21), But all this terror was nothing compared
with the dread that comes over a man when his inmost self is confronted with the Law
in its deep heart-searchingness (cf. Rom. vii. 9).

IV. God treats the terror veky ORAcioifSLY. 1. Israel was called near to the
mount to meet with God, tiiat they miuht learn a solemn awe, and then sent back
to their tents, to wonder and to do. 2. God hearkens to their voice, and appoints

a mediator—even Closes (Gal. iii. 19, 20). TTe are come to Jesus, the Mediator of the

new covenant (Heh. xii 24). 3. Israel is reminded that what is reeded on their part

is, not en)otion but devotion (ver. 29). God wants of us a heart to love and obey. Of
itself, the Law does but shut us up to see the necessity of a power for righteousness which
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(cf. .
.

to the Law of God will ensure tlie well-being ot the nation, its long continuance in the

land, and the comfort and peace of the family as well as of the individual. Even so.

We have in the Law of God a rule of life absolutely perfect. What is wanted is but

obedience to it. This is the one thing to be desired (Jas. i. 22). It is bitterly to b«

lamented wiien this obedience is not given (Ps. Ixxx. 8—16). When this is the case,

the Law becomes a silent accuser (see John v, 45). It is this unwillingness to keep

God's Law which is charged against men as sin. It is of this sin of disloyalty that

men are called on to repent (Horn. ii. 1—16 ; Ezek. xviii. 30 ; Matt. iii. 2 ; Luke xiii. 3
;

Acts XX. 21). God in his ureat love offers to law-breakers, when penitent, the privilege

of start in.u afresh (Acts ii. 38). God forgives the penitent, and imparts new life and

strength through the power of the Holy Ghost, to re-set and restore the nature

disorganized by sin. Then the righteousness of the Law is fulfilled as men walk not

after the flesh, but after the Sjarit. Then life has found its true support, is tending to

its right issue, is realizing its highest ideal, and has its noblest outlook. Let us all,

then, conscious of innumerable lailures in obedience, penitently throw ourselves on

Divine grace and love, and seek lor energy Divine to work in us, cancelling the

guilt of the past, creating the life of God within ; so will it be well with u« for ever

and ever 1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—5.— The Ahrahamic covenant renewed. So solicitous was God for the well-

being of Israel that, on critical epochs in their history, he reminds them of their

privileged condition. Three main thoughts arrest our attention

—

I. CovKNANTED Bia';ssii»G SKCURED. God has not stood out for the maintenance of

his rights; he has stooped to fetter his liberty—to bind himself to generous deeds.

1. //e alli'ws ua to hold proprietorship in him. We can claim him to be "our God."

The Proprietor of all worlds permits fallen men to assert proprietorship in him! Herein

is love! We can call upon liim, in justice, to fulfil his self-imposed obligations. 2. A
covenant implies reciprocal engagements. It is a deed of grace. Geid binds himself as

a. Friend and Defender to us, on condition that we bind ourselves in obedient loyalty

to him. Failure on one side releases the other party from his pledge. 3. A covenant

includes mutual consent. No covenant is really valid, is not complete, until both

parties have sworn to observe it. There may be command, law, decree, proceeding

from God to man ; but no covenant is really in force until we personally have accepted

its terms, and bound ourselves by willing act to observe it. i7ien, our whole being

—

property, talent, blood, life, are pledged.

II. Mkdiation provided. 'I his is a further mark of condescending grace. When
two parties are alienated, it is always deemed an advantage to one party to have a

mediator chosen from its ranks. God allows a man to mediate between Israel and him-
self. " I stood between tlie Lord and you." 1. Such mediation was needful, because of

mutual disparity. Man is finite; God infinite. Man is for self; God is self-oblivious.

Man is earthly minded; God is purely spiritual. That the two may coalesce in senti-

ment, purpose, life, mediation of some sort is required. 2. Mediation is needful, because

of man's aelfish fear. The people were "afraid, by reason of the fire"—afraid for their

own interests and pleasures. Were men impelled by wisdom, they would count it the

hiiihest privilege possible to approach God. What, though we have siimed;—inas-

much as God has revealed himself as the Source of mercy, and has deigned to visit us,

should we not gladly resjmnd to his proposal, and draw nigh? What, though he is

dresaed in garments of flame;—if we are penitent, the consuming flame will consume
only our sin ; it will benefit and burnish us. This is our honour and our joy—to come
very near to God, and to gain larger acqunintance with him. If renewed, our lormer

aversion is turned into longing desire. 3. Tins mediation was very imperfct. It

served a i)resent purpose, viz. a mediation for comnmnicating truth, a mediation for

obtaining favour. It speaks a volume for the character and faith of Moses, that ha
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was not afraid to draw near. Imperfect though he was, he displayed a rare spirit of

self-sacrifice. " I'ardon, I pray thee, this peoj)le! or else, blot out my name from thy

book ! " Here was a vivid type of Jesus.

III. Human oBr.iGATioN increaskd. In the very nature of things, kindness on the

one side begi-ts obligation on the <ither. 1. This obligation is personal. " The Lord
hath not made this covenant with our fathers, but with us." God's covenant with

men is renewed age after age. It is a covenant with us, if we will accept the terms.

.Vre we willing to hn his—wh"Ily his? Then the covenant is settled, " ordered in all

things and sure." 2, This ohligntion is all-embracing and complete. It includes every

part of our nature, every moment in our history, every interest we have in life. Atten-

tion is demanded. The ear must be reserved for God. Intellect is jiledged. We must
" learn the statutes and judgments." Active and dutiful service is due. Like the tru«

Son, our intention must be, " i do always the things that please" the Father 1—D.

Vers. 6—21.

—

The Divine pi m for the conduct of our life on earth. Had we been

left in ignorance what the Divine intention in human life was, it had been a calamity

indeed. Waste and failure must have been the disastrons result. For every honest-

minded man, ample direction from the Supreme Source of authority is supplied. The
most cogent argument is not always the most convincing, (iod might here have prefaced

his ten words with a proper assertion of his indisputable sovereignty. But he prefers to

appeal to his recent interposition—his emancipation of the people from Egyptian

bondage. As if he had .^aid, " /, wlio released you from grinding misery—/, who created

your liberty, and founded your nation, now c<immand your loyalty. Let the lives

which /have ransomed be spent as I now direct."

I. How HUMAN LIFE IS TO BE DIRECTED GoD-WARD. 1. Tliat Ood must be supreme

in our regard and affection. " Thnu shalt have none other gods hefore me." This claim

is founded in absolute right. The Proprietor has complete dominion over the work of

his hands. If his workmanship does not please him, he is at liberty to destroy it. His

claim is further pressed on the ground of his transcendent excellence. Essential and

unaiiproachable goodness is he; hence his claims on worship rest upon his intrinsic

worth. And his claim to reverent re-ard proceeds likewise on human benefit. God's

glory and man's advaiitage are only different aspects of the same eternal truth. To
give him all is to enrich ourselves. 2. That God must be supreme in our acts of wor-

ship. To picture him forth by material im.iges is an impossibility. The plausible plea

of human nature has always been that material forms serve as aids to worship the

Unseen. But the fltcts of human experience have tmiformly disproved this hypothesis.

It may cost us severe exertion of mind to lift our souls up to the worship of the true

God; yet this very exertion is an imspeakable advantage. God has no pleasure in

imposing on us hard tasks for their own sake ; yet, for the high gain to his servants,

he does impose them. Throughout the Scriptures, idolatry is represented as spiritual

adultery; hence, condescending to human modes of speech, the displeasure of God is

described as yea?0M.s?/. Jealousy is quick-sighted, deep-seated, ^wilt-footed. All reve-

lation of God is an accommodation to human ignorance and leebleness. The visitation

of punishment upon the children, and upon the children's children, is not to be con-

strued as excessively severe, much less as unrighteous. The thrice-holy God can never

be unjust. The idolatrous spirit would be entailed to cldldren by natural law; hence

punishment would culminate in final disaster. The menace was gracious, because, if

[larents will not abstain from sin for tlieir own sakes, they sometimes will for the sake

of their children. The mercy shall be far more ample than the wrath. The anger

may be entailed on a few, and that in proportion always to the sin; the mercy

shall flow, like a mighty river, to "thousands." True worship fosters love, and

stimulates practical obedience. 3. God's authority is supreme over our speech.

The faculty of speech is a noble endowment, and liitTereutiates man from the

inferior races. The tongue is a mighty instrument, either for evil or for good.

(I) We take God's Name in vain when we make an insincere or superficial pro-

fession of attachment. We wear Ids Name lightly and frivolously if our service is

formal and nominal. (2) We take his Name in vain when we are unfaiihful in the

jerformance of our vows. Men pledge themselves to be his in manients of peril, and

forget their pledges when safety comes. (3) We take God's Name in vain when we
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use it to 2;ive force and emphasis to a falsehood. Whether in private converse, or in a

court of justice, we use God's Name to produce a stronger persuasion in others' minds,

we contract I'earful guilt it' we use that sacred Name to bolster up a lie. (4) We take

God's Name in vain whenever we use it needlessly, flippantly, or in jest. The moral

'itl'ect upon men is pernicious, corrupting, deadly. The penalty is set forth in negative

language, but it is intended to convey deep impressioo. Others may hold it as a

venial sin ; not so God. 4. Qod^s authority over the employment of our time. All

time belongs to God. He hath created it. Every successive breath we inspire is by
liis sustaining power. Since we are completely his, his claim must be recognized

ilirough every pussiug minute. But just as he allows to men the productions of the

soil, but requires the flrstfiuits to be presented to him—the earnest of the whole ; so

also the firstl'ruits of our time he claims for special acts of worship. One day in

seven he requires to be thus consecrated ; but whether the first or the seventh depends

wholly on the mode of human calculation. The grounds on which the institution rests

are many. Even God felt it to be good to "rest" from his acts of creation, lu some
sense, he ceased for a time to work. lieview and contemplation formed his sabbath.

His claims to have his day observed are myriad-fold. If sabbath observance was

beneficial for Jews, is it not for Gentiles? If it was a blessing to man in the early

ages, has it now become a curse ? Even the inferior creation was to share in the boon.

Strangers and foreigners would learn to admire the gracious arrangement, and learn the

considerate kindness of the Hebrews' God.

II. Wb learn how ouk life is to be conducted man-ward. 1. In accordance

ivith the deyree of kinship. A parent has claims beyond all other men upon our love,

ubctlience, and service. Parents are deserving our heartfelt honour. They claim this

on the ground of position and relationship, irrespective of personal merit. Parents

stand towards their cluklren, through all the years of infancy, in the stead of God. For

j'ears the human babe is wholly dependent upon its parent; and this serves as schooling

and discipline, whereby it learns its dependence upon a higher Parent yet. The dispo-

sition and conduct required in us towards our parents is the same in kind as that

required towards God. Filial reverence is the first germ of true religion. Hence the

promises of reward are akin. The family institution is the foundation of the political

fabric. The healih and well-being of home is the fount of national prosperity. If

l)arents are honoured, " it shall be well with thee." Tliis, a law for individuals, a law

for society, and a law for nations. 2. Our duty toivards all men. We are to respect

their persons. Their life and health are to be as dear to us as our own. We are to

respect their virtue. The lower passions are to be held in restraint. Occasions for lust

must be avoided. A bridle must be put upon the glances of the eye. We are to

respect their property. 1'his duty has extensive scope. It means that we should deal

with others as if they were ourselves. All dishonest dealing, false representations in

commerce, overreaching in bargains, fraudulent marks, are condemned. We are to have

respect to their repufation. It ought to please us as much to see a consjiicuous virtue,

a generous quality, in another, as if it shone in ourselves. Idle tale-bearing is for-

liidden, as also detraction, slander, unfavourable interpretation of others' deeds, and

suspicion of their motives. We are charged, as the servants of God, to " love our neigh-

bours even as ourselves." 3. This Divine Law carries its sanctions into our interior

life. " 'J'hou shalt not covet." Improper and irregular desires are to be repressed. Like

a wise Ruler, God proceeds to the veiy root of sin—to the very core of evil. 'Tis

easiest to strangle the serpent at its birth. If only this fountain were pure, all its

streams would be likewise pure. Let the salt of purification be applied here ! There

Is scope for coveting—a direction in which it may lawfully run. It may run Godward.

It may fix its eyes and its hands on heavenly treasures. For in securing these we
defraud no one else. 1'herefoi e, we may with advantage all round " covet earnestly

ihe best gifts," Desire utter heavenly gifts and riches is never untimely or excessive,

never irregular or inordinate. Hence, as an antidote to a covetous disposition, we may
well nourish heavenly hoi)e, " Delight in God " will bring a most satisfying fruition

of desire. Sowing in this fertile field yields a prolific harvest. The Decalogue is

complete, God " added no more," Authority centres here.—D.

Vers. 21—33.

—

Character determines environment. L The stormy elements or
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NATUBK SERVE AT TIMES AS THE FITTING KOBES OF DeITT. All natural objects ar

the projections in space of his creative voice. He spake and they appeared. lie is stih

liehiud all phenomena—the only real substance. Since he is all-wise, the sole fount oi

knowledge, the true lievealer of secrets, he is properly said to be apparelled with light.

The rainbow is his diadem, the morning sun is his radiant fact-, the thundercloud
his chariot. To human eyes, he can only be visible in such torms as these. His lioli-

ness can be visibly expressed in no other form than fire. The profound in.scrutable-

ness of his will is best made manifest by the " thick darkness." His insufferable glory

is atti;rnj>ered by a cloud. His kingly power is betokened by a " great voice." Such
is his fitting environment.

II. The nkau approach of God is intolerable to sinful men. The unrenewed
man shrinks from contact with absolute purity. He is in an uncongenial atmosphere
—like a fish out of its native element. What tremendous losses foolish man submits
to rather than abandon sin—losses of privilege, friendship, joy I So Peter prayed,

when the vision of Christ's wondrous power dawned on him, " Depart from me, for I

am a sinful man, Lord." But the renewed man yearns and pants for a nearer, and
yet nearer, approach to God. " I pray thee, show me thy glory !

" This is his joy—to be

near God, to grow like him. And yet, how often do we shrink from the passage of death,

the passage by which we penetrate into the inner palace of Deity I Whatever brings

us into nearer fellowship with God ought to be welcomed.

III. A sight of God kills either the sin or the sinner. There is no question

that God intends the former, but if the guilty man will not part with his sin—iden-

tifies himsdf with it—then he too dies. To know God, and his redeeming Sou, is

tantamount to eternal life. But to know God only in his judicial character, to have
defective acquaintance with him, alarms and kills. The love of sin perverts the
judgment, and destroys good logic. These Hebrews said, "We have seen this day
that God doth talk with man, and he liveth

;

" and then they inconsistently add,

"Therefore why should we die?" In presence of that mystic flame, they promi.se

loyal obedience. If only lile may be spmd, and God's commands be conveyed in a

less alarming manner, they pledge themselves to be his liege servants. Alas ! men
little know their own weaknesses ! So men still say that il they had such a revelation

as they wished—such in degree, and such in kind—they would yield compliance! Yet
the real difficulty arises not from defects in the external revelation, but from the

internal disposition.

IV. God's apportionment of honour and dishonour approved by men. How
different his language to ditl'erent jicrsons ! To some, " Go, get you into your tents

again;" to another, "Stand thou here by me." To dwell near to God, and to enjoy

his revelations of light and love—this is really man's crowning privilege, this his

heaven. Yet the bulk of men are blind to their own good, dead to noblest juy.

To possess any pleasure, their environment must be suited to their character; the

external must correspond with the internal. "Dejsart from me!" says man to his

Maker. "Depart from me I" responds our God. "Out of our own mouths we are

judged."

V. Observe God's intens-e longing fob man's good. How pathetic are such
ejaculations as these, "Oh that there were such a heart in them, to fear me always!"
1. Religion must be a matter of the heart. 2. Eeligion is not a compulsory, but

voluntary, service. 3. Eeligion commands the allegiance of the whole man—his

reverence, submission, and practical service ; and tliat not spasmodic, but contmuous.

•t. Religion brings largest benefit to ourselves and to our children. Even bad men
have, at times, desires after a better life—fitful moods of regret and aspiration. God, in

his wondrous patience, smiles on these—approves a passing thought or a transient feeh

iug—and says, in his paternal love, "Would that this frame of feeling continued i''

These are the openings of opportunity's golden door.

VI. The world's obedience is dependent on human ministries. The majority

of men will not listen to God unless he speak to them thrtmgh human agencies. Men
will only read God's Word as it is written, in large capitals, in saintly lives. Thus
God commanded Moses :

" 1 will speak unto thee : . . . thou shalt teach them, that they

may do." The pardoned man becomes Goii's interpreter to the world. " Speak thou

to us," they say, " and we will hear." " As Christ was, so we are to be in the world '"

—
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litrht-hcarers. The heathen nations learn only through the Church the redeeming

work of God.—D.

Vers. 1—33.

—

Reminiscences of IJoreb. I. The covenant. (Vers. 2, 3.) 1. Pro-

posed by God (Kxod. xix. 3—7). 2. Accepted by the people (Exod. xxiv. 7).

3. Entailed obligations on subsequent <j;enerations (cf. ch. vi. 2). In this covenant,

formally ratified by sacrifice (Exod. xxiv. 6, 7), Israel (1) accepted Jehovah to be its

spiritual and temporal Sovereign. (2) Pledged itself to observe his Law. (3) Was
jidopted by him as his peculiar people. (4) Had every blessing secured to it on con-

dition of obedience (Exod. xxiii. 22—27). The new covenant in Christ, while in many
respects different from, and superior to, that of Horeb, yet resembles it in several of

these jiarticulars.

II. The Law. (Vers. 6—22.) 1. Holy in its nature. 2. Internally complete as

a summary of duty. " He added no more " (ver. 22). 3. Explicative of the character

of God. The absoluteness and unity of God, e.g. taught in first commandment ; his

spirituality, jealousy of his honour, sovereignty, love, and mercy, in second command-
ment; his holinesft, in third commandment* his searching of hearts, in tenth com-
mandment ; while in all he appears as the Source of moral obligation, and the Guardian

of rights. 4. To be kept from the motive of love (ver. 10). This Law is nut abolished,

but fulfilled in Clirist, by whose Spirit its precepts are written in the minds and hearts

of believers (2 Cor. iit 3 ; Heb. viii. 10).

III. The MEDiATOh, (Vers. 5, 22—33.) The mediation of Moses was: 1. Craved

by the people (vers. 23—28). The manifestation of God's holiness overwhelms sinful

men (cf. Jsa. vi. 3—6). Moses not only evdured this manifestation, but went up alone

into the thick darkness where God was. How exceptionally great he appears in this!

2. Acquiesced in by God (\ers. 2«—32). This transacting through a mediator was in

harmony with the principle of his dealings with them from the first, A figure of the

mediation of Christ. 3. Suitable in itself. As tending to enhance in their minds the

impression of God's holiness and the feeling of their own sinfulness.—J. 0.

Vers. 2, 3.

—

The covenant at Eoreb. Here spoken of as distinct from the older

covenant made with the patriarchs (Gen xv., xvii.).

L Its relations to the covenant made with the fathees. It was not a new
thing absolutely. It rested on that older covenant, and on the series of revelations

which sprang out of it. It could not disannul that older covenant (Gal. iii. 17). It

could not run counter to it (Gal. iii. 21). It must, though " superadded," be in sub-

serviency to it (Gal. iii. 15—26). But that covenant made with the fathers was : 1. Of

promise (Gal. iii. 18). 2. Couched in absolute terms. God pledged his perfections that

the promise conveyed in it would be ultimately realized (Rom. iii. 3). 3. In which

an interest was obtained by faith (Gen. xv. 6 ; Rom. iv. 3—23). 4. While yet it

bound the person received into covenant to a holy life (Gen. xvii. 1). The new
covenant could "make void " the older one in none of these particulars.

II. Its distinction from the covenant made with the fathers. 1. It was
a notional covenant, having reference primarily to national existence and prosperity.

2. It was a covenant of Law. It was (1) connected with a pronmlgation of Law, and

(2) required obedience to the prescribed Law as the condition of acceptance. Does
this look like a retrograde step in the Divine procedure, a contradiction of the covenant

with Abraham? Seemingly it was so, but the backward step was really a forward one,

bringing to light demands of the Divine holiness which it was absolutely essential man
should become acquainted with. Two points have to be noticed : (a) that obedience was
not made the ground of admission to the covenant, or au^ht else than the condition of

continuance in privileges freely conferred ; and (b) that the requirement of obedience did

not stand alone, but was connected with [irovisions for the removal of the guilt contracted

by transgression and shortcoming. This brings into view the peculiar feature in the

covenant of Horeb—the hidden grace of it. In form and letter it was a strictly legal

covenant. Obedience to the Law in all its parts, and without failure, was the technical

condition of the fulfilment of promise, and of continuance in covenant privilege

(cf. Matt. xix. 17; Uom. x. 5; Gal. iii. 10). The fact that atonements were provided

to remove the guilt which otherwise would have broken up the covenant, is proof that
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such was its constitution. The same fact shows that in the strncture of the covenant it

was recognized that sin and shortcoming would mark the history of Israel ; that, on the

strictly legal basis, standing in the state of acceptance was impossible. A theoretically

perfect obedience no Jew ever rendered. His standing in no case was in virtue of a

perfectly fulfilled Law, but was due to forgiving mercy, which daily jiardoned his short-

comings, and gave him an acceptance which these shortcomings were as constantly

forfeiting. It was faith, not works, which justified hira ; while yet, in harmony with

tlie unalterable law of moral life, it was his duty to aim at the realization of the ideal

of righteousness which the Law presented. Just as with Abraham, the faith which

justified hi'11, and did so before a single work had issued from it (Gen. xv. 6; Jas. ii,

'S6), was a fa* h which " wrought with works," and "by works was faith made perfect"

(Jas. ii. 22). li '' " .wb from these peculiarities, and from the statements of Scrip-

ture, that it was : 3. A preparatory and temporary covenant. Its leading desisjn was

to develop the consciousness of sin, to awaken a feeling of the need of redemption, to

evince the powerlessness of mere Law as a source of moral strength, to drive men back

from legal efforts to faith, and so, finally, to prepare the way for Christ (Rom. iii. 20;

Gal. iii. 23, 24, etc.). In this we discern the reason of the severe and threatening form

in which it was couched, and of the terrors which attended its promulgation. It was
a covenant which couM not of itself save or do aught but kill (2 Cor. iiu 6—12).—J. 0.

Ver. 5.

—

Mediation. I. Mediation in oenebal. Mediation has a God-ward side

and a man-ward side. The requirements of God's holiness—the needs of man's heart.

1. On God's side, communion with sinners can only be maintained on terms which

uphold righteousness and law, and do not derogate from the sanctity of the Divine

character. 2. On man's side, there is (1) the feeling of weakness andfinitude, awaken-

ing terror in presence of the Infinite (vers. 25—27). (2) The feeling of sin, giving rise

to the craving for a holier one to stand between him and God. (3) The feeling of

need—the soul's longing for feliowsldp with God; giving rise to the desire for one to

mediate in the sense of making peace, of bringing about reconciliation (Job xvi. 21).

II. The mediation of Moses a type of that op Christ. We trace the resem-

blance '. \. In his willingness to mediate. So did Jesus most willingly undertake to

stand between God and sinners (Heb. x. 5—10). 2. Jn his acceptance as mediator

(ver. 28). So was Christ called to this office by the Father, invested with all the powers

necessary for the right discharge of its duties, and accepted in the discharge of them
(Isa. xlix. 8 ; Matt. iii. 17 ; xvii. 5 ; Heb. v. 4:—11). 3. In the wwrh he did. (1) Con-

veying God's words to the people (cf. John xvii. 6—9). (2) Conveying the people's

words to God (ver. 27). Jesus is in like manner the medium through whom prayer,

worship, etc., ascend to the Father (Eph. iii. 18 ; Heb. iv. 14—16). (3) Frequently

interceding for them, and obtaining pardon for their sins (Exod. xxxii. 11—15; Numb,
xiv. 13—21, etc.). So does Jesus ever live to intercede for us, and advocate our cause

(Rom. viii. 34 ; 1 John ii. 1). (4) Even, on one notable occasion, offering himself as

a sacrifice for their sin (Exod. xxxii. 32). What Moses would have done, had it been

possible so to save the people from destruction, Christ did (Gral. iii. 13, etc.).—J. 0.

Ver. 8.

—

The iniquity of the fathers visited on the children. I. A fact amply
attested. Borne out 1. By Scripture instances (Josh. vii. 24 ; 2 Sam. xii. 14 ; 1 Kings

xxi. 21, 29, etc.). 2. By observation and experience. The case of children suffering

in mind, body, character, and fortune, as the result of the sins of parents, is one of the

commonest and saddest things in life. 3. Science. The law of heredity. (For illus-

trations, gee Rev. Joseph Cook's ' Lectures.') 4. Literature. Especially do the Greek
tragedies give expression to, and strikingly work out, this thought.

II. A fact mysterious, yet to be viewed in the light of VARIOUB BELIEVINa
considerations. The difficulty is one of natural, quite as much as of revealed, reli-

gion. The following considerations relieve it only in part: 1. Every original disad-

vantage will be taken into account by the Searcher of hearts in estimating personal

responsibility (Luke xiii. 48). 2. The final judgment on a man's character will turn,

not on inherited tendencies, but on what he has made himself by his own moral deter-

minations (Ezek. xviii.). 3. The less favourable conditinns in which the sins of parents

have placed the individual cannot turn to his vdtimate disadvantage if he struggle well

DEUTER0N0M~i. I
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and persevere to the end (see ' Speaker's Commentary ' on Exod. xi. 5). 4. It is opcb

to the eyil-doer to cut ofiF the entail of punishment by choosing for himself the way of

righteousness (Ezek. xviii. 15—18). God is reluctant to contemplate the heriiage of

evil descending further than the third or fourth generation, while thousands of gene-

rations are spoken of in connection with the blessing. 5. Experience of the effects of

a parent's evil-doing is designed to act as a deterrent from lilve sins. The child is less

likely to imitate the jiarents' vices, suffering these results, than if entirely exempt
6. The Law is the consequence of a constitution of society originally intended fcr the

conveyance, not of evils, but of blessings. This is a consideration of importance as

throwing light on the equity, as well as on the goodness, of Divine providonce. The
design of the organic constitution of society is obviously to hand down to succeeding

generations the moral gains of those which precede. It is sin which has wrought the

mischief, reversing the oj^eration of a constitution in itself beneficent, and making that

which is good work death to so many.
Lesson—The tremendous responsibility of parents, and of all who have it ia their

power to influence the destinies of posterity.—J. 0.

Ver«. 12—15.

—

The sabbath. I. What? The essential point in the institution is

the sanctification to God of a seventh part of our time, of one day in seven. Which
day of the seven is observed is indifferent, not in the sense ot being left to individual

choice, but in respect of any inherent sanctity in one day above another (Rom. xiv. 5).

The day is made holy by the Divine appointment, and by the uses we put it to. We
sanctify the sabbath : 1. By observing it as a day of rest from secular toil. The need

of a rest day in the week is universally acknowledged. Every effort should be made to

extend the boon as widely as possible, and to avoid infraction of the rights of others

in connection with it. Our aim should be to lessen Sunday work, not to increase it.

Apply to railways, steamboats, post-office work, museums, etc. 2. By devoting it

principally to religious uses. It is only by conserving the sabbath as a day sacred to

religion that we can hops to preserve it as a day free from toiL We need, for spiritual

purposes, all the opportunities it gives us.

II. Fob whom ? The answer is—for man. This is shown : 1. From its primeval

origin. That the sabbath dates from creation is implied in the narrative in Genesis

(ii. 3), in the terms of the command (Kxod. xx. 8—11), in Christ's words (Mark

iL 27), in the argument in Hebrews (iv. 3, 4), and in the recently deciphered

Chaldean traditions. While it may be argued, that if designed to commemorate crea-

tion, this is a matter which concerns all men equally with the Jews. 2. From its

place in the moral law. It is certainly remarkable, if the sabbath is a purely Jewish

institution, that it should be found embodied in tlie first of those two tables which by

their contents, as well as by the manner of their promulgation, are shown to be of a

distinctly moral nature. 3. From the respect paid to it by the prophets (see Isa. Iviii.

18, 14). The language here employed is very different from that which prophets were

accustomed to use of purely ceremonial institutions. 4. From Christ's defence of it.

It is noticeable, and supports our view, that while frequently charged with breaking

the sabbath law, the iSaviour never once admits the charge. He carefully defends

himself against it. He unceremoniously clears away the rubbish which the Pharisees

had heaped upon the institution ; but the sabbath itself he never speaks of as a thing

to be abolished. He sets it in its true light, and shows high respect for it. 5. From
its reappearance in the new dinj'cnsation in aform adapted to the genius and wants of

Christianity. The name sabbath is not found in the New Testament, applied to the

first day of the week, but the thing appears in that weekly festival of the Apostolic

Church—the Lord's day. 6. From the proved adaptation of the sabbath to the consti-

tution of man's nature. The seventh-day rest is found by experience to be essential

to man's welfare. It ministers to physical health, mental vigour, moral purity, aui

religious earnestness. The sabbath-keeping nations are by far the happiest, most moral,

and most prosperous. These reasons combine to show that this institution is one

intended and adajited for the whole human family.

III. Why ? The institution, as seen above, is grounded in deep necessities of man'i

nature. It is, moreover, a suitable recognition of the Creator's right to our worship and

serrioa. B-it further, it is : 1. Commemorative (1) of creation, (2) of redemption— lu
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the ofiKC of Israel, of redeuipiion from Egypt (ver. 15) ; in the case of the Christian, of

redemption throus^h Christ. 2. Prefi(jurative—of the rest of heaven (Heb, iv. 9).-^. 0.

Ver. 16.

—

Honour to parents. We prefer the arrangement which regards the fifth

commandment as the last of the first table- honour to parents being viewed as honour

to God ill his human representatives.

I. Parents stand to their children in the belation of kepresentatites of
THE Divine. They represent God as the source of their oflfspriug's life; they have a

share of God's authurity, and ought to exercise it; but much more ought they to

represent God to their children in his unwearied beneficence, his tender care, his

exalted rectitude, his forgiving love. With what iatelligeace or comfort can a child

be taught to think of a Father in heaven, if its earthly parent is wanting in dignity,

kindness, truthfulness, or integrity? How many fathers are thus spoiling for their

children their whole conceptions of God! And with what anxiety and care should

earthly parents study to leave such an impression on their children's iniads as will

make the idea of God delightful and condolatory to them, while inspiri.ig them towards

him with pruper feelings of reverence !

II. Parents on this account are to de honouued by theib children. They
are to be regarded with afl'ection, treated with respect and deference, promptly and
cheerfully obeyed, and, where needful, liherally supported (Matt. xv. 4—7; 1 Tim.
V. 8). Even the failure of parents to do all their duty to their children does not

exonerate the chiMren from the obligation of treating them with respect. Young
people need to be reminded that failure in this duty is peculiarly ofifensive to God.
We are told that when Tiyo Suga visited this country, a particular thing whici

astonished him was the deficiency in respect for parents compared with the obedience

which prevailed in tlie wilds of Kaffraria.

III. The honoukino of parents has attached to it a peculiar promisk.
Length of days and prosperity. The promise is primarily national, but it has fulfil-

ments in individuals. 1. A special blessing rests on the man who shows his parents

due respect. That has often been remarked. 2. There is also a natural connection

between the virtue and the promise. Respect for parents is the root at once of reverence

for God and of respect lor the rights of others. Hence the place of the commandment
in the Decalogue. It engenders self-respect, and forms the will to habits of obedience.

It is favourable to the stability, good order, and general morals of society. It therefore

conduces to health, longevity, and a diffusion of the comforts of life, furnishing alike

the outward and the inward conditions necessary for success.—J. 0.

Ver. 22.

—

Moral Law. L The ten commandments a distinct part of GoD'^
revelation. 1. They were spoken by God's own voice from the midst of the fire

(ver. 24). 2. They only were tiius promulgated ;
" he added no more." 3. They were

written on tables of stone. 4. They were dejiosited in the ark of the covenant (Exod.
XXV. 16). These lacts show that they held a distinct place in the Law-giving at Sinai,

and that they are not to be confounded with the ceremonial and judicial statutes,

subsequently given.

II. The GnouNDS of this distinction. The Decalogue was : 1. An epitome of

universal moral truth. 2. Internally complete as such—the first table laying down
our duties to God, as respects his lieing, his worship, his Name, his day, his human
representatives; the second forbidfling all injury to our fellow-men (injuries to life,

property, chastity, character), while requiring by imjlication the fulfilment of all

positive duties, and the regulation even of our secret thoughts. 3. The basis of the
covenant with Israel. The foundation on which all subsequent legislation was
reared.—J. 0.

Vers. 23—28.— Tlie element of terror in religion. I. The fact of terrob. It is

not unnatural tliat man should tremble in presence of any near manifestation of the
Divine. The chief cause of this terror is the consciousness of siru Guilty man fears

his Judge. The text is an instance of this terror, but the same thing has often been
witnessed. 1. In presence of unusual appearances of nature. Comets, eclipses, unusual
darkness, thunderstorms, earthquakes, etc. 2. Under the powerful preaching of judg-
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ment. Felix under the preaching of Paul (Acts xxiv. 25). Massillon bringing the

French court to their feet in terror, as he described the Lord's coming. Whitfield's

oratory and its effects. 3. In prospect of death. There are few in whom the approach

of death does not awaken serious alarms. The effect is most conspicuous in times of

sudden danger, as in shipwrecks, etc.

II. The ixfi.uk.kce of terror. Usually, as here : 1. It extorts confession of the

truth. The Israelites spoke of God in juster terms than ever they had done before, or

perhaps ever did again. Terror draws from the soul strange acknowledgments. The
white face of the scoffer shows how little, in his heart, he disbelieves in the God he

would fain have disavowed. The self-righteous man is made suddenly aware of his

sins. The blasphemer stops his oaths, and l)egins to pray. The liar lor once finds

himselt" speaking the truth. 2. It awakens the cry for a mediator. Thus we see it

leadin"- men to send for ministers or lay Christians to pray for them, or crying for

mercy to the Saviour or to saints. 3. It prompts to vows and promises. In their

terrified moods, men are willing to promise anything—whatever they think will

please or prointiate God (ver. 27). They will repent, will pray, will go to church, will

make restitution for wrongs, will abandon vices, etc.

III. The INEFKICACT OF TERROR A3 AN lUSTRUMEXT OF CONVERSION. Terror, when
excited by just views of sin, has its uses. It breaks up tlie hardened crust of indifference,

ploughs into tlie nature, and prepares it for the reception of better teaching. But

terror of itself cannot change the heart. It is the message of love which alone can

exalt, renovate, and truly convert. Not the Law, but the cross. The Law is only useful

when employed as a schoolmaster to bring to Chiist. These Israelites soon forgot their

terror.', and in less than forty days had made for themselves a golden calf. The jailor's

terrors (Acts xvi. 27) would have wrought death, but the words, " Believe on the Lord

Jesus Chritt," etc. (ver. 31), made him live anew.—J. 0.

Vers. 28, 20.

—

God's desires for man's good. A gleam, from amidst the terrors, of

the Divine loving-kindness and tenderness.

T. God welcomes in man the faintest traces of a disposition to betubn to

Hix. (Ver. 21.) This trait in the Divine character is scarcely recognized by us as it

should be. We are apt to take for granted that till conversion is absolutely complete

—

till it is iri every respect sincere and thorough, it can obtain no favour in the eyes of

Heaven. Scripture teaches, on the contrary, that God wills to reco:;nize in man any
signs rf turning towards himseK, and would fain, by holding out encouragements,

ripen tuesp into thorough conversion (1 Kings xxi. 27—29; Ps. Ixxviii. 34—40;

Jonah iii. iO).

il. God is NEVERTmSLESS AWABB OF ALL THAT IS LACKING IN HEABTS NOT COM-

PLETELT subrendfred TO HTM. The professions of the Israelites did not deceive Ir. .::.

He knew the superficiality of their states of feeling. They lacked yet " one thing
"

(Mark s'. 21)—the entire surrender of their hearts to him. We have the same discern-

ment in tie ^ew Testament (John ii. 25; Acts viii. 21 ; Rev. iii. 1; of. 1 Kings xv. 3;

Matt. xiii. i:o, ^ly

III. God desireb en man that thoroughness of conversion which alone can
SECUBE obedience, HAPPINESS, AND PERSEVERANCE. What God desires in man is

heart-religion; this has: 1. 1 1'^ seat in the heart. 2. Its principle in the fear of God. 3.

Its outcome in obedience. 4. Its test in pereeverance. 5. Its reward in blessedness.

It is God's love which here speaks, but also his righteousness, which is necessarily

averse from whatever is unreal, and desiies to see goodness triumphant.—J. 0.

Yers. 1—21.

—

T^.e Decalogue. Moses here recalls the Sinaitic covenant, and wishes

the Israelites to remember that, though given to their fithers primarily, it was also

applicable to them. They were in many cases present as children then, and they were
represented by their parents. Moses speaks with authority as having been mediator

(ver. 5) on the occasion.

There are the f iUowing lessons to be learned from the Decalogue as here given :

—

I. The COVENANT IS BASED UPON A MERCIFUL DELIVERANCE. God gives his Law
to his people after their deliverance from Egyptian bondage. It is intended t-o be
n rule of life for those already redeemed. The gospel precedes the Law—Moses the
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deliverer precedes Moses the lawi'iver; the Lord was first known as the fountain of

freedom, and then as the fountain of that Law within whose bounds freedom is to be
realized.

II. This Law covers our relations both to God and man. 1. The Laws re-

lating to Ood. These embrace the four which come fiist, i.e. (1) the law against
polytheism or atheism. Tliis law is broken wlieu we live " without God in the world,"
ascribing to luck, chance, or fortune what is due to God's providence. It is broken
when wo worship se//", or fame, or amhition (cf. ' The Life and Letters of J. II. Thorn-
well, D.D., LL.D.,' p. 142; also Dale's 'Ten Commandments;' Washburn's 'Social
Law of God ;' and Crosby's ' Thoughts on the Decalogue '). (2) The law against sensuous
worship. For the second commandment is broken in so far as our worship is not "in
spirit and in truth." (?,) Tlie law oi reverence. Any spirit of undue familiarity which
leads to the least trifling before God is a breach of this third commandment. (4) The
law of consecrated time. This fourth commandment is an acknowledgment that <iU

time is God's by right, and the seventh portion should be by special obligation. In
Deuteronomy the sabbath is based, not on creation, as in Exodus, but on the deliverance
from Kgypt. Each great providence increases our obligation thus to acknowledge God.
Hence the Lord's day is made commemorative of our Lord's resurrection.

2. The laws relating to man. These embrace the succeeding six, thus: (1) The
law of the family. Tliis is the first commandment with promise (Kph. vi. 2). (2)
The law of social love. For we are to avoid not only murder, but the unholy anger of

which it is the manifestation (Matt. v. 22). (3) The law of social purity. We must
be pure in thought, as well as in act, as our Lord has shown us (Matt. v. 28 ; also

Mark vii. 21—2."I). (4) 'Ihelaw of konesfy. This must be in God's sight and in man's
(2 Cor. viii. 21). (5) The law of veracity. Restraining the turbulent tongue (Jas.
iii. 6, 9). (6) The law of contentment. The curbing of covetousuess, which is

idolatry (Col. iii. 5).—R. M. E.

Vers. 22—33.

—

Roto Moses became mediator. The ten commandments were a direct

communication from God to Israel. But it was too much tor their sinful, terrified

souls to stand, and so Moses is entreated to stand between God and them, and be the
medium of communication between them. The Lord approved of the arrangement,
and installed Moses into the office (cf. Exod. xx. 18—21). This suggests

—

I. The cry for a mediator arose out of the fears of men. The surpassing

gloty of God makes such a terrific impression on the hearts of sinners that they cry
instinctively for mediation. It is a need of mankind when aroused to a true sense of

the majesty and purity of God.
Those who question the necessity of mediation are really wanting in the due sense

of God's exceeding majesty and glory.

II. The office of a mediator necessitated much personal set-f-denial. It was
doubtless a great honour conferred on Moses ; but it was also a great l>urden. Thus he
declared his own fears in the circumstances. "I exceedingly fear and quake" was his

testimony about the experience on the mount. Besides, the forty days' seclusion and
fast and all the attendant anxieties and troubles showed that it was most assuredly no
sinecure.

And these trials of Moses only faintly typify the severe strain and trial borne by
Christ, the one Mediator between God and man.

III. The mediation was law-givinq. Moses was to convey "the commandments,
and the statutes, and the judgments "of God unto the people. It was didactic—its

purpose was the conveyance of truth. It was a prophetic office, consequently, whicli

Moses in this instance received. The priestly was made over to Aaron, on the principle

of a " division of labour."

And so Christ is the great mediating Prophet. He came forth from the secret place

of God to convey to us what God is. He came down from heaven. He testified about
heavenly things (John iii. 11—13). And in the perfection of mediation, he embodied
the truth, and was able to say, " I am the truth " (John xiv. 6). Jesus was a living

Law.
IV. Obedience should result from the mediation. The whole Law was a

** commandment with promise." This is shown in ver. 33. The children of Israel
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were to conduct themselves obediently as the children of God, and they would realizf

in all its l)reacUh the promise of the fifth commandment. The Law was a Law ol

well-being (ver. -W). Obedience was the condition of continued prosperity in the land.

And the same arrangements continue. Obedience to God's Law still secures the

promise of the life that now is, as well as of that which is to come. Not, of course,

that the saints are always prosperous in this world ; were this the case, saintship

would be a very mercenary business. But other things being equal, the tendency of

obedience is to present as well as future well-being. God makes no promise, but

threatemng, to the disobedient.—R. M. £.

Exposmoi?.

CHAPTER Tl
Vers. 1—3.—Some connect this with what

pops before, and take it as a sort of epilogue

to the preceding discourse; but it is rather

to be regarded as introductory to what

follows. Being about tn enjoin upon the

people the commandments they were to obey

in the land on which they were about to

enter, Moses prefaces this with a general an-

nounremcnt of what he was about to deliver,

and with a statement of the reason for such

deliverance, and of the benefits that would

flow from the observance of what should be

enjoined.

Ver. 1.—These ere the commandments. In

the Hebrew it is. This in the commandment,
i.e. the sum and substance of the Divine

enactment ; equivalent to " the Law " (ch.

iv. 44). "The statutes and judgments"
(rights) are in apposition to " the com-
mandment," and explain it.

Ver 2.—The reason for this announce-
ment of tlie Law was that the people might
fear the Lord, so as to keep all that he en-

joined, they and their children, from gene-

ration to generutiin, and that they might
thereby continue long in life, and in the

enjoyment of the advantages accruing from

the land of which they were about to take

possession.

Ver. 3.—God had promised from the first

to the patriarchs that he would make of

their posterity a great nation (Gen. xii. 1

;

xviL 6; xviiL 18). But the fulfilment of

this promise was conditioned by their con-

tinuing as a people in the fear of Gnd, and
in obedience to his Law. Everything, tlien,

dejiended on their hearing what Moses had
been commanded to teach them, and ob-

serving to do it (cf Lev. xxvi. 9, etc.). In
the land, etc. This is to be connected with
the clause, " that it may be well with thee,

and that ye may increase miglitily;" the
land was to be the scene and sphere of

their prosperity and increase. Some would
render thus: "Ai the Lord God of thy

fathers hath promised thee ft land,** etc., i.e.

a place in which thou mayest prosper and
increase ; the other, however, is the mora
natural construction and rendering. There
is, indeed, no preposition before "the land"
in the Hebrew ; but nothing is more com-
mon in that language than for the accusa-
tive of a noun to be used adverbially to

describe the place where anything is done.

Milk and honey; emblem of fruitfulness

and sweetness (Song of Solomon iv. 11);

proverbially descriptive of Canaan, as rich

in pasturage for flocks, and abounding in

flowers whence the bees could extract honey
(cf. Exod. iii. 8, 17).

Vers. 4—25.—The first and great

COMMANDMENT. "In the fear of Jehovah

all true obedience is rooted (vers. 2, 3) ; for

this is the first and most intimate fact in

the relation of Israel and Jehovah (ch. v. 26).

But where the supreme fear of Jehovah

hinders men from allowing self to prepon-

derate in opposition to God, there will be

no stopping at this renunciation of self-will,

though this comes first as the negative

form of the ten commandments also shows,

but there will come to be a coalescence of

the human v.ith the Divine will; and this

ia love, wliich is the proper condition ol

obedience, as the ten commandments also

indicate (ch. v. 10) " (Baumgarten).

Ver. 4.—Hear, Israel : The Lord our God

is one Lord. This is an aflBrmation not so

mucli of the vmneity as of the unity and

tiiiijilicity of Jeiiovah, the alone God.

Though Eloliim (plu.), he is one. The
speaker does not say, "Jehovah is alone

God," but "Jehovah our Elohim is one

Jehovah " (comp. for the force of iriN, Exod.

xxvi. C, 11 ; Ezek.xxxvii. 16—19). Among
the heathen there were many Baals and

many Jupiters; and it was believed that

the deity might be divided and communi-
cated to many. But the God of Israel,

Jehovaii, is one, indivisible and incom-

municable. He is the Absolute ftod the
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Infinite One, who alone is to be worshipped,

on whom all depend, and to whose command
all must yield obedience (cf. Zecli. xiv. 9).

Not only to polytheism, but to pantheism,

and to the conception of a localized or na-

tional dei y, is this declaration of the unity

of Jehovah opposed. With these words the

Jews begin their daily liturgy, morning and
evening ; the sentence expresses the essence

of their rtligious belief; and §o familiar is

it to their thought and speech that, it is

said, they were often, during the persecu-

tion in Spain, betrayed to their enemies by
the involuntary utterance of it.

Ver. 5.—To the one indivisible Jehovah
undivided devotion and love are due.

Hence the injunction, Thou shalt love Je-

hovah thy God with all thine heart, and
with all toy soul, and with all thy might.

The "heart" is the inner nature of the

man, including his intellectual, emotional,

and conative faculties; the "soul" is the

personality, tlie entire self-consciousness

;

and the " might " is the sum of the energies,

bodily and mental. Not by profession

merely is Jehovah to be loved; the whole
man, body, soul, and spirit, is to be yielded

to him in holy and devout affection (cf.

Matt. xxii. 37 ; Mark xii. 33 ; Luke x. 27

;

Rom. xii. 1). The last letter of the first

word, and the last letter of the last word
in this verse are larger than the ordinary

size (majuscula), and as these two form the

word for witness (ip), the Jews say that

they are written thus " that every one may
know, when he professes the unity of God,
that his heart ought to be intent and devoid

of every other thought, because God is a
witness, ami knoweth everything " (R.

Bechai, fol. 195, quoted by Michaelis, ' Bib.

Heb ,' in loc).

Vera. 6, 7.—Where true love to God
exists in the heart, it will manifest itself in

a regard to his will, and in the diligent

keeping of his commandments. Hence his

words were to be not only in the memory
of the people, but laid upon their heart
(cf. ch. xi. 18), that they might be ever

present to the thought and will. They
were also to be inculcated upon their

children, and to be the subject of conversa-

tion on all fitting occasions between them,
the members of their houseliold, and even
their casual associates. Thou shalt teaah
them diligently unto thy children; literally,

Thou thalt sharpen them to thy children,

impress them upon them, seud them into

them like a sharp weapon.
Ver. 8.—The words of God were to be

bound for a sign [a memorial or directory]

upon thine hand, the instrument of acting,

and to be aa frontlets [fillets or bauds]
between thine eyes, the organs of direction

in walking or moving, and so on the foz<»-

heal, the chamber of thought and purpose;
and tiiey were to insciibe them on the poets

of their houses, and on their gates. The
purport of this is that they were constantly
and everywhere to have these command-
ments of the Lord in view and in mind,
so as to undeviatingly observe them. It

seems, however, to have been a custom
widely prevalent among the ancient Eastern
peoples to carry about their persons slips of

parchment or some other material, on which
were written sentences of moral or religious

import ; and such sentenees they were also

wont to inscribe on conspicuous places of

tlieir dwellings; usages still to be found
among the Moslem8(see Wilkinson, ' Ancient
Egyptians,' iii. 364; Lane, 'Modern Egypt,*
i. 3:-i8: Russell, 'Nat. Hisi. of Aleppo;'
Tliomson, 'Land an 1 the Hook,' i. 210), and
the latter of which was not altoi,'ether

unknown among Western nations (cf. Virgil,

'(icorg.' iii. 26, etc.), of wliich traces may
still be seen in Switzerland, Germany, and
on old houses in both England and Scot-
land. This custom originated, probably,

in a desire to have the s; ntiments inscribed

always in mind; but for the most part these
inscriptions came to be regarded as amulets
or charms, the presence of which on the
person or the house was a safeguard against
evil influences, especially sucli as were
supernatural. By the Jews this custom
was followed; and they regarded it as

authorized by the injunction of Moses in

this passage. Taking his words litt rally,

they had their totaphoth and their mezuzah,
the former of which—the phylacteries of

the New Testament—were strips of parch-
ment, on which passages of the Law (Exod.
xiii. 2—10, 11—17; ch. vi. 4—10, 13—22)
were written, and these, enclosed in a box,
were bound on the forehead and left wrist,

and worn at prayers by the worshippers ; the
latter a slip of parchment, on which were
written certain passages of Scripture (vers.
4—9; ch. xi. 13—21), and which, enclosed
in a reed or cylinder, was fixed on the right-

hand doorpost of every room in the house
(see arts. ' Mezuzah ' and ' Phylacteries

'

in Kitto's ' Biblical Cydopajdia,' 3rd edit.).

Vers. 10— 12.—As tlie Israelites were
about to enter upon the possession of a rich

and fertile land, where everything for their

accommodation and comfort was already pro-

vided for tiiem, there was a danger of their

being so engrossed with their new posses-

sions as to forget the Lord and his gracious
dealings with them. They are, therefore,

here warned against the danger to which
they would be thus exposed. House of

bondage (Exod. xiii. 3).

Vers. 13—18.—Thou shalt fear the Lori
thy God. The fear of the Lord—that
reverent awe which is akin to love—is Mm
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beginning of wisdom and the foiindation of

piety; where it is in the heart it will lead

to serving of the Loid in holy obedience;

and they in whom it dwells will swear by
his Name, recognizing his presence and
omniscience, and not daring to asseverate

anytliing but what they know to be true.

Tlius, nally believing in God and reve-

rently worshipping him, the Israelites would
be caieful not to go after other gods, or to

give to any object that homage which is

due unto Jehovah alone, knowing that this

he will not endure or suffer with impunity;

for he is a jealous God, and them that thus

dishonour him he will destroy (t>xod. xx.

5 ; ch. iv. 24, etc.)- Thus also they should

be kept from murmuring again?st God, and
thereby tempting liim—putting him, as it

were, to the proof, and culling in question

his presence and his power, as they had
done at Ma-sah (Exod. xvii. 1—7). With-

out this ge nine religious principle there

will be no ^illeLre worship, no true rever-

ence, no real obedience, rendeied unto God.

But where this dwells in the heart it will

influence the whole life, so that the com-
mandments of God shall be diligently kept,

and that wliich is good and right in his

sight shall be done.

Ver. 19.—To cast out, etc. ; rather, to tho

costing out of, etc. The infin. here expresses

the carrying out of the action intimated in

the words, '* that it may be well with thee"
(cf. Exod. xxiii. 27, etc.; xxxiv. 11),

Vers. 20—25.—The injunction to teach

the words of the Lord to the children (ver.

7) is here more largely explained. When
asked by their sons the meaning and reason

of the commandments and institutes which
they observed, they were to show them
wliat the Lord had done for his people in

bringing them out of Egypt and establish-

ing them in Canaan, and how he had en-

joined on them all these statutes that they

mi^'ht fear Jehovah their God for their

good always, and for their preservation and
safety.

Ver. 22.—Signs and wonders (cf. ch. iv.

34).

Ver. 25.—And it shall be our righteous-

ness; literally, And rhjhteuusness shall be to

us, i.e. we shall be held righteous by God
if we observe to do all that he has enjoined

(comp. Rom. x. 5; vi. 16; Phil. iii. 6).

Before the Lord, i.e. not only in his sight,

but according to his judgment, so as to be
approved of him (cf. ts. Ivi. 13 ; cxvi. 9)»

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Obedience to Ood conducive to the highest good. The Lord God had
launched forth into the world a new nation, the basis of whose constitution was
Bpecifically religious. The worship, fear, and service of the one living and true God
were the prime duties enjoined on the pe<iple, without which no bare morality as

between man and man was accepted before him. In this pavagia|ih, however, we get

no indications of duty which have not previously been included in the ten command-
ments. How can weV The whole ground of duty was covered by them. Still, the

same truths are ever being thrown into forms fresh and new. The primal laws of duty

are not many; they may soon be recounted. But we need "line uiion line, i^recept

upon precept," that the very precepts which perhaps we deem commonplace may be

graven on our hearts, and there become living powers! In the three verses before us

the enjoined duties are summed up in the one phrase, "the commandment" (ver, 1

:

the word is singular, and includes in its meaning both statutes and judgments). Four
expressions show how "the commandment" is to be kept. 1. There is to be a fear of

the Lord ; a fear based on trust, not on distrust, 2. The Divine appointments are to be

the rule of life. 3. The nurture and training of the family are to be in entire harmony
therewith. 4. Tiiis family loyalty to God is to be continuous and unswerving—" all the

days of thy life." And in wealth and variety of diction the Legislator points out that

in this loyalty of being Israel would find its icell-hewg. Whence we get the topic for our

present Homily : 'J'l<at our highest inttrtsts are ensured by tliefulfilment of the Divine

commands. Observe

—

I. It is supposed that men will not be insensible to the question—" What
WILL BE MOST PROFITABLE TO US ? " As a matter oi fact, they do regard the measure ot

profit likely to accrue, as sometliing which regulates their movements. Nor is ttiere

anywhere in the Word of God any censure passed on this. In fact, even our Saviour

himself appeals to considerations of ]irofit in Matt. xvi. 25, 26, So also does the

Apostle Paul in 1 Tim. iv. 8, The working of sell-love is recognized without rebuke in

the Law, " Thou shale love thy neighbour as thyself;" and it is even remotely enjoined

in the words, " Do thyself no harm." The distinction between self-love and selfishnosi
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is ven' decided, yet is far too little noticed. Selfishness is having regard to our own
interests in distinction from those of others; self-love has regard to our own interests in

harmony with those of others. The first is sinful; the second is lawful; yea, more,

to fight aj^ainst our highest interests would be wrong. We may demur to the maxim
that " utility is the foundation of virtue," and rightly so, if " utility " be taken in the

selfish aspect thereof. But if by "utility" we mean "the tendency to promote the

highest good over the widest sphere, for all time," then the maxim is lifted up to a

higher level, and becomes at least practically wholesome, even if it may be objected to

on philosophical grounds. If, then, we do but entertain a right and scriptural view of what
our highest interests are, it is lawful for us, and even binding on us, to have a regard

to them ; and it is to the desire in that direction that the passage before us makes
its appeal,

II. It is shown here that there is a course of life which is appointed for us

BY God. The appointments of God for us are specified here. We are to "fear the

Lord." Evidently this is to be a fear, not of dread, but of love; for see ver. 5. In

Ps. cxxx. 4 we read, " But there is forgiveness with thee, that thou mayest be feared."

God forgives, and so takes away the fear of the offender, that the fear of offending may
take its place. There is to be dread of sin, but not of God. The fear is to be suffused

with tenderness and bri;ahtened with joy (Ps. xxxiii. 1). See the phrases in this

section, even touching in their pathos—"God," " thy God," " the God of thy fathers."

Yea, it is our own God who lays down our life-rules, and by all the force of his tender

love would he win us to obedience.

III. In following God's appointed way we ensure our own highest good. (Vers.

2, 3.) The elements of i:ut)d which obedience ensures are: 1. Peace. We remarked above

that the fear of God, wliich we are called on to cherish, is one based on trust. The Christian

form of this is reliance on the Lord Jesus Christ in all the aspects in which he is

revealed to us as ours. Tiie effect of this is named in Rom. v. 1. Then there will be

peace of conscience (see Isa. xxxii. 17 ; Phil. iv. 6, 7 ; Matt. xi. 29). 2. Harmony. Our
nature will be in sell-accord when what we are and do corresponds to what we ought to

be and do. There will be no schism between the judgment and the affections. 3.

Health. Other things being equal, the man who is most obedient to God's laws will

have the soundest health in body, soul, and spirit. The gladsomeness and ease of a

sound and well-balanced constitution will be his. Hence : 4. Continuance will be

a part of the reward—" that thy days may be prolonged " (see Ps. xci. 16 ; cf. Eph.
vi. 3; Ps. xxxvi. 9, 28, 34). The /orTwa in which the rewards of loyalty to God will

show themselves are very varied. The individual will find that godliness has " promise

of the life that now is, and of that which is to come." The family will find that " he

blesseth the habitation of the just." The city will find that the keeping of God's com-
mandments is among the things "which belong unto its peace." And "the righteous

nation which keepeth the truth" will find that "salvation doth God appoint for walls

and bulwarks " (see Isa. xxvi. 1, 2 ; xlviii. 17). It is a remarkable instance of the

Divine condescension to our ways of thinking, feeling, and acting, that our God should

stoop to teach us what is profitable to ourselves, and that he should deign in mercy to

reward with honour and peace those who fear him (Ps. Ixii. 12). Mercifully meeting

us on the low ground on which we too frequent v stand in looking out for jjrofit, God
would raise us up to the higher platform of a )ure, self-abandoning self-forgetfulness

and love, in which we are content to be nothing, that God may be all in all. For
observe

—

IV. Apparent exceptions to this rule are kxceptions only in appearance.
Sometimes obedience to God may be attended with a most unusual amount of affliction

or of persecution. Take, ccj. the roll of worthies referred to in Heb. xi. 32—39. Can
we say it was for their "profit" to serve God? Most certainly we can. For: 1. By
their endurance they became witnesses for God, and served their generation in the very

way they would most have desired could they have seen as God bees. 2. Their afflic-

tions were the means of purifying their characters, strengthening their principles, and
ripening their virtues. 3. In the midst of all, God was himself to them " their exceeding

joy;" and what they had in him was, even on earth, an ample recomp nse for all that

they had suffered /o/- him. 4. They had respect to the recompense of reward (Ileb. xi.

10, IG, 26). 5 Their sufferings are long ago tor;j)tten in the reat of the unseen state
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where they are "inheriting the promises " (Heb. vi. 12). They liad faith to believe

them and patience to wait for them, and now they have entered iuto " the rest." Who
need wish to change their lot for the smoothest and most prosperous career of a man
" without God in the world " ? Virtue may for a while seem " to have the worst of it,"

but " they that are losers for God shall never be losers by him in the end."

V. Obediekce is expected to be the result of an intelligent and cultured
FAITH, AND NOT OF A BLIND ONE. Ver. 1, " Tlie Lord your God commanded to teach
you." Nowhere has the adage, " Ignorance is the mother of devotion," less warrant
than in the Word of God. The priests of a spurious or alien faith may inculcate blind

submission. Not so any of the inspired writers, whether legislators, prophets, or

apostles. Men were to be taught not only what God required, but why he required

it, that they might render him the homage of a heart quickened to love through the

truth which reached the understanding and "commended itself to every man's con-
science." God appeals to reason (Isa. L 18).

Vers. 4—9.

—

Truth and godliness to he perpetuated by means of home training. In
this paragraph, the aged lawgiver rehearses the sum and substance of the Law he had
delivered, and is showing what provision God had made in the structure of society for

the maintenance and perpetuation of truth and godliness. It is easy to see how very
incomplete his work would have been, had he not been guided to make provision for

its perpetuation after his death. Doubtless God designs to use various kinds of workers

in his field. Some may, like Whitefield, make a great impression while their oratory

is swaying its thousands and tens of thousands. Others may be like Wesley, who
not only moved the people for a generation by his pulpit power, but also prepared the

way by his organizing skill for a great institution which should kst for ages. Now,
it is not for us to disparage one man because he does not do the work of another, but

certain it is that, other things being equal, there is no comparison between the power
of a man whose felt influence passes away with his life, and that of one whose works
follow him, in the productions of his pen or the creations of his up-building skill.

Now, it was not by one like Aaron, eloquent though he was, that the continuance of

the Hebrew faith and life was to be secured. He gives us no proof of stability or of

that kind of power which ensures its own reproduction. That was found in Moses, a

man naturally slow of siieech, who, in spite of his occasional outbreaks of vehemence,

was yet a patient, wise, faithful leader, by whose practical genius provision was made
for the 1 ermanence of Israel's religious ordinances and life. Moved by the Holy Ghost,

he called into existence those great institutions of worship and teaching, by means
of which even we down to this day are feeling the impulses which started from Mount
Sinai. In the six verses before us, we have what may be called a threefold appointment

of God, which in all its essential features is as much in force now as ever. We propose

to study it, not so much in its historical and local aspect, as in its bearing on us and
on all men for all time.

I. Here, at the back of national life, is set the expression of a (jondensed

theology. " Tlie Lord our God is one Lord." Time was when this verse was quoted

in the Socinian controversy in proof of the unity of God, as against the Trinitarians,

though it has in fact no bearing on the matter at all. It refers, not to the nature of

the Divine Being in himself, but is rather set over against the faiths with which Israel

had been surrounded, of " lords many and gods many." In contrast from polytheism,

it declares that there is but one Great Supreme, who is the Lord of heaven and earth.

And this is not the basis of Israel's faith alone, but of ours likewise. We know more

of God than the Hebrews did, but what they knew we retain. In atheism, the highest

intellectual natures never can rest. Deism chills. Pantheism ignoies personality.

The God of the Bible, as revealed to us, satisfies the cravings of intellect and heart.

In Jesus Christ, God is " manifest " as nowhere else. Nor should we leave out tli«

touching word, " the Lord our God." We have one God and Fatlier of all, to whom
the vast and the minute are equally distinct, and by whose hand both are moved with

equal ease; who, while he rolls the stars along, can take under his special sheltcrmg

love the widow and the fatherless; who hears the orphan's moan and dries the ialiin<T

tear. It is our inestimable privilege to know that infinitely above us, combined with

an irm of mighty power, there is a heart of tenderest love, whose great concern it ii
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to heal the wounds, to dry the tears, and obliterate the sins of a bleeding, weeping,
guilt-staiutd world! What a revelation is tliis to our race! Well might Moses bid

Israel " hearken "
! For surely this one messnge to man, that there is a redeeming God

whom he may call his own, is our gospel, our life, our joy, our crown !

II. Front of the condensed theoloqt, we have hkre condensed religion. (Ver.

6.) The fundamental trutli of theology is to be fruitful la practical godliness. God's
revelation of himself to man is meant to be a redemptive power in man. Man has
heart, soul, strength, understanding, emotion, will, energy. Cod would have no schism
in our being. Our varied parts and powers are to be iu tune. There is no need for us
to present tlie sad spectacle of the heart going one way, while duty and conscience point

another. Apart from the dissipation of force which that involves, what reproach and
self-loatliing such inward discord must ensure! Now, we have one inner faculty, even
that of love, which is meant to rule, and does in fact rule, the man. According to the
love, so intellect thinks, emotion feels, will decides, life moves. Our text says, let love

be all concentrated on one grand object—God ! Let him have all (see chs. x. 12 ; xL
1, 13, 22 ; xix. 9 ; xxx. IG). Not even in the New Testament have we a greater

commandment than this (Matt, xxii, 37—40). "The love of God which the gospel

demands is more intensive and cordial than that which the Law of Moses demands of

the Israelites, according to the gradual unfolding of the love of God himself, which was
displayed in a much grander and more glorious form in the gift of his only begotten
Son for our redemption tlian in the redemption of Israel out of the bondage in Egypt"
(Keil). '''hus closely related are theology and religion—God as revealed to us in Christ

—that IS theology ; our love responding to God's—that is religion. Without the first,

in what could the religious faculty find a proper object? Without the second, infinite

love is defrauded of its rights! IStill, a third question naturally follows: granted that

in this interlacing of theology and religion we have both interpreted in meaning and
both realizing their aims, what means can be devised to ensure the preservation of both
through generation after generation?

III. Here is a bpeciai. arrangement divinely appointed, to conserve and per-
petuate BOTH. 1. The home is here supposed to be a centre in which the conserving
forces of truth and godliness are to be themselves conserved. What a profound principle

Moses here indicates, viz. that a nation will be good or bad according to its home life I

Wonderful! that an infant nation should, at starting, have this truth deep graven in
its statutes;—our land will be as our homes are! 2. In the home, our God looks to

the parent to give it its character, tone, and influence. A child's religious faith is, in

a high and holy sense, to be chosen for him by anticipation, by those who were "in
Christ before " him. 3. The truths mentioned in sections 1 and 2 are to be in the
parents' heart, that they may be poured out anew from thence as rivers of living water.

Hence the word in ver. 7, " Thou shalt sharpen them ; " coming fresh out of the sanctuary
of a living soul, they are to be pointed, quick, and breathing truths. 4. By a variety

of ways, the parent is to see his child's spirit early saturated with the truths of God.
(1) By talking of them, in the house and out of it (ver. 7). (2) By exhibiting them,
not only in the literal sense (see art. 'Phylacteries'*), but in a higher spiritual one.

(3) By writing them (ver. 9; see art. *Mezuzah'*). Thus the child is from the first

to be regarded as God's child, to be trained for him. He is to receive God's Word
through the avenues of eye, ear, intellect, heart. Divine truth is to be ever before

him, night and day, indoors and out. Those who gave him birth and who love him
best, are to mould his young life for God ; he is to grow up as the Lord's rightful

possession, with the view of his afterwards saying, in the spirit of devout surrender,
" 1 am the Lord's

!
" (Isa. xliv. 5).

Note—Whatever was essential in the days of Moses, in the training of children for

God as the means of guarding a nation, is not less needful now (Eph. vi. 4). The wider
the range of human learning becomes, the more needful it should be rightly directed;

otherwise the greater the attainment, the greater the peril 1

Vers. 10—19.—" Dangers ahead I Beware 1
" The forecast of Moses is here directed

to a period when Israel would have taken possession of the promised land (ver. 10).

' In Dr. Alexander's edition of Eitto's ' Biblical Cyclopedia.' ' Ibid.
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There, their rleliverance would be entire and complete. No longer would they be
wanderers hither and thither, but would be occupants of a land that they would call

their own. Neither from the nation to which they were once in bondage, nor from
those which they were called on to supplant, would they fear aught any longer! And yet
there is throughout this paragraph a voice of warning, as if danger would attend them
still ! It would be so. But the danger would be from within rather than from with-
out :

" When thou shalt have eaten and be full ; then beware lest thou forget the Lord,"
etc. Whence, observe

—

I. No AMOUNT OP OUTWARD PROSPERITY CAN DELIVER A MAN FROM HIMSELF 1 By
the time the stnte of calm was attained, which is here indicated, there would cease to

be danger from hostile foes, at least for a while ; but there would be perils of another
kind, which would attend them even in the promised land. If Israel could have left

themselves behind, it had been otherwise ; but alas ! go where they might, they must
perforce take themselves with them, with all their liability to err, all the proueness to

sin, and all the temptation to doubt or to pride. And not all the spears and slings of

warriors could put the people in such peril as the corruptions of their own hearts I

And so it is with us now and ever. We carry ourselves about with us everywhere;
we cannot escape. There is within each one's heart a " root of bitterness," " a root

that beareth gall and wormwood;" and let earthly circumstances be as fair, as easy,

and as pleasant as they may, yet, unless we heed the danger within, they can do but
very little to ensure our peace. And herein lies the great mistake of monasticism, as

even Augustine reminded his hearers. He told them that it was vain for them to

attempt to flee out of the world in order to escape corruption, for wherever they might
be they would carry the evil within them. Never let us look to outer circumstances
alone to ensure our entire rest. Not even a perfect world could bring us that, unless
we were first made perftct.

II. There are three perils specified here to which prosperity mat expose us.

1. The first is that of " forgetting the Lord " (ver. 12). When fields and vineyards
and oliveyards increase, and our cup is overflowing, then we are apt to lose sight of
him to whom we owe all ; and this not only in the receiving but in the using thereof

(cf. Hos. X. 1). Too apt are we to say in our pride, " My river is my own ; I have
made it for myself." So also are we apt to let our enjoyments conceal our God from
view, and to think only of the mercius, while we forget to glorify God in the use of

them. Nor is it any uncommon evil lor men to be so set upon the enjoyment of this

world's comforts, as to forget almost or altogether that higher world for which they are

bound to live, and that future life on which all soon must enter. 2. Another danger
indicated is that of undue tolerance of the idolatries which were round about them
(ver. 14). One effect of prosperity is easy-goim;ness ; and that, unless checked and
guarded, will degenerate into a looseness of principle, whereby, under cover of suavity
and amiability, respect for the convictions of others may come to be substituted by our
having no very strong ones of our own Nothing is more common than to see worldly
aggrandizement attended by deterioration of moral sensibility. 3. A third danger
specified is that of " tempting the Lord" when prosperity meets with a check. This
seems to be the danger indicated in ver. 16, by a reference to " Massah " (see Exod.
xvii. 2—7). At this place of sojourn there was a lack of water. The people murmured.
They tempted the Lord and said, " Is the Lord among us or not ? " As if they ceased
to believe in God's presence with them, the moment he made them thus feel their

dependence upon him ! Strange perversity ! Yet how like ourselves ! The course of

worldly prosperity scarcely ever runs with absolute smoothness for many years together.

And the self-will en<jendered and strengthened in times of ease leads men to repine
and complain bitterly the moment that ease receives a check. In times of prosperity

men forget God, and then when adversity comes they often complain as if God had
forgotten them. How much does God see, even in the people he takes for his own
special care, to tax his patience, and to try his long-suffering love 1

III. By way of guarding them beforehand against these perils, Moses shows
Israel the duties which they are diligently to observe. 1. They are to fear

the Lord only (ver. 13). 2. They are to swear by him only (see LXX. and Matt. iv. 10),
i.e. to cherish a profound reverence for him as the Autlior of all mercies, and as the sole

Regulator of their lives. The honour of his Name is to be supreme. 3. They are to give
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the supreme affection of the heart to God, so that they may not provoke his jealousy
(ver. 15). 4. They are to serve him by constant obedience (vcr. 18). By the constant
recognition of these four duties, they will do much to guard themselves from yielding
to the perils attendant on their growing wealth and ease. (This may be compared
with the apostolic maxim, " Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lusts of the
flesh.") Evil is most successfully counteracted by the positive and earnest pursuit of

the opposite good.

IV. If these duties were loyally DISCHAIinED, EARTHLY PROSPERITY AND
SPIRITUAL WEAL WOULD GO TOGETHER. Ver. 18, " That it may be well with thee,"
etc. Whether our eartlily circumstances are helps or hindrances to us Godward, will

depend much more on what we bring to them than on what they bring to us. And
however, on the side of this life, things may favour us and circumstances befriend, it

is only as they help us to serve God better that they are really blessings to us : it is

"well" with us only when God is well pleased with us. So much stress did Moses
attach to the maintenance of unswerving loyalty to God, that he intimates that the
possession of the land is secured to them only so far as they are true to their Great
Deliverer (vers. 18, 19).

V. Since the time of Moses, this pabagraph has become far more sacred to us,

BY THE USE WHICH OUR SaVIOUR MADE OF IT IN A TIME OF SORE TEMPTATION. It is

never to be forgotten, that our Lord repelled the tempter by the words, " It is written,"
etc. Of the three passages used as weapons for the discomfiture of the evil one, two
are taken from this very paragraph (see Matt. iv. 7, 10). So that we are warranted
in using it as our armoury from whence we may fetch the darts which shall make the
tempter flee. These precepts cannot be needed by us less than they were by the Son
of man. From him let us learn a use of the Divine Word that may serve ua in a
thousand assaults of the destroyer. For not until we do this can we discover the varied
uses to which we may put the Word of God in the actual struggle of life. We, like

our Master, have to be made perfect through suffering. Now we may suffer from
want, hunger, and piivation; and at another time all the kingdoms of the world, in a
moment of time, may be set before us, to dazzle by their glare. We need to take to

us the whole armour of God, that we may be able to stand in the evil day, and having
done all, to stand. Go wheresoever we may, let our surroundings be easy and prosperous
as they may, dangers will attend us everywhere, till we cross the pearly gate across
whose threshold sin never comes. At one time it may be that adversity makes us
fretful and apt to tempt the Lord, and then at another prosperity may make us sloth-
ful, and a sinful indifference may lull us to sleep. Our chief dangers are from within.
But here in this holy Book are promises to cheer us when drooping, and warnings to

quicken us when sluggish. Here is an arsenal from whence we may fetch our weapons,
and a storehouse whence we may draw our supi^lies. Yea, in this wondrous quiver
there are arrows which will be sharp in the hearts of the King's enemies, which shall
pierce them to their fall

!

Vers. 20—25.

—

The value of history in parental teaching. The Bible is pre-
eminently a family Book. Israel's national life was supposed to find its centres of
strength and i)ermanence in godly homes. It would not be easy to find words which
should overrate the importance of such a principle as this. That a young nation
should at the outset of its existence have this laid down as a first law of its life : " The
land will be as its homes are;" is an indication of the Divine guidance which was
vouchsafed to him on whom, under God, the foundation of its national life depended.
In the paragraph before us fhere are seven lines of thought suggested.

I. As YOUNG LIFE COMES NEWLY INTO BEING, IT FINDS ARRANGEMENTS IN LAW
AND PRECEPT READY TO HAND. Parental life holds a great trust in charge, to be
committed to those who shall come after ; that though one generation passeth away
and another cometh, there may be no break in the continuity of holy thinking and
living, from age to age. The Hebrews had their Law, which, as a revelation from God,
was in advance of aught possessed by the rest of the world, and in which was couched
the germ of larger truth that was to follow. There mit^'ht be more light thrown
upon it; there was never to be a forfeiture of it. Hence there were special reasont
why parents should guard it intact for all the ages that were to follow.
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II. Young life is supposed to be an inquiring life. (Ver. 20.) It is not sup-

posed that the children will lend themselves to either of two extremes: they will

neither wildly tear up and obliterate " the old paths," nor will they walk in them

heedlessly and without inquiry. The course here indicated is that which any sensible,

•well-disposed youth would naturally follow. He would ask, " What mean," etc. How-
ever a spurious priesthood may demand a blind and uninquiring faith, the Word of

God never does anything of the kind. Reason is made for reverent inquiry, but it

may be neither deified nor stultified. And what can be more charming than the

honest, eager inquisitiveness of the young, asking for the reasons which govern the

faith and worship that they find at work before their eyes? Specially delightful is such

inquiry, when the parent is well able to give his answer.

III. There is awaiting the young inquirer the story op a great deliver-

great

institution of sacrifice revealed provision for pardoning love. The precepts for the

individual, the family, the nation, told what sort of a peo!>le God would tiave them be
;

while the oft-recurring strains, " I gave Esypt for thy ransom," " I brought thee up
out of the land of bondage," would evoke all their national ardour, and create and foster

an historic pride. The life-histories, too, of their fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

would tell of the blessedness of having God as their God : and these, instilled into the

heart with all the sweetness of fond parental love, would lead the j'oung Israelite,

when the teaching was sanctified by God's grace, to say right joyously, "This God
shall be my God for ever and ever!" Yes! the young life ever coming on earth is

not to be left to grope its way. The light from the past is to be handed down for the

ages to come, that sire and son and son's son may rejoice in the same God, and ensure

a blessed continuity of holy faith and consecrated life.

IV. The great deliverance was effected that the rescued people might

BE A new nation WORTHY OF GoD. Ver. 23, " That he might bring us in, to give

us the land which he sware unto our fathers." And in this new relation they w ere to

be witnesses for God (Isa. xliii. 10), They were to be a distinct, comjiact people, with

faith, laws, and polity, higher than the rest of the world, holdins in trust for mankind,

till the fulness of times, much precious truth which was to find its outcome in a great,

world-wide deliverance which should overshadow all ; while the Israel of God was to

merge into a spiritual Israel, made up of all who are Christ's, known as a " peculiar

people, zealous of good works."

V. In this continued life, worthy of God, would the justification of Ibbael's

FAITH and observances BE FOUND. " It shall be our righteousness," etc. (ver. 26).

It is scarcely possible to regard these words as having reference to any doctrine of

justification by faith ; for though, even as far back as Abraham's djiys, that was a

doctrine, yet it was not formulated till the times of the gospel, by Paul. The meaning

of the phrase seems to be : " This will be our justification of our position and claims
;

we claim to be a people of God, above all the nations that are on the face of the earth,

and we shall vindicate that claim, not by words only, but by being what we profess to

be." Thus would the parent quicken his child, and stimulate and inspire him to be

all that his glorious laith bade him be—" holy unto the Lord his God !

"

VI. In THIS arrangement, thb Divine benevolence was as manifest as God's

regard fob his own honour. Ver. 24, *'To fear the Lord our God, for our good

always." The glory of God and the good of man are in harmony. So has God con-

structed the universe, so doth he carry on his government, as to ensure that " they that

honour him, he will honour." " All things work together for good to them that love

God." " Great peace have they which love God's Law ; and nothing shall offend them."
" Godliness is profitable unto all things." " Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his

righteousness ; and all these things shall be added unto you."

VII. Not only would Israel, by obedience, ensure its own good, but also

ITS continuance in the land. Ver. 24, "That he might preserve us alive."

Repeatedly do we read that the prolongation of Israel's days in the land depended on

their loyalty to God. The land was given them, not for their own sakes merely, but

for God's. If they continued there, faithfully witnessing for him, the land would be
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eontiuued tucbem ; if not, they would have to quit, and give up the possession thereof

to strangers. This is precisely the principle on which God governs the nations now.
No nation can preserve itself in being by any other policy thnn that of obedience to

God. Disloyalty to Gud and the right is the surest possible policy of decomposition.
Even attempts at self-preservation which violate God's laws will fail of their end.
And is it not of vast significance that these are the principles by which the young life

of a nation is to be moulded ? Whatever allowance must be made for changing circum-
stances, however true it may be that no nation now holds exactly the same place in

the world that Israel did, yet it is also true that all the more substantial part of the
seven lines of thought here indicated is unchal)^ed and unchangeable. Christian
parents are inheritors of the truth of God : they hold it in trust for their children

:

they, as they grow up, will inquire concerning it : its historic basis is the great
deliverance elfected by the Lord Jesus : Christians are now God's peculiar people

:

they are redeemed that they may be holy, and that in holiness they may train

succeeding generations: and just in proportion as through them loyalty to the
truth and to God is leavening their posterity, are they bringing honour to the
cause they espouse. Hebrews were to be conservative. Christians are to be also

aggressive. We are to be "the light of the world," and "the salt of the earth."

By the light of God's love we are to scatter men's darkness, and by the salt of God's
truth are we to stay its corruption. And just so far as our nation is imbued with
righteousness and truth, will it have within it the guarantee of its own perpetua'ion.

The best defence is the armour of light. Without righteousness and the fear of. Gud,
not all the [)retence and brag—not all the fleets or armies at command, can ever guard
a nation from decay. " If the salt have lost his savour, ... it is thenceffirth good for

nothing but to be cast out, and to be trodden under foot of men."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1^3.

—

" Obedience the end of Laiv" All the machinery of law is abortive,

unless obedience be the result. As a mother teaches her children, giviu'.' them "line
upon line," frequent repetition and variation, so Muses patiently taught Israel. He was
" faithful in all his house."

I. See the internal excellence of God's Law. It has bo many qualities of

merit, that no one word in human language can express them all. They are "command-
ments," which word indicates the just authority from which they emanate. They are

"statutes," implying their fixed and permanent character. They are "judgments," a
description which denotes thoiightlul deliberation, patient forethought, and sagacious

decision. No greater benefactor can men have than a wise legislator. These Laws, if

reverently observed, would have been "health to the marrow," and hie to tlie nation.

II. The design of God's covenant was hearty and complete obei);knck. It

was unnrofitabie for God to command, or for Moses to teach, unless the people obeyed;
just a.s it is futile fur the husbandman to plough his land, imlverize the cluds, sow the

seed, water his crops, if no harvest ensue. The end which God had clearly in view

—

the only end worthy of him, was not Israel's possession of Canaan, nor prosperity

there; the final end was obedience. The land was selected to be a theatre for practical

righteousness. The land would be forfeited if righteous obedience did not abound.
And obedience, to be acceptable, must be real. External conformity to law would not
suffice. 'J'he whole soul must yield compliance. There must be iiarmony between
man's will and God's. Obedience would foster reverence, and reverence would
strengthen love. There is action and reaction amid the forces of the soul.

III. Pious obedience is entailed. It is a moral inheritance passing from father

to son. Formal and superficial obedience will not reproduce itself in others, will not
bear seed of the true kind. But genuine, vital piety is contagions. If bad qualities

are communicated, surely good qualities are also. Else trutii would be feebler than
error, virtue feebler than vice. Thorough, straightforwrd, transparent, cheerful piety

is the greatest power in the world. For our children's sake, and for our children's

children, let reverent obedience brighten and beautify our life

!

IV. Pious obedience produces present fruits. Its rewards are not wholly reserved
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for the future. On earth some advantages are reaped. 1. Length of dai/s is a result.

" Thy days may be prolonged." A ureeu old ap;e is a beautiful thing. " The wicked

shall not live out half their days." 2. Numerous progeny is a result. "Ye ma}'

Miciease mightily." A growing population is universally regarded as a token of

aaterial prosperity. "They of the city shall flourish as grass of the earih."

f-uccess in all enterprise is announcrd as an effect. " It shall be well with thee."

\. Robust health, domestic comfort, national peace, prnlific harvests, security, content-

neut, honour,

—

these are among the fruits to be anticipated. Obedience is an invest-

ment of moral capital, which brings largest and safest results.—D.

vers. 4—9.

—

Love, the roof-principle of obedience. Attention is summoned for the

reception of central truth, viz. the unity of the Godhead. At that period, this doctrire

was in great peril. All the Orientals believed in " lords many and gods many."
Science here confirms Scripture. The unity of design, running through all natural

law and force, indicates clearly unity of the Creator. To know the true God is, for

iioncst minds, to love him. But rebellion of heart has engendered repugnance towards

God—dislike, hatred, enmity.

I. The Source of all authority is a Being of essential goodness. 1. Be i$

sole Monarch, incomparable and unapproachable. He dwells alone, higher than the

highest creature. The disparity between him and an archangel is immeasurable.

2. He is absolutely perfect. Every attribute and quality that is essential to perfection is

found in him. " He is light," having no dark shade anywhere. 3. He is the Source of

life : Jehovah—the Living—the Life-giving. All we have, and are, and hope to be,

is derived from him. 4. He has deigned to come into intimate relation with us. He
has made a voluntary compact with us. He calls us his people. He allows us to call

liim our God. We have a proprietorship in him.

n. This God deserves the central place in our hbarts. Because of the moral
beauty and essential goodness of our God, he is incomparablj' most worthy of human
love. To give to any other a higher place in our aflection than we give to God, would
be an outrage against righteousness, fitness, and self-interest For all these faculties

and susceptibilities of the human heart have been fashioned by God himself, and have
been fashioned for this very purpose, viz. that we should bestow our worthiest love on
him. If this eternal design be frustrated, there is violence, disharmony, misery within.

Such love is commanded. It is a duty as well as a privilege. Though we cannot
instantly and summarily command our love, we can indirectly. We can fix our

thought on the worthiest object of love. We can contemplate his charms. We can

appreciate his goodness. We can assure ourselves of bis love. It is to be an intelli-

gent, reasonable, practical love.

ni. The love of the Lawgiver produces love to his Law. Law if a pro-

jection of God's thought, a mirror of his mind, an overt act of love. The true child

will highly esteem every known wish of its father. To have practical direction from
an unseen father will be treasured as a choice token of that father's regard. If children,

we shall hide every word of our father in our memory and in our love. Every wish of

his heart will be a visiMe feature in our life. It may be painful to the flesh, but it

will be pleasant to the soul. To the dutiful child, obedience is a luxury, a banquet of

joy. "Oh ! how 1 love thy Law!" exclaims the pious Psalmist. "Thy Law is within

my heart." Thy Word is to me as honey, as the droppings of the honeycomb.
IV. Love is the motive-power of speech. The tongue is the servant of the

heart. We speak freely and fiuentlj' of that which is dear to our hearts. The child

will speak freely of its toys and games, the farmer of his crops, the artist of his works.

It' men esteemed and valued God's Word, they would spontaneously converse of it,

morning, noon, and night. It would be a jiainful restraint upon our des:.-e if we with-
held our speech. This precept of Moses need not be an extfernal law imposed upon us
from without; it may become the living law within, " ilie law of the Spirit of lile."

V. Love constructs its whole life on the model of God's Law. The liand

will become the instrument of righteousness. On it will be written God's Word, viz.

industry, honesty, restraint, generous kindness, helj^fulness. God's Word will be our

ornament. Instead of gold and jewels upon the forehead, "our adornment will be"
modesty, chastity, cheerfulness, moral beauty. God's Name will be indelibly inscribed
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upon our foreheads. Our domestic affairs will be ordered by the Divine will. We
shall writ« his Word on the posts of our houses. Every home in which love dwells
will be a temple. Order, active piety, frugality, peace, mutual service, will be the
principles conspicuous in godly homes. And our municipal and political life will be
conducted on the same line of obedience. Legislation, justice, taxation, commerce,
literature, art, will all be consecrated to God's glory. As the flowers of earth send
their fragrance heavenward, so from every act of ours a fragrance of homage should
ascend to God.—D.

Vera. 10—19.— The peril ofprosperity. Secular prosperity is hazardous. Unless the
ship have ample ballast in the hold, a strong gale, however favourable, will be likely

to capsize the ship and bury her in the caverns of the sea. The greater our earthly
abundance, the greater our need of religious principle.

I. Wise men inherit the fruit of others' labours. Under the leadership of

God, the Hebrews inherited cities which the Canaanites had built, and vineyards which
the Amorites had planted. If we knew all the facts of the case, we should admire this

as an act of righteous wisdom. We do know that the iniquity of the Amorites was a
cup full to the brim. The Hebrews, with all their laults, were a superior race.

Similar displacements have gone on in all the lands of the world. It is an instance
of the " survival of the fittest." Redeemed men are destined to be the lords of the
earth. The Church shall possess and rule the world. '^ All things are ours." This
inheritance of Canaan, with its cities and cattle and wealth, ought to have produced
a deep sense of gratitude. All the Hebrews enjoyed they owed to the bountiful hand
of God.

II. Sudden prosperity is a severe strain on piety. The sense of daily and
hourly dependence upon God for material food is an advantage ; it is a constant incen-
tive to gratitude and faith. Poor human nature cannot bear much indulgence.
Poverty is more conducive to piety than wealth has ever been. Hence our Lord chose
a state of poverty as most suited to his mission. " How hardly shall they that have
riches enter into the kingdom of heaven! " So long as men continue in the flesh, they
prefer a visible God to an invisible. So they s»j to gold, *' Thou art my god." To be
singular in religious belief and practice is always an arduous effort. The example of
others has always been a sore temptation. Unless we can persuade the/n by the force

of our superior faith, they are sure to bias us injuriously. Our safety lies in a stalwart
and fearless piety.

III. To FALL FROM THE FAVOUR TO THE FROWN OF GoD IS IMMEASURABLE AND
COMPLETE. It would have been better for their peace and their reputation not to have
inherited the land, tiian to be ejected from it again. It is a tremendous calamity, having
been lifted high, to be thrown down. The effect of disloyalty among the Hebrews
would not simply be a replacement in their former state ; it would be destruction from
the face of the earth. In the realm of moral>:, we cannot descend to a station we had
occupied aloretime. If there is declension, retrogression, fall, it must be to a lower level

than tJiat we formerly held. Tbe penalties imposed by righteousness are complete and
remediless. We may well " stand in awe and sin not." It is perilous in the extreme
to " try " God's patience—to make experiments on the long-suffering of God. Suddenly,
he " whets his glittering sword, and his hand takes hold on judgment."

IV. Hope is an inspiration of strength. Although Moses has addressed to them
these cautions, and pointed out these perils, he w ill not think so meanly of them as to

forecast their fall. He will cherish in his own breast the bright hope of their loyalty. He
will call into exercise their own best principles and aspirations. He confidently pre-

dicts their wise and upward course, and sketches before their eyes their future great-

ness and security. Herein is wise generalship. If hope kindles her lamp in the humim
breast, all is not lost. This is Heaven's cordial for a tainting soul.—D.

Vers. 20—25.

—

The parental office. In the Mosaic economy, the parental office is

made prominent, and parental influence is pressed into service. All God's arrangements
for training mankind dovetail into one another.

I. The duty of a parent to provoke reltoious inquiry. No greater folly can
b«8 perpetrated than the attempt to repress inquiry. Inquiry is the king's highway to

DEUTERONOMY. K
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wisdom, and who dare block it up? God loves to hear honest inquiry. To afford

instruction is the delight of the Divine Spirit, but what instruction will be valued if no

spirit of inquiry is awake ? Some questions which we ask can never be solved ; they

are beyond the range of the human mind. Some questii ns God will not answer,

because they are vain and useless. But honest questions, with a view to practical obedi-

ence, God delights to hear. You can do the young no better service than encourage

their minds to inquire after religious facts. " What mean these things?"

II. The duty of a parent to answer fully children's questions. It is childish

folly to attempt to conceal our lowly origin. There is no real disgrace in an obscure

parentage. To have been formerly enslaved, or imprisoned, or oppressed, through

man's injustice, is an honour, not a t-tigma of reproach. There is no real shame, except

such as proceeds from wrong-doing. It will do us good, it will do our childien good, to

see the "rock whence we were hewn, the hole of the pit from which we were digged."

It will foster humility, gratitude, contentment, trust. It will lead us afresh to adore

the Divine goodness, and to count ourselves and our children the servants of this

mighty God. Never let true Israelites forget that all they have they owe to God 1

Unto this state of happy privilege a Divine hand has brought us.

III. The duty of a parent to open up God's beneficent intention. If any man
is too indolent to investigate truth for his own sake, he may be provoked to do it for

his children's sake. We should have such a firm conviction that every arrangement

and command of God was " for our good always," that we can demonstrate it to our

children. Our knowledge of God and of his practical dealings should be so broad and
clear that we might see and feel that his care for our good was paramount. This is

the first and loftiest end he seeks—not our enjoyment, but our good. Not to demon-
Itrate his power, or his consistency,. or his determination to conquer,—these are not his

foremost aims, but " our good always." His costliest deed of condescension was the

yielding of his Son to death. And where shall v>e seek the moving principle ? In his

own futvue glory merely ? No ! In his love for the world ! Yet his glory, and man's
real good, are but the separate threads that make one cord.

IV. The duty of a parent to pkomote his children's righteousness. " It shall

be our righteousness, if we observe to do all these commandments." No more conclusive

argument can parents use ; no loftier end can they contemplate. To become ruihteous—
this is to be the lofty ideal we set before our children. But commensurate with the

grand acquisition must be the care that we promote it by proper and practicable

methods. It is impossible for guilty men to regain righteousness hy their own efforts

or merits. But real righteousness is provided for us by the bounty of God, and is

offered to us in Christ as a free gift. " He hath brought in everlasting righteousness,

which is for all and upon all that believe." Our ambition for our children must be
the highest—not that they be richly dowered, or learned, or placed in earthly rank, but
that they may be internally and thoroughly righteous.—D.

Ver. 2.'—Descending obligations. 1. Children with their parents abb included
IN the covenant. This has been a general principle in God's dealings with his

servants. We have it affirmed, both in the covenant with Abraham (Gen. xvii. 7—15)
and in the later covenant with Israel (ch. xxix. 10—12). It was signified in the rite of

circumcision. '1 he Israelitish child was regarded as within the covennnr, a genui e
member of the theocracy, till by a personal act of apostacy—if unfortunately it should
be so—he severed himself from its blessings. Similar language is used of the children
of Christian believers (Acts ii. 39 ; 1 Cor. viii. 14). Received into the Church bj
baptism, they are recognized with their parents as interested in the promise ; ihey %xi
expected, on coming to years of discretion, freely to ajipropriate the obligations of thf
Christian life ; and they are, in case of refusal, justly regarded as apostates from Chi jt.

II. The standing of children in the covenant entailc serious obligations o^
the parents. 1. Religious instruction (vers. 6, 7, 20; Exod. xiii. 8, 14, etc.). T «

children had not been personally at Horeb. They had not seen the mighty works {

God in Egypt and the desert. It was the duty of parents to acquaint them with the
history, and to instruct them in their duties. 2. Religious training, which is educa-
tion in act, as instruction is education in word (Gen. xviii. 19 ; ch. xii. 18 ; Frov.
sjcix. 15, etc.). 8. Religious sample. The parent is to be one who loves the Lord
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for himself (ver. 5). The Word is to be in his own heart (ver. 6). Only thus will he
teach with efiect. All this has its counterpart in the duties of Christian parents (Eph
iv. 4 ; 1 Tim. iii. 4 ; 2 Tim. ill. 15, etc.).

III. The standing or children in the covenant entails serious obligations on
THE children, Where parental duties had been fulfilled, the Israelitish child was
under the most sacred obligations to choose and adhere to the God of his fathers, and
to serve him in the way prescribed. There was in this no interference with freedora,

for when God proposes covenant relations to a human being, while it is his privilege, it

can never be aught else than his duty to accept them. In the Christian Church, a like

obligation rests on the children of believers. The baptized cliiM is bound to serve
God, and, if pro]ierly instructed (Matt, xxviii. 19), it cannut evade the responsibilities

thus laid upon it. Great is the guilt of a child brought up in a Christian home.
if wantonly it apostatizes.—J. 0.

Vers. 4, 5.

—

The great commandment. I. The ground of it. A just view of God.
The view given in ver. 4 is as comprehensive as it is sublime. It embraces two parts

mutually complementary. 1. Ood^s absoluteness and unity—" Jehovah one." 2. Ood's
personal relation to Israel—"Your (iod." The two are combined : 3. In the covenant
name—" Jehovah." This, on the one hand, denotes God as the Eternal—the ever-

living, the siiM-existent, and therefore &e\{-consistent One. On the other, it gathers into

its rich significance the love, and truth, and faithfulness of centuries of gracious revet

lation. It will not awaKcn love to God to think of him merely as absolute Deity. It

is the discovery of what else is contained in the Divine essence ; above all, the reve-

lation of his love, grace, and covenant-keeping faithfulness, which attracts affection.

While, without the revelation of God as one and absolute— exclusive, self-subsisting

Deity—it would be impossible to raise the demand for love to the requisite moral
height. In Jesus Christ the revelation of God reaches its highest point. Only the

Son could reveal him in the fulness of his glory and love.

II. The height of it. It requires not merely that God should be loved, but loved

with all the powers of our being, and with all the energy of these powers. 1. With
clear intelligence—" mind" (Matt. xxii. 37 ; Mark xii. 33). 2. With undivided affec-

tion—" heart." 3. With entire self-surrender—" soul." 4. With strenuous energy—
" might." The right view of God is obviously presupposed in the command to love

hina. The command would be unmeaning as addressed to a polytheist, a pantheist,

an agnostic, or even to a deist disbelieving in revelation. But this view of God bein^

given, the demand, as obviously, could not be placed lower. God as Creator and
Saviour cannot accept a place in our affections lower than the supreme one. He will

have this or none. It is due to our morally perverted state that this demand should

ever be felt by us to be unreasonable. Pure beings would not feel it to be so. They
would delight in the exercise of love to God, and find it natural and easy. The angels,

Christ, the just made perfect, love the Father thus. Nor ought the height of this

demand unduly to discourage us. Love to God is truly begotten, though not yet

perfected, in every heart which has made choice of God as its supreme Portion, and
cleaves to him with constancy. God has the ruling place in such a heart, and it needs

but growth to raise our love to its required purity and vigour. What is left unat-

tained on earth will be attained in heaven.—J. 0.

Vers. 6—9, 20—25.— Tlie religious education of children. A matter much insisted

on in these addresses (cf. ch. xi. 18—22). We learn

—

I. That the religious education of children is God's wat of PERPETUAirsG
VITAL RELIGION. Without this, religion would soon die out; with it, a holy seed will

be kept up in times of greatest declension.

II. That the religious education of children devolves primarily on the
PARENT. The Church, Sunday schools, etc., may assist, but nothing can relieve the

parent from this duty, or compensate for his neglect of it (Eph. vi. 4 ; 2 Tim. i. 5).

III. That the religious education of children is to be conducted with great
CARE AND FAITHFULNESS. 1. Very diligently (ver. 7). It is to be gone about moat
painstakingly and systematically. " In thine house, and when thou walkest by the

way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up." There is need f'r
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specific teaching at regular times, but the text indicates a broader view of this part

of parental dut°y. An element pervading the whole life, blending with all occupa-

tion insinuating its pleasant influence in all our intercourse with our children.

2 Very particularly (vers. 21—25). A specimen is given of the careful instruction

parents are to study to impart. 3. Tulcinj adocmtaje of a child's natural curiosity

fvcr '^l) The principle of curiosity is strong in children. It early manifests itself

in reference to religion. The Bible, with its deli-litlul variety of story, parable,

proverb, etc., is peculiarly adai)ted for the instruction of the young.—J. 0.

Vera. 8, 9. Ood's words to be valued. The usages to which allusion Is made

1° Thk duty of a high valuation of God's commands. Only precepts highly

valued would be treated as described.

II. The necessity of taking means to secure the keeping of Gtods command-

MKNTS IN REMEMBRANCE. We may keep the injunction in spirit: 1. By frequent read-

incr of Scripture (I's. i. 2 ; cxix. 11—16). 2. By frequent converse with others (Mai. in.

16). 3. By frequent recalling of God's words to our thoughts (Heb. ii. 3). 4. By the

use'of such expedients as exi.ericnce suggests—a privately marked Bible, etc.

III. The IMPORTANCE OF carrying God's commandments into every detail of

LIFE.' Hands, eyes, doorposts, etc.—our working, seeing, home occupations, etc.—J. O.

Vers. 10 16.— The creature displacing the Creator. I. The proneness of the

heart TO admit the WORLD INTO God's PLACE. (Ver. 12.) The tendency is uni-

versal. A result of the Fall, in subverting the original constitution of man's nature.

That result twofold: 1. In giving to the worldly and sensuous principles in the soul

an undue predominance ; whde : 2. Destroyin- that love of God, and sense of dependence

on him, which would counteract their operation. There may be no "going after other

gods " in the sense of ver. 14, yet the first commandment may be broken by making the

world itself our god—giving it the place of the true God in our affecticns. The

principle of worldliness" usually operates secretly. The heart is "secretly enticed,"

does not perceive the progress of its declensions (Hos. vii 9), fights against the admission

of it (Rev. iii. 17).

II. The PECULIAR connection of this TEMPTATION WITH PROSPERITY. (Vers. 10,

11 )

'

Nut, indeed, so i)eculiarly connected with it, but that the poor man may fall into

the same snare. But riches unquestionably constitnte a temjitation which few succeed

in resisting (cf. ch. viii. 11—19; Prov. xxx. 8, 9 ; Matt. xix. 22—27; 1 Tim. vi. 9, 10,

17, etc.). The temptation is the greater: 1. If worldly possessions are very abundant

(ver. 11). 2. If the prosperity is sudden (vers. 10, 11). 3. If it is freely enjoyed (ver.

11)_" hast eaten, and art fidl " (ch. viii. 10).

III. The SAFEGUARDS against this TEMPTATION. There are safeguards. Bible ex-

amples show that riches may be used with glory to God, happiness to self, and good to

Other safef^uards are : 1. kierving God with our possessions (ver. 13). The serving will

kept by being willing, on all proper occasions, boldly and without shame to avow God

to be our God° The man of wealth who will do this is carried at one stroke above half

the dangers of his position. 3. yon-conformity to the world's ways (ver. 14). It is

not easy^to avoid being led away by fashion, love of appearance, social custom, etc

The good man will beware ot the snare, and keep aloof (Kom. xii. 2).

iV. The PENALTY of yielding to the temptation. (Ver. 15.) God's wrath is

kindled and destroys the transgressor. 1. He is destroyed spiritualiy. 2. He may be

temporally (Ps. xxxvlL 35 ; Ixxiii. 16, 19). 3. He will be eternally.—Z. O.

Ver. 16.

—

Tempting Qod.—Wealth has its temptations ; so has poverty. It incitei

to unbelieving murmurs, and to a sjnrit called here " tempting the Lord."
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T. The nature of this sin. The peculiarity of it deserves to be carefully studied.

It is apt to be taken for granted that " tempting God " means simply provoKing him
to anger. This, however, is a sense of tempting scarcely applicable to the Divine.

God can be provoked to wrath, but he is not " tempted " thereby (Jas. i. 13). " Tempt-
ing," in the sense of the text, means "putting to the proof," "imposing tests."

Professor Tyndall's fiimous proposal of a prayer test would have fallen under this

description. That this is the right view of the sin is plain from the narrative, and
from allusions in the P.salms. " They tempted the Lord, saying. Is the Lord among us

or not?" (Exod, xvii. 7). " They tempted God in their hearts . . . they said. Can God
furnish a table in the wilderness ? " (Ps. Ixxviii. 18—20). In this view of it the

apposi'eness of the Saviour's quotation of the passage becomes more obvious (Matt. iv. 7).

II. The occasion of the sin. A result of the want of food and water. Poverty
suggests this class of doubts, and inspires the thought of putting God to some test of

his faithfulness. But the temptation may originate in other causes—in intellectual

doubt, in a sign-seeking spirit (Matt. xvi. 1), in downright presumptuousness.
III. The evil of this sin. 1. Its root of unbelief. It is a "limiting of the Holy

One of Israel" (Ps. Ixxviii. 41). 2. Its querulous impatience. Instead of trusting

God, waiting upon him, and seeking light and help in a proi)er spirit, it flies in God's
face, accuses him of unkindness, and complains of his injustice. 3. Its daring pre-
sumption in presuming to lay down rules to the Almighty, to which he is required

to conform. God brings us into situations of trial, not that we may apply testa to

}dm,y but that he may test us—test our faith, our patience, our humility. For those who
come successfully through the trial there is the great reward of having dark things at

length cleared up, and of being purified and strengthened by the struggle. Failure, on
the other hand, exposes to severe chastisements.—J. 0.

Ver. 25.

—

Our righteousness. As contrasted with Pauline sayings, the text is an
illustration of the maxim, "On the outside of things look for differences, on the
inside for likenesses " (Hare). The form is that of the Law, the spirit is that of Christ,

whose gospel is the key to the Law's utterances.

I. A requirement which One only, viz. Christ, has perfectly fulfilled.
" This is the name whereby he shall be called, the Lord our Righteousness" (Jer. xxiii.

6). He " is the end of the Law for righteousness to every one that believeth " (Rom.
X. 4). How? in the strictly legal, as in the strict ideal sense, righteousness requires

an absolutely perfect fulfilment of ever}' one of God's commandments. The Jewish
covenant required no less. The Jews were to live in their righteousness, i.e. in perfect

keeping of the whole Law. But in point of fact, no Jew ever rendered perfect obedience.

In many things, like others, he offended, and the covenant footing was only maintained
through daily pardon of daily offences. Christ is our Redeemer from the curse thus
entailed by transgression (Gal. iii. 13). As the Lord's righteous Servant, and Fulfiller

of the Law, he has implemented the condition of acceptance in such a way that his

obedience carries with it results to others as well as to himself (Rom. v. 17—21). In
him the believer is justified. He claims him as the Lord his Righteousness. Christ

has ibr him at once fulfilled the Law's precept, and abolished its penalty. Sinful in

himself, in Christ his sins are covered, and justification is obtained (Rom. iii. 22—27
;

viii. 1—4 ; 1 Cor. i. 30 ; 2 Cor. v. 21).

II. A requirement which believers in Christ are enabled to fulfil, though
imperfectly, yet ACCEi'TABLY. The utmo.st that the Jew could render was that

imperfect but sincere obeilience which is still the mark of the true believer. The
believer's duty is to render a perfect obedience ; his privilege is that, falling short of

this, his sincere though faulty obedience will be graciously accepted for the sake
of Christ. In harmony with his calling, it was to be the Jew's aim to realize the

righteousness which the Law set belbre him. But in his inability to do this the weak-
ness of the Law revealed itself, ami in contrast with this weakness (Rom. viii. 3) is the

power of the gospel, enabling the believer to triumph, and to bring forth fruit unto
holiness, the end of which is everlasting life (l^om. vi. 22). This also is a "right-
eousness of faith," as springing from faith, and rendered possible through it. It is his

righteousness, yet in a deeper sense not his, but Christ's, for it is the work of Christ

living In him (Gal. ii. 20). It is not the ground of acceptance, but a result of itj
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not a title to heaven, but meetness for it. It i3 itself a gift of grace, part of Christ's

salvation (Matt. v. 6 ; Eph. v. 9, 10 ; Phil. ii. 12, 13 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24 ; 1 John ill. 7—10

;

with Rom. vi., vii., viii.).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—5.— The tssence of the Decalogue is love. Moses here applies the Deca-

logue to their present circumstances. He wishes them to enter Canaan in an obedienl

spirit. He knows that the well-being of the commonwealth depends upon it. I'o

assist them in the understanding of the Law, he sums it up in one all-embracing

principle of love. God as the supreme object is to receive the homage of the entire

nature of man.
I. Moses insists on the unity and absolute character of God. This would dis-

tinguish Israel from the polytheists around them. " Jehovah our Mighty One is our

Jehovah "—the uncaused, self-existent One in his absolute unity and strength. All

perfection is thus briefly attributed to him.

II. God can be the object of love. His unity is not an unsocial thing. Within

his being there are social qualities demanding, and from all eternity receiving, satisfac-

tion. Hence we believe in what Jon. Edwards called a " social Trinity." Our social

nature is the reflection of God, since we were made in his image. His unity does hot

imply that in the by-past eternity, before anything was made, he was alone. It was

the lellowshii) of " Father, Son, and Holy Spirit "—three Persons in the one Godhead.

The Trinity makes God lovable, for it ifl the condition of the satisfaction from all

eterruty of his social qualities.

III. God deserves the love of our whole being. Heart, soul, and might are tc

be enlisted in this service. Our love to him should be intellectual and also emotional

;

it should be passionate and strong ; an all-embracing energy of our nature.

All our faculties are appealed to by the Divine nature. 1. Our widerstanding is

enlisted by God as the Infinite Mind. All our intellectuality finds its counterpart and

culmination in the infinite intellectual powers which God possesses and exercises. We
rest upon his superior intellectual power. 2. Our affections are enlisted by G<>d as the

Fouhtain of affection. God is a Heart of unspeakable tenderness as well as a Mind of

infinite grasp. And so he elicits the love of the heart as well as of the mind. 3. Our

will is swayed into passionate devotion by God as the Infinite Will. If the spectacle

of will in resistless benevolence commands the homage of our powers, then God
entrances our whole will-power into passinnate devotion. 4. Our strength is enlisted

by God as the emhudinient of vital energies and powers in their highest form. So that

as a matter of fact, God fits into every fold of human nature and elicits its loving and

adoring homage.
IV\ Love makes lawkeepinq delightful. The Law is not a pain to any who

Il.vc the Lawgiver. Love is the essence of true loyalty. It makes service freedom.

It is this which we must cultivate daily, and then life becomes delightful.—R. M. E.

Vers. —25.

—

Family training is to proj^iagate the Law. The Law has as its essence

love. In the family, love's home and circle, this Law is to be propagated. And here

we are to notice

—

I. Parents are to identify themselves with GtOd's cause. The Jews were

directed to wear portions of the Law upon their persons. This is the sign of identifi-

cation with it in a rude age. The idea is parental profession, a glad identification of

themselves wntli the Lord's cause.

H. The home is also to be consecrated as a godly home. God's Law was to be

written on the posts of the house and on their gates. This, like the last, meant the

identification of the house with God's cause.

Now, there is as much difference between an ungodly home and a godly one aa

between an unconverted person and a converted one (cf. Pressense's ' La Famille

Chr^tienne,' a most admit able course of sermons).

III. 1'he children ark manifestly meant to be the companions of the parents.

The little ones are to have their parents' society at home and abroad, at morning and

at night (ver. 7).

The mistake made by many parents is not making themselves sufficiently com<

panionable. It is companionship that after all determines tlie bent of children.
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IV. The home training is to be relioious. God's Law is to be brought in, morn-
ing, noon, and night, as the great interest. Of course, if parents are to do this'as God
intends, his Law must be a great personal interest to themselves. They must deli<'ht
in it and love it, and make it a matter of study continually.

V. Amid the secularities of education the home must be the mainstay of
BEUOION. With the parent the responsibility of training and interesting the cliildren
in religion eventually rests. To the well-ordering of Christian homes, Church and State
must alike look as the last refuge.

The adjustment of rival interests in education is well-nigh impossible, and so it

becomes all the more needful that the home should be made to supply the religious,
element, whatever course educational arrangements and legislation may take.
VL Prosperity must not engender atheism. This is the warning here given to

Israel. God might be forgotten amid the success and prosperity of Canaan. For it is

prosperity, not adversity, which as a rule engenders atheism. The prosperity of the
prodigal led him away to the far-off land of forgetfulnesa of God, while his adyersity
brought him back (Luke xv. 11—32).—R. M. E.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VIL

Ehtibi Separation from Idolatrous Na-
tions ENJOINED.

Vers. 1—4.—The Israelites were about to

enter on a country occupied by idolaters,

and they are commanded not to spare them or

to allow thcra to continue in their proximity,

or to have any friendly relations with them

(of. I-ev. xxvii. 28). The Lord would cast out

these nations, and deliver them, though

greater and mightier tlian they, into their

hands ; and they were to smite them and

place them umler the ban ; they were to

make no covenant with them nor form any

alliances with them (cf Exod. xxiii. 32

;

xxxiv. 12—16), lest they should thus be

drawn into idolatry, and so the anger of the

Lord be kindled against them, and his

vengeance brought upon them.

Ver. 1.—(Cf. Gen. xv. 19-21.) Of the ten

nations named by God in his promise to

Abraham, only six are mentioned here,

those omitted being the Kenites, the Ken-

nizites, the Kadmonites, and tlie Rephaim.

The Rephaim were by this time extinct as

a tribe, Og, "the last of the Rephaim,"

having been conquered, and he and his

people destroyed by the Israelites. The three

other tribes lay probably beyond the confines

of Canaan, in that region promised to Abra-

ham, but which was not included in the

territory conquered by the people under
Joshua. This may account for their not

being mentioned here. One nation, the

Hivites, appears here which is not in the

•numeiation in Genesis. This name seems
to have been boi ne by more tribes than one,

*r by a tribe existing in divisions widely

scattered, for wo find the Hivite in tbe
centre of Palestine (Gen. xxxiv. 2), in the
Shcphelah (Josh. ix. 7 ; xi. 19), in the land
of Mizpeh under Hermon (Josh. xi. 3), " in
Lebanon, from mount Baal-liermon to the
entering in of Hamath " (Judg. iii. 3), and
among tribes in the north of Canaan (Gen.
X. 17 ; 1 Chron. i. 15). Tlieir principal settle-

ment was probably in that part of the
country where the Antilibanus range termi-

nates in Mount Hermon.
Ver. 3.—Neither shalt thou make marriages

with them. Brouirht i ito intimate relations
with idolaters, they nii-lit be seduced into
idolatry ; and where marriage was contracted
with an idolater, the children might be
biought up in idolatry. Such unions were
torbidden.

Ver. 4.—From following me; literally,/rom

after me, i.e. from being my servant and
worshipper. Suddenly; rather, ipeedily(prp^

infin. of nnn, to be quick, to hasten, used

as an adverb).
Vers. 5—8.—They were not only to have

no fellowship with the idolaters, but they

were to root out their idolatry, everting their

altars and destroying their idols; and this

because they were a holy people, graciously

chosen of God to be his special possession

—a high privilege and honour which they

were to be careful not to ca.st away.

Ver. 5.— Cut down their groves; rather,

cut or heio in pieces their asherahs These
were, apparently, wooden pillars of con-

siderable height, which were firmly planted

in the ground (conip. Judg. vi. 25—27 ;

ch. xvi. 21 , and were consecrated to the

worship of a female deity, the companion
of Baal

;
probably the same as that after-

wards known as Astarte, the Venus of the

Syrians (see note on oh. xvi 21)
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Ver. 6.—An holy people ; a people conse-

crated to God, to be holy as he is holy

(cf. Lev. xi. 43 —45 ; xix. 2 ; xx. 26 ; xxi. 6 ;

ch. xxiii. 14). A special people unto him-

self ; literally, to be to him for a people of

property (n;^;?), a people bis own, his pe-

culiar property (cf. Exod. xix. 5 ; eb. xiv. 2 ;

ixvi- 18 ; and, for the imaning of the word»

1 Chron. xxix. 3, " nine own proper good ;''

Eccles. ii. 8, " peculiar treasure of kings ")

;

LXX., \ahs nepiovaios, applied by 8t. Paul

to Christians as the chosen and special

propel ty of Christ (Titus ii. 14,. Above all

people ; rather, ofd of or from among all the

peoples.

Ver. 7.—Set his love npon you. The
Hebrew verb meaning primarily to cbave
to, to be attached to, is used to express

ardent and loving aft'ection (ct. Gen. xxxiv.

8 ; ch. X. 15 ; Isa. xxxviii. 17). The fewest

of all people. It might have been supposed

that, in ciioosing a people to be his special

treasure, the Aliiii;;hty would have selected

some one of the great nations of the world

;

but, instead of that, he had chosen one of

the smallest. They had, indeed, grown
till now they were as the stars for multi-

tude ; but it was not in prospect of this that

they were ciiosen. The election of Israel

was purely of grace.

Ver. 8.—Because the Lord loved you.

Targum Onkelos, "Because he had com-
placency in you;" Vulgate, quia vabixjunctua

est. " Instead of saying. He hath chost-n

you out uf love to your fathers, as in ch. iv.

37, Moses brings out in this place love to

the people of Israel as the Divine motive,

not for choosing Israel, but for leading it

out and delivering it from the slave-house of

Egypt, by which God had practically carried

out the election of the people, that he might
thereby allure the Israelites to a reciprocity

of love"(Keil).

Ver. 9.—To a thousand generations ;

rather, to the thousandth generation. As
God ii faithful to his covenant, and
will show mercy and do good to those

that love him, whilst on those who hate
him he will bring terrible retribution,

the people are warned by this to take heed
against rebL-llion and apostacy from him
(comp. Exod. XX. 5).

Ver. 10.—And repayeth them that hate
him to their face. The phrase, " to their

face " (-.'32 'tn'j to their faces), has been va-

onsly explaineil. It has been taken as

meaning, instantly, statim, Jtaud cunctanter
(Vulgate, Gesenius); openly, manifestly,

jmlam (Grotius, Calvin, Michaelis) ; during
life, in Jiao vita (Targum, Vatab.) ; in their

presence, in their own sight (LXX., Kara
wiioawTTov. Rosenmiiller), The last seema
the best iTis signifiei properly, front, and

D':s hii to the front, before, in presence

(cf. Lev. ix. 5; Exod. xxiii 17). The hater

of God should be repaid, so that the man
should himself tee and feel that he had been
smitten of God (cf. Isa. Ixv. 6 ; Job xxxiv.

11 ; Ps. Ixii. 13). And tliis retribution

should come speedily : He will not be slack

to him that hateth him ; i.e. he will not

del.iy to repay him.

Ver. 11.—As Gud would thus 8umm:irily

avenge himself of his adversaries, the

people are exhorted to keep all his com-
mandments, statutes, and rights.

Ver. 12.—On the other hand, obedience
would bring blessing. Wherefoi-e it shall

come to pass, if ye hearken. The Hebrew
conveys the idea of a reward ;i8 consequent
on their hearkening ; as there would be
retribution for transgression, so would there

be recompense for obedience. Tie Hebrew
word represented by " wherefore " in the

Authorized Version (3py, from 3pj;^ the heel)

denotes that which comes after, the end or

last of anything (Ps. cxix. 33, 1 1 2), iience re-

compense, reward,wages, as the end or result

of acting (Ps. xix. 11; xl. 15; Isa. v. 23,

etc.). The clause might, th' refore, b« trans-

lated, A» a consequence or recompense of
hearkening, ... it i<haU be that, &c. Judg-
ments, i.e. rights, rightful claims (a'sstr^).

God, as the Great King, has his rights,

and these are to be rendered to him by his

subjects and servants. The mercy, i.e. the

kindness, the favour (icn), showed in the

promises which God gave to their fathers,

and i ngaged by covenant to fulfil.

Ver. 13.—This favour would take effect

in a blessing on the truit of the womb, the

jtroduce of the field, anil the increase of their

flocks and herds (comp. Exod. xxiii. 25—27).

Thy com, and thy wine, and thine oil.

These comprise the fruitful products of ths

soil, and in their combination express general

fertility and abundance. By corn (pi)

is undoubtedly to be understood the cereal

products generally useil fur fuod. It may
be doubted if tirosh (w'"",-in) properly means

wine. The word is often remlered in the

Authorized Version by new wine, and this is

the meaning generally given in the lexicons.

As, however, it is almost constantly joined

with corn and oil, the immediate products ol

the soil—at least as unchanged by any process

or manufacture—it is rather to be regarded

as designating ripe grapes than wine. That,

moreover, which was to be gathered (ch. li.

14), which might be tilhed (ch. xii. 17; xiv.

23), which might be described as fruit

(2 Chron. xxii. 5), as being in the cluster

(Isa. Ixv. 8), and as capable of being

dried up or patched (Joel i. 10), and
trodden (Micah vii. 15), could not be a

fluid like fermented wine. Am the grap«
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juice, however, was that from which wine
was elicited, tirosh is sometimes used tropi-

cally for wine (Isa. Ixii. 8; Hos. iv. 11),

just as corn is used for bread (Lam. ii. 12;
Hos. vii. 14). The oil here mentioned,
and elsewhere joined with dagan and tirosh,

is the pure fresh olive oil (nns^from nnv, to

fchiue), obtained \>y pressure from the berries

of the olive, and used for food as well as for

other purposes by the Jews (see notes on
eh. viii. 8). Flocks of thy sheep. The
Hebrew is very peculiar lure ; the same ex-
pression occurs only in this book ^ch. xxviii.

4, 18, 51). Literally lendered, it is the

Adartes (Ashtaroth) of thy slieep. Kimchi
says it means " the females of the sheep "

(jNsn nup:), and this Geseuius adopts, ren-

dering the phrase by " ewes." Astarte ('Ash-

toreth, plu. 'Ashtaroth) was the Plioenician

Venus, and it is supposed that the females
of the tiock were called Astartes orVenuses,
as propagaiing the flock. There is, how-
ever, another way of explaining the word as

here used, by referring it to a root 'ashar

(^^V^l, signifying to be multiplied, to be rich ;

whence the name given to the females as the
multipliers of the flock, without any refer-

ence to Astarte.

Ver. 15,—The mercy of God should be
showed to them also in preserving them
from sickness, especially of a virulent and
dangerous kind, such as they hud seen iii

Egypt, where disease has in all ages readilj

assumed a malignant character ('Encyc.
Brit.,' art. 'Egypt'), and where especially

cutaneous diseases of the worst kind pre-

vail (comp. ch. xxxviii. 27). Such diseases

the Lord would rather cause to fall on their

enemies.

Vers. 16—26.—The heathen they were

utterly to extirpate from the land which
God was about to give them ; mighty as

»hese nations were, they were not to be

afraid of them, for God would be with his

people, and would deliver these nations, with

their kings, into their hands. Not all at

once, however, should the former occupants

of the country be driven out ; this sliould be

done by degrees, lest, the land Ijeing sud-

denly depopulated, the wild animals would
increase too much, so as to be a source of

danger and trouble to the settlers ; but
ultimately they should be utterly destroyed,

and with them all the objects and imple-

ments of their idolatrous worship.

Ver. 16.—And thou shalt consume; literally,

eat, devour (ri'73Ni). Unless they consumed
them as one consumes food, they would
be a snare to them, by tempting them to

join in tlieir idolatry.

Vers. 17, 18.—If thou shalt say in thine
heart. The thought might rise in their
minds, How can we ever compete with
nations so much more powerful than we?
But such thoughts they must repress, re-

membering what God had done for them to

Pharaoh and the Egyptians, and resting
assured tijat tlie same would he do to the
Canaanites.

Ver. 19.—Temptations, etc. (cf. ch. iv. 84

;

vi. 22).

Ver. 20.—Hornet (cf. Exod. xxiii. 28).

Instances are on record of armies being
obliged to give way before swarms of insects
by which they were attacked (as in the
case of Julian, w ho was compelled by a host
of flies and gnats to change his route in

retreating from Parthia ; Amm. MarcelL.
24, 8); but it may be doubted if the state-

ment here is to be understood lite:rally, and
not rather figuratively, as expressive of many
and varied evils with which the fugitive

Canaanites were to be visited until they
were extirpated (cf. Josh. xxiv. 12, com-
pared with X. 22—27).

Ver. 22.—(Cf. Exod. xxiii. 30.)

Ver. 24.—The kings aloo of tiiese nations

should they utterly destroy, so that their

memory should perish from the earth.

Vers. 25, 26.—The idols of the Canaanit> s

they were utterly to destroy by fire, not

saving even the silver or gold with which
the images were overlaid, lest, if that were
coveted and retained, it might bring them
under the ban whii h fell on all thing^•

connected with idolatry ; as happened in

the case of Achan (Josh. vii.,.

Ver. 26.—Cursed thing; a thing devoted

(Dnn), either, as in this case, to destruction

(comp. also 1 Kings xx. 42; Zi ch. xiv. 11

;

Mai. iiL 24 ; [iv. 6]) or, as elsewhere, to

God (Lev. xxviL 21 ; Numb. xviiL 14).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—11.

—

A holy people's policy of self-preservaf ion. We have in this para-
graph a glance onward to the time when Israel's march through the wilderness would
be completed, and wlien the people to whom God had given the land should be con-
fronted with those who had it previously in possession. In our Homily on it let us
observe

—

L Wk have here pointed out the conditions undes which Isbabl would tau
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POSSESSION OF THE LAND. 1. There was a great covenant promise which had been

handed down to them from preceding generations, and which involved results which
would be far-reaching both as to time and place, touching every family of man, through

every age of time. In a word, it was nothing less than the Divine covenant of human
redemption, in the fulfilling of which a Great Mediator should come, while in Israel the

purity of the line of his descent was to be guarded, and by and for it there was to be

held in {ossession a tract of land on which the great work of the Mediator should have

its earthly basis and historic ground. 2. With this far outlook in view, Israel was to

be a people " unto the Lord their God." It was to hold a place among the nationu

which was unique. One of the smallest as to territory and numbers, it was to strike

the deepest as to its worth and power 1 3. Hence Israel was to be a holy people

(ver. 6). It was to bear a specific character religiously, as it was to take a

peculiar place historically. Hence its moral and spiritual elevation is the first thing to

be secured. The revelation of God which the people possessed had no mean uplifting

power. The eternal God was Israel's refuge, and underneath were the everlasting

arms. The institutions of mediation, priesthood, sacrifice, were deep and solemn

lessons in the evil of sin and the righteousness of God. And the moral law which

Israel possessed was so pure, so complete, even in the infancy of the people, that to this

day not the wisest men of the world can find a defect therein, nor can they suggest

aught to supplement it. 4. Israel would, nevertheless, be in great danger (ver. 4).

The land of Canaan, though beautiful, fruitful, and gay, was a nest of impurity. The
foulest pollutions were debasing the people, and, apart from some special guard, they

were far more likely to infect Israel with the virui of their idolatry than Israel was to

cleanse them by the strength of counteracting virtue. And when we come to think

ol what vast importance to the world was the choice of one people who should serve as

leverage for the rest, we discern the reason for the imperative injunctions which follow

as to the policy which Israel was to pursue with reference to the peoples of Canaan.

IL Here is a threefold line of policy enjoined. 1. A policy of separation

(ver. 3, "Neither shalt thou make marriage.s with them"). Thus does the Mast H'gh-, in

the early training of a people for himself, let them see how completely they are to be

the Lord's ; and that marriage, which from the worldling's point of view is so apt to sink

into a mere union of bodies, is, from the point of view of one who would be holy to the

Lord, to be at once reirulated by God and elevated for him. Who cannot see the

impossibility of married life being as blessed as it may be if husbani; and wife are dis-

severed on the very matter on which joint syrni athies should be fondest and strongest?

The principle here enjoined is carried over into the New Testament, in such words as

these: "Be not unequally yi'ked together with unbelievers." In this stern interdiction

of mixed marriages under the Law, our God would teach us for all time that life's

dearest bond is to be formed only in subjection to his will whose we are, and whom we
should serve. 2. A policy of religious intolerance (ver. 5). As Israel was to possess

the land for God, so it was to suffer his worship alone to be observed. Whatever was

contrary thereto was to be taken out of the way. An external religion is virtually

destroyed when its external observance is made impossible. 3. A policy of extermina-

tion in war. The Canaanites had had their day of grace (Gen. xv. 16). And now, lest

they continue to pollute the land, they are to be swept away "with the besom of

destruction" (see Homily on ch. i. 1—8). If Israel had no Divine command to this

effect, no one would pretend to justify this part of their ]iolicy. If they had, it needed

no justification. God may sentence a people to ruin in any way he pleases. And when

a nation has given way to such nameless and shameless wickedness that its land groans

beneath the burden of its crimes, it is mercy to the world when the evil is " stamped

out." And though such exterminati ve policy on the part of any nation can be

justified only on the ground of a Divine warrant, yet the warrant having been given

in this case, that policy does but illustrate a truth which the Most High has again and

again declared, that no nation has any absolute right in itself or its land. It holds its

existence subject to God's will, and to that will alone ; and if it is good for the world

that it should siive place to others, he will cause it to pass away, and will bring another

people on the soil.

III. Israel's position and policy, so regarded, furnish us with principles of

ETERNAL AND CNTVEBSAL APPLICATION. Tiiey are these : 1. The actual value of any
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nation or people in the world depends on the decree to which they subserve God'.s

purpose, and not on the extent to wliicli they fiiUil their own. Nations have but a

[)iissing loan of power from the Great Supreme, held in trust Tor his honour and the
world's good ; and when they lose sight of that, they are grievously forgetting the thingti

which belong unto their peace. 2. If a nation is to preserve itself lor God, corrupting
influences are to be put away. We have seen (Homily on ch. ii. 24) how much
importance is attached by <iod to the tiaining of th'.' family. We see in this paragraph
how nmch imjiortance is also attached to those influences which go before/iand to make
tlie family. How does the Most High set himself against all tiiose corruptions that
poison the sccial fabric and break up the sacredness of the homel And how jealously

does he guard his own worship from the defiling additions and commandments of men !

3. When a nation is loyal to its Gud, by putting away sin and nurturing righteousness, it

will ensure the Divine blessing and its own permanence (ver. 9). God reserves the
entry through the gates of honour to "the righteous nation which keepeth the truth."

4. The elevation ensured and given to nations which promote righteousness is the one
which, if we see as God sees, we shall value most. Godless men may covet an
ascendency backed by guns and swords, armies and fleets. The believer in Gud covets

only an uplifiing that comes of the Divine blessing on "a wise and understanding
people." 5. if loyalty to God and truth is wanting, a nation ensures its own downfall
(ver. 10; see Ezek. xvii. ; xxvii. 3; xxviii. 2—10; Amos ii. 9; Obad. 3, 4). 6. What
Israel was designed to be among the nations, regenerated men are in their own nation

—

"a holy people unto the Lord their Gud." They are "the light of the world," "the
salt of the earth." The earth is full of corruption, and is and must be rapidly decom-
posing unless some salt be thrown into it to check the decomposition. Christians are

the " salt " of the earth. Their value is in their " savour," not in their name. And if

they let the " savour " die out, no name of discipleship will be of any use to them. (On
savourless salt, see Thomson's ' Land and the Book,' p. 382.) Christians may not
separate their Christianity from their ciiizenship. They are to be Christian citizens;

and do we not learn by abundant teachings in the Old and New Testament th;it God
spares many a guilty city for the sake of the righteous that are therein ? (See the

hiitory of Abraham's intercession for Sodom.) And can we forget the teaching of the
prophet Ezekiel, that nations may become so corrupt that even the righteous element
therein avails not to stay the ruin (Ezek. xiv. 12—21)? 7. Hence the principles

involved in this paragraph should convey, and should be made the basis of, an earnest

warning and appeal to men to remember that tiie day of grace for the nation, as well

as for themselves, has its limit. God is lon'j;-sufi'ering. He bears long, but he will not
bear always (cf. Isa. v. 3—7; i. 5—24; Luke xix. 41—44; xiii. (i—9; Matt. xxi.

33—44; Rev. ii. 21—23). Oh, how earnestly should men turn to God while yet there

is hope! For their own sakes, that they may be saved, and for the sake of others too,

that they may become co-oiierators with God in purifying and saving men 1

Vers. 12—15.— Temporal prosperity a result of obedience to Divine Law. The aged
lawgiver in this paragraph shows the people how largely their well-being depends on
obedience to God, and also to what an extent that well-being would be manifest even
in temporal matters; in the healthfulness of body which would be enjoyed by them,
and in the success with wiiich they should tend their flocks and herds. They should
be free from the sicknesses and diseases with which Egypt abounded ; and should, in

the enjoyment of such immunity, have the sign and token of the blessing of Heaven
on an obedient people. Now, it has long been regarded as one mark of the old covenant,

that, in condescension to the peojjle, God spake so much of temporal blessings as the

reward of obedience in the early messages which were delivered to our fathers. It is also

luoked on as one specific mark of New Testament teaching, that the promises of God
now lie maiidy in the direction of spiritual good; and so much has this aspect of things

come in our days to be looke'i at, that it is by no means unlikely that we may be in

danger of carrying onrvi' \vs tiiereon to such an extreme as to regard temporal comforts
as no mark at all ot Divine approval. It is well worth our while, therefore, to look

into this matter, to s( e if we can so formulate the teaching of God's Word thereon as to

show the harmony between it and the actual facts of life on this question: How far

may abundance of temjioral good and freedom from sickness be looked at as a proof of
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Divine favour ? We shall regard the actual history before our eye as at onc6 a basis for,

and an illustration of, our remarks.

I. God had in great meecy removed Israel from Egypt, which was hot

ONLY THE SEAT OF POLITICAL OPPRESSION, AND A REGION OF FOUL IDOLATRY, BUT

ALSO A LOCUS AND FOCUS OF MANY PESTILENTIAL DiSEASKS. (See Mr. Lane's ' Modem
Egyptians

;

' the art. ' Egypt ' in ' Ei.cyc. Bi it.
;

' and in Smith and Kitto's Dictionaries

of'^the I'.ible.) Probably the land of Goshen might be a healthier district than the

legion of the ciiy it-elf; still it is extremely questionable whether such a race as Israel

was designed to be, could, even physically, have been with any certainty developed in

Egypt itself. It is no me:in mercy to have our earthly lot cast in a healthy locality.

1 1 is not possible, indeed, to escape temptations from without or from within, go where

we may, but it is certain that {ccet. par.) it is much easier to resist evil and to cultivate

virtue \vhere climate and atmosphere tend to promote bodily vigour. The history of

the worKl aftbrds proof enough that climatic influences will not do everything for man
;

but that is no reason for underrating their value, nor for losing sight of the mercy
where " the lines are fallen to us in " healthful and health-giving places.

II. Though free from liability to Egyptian disease, Israel's healthfulness
AND WEAL WOULD DEPEND ON OBEDIENCE TO God's Law. ISiO land cau give US any
immunity from the consequences of breaking law, however life-giving its breezes.

God's physical and moral laws are interlaced and intertwined. Obedience or dis-

obedience to either may have its full eflect in its own direction. Obedience or dis-

obedience to both will have its complicated effects in both directions. Many speak of

law as if it acted without God ; and, maybe, some think of God as if he acted without

law. We need i.ot commit either mistake. Let us carefully avoid both. Let us

reverence every law of God, physical or moral, because it is his ; and let it be our study

to understand them in every department in which they are ])resented to us. Mr.
Binney once made the startlim; statement, that, " barring accidents, a man can live

pretty much as long as he pleases!" By which he meant, of course, that there are

certain Divine laws and rules, obedi'.nce to which tends to the preservation of health,

and consequently to the prolongation of life. And, if these laws are neglected, we may
create disease, affliction, and trouble for ourselves, and breed even death, however
healthful the locality in wljich we dwelL Hence it is not surprising to find in this

paragraph another principle indicated.

III. Supposing the people to be obedient to God's Law, health and weal
WOULD FOLLOW BY WAY OF NATURAL CONSEQUENCE. The Original (ver. 12), by a

peculiar Hebrew idiom, shows this. " And (it) shall be (the) heel" i.e. the end, and
so the consequence. Whatever may be the kind of weal desired, the laws of God in

that direction should be studied, understood, and followed. Whether in the regula-

tion of the pn duction or sustentation of life ; in agricultural pursuits ; in the spheres

of capital and labour, and their mutual relations ; in the creation, distribution, increase,

and expenditure of wealth ; in the higher region of the cultivation of the national and
social virtues of truth and goodness ; in the still higher region of family piety ; or in

the highest region of all, even that of personal love and devotion to God, the old words
will be proved true, " Them that honour me, I will honour." Ko doubt we are often

meeting with cases which seem anomalous ; they accord with no known rule whatever.

But we shall find that we do not know the whole of such cases, nor even enough of

them to enable us to judge concerning them. Till we know more we must suspend
judgment. No perplexities of this sort give any warrant tor disturbing first principles.

In any region in which God has laws we may have duties ; and it is a very partial and
unhealthy piety which would underrate intelligent action in any department. In
whatever department there is neglect, in such we may expect failure. And where
theie is obedience, there will be the reward.

IV. Though the reward may come in the way of natural consequence, yet
NONE the less 18 IT God's BLESSING. The result is from liim, because the Law i>

from him. Nor is it one whit the less from God, if we are able to trace every 8t«p ot

the coming of a blessing. A man's work is not less his because he does it somehow.
Nor is it attributed the less to him because it is known how he did it. Why should
meu be less reasonable in recognizing God's work, when the laws of the working are

manliest to us ? " The hand of the diligent maketh rich," is one truth ;
" the blessing
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of the Lord, it maketh rich," is another. We may ignore neither, but should reverently
admit and act on both.

V. On what a frail condition, however, was Israel's national weal sus-
pended! "If ye hearken to these judgment!?," etc. The laws were right, kind,
benevolent. The land was beautiful, fertile, healthful. All that was wanted was
obedient people. Israel needed as much to be delivered from themselves as to be
rescued from the Egyptians. And, in fact, there was among them a redeeming and
sanctifying work, carried on through God's Spirit, though it is not named in this

paragraph ; nor was it as fully revealed as now, how, in his infinite grace, our God
created in his people the obedience which, in his Law, he commands. " The righteous-
ness of the Law is fulfilled in those who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit."

The Law given to Israel was a child-guide with a view to Christ. The first covenant
proved brittle in their hands, and so they learned the need of another, which should l.e

for ever safe in God's hands. The first says, " Do this, and live." The second, " Live,
and you will do this." And even now, putting the matter generally, wo may say Gud
governs nations, as nations, by the first covenant. He governs his own believin

people by the second. Hence, in dealing with men and nations, the Christian preaci ei

has ever to expound and enforce the everlasting laws of righteousness, and by revealii.t

men's failure therein to convict of sin; wliile in building up the Church he lias to sliuw

the glory of the Holy Ghost as the Creator and Sustaiuer of spiritual power.

Vers. 17—25.

—

An anxious question, or dreadinrj difficulties. In this paragrajili

there are some verses which are in the main a repetition of the enforcement of the
policy of separation and extrusion which Israel was to adopt towards tiie Canaanites.
But there is one distinctive feature in it which presents several points altogether new,
the historical side of which we may first look at, that we may there see how jjcculiarly

full this passage is of bright and gladsome teaching for us.

Here is a question (ver. 18) which Israel would not be unlikely to ask, at least

occasionally. Doubtless, just at the time when they were in the flush of joy at the
destruction of Piiaraoh and his hosts, or when they had experienced some great deliver-

ance from pressing want, their hearts would be brave and strong. But, like some
others since have been, they were largely the creatures of circumstance. Now up, now-
down. Now so elated that they think they can get through anything, now so de-
pressed that they dread everything. The time would come when in view of the
possible struggles which the possession of Canaan might involve, many an Israelite

would say, " Tlicse nations are mightier than 1 ; how can I dispossess them ? " and they
nmst have been more than human if the heart did not now and then give way. For
there were seven nations to supplant ; and over and above the numerical force against
which Israel would have to contend, there would be the fact that they were strangers
to the land ; they had been kept in serfdom ; they were unskilled in the art and
practice of war ; so that, on the human side, the advantage was very greatly with the
Canaanites, while Israel incurred a very serious risk. Nov/, though Jehovah was very
wroth with the people when in their guilty unbelief they proposed to turn l^ack at the
evil report of the spies, lie sees a great difference between a deeply rootvd distrust,

and an occasional cloud that may shade the spirit ; and while in his holy wrath he
condemns the first, in his tender compassion he anticipates and guards agiinst the
second. Hence, from vers. 18 to 24, we have the cheering voice of the great lawgiver,
grandly uttering, in his hundred and twentieth year, words to empower the heart, and
showing Israel, in the Name (if the Lord of hosts, how much more there is to animate
them than there can possibly be to discourage and depress. He (1) reminds thim no
fewer than eight times of the Name of th: Lord their God

; (2) bids them look back
to past miracles and wonders, and to see in them pledges of future help; (3) shows
them how the providential action of God, which was for them, would be against their
foes

; (4) assures them that God would be among them as an ever-present Helper and
Friend ; and (5) points out that, though the process of driving out the Canaanites miglit
be slow, yet if it were done more rapidly, it would be attended with great peril from
other and unexpected quarters; that both tribes of men and herds of beasts would be
kept in abeyance for their sakes ; so that though they were led by a tedious route, it

would be the safest way ! Now, surely we ought not to pass over a passage s>o full of
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interest and instruction for our everyday life as this, presenting to \is, as it does, two
distinct lines of thought.

I. The difficulties of like as anxiously dreaded by us. " These nations

are more than I ; how can I dispossess them?" These Israelites were not the

only people who have cast glances ahead, and who, foreseeing, as they thought, diffi-

culties in the distance, have exclaimed, "How shall we get through them?" We do
not refer now to such as have no living faith in God, and who are perpetually c;iving

way to dark and sinful unbelief; nor have we mainl}- in view those who have never
yet been led out of " the house of bondage." But, keeping as closely as we can to the

cases suggested by the paragraph, we refer to those who, through mercy, know what
a great deliverance has been wrought for man in Christ ; to whooi that redemptii'U has
become a living power through the energy of the Holy Ghost ; and who yet, notwitli-

standing all, have their moments of despondency, when looking or trying to look far

ahead,—tliey see innumerable obstructions confronting them, and ask in anxious sad-

ness, " How can we meet them all ? " This main inquiry may take one or more of the

following firms: 1. The special ends and aims even of my earthly life; how can I

accomplish them? 2. The difficulties in the way of my much-loved work for Christ

;

how can I overcome them ? 3. 'J he hardshii)s to be met in running the Christian race

;

how can I encounter them ? 4. The many hindrances which opjjose themselves to the

advance of the cause of God ; how can the Church overcome them ? 5. All the foes,

without and within, which threaten the possession of Canaan ; how can we vanquish
them? Say, is there to be found any believer in whose s[iirit such questions as these

do not now and then arise, and who does not occasionally shiver from the chill of a

doubting forecast? Therefore let us see in this passage

—

II. The difficulties of life gbaciously anticipated and provided fob bt
God. The following points will be found, explicitly or implicitly, in the paragraph

:

I. "The Lord thy God," That Name is a guarantee of all you want by the way.
" Greater is he that is for you than all they which can be against you." There is

more meaning in that one Name than in all other names besides. " If God be for us,

who can be against us?" 2. God will go before you to clear the way (ver. 20). All nature

waits on him. Fire, thunder, lightning, hail; flies, worms, locusts, hornets; ay, men,
devils, angels, must do his work when he calls. 3. God will be with you, to enipower

you in the way (ver. 21). If God is not on our side, there is but weakness, whatever

the seeming power. If God is on our side, there is power, whatever the seeming weak-
ness. 4. God will choose his own best methods of helping you in the way (ver. 22).

"Little by little." A more rajiid clearance would have brought other dangers. God
"gently clears our way." 5. God's past deliverances are pledges that he will not for-

sake you by the way (vers. 18, 19; see Ps. Ixiii. 7; Eom. viii. 32; v. 10). 6. It is

one of " the secrets of the Lord," to cause us to meet and grapple with thing? and

beings mightier than we are, that we may cease to rely on ourselves, and be Aung

upon him, the Almighty One, for strength. The tendency to self-trust and self-la\;da-

tion is very strong (see ch. viii. 17, 18). Study the history of Gideon, and his band of

three hundred men. This education in trust is also an education in holiness. We
have, by meeting difficulties which are beyond us, to learn how much we want Goo.

And yet God will not be with us except as we are loyal to him (see Josh. vii.). Ah

!

it is by these difficulties in life, by our manner of meeting them, and by God's dealing

with U8 under them, that we are to be educatedfor eternity \ Oh ! if all were smooth,

if we had no com])lications to meet, no trials to bear, how might we go on drifting

down the stream, sluuiberously calm, dangerously secure, till we awoke, perhaps, too

late, to find ourselves a wreck and a ruin! It is by these breaks in our peace, by thesj

cares and hard struggles, which fling us on our God, that we are taught how much wo
want him, and how ill we could do without him ! On the journey of life we have

all entered, and the supreme question for us is not, " Will it be smooth or rough ?

"

but " Eow will it end ?
"

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—11.

—

Israel's iconoclastic mission. Material idolatry is the great peril ol

humanity. To what corruption and misery such idolatry leads, we in Christianized
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England can scarcely conceive. What the history of our world would have been if

that hotbed of Caiiaanite corruption had continued, it would be difficult to imagine.

Many methods were open to Goil by which he might arrest that plague of vice; out of

them all, his wisdom selected this, viz. to employ the IJebrews as his ministers of

destruction.

I. Consider men as elected by God to office and to service. We may safely

suppose that every nation fulfils sume purpose foreseen by God—perhaps appointed

thereto by him. Possiijly every man, though lie may not rise to the realization of

God's highest ideal, yet may fultil some inleiior purpose of God. The Hebrews had a

very special honour conferred on them. Tliey were chosen unto holiness, chosen to be

the ministers of God's ri-hteousness. Tlie glory was eminent, and the Jews failed

to reach it. The Most High God condescended to enter into closest alliance with Israel,

deigned to be called their God, and took their interests into his care. So long as they

ktpt his commandments, he kept his covenant. His faithfulness was an infinite

quantity, but it was conditioned by Israel's obedience. No evidence was lacking to

Israel touching the friendly protection and help of Jehovah. Tiieir loyalty as subjects

was met cordially by his favour as Sovereign. Their admitted weakness was met by
the Divine strength. Their poor, shallow love was met and recompensed by bis rich

affection.

II. The grounds of God's choice. 1. Tins is declared negatively. It was not on

the ground of their numbers or their strength. Th-tt strength and magnitude of the

nation were the effect of God's choice, not its cause. 'i hey were not ciioseii because of

superior hohness, but with a view to make them holy. Some reason there is for God's

choice, but that reason is not often revealed. Possibly it is too recondite for man's

undeistanding, or the further pursuit of the inquiry miuht divert him from practical

obedience, 2. It is stated positively that this choice iras the outcome of love. There
must have been the potency, perhajis the promise, of good in the Hebrews, in order to

attract the love of God. If there was no positive wickedness, God would delight in.

them as the product of his own skill. His gracious dealings hitherto had been in

respect of the oath made to their fathers. Gods great love to Abraham had perpetuated

itself in his seed. Who can measure what a life of blessing each one of us may com-
municate to generations yet unborn ? Divine grace in us is not terminal.

III. The design of God's choice—general and special. The general design vas
holy character. Choice to oflice and to honour depended on attainment of character.

Holiness is the highest perfection of man, therefore the highest design of God. Holiness

is a far higher acquisition than wisdom or strength. The seven nations of Canaan were

greater and mightier than Israel, yet tliose nations fell before the holy people. Purity

shall eventually displace power. Kight is genuine might. Holiness has, by Divine

appointment, an everlasting tenure. The design of God's choice of Israel was also

special, viz. to overturn idolatry. The general vocation included the special. To be

holy would necessitate conflict with sin. Light must contend with darkness. Oppo-
site principles must contend for the mastery. The holier we become, the more resolute

will be our battle with idolatry. We shall feel towards it, and act towards it, as God
does. For us to live (if we be God's consecrated sons), and for us to oppose idolatry,

is identical. " No peace with sin " is our loyal motto.

IV. The realized results of the Divine choice. Already the Hebrews had
obtained a signalt riumph over the Egyptians, as the proof of Gixi's gracious intentions

towards them. That triumph was smgular, surprising, and eomi)lete. He, who could

secure such a triumph for Israel, could give them easy conquest over any adversary.

They knew how to touch the secret springs of success. The pathway to renown was
open. There was scarcely room for a doubtful issue, for from a greater foe God had
already delivered them.

V. The honour conveyed in this choice, viz. to be co-workers with God. God
would cast out the seven nations of Canaanites, therefore the Hebrews must smite
them. God would deliver tliem up, therefore Israel was to destroy them. In every

step they were to be coadjutors with God. We are not to suppose that the Canaanites
were passively slaughtered. In every case they provoked severity of treatment. So
completely had the idolaters identified themselves with idolatry, that, to destroy th«

latter, Israel had to destroy the former. When God, the Great Proprietor of all.
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Imposes a cominand upon us, however repulsive to our own feeling, it would be flagrant

disloyalty on our part, yea, gross sin, to disobey. Puuishraent by the sword cannot be

a more unrighteous act than punishment by cholera or by plague; and if men admit
the justice of the one, they should also of the otlier. Human pity must sometimes be
kept in abeyance.

VI. God's designs, if not followed, visit men with destruction. The alterna-

tive of not executing God's hiiih commission was appalling. If any false sentimenti
of pity diverted them from the plain path of duty, the Hebrews would have become
partakers of idolaters' sins. Any concession or compromise with the Canaanitcs would
be (and in fact was) fatal to themselves. Can one touch pitch and not be defiled ?

The slightest connivance with the abomination would be a moral poison. 'I hey too

would be accursed. For God will not eudure to be trifled with. To his friends he is

infinitely gracious, and blesses, for their sakes, their posterity ; but his foes he repayetb

to their face. We have to make our choice between complete devotement to God'i
cause and complete destruction.—D.

Vers. 12—26.

—

Reward in proportion to arduous service. The enterprise npon whicl
the Jews were entering was one of prodigious difficulty. They had to contend at th(

same time with stalwart human foes, and with the internal foes of evil lust. Here wa;

a splendid field for eternal renown. In proportion to the difficulty of the enterpriw
would be the glory of success.

I. Obseuve the discouragino ASPEcra of the undertakino. 1. Their adversariet

were more numerous than they. The adhesion of numbers to a particular side naturally

excites enthusiasm. Yet, in war, unless order and discipjlihe be maintained, mere
numbers have contributed to defeat. 2. The Canaanites were actually in possession.

They could, therefore, choose their military positions, and felt that they were fighting

for their altars and their homes. 3. The Hebrews were the subjects of internal fears.

Their fathers had actually refused to fiiht with the giant races of Canaan, and had
turned back again into the desert. The habit of fearless courage was not suddenly
engendered : it was a growth. 4, The Hebrews had also a lingering lust for the costly

tilings devoted to idolatry. To suppress their own concupiscence was as arduous as to

withstand the Amorites. Hence, on many occasions, their hearts counselled compro-
mise and alliance. 5. 'I'hey could anticipaie only tardy results. If there had been
the pros) ect of swift progress of triumph—the rapid march from victory to victory

—

they could have braced themselves up fur a brief campaign. But they knew that slow

processes of sieu'e, with its privations and exposures, were essential. God had fore-

warned them that he would not drive out the heathen suddenly, lest other evils should

ensue. They had to contend with their own impatience. 6. The necessity for extermi-

nation added to the difficulty of the war. If, when the Canaanites had suffered defeat

in two or three pitrhed battles, the Hebrews had been permitted to accept a surrender

and make them tributaries, their task had been comparatively easy. But the command
of Jehovah was unmistakable : Israel was bound to destroy their foes, " with a

miglity destruction," till they were onsumed. So neither can we have peace uniil

every sin within us is completely annihilated.

II. Observe the encouraging aspects of their work. 1. OocCs immeasurabif
might. The visible features of the undertaking were depressing enough ; but faith

could discover an invisible Ally, who was more than a match for all opposition. If we
cau only realize that God is on our side, we shall be confident of victory. 2. Ood's

past deliverances should assure us for the future. Wlnt an unchanging God has done

for us, he can and will do again. Omnipotence is never exhausted. It is impossible

for God to be inconsistent with himself. 3. God's plain promises of help. If we can

only be absolutely sure of a promise from God, we may set at defiance every fear, and
calmly face eveiy foe. " He is not a man, that he should lie." 4. Proofs that God %»

even now present. "The Lord thy God is among you." If we would only rub off

from our eyes the drowsiness of unbelief, we might see the tokens of God's presence on

every side—the footprints of his feet, as he leads our way. The Good Shepherd always
goes before his sheep. 5. In GoePs service the meaner forms of life often become

efficient aJlies. The locusts have been commissioned to do service for God. In Kgypt,

flies and lice formed a brigade in his army. ISo now also wasps and hornets were sent
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out as sappers and miners to prepare Jehovah's way. Let no insignificant helper be
despised

!

III. The large rewards of faithful service. 1. The rewards were based on
Divine equity. If we keep his precepts, he will keep his covenant. A singular thread
of equity runs through all God's dealings. History supplies a thousand examples.
We may find fresh ones daily in our own observation. 2. The rewards are various and
anple. They embrace the present and the future. To be the conscious object of God's
loie is a rich reward ; and the smile of God will make all our ways to prosper. Large
and rapid increase has been, from the Creation, a mark of Jehovah's lavour. " Be
fruitful, and multij^ly, and replenish the earth." 3. The rewards are distinctive. Not
only do they impart a large measure of personal enjoyment, but they are known and
recognized by others as the rewards conferred by God. They make men conspicuous
among their fellows. " A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right

hand ; but it shall not come nigh thee." As our work and warfare are spiritual, so are

our rewards spiritual also. Our reward, as conquerors over sin, is manifold, generous,
enduring, satisfying. God will surely distinguish between the rigi)teous and the
wicked—between him that serveth him well, and him that serveth him not. In
honour, they shall be as the antipodes asunder.—D.

Vers, 1—6.

—

Judgment without mercy. This decree fs to be viewed—
I. Ab JUST JUDGMENT ON PEOPLES WHOSE INIQUITIES CRIED FOR VENGEANCE. The

doomed nations had been long borne with (Gen. xv. 16). Their iniquities were of a
kind and degree of enormity which imperatively called for a Divine interposition (Lev.
xviii. 27, 28; ch. ix. 4). This was the true ground of God's dealings with them, and
furnishes a sufficient answer to all cavils. The destruction of the comparatively
innocent with tiie guilty may be explained in part by the existence in the otlspring of

the hereditary evil of their race. How often, under the Divine government, do we see
illustrations of the same principle—the temporal consequences of transgression over-
flowing on those related to the transgressor! The lesson taught is God's inflexible

determination to punish evil. There can be no ultimate toleration of sin in God's
universe. It must be judged, rooted out, and the sinner who identifies himself with it

destroyed.

II. As A CLEARING FROM IDOLATRY OF THE LAKD OF God's ABODE. Not Only COuld
the practice of idolatry not be endured, but even its unhallowed monuments must not
be permitted to remain, pollutiug with their presence the land of God's habitation—the
peculiar seat of his majesty, the place of biS holiness. Every trace of these impure
worships must be swept away (ver. 5). The lesson taught is God's hatred of idolatry.

It is a secondary matter that the gods are of wood and stone, and the worship one of
altars, groves, and pillars. There is the formal idolatry of heathenism, and there is the
less-avowed, but not less real, idolatry of hearts which have set up rival objects to
God in their secret places—which have substituted the creature, in some form of it,

for the Creator. The forms are as numerous as ever were the idols of heathen temples.
A man may be an idolater of reason ; he may worship art ; he may bow at the shrine
of mammon (Matt. vi. 24 ; Eph. v. 5) ; his god may be the praise of men ; he may
fling himself to be crushed before the worse than Juggernaut car of fashion ; he
may be a votary of lewdness. The worship may be avowed, or hidden away in secret

desires and imaginings. It may be rendered in the most diverse places—in the labora-

tory, at the desk, in the art studio, in home circles, on the broad stage of public affairs,

in the saloons of gay society. The real point of importance is that it is of the
nature of idolatry, and that God abhors it and declares it to be incompatible with his
residence in the heart. " The idols he shall utterly abolish " (Isa. ii. 18).

III. As A PROTECTION TO THE ISRAELITES THEMSELVES. The tolerated presence of
idolatry in Canaan would have been to the Israelites an irresistible temptation (ver. 4).
We are taught: 1. To seek our friendships and alliances elsewhere than among the
ungodly. 2. That it is our duty, not only to avoid occasions of sin, and to keep as far

out of harm's way as possible, but to labour for the entire removal from our midst
of what experience shows to be a deadly snare (Isa. Ivii. 14).

Finally, severe as these commands are, we see reflected in them the three principles
which, under widely different forms of manifestation, are to this hour to regulate the

DEUTERONOMY. j.
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relation of God's servants to the evil of the world. 1. No toleration of it (Matt. v.

29 30). 2. No communion with it (2 Cor. vi. 14—18). 3. Unceasing war against it

(2'Cor. X. 4; CoL iii. 5).—J. 0.

Vers. 3, 4.

—

Marriage in the Lord. This law, forbidding marriages with the un-

t^odly, is one for all time. The apostle revives it in 1 Cor. vii. 39. That marriage

should be only in the Lord is evident

—

I. From the true idea of marriage. Two individuals unite their lives, and

enter into a fellowship the most intimate possible—to what end ? Surely that their

natures may be raised to greater perfection, and that they may be better enabled to attain

the ends of their existence. This implies a certain harmony of disposition, an essential

accordance in the views taken of life and its duties. It is a union, as one has said, not

merely between two creatures, but also between two spirits. But what communion,

it may be asked, can exist in spiritual respects between two persons severed from each

other in the deepest principles of their lives?

II. From a regard to the Divine blessing. Where one partner is irreligious, the

blessing cannot rest upon the home in the same degree as where both are "heirs

together of the grace of life " (1 Pet. iii. 7). Believers are to " agree " as touching what

things they shall ask (Matt, xviii. 19). Variances even in godly households result in

prayers being "hindered" (1 Pet. iii. 7). How much sadder the case of a home, so-

called, where husband and wife stand so far apart that they cannot unite in prayer

at alll And who that values God's blessing would willingly enter into a relation

which inevitably stints and limits it ?

III. From the danger accruing to spiritual lite. The danger is not imaginary

(I Kings xi. 3). Where spiritual life is not destroyed, as we may hope that often it is

not, yet nothing but harm can come from an association in every respect adverse to

it. How intolerable to a spiritual mind to endure " the blight of all sympathy, to be

dragged down to earth, and forced to become frivolous and commonplace ; to lose all

zest and earnestness in life ; to have heart and life degraded by mean and perpetually

recurring sources ofdisagreement " (F. W. Robertson) 1 This is the species of living death

to which unequal yoking not unfrequently leads. The effects on offspring are also to

be considered. Yet such marriages are rushed into, and, in the prevalent anxiety to

make marriage the stepping-stone to wealth and social position, seem likely to become

increasingly numerous. Would that men were wise, that they understood these

things 1—-J. O.

Yers. 6—9.

—

Reasonsfor nonnxm/ormity to the world, and for aggression on its evil.

I. The holiness of oub calling. (Ver. 6.) The believer stands to God in the rela-

tion described in this verse. He is one chosen from the unholy mass to be peculiarly

God's property. He belongs to God in body, soul, and spirit. He is a vessel for the

Master's use. His every power is to be consecrated. What higher dignity could a

human being sustain than that ? But the obligations are coextensive with the honour.

This man is, in virtue of his holiness, summoned to take up an attitude of non-con-

formity to the world (Rom. xii. 2), In virtue of the same hohness, he is bound to

unite with others in a sacred crusade against its evil.

II. The grace of cub election. (Ver. 7.) This puts another powerful weight into

the scale. Standing in so close and honourable a relation to God, the believer is bid

look to the rock whence he is hewn, and the hole of the pit whence he is digged.

Who made him to differ ? Whence this mercy shown peculiarly to him ? We need

not press texts on election in favour of any special theory. Sufficient that every

believer is willing to confess, as regards his own salvation, that " it is not of him that

willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that showeth mercy " (Rom. ix. 16). An
elective purpose comes to light in his spiritual history (Eph, i. 4, 5). When tracing his

salvation to its source, he is constrained to say, " God, who is rich in mercy, for his

great love wherewith he loved us, even when we were dead in sins, hath quickened us

together with Christ" (Eph. ii. 4, 5). All this implies special obligation to God's

service.

III. The might of our redemption. (Ver. 8.) The redemption from Egypt, with

its tragic accompaniments and mighty signs and wonders, was but a faint type of the
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greater deliverance which God has now wrought for Ws Israel in Christ. We are
entitled to put the greater for the less, and to plead the stronger claims which the
redemption from sin and wrath establishes on the redeemed soul. The cost of our
salvation is Christ's blood. What return can we conceivably make exhaustive of our
obligations to Father and Son for so great a sacrifice ?—J. O.

Vers. 9, 10.—Zcssons from history. I. A lessow in God's goodness. In putting
Israel into possession of the land of promise after so long a period of waiting, and at
the cost of so much miracle, God gave the nation an irrefragable proof of his covenant-
keeping faithfulness. How many difBculties, to the human eye, stood in the way of
the fulfilment of that promise! And by what nice adjustments of providence, and
what a subtly linked succession of events, was the fulfilment at length brought about

!

Israel had to be taken down to Esypt, there preserved till it grew and multiplied,
passed through the iron furnace of affliction, brought up again with a mii::;hty hand and
a stretched-out arm, conducted and provided for in the wilderness, legislated for and
organized, strengthened to overcome its enemies. At what an expenditure of wisdom
and power was all this accomplished I And how much forbearance and tenderness had
to be shown to the people themselves in the course of their rebellious history I Faith-
fulness was thus emblazoned on every part of God's dealings with them. Another and
greater promise, which hung still longer in suspension, has been fulfilled in the coming
of that " Seed " in whom already all families of the earth are beginning to be blessed
(Gen. xxiL 18; Gal. iii. 16). This fulfilment, above all, demonstrates that Jehovah, he
is God, the faithful God, keeping covenant with them that love him.

II. A LESSON IN God's severitt. (Yet. 10.) That had been taught to Israel by
many passages in their own history. They had seen God's judgments upon Pharaoh.
They nad experienced his severity in the plagues, etc., which had swept their own
camp in punishment of disobedience. They had witnessed a whole generation turned
back to perish in the wilderness. The lesson was now to be tau-ht them by the
destruction of these wicked nations. And as if to burn it more deeply, and for ever,
into their minds and consciences, the sword of execution was put into their own hands.
The two lessons need to be read together. God's severity, divorced from the discoveries
of his grace, might appear to the on-looker harsh and cruel, whereas, as Bible history
shows, judgment is "his strange work" (Isa. xxviii. 21). On the other hand, the
remembrance of his severity is needed to prevent the abuse of his goodness (Rom
xl 22).—J. 0.

Vers. 12—16.— 77l« rewards of obedience. If Israel fulfilled its vocation, in keeping
itself separate from the idolatries of the heathen, and in destroying them from the land

;

if farther, in possession of the land, it adhered to God's commands, God would make
his blessing rest on it in every sphere and department of existence.

L Temporal prosperity is a legitimate object of desire. Otherwise it could not
be named as part of the blessing, nor could the hope of it be held out as an encourage-
ment to the obedient. We naturally desire to see our affairs prospering. We justly
rejoice in the prosperity of our nation. We are glad when trade is brisk, wages good,
the comforts of life diffused through the different orders of society. But : 1. Prosperity
is to be desired only in subordination to higher ends (Matt. v. 33). 2. Only in so far
as it is good for us (3 John 2). 3. Not in excess (Prov. xxx. 8, 9). If God, in the
exercise of his higher wisdom, withhold prosperity from us, the loss will be compensated
by better blessings (Mark x. 29, 30).

II. Temporal prosperitt, in such modes and degrees as God sees best, re an
effect of the Divine blessing. Godliness has promise of the life that now is and of
that which is to come (1 Tim. iv. 10). It naturally tends to prosperity. Religion
teaches men to be sober, righteous, and godly (Titus ii. 12). It condemns idleness,
waste, dishonesty, and the whole series of vices which wreck health, squander property,
and destroy confidence. Where religion prevails, men will be industrious, conscientious,
orderly, and reliable. But, in addition to this natural tendency of religion to prosperity,
there rests on the good man's lot what is distinctively spoken of as the Divine blessing.
Thia will mingle itself with all he has and with all he does. It gives him favour in
the eyes of men (Gen. xxxix. 21). It opens up his way for him (?s. xxxvii. 5)i It
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protects him from injury (Vs. xxxvii. 33, 39). It overrules all events and influences,

•0 that they work for his good. This is forcibly illustrated in the text, where blessing

is represeulcd as descindiug on the home, on the products of the land, on Hocks and

herds, on the bodily life, etc. The counterpart of the blessing is the curse (ver. 15).

The wicked often prosper, but it is prosperity unblessed and uncnduring.—J. 0.

Vers. 17—25.

—

Ood for us. The numbers, strength, and fortified security of the

seven nations made the conquest of Palestine a task of difficulty, and might naturally

produce a disheartening elTect on the invaders.

I. A KATURAL FEAR. (Ver, 17.) Like disheartening feelings may assnil ourselves in

1 resence of the strong spiritual opposition to be encountered in seeking to win the world

for Christ, Our enemies are neither weak nor few ; we will do well not to underrate

them. The larger part of the globe is yet unoccupied by Christianity. Heathen

systems are in possession, supported by the combined influences of tradition, custom,

prejudice, and superstition, and presenting an apparently impregnable front to the

ihin ranks of their assailants. At home, how much of the Christianity is merely

nominal ! and how much of it is corrupted 1 We live in days of intense worldliness.

The sceptical spirit, likewise, is pronounced and active. Br.dn and pen power of the

highest order is enlisted in its service. Unbelieving science, infidel philosophy,

rationalism in the Church. The press is a tower of strength to anti-Chiistian views of

life and duty. While, at the other end of the social scale, the multitudes are sunk

in indiflVrence and vice. How are all these enemies to be overcome ? May we not fear

that, work as we will, we cannot succeed? The fears are groundless; but they are not

without their use, if they make us feel that the conquest of the world is not to h»

achieved without mucii hard fighting.

II. A GROUKD OF ENCOURAGEMENT. (Vers. 18— 22.) This encouragement resolves

itself into the simple truth that God is for us. He is mightier than uur enemies, and will

svork on our behalf to secure their overthrow. 1. With supernatural power. In the

past he had shown " signs and wonders," and had brought fortli his people with a

mighty hand yvers, 18, 19), The same power would help them still. It is encouraging

to recall the supernatural strength for conquest which the gospel has already displayed.

Think of our own land penetrated by a faith which sprang up 1800 years ago in

remote, despised Judaea, with churches for Christ's worship dotting almost every street

of every city, town, village, hamlet, throughout its length and breadth! How Utopian

would such a work of conquest have seemed at the beginning—a dream of insanity 1

And this Divine energy for conquest inheres in the gospel to-day as truly as it did of

old. 2. With providential aids (ver. 20), " Hornets "—types of secret, providential allies

working under God's direction. The forces of providence are on the side of those who
are working for the advancement of his kingdom. There are such secret allies in men's

own hearts. We may compiire to the hornets the seciet thoughts and feelings—the

stings of conscience, guilty fears, feelings ot dissatisfaction, etc,—which, operating

within, drive men out to join issue with the Spirit in his truth. God has his " hornets"

also for arousing his own children out of their sloth and self-indulgence and forgetfulness

of duty—sharp trials, vexations, griefs, etc.

III. A METHOD OF CONQUKST. "Little by little" (ver. 22). A law of providence and

grace. Little by little God gives a man conquest over the evil in self, and his nature

is sanctified. Little by little the world is conquered for Christ. The reason of the law

is obvious. There is no advantage in having more than can be rightly used; e.g. a

man who has more money than he can turn to good account, who has a larger estate

than he can manage, who reads more books than he can mentally digest. The best

method is "little by little"—mastering, consolidating, using what we have, before

hasting to get more.—-J. 0.

Vers. 25, 26.

—

The cursed thing. The Israelites were not to desire the silver and gold

on the graven images. They were not to take it. They were not to bring it into God's

house. They were to detest and abhor it, to count it an abomination, a cursed thing,

and to beware lest, by lusting after it, they became accursed like unto it. We are

taught a lesson

—

I. Of DISINTERESTEDNESS IN God's SERVICE. No motive of gain was to be allowed to
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mingle with their work. Their service was to be disinterested. Under the cloak of

religious zeal there was to be no gratification of covetousness.

II. Of avoiding occasions of sin. The gold and silver of the idols tended to

ensnare. There would be a temptation to a superstitious and idohitrous use of it

(Judg. viii. 27).

III. Of befusino gain derived from immoral sources. The Church is not
profited by an influx of the money of the worldling. 8till less are the gains of sin to

be coveted by her: money derived from gambling, immoral speculation, bubble
companies, gin-palaces, sale of irreligious and immoral books, etc.

IV. Of heabtt detestation of evil. The gildings of vice have an attraction for

many who dislike the thing itself. But vice is to be abhorred in iti gilded forms, as
in every other. " Looking begets liking."—J. 0.

Vers. 1—5.

—

Extermination with a moral purpofe. When the Israelites were
to cross into Canaan, they were directed to exterminate the seven nations they would
find there. This is their commission. The invasion is to be conducted upon this

principle. And here let us notice

—

I. Nations, like individuals, may become incorriqiblb. There can be no doubt
that sin tends to a final and incorrigible condition if the Divine mercy is not accepted
and allowed to exercise its undermining power. These nations of Canaan were mani-
festly in this hopeless, utterly ruined state. God regarded them as beyond redemption,
and their continuance would only prove pestilential.

It is well for individuals, as well as nations, to realize this sad possibility.

IL God has every bight to remove incorrigibles from the earth. As Creator,

he has given them every advantage and chance. But the deceitful heart has spurned
admonition and mercy. The result is that there is nothing left for them but to be cut
off righteously, and that without remedy.
But the propriety of extermination should be determined by the Lord himself

(cf. Dr. Mozley's 'Old Testament Lectures,' No. IV., on 'Exterminating Wars').
III. The Israelites were sent into Canaan to establish the true worship of

Gk)D. They were not to be ashamed of their religion, but to establish it, and to allow
nothing to interfere with it. As Abraham had entered Canaan centuries before as the
promulgator of a new religion, so his descendants were to enter into the promised land
with the view of establishing the religion of Abraham in spite of all possible oi'position.

They were not ordinary but religious emigrants.

IV. The 8PABIKG OF the Canaanites would only endanger their religious
FAITH. Some people think they may associate with irreligious people, and even marry
them, in the hope of bringing them to a better way of thinking. The plea is generally

one got up in the interests of self-pleasing instead of duty. But such hopes are gene-
rally disappointed; and the Apostle Paul warns us distinctly against the temptation

(2 Cor. vi. 14).

Now, the Israelites were warned against making any covenant with the Canaanites

or showing any mercy towards them. Association would only lead to apostacy on the

part of Israel. It would be allowing the pestilence to propagate itself. The alternative

for Israel was " Exterminate these incorrigible sinneri, or by their seductions they will

lead you on to your destruction at the hands of a just God " (ver. 4).

V. Extermination may consequently, in some oases, be the only course con-
sistent with the Divine honour and the interests of his kingdom. If people have
a right to preserve themselves from a physical pestilence, have they not an equal right

in the case of moral pollutions? Besides, the clear direction of God vindicates the

whole procedure as right as well as wise (cf. Jellett's 'Moral DifiBculties of the Old
Testament,' p. 38; also Dr. Arnold's 'Sermons on Interpretation of Scripture,' p. 31).

—R. M. E.

Vers. 6—8.—On the election of nations. We are here introduced to remarkable words
touching the election of, or we might say, selection of the Jews. The leading principles

of the Divine administration are here set before us. The following points may be

noticed :

—

L The Jews were selected not on account of any national supebiobitt.
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Moses tells them that, numerically, they were the fewest of all people. It was not

numerical strength, nor national ad\antages of any kind, which induced God to select

them.
II. They were selected because God chose to set hm ix)ve upon thek. ' The

Lord did not set his love upon you, nor choose you, because ye were more in number

than any people ; . . . but because the Lord loved you." It was sovereign love which is its

own reason. And, in the last resort, it is to this we must come. We can give no

better account of the matter than that God chose to do it.

III. The delivebance from Egypt was the proof of his sovereign love. Hereby

he kept his promise made to their fathers, and fulfilled his own gracious purpose. The

series of judgments, the outcome of his mighty hand, which pruved how infinitely

stronger it was tlian the hand of Phaiaoh, while severe to Egypt, were love-tokens

to Israel.

IV. The choice of Israel was with a view to their being a holy people and a

SPECIAL people UNTO THE LoRD. Electing love extended to a nation or a people is

really a Divine investment. The result is the holiness and consecration of the people.

It is this holiness, this sense of consecration, which proves the electing love of God.

And this is all the more iutense when it is seen clearly that God's love is manifested,

not on the ground of national or personal merit, but as a matter of free grace.

And doubtless, the Jews proved themselves a special people, although far from a

oerfect people. They were the custodians of the holy oracles for ages. They showed,

and they still show, wonderful linguistic and other qualifications. All this, let us

believe, is due to that grace and Divine development through which, as a nation, they

were permitted to pass.

The practical application of this subject is surely this : 1. To receive God's merty

under an abiding sense that it is undeserved. 2. To cultivate the sense of obligation

to God for his undeserved mercy, which it is intended to foster. 3. And to realize the

consecration of spirit through which all that is noble in human life comes. Grod saves

us that we may serve him. He shows us his loving-kindness that we may become

through it " a peculiar people, zealous of good works."—R. M. E.

Yerg, 9—16.

—

The Divine veracity. Moses here speaks of the Divine faithfulness to

those that love him, and also to those that hate him. Those who love him will have

his mercy unto a thousand generations ; those who hate him will have their hatred

returned. He will repay such to their face.

Let us look at the Divine veracity in the two aspects of blessing and of judgment.

I. God's gratitude for man's love. Gkxi has a love of sovereignty, as we have just

seen, which has no reason but itself; and he has also a love oi gratitude for love shown

to him. It is of this Moses here speaks. It is thus expressed elsewhere :
" I love them

that love me." And here notice

—

1. When we love Ood we try to kf^ep his commandments. This is exactly what Christ,

incarnate Love, claimed. " if ye love me, keep my commandments." Love is the

spirit in which Law should be keiit, and through which Law becomes blessedness.

2. Obedience secures blessing. God promised Israel certain temporal blessings

:

increase of the nation and fertility of soil and increase of their flocks and herds. And,

in the rude age in which they lived, it was needful to encourage them by such very

sensible signs.

This is not so needful now. The blessing comes now in more spiritual ways, but

stdl it comes in the wake of obedience. Answers to prayer are still doubted by men
who doubt God's existence and reign, but they are most thoroughly believed in by

believers. The blessing comes to those who look for it.

3. It is expected to characterize generations. For this is the greatest blessing of all

when the succeeding generation grows up true to God. It is this form of the Divine

faithfulness which is most sought—that even to » " thousand generations " they may
remain true to him.

II. God's righteous wrath at man's hatred. Under a righteous government,

hatred should have its retribution just as well as love its reward. So is it with God.

Men may hate him, and when he repays them to their lace they are getting only

their due.
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God is as faithful in his threatenings as in his promises. Why should he not be so ?

And his hatred can have but one issue—destruction! How needful, then, to lay

down the arms of our rebellion I If our hard hearta cherish any liatred towards him,
the sooner we repent of this the better, and take refuge in his love. He waits to be
gracious; but, should we despise his mercy and still do him the injustice to hata him,
we must prepare for encountering his righteous wrath.—R. M. E.

Vers. 17—26,

—

Canaan gradually won. The winning of the whole land leemed a

great task—too great for sense and sight. But the Divine programmes, though com-
prehensive, are taken in detail. The Israelites are to win the country little by little,

and remove the people gradually. In this patient work they may expect the co-operation

of God.
I. Ths wore befobb us sbems of overfowerino dimensions. Must we win a

victory over all the evil within us? and then contemplate a victory over all the evil

around us ? Both problems are vast. The more we know our own hearts, the greater

seems the extent to be won. The more we know of the world around us, the more
appalling seems the proposal of God. It is a great work we are asked to do certainly.

II. But by-past deliverances of God abb intended to beinfobob oub faith.
Just as the mighty deliverance from Egypt was set before the Israelites to encourage
them in their invasion, so our individual conversion should reinforce our faith in the
power of God. The God who can conquer such hearts as ours can surely help us in

further conquests. We hope for victory because of victory already won.
III. Victory in detail is better than victoby wholesale. We imagine that

victory at once over all internal and external enemies would be better than victory

covering long years and entering into vast details. But, if Israel had been able to

smite all the Canaanites dead at a blow, the beasts of the field would have so overrun
the land that it would have been reduced to wilderness, instead of being a land of

promise. It is better, therefore, to overcome the Canaanites gradually. They will

protect the inheritance from the wild beasts till the heirs arrive.

In like manner, it is better

—

1. To beat our sins in detail. We are better acquainted with our own nature and
GK)d'6 grace when we have to deal with our sins in detail. We get gradually better

and purer and more humble. This is better than a leap into perfection out of sin.

2. It is better to win the world in detail. God is not going to give the earth to his

people some fine morning, and save us the trouble of winning it. It is better for us to

plod on, winning country after country, and individual after individual, and the whole
world at last.

3. The promised land is to he made a holy land. The Israelites were to remove the
Canaanites and their abominable modes of Ufe and worship, to make of Palestine a holy
land. Jerusalem—Elkoods—the holy city, is to be the expression of the Divine idea.

Let us conform our hopes to God's magnificent designs, believing that the gradual is

generally the best^ the microscopic work the most beautiful in the end.-—B. M. E.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VIIL

Fcbtheb Exhortation to Obedxenob, en-

rOROED BY A REVIEW OF GoDS DeALINQS

with Israel in the Wilderness.

Vers. 1—6.—That they might be induced

the more faithfully to observe all the com-

mandments which had been enjoined upon

them 80 as to go on and prosper, they are

called to remember the experiences of the

forty years in the wilderness, when God
guided them and disciplmed them for their

good. He humbled them that he might
test the state of their heart and affections

towards him, using the distress and priva-

tions to which they were subjected as means
of bringing out what was in them, and of

leading them to feel their entire dependence
on him for help, sustenance, and guidance.

Not only by commands difScult to be obeyed
laid on men, ami by mighty works done in

their view, does God prove men (cf. Gen.
xxii. 1, ero. ; Exod. xv. 25 ; xx. 20) ; but also

by afflictions and calamities (Judg. ii. 22

;
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UL 4 ; Pb. xvii. 3 ; Izxzi. 7, etc.), as well as by
benefits (Exod. xvi. 4). Humbled so as to

ee his own weakness, chastised out of all

•elf-coQceit by affliction, man is brought to

mbmit to God, to hear and obey him ; and
along with this the expf^rience of God's

goodness tends to draw men, in grateful

acknowledgment of hia mercy and bounty,

to yield themselves to him and sincerely

and lovingly to serve him (cf. Bom. iL 4).

Vers. 1, 2.—God's dealings with the
Isiuelites were disciplinary. Both by the

• Sliclions and privations to which they

9 ere subjected, and by the provision they
received and the protection aflforded to

them, God sought to bring them into and
keep them in a right state of mind towards
him—a state of humble dependence, sub-

missive obedience, and hopeful trust. But
that this effect should be produced, it was
needful that they should mark and re-

member all his ways towards them.

Ver. 3.—God humbled the Israelites by
leaving them to suffer hunger from the want
of food, and then supplying them with
food in a miraculous manner. They were
thus taught that their life depended wholly
on God, who could, by his own creative

power, witliout any of the ordinary means,
provide for the sustaining of their life.

And fed thee with manna (cf. Exod. xvi. 15).

It is in vain to seek to identify this with

any natural product. It was something
entirely new to the Israelites—a thiLg

which neither they nor their fathers knew

;

truly bread from heaven, and which got

from them the name of manna or maa,
because, in their wondering ignorance, they
knew not what to call it, and so they said

one to another, Man hoo 1 (Xin |p), What i$

it f and thenceforward called it man-
That he might make thee know, etc. " Bread,"

whi("h the Jews regarded as " the ttaff of

life," stands here, as in other places, for

food generally : and the lesson taught the

Israelites was that not in one way or by
one kind of means alone cculd life be sus-

tained, but in the absence of these God
could, by his own fiat, provide for the

sustenance of his children. Every word

—

literally, all, everything whatever—that

proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord, i.e.

all means which God has by his word pro-

vi'Ied, or by his word can provide, for the

sustenance o."" life. So our Lord cites this

passage in repiyiug to the tempter, who had
suggested that if he was the Son of God he
might relieve himself from the pangs of

hunger by commanding the stones which
lay aruund to become bread. Our Lord's

reply to this is virtually, " I have this power,

ukI could use it, but I will not : For this

would imply impatience and distrust of

God, who has engaged to sustain the life

of his servants, and who can, by the mere
word of his mouth, by his creative will,

provide in an extraordinary way for the
sustenance of life when the ordinary means
of life are wanting." " Jesus means to say,
• I leave it with God to care for the sustain-

ing of my life, and I will not arbitrarily

ami for selfish ends help myself by a
miracle '

" (De Wette, note on Matt. iv. 4

;

see also Meyer on the place).

Ver. 4.—As the manna furnished by
God's creative power saved them from
hunger, so by God's providence and care

their raiment was marvellously kept from
decay, and they had not to go barefoot from
their sandals being worn out. Waxed not
old upon thee ; literally, did not fall axeay,

waste away from upon thee. This cannot
mean that such was the abundant supply of

raiment to the Israelites in the Arabian
desert, that there was no need for them to

wear garments rent and tattered from long
use, as they had large flocks and herds
whence a sufficient supply of wool and
leather could be obtained, and there were
among them skilled artificers, by whom
these could be made into articles of clothing
(Rosenmiiller, J. D. Michaelis, etc.). For,

as Knobel observes, " This were something
too insignificant beside the miraculous
manna; and besides, this does not lie in

the expression, which rather intimates that

the clothes upon them were not worn out
nor fell from them in rags, because God
gave them a marvellous durability." At
the same time, there is no reason to suppose
that the Israelites did not make use of such
supplies as were within their reach for

purposes of clothing, any more than that

they lived only on manna during the forty

years of their wandering. Still less need
we resort to such fanciful suppositions as

that the garments of the Israelitish children

expanded as they grew up, like the shells

of snails—which is the notion of some of

the Jewish rabbins, and adopted by some of

the Christian Fathers (see Deyling, ' Obss.

Sacc.,' II. xvii. p. 247). Neither did thy foot

swell. The verb here is found in only one
other passage (Neb. ix. 21), where this pas-

sage is repeated ; and the meaning is doubt-

ful. The LXX. render here by ervKwd-ncrav,

became callous; but in Neh. the rendering

they give is oieppdyrjiray, tcere torn, the oKject

torn being, according to the Cod. Vat., irbSes

avTwi/, their feetf according to the Cod. Alex.,

Tck inroS-fifiara airwv, their sandals. In ch.

xxix. 5, the shoe or sandal is specially men-
tioned in the same connection as here. The
verb, however, cannot mean tear or torn,

neither does it mean swell ; the idea in-

volved is rather that of softening, or melt-
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ing, or flowing; and the meaning here
seems to be, " Thy foot did not get into a
bruised and wounded state "—which would
have been the case had their sandals not
been preserved from breaking or being worn
out.

Ver. 5.—Thus God educated, disciplined,

and trained bis people as a father does his

child. Chasteneth. The idea is not so much
that of punishment or chastisement, properly
80 called, as that of severe discipline and
training. God made thera feel bis hand
upon them, but ever for their good; the
end of the discipline to which they were
subjected was tliat they might keep his

commandments and walk in his ways, so as
to enjoy his favour (cf. Heb. xii. 5, etc.).

Vers. 7—20.—The land on which they

were about to enter is described as a good
land, fertile and well watered, and yielding

abundant produce to its cultivators; and
they are cautioned against forgetting, in

their enjoyment of the gift, the bounty of

the Giver, or congratulating themselves on

having achieved the conquest of such a

land, instead of gratefully acknowledging

the grace which had sustained them during

their protracted wandering in the wilder-

ness, and by which alone they had been

enabled to take possession of that favoured

land.

Vera. 7, 8.—Brooks of water, running
streams, mountain torrents, and water-
courses in the narrow valleys or wadys;
fountains, perennial springs ; depths, '' the
fathomless pools from which such streams as
the Abana (now Barada), near Damascus,
spring up full-grown rivers, almost as broad
at their sources as at their mouths" (Condor,
'Handbook to the Bible,' p. 214), or this

may include also the inland seas or lakes,

such aa the sea of Galilee and Lake
Hdloh. Palestine is in the present day,
on the whole, well supplied with water,
though the distribution is very unequal,
many parts being almost wholly destitute
of supply, except from what may be col-

lected from rain in tanks or cisterns ; and
there is no reason to suppose it was different

in the ancient times. As compared, how-
ever, with the desert to which the Israelites

had been so long accustomed, and even with
Egypt from which they had escaped, the
country on which they were about to enter
WM well watered.

Ver. 8.—" Palestine has been celebrated
in all ages for three products: corn, wine,
and oil, which still continue to be its most
valuable crops " (Ibid., p. 18S)). The prin-
cipal com crops were wheat and barley.
The vine was largely and carefully culti-

vated; the olive required little onltivatlon,
being almost a spontaneous growth, and
forming one of the most valuable produc-
tions of the country; the fig was also
indigenous in Palestine, and still grows
there, both wild and cultivated, in abun-
dance ; that the pomegranate (rimmon) also
was very abundant may be inferred from
the number of places named from this
(cf. Josh. XV. 32; xix. 7, 13; Judg. xx. 45,
47; xxL 13; 1 Chron. iv. 32, etc.). Honey.
The word so rendered (d'bask) is used both
of the honey of bees (Lev. ii. 11 ; ch. xxxii.
11; 1 Sam. xiv. 26, etc.; Ps. IxxxL 17;
Prov. xvi. 24, etc.), and of the honey of
grapes, a syrup obtained by boiling down
the newly expressed juice of the grape to
a half or third part of its bulk, and still

known among the Arabs by the name of
diba (Robinson, 'Bib. Res.,' iL p. 442;
Smith, 'Bib. Diet.,' «.». 'Honey'). In the
wilderness, the peofjle had murmured that
they had been brought into an evil place,
no place of figs, or of vines, or of pome-
granates; and where there was no water
to drink (Numb. xx. 5). Moses here tells

them that the land they were about to
occupy was not such a place, but one
abounding in all those things of which
they had found the wilderness so destitute.

Ver. 9.—A land whose stones are iron.

Minerals do not abound in Palrjstine; the
hills are for the most part calcareous ; but
by the side of the limestone in the north of
Canaan ferruginous basalt appears in large
masses, and on Lebanon ironstone ubounds.
Near Tiberias are springs largely impreg-
nated with iron, as are also those at Has-
beija, on the Hermon range, as well as the
soil around that place. Traces of extinct

copper works are also to be found on Leba-
non (cf art. ' Metals,' in Kitto and Smith ;

Ritter, ' Geography of Palestine,' i. 248).

The Israelites, however, do not seem to

have carried on mining operations them-
selves, but to have been content to obtain
supplies of the useful metals from their

neighbours (2 Sam. viii. 8 ; 1 Ohion. xviii.

8; xxii. 3, 14).

Ver. 10.—When then hast eaten and art

full, then thou shalt bless the Lord thy Ood.
" From this place the Jews have made it a
general rule, or, as they call it, an affirm-

ative precept, that every one bless God at

their meals, that is, give him thanks for

his benefits ; for he blesses ns when he
bestows good things on us, and we bless

him when we thankfully acknowledge his

goodness therein " (Patrick).

Vers. 11—14.—Wealth is apt to engender
in the possessor of it a spirit of self-gratu-

lation and pride, and abundance of good
things to induce men to be luxurious, " to

trust in uncertain riches," and to be for-
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getful of the bounteous hand from which

all that they enjoy has come. Against

this the people are here cautioned and

warned.

Ver. 15.—Who led thee through that great

and terrible wilderness, wherein were fiery

serpents, etc. "The fiery serpent" and

"the scorpion" (sing.) are in apposition to

the " wilderness," and illustrate its terrible-

ness. Fiery serpents—o(/)6is To^s Qavarovv

ras, LXX.—or burning serpents, so called

from the burning pain caused by their bite ;

probably the cerastes, or one of the naja

species (cf. Numb. xxi. 6).

Ver. 16.-1*6 grand end of all God'i

dealings with the Israelites in the desert,

both the trials to which they were subjected

and the benefits they received, was that he

might di) them good ultimately. Thy latter

end ; not the end of life, as in Numb, xxiii.

10, but the state ensuing on the termination

of their period of discipline and probation

in the desert (cf. Job viii. 7; xlii. 12; 2 Pet.

ii. 20). God thus dealt with the Israelites

as he still deals with his people; he afflicts

them not for his pleasure but for their

profit (Heb. xi. 12); he subjects them to

trial and varied discipline that he may fit

them for the rest and joy that in the end
are to be theirs.

Vers. 17, 18.—The blessing in rtore for

them was God's free gift to them; and
when they came to enjoy it they were not to

allow themselves to say in their heart, i.*.

to think or imagine, that the prosperous
condition in which tiiey were placed was
the result of their own exertions; they
were to ascribe all to God's gracious bounty,
for from him hail come tlie power by which
prosperity had been gained, and this he
had given, not on account of any merit in

them, but that he might fulfil his covenant
engagements to their fathers. Get wealth
7;n HB'j;, to make strength, to gather sub-

stance (Gen. xii. 5), to procure wealth
(Ruth iv. 11, margin ; Ezek. xxviii. 4). Aa
it is this day. "As was quite evident then,
when the establishment of the covenant
had already commenced, and Israel had
come through the desert to the border of

Canaan (see ch. iv. 20) " (Keil).

Vers. 19, 20.—Moses enforces hia counsel
by reminding them again that only destruc-
tion awaited them should they forget tlie

Lord their God and apostatize from him
(cf. oh. iv. 25, eto. ; vi. 14>.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Lifers meaning discerned by the retrospect of it. The remark has not

iinfrequently been made that incidents closely connected cannot be rightly understood

till the time has come for them to be reviewed in their entirety as matters of history.

What is true of events generally, applies in all its force to the wonders included in the

rescue and wanderings of the people of Israel. And that which may be said of them,

holds good, in this respect, of the life-story of God's children now. Two words would

sum up the pith of their experience—"redemption," "training." Redeemed first,

trained afterwards. Redeemed, that they might be trained ; trained, that they might

become worthy of the redemption. Both the redemption and the training had in

Israel's case a depth of meaning of which the people knew little at the time, but which

Israel's God intended from the first. Afterwards, their varied experiences, when re-

viewed as a piece of history, became matter for grateful record and adoriug praise.

The paragraph before us now is " the aged lawgiver reviewing the experiences of Israel

in their wanderings." Four lines of meditation open up

—

I. There abe many lessons which God's childben need to leark. 1. " To
humble thee" (ver. 2). i.e. to bring them to feel their dependence on God. This,

indeed, seems such an obvious truth, that men ought not to need to be taught it. But

we must remember that, before we are redeemed, our training for eternity has never

liegun at all, and that when redemption is with us a realized fact, we then present

ourselves to God only in the rough, relying on his love to make us what we should

be. And one of the lessons we have thoroughly to learn is that " without Christ we
can do nothing." 2. " To prove thee " (ver. 2). A double proof is indicated. (I) Wiiat

they were : " To know what was in thine heart." (2) What they would do :
" Whether

thou wouldest keep his commandments, or no." There is no subject on which the

young convert is so ignorant as—himself ; and he never can become what a Christian

should be till he sees his own conceit. He must become a sadder man ere he can be

a wiser one 3. "That he might make thee know that man doth not live by bread

alone." It has been remarked that, as Moses in this clause refers to the manna, the
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meaning ia : (1) That it is not from nature but from nature's God that supplies conic.

(2) Tliat God is free to adopt any course he pleases in providing food. Doubtless this

is true. But it is not the whole truth, nor do we deem it the truth here intended. We
know that with these words our Saviour repelled one assault of the tempter. This
being so, we are set somewhat on a different track for their interpretation (cf. Matt,
iv. 3, 4). Our Saviour's reply is, in effect, " Man has a double life, not only that of

the body, but also that of the spirit; you ask me to nourish the lower at the expense
of the higher—to get food for the body by a negation of the self-sacrifice for which I

came. It is not bread alone which sustains the man. He has a higher self, which
lives on higher food, and I cannot pamper the lower at the cost of the prostration of

the higher." Now, with such light thrown on the passage by our Lord, we are led to

regard the words of Moses as referring not only to the supply of food, but rather to the

entire discipline in the wilderness, as intended by God to bring out to the people

the reality and worth of the nobler part of man. Our God cares more for growth of soul

than for comfort of budy. His aim is not only to find us food, but to train us for him-
self. Nor was it that they only might learn these lessons, but that others in after

time might see on what rough and raw material the Great Educator will condescend to

work, and with what care he will work upon it.

IL God adopts varied methods of teachino thksb needed lessons. The clauses

in the paragraph indicate these. 1. There was " the way " by which they were led.

It was not given to Israel to choose it. It was not the shortest war. It was " the

right" way, ap{3ointed by God. 2. The method of sending supplies: "Day by day
the manna fell." They were thus taught to live by the day. 3. The disappointments

they met :
'* These forty years." If they had been told, when they set out from

p]gypt, that so long a period intervened between them and Canaan, they would scarcely

have set out. And ii God were to unveil to us the incidents of coming years, we could
not bear the sight. 4. The wants they felt :

" He suffered thee to hunger." God some-
times lets his people feel how completely they are shut up to him, 5. Yet there were
constant proofs of thoughtful care (ver. 4). We do not understand any miracle in-

volved here, still less so odd a one as the rabbis suggested, that the children's clothes

grew upon their backs. The meaning of Moses surely is, "God so provided for their

wants that they needed not to wtar tattered garments, nor to injure their feet by
walking without shoes or sandals." 6. There was also chastening (ver. 5). This word
Includes not only correction but all that lielongs to the training of a child (of. H«h. xii.

7 ; 2 Sam. vii. 14 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 32 ; Job vii. 17, 18 ; Prov. iii. 11, 12 ; Kev. iii. 19).

m. Thebk is a season indicated herb why God takes so iiuch pains to teaoh
these lessons. Ver. 5, " As a man chasteneth his son." We might well ask. Why
should the Great Supreme do so much to educate into shape such raw and rough natures

as ours ? That he should do so at all is, per se, far harder to believe thon any apparent

variation of the ordinary course of physical nature. The reason is found in the words,
" Ye are sons " Israel was God's son, even his firstborn. Believers are the adopted
children of God; hence the greatness of their destiny, and the earnestness ^it their

Leader in training them for it. It may be said, indeed, by an unbeliever, " J have all

these changes in life, but they are not training me," etc. No, because the one condition

is wanting under which all theae come to be a training—sonship. This order is never

reversed—rescued, then educated. If men have not known the first, they cannot under-

stand the second.

IV. If God cases so much to train, wk should carefully ooNsmEr: what his

TBAiNiNa MEANS. (Yeis. 2, 5.) Let us understand what a high moral and spiritual aim
God has in the culture of this life of ours I The life of a man is not a mere material

something, on a pliysical basis; it is the expression of a plan of God. Then let us be as

anxious to be rightly educated for eternity, as God is so to educate us. Never let us allow

the lower ends ot life to master the higher (ver. 6). Ever let us keep the end of life

in view. For eternity we are meant, and for eternity we should live. Some have life

largely in retrospect, even now. Do they not see that the past is explained by the

present? Even so the present will be explained by the future (John xiii. 7). Let
them rejoice that they have a Father who guides by the way which he sees to bo

right, and not " according to their mind." Some have life before them. 1. Let it be

the supreme desire to let life become what God wants it to be—a continuous advance
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iu ircpaiation for heaven. This is of more consequence than all the ease and comfort

in tlie world. 2. Recognize and praise the kindness of God in giving men these

chequered experiences of life, if tliey do but educate for higher service. Don't let us

wonder if we cannot understand God's ways at the time. We shall in the end. 3. If

we want God to train us for glory—first, we must come out of Ecrypt. The education

cannot begin in the land of bondage,—we must first be the Lord's free men ; then, let

us leave the way and metiiod of the culture entirely to God. If he were to let us

;hoose the way, what mistakes we should make ! Our faith in God even in youth

should be such as to lead us to say, " Father, my supreme desire is to grow like thee,

and to live with thee. I know not by what paths I need to be led, nor through what

discipline I need to be brought, to bring about this end. I leave all in thy gracious

iiands, desiring that thine infinite wisdom and love should order all things for me.

Here 1 am. Take me as I am, all guilty and defiled. Make me what I should be

;

and if by thy grace I am ripened for and led to Canaan, then will I sing, ' Blessing,

and honour, and glory, and power, to him which sitteth upon the throne, and to the

[jamb, for ever and ever
! '

"

Vers. 7— 10.

—

The duty of thankfulness for the hounty of God in nature. The
people of Israel were being led by the Lord their God to a land beautiful, luxuriant,

fruitful. (For an account of the productions of Palestine, of the fertility of its soil,

and of the treasures hidden in its hills, see works by Kitto, Stanley, Wilson, Thomson,

and others ; as well as Bible dictionaries and cyclopaedias, under the several headings.)

Evidently, at the time Moses uttered the words before us, the people had not reached

that land ; though they were expecting shortly to do so. In view thereof, Moses bids

them (ver. 10) bless the Lord their God for the good land he had given them. Hence

our subject : " the duty of recognizing the hand of God in the bounties of nature, and of

thankfulness for the use of them."

I. There is a marvellous adaptation in external nature to the constitution

AND WANTS OF MAN. (Each of the varied terms used in vers. 7—9 will afford vast

scope for the expansion of this thought. And the wider the range of knowledge, the

greater delight will such expansion afford to one who longs to make others see the

variety of the Divine goodness.) What a vast and prolonged preparation must there

have been to fit this world for the use of those who should hereafter dwell upon

it ! And then, when all is ready, man, the crown of God's earthly creation, comes

last upon the scene, with " all things put under his feet."

II. All the wealth of earth is a gift to man. " The good land which he

hath given thee " (ver. 10). It is but reasonable that we look at the profusion of

riches upon and within the earth as a "gift." "What have we that we have not

received ? " Where were we when " the foundations of the earth " were laid ? Yet

some would have us adopt a " religion of humanity," as if humanity were to be praised

for the physical basis of its own existence 1 A Power not in man nor of man hath

given us all.

III. The gift cometh from a Personal Being. " The Lord thy God for the good

land which he hath given thee." The Power from which nature's wealth cometh, is not

a blind non-intelligent force. For man's own intelligence has to be accounted for ; and

even if impersonal forces could have wrought out matter, it is axiomatically certain

that impersonality could not produce personality. So far natural religion can go. But
our text takes us further.

IV. Nature's wealth cometh from the Lord our God. " Our God." He is not an
" Unknown." We may not set up an altar, 'KyviaTtp 9i$. We know him as a redeeming

God, as One who delights to exercise loving-kindness, righteousness, and judgment in

the earth. And since God is revealed to us in Christ, we learn thereby that the long

preparations of earth have been going on with a view of setting up on it the new
creations of redeeming grace. This is " the liidden wisdom, which God ordained before

tlie world, unto our glory." Oh, the boundless meaning of the expression, *' The Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world "

!

V. All this should call forth special thankfulness from our heabts and
LIPS. "Thou shalt bless," etc. We may go very far beyond the merely personal con-

sideration which Moses suggests here. We know more clearly, therefore we should
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praise more intelligently, devoutly, and warmly. Israel might include some, w«
ebould take in all, tlie fullowing considerations, to stimulate to intense thankfulness.

1, We were nothing, had nothing, and yet we have all given to us "richly to enjoy."

2. We are sinful, and have forfeited thereby even our natural claim. Yet all is

continued to us, in unwearying kindness and unabated faithfulness. 3. We hare not
only the actual possessions of earth's wealth, but are put in possession of the mind and
purpose of the Great Framer of all, that ours may be the praise of understanding hearts.

4. We read that God wills to have on this globe a ransomed people, ours, therefore, may
well be the jubilant praise of redeemed men. 5. We are not here merely to enjoy this

world and then to know no other, but to enjoy this world as a stepping-stone to another.

Hence ours should be the triumphant shout of men with a glorious destiny ahead, and
of those who use this world so as to help them to a better. Finally: 6. The present

form of earth is destined to fall away. God will " make all things new " (Ps. cii. 26 ; Heb.
i. 12 ; 2 Pet. iii. 13). We for whom this world was made, will then be rejoicing in

God, and will be enraptured to see what ever-advancing torms of beauty " he hath
prepared for them that love him." Thus ours should be the praise of men on whom
even the too oft-repeated dirge, " passing away," leaves no trace of gloom or of regret.

If we are the redeemed of the Lord, our life may be a song of thankBgiving, and our
death a shout of victory 1

Vers. 11—18.—(See Homiletics : ch. tL 10—19.)

Ver. 16.—(See Homiletics : ch. viii. 1—6.)

Vers. 17, 18.

—

Banger of self-glorification. The enjoyment of Gbd's mercies, which
sh(juld be so provocative of thankfulness, may become a snare, if we are not careful to

guard against their misuse. Several of the dangers to which prosperity makes us liable

are dealt with in the Homily referred to above. Here, there is one specially named,
which is perhaps the most common of all, viz. that of attributing success in life

to one's own skill, or wisdom, or might :
" And thou say in thine heart. My power and

the might of mine hand hath gotten me this wealth " (see Ezek. xxviii. 4, 5 ; xxix. 3

;

Ps. xii. 3 ; Judg. viL 2). So strong is the tendency to accredit ourselves with any
gains which may be ours, in a vain, self-glorifying spirit, that we cannot ba too
anxious to guard against it, by exposing the sin and evil of it.

I. It is untrue. However much care we may have taken to ensure success,

whether we gain our end or no, has been dependent at every moment on a conjunction
of circumstances, which we were as powerless to bring about or to avoid, as to create
the tides or arrest the moon. And even the ability to take care, and to put forth

effort, has been a gift. We are violating the first rudiments of most certain truth,

when we take the credit of success in life to ourselves.

IL It IS DISLOYAL. For it is God who gives us the power to get wealth. We owe
all we have to his bounty, and even the very breath we draw, to his unceasing care.

The laws on which we have relied to bring prosperity have been of God's creation.

And for a creature to plume himself on the gifts of the Creator, who can adequately
set forth such injustice to high Heaven ?

III. It IS unguateful. For, as if it were not enough that the Most High should
have all our faults to bear with unceasingly—is it not marvellously ungrateful that
cieatures who would have long ago been cut down except for the long-suffering of God,
should pride themselves on the abilities which have be^u in such forbearance continued
to them ?

rV. It IS MOST MISCHIEVOUS IN ITS EFFECTS. For it nurses pride, instead ol

fostering thankfulness. It genders selfishness, it freezes benevolence, and will surely
breed a covetous, tyrannous, haughty disposition, if not fought against and overcome.

V. It is OFFENSIVE IN God's SIGHT. (Prov. vi. 10, 17 ; Jas. iv. 6 ; 1 Pet. v. 5.)
God sets himself in array against pride of heart. How can it be otherwise? " What
communion hath light with darkness?" God will dwell with the contrite and humble
ipirit, but " the proud he knoweth afar off."

VI. It is the reverse of that which Gods designs. (Ver. 16.) For the varied
experiences of life are an appeal of God to men as moral beings, '* to humble them and
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prove them ;

** and if, in spite of all, any take the credit to themselves of their own
prosperity, God's own intent in their life-history is being reversed.

VII. It will sooner ob later bring humiliation and sdfferino. (Prov. xxix.

23.) Again and again does our Saviour also lay down this principle, that jiiide ex-

jxjsesto much shame (Matt xxiii. 12 ; Luke xiv. 11 ; xviii. 14). It is noi for us to say

in any individual case, in what form the debasement or disappointment will come.

But come it will. It may be in une or more of the following ways : 1. By the removal of

the wealth which was gained, and a su^lden plunge from prosperity to adversity. It is

sad when men have to part with all before they will learn that God gave all ! 2. By
depriving men of any further power to attend to worldly concerns, they may have to

see their utter helplessness without God. 3. By a searching dealing with the spirit in

the furnace of tribulation, God may graciously burn up the pride, and purge away
corruption. But the process is a terrific one, even here. It is being saved, "yet so as by
fire." Still, it is better to be saved, even thus, cost what it may (1 Cor iii. 18). It is

only when God succeeds in " humbling " us, that he can do us good " at the latter end."

4. If, after all warnings, teachings, and strivings, God's voice is still unheard, and pride

still rears itself up against him, he will reckon the proud one as " the chaflf which the

wind drivetli away." And oh, how will this self-elation shrivel up then (see Isa. ii.

10—22)! God will not give his glory to another (1 Sam. ii. 30; Mah iv. 1). What
reversals of position will that day ^\'itness ! That which the world reckoned as " great

wealth" will come to nought, and the "wealthy" one will be bankrupt for eternity
;

while those who in lowliness of spirit have received thankfully the least of God's gifts,

shall have him as their " exceeding great Reward." To such he will say, " Friend,

come up higher
!

"

Vera. 19, 20.—(See Homiletics : ch, xxviiL)

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Th« moral uses of memory. The memory of man exerts a mighty

influence over his history and his destiny. Minus memory, man would be altogether

another being. Remembrance of the past is a guide-post, or a beacon, lor the future.

The key-word of this passage is " all
: " " all the way ; " " every word ;

" "all the

commandments."
I. The scope of memory. " All the way which the Lord thy God hath led thee."

1. Remember thy netds—hov many, how various, how urgent. Our hourly dependence

upon material substance for food, and upon a Power beyond and above ourselves, ought

to make us profoundly humble. Is there an occupant of this globe so full of need of

many sorts as man ? 2. Bememher thy special perils. Every man has his particular

dangers, as the Hebrews had in the desert—perils arising from outward circumstance,

moral temptations, evil powers, personal defects and infirmities, distinctive vocation.

3. Bememher Ood's suitable supplies. Their needs in the desert were tinique &r\d

unprecedented J yet God was prepared for every emergency. It was open to him either

to diminish the need, or else to institute new methods of supply. What if the sandy

soil refused to yield a harvest ! He can distil a harvest from the dewy air. What if

flax be wanting as a material from which to fabricate raiment! He can stay, by a

volition, the progress of decay and wear. What though the journeys tend to injure

and blister the feet ! He can make the skin durable as iron and brass. There shall be

special blessing for special need. Every man's history is more or less special. Every

point of our past history teems with footprints of God. Placed under the microscope

of pious memory, every atom yields surprising lessons, sparkling truths.

II. The moral uses of memory. They may be summed up under one head, viz.

to perceive that God was in every event—that every word of God is a force for giving

life. 1. A calm review of (he past discovers the moral purpose God has hpt in vieiv.

As when a man stands in the midst of complicated machinery, he is deafened by the

roar, and bewildered by the manifold nioviments, that he cannot detect the definite

end which that machine serves. To gain that knowledge, he must move away, and
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take in by one glance the effect of the whole. So, amid the whirl and excitement of

passing events, we do not discern the definite purpose God has in view. We must get

a bird's-eye view from a new elevation. To reduce the pride of man's heart, to persuade

him that God rules, are laudable purposes of Divine learlings. 2. The remembrance

of the past exhibits thefatherly disciplines of Ood. Mingled tenderness and severity is

conspicuous in God's dealings. We can see 7ioiv that we had the sunshine of his

favour when we kept the pathway of obedience, and that as often as we became way-
ward, the rod of his indignation fell. We can sec no/u the likeness between God's
treatment of us, and our fatherly treatment of our children. Faithful discipline is

better every way than foolish fondness. 3. Memory revealed to them the/act that Ood
was making in their life a great experiment. The vicissitudes and hardships and
surprising deliverances iu the wilderness were now seen to be tests, by which God
would discover whether the people were worthy of Canaan, competent to be the de-

pository of his truth. The object was to prove them, whether they could be entrusted
with this Divine mission. So, every man's life is God's experiment, The question to

be solved in each of our lives is this, " Are we worthy a place in God's eternal kingdom ?
"

Every effort is made by God to make this experiment successful. 4. A review of the

past serves to show that man has a nobler life than that of the body. The main purpose
why the Hebrews had been fed for forty years on manna was this, viz. to demonstrate
that our well-being is not dependent on material things. Man lives not by bread, but
by the Divine word. Even bread itself is a product of God's word. All the processes

of mastication, digestion, assimilation, are the effects of Divine command. Our entire

life is nourished by the word of God. Practical obedience is to the soul's life what
digestion is to the life of the body. " My meat and drink is to do the will of my
Father in heaven."

III. The benefiobnt effects of a memory devoutly exercised. If we re-

member " all the way "—its subtle and intricate windings, and the faithful leadership of

our Guide ; if we appreciate the vital value of " every word " of Jehovah ; we shall

resolve henceforth to keep "all his commandments." 1. Bemembrance will excite

gratitude. Our gratitude is largely deficient, because we do not consider and reflect.

If memory will fulfil her office well in supplying fuel for the altar of the heart, the
flame of love will burn with a more constant glow. 2. Remembrance of Divinefavours
will convince us that God's interests and ours are identical. It is the natural effect of

sin to persuade us that God is our enemy. We say, " Depart from us." But, when
with ^unbiased mind we ponder the proofs of God's kindness, we yield to the
evidence that he is a true Friend. Experience teaches us that it is our interest to obey.

3, Bemembrance of past favours aids the operations of conscience. The conscience
becomes hard before it becomes blind. Whatever keeps alive feeling in the conscience
benefits the whole man. If there be light and life in a man's conscience, he will

resolutely say, "I must not sin. I will fear God and keep his commandments."
4. Vivid remembrance of God's past goodness is a viyoi ous incentive to obedience. A
sense of obligation for the past cannot fully express itself, except in acts of hearty
obedience. When we realize fully that our every step has been under God's guidance,
that every good thing has come from our Father's hand, and that every word of his is

empowered to give us joyous life,—then are we constrained to say, '* All that the Lord
commandeth us will we do."—D.

Vers. 7—20.— Wealth perilous to piety. God's policy in the government of men is

to win by prodigal kindness. A churlish parsimony has never been found with him ;

—

the very opposite. An open eye discovers widespread munificence—a royal banquet.
The present is only a sample of the future. The full inheritance is always the object

of hope. The children of a king have large expectations. This passage contains

—

I. A NOTABLE INSTANCE OF DrvTNE MUNIFICENCE, 1. The heritage of Israel was a
"good land." Both climate and soil were suited to every variety of natural producLion.
The fruits of the North, and the fruits of the Tropics, might alike find a home there.

Untold ages had passed, during which God had been slowly preparing that land for

Israel, and storing it with elements of fertility, and wealth of minerals. 2. Others had
been employed to bring the virgin soil under culture. The harder and more unprofitable

toil had been •ccomplished. The house of Israel was already well furnished, as when
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» bridegroom brings home his bride. 3. There was every variety of provisum. This

betokened thoughtful foresight and tender affection. No needed good had been

overlooked. The beneficent Creator had furnishrd, not only the necessaries of life,

but erery luxury. Whatever could please the palate, or gratify a taste, or invigorate

the health, was there. These were pictures of heavenly good ; for as yet the people

could not appreciate the imperishable treasures of the spirit-land. 4. This inheritance

was unpurchased and unreserved. It made them, body and soul, debtors to God. Had

they preferred to purchase it with money, they had nought of their own ; they could

not create the medium of barter. They had not obtained it by the merit of obedieiice.

They were the recipients of distinguished favour—pensioners on the Divine bounty.

If it be said that they obtained the land by right of conquest, it must be counter-said

that the Lord had given them victory. The battle was the Lord's. Herein God de-

Bif^ued to conquer their proud spirits by the generosity of his love. 5. This inheritance

u°as not the final end. God had ulterior purposes of good yet beyond, towards the

realization of which this was a stepping-stone. His next design was to " establish his

covenant with them." At present, they were reaping the fruit of their fathers' faith.

This was a reward for Abraham's piety. If they should prove faithful, they too should

be promoted to higher things. Canaan was not a home, but a school-house.

II. The passage contains valuablb counsel. The counsels of clear-eyed,

Tcne'rable wisdom are more precious than pearls. 1. The counsel prescribes grateful

recollection. Having received such measxu-eless kindness, it would be the rankest

villany to forget the Giver. Over the sunken rock of ingratitude a triple beacon stands

:

" Beware 1 " Give this murderous reef ample sea-room. Here many a gallant ship has

gone to rweces. 2. The counsel directs suitable requital. " Thou shalt bless the Lord

thy Godr' But can man confer any blessing on his Maker? Can we add to God's

wealth or enjoyment ? In a sense we can. Dispositions are aeccj >ted as deeds.
_
If we

are not willing to give to God aU we have, our hearts are base. We can bring him the

wealth of our love. We can bring him the music of our praise. We can bring him

the devotion of our lives. Does his voice whisper to us from heaven, " It is well that

it is in thine heart " ? Does he smell the sweet savour of our sacrifice? 3. The counsel

includes practical obedience. Obedience, if genuine, will be complete. It will embrace

every known command. If we observe some commandments, and consciously neglect

others, this it not obedience ; we are merely doing our own will. Whether we perceive

the reason of the command or not, we shall honour it as our Lord's will—as our Lord

himself. No matter what compliance costs, we will give it. Ours not to reason why.

True obedience is hearty, complete, perpetual.

III. This passage inbicates imminent pebim. 1. Wealth often leadx to fleshly

indulgence. With abundance in our possession, it is easier to indulge the appetites than

to deny them. Yet the higher life can only be developed at the expense of the lower.

" Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom." 2. Wealth breeds self-sufficient pride.

It serves to weaken our sense of dependence upon God. When from our visible stores

every felt need can be supplied, we are prone to forget the unseen Giver. Most men
may well thank God that the temptations of wealth dwell not under their roofs.

"How hardly shall they that have riches enter into the kingdom of God!" in

the hot-bed of riches, the flower of sweet humility does not thrive. 3. Wealth loses

sight of its own origin. It has a short memory for obligations. The millionaire soon

forgets the days of poverty and struggle—forgets the Friend who succoured him in his

extremity—kicks away the ladder by which he rose. Riches naturally encumber and

stifle the flame of religious feeling. 4. Riches beget in us false confidence. Like

Nebuchadnezzar, we say, " Is not this great Babylon, that I have built ? " We find

a delicious pleasure in hearing our own skill and sagacity praised. The tide of natural

feeling sets strongly towards self-trust. 5. Eiches tend towards idolatry. In the dayi

of poverty we did not object to be accounted singular ; but in the time of wealth we

aspire to do as others do. It is arduous to have to think for one's self, to rely upon

one's own judgments, to pursue a course which men will ridicule. If others bow down

to their own net, or rear a popular idol, we too must bow down and worship it. Wealth

has given us prominence, set us on high, and we must not risk our new reputation.

It is easier to drift with the stream than to stem it. 6. Justice, with her balance* and

tword is always nigh. No man can defraud God. If the Amorites were thrust out
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from the land because they had become flagrant idolaters, so also shall the Israelites

if they become Totaries of idols. As the Hebrews conquered the Canaanites, so did

the Assyrians vanquish the Hebrews. One law shall prevail for all. If we have not

been overwhelmed in one disaster, we may be overtaken suddenly by another minister

of justice. Sin shall bear its own proper fruit. Every nation and every indivitlual

shall " go to his own place." From the summit of earthly magnificence to the lowest

pit of misery, there is often a single step. " I saw," says Bunyan, " that there was a

way to hell, even from the gate of the celestial city." " Be not highminded, but fear."

Riches make a slippery descent to ruin.—D.

Vers. 2—6.

—

The uses of adversity. It is a great matter when in any experience of

life we can read the Divine purpose in bringing us through it. The speaker in these

verses unfolds the design and lessons of the wilderness discipline. Our Lord, in the
temptation, found an application to himself (Matt. iv. 4). Every believer will find

the same in seasons of adversity.

I. Adversity a Divine ordinance!. (Ver. 2.) 1. Divinely sent. "The Lord
thy God led thee" (cf. Matt. iv. 1). Jesus led of the Spirit into the wilderness.

Adversity may come through natural laws, as the necessary result of sin or folly

;

even so it is of God's ordinance—the punitive expression of his will. But adversity
is not necessarily punitive. The best man living may be led into straits of aflBiction,

of which his own actions are not in the least the causes (Job i., ii.). It is God who has
" led " him thither for some purpose of his own. 2. The duration of which is divinely
determined : " these forty years." God marks for us the term of our probations. Jesus
was " forty days " without bread (Matt. iv. 2).

II. The gracious uses of adversity. That of the Israelites was designed : 1. To
humble them. It aimed at destroying the spirit of self-dependence, out of wliich comes
pride and haughtiness (vers. 17, 18). It made them feel how absolutely they depended
for everything upon God—taught them how at every step they hung upon his will.

2. To teach them reliance. Faith is reliance on u Divine Power working for us and in us,
" What shall we eat ? What shall we drink ? Wherewithal shall we be clothed ?

"

Faith cannot tell, but it waits God's time *od God's way of providing, confident that
m his own way he will provide. This was Christ's attitude in the wilderness (Matt. iv.

4). 3. To ttst obedience. Adversity acts as a test of the disposition. The end of
God's discipline is to bring to lii^ht hidden lines of character, and to advance life to a
crisis. It forces us to moral determination. Will we obey God or will we not ? The
younger geneiation of Israel, whatever their faults, showed by their conduct then and
thereafter (Josh. xxiv. 31) that the discipline of the wilderness had not been without
good results.

III. God is with us en adversity. Though bread failed, God fed them with
manna (ver. 3). Their every want was supplied. Jesus teaches us to trust the
Father for the supply of all our needs (Matt. iii. 25, 34). His own trust, vindicated in
I he refusal to make stones into bread, was rewarded by angels ministering unto him
(Matt. iv. 11). He " ate angels' food" (Vs. Ixxviii. 25). Our wants are not supplied
by miracle, but by providence, which is aU-suflBcient to provide for us in every ordinary
case.—J. 0.

Ver. 3.

—

Not bread, hut God's Word. The lesson of the manna gathered up into one
concise sentence. It teaches us

—

I. To SEE God in secondary causes. The Word of God is as truly the creative and
nourishing principle in ordinary bread as it was in the extraordinary supply of manna.
It is not bread, as something subsisting independently, but bread as the product ol
Divine power, and as possessing properties which the Word of God imparts to it and
upholds in it, which is the stafifof life and the object of our prayers (Matt, vi.ll).
IL To BELIEVE IN GoD ACTING ABOVE NATURE AS WELL AS IN IT. If God wills life

to be sustained, he can sustain it in other ways than by bread. He is not tied up to
one set of means. He can act, if it pleases him, independently of means alto<^ether
the creative word being sufficient to sustain. This is the direct meaning of the text,'

and a part of the significance of Christ's answer to the tempter (Matt. iv. 4).
III. To recognize IN MAN THE EXISTENCE OF A UIOHEB LIFK THAN THE PHYSICAL.
DEUTERONOMY. ^
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The physical U not the highest in us. We do not live by bread alone. A higher life

is found in depending on God's Word, in obeying it, and in abiding by it, whatever

the immediate consequences. The lower life may need to be given up that the higher

may be saved (Matt, xvi 25).—J. 0.

Ver. 5.

—

God the Chastener, L Chabtisemekt is a necessity op cub mobal
NATUBK. He is no wise parent who spares the rod when the good of the child requires

that chastisement be administered. Gentler metho«ls failing, the undutiful son ought

to be chastised. He deserves it. He needs the discipline. It acts wholesomely upon

him, awakening conscience, begetting respect for paternal authority, deterring from

evil, leading probably to penitence and submission.

II. Chastisement is an essential part of God's treatment of his children.

His chastisements proceed from love (Heb. xii. 6). They are wisely meted out, and aro

always for our profit (Heb. xiL 10). God can hear to punish. He will not allow our

faults to slip. He will make us feel when we do wrong, hedging up our way, and

laying stripes upon us. God's children have the comfort of knowing that they are

thus in a Father's hand, and that in all they suffer they ar©^ being chastened by
unerring love and wisdom.

in. Chastisement is a part op God's disciplink op us fob which wb shoitld bb

OBATKPDL. Not murmuring, but submitting to it. Without this chastisement : 1. How
forgetful of Grod would we soon become 1 2. How haughty and self-willed! 3. How
dilatory in duty 1—J. 0.

Vers. 7—10.

—

The good land. L A land op oeeat katttbal advantages—

a

wealthy possession. Wood, water, metals, a fertile soil, good pasturage, honey in the

clefts of the rocks, etc. (ch. xL 11, 12 ; xxxiiL 13—16, 19, 25). Dr. Dykes remarks on

it as uniting, as no other does, the two indispensable conditions of central position and

yet of isolation, and points out that few regions offer so few temptations to corrupt the

simplicity of their inhabitants, or better facilities for the defence of their liberties

(' Abraham,* ch. iii.). A yet richer inheritance awaits the Chris' ian, who is brought

through the fire and water of tribulation to "a wealthy place" (Fs. Ixvi. 12; 2. Cor.

iv. 17, 18 ; Heb. xL 16 ; 1 Pet. i. 4).

n. A LAND OP GBEAT OUTWARD PLEASANTNESS—a beautifuJ possession. The

speaker dwells in captivating detail on the features of its beauty—its hills and valleys,

gushing with springs and cleft with innumerable water-courses
;

picturesque in its

scenery, richly cultivated, diversified in its natural productions; blending with its agri-

cultural and pastoral beauties the graces of the vine-clad slope, of the olive garden, of

orchardia of luaciou* fruits. A type of the fairer land beyond—the Canaan of the

IIL A LAND OP BXHAUSTLESS PLENTT—a Satisfying possession. " Eat bread without

scarceness," etc (ver. 9). God was not ashamed to be called their God, having provided

for them so rich a possession. Yet how poor were its satisfactions ns compared with

those which await believers (Rev. xxL 4) 1

The land was given them in fulfilment of promise ; for the possession of it God had

been preparing them in the wilderness ; and the sharpness of the desert experience

made the rest and delights of it sweeter when they came. ** Trials make the promise

sweet," etc—J. 0.

Yen. 10 Id.—'The dangers of wealth. L Wealth ib dangerous without the

PREVIOUS TBAININO OP ADVERSITT. Those who. Cradled in the lap of luxury, have

never known struggle and difiiculty are rarely persons of meek, humble, chastened dis-

positions. As rarely are those whose schemes have been so uniformly prosperous as

to give colour to the thought, " My power and the might of mine hand hath gotten me

this wealth." The former class lack moral fibre, are seldom competent to grapple with

the problems of earnest life, shrink from action, and consequently fall an easy prey to

the temptations of their wealth. The others are bold, daring, self-sufiicieut, and superior

to religious considerations. They waive God aside from their plans and schemes—" I

do not need that hypothesis "—and refuse to worship, honour, pray to, or serve him.

Adversity, to a certain extent, tends to correct these faults. It teaches humility and
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dependeDce, proves the heart, and forms it to habits which enable it to use wealth

rightly.

II. Wealth is dangerous, even with the training op adversity, unless the
LESSONS OF adversity HAVE BEEN IMPROVED. Adversity, uahappily, does not always
produce in men's hearts the salutary efiFects which philosophy assigns to it. It may
harden instead of softening and subduing. MultitU(1es pass through it and are none the

better. They are unyielding, unsubmissive, impenitent. They grow bitter in spirit,

and accuse the God of heaven. In such a case the return of prosperity, or tlie gift of

it, is no blessing. The heart gets haughtier than ever, and God is defied (Obad. 3, 4).

It is a serious question for a nation to put to itself, after passing through a period of

adversity, Is it morally the better for its sufferings? For, if not, the revival of pros-

perity will mean but the revival of the old follies, extravagances, and inflations—the

very things which formerly led God to turn his frown upon it.

III. There is a danger, when wealth comes, of the lessons learned in adversity
BEING again forgotten. This is the peculiar danger apprehended in the text.

Wealth has so subtle and ensnaring an influence, it draws the afi'ections so stealthily

away from God, that no temptation is to be compared with it in point of insidiousness.

A threefold danger: 1. Undue elation of heart. 2. Forgetfulness of God. 3. A spirit

of self-sufficiency and self-glorification. The preventive lies in the cultivation of a

thankful spirit (vcr. 10), and in the recollection that the power to get wealth is not of

ourselves, but from God (ver. 18). This is the root-error in the matter—stopping

at second causes, putting nature and nature's laws, or our own wisdom, energy, and
forethought, in place of him without whom we could not think a thought, move a

muscle, or carry through to completion one of our purposes. Best preventive of all is

•ihe laying up of treasure in heaven ; for, " where your treasure is, there will your heart

be also" (Matt. vi. 19—22).- J. 0.

Ver. 10.

—

The blessing of a thankful spirit. I. A thankful spirit conserves the
BLESSINGS OF THE PAST. It goes back on God's dealings with it. It keeps alive the

memory of his goodness. It delights in counting over the blessings it has received

(Ps. xl. 5). In it the fountain of gratitude can never get frozen up, for the springs are

daily flowing from a warm heart (I's. ciii. 1—4).

IL A THANKFUL SPIRIT ENABLES US TO USE ARIGHT THE BLESSINGS OF THE PRESENT.
It guards against sinful elation, against proud self-sufficiency. It keeps us from
forgetting whence our blessings flow. By a sense of God's goodness daily renewing
itself, it makes the heart kind and sympathetic, sensitive to the wants and woes of

others. The spirit is softened and sweetened. Under adversity, it conduces to renig-

nation and cheerfulness.

III. A THANKFUL SPIRIT HELPS US TO PBAT FOB BLESSINGS IN THE FXTTURB. HcDCe
the rule that prayer is to be accompanied with thanksgivings (Eph. v. 20; Col. iii. 15

;

Phil. iv. 6). Thanksgiving strengthens faith, gives encouragement, enables us to pray
with due submission to God's will, prepares us for the reception of the blessings that

we seek. Without thankfulness for past mercies, it ia impossible to pray aright for

future ones.—J. O.

Ver. 16.

—

Oood at the latter end. I. Qod*b discipline of us is not without its

END. No man even, whose action has any meaning in it, but has an end in what he
does. It may be alleged that God's action has regard to men only in the mass; that
in that view of it his action has an end ; but that a special purpose is not traceable in

his dealings with individuals. The truer philosophy sees purpose everywhere. The
individual soul is of interest to God. He deems it worthy of being an end in itself.

Though subordinately to the general good, he shapes his providence with a view to its

individual well-being (Matt. x. 29—31). For

—

II. God's discipline op us is meant to turn to oub ultimate advantage. " To
do thee^oodat thy latter end." The immediate object of God's disci[)line is to form
character ; to create and develop love, trust, and obedience ; to uproot evil dispositions

;

to break down self-will and self-dependence. The ultimate end of it is tiie servic* and
blessedness of heaven. There may be some service which God is pre})aring us for on
»^arth, some possession he wishes to give us, some trust he is about to repose in us.
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But heaven is the goal of all (2 Cor. iv. 17; 1 Pet. L 7; Rev. iii. 10—13: rii
li—17).

III. The fvd of God's discipline of us will not be fully been till the goal
cs REACHED, /ill theu OUT duty is to do present work, and improre by preseni
training.—J. 0.

Vera. 1—6.

—

The lessons of the wilderness. Moses here recalls the leadings of God
in the wilderness, for the warning and instruction of the Israelites. And we are taught,
surely, such lessons as these

—

I. The way of salvation is one also of humiliation. This is, indeed, God's
plan, "to hide pride from us." The way of salvation through Christ is humiliating
We are proved by it and made to see what is in our heart.

II. At the same time, it is a way of marvellous mercy. For God supplies our
wants and sustains us in a truly marvellous way, like the Israelites in the wUderness.
Thus

—

1. The manna was to t ach them dependence on his word. It was given when they
were hungry and despairing ; it was given daily ; its only guarantee of continuanc<j

was God's promise ;—all was, therefore, to keep them depending upon his sure word.
And life's discipline brings us to the same persuasion that man must live upon the

promise proceeding out of the mouth of God (cf. Matt. iv. 4). Our Saviour vanquished
Satan's insinuation that he must use his miraculous power or perish, by resolving to

continiie trusting in God.

2. The raiment did not wax old, to strengthen still further their trust. It was a
wonderful arrangement which allowed them forty years' wear in the wilderness out of

the same garments. It must have been good clothing from Egyptian looms. But after

starting there it remained, resisting tlie tooth of time. Each Israelite had evidence on
his person of a particular providence.

3. Neither did the pilgrims become footsore. Their feet did not swell. They were
made equal to their journey. The wilderness was not too rough for them. Their
freedom from bodily inconvenience must have been a great source of satisfaction and
comfort to them.

In a similar way does God supply all our need and fit us for our pilgrimage.

III. God's chastisements are paternal. So was it with Israel in the wilderness.

They suliVred at the hands of God, but it was what wayward children might expect
from a faithful parent.

So is it with ourselves (cf. Ps. ciiL 13 ; Heb. xii. 1—14). Pain becomes blessed

when we know that love sent it for a gracious purpose. We are all in the hands of a

Father in heaven. He deals with us according to his infinite wisdom and love. Let us
make more of the lessons of tnis wilderness journey than ever, and go on in the strength

of God towards the everlasting home, profiting by his chastisements on the way.—B. M. E.

Vers. 7—20.— God forgotten amid second causes. The support of the wilderness

was manifestly miraculous. They could not doubt their dependence there upon God.
They might murmur even amid daily miracle, but they could not doubt it. It would
be different in Canaan, and it is in view of this Moses warns them. There they would
get sustenance in ordinary ways ; and they might say that their own power, and not

God's blessing, made them wealthy.

I. There is a very great tendency to forget God amid the obdeb of nature.
It is supposed God has nothing to do, because we get our supplies through steady
" second causes." But God claims recognition when he blesses us through ordinary

channels as well as when he blesses us through extraordinary. The natural order is

either due to God or arranged itself. We have not credulity sufficient for the latter

hypothesis, and must accept the former.

II. When God asks us to be fellow-workebs with him, it is not to bk ENOBOflsso

WITH OUB WORK AND TO IGNORE HIS. In the wildemess God fed them out of his own
hand, so to speak. But in Canaan he directed them to work for their daily bread.

They were raised from being " spoon-fed " to be " fellow-workers." The temptation in

Canaan was to think that their own hand and jiower had produced the wealth.

It is the same still. From being fellow-workers with God, men, by mere forget*
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fulness, pass into the delusion of being sole workers. Life ia workable, they think,

without God. Atheism is the principle underlying such a life.

IIL This unholy independence of spirit is the sure prelude op national
DECAY. It is not national " self-reliance " which serves a state, but national reliance

upon God in the use of the means he has appointed. Nations that think they can get

on alone are left at length to do so, and God-deserted they perish.

The Canaanites were illustrating this in their own case. They should be a warning
to Israel. Living without God in the world, deiiendiuo; on themselves, they were about
to be removed violently from their ancestral seats. It was so afterwards with IsraeL

They were as a nation effaced from the land where they had been placed in probation.

The captivity of the ten tribes was terrible, and so was that of Judah and Benjamin.
It is this which nations must still guard against. God will not be ignored. If

nations attempt it, they only efface themselves. Dying dynasties and scattered nations
proclaim the existence and retribution of God.
IV. How NEEDFUL, THEN, TO RKCOGNIZE God's HAND IN ALL THINGS ! The prOCCS-

sion of nature—all that is beautiful in second causes, has come from him. The " First

Cause " may surely be allowed to work through " second causes " without forfeiting his

right to recognition and thanksgiving. Our times are largely atheistic, because our
little knowledge of second causes affords such fussy occupation to us, that we have not

taste or time to see the First Cause behind all and using all for his glory.—R. M. £.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IX.

DiSSUASIVES FROM SeLF-RIGHTE0TJ8NES3.

Vers. 1—6.—Israel might acknowledge

that it was of God's free gift that they pos-

sessed the land of Canaan, and yet might

flatter themselves by thinking it was because

of their righteousness and goodness that the

gift was bestowed. To guard against this,

Moses tells them tiuit not because of their

righteousness would God go before them
and drive out tlie mighty peoples that then

occupied the land, but because of the wicked-

ness of these peoples themselves were they

to be extirpated (vers. 1—6). He further

reminds them of their transgressions in the

past, and how they thereby came under the

Divine displeasure, and were saved from

lestruction only through his earnest inter-

•cssion (vers. 7—24).

Ver. 1.—This day ; at this time, very soon.

Nations, etc. (cf. cii vii. 1). Cities [cf. ch. L
28).

Ver. 2.—Anakim (cf. ch. i. 28). It was a
common saying, Who can stand before the
sons of Anak ! But even these gigantic foes

should be unable to stand before Israel (cf.

ch. vii. 24).

Ver. 3.—Understand therefore this day;
rather. And thou knowest to-day or 7iow.

The expression conespoiuls to ver. 1, " Thou
art to pass . . . and thou knowest." In the
victory they had obtained over Sihon and
l)g, they had already had experience of the
i.ord's going before them, and leading them

on in triumph. The reiietition of the He in

this verse is very emphatic. Consuming fire

(cf. ch. iv. 24). Quickly, or suddenly. There
is no contradiction here of what is said in ch.

vii. 22; for there the reference is to the
possession of the land by Israel, here it is

to the destruction which was to come on the
Canaanites—the former was to be by degrees,

the latter was to come suddenly and over-

whelmingly. As Jehovah hath said unto
thee (cf. Exod. xxiii. 23, 27, etc. ; ch. ii. 24,
etc.).

Vers. 4,5.—Speaknotthouin thineheart (cf.

viii. 17). The distinction between righteous-
ness and uprightness (strai.Lrhtness) of heart,

is that the former ("iti") has reference to recti-

tude of conduct, the latter ("lii") to rectitude of

motive and purpose. "By nam in;:,' justice

[righteousness], he excludeth all merit of

works, and by righteousness [ujirightness]
of heart, all inward affections and purposes,
which men might plead, notwithstanding
that they fail in action. Yet these two are
the chief things which God respecteth in

men (Ps. xv. 1, 2; 1 Chron. xxix. 17)"
(Ainsworth).

Ver. 6.—StifEhecked, Aard of neck; stub

born, obstinate, rebellions.

Vers. 7—25.—Slosesreminds them ofmany
instances of their rebelliousness by which
they had provoked the Lord, from the time
of their escape out of Egypt until their

arrival in the plains of Moab. Their re-

bellion began even before they had wholly
escaped from their oppressors, before they

bud passed through the Bed Sea (Exud.
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xiv. 11). Even at Horeb, where, amid

the most affecting manifestationfl alike of

the Divine majesty and the Divine grace,

just after the Lord had Bpoken to them

directly out of the fire, and whilst Moaea

had gone up to receive the tables of

the Law, on which the covenant of God
with Israel was based, and whilst that

covenant was being struck, they had sinned

so grievously as to make to themselves a

molten image, which they worshipped with

idolatrous rites (Exod. xxxi 18—xxxii ,Q;ot

eh. xxiv. 12, etc.).

Ver. 9.—The clause, Then I abode . . .

water, is a parenthesis ; the sentence runs

on from When I was gone, etc., to Then
[not And] the Lord delivered unto me, etc.

Ver. 10.—The day of the assembly ; the day
when the people, called out by Moses, were
gathered together in the plain at the foot of

Mount Sinai (Exod xix. 17).

Vers. 12—14.—(Cf. Eiod. ixxii. 7—10.)
Let me alone ; literally. Desist from m«. i.e.

Do not by pleadings and entreaties attempt
to prevent me ; in Exod. xxxii. 10 the ex-

pression used is, ** Let me rest ; leave me in

quiet Qh nrpan) ; cease to urge me."

Ver. 17.—Moses cast from him the two
tables of stone on which God had inscribed

the words of the Law, and broke them in

pieces in the view of the people, when he
came down from the mount and saw how
they had turned aside from the right way,
and were become idolaters. This was not

the t fleet of a burst of indignation on his

part; it was a solemn declaration that the

covenant of God with his people had been
nullified and broken by their sinful apostacy.

Vers. 18—20.—Moses interceded with God
for the people before he came down from the

mount (Exod. xxii. 11, etc.); but this he
passes over here, merely referring to it in

the words, "as at the first," and makes
special mention only of a subsequent inter-

cession, that mentioned in Exod. xxiiv. 28.

/i the account in Exodus nothing is said
f'' Voses interceding for Aaron specially, as
\\ ell as for the people generally ; but pro-

minence is given to this htre, "cot only
that he might make the people thcwoughly
aware that at that time Israel could not
boast even of the righteousness of its emi-
nent men (cf. Isa. xliii. 27), but also to

bring out the fact, which is described still

more fully in ch. x. 6, sqq., that Aaron's
investiture with the priesthood and the

maintenance of this institution was purely
a work of Divine grace" (Keil). That
Aaron, however, was regarded as especially

to be blamed in this matter is clearly inti-

mated in Exod. xxxii. 21, 22.

Vers. 22—24.—Not only at Horeb, but at

other places and on other occasions, had
Israel provoked the Lord to wrath by their

contumacy. At Taberah, by their com-
plaining and discontent (Numb. xi. 1—3)
at Massah, by their murmuring because of

the want of water (Exod. xvii. 1, etc.); at

Kibroth-hattaavah, by despising the manna,
and lusting for fiesh to eat (Numb. xL 4,etc. );

and at Kadesh-bamea, when on the confines

of the promised land, they distrusted God,
reproached him for having brought them
there to be destroyed, and sought to return

to Egypt (Numb. xiv. 1, etc.; ch. i. 26).

**The list is not arranged chronologically,

but advances from the smaller to the more
serious forms of guilt. For Moses was
seeking to sharpen the consciences of the
people, and to impress upon them the fact

that they had been rebellious against the
Lord (see at ver. 7) from the very beginning,
•from the day that I knew you*" (Keil).

Ver. 25—29.—Having enumerated these

instances of the rebelliousness of the people,

Moses reverts to the apostacy at Sinai, in

order still more to impress on the minds
of the people the conviction that not for any
righteousness or merit of theirs, but solely

of his own grace, was GtKl fulfilling to them
his covenant with their fathers.

Ver. 25.—Thus I fell down before the

Lord forty days and forty nights, as I fell

down at the first ; rather, the forty days and
forty nights in which I fell doum. The
reference is to the intercession before Moses
came down from the mount, described in

Exod. xxxii. 11—13. (For the form of the

expression, cf. ch. i. 46.)

Vers. 26—29.—In these verses the sub-

stance of Moses' intercession is given, and

it is substantially in agreement with the

account in Exodus. Moses pleaded with

God not to destroy that people which was

his own, which he had redeemed for himself

and brought out of Egypt ; besought him to

remember their pious ancestors, and not

to look on the stubbornness and sin of the

people ; and urged that the Divine honour

was concerned in their being conducted to

Canaan, and not let perish in the wilderness,

Ver. 28.—The land, that is, the people ol

the land, as in Gen. xli. 36—the Egyptians;
the verb, accordingly, is in the pluraL

Were the Israelites to perish in the wilder-

ness, the Egyptians might say that God
had destroyed tiiem, either because he was
unable to obtain for them the land he had
promised them, or because he had ceased to

regard them with favour, and had become
their enemy. Neither of these could be,

for were tiiey not the people of his in-

heritanoe, and had he not showed his
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power already ia delivering them oat of

Egypt?
" Afl Moses in this chapter recalls to the

remembrance of Israel this and that place,

itm»t and occa$i<m of their sinning, so should

each one often seriously reflect on h!« past

life. This conduces to humility, to watch-

fulness, and to effort tA improremsat"
(H6rzheimei)i

HOMILETICa

Van. 1—8.—(See Homily on ch. iv. 23, 24.)

Yen. 4, 6.—(See Homilies on eh. ill. 11 ; viL 1—11.)

Vers. 6—12.

—

A six-weeks* religion ; or, emotional religtousneaa not vital godlinnt.

The homiletic treatment of the incidents referred to in ch. ix. 1—x. 5, will require •

careful corapavison of these chapters with the fuller account in Exod. xxxii.—xxxiv.

The special object, however, which Moses has here in view, is to show how entirely

God's mercy to Israel was a self-moved one, and that it was not due to any virtue on

the part of the people. So far from that, they had been wayward from the first. Even
in Horeb (for such ia rather the force of the particle rendered " also " in ver. 8), " Even
in Horeb, ye provoked the Lord to wrath." Here is suggested our first study of this

sad incident in Israel's liistory. Its occurrence was on this wise-
About fifty days after leaving I'^gypt, they were gathered beneath Mount Sinai, to

receive the Law from the Great Supreme. They reverently watched when Moses went
up ; they saw the bounds put, beyond which they must not pass ; they trembled at

the majesty which was before and above them, and awaited the words which should be

spoken. The words of tlie vow went up from their lips, " All that the Lord hath

spoken we will do." Having received the Law, Moses went down and rehearsed it to

them. A second time they responded, " All that," etc. This was not enough. The Law
was to be written, and read over to them, that their vow might be neither blind nor

rash. And a third time the same response was returned. Whereupon the covenant

was ratified with blood, which was sprinkled on the book and all the people, saying,
" This is the blood of the covenant," etc. (see Exod. xxiv. 3—8). It seemed as if a fair

start had been made. Egypt had been conquered, the people had thankfully accepted

the new state of things on which they had entered, and nothing was wanting but the

carrying out of that allegiance they had so repeatedly vowed. Moses, however, has

yet to be a while in solitude with God, to receive further instructions ; hence, having
made arrangements for the conduct of afi'airs in his absence, he again ascends the

mount, and is there for forty days. Unable to understand the reasons for so long a delay,

the people think that Moses has disappointed them, or that he is lost on the mountain,

or has perished in the flame i The thought, once conceived, gathers strength, and the

very people who a few weeks before had seemed so impressible for good, are now as

inflammable for evil 1 They rush upon Aaron, saying, " Up," etc. They wish for

something to strike the senses. The pure conception of an unseen God they were not

cultured enough to retain. Aaron was iar too easily wrought upon by them. If it

be thought that he expected the people's love of finery to be stronger than their

idolatrous propensity, and that they would withdraw tlieir demand when he made his

for their ear-rings, etc., we save Aaron's principle, but at the expense of his judgment.
Anyway, the calf is made. It is not the calf, however, that they worship, for they
proclaim a feast to Jehovah ; it is the second commandment they are breaking, not the

first. Alas! alas! their triple vow, ratified with blood, they break, and in less than
six weeks they are openly and riotously setting at nought the very Law they had sworn
to obeyl How can such a fearfully rapid retrogression be accounted for? If we
regard it as a mere piece of history, with which we have no concern, we shall miss the

intent of the writer (for see 1 Cor. x. 1—12). Here are men who at one moment bid so

fair, yet so shortly after upsetting all I The theme thus opened up to the preacher

is surely this

—

"Emotional religiousness not vital godliness" No one with mach
knowledge of human nature, and certainly few pastors of any lengthened experience,

oin have failed to observe cases far too nearly resembling that before us, of ft merely
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transient emotion in religion, ndsing the hopes of anxious observers one day, only

to disappoint them ere many days are over, and .compelling ^the plaintive words,
" Your goodness is like the morning cloud and the early dew, it goeth awayl" And,
maybe, the change is as inexplicable to themselves as it is dishearteuiug to others.

It may be helpful if we try to remove the perplexity by a study of several inquiries

which such cases suggest.

I. How FAB DOES THIS EMOTIONAL BELIGI0USNES8 GO? There may be a ** receiving the

Word with joy ;
" giving to it, not only a respectful attention, but even mental credence,

gladsome admiration, and a profound conviction that the gospel message exactly meets
the need of guilty, sinful man. And when the beauty, purity, and triumphant issue

of a genuine Christian life are set forth, there may be an eager desire awakened to

know its blessedness, and an inward resolution formed to serve the Lord. The young
inquirer seems, perhaps, at such a stage to have been wafted, as by a Divine breath, to a

region of halcyon calm, and with the sincerity and dash of a Peter says, " Now I am
saved ; though all men should deny Christ, yet I never will

!

" And such a case is

looked at with tender, glad, yet anxious hopefulness, by some that are watching for

souls more than they that watch for the morning. And yet, notwithstanding all,

there ia a grievous defect, not yet apparent to human eye, but destined ere long to

reveal itself to the bitter disappointment of many a thoughtful friend

!

II. What is there defective in this case? There is: 1. Defective knowledge

of se\L 2. Defective knowledge of what the Christian life is, as one of " patient con-

tinuance in well-doing." 3. Defective knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus. 4. A
non-apprehension of the Lord Jesus Christ as the sole Source of life, energy, and power.

5. Emotion is mistaken for principle, and feelings about religion for a real surrender of

heart and life to God.
III. Severe tests awatt such a onk. (Cf. Matt, xiii, 20, 21 ; Luke xiv. 27, 28.)

Days in which all things run smoothly are not those which test of what stuff men are

made. No one's life, however, is made up of smooth days only. There are occasions

which put every part of a man on the rack. And there are testing times in store for

the young emotionalist. 1. Affliction for the Word's sake will come. 2. Persecution

may come. 3. Scepticism, or cross-currents of public sentiment may disturb. 4. Or
abounding worldliness may bring a chill or even a blight. Some trial or other will

surely come to test each and all. It may come suddenly as a storm of wind on a lake,

or may act slowly yet surely as the waters wear away the stones. Somehuw or other,

come it will; and where there is profession without possession, sad will be the

end, for

—

IV. Such tests will be fatal. Only forty days after their vow, Israel broke down.

The terrors of Sinai could not maintain Israel's loyalty. Nor will even the pathos of

Calvary, of itself, avail now. The following results will follow, sooner or later, if beneath

the outward vow there has been no surrender of heart and life to God. 1. Emotion

will die out. Men cannot live at fever heat ; it is not desirable that they should. If

beneath the emotion there is living principle, though the emotion lessen, that will

strengthen. But if there is no such living principle, the emotion will leave nought

behind it but sadder lack of it than ever. 2. External membership will come to be

rested in, as if it " covered a multitude of sins." 3. There will be a growing indifference

to the higher and more spiritual work of the Christian life—both in private, social, and

Church duties. 4. There may even be a collapse into a state of iliore thorough worldU-

ness than before any profession whatever was made ; and " the last state of that man
is worse than the first." Of all the members of Christian congregations, those are the

hardest to move who made a profession in a swell of emotion, without quickening of

conscience or the renewal of the heart 1

V. What is keeded ik such cases? 1. Deep and genuine conviction of sin and

repentance before Qod ; a quickening unto righteousness, which is born of the Spirit.

2. Heart-surrender to God; this cannot 'be brought about through being borne along

in a crowd as on a wave of religious ecstasy, any more than the patients in a hospital

can be cured en masse. 3. New life towards God, created, sustained, perpetually

increased by the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ, renewed by faith, and aided by

communion with God.
Ik oovoiiUBiON. Let all beware of trusting to "frames and feelings." Emotion ia
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not devotion. And on the other hand, let us take care not to fall into the opposite

error. "Ah," say some, "see what comes of religious excitement. It is time tlserw

was a protest against it!" But we make no protest whatever against excitement, but

against mere excitement, which is a very different thing. Because a blaze cannot be

kept up without fuel, that is no reason why, with plenty of fuel constantly supplied,

a fire should not be kept ablaze! It is true that if there is nought but emotion, it

must die out and be followed by a collapse; hut that is no reason for letting reil life

be attended with so little emotion, that others see scarcely any signs of the life at au.

Ah I what we all want, and always want (and, thank God, what we may always have),

is a fulness of life, direct from him, which only he can give, and which, through

the cross, and by the power of the Spirit, can alone be maintained, perfected, and
glorified I

Vers. 13—21, 25—29.

—

True greatnest manifested in a great emergency, by aelf-

Bocrtfice and intercession. As were marked in the previous Homily, these incidents can

only be rightly arranged by a preacher, for the purpose of preaching thereon, so far as

the entire narrative is before his view. Hence a junction of this paragraph with Exod.

xxxii. is imperative, and will here be taken for granted. There would seem to have

been a compilation of several documents. It is not easy to gather therefrom, with exact

precision, the order of events, though there is no difficulty in setting the whole with

sufficient consecutiveness for all the purposes of practical teaching. Note—
I. Here is a great crisis. Israel was making a feast unto Jehovah, letting the

calf represent to them the God who had brought them out of Egypt. The people were

observing the customs of the very nation from which they had been redeemed—dancing
before the idol, polluting themselves with unclean and unhallowed rites, and making the

hills to re-echo with their boisterous revelry and song ! And all this beneath that very

mount where they had sworn, " All that the Lord hath spoken we will do !
" 1. In

the first instance, the lamentable defection of the people was made known to Moses,

either by a silent suggestion from the Great Invisible, with whom he was in adoring

fellowship, or by one of the angel bands with whom he was surrounded (Exod. xxxii. 7,

8). 2. God bids Moses " go down "—not merely, as might at first seem, " go down
and see," but " Continue the fellowship no more ; leave me alone ; I will make of thee

a great nation. Let my wrath wax hot against them, that I may consume them !

"

Awful words (vers. 13, 14)! 'Tis a terrible crisis in the great leader's experience.

With agonizing heart, he comes down to see—not without pleading with God for Israel

(see below)—and he reaches Joshua, where, though even yet too far off to see, he is near

enough to hear the shouts wildly ringing through the air. 3 At length Moses gets

near enough to see (ver. 16). There they arel—the calf, the dancing, the impure
orgies as of a heathen feast ! Oh, how bitter must have been the anguish of Moses
at such a sight ! 4. And what an alarming possibility he had to face—even that of the

entire rupture of the whole covenant between the people and Jehovah ! Hear how the

Voice on the mount spake, " Thy people have broken the covenant ; let me alone," etc.

In what stronger way, ah ! in what other way, could the people at such a time have

been taught that, as they were now actually breaking the very covenant God was
confirming with Moses for them, if God now dealt with them after their sins, he

would have cast them off completely? They were not necessary to the fulfilment

of the covenant madi' with their fathers. Moses was of Abraham's seed, and
God might have begun afresh with him, and have made of him a nation greater,

mightier, more loyal than they ! Was there ever such a crisis ? With all the respon-

sibility Moses had resting on him, he must have been crushed had he not been divinely

sustained. But great crises bring out the greatness of great men. Muses was a man
" slow of speech," and probably slow to act, but he had strong convictions of truth and

duty, and when wrought up to a white heat, he would show the true nobility of his

character.

II. The greatness of the crisis occasions remarkable series of acts on

THE part of Moses. 1. He is angry (Exod. xxxii. 19). This was a holy anger ; the

sight roused the meekest of men, and well it might. It would have been wicked in

Moses if he had not been angry 1 There is a wide difference between a passionate

feeling of personal resentment, and indignation at witnessing au outrage oa right. Tha
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holier a man is, the more will he suppress the one, the more will he develop the other I

2. He breaks the tables (ver. 18). This is a symbolic act, reminding the people that

by their apostacy they had viohated their covenant vows. 3. He grinds the calf to

powder, etc. (ver. 21). Another symbolic act, meaning, "This sin will come back to

them again ; it will mar their joy for long to come." 4. He calls Aaron to account

(Exod. xxxii. 21—24). " There came out this calf." Aaron ! you, the eloquent man,
making a silly speech like that! Ob, the wonderful touches of nature in the 01<i

Book I Moses, the truly brave man, though slow of speech, can speak to purpose ai

such a time as this ; but Aaron, eloquent as he ia, when his conscience is ill at ease,

makes the lamest and tamest excuse. 5. He ascertains how far the contagion has

spread (Exod. xxxii. 25—29). Was it a revolt of all the people, or had many been

drawn away at suggestion of the few ? " Who is on the Lord's side ? " 'Tis not enough

for people to be on the Lord's side, specially in days of abounding iniquity ; they must
say on which side they are. The sons of Levi come forward, and are entrusted with

the awful task of stamiiing out the evil. Better for 3000 to die than for 2,000,000 to

be infected with a mortal poison ! That was a holy defensive war. And it speaks

volumes for the grandeur of the moral power of Moses, that he could so inspire the men
of his own tribe to chastise the revolt and save the people. 6. But the most striking

feature of the spiritual heroism of Israel's leader is, that he pleads with God. In

this he reveals a force of character and an unselfishness of spirit which are far too rare

even in these " advanced " times. Let us watch this pleader. (1) He acknowledges

the greatness of the sin. At first, before he was near enough to see, he asks, " Lord, why
doth thy wrath ? " etc. But afterwards, he puts no such question. " Oh I this people

have sinned a great sin." He cannot palliate it. (2) He entreats the Lord not to con-

sume them, but to turn from his fierce wrath, and to bring them yet into the promised

land. (3) He uses arguments in prayer, (o) The honour of God's Name among the

nations. Joshua, David, Jeremiah, did the same, (b) He pleads the Divine acts

already put forth on behalf of the people, as if he would say, " Didst thou not know
from the first what they were?" (c) He pleads the Divine promises; "remember
Abraham," etc. (4) Moses prays for Aaron (ver. 20) 1 Aaron " can speak well," but he

acted ill. He broke down when put in charge. Though appointed by God as special

helper to Moses, he proved himself unreliable. Yet not a word of complaint appears to

have been uttered to him, only a prayer offered for him by the very brother who had

relied on him in vain ! (5) 'i here is a more wonderful feature still in his prayer, viz.

this: a conception which to self-seekers would have been most captivating, has for

him no charm whatever—" I will make of thee a great nation ; " " let me alone, that I

may destroy them," and I will begin afresh with you, and make you the head of a

less unworthy race ! Would not that have fired his ambition, if he had had any ?

But no! see the lot which he preferred (Exod. xxxiL 32, 33): "No! I cannot accept

any position, however elevated, if they perish ! Oh, forgive them ! If not, let us all

perish together." Noble captain he ! if the ship sinks, he will go down with it. He would

rather not live if vessel and passengers are beneath the waves ! (Cf. Rom. ix. 2, 3, with

which passionate fervour the prayer of Moses may well be compared.) (6) This inter-

cession was long continued (ver. 25) :
" forty days and forty nights 1 " All this while

the cry was ever and anon going up from his heart,'^" Forgive them ! forgive ! forgive !

"

Have we not here, in Moses, a model of intercessory prayer ? Men who can thus

plead with God are the greatest heroes of the Church. We can imagine that some may
object, and may seek to turn the edge of the truth, so that it makes no impression, by

sjvying, " Ah ! but see what a great occasion that was ! give us an occasion like that,

and maybe we should pray like that ! It is folly to bring the acts of a man at a

peiiod of such intense excitement, and tell us that we ought to pray like that. We
are told that we cannot live at boiling point ; then, why adduce Moses, on such an

occasion, as a sample of what we should do on ordinary occasions ?"_ No, we do not

always want boiling water, but what sort of water would that be which no amount of

heat ever could get to boil? We do not and cannot expect to be always in the midst

of violent crises. But who are the men who are to be relied on when the crises come ?

Where was Aaron now ? What of him ? There is no indication that he ever caught

a glimpse of the tremendous crisis he had helped to bring about !
" There cams out

t^'is calf I " How Moses could restrain himself at such words, we caunot imagine
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But even if Aaron had not shown such utter inability to perceive the seriousness of the

moment, how could he now take any active jiart in vindicating the injured rights of

God before the people, or in craving mercy for the people from God? Complicity
with evil means paralysis of power in speeding the right. If Aaron had not had a
brother to plead for him with G<)d, he would have been swept away with the besom of

destruction! He can talk well ratlier than stand firm. There is a similar contrast

here between Moses and Aaron, to that between Abraham and Lot. Abraham pleaded

for the doomed city. Lot's aims in life had been too selfish for him to be a pleader.

And we fear there are some who, if their own dear land were brought to a mighty
crisis, would just read the daily papers to gratify curiosity, or to give them something
to talk about, but as for taking the case of a nation on their hearts before God, they
could do nothing of the kind ! If they are succumbing to the evils of the day, they

can have no strength in intercessory prayer, nor can they be of any use in national

struggles. The Moses of Exod. zxziL is the same self-forgetful Moses of Exod. ii. If

men want to be the heroes of their age, let them try the power of intercessory prayer.

Such heroism is of a kind the world cannot appreciate, but is recorded in God's book
of remembrance ;

" And they shall be mine, saitb the Lord of hosts, in that day when
I make up my jewels."

Vera. 22, 23.—^Taberah (see Homily on Numb. xi.). Massah (see Homily on Exod.
xviL). Eibroth-hattaavah (see Homily on Numb. zL). Kadesh-baruea (see Homily
cm ch. 1. 19—40>

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 4^7.

—

Self-righteousness. Strange capacity of human nature for self-delusion

!

It was an extraordinary error to fall into, when the Jew began to fancy that by his own
power and might he had conquered Palestine (ch. viii. 17). Yet more extraordinary

was the delusion that he had been brought into the land on account of righteousness.

The two errors sprang from the same root. The worldly mind, which spurns at the ac-

knowledfjnieiit of God's bestowal of what it has, has its counterpart in the self-righteous

mind, which attributes God's dealings with it to its superior sanctity. Self-exaltatiou,

pride, in both. In the one case, ^my power," etc., in the other, "my righteousness."

L The nature op the error. A magnified opinion of one's righteousness. The
idea that it is our righteousness which is the meritorious ground of the bestowal

of blessing. The Jews might not suppose that they were absolutely righteous—though
some of the later Pharisees seem almost to have got this length (Luke xviii. 11). But
they thought that they were so far righteous as to have established a claim on God's
justice for what they had. This is a state of mind into which men glide half uncon-
sciously. We often say it " in our hearts," when we would be ashamed to avow it with
our lips. The self-complacency, e.q. which accepts prosperity as the reward of sujierior

virtue; the self-satisfaction which esteems such reward due to it; the complaint of

injustice which is raised when blessings are removed,—betray its presence. In the

spiritual sphere, the tendency is evidenced in the denial of the need of salvation ; in

the self-justifying sjMrit which refuses to accept the position of one condemned, and
j:i8tly exposed to wrath ; in the reassertion in subtler or coarser forms of the principle

of salvation by works. In whatever degree a man thinks himself entitled to acceptance
w th God, and to spiritual blessings, whether on the ground of obedience to prescribed

ru:es, or on the ground of internal characteristics (faith, holiness, etc.), he is permitting

himself to fall into this error.

IL The source of the ereob. The Israelites might fall into it: 1. By emphasizing
their acts of obedience and forgetting their rebellions. This, as Moses shows, is

practically what they did. It is not an uncommon fault. We forget our sins, and,
thinking only of obediences, slide by easy stages into a self-satisfied and pleased

view of ourselves. 2. By comparing themselves with the former generation. They had
not been, as their fathers were, absolutely disobedient and recalcitrant. They were
going up to possess the land. This tx)mparing of ourselves with others is not wise. If a
little in advance of our neighbours, it is extremely apt tu inflate our consciousnesa of
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iategrity (2 Cor. x. 12). 3. By arguing from the fufilment of promise. God had
promiseid victory and ix)ssession on condition of obedience. Having got the blessintrs,

they might argue that, in God's judgment, they must have been obedient. We, in like

manner, may argue from God's kindness to us that wo must have been peculiarly pleasing

to him. Hence that we are deserving of what we have received. The spring of all is

the natural egoism of the heart. It is its own centre. It wishes to exalt and glorify

itself. It has no idea of glorying only in God. It is self-exalting, not God-exalting

(1 Cor. i. 29—31; Gal. vi. 14; Puil. iii. 7—10).
III. The refutation of the error. Even perfect righteousness would not justify

self-iighteousness. The very indulgence of the self-glorying spirit refutes the con-

tention of righteousness. Whoever is the righteous man, it is not he who boasts

of righteouiiue&il

For merit lives from man to man,
And not from man, O Lord, to thee."

But; 1. We are not righteous. The only justifying righteousness is a perfect one, and
that no man can plead. The legal ground is destroyed when we admit failure in even
one point (Jas. ii. 10). 2. We are, in many ways, disobedient and rebellious. Past

acts testify against us. Our daily life testifies against us. He knows little of self who
does not read, in his disinclinations to duty, in his reluctant performances, in his

rebellions at difficulties, in his secret impatience, in his frequent inclining to things

forbidden, the signs of a wayward and rebellious disposition.

The true ground on which blessing is bestowed is wrapped up in that old oath sworn

to the fathers (ver. 6), in the seed of Christ, in whom only we have acceptance.—J. 0.

Vers. 8—22.—7%e sin at Horeb. Moses dwells on this sin, alike as memorable in

itself, and as illustrating the proposition that the people had again and again forfeited

their covenant standing by their acts of disobedience.

I. The enormity of this sin. 1. It was a sin committed immediately after solemn

covenant luith God (ver. 9). The transactions recorded in Exod. xxiv. 3—9 were not

yet forty days old. The people had literally heard God speaking to them. They had

acknowledged the solemnity of the situation by entreating Moses to act as mediator.

They had formally, and under awful impressions of God's majesty, pledged themselves

to life-long obedience. Yet within that brief space of time they broke through all

restraints, and violated the main stipulation of their agreement, by setting op and

worshipping the golden calf. A transgression showing greater levity, temerity, deadness

to spiritual feeling, and perversity of disposition, it would be difficult to conceive.

Perhaps the case is not a solitary one. Can none remember instances of solemn vows,

of sacred engagements, of deep impressions, almost as soon forgotten, almost as

recldesly followed up by acts of flagrant transgression ? 2. It was a sin committed while

Moses was in the mount, transacting for them (vers. 9—12). Moses, for an obvious

reason, rehearses the circumstances of his stay in the mount, and of his interview with

God. He had gone to receive the tables of the Law. He recalls, as in striking contrast

witii the levity of the multitudes below, his rapt communion of forty days and nights.

Mn needs a background to bring it out in its full enormity. That background is

furnished in these details. The people are pointed to the tables as the rule of the

obedience they had pledged themselves to render. They are reminded that their sin

was perpetrated at a time when God was yet transacting with them, and when their

minds ought to have been filled with very different thoughts. Do we reflect on the

aggravation given to our own sins by the presence of our Mediator in the heavenly

mount, and by the ceaseless and holy work he is there conducting on our behalf?

3. It was a sin of daring enormity in itself. The making of the golden calf, after what
had happened, can only be characterized as an act of shocking impiety. The worshiji

was doubtless accompanied by profane and lewd revelliugs. This under the eye of

their God and King.
II. Thb consequences of the snr. 1. It involved the forfeiture of covenant

privilege, signified by the breaking of the tables of the Law (ver. 17) This was the

first light in which the Israelites had to view it. It refuted their idea that they got

the land in virtue of their righteousness. True, the sin had been committed by tha
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preceding generation, but the covenant being national, and laying obligation! on all,

involved them as well as their parents in the consequences of disol)edicnce. If they stood
still in covenant relation, it was of God's mercy which had restored them. For a time
that covenant was actually broken. Nor, if that argument was necessary, had they
failed in their own persons to renew the deed of apostacy (ver. 22). Every believer
feels that his standing' before God is likewise of pure grace. Were sins imputed to him
to his condemnation, he could not stand a single hour. 2. It provoked God to hot
displeasure (vers. 19, 20). As all daring and presumptuous sin does. 3. But for
Moses' intercession, it would have involved them in desti-uction (vers. 14, 19, 20). This
was no mere drama acted between God and Moses, but a most real wrath, averted by
the real and earnest intercession of a godly man. Had Moses not interceded, the people
would have been destroyed. Not that we are to conceive God as swayed by human
passions, or as requiring to be soothed down by human entreaty. But sin does awakeu
his displeasure. There burns in his nature a holy wrath against it, which, when lie

decrees to consume his adversaries, is not to be laid aside save on such ground as
we have here. It is the existence of wrath in God which gives reality to piopitiatioii

and meaning to his mercy. Learn; (1) How evil sin is in the sight of Gud. (2) How
fearful in its results to the transgressor. (3) How mighty intercession ia in procuring
pardon.—J. 0.

Vers. 24—29.

—

Moses* intercession. I. In the spirit op it: 1. How absolutely
disinterested (ver. 14)! He sets aside, without even taking notice of it, the most
glorious offer ever made to mortal man—" I will make of thee a nation," etc. 2. How
intensely earnest (ver. 18)! Moses feared greatly. He had a most overwhelming
sense of the reality of the wrath he sought to avert. But his heart was agonizing
to save his nation, and he seemed to clasp the feet of God in the spirit of one who
would not, could not leave, till he obtained what he sought. A lesson in prayer.

3. How perseveringly prolonged (ver. 25) ! He prayed by his silence as well as by
his speech. The whole scene is a striking illustration of the intercession of the
Saviour.

II. In the matter of it. It is not much, as M. Henry remarks, that he can say for

them. He appeals, however, to three principles in the Divine character which really govern
the Divine action. 1. To God's reyard for his own work (ver. 26). The tinishing

of work he had begun (Phil. i. 6). 2, To God's regard for his own servants (ver. 27).

The love he bears to the fathers (ch. iv. 31 ; x. 15). 3. To God's regard for his own
honour (ver. 28). He cannot bear to think of God's action being misconstrued—of

God's honour being compromised. Points in God's heart on which all intercession mav
lay hold.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Against tdf'Tightecma conceit. Sangmne expectation of success in war
is a potential force of immeasurable value. If the expectation be ill-founded, it is

worse than none. It will not stand as substitute for other equipment, but it serves as a
final edge upon the well-tempered blade. Like the figure " nought," which increases

the sign of value only when added to other figures, so sanguine anticipation of triumph
is only forceful when based on solid qualities.

I. Observe the formidable contest. God has never encouraged his servants to

underrate difSculties. Jesus Christ did not overcolour the advantages of his service.

1. The Amorites were superior in stature. This might, in itself, become an instrument
of strength ; it might prove a suurce of weakness. The larger the machinery, the

greater motive power ia demanded. 2. The Amorites excelled in martial couruye.
" They were mightier." The land had become divided into petty kingdoms, and it is

evident that deadly wars between the tribes were frequent. Such practice had
developed warlike skill. 3. Theyfought behind well-built ramparts. Their cities were
fortresses, while the Hebrews, unskilled in war, had to fight in the open field.

Defenders of bastioned homes have great advantage over foreign assailants. 4. The
Amorites possessed a wide reputation. This would serve to brace to the highest pitch
the courage of the inhabitants, while it would serve to dismay the besieging army.
Every visible and material advantage was on the side of the Canaanites.

II. Leabn the bbobet of Israel's triumph. 1. God's alliance ouimatchf all martial
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$}fpo8%tion. The unseen power is always greater th»n the iten. Gk)d's arrows find their

way through the best-jointed harness. The simple Invath of Omnipotence withers all

opposition. Whatever we omit to take to the battle-field, let us not omit to take God.

2. Occultforce* often lead the van. In advance, even of their vanguard, unseen pioneers

would sap the foeman's strength. As fire devours the stubble, so would the Canaanites'

strength become as rottenness. Hornets, pestilence, lightning, hail—a thousand agencies

God employs as the real army in advance of the human host. 3. Ood's work and man's
reciprocally interlace : God will never do our part ; we can never do God's part. There
is scope everywhere for human agency, but it must never invade the Divine province.

We are to work because God works with us

—

in us. God promised that he " would
bring down the enemy ;" Israel was " to drive them out."

III. Mark THE GROUNDS OF God's AWARD. He fought on the side of Israel, and
against the Canaanites, for specif reasons. Some of these are mentioned for the

instruction of men. Strong inducements disposed the Hebrews to regard themselves

as the favourites of Heaven, on the ground of their superior goodness. This was
corrupt fruit from an evil tree. These were false flatteries, forged by Satan. Against

these fortresses of self-righteousnesa Moses was directed to hurl the battering-ram of

reproof. 1. Human righteousness not meritorious. It is not meritorious, because it is

deficient. All true righteousness has some merit; but if the unrighteousness in a

man's life exceed the righteousness, then blame must exceed approval. The Canaanites

were evicted because of moral rottenness, the fruit of gross idolatry. Loyalty to God
alone could entitle the Hebrews to replace them. In this they had been signally

wanting. 2. Material possessions have often a vicarious origin. They are given to one

for the sake of another. The faith of Abraham had borne a long succession of fruits.

There is a principle of moral solidarity in the human race. We are not distinct units,

but component parts—members one of another. 3. We see the inviolability of Ood's

promise. To our purblind eyes that promise often seems to fail; yet failure is abso-

lutely impossible. His time and man's time do not always correspond. God's words

•aust be taken as expressive of God's conceptioni. His words are expansive enough to

contain an infinitude of meaning.—D.

Vers. 7—17.

—

Human memory a repository 9f guHt. Tlie memory of man is a

book of God : and, though the entries may be temporarily obscured, yet the light

of eternity will make them all legible. The present tendency of sin is to weaken
memory ; its effect, to obliterate recollection. Our profoundest gratitude is due to

the man that reminds us of our falls.

I. Remember sin in the light ok its object, viz. of God. Discourtesy to a king is

a graver offence than discourtesy to an equal. Sacrilege is worse than common theft.

1. This was sin against a knovm God. The evidence of his existence had been made
as clear to them as noonday. The main attributes of his character had been plainly

revealed, especially power and justice and goodness. They could not wear a mask ol

pretended ignorance. 2. He had been to them a most generous Ood. For their release

signal power had been displayed. The course of nature had apparently been inter-

rupted. 1 o deliver them hosts had been destroyed, and the majestic hand of God hini

supplied their daily meal. 3. He had been a muck-suffering Ood. They had been like

petulant, discontented children ; and he had been to them a pitiful and indulgent

Father. In the midst of needful supply they had been basely unthankful. They had

wounded him in the tenderest parts of his nature, insulted his majesty, spurned his

laws, and covered him with contempt. Yet he had spared them. He had imposed on

himself strong restraints, so that righteous anger should not break forth. The noblest

features of human love are but feeble reflections of his patient compassion ; and against

such a God their an was hurled. 4. He had been a God in covenant with them—their

God.
II. Remember sin in the light of righteousness. We perceive things best when

placed in absolute contrast. 1. There was the sin of inattention. God had deigned to

speak, but they " would not hear." The ear had been fashioned for this special end that

they might hear Gkxi's voice ; they had abused and injured the delicate faculty. They
that will not hear shall not hear. 2. There was the sin of ingratitude. We can cuii-

ceive of no baser sin than this. 'Tis a double crime—a violation of heart and conscience.
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3. There was the sin of disbelief. The God of truth had promised, but they had
treated his word as a lie. They had enjoyed ocular demonstration of his faithfulness,

yet they trusted their own fears and fancies rather than their Goii. 4. There was
the $in of overt rebellion. They professed to regard God as their Leader and King

; yet,

as soon as service whs irksome to flesh and blood, they resented his authority. Once
and again they chose human leaders in opposition to the Supreme King. 5. There
was the tin of self-will. Their characteristic sin was " stiff-iicckedness." "Our wills

are our own," said they in substance ;
" who is Lord over us ?

"

in. Remember BIN IN THE LIGHT OF SPECIAL PRIVILEGE. 1. T/ieirs was sin tigainst

the light. While others had only the light that comes through nature, they had possessed

the light of special revelation. They had not appreciated the light. In various
measures they had ])referred the darkness. 2. It was sin against the inner light of
conscience—sin against personal convictions of duty. 'J'hey had trifled with the

regal voice of conscience, and bribed it to be silent. They had encouraged appetite

and passion to speak, and their clamorous voices had prevailed. 3. Theirs was sin

against faithful warning. The penalties of contumacy had been prominently set

before them. The hints of nature and the dark presages of conscience had been sup-
plemented by the clear announcements of Divine warning. For the fascinating fruit

of present pleasure they risked expulsion from the garden—loss of the great inherit-

ance. 4. It was sin against covenant engagements. They had made an overt treaty

with God to serve him. When the Voice from heaven had spoken at Sinai, they ha<i

quaked and said, " All that the Lord our God shall speak unto us will we do." Every
step in their deliverance had been taken on the understanding that they would be
loyal servants of the heavenly King. Thus every element of wickedness was mingled
in their conduct. And is it not in ours also ? 5. It was sin in the very presence of
Ood—sin at Sinai.

IV. Remember sin in the light of EXPfiRiENCE. 1. TJiey had seen the direful

effects of disobedience in others. Their eyes had beheld what God did to the Egyptians
for their impious arrogance. They had seen their own comrades die for their petulant
murmurings. They had seen a host of people slain for idolatry. Poisonous serpents

had slain a myriad. The earth had opened and swallowed the sons of Korah. Their
own memories contained al)undant records that the fruit of transgression was death.

Yet they sinned still. 2. They had seen the rewards of obedience among themselves.

So long as they had followed the precepts of Jehovah they had prospered. They
had sprinkled their doorposts with the Paschal blood, and the angel of destruction
bad spared their firstborn. They had crossed the Red Sea by a psrilous path, and had
gained a mighty triumph. They had followed Moses into the wilderness, and had
been daily fed by a miraculous hand. It was obviims that obedience secured blessing.

They had seen Moses exalted to regal power by virtue of his unwavering faith in God.
3. They had felt the scourge of Divine anger for their own follies. For eight and
thirty years they had sojourned in the wilderness beyond what was needlul, because
they would not believe God's ])romise. A thousand ills had afflicted them, every one
of which was a chastisement for sin. Yet they dallied and coquetted with the accursed
thing, as if it were a pleasant toy. And are we any better than they ? If unpardoned,
memory is preparing a scourge of scorpions with which to chastise us. "Sou,
remember 1 "—D.

Vers. 18—29.—2%« place of human mediation. The best men hare always desired

to intercede for the bad. True holiness is benevolent.

I. Mediation concerns itself with the interests of both parties. Moses had
at heart the honour of God—the maintenance of his just rule, while he also identified

himself with the well-being of the Hebrews. If there be, on the part of the mediator,
a leaning to the interests of the one party rather than the other, his office will fail.

One party or both will reject him. His mission proceeds on the ground that there is

an advantage common to both to be obtained by reconciliation. There is a point where
God's interests and man's touch and blend. The business is to find that poiut, and to

persuade both parties there to meet.

II. Mediation is itself a fuuit of Divine merot. The disposition in the heart of

Moms to intercede was a disposition implanted by God, and all the energy with which
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he pursued this mission was energy sustained from heaven. Further, the willingness,

on the part of God, to allow any suit on behalf of rebels, was an act of pure meicy.

It is no less absurd than profane to speak of man, the mediator, as showing more
benevolence than God. The whole arrangement ii one of purest kindness, and Moses

was richly blest in his generous undertaking.

III. Mediation requires the most complete sELF-SACBrFiCB. For forty days and
forty nights Moses was prostrate before the Lord. Personal needs, personal interests,

personal honour, were all forgotten. Here was the completest devotion of himself to

this cause. There is a profound mystery in this number of forty. It is not a natural

cycle. Like the number seven, it is sacred to religion. For forty days and nights

Mosea waited before God, undergoing spiritual receptiveness for the revelation of his

will. For forty years the Hebrews dwelt in the wilderness. For forty days Elijah

tarried in Horeb. For forty days Jesus endured the temptations of the desert. For

forty days he abode with men subsequent to his resurrection. All that human natuie

could endure, Moses endured to obtain pardon for Israel. For if pardon be too cheaply

bought, it is not valued. Only in the lurid light of sin's curse do we see the glory of

forgiveness.

IV. Mediation acknowledges sih to the full. There Is no extenuation of the

deed, no paring down its dimensions, no cloaking any part of its baseness, no endea-

vours to put other colours on it than its own. It is because sin is so malignant and so

ruinous that it is so desirable to rescue the sinner from its awful spell. It is because

it is so dishonouring to God that it is worth while, at any price, to remove it from his

universe. The anger of Jehovah is no mere passing or capricious feeling. It is senti-

ment arising out of the most righteous principle. Such anger against sin is essential

to the Godhead. We need not be afraid of the introduction of anthropomorphic con-

ceptions. The longer Moses remained prostrate before God, the clearer came into view

Israel's sin in the light of the Divine purity.

V. Mediation includes the largest bepabation. The mission of Moses as

mediator had a part manward as well as Godward. The whole work was not done

upon his knees. With both his hands he brake and burnt the graven image, dis-

honoured the deity they had fashioned, reduced it to powdered dust. This would

expose the impotence of the idol, the vanity of the idol system, and the insane folly

of presenting to such a molten image Divine honours. Nor was this all. The fine

dust that remained after the burning was cast into the brook, so that they were com-
pelled to drink it in the exigency of their thirst. St. Paul tells us that the rock from

which this stream flowed symbolized Christ; hence we see, in a figure, how the living

stream from him, the Fount, bears away our sin into oblivion. Repentance upon our

part is not thorough, nor sincere, unless we make whatever reparation is within our

reach.

VI. Mediation embraces verbal intercession. The final outcome of mediation

is prayer. " Father, forgive them I
*' said the dying Saviour. " He ever liveth to

intercede." 1. Moses pleads Ood's proprietorship in this recreant people. " They are

thine inheritance." " The Lord's jiortion is his people." From them he shall obtain

more satisfaction than from plantjts and stars and suns. 2. God's sdf-consistency is an

argument %n prayer. He had already redeemed them from Egyptian bondage. He had

taken great pains with them hitherto, and had expended great power on their behalf.

And he had not done this in ignorance. The latent evil in their hearts he had per-

ceived. The future of their lives he had foreseen. Hence it would be consistent with

his past favours to dispense fresh mercy. 3. Ood's covenant and promises are proper

arguments in prayer. He loves to be reminded of his en^iagements, because this

remembrance deepens our sense of his faithfulness. He had engaged to bring this

people to the land of promise, not for their sakes, however obedient they might be, but

for their fathers' sakes. Hence their rebelliousness did not vitiate the original engage-

ment ; and although individuals might justly be destroyed—yea, that whole generation

—still the posterity of Abraham must eventually enter the land. 4. The reputation

and credit of Ood form also staple arguments in prayer for others. The natural effect

produced on men's minds by God's dealings must be taken into account. Our Go<.l is

not indifferent to the homage and praise of men. It is to him a great delight to receive

the incense of heartfelt love. His reputation in his universe is a very precious thing,
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and it becomes us on all occasions to guard it well. He has formed xu into a people fot

this very purpose, " that we should show forth his praise."

VII. Human mediation, if earnest and persevering, succeeds. " The Lonl
hearkened unto me at that time also." Here is great encouragement for our interces-

sion now I Abraham did not cease to gain successes for Sodom until he ceased to pray •

and had he continued, possibly the city might have been sparer!. What genuine and
honest intercession has ever failed ? " The fervent prayer of a righteous man availetb

much." Every instance of successful intercession recorded in history is a cordial to

revive our drooping faith. Is not God even now waiting to hear human intercession

that he may do great things for his Church? "Give him no rest, till he make
Jerusalem a praise in the earth."—D.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Tlie policy of reprohation. Moses here Indicates very clearly what lay

at the foundation of the invasion. It is to be carried on successfully as a judgment upon
Canaanitish sin. It is no merit in the victors, but the demerit of the vanquished,

which determines the Divine dealings. In one word, it is a policy of reprobation. And
here let us observe

—

L That reprobation is the opposite of approbation. Great confusion of thought
exists upon this subject through losing sight of this. The conduct of the Canaanites
had been going on from bad to worse, and it was impossible for God to approve of it.

He had no alternative but to loathe tliem for their iniquities, and to arrange their fate

accordingly. Fieprobation in the last resort, in the case of those finally impenitent, is

a necessity with God ; he cannot but loathe those guilty of such conduct (cf. Robert
Hall's 'Help to Zion's Travellers,' p. 45).

II. A VICTORY IS AT ALL EVENTS A JUDGMENT ON THE VANQUISHED. It has indeed

been said that the next worst thing to a defeat is a victory, by which it is indicated

that both sides suffer, but the vanquished more than the victors. In the invasion of

Palestine, the Canaanites were to be vanquished because of their disobedience. It was
judgment to them—God's judgment, and thoroughly deserved.

III. It MATTERS NOT TO GoD, AND SHOULD NOT TO HIS 8EBVANT8, HOW GREAT HIS

ENEMIES MAY BE. The Canaanites were men of gigantic size, with great cities, fenced

up to heaven. They were outwardly much more than a match for Israel. And this

was doubtless to try the faith of Israel, and to see if they would live by sight in this

matter, or trust in their Almighty King. It is for the Lord's people to remember
that " greater is he that is for them than all that be against them," and that with God
they are sure of ultimate victory.

IV. Success is intended to test the people of the Lord. Israel is told expressly

that they are a stiffuecked people. The conquest is not to be on account of any merit

of theirs. But it will test their loyalty to Qt)d. It has been observed that conquest has

generally exercised a retributive influence upon the conquerors (Goldwin Smith, in

Fortnightly Review for July, 1877). It was for Israel to determine whether their stiff-

neckedness would continue or would succumb. If they interpreted their triumpli

properly, as the gift of free grace, they v/ould settle down after it to grateful obedience.

V. The invasion is a type of Divi&'e grace manifested still. Sinners are likt-

the Israelites, with nothing in the way of merit to recommend them. But God coaics

in his gospel and offers them a complete victory over sin, Satan, and the world, as a

free gift.

These enemies seem gigantic like the Canaanites. We could not overcome them in

our own strength ; but greater is he that is for us than all that be against us. We find

ourselves coming off more than conquerors through him that loved us.

And every spiritual victory is meant to test and strengthen ua. It should increase

our gratitude and ensure increased obedience.

It is well, moreover, to remember that the triumphs now are granted as free gifts, not

as rewards of merit. After we have as disciples done our very best, we should be

ready to acknowledL!;e that we are only unprofitable servants, we have only done what
it was our duty to do.

God is able to give us the victory over our greatest enemies, but he will do so in such
a way as to secure the heartfelt gratitude and homage of his believing people. He is a

faithful Prcmiser ; having made the promise to Abraliam, Isaac, and Jacob, he will

DEUTERONOMY. »
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not forsake their seed, but give the victory in hia own time and way to all who trust

him.—R. M. E.

Vers. 7—29.

—

Humiliating memories. Following up the idea of their waywardness,
Afoses proceeds to recall instances of it. The remembrance of sin is salutary, if it

induces humiliation ; but detrimental, if it induces a repetition of the sin. When
assured of its forgiveness, we should forget it, so far as the remembrance would provoie
repetition. Moses here recalls sin, that it may be salutary in the remembrance.

I. Their rebellion had been continual, (Vers. 7, 24.) It would seem that the
pilgrimage of the people had been one long rebellion—God manifesting his mercy, man
manifesting his ingratitude. And may this not be said of all the Lord's people ? They
have been re' ellious in the miilst of manifold mercy.

II. The sin at Horeb was a special provocation. (Vers. 8—12.) So grievous had
it been that God threatened them with destruction. It took place while the media-
tor was, through fasting and prayer, receiving the Law. The circumstances made it

more aggravated.

And it is well to remember our special provocations of God, if we are thereby
strengthened against a repetition of them.

III. The danger incurred by Israel was veet oeeat. (Vers. 13, 14.) God pro-

posed to consume them in a moment, and to make of Moses a nation greater and
mightier than they. It was at once a testimony to the enormity of their sin and a

test of the magnanimity of IMoses. Instead of accepting the great opportunity, he set

himself to intercede for the pardon of their sin.

IV. It involved the breaking off of covenant relations. (Vers. 15—17.) The
two stone tables were the si^n of the covenant existing between God and them.
Moses had just been negotiating the settlement. But now one party had proved
unfaithful, and so he had them broken before their eyes. Their idolatry had broken
the commandments, and so the relations between God and them were meanwhile at

an end.

V. The intercession was prolonged and successful. (Vers. 18—21, 25—29.)
The intercession of Moses was even more severe than the previous mediation. The
second period of forty days and nights was a most severe ordeal through which to pass.

It shows that intercession is most laborious duty, if adequately discharged. It shows,
moreover, that the intercession of Christ, of which that of Moses was tyi>ical, is a most
serious and severe service. It has been very properly called the prolongation of the
atonement; just as the atonement is a most magnificent intercession (cf. Dr. Hugh
Martin on ' The Atonement,' pp. 104—168). The two are complementary. The
agony of Moses on the mount must have been most severe and trying—death under
ordinaiy conditions is nothing to it.

VI. Other rebellions of a minob character must also be noticed. (Vers.
22, 23.) Taberah, Massah, Kibroth-hattaavah, and Kadesh were all scenes of rebellion
against the Lord, 'i he iiistory was a sad one, but the remembrance of it would humble
them, and fit them for that complete reliance upon the Lord on which their triumph
must rest.

" Humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God, and he will exalt you in due
time." " He that humbleth himself shall be exaltf d." This is the law for nations
as well as for individuals. Salvation and victory are through paths of humiliation,
which make all the sweeter the blessing when it comes. Sin is thus sanctified in the
remembrance when it leads to humiliation and victory beyond it.—E. M. K

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER X.

Bbmbwu) Exhortations to Obedienob.

Vers. 1—11.

—

Motes' intercession and iti

re»uU$.

Ver. 1.—At that time. When Moses thus

interceded, God commanded him to prepare
two new tables of stone, and to construct an
ark in which to keep them (cf. Exod. xxxiv.
1, etc.). Directions had been given for ihe
construction of the ark before the apo.stacy
of the people, and it was not made till after
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the tabernacle had Loen erected, nor were
the tables placed in it till t!ie tabernacle

had been consecrated (cf. Exod. xxv. 10,

etc.; xl. 20). But as the things themselves
were closely connected, Moses mentions
them here together, without regard to chro-

nological order.

"Vers. 6, 7.—Not only did God, of his

grace and in response to tlie intercession

of Moses, give to the peojile, notwithstanding
their apostacy, the ark of the covenant with
the new tables of the Law, but he followed

this up by instituting the hi>>h priesthood

;

and, when Aaron died, caused it to be con-

tinued to his son Eleazar. This Moses
reminds the people of bj' referring to a fact

in their past history, viz. their arrival at

Mosera^ where Aaron died, and Eleazar
succeeded him in his office. Beeroth of the

children of Jaakan (tcells of the sons of
Jaakan); the same place as Bene-jaakan
(Numb, xxxiii. 31), probably the Horite
tribe, called 'Akan (Gen. xxxvi. 27), for

which, apparently, should be read Jakan,
as in 1 Chron. i. 42. Mosera; Moseroth,

plu. of Mosera (Numb, xxxiii. 30). As
Aaron died there, Mosera must have been
in the vicinity of Mount Hor. Gudgodah,
Hor-hagidgad (Numb, xxxiii. 32) ; cave of
Gidgad, a place of caves. Jotbath, Jotbathah
(Numb, xxxiii 33), a district abounding in

streams, whence probably its name, Jot-

bathah, pleasantness, from 3D;, to be good, to

please. None of these places have been
identified. Kobinson mentions a Wady el

Ghadaghidh, a broad sandy valley diverging
from the Waily es Jer^ieh, in the desert of

Et-Tih, and this has been sujjposed to indi-

cate the site of Gudgodah ; but the ditier-

ence of the consonants in the two words is

Buch as to render this identification more
than doubtful. In the Arabic of the London

Polyglott, minJ is represented by Joa.3^
(Judjuda), which is totally different from
Ghadaghidh. All the places, however, must
have been in the 'Arabah, and in the region

of Mount Hor, or not far distant. That
the places mentioned here are the same as

those in Numbers cannot be doubted. The
two passages, however, relate to different

journeys ; that in Numbers to the journey-
ing of the Israelites from the wilderness of

Sinai to Kadesh, that in Deuteronomy to

the march in the fortieth year, when they
went from Kadesh to Mount Hor.

Vers. 8, 9.—Moses, here resuming the

form of address, refers to the separation of

the tribe of Levi to the holy service.

Ver. 8.—At that time ; the time when the
covenant was restored at Sinai, not the
time when Aaron died. The api)ointment
of the tribe of Levi for service took place

in oouuection with that of Aaron and his

Bons to the priesthood (Numb. iii. 4). The
service to which the tribe of Levi was
chosen appertained to the tribe as such,
including the priests as well as the non-
priestly Levites, though parts of it specially
belonged to th(^ one class jather than the
other. Thus the bearing of the ark was
the special duty of non-prit stly Levites, the
Kohathites (Numb. iv. 4, etc.; 1 Chron. xv.

15); but was also, on peculiarly solemn
occasions, discharged by the priests (Josh,
iii. 6, etc.; vi. 6; viii. 33; 1 Kings viii. 3,

6, etc.). To stand before the Lord to minister
unto him was the special function of the
priests (ch. xvii. 12; xxi. 5; Ezra xl. 4tj;

xliv. 15, 16); but as the .service of the
Levites was also a sacred service, they too
are said to stand to minister befon^ the
Lord (ch. xviii. 7; 1 Chron. xv. 2; 2 Chron.
xxiii. G; xxix. 4, 5, 11,12). To bless in
his name does not mean, as some pro-
pose, to invoke the Name of God, or to

praise his Name, but to pronounce a bene-
diction or invoke a blessing on the people
in his Name (cf. 2 Sam. vi. 18; 1 Chron.
xvi. 2). This was the special duty of the
priests (cf. Numb. vi. 22—27; ch. xxi. 5;
1 Chron. xxiii. 13), but might also be done
by others (as by David), and in this bene-
diction the Levites might join (2 Chron.
xxv. 27).

Ver. 9.—-(Of. Numb, xviii. 20—24.)

Vers. 10, 11.—Moses here sums up the
general result of his intercession. As at

the first, he was on the mount the second
time forty days and forty nights; and in

response to his pleading, tlie Lord willed not

to destroy I.Tael, and commanded him to

resume his place as leader of the people,

and conduct them to the promised land
" I'his commandment and promise was a

testimony that God now was reconciled unto
them by the intercession of Moses" (Aiua-

worth).

Vers. 12, 13.—God had showed great

favour to Israel ; what return did he re-

quire ? Only what, without any prescription,

they were bound to render— fear, love, and
obedience (cimip. ]\Iicah vi. 8). To fear the

Lord thy God (cf. ch. vi. 2, 13). To walk in

all his ways ; to receive his truth, accept his

law, and follow the course of conduct which
he nrcscribes (cf. Gen. xviii. 19; Ps. xxv.

4, 5*; Ixvii. 2 ; Acts xviii. 25, 26). To love

: .^m (cf. Exod. xx. 6). " Fear with love

!

' Love without fear relaxes; fear without
' love enslaves, and leads to despair" (J.

I Gerhard). There is a fear with which love

I cannot coexist—a fear which hath torment,

i
and which love casts out as its antagonist

1 (1 Jolm iv. 18); but the fear of God which

1 he recjuires is that pious reverence which
: not only can coexist with love to iiim, but

is not where love is not. Aad to serve the
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Lard thy God with all thy heart and with all

thy scul. Love prompts to service. Where-
p-.er love fills the heart, it seeks expression

in acts of service to its object ; and where
no such expression comes forth, the evidence

is wanting of the existence of the emotion
in the bosom (cf. John xiv. 15, 23 ; Gal. v.

13 ; 1 John iii. 18). For thy good (cf cli. v,

29; vi. 24). "In serving the Lord the

glory redoundeth unto him, the benefit to

ourselves; for them that honour him he
will honour (1 Sam. ii. 30), and 'godliness

liath the promise of the life that now is, and
of that which is to come' (1 Tim. iv. 8)''

(Aiiisworth).

Vers. 14, 15.—To love and serve the Lord,

Israel was specially ound, bbecause of God's
love to them and choice of thi-m to be his

fieople. He, the Lord and Proprietor of

the universe, was fixe to choose any of the

nations he pleased, and needed not the

Bi-rvioe of any, but of his free grace he chose

Israel, in whose fathers he had delight, to

love them (cf. Exod. six. 5). The heaven
and the heaven of heavens; the highest
heavens, all that may be calli d heaven,
with all that it contains. Delight ("set his

love upon," ch. vii. 7) ; literally, cleaved to,

teas attached to. "Alfection. love, choice,

the three momenta prompting from the
innermost impulses to the Imtorical act"
(Lange).

Ver. 16.—They were, therefore, to lay

aside all insensibility of heart and all ob-

duracy, to acknowledge God's su]'remacy,

to imitate his beneficence, and to fear and
worship him. Circumcise therefore the fore-

skin of your heart. As circumcision was
the symbol of purification and sign of con-

secration to God, so the Israelites are en-

joined to realize in fact what that rite

symbolized, viz. purity of heart and recep-

tivity for the things of God. This is en-
forced by the consideration that Jehovah
the alone God, the Almighty, is mighty and
terrible without respect to persons, and at

tlie same time is a righteous Judge, and the
Protector of the helpless and destitute.

Ver. 17.— God of gods (Ps. cxxxvi. 2).

Not only supreme over all that are called

god, but tlie complex and sum of all that is

Divine; the Great Reality, of which the
" gods many " of the nations were at the
best but the symbols of particular attributes

or qualities. Which regardeth not persons;

is not partial, as a j'lilge who has respect to

the condition an<l circuni.-tances of parties

rather than to the merits of tlie case (cf.

Lev. xix. 15; Acts x. 34 ; Epli. vi. 9; Ju le

16). Nor taketh reward; doth not accept
presents as bribes (cf. ch. xvi. 19; 2 Chron.
xix. 7; Job xxxiv. 19; Micah iii. 11).

Vers. 18, 19.—As the impartial and in-

corruptible Judge, God executes the judg-
ment of the fatherless and widow, vindicates

the right uf the defmcekss (Ps. Ixviii. (J;

cxlvi. 9); and as the God of the whole
earth, he loveth the stranger, helpless, aud
it may be opprcsseJ, and giveth him food

and raiment. Following him, Israel, as his

people, were to be benevolent to the stranger,

inasmuch as they themselves had been
strangers in Egypt, and knew by experience
what it was to be a stranger (cf. Exod. xxii.

20 ; Lev. xix. 33, 34). They were to love

the stranger as God loves him, by relieving

his necessities (cf. Jas. ii. 15, 16).

Ver. 20.—Reverting to his main theme,
Moses anew exhorts Israel to fear Jehovah
their God, and to show true reverence to

him by serving him, by cleaving to him,
and by swearing in his Name (cf. ch. iv. 4;
vi. 13; Acts xi. 23). Such reverence was
due from Israel to God, because of the

great thini^s he had done for them, and
those terrible acts by which his mighty
power had been displayed on their behalf.

Ver. 21.—He is thy praise, i.e. the Object
of thy praise ; the Being who had given them
abundant cause to praise him, and whom
they were bound continually to praise (cf.

Ps. xxii. 3 ; cix. 1 ; Jer. xvii. 14). Terrible

things ; acts which by their greatness and
awful efi'ects inspired fear and dread into

those by whom they were witnessed. For
thee; literally, with thee, i.e. either in thy
view or towards tliee, for thy behoof (oomp.
ch. i. 30 ; 1 Sam. xii. 7 ; Zech. vii. 9 ; and
such an expression as "deal kindly [lite-

rally, do hindnesg] with." Gen. xxiv. 49, etc.).

Ver. 22.—Among other marvellous acts

toward Israel, was one done in Israel itself;

they, whose fathers went down to Egypt
only seventy in number (Gen. xlvi. 26, 27),

had, notwithstanding the cruel oppression

to which they were subjected there, grown
to a nation uumberle.ss as the stars (cf. Qen.
zzlL 17: oh. L 10; Nek iz. 23>

E0MILETIC3.

Vers. 1—5, 10, 11.— The results of the intercessory prayer of Moset. In these yerwt
»fe haTe a very brief statement of the results of the jleading of Moses for Israel with
God, which can only be duly appreciated when set side by side with the fuller account
in Exod. xxxiii., xxxiv. It is clear, even from the few words here given us, that

the Lord's wrath was turned away, that the covenant and the covenant promise were
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again renewed. But we must at least indicate the points of detail ere we can gather

up the sublime teachings of the whole.

I. The results of the intercession of Moses, 1. Generally. "The Lord re-

pented," etc. (Exod. xxxii.14). The passage in Numb, xxiii. 19 is by no means contrary

to this. It means that there is no fickleness nor falseness in the Divine promises.and that

the fulfilment of them is not subject to human caprice ; which is gloriously true, and
in perfect harmony with the before-named words. These do not denote a change in

the mind of God, but rather a change in the Divine acts. God's promises are, in an
important sense, conditional, and his thrcatenings too. If we reject the promise and
fail to rely upon it, it will not be fulfilled in our case ; so, if we repent and turn from
sin, the threatenings will cease to apply to us. The virtual withdrawal of promise or

threatening is called "repenting," not because God changes his will, but because he
varies his action. God may plan and effect a change without ever changing a plan.

2. In detail. (1) There were two manifest tokens of the Divine displeasure, (a) Exod.
xxxiii. 7 ; the tabernacle of Moses, where he would hear the causes of the people, and
maintain the mediatorship, was removed from within the camp to the outside of it.

Still, mere}' and judgment were blended, for the pillar of cloud did not forsake them.

(6) Exod. xxxii. 34, 35 ; this is very obscure ; but it at least means that, though they

were forgiven, yet they were chastised. In after times, the Jews were wont to say

that never any trouble came upon them without an ounce of the dust of the golden

calf in it. The intercession of Moses, though it secured inestimable blessings, yet did

not avail to remove all reminders of their sin, or to make things as though it had not

been. (2) Dire threatenings were removed one by one. (a) They should not be con-

sumed, still, only an angel should go with them (Exod. xxxiii. 2, 3). (6) The Divine

presence should go with them (vers. 12—14). (3) Abounding mercy is vouchsafed.

The mercy is gradually brought out more and more fully, as Moses pleads more and
more persistently, (a) Though the tabernacle is out of the camp, yet communication
with Jehovah is still maintained (Exod. xxxiii. 9). (6) The old promise is renewed
(Exod. xxxiii. 12—14). " Rest !

" Rest in God. What less, what more, could they

desire ? (c) There was a formal renewal of the covenant (ch. x. 1—5). (d) Jehovah
grants a new disclosure of his glory. The recent exhibition of the frailty of man might
well have crushed Moses if he had not been sustained by a new vision of God. And
what a vision ! What a declaration ! Nowhere else on earth had a Name so glorious

then been proclaimed (Exod. xxxiv. 6—9). (e) The long-continued communion with

God illumed the face of Moses (Exod. xxxiv. 29—35). Was this supernatural or

miraculous? Supernatural? Yes. Miraculous? No. We believe intensely in the

religion of the face (see Acts vi. 15 ; vide a lecture by Joseph Cook, of Boston, on
' The Solar Light '). Moses was full of the Holy Ghost. The lustre without was but

the index of the light within. He had gone in unto God to plead for others, and he

was rewarded openly, by bringing down from the mount a radiance that told with

whom he had been 1 If our faces were oftener directed towards God in intercessory

prayer, they would certainly beam with new light, and men would take knowledge of

us that we had been with Jesus. (We have passed very rapidly over these details, as

they have been dealt with separately in the Book of the Exodus, for the purpose of

devoting somewhat more space to gathering up the lessons taught us thereby.)

II. The lessons taught by this narrative. 1. We see here the abounding mercy
of God—how slow he is to anger, how ready to forgive. We can imagine, indeed, an

objector interposing here, and saying, " Precisely the reverse. The fact of the severity of

God's judgments being abated, removed, and even exchanged for mercy, just in response

to the intercession of Moses, seems to make Moses appear more merciful than God."

Perhaps it seems so at first, but it only seems. And even the seeming ceases when
we look all round. For was it not the same God whom Israel had offended, who hail

given them Moses, who taught him to pray, and who sustained' his pleading power ?

So that the lines of judgment and of mercy have a common meeting-point in the

same hand. Besides, we must never forget that the Great Father adapts himself in

the methods of his teaching to the capacities of the child in learning. And even the

severity of the judicial sentence comes out of mercy. When will men learn the pro-

found truth in Ps. Ixii. 12 ? The greatest mercy wliich can be shown to a people is to

educate them in righteousness. How constantly are men making the mistake of
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regarding suffering as the grievance rather than sin ! as if it were not the sin which is

the people's bane, and the suffering consequent on it which is really their guard, that

they may learn to dread the sin which brings such sorrow with it. And if the Great

Lord, over and above the merciful threatenings which show the evil of sin in his sight,

provides Israel with such an intercessor as Moses, and if by virtue of his pleas will

withhold the dreaded stroke, and for the uplifted arm of justice will show the directing

and sheltering hand,—both the one act and the otlier are joint illustrations of that

glorious Name, the Lord thy God ! There is no schism in the manifestation of that

Name. The terror and the kindness perfectly accord, and it is only our defective sight

which makes them appear inharmonious in hue. The very God who guards Law by

the holiest sanctions, has provided also in his government for the efficacy of interced-

inrr prayer 1 " He retaineth not his anger for ever, because he delighteth in mercy."

2.°This mediatorship of Moses is but one illustration of the working of a permanent

law, that God wills to be approached by his saints in prayer on behalf of others. It

were well if some were to collate the intercessory prayers in the Bible, and the passages

which bear on the theme of pleading for others. The Apostle Paul understood the

blessedness of intercessory prayer. He himself rose to a glorious height in this sublime

act, and yet he declares his own dependence on and appreciation of the prayers of the

saints. Nor do we at all understand the priesthood of believers, till we regard this as

one of its special privileges, functions, and duties. Let those who " profess and call

themselves Christians " see to this. Let them rise to this high and holy service.
_
Let

them enter into their closets, fall on their knees, and pour out before God petitions

for all. We sometimes ask whether the yearning spirit of intercession is dying out

amongst us (Joel ii. 16—18). 3. This Divine law, of the power of intercession, has

its supreme illustration in a greater than Moses (Heb. vii. 25), even in him, of whom
in so many respects Moses was a type. Human mediation may achieve much, but

ah ! even the men who plead most with God for others do feel most their need of One

to plead for them ! There, there, at the Father's throne, is One who, having given

himself a ransom for many, does present his own work as the ground on which the

coming sinner may be forgiven, accepted, and saved. 4. There are three things which

no intercession, either of saints on earth or of a Saviour in heaven, can secure. Why ?

Because in the nature of things they are impossible, and therefore for them no holy

one can intercede. (1) No intercession can secure men against either the inward

smart or physical consequence of committed sin, even though it may have been re-

pented of and forgiven. There is nothing in the freeness of Divine grace to afford the

slightest encouragement to men in playing or parleying with sin. " In the day when

I visit, I will visit their sin upjon them," is as irrevocable a law as any other. It is

quite true that if the worldling, or the drunkard, or the fornicator, repents, he will

obtain meicy ;
quite true that he will be a child of God, and will be trained for the

Father's house. But—the enfeebled will, the sapped strength, the deteriorated judg-

ment, the haunted and haunting memory of evil, will abide with him, and will cast

their shade over all his remaining days. The bitter taste of committed sin will come

up into the soul a thousand times; and though it is true that even tliat will be sanc-

tified, and will prompt new prayers for restraining and renewing grace, yet, oh, how

far more peaceful would life be, if such nausea had not been made an enforced part ol

its experience ! While no penitent need despair of mercy, yet, for all that, he may

well dread the sins which, even after forgiveness, will " bite like a serpent, and sting

like an adder "
1 (2) No intercession can secure pardon for sin which is not lepented

of and forsaken. Hence, whoever there may be who is valuing the prayers of others

on his own behalf (and few, surely, would be so indifferent as to set no value on a

father's, mother's, brother's, sister's prayers), let us remind such a one that, unless he

repents of sin, those petitions will avert no sorrow, no judgment, no ruin. No ;
not

even the atonement of Christ was ever intended to save peopile in sin, but from it.

" God commandeth all men everywhere to repent." (3) If repentance be delayed,

there may come a point beyond which no intercession will avail, because the

" day of visitation " is past (see Jer. vii. 16). There is a limit beyond which not

even the vine-dresser dares to ask for further postponement of the sentence (Luke xiii.

9 ; see Luke xix. 41—44 ; Rev. ii. 21). " Now is the accepted time ;
now is the day of

salvation" (cf. Isa. v. 3—6). And if after all the blended judgment and mercy in the
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way of providence ; if after all the teachings, prayers, and intercessions as means of

grace ; if after all the striving of God's Spirit witli men, there is a steady, stout,

I'bstinate resistance to all,—then, such is the view of the holy ones on earth and in

heaven, such the view of our Great Intercessor, of the evil of sin and the honour of

God, that not from one pleader, however powerful or however tender, c:m there come
even one more request f(ir any further arrest or delay of the judgments of God. In the

treatment of every sinner, love, justice, mercy, forbearance, will all have played their

part, and if, after all the patience of a God and the entreaties of man, impenitent he
still remains, all heaven will acquiesce in the justice of the verdict—his blood shall be
upon his own head I

Vers. 12—16.

—

IsraeVa duty summed up and touchingly enforced. The rehearsal and
review of Israel's waywardness, in which tlie great lawgiver had been reminding the

people liow much God had had to bear with from them, must have been extremely
painful to him, as it was reproachful for them. That part of the review closes with the

eleventh verse. And then follows tliereon one of the most tender and touching ajipeals

to which the old man could give vent. The two first words of the twelfth verse, " And
now," convey a world of meaning. We think we see the lips of Moses quiver, we hear

his voice falter, we note the tear standing in his eye, as, with intensely deep pathos

and loving solicitude, he shows Israel how past waywardness on their part, and forbear-

ance and forgiveness on God's part, gave them an urgent reason why they should seek

henceforth to love, not in word only, but in deed and of a truth. There are two lines

of thought suggested by this paragraph.

I. Here is the sum of Israel's life-duty newly enjoined. This may be set under
six heads, which will be but enumerated here. 1. They must cease their rebellious

spirit: "be no more stififnecked." 2. They must fear the Lord their God. 3. With
fear they must blend love. 4. To love and fear they must add loyalty of action, by
walking in God's ways. 5. They must observe alike the commanilments or moral
precepts, and the statutes or several appointments. 6. And finally, they mu«t guard

against all merely surface work :
" Circumcise the foreskin of your heart." Though

there were many more rites in Judaism than there are under Christianity, yet a merely
ritual service was no more acceptable then than now. This summing up of life's duty
should be compared with that in Micah vi. 8.

II. Here is a great reason fob dischargino that duty enforced by tender
APPEAL. In this appeal, as we venture to call it, there are but few words. But how
full of meaning they are ! The word " now "

—

nunc, at this time ; and as put here it

may suggest six queries, each of which contains a most tender reason for future loyalty,

wliich the preacher may well urge with all possible force. We will name the queries

one by one. 1. And now, Israel, have you not been thus wayward long enough? Is

it not time that you reconsidered the po.sition in which you stand with reference to

Jehovah ? Look ! See where you are ! Think bow long you have been trying God'b
patience and long-suffering! 2. And now, Israel, since God has continued to spare you,

since he has forgiven you and not cast you off, since he has consented to bear \\ ith you
still,—will you not renew your vows, with less, indeed, of self-confidence, but with more
of penitential loyalty? 3. And now, Israel, think again, *' what doth the Lord thy God
require of thee?" Is it more than what is reasonable and right? Could he ask less

consistently with his righteousness and honour ? Are not all his commands wise and
right? Is it not an easy yoke to love a God so kind, to fear a God so holy, to obey a

God so faithful and true? 4. And now, Israel, look at the fact that all God's com-
mands are for your good (ver. 13)! A perfect obedience would ensure perfect content.

All the while you have been rebellious against the Lord, you have been figliting against

our own highest interests. God's honour and your hajipiuess require precisely the

jae course of life. 5. And now, Israel, do remember this, for consider how great is

jb Divine condescension in caring for you at all (ver. 14): " Lo! the heaven and the

yen of heavens is the Lord's thy God, the earth also, with all that therein is." And
hat, what but infinite love should lead him thus to stoop from his h'gh throne to care

r you? It is not for your righteousness, for you are a stiffneckcd people. No account

can be given of why God should care for you so, save that he loves to do it. Tlien

surely the reason is overwhelmingly strong tor your gratitude, loyalty, and love. 6. Anc
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now, Israel, seeing these things are bo, could you do less for such a God than he asks

of you, even if he did not ask it ? So rich should be your joy in him, so reverent your
fear, so devout your love, that you would with ready mind give God all, even if he did

not require alL What he is to you should lead you to be to him all that he would have
you he. Such seems to us to be a true expansion of the pathetic plea which this

passage contains, which the connection in which it stands necessarily suggests. IIow
much stronger every one of the six points may be made from the evangelic standpoint,

the Christian preacher will in a moment see. By as much as the love of God in the

great redemption in Christ Jesus is a grander disclosure than his love as revealed in the

deliverance from Egypt, by so much should each argument be the more tender and
strong. When we read, " God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were

yet sinners, Christ died for us," what can the proper response for our hearts be but this,

"We love him, because he first loved us"? Such love should constrain us to obey,

even if we had no written Law by which obedience was required.

Ver. 17—^xL 1.

—

Ood no respecter ofpersona. Having reminded the people of their

duty towards Ck>d, the aged lawgiver next shows the people what their God is to them,
and draws from thence a new argument for obedience and love towards him. In doing
this, however, while there is much which we treat of in other Homilies, there is one

special sentence, peculiar to this passage, which is yet made so much use of in the

teachings of other parts of the Word of Gxxi, that we feel called on to note it as the

centre point of this paragraph, to show what the truth is which is indicated therein,

and the bearing of that truth on the various phases of life and duty. We have in the

Word of God no fewer than ten or twelve quotations or uses of this text, each one

setting it in some special aspect as a point of doctrine, or drawing therefrom some special

inference on a matter of duty. These several allusions, direct or indirect, will suggest

the plan of this Homily. The verse thus frequently referred to is the seventeenth.
" For the Lord your God . . . regardeth not persons, nor taketh reward."

L What do such wobds mean, as a statement of truth? We might not

have seen much in them, if the Holy Ghost had not inspired the sacred writers to

quote them so frequently in new and varied lights. Being thus quoted, however, we
ought to show by reference to the several quotations, the varied phases of their meaning.

1. Qod knows no distinctions in his moral government of the nations. This is suggested

by the words in this passage. Moses says, in effect, to Israel, " You have been chosen,

out of all the nations, to receive a special revelation, and to be made the bearers of a

special mission to the world ; but do not think that because of that you are at liberty to

trifle with the rules of the Divine Law : God will not tolerate sin in you any more than

he will in other nations. Think not that he frowns on iniquity on Canaan and
regards it more mildly with you. ' He regardeth not persons.' And only as you are

loyal to him, and faithful in doing the right, will he smile upon you." 2. Ood makes
no distinction in the basis on which men are accepted in his sight. The Apostle Peter

throws quite an unexpected (and we fear to a large extent aa unperceived) light on

these words in Acts x. 34. He is preaching to Cornelius ; he is opening the kingdom of

heaven to the Gentile. To induce him to do this, he needed the vision of the great

sheet let down from heaven. That gave him a new revelation. God's grace was
larger than he had thought for. He had never seen till then the deep meaning of the

words in his old legislator's code. He saw them then, and they shone with glory

—

" Of a truth . . . but in every nation." As if he had said, " I used to think that

because our nation was favoured with more light, therefore it stood on another basis

for acceptance and safety. And now I find that the great plan of God's grace so covers

the globe, that in every nation, he who fears God and follows the light is accepted

with him 1 " Men are saved, not according to the measure of light they have received,

but according to the use they have made of the light which God has given them.

3. God is exercising over every man a presen tJudgment according toperfect impartiality.

The truth just now referred to made so deep an impression upon the Apostle Peter,

that he refers to it again in 1 Pet. i. 17, and would have the thought of the absolute

impartiality of God act as a perpetual influence on believers, generating and

maintaining a holy fear. There is no favouritism with God. He regards not

tho person, but the deed; "judging according to every man's work." 4. God revealed
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this attribute of his in the Lord Jesus Clirist. For this side-light on the truth,

we are indebted to a scribe, an uninspired man, who, possibly indeed in flattery,

but we rather think otherwise, intimates that this attribute of impartial equity,

which his lawgiver attributed to the Divine Being, was manifest conspicuously

in the Lord Jesus Christ (see Mark xii. 14). However he may have meant it, he
certainly uttered a jjrofound and glorious truth. For who, on earth, ever so clearly

sho ved himself no respecter of persons, as our Divine Lord and Master ? 5. Precisely the

iame feature of Ood's government will mark the final judgment (Rom. ii. 11, IG).

Tlicre will be one rule of righteousness, which will be inflexibly adhered to then, and
which not even the glorious grace manifested in the gospel will deflect or obscure.

Not from the most hidden souls, nor from the most prominent, will any impeachment
of the Divine righteousness ever rise up. The great system of mediatorial adminis-

tration may then reveal a plan of larger grace than ever entered into the lieart of

man to conceive, but most assuredly there will be no flaw in its equitable impar-
tiality, for "there is no respect of persons with God." That very impartiality will

bring about many startling changes, for *' many that are first shall be last, and the last

first."

II. To WHOM ARE THESE WORDS APPLIED IN SCRIPTURE, AS A DIRECTORY OF DtTTT ?

1. They are applied to the querulous. This absolute righteousness being revealed as an
attribute of God, should teach men to be cautious, who are too ready to pass judgment
on the ways of God when they are past finding out. Such is the use to which p]lihu

applies the doctrine. He did not understand Job's case, perhaps, any better than
P'diphaz, Biidad, or Zophar ; but in this point he is undoubtedly correct. We know
God is righteous, therefore we must not impeach what he does. 2. They are applied to

magistrates and judges (see 2 Chron. xix. (i, 7). The like equity to that which marks
the Supreme Judge should characterize all who have to administer justice in any
nation. 3. They are applied by Paul as a guide in religious controversy (Gal. ii. 6).
" God accepteth no man's person, tlierefore," says Paul, " neither might I. Truth
with me must be supreme, -ind even if James, Cephas, or John, who seemed to be
pillars, were to utter aught nconsistent witli the gospel or grace of God, whosoever
they are, it matters not." '.'he truth, not the person, commands our homage. Well
would it have been if in all fl^es this had been a guiding principle in the controversies

Oi the Church. Well would it be, if it were men's guide now. 4. The words are

applied to individual treatment and judgment of others in the varied relations ofprivate

life (Col. iii. -5). A man, however lordly, or however lowly, will receive from God a

reward or penalty according to what he hath done, and not according to his station in

life. And we, like God, must apply like moral rules all round, and never justify a bad
act because done by a rich man, nor depreciate a good act because done by a poor one.

5. They are applied to masters with regard to their treatment of servants (Eph. vi. 9).

We must not forget that the " servants " here referred to were " slaves." Neither Jesus
Christ nor his apostles, any more than Moses had done, made any open attack on
slavery. But by teaching this principle of the equality of men in God's sight, they
dropped a truth which, when it h:id time to grow, would cause slavery to fall, by
uplifiing the people to so high a standard of moral virtue that it would no longer be

tolerated by them. And even now there is need for the continued reiteration of the same
truth, that masters on the one hand may feel their responsibility to God for dealing justly

with their servants, and that servants may feel their responsibility for doing justice

to tlieir masters. 6. They are applied to Church members, in reference to their treatment

of the poorer members (see Jas. ii. 1—9). Church life is social lif« gathered round the

cross. " Life's poor distinctions vanish here." " Ihe rich and the poor meet together,

and the Lord is the Maker of them all." Each one is at liberty to form his own private

circle of frieadship, according to taste, culture, etc. But in Church life, work, and
worship, all ranks meet on one common platform, acknowledging "one Lord, one faith,

one baptism," and recounting in song one common salvation. The artificial distinctions

set up by men are nothing in the eye of God. To reproduce them in the Church is an
ofi"ence in his sight. If here we have respect of persons, we commit sin, and are con-

Ticted of the Law as transgressors. 7. The principle implied in the words is taught by
the evangelist in its most impressive form in the cross of Christ. Such, surely, is the

conclusion to be drawn from the weighty words of the Apostle Paul, "Wherefore,
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henceforth know we no man after the flesh ** (2 Cor. v. 16). " Wherefore ;
" because

Christ died /or all. " Henceforth ;
" from the time that we understand the world-

embracing purpose of his death, do we know no man after the flesh. The little distinc-

tions men make so much of here, all vanish in the light of the cross. We ask not

whether men are rich or poor; we ask not their name, nationnlity, or rank. "Christ
died for all." That stamps on every man's brow the inscription, " Dear to Christ."

Wherefore he will be dear to us for Christ's sarke, the wide world over, whatever his

caste, country, colour, or clime. If Christ died for all, we jircach to all. So that

the very principle which under the old covenant is enforced by Law, is under rlie new
created by love. That selfsame impartiality disclosed from Horeb in the methods of

Law, is again revealed from Calvary in the methoils of God's grace. And thus, tlirough

01(1 and isTew Testaments the apjieal is the same, though made first through thunder,

and afterwards through tears. " Be ye imitators of God." Plant your feet firmly on the

revealed doctrine of the impartial equity of God. Accepting that, acquiesce with loving

submission in the mysteries of his ways, even when they are in the deep waters, and
when his footsteps are not known. Then seek in your sphere to follow God in his.

Let the judge and magistrate in his decisions, the disputant in his arguments, the

private imiividual in his home sphere, the master in ruliuLr, the servant in obeying, the

Church member in his worship and fellowship with his brethren, the evangelist in

evangelizing,—all remember that as there is no respect of persons with God, there must
be none with them. And k t all strive to be like God, who in his Law encircles all men
with one bond of duty, while in his gospel he holds them all under one dispensation of

grace I

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1—12.— ToJcens of mercy. Various pledges of his forgiveness were given by
God to the people.

I. The renewal of the tables. (Vers. 1—5.) 1. Recunciliatlon to Ood is only

possible through return to obedience. God cannot but require that %ve accept his com-
mands, and make them the rule of our life (Matt. v. 19, 20; Rom. vi. 13—23). Such
return to obedience is involved in gospel faith (Eom. vii. 4). "Repent ye" (Mark i.

1.5). 2. The Law is one and unalterable (ver. 4). We must cliange ; God cannot.

3. The Law underlies the mercy-seat (ver. 2). A testimony against sins, yet the founda-

tion of the covenant. In redemption, the covenant obii;j:ation is not annulled, but

fulfilled representatively in the spiritual Head—Christ. In receiving Christ, the Law's
FulfiUer, we bind ourselves to be fulfiUers of it also, as no longer servants of sin,

but of rishteousness (Rom. vi.). Our justification is in him ; his Spirit of life is in us

(Rom. viii. 1, 2 ; Heb. x. 16).

II. The settlement of the ministry of religion. (Vers. 6—10.) The renewal

of the high priesthood in the person of Eleazar (ver. 6); the separation of the tribe of

Levi for the service of the sanctuary (vers. 8, 9). The existence of ordinances is a

proof of continued mercy. God punishes unfaithfulness by removing the candlestick

out of its place (Rev. ii. 5). The gospel ministry is Christ's gilt to his Church (Kph.

iv. 11). Means of grace end with the close of the day of grace (Matt, xxviii. 20; 2

Cor. vi. 1, 2), and the removal of the individual from their midst ends the day of grace

to him (Heb. ix. 27).

III. The commandment to go forward. (Vers. 7, 11.) We also are commanded
to go forward—to advance to the conquest of the world— to press to heaven. So long

as that command stands unrepealed, so long may sinners be assured that tlie day
of grace lasts, and that they are warranted in believing in the mercy of God
towards them.—J. O.

Vers. 12, 13.— The supreme rerjuirement. With this Moses began (ch. vi. 4), and
with this he ends. The !<um of the Law, and the sum of all his exhortations. It all

and always comes back to this (Eccles. xii. \?>) :
" What doth the Lord nquire of thee?"

etc. We have here: 1. The central requirement. 2. The all-embracing requirement.

3. The indispensable requirement ; that for which nothing else can be accepted as a
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substitute. 4. The requirement of kindness—" for thy good." 6. A recuonahU
reciuirement. This lovu and obedience were due from Israel for God's mercies to

them. As in the gospel, grace precedes, obedience follaws. Saved by grace, we are to

make such return as is possible by loving and Tearing God, and diligently keeping his

commands (Luke vii. 47 ; Kom. vi. 13 ; vii. 6 ; Eph. ii. 8—11).—J. O.

Vers. 14—22.

—

The supreme persuasive. The revelation of God's character in its

dijuble aspect of exalted mi;j;lit and of condescending grace.

I. God EXALTED, YET STOOPING. (Vers. 14—16.) The won'ler of revelation : 1. That
One so exalted should stoop at all. The wonder is not abated by reflecting that
infinite perfectiim must include infinite mercy with every other attribute. It fills us
with amazement to think of the Possessor of heaven and earth stooping to hold
friendly converse with his creature, man. The Bible dwells on the thought with
astonishment (1 Kings viii. 27 ; Ps. viii. 3, 4 ; cxlvii. 3—6 ; Isa. IviL 15). Modern
science indirectly testifies to the wonder in objecting that, with our enlarged
conceptions of the universe, it is impossible to believe that God should feel the special

interest in man whicli the Bible says he does. 2. That One so exalted should stoop so

ftir. God's depth of condescension seen peculiarly iu the gospel. (1) In sending the
Son. (2) In surrendering him lodeath. (3) Tiiis fur enemies. (4) In dwelling by the
Spirit in imperfectly sanctified hearts (John iii. Ki ; Rom. v. (3—10 ; viii. 32 ; 2 Cor. vi.

K;—18 ; Gal. V. 17). The persuasiveness of the revelation lies in its blending of

majesty with grace.

ii. God mighty and equitable, tet tenderly sympathetic. (Vers. 17—20.)
Another aspect of the Divine greatness, blending with lowliness, which attracts the
heart. The combination of great strength with great gentleness ; of judicial

steiToess with humane consideration of those in distress, are sufficiently rare to be
always striking. We marvel when, in the hero of a hundred battles, we discover

a heart of woman's tenderness; when in the judge whose strictness on the bench
everyone remarks, we light on a spring of deep and genuine compassionateness. It

is this combination we see in God. A God of gods, a Lord of lords
;
great, mighty,

terrible, sternly just
;

yet, what might seem incompatible with this, tenderly

and touchingly compassionate. His might and equity, so terrible to evil-doers,

he throws as a shield around the fatherless, the widow, and the stranger. He
executes their judgment. They are his peculiar care. Them, above all others, will he
not allow to be wronged (Ps. Ixviii. 5).

III. God omnipotent, yet his omnipotence exerted m defendino and
BLESSING his Chubch. (Vers. 21, 22.) Power in itself awakens fear; power known to

be engaged in our protection and for our good inspires the highest confidence. Moses
recalls to the Israelites, as a reason for fearing and loving God, his acts of power
on their behalf, especially his power as exerted in their extraordinary increase. God's
power may be viewed as displayed: 1. In the Church's redemption (Col. i. 13). 2.

In the Church's increase (Acts v. 38, 39). 3. In the Church's protection fiom her foes
(Matt, xvi. 18 ; Acts iv. 24, 31). The individual Christian will have reason to rejoice

in the same power as exerted in his conversion (Eph. i. 19), in his upholding (Jude 24),

in his protection (Rom. viii. 35—39), in his ultimate salvation (1 Pet. i. 5).—J. 0.

Ver. 16.

—

Heart circumcision. I. Heabt circumcision in its import. 1. Betokens

(he existence of natural impurity. The rite of circumcision, as the initiatory rite of the

covenant, taught that man, in his :.atural, unpurified state, is unfit for fellowship with

God. " In us, that is, in our flesh, dwells no good thing " (John iii. 6 ; Rom. vii. 18). It

was a symbol of the putting away of "the filth of the flesh "—a truth now signified in

baptism (Col. ii. 11 ; 1 Pet. iii. 21). 2. Illustrates thepaivful nature of the renuncia-

tion of fleshly lusts. The operation was sharp, painful, bloody. It vividly set forth at

once the necessity of renouncing the lusts of the flesh, and the pain attendant on the

act. We are called on to mortify our members which are upon the earth (Col. iii. 5).

The process is described as a crucifying of the flesh, with its affections and lusts (Gal.

V. 24). The deepest form which this renunciation can assume is the renunciation of

the principle of self-will in its entirety, the sharp excision of evil in its root. 3. Implies

the grace of the covenant. The reception of God's grace as exhibited iu the covenant
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is the condition of the possibility of this renunciation. We achieve it, not in our own
Btreiif^tli, but through the inipartation of a new principle of life. Paul makes it a

result' of faith in the risen Clirist (Col. ii. 12). The circumcised heart marks the

accepted and restored recipient of tlie grace of God—a child of the spiritual covenant,

one born again.

II. Heart circumcision in its kecessitt. 1. As distinguished from outward

circumcision. The latter was valueless without the former. Being but a symbol, its

sole worth lay in that which it represented. The true Jew was he who was one

inwardly, whose circumcision was " that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter"

(lioni. ii. 28, 29). The remark api^lies to baptism. It also is but a symbol, and with-

out the grace which it exhibits, and the inward renewal which it betokens, it is a dead

work, a valueless rite, leaving its subject as little a Christian as at first. So with all

ceremonies. 2. As a positive qualification for Ood's service. Pure obedience can flow

only from a pure heart, a renewed will. It is not a fruit of the flesh. The flesh must

be renounced, and a new and spiritual nature begotten in us betbre we can render it.

What is needed is not reformation, but regeneration—a new birth, a new creation, a

new heart (John iii. 3 ; Rom. vii. 18—25 ; viiL 7 ; 2 Cor. v. 17 ; Gal. v. 16—25).—J. O.

Ver. 19.

—

Love the stranger. The precept has numerous applications—

I. To LITERAL STRANGERS. Pcrsons from foreign countries, or from distant parts of

our own country, settling in our midst. Why should these be treated so often as

intruders, "incomers," peisons to be jealously watched and suspected, instead of being

taken by the hand and welcomed?
II. To THE UNFRIENDED AND HELPLESS. To all whose hearts are lonely, and their

lives destitute of the cheer given by the love and sympathy of friends. To the father-

less and the widow—strangers in a very true sense in a world where selfish interests

80 hugely predominate.

III. To YOUNG MEN IN GREAT CITIES. Often lost for lack of some one to take a

kindly interest in them.

IV. To STRANGERS TURNING UP IN CHURCHES. Colduess here repels many who
niight otherwise be won to interest in religion, and secured for Christ. Brotherly and

friendly attention, a kind word, the warm shake of a hand, the courteous offer of a

|,ew,—how far will they often go 'i They are, like " good words," worth much, and cost

little.

Show kindness to strangers: 1. Because they peculiarly need it. "The heart of a

stranger." 2. Because God loves them. He will avenge their wrongs. He will reward

kindness shown to them (Matt. xxv. 35). 3. We may be placed in similar circum-

stances. Changes in fortune (Ruth i. 19—22).—J. 0.

Ver. 20.

—

Religion in brief. A text made illustrious by our Saviour's use of it.

Like ver. 12, a summary of duty, but in a form giving prominence to the truth that

fear of God works from within outwards. This central religious principle particularizes

itself into

—

I. Serving him— or religion in deed. In resistance of all seductions to a counter-

service (Matt. iv. 10). In the faithful and diligent discharge of all duties.

II. Cleaving to him—or religion in heart. Fear and love, rooted in faith, here

reveal themselves as an energy of trust and adherence. They dread separation from

God as the worst evil. They hold by him for support, for keeping, for strength, for

direction.

III. Swearing bt his Name—or religion in word. This includes religious oaths,

but denotes also willingness at any time to make public confession of God.

IV. Rejoicing in hIm. "He is thy praise" (cf. Phil. iv. 4).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—5.— The Law deposited in the ark. The first attempt to convey God'i

Law to man in a written form had proved a failure. The human links in the system

had snapped. Moses had overrated the people's loyalty. The people had overrated

their own strength of purpose. So far, the Law had been to them a ministration ot

death. But knowledge grew out of experience.

L We see THE HUMAN FACTOR IN DiviNE REVELATION. The Conceptions th«i
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dwell in God's mind arc incomprehensible until they are put into human mould.
This introduction of a human element implies limitation, but does not imply error. The
prophet becomes the channel through which Divine communications flow ; but the

prophet needs great subjective preparation to receive the message. He must leave the

throng and bustle of men, ascend above the low cares of earth, and spend forty days
iu communion with lieiivenly realities, before he is competent to receive the gift of

Divine Law. Such absorption of mind in Divine fellowship will make us also sus-

ceptible of larger revelation. Obedience likewi»e to Divine command fits us for this

fellowship.

II. We see the permanency of God's Law. 1. The words that were written mi

these second tabids were the same as were written on the first—were the same as were
spoken in the flame. Though man may violate and break his Law, God does not

uiodil'y nor reduce his claims. 2. They were recordtd on stone, on the granite stone of

tMuai. There is significance to be found in the material chosen. In many respects

stone tablets would involve inconvenience, but the impression to be made on men's

minds was of the first importance, and God does nothing without reason. 3. They were

to he preserved in a chest. Thus they would be handed down from age to age as tho

unchanging will of God.
III. We see the succinctness of God's commands. These cardinal precepts

were but ten, which might easily be laid up in memory, and recited by aid of the

lingers. In the absence of writings, this natural aid to memory would be in common
use. Yet, though few in number, these ten words were pregnant with meaning—were
living seeds of truth, which, planted in the soul, would yield a copious harvest. The
two stone tablets may have been ordered to correspond with the two hands, or to

embrace man's twofold relationship— Godward and manward.
IV. The conservation of the Law in the ark is highly suggestive. 1. It

is suggestive of mystery. Since the human mind cannot measure the universe, mystery
is necessary—mystery is wholesome discipline. 2. It is suggestive of protection.

The stony tablets needed protection against the ebullitions of Moses' anger. They
needed to be hid to prevent their becoming an object of idolatry. 3. It is suggestive oj

value. They had both an extrinsic and an intrinsic worth. They would be valued as

rare and unique. They ought to have been valued more highly still as the records of

God's will. 4. It is suggestive of the use men should make of them. This hidden
deposit is symbolical. As the material temple is the symbol of the human soul, in

which God most of all prefers to reside, so the word of God is required to be enshrined

within. " Thy word have I hid in mine heart." The word is the true forerunner,

which prepares the way for the entrance of the Living God.—D.

Vers. 6—11.

—

Progress. Progress is the law of human life. Perfection is reached

only by steady advancement.
I. Progress is marked by distinct stages. There are times for action, and times

for rest. Neither body nor mind can, in our present state, bear the strain of continuous
exertion. There is an advantage in an occasional halt, by which we can review the

past, measure our progress, examine our resources, and reconnoitre the future. The
soul is many-sided, and advance in knowledge, devout feeling, practical exertion, self-

denial, cannot be made at one and the same time. To-day we gain clearer perception

of heavenly truths ; to-morrow we exercise our best affections on abject sufferers ; the
day following we fight with the enemy with sword and buckler.

" Each morning sees some task begun.
Each evening sees its close."

II. Progress is accompanied by changeful incident, painful and plbabant. At
one halting-place Aaron dieil, and the camp was plunged into bitter mourning; at

another halt they came upon streams of refreshing water. Yet all events may minister

to the soul's progress. There are no absolute impediments to the highest progress,

"Out of the eater comes forth meat." "All things work together for good." The
order of ex])erience usually happens, as in this case, viz. first the bitter, then the

sweet; first loss, then gain. The evening and the morning make one day. "Blessed
are tbey that mourn : for they shall be comforted."
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III. There is progress too in the development of God's plans. At another

stage of tln'ir pil^riniaue, God chcse the tribe of Levi to minister unto him in sacred

things. Heretofore, tlie firstborn in each family was claimed by God as his special

minister; now a particular tribe is st-lected on the ground of its zealous exertions in

God's cause. Character, not the accident of birth, is the basis of God's approval. In

God's kingdom, he bears the palm who merits it. Higher service is to be accounted
the most honourable reward. Promotion to a nearer fellowship with God—this ought
to be our richest joy.

IV. There is progress shown also in the natttre of Divine awards. It had
been considered hitherto that the supreme mark of Jehovah's favour was the gift of

Canaan. Now the people are gradually led to jierceive that there is something better

than that. One tribe, and that the most signally separated by God lor favour, is

deprived of participation in the promised land. The Levites, like Abraham, though
dwelling in the land, shall possess no personal property in fields or vineyards. Their
advantage it shall be, to be exempt from the cares and ambitions and jealousies per-

taining to landed estate. An inheritance shall be theirs, boundless in extent ; satisfying

in its nature; inalienable in its tenure; uncorrupting, yea, ennobling, in its effect upon
the possessor ; uncreated, and therefore undecaying. Their inheritance was God him-
self. He who has (iod, has all things. The universe is his.

V. Tbtje progress is the result of combined contemplation and action. In the

busy life of our Lord, communion with God and intense activity sweetly blended. To
be always on the mount would make us pietists and recluses and mystics—hot-house

plants. To be always on the field of action will make us narrow, hard, arrogant, self-

reliant. Both sides of our nature must grow in ratio, if we are to be lull-orbed,

attractive Christians. The ferry-boat of the gospel, which is to carry men to the other

side, must be rowed with two oars—prayer and labour.

VI. The progress of one is the progress of many. A useful principle of emula-
tion appears in human nature. It is painful to be left behind in the race. If we
cannot be in the front, we wish to be near it. Every man has a following. We can-

not go to heaven or to hell alone. With more or less of persuasiveness, every man
is saying, " Come with me I

" Is my influence beneficial or baneful ?—D.

Vers. 12—22.

—

Knowledge of God the parent of obedient faith. Every honest view
we take of God's service brings to light fresh features of attractiveness. It is the only

right course. It satisfies conscience, reason, affection, desire. Having right disposi-

tions and purposes in life, all larger knowledge of God makes service pleasant
;
yea,

true service ministers to our best life.

I. The reasonableness of God's service may be deduced from the perfection
OF his character. 1. His supremacy. He is " God of gods." He stands alone, the

sole Creator, but himself uncreated. His claims upon his creatures are absolute,

unlimited, and unconditioned. 2. His equity. If, at any time, men suspect any
unrighteousness in God, it is because of some obliqueness of vision, or some defect in

their mental instrument, or some deficiency of knowledge. No shadow of partiality

has ever once been found in him. The favourites of God have been the most chastised.

3. His immense power. He is " mighty and terrible." A breath of God can create; a

breath can destroy. " With the breath of his mouth he will slay the wicked." 4. His
goodness and pity. His goodness is profuse, is distributed with royal generosity, with-

out stint. But his special care is reserved for the helpless. Widows and orphans have

exceptional protection and defence. He makes their case his own, and becomes their

unseen Patron. HunTan monarchs lavish their favours upon those who can do them
most service ; God lavishes his kindness upon the most needy. Want is the passport

to his storehouse. Infinite worth belongs to him.

II. This reasonableness of sebvinq God is seen in his gracious treatment of
MEN. 1. There was no need, so far as we can discover, that God should be served by

men. The heaven was his, and all previous orders of intelligent beings. The earth also

was his, and all its various contents. Here was large scope for the display of his |)erfec-

tions. If men were rebellious, he could readily crush the race, and sweep it from the fiica

of the earth. And no other motive for his kindness to men can we discover, than that

of generous and irrepressible love. 2. He has made covenant engagements with thern.
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Moses never fails to remind Israel tluit the God of heaven was tlwlr God. With con-

descending grace, that excites our perpetual surprise, God liad chosen them to be

n'cipieuts of special blessing. He had found " delight in their falhers;" and for the

fathers' sakes had loved the children. We, too, who believe in Christ, " are Abra-

ham's sei'd, and heirs according to the promise." God regards renewed men as his

treasure, his portion, his jewels. They are dear to him as " the apple of his eye."

There is no service he will not render for them, "no gift will he withhold." Pie lias

redeemed th.m with lil'e-blood, and esteems them as unspeakably precious. They are

destined to share his society, his possessions, his throne, his image. God has bound

himself to us by most solemn compacts, and all his vast resources are pledged to us.

It is a covenant made in heaven, and " is ordered in all things and sure."

Ill, Tins BE.\SOSABLENKSS IS SEEN IN THE SELF-ADVANTAGE OF SERVING GoD. 1. It

seeping his commandments we liave great reward. mere is large

present benefit, and there is larger prospective good. 2. It is a credit to us to serve

juch a God. " lie is our praise." The statesmen and ambassadors and generals of

England count it high honour to serve Britain's queen. How vastly greater the

honour to serve the King of kings! We may sufler passin'i reproach from our attach-

ment to Chiist, but reproach is like the early hoar-frost, which the ascending snn will

scatter. If men do net perceive the honour, it is because they are blind. " My soul

shall make her boast in tlie Lord." 3. God's past goodness excites our largest ?io/ie.

God had already done* great things for Israel. He had multiplied them in Egypt a

thousandfold. Nor had he reached the end of his power nor the end of his intentions.

What he had done was only a sample of what he yet meant to do. A world of good

is yet in store fur each believer. We shall never touch the furthest limits of God's

beneficence. "Eye hath not seen it." To his faithful servants the invitation is

repeated a thousand times over, " Come up higher."

IV, This beasonableness is seen in the kind of service required. Nothing

more is demanded than our thoughtful reason and enlightened conscience approve.

1. Reverence. We have only to know God in order to yield him the reverence of our

souls. If we could perceive his inherent majesty, his real excellence, and his unsullied

pm*!/, TO should (if feeling were right) instinctively yield to him the profoundest

reverence of our hearts. Were it not for the corrupting effects of sin, this would be

natural. 2. Submission to his superior will. By virtue of his wisdom, he has a right

to counsel. By virtue of his relation as Monarch, he has a right to command. By
virtue of his supremacy as Creator, he has claims on every part of our nature and on

every moment of our time. His will is excellent, benevolent, unerring. To take his

will, not ours, for chart and compass is simplest duty, ay, is largest privilege. "Be no

more stiffuccked." A pliable will alone makes a dutiful child. 3. Hearty love. That
we can love at all is due to him. The power to cherish love, to receive love, is his

gift. Hence, if we love at all, our love belon2;s to him. If we love in proportion

to benefits received, or in proportion to the worth of the object, or in proportion to the

love expended on us, then all our love will centre in God. 4. Practical service.

Genuine love will always seek some channel for its outflow, and service for love's object

is a delight, and is only love in active exercise. It would be a restraint and a pain for

love to be silent. She would justly count it bondage to be caged up within the hem t.

Having feet, it would be a restraint not to walk; how great the honour to be al>le

to walk in God's paths, in the highways he himself doth takel True service for God
is freedom, life, joy, heaven. If we love we must obey. 5. Such service makes us

Godlike. God counts it a joy to serve us, though he is under no obligation of law or

right so to do. To serve him means that we grow like him. We imitate him first

in actions, then in disposition, then in purposes, then in character. Said Moses signifi-

canth' to Israel, " God loveth the stranger. . . . Love ye therefore the stranger.

"

Through every hour of every day we may be climbing heavenwards, hecoming God-
bke. Every duty may become to ns an instrument actively moulding us into the

image of perfection. The obedience that springs from love is a pathway of flowery

pleasantness, ascending gradually to the hills of frankinoense, and to the presence o)

God.—D.
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Vers. 1—5.— The covenant renewed. The severe intercession of Moses succeeds at

Isst, and he is directed to get two tables like unto the first, and to bring them up to

God for his inscription upon thein. He was also directed to make an ark for their

reception. There was thus provided the tables of the teatimony, and a place in which

to keep them.

And here we have to notice—
I. Man is asked to provide the tables. God loves the co-operation of his jjeople

H far as possible. " FcUow-wurk'^rs with God " is our highest honour. Just as when
Christ was raising Lazarus he allowed men to roll away the stone (John xi. 39—41),

80 when he would write the Decalogue anew, he directs Moses to provide the tables.

This is better than to encourage man's indolence by God doing all.

In the very same way it is upon " the fleshy tables of the heart " God writes his Law
(2 Cor. iii. 3). Man, so to speak, provides the material, offers his heart for the sacred

inscription, and thus becomes a living epistle, known and read of all men.

IL God's will is unchanging. The two new tables received the same words as the

first which were broken. The second edition of the Decalogue was identical with the

first. God's will may be stereotyped, it is so perfect and changeless.

Man may be wayward ; but God will not alter his standard to suit man's low ideal.

The Divine plan is to keep before man the unchanging Law, and bring him by easy

stages up to it. There is no depreciation of the Divine requirements.

in. The ark was primarily intended as a depository of the Law. This chest

of shittini wood, made strong and beautiful, was evidently meant as a "safe," where

this precious deposit, this oracle of God, should be placed. There was nothing so

precious in the keeping of Israel. It was their great riches. What advantage had the

Jew ? " Much every way : chiefly, because that unto them were committed the

oracles of God."
And this ark not only typified the care taken of the canon, but also it would seem

Christ himself, who, as the Ark, kept the Law in its entirety ; it was the expression of

his own will, and it was the deposit within him. " Think not that I am come to

destroy the Law, or the prophets : I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil " (Matt. v. 17).

IV. Sanctified men are similarly to be depositories of God's holy will.

Those who are regenerated hide God's Law in their hearts, as Christ says prophetically

he did (Ps. xl. 8). The preservation of the sacred books has been wonderful—but

better is it to have truth settled in the soul and manifested through the life. The
blessedness of him who makes God's Law his meditation day and night is great indeed

(Ps. i. 2). " This is the covenant that I will make with them after those days, saith

the Lord, I will put my laws into their hearts, and in their minds will I write them

,

and their sins and iniquities will I remember no more " (Heb. x. 16, 17).

When God's word and will are so deposited ; when human hearts receive, like Lydia's,

the truth,—then is it carried not only through the wilderness of life, but out into " the

undiscovered lands." The ark of shittim wood, so strong and predous, only faintly

images the more precious recejitncle of the human heart, rendered by Divine grace

strong and true, which accepts of God's word of promise, tnd becomes thereby partaker

of the Divine nature and escapes the corruption of the ^<vld (2 Pet. i. 4).—R. M. E.

Vers. 6—9.— The separation of the sons of Levi, The tables of stone in the ark had

to be committed to special officers. These were the sons of Levi. God called them to

this, a high and glorious honour surely. They were also to minister unto him and

to bless in his Name. To this order of men no mere temporal inheritance was given
;

God was their inheritance.

I. It is surely desirable that a ercciAL obdeb of men should be set afabt
FOE the custody OF THE DiviNE WciiD. This was the primary office of the sons

of Levi, custodians of the ark of the covenant. In this respect they resemble the

Christian ministry, whose great office is to keep and to propagate the Divine Word. In

the *' division of labour " to which human wisdom brings us, it is surely important that

a special class should be charged with the sacred deposit of the Divine Word. Men
secularized by business cannot be expected to handle the Word of God with the wisdom
and power of those who are set apart for this special purpose.

Tl. The sorb of Levi were ai.so to be ministers unto God. They were directed
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to stand and officiate. They were the ministers of Ood. They were hit servants, not
man's. We do not now refer to the 'priestly rites, through which they passed according

to the Mosaic Law. These were special and temporary. They typified the priestly

office fulfilled by Christ, and, when I'ulfilled, no longer needed. But the general idea of

ministration in God's presence and for the Lord is surely the very essence of the

ministerial office.

in. The sons of Levi werb also to bless in the Name of the Loan. They
were charged to pronounce certain benedictions in God's Name. And this right is

manifestly continued in the Christian Church. The pronouncing of the benediction

is surely something more than a mere prayer breathed to heaven for the blessings

specialized. Is it not the assurance on the part of God's officer that the blessings are

conveyed to those waiting to receive them (cf. Numb. vi. 24 and 2 Cor. xiii. 14) ?

IV. It was arranged that the Levites should not be secularized, but
SHOULD LIVE AT THE ALTAR OF GoD. " Wherefore Levi hath no part nor inheritance

with his brethren ; the Lord is his inheritance, according as the Lord thy God hath
promised him." This means that this tribe was not to be secularized by worldly
anxieties and common cares. The Lord guaranteed their support by arrangements at
his altar.

And " ministerial support " should mean no more I It is a Divine expedient to

secure a class of men for his service, emancipated from secular cares and troubles. The
privilege of studying and enforcing God's Word is great and glorious. We only ask
such support as ministers as will preserve us from corroding cares, and enable us with
free spirits to give ourselves to this high business.

It is this only we ask for, the freedom from the secularity which the world demands
even when one is most watchful, in business struggles, against it. It is when a
believing Church gives the ministry of Christ such emancipation all round that they
may expect the ministerial office to be fulfilled with superior power and to command
the ablest men.—E. M. E.

Vers. 10—22.

—

New obedience. Moses, having detailed the success of his interces-

sion in Horeb, and that the threatened doom was averted and the pilgrimage proceeded
with, goes on in this passage to analyze the obedience to be rendered. It is all summed
up in fearing the Lord, walking in his ways, loving him, serving him with heart and soul,

and keeping his commandments. Let us try to grasp the description of new obedience
here presented.

I. Israel was to be a Gon-FBABiNa m:oplb. A fine word this, " the fear of God "

—

not indicative of slavish consternation, but of reverential awe. It is the fear which
springs from a fitting sense of God's greatness and majesty. He is too great and too
glorious (ver. 17) for any of his people to trifle with or to presume upon him, as in the
familiarities of ordinary intercourse.

II. And CONSEQUENTLY ISRAEL WILL SERVE GoD WITH HEART AND SOUL. Fof when
in faith we fear God, we find that " faith worketh by love," and so we throw ourselves
" heart and soul" into his service. We adore his excellencies, and then are " proud to

serve him." His commandments become our songs in the house of our pilgrimage, and
we find in keeping them a great reward (Ps. cxix. 54; xix. 11).

III. The NEED OF SPIRITUAL CIRCUMCISION WILL THEN BE FELT. " The circumcision
of the foreskin of the heart " can only mean the use of all lawful means to restrain the
wilfulness and waywardness of the heart. The lusts must be subdued, of which sell

is the centre and selfishness the essence. God has become central and supreme, and so

all that interferes in any way with his rights must be "cut off," no matter how painful
the process be. This is the cure for " stitlneckedness."

IV. The CARE of the fatherless, widow, and stranger, IS FELT TO be divinest
DUTY. God is impartial, he res{)ects not persons. He is just in all his reign. But he
is also compassionate, and makes the defenceless and the helpless his special care
(vers. 17, 18).

And in this wc feel it our privilege as well as duty to follow him. This is mani-
fested in

—

1. Orphan societies. Where the widow is considered with the fatherless, and as
much of the wrecked home as can be kept together is tried by loving care to be pre-

deuteronomy, q
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served. We are finding more considerate ways every day of ministering to the lonely

and the desolate.

2. Hospitality. This means love manifested to a stranger because he is a stranger.

There is a speculative hospitality that is poor and mean ; and there is a Divine hos-

pitality that asks those who cannot repay the attention, and asks them for the good

For if we are redeemed of God, like Israel, we must feel that it is due to God's kind-

ness to strangers. We were naturally "ahens," but his love made us friends, and we

have entered into his fellowship and joy. It is this felt obligation which sustains the

attention to " strangers " which the Lord enjoined.
, , .

It is evident that the Jewish religion was intended to be a lovely thmg because

a thing of love ; a matter of broad and genial sympathies and of noble efforts after

divinest duties.—R. M. E.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XL
Moses here renews his exhortation to

obedience, enforced by regard to their ex-

perience of God's dealings with them in

Egypt and in the wilderness, and by con-

sideration of God's promises and threaten-

ings. The blessing and the curse are set

before them consequent on the keeping or

the transgressing of the Law.

Vers. 1—12.—Israel was to love the Lord,

and manifest thisby the steadfast observance

of all that he had enjoined upon them.

Yer. 1.—His charge ; what he has

appointed to be observed and done (cf. Lev.

viii. 35 : Numb. L 58) ; more fully explained

by his statutes, and his judgments, and his

commandments.
Ver. 2.—Know ye ; take note of, ponder,

lay to heart. The words that follow,

for . . . seen, are a parenthesis thrown

in by the speaker to attract the attention

especially of the older generation, who had
wituessed the acts of the Lord. The words,

the chastisement, etc., are to be connected

with Tinoio ye, as the object of the knowing.

And know ye this day the chastisement, etc.

Which have not known, and which have

not seen ; supp. " what ye have known and
seen." Your children; those bom during

the wandering in the wilderness. Chastise-

ment ; not punishment, but discipline, edu-

cation, tiaining (LXX., iruiMa), including

both correction and instruction (of. the use

of the Hebrew word npiD in Prov. i. 2 ; v. 12
;

vi. 23, etc.). His greatness . . . stretched

out arm (cf. ch. iii. 24 ; iv. Si).

Vers. 3, 4.—(Cf. ch. iv. 34 ; vL 22; Exod.

xiv.)

Ver. 5.—What he did unto you in the

vrildemess. The doings of God to the

people in the wilderness comprehend the

manifestations of his omnipotence, both in

their guidance and protection, and in the
punishment of tliose who transgressed. One
instance of the latter is expressly referred

to—the destruction of those who joined in

the insurrection of Korah (cf. Numb. xvi.

31—33). Moses does not mention Korah
himself here, but only his accomplices

Dathan and Abiram, probably, as Keil
suggests, " from regard to his sons, who
were not swallowed up by the earth along

with their father, but had lived to perpetu-

ate the family of Korah ;

" perhaps also

because, though Korah was at the head ol

the insurrection, Dathan and Abiram were the
more determined, audacious, and obdurate in

their rebellion (cf. Numb. xvi. 12—15, 25,

26), so that it came to be named from them.

Ver. 6.—All the substance that was in their

possession ; literally, every living thing (Gen.

vii. 4, 23) that teas at their feet, i.e. all their

followers (cf. " all the people that follow

thee," Exod. xi. 8 ; " all the men that appei

tained unto Korah," Numb. xvi. 32).

Vers. 7—9.—Thus from what they them
selves had witnessed does Moses admonish
the elder members of the congregation,

summoning them to recognize in that the

purpose of God to discipline and train them,

that so they might keep his commandraeuts
and be strengthened in soul and purpose to

go in and possess the land, and to live long

therein (ch. i. 38 ; iv. 26 ; vi. 3).

Ver. 7.—For but, read yea : Yea, your eyes

l:»ave seen, etc.

Vers. 10, 11.—An additional motive to

fidelity and obedience is here adduced,
drawn from the peculiar excellence and
advantages of the land. Canaan was not
like Egypt, a country that depended for its

fertility on being irrigated by man's labour

or by artiticial processes, but was a land
where the supply and distribution of water
was provided for in natural reservoirs and
channels, by means of which the rain which
God, who cared for the land, sent plcutifuUi
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on it, was made available for useful pur-

poses. In E.?ypt there is little or no rain,

and the peopje are dependent on the annual
overflowing oi'tlie Nile for tho proper irriga-

tion of their fields; and as this lasts only

tor u short period, the water has to be stored

and redititributed by artificial means, often

of a very laborious kind. Wateredst it with

thy foot. " The reference, perhaps, is to the

manner of conducting the water about from
plant to jilant and from furrow to furrow.

I l.ave often watched the gardener at this

fatiguing and unhealthy work. When one
place ia suffi -ieiitly saturated, he put-hes

aside the sandy soil between it and the

next furrow with his foot, and thus con-

tinues to do until all are watered. He it

thus knee-deep in mud, and many are the

diseases generated by this slavish work.

Or the reference may be to certain kinds of

hydraulic machines which were turucd by
the fei t. I have seen small water-wheels, on
the plain of Acre and elsewinre, which were
thus worked ; and it appeared to me to be
very tedious and toilsome, and, if the whole
country had to be irrigated by such a
process, it would require a nation of slaves

like the Hebrews, and taskmasters like the

Egyptians, to make it succeed. Whati ver

may have been the meaning of Moses, the

Hebrews no doubt had learnetl hy bitter

experience what it was to water with the

foot; and this would add great force to the

allusion, and render doubly precious the

goodly land which drank of the rain of

heaven, and required no such drudgery to

make it fruitful " (Thomson, ' The Land and
the Book,' ii. 279 ; edit. Lend. 185'J). Philo

describes a machine of this sort as in use in

Egypt (' De (. onfus. Linguar.,' 0pp. i. 410,

edit. Mangey) ; and m that country, " a gar-

den of herbs" is still generally watered by
means of a machine of simple construotion,

consisting of a wheel, round which revolves

an end less rope to which buckets are attached;

this is worked by the feet of a man seated

on a piece of wood fastened by the side of

tiie machine, labour .c once monotonous and
severe (Niebuhr, ' ' oyage en Arabic,' i. 121,

4to, Amst. 177<J ;
" Jescrijition de rAiabie,'i.

219, Ito, Pars. } i 79; Eobmson, Jib. Bea./
i. 5^2; ii. 21).

Ver. 12.—Careth for ; literally, searcheth or

inquireth after, i.e. thinks about and cares

for (LXX., iiriaKoir iiTai, oversees ; cf Job iii,

4; Ps. cxlii. 4; Jer. xxx. 17; E/,ck. xxxiv.

8 ; Isa. Ixii. 12). The eyes of the Lord thy God

;

f.«. his special watchful provitlence (cf.

Ps. xxxiii. 18 ; xxxiv. 15 ; Ezek. iv. 5). It

was a land on wliich Jehovah's regard was
continually fixed, over which he watched
with uneuasing care, and which was sus-

tained by his bounty ; a land, therefore,

irbolly dependent on him, and so a fitting

place for a people also wholly dependent on
him, who owed to his grace all that they
were and had.

Ver. 13.—J?eing thus wholly dependent
on God, it behoved them to be careful to

attend lo his commandments and to obey
them, that so his blessing might be con-

tinued to them auii to the land. If they
would love and serve the Lord as they weie
bound to do, he would give them the rain

of their laud, i.e. rain for their land, such
as it required (cf. " rain of thy seed," Ps.

xxx. 2, 3), in the proper season, the early

and the latter rain, so that they should
fully enjoy the benefits of the land.

Ver. 14.—The first rain; the rain which
falls from the middle of October to the end
of December, wiiich prepares the soil for the

seed, and keeps it uioist after the seed is

sown. The latter rain; that which falls in

March and April, about the time when the

grain ia ripening for harvest; during tho

time of harvest no rain falls in Palestine.

But if they allowed themselves to be de-

ceived and misled, so as to ai/ostatize from
the Lord and serve other gods and worship
them, the I livine disj)leasure would be shown
in the withholding from them of the bless-

ing, so that they should miserably pi rish.

Ver. 16.—That your heart be not deceived

;

liteially, lest your heart he enticed or seduced
(nn2;_). The verb means primarily to be open,

and as a mind open to impressions from
without is easily persuaded, moved either

to good or evil, the word came to signify to

induce in a good sense, or to seduce in a bad
sense. Here the jieofile are cautionol
against allowing themselves to be enticed

so as to be led astray by seductive represen-
tations (cf. Job xxxi. 27; Prov. xx. 19
[" flattereth "] ; Job t. 2 [" silly ob« "]

;

Hos. vii. 11).

Ver. 17.—He shut up the heaven. •' The
heaven conceived as a womb" (Schulz);
cf. Gen. xvi. 2. The want of rain was re-

garded as a sign of the Divine displeasure
and as a curse (I Kings viiL 35; Zech.
xiv. 17 ; Kev. xi. 6).

Vers. 18—20.—(Cf. oh. vi 7—9.)
Ver. 21.—(Cf. ch. iv. 40 ; vi. 2.) As the

days of heaven upon the earth ; as long as the
heavens continue stretched over the earth,

i.e. to the end of time, for ever (cf. Job
xiv. 12; Ps. Ixxxix. 29 ; Gen. viii. 22).

Vers. 22—25. -If they were sedulous to

beep God's commandments, and faithfidly

adhered to him, loving him and walkin.i,'

in all his ways, he would drive out before

them the nations of the Canaanites, and
cause them to possess the territory of nations
greater and migiitier than themselves.
Every place on which the soles of their feet

should tread should be theirs, i.e. they ha i

but to enter the laud to become possessore
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of it. This is pjore exactly defined as re-

stricted to the land the boundaries of which
are p;iven—from the Arabian desert on the

south to Lebanon on the north, and from

the river Euphrates on tlie east to the Medi-
terranean on the west (ch. i. 7). From the

wilderness and Lebanon; read, even unto

Lebanon; p^^r\ is for jijn^n-nj? (cf. D>n ny

in the end of the vei se). The uttermost sea

;

ratlicr, tlie hinder sea (Numb, xxxiv. 6), the

sea that hiy bthiud one hioking to the east

(ver. 20; cf. ch. vii. 24; ii. 25; Exod.

iLxiii. 27).

Vers. 26—32.—Mose.s,in conclusion, refers

to the bltssiug and the curse consequent on

the observance or the transgression of the

Law, and prescribes that when they had

entered on possession of the land the bless-

ing should be proclaimed from Mount

Gerizim, and the curse from Mount Ebal.

Ver. 26.—Behold, I set before you; place

for your consideration (ch. iv. 8; xxx. 15),

so that you may tee whither tends obedience

on the one hand, and disobedience on the

other.

Ver. 28.—Other gods, which ye have not

known; in coutradistinction to Jehovah, the

revealed God, made known to them by word
and deed.

Vers. 29, 30.—(Cf. ch. xxvii. 11.) Thou
shalt put the blessing; thou slialt give

(nrn:), i.e. give forth, utter, announce,

proclaim (cf. Gen. xlix. 21; Job i. 22

[gave, i.e. uttered impiety to God] ; Ps.

1. 20 [gavcst, didst utter, slander]). The
two mountains named stand opj)osite to

each other, with a valley between, about two
hundred yards broad at the widest part, in

which stood the town of Shechem, now
Nablus. They were selected for the purpose

mentioned, doubtless, because of their rela-

tive position, and probably also becau.se they

stand in the centre of the land both from

north to south, and from east to west. It

has been suggested that Ebal was appointed

for the uttering of the curse, and Glerizim

for the uttering of the blessing, because the

former was barren and rugged, the latter

fertile and smooth; but this is not borne
out by the actual appearance of the two
bills, both being equally barren-looking,

though neither is wholly destitute of culture

and vegetation. That Gerizim was selected

for the blessing because of its position on
the south side of the valley " towards the

region of light," while Ebal was appointed

for the curse because it was on the north

side, can be regarded only as an ingenious

fancy. In ver. 30, the position of the two
mountains is defined as on the other side of

Jordan, i.e. on the side opposite to where
the Israelites then were, the western side

;

and as by the way—rather, behind the way—
where the sun goeth down ; i.e. the road of

the west, the great road which passed

through the west-Jordan country, and which
is still the main route from south to north

in Palestine (Ritter, iv. 293, etc. ; Robinson,

iii. 127), passing Nabltis and the two moim-
tains on the east, so that they are behind it.

Which dweU in the champaign; in the

'Arabah (see eh. i. 1), " mentioned here as

that poi tion of the land on the west of the

Jordan which lay stretched out before the

eyes of the Israelites, who were encamped in

the steppes of Moab" (Keil). Over against

Gilgal ; i.e. not the Gilgal mentioned in Josh.

iv. 19, which was east of Jericho {hod.

Jiljiilia), nor the Gilgal of Josh. xii. 23

(probably the modern Jiljulieh, in the plain

of Sharon), but the Gilgal of Josh. ix. 6;

X. 6 ; and 2 Kings ii. 1 (Jiod. Jiljilia), to the

north of Bethel, from which there is "a
very extensive prospect over the great lower

plain, and also over the sea" (Robinson,

'Bib. Res.,' iii. 138); so that the mountains

by Nablus may be very well described as

"over against it." Beside the plains of

Moreh; for "plains" read oaka (of. G«n.
xii. 6 ; XXXV. 4).

Vers. 31, 32.—The assuranre that they

should pass over Jordan and possess the

land of Canaan, is assigned as a reason and
motive why they should observe to do all

that God had commanded them.

x/

HOMILETICS

Vers. 2—9.

—

The voice of God in passing events to he heeded, interpreted, and

obeyed. As in former paragraphs, we have here much repetition of the same teachings

which had been already given. We therefore select for homiletic treatment the one dis-

tinctive teature which marks it. The people of God are now on the verge of Canaan.

Multitudes of them had been born since the march through the wilderness had begun

forty years before. They could not have seen the wonders in Egypt, nor could they

know, except by report, of the manifestations of the Divine displeasure at the rebellious

spirit manifested by the people during the tirst years of their course. But there are

still some seniors left who Lad seen all. To these Moses makes his appeal, ere the

diwQure* iu which he exhorts to obedience is brought to a clow. And he urgea tbev
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anew, from • consideration of the deep meaning of the events which their own eyes
have seen, to learn to be faithful and obedient. We by no means umlersfand Moses as

intending to say that the children are not before him to hear his words, but rather that
the argument he is now using is specially for the sires rather than the sons. It is in

cflect this :
" You, the seniors among the people now, have seen all these thine;?.

God has spoken in them directly to yon; therefore, it is incumbent upon you to assign
to these events their true meaning, and to give them their rightful power over you."
Whence we get the topic named above for our Homily: " The voice of Ood in passing
eve7itft to be heeded, understood, and obeyed.**

I. Here are stirring events which had occurred under Israel's owk etes.
Three of them are specially named. 1. The plagues brought on Pharaoh and the
land of Egypt. 2. The overthrow of the Egyptians in the Red Sea. 3. The over •

tlirow of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. (For remarks on these, see Exposition, and
Homilies in loc. For much light on the second, see Brugsch's ' Egypt.')

II. Here is a specific meaning given to these events. They are all called
"chastisement" (ver. 2). They are not only referred to as works of greatness, deeds of

power and of terror, but their moral meaning (which is infinitely more important) is

given in the word "chastisement." It is of very much more consequence to understand
the meaning of an event, than to merely have the event stored up in memory as a piece
of history. In fact, it may fairly be questioned whether the latter is of any value at
all. Of what value is it to a student to know that King John signed Magna Charta,
unless he knows the meaning thereof, as related to the rise and growth of the British

Constitution ? Even so it is not of the slic^htest service to know of Red Sea wonders, nor
of the plagues in Egypt, unless their jilace and meaning in history are known. This
is the case likewise with events of much greater moment. Not even the wonders of

Gethsemane and Calvary are exempted. If regarded only as incidents in history, apart
from their spiritual, redemptive meaning, they will serve us nothing. "As the body
without the spirit is dead," so facts without their significance are dead also. Hence it is

that the attention of Israel is recalled to these olden wonders as "chastisements "from
the Lord their God.

III. These events mat be divided into two classes ; in each class a like principle

is illustrated, though in a different form. 1. The first two were the chastisement of

Egypt on behalf of God's oppressed people, showing them the strength of his arm and
the value of his covenant love. 2. The third was the chastisement of the chosen
people themselves, when they rebelled against the divinely appointed order with reference
to the priesthood. In the former cases, God's jealous love on behalf of his people was
proven ; in the latter case, God's jealousy for his own honour, in maintaining his
appointed order and ordinances unimpaired. In the former, that jealousy chastised Egypt
lor Israel's sake ; in the latter, Israel for Jehovah's sake. Thus Israel would have
before them the lesson that, as God in his love would snap the fetters that bound them,
so in his purity he would remove the stains that disfigured them; that as they
rejoiced in the love of God which was round them as a mighty guard, so they might also

cherish a holy fear of that purity which would mark its displeasure at their wayward-
ness and sins.

IV. Such events, so full op MEANnsro, should havb a constant effect in
IMPELLING TO OBEDIENCE, AND IN QUICKENING AND SUSTAINING A REVERENT FEAR
AND LOVE. God meant much in bringing them to pass, and they should mean much
in the use they made of them (vers. 8, 9). If they laid them to heart, and acted out

the lessons they were designed to teach, they would continue in the land which God had
assigned to them. The reference in the phrase, " that ye may prolong your days
in the land," is rather to Israel's continuance as a nation, than to the long" life of

the individual. National continuance dependent on national obedience, is the one
truth most frequently named in the exhortations of Israel's lawgiver.

V. All this has a present-day application to the people of God now. Forms
change ; but principles never. There are few passages, even in the grand old Book,
that open up a wider scope or a sublimer field for the preacher's efforts than the one
before us. The following enumeration of the successive links of thought may be helpful.

Our pages give no space for more. 1. At the background of the Christian dispensa-

tion there are solid and substantial historical facts on which we can ever fall back.
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2, Though the facts, comprised in the birth, cross-bearing, resorrectinn, and ascension of

our Lord Jesus Christ, did not occur in our times, yet the evidence thereof lias come down
to us in unbroken line, and with unimpaired force. 3. The meaning of ihese facts is

oven better known now than it was at the moment of their occurrence; for tlieir sig-

nificance has been rcci^rded for us in books whicii have survived fire and flood, and have

reached us in all their integrity. 4. There are other sets of facts connected therewith

of which we are witnesses, viz. that the gospel of Christ has been the jiower of Gi)d

unto salvation to those who believe it, and that believers therein are tlie guardians of it,

holding it in trust for others. 5. Those thus guarding the faith uf Christ are the present
" commonwealth of Israel ;" taking the place in this economy of the Israel of old.

They are not indeed visibly one now as in ancient days. But they form a host a

hiindredlold more numerous, ranged umler differing names, yet guarding the ancient

faith. 6. Those Churches which are faithfid to their acknowledged mission, prolong

their davs in the land; while those which, either in faith or life, are less loyal and

true to their God, die out, and " the candlestick is removed out of its place." 7. This

law of Church life is a ]icrpctual declaraiion of God's jealousy for his honour. "In
]iroportion to their faithfulness or unfaithfulness," says a modern writer, "particular

Churches overcome the world, or are overcome by the world." Thus God shows his

care for these supreme facts of our faith, by saying to Churches, " If you guard them,

j'ou live ; if you guard them not, you die." In the great redempticm which is in Christ

Jtsus, God has broken the fetters which bound man. In his watchful jealousy, he

will bring honour to the Church which holds forth and acts out his redemption, and

will bring shame to one which represses it, weakens it, or turns the grace of God into

lasciviousuess. Just as our God cared not for Israel to remain a nation unless they

jireserved his honour unimpaired, so he cares not for the continued existence of any

Church, uidess it is "earnestly contending for the faith once delivered to the saints."

8. While, however, the claim and demand of God upon the fidelity of his Israel now is as

strong as ever, yea stronger, the mode in which that claim is presented is vastly more

tender than in ancient days. In the Epistles to the seven Churches we have a kind of

a])peal to the Christian Js;ael, analogous to this of Moses to the Hebrew Israel. But, in

lieu of the thunder, trenihliug, and flame of Sinai, we have the pathos and love of Geth-

semane and Calvary. Can we resist such appeals as those which Christ presents? Can

we consent to krcp back from man the cross, with all its fulness of meaning; or fail

to respond to it by intensest love and closest obedience? May our once sufiering

and now glorified Lord make us faithful, and keep us so till death

!

Vers. 10—17.— The order of nature subservient to moral purposes. (For information

concerning methods of irrigation in Egypt, see the Exposition, and works on the subject.)

Moses here reminds the people : 1. That the land of Canaan would iu)t require artificial

irrigation, as that of Eiypt had done; that it was a land specially cared for by God,

who gave it the early rain after the sowing, and the latter rain before the harvest ; so that

there would be no occasion for them to put forth the same kind of labour that had

been performed in the land of their bondage. 2. That if they were obedient and true

to their vows, the fruitfulness of Canaan would be ensured through the continuance of

the early and the latter rain. 3. But that if they allowed themselves to be seduced to

the service of other gods, the Lord's wrath would be kindled, the heaven would be

shut up, the rain would be withheld, and so from want of sustenance the peojde would

perish. Now, it is evident that this is one of those passages with which what is called

" modern thought " ventures specially to come in conflict. We do not now concern

ourselves with any physical theory of the working of nature which the Hebrews may
have had. Moses did not give them any. It was not his iTovince, which was simply

to teach them the moral and spiritual laws under which they were placed ; to show

them that thtse were such as to subserve their training in righteousness, and that

nature itself was so regulated by Jehovah, as to be a most important factor in the

educational forces which were at work on their behalf. The series of thoughts here

given opens up a most important theme for pulpit teaching; viz. The order of nature

subservient to moralpurjioaes.
I. Let us indicate the maik thoughts which are contained in this passage.

1. Tb« eeuding of rain iroxu heaven is an act of God (Jer. xiv. 22). This is a truth
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taught by natural religion, and recognized in the whole of Scripture. 2. The sending
of the rain from heaven is an act of, and to us a proof of, the Divine benevolence (Matt.
V. 45). 3. There was manifest kindness to Israel, in leading them to a land so 8}X)n-

taneously and richly fruitful as Palestine. In Egypt, where rain falls so seldom, God
had taught man to water it by artificial means, and compensated for the want of rain

by the periodical rise of the Nile. But whereas in Palestine there was no such
phenomenon, and as the people would have perislied therein from want, had artificial

means of watering it been required ere these irrigating measures could have been
carried out, it was no mean mercy that they were led to a land which did not need
them. They lose very much who do not see proofs of Divine care in these natural

counterpoises and compensations. Moreover, had the fruitfulness of Canaan been
dependent on Israel's " watering it with th« foot" they might, in their ignorance, have
attributed its fertility to their own wit or wisdom ; but no such self-laudation could
well arise where all had been secured for them by a Power not their own. 4. Never-
theless, however richly Canaan might be blessed with the rain of heaven, that gift of

God was by no means absolute or irrevocable, but would be so bestowed as to serve the

purpose of a moral training. In ' Footnotes from the Page of 2S'ature,' Dr. Macmillan
clearly shows that there is a law of nature, by virtue of which each order of life exista

for the sake of that which is above it. We have but to widen and generalize this

principle, and we get exactly the same truth in the Word which is revealed in the

world, viz. that the physical exists for the moral, and is so regulated as to be subservient

thereto. All things are for man. "He giveth us rain from heaven, and fruitful

seasons, filling our hearts with food and gladness." And if thus God cares for the

bodily wants, how should he but care the more for the moral growth of the cieature

—

man? 5. From this general principle, two details naturally follow. (1) That rain will

be continued if the people are obedient. (2) That if they disobey, and serve otlher

gods, rainlessness and dearth will be the sad reminders of their sin (see ch. xxviii. '23,

24; 1 Kings viii. 35; xvii. 1; 2 Chron. vi. 26, 27; vii. 12—14; Jer. xiv. 1—7, 17—
22; Amos iv. 6—8; Hag. i. 7—11; Hos. i. 8, 9). It is no valid objection to say
that there is no nexus between the obedience or disobedience of a man, and the fall of

rain. For, first of all, in such a statement there is a gross petUio principii. The whole
thing in question is assumed ; and secondly, according to the fourth principle named
above, the Scripture theory is, not only that there is a nexus, but that it is a known
and intelligible and a reasonable one : viz. God gives or withholds rain. He values his

people's comfort, but their virtue more. He varies the course of nature so as to subserve
the latter end. Hence there is a connection between human obedience to God, and a
shower of rain. The obedience is to God, the rain isfrom him. But let us now pass on

—

II. To SHOW HOW THESE THINKINGS SHOULD GUIDE US IN REFERENCE TO SOME OF
THE PRESENT PERPLEXITIES OF HUMAN THOUGHT. And perhaps we may meet these,

and clear up the passage before us, most eflectually, by at once putting the question,
" Is it right to pray for rain f " We must again divide this question into two ; and must
first ask, " What do we mean by praying for rain?" or " What is that praying for rain

for which alone any devout and intelligent believer would argue?" 1. It is not meant
that those who never pray at all should pray but for rain, and selfishly beg a gift from
a Being to whom, except when they are in trouble, they do not care to speak. 2. It

is not meant that men should ask distrustfully, as if they thought their words would
move the Most High to pity. 3. It is not meant that any request for rain should bo
absolute, or sent up in a spirit of querulousness or dictation. 4. It is not thought that

any law of nature needs to be interfered with, or altered, or modified, in order to bring

an answer to such a request. But: (1) It is known and believed that all nature is

perfectly plastic in the Creator's hands. (2) It is contended that Gud can modify the
course of nature without varying a law. Why, even man can do this : he can drain
a morass, or carry off a lake, and change the climate and vegetation of a district for ever
afterwards; and if man can do this in part, surely God can do it infinitely. (3) It ia

urged that those who in every thing by prayer and supplication make their requests known
unto God, need not alter their course because the present trouble is a want of rain ; but
that they may lay this, in common with all other things, before God in prayer:
reverently acknowledging his greatness, humbly acknowledging that their sins deserve

his rebuke, and submitting thereto with lowliness and co-itrition of heart. (4) It ia
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asserted that any iuch devout souls, in any distress whatever, can, may, ought ta

entreat the Lord their God that he would have mercy upon them, remove his stroke,

and grant them their request. This is that for which alone we contend. Now, there

are reasons for taking up such a position, which cannot be set aside, and when put
together in cumulative force, they seem to us to leave no special diflBculty on this

point remaining. (1) There is a God and Father of all. (2) He loves to be approached in

prayer (Ps. 1. 15). (3) Whatever is a care on his children's heart is a care on his (lea.

Ixiii. 9 ; 1 Pet. v. 7). (4) God's great concern for the people is their moral training

(ch. viii. 2—5). He so distributes physical good that the higher end may be
subserved. (5) We are taught by our Lord himself to pray, " Give us day by day
our daily bread

;

" and if so, it follows that we may pray for the continuance of the

means on which the supply of daily bread depends. As rain is one of the very chief

of these means, it follows that the children of God may pray for rain. But it may be
objected, 1 : The laws of nature are fixed. Be it so. The course of nature is not
(see remarks above). God may modify an order without altering a law. What man
can do in limited measure, God can do in unlimited degree. Objection 2 : Prayer
cannot change the mind of God. True. We neither seek nor desire to do this. We
do not know what is the mind of God until he tells us. He has said, " Ask, and ye
shall receive." If then it is the mind of Grod that his creatures should ask before

receiving, it is of no use to think that the mind of God will change, and that they will

receive without asking. Objection 3 : If, as is affirmed, sin is the reason for drought,

then the only thing which meets such a case is putting away the sin, and not

prayer 1 We reply, the Scriptural teaching is that there must be confession, repent-

ance, and prayer (see 1 Kings viii. 35). Not one alone, but all combined. Thus all

the objections faiL Finally, we would conclude with one earnest inquiry, the work-
ing out of which would demand a long discourse. We can but put it, and let it drop

as a seed into some hearts. Given, man as a moral being, with indefinite possibilities

of development for holiness or sin, which theory of the constitution of nature most
accords with the constitution of man? That which represents physical force as

controlled for the purposes of his moral culture, or that which represents the nobler

aspirations as hopelessly baffled by a non-moral, bare physical force? Eeader,
" Consider what we say ; and the Lord give thee understanding in all things.*'

Vers. 18—21.—(See Homily on ch. yL 4—9.)

Yere. 22—25.

—

The moral power of national righteousness. There was a definite

territory assigned by God to Israel. They were promised it, but the prohibition

against going beyond what God had allotted them, was as remarkable and strong as

the assurance of their possessing such allotment. The bounds here specified are stated

afresh in Josh. i. 3, 4. In the days of Solomon these boundaries were actually theirs.

But, as is well known, they were a people untrained for war ; in regard to military

skill and warlike appliances, other nations were vastly more than a match for them,

leaving out of the question Israel's paucity in numbers. But (and it is not the least

striking feature in the Mosaic legislation) they were to have power of another kind,

even that which was moral, a power arising from their righteousness, and also

dependent upon it. And in this passage : 1. Moses afresh reminds the people of their

duty—to keep the commandments of the Lord their God. 2. He points out that their

loyalty to God and assurance of his protection would give them irresistible strength.

3. The knowledge of this higher order of moral life, and of the promised guard of their

covenant God, would so influence the other nations that they would be inspired with

dread (see Josh. ii. 9, 10, 11). 4. This dread of Israel which the nations round about

would feel would clear their way, would ensure their conquest, and would be a security

for them in retaining their possessions. From all this we get one of the most important

lessons suggested which can possibly be taught on national affairs, viz. ITiat the kind

of'power over other nations, which a people may well desire the most, is that which comes

from the influence of its own righteousness.

I. National power ib universally coveted. Nor, provided sundry conditions

are fulfilled which will be presently named, is this wrong. No nation ought to consent

to b« a cipher among nations. Just as really as a man may well wish to be something
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amongst [his fellows, so should a people wish to be something iu the regard of

neighbouring states.

II. It is most impobtant that the power op a nation over others should be
THAT OP THE HIGHEST KIND. One nation may be chiefly great in its commercial
enterprise, another in its culture of art, a third in the renown of its orators or poets,

a fourth in its philosophic wisdom, a fifth in its military or naval fame ; but there

is a power, unlike all these, after which Israel was bidden to aspire.

III. That is the power most to be desired which would make it worth
WHILE to perpetuate THE NATION POSSESSING IT, FOR THE SAKE OF THE WORLD's
GOOD. Moses, under Divine direction, is continually recof];ui7,ing this, by putting Israel's

continuance in the land as conditioned on their loyalty to Jrliovah an<l his laws.

IV. The only power which is absolutely necessary to the world's good ib

THAT op righteousness. This unites a people. This gives clear heads, strung frames,

valiant hearts. A nation whose heart is soundly righteous will not figlit unless it

must; but if it must, it will fight grandly and for a righteous aim.
V. This power of righteousness will have a manifoi.d effect with regard

TO other nations. 1. As a rule, it will ensure tlieir good-will. 2. Appealing as it

does to man's sense of justice, it will help to ward off attacks from without. 3. Where
it fails to do this, and where an attack has to be resisted, if in the hour of their need
they cry unto God, they will find that he shields them in the day of battle (see

2 Chron. xx. 1—29).
VI. This power may even bk dkvelofed and strengthened by repeated and

ARDUOUS CONFLICT. (See 2 Chron. xx. 29.) When a people are with one heart loyal

to God, and do with one voice cry unto him, they will find out that Jehovah hears, and
that Gk)d speeds the right. And may we not appeal fearlessly to every one of our
readers, and say, Is not this power of righteousness pre-eminently that which the world
wants? This being so, we may bring this series of remarks to a close by observing

—

VII. That the great God of nations will set his seal of approval on
PEOPLES that so CLEAVE TO THE RIGHT, BY GIVING AGAIN AND AGAIN THE VICTORY
TO THAT WHICH, HUMANLY SPEAKING, IS THE WEAKER SIDE. Scripture CaSCS of this

abound : Israel and Pharaoh ; Gideon and the Midianites ; Hezekiah and Sennacherib

;

Jehoshaphat and the Ammonites ; and (in another sense) Elijah and the priests and
prophets of Baal. The Word of God is continually showing us that power is not always
where it seems to be, but very often where it seems not to be : Joseph, Daniel, Peter, etc.

From all these considerations, there may be drawn out an earnest appeal to men, even if

they aim at nought higher than to be the true lovers and guardians of their country and
nation, to seek for the sake of their own dear land, to love and to practise righteousness.

Nor let it be supposed that this statement is at all aflfected by the fact that we are " noi

under the Law but under grace." Grace reigns through righteousness, and only
through righteousness. Infinite grace has offered a Sacrifice which has done away
with the need of continuing the sacrifices of the ceremonial law. But grace never
has and never will abate one jot or tittle of the demands for righteousness which
mark the moral law. Never 1 And if we are rescued from condemnation, if we are

made sons of God, it is not that we may be absolved from the obligation to right-

eousness; but that "the righteousness of the Law may be fulfilled in us" from the

spontaneity of personal choice, without the need of any command to enforce or

pressure to constrain. And inasmuch as only in a perfectly righteous people can
there be an absolute guarantee of permanence, it follows that only the people in

the commonwealth of Israel will constitute " the eternal city." For there " the

people shAll be all righteous," and then " they shall inherit the land for ever. " Right-
eousness and permanence are thus linked together in the propliciic "Utlook of

Isaiah, as really as in the legislation of Moses (see Isa. Ixi. 21). In this new and
nobler world, righteousness will come into being, not as a response to a Divine
command, but as the product of a Divine creation. And then around it there shall be
an eternal guard. No enemy from without shall dare to attack ; no foe from within
hall weaken. " Salvation will God appoint for walls and bulwarks."

Vers. 26—28.

—

The dread alternative before every man. Perhaps, strictly speak-

ing, the final paragraph of this chapter includes vers. 26—32. The reader thereof will,
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liowever, oliserve that, u-hile in its entirety it deals with the blessing and curse, yet the

first three verses deal with theni as resting on the people, the remaining verses regard

them as pronounced bi/ the people. The therne indicated by the latter half is

treated on at oh. xxvii. We therefore confine our remarks to the former section

of these words. They present to us the dread alternative which is before every man,
as our theme for consideration. Lest any should seek to blunt the edge of our

words by saying, " We don't like the word ' curse ;
* it belongs to an older dispensation,"

we would observe at the outset that the same alternative is presented to us, though

it may be in other words, by the Lord Jesus Christ, in John iii. 18—21. We do not

say that there is no diflerence in meaning beyond the varied phraseology, but simply

point out just now, that, under Christ, as under Moses, there is set forth the sharp

contrast, in one case of blessing and curse, in the other case of acceptance and condem-
nation. One or other of these belongs to every man. Here is a mighty theme, in

which the preacher has " by manifestation of the truth to commend himself to every

man's conscience in the sight of God."

L Man has a mobal katuke. The denial of this by some, and the baseness of the

lives of others, no more interfere with the general truth of this, than cases which are

abnormal in the physical world do with well-ascertained truth in the physical depart-

ments. Man has a a-vvil5r}o-ts, a power of discerning moral distinctions. If he fails to
•

give proof of that, he is a perishing man.
II. Thk possession of a moral nature indicates the existence of moral law.

This is, in fact, the objectivity which is before the moral sense, and perceived by it.

JII. The existence of a law implies that of a lawgiver; the existence of a

moral law, that of a moral Lawgiver, who is himself the Lord of right, the God, " with

whom is our account." The moral sense of man postulates this ; the all but universal

conviction of mankind afiirms it; the sense of sin is its constant demonstration. The
experience of men like Enoch, who in the olden time "walked with God," is proof that

at any rate some human spirits lean on the Eternal One, as really as the body depends

on air and food.

IV. The moral Lawgiver reveals himself. Not only do previously mentioned

facts show that he is, but we know also what he is. The Law given by Moses, and the

proclamation of Jehovah's Name to him, disclose the greatness of the Divine being

;

the fuller word of proph.et and psalmist likewise. The Incarnate Son revealed him.

The Holy Ghost imveila him to the watchful eye and yearning heart. " The Lord

your God."
V. The Great Lawgiveb has given definite commands. Chiefly, cm Lawgiver, in

the Law. Chiefly, as also a great Benefactor, in the gospel. In the one aspect his Law
is " do ;" in the other his Law is " receive." In the former a course of life is marked
out in detail; in the latter, a redemption by infinite grace is made known for "the
obedience of faith." So that, as it speaks to us. Law says (for we are under Law to

Christ), "Eeceive in loving faith theredemption,eventheforgivenessof sins, and then, by
the renewed energies of a God-inspired life, walk not after the flesh but after thespirit."

VI. The Divine Lawgiver regards men axjcording to their measure of lotaltt

TO the right and the true, i.e. as far as they have the opportunity of knowing what

is right and true ; for some nations may even as yet not have any written law. In

such case Peter's words apply (Acts x. 34, 35). We can suppose others who have the

Law only. We have the revelation of God both in Law and in gospel ; to us is the word

of salvation sent (cf. John vi. 29). According as we receive it or no, God approves or ^
disapproves, accepts or disowns. Is it possible to suppose it otherwise ? Can any one

think that a holy Lawgiver should give forth a perfect Law, and then be unconcerned as

to whether men obey it ? Can it be imagined that he should send his only begotten

Son into the world, and then leave it optional with men as to how they should treat

him to whom is given all power in heaven and on earth ? There is indeed (see Homily

on ch. X. 17—xi. 1) no respect of persons as to rank, or caste, or colour, or clime. The
wide world over, right and equity are the Divine delight ; but since right is right, and

God is God, there must eternally remain the great gulf fixed between the loyalty of

heart which he approves, and the disloyalty of soul which the Most High cannot but

condemn. The throne of the Eternal is established in righteousness.

VH. This approval or disapproval of God is the blessing or cubse. (Cf. Ps. L 6.)

./
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And it would be well could it be impressed on every conscience that, even if there were
no certainty of any visitation or punishnieut from Gud in token of his displeasure, yet
that disi)lcasure itself is so awful a curse, that to be conscious of it is the o-erm of hell •

while, quite apart from aught that he may send to us, the consciousness of having his
approval is a sufficient, a heavenly, an " exceeding great " reward ! The lif^ht in which
God views us is of infinitely more moment than the gifts he sends or the chastisements
he inflicts. Take an illustration from a lower sphere. Let it be su[)posed that a man
whose life and writings are corrupting the morals and helping to blight the faith of his
countrymen, is admitted, in course of events, to the assembly of Britisii senators. He is

there as one of its members. But he knows that the grandest, purest, most philanthropic
and self-sacrificing of human-kind regard liim and his views with unutterable loathing, not
because of any vindictive feeling against him, but because of the solemn interests which
in his hands are imperilled and shamed. Nothing is done to him ; but he knows that
this is how he and his views are regarded by those whose esteem is most worth having.
Would not such a state of things be intolerable torture to him ? Or sujiposing him " past
feeling," would his case be the less pitiable ? Or supposing him so pulfed up with pride
and conceit as to regard the rest of his fellows as kept virtuous by a superstition whose
elevating power he does not desire to know, would not the disapproval of the mass
of the people—too deep for any words to express—be as a blighting curse upon him, even
though no other penalty were imposed ; and would not that disownment be a heavier
penalty than any outward punishment could be? But oh! what, what is the dis- ^
approval of man, or of men, compared with the frown of God ? ^

VIII. This approval or disapproval will, sooner or later, be manifest. It is

true, in more senses than one, " Thou art a God that hidest thyself" (cf. Ps. 1, 21). But
" though hand join in hand, the wicked shall not go unpunished." The curse will show \/^
itself in nations, by their humiliation and destruction. So Egypt, Tyre, Chaklea
Jerusalem, etc. It will reveal itself iji families by a " sword in the house " for many
a long year (1 Sara. iii. 13, 14 ; 2 Sam. vii. 14). It will be manifest i>i the individual.
This Kpi/xa—yea, KaraKplna—of God has three stages. 1. A present, though it may be a
comparatively silent one, either in a stinging conscience, or one " seared as with a hot ^
iron." 2. A further one, on the exchange of worlds, when earth and sense are thrown
off, and the Great Invisible is near. " Now, Mr. T ," said a departing sinner to the
missionary who was by his be.lside, " my judgment has just begun !

" 3. A future one,
at the day of judgment, when God shall judge the secrets of men (cf. Matt. xxv. 31—^ '^

46). Disobedient hearts are but treasuring up to themselves wrath against the day
of wrath and revelation of the righteous judgment of God, to be disapproved, finally,
by him from whose sentence there can be no appeal. Is not a heavy curse indeed'
involved in all that ?

IX. Here is ground enough for solemn appeal to men, "I set before you this
day a blessing and a curse." Oh ! if men would but take the pains to quit a while in
thought this busy scene in which they live and move almost in perpetual whirl ; if they
would but anticipate by earnest reflection that usherment into the presence' of God
which their departure hence must bring; if they would but set the judgment scene as
sketched by Christ, before their view, methinks they would see the deep and sole'mn
reason why the preacher now—even now—says, "Flee from the wrath to come." For
the wrath will come, i.e. it will manifest itseff. It exists now. The eternal anta<^onism
of a holy God to ill of every kind necessitates it. And ns surely as God is ever°on the
side of right, so surely will he have it shown, ere long, that sucii is the case. Then let
the sinner, condemned even now by his own conscience—how much more by God ! flee
for refuge from the coming storm. There is a refuge ; it is ours the moment that we
flee to it. But if when the storm comes we are not found there, we must perish
perish with the double disapproval of Heaven on our heads : disapproved aa breakers
of law ; disapproved as neglecters of grace.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vert. 2—10, 18

—

22.~Ohligntions arising from personal ecrperienee. •Chastise-
ment " (ver. 2) in its wide sense of discipline. The educative process by which Gud
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conyerted, or aimed at converting, the hordes who left Egypt into a nation of brave,

free, God-fearing, self-respecting, obedient men and women. This education blended

deliverance with judgment on their enemies ; loving-kindness in the bestowal of mercies,

with severe chastisements in cases of rebellion; attention to their necessities, with

frequent exposure to adversity, and consequent trial of their faith and patience. They
had been put to school with the Almighty as their Teacher ; their lesson-book was the

whole extraordinary series of occurrences in Egypt and the desert ; the end of the train-

ing was to form them to obedience.

I. I'hree phases of God's instruction of his CHtrRCH. 1. The shattering ofworldly

power hostile to the Church (vers. 3, 4). Pharaoh, in liis pride and obstinacy, is a type

of world-power universally, in its opposition to God's kingdom (Rom. ix. 17). But
though again and again the waves have thus roared, and the floods have lifted up their

voice (Ps. xciii. 3, 4), the Lord on high has shown himself mightier than the noise of

many waters, yea, than the mighty waves of the sea (cf. Ps. Ixxxiii. ; Isa. xxxvii.

;

1 Mace. iv. ; Acts iv. 23—34 ; Rev. xix. 19 ; xx. 8, 9). 2. The preservation and
guidance of the Church itself (ver. 5). In securing the perpetuation of a godly remnant

in times of greatest apostacy (1 Kings xix. 18 ; Rom. xi. 5 ; Rev. iii. 5 ; xi. 3 ; xii. 17)

;

in providing her with a succession of godly teachers (Matt, xxviii. 20 ; Eph. iv. 11—14) ;

in supplying her necessities, spiritual (John vi. 32, 33 ; 1 Cor. x. 4 ; xii. 13 ; Eph.

iii. 16 ; Phil. iv. 19) and temporal (Matt. x. 9, 10; Acts iv. 34 ; 1 Cor. ix. 14 ; Phil,

iv. 15, 16) ; in opening up the path of duty (Acts xvi. 10 ; Rom. xv. 30, 31 ; 2 Cor. x.

13—17), in conducting her from one stage of attainment to another (Eph. iv. 12, 13).

3. The overthrow of antichristian rebellion within the Church (ver. 6). The insur-

rection of Korah and his company may be taken as representative of antichristian

movements generally. These are bound to arise, but will infallibly be crushed (2 Thess.

ii. 3—13 ; 1 John ii. 18 ; Rev. xvii.).

II. Obligations arising from experience of God's wonderful works. The older

portion of that generation had personally witnessed the wonderful works referred to.

This gave them a certain advantage, and made disobedience doubly culpable. These

works of God had been : (1) in origin, supernatural
; (2) in kind, of stupendous magni-

tude ; and (3) had extended over a long period of time. Those who have lived through

any period signalized by remarkable workings of God on behalf of his Church, or whose

individual experiences have been remarkable, may learn a lesson. Apply to reforma-

tion times, times of religious revival, of deliverance from persecutions, of the forth-putting

of God's power in missions, etc. (2 Chron. xxxi. 25, 26 ; Ezra iii. 10—13 ; vi. 22

;

Esth. ix. 27; Ps. xl. 10; cxvi. 6--9 ; Acts xv. 12). Such experiences: 1. Furnish

peculiar evidences of Qod's grace and power, of the reality of his working in salvation

and judgment. Those evidences, while not losing their value to later generations, are

necessarily of greatest force to those who witness the events. 2. Create impressions of

Qod's character and attributes not so readily created by report. It is much to hear of the

wonderful works of God from credible witnesses, but hearing with the ear cannot equal,

in impressiveness and force, seeing with the eye (Job xlii. 5). 3. Imply a personal

discipline which others have not had the benefit of. The lessons of our experiences may
be conveyed to posterity, but the results of them in personal character remain with our-

selves. All this lays on those who have had such experiences very special responsi-

bilities. These relate (1) to personal obedience (ver. 8) ; and (2) to the education of

children (vers. 18—21). How are our children to know of God's mighty works in

former days, or get the benefit of our own experiences ; how are they to be convinced,

moved, or instructed by these things, saye as the result of diligent parental teaching ?

-J.O.

Vers. 10—18.

—

Canaan and Egypt. I. Its oontbast with Eqtpt. (Vers. 10, 11.)

Not, like Egypt, a lan'^ rainless and artificially watered. It had no Nile. It drank in

water from the rains of heaven. It was thus in a peculiar way a land dependent upon
God. Egypt's fertility depended on God also, but less directly. Its contrivances for

irrigation gave it, or might seem to give it, a semi-independence. Palestine was a land,

on the contrary, whose peculiar conditions made it dependent for fruitfulness on the

direct gift to it of rains from heaven. It was a land requiring a providential adjust-

ment of conditions—a daily care—to make it yield the utmost it was capable of (ver. 12).
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The truth here figured is that God wills the believer to put his life day by day under
his immediate care. The worldly man may desire, and in a measure may be allowed to

attain, a position of relative independence of God : he may get (within limits) the order-

ing of his own plans and ways, and by ingenious contrivances and manipulations of

laws of nature, he may think to put himself beyond the power of God's interference

with him. But the godly man will neither desire this nor be content with it. He
wishes God's eyes to be upon his lot day by day, " from the beginning of the year even
unto the end of the year." There is, within the ordinary providence of God, a sprdal

jirovidence to be recognized over God's people, over Christ's Church, and over nation

i

that adhere to God's ways.

II. The results of this contbast to the inhabitants. (Vers. 13—18.) Tlio

directness of the dependence of Canaan on God's care made it, to a greater degree than
Egypt could have been, suitable for the operation of a system so intimately bound up
with temporal rewards and punishments. Should the people prove obedient, God
engages to bless them with rains, and make the land fruitful (vers. 13— 16). But
should they disobey, the peculiar conditions of the land put it in his power to scourge

them, as he so often did, with drought and famine (1 Kings xvii. 1 ; Joel i. ; Hag. i.

10, 11). So he threatens (vers. 16, 17). It is a blessed but a perilous position which
God's people are called to occupy. It secures to them unwonted favours, but it exposes

them also, if disobedient, to chastisements and punishments of a peculiarly direct and
severe kind. The higher the position of nearness to God, the greater the responsibility

which that position entails upon who enjoy it.—J. 0.

Vers. 26—29.

—

The great alternative. I. GrOD summons ub TO deoision. 1. His
revelations lay the (/round for it. " Light is come into the world " (John iii. 19).
2. They demand it. Men would trifle, but God says, "Now" (2 Cor. vi. 2). Men
would put off, but God urges to decision (Josh. xxiv. 15). 3. They shut men up to it.

Wlien light comes, (hcision is inevitable. We must settle what our attitude towards it

will be. In decreeing not to choose, we in reality do choose.

II. The decision to which God summons us turns on a single point. The point
is obedience. Will we obey or will we not (ver. 27) ? It was so under the Law, and it is

so under the gospel. What the gospel asks from us is " the obedience of faith " (Rom.
xvi. 26). This tests our disposition thoroughly. True faith carries with it the
surrender of the will to God and Christ. It is the root and principle of all holy
obedience. Men will not come to Christ ; why ? The reason is that they cannot bring
themselves to yield up their wills to him as he requires. They " love the darkness
rather than the light " (John iii. 19—22). Refusal to decide for Christ is equivalent,
lor the time being, to deciding against him (Matt. xii. 30).

III. The decision to which God summons us involves the altebnativk of a
BLESSING AND A CUESE. That was what it came to then, and it is the same still.

Blessing or curse ; life or death. Whether God is to be our God, blessing us, renew-
ing our inward life, enriching us with his Spirit, bestowing on us grace here and glory
hereafter ; or whether we are to live beneath his frown, witliering up under it in body
and soul, and vanishing at last into outer darkness. It is an old question whether n
man can voluntarily choose what is for his hurt. Possibly he cannot without first

listening to the tempter who bids him believe that the course he pursues will not b'

for his hurt. But none the less is every sinner taking the path which ends in destruc-
tion (Matt. vii. 13). His interest, did he but see it, or would he but believe it, is

entirely in the line which God wishes him to follow. The terminus of the one road is

death (Rom. vL 21), of the other life everlasting (Rom. xi. 22).—J. 0.

Verj. 22—26.— Vastness of promise. An inspiring statement of what God would do
for the obedient nation. Shining through it we see the promise to the Church. God
promises

—

I. Victoby over all enemies. (Ver. 23.) The strongest spiritual foes will
go down if we cleave to God. Though greater and mightier than we, they shall
be overthrown.

II. Enlargement of bounds. (Ver. 23.) They would grow numerous, fill the land,
and spread beyond it. A wider prospect is held out to the Church. Her possession
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is the earth. If faith fnl, she has the means witliin herself to spread abroad her

conquests, and occupy from sea to sea.

111. Moral supremacy. (Ver. 2^.) Israel's power would be acknowled;4ed—^her

influence felt. Men would dread her hostility. The felt presence of Gnd in a man, or

in a Church, has a power to inspire fear. Its awing eflect is felt often where it iu

not acknowledged.—J. 0.

Vers. 29, ZO.'—Gerizim, and Ebal (cf. ch. xxvii.). This putting of the blessing and
the curse on Gerizim and Ebal liad sii^uificance

—

I. As A SOLEMN TRANSFEREXCE OF THE BLESSING AND THE CTJESE TO THE LAND
OF POSSESSION. Blessing and curse, representing the award of eternal ri>;;hteousiiess,

must follow us so long as disobedience is possible. " If ye live after the flesh, ye

shall die" (Rom. viii. 13). "That which beareth thorns and briers is rejected, and

is nigh unto cursing ; whose end is to be burned '" (Htb. vi 8). In heaven there is

"no "more curse" (Rev. xxii. 3), but only because, confirmed in holiness, God's

servants can no more fall away.

II. As A SOLEMN KEJIINDER OF THE TENURE ON WHICH THE LAND WAS HELD. We
cannot render perfect obedience, but our duty is to aim at it. The condition of

inheritance is that we are doers of the Father's will (Matt. vii. 21).

III. As CONNECTED WITH A SOLEMN RENEWAL OF VOWS. Fitting on such occasious

that both blessing and curse should be remembered.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—7.

—

Ocular demonstrations of God's nearness increase human responstbUity.

Men disposed to scepticism often ask for clearer proof of the existence of God. But

they deceive themselves. If they used well such evidence as they have, they would

iind it atn]ile. AVe should not overlook the fact that the Hebrews, under Moses,

and that tlie Jews in the days of Christ, had clearest demonstrations of God's

presence. Yet they believed not ; they were conspicuous examples of unbelief.

I. External evidences of religion have been supplied to some persons

ABUNDANTLY. 1. 2%e Hebrews had every possible i/emonstration of God's existence.

The I\Iost High deigned to reveal himself to the eye and to the ear, in forms

adapted to produce complete conviction, and to overthrow all doubt. The people

were more than content. They asked that such overpowering displays of the God-

head might be withdrawn. 2. They were convinced of the regal power of Jehovah.

To resist him they plainly saw was an impossibility. Pharaoh was the personation

of worldly power; yet Pharaoh and his captains and astrologers and host had been

coninletely swept away by the breath of Jehovah's power. The irresistible might

of . ehovah was as evident as their own existence. 3. They saw that the Omni-

I'oteit God was the Friend of men. That all the resources of Jehovah were employed

on behalf of his friends, not one in the Hebrew camp could question. God had

used every plan to persuade Pharaoh to yield comidiauce, and it was only after

long waiting and repeated warning that vengeance was decreed. 4. Tliey had

plainest proof of the judicial faithfulness of God. For they had themselves suflFered

his chastisements. Resistance of Divine authority had been followed by judgment

among the Hebrews, as among the Egyptians. Favouritism, exceptional treatment,

escape from magisterial detection,—these things were out of question. The inviolable

rectitude of God's administration was clear as noon-day.

II. External evidences serve as a measure of BESPONSiBrnTT. 1. They

satisfy all the requirements of intellect. Responsibility depends on two things, viz.

^^1) suflicieut information ; (2) ability to obey. If between opposing probabilities

there is the smallest i)reponderauce in favour of belief in Gud, such balance of pro-

bability must determine our conduct. Hereafter, hesitation is criniinal. Every

piece of additional evidence is additional responsibility. It relieves us from the

weakness of recurring doubt. God makes due allowance for deficient knowledge.
" The times of human ignorance God winked at," i.e. overlooked. 2. External

demonstration does not ensure spiritual impression. The diligent inquirer will find

a thousand evidences of duty where an indolent man will see none. So where within

a man feeling is susceiitible, a tithe of existing knowledge will suffice to produce glad

obedience. It is incumbent on men to weigh well all the evidence of religion thejr
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possess, and to respond, in feeling and affection and active effort, to every claim which
conscience rt'cognizes. 3. Jt is a duty to ascerluia our j^^'f'sonal V' spmsihUity.

We may find benefit in comparing our privileged positinn with the position of others.

If, with the measure of liuovvlcdce we possess, we are still rcb. lUuiis, what is likely to

be the conduct of those less privileged ? If we, to wliom special revelation has been
made, waste the possession, will not our own children pronounce our cuudenination,

because we have denied to them the help of our testimony ?

III. I'-XTEKNAL EVIDENCES MAY ONLY INJURE OUK SOULS. 1. MisUSe of SUpertOr

kiiouiedf/e is a crime. If God has condescended to give us instructiuu respecting him-
self and his purposes of mercy, it is sheer in;j,ratitude on our part to neglect it. Blindness

has deprived us of the hii;hest good. 2. Ihaidance of conacUnce dues jiermanent injury

to the soul. The abuse of any material instrument is an injury. The conscience is an
instrument of the soul's life. To neglect its magisterial voice is to make ourselves

deaf. To resist its instincts is to strangle them. Not to act according to our enlight-

ened reason, is to injure reason as an instrument. If we recklessly nip the first buds
of affection, we necessarily destroy its proper fruit. In thoughtless resistance of truth,

men are preparing the elements of a direful doom. While obedience to God makes a

man strong, rebellion efleminates all the nobler powers of the soul. It enervates,

coiTiipts, destroys. 3. Unfaithfnlness to convictions will necessitate severest retribution.

It is an ascertained fact that punishment will be in proportion to desert. The servant

ignorant of his Lord's special requirements is counted worthy of some stripes ; but he

who knew his Lord's will, and tiagrantly neglected it, is awarded " many stripes."

The mere possibility of Israel's unfaitk fulness kindled the earnest anxiety of

Moses.—D.

Vers. 8, 9.

—

Oledience leads to prolonged possession. We may learn here

—

I. That commands may carry a supreme obligation, though spoi<:en by mak.
II. That obedience is vain, unless it covers the whole area of duty.
III. That complete obedience imparts strength to the whole man.
IV. That such strength presses into the possession of new kingdoms.
V. That the oath of God, and the devout activity of man, co-opeeatk fob the

highest acquisitions.—D.

Vers. 10—17.— Valuable possessions reservedfor the righteous. The land of Palestine

has always been a coveted prize by the surroundinj, nations. Compared with the terri-

tory south and east, it possesses qualities of excellence and beauty. But its fertility

depends upon the rain supply, and rain supply was suspended un righteous loyalty.

I. A moral purpose underlies the geological configuration of OUB OL08B. God
can never experience surprise in the beneficial coincidences of events. " Known unto
God are all his works from the beginning of the world." If heaven has been undergoing
a process of preparation from a period anterior to the formation of our globe, we need
feel no surin-ise that, in arranging the strata of the earth, God should have been animated
with motives of righteous benevolence towards men. And if the structure of hill and
valley is the visible projection of a generous moral purpose—a part of the plan for the

religious education of men—we may conclude that all the forces and phenomena of

nature have vital connection with the religious developnnent of our race. Israel was
sent into Canaan because amongst its hills and valleys its history and fortunes could
best be unfolded.

II. God's paternal care of men extends to the whole of their environment.
The sagacious love of God condescends to every minutiae of human lile. Our God has
infinite leisure for everything. His eyes are daily upon our farms and shops. He is

our B'ilwark and defends our coasts. He knovveth wliat we have need of.

III. The richest earthly possession leaves men wholly dependent on Gk)D.

Instead of our possessions liberating us from dependence on God, they increase our
dependence ; for iiow we need his protection for our property as well as for ourselves.

Possessions (so called) are only channels through which true blessing flows, and our
great business is to keep the channel clear. Tlie hills of Canaan obtained their irriga-

tion from the springs of heaven, and only obedient faith can unlock these springs.

IV. Filial obedience secures material prosperity. tSucb prosperity is the
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picture and symbol of spiritual good. But material benefits were the only rewardi

which these Hebrews could ajtpi eciate. " Godliness is " still " profitable for all thingg
."

The source of all real prosperity is in heaven.

V. EVKN SECRET SIN SETS IN MOTION A SERIES OF GiaANTIC EVILS. The heart ig

easily taken by semblances and promises of good. The falsehoods of Satan are very

plausible. A sentinel needs to be placed at every portal of the soul. Self-deception

ends in total destruction. We do not sin alone, nor suffer alone.—D.

Vers. 18—21 .

—

God's Word potent to dominate the whole life. The Word of God, like

light, is diffusive. It propagates itself. So long as its proper field of activity is un-

occupied, it must spread. It radiates its magnetic influence on every side.

I. Truth, possessing the heart, becomes the fount of all righteous PRrsrciPLE.

As the pulverized soil is the proper home of seed ; as the housewife's dough is the proper

home of leaven ; so the heart of man is the proper abode of truth. On stony tablets,

in books, or in speech, it is only in transit towards its proper destination. Received

and welcomed into the soul, it begins a process of blessed activity ; it vitalizes, ennobles,

beautifies every part of human nature. It is the seed of all virtue and goodness—the

root of immortal blessedness.

II. Righteous principle dominates all oub active powers. The hand is the

servant of the heart. AVbat the mind plans, the hand executes. To bind God's pre-

cepts upon our hands is to remind ourselves that the hand, as the representative of

active faculty, belongs to God. Embargo is laid upon it to do no violence to others'

persons or to others' property. It must not strike nor steal, for it has become an

instrument sacred to God. Jvor must it be defiled with idleness, for it is the property

of him who incessantly works, nor may the eye wantonly wander alter forbidden

objects. The eye led Eve into transgression. " Let thine eye look straight before thee."

" Look not upon the wine when it sparkles in the cup." The eye is a potent instru-

ment for evil or for good.

HI. Righteous princii'Le, springinq out of love of truth, makes us witnesses for

God. As on the high priest's forehead there was inscribed the motto, " HoUness unto

the Lord ; " so, in substance, the same truth is written on every servant of God. He is

a consecrated man. His finely arched brow is his glory, and his glory is devoted to

God. In every circumstance he desires to magnify his God. His house is God's house

;

hence on gate and lintel the precepts of God are conspicuous. HospitaUty and content-

ment, peace and kindness, dwell there, for it is the home of God.

IV. Highteous principle moulds posterity. What we are, in great measure our

children will be. Moral qualities are entailed. In their tender years, their young

nature is plastic and impressible. If our hearts arc full of God's truth, it will rise and

overflow our lips as water from a well. Far from being an irksome task to speak God's

truth, it will be a pleasurable instinct. All time, from early morn till evening repose, will

be too short to utter all God's truth. " Living epistles " describe the office of the godly.

V. Righteous principle secures permanent enjoyment. Truth in the heart is

translated into righteousness in the life, and righteousness makes heaven. No enjoy-

ment can be perfect in which our children do not share ; and in sharing our joys with

our children, we multiply our joys beyond all arithmetical measure. Such days of

consecrated service will be " days of heaven upon earth."—D.

Vers. 22—25.

—

He who best serves is most Jit tr rule. Golden links of life unite our

pious love with universal conquest. " All things become ours, if we are Christ's."

I. Loyal obedience generates love. It is quite true that love is the mother of

obedience ; it is also true that obedience fosters and intensifies love. The earth receives

heat from the sun, but it gives out heat likewise. The sentiment of love in the breast

\\ ill dwindle and die unless it have practical exercise. Diligent and thoughtful service

will bring us nearer God, make God more precious to us, and bind us to him in

tenderer bonds. There is an interlacement of affection. Our desires send deep their

roots in God, and an indissoluble alliance is the result.

II. Union with God secures his practical aid. We are required " to cleave to

him." The effect is that he will cleave to us, and prove a real Ally, an almighty Helper.

He will drive out all our foes for us, however great and mighty they be. Our foes
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become his foes. He identifies himself with our cause; or, what is the same thing, we
identify ourselves with his.

III. Divine assistance makes us all-conqueiiino. " Neman shall be able to stand
before us." Good men will be drawn to us in sacred friendship; bad men will be held
fast in the mysterious sjiuU of awe. We shall be known as the friends and allies of

Otodi ; and, in proportion as we are like him, men will feel for us the dread they feel

for God.
IV. Such valiant stbenqth will intboduce us to universal inheritance.

** Every place whereon the soles of our feet shall tread shall be ours." In such covenant
alliance with God, we shall walk through his universe as "his [heirs." Every element
of material substance, every event in time, every circumstance and experience, shall

conduce to our profit. The world shall be laid under tribute to our best life. We shall

extract advantage and joy from adversity itself,—D.

Vers. 26—32.

—

Startling alternatives. Our life is hourly a choice of alternatives.

We can go to the right or to the left. Choice is incessantly demanded, and the issues

of our choice are momentous.
I. The revelation of God's will mat be a source of absolute blessino. Such

revelation is the disclosure of man's true paradise. It is the opening of the door of

God's own palace ; and, unworthy though we are, we may enter and find rest. To do
God's will is to be Christ-like—is to be a true son, and to possess a son's joy. Every
Btep we take along that way of obedience is a stej) nearer God, from whose smile we
obtain exquisite pleasure, and in whose society we find our heaven.

II. We cannot remain the same, after obtaining the knowledge of God's will
as we were before. Necessity requires that we should be either better or worse. Yuu
cannot dwell for an hour in the society of a good man, and continue in the former state
of feeling. The fire that does not melt, hardens. To know God's will, and not to do
it, inflicts unspeakable mischief upon the soul. Resistance of inward convictions
begets callosity of heart, and blasts the budding life of conscience. AVanton treason
against God is incipient hell. It is the darkening of the understanding, and the en-
slavement of the will. No blacker curse can enwrap a man than this.

III. Material nature forecasts the alternatives of blessing or woe. The
visible universe is a projection of God's thought, and all the forces of nature are the
agents of God. We find upon this globe elements that minister to our development and
strength and joy. We find also elements that are repulsive, menacing, and destructive.
The cloud-capped peaks may draw around us the lightnings of vengeance, or may
melt the laden cloud and distil sliowers of blessing. The twin mount;iins of Ebal and
Gerizim were baptized as perpetual preachers of life and death. We may find
" sermons in stones," lessons in leaves, counsels in running brooks.

IV. Material possessions are not absolute blessings. God here distinctly assures
the Hebrews that they shall enter Canaan ; but whether they should dwell under the
frowning peaks of Ebal, or on the sunny slopes of Gerizim, was suspended on their loyal
obedience. Even to the possessors of the j^romised land, there stood the dark possibility
of the curse. Neither money nor learning makes a man ; it is the power to use it.—D.

Vers. 1—9.

—

Divine judgments upon others, to ensure obedience in us. Moses wishes
to bring all possible motive to bear upon the people to secure their obedience in Canaan.
He has just been speaking of their national development from a family of seventy to a
multitude as numerous as the stars. Such a blessing should encourage them to love
the Lord their God, and to "keep his charge, and his statutes, and his 'judgments, and
his commandments, alway.*' Obedience is thus founded upon yratitwle, which is God's
invariable plan.

But in these verses before ns, Moses takes what we may call the converse method.
He calls up in succession the judgments with which God visited both the Egyptians
and their own foref;ithers on account of disobedience. He calls upon them to recognize
{DTiKT}) the "chastisement" (idid) with which God had signalized the disobedtence
of the Egyptians and of the Israelites. The following lessons are in these verses
suggested.

I. Gratitude is the foundation of new obedience. This is God's plan. Ha
deutbiwnomt. p

J
J
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does not say, " Ghey, and I will save yon for your obedience," but " Take salvation as a
free gift, and then obey me as a matter of gratitude." "If ye love me, keep my
commandments." He secures the love by sovereign mercy, and receives obedience

as his return upon bis investment. Obedience is God's dividend upon his investment
of love.

Those who would make " good works " the root of salvation instead of the fruit
of salvation, are reversing the whole procedure of God,

II. GbATITODK may be REIKFOKCED by a study of the C0NSEQUEKCE8 *»
INGRATITUDE IN OTHERS, For what God Strikes at is ingratitude. The Egyptians
were ungrateful. They should have recognized God's mercy in their fertile land, in

their civilization and advancement, in the mission of Moses, and in the character of the
earlier plagues, God had visited Egypt with his love—love which was undeserved,

love which remained unrequited. When he revealed "his greatness, his mighty hand,
and his stretched out arm," it was against Egypt's ingratitude and consequent dis-

obedience. The denouement at the Red Sea was judgment upon ingratitude and
persevering impiety.

Now, the study of all this, here recommended by Moses, was well fitted to foster

gratitude in the hearts of the Israelites. Here was unrequited love receiving its

vindication in the series of disasters which culminated in the Red Sea. " We must be
thankful," they might well say, " that our ingratitude in past years has not been
similarly treated, and for the coming time we must cultivate gratitude and the
obedience it secures."

III. Gratitude mat also be reinfobced by a btddy of the consequenceb
OF BELF-coxFiDENCE. For this seems to be the idea of Moses in bringing forward the

case of Dathan and Abiram, As descendants of Reuben, the firstborn of Jacob, they
imagined that they had the right to the primacy in Israel. Hence they disputed the
rights of Moses and of the priestly Hue of Aaron. They insisted on their right of

primogeniture as valid in the government of God.
But God recognizes no such personal claims, and he visited the presumption with

swift destruction. The study of this "chastisement" would deliver Israel from all

confidence in themselves. They would recognize that personal claims are not accepted

by a sovereign God ; that in consequence they must in humility approach him,

thankful for spared lives and continued mercy, and anxious to testify by obedience

to their genuine thankfulness.

IV. Obedience will be found to be the secret of strength and success in

THE INVASION. For while obedience rests on gratitude, it elicits gratitude from God.

If God expects us to be grateful for his love, he shows us the example in being grateful

for ours. "I love them that love me," he says (Prov. viii. 17) ; and again, "He that

hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me: and he that

loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and I will love him, and will manifest myself

to^him " (John xiv. 21 ; see also ver. 23). Now, this is what we do not hesitate to call

Divine gratitude.

Hence Israel found that obedience rendered thankfully to God received a grateful

reward from him in strength to invade and conquer the land of Canaan, and, secondly,

in strength to prolong their days in it. A similar experience is realized by God's

servants still. Obedience is rewarded graciously and gratefully. Strength is found

equal to our day, as we make our pilgrimage to God. How important, then, to obey

from a proper motive, and at the same time to receive with proper delight the gracious

return which a grateful God bestows!—R. M. E.

Vers. 10—17.— The land of promise. Moses now proceeds to indicate the charac-

teristics of Canaan, and to contrast it with Egypt, which they had left. Egypt is not

dependent upon the rains of heaven as Canaan is. The overflowing Nile has only to be

guided along the water-courses in the proper season, and the ffi Hty of the Nile valley

is secured. The work of irrigation, the watering with the fuut (ver. 10), is the one

thing needful in Egypt. But Canaan depends upon the continual care of God, hit

eyes being on it from the beginning to the end of the year, dispensing '• the first rain

and the latter rain," in order to the harvest. In BJgypt, the blessing is given " whole-

^le "—the Nile brings down from the interior the water the valley needs. In Canaan,
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the mountain ridge between the Nile valley and the valley of the Euphrates, there is

constant dependence experienced upon the bounties of heaven. This suggests

—

I. That Canaan was a splendid land in which to tuain up a spiritual people. It

was not naturally so fertile as either the valley of the Nile or the valley of the Euphrates.
Hence famine touched it more quickly than either Egypt or Assyria. But it was fitted

to foster dependence upon God and hope in him. If the inhabitants were obedient, then
the land might flow with milk and honey; if disobedient, it might become brown and
bare through the withholding of the rain.

Hence we find, in Egypt and in Assyria, a turning of the people to the worship of the
inorganic and the organic forces of nature respectively. The valleys, being in some
measure more independent of the changing seasons, seem to have nurtured inde-
pendence of God; while the hills of Syria, like the Hiiihlands of Scotland and
of Switzerland, fostered more faith in the Supreme. " Those Syrian hills," says
a living writer, "are the Spirit's throne, where, lifted above the deserts of earth,

it sits nearest to heaven, while spread beneath it on either hand, resting on the
desert's level as their home, are nature's twin provinces of matter and life, rich
and green with the beauty and greenness of time, always imposing ami often
victorious in the region of sense; but doomed, like all things visible and temporal,
to fall before the power which shall yet clothe itself with their glory, and which is'

itself unseen and eternal."

II. The blessings were guaranteed on condition of man loyally oo-opeuatinq
WITH God. Canaan was no land for indolent lotus-eaters ; it was not—

>

•*A land where all things always seem'd the samel

"

It was a land where man must co-operate with God in order to the blessing—a land
where man realized the dignity of being a " fellow-worker with God." It would be a
land of promise and of real blessing on no other condition.

If man were asked for no effort, if everything grew to please his taste and pulate
spontaneously, if daily bread came without even the trouble of asking, it would be a
land of danger and of moral death. Better was it for Israel to have themselves bound
by a wholesome destiny to dependence on God and co-operation with him, than if the
land bore spontaneously all man's needs.

III. We need look for no other land of promise in this world or the
NEXT. The idea of "independence" is the great danger of the human heart. We
would be indebted to nobody, not even God, if we could. Alas, for our pride! Now,
it so happens that we cannot become independent of God's bounty, no matter how hard
we try. And it is best so. The land of promise is the land where we dej)cnd humbly
upon God, and are thus most independent of persons and things around us.' The land
of promise is where we do our honest share of public work, and get our share of the
fruits of industry.

And in the life beyond death we need not desire an inglorious idleness, which is

some folk's notion of " everlasting rest," but we shall have there the privilege of serving
God " day and night in his temple." A life of consecration is the true " land of promise."
It is the only deep enjoyment, it is the only worthy inheritance.

Let us then resolve (1) to trust God so lovingly as never to harbour even in thought
the hope of independence of him; and (2) to co-operate with him as life's higirest

privilege and honour. We have entered "the land of promise" when we have learned
to trust God ; and we are enjoying it when we have learned to be " fellow-workers with
him."—R. M. E.

Vers. 18—25.

—

Family training an element of success. As in ch. vi. 6—25, Moses
again insists on the words of God being preserved among the people by faithful family
instruction. The "home school" is, in fact, the great foctor in national success.
Education must give due prominence to the family institution, as the providential uuii
of mankind. And here let us notice

—

I. God's words are to be received first of all into the heart. It is when
individuals, and especially parents, receive God's testimony into the heart, as Lydia did

* Ct Sir Henry Taylor's ' Notes from Life,' Essay ii., 'Humility and Independence.'
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(Acts xvi. 14), that it is likely to bloom out in a fitting public profession. It is " with
the heart man believeth unto righteousness," and then " with the mouth confession is

made unto salvation " (l!om. x. 10). As the ark received the tables of the Law, so the
heart of man is to be the depository of the Divine commandments.

II. God's words are to be kept before our own eyes and the eyes of others.
This seems to be the idea about the frontlets between the eyes—in this way others had
the words displayed for their benefit ; whereas the placing them upon the hand was for

the individual's own memorial (cf. Isa. xlix. 16). So the jierson heartily interested Id

God's Word will make arrangements to remind himself continually of it, and also to

keep it before the minds of others, lleligion thus becomes not only a constant personal

e^»^rience, but a constant public profession.

III. God's words are to be the staple of home tbaikino. The children are

to be taught them at home, when the "home school" is gathered together. God's
words are also to be the staple of conversation when parents and children are enjuying
their saunters together. And the first thought of the morning and the last at night
should be of God's commandments. In this way the indoctrination of the rising

generation is to be secured. Well would it be for us still if these old Jewish rules

were practised.

IV. The household is to make public profkssion of religion as well as the
individual. Some individuals content themselves with a personal concern in religion,

and are willing to be members of a household which does not collectively identify

itself with God. But the Jew 'was to write God's commandments on the doorposts

and on the gates of his house. The househuld was thus to be God's. The fact is that

households need conversion just as individuals do. There is as much difference between

a religious houselioM and a worldly one as there is between a converted and an un-
converted individual. The direction given consequently to the Jews covered the

household as well as the person, and was thus perfect.

V. The result of such faithfulness will be complete success. The Lord
engages to drive out the nations from bcfure them, even though they be greater and
mightier than Israel. He will make the obedient ones resistless. He will make the

fear of them to fall like a nightmare on their enemies, and not one of them will be able

to stand before them.

And surely all this is but a type of the success which still waits upon God's obedient

people. Not, uf course, that temporal success is the furni of success desiicd or granted

now. Many of God's people continue poor, but they succeed in life nevertheless.

When they Lave grace to show a contented sj)irit amid their limited resources, they

succeed in demonstrating that(iod is all-sullicient, and are the best testimony to the

reality of religion before men. When tlje saints can sing with Habakkuk, " Although
the fig tree shall not blossom," etc., " yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God
of my salvation " (Hab. iii. 17, IS), they have really prospered in all life's essentials.

It is thus in various ways the Lord fulfils his covenant engagements, and makes all

that his people do to prosper (Ps. i. 3).

Obedience is consequently the charter of success. But we leave to our loving

Fatlier to determine what our success will be. We do not insist on its assuming the

form of gold and silver, venison and champagne. The success of self-conquest, the

success of being public benefactors, the success of serving our generation by the will of

God ere we fall on sleep,—tiiis is better far than the success of invading hosts with th«

laurels dipped in gore.

* Not fruitless is thy toil

If tlmu my cross wouldst bear;
I do but ask thy willing heart.

To grave my image there.

"For each net vainly cast,

Stronger thine arm will piuiv;

The trial of thy patient hope
1$ witness of thy love.
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" The time, the place, the way.
Are open to mine eye

;

I Bent them—not to gather spoil—

•

To labour patiently."

'

R. M. E.

Vers. 26—32.—ir/e's solemn alternative. Moses here sums up his exhortation with
the alternative of a blessino; or a curse. Obedience 'secures the blessinf:; ; disobedience

the curse. He also directs them to go through a solemn service when they reach

Mounts Gerizim and Elial, by pronouncing the blessings and the curses from these

mountains respectively. By the law of association, the very landscape was to witness

to the truth of God. We are here reminded of such lessons as these

—

\
I. God's ministers, like Moses, are constantly to set before the people the

SOLEMN alternative OF A BLEssiNO OR A CURSE. The gospel is the offer of a
blessing to those who are willing to trust God as he asks them to do; while, on the
other hand, it is of necessity backed up by a threatened curse, if men refuse to trust

him, and will not humble themselves before him. Each one chooses for himself either

the blessing or the curse, and there is no use in laying the blame on others.

IL The rejection of tee gospel is after all a preference of other gods
TO THE ONLY LIVING AND TRUE GoD. The idolatry which was the danger and
temptation of Israel is reproduced in all who reject the mercy manifested in Christ.

Some other object of worship has really been selected; the 'world, or wealth, or self,

or power is expected to do for the unbelieving soul what God alone can. His
attributes are made over to these creatures, and a false confidence takes the place

which tlie true should occupy. Unbelief is really idolatry at bottom.
III. The social study of God's promises and threatenings is most important.

Moses, to impress the people more, directs them to assemble at Gerizim and Ebal, and
there, dividing into two congre!j;ations, to go through the blessin':::;s and tlie curses

publicly. The solemnities of that occasion would doubtless be greatly sanctified. In
the very same way, the private study of God's Word is not sufficient. " The Lord loveth

the gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of Jacob "(Ps. Ixxxvii. 2). The solemn
and leisurely study of God's Word in public is owned more than any private study of

the Word can be. Both are needful, but our expectation should be highest in connec-

tion with the public preaching of God's Word. When a minister takes the people in

an interesting manner through the truth contained in a parapiraph, or even in a verse,

there is much more realized than in tljfe more hurried private reading. The sanctions

of social worship are most importaijt, and he is not in a safe way who despises

them.
IV. Natxtral associations may often be helpful TO the cause of truth.

Scenes of great historic deeds become in a measure sanctified. The}' are "holy places"

to the human race. Battle-fields, birthplaces, senates, forums, as well as churches,

become hallowed to the historic mind. The laws of association secure a perennial

influence. The soul must be dead indeed who can visit such scenes unmoved.
It was this law of association which Moses brought into play in connection with

Gerizim and P^bal. Never afterwards would they be visited by the descendants of these

Israelites without a solemn feeling, and a recall of some at least of the blessings and
the curses uttered there. Witliout any sympathy, therefore, with the "consecration"
of places as generally understood, which may savour largely of superstition, we cannot
but admit that natural associations should not be disregarded. Indeed, it is in this

way the world is becoming richer with the j'ears. Places are becoming every year
associated with noble deeds

—

Qerizims are being multiplied as scenes of blessing ; on
the other hand, Ehah are also increasing, like beacons, on the dangerous places of

human experience ; but both undoubtedly meant by Providence to influence for good,

and, through the law of association, our race. And some souls have " the place of

mercy " marked clearly in their experience, and can sing

—

* Oh. sacred hour I oh, hallowed spot,

Wl»ere love Divine first found me I

* 'The Shadow of the Rock, and other Ileligioua Poems," p. 132.
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Wherever falls my distant lot,

My heart will linger round thee.

And when from eartli I rise to soar

Up to my home in heaven,

Down will I cast my eyes once mon
Where I was first forgiven."

»

[CH. XII. 1—32

B.M.E.

EXPOSITION.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PARTICULAR
LAWS.

CHAPTER XII.—CHAPTER XXVI.

Moses, having in his first address cast a

/glance at the events which had transpired

between Sinai and the plains of Moab,
ftnd in hi.s second recapitulated what had
happened at Sinai, repeated the Decalogue,

and urgently counselled the people to he

obedient to the Divine commandment, and
steadfast in their adherence to Jehovah as

their God and King ; proceeds now to set

forth certain laws which it specially be-

hoved them to observe. These are for the

most part the same as those already re-

corded in the previous books ; but a few are

new, and are to be found only here. No
special order or plan of exposition is here

observed ; the speaker uses that freedom of

discourse wliich was fitting in a popular

address. One or two historical narratives

are interpolated ; but the address as a whole

is hortatory, and is designed to direct to

the proper regulation of the ecclesiastical,

social, and domestic life of the Israelites

when they should be settled in Canaan.

CHAPTER Xn.

Places and Monuments of Idolatry to
BE destroyed; Jehovah to be wob-

SHIPPED IN THE ONE PlACE WHICH HE
SHALL choose; INSTRUCTIONS AS TO THE
DBE OP Flesh for Food; and Cautions

AGAINST BEING ENSNARED INTO FOLLOW-

mo THG Heathen in theib Manneb of
Service.

Ver. 1.—These are the statutes and judg-

ments (cf. ch. iv. 1; vi. 1). Moses, as the
servant of God, had taught Israel statutes

and rights, as God had commanded him
(ch. iv. 5); and now ho recapitulates the

principal of these for tlieir guidance in the

way of obedience. These they were to

observe all the days of their life upon the

land that was to be given tliem ; the land
was tlie Ijord's, and there, as long as they
possessed it, the Law of tlie Lord was to be
paramount.

Vers. 2, 3.—In order to this, Israel was,
as soon as the laud was possessed, to destroy

all the objects and means of idolatrous

worship in the land. Upon the high moun-
tains, and upon the hills, and under every
green tree (cf. Isa. Ivii. 7; Jer. ii. 20; iii.

G; xvii. 2; Hos. iv. 13; 2 Kings xvi. 4;
xvii. 10). The heathen had their places of

worsliip on lofty elevations, probably be-

cause they imagined they were thus nearer

to tlie object of their worship; and they
sought also the shade of woods or thick-

foliaged trees (Ezek. vi. 13), under which
to perform their rites, as tending to inspire

awe, and as in keeping with the mysterious
character of their rites. These places of

heathen worship in Canaan the Israelites

were utterly to destroy, along with the
images of their deities and other objects of

idolatrous worsl lip. Bum their groves ; their

asherahs, idol-pillars of wood (cf. ch. vii. 5).

Vers. 4—6.—The heathen placed their

altars and offered their worship wherever
they thouf,'ht fit, according to their notions

of the deity and his service ; but Israel was
not to do so unto Jehovah their God: he
himself would choose the places where he
was to be worshipped, and there alone
might they come with offering and service.

As the revealed God—the God whose being
and perfections had been made known, not
by a vague revelation of him in nature
merely, but expressly by his putting or

recording his Name historically and locally

among men (cf Exod. xx. 24)—so should
there be a definite place chosen and ap-
pointed by him where he would come to

receive the worship of his people, where he
would record his Name, and where he would
be known for a Refuge and a Helper to all

who put their trust in him (Ps. xlviii. 3;
Ixxvi. l,etc. ; Dan. ix. 18). The Name of

God is God himself as revealed; and he
puts his Name on any place where h«
specially manifests himself as present (of

' From Randolph's selections, entitled 'Unto the Desired Haven,' p. 118.
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1 Kings viii. 29), and which is consequently
to be regarded as his habitation or dwelliug-
place. Hence the temple at Jerusalem was
in later times known as the place of the
Name of Jehovah (Isa. iviii. 7), the dwell-
ing-place of his glory (Ps. xxvi. 8). But
he id the God of the wliole earth, and there-

fore, wherever he is pleased to reveal liim-

self, in whatever place he makes his Name
to be known, there he is to be worshipped.
There is no reference in this passage to the
temple at Jeru.salem specially, as some have
supposed; what is here enjoined is only a
practical application of the Divine promise,
that in all places where God would record

his Name, there he would come to bless his

people (Exod. xx. 24). The refeieuce here,

therefore, is quite general, and applies to

any place where, by the Divine appointment,
the tabernacle might be set up and the
worship of Jehovah instituted. Unto hia

habitation shall ye seek. To seek to any
place means, primarily, to resort to it, to

frequent it (cf. 2 Cbron. i. 5), but with the
implied purpose of inquiring tiiere for some-
thing, as for responses or oracles, when the
place resorted to was that in which God
had put his Name.

Ver. 6.—To the appointf d place all their

sacrificial gifts and oflerings were to be

brought, and there they were to keep their

holy feasts. The gifts are classified in

groups. 1. Burnt offerings and sacrifices,

the two principal kinds of altar oflerings,

with which meal oflerings and drink ofler-

ings were united (Numb. xv. 4, etc.). 2.

Tithes and heave offerings (cf. Lev. xxvii.

30—33; Numb, xviii. 21—24). The heave
oflerings are described as of your hand,

either because ofl"ered by the olTcrer's own
band, or to indicate such gifts as were made
off"-band (so to speak), voluntary ofl'erings

made in addition to the legal oft"erings from
an immediate impul.se of grateful emotion. 3.

Vows and freewill offerings, sacrifices whicli

were ofl'ered in consequence of vows or of

spontaneous impulse (cf. Lev. vii. 16 ; xxii.

21 ; xxiii. 38; Numb. xv. 3; xxix. 39). 4.

Firstlings of their herds and of their flocks

(cf. Exod. xiii. 2, 12, etc. ; Numb, xviii. 15,

etc.).

Ver. 7.—And there ye sL .:i eat before the

Lord. The injunction here aud in ver. 17,

respecting the eating by the offerer of the

firstlings of his iiocks and herds, appears

to be inconsistent with the injunction in

Numb, xviii. 18. There it seems as if the

tvhole of the flesh was to be given to the

priest. "And the flesh of them shall be
thine [the priest's], as the wave breast and
as the right shoulder are thine." This may
be taken to mean that just aa the wave
breast and the right shoulder are the per-

quisites of the priests in the case of other

offerings, as e.g. the peace offering, so in
the case of the firstling offering the whole
flesh shall be the priest's ; and thus taken,
the passage presents an unquestionable
discrepancy to that in Deuteronomy. But
probably the passage is not to be so taken.
The particle translated "as" (a) not un-
frequently occurs in the sense of " according
to, after the manner of," implying conformity
to some rule or model (Gen. xliv. 2 ; Exod.
xxi. 9; xxxix. 8; Lev. v. 10; Numb. viii.

4; ix. 3; xxix, 18; Ps. vii. 18; Zech. ii. 10
[6], etc.). The passage, therefore, may be
rendered thus : And the flesh of them shall
thou take after the manner (or according to
the rule), of the wave breast, etc., t.e. not the
whole of it, but only these parts. So the
LXX. seem to have taken the passage : kuI
TO Kpea earai ffoi, KaOa /col rb (rTit]Qvviov rod
iirtde/iaTos' KoH Kara t5i/ ^paxiova rhu Se^ihy
aoi (ffTat. Of some of the offerings the
whole was received by the priest, as in the
case of the sin offering and trespass offering
(Lev. vi. 25, etc.; vii. 1, etc.); while of
others only certain portions, viz. the wave
breast aud the heave shoulder, were given
to him, as in the case of the peace offering
(Lev. vii. 28, etc.). The purport of the law
in Numb, xviii. 18 is that, in respect of the
firstling oflering, the allotment to the priest
shall be after the same manner as in the
peace offering. There is thus no discrepancy
between the two passages. The animal
belonged originally to the offerer; when he
brought it before the Lord part of it was
consumed on the altar, part of it was as-
signed to the priest, and the rest, as a
matter of course, remained with himself.
The law in Numbers, addressed to the
priest, intimates what he might claim as hia
portion; tlie law in Deuteronomy, where
the people are addressed, directs them how
to use the portion that remained with them.
It may be added that, even supposing that
all the flesh was given to the priest, yet, as
it liad to be consumed on the day in which
the sacrifice was offered, and as every clean
person in the house might partake of it, it

is almost certain that the olierer would, as
a matter of course, share in the meal, aa
was usual in the case of sacrificial meals.
Rejoice in all that ye put your hand unto;
enjoy whatever your hand may gain, what-
ever you may earn, all the good which the
Lord may give you (cf. ver. 18; xv. 10;
xxiii. 20; xxviJi. 8, 20). The phrase is

peculiar to Deuteronomy; but comp. Gen.
iii. 22 ; Isa. xi. 14.

Vers. 8—10.—In the wilderness, while
leading a nomadic life, no certain place
could be appointed to them for the obser*
vance of sacred rites; each man did in that
matter as suited his own convenience. But
after they were settled in Canaan it should
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no longer be so; a certain order and fixed

locality should be determined for their

worship and service ; when they had passed

over Jordiin the Lord would give them rest

from all tlieir enemies, and then all irrregu-

larity and arbitrariness in the matter of

worship must cease, and all their gifts and
offerings must be brought to the place which
Jeliovali their God should choose. Ye dwell

in safety; rather, dwell securely, not only

safe from assault, but without fear or

anxiety (of. Judg. viii. 11 ; xviii. 7).

Ver. 11.—All your choice vows; i.e. all

the vows of your choice, all that ye clioose

to make ; the vow was purely voluntary

;

it became obligatory only after it was made.

Ver. 12.—Of their oiierings they 'should

make a festive meal for themselves and
their household ; and of this the Levite who
might happen at the time to be resident

among them was to partake. Kejoice before

the Lord. Tiiis phrase occurs frequently in

this book (ch. xiv. 26; xvi. 11, 14; xxvi.

11; xxvii. 7); elsewhere it appears only

once—Lev. xxiii. 40, where it is used with
reference to the Feast of Tabernacles. Moses
now enjoins this fustivity to be observed in

connection with all the sacrificial meals.

The Levite that is within your gates. The
Levites had no share in the land as the

property of their tribe ; but they had towns
allotted to them among the diflerent tribes

(Numb, xxxv.), so that in this way they were
dispersed through the nation. Hence,
perhaps, they are described as " within the

gates " of the rest of the people. Or, as the

Levites seem to have itinerated in the dis-

charge of various offices among the people,

the phrase may designate them as on this

account occasionally resident among others

in thei^ community,'; just as, " the stranger

that is within thy gates " means the person

of some other nation who for the time being

was resident in any of the towns of Israel.

Vers. 13—16.—They were to beware of

offering sacrifice in any place that might
seem to them best ; their offerings were to

be presented only in that place which God
should choose. But this did not imply
that they were not to kill and eat in their

own abodes whatever they desired for food,

according to the blessing of Jehovah their

God. Only they were to abstain from
eating of blood (cf. Gen. ix. 4 ; Lev. vii.

2G) ; that they were to pour on the earth as

if it were water. Burnt offering; this is

named instar omnium, as the principal

offering. Whatsoever thy soul lusteth after.

To " lust," in old English, means simply to

will, choose, desire; it is the same word as
" list," or, as it is sometimes spelt, " lest,"

and does not, as now, imply anything evil.

As of the roebuck, and as of the hart
;
pro-

bably the gazelle and fallow deer. As these

were animals that could not be offered in

sacrifice, the distinction between clean and
unclean, on the part of the eaters, did not

come into consideration.

Vers. 17—19.—(Cf. vers. 6, 7, 12.) Thou
mayest not eat; literally, thou art not able

to eat ; i.e. there is a legal inability to this.

So the verb to be able (hb^) is frequently

used (cf. Gen. xliii. ; Numb. iz. 6 ; ch.

xvi. 5; xvii. 15, etc.>

Ver. 20.—When the Lord thy God shall

enlarge thy border. These laws were to

continue ia force even when God should,

according to his promise (Gen. xv. 18;
Exod. xxiii. 27—31), extend the boundaries
of theii" land.

Vers. 21—23.—If the place ... be too far

from thee ; this supplies the reason for the
alteration of the law in Lev. xvii. 3. Only
be sure ; literally, only he strong ; i.e. be firm
and resolute, tsteadfastly resisting the
temptation to eat it. The blood is the life

(cf. Gen. ix. 4; Lev. xi. 1; xvii. 11). The
word used is nephesh (t."s:). By this word
the Hebrews designated the animal life-

principle in men and in beasts ; and as

without this the body was a mere inert

mass, the word came to be used for " life
"

generally. Of this life the blood was
believed to be the seat, and was regarded as

the symbol, so that to shed blood was
tantamount to the taking away of life.

As the blood, moreover, was the life, in it

was su])posed to lie the propitiatory power

—

the power, when shed, of atoning for sin, as

the giving of life for life. The prohibition

of eating it doubtless had respect to this. It

was not merely to prevent ferocity in men
towards the lower animals (as Rosenmiiller
suggests) that the eating of blood was
interdicted, but specially because there was
in this a sort of profanation, a putting to a
common use of what appertained to a sacred
rite.

Vers. 26, 27.—The holy things; i.e. the
offerings prescribed by the Law ; " hallowed
things" (Numb, xviii. S; cf. Lev. xxi. 22).

Which thou hast ; literally, which are to thee

;

i.e. which are binding on thee. Thy burnt
offerings, the flesh and the blood ; i.e. the
flesh and the blood of the burnt offerings

which were to be laid upon the altar (Lev.

i. 5—9). The blood of thy sacrifices

{zelachim) shall be poured out upon the

altar. This refers to the ritual of the

shelamim, or peace offering (Lev. iii. 2, 8,

13). The word zebach (n^i) is never used

in the Pentateuch of an atoning sacrifice

(Oehler, ' Theology of the Old Testament,'

ii. 2); it is used only of such offerings as

furnished a sacrificial meal ; hince it is

added here, and thou shalt eat the flesh.

Vers. 29, 30.—Here the speaker rwverU
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to the admonition with which he began this

part of his address (ver. 2) ; and warns the

people against liaving any intercourse with
the Canaanites in their idolatrous practices.

That thou enquire not after their gods. It

was a general belief among the heathen
tliat to ignore or neglect the deities of a
country was sure to bring calamity (cf.

2 Kings xvii. 26); hence tho need of

cautioning the Israelites against inquiring

after the gods of the Canaanites when they
should be settled in their land.

Ver. 31.—For even their sons and their

daughters have they burnt in the fire to

their gods. Elsewhere the phrase used is

" make to pass through the fire " (ch. xviii.

10% or simply ' make to pass through to

Holecli" (Lev. xriii. 21; Jer. xxxii. 35).

This lias led some to maintain that the
ceremony described was merely a februation,
a lustration by fire, and not an actual burning
alive of those victims ; but there can be no
doubt that both among the Ammonites and
tho Phoenicians, and indeed wht rever the
worship of Baal or Molech was Ibl lowed, the
oflering of children in sacrifice by burning
prevailed (Miinter, ' Keligiou der Karthager,'

p. 18, 2nd edit. ; Selden, ' Do Diis Syria
tjyntag,' i. o. 6, pp. 93, 257, edit. Beyer,
Ainst., 1680).

Ver. 32.—The admonition in this verse is

best regarded as forming an intermediate
link between this chapter and tho following,
" closing what gois before and introductory
to what foUowM " CKeil).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—32.

—

Hepulations for Divine worship: specific rules embodying permanent
principles. With this twelith chapter an entirely new set of instructions begins. Up
to this point the exhortations have been for the most part moral : now they are positive.

Hitherto the precepts have been, speaking generally, concerning duties which God
commanded because they were right ; but from this point they concern duties which
became right because God had commanded them. Of all specific directions which Moses
gave to Israel, none could possibly be more important than tliose which had to do with
the Divine worship. A true, wise, spiritual worship, established and maintained, would
do very much to ensure Israel's weal in every other respect; while if corriiiition was
admitted and tolerated here, its ill effects would soon be seen through the length and
brendth of their land. In dealing homiletically with this chapter, we must take it as
a whole. To sever it into paragraphs would be to conceal its unity ; talking it, however,
as one, we shall see how very far more than is generally supposed, the observance of

God's worship among the Hebrews was based on everlasting principles both as to its

matter and its manner ; and that while there was much ritual in external forms, yet
Judaism was not ritualistic in any sen.se which would imply the efficacy of ritual by itself

to bring about spiritual results. Let us enumerate the principles which here are em-
bodied in the directions for the worship of God. The forms in which the piinciples are
expressed may change; the principles themselves, never!

I. Hebrew worship was to be in all respects a protest against surrounding
IDOLATRY. (Vers. 2, 3, 29—31.) They were not only to carry out a policy of destruc-
tion, in sweeping from the land every vestige of ancient heatlien worship (see Homily
on ch. vii. 1—11), but were to avoid everything like imitation of it. Tlieirs was a
new nationality, a new deliverance, a new faith, and it must be a new kind of worship,
corresponding in its purity to the holiness of Jehovah, and in its intelligence to that
knowledge of him which they were expected to cultivate in themselves and hand down
to others. And so now, if there are corrupt forms of worship, such as Home's pagan
ceremonies baptized with the Christian name, the worship of God's true Church mu.^t

needs be a protest against it, and a contention for •' the simplicity which is in Chr'st."

II. It WAS TO BE according to Divine direction. They might not consult theii

own reliuious sentiments, as the heathen did, in choosing e.g. the tops of the hills

for worship, because they thought so to get nearer God. Israel must consult revelation,

and follow it. So with the Church of God now. True, we have not such minute rites

enjoined as Israel had, for we need them not now. But in our New Testament writings

all needful instructions are given lor those who would worship the Father in spirit and
in truth.

III. The Divine bules wkrk to be precisely adhered to. They mig'it not be

swerved from, either by addition or diminution (ver. 32}. This is indeed but an
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extension of principle No. 2 ; but it requires in our day to be noticed separately ; since

many will admit, generally, that worship must be according to Scripture, who never-
theless also maintain that the Church may direct as to forms of worship. But we
cannot forget two facts : one, that at the close of the New Testament there is a like

caution and prohibition to that given here; another, that the entire course of Church
history shows us that men know not where to stop when they once diverge from " the
Book," and tliat departures therefrom little by little, even under Church authority, do
ultimately land men in the complicated and superstitious ceremonial of the Church of

Rome.
IV. There was to be (after they were settled in Palestine) one place which God

CHOOSK TO PUT HIS Name THERE. And this place where God would meet with his

people is called, in the beautiful Hebrew phrase, God's rest (ver, 5), " his habitation
"

(cf. Ps. cxxxii. 13, 14). Thus would God, in his condescending love, launch a new
thought into the world, in a form in which the people could understand it ; viz. that
God's home is with his believing worshippers. It was necessary, for a while, to

associate that truth with one special place, imtil "the fulness of times" should come,
when One should say—John iv. 20—24; Matt, xviii. 20; and when Christians should
learn that they are the home of God (1 Cor. iii. 16 ; EjA. ii. 22).

V. To THIS PLACE the TRIBES WERE TO COME AND WORSHIP TOGETHER. Thus
the unity of God's redeemed people in him, would be continually before their eyes.

Though the times in the j^ear were not many when the people were thus to meet as

one nation and commonwealth, yet they were frequent enough to ensure their thoughts
turning thereto, either by retrospection or anticipation, from one year's end to another.

Here is the germ seed of the doctrine of the unity of God's Church. Many tribes, one
redeemed people. And is it not precisely this principle which is brought out in the New
Testament, only in far grander form? fsee Rev. vii. ; Eph. ii. ; John xvii. ; Rom. xii.).

Is not the Christian unity a union of many tribes and tongues in one deliverance, and
one Deliverer ?

VI. The forms of Israel's worship were to be sufficiently varied to reflect
THE CHAXGiNQ ASPECTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF LIFE. These forms are sevenfold. In
each case, however, an offering was brought to God. It might be typical, symbolic,

eucharistic, dedicatory, or votive. (For specific treatment of each kind, see Kurtz, and
Kalisch, in loc.) There were : 1, Burnt offering. 2. Sacrifices. 3. Tithes (ch. xxvi.

12). 4. Heave offerings. " Qujb sponte dabatur Deo " (Buxtorf). 5. Vows (Ps. Isxvi. 11).

6. Free-will, offerings (1 Chron. xxix. 17; ch. xvi. 10). 7, Firstlings of herds and
flocks (Exod. xiii. 12; Neh. x. 35—37; Prov. iii. 9; Ps. Ixvi. 13—Hi). How varied!

There were sacrifices of atonement and of consecration; offerings of consecration and
thanksgiving. Each changing scene of life was to call forth its act of devotion to God.

VII. It was to be a family and household worship. (Ver. 18.) Not the liead

of the house only, but the cliildren, yea, even the little ones had their recognized place

in the house of God (ver. 12). And the slaves tool The stranger and the sojourner

might also come. The religion of the.family icas a keystone of Israel's national life;

and it will be a very serious tiling for any nation, if family religion comes to be slighted

or ignored. Never let us rob the children of their rightful place in Christian ordinances

and in the house of God.
VIII. It was to be a joyful worship. Ver. 12, "Ye shall rejoice before the

Lord your God." The pagan worship never was or could be a glad one. The heathens

feared their gods, dreaded them, sought to propitiate them, but as for being glad in

them because of any loving care on the part of their gods towards them, they knew
nothing at all about any such blessing. But Israel did. They worshipped Jehovah,

a redeeming God, who had manifested his Name to them. Hence such psalms as the

twenty-third and the one hundred and third, could be prepared for their gladsome
worship and song. Much more may we " Rejoice in the Lord."

IX. Israel's worship was to be supported by the contributions of the peopl*.

(Ver. 19 ; and see ch. xviii. 1—8.) Thus were the people at large from the first to be

educated "in giving to God," and in maintaining, at their own cost, the worship and
ordinances of God, so as to hand them down intact and untainted to their children and
their children's children'. How clearly is this principle reproduced in the New Testa-

ment ! (see 1 Cor. ix. 9—14). Though there is far less detail, yet it is not supposed that
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less will be done, but rather more ; such verses as 2 Cor. viii. 7—9, how much they
imply and suppose I Surely it would be well if our Clmrches everywhere recognized the
nine principles of Divine worship which we find laid down by Moses. It may fairly be
made a question whether even the purest Church is found recognizing them all ; and
yet, which one of the nine is repealed or even modified under the gospel ? Of necessity,

forms have clianged. But so long as we need the ordinances of Christian worship at
all, so long must we assert and maintain all that we find inculcated here: simplicity
versus fixlse ceremonialism; exact loyalty to Divine direction ; recognizing the Church
as "the rest" of God, where the tribes are many, but the commonwealth one; lettiiif'

the worship reflect life's varied moods ; letting it be a joyous family worship, main-
tained and supported by our contributions and our prayers.

HOMILTES BY VAUIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—5.

—

Destruction of monuments of idolatry. Israel's entrance Into Canaan
was the entrance of true knowledge, of pure forms of religion, of cleansed morals. The
worship of Jehovah was the very antithesis of that of which these altars, pillars, and
graven images, were the polluted memorials. " What did the grove conceal ? Lust

—

blood—imposture. What sounds shook the fane? Alternate screams of anguish and
the lauc'hter of mad votaries. What was the priest? The teacher of every vice of

which his god was the patron and example. What were the worshippers ? The victims
of every woe which superstition and sensuality can gender, and which cruelty can
cherish " (Isaac Taylor). Why should the last trace of these hateful worships not be
removed from the land of God's abode ? (see on ch. vii. 1—6). These commands had

—

I. A GROUND IN RELIGIOUS FEELING. Even the dumb memorials of iniquity will

excite in pure minds feelings of horror and revulsion. It is positive pain to look upon
them. The only sentiments which these monuments of a dark polytheism—suggestive
of every species of wickedness, and steeped in foulness through the cruel and lustful

rites once associated with them—could awaken in the minds of devout worshippers of

Jehovah were those of inexpressible abhorrence. The sooner they were swept away the
better. Healthy moral instincts will lead us to hate " even the garment spotted by the
flesh " (Jude 23).

II. A GROUND IN PRUDENCE. It removed from Israel's midst what would obviously
have proved a snare. Prone of their own motion to idolatry, how certainly would the
people have been drawn into it had idol sanctuaries, idol altars, idol groves stood to
tempt them at every corner, met their gaze on every hill-summit. A wise legislation will

aim at the removal of temptations. The business of legislation, as has been well said,

is to make it as easy as possible for the people to choose virtue, and as difficult as

possible to choose vice.

III. A GROUND IN POLICY. The design of Moses, to gather the life and religion of the
people round a central sanctuary, would plainly have been frustrated had innumer-
able sacred places of repute, associated with the old idolatry, been allowed to remain
unshorn of their honours. On the same principle, missionaries, in order to prevent
relapses into idolatry, have often found it needful to get their converts to collect their

idols, and unitedly to destroy them—burning them, it may be, or flinging them into

some river.—J. 0.

Vers. 6—29.

—

The central sanduary. There are difficulties connected with this law
from which conclusions have been drawn adverse to the Mosaic authorship of Deu-
teronomy. These arise : 1. From the lack of evidence that the law was in force in the
days of the judges and earlier kings. 2. From the practice of judges, kings, prophets,
and other good men in ofi"ering sacrifices elsewhere than at the prescribed centre.

3. From the mention of other sanctuaries in the history (e.g. Josh. xxiv. 26; 1 Sam.
vii. 26, LXX.). But : 1. Ver. 10 shows that it was not contemplated that the law should
come into perfect operation till the land was settled, and till a place for a fixed centre
had been definitely chosen. In point of fact, the unsettled state of matters lasted till

the reign of David (2 Sam. vii. 1). Accordingly, in 1 Kings iii. 2, it is not urged that
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the law did not exist, or that it was not known, but the excuse is advanced for irregu-

larities that " there was no house built unto the Name of the Lord until those days "

(of. 1 Kings viii. 29 ; ix. 9 ; 2 Chron. vi. 5, 6). 2. While the law lays down the

general rule, it is not denied that circumstances might arise, in which under proper
Divine authority, exceptional sacrifices mic!;ht be offered. This fully explains the cases

of Gideon (Judg. vi. 18, 26), of Manoah (Judg. xiii. 16), of David (2 Sam. xxiv. 18), of

Solomon (1 Kings iii. 4, 5), of Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 31). 3. Even while the taber-

nacle was at Shiloh, the ark, for reasons unknown to us, was moved from place to

place—a circumstance which accounts for sacrifices being offered at the spots where, for

the time being, it was located (Judg. xxi. 2). We may infer the presence of the ark in

Judg. XX. 26 and on various other occasions. 4. It is not fair to plead, as contradictory

of the law, the falling back on local sanctuaries in periods of great national and
religious disorganization, as when the land was possessed by enemies (Judg. vi. 1—7), or

when the ark was in captivity (1 Sara. vi. 1) or separated from the tabernacle (2 Sam.
vi. 11) ; much less the prevailing; neglect of this law in times of acknowledged back-
sliding and declension. In particular, the period following the rejection of Eli and his

sons (1 Sam. ii. 30—35) was one of unusual complications, during which, indeed,

Samuel's own person would seem to have been the chief religious centre of the nation.

5. It may further be remarked that the worship at local sanctuaries, having once taken
root, justified perhaps by the exigencies of the time, it would be no easy matter to

uproot it again, and a modified toleration would have to be accorded. Whatever
difficulties inhere in the view of the early existence of this law, it will be found, we
believe, that equal or greater difficulties emerge on any other reading of the history.

This law was

—

I. An assebtion of the principle that God's worship must be associated with
HIS presence. (Vers. 5—11.) The sanctuary was constituted by God having " put his

Name" there. Under the New Testament the worship of the Father "in sjiirit and in

truth" is liberated from special sacred places (John iv. 24), but the principle holds good
that his being "in the midst" of his people is essential to worship being acceptable

(Matt, xviii. 20).

II. An important means of keeping alive the sense op national unity. The
union of the tribes was far from being close. Tribe feeling was often stronger than
national feeling. A powerful counteractive to the local interests, and to the jealousies,

rivalries, and feuds which tended to divide the nation, was found in the central sanctuary,

and in the festivals therewith connected. Like the Olympic games in Greece, the

sanctuary festivals formed a bond of unity for the entire people, helped them to realize

their national distinctness, and awakened in them lofty and patriotic aspirations. In
the Christian Church, everything is valuable which helps to develop the sense of

catholicity.

III. A MBANB, FtTHTHEB, OF INFUSING WARMTH AND VITALITY INTO BELIQIOUB
SERVICES. In religion, as in other matters, we need to avail ourselves of social

influences. We need public as well as private worship. The self-wrapt man grows
cold. There is a time for outward demonstration, not less than for internal meditation.

Sharing our gladness with others, it is multiplied to ourselves a hundred-fold. The
importance, in this view of them, of the sanctuary festivals, was very great. They were,

from the nature of the case, "events," matters to be looked forward to with interest,

and long to be remembered after they had taken place. They involved preparations,

and often long journeys. Everything about them—the journey in company with
neighbours, the season of the year, the friendly greetings, the exhilaration of the scene

as they neared the sanctuary, the varied and solemn services at the sanctuary itself

—

was fitted in a singular degree to exalt, awe, quicken, and impress their minds. Such
influences, even in gospel times, are not to be despised.

IV. A COUNTERACTIVE TO IDOLATRY. It put Something in place of that which was
taken away. It provided counter-attractions. Negation is not an effective instrument
of reform. If we remove with one hand, we must give with the other. Our methods
must be positive.—J. 0.

Vers. 5—9.

—

Puhlic worship. A necessity of our spiritual life. Prompted by a
community of privileges, interests, feelings, hopes, duties, temptations, aspirations;
" One Lord, one faith, one baptism " (Eph. iv. 3—7). It is required in it—
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I. That God bb puesent with his people. We meet in his Name. His presence

w promised (Matt, xviii. 20). Without that presence sought and obtained, worship
is in vam.
IL That it be pure and scniPTtrBAL. Not " will-worship " (Col. ii. 23) ; not

corrupted by the ingrafting upon it of heathen superstitions. Christianity has often

been thus corrupted. Tlie papal raariolatry and worship of images, with the whole-
sale importation into Christianity of rites and ceremonies drawn from paganism, is a
glaring instance. God forbids any mixture of tlie old worship with the new. The
very names of the gods of the Canaanites were to be destroyed (ver. 3), Worldliness,

not less than superstition, may intrude itself into worship, and destroy its purity

(John ii. 13—17 ; Jas. ii. 2, 3).

III. That it be orderly. (Ver. 8.) Paul pleads for order in the Christian Church
(1 Cor. xi., xii.).

IV. That it givb expression to the varied wants of the religious nature.
(Vers. 6, 7.) The prescribed sacrifices constituted a cora|)lex medium for the expression

of the complex life and aspirations of the nation. It is to be noted tliat, save on days
specially devoted to the remembrance of sins, a predominatingly joyi'ul tone pervaded
the services. This tone of joy sliould characterize yet more decidedly the services

of Christians, coming before the Lord, as thoy are commanded to do, " to offer up
spiritual sacrifices" (Phil. iv. 4; Cul. iii. l(j ; 1 Pet. ii. 5).

V. That it be associated with remembrance of the poor. (Vers. 7, 12, 18

;

ch. xvi. 11, 14.) One of the first effects of Christ's love in a heart should be to open it

up in sympathy and kindness to all in need (Acts ii. 45; iv. 34, 35; Kom. xv. 25;
1 Cor. xii. 26 ; 2 Cor. viii., ix.).—J. 0.

Vers. 15, 16, 20—26.

—

The Divine regulation of food. All animals for food had
formerly to be killed at the door of the tabernacle (Lev. xvi. 1—8), Probably the rule

was not strictly observed (ver. 8), but in view of the occupation of the land, the
prohibition is relaxed. Note

—

I. Our rights in the use of food take their origin from God. This is taught
in the account of creation (Gen. i. 2'J, 30), in the grant of flesh to Noali (Gen. ix. 3, 4),

in the Levitical restrictions on animal food (Lev. xi.), and in passages like the present.

II. Ouu manner of the use of food ought to be glorifying to God. " Eating
and drinking" is to be to God's glory (i Cor. x. 31). 1. God's gift to be recognized in

food. A motive for thankfulness. 2. God's blessing to be sought upon it. The
example of Christ in this respect is noteworthy (Matt. xiv. 19, etc.). 3. Self-

restraint is to be exercised in the partaking of it. The blood was not to be
eaten.—J. O.

Ver. 19.— Tlie Levitc. The dues of the Levites consisted mainly of the tithes. The
value of this legal ])rovision has been frequently exaggerated. The mistake has lain in

comparing it with the average of income over the whole nation, instead of with the
incomes of the wealthier and middle classes. Comparing it with these, it will be found
to have been liberal, but not excessive, even supposing it to have been conscientiously

[)aid. This, however, it would seldom be. No tribunal existed to enforce payment.
All depended on the conscientiousness of the individual tithe-payer. It is easy to see

that an income of this sort was in the highest degree precarious, and that in times cf

religious declension, the body of the Levites would be reduced to great straits. These
facts sufficiently account for the reiterated injunctions not to forsake the Levite, but to

include him in every festive gathering. Three reasons for his liberal support: 1. His
calling deprived him of the usual means of livelihood. 2. His olMce was one of service

lor the people. 3. His relation to the altar made neglect shown to him a dishonour
done to God. Paul applies, in 1 Cor. ix. 13, 14, to the gospel ministry.—J. 0.

Vers. 29—32.— Unworthy inquiries. We have here—
I. Baleful superstition. The ground of these inquiries about the gods of the

place was a lurking belief in their reality. There was a superstitious feeling that the
woods, hills, streams, etc., must have their deities, whom it would be well to propitiate

and worship. The country as a whole, and special distrints of it, had go<ls, and, Jehovah
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notwithstanding, the superstitious part of the community stood in dread of thera.

Superstitions are hard to eradicate. We have examples in the survival of the belief

in witches, fairies, charms, omens, lucky and unlucky days, etc., among ourselves.

Till a recent period, it was the custom in parts of the Scottish Highlands to sacrifice

bulls to local saints. And the practice of burying a live cock for the cure of epilepsy

is said to surrive till the present hour. Born of ignorance, and acting as a check on all

enlightenment and progress, superstition is the parent of innumerable evils, besides

debasing and enslaving mind and conscience. Its influence should be comlaated by

every legitimate means.

II. Pkurient cubiosity. The superstitious motive did not act alone. This itching

desire to hear about the gods of the place, and how the nations served them, was

symptomatic of a prurient disposition. There was, unfortunately, too much in the way
in which these nations had " served their gods" to excite and interest the passions of

the dissolute. It is a dangerous token when those who ought to know better begin to

manifest a prurient curiosity about what is evil. It leads to prying into matters which

had better remain hidden, to inquiries at persons whose very society is dangerous,

to the reading of obscene books, the visiting of bad places, the keeping of immoral

company, etc At the bottom of such inquiries there is invariably a secret sympathy,

which is bound, as time advances, to yield fruit in evil practices.

III. Sebvile imitation. The idolatry of the Israelites was signalized by a strange

want of originality. They invented no gods of their own. They were content to be

imitators. The nations before them had gods. The nations around them had gods.

They wanted to be like the rest, and have gods too—hence their inquiries. A curious

illustration of the force of the principle of imitation. It is one of the ruling principles

in human nature. Imitation is easier than invention. The tendency invariably is to

" follow the crowd." It matters nothing that it is " to do evil." The fashion of the time

and place must be observed. There are people who would almost rather die than be

out of the fashion. Yet what a weakness is this, and how opposed to all true and

right manhood I
** Be not conformed to the world " (Rom. xii. 2).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—3.—T^ invasion a religious one. The Israelites were instructed to exter-

minate the Canaanites in consequence of their sins, as we have already seen ; but in this

passage we have strict injunctions given to destroy the places of worship which the

Canaanites had used, " upon the high mountains, and upon the hills, and under every

green tree," etc. They were, in fact, to be iconoclasts, and they were to leave no vestige

remaining of the Canaanitish worship.

L It was thus made evident that the invasion was bkligious in its character.

Palestine, as we have already seen, was not a country of exceptional natural advan-

taofes. It was a good training school for a spiritual people. When the Lord, then, sent

his emancipated people in to carry out such a programme fts the destruction of the

Canaanitish worship, it was evident to all that religion lay at the basis of the invasion.

It was no tribal feud, but a contest for religious supremacy. As Abraham, tlieir

forefather, came to Canaan to be the exponent and founder of a new religion, so the

descendants are required to expound the religion still more forcibly by putting down all

traces of the heathen worship.

II. The mctltiplioitt of Canaanitish places ov worship really expressed

THE polytheism OF THE PEOPLE. The Canaanites believed in the " gods of the hills,'

and " gods of the valleys," and " gods of the grove." Hence they erected altars with

melancholy frequency over the land. It was not a sense of the omnipresence of a

Supreme Being, but a belief in a multiplicity of gods, which led to such multiplicity

of places of worship. The land was polluted with idols. Every green tree was sup-

posed to overshadow a god. Altars, pillars, and groves sheltered and surrounded graven

images. The desecration was all-prevailing.

III. The poweb of association necessitated the complete destruction of

THESE SIGNS OF IDOLATRY. If polytheism expressed itself so universally, then

association would assert in the Israelitish mind a corresponding power, and lead weak

minds to the idea that an idol was surely something in the world, when it secured such

recognition. No wise leader could allow such temptations to remain before his people.

Hence the Israelites are instructed to spare no trace of the old worship. Intolerance

may be a duty in pure self-defence. It was a duty in this case divinely ordained.
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IV. CURIOSITT 18 NOT TO BE LEFT AKYTniNQ TO FEED UPON. For there 18 a
prurient curiosity which only leads to sin. All humouring of this is evil. When a
soul insi.-ts on tasting the fruit of furliidden trees, as a matter of curiosity, he only
repeats the act of our first parents id Eden. No possible good can come of it. Much
curiosity is indulged only to tlie detciioration of soul and body. Now, this would have
been a danger with the Israelites. The worsliip of the Canaanites was so sensual and
horrible, that the less known about it the better. Hence the command to destroy every
vestige of it. It would be well for Christians more frequently to restrain their
curiosity than they do. In many cases it would be well if every vestige of sinful

practices were destroyed, instead of being preserved to satisfy an " idle curiosity."

V. The wholesale destruction of the paraphernalia of idolatry would be
THB BEST OF ALL DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE NOTHINGNESS OF THE IDOLS. For if these
gods of Canaan had any power, they might be expected to vindicate their majesty
against these spoilers. But Israel never sutfered anything from the destruction of the
idolatry. The only danger arose from the destruction not being as complete in some
cases as God intended it should be. And it is important to have the impotence of
God's foes made matter of demonstration. Sooner or later this is the case.

VI. The gospel of Jesus Christ has also its intolerant, as well as its
TOLERANT, SIDE. In a sermou on Matt. xii. 30, " He that is not with me is against

me," Vinet, the greatest of the moral analysts, has expounded L'intolerance de VEvangile,
just as in a companion sermon on Luke ix. 50, " He that is not against us is for us "

he expounds La tolerance} It is well to realize that religion is not an easy-goino'
matter, making things pleasant all round, but something requiring stern and un-
comproniisinj; conduct oftentimes. We may suffer as much by an unenlif^htened
latitudinarianism as by an unenlightened attachment to non-essentials in use and
wont—B. M. E.

Vers. 4—14.

—

Centralization in worship. It is quite unnecessary that we should
here enter upon the criticism which has been raging upon this important passage, as
indicating something post-Mosaic. The directions in Exodus do not necessarily imply
a multiplicity of altars at the same time, but rather successive alterations of locality in
conformity with the requirements of the pilgrimage. Besides, the genius of the Jewish
worship iraiilied the centralization of it in contrast to the multiplicity of places arisino-

out of polytheism. The idea of a central altar is implied in the erection of the taber-
nacle at Sinai, and all the legislation which gathers round it. We believe, therefore,
that Moses, in here formulating the centralization in worship, was merely makin"
plainer what had already been implied.

L Centralization in worship seems a convenient stepping-stone from the
DANGERS of POLYTHEISM TO UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL WORSHIP, Abraham, in Setting up
the new worship in Canaan, had erected altars at the different places where God°ap-
peared unto him. His fine intellect realized that it was the One God he worshipped
at the different places. His descendants also, in their pilgrimage to Palestine, realized
that it was the One God who called upon them out of the cloudy pillar to halt from
time to time, and to erect his altar, and whom they there worshipped ; and they would
also feel that this direction about a single central altar was but the necessary corollary
to the entire legislation. The ideal of worship, to which the Old Testament dispensa-
tion pointed, was, " when the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and
in truth: for the Father seeketh such to worship him " (John iv. 23) ; meanwhile it

was most important to have the Divine unity publicly recognized and expressed by a
central altar. At this they were to aim when settled beyond the Jordan.

II. The central altar is to gather bound it joyful worshippers. (Vers. 6^
7.) Burnt offering, sacrifice, heave offering, etc., were to reach their climax in the
eating before the Lord the peace offering, and in the joy which springs from fellowship.
This is the purpose of all worship. If joy be not reached, then the worshippers are
living below their privileges.

III. Allowance is made fob the exigencies of the mabch and of wab,
Jleana of grace hav« to be extemporized often in times of battle and marches, and men

» •Pisooors BUT Quelques eujets Religieux,' pp. 211—337.
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must do what is right in their own e.yes, in a way that would not be lawful in times

of settled avocations and of peace. Moses is instructed, therefore, to remind them of

the freedom they necessarily practise in the unsettled condition, which must be

relinquished when they settle down beyond the Jordan (vers. 8, 9).

IV. God reserves the right of choosinq the central place of worship.

(Vers'. 10 14.) This prevents all licence in such an important matter. It is not

what they think advisable, but what God directs, that they are in the locality pf

worship to follow. This reservation is surely most significant. It indicates that in

worship, which is the payment of due homage unto God, his will and wisdom are to

be regarded as supreme. The right God holds in his hand of indicating whether he is

to be worshiiiped in one place or everywhere.

V. God revealed the central place in due season. A good deal of the

current criticism seems to overlook the distinction between the principle of centraliza-

tion in worship and the place where it was to be observed. The principle was stated

lont^ before the place was indicated. It was centuries before Jerusalem became the

recof^nized centre of the Jewish religion. Had the name been indicated earlier, it would

have prevented the natural development of the ritual in Canaan. It is not necessary

to suppose that Moses had any definite idea of the central place when he uttered on the

banks of the Jordan the will of God. God can express his will through historical

developments, just as he can through natural developments. "The nature of things"

may be justly regarded as the expression of the Divine mind ; and so may a historical

procession.
. , . . ,

Meanwhile, it is well for ua to rejoice in the freedom and universality of spintual

worship to which we have come. Now the true worshippers, emancipated from the

cumbrous ritual through its fulfilment in Christ, can "worship the Father in spirit and

in truth " in every place.—R. M. E.

Vers. 15—19.

—

Private worship not the substitute for public. While the central

altar was ordained for the reception of the sacrifices and the place for the love-feasts ol

God's people, they were also allowed to slay and eat flesh meat at home. It must,

of course, consist of the flesh of clean animals, and the blood must be carefully poured

out unto the Lord ; but, after these precautions, it was perfectly possible for the Jew to

live luxuriously at home. In these circumstances he might say that the flesh killed

carefully at home tasted as sweet as any peace offering enjoyed at the tabernacle, and

that he would not trouble himself about the journey to the central altar. Such a con-

clusion the Lord expressly forbids. How, in such circumstances, will the Levites be

sustained ? Such private luxury must not be substituted for the public peace offering

and the Levitical support connected with the ritual.

I. There ib a great temptation with lukewarm people to make private

WORSHIP DO duty FOR PUBLIC. It is insinuated that the Bible can be as well studied,

and prayer as faithfully observed, and praise as joyfully rendered, amid the sanctities of

home as in any congregation. But the fact is that the private worship is a sorry sub-

stitute for the public. "^Not to speak of the promise," The Lord loveth the gates of Zion

better than all the dwellings of Jacob," there is in the public connregation a power of

sympath}', solemnity, and attention which is missed elsewhere. The private services,

when separated from the public, fail to reach the professed ideal, and religious feebleness

is the usual result.

II. Private celebrations of public solemnities are most properly forbiddek.

The Jew might have excused himself from journeying to the central altar by resolving

on the solemnities at home. " I can share the tithes, and firstlings, and vovys, and free-

will offerings, and heave offerings with my neighbours, and not bother taking them to

the tabernacle." And so men can still abstain from membership in Church organiza-

tions under the plea of private baptisms and private " tables
;
" but all this presumption

is an abomination unto the Lord.
t^i t • • i

III. It denies to the public ministers of God their due rights. For Levitical

support, so carefully guarded in the commandment here, is surely equivalent to " minis-

terial support " still. The ministry of the Word means an order 8f men set apart from

the secularities of life to give themselves unto prayer and to the ministry of the Word

(Acts vi. 4). K it ia highly expedient, as well as divinely ordained, that such an order
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•hould exist, then it is a serious responsibility on the part of any private person to

refuse to acknowledge this Divine ordinance and its attendant rights. 'J'he pitifulness

of the excuse, moreover, in refusing ministerial support because of private scruples, must
strike the most superficial judge.

IV. The Lord leaves the Levite as a charge upon the generosity of the
PEOPLE. The Levite vpas to be as a guest within the gates of the Jew (ver. 18). AIJ
the rights of hospitality, so to speak, were to be his. Moreover, it was to be au
unending charge. "Take heed to thyself that thou forsake not the Levite as long as

thou livest upon the earth." Thus an order of men are left upon the generosity of the
people, to have their share as long as the world lasts. So is it with the Christian
ministry. Public services, the public organizations of the Church, are all to be con-
tinued till the end of time, and hence the ministry will continue. Nor will its support
severely tax the loyal Christian people.

We see how intimately the interests of God's servants are bound up with proper
views about private and public worship. If these are judiciously disseminated, there is

no fear of the Lord's servants being neglected. God's rights in the ordering of hia

worship must be first vindicated and recognized, and then his servants' rights will

follow.—R. M. E.

Vers. 20—28.

—

The sanctity ofhlood. The central altar was for the reception of the
blood. And while the Jews remained in pilgrimage, every time tlioy killed an animal
out of their flocks or herds for family use they carried the blood to the tabernacle, that
it might be duly disposed of by the priest. In case of the roebucks and harts, their

blood was not sacrificial ; it was therefore ordained that it should be poured out on the
earth, and carefully and solemnly covered up. When they were settled in the land of

Canaan, they were too far from the central altar to carry the blood of every animal out
of the herd or flock which was slain to the appointed place. Hence they were allowed
to deal with the domestic animals as with the products of the chase (ver. 22). It is to

this fact of the sanctity of blood that we would now direct attention.

I. The heathen nations were accustomed to make drink offerings of blood.
David refers to the fact when he says, " Their sorrows shall be multiplied that hasten
after another god : their drink offerings of blood will I not offer, nor take up their

names into my lips " (Ps. xvi. 4). These drink offerings of blood arose, doubtless, out
of the hloodthirstiness of the heathen themselves. Men of blood thought their god
delighted in bloodshedding as they did. It was human passion projected into the
religious domain.

II. God 80 directed his worshippers about the disposaIi of the blood that
they could not regard it in any other light than as a most sacred thing. It

was to be carefully carried to his altar and disposed of by the ofliciating priests, or, if

this was not possible, it was solemnly poured into the earth, and covered carefully from
all profane uses. On no account was it to be eaten : this would have profaned it.

III. The reason assigned was that the life was in the blood. " Life " is the
gift of God, the mysterious something which escapes our observati<-)n in analysis, which
baffles our productive powers, and which works such wonders in the world of nature.
As God's gift. It. is to be holy in our eyes, and disposed of as he sees best.

IV. The vicariousness of suffering gave rr additional sanctity. For sheil

blood meant life sacrificed to sustain other hfe. Our bodies depend upon vicarious

suffering for their sustenance. Sacrifice underlies the constitution of the world. It

was meet, then, that this principle should be recognized and sanctified in the sight

of men.
Y Blood had its religious function, not a physical function, to discharge in

the Mosaic economy. The God of Israel did not delight in blood, as the gods of the
heathen were supposed to do. He singled it out for a religious use. It was to be the
material of a holy act, wherever shed. This was undoubtedly to keep it so out ol

the sphere of physical elements that it could symbolize fully " the blood of Jesus
Christ," by which the world is to be saved.—R. M. E.

Vers. 1—4.

—

The doom of idolatry. The reverse side of blessing is a curse. The
abuse of the best things is the worst. In the ratio in which any institution has capacity

DBUTJERONOMY. Q
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to benefit, has it capacity to injure. The sun can quicken life or kill. The temple ii

a stei)pin<;-stone to heaven or a snare of hell.

I. Both nature and art have been prostitutkd to basest uses. If men cannot

find God in themselves, tbcy cannot find him in material nature. Some "look through

nature up to nature's God." Some look through nature to darkness, sensuality, and

despair.

II. The beautiful must be sacrificed to moral nzcessities. .Esthetics mujrt

yield to ethics. Our moral exigencies are paramount. The voice of taste is the voice

of a charmer. The voice of conscience is the voice of a king. If the creations of art

are inimical to the interests of righteousness, they must be destroyed. Eternal life i*

beyond all price. Whatever keeps man from the living God is doomed.

III. True life has a destructive side. The growth of a plant involves the death

of the seed. The life of the body is sustained by manifold death. Eternal life comes

by the death of the Son of God. The inner life of piety is quickened by the death of

self. True love to God is the hatred of his foes. Jesus Christ " came to destroy the

worki of the devil"—D.

Vers. 5—28.

—

Characteristic signs ofJehovah's worship. All the religious institutions

of Moses were bulwarks against the idolatry of the period, and were admirably suited

to the intellectual and moral condition of the people. The worship of the true God was
characterized by

—

I. A single, God-selected shrine. As the heathen had gods many, they had

plurality of temples, altars, and shrines. The single, central temple of Jehovah

promoted at least two worthy objects. 1. It kept alive in the people's memory the unity

of Qod. In that age, so addicted to idolatry, this was of the first importance. Intel-

lectual belief in the one God would not, in itself, go for much
;
yet it would be the

foundation for reverence, love, and loyalty. 2. It promoted most vitally the unity of

the nation. In the absence of representative institutions and periodic literature, the

common worship) of the people at a central shrine was the most active factor in national

unity. On this largely, as an instrument, the strength and safety of the n&t'on

depended. In the absence of this cementing element, the tribes would speedily have

become factions—distinct entities—like the Canaanites who had preceded them.

II. God's worship was characterized by profuse and various offerings. Every

event in the life of the Hebrews to be connected with God, and to be associated with

religion. Earth was to be joined to heaven by vital arteries of intercommunication.

Thus the favour and benediction of God would be enjoyed in every circumstance ot

daily existence, and a joyous sense of God's fatherhood be kept alive. The arrangement

would check avarice and earthly-mindedness. It would make conscience tenderly alive

U, sin, and promote in a thousand ways practical righteousness.

III. God's worship was a delightful occupation. " Ye shall eat before the Lord

. . . and shall rejoice." In observing the rites of idolatry, the Canaanites practised

wanton self-mutilations. They stained the altars with their own blood. They made

their children to pass through the fire. This was the invention of the diabolic spirit.

But in God's temple is the sunshine of joy, the light of his face. For man's hunger he

prepares a " feast of fat things," fat things " full of marrow," " wines on the lees well

refined." At prodigious cost to himself, he has supplied the " bread of life," and living

water from deep wells of salvation. And his gracious voice greets every comer thus,

" Eat, friends ; . . . yea, drink abundantly."

IV. God's worship hallows all relationships and brightens aUi pursottb.

In the temple, men became conscious of a Divine presence, and felt within the stirrings

of a new life. Religion developed their better nature. It made them acquainted with

new relationships, and opened their eyes to the value of old ones. It created new and

more generous emotions. Fountains of kindly feeling were unsealed within them, and

sweet waters of practical kindness flowed out to the poor and the stranger. A new light

beautified all toil, and they rejoiced in all they put their hand unto. 'I'hose who had

been the ministrants of this fresh life and joy—the Levites—were to have a special

place in their sympathy and regard- Sacred ties of generous affection were to knit

ihem in one brotherhood.

V. Twt W0B8HIP OF God sanctifies the common meal. The recognition of God tod
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hi» claims allows us to enjoy all the provision of God with thankfulness and content.
Every meal reminds us of God, and leads to fellowship with him. Each meal becomes
a minor sacrament, and all food is consecrated to highest_use. In this state of mind,
excess of every kind becomes impossible, and the amplest enjoyment is not incomjjatible
with vigorous piety.

VL The worship of God teaches the buperioh worth op htjman life. All the
requirements of the Levitical Law set forth the sacredness of life. Highest sanctiona
surrounded all life. The lives of inferior animals were generously cared for. But when
the life of men was to be sustained, and sustained in richest vigour, the lives of animals
were to be sacrificed. Yet even while this was done, the minds of men were to be
impressed with a sense of the value of life ; hence the blood of victims was to be pouretl

upon the earth. As in redemption, so in daily sustentation, we are taught the costly
price at which our life is procured. So liiu'h a value has God set ujwn man, that large

sacrifices of herds and flocks are daily made for his behoof.

VII. Ceremonial laws possessed an elasticity to suit men's actual needs.
Every moral law had an innate power and value, which never allowed a concession.

To infringe a moral law, even the least, became a personal loss. But ritual law
possessed a value only as the type and memorial of better things. Ilighteousuess is of

higher value than human convenience, but ritual is the servant of expediency. The
flhewbread was for the priests

;
yet David, in his hunger, might eat thereof and not sin.

During the exigencies of desert life, circumcision was often deferred, the Passovers were
irregularly observed, and to a large extent the Hebrews became " a law unto them-
selves." " If the Law of the Spirit of life " be within us, we shall discern when ritual

may be profitably used and when it may be suspended.
VIIL. The worship of God was fruitful ih blessing. The design of God in every

particular was solely the good of families, that " it may ha well with thee, and with thy
children." We do well to write this with a diamond pen on memory and heart, that
God's claims and man's advantage are identical. The plan of humaulife is laid on the
lines of righteousness, and along these lines alone is the road to immortal bliss. Wo
cannot add to or take from the commands of God, without injury to ourselves and
dishonour to him.—D.

Vers. 29—32.

—

The subtle ensnarements of idolatry. A spirit of vain curiosity is to

be repressed at its beginning. So weak is human nature, and so subtle is the working vi

sin, that prying curiosity into evil customs works practical mischief. Human life, to

be a success, must be a perpetual battle with moral evil. We cannot attbrd to parley
with the enemy nor give him a single advantage. Incessant watchfulness is oui
safety.

L Idolatby has great fascinations for man's sensuous nature. Ihere is in all

men a yearning for visible signs of God. " Show us some sign ! " is tlie natural demand
of the human mind. Even Moses had passionately asked, " I beseech thee, show me
thy glory." Satan employs a thousand wily artifices to corrupt the spiritual impulses
of the heart. Speciously, idolatry asks to be tolerated as a symbol, and then detains
our faith as if it were the substantial object.

II. Idolatry is the fruitful parent of vice and cruelty. We can never deal
with forms of idolatry as if they were mere intellectual vagaries. The worship of

material images has always been associated with sensuality, obscenity, and vice. It

deteriorates human nature, hardens sensibility, and clips the wing of as}iiration. When
the seed has grown to the mature tree, human victims are demanded as oblations.
" The children were compelled to pass through the fire." Atrocious cruelty is the last
effect.

III. Idolatry is hateful in God's esteem. It is impossible for ns to err if we
make the supreme God our model. To the extent that we know God, we must
endeavour to assimilate our tastes to his, to love what he loves and to hate what he hates.
Idolatry, in any form (whetlier of graven image, or material wealth, or human friend) is

overt treason against God. If we cannot see the inherent wickedness of idolatry, it

should be enough for us to know that it is an abomination before God, " a smoke in his
eyes ; a stench in his nostrils."

IV. Idolatbt u a wuacB o» national aito wmviDUAL auiN. In that tarly perio
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of human history, the spirit of idolatry must have been rampant. It was the curie of

the age. Although the Hebrews had seen the practical effects of idolatry in Egypt

;

although they had themselves been the executors of God's vengeance against idolatry

in Canaan ; nevertheless the tendencies to idolatry were, humanly speaking, irresistible.

It had been the source of Pharaoh's overthrow. It had been the occasion of a great

slaughter among the Hebrews under the peaks of Sinai. It was the parent of the vices

and crimes that prc>v:iiled among the Amorites. Idolatry is doomed by an eternal

decree, and if men persist in identifying themselves with it, they are doomed also. Let

us be well guarded against so insidious an evil!—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER Xin.

Idolaters and Enticeks to Idolatry t©
BE PUT to Dkath.

Vers. 1—5.—The case supposed here is

that of one professing to have supernatural

intelligence, who should, by giving a sign

or a wonder, endeavour to draw away the

people to idolatry. Such a one WM to be

put to death.

Ver. I.—A prophet (nahhi, H'pi)', one who
speaks from God, an interpreter to men of

what God reveals or suggests to him (of.

for the meaning of the word, ICxod. vii. 1

with iv. 16 ; also Jer. xv. 19). Dreamer of

dreams. Not by visions or immediate sug-

gestion only, but also by means of dreams,

did God communicate with men (cf. Numb.
xii. 6). The case supposed liere, then, is

that of one pretending to have had revela-

tions from God through those media by
which God was pleased to convey his will

to men (cf. Horn., ' Iliad,' i. 62

—

" 'A>OC aye Stj riva (iiivTiv ipeiofiiy. . . .

^ Kol oveipoTriKov, Kol yip t' tvaft Ik £^i6s

iffTiv")

Sign or a wonder. A sign was Bome eTent

foretold by the prophet, and the occurrence

of which was a token that something else

which he announced would happen or

should be done (cf. 1 Sam. ii. 34 ; x. 7—9

;

2 Kings xix. 29; Isa. vii. 11— li; xxxviii.

7 ; Mark xiii. 4, etc.). A wonder was a
miracle, the performance of which gave
proof of a Divine commission (cf. ch. iv.

24). These signs, it is assumed, should

come to pass ; nevertheless, the people were

not to listen to the man who gave them
to go after other gods. The mere fact

that he sought to persuade them to forsake

the worship of Jehovah was sutficient to

prove him an impostor; fur how could one

who sought to seduce the people from God
be sent by God ? The sign which was given

to authenticate such a message could only be

one of those " lying signs and wonders after

ihe working of Satan," by which his emis-

saries try to deceive and mislead ; and was
permitted by God only that their fidelity to

him might be tested and proved. They had
already received God's message; they had
his word : and no teaching which contravened
that, however apparently authenticated,

could be from him, or was to be accepted

by them (cf. Jer. xxix. 8 ; Gal. 1. 8, 9

;

1 John iii. 1, etc.). Come what might, they

were to walk after Jehovah their God, and
keep his commandments, and obey his voice,

and serve him, and cleave unto him. The
false prophet, as a public enemy and a

suborner of treason against the King of

Israel, was to be put to death ; and so the

evil would be put away from among them.

Vers. 6—11.—A second case supposed is

that of temptation to apostacy proceeding

from some near relative or intimate friend.

Not only was this to be resisted, but no

consideration of affection or bond of friend-

ship was to be allowed to interfere with the

stern sentence which doomed the tempter

to death ; on the contrary, the person

tempted was to be the first to lay hands

on the tempter and put him to death. This

was to be done by stoning, and the person

he had tried to seduce was to oast the first

stone.

Ver. 6.—Thy brother, the etn of thy
mother; thy full brother, allied to thee
by the closest fraternal tie. The wife of thy
bosom; the object of thy tenderest affec-

tion, whom it is thine to protect and cherish

(cf. ch. xxviii. 54, 56 ; Micah vii. 5). Thy
friend, which is as thine own soul ; i.e. whom
thou lovest as thyself. The word translated

" friend " (yn, for nyi.) is from a verb which

signifies to delight in, and conveys primarily

the idea not merely of a companion, but ot

a friend in whom one delights; and the
definition of true friendship is the loving

another as one's self (Aristot., ' Etli. Nic.,'

ix. 5). As commonly used, however, the

word designates any one with whom one
has any dealing or intercourse; and so our
Lord expounds it (Luke x. 29, etc.). Secretly
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If the temptation was in private, and eo

known only to thyself.

Ver. 8.—Pity, spare, conceal. The acoa-

mulation of terms serves to make the injunc-

tion more solemn and impre.ssive.

Ver. 11.—The penalty publicly inflicted,

Kill therefore ^^enerally known, would have

a deterrent eflect on the community, so as

to prevent the recurrence of such evil.

Vers. 12— 18.—A third case sujiposed is

that of the iuhabitauts of a city being

seduced by wicked men into idolatry. In

this case inquiry was tu be made as to the

fact; and if it was found to be so, the

inhabitants of that city were to be put to

the sword, all their property was to be

burnt, and the city its^elf reduced to a heap ;

80 should the auger of the Lord be averted

from Israel, and he would do them good.

Ver. 12.—Hear in one of thy cities. The
Hebrew phrase, " to hear in "

(^ P'pti') has

sometimes the meaning of to overhear, as in

Gen. xxvii. 5 ; 1 Sum. xvii. 28 ; Job. xv. 8

;

sometimes it means simply to hear, as in

2 Sam. xix. 36 [35]; in Job xxvi. 14, it has

the force of to hear of or concerning, though
some think this questionable. This latter

ia apparently the meaning here : If thou

hear concerning any of thy cities, etc.

Sajring. This introduces what is heard.

Ver. 13.—Men, the children of Belial ; the

tons of worthltssness, utterly worthless per-

sons. Bell ya'al (a compound of '^z, not,

and by , to ascend, to have worth, to profit)

means primarily that which is low, hence
worthlessness, naughtiness, wickedness. In

eh. XV. 9, Belial is rendered in the Author-

ized Version as an adjective, " wicked," and
also in Neh. i. 11. In Ps. xviii. 4, it is

rendered by "ungodly men." Most com-
monly it is treateci as a proper name. But
in all plai-es the proper meaning of the
word might bo retained. The Hebrews
described an object, of which any quality was
predominantly cliaracteristic, as tlie son of

that quality. Are gone out from among
you; have gone forth from the midst of

you, i.e. have risen u\> among yourselves.
Withdraw. The verb hero is the same as
that rendered by " thrust," in vers. 5 and
10. It conveys the idea of drawing away
with some degree of foice, not mere easy
seduction, but impulsion by strong persua-
sion.

Vers. 14, 15.— After due inquiry, if it

was found that sucli a thing had really
been done iu any of their cities, the ex-
treme penalty was to be inflicted on tha
city antl all its inhabitants—all were to be
destroyed. Smite . . . with the edge of the
sword; literally, with the mouth of the sword,
as biting and devouring like a ravenous
beast—a phrase for utter destruction.

Ver. 16.—All the spoil thereof every whit, for

the Lord thy God ; ratlier, all the spoil [booty]

th{:reof as a whole offering unto Jehovah thy
God; it wa.s to be wholly devoted to God,
and as such to be consumed by fire. " It

was a destruction, and not properly an offer-

ing. Hence the autlior selects neither rh^yi

nor "^pn, but hh2, whole, whole offering

(ch. xxxiii. 10; Lev. vi. 15 [22]), whicli
word, in the law concerning offering, is no
technical designation of any particular kind
of offering. The renilering omnino ia im-
tenable" (Knobel). The city was to be
made a ruin, never to be rebuilt ; and thus
was to be treated tlie same iis a heathen,
idolatrous city might be (of. Numb. xxi. 3).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—18.— Temptations to depart from Ood to he resisted at all costs. In the

preceding chapter we had directions with regard to the worship of the true God. Here
Israel is told what to do iu case of temptation arising to worship false gods. The
chapter in its entirety deals with this one topic. From it we might open up two main
homiletic themes : (1) the treatment of error

; (2) the test of truth. The second, how-
ever, we reserve till we come to ch. xviii. 21. The first, therefore, only, we deal with
now. In doing this we must remember that Moses is not only the expounder of

religious duty, but also of a judicial polity. He is not only the prophet, but the

legislator. Isiaol's constitution as a nation was that of a Theocratic Church-State. It

is supposed, in this chapter, tliat temptations to depart from God may come (1) from
a professed prophet or wonder-worker, or (2) they may arise from the nearest relative

or bosom friend, or (3) they may come from a town or city. In either case, tlie infection

is to be " stamped out " at once. Any enticement to idolatry, come whence it may, is

not to be tolerated for a moment. The wonder-worker is to be put to death ; the friend

is to be slain ; the city is to be destroyed. All this may seem harsh. Perhaps it ia

not so harsh as it seems. There may be occasions when severity is the greatest kind-

Bess, and when tolerance would be the greatest unkindness. In the early Christian
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Church, the sudden death of Ananias and Sapphira seemed severe. But the instan-

taneous cutting out of the canker of hypocrisy was, as it were, the surgical operation

which only would save the Church. So here. There are three principles which were
at stake in such cases as those here supposed. 1. The supremacy of Jehovah was the

key-stone of their national constitution. Consetiuently, the attempt to draw" Israel

away after other gods was treason to the State, and must be dealt with accordingly.

2. The aim of Jehovah in choosing Israel was to separate to himself a people for his

Name. Hence if they did not forcibly repress idolatrous worship, the very reason of

their separate existence as a people would cease. 3. Since the very continuance of

Israel depended on the continuance of their raison d'etre, for them not to stamp out

idolatry would be to blot out themselves. It is a commonplace saying with reference

to legislation, that it is to be tested—not by the query, " What is abstractly the best?"

but l3y another, " What will be the best for such and such a people?" Now, looking

at all the circumstances of Israel, it would be very hard to say that any better, or even
any other mode of securing the desired end could have been adopted. Here, as through-
out the legislation, the people are supposed to be in full sympathy with Jehovah, and
are themselves to co-operate in carrying out his Law (see Homily on ch. xxvii.). We
have no warrant to apply the rules here given in detail, anywhere, because we have
nowhere existing any people that, on the earthly side of its life, occupies a like position

to Israel. Therefore no argument for a like extirpation of heresy can now be rightly

maintained, because no parallel can now be shown of a nation with like constitution.

But nevertheless, as in the preceding chapter we had permanent principles embodied
under specific rules, so it is in this.

I. We have truths of supreme moment indicated here, which are capable
OF application to the government of the Church of God.' It is not possible

to do more than briefly indicate the line of thought which such an application of the

principles here laid down would involve. 1. Israel's plac-e in the world is now filled by
the Church of God, which is "the commonwealth of Israel," into which all enter who
believe through grace. 2. The Church is set for the maintenance and defence in the

world of the great truths of our most hoh^ faith, and she is " earnestly to contend for the

faith once (for all) delivered to the saints." 3. This Church is to be a self-governing

body, having within itself all the powers and authorities for self-regulation and
discipline. The Epistles to the seven Churches show this abundantly. 4. The Church
is to be very jealous in guarding the glorious gospel of the blessed God. Amid all

changes of public sentiment and opinion on minor points, she is to hold fast the

cardinal truth, that no advance of public thought can warrant her in surrendering the

one vital truth on which her existence depends, without which she would have had no
existence, nor could show any reason why she should continue to exist. 5. This one
truth, which she is to conserve intact age after age, is analogous to the one which Israel

was so sacredly to guard. Israel was to keep watch over the truth—Jehovah, he is the

Lord. The Church has now to guard the doctrine that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of

the living God (see 1 John iv. 1—4). The Church might as well cease to be as let

that truth go. It is " the doctrine which is according to godliness." She is to guard
the doctrine which tends to godliness, and to maintain the godliness which is to illus-

trate the doctrine. 6. She has within herself means and powers for the defence of the

faith, and for visiting with monition, censure, suspension, or excommunication, those

who deny it or disgrace it (1 Cor. v.; Matt, xviii. 17—20; Titus iii. 10, 11, etc.).

7. Her weapons are not carnal. She has no power to use the sword (Matt. xxvi. 52
;

2 Cor. X. 3-—8). 8. Nor has the Church any power towards those that are not within

her pale (1 Cor. v. 12, 13), i.e. she has no power of judging. She has to be a witness

for God to the outlying world, and that she may be this she is to keep herself pure.

II. The PRrNCtPLES of the chapter have a constant application to the

* Bishop Wordsworth has a verj' long and elaborate note on this chapter, which is well

worthy of perusal, in spite of the fallacy which—doubtless from oversight—runs through

it. The author says that it was on the principles here laid down that the Jews condemned

our Lord to death. Surely not. True, our Lord wrought miracles. But he never wrought

them to coniinn any message about going and serving other gods. The most perfect loyalty

to the great iuvisible Father marked the " only begotten Son." This chapter does not seem

to apply to him in auy such way.
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INDIVIDUAL LIFE. "Ye shall walk after the Lord" embodies New Testament teaching
as well as Old. On the basis of the chapter before us, tlie following outline of thought
may well be filled up. 1. Absolute loyalty to Christ should be the governing principle

of life. The Jehovah of the Old Testament is the Christ of the New. He is the
Mediator of the new covenant. He is a Legislator of more glory than Moses (Heb. iii.).

He ap])eals to us by lighteousness, love, hope, fear. 2. Temptations to desert Christ's
standard may pour in upon us from various quarters. The chapter suggests three.

(1) A prophet. There may arise some new claimant for man's homage, or some
philosopher who thinks to disprove the claims of Jesus by showing his own wondrous
intellectual stature, etc. (2) The family. Seductions either to the false in faith or

the corrupt in practice may come from those near and dear to us. (3) The city. A
strong current of public sentiment, adverse to " the truth as it is in Jesus," may set in,

and may threaten to carry us away. 3. These temptations are to be withstood at all

costs. No "sign," no "wonder," is ever to be allowed to dazzle us for a moment.
Christ's claims are so convincing to the conscience and heart, they are sustained by such
overwhelming evidence, that nothing in any age can set them aside. The sovereignty
of Christ is the fundamental law of our life. He will allow no rival whatsoever. Even
if men should work miracles to lead us away from Christ, we are to follow Christ, and
let miracles go for nought. Even under the Mosaic Law, miracles were not a sufficient

test of truth. The doctrine they were intended to confirm must be put alongside
therewith, and if this doctrine contravened the supreme canon of moral life, " Loyalty
to Gk)d," it was to be set aside. So now. No physical wonder can ever justify us in

ignoring supreme moral law. The Lordship of Jesus is our highest moral law. He is to us

the embodiment of righteousness, truth, and love; yea, he is our incarnate God. 4. Though
we may not visit our enticers with pains and penalties, yet, even now, the most sacred
claims and relationships of our earthly life are to be renounced if they come into

collision with our loyalty to Jesus (see Luke xiv. 26—33). Even though the tempta-
tions should come from all quarters at once, our loyalty to our Saviour is tc remain
unmoved. We may not halt, nor waver, nor seek a I'eigned neutrality (Matt. xii. 30).

It will be a very far more serious thing for us if we let ourselves be seduced fnmi
loyalty to God as revealed in Christ, than it would have been for Israel if they proved
fickle under the legislation of Mosis (Heb. ii. 1—4; x. 28—31). How earnestly should
we pray that we may be kept faithful to our dear Lord in heaven ! How lovingly

should we warn others, lest they swerve from their fealty to him (2 Pet. iii. 17, 18

;

Jude 17—25; Rev. u. 10, 11 ; Matt. xxiv. 11—13)1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—6.

—

False prophets. In viewing the bearings of this passage on the
credentials of revelation, two points should be observed. 1. The case supposed is one
in which the prophet contradicts a revelation already received. 2. The prophet dues
not dispute the evidence of that earlier revelation. On the contrary, he admits it. He
stands within the lines of it. He professes to speak under its authority. Yet he asks
the people to violate its fundamental laws. This of itself was sufficient to convict him.
His pretensions are disposed of by the simple fact that, professing to speak in the Name
of God, he gives the people a message contradictory of what he admits God to have
previously revealed. No sign and wonder can accredit contradictions. The prophet
is inconsistent with himself, and is not to be listened to. Nay, his message had
been anticipated, and the thing he bids the people do, expressly forbidden. Notice,
then

—

L External mibacles do not of themselves accredit a revelation as from
Gk)D. (Vers. 1—3.) This prophet gives a sign or wonder—presumably a predictive
word—and it actually conies to pass. The failure of his sign, according to ch. xviii.

21, 22, would have been a proof of falsity. The converse of this, however, that he
speaks God's word because his sign has not failed, is not immediately to be admitted.
There are other tests to bo applied. In this case, the prophet's message is condemned
because coutradictorj of what he himself allows to have been a true revelation. Thiii
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raises the qiustion of the value of miracles as credentials of revelation. That they

have a value is not disputed, but not as mere signs and wonders. This will be best

seen by contrasting the sign or wonder given by this prophet with the evidence of the

earlier revelation. If we take the Scripture account of the founding of the Mosaic

dispensation, it is impossible to question the magnificence and convincingness of the

displays uf Divine power and holiness therein contained. In founding his dispensations

(Mosaic and Christian), God has not only given evidence, but an amount and hind
of evidence wliich jnit the source of the revelation—admitting the facts to be as stated

—

beyond all cavil. For here, it is not merely the fact of miracle which is to be regarded,

but the number, nature, magnitude, variety, spiritual quality of the supernatural

events, in connection with the self-evidencing divineness of the revelation itself. The
difficulty as to whether the miracle proves the doctrine, or the doctrine the miracle, or

in what proportions the two factors combine, has little place in the actual evidences

of revelation. The two cannot be seiiarated, either in thought or in fact. Grant the

authenticity of the miracles of the Gospels or of the Pentateuch, and it will not be

disputed that they originated with God, not with Beelzebub, To this mass of evidence,

overwhelming in its sublimity and convincingness—evidence embracing the wonders
of Egypt, the displays of God's power, love, and grace in the events of the Exodus, the

miracles of the desert, the stupendous revelations of Sinai, etc.—the prophet opposes

a few stray signs and wonders. Which were the people to believe? Plainly, no sign

or wonder would have justified an Israelite in believing a prophet whose teaching

contradicted the first principles oi his revelation; as no sign or wonder would justify us

in believing teachings contradictory of the first principles oi ours.

II. The rise of false prophets is to be anticipated. (Ver. 1.) The passage takes

it for granted that they will arise. They did arise in Old Testament times, and they

will do so ajain. Their appearance is predicted in connection with "the' last days"
(Matt. xxiv. 11 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; 2 Pet. ii. 1). " Signs and wonders" will not be wanting
(Matt. xxiv. 24; 2 Thess. ii. 9, 10). False teachers are included under the category of

false prophets (Matt. vii. 15; 2 Pet. ii. 1). They assert as the truth of God principles

aixl doctrines subversive of the revelation God has given. The readiness of people to

believe them arises from want of knowledge (Eph. iv. 14) ; from the itch for novelties

(2 Tim. iv. 3) ; from a diseased craving for the marvellous—witness the credulity

displayed in connection with spiritualism (2 Thess. ii. 9—13) ; above all, from the

adaptation of their teachings to the inclinations of depraved hearts (2 Tim. iii. 1—8).

III. The rise of false prophets is permitted for the sifting of the Church.
(Ver. 3.) God has thus much to do with their appearance that he permits it as a

means of proving and sifting the Church. The trial is a searching and real one. The
plausibility of their errors may occasion, even to believers, much mental conflict. But
out of this conflict they come forth strengthened and purified, with firmer hold upon
the truth, and clearer insight into Scripture. Those willing to be deceived are, on the

other hand, lo<l by the spirit of delusion. False prophets shake all but "the very
elect " (Matt. xxiv. 24). The heresies, schisms, controversies, etc., which have agitated

the Church, with the teachings of antichristian philosophy and science outside of it,

have always had this effect of silting, while in the end they have subserved the progress

of the truth.

IV. The teaching of false prophets is to be rejected. 1. Their doctrine is

to be tried by its conformity with the rule of faith (Isa. viii. 20). John bids us "try
the spirits," giving as the reason that "many false prophets are gone out into the

world " (1 Ji ilm iv. 1). 2. Their doctrine, if found contradictory of Scripture, is to be
unhesitatingly rejected. 3. Of old, the prophet whose teachings struck at the

foundations of the theocracy was to be put to death (ver. 5). This rule no longer

apjilies. But it is the duty of the Church, in the exercise of her judicial functions, to

de]irive such a teacher of office and status in her ministry (see also 2 John 10,

11).—J. 0.

Vers. 6

—

\1.~Ood or our Irother. Terribly stem is the duty here laid on the
person enticed to idolatry. The law is adapted to an age of stern deedp, and to a
people living under a stern dispensation. Yet, reflecting on the nature of the crime, on
the constitution of the Jewish state, and on the issues to mankind which hung on ths
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slender thread of this one nation's fidelity, it is difBcult to see how it could well have
been less stern than it is. Its severity was perhaps its mercy. Note, too, that the

criminal could be executed only after formal impeachment, fair trial, and conclusively

established guilt (cf. ver. 14; ch. xvii. 2—8; xix. 15—21).

I. God allows no claim of natural affection to interfebe with higher
DUTY TO HIMSELF. It is the samc stern voice which we hear even in the Gospels
(Matt. viii. 21, 22 ; x. ?<? ; Luke xiv. 26). The demands of God on his people's supreme
and undivided allegiance are not now a whit less rigorous than they were of old.

II. God would have us regard those who deliberately attempt to seducS
us FROM him as OUR WORST FOES. They really are so, whether they think it or not.

No language is strong enough to paint the crime of seeking to seduce a soul from its

allegiance to its God. The guilt of the man who deliberately sets himself to coimter-
work a child's affection for its parent, and to produce alienation of heart between them,
is trivial in comparison with it. The crime is that of soul-murder. For in fidelity to

God lies the happiness of life here, and salvation in the world to come. We are not,

therefore, to allow any private affection to blind us to the enormity of this crime.
Those whom we cherish as dearest are only the more guilty if they take advantage of

our affection to betray us into deadly sin.

III. God REQUIRES THAT WE DO MOT 8PARB THOSE WHO ARE GUILTY OF THIS
CRIME. We are no longer called upon—and we may be thankful for it—to impeach
our seducers, and lead them out to death. Our religion requires that we return good
for evil, that we pray for those who injure us, that we seek their conversion and
salvation. But it does not require of us that we do not abhor their conduct, and
severely reprobate and denounce it. We fail in duty if there is not placed on all

attempts at spiritual seduction the immediate brand of our strongest condemna-
tion.-—J. 0.

Vers. 12—18.

—

A city under "ban. The case here supi^osed is even more appalling
than the former one, for it is the inhabitants of a whole city who, with all that they
have, are to be destroyed. Yet, as it is certain that godly persons, dreading the execu-
tion of this sentence, would leave this city as soon as they found out what was going
on—being very possibly the bearers of the tidings to others—the curse would practi-

cally take effect only on those who were in league with the idolaters. Searching in-

vestigation was to precede the infliction of doom (ver. 14).

I. EviL-DisPOSED PERSONS CAN DO MUCH HARM. A fcw mcn—"children of Belial"
—perhaps, at first, but one or two, succeed in seducing, and ultimately in destroying,
a whole city. Their cancerous influence speedily infected the mass. Like fire break-
ing out in a little comer of a building, it soon involved the whole place in ruin.
" One sinner destroyeth much good " (Eccles. ix. 18). " Evil communications corrupt
good manners" (I Cor. xv. 33). Evil is not to be thought lightly of, because at first

confined to a few individuals, and circumscribed in its range of operations. It will

spread faster than good.

II. The spiritual condition of each city is of interest to the whole com-
munity. Disease in one part of the social organism will speedily communicate itself

to the other jiarts.

III. Immediate action should be taken to reduce evil in its chosen seats.
No longer, indeed, with carnal weapons. We have no warrant to proceed by fire and
sword.^ A better way is o]ien to us of reducing evil than by judicial slaughter. The
wickedness of a city is doubtless a token of God's wiath resting upon it. If it repent
not, his judgments will fall upon it with all the old severity. But it does not lie

with lis to give effect to these judgments ; God keeps them in his own hand. Our work,
meanwhile, is the happier one of seeking the reduction of evil by spiritual means

—

by reasoning, by persuasion, by preaching of the truth, by substituting good influences
for bad ones. These weapons are adequate to the work for which they are given, and
ought to be plied to the utmost. Places differ in spiritual character. There are those
of which it may be said—as of Pergamos, " where Satan's seat is " (Rev. ii. 13)—that
in them evil has a kind of stronghold. Against these, by preference, the assaults of
God's servants should be directed. The apostles chose lor their attacks the leading
centres of pagan influence. One stronghold gained i« worth a dozen outpoats.^-J. 0.

"
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Vers. 1—18.

—

Idolatry to be treated as a capital crime. This chapter relates to the
Israelites themselves. As the governmeut was a theocracy, idolatry in any form was
treason against the Divine King, and justly punishable with death. The previous
chapter (vers. 29—32) affords timely warning against sinful curiosity about heathen
practices ; and in this chapter the people are warned against all who would tempt
them towards idolatry. The three cases mentioned are worthy of separate study.

I. The false prophet, with nis signs axd wonders. Moses admits the pos-
sibility of signs and wonders in the interests of idolatry. This raises the whole
question of miracles. These may be "helps to faith," or they may be "a trial of
faith."' It is evidently in the latter light that they are to be regarded when the
wonder-worker -nishes to lead them to idolatry. The horror of idolatry is really to
fortify them against tlie miracle, so that, though it may try their faith, it will 'not
overcome it. A miracle in itself, consequently, is not decisive, but must be taken
along with the doctrine it proposes to support. God allows the miracle to be wrought
by the false prophet to prove his people, " to know whether they love the Lord their
God with all their heart and with all their soul " (ver. 3).

The false prophet is to be taken, as a criminal convicted of a capital offence, and
put to death. He has acted a traitor's part among God's subjects, and must suffer
a traitor's doom. By this terrible judgment does God stamp out all tendency to
idolatry.

II. The near relative as a seducer to idolatry. The false prophet might
fail, and a near relative succeed. The public miracle, with its meretricious ostenta-
tion, might be withstood, while the unostentatious and secret insinuation of a near
relative might prevail. Hence the instruction in these verses, 6—11, as to how the
idol-loving relative is to be treated. Xot only is the insinuation to be put away, but
the person making it, no matter how nearly related, is to be treated as a public
criminal, and put to death. All the sympathy which blood relationship ensures
is to be set aside before this crime of appalling magnitude, and the relative is to
cast the first stone at the apostate, the execution being"completed by " the hand of all

the people."
III. The apostacy op a city. In this collective case, after a careful investigation,

the utter destruction of the city is to be carried out, the idolatrous inhabitants are to
be put to deatli, with all their cattle, their property burnt with fire, and the city to be
never afterwards rebuilt (vers. 12—IS). The idolatry, in propagating itself, must be
stamped out even more carefully than in the individual cases of apostacy already
mentioned. The sin must not be tolerated in the theocracy.

IV. We should surely LEABN from this how heinous evert kind of rOOLATRT
IS to the Most High. We may be idolaters through covetousness (Col. ill. 5),
througli ambition, through any disposition to look for succour to things or persons

instead of to God. It may be as needful for us to be exhorted against this sin, as it

was for those to whom John in his Ejiistle wrote, " Little children, keep yourselves

Irom idols " (1 John v. 21). The temptation is strong to live by sense and sight instead

of by faith.

It will help U8 in withstanding temptation to remember how heinous the sin is I It

is not less a sin because now idolaters are not taken out to a public place and executed.

W'e deserve execution, though we do not receive it. For idolatry is high treason

against God. When we trust, e.g. in money or in men, so as to attribute to them the

piiwers belonging really to God, we rob him of his rights and bestow them upon others.

If this was a capital offence in the Mosaic times, it is no less offensive to the Lord now.
He is changeless in his judgments, and so must regard the iniquity as in the same
sirious light as ever. In such circumstances it surely becomes us—

1. To humble ourselves most penitently be/ore Ood because of our idolatries. We
have been guilty of greater crimes than we suspected, and consequently should enter-

tain the deepest possible penitence.

2. We should carefully abstain from all tendencies to an idolatrous spirit. " Keep
yourselves from idols," says John. It shows how much is in our own power. We can
abstain from much idolatry, if we are only watchful. In loyalty to God, out of respect

for his honour and glory, we ought to keep ourselves in a trustful, humble attitude

> Cf. Oanon Moxley, <0n Miracles,' 2nd edit., p. 26; abo Taylor's 'The Mlraclw
Helps to Faith, not lUndranoes.'
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towards him, aud reject every tempUition to transfer our allegiance. We shall thus

fiud ourselves going forward steadily in the exercise of spiritual purity and power.

—

R. M. E.

Vers, t—18.

—

GoiVs executioners upon idolaters. No respecter of persons is God-
Tiie sin of all sins is idolatry, aud such overt rebels against the supreme God fhall be
sumiuiirily punished, whether they bo Amorites or Hebrews. As a rule, complete
retribution is reserved for the future state; the full effect of evil ways is not sttn in

this life. Yet there are sins so flagrant—so mischievous in their present influence, Ihat

God employs his agents, personal or impersonal, to execute his verdicts pron ptly and
manifestly. It is not that infinite justice is not content to wait ; it is that God is so

solicitous for the good of the human race, that he puts forth his hand to arrest the

moral pestilence. In this chapter we learn

—

I. That God had assured Isuael op nis unity, supremacy, and goodness.
In that early age men had not indulged in intellectual speculation touching the exist-

ence of a God. Mind has not yet formulated its proofs, nor its disproofs. The
tendency of depraved tastes and instincts was practically to ignore a spiritual Deity,

and to put a rash conlidcnce in inferior beings or in intermediate agents. The demon-
strations which God gave of his supremacy, to Israel in Egypt, were demonstrations
addressed to tiieir practical experieuce. They had been bondmen. They Lad long
endured a crushing oppression. They were reduced to a condition of abject and
dependent weakness. By w/w/m had they been rescued from Pharaoh's giant grasp?
By whom? Not by any angelic champion, nor by any of the idols of the earth !

Obviously, aud without cpiestiou, they had been recovered to freedom and to

national life by the arm of .Jehovah and by none other! Their new condition was
the manifest proof tliat God reigned, aud that he had gloriously triumphed. The
unity and supremacy of the true God was established upon a solid basis. This
cardinal truth shone upon the nation with the clear radiance of noon day. If any-
thing was known tlds was known, that Jehovah was absolute Monarch— God of

gods and Lord of lords. Of this grand truth Israel was a witness to all the nations

of the earth.

II. That Israel's faith in God was sometimes put to severe tests by the
PRETEXTS OP diviners. The dreanr of fanatics would at times be verified. The arts

of necromancers would sometimes succeed. Base motives of gain and renown would
keep these pursuits alive. The specious successes may have been fortunate coinci-

dences. They may have been specially permitted by God for wise and practical pur-
poses. They served as a test for the faith of Israel. Faith never put to the proof
would soon lose its tone and fibre. Granted that the prediction of a soothsayer found
fulfilment, was this sutlicient ground for sundering their loyalty to Jehovah?—any
ground for recognizing the power of an idol-god? Granted that something might be
said on beiialf of intermediate intelligencies—agents and servants of the Most High

—

did this warrant their offering to such, honours which were the prerogative of Jehovah
alone? Had not Jehovah alone redeemed them from Egyptian misery, and led them
through the wilderness? And did not every impulse of gratitude, and every principle
of reason, require that Jehovah alone should be worshipped? These artifices of sooth-
sayers would serve to test their faith, and (if faith was sound) to brace and strengthen
it. For this they should have rejoiced greatly, that the "trial of their faith, more
precious far than gold, though it were tried by fire, might appear unto praise and
honour and glory. "

III. That God had appointed Israel to be his executioner op all idolaters.
The only reasonable ground on which the Hebrews could vindicate their posses-
sion of Canaan was, that the foul idolatries of the Canaanites had made them
a pest aud a curse upon the globe. And if now the conquerors should yield
to the habits and vices of the conquered, reason and right would require that they
likewise should be displaced. The Nemesis of extermination had fallen upon the
dwellers in Canaan, not because they were Canaanites, but because they were
idolaters. Abraham had been called out of Charran, and received the promise
of Canaan, that he might be a living and loyal witness for God. And the special
mission of Abraham's posterity was to stamp out idolatry, and to lift high the

banner of Jehovah. To do this effectually, no conuivance with the cursed
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thing must be tolerated. If the luminous agent employed to shed light makes alliance

with the element of darkness, its mission is terminated : it is good for nothing. Hence,

in order that the Hebrews might keep alive the lamp of heavenly truth, they must
burn pure oil. The evil growth must be nipped in the bud. The dread disease must be

checked at its very first symptom. If they are to continue " the sacramental host of

God's elect," no secret foe must be concealed in the camp. The decree had gone forth,

" Idolatry shall cease !
" and Israel had been commissioned to execute that decree.

IV. That Israel's loyalty to God required the subordikation of all otheb
TIES and claims. Tlic ligaments of blood relationship are strong—dear as very life.

The ties of friendship and of conjugal love are tender and sacred. No language can

adequately set them forth. Yet God has a prior claim. His will forestalls every

other obligation. The love which is due to him overleaps every boundary—absorbs

every other affection. *' With all the heart, and soul, and mind, and strength," that

love to him, if adequate, must be. And this superior and incomparable obligation of

love will sometimes necessitate most painful self-denial—the amputation of a right

hand, the sacrifice of a right eye. The demand made upon the Jews, to slay a wife or

child, if addicted to idolatry, was a demand replete with awful severity
;
yet no one can

question its righteousness. And if so be the will of God is clearly understood, natural

inclination must yield to dutiful obedience. Said the immaculate Son, " I do always

the things that please him."

V. That the habit of idolatry must be booted out, though it may requiri the
MOST drastic measures. 1. Searching investigation was first required (ver. 14).

They were to inquire—to inquire "diligently"—to search into the very heart of the

matter. It would be a crime—yea, a murder—if they should act judicially on mere

rumour or through any evil bias. The very utmost endeavours to reach the facts were

required in the interests of truth and humanity. Certainty of the fact nmst precede

any sentence of destruction. 2. The perilous effects of evil influence (ver. IS). Certain

men of Belial can draw away into rebellion the inhabitants of a whole city. Some men
of strong will and clever ingenuity are well ad-ipted to lead their fellows ; and men of

weak judgment readily follow. Roth classes err. Men of superior parts are highly

responsible to use their powers as God-entrusted talents ; and those possessing lesser

capacity are bound to examine for themselves, and to suspend action until judgment is

convinced. 3. Where idolatry was clearly proved, the most complete punishment was

exacted. The whole Hebrew nation were at once converted into soldiers, and were

summoned to assail that miscreant city. The body politic was to gather up into a

point all its risihteous strength, and expel that foreign evil from its midst. No mercy

was to be shown ; no life was to be spared. Not a lamb in the flock was to escape

;

not an ounce of spoil was to be gathered. The executors of God's vengeance must be

above all suspicion of selfish and sordid interest. No material gain must accrue to them.

The charred and blackened ruins of that city were to be a monument for ever of the

righteous severity of Jehovah.

VL That the design of punishment is the moral good of survivors. (Vers. 5, 11,

17.) The effect anticipated was this, " All Israel shall hear, and fear, and do no

more any such wickedness." On God's side the result would be that he would "turn

and show them mercy, and multiply" their numbers. Very clearly was it announced

that this judicial action was the action of God—that righteous and obedient Hebrews

were the officers of Jehovah. In view of the magnificent results upon the whole nation,

yea, upon the world, this grave disaster might be patiently endured. To spare the

lives of these rebels, and yet to retain the favour of Jehovah, was a sheer impossibility.

A severe choice was demanded. The remedy was painful, but the effect anticipated

was precious. The smile of God, and the moral elevation of the nation, were the

practical fruits. In these benign results, the survivors would have great occasion for

o-rateful joy. The destruction of eiumaCA is a beacou-ligbt, to which we also should

take heed.—IX
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIV.

HEATHBif Customs op MouRNrao to bb

AVOIDED. No ABOMINABLE THINO TO BB

EATEN. Meats Clban and Unolkan.

TITHE3.

Vers. 1—21.—Israel, as the people of God,

chosen by him to be his childrtn by adoption,

must not only abstain from idolatry, but also

avoid all heathenish usages and practices,

such as those connected with mourning for

the dead, and those pertaining to the use of

food.

Ver. 1.—Te are the children of Jehovah
your God (of. Exod. iv. 22, etc.). As his

children, it behoved them to avoid all that

would be offensive to hiiu or indicate dis-

trust in him. Te shall not cut yourselves,

etc. (cf. Lev. xix. 28 ; xxi. 5 ; Jer. xvi. 6

;

xlviii. 36, 37 ; Ezek. vii. 18 ; xxvii. 31). (" Ex
hac opinione sunt ilia varia et dettstabilia

genera lugeiidi, pa'dores, muliebres lacera-

tiones genarum, pectoris, femiiium, cnpitis

percussiones." Cioero, 'Tusc. Quaest.,' iii.

26 ; see also ' De Legibus,' ii. 25.)

"Ver. 2.—(Cf. ch. vii. 6.) The reason as-

signed here is an emphatic expansion of
the statement in ver. 1.

Ver. 3.—Any abominable thing. Any
abomination, i.e. anything which is an abomi-
nation to the Lord, having been by liim pro-

nounced unclean and forbidden ;
" anything

which I have put far away from you (i.e.

made to be abominable to you) " (Targum
Jonath.). " Every creature of God is good,"
and '* there is nothing unclean of itself

"

(1 Tim. iv. 4; Rom. xiv. 14); "but by the
ordinance of God, certain creatures, meats,
and drinks were made unclean to the Jews,
. . . and this taught them holiness in ab-
staining from the impure communion with
the wicked "

( Ainsworth).

Vers. 4—20.—The legulations here con-
cerning food, and the animals the use of
which is forbidden, are substantially the
same as in Lev. ii. There are, however, some
differences between the two accounts which
may be noticed. 1. In Deuteronomy, the
mammals which may bo used for food are

severally specified as well as described by
the general characteristic of the class; in
Leviticus, only the latter description is

given. 2. In the list of fowls which may
not be eaten, the ra'ah (glede) is mentioned
in Deuteronomy, but not in Leviticus ; and
the bird which in the one is called du'ah, is

in the other called dayyah (vulture). 3. The
•laM of reptilets which is carefully deeoribed

in Leviticus h wholly omitted in Deute-
ronomy. 4. Winged insects are forbidden
without exception in Deuteronomy; in

Leviticus, the locust and certain other in-

sects of the same kind are excepted. 5. Some
slight differences in the order of enumera-
tion appear.

Ver. 5.—The hart ; ayydl (h'ti), probably

the fallow deer, or deer generally. The
roebuck; tsebi (^3i'), <Ae gazelle (Gazella

Arabica). The fallow deer
;
yachmur (^1D^1•),

the roebuck. The wild goat; akJto ("pN), the

ibex. The pygarg ; dishon (]-K'n), some kind

of antelope, probably the Gazella Dorcas.

The wild ox ; the'o (Miri), probably the

bubale, or wild cow of the Arabs (A Icephalus

buhalis), a species of antelope. The chamois

;

zamer (i'^_i), probably the wild sheep (ficin

Tragelaphus.

Ver. 13.—The glede; ra'ah (n^'i). This

word occurs only here, and it is supposed
by some that, by an error of the C(;pyist,

substituting -\ for i, it has come instead of

n^n. as used in Lev. xi. 14. But it is

more probable, as above suggested, that the
da'ah of Leviticus is represented by the
dayyah of Deuteronomy, and that conse-
quently the reading ra'ah should be re-

tained. This word, derived from nxi, to see,

to look, would appropriately designate a bird

of keen sight, one of the hawk species. The
bird intended may be a buzzard, of which
there are now several kinds in Palestine.

Ver. 21.—(Cf. Lev. xvii. 15; Exod. xxiii. 1[»;

xxxiv. 26.) The stranger that is in thy gates.
" The uncircumcised stranger that is in thy
cities " (Targum), i.e. " a heathen who takes
upon him that he will serve no idol, with
the residue of the commandments which
were commanded to the sons of Noah, but
is not circumcised nor baptized (Maimonides,
'Issure Biah,' ch. xiv. § 7)" (Ainsworth .

Alien ; a foreigner, one not resident in the

land of Israel.

Vers. 22—29.—A tithing of each year's

produce of the cultivated ground was to be

made ; and this tithe was to be brought to

the place which the Lord should choose,

as also the firstling of the herds and flocks;

and there a sacrificial meal was to be par-

taken of, that Israel might learn to fear

Jehovah tlieir God always, reverencing him
as their Ruler, and rejoicing in him as the

Giver of all good.

Ver. 22.—Thy seed. " Seed " here refers
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to plants M well M what la raised from

seed (cf. Jer. ii, 21 ; Ezek. xvii. 6, 6). The
reference is to the second or festival tithe

which was exclusively of vegetables.

Ver. 24.—In the land of Canaan, as the

people would be dispersed over a wide tract,

it might happen that the place which the

Lord should choose wa« at such a distance

from the usual residence of many that to

observe this injunction would be to them
very diflScult, if not impossible. To meet
this, therefore, it was enacted tliat the

tithe might be commuted into money, and
with this the things required for the sacri-

ficial meals at the sanctuary might be
purchased.

Ver. 26. — Strong drink ; sMcar ("istr")-

"Any drink which can inebriate, whether
that is made from grain, or the juice of apples,

or when honey i» boiled into a aweet and

barbaron* potion, or the fruit of the palm
[dates], is expressed into liquor, and the
duller water is coloured by the prepared
fruits " (Jerome, ' De Vit. Cler.').

Vers. 28, 29.—Every third year the whole
tithe of the year's produce was to be set

apart, not to be brought to the sauctuary to

be eaten before the Lord, but as a portion
in their towns for the Levite, the stranger,

the widow, and the fatherless. The end of

three years ; i.e. as the third year expired,
consequently, in the last year of the trien-

nium (ch. xxvi. 1 2
) ; j ust as " the end of seven

years " means each seventh year (ch. xv. 1

;

xxxi. 10 ; Jer. xxxiv. 14). This was not an
additional tithe, but the former ditTerently

applied ; the tithe of the first and second
years was to be eaten before the Lord at the
sanctuary ; the tithe of the third year was
for the poor and needy.

HOMILETICSw

VefB. 1, 2.—Tne people of God when death is in the home. If God chose out a people

for himself, with the view of planting in the world a new and nobler faith, it is no
wonder if he would have the people superadd to that a new and higher life. But if the

life is to be higher in any sense which could be acceptable to Jehovah, it must be one

based on the new faith and manifesting itself to others in a new deportment, ije, it

must be both an outer and inner life. But if the people are just emerging from a semi-

barbaric condition, it is not at all improbable that they may need to be dealt with as

we deal with children. We give them technical rules first, and they have to learn

reasons afterwards. Possibly, as the child grows up and gets beyond the rules which

bound him once, he may smile at them, or rather at the childishness which needed

them in earlier years ; while at the same time he would, or at any rate he should, feel

thankful to those who stooped to teach him so that he could understand them.

In this chapter, we have several illustrations of God's thus dealing with Israel.

We now take the one in the first two verses. It is well known that heathen nations

were very violent in their shows of grief over their dead, tearing the hair, cutting the

face, beating the breast, etc., while the cutting of the flesh was likewise submitted to

in honour of their gods (see Exposition, in lac). Now, it was of vast importance to give

Israel to understand how entirely they were to be the Lord's, how fully he was theirs,

and how the blest mutual relation changed the very aspect of that frequent and

certain family sorrow—death. We have not here any full opeuing up of that, but there

is scarcely any room to doubt that it formed a very important part of Hebrew teaching

;

for the fact that all these heathen rites and orgies over the dead were entirely forbidden

would be sure to lead many, especially of the young, to ask for the reason of such pro-

hibition. And when we remember how careful was the preparation for meeting the

inquisitiveness of childhood in other matters, we cannot imagine that this was an

exception to the general rule. The prohibition of old customs would clear the way
for teaching a new doctrine. And, as applied to Israel of old, the following six posi-

tions may be asserted and maintained. 1. They were to be a separate people to the

Lord their God, not only in all the varied relations of life, but also in the presence of

death. 2. Old customs of surrounding nations, at the death of their friends, were to be

done away, as a sign of the different meaning and aspect of death, to the people of the

Lord. 3. This changed aspect of death followed from their blessed relationship to God,

and from God's blessed relationship to them. 4. This relationship involved and assured

Israel of the continued life of their holy dead in God. Surely it was scarcely possible

for them to think of Enoch, Noah, Abraham, as extinct. True, the light on the unseen

life in the grave was dim, and the gloom of the grave was deep. But still, It was very
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far from having about it the hopelessness which marked the heathen world. 6. For,

stretching far away in the future, there was the hope of a resurrection at the last

day. This was involved in God's words to Moses, " I am the God of Abraham," etc.

Many, perhaps the mass, of the people might not see that. But our Lord assures us

that the doctrine is wrapped up there. 6. Consequently, there was no reason to

justify a hapless, hopeless wail in the presence of death. Whence our subject foi

meditation is suggested to us

—

There ought to be a great difference between God's people and others ij

TH« PRESENCE OF DEATH. In One sense, indeed, there is none ; or, at least, none which
can be discerned. One event cometh alike to all, even to the righteous and the wicked,
and the house of the good man may be as frequently darkened by " the shadow of death "

as that of another who fears not God. But still, when death does come, there may well

be a very wide difference between those who are the children of God and those who are

not, especially when the departed one is a member of " the whole family in heaven and
on earth" (and such cases only do we note in this Homily). When the Christian

expositor is opening up the principle contained in these verses, he can do so from
much higher vantage-ground than one who confines himself to the Old Testament
teaching. Some such main lines of thought as the following will be the Christian

unfolding of the principles so long ago laid down. 1. There is a blessed relationship

between God and his people. It is initiated in the new birth by the Holy Ghost.
Those thus born anew are children of God—not merely under a national covenant, as

sharing a common privilege, but as brought into a personal covenant through the
impartation of a new life. The mark of this new birth is the saving reception of

Christ by faith, and the effect of it is to transfer men from the region of darkness to

that of light, " from the power of Satan unto God," and from being subjects of a kingdom,
to their being citizens in God's city and sons in God's family—" fellow-citizens of the
saints and of the household of God." 2. This blessed relationship is sealed and made
sure by " the blood of the everlasting covenant." They are redLCiiicd with the "precious
blood of Christ." 3. It is ratified by the resurrection of Jesus Christ. He is the First-

born out of the dead, and has "opened the kingdom of heaven to all believers."

4. This blessed relation continues undisturbed by the accident of death. " Christ died

for us, that whether we wake or sleep we should live together with him ; " " whether
we live or die, we are the Lord's

;

" " Christ both died, and rose, and revived, that he
might be Lord of the dead and of the living." 5. The resurrection of Christ's own
will as surely follow his as the harvest follows the firstfruits. " Now is Christ risen from
the dead, and become the Firstfiruits of them that slept." 6. The distinctive features of

the resurrection of the body are laid down for us by the Apostle Paul in 1 Cor. xv. Of
these there are foiu". (1) That the body, as the seed, must be buried before it can rise

again. (2) That the body sown is not the body that shall be. (3) That to every seed

there is its own body. (4) That the precise relation or connection between the body
that is sown and the body that will be raised is a secret in the mind of God. " God
giveth it a body as it hath pleased him." These things we know ; we know no more.
If we let our affirmations go beyond the statements of Scripture, we shall plunge our-
selves into inextricable difficulties, and we shall be even risking the credit of Scripture,

since many will think that, in disposing of our affirmations, they demolish the teaching
of the Book. In confining ourselves to the four points named by Paul in his great
argument, we shall be remaining on ground that will ever be firm, and that can never
be invaded. No physical science can affirm or deny either one or the other. There
never lived, there never will live, the man who on scientific grounds can weaken either

of them. Our holy and glorious faith is beyond such reach. 7. Therefore the reason
for avoiding the hopeless sorrow of the pagan world is even vastly deeper and stronger
than it was under Moses. If Israel might not sorrow as those without hope when they
had the assurance, " I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob,"
how much less should we, when earth has seen the Firstfruits of the great resurrection
from the dead I How much light is thrown by Christ's grace and love into the portals
of the grave, and what a hallowed and hallowing calm may pervade the chamber of

death if our Lord is with us there ! Yea, there is no real death to the believer. " Our
Saviour Jesus Christ hath abolished death." He hath said, " If a man keep my sayings,

bo shall never taste of death." Then we may well bless our God that, amid the changing
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scenefl of earth, wa stand on ground which can never be shaken. There arisetb light is

th« darkness.

•* With joy we tell the scofflng age,

He that was dead has left his tomb

;

He lives above their utmost rage.

And we are waiting till he oome."

Vers. 3—20.—77l« people of God at their ovm table. However far these minutt
regulations may seem at first from being appropriate themes for homiletic teaching, s

closer study of them may show that they contain an amount of instruction which we
could ill afford to lose. There are two principles, not unfrequently noted, that should

be brought to bear on this and other chapters which contain regulations that may be

entirely unneeded now. One is, that associations of evil may make a custom prejudicial

which is in itself harmless ; another, that great reasons underlying small actions may
lift up action to the height of the reason which prompted it. If, indeed, there should

be some of these minute instructions for which we now see no reason, it would be no

great tax on one's understanding, were we asked to give credit to so great a legislator

as Moses for having had a good reason for them, although it may not be in force at the

present time. Still, we are not altogether in the dark as to some reasons which

might then be of great weight for the observance of the distinction between clean and

unclean meats. Trapp suggests as reasons : (1) that they might recognize God's hand

in the supply, and God's law in the use, of their meats
; (2) that there might be a dis-

tinction between them and other peoples : (3) that they might be taught to study

purity. Dr. Jameson suggests also sanitary reasons. We would venture to include

these, with others, under seven heads. 1. The Israelites were the children of the Lord

their God, and that special relationship was to show itself in the sober, pure, and

devout regulation of the several customs at the family table. 2. There was to be

a separation between them and other nations ; and a more effective barrier to inter-

course could scarcely be found than one which made association at the same table

all but impossible. 3. They were to learn that even the common business of eating

was to be governed by holy laws. 4. Thus, by minute obedience to precept, they

were to be indoctrinated into the principles of holiness. 5. Their social board was

to be a standing protest against idolatrous customs ; and also, 6. A perpetual rebuke

of impurity and of any infringement of sanitary law. Let no one, then, think of

this distinction between clean and unclean meats as a trifling one. Nothing it

trifling which helps on the education of souls for God. 7. When, moreover, we glance

at the tenth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, we cannot but regard these regula-

tions as also symbolic. This distinction in the lower orders of creation between clean

and unclean, symbolized the difference between Israel and the nations from whom they

were to dissociate themselves. The mass of the people may not have comprehended

this. They were gradually led to understand doctrine by way of obedience to precept.

But, it may be asked, " What has all this to do with Christians now ? " We reply,

" Little or nothing, so far as these special details are concerned, but much every way,

so far as we have to do with the principles which underlie these details." That so

far as details go, the Law is done away, is understood. The symbolic meaning is no

longer in force, hence the symbol is needed no longer. From the yoke of these forms

we are emancipated (cf. Acts x. ; 1 Cor. x. 24—31 ; Rom. xiv. ; 1 Tim. iv. 3—5). But

still, there is an analogy, of which it would ill become us to lose sight, between the

position of Israel then, and the duty of God's Israel now. Supposing now we were

asked, " In what way does the gospel teach us the duty of God's people at their owa
family table ? " we might suggest six or seven consecutive lines of thought.

I. The Christian is to be, in spirit, as distinct from the world as Israel was from the

nations round about. It is not intended by this that, in the ordinary walks cf life,

a Christian may not act with ungodly men ; for in such a case, as Paul teaches, he must

needs go out of the world to be free from them (cf. 1 Cor. v.). But in his own voluntary

association, he is not to be " unequally yoked together with unbelievers ;" the gospel

mandate is, " Come out from among them, and be ye separate, and touch not the

nncleaa thing."
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IL The Christian, being a redeemed man, by the fact of that redemption is

claimed for Christ alone. " Ye are bought with a price ; therefore glorify God in

your body and your spirit, which are God's." " We are the Lord's." Our body,
soul, and spirit are entirely his. The claim of Jesus Christ over us in that he shall

govern the whole of us, always and everywhere.

III. Hence, loyalty to Christ, and the conservation of our whole life for him, is

to regulate every detail of our life, work, walk, and conversation. So the apostle
bhows in Rom. xiv. that, e.g. in the tiny matter of "eating herbs," the Lordship
of Christ is to be the supreme regulator of religious conviction.

IV. Nowhere is this scrupulousness in loyalty to be more exact than in tlu

regulation of our own table. It is at their own board that some strive to make the
greatest display, or to pamper their bodies with a superabundance of luxuries.

But both " the lust of the flesh " and " the pride of life " are declared to bo " not ol

the Father, but of the world." Hence they can have no place in a consistent bcliever'i

home life.

V. A Christian man is bound, not only for Christ's sake, but for hia family'g sake,
to cultivate only such associations as will help to make or maintain the purity, piety,

and Christian elevation of his home. If he seeks the associations of the wealthy or

great, regardless of their religious views or habits, he is exposing his own consistency
and his children's weal to very serious risk.

VI. The entire concern of eating and drinking is to be regulated by Christian
principle. No doubt with many, without thinking on the matter, sound feeling and
common sense keep them from going very far wrong, and perhaps even from goin"
wrong at all. Still, the surest way of keeping right in little things is to recognize fully

and clearly the true and proper motive which should impel, even in the trivialities

of life.

VII. So also it may be that high and holy principle may lead a believer, without
laying down a hard-and-fast line for all, to practise abstinence from this or that, out
of regard to the well-being of others, or to practise seasons of occasional fasting when
preparing for special service (cf. Matt. xvii. 21 ; Rom. xiv. 21 ; 1 (Jor. viii. 13),

VIII. There is one grand rulu given by the Apostle Paul, covering the whole ground,
appropriate to all occasions (1 Cor. x. 31). On referring to that verse, its force will be
seen to be this :

" You will find many occasions in your walks through life in which it

may not at first be clearly manifest to you what course you should adopt. I cannot
lay down separate rules for every possible case. Take this as a comprehensive, suffi-

cient rule, at all times, and everywhere, ' Whatever ye do, do all to the glory of God.'

"

And if we resolve to do only that which will most, honour God, and seek grace from above
to carry out our resolve, we cannot go far wrong. We shall not be unwise, but shall
" prove what the will of the Lord is." We shall be " sincere and without oflfence till

the day of Christ," to the glory of our Lord and Saviour.

Vers. 22—29.

—

A threefold cord; or, the triple use of property. These details

which 80 frequently occur respecting the use of property, specially of that which is

possessed or gained in the form of produce, may seem burdensome. Probably, to us,

they would b^ so, but it is nevertheless a topic of perpetual interest for our day, to see
how tenderly and lovingly the Great Father trained his people, by such minute regula-
tions as were needful for them, to the practice and perception of principles which were
to be ultimately the possession of the world—principles which would be a perpetual
spring of holy and benevolent gladness. We say, advisedly, " practice and perception
of principles," rather than " perception and practice." For though it may seem as if

perception must come first, yea, though indeed it is logically prior to practice, yet when
a race tainted with heathen customs and tendencies has to be educated out of them,
the sure mode of eflectiug this is by giving them rules to be put into practice, as a
leverage to raise them to value the principles which were the basis of those rules.

Now in the paragraph before us we have "a threefold cord " of duty with regard to the
religious use of the produce of the field. The question (with which the Exposition has
dealt) whether the third-named tithe was actually such, or simpily a special application
of the second, does not atl'ect the homiletic treatment of the paragraph belore us.

There is here indicated to us a triple use which was to be made of the produce of the
DKUTEIiONOMY. %
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l«nd. The enactment, however, is 80 framed as to be an appeal to the relij2;ion and
devotion of the people ; it is not a mere civil statute, enjoining that, if such devotement
is not made, it is to be recoverable under pains and penalties. If a man failed in his

duty in these respects, there was no compulsory enforcement thereof. It was a sin

befoi^e the Lord.

I. 'I'lIE FIRST APPLICATION OF PRODUCE WAS FOR God'S SERVICE. It is taken fof

granted here that this was well understood (cf. Lev. xxvii. 30). Hence we find the

i^eneral prece]>t in Prov. iii., '• Honour the Lord with thy substance, and with tlie first-

fruits of all thine increase." There was to be a thankful recognition of God as the

Author of all their mercies, without whose care and bounty no land would yield its

sup])iy; while there was also to be a recognition of themselves as devoted to the
liod, and that so completely and entirely, that the maintenance of his Name, honour,
wuit-hip, and ordinances ani'in'^ them, was to be their first and chief concern. This two-
fuld recognition was to find conespouiliug practice in the oflering of the first tenth of their

produce for Gud. Now we have, under the New Testament, no such detailed precepts.

The appeal of apostles there is rather to honour, gratitude, love; while for the most
part they take for granted that these emotions will prompt to a worthy course. Take,
e.g. such an exhortation as this, " See that ye abound in this grace also, ... for ye
know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ," etc. If love to Christ is maintained in due
fervour, it will prompt to corresponding devotion ; and if by such constraining devotion,

oflerings to and for God are regulated, there will be no need, as indeed no one now has
the ri-ht, to tell any man how much he ought to give to God. When a man carries

out in all respects the piecept, " Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness,"

that will certainly include and ensure his honouring the Lord with his substauce. The
faith was "once delivered to the saints,'' i.e. once lor all, that they might guard and
honour it, and also dilTuse it through t!ie world, and, without much detailed injunc-

tion, it is assumed that believers will be ready to devote themselves, heart and soul, ta

the spread of their ^la.ster's honour.

II. A SECOND RELIGIOUS APPLICATION THEREOF WAS TO FAMILY AND HOUSEHOLD tTSE.

(Vers. 22—27.) AYhen Israel should go up to the place the Lord their God should

choose, they would go up to religious sacrifice and service. Hence all their family

meals, then and there, would be baptized with the religious spirit. So all-pervading

would be the presence of, and so sure the fellowship with, the Lord their God, that their

family feasts on such occasions would be regarded as " eating befoi e the Lord their

God." And by thus eating before the Lord on these special occasions, they would learn

to hallow home joys on every occasion. So ver. 23 intimates :
" that thou mayest learn

to fear the Lord thy God always." Considerable latitude was allowed them according to

their distance from the place of meeting, etc. ; they might first turn the produce into

money, and then the money into provision, and so on. And they might purchase what
they desired. For tiiey were not slaves, but free men. They were the loved and
haii])y people of the Lord, and as such were to rejoice befire him in their family feasts,

at their sacred festivals, that from the impulses of joy and gladness so sanctified then,

they might come to realize how near God was to tliem, and how he would have them
glory in him as theirs all the year round. It is not possible to overrate the value of this, even

now. By a truly religious and devout man all the minor affairs of lifg are lifted up
into the religious region. And he is not only at liberty to enjoy his possessions, when
he has sanctified the firstfruits for God, but he ought so to enjoy them. God " hath given

us all things richly to enjoy." And when a godly man gathers his family around him
at his table, with the table aboundini; in ample provision, he may then joyfully "eat
before the Lord his God," in the full assurance that such enjoyment is a pait of the

Divine intent, and that the love and care of God may and do put their own seal of

hallowed and hallowing mirth upon the use of common things.

HI. A THIRD HELIQI0U8 APPLICATION OF PRODUCE WAS FOR THE USB AND ENJOYMENT
OF OTHERS. (Vers. 28, 29.) Whether this special use which was enjoined for every
third year involved the setting apart a third tithe, or whether it was a triennial appli-

cation of the second, is a point the discussion of which belongs to others. But either

way, the principle, we conceive, is the same, which we understand to be this, " Let a

man be a man all round." God first, then home, then his neighbours. Such is to

be the order of his action. A special care was to be taken of the Leviie (who, by the
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way, was to be thought of every year), as having charge of religious arrangements,

but, besides these, how wide a scope is here opened up to a man's kindness and generosity!
" The stranger, and the fatherless, and the widow, . . . shall come, and shall eat and be

satisfied." Is this an instance of the hardness of Ju'lnvim 1 Thiiy do not understand

it who speak thus of it. Its spirit was kindness itself ; for here tlie showing of good-

ness and benevolence to the poor and the needy is made a part of their religion. Need
we ask the question whether Christianity has dropped this out ? Details may change

;

principles, never ! The Apostle James tells that the New Testament ritual is, " To visit

the fatherless and wiJows in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted frr>m the

world." Let us ask, in conclusion, Wliich part of this threefold cord could he broken

without serious injury f For we see here that Judaism, in this triple direction of duty,

does but recognize the triple relations of human life. We are related first and fore-

most to our God, to whom our supreme allegiance is due. We are related next to our

home, to our families and households, whose interests and hap]iiness it is our first

earthly business to promote; and then to our fellow-citizens, to whom we are bound to

do good, where we can and when we can. Finally, by way of ensuring the right dis-

charge of other duties, special care is taken to guide Israel in regard to the right use of

property. There is singular, yea, superhuman wisdom in this. Where a man's getting

and giving are right, he is not likely to be far wrong in anything. Wisdom in adding

to, and giving from, the contents of the purse, is a fair guarantee of wisdom in other

directions. " The love of money is a root of all evil," and by so much as love of money
tends to deteriorate character, by so much will its right use tend to elevate ik. And
the lifting up of character is the surest sign of the blessing promised (ver. 29).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Self-respect in mourning. Mourning customs have significance, aa

testifying to the ideas of God, of human worth, and of immortality, held by those who
practise them. Those here forbidden were degrading in their own nature, and em-
bodied the false idea that God is pleased with the self-inflicted miseries of his creatures

They are condemned

—

I. As DISHONOURING TO THE Creatob. God, the Creator of the body, cannot take
delight in seeing it abused. This proposition seems self-evident. The idea above
referred to, and which lies at the root of so many false religions, viz. that it is pleasing

to the Deity to see his creatures torturing and defacing themselves, is a libel on the

Divine character. The body is rather to be reverenced as one of the noblest of God's
works. It is to be studiously preserved and cared for. Religion, with reason, enjoins,
" Do thyself no harm " (Acts xvi. 28).

II. As INCONSISTENT WITH SELF-EESPECT. There is a propriety and decorum becoming
in beings who possess reason. Wild and excessive grief, indicating the absence of power
of self-control, lowers us beneath the dignity of rational existences. Neglect of the

person, and, still more, wanton self-injury, in grief, betokens a like absence of proper
self-respect. Least of all is such conduct excusable in those who claim the dignity

of being God's children. They, of all others, ought to set an example of propriety and
seemliness in behaviour. They are " an holy people," and must study to deport
themselves worthily of their high calling. The priests of Baal (1 Kings xviii. 28)
behaved like maniacs. David and Job behaved like religious men (2 Sam. xii. 20

;

Job i. 20, 21).

III. As mPLYENQ THE ABSENCE OF RELIGIOUS CONSOLATIONS. The early Jews were
not without these (Heb. li. 13, 14). We in the Christian age have them still more
abundantly. Therefore must we not sorrow " as those which have no hope " (1 Thess.

iv. 13).—J. 0.

Vers. 3—21.

—

Clean and unclean. The distinction of clean and unclean appears to

have rested

—

I. On NATURAL GROUNDS. It is bascd to some extent on natural preferences and
repuguancea—an index, often, to deeper correlations. We instinctively recoguizf
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certaio creatures to be unfit for food. The Law of Moses drew the line practically where
men's unguidid inytiucts have always drawn it. A lesson of respect for natural order.

In diet, as in hit^lier matters, we do well to follow Nature's guidance, avoiding violations

of her laws, and refraining from obliteiatinoj her distinctions.

II. On ceukmonial guounds. The jirohibition against eating of blood had conse-
quences in the region of cleanness and uncleanness of food. All flesh-eating and
l>loud-eating animals—all beaj^ts and birds of prey— were of necessity excluded.
Ceremonially unclean themselves, they could not be clean to those eating them.

III. Ox SYMBOLIC QROUNDS. The symbolic traits observable in certain animals may
have had to do with their rejection. We can see reason in the exclusion of creatures of

cruel and rapaoioi^s habits, of those also in whose dispositions we trace a reflection

of the human vices. It may be pushing the principle too far to seek recondite

meanings in the chewing of the cud (meditation) and the dividing of the hoof

(separation of walk), or in the possession of fins and scales in fishes (organs of advance
and resistance). But a Law imjiregnated with symbolism could scarcely reckon as clean

a filthy and repulsive creature like the sow. The accursed serpent, the treacherous

t'ox, the ravenous jackal, even had they been suitable for food in other respects, could
•K;arccly on this principle have been admitted. The reptile tribes generally, and all

*r;b8S of vermin, were similarly unclean by a kind of natural brand. A lesson of

".3mg in the natural a symbol of the moral. Nature is a symbolic lesson-book, daily

>pen to our inspection.

The distinction once ordained, and invested with religious significance, observance

)[ it became to the Jews a sign and test of holiness. The general lesson taught is that

jf sanctification in the use of food. Holiness, indeed, is to be carried into every sphere

ind act of life. Eating, however, is an act which, thouq;h on its animal side related to

the grossest part of us, is yet, on its spiritual side, of serious religious import. It is the

net by which we supply oil to the flame of life. It has to do with the maintenance
of those vital functions by which we are enabled to glorify God in the body. Thert«

is thus a natural sacredness about food, and it is to be received and used in a sacreu

fashion. That it i ;iy be "clean" to us, it is to be " sanctified by the Word of Goo
and prayer," being " received with thanksgiving of them which believe and know
the truth" (1 Tim, iv. 3—5), It is to be remembered, too, that in the sphere of the

higher life, if not in the lower, clean and unclean are distinctions of abiding validity.

Intellect, heart, spirit, etc.—the books we read, the company we keep, the principles we
imbibe.—J. 0.

Ver. 21.

—

Seething a kid in its mother's milk. This precept, several times repealed

in the Law (Exod. xxiii. 16; xxxiv. 25), may be connected with magical superstitions,

but it is equally probable that the act was condemned as an outrage on the connection

naturally subsisting between parent and offspring. It is thus related to the commands
forbidding the killing of a cow and a calf on the same day (Lev. xxii. 28), or the

taking a bird with its young (ch. xxii. 6), and to the precepts enjoining a scrupulous

regard for natural distinctions—not sowing a field with mingled seed, etc. (Lev. six,

19). It suggests

—

I. The duty of cherishtno the finer instincts of cub nature. The act here

forbidden could hardly be called cruelty, the kid being dead, but it was unnatural. It

argued a blunted state of the sympathies. A finer instinct, alive to the tenderness of

the relation between parent and ofi'spring, would have disallowed it. It is beautiful to

see the ancient Law inculcating this rare and delicate fineness of feeling—this con-

siderateness and sympathy even for dead animals. The lesson is that everything is to be
avoided which would tend to blunt our moral sensibilities. The act has its analogue in

higher relations. Not unfrequently has the affection cf a parent been used by the

ingenuity of cruelty to inflict keener tortures on a child; or, conversely, a child has

been betrayed into disclosures afterwards used to injure the parent.

II. The duty of consideration in dealing with irrational creatures. 1. It

is right that irrational creatures should be treated kindly. And if the Law required

that this delicate consideration should be shown towards dead animals, how much more
docs it require of us kindly treatment of tlicm while living! 2. Our behaviour towards

irrational creatures, as seen above, reacts upon oui'^ielveti. In certain cases, this is
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readily perceived. Most people would shrink from the wanton mutilation of a dead
animal, even in sport, and would admit the reactive effect of such aa action in deaden-

ing humane instincts in him who did it. But it is the same with all cruelty and
unfeelingness. Any action which, in human relationships, would be condemned as

unsympatlietic, will be found, if performed to animals, to have a blunting effect on the

sensibilities of the agent. A man's dog is more to him than a brute. He is a friend.

We can carry into our behaviour towards the irrational creatures many of the feelings

which actuate us in our personal relations, and the more we do it, the better for

ourselves.—J. 0.

Vers. 22—29.— The second tithe. We adopt the usual view, that the lawgiver is

here regulating the disposal of what, in later times, was called " the second tithe." The
hypothesis that the book was written at a late date, when the gift of tithes to the

Levites, prescribed in Numb, xviii., had fallen into disuse, is unsuppi rted by evidence.

The provision in Deuteronomy would have furnished no support worth speaking of to

the enormous Levitical establishments of the post-Davidic jxriod (1 Chron. xxiii.

—

xxvii. ; 2 Chron. xxix.) ; nor are we prepared to concede, what is often so conveniently

assumed, the non-authenticity of these sections of the chronicler. We learn

—

I. That piety and charity are to be liberally provided for in the appor-
tionment OF income. The tithes were to be faithfully and punctually set apart as a

first charge upon the Jew's income. The second or vegetable tithe was appointed to be
consumed in feasts at the sanctuary, or, in the third year, at home. A lesson is taught

here as to the duty of liberal, systematic, and conscientious giving for religious and
charitable purposes. Christians, it is true, are not under Law, but under grace. But
it will scarcely be pleaded that on this account they are less bound to liberality than
Jews were. The argument is all the other way : if this was done under Law, how
much more ought to be done under the impulse of love to Christ! Unfurtunately, the

duty of systematic and proportionate giving is but little recognized. It would ]iut

many a Christian to the blush if he would sit down at the year's end, and (1) reckon

up the sum of his year's givings to Christ, and (2) calculate its proportion to what he
has thought himself at liberty to expend upon his own comforts and pleasures. Nor
will there be improvement in this matter till giving for religious and charitable objects

is made a point in conscience, and till a suitable proportion of income is set apart for

this purpose in advance. That proportion is to be determined by the degree to whicli

God has prospered us (1 Cor. xvi. 2). The ever-widening operations of the Church at

home and abroad, the constantly multiplying claims of a wise Christian philanthropy,

render liberal givings increasingly necessary.

II. That obedience to the spirit of a law is of greater niPOUTANCE than
obedience to its letter. (Vers. 24—26.) God is not a hard master—reaping where
he has not sown, and gathering where he has not strawed (Matt. xxv. 4). He is

tenderly considerate of the circumstances of his people. He asks no more from them
than they are able to render. Where laws could not be kept in the letter, modifications

were introduced which made obedience practicable. This is seen in the accommodation
of the laws of sacrifice to the circumstances of the poor (Lev. v. 7, etc.), in the rules

for comnmtation (Lev. xxvii.), in the relaxation of the law about eating flesh (ch. xii.

21), in this law of tithes. Gleaming through these changes, it is easy to detect the

principle that the letter of an ordinance is in all cases subordinate to the spirit of

obedience which manifests itself through it; and that, while obedience to the letter is

required where possible, the will, in circumstances where it cannot be observed, will

readily be accepted by Jehovah for the deed.

III. That provided religious motives predominate, and other duties are not
neglected, the enjoyment of what we have is pleasing to God. (Vers. 25, 26.)

True religion is not ascetic. It does not frown our joy. It regulates, but does not seek

to banish, the pleasures of the festive board, and the flow of the soul connected there-

with (John ii. 1—12 ; 1 Cor. x. 27 ; 1 Tim. vi. 18). The sanctuary services were
associated with feasts, in wjiich, of course, religious motives were expected to predomi-

nate. The eating was " before the Lord," and the guests were invariably to inciudr

the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow. This would give a high-toned

character to the feast, and would preclude coarse debauchery. Festivities should be so
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condnct-ed that God's presence can be invoked, and his blessing asked on all that is said

and done.

IV. That thk enjoyment of what we have is enhanced by sharino it with
OTHERS. (Ver. '^9.) 'J'liis is a truth recognized iu all festivity. But the Law gave the

truth a peculiar turn vviieu it bade the Jew seek his guests among the classes who were

most in need. 'I'he Saviour would have us recall our leastinL^ to the like pattern (Luke
xiv 12—14). Each leatit of the kind prescribed would be an invaluable education of

the aisinterested affections in their purest exercise. How far we have departed from

this idea may be seen in the stiff, exclusive, and ceremonious, if often superb and stately,

dinner-parties and public feasts of modern society. Which type of feast contributes

most to happiness? And is it not in fulfilling the duties of a warm-hearted love that

we are most entitled to ex[)ect blessing from our Maker (ver. 29) ? When Jesus made
his great supper, he acted on his own principle, and invited the " poor, and the maimed,
and the halt, and the blind," to come and sit down at it (Luke xiv. 21).—J. 0.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Sorrow is to be in holy hopefulness. After guarding them so carefully

from all idolatry, Moses next charges the Israelites not to imitate the heathen nations

by mutilating themselves or making themselves bald for the dead. The reason

assigned is their consecration unto the Lord. There must have been, therefore, in

these heathen practices sometiiing unholy expressed. Let us first consider what this

was, and then proceed to the lessons in the prohii)ition.

I. What was meant by cutting one's self and making one's self bald fob the
DEAD ? It implied manitestly some post-mortem merit and service. It was akin to the

60c?'/^ces which often have been presented in connection with death. It was the sacrifice

of something short of life, but yet valuable. It was the sacrifice of sightliness, if not

of beanty, in the interests of tlie dead. It implied that something could be done for

the departed by those who remained, and which sell-denying love gladly undertook.

Hence these practices brought out the hopelessness of sorrow as it exists in the

heathen woild, and the desire to propitiate offended Deity by sympathetic suffering

and sacrifice.

II. The prohibitton summoned the Jews to hopeful sorrow. The dead were to

be rei.'arded as in tiie hands of God, and he was to be trusted with them absolutely.

No post-mortem sacrifices were to be attempted, but the cases left with implicit con-

fidence to the ever-living and gracious Father. "Prayers for the dead" and "Masses
for the dead " but express the pitifulness of human hope, and the dreaii and doubt with

which the dead are left in the hands of God. Israel was prohibited from any such

infirmity.

HI. They were even to regard themselves as consecrated to the living God,
AND C0NSEQUKNTI,y NOT TO BE DESECRATED THROUGH MUTILATION FOB THE DEAD. The
danger sometimes is for people to forget their dedication to God amid all the loneliness

of their sorrow. The dead absorb attention. God has been removing " idols," but the

idols have become, through death, more and more to them. Too much caimot be made
of the dead, they think, and so they would make a perpetual dedication of themselves

to the dead, forgetful of their relations to the living God above. Now, it is this ever-

lasting relation which God insists upon. Nothing can be better, surely, than in sorrow

to be reminded, "Thou art an holy people unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord thy

God hath chosen thee to be a peculiar people unto himself, above all the nations that

are ujwn the earth." It is just this which bereavement is intended to make emphatic.

God claims us as his own : let not the dead make perpetual marks upon your persons,

as if they had the right to your life-long service. This is desecration instead of consecra-

tion. Unreasonable attachment to the dead may be the denial of due consecration to

the living God.
IV. Uncommon consecration to God should be our ideal. Israel was to be a

peculiar people unto God " above all the nations that are upon the earth." All nations

glorify God in some degree, even in spite of themselves. But his own people are wise

in aiming at special consecration. There is nothing so important as the highest possible

ideal. Devoted to this, we attain to something higher and nobler than it possible

otherwise.
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"Lord, we can tnist thee for our holy dead.

They, underneath the shadow of tliy tomb^
Have entered into peace ; with bended head
We thank thee for their rest, and for our lightened gloom.**

R. M. E.

Vers. 3—11.—-4 holy people will eat sanctified things. The regulation of the diet of

the children of Israel was most important in view of their remainin.; a "peculiar

people" unto God. In no way half so effectual could they, as a nation, bo kcjit distinct

from other nations, with whom it was undesirable on religious grounds that tlicy should

associate. By interdicting some of the animals used by surrounding and heathen
nations, the Lord, as far as possible, prevented Israel's association with them. To this

they had been accustomed in Egypt ; for some of the animals they, as Israelites, would
eat were regarded as sacred by the Egyptians, and on no account would be slain or eaten

by them. Hence the slaves had never commingled with their taskmasters. The two
rivers would not coalesce. The Canaanites and Phoenicians, again, ate freely of flesh

that the Hebrew dare not touch ; and even the Arab would eat such animals as the

camel, the hare, and the jerboa, all of which—the latter translated " mouse "—were for-

bidden to the children of Israel.

I. The regulation of meats is the most important wat of separating one
NATION FROM ALL OTHER NATION'S. For if association at table is an impossibility, all

other association will be very superficial and comparatively harmless. "Nothing
more effectual," says Dr. Kitto, " could be devised to keep one people distinct from
another. It causes the diHerence between them to be ever present to the mind,
touching, as it does, upon so many points of social and everyday contact; and it is

therefore far more efficient in its results, as a rule of distinction, than any dilTerence in

doctrine, worship, or morals which men could entertain. ... It is a mutual repulsion

continually operating ; and its effect may be estimated from the fact that no nation jn
which a distinction of meats was I'igidly enforced as a part of a religious system, has
ever changed its religion." * And we are surely taught the wisdom of expidicnts to

keep up the desirable separation between the ('hurch and the world. If every religious

custom were abandoned, and the conduct of religious people were conformed in all par-

ticulars to that of their worldly neighbours, religion would soon become a name, and
nothing more. " Be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind " (Rom. xii. 2).

II. ThK DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE ANIMALS SYMBOLIZED THE DISTINCTION WHICH
SHOULD EXIST BETWEEN Goo's PEOPLE AND THE WORLD. An excellent Writer has sug-
gested that in individual development we pass through the stages attributed to the
organic world as a whole; children, for example, passing through the "parrot" or
the " monkey " stage." " Animated nature" seems designed to mirror " human nature,"
whether in its evil or in its good propensities. Man finds himself in the image of the
lower animals as well as, on his higher side, in the image of God. In confoniiity with
this arrangement, then, the Jew was trained to regard certain animals as clean and
edible, while others were unclean and forbidden. Towards the one class he was drawn,
from the other he was rejielled. Now, in the clean animals may be discovered certain
good qualities, which make them fit illustrations of the moralities expected from an
Israelite. For example, the characteristic of rumination, which belonged to the clean
animals, was a fit type of that thoughtfulness and quiet meditntion which should cha-
racterize the people of God. Again, sure-footedness characterizes the animals with the
cloven hoof, which symbolizes the stta'Ifastness of religious character. Speed and
clsanliness also characterize the fishes that were accounted clean.

On the other hand, the unclean beasts, birds, and fish illustrate most powerfully the
lustful, selfish, and impure spirit which characterizes unregenerate man. Not only,
therefore, did the distinction among the animals secure the desired national separation,
but also that poetic outlook upon nature which discovers in it a great parable for the
soul.' Thus Emerson says, " Every rational creature has all nature for his dowry and

' « The Pictorial Bible,' on Lev. xi. * Cf. Secretan's ' Discours Laiques,' p. 74.
» Cf. Kurtz's 'Sacrificial Worship,' pp. 22, 23; also Principal Shahrp's 'Poetio Inter-

pretation of Nature ;
' Emerson's ' Miscellanies,' etc
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estate. Tt is his, if he will. He may divest himself of it ; he may creep into a corner
and abdicate his Isincjdom, as most men do, bat he is entitled to the woild by his con-

stituti'>n. In proportion to the energy of his thought and will, he takes up the world
unto himself." What a richness of thought is thus afforded to the thoughtful soul!

III. That WHICH dikd or itself was also excluded from the diet of Israel.
In such a case tliere wns no guarantee that the blood had been properly drained from
f he carcase, and that the atoning element had been solemnly eliminated from it. In
f;ict, in such cases there is not the sacrifice of life which we have seen to obtain in the
normal sustenance of the world. God's people consequently must avoid all contact
with death, and keep themselves pure unto him. And this arrangement surely symbo-
lized that watchfulness over our contact with the world, which should characterize all

professors of religion. We must " keep our garments unspotted from the world," we
uuist even in certain critical times " let the dead bury their dead," and deny ourselves
that intercourse with the spiritunlly dead which otherwise might be most proper.

IV. A KID WAS NOT TO BE SEETHED IN HIS MOTHER'S MILK. A quotation from an old

^vriter will btst improve this commandment. "This is not the meaning of the com-
mand. Content yourselves to eat the kid, but take hee<l that ye eat not the dam also

;

neither is this the meaning of it. Ye shall not eat flesh with milk, as the Chaldee
paraphrast paraphrascth it ; neither is this the meaning of it, Take heed that ye seethe

not the kid in the mother's milk, as the superstitious Jews expound it at this day
;

they will not seethe flesh and milk in one pot, neither will they cut both flesh and
cheese with one knife ; and amongst the precepts which they have written of things
lawful to be eaten, they forbid the eating of flesh and milk together; but tlie meaning
of the place seemeth to be this, Ye shall not eat of a kid as of a lamb (for so the LXX.
translate it) .so long as it sucketh the dam, for all this time it is as it were but milk

;

they might sacrifice it when it was but eight days old, but not to eat of it so long as it

was sucl\ing (1 Sam. vii. 9). 'Samuel took a sucking lamb and offered.'"' This
would consequently form a ceremonial appendix to the sixth commandment, and would
teach that abstinence from the semblance of cruelty which should characterize the

people of the Loid. In accepting of God's bounty in the matter of flesh, care should be
taken that no unnatural cruelty should be practised or encouraged.

The sanctified ones are thus taught to keep themselves separate from the world, to

regard nature as a great parable for the soul, and to conduct themselves in that con-
siderate spirit which should characterize the disciples of Jesus.—R. M. E.

Vers. 22—29.

—

Syslematic provision for felloivship with God. From the arrange-

ments about ordinary diet, we pass now to the minute directions about " eating before

God." A tithe of the corn, the wine, and the oil, together with the firstlings of their

flocks and herds, must be devoted to the purposes of fellowship. It is clear from this,

then, that God designed a systematic storing of the tenth part of the Jewish income
for the purposes of relig'on. If the Jew resided far from the tabernacle, then he was
to sell the tithe, and turning it into money, he was to go up with this to the central

altar, and there invest in whatever his soul desired, and partake of it all before God. In
this the Levite was to have his share. Over and above aU this, every third year there

was to be a second tithe devoted to the delectation of the poor. Now, we learn from
these arrangements

—

I. That fellowship with God ib the crown of trtte religion. A feast with God,
he taking the best portions, his priests the next best, and the offerer joyful over the

remainder of the sacrifice, constituted the glory of the Jewish ritual. All the sin offer-

ings, burnt offerings, and meat offerings were valueless if not crowned by the peace

offering and its feast of fellowship. No wonder our Lord makes out fellowship to be
the substance of eternal life, when in his'prayer he says, "And this is life eternal, to

know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent" (John xvii. ?).

If we are not led up into this acquaintanceship, our religion is a name and not a

reality.

II. The fellowship is well worth any expense it mat dtvolve. While it is, of

course, ti-ue that^Oxxi's blessings are gratuitous, " without money and without price," it

* Weemse on • The Oeremonial Law,* p. 187.
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is also true that a nip;<];ardly soul will fall out of fellowship. Tn fact, fellowship with

God will seem so precious as to be worth infinitely more than all our jiossessions, and

any proportion of these required by God for the maintenance of fellowship will seem a

small price. Our conviction will be that of the psalmist, " The Law of thy mouth is

better unto me than, thoiisands of gold and silver."

Now, while God's favour is given freely, there must evidently be something about

which he and we can have fellowship. In other words, fellowship requires a medium.

Fellowship means having something in common. When we analyze all we have, we

find that it is all " the gift of God." Jesus is his gift ; the Holy Spirit is his gift

;

money is his gift ; every good thing is his gift (Jas. i. 17). He has surely every right,

then, to say to his people, "You must dedicate a proportion of my gifts to you, for

the purposes of fellowship; let us have a tithe in common; let us rejoice mutually

over it as ours." This was the principle underlying Jewish tithing—it is the principle

underlying all genuine beneficence. We are only returning to God such a proportion

of what he gives as shall be the medium of fellowship.

A peace offering at the tabernacle was a most precious commodity. It was an animal

regarding which the worshipper and God agreed to say, " It is ours," ami each to feast

uix)n it. It was the organ and means of fellowship. It was a delight to God and to

man. Who would not pay anything required for such a privilege ? Man is honoured

most highly in being allowed such a partnership with God.

III. The sense of fellowship with God in the feast is the beal preservation

OF MAN FROM UNDUE INDULGENCE. It is noticeable that " wine " and " strong drink
"

("i3B{) might be included in the feast before God. The safety of the partaker lay in the

sense of fellowship and its consequent consecration. Just as Paul afterwards maintaiiied

that " every creature of God is good, and nothing to be refused, if it be received with

thanksgiving; for it is sanctified by the Word of God and prayer" (1 Tim. iv. 4, 5).

It is the unhallowed use of God's gifts which is the danger. The temperance reforma-

tion will do well to keep in view this Divine side of the question, where in the last

resort the stress must be laid.

IV. 1'hE FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD IMPLIES THE INVITATION OF OTHERS TO SHARE THE

BLESSING WITH US. Our households and the Levite are to be partakers with us of our

sacied feasts. For God does not encourage lonely satisfactions ; but as he calls us into

his fellowship, it is on the understanding that we shall invite 'others, and make the

fellowship a family thing. Now, the support of tlie Levites was to be a matter of cheer-

fulness and religious privilege. It was to be a joy embraced rather than a mere debt

moodily discharged. It is surely here that " ministerial support " must be pleaded and

advanced. It is not to be something doled out, but a feast of fellowship, the call of

God's minister to share in our good fortune and success.

V. The care of the poor must also be put upon the basis or fellowship. It

has been made a matter of law. And doubtless there is a noble element in the fact

that a nation, passing beyond what old moralists called duties of debt, has entered upon

dufies of merit. Still, the national obligation embodied in the "poor rates" is apt to

sap a certain amount of individual sympathy. The care of the poor is not the feast

of joy and fellowship God meant it to be.' The three years' system brought under our

notice in this passage was an effort, apparently, to bring the lonely and needy classes

• up to the standard of fellowship and of joy that the religious Jew himself had attained.

It was the systematic effort to make the needy ones glad he/ore Ood. And it is here

that we find the goal of our exertions, whether to support a minister, to comfort a

stranger, or a fatherless child, or a widow. Let all be guests of our love, and lifted,

if possible, into our light and fellowship with God. For this we should strive

evermore.

VI. Those who thus honour God will be blessed and honoured by him. Not,

of course, that systematic beneficence should be in any sense a speculation. It is not

beneficence if it is a selfish inve.stment. But at the same time, God blesses the system

which recognizes obligation to him and tries to discharge it. The accurate survey ol

circumstances which systematic giving implies tends to financial success. There is nc

reason why religious men should not be "successful merchants." Were systematic

» C5£ *The PhiloBophy of the Poor Laws,' in Miss Cobbe's ' Studies Ethical and SodaL'
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beneficence more general, there would be less failure and heart-burning in the walks of

business.—K. M. E.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Against conformity vnth heathen customs. Israel had been called to

honourable privileL^e; therefore it was fitting there should be seemly conduct. Royal
children should be royal in all their acts.

I. Israel's special privilege. They enjoyed a position superior to all the nations

of the earth. 1. They vjere the ohjccts of God's choice. Out of all the peoples and
tribes which dwelt on tliis round globe, Israel had been selected for a noble purpose.

We may not be able to divine the reason, for our knowledge is esceeflingly small. Yet

God, who does nothing unwisely, did in this matter the wisest thins. 2. They tcul

been chosen to sonship. God had revealed himself to these Hebrews in a special and
endearing; character. Had he not informed them of his dispositions towards them and
his loving interest in them, they would not have dared to call him Father. In special

condescension he informed them that he would treat them, in all substantial respects,

as a father doth his children. 3. They had been chosen to righteous character. By
virtue of this choice, they were on the high road to perfection. Their destiny was not
secured irrespective of their own will and choice. They were now consecrated to the

Divine service of Jehovah, and must perform holy actions, foster holy habits, so as to

acquire a holy character. This is man's highest reward—a heaven within.

II. A SPECIFIC PEOHiBiTiON. A prohibition against self-mutilation. There were
natural outlets for abundant grief—tears, sighs, and moans; these self-mutilations

were unnatural and irrational. 1. Because inordinate sorrow for the death of friends

is sinful. Moderate grief is allowable . it is the necessary concomitant of strong affec-

tion. But as we should enjoy every friend as a gift of God, so our sorrow at separation

should be accompanied by filial submission. 2. Because such symbols of mourning weie

tften pretences. Frequently, if not usually, this manifest sorrow was assumed. 'Twas
mere trickery and falsehood. Such actions injured and deteriorated character. 3. Because

evni the body is the property of God. There is no part of his nature which the true

Israelite does not recognize as belonging to God. Throughout, he is Jehovah's temple.

Every faculty of body, every organ and member, is to be utilized for God, is to be

]>reserved in health and vigour to do credit to Jehovah. *' His Name is to be upon cur

fcjreheads." 4. Because this self-mutilation would be conformity with heatheti customs.

The practices connected with idol-worship were dictated by a spirit of cruelty—by the

genius of Satan. Far as the east is from the west, or north pole from the south, were

the followers of God to withdraw from heathen practices. As sane men flee from

pestilence, so should pious men avoid the neighbourhood of sin.—D.

Vers. 3—21.

—

Discrimination in meats. The prohibition of some kinds of food

proceeds upon the principle that it is not wise to gratify every appetite. There must
be denial somewhere. If every desire and lust of the body be indulged, injury will

ensue to the nobler capacities of the soul. Pruning of the wild growths of carnal

desire is essential to real fruitfulness. Divine restraints are acts of genuine kindness.

Discrimination in animal food was based on true wisdom.

I. Because it was a sanitary benefit. In that early age, the sciences of physio-

logy and health were unknown, and even now they are in their earliest infancy. We
are, however, now aware of the fact that some (at least) of the flesh prohibited to the

Hebrews is more or less unwholesome. Nor is it improbable that in that Eastern

climate some flesh is more unwholesome for food than in our own land. As a father

cares for the health of his child, so God cared for every part of Israel's well-being.

Nothing escapes God's attention. " The Lord is for the body." With infinite tender-

Qess, God legislated for the meals of the Hebrews, and gave them the advantage

»f his unerring judgment.

IL Because partial aestixence was salutabt fob the soul. 1. It taught them

thai Heshly appetite was not to be gratified for its own sake—not for mere pleasure.

To i4r ngthen and broaden the desires of the mind is an advantage in itself; but,

excesdve strength of bodily appetite is an evil, an injury to the real man. The lesson

require* to be early learnt, that our nature requires government, that our highest good

caa be r ached only by self-restraint and self-mortification. Bodily desires and
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inclinations are designed to be servants, not masters. 2. It exerciaed tliem in practical

%df-denial. The noblest qualities of human character are acquired only by personal

discipline. Some parts of our nature have to be repressed; some have to be stimulated.

The fleshly propensities have always been unfriendly to the spirit's life. It is a lesson

hard to be learnt, to forego lesser enjoyments for remote adv:inta;j;es. The favour and
society of God amply recompense for all minor pains. 3. The general rule of action

was typical of highr truths. All such animals might be eaten as " parted the hooC,

and chewed the cud." 'J'here was, doubtless, a reason for this permission arising out of

the constituent nature of the flesh. But s[)iritual lessons also were sugc^ested, viz. thnt

to be acceptable for God's service there must be with us mental digestion of his truth,

and there must also be practical circumspection—in our daily walk a separation from
worldly contamination.

III. Because this discrimination in meats would constitute a visible par-
tition FROM THE hkathen. To bring to a successful issue the Divine purposes in

the Hebrew race, it was incumbent to maintain broad distinctions between them and
tlie heathen round about. They lived a coarser and more animal life. Animal passions

were fostered by the glutting of the appetites. Some of the animals denied as food to

the Jews were used by the heathen for divination ; therefore it was safest to label such
animals and birds as an abomination. A wise captain will give to a sunken reef a wide
b( rlh. Further, these differences in social customs and domestic haliits would serve

as perpetual barriers against intermarriages with neighbouring tril>es. 1 his might
appear unsocial and exclusive. But lesser good has to be sacrificed for loftier and
eternal blessing. To every quibble of liuman reason it is surely enough to reply, " God
knows best." Tins proscription of some kinds of food applied to the Jews only. They
might supply to strangers among them food which they were forbidden to eat them-
selves. Thus a practical lesson was taught them tliat they were to be pre-eminently
lr>ly. The moral attainments of others were not to be the standards by which they
sliu'ild measure conduct. More plainly than speech did such prohibition say, " Be not
3f'n formed to the world." What it is allowable for others to do, may be sin for me to

practise.

IV. Because this arrangement served for the daily discipline of faith.
Of the first importance was it that the faith of the Hebrews should be maintained, and
tliat their faith should be practically displayed. Very clearly God had assured them
that this was his will concerning them ; and, whether any reason appeared for the
demand or not, as his acknowledged servants they were bound to obey. Such a require-

ment had some correspondence with the test imposed on our first parents. The act
forbidden might be in itself indifferent—having no moral character. Apart from the
command, they might have eaten, or abstained from eating, without any violation of

conscience. This would make the matter a better test of obedience. In abstaining
from such and such meat, they did no one wrong ; they violated no law of nature, no
law of God : they did themselves no injury. They still had enough to meet all the
necessities of hunger. Here, then, was 'a true test whether men would simply obey
God's word, even though obedience should mean privation. This was the discipline of

faith.—D.

Vers. 22—29.

—

OoiJPs claim upon our money gains. In every province of human
life God requires his proprietorship to be recognized. The seventh part of our timo is

liallowed for his service. The firstfruits of corn were to be devoted to religious uses.

The firstborn in the household belonged to God, and was to be redeemed by substitu-
tion. And now, of all their yearly gains, one-tenth was claimed by God.

I. The ground of God's claim. His claim proceeds from his proprietorship.
Towards the Hebrews he was obviously and directly landlord. He had put them into

possession of their estates, and rightfully could exact from them a rent. And with
res{)ect to all national substance, God is absolute Proprietor. He has an original and
indefeasible right as Creator ; and it is his supreme power that maintains in existence
the treasures of the earth. Even the power we have to accumulate wealth is desiived
from the same beneficent Source. It is liis 'jift, not that he has conveyed to us the
irresponsible right in it, but simjdy in the sense that we haa nothing with which U
purchase it. " The earth is the Lord'Sj and the fulness thereof."
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II. A DEFINITE PROPORTION DEMANDED. It was competent for God to maT^e such

terms as he pleased with men. He might justly hnve permitted for our own use a bare

existence, and required us to devote to him the vesiilue of our gains. Or he might very
prcperly have exacted as his tribute one-half. Whatever had been his f/Ui in the

matter, it would become us meekly to acquiesce. He did make known hiS will very

rlearly to the Jews, and his terms were very generous. So small a portion as one-tenth

he condescended to take, and even this was expended in advantage for the nation-

Many si'j;nificant hints have we that, in unwritten form, this part of his will was made
known to other nations. Among heathen tribes we find the custom prevails of con-

secrating one-tenth of their harvests unto idol gods ; and when Abraham returned from
the conquest of the invaders, he gave to Melchizedek the tithe of all his spoils. Hence
we may regard the law, not as exclusively Jewish, but as intended for all peoples.

III. The method of assessment. No official assessor was appointed. The cost of

collection was nil. Each man was to act as his own assessor, and to separate, at harvest-

time, God's share of corn and wine and oil. It was a transaction between each man
and his God. It was Israel's privilege to live under tiie shield of Jehovah's arm, and
therefore "ever in his Great Taskmaster's eye." The penalty for dishonesty was not

immediate, nor visiblt^. Every plan was devised to suit the convenience of the debtor.

He might bring his tithe to the temple, either in kind or in coin. Jehovah was no hard
Taskmaster, but a considerate and generous King. Giving to him was only another

form of receiving. The absence of intermediary officers was a spiiitual advantage. It

brought each man into direct contact with God, and taught him to act with integrity

towards the " Searcher of hearts."

IV. The employment of God's tithe. The tithe here spoken of is not the tithe

of all profits, which was due to the Levite, but a second tithe. The first tithe was
regarded as an equivalent to the tribe of Levi, for Levi's share in the allotted posses-

sions. Each man in the twelve tribes received, in the original distribution of land, one-

twelfth more than his due, from the fact that Levi did not participate. In return for this

increment of property, each proprietor paid to the tribe of Levi yearly one-tenth of the

produce of the land. This was due as a legal right, and as a just equivalent for non-

participation in the territury. But this second tithe was peculiarly the Lord's. Never-
theless, it was returned, with added blessing, into their own bosoms. Its first use was
to afford a banquet for the offerers themselves. The temple was to be the scene of

sacred feasting. The guests might select such viands as pleased their taste. The over-

shadowing presence ol Jehovali would serve as a sufficient check against excess. To this

banquet, in which the entire household shared, they were to invite the Levite, the

stranger, the widow, and the orphan. The essential idea thus embodied was philan-

thropy. The institution was intended to foster a spirit of benevolence and charily.

The presence of the poor in their midst was to be accounted a benefit. It offered scojie

for the exercise of noblest dispositions. There was to be no niggardly stint in this

provision, for it was at Jehovah's cost, and the occasion was to be characterized by
unrestrained joy.

V. The moral advantages which enstted. 1. It served as a practical reminder of

God's proprietorship in them and in their possessions. Nothing is more easy than to

forget our obligations ; and such forgetfulness is an immeasurable loss. Not an item

was there in their persons, property, or enjoyments, but came from the hand of a

generous God. 2. It was a potent check upon their worldly.minde'incss. The propen-

sity for selfish avarice is indigenous in human nature. Every wise man will welcome

•vny breakwater that will withstand tliis miscliievous tide of cupidity. Thus God, with

woivlrous forethought, provided a safeguard acrainst the abuse of prosperity. He
designs to make even worldly gain serve as a stepping-stone to piety. Money is nothing

more than means to an end. Reconciliation with God, and personal holiness,—these are

tu be the aims of human life. 3. It fostered kindly dispositions among all classes o/

the pfople. Though, as the children of Abraham, they enjoyed great external privileges,

tlii-y were not to despise the stranger. Yea, he too might be admitted to a full share

n their blessings. Brotherly love is a reciprocal boon: both parties are blessed. The
I .imtain of love is replenished in the very act of giving. The helped to-day may
-•(•ome the htiper to-morrow. We are only stewards of God's possessionR-—

D
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XV.

The Teab op Release for the Benefit
OF Debtors and the Emancipation of

Hebrew Slaves. The 8anctification

OF THE Firstborn op Cattle.

Vers. 1—6.—To the prescription of a

tithe for the needy there is added a regu-

lation for the behoof of debtors. The
Israelites were not only to help the poor,

but tliey were to refrain from what would be

a hardship and oppression to them. Debtors,

consequently, were not to be deprived of

the benefit of the sabbatical year, for at the

close of each seventh year there was to be a

release. This does not imply that the debt

was to be remitted, but only that the debtor

was not then to be pressed for payment.

As during the sabbatical year the land lay

uncultivated, and the debtor consequently

would earn nothing, it was reasonable that

he should not then be pressed for payment.

A law that every seventh year debts should

be remitted, would have frustrated itself,

for on such conditions no one would lend,

and so there would be no debtors. This

is an addition to the law of the sabbath-

year (Exod. xxiii. 10, etc. ; Lev. xxv. 2—7).

Ver. 1.—Kelease. The word thus rendered
(ntspc', from cpt?, to leave, toilet lie fallow)

occurs only here and in ver. 2 ; in Exod.
xxxiii. 1 1 the cognate verb is used, and
from this the word is best exjilained. The
debt was to be left in the hands of the
debtor, as the land was to be let lie or left

untilled for that year.

Ver. 2.—Creditor; lilerally, master of the

loan of h is hand, equivalent to owner of what
his hand has lent to another. Comp. the

expression, "what was laid in his hand"
(Lev. V. 21 ; Authorized Version, "in fellow-

ship," Lev. vi. 2); and Neh. x. 32, "the
debt of every hand" (Authorized Version,
" the exaction of every debt"). Neighbour

;

here, f'llow- Israelite. Exact it of his neigh-

bour ; literally, press or urge his neiyhbour,

i.e. to pay. It is called the Lord's

release; rather, a release for Jehovah is

proclaimed ; the sabbatical year, like the

year of jubilee, was proclaimed, and it was
for Jehovah, in his honour, and in accord-

ance with his ordinance.

Ver. 3.—A foreigner ; a stranger of another
nation, having no internal social nlation

to Ibruel C??j)i ut^ distiuguitihed from the

stranger who lived among them and had
claims on their benevolence (TJ). Of such

they might exact a debt, without regard to

the year of release. " This rule breathes
no hatred of foreigners, but simply allows
the Israelites the right of every creditor to

demand his debts and enforce the demand
upon foreigners, even in the sabbatical year.

There was no severity in this, because
foreigners could get their ordinary income
in the seventh year as well as in any other "

(Keil).

Ver. 4.—Save when there shall be no poor
among you; rather, only that there shall

be no poor among you ; q.d., this ordinance
is not intended to jirevent creditors seeking
the payment of their just debts, but only
to prevent there being poor in the land.

The reason assigned is that the Lord would
greatly bless them in the land which he
had given them, so that the creditor would
be no loser by refraining from exacting his

debt from his brother in the seventh year.

Vers. 5, 6.—This blessing, tlioiigh (iromised

and certified, should come only if they were
careful to observe and do all that God com-
manded them. The for at the beginning
of ver. 6 connects this with ver. 4. Thou
shalt lend. The verb in Kal signifies to

borrow on a pledge ; in Hiph, to lend on a

pledge, as here ; it is a denominative from
the Hebrew noun signifying pledge-

Vers. 7—11.—The reference to the release

leads to a prescription regarding readiness

to lend to the poor. They were not to

harden their hearts against their poorer

brethren, nor were they, in the prospect

of the year of release, to refuse to lend tbeni

what was necessary for their uses, but, on

the contrary, were to open their heart and

their hand to them according to their need,

lest the poor should appeal against them to

God, and sin should lie upon them.

Ver. 7.—Harden thine heart; literally,

make strong, so as to suppress natural com-
passion and sympathy.

Ver. 8.—Sufficient for hia need, in that
which he wanteth; literally, the sufficiency

of his need which he needtlh, i.e. whatevei
he might need to meet his requirements.

Ver. 9.—A thought in thy wicked heart

,

literally, a thing in thy heart worthlessness,

i.e. a thing wliich is worthless and un-

wortliy. The word used is belial (hy>h2\

which does not denote that which is wicked
so much as that which is worthless. Thus,
" a man of Belial " is a worthless fellow—
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not necessarily a wicked man (cf. ch. xiii.

13). And it be Bin unto thee; i.e. entail

guilt upon thee, and bo expose thee to the
Divine displeasure.

Ver. 10.—Shall not be grieved ; literally,

ghall not become evil, i.e. shall not entertain

a grudge. They were to give, nut grudgingly
or of necessity, merely through dread of

God's displeasure, but cheerfully and spon-
taneously (cf. 2 Cor. ix. 7). For this God
would bless them in all their works, so that
they should not only be no losers, but should
be gaiuers, by their generosity.

Ver. 11.—They were to open their hand
wide to their poorer brethren, for there
should always be such in the land. This
statement ia not inconsistent with that in

ver. 4, for there it is the prevention of

I)overty by not dealing harshly with the
poor that is spoken of; here it is the con-

tinuance of occasion for the relief of the
poor that is referred to.

Vers. 12—18.—From injunctions regard-

ing the treatment of the poor and of debtors

the transition is easy to the law concerning

slaves, inasmuch as it was through the

stress of poverty that any became such from

among their brethren. The law, as here

laid down, is the same as that in Exod.

xxi. 2—(5, somewhat expanded ; the most

important addition being that the slave is

not only to go free after six years of service,

but is to be furnished by his master with

the means of setting up a home for himself.

The six years here specified are not to be

confounded with the years ending at the

sabbatical year; they are any six years

during which the individual has been in

bondage.

Ver. 14.—Thou shalt furnish him liber-

ally; literally, shalt lay on his neck, i.e. thou
shalt load him. The meaning is well ex-
pressed in the Authorized Version. This
IS the new prescription added to the earlier

law.

Ver. 15.—Compliance is enforced by the
consideration that the Israelites had been
themselves bondmen in Egypt, and had
been redeemed out of that bondage by God
(cf. oh. T. 15; X. 19; xvL 12; zxiv. 18, 22;

Exod. xxii. 20 ; xxiii. 9 ; L«v. xix. 34). As
God had dealt by them, so it behoved them
to deal by others in like condition and
need.

Vers. 16, 17.—It might happen, however,
that the slave chose rather to remain with
his master than to be manumitted, and in
that case he was not to be forced to go free,

which would be a hardship to him, but was
to be, by a formal process of nailing his ear
to the door of his master's house, constituted
his slave for life (cf. Exod. xxi. 5). This
was not a painful operation, especially as
the servant's ear was probably already
pierced for a ring; nor does any infamy
appear to have been attached to the bearing
of this bailge of perpetual servitude. There
is no mention here, as in Exodus, of the
matter being referred to the judges; and
this has led some to suppose that, by the
time this later prescription was given, the
earlier usage had passed away; but it is

more natural to suppose that this usage
was BO regular and well known that it wa«
needless formally to announce it.

Ver. 18.—Where a slave determined to

have his fieedom, the master was to set him
free without grudge ; for he hath been worth
a double hired servant to thee, in serving
thee six years ; literally, double the hire of a
hireling he hath served thee six years, i.e. he
hath saved to thee as much again as it

would have cost thee to pay a hired labourer
to do the same amount of work.

Vers. 19—28.—In ch. xii. 6, 17 and in

ch. xiv. 23, reference is made to sacrificial

meals, and to the appropriation of the
firstlings of the herds and flocks thereto;

Moses here reverts to this, and gives a
fuller exposition of it. It is enjoined that,

as all the firstborn were to be sanctified to

the Lord (Kxod. xiii. 2—13), they were not
to work with the firstborn of their cattle,

either by yoking the bullock to the plough
or waggon or by shearing the sheep : these
belonged to God, and were not to be put to

any vulgar uses of men
;
year by year they

were to be brought to the sanctuary, oflered

as sacrifices, and eaten before the Lord. 11

any of the firstborn animals were blind, or

lame, or in any way blemished, such was
not to be oft'ered to the Lord, but might
be used as food in their ordinary places of

residence (cf. Ler. zzii 1^, eto.).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1

—

B.^DMne checks on human greed. In this paragraph the Institution of

the sabbatical year is presupposed (cf. Exod. xxiii. 9—13 ; Lev. xxv. 2—7). During
this year the 1 md was to rest, and it would doubtless be conducive to after-fruitlulnesi

to give the soil this respite, by letting it lie i'allow every seveatb year, for at this tim«
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tlie eflfect of the rotation of crops was unknown.* We by no means affirm that sucli

was the only reason for the appointment
;
yet nothing hinders us from regarding it as

a reason. In that year there was to be a general remission of debts. To all appear-

ance, there would, however, be one social danger arising from so peculiar an arrange-

ment. Human nature, as regards capacity, aptitude, tact, kindness, hardness, etc.,

would difl'er as greatly among Hebrews as among any other pet>ples. There would be

the wise manager, and the man who knew not how to manage at all. There would

oe. some easily " taken in," and others watching for an opportunity of enriching them-

j-clves at another's expense. And among the harder men, the thought would naturally

arise, " Well, if I must not work to increase my gains that year, I will at least secure

all that I ought to have, by collecting all debts due to me, and this I will do with

rigour." Now, here comes in this law mercifully guarding the weak against the

rapacity of the strong, compelling men, at least outwardly, to show some regard for

those who are somewhat behindhand in the race for life, and preventing the more
successful ones from so exacting from poorer men as to reduce them to helpless depen-

dence upon others. The following points may be noted. 1. The sabbatical year is

here assumed, ut supra. 2. This year debts were to be remitted,—not cancelled, but

pressure for payment was to be postponed. 3. Thus there was to be an enforced

pause in the accumulation of wealth. 4. The sentiment of kindliness and forbearance

as well as of justice in business life, was thus taught. 5. At the same time, there is

a safeguard against the Hebrews being trifled with by foreigners by a misuse of this

law. A foreigner (one who was so in all respects) might incur a debt in the sixth

year, thinking that, as a Hebrew could not press for it the next year, he should have

a long respite ; while, as he was not bound by the Hebrews' Law, he could press for

debts due to him ! This would have been unequal. Hence God guards Israel against

such inequality, and saj's, as a foreigner is not under this law so far as debts due to

him are concerned, so neither is he included in it with regard to debts incurred by
him ; and the release is not intended to operate where its operation cannot be equal

all round. 6. ^loreover, there is in this law no encouragement to mendicancy, but

rather such a check on pressure by the rich, and such an inculcation of regard for the

poor, that beggary may be a thing unknown among them. The word " beggar " does

not occur once in the Mosaic institutes (cf. Michaelis's ' Commentary on the Laws of

Moses,' art. 14k!). Surely in all this there is abundance of material for homiletic

teaching from a Christian point of view. The formal institution here referred to has

passed away. But, if we follow out the formula already laid down, that/or?ns chanye,

but principles never,—we cannot he at a loss for an exposition of the ethical teaching

which this paragraph suggests for all time. For, as is well remarked by Mr. Garden,
" The spirit of this law is the same as that of the weekly sabbath. Both have a bene-

ficent tendency, limiting the rights and checking the sense of property ; the one puts

in God's claims on time, the other on the land. The land shall keep a sabbath unto
the Lord." " The land is mine." Let us, then, study the Divine checks on human
greed, as they are shown to us in the teaching of the Ntw Testament.

I. We have the distinct declaration, " Ye are not yottb ovtn." This is far

wider and deeper than any analogous statement of I»Ioses. For while Israel had been
redeemed out of Egypt, so that God said, "I gave Egypt for thy ransom, Ethiopia
and Scba for thee," we must all feel how infinitely short that comes of the tender

pathos in 1 Cor. vi. 19, 20 ; 1 Pet. i. 18, 19. The phrase, " Ye are not your own,"
must needs cover the whole ground of all that we are and have. As " redemption

"

was the appeal at the basis of Israel's life, so is it in the case of God's people now.
II. We are redeemed that we might live for God by living for otheus.

We are expected to have " the same mind" which was also in Christ Jesus (Phil, ii

1—8). Note the argument involved in 2 Cor. viii. 7, 9 ; also that in Rom. xiv. 7,

et seq. See the purpose of Christ's redeeming work, as stated in Titus ii. 14 ; and also

the law of the Christian life in Gal. vi. 1—10. In these passages there is so much ol

duty indicated with regard to others, that though little of minute detail is now
specified, yet Cbristian men canuot go far wrong if their lives are regulated th^r^bv
(iCor.x.24).

"^

• See art. ' Sabl«tical Year,* in Smith's * Bibh Diet*
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III. The prohibition of our Lord AaAiNsx oovetousness is very stern and
STRONG. (See Luke xii. 13—2L) At every stage of that paragraph there is some new
ami startling light in which the evil of covetousness is seen. 1. It cherishes a totally

mistaken view of life (Luke xii. 15). 2. It is perilous (Luke xii. 20). Hence : 3. It is

fuolish (Luke xii. 20, 21). Strong checks these! Far stronger than Israel's.

IV. '1'heke is a Divine stigma upon covEToasNESS. (See Eph. v. 5; Col. iii. 5.)

It is idolatry. It is giving to creature objects the regard which is due only to God.

He would have us " in his light see light," and regard the greed of gain as an abomi-

iiuble thing.

V. There is a Divine rule fob labour. It is given us in Eph. iv. 28. The
observance of this precept would prevent the social evil arising from covetousness on
the one hand, and would create the good accruing from benevolence on the other.

" Let him labour in (rrder that he may have the wherewith to give 1 " How truly

sulilime ! It is like the benevolence of God.

VI. The Christian teacher has special injunctions for the rich, with the

liiving of which he is charged. (1 Tim. vi. 17—19.) Thus the Christian code is by
no means less comprehensive than the Mosaic. On the contrary, it is far more so.

It is equally striugeut in allowing no one to think of his property as his own.

VII. Our God would wxn as well as warn. See Heb. xiii. 5, "Let your turn

of mind be free from the love of money (oupiKdpyypos)." Why ? " Because himself

hath said, I will in no wise fail thee, neither will I in any wise forsake thee " (see also

2 Pet. L 4). We are permitted, in Christ, to call God " ours," to tind in his love our

joy, in his wisdom and strength our stay, in his wealth our supply. Hence we ought to

be lifted up above any consuming racking care, and to be loyally obedient to God's will

iu the sanctified use of all that we have (Matt. vi. 33).

Let any one set side by side the Mosaic regulations in the paragraph we have just

been considering, with the seven considerations adduced from New Testament teach

-

inf. Let him compare them with one another. And, if we mistake not, he will find

more than ample material for other Homilies on the height, the breadth, the depth,

and the length of Christian ethics, as covering the entire ground of the relations of

man to man and of man to God, and as requiring no less exactitude in detail through

less detail being specified. It is said (and we fear it is said truly) that the great

hindrance to God's work iu the world is that the Christian name does not carry with

It Christian morality. Ah ! if it did, how luminous would such morality appear I Let

but the above considerations be universally acted out, on all sides, and no more

strifes between capital and labour would ever be known. The rich would neither oppress,

aor despise, nor neglect the poor ; the poor would no longer be jealous of the rich. Both

would recognize their mutual relation to and need of each other. While, with universal

cight'-ousness and kindness, mendicancy would be a thing unknown. And never,

never, till there is a new principle of love infused through the various classes of society,

A'ill such a consummation be attained ! Still, however sad our hearts may be as we

;onsider how far we are off from the mutual regard between owner and labourer which

jven Moses enjoined, let each of us feel his personal responsibility for fidelity to the

Divine Law. Oi.ly as this is felt and discharged by each, can it be felt and discharged

oy all. The Lord make us and all men to abound in good will, and may the supreme

oene\olence which has its somce in heaven flow o'er the world as a pure river of water

)flifel

Vers. 7—11.

—

The duty of kindness to the poor. There seems to be at first sight a

liscrepancy between the phrase in ver. 4 and that in ver. 11. The former is, " Save

vhen there shall be no poor among you ;" the latter, " The poor shall never cease out of

«he land." The first phrase is, however, a reason assigned for the injunction which

nad been given : it is equivalent to, " Simply, that there be no poor among you,*

i.e. this or that was an appointment in Israel, in order that the number of the poor might

be reduced to a minimum, and that those who were poor might not become abjectly so.

But no such external law could ever prevent some from falling back in the race. As
long as men's constitutions, capacities, and characters were widely difi"erent, so would

their measure of success be. A levelling of circumstances could be brought about only

through a levelling of men, after all had been brought to a uniform startiu^-poiuu
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Such genial enactments as the one in vers. 1—6 might prevent beggary, but would not
do away with poverty. " The poor shall never cease out of the laud." This phrase is

not to be regarded &s indicating a Divine appointment that it should be so, but as a
Divine declaration that it would be so. As long as men are what they are, and the
varied features of temperament and ability continue as they are, so long will there be
abundant scope for the exercise of sympathy and of kindly help. The points noticeable
in this paragraph are five. 1. Year after year fresh claims on the kindly help of the
prosperous would be presented by their poorer brethren (ver. 11). 2. These claims
were to be generously and even gladly met, as if it were a delight. We need not
charge the writer with ministering to idleness and beggary (see relerence to Michaelis,
in previous Homily). The word for, yea, even the conception of, a beggar, as we now
understand it, is entirely absent from the Mosaic statutes. Honest and diligent work
is supposed to be universal ; though it might not be uniformly skilful or successful.

3. The desire to evade any obligation thus presented, was a wicked violation of the spirit

of the Law (ver. 9). 4. The cry of the neglected or ojjpressed poor would rise up to

God, and be heard. 5. The Lord would remember the sin of cruel neglect and unkind-
ness, or of haughty coldness.

Now, this chapter generally, and therefore this paragraph as a part of it, may be
viewed in one of two aspects : either as a section of the Mosaic code of jurisprudence,
or as an inculcation of social duty. It would be obviously beyond or beside our
province to deal with it in the former aspect ; we are concerned solely with the latter.

We need not ask whether, in our New Testament standard, kindness to the poor is

ecjoined ? That is understood. Our one query is this

—

Now THAT WE ARE UNDEB ChRIST, A3 OUR LEADER, HOW IS THE DUTY OF KINDNESS
TO THE POOR PUT AND ENFORCED ? 1. That duty which Moscs enjoined as the leader
and legislator of Jehovah's people, our Lord Jesus Christ set on the ground of his own
sovereign right, and enforced by his own example. In that wondrous ch;iptcr of John's
Gospel, the thirteenth, we are told that, when our Saviour had washed his disciples'

feet, he told them that he had given them an example that they should do as he had
done to them, and also said, " Ye call me Master and Lord : and ye say well ; for so
I am. If I then, your Lord and Master," etc. We cannot suj)pose that this one act
of kindness and condescension was merely meant to be literally followed. It must have
been a kind of rei)resentntivedeed, in which our Lord virtually said, " In whatever way
you may comfort or soothe a worn and weary brother by ministering to his wants, do
not shrink from doing it, even though it may involve many a lowly, self-sacrificing act."
Surely this covers the ground indicated in this paragraph, and includes the duty
of giving to tlie jwor and helping the needy, whatsoever their need may be. 2. Our Lord
regards the poor and needy as his poor: all, generally, because he died /or them; some,
especially, because he lives in them. Hence, whoever would act towards them so as to

show tliem the power and glory of a living Saviour's sympathy, must let the poor feel

through him the warm touch of a tender Saviour's love. Our Lord said in his intercessory
prayer, " As thou hast sent me into the world, even so have I also sent them into the
vcorld." Thus believers are to act in the world in the name and on the behalf of our
Lord Jesus Christ, as the friends and benefactors of men. 9. Our Lord reckons a kindness
shown to men for his sake, as if it were done to him. Even in the Old Testament we get
a thought akin to this (Isa. Ixiii. 9). But in the New Testament the truth is more clearly

defined (cf. Acts ix. 4, where it is presented to us in connection with tiie reverse of kind-
ness). In Matt. XXV. 31—46 it is shown us more strikingly still. Christ and his people
are one ; and a kindness done to men, out of love to him, is done to him. Is there not
a wondrous touch of nature here? Would not a mother feel a kindness shown to her
gon, for her sake, as if it were shown to her ? If the mother were in England and the
son in New Zealand, she would feel the same. And if the son were even base and
nnworthy, and love did cling to him for the mother's sake, she could not feel the
kindness the less. And we are permitted to take this thought up into the heavenly
region, and to read the amazing words, *' Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the
least of these, ... ye have done it unto me." 4. Of so much importance is this kindness
to the poor for Christ's sake to be reckoned by us, that we are to watch for and seize

opportunities of doini:; "good unto all men, spt-cially to them that are of the hou.-ichold

of faith ;" yea, so labouring, we are even to support the weak, recalling those priceless
PEUTEBONOMT. g
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words which an apostle was mercifully led to save from the peril of iinrecorded sayings,

" It is more blessed to give than to receive." Whenever and wherever there is presented

to us a case of genuine need, thirc is an opportunity for honouring our Saviour which

we must not suflVr to pass by unimproved. 5. Tliere are New Testament warnings

against the neglect of the poor, which are not only not less severe than any in th«

Old Testnment—they are even more so. We may arrange them in three classes, giving

one specimen under each. (1) 1 John iii. 17 : If a man can knowingly neglect the

poor, God's love is not in his heart. Where love dwells in the heart, there will b«

corresponding words on the tongue, and corresponding blessings in the hand.

'^2) Jas. ii. 5—9 ; v. 1—i : The Apostle James declares that to neglect or despise the

poor is sin against God ; and that the cries of oppressed poverty will be heard in

lieaven. (3) Matt. xxv. 31—46: Our Lord has explicitly told us that in the day of

judgment, the one test which will be applied to men, and by which their destiny will

be decided, will be that of kindness to the poor for his sake ! Where that has been,

1 enitence and faith have wrought out in love. Where that has not been, there has

been no love, and, consequently, neither faith nor penitent obedience. It is not neces-

sary to be openly wicked and profane, in order to incur rejection by the Great Judge

at last. There may have been not a single vice which shocked society or violated

outward propriety Be it so. Even then the absence of the activities of love will be

a man's ruin. He who has not lived to save his brother will not himself be saved. A
piety that is known only by negatives will be disowned by our sovereign Lord;

while genuine, active, unselfish love, though it may have had but a limited sphere

for service, oft sheddmg a tear that it could do no more, will meet with the holy

Master's loving recognition, and will receive his gracious reward 1

Vers. 12—18.

—

Tl\e rights of the slaves. By some who are but slightly acquainted

with the subject, and who have too strong an animus against the Old Book to deal

fairly with it, it has been made a matter of complaint against our Lord and his apostles

that they did not put down slavery with a strong hand. The same may be said of Moses.

If, however, without prejudging the case, we reverently ask, Why was it that he, as a

divinely commissioned legislator, tolerated the institution of slavery? we are but

proposing a question which opens up a field for thoughtful study, and we shall not be

left without a satisfactory answer. And in the answer which the facts will supply

there will be contained a world of instructive teaching to the devout and thoughtful

mind. (The student would do well to examine the articles of Michaelis on this subject.)

Putting the case generally, so as to prepare the reader for the details which follow, we
would say—Moses found slavery existing ; he permitted its continuance, but he placed

the slave-holder under such restrictions that the slaves would become conscious of

their rights as men and as brethren ; he so limited slavery itself, that no Hebrew
could be a slave for life, except ot his own voluntary will ; and in his elevated

ethical code, he repeatedly insisted on the equality of men before God ; thus dropping

in men's minds such seeds of truth that, when they germinated and brought fruit, the

institution of slavery would cease, because the peoples would come to be educated

out of it I
*

If now we briefly enumerate the several provisions connected with slaves and slave-

holding, we shall see, in detail, the proof of the above general remark. 1. The Hebrew

slave might be held for six years only ; in the seventh he was to be permitted his

freedom : excepting as provided in the eleventh detail. 2. There were other pro-

visions, e.g. those connected with the year of jubilee, for ensuring the freedom of the

slave, given in Lev. xxv. 3. Rigorous exaction and harshness were distinctly and

sternly forbidden (Lev. xxv. 39—43). If these injunctions and the reasons for them

are considered, it will be seen that Hebrew slavery was unlike any other that the world

has known. 4. If a master by revengeful treatment inflicted serious bodily injury on

the slave, such slave was to have his freedom (Exod. xxi. 26). 5. Undue punishnient

was avenged by the judges (Exod. xxi. 20, 21). 6. The slave might acquire property

of his own, and might even amass enough to buy his own freedom (Lev. xxv.).

7. There were special" decrees for the benefit of the slave. They were to be free from

all manner of work on the sabbath day. They had a right to fruit which grew

cpontaneously during the sabbatical year. They were to have their share of the
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feasts at the great national festivals. 8. If they accepted freedom at the end of the

sixth year, thoy were not to be sent away eini)ty, but v/crc to be furnished by their

master, liberally and gladly, with a sufficiency wherewith to " start on their own
account." 9. The idea of freedom was ever kept before them. Tliey might not sell

themselves for life to any one. They were the Lord's freemen, and they were not to

pervert the Divine thought by becoming life-long bundmen (Lev. xxv. 4'2). 10. As
the nation rose in intelligence, their laws became more and more liberal. Provi-

sions which were intended at first only for the menservants, wi re extendcii, even in the
lifetime of Moses, to the maidservants likewise (cf. Exod. xxL 7 and ch. xv. 17)
11. If a slave did not accept his freedom when he might have it, he was to have his

ears bored, that so he njight bear about with him the brand that he had chosen
servitude for life (vers. 16, 17). Surely the object of this apparently strange enactment
was to create among the people a disrespect for self-chosen servitude, and so, silently

yet powerfidly, to lilt them above it. And yet one more feature should be noted, viz. :

12. When a loreign slave escaped from his master, the moment he touched the Hebrews'
soil he was a free man 1 (ch. xxiii. 16). Surely no one can study all these details with-

out seeing that the entire tendency of the Mosaic Law was to lift up the jieople, to

advance their happiness, their freedom, their inteihgence, and their mutual regard!

If now for a little wc pass to the New Testament, to see how the apostles of Jesus
Christ regarded and dealt with slaves and slavery, and what their teachings were on
this subject, we find that very little is said. There is no denunciation of the institu-

tion, notwithstanding the very wide difference between slavery under the Hebrews and
under the Greeks and Romans. But we find : 1. Rules for masters, demanding that

they render unto their slaves that which is just and equal, since even they, with all

their power, are nut irresponsible, but have themselves a Master in heaven, to whom
the slave is as precious as his owner. 2. They taught at the same time loyalty and
obedience on the part of the slave, and urged on him the duty of so serving an earthly

master that, in the very act thereof, he should serve a heavenly one. 3. That both
master and slave would receive from their common I^ord a reward according to their

measure of fidelity ; "knowing that whatsoever good thing any man doeth, the same
shall he receive of the Lord, whether he he bond or free." 4. They laid down afresh, in

the name of the Lord Jesus, the old Mosaic law, that " there is no respect of persons

with God ; " thus teaching the equality of all men in the eye of him " who judgeth
according to every man's work."

Now, comparing the Old and New Testament treatment of slavery, what do we
see? In the Old Testament a number of details which would work in the direction

of freedom, and thoughts dropped which would bring slavery to an end. In the New-
Testament the details are not repeated. 1. Because, having been given once, repetition

would have been of little service. 2. Because the apostles were not laying down laws
for a commonwealth in the same sense that Moses was. But, though we have no repe-

tition of details, we have (1) such an inculcation of kindness on one side and of loyal t>
on the other, as, when mutually heeded, would make slavery cease to he slavery in all

save the name ; and (2) such a clear enunciation of the truth, that in Christ there is

neither bond nor free, that, when the power of this Divine impartiality was felt,

slavery would ultimately cease both in fact and in name the wide world over!

Thus we see that the Divine Being in his infinite wisdom has seen fit to adopt a
similar process under both the Jewish and Christian dispensations, viz. that of

educating men by the power of truth and goodness up to such a level, that they volun-
tarily put down this or that social wrong, instead of thrusting it out at once by a
violent hand. Had e.g. this wrong of slavery been forcibly put down, the spirit of

enslaving would have still existed on one side, and an opening for unbridled lawlessness
nnght have been created on the other. But bv the Divine process, slower though it be,

the master is lifted up above the level of the tyruit, the slave comes to be regarded as

a man and a brother, and ultimately the last letter shall be snapped, and men brought
unto the glorious liberty of the children of God!
Nor can we do justice to our theme unless we pohat out, for practical use and fervent

exhortation, the spiritual significance of the whole.

L The equality of men befoke God. The Divine love and regard embrace all.

The overshadowing wing of mercy covers all, and the free offers of mercy are maofl r^

all(l8a. ]v. 1-7).
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II. Because op the value God sets on evert man, he fokbids ant man to take
ANOTHER CAPTIVE, AND FOUBIDS MAN SELLING HIMSELF INTO CAPTIVITT OF ANT KIND.
•' Ye are bought with a price; be ye not the slaves of men."

III. We ABK FREE FROM HUMAN FETTERS THAT WE MAT BE AB80LUTELT FREE TO
SERVE God. " As free, but not using your liberty for a cloak of maliciousness ; but as

I he servants of God."
IV. Absolute lotaltt to God is the surest and best guarantee of fidelitt

towards men. Nothing would be wanting between master and servant now, if both
were purely loyal to the Great Supreme. He who is bound by the vow of a holy con-

secration to serve a holy God, may be trusted with any department of human service.

V. To this our God would win and lead us, bt patient teachinq and qbacxoub
TRAINING. It takes long to perfect a world or even a class.

Ver. 21.

—

Sacrifices to he without blemish. A reference to passages in the Books of

Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, will show the frequency with which the injunction

here contained was insisted upon, and the importance attached to it. Sacrifices offered

to God must be without blemish. The entire Mosaic system of sacrifice was symbolic
in relation to the Church that then was, and typical in relation to the Church of the

future. We can scarcely miss the teaching of the enactment before us, if only we
seek to interpret it with reverent and loyal hearts. Surely it taught two things in the

region of law, and also two things in the sphere of grace. The former were : 1. That
in the eye of the All-pure One, every moral flaw or defect was an offence, and
therefore could not be accepted by him. 2. That as man was guilty before God, he
could not, on the reckoning of bare law, be well-pleasing in the eyes of a riahteous

Being, to whom all evil was an abomination. The latter were: 1. That a flawless

sacrifice was to be selected and offered to God by, and in the name, and on the behalf

of, the guilty one. 2. That such flawless sacrifice, if offered in sincerity and penitence

of spirit, would be accepted on his behalf. Now, we are not left to interpret the type

as best we may, nor are we called on to offer the symbolic sacrifice. The antitype

has come. The reality is ours. And an inspired interpretation of ancient rites is

given us by apostles and prophets of our Lord and Saviour (cf. Heb. ix. 14 ; 1 Pet.

i. 19; Eph. v. 27; 2 Pet. iii. 14; Jude 24; Rev. xiv. 5> With such teaching

before us, we can see a sixfold significance in our text.

I. Here is a Divine appeal to the conscience. It says, in language which ought
never to be mistaken, " the least speck of sin is an offence to God ; " and guilty man
cannot, on the ground of his own right, have any standing-groimd for an instant before

him. It is said that in the later days of the Jewish economy, when the offerer brought
his sacrifice, the slaughterer (who was other than the priest) took a two-edged knife

and ran it from the nape of the neck down the spine, laying it bare. Not unfre-

quently this would disclose a dark spot : this was a blemish ; the animal was unfit for

sacrifice, and had to be cast away. Hence the allusion in Heb. iv. 12, which, so under-

stood, has in it marvellous power. For this blemish did not apjiear on the surface, it

came not out to the light till the spinal marrow was exposed to view. Hence, see

Heb. iv. 13, specially the marvellous phrase, "iraj/Ta Sh yvuvii koI rerpaxn><t(rii-(va^' K.r.\.

Every creature is " opened " unto the eyes of him with whom is our account. And
though exterior conduct may be such as to commend itself to the eye of man, yet in

the " marrow " of one's being there may be a sin which is an offence to (Jod. May be ?

There i». There are sins upon sins, and there is sinfulness, which is the root and ground

of all. And hence it must be the case that sinful man has no right, on the ground of
his own merits, to expect accejytance before God. This is the very ground-work

of evangelical theology. It is said, " Pectus facit theologum," but we would say rather

(as has been remarked to us), " Conscientia facit theologum;" for only as this appeal to

the conscience is felt, will the after-appeals properly tell.

II. Here is a Divine invitation to faith. There was to be a sacriBce chosen,

without blemish, wliich was to be presented by and on behalf of the offerer (John i.

29). God has provided a Lamb for a burnt offering, and for a sin offering too (Isa. liii.

6 ; 2 Cor. v. 21). (For a discussion of the grounds on which the offering of the Body of

Jesus Christ once for all could be valid for the race, see Dale on the Atonement,

s^t X.) Suffice it here to say that this offering had the dignity of a Divine Sacrifice*
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the appropriateness of a human one, and the "sweet-smelling savour" of a perfectly

pure one. Besides which it had all the spontaneity of a voluntary offering, and all the

generosity of a noble self-surrender for the sake of others; in making which tlie

Redeemer was satisfied. And this offering which infinite love has made, loving faith

may take and call its own ; and abandoning all pretence to a standing-ground in native

rigiit, it may find an everlastingly firm one in sovereign grace !

III. Hebe is a Divine call to penitence. The sacrifice was to be offered with
confession of sin (see Lev. xvi. 21), All the several ordinances which were sprea-!

over different sacrificial services in Israel, find their varied significances (grouped in one.

in the attitude of the sinner before the cross of his Saviour. Well might Watts writt:,

" My faith would lay her hand," etc. While we accejjt the Divine Sacrifice for sin,

penitential confession over sin should ever mark us (see Ps. li.).

IV. Here is a Divine demand for rectitude of heart. When we bring o'.n

offerings to the Lord, no defect should be knowingly tulciated by us. Grace gives u-

warrant to laxity, and true penitence will be scrupulon.sly iu(ulerant of it (Ps. Ixvi. Is).

The freeness of pardon to the penitent involves no modification of ethical stringency.

for the fact is, wherever there is any known tolerance ol ill, to that extent penitence

doe* not exist. God puts away sin by forgiving it, only as we put it away by repentin-;

of it and casting it off.

V. Here is a Divtne summons to devotion. Jesus died, the just for the unjust,

that he might bring us to God. And where a man, sorry lur sin, intolerant of the evil

in his nature, struggling against it, and pleading with (,!od to uproot it, casts himseli

before God in this genuine uprightness of soul, none of the imperfections over which he

mourns shall prevent the Divine accej^tance of such an offering, presented, as it will

be, in the name of the spotless Son of God. The virtue ot his spotless sacrifice

ensures the acceptance of ours. Every true and sincere penitent is, on this ground of

free grace and dying love, as well-pleasing to God and as near to his heart as the purest

angel before the eternal throne. The offering to God of a broken and a contrite heart

is one which he cannot and will not despise (see also Heb. xiii. 15, IG).

VI. Here is a Divine prophecy, to inspire hope. These sacrifices of ours, offered

in penitence, faith, and love, are still but imperfect. And the holiest souls are most
alive to such imperfection, and most sorrowful over it. Hence it should be no small

joy to find in the Word of God piecisely the same expressions used to express the

future purity of believers that are employed to indicate the perfection of the Redeemer's

sacrifice. As the one Great Sacrifice was " without blemish ami without spot," so all

those who are themselves living sacrifices to God, shall be " without spot or wrinkle,

or any such thing." He who received them at first on the ground of his own purity,

shall create in them a spotlessness like his own. They shall he " wiihout fault"

t)efore the throne of God. And he who died for them shall then present them as his

own I

Have we not here (in conclusion) a remarkable illustration of what the Apostle Paul
so often speaks of as "the righteousness of God"? Each one of these six steps is a

fresh aspect of it. The first shows the righteousness of God in taking cognizance
u{ sin ; the second, the righteousness of God in offering a spotless sacrifice for sin ; the

third, the righteousness of God in requirin.; penitential acknowledgment of sin

;

the fourth, the righteousness of God in demanding intolerance of sin ; the fifth, the

righteousness of God in accepting our consecration in the name of a Sinless One, only
when we penitently put away sin; the sixth, the righteousness of God in ensuring

that those who are living sacrifices to him shall ultimately be perfectly freed from all

sin ! Thua from beginning to end " grace reigns through righteousness, unto eternal

life, by Jesus Christ our Lord." "Now unto him that is able to keep us from falling,

and to present us faultless before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy, to

the only wis© Orod. our Saviour, be glory and majesty, dominion and power, both now
and erer. Amen."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—12.—" Tlie LorcTs release," The sabbatic year was in many respects a year of

Xtxetej to the poor. The beautiful name given to it here—" the Lord's release "—suggests
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j^ospel ideas. It finds its hii^lier counterpart in that " acceptable year of the Lord "

(Luke iv. J 9), which is the true " Lord's release." Christ came " to preach the gospel

to the poor," and " to preach deliverance to the captives " (Luke iv. 18). This " accepted

time " is the period of Cod's forbearance with our sins (2 Cor. v. 19 ; vi. 2). It is

the time also of forgiveness of sins to those who believe—a "Lord's release" indeed, not

from money debts, but from spiritual ones (Matt. vi. 12), not temporary, but eternal.

It is the time of the setting free of bondsmen—Satan's captives—those held in thrall by
evil (Eom. vi. 18 ; 2 Tim. ii. 26). We are taught by this law

—

L That the poor have a claim on the forbearance op the rich. (Vers
1—5.) Such a claim will willingly be recognized by the loving heart. It will shrink

from pushing hard on any one. It will put itself in the debtor's place, and bear with
him as long as possible. This was the lesson enforced by the law of " the release."

It secured for the poor debtor a whole year of grace. It interposed a check upon the

creditor's selfishness, and rebuked liim if disposed to press hard upon his brother. It

did more, testifying by its very existence to God's sympathy with the poor, and to his

desire that they should be mercifully treated. The harshly exacting spirit, however
common, is not God's or Christ's (Matt, xviii. 23—35). It is assumed, of course, that

the case of poverty is genuine. There is no evidence that, even during the sabbatic

year, the creditor was not entitled to recover his debt from a man well able to pay it.

II. That the poor have a claim ox the assistance of the rich. (Vers. 7—12.)

Assistance goes beyond forbearance. The Law requires, not simply that lenders of

money should not be harsh and unforbearing in exacting its repayment, but that, where
need exists, they should be willing, nay forward, to render such assistance as is in their

power. Honest poverty—for such only is in contemplation—creates a claim which
those "having this world's good" (1 John iii. 17) are not at liberty to disregard.

Heart and hand are to be alike open to the cry of distress. The giving is to be : (1)
liberal; (2) ungrudging; (3) disinterested (cf. Matt. v. 42). Note: 1. Liberal assist-

ance in a time of need is worth many doles spread over a longer period. 2. Assistance,

where practicable, should be given in the form of loans. This is the idea of the law, and
it is in harmony with the best modern opinion. Loans are preferable to simple charity

;

they do not pauperize ; they develop the principle of self-help, encourage diligence

and thrift, and foster the spirit of honest independence. Those who cannot be helped

save by gratuities must, of course, be helped cheerfully.

III. That liberality to those in need tends to our own enrichment. (Vers.

4—7, 10.) No truly liberal man will make this the motive of his liberality. But as

a secondary encouragement to liberal giving, and as removing fears of the possible

results to one's own fortunes, it deserves to be considered. The liberal soul is usually

not the loser, but the gainer, by its liberality. Selfishness defeats itself. Subtle

spiritual laws operate to produce this result. 1. Liberality reacts upon the soul itself

to ennoble and expand its powers. This tends in the direction of enrichment. 2. The
liberal man is loved and trusted. He gets kindness shown him for his kindness to

others (Luke vi. 30—30). He is one whom neighbours and friends are always willing

to serve, and to speak a good word for. 3. God's blessing is upon him (vers. 4, 10).

Through that blessing he is prospered. He divides and conquers. By opening his

hand liberally, he gets more than he parts with. " There is that scattereth and yet

increaseth," etc. (Prov. xi. 24, 25).—J. 0.

Ver. 11.— The poor in the land. The meaning is that there will always be greater or

less scope for the exercise of the virtues of kindness and liberality,—that it is vain to

hope for a Utopian condition of society in which there shall be absolutely no poor.

I. This does not imply : 1. That many existing causes of poverty cannot be per-

manently removed. 2. That every attempt ought not to be made to reduce poverty

within its narrowest limits. The saying;, " Ye have the poor always with you" (Matt,

xxvi. 11), is no utterance of fatalism. Much can be done to reduce poverty. With the

growth of society, still more as a result of the spread of Christian principles, numbers
of the causes of poverty now existing may be expected to disappear (idleness, intem-
perance, bad laws, merciless competition, class antagonisms, unfavourable sanatory

conditions, etc.).

IL It does imply : 1. That under the most favourable conditions of existence on
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earth a residuum of poverty is still to be looked for. (1) There are diversities of talents.

There will always be those whose abilities only fit them for the humblest positions in

society. And these may be left friendless, or health may fail them, or they may live

to old age, and become dependent. (2) There are vicissitudes offortune. These come
to the most fortunate of men, reducing them oftentimes to great straits. And it is

too much to expect that, even under m.illennial conditions.'tlie causes of such vicissitudes

will altogether cease to operate. 2. That wliile poverty lasts, it is our duty to help to

bear its burden. Poverty, in a state of society such as we anticipate as the goal u{

history, need never be the painful thing it is now. With loving hearts, and hands
ready to help, its sting will be taken away.—J. O.

Vers. 12—19.— Bondmen. No argument in favour of modern slave-holding can Ixs

drawn from Hebrew bond-service. The Hebrew bondmen, unlike modern slaves, were
incorporated as part of the nation; had legal rights; took part in the religious feasts;

if mutilated or injured, thereby obtained their freedom. On the sabbatic year the
Hebrew bondman regained his freedom, going out, not simply free, but loaded with
presents. We learn

—

I. The natubal right of man to his freedom. (Vers. 12, 13.) Freedom is man's
birthright. It cannot be bartered. He must not be robbed of it by violence. If from
temporary causes the use of it is lost, the right itself is not destroyed. So the Jews
were taught by the return of every Hebrew to his freedom in the seventh year. It is a
primary and unalienable right of man, which here, like underlying rock, juts to the
surlace.

II. The right of servants to equitable and generous treatment. (Vers.
13—16.) Bondmen were not to be regarded as mere "hands," still less as chattels.

Thoy were to be kindly treated, and dismissed with ])resents. It is a principle of equity
which comea to light in ver. 18. We may apply it to modern times b}'- saying that if

servants are worth more to us than their wages, it is but fair that they should partici-

pate in profits. The principle is already being recognized, and has in it the germ of the
solution of many difBcult problems in pi)litical economy.

III. That love is the true reconciler of service and freedom. (Vers. 17,

18.) It made the service no service—no real bond-service- Compare Jacob's service
for Rachel (Gen. xxix. 20). Were the law of love to rule more than it does in the
relations of servants and masters, of employers and employed, it would greatly
Bweeten trade, commerce, manufactures, and domestic life. There are doubtless faults

on the side of servants as well as of masters—but how seldom is any earnest attemjit

made to break down feelings of antagonism, and to bring in healthier relations 1 I'he
law of Christ is the true cure for strikes, lock-outs, combinations, etc. Apply to the
service of God in Christ. Law here, but also love, and through the love freedom in

obedience. The highest freedom is in obedience to the law of holiness.—J. 0.

Vers. 19—23.— The firstlings. The solution of the apparent discrepancy between
this passage and Numb, xviii. 18 seems to lie in the custom of inviting the worsliip-

pers to share in the feasts provided by their offerings. View the sanctification of tin-

firstlings as symbolical. 1. Of God's claim on thefirst and choicest of what we Jiave foi

his own service. (1) Of our property. (2) Of our affections. (3) Of our powers oi

body and mind. 2. Of God's right to redeemed life. The firstlings were redeemed li\

God for himself on the memorable night of the deliverance from E;4ypt (Exod. xiii. 12).

God claims redeemed life as peculiarly his own (Isa. xliii. 1—4 ; i Cor. vi. 20). 3. dj
Ood's right to young life. A symbol of early consecration. 4. Of happy fdlowship
with God. The fellowship was a fruit of the dedication of the best.—J. O.

Vers. 1—6.

—

The year of forgiveness. We have here what we may call the "poor
law " of Palestine. The poor were to be regarded as " brethren," they were to be
treated as neighbours, as members of the one society. Honey was to be lent them to

give them a start in life (vers. 7—11), and if they were unable to repay it by the
seventh or sabbatic year, they were to be forgiven the debt, "to the end that there be
no poor among you " (ver. 4, margin). Usury was thus discouraged between brethren.
Loans were to be acts of generosity, and the idea was distinctly to be kept in view that
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a person should sometimes lend, " expocting nothin5; again." With foreigners, that is,

those not of "the household of faith," it might he different; the deht need not in this

case be cancelled ; the year of release was a Divine institution ibr the people of God.
The Jews were intended, if obedient, to be creditors of the world, and debtors to none

;

and the poor brother was to have the joy in the sabbatic year of iDeing forgiven.

L The duty of forgiveness was prescribed to all the brethren. In fact, this

poor law was the proclamation of the " brotherhood " of believers in the one God.
Upon this forgiveness of debt was based. The creditor was to realize how much mora
blessed it is to give than to receive (Acts xx. 35); how blessed it is to be able to help

a brother ! Had the Jews been faithful, the parable of the good Samaritan would not

iiave been such a wonder. It was just the spirit fostered by this institution of the year

of release.

Now, this duty of forgiveness of the debts of brethren arises out of the forgiving

character of God. As the common Father of these brethren in the faith, he inculcates

forgiveness because he practises it. The experience of Israel in the wilderness was of

a series of Divine forgivenesses, even though in forgiving them he took vengeance on
their inventions (Ps. xcix. 8). And the beautiful parable about the two debtors (Matt,

xviii. 23—35) is really meant to bring out the truth that unforgivingnest is a violation

of the family spirit encouraged by the king, and is the unpardonable sin.

II. The ideal set before them was to be the extirpation of poverty in

the family of God. It would most probably never be reached, but it is well to be

aiming at the high and the noble, even though it may not be all attained. The
marginal reading in ver. 4, which has received the imprimatur of Jonathan Edwards
(' Works,' Tegg's edition of 1860, vol. ii. p. 164), brings out the beautiful aim thus

set before Israel. The effort was to be to make Jewish poverty impossible. The same
idea seized on the mind of the Church after Pentecost, leading to the trial of a Christian

commune, wherein for a time it could be said, " Neither was there any among them
that lacked " (Acts iv. 34). Poverty was for a time at least banished from the Cliristian

Ciiurch. These strivings after an ideal shall be crowned at last with success when
under the new regime, " They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any more ; neither

shall the sun light on them, nor any heat " (Rev. vii. 16).

III. The obedient are intended to make all men their debtors. The Lord
promises his people, if they are only obedient, that they shall lend to many nations,

but shall not borrow (ver. 6). It is sometimes thought to be a special benefit when a

person can contract debt from all and sundry, his credit being .so good. But it surely

is a higher benefit to be in a position to ohlige everybody. This is what God meant his

people to be. Surrounding nations were to borrow from them, and own their indebted-

ness. And has not this a moral and spiritual side? The religious spirit is the obliging

spirit, the spirit which hails with delinht the opportunity of "doing good unto all men,
especially unto such as are of the household of ftiith."

IV. It is the secret of sovereignty to be able to oblige others. For it is

significant surely that the Israelites are told, immediately after the promise of beiag

able to lend unto many nations, " and thou shalt reign over many nations, but they

shall not reign over thee " (ver. 6). Rule arises out of obligation. Influence is acquired

when we are able to befriend others. Doubtless many of the conquests of Israel were

by force rather than by finance ; but it is the peaceful acquisition of power that a

liivine promise contemplates, and we begin to rule as *' kings and priests unto God "

when we become thoroughly obliging. It is thus love and loyalty are secured among
men.
Thus we have in this arrangement of the year of release principles laid down that

God has illustrated himself in his considerate and forgiving conduct towards us, and in

which we are to try to follow him.—R. M. E.

Vers. 7—11.

—

Open-Tiandedna^s. Having inculcated the forgiveness of a brother's

debts during the sabbatic year, Moses now proceeds to speak of the open-handednesn

which should precede that year. It miglit be made a pretext for refusing a poor brother

a helping hand that the year was almost on when the debt would be cancelled legally

,

but to make this a pretext for niggardliness would only betray wickedness of heart.

The most beautiful consideration is thus inculcated for the poor; and as "the poor
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shall never cease out of the land," there will be the call evermore for this open-handed-

ness. Now this poor-law regulation is a most beautiful illustration of what God does

for us ; and something like it will yet supersede the hard-hcartedness of our national

systems.

I. Generositt bhotjld not be too calculattno in its turn. Doubtless, often-

times it receives a noble return, but this should not be too much regarded, lest the

speculative spirit mar the motive altogether. Nor again should we harden our hearts

under the persuasion that our generosity is misspent, and that we shall never be repaid

in any way. God has himself shown us true generosity in making liis sun to shine on

the evil as well as on the good, and in sending his raia upon the unjust as well as the

just. And hence we are exhorted to " lend, hoping for nothing again ; and your reward

shall be great, and ye shall be the children of the Highest : for he is kind unto the

unthankful and to the evil " (Luke vi. 35). There is something noble in an uncalcu-

lating generosity.

n. It is the need of the poob brother which we are bound to bttpply.

That is, we are asked to supply him not with the luxuries or comforts of life, as if to

these he had a right; but with his needs. The open-handedness will be considerate

so far as not to encourage unworthy dependence. The brother will be helped in a

brotherly way—enabled to help himself, and having his needs only supplied. This prin-

ciple has been urged in connection with our national poor-law system. If it is lost sight

of, then a premium is paid to idleness, and the " ne'er-do-wells " become the favourites of

fortune.' Our Father in heaven acts in the same wholesome fashion. " He supplies al 1

MIT need according to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus." He supplies us with salva-

tion because we cannot save ourselves ; he supplies us with what enables us to help

ourselves. He could keep the whole world in idleness, " ladies and gentlemen at

large," but he prefers to keep the whole world in work. Our reliance on God is for our

need.

III. OpZN- HANDEDNESS FOB G0D*3 SAKE IS SURE OF ITS REWARD, "The liberal

Boul shall be made fat." " He that watereth others shall be watered also himseif."
" There is that scattereth and yet increaseth." In this way the Lord showeth in

both dispensations how " he lovcth a cheerful giver." When a religious man, acting

on 1 rinciple, lives an open-handed life, he has the finest business stimulus. He works
that he may have the more to give, and thus be the more God-like. There is nothing

so billows business in all its ramifications as this desire to be able to help those in

need.

IV, It IS A SOLEMN thought that the poor ARE NEVER TO CEASE OUT OF THE
LAN^o IN THE PRESENT DISPENSATION. The unequal distribution of wealth, the im-
provident habits of many, and the pressure of population upon subsistence seem
destined to keep the poor always with us. And in consequence our Saviour stepped

out of his rich condition in the bosom and home of the Father and became poor, that

he might call every poor man a brother, and leave the poor his legatees after his

departure. We need the spectacle of poverty to move our hard hearts to the generosity

required. Were abundance the rule, and no human being wanted bread, the selfishness

of the race would know no bounds. But the poor ones call for the sympathy which
Jesus so abundantly deserves, and we can now sell our spikenard ami give to them
with all the careful calculation which a Judas once desired (John xii. 1—8).

Let our help to others be systematic, because conscientious, and then shall it prove a

perennial rill, benefiting the Uves of many as it weuds its way down the vale of years
to the ocean that engulfs us alL—B. M. E.

Vers. 12—18.

—

l%e freedom of the slave. The seventh year was the year of personal

release as well as release from debt. Slavery among the Jews was utterly unlike the
slavery of modern times. It arose when a Jew became bankrupt; he might then sell

his services to his creditor, and pay oflf his debt by honest work. But beyond six

years his service need not continue. As soon as the sabbatic year came round he could

claim his liberty. In such a case, his master is counselled to be generous when he goes,

> Cf. J. 8. Mill's ' Political Economy,' bk. V. ch. xL § 13; also 'The Letters and other
Writing* of the Late Edward Denison, M.P.,' p. 63, etc.
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that he may have sometliinc; with which to begin the world again. "ThoTi --^

furnish him liberally out of thy flock, and out of thy floor, and out of thy winej

of that wherewith the Lord thy God hath blessed thee thou shalt give unto him-*

On the other hand, if the service was so delightful to him that he would rather not

leave, it was allowable to bore his ear through with an awl, that he might be cognized

as a servant for ever.

I, Liberty is recognized in God's Law as each man's eight. It may be con-

ditioned upon certain services, just as the liberty of Israel was conditioned upon God's

redemption of them from Egypt ; but come at last it will. Ko property in persons

is recognized, merely in services for a certain definite 'pe.iod. Man-stealing, as we
know from Exod. xxi. Hi, was a capital crime, punishable with death, so that there is

really no warrant in the Jewish institution for modern slavery.^ Under Jewish law no

involuntary servitude was allowed ; and there was always the right to freedom in the

sabbatic year.

And is there not underlying this arrangement for each man's liberty an under-tone of

gospel truth? What is the gospel but a great provision for conferring spiritual liberty

upon those who have sold themselves to sin, and are in bondage? The present

dispensation is, in fact, the sabbatic year, wherein liberty is preached to the captives

(Isa. Ixi. 1,2; Luke iv, 17, 18).

IL Freedom was to be conferred in a spirit of generous jot. The ransomed

one was not to be sent out empty-handed, but furnished liberally. Emancipation was

not to be given with a grudge, but to be granted with joy and love-tokens besides. It

was not to be something in which the master reluctantly acquiesced, but in which he

gladly co-operated. In fact, God's joy in emancipating Israel from Egypt was to be

the type of the joy of the Jewish master in liberating the slave.

And here again we have the type of the spiritual joy which the emancipation of

souls should ensure in all who help therein. " There is joy in the presence of the

angels of God over one sinner that repenteth." When he " drew nigh to the house, he

heard music and dancing " (Luke xv. 10—25). No joy should be so deep as this

of helping the slaves of sin to spiritual freedom.

III. Love alone could make service perpetual. For it is supposable that

sometimes a slave found himself so happy with his master, especially if the master had

made him his son-in-law (Exod. xxi. 4, 5), that he preferred slavery with love to liberty

with separation. In such a case it was allowed him to have his ear bored and to

become a perpetual slave, because a son. Such a service was indeed perfect freedom,

because its spirit and motive were devotedness and love.

And it is this which is taken in Pa. xl. 6 as the prophetic type of the relation

of Jesus Christ to his Father. He became by voluntary and loving contract the

Father's Servant or Slave for ever. He found his service such a delight that liberty

and independence could not be thought of.

And in this we surely follow in his steps. We are the Lord's slaves after having

become the Lord's freemen. He delivers us from the slavery of sin, and then he

introduces us to his service ; and lo, we find it so blessed that we insist on our ears

l)eing bored, and our being made his slaves for ever. New obedience is the slavery

of love. When I.aw is delighted in, it is a " law of liberty," and the soul feels freedom

perfect " imder Law."

** Anywhere with Jesus, says the Christian heart;

Let him take me where he will, so we do not part;

Always sitting at his feet, there's no cause for feargf—
Anywhere with Jesus in this vale of tears.

"Anywhere with Jesus, though he leadeth me
Wliere the path is rougli and long, where the dangers be;
Though he taketh from me all I love below.

Anywhere with Jesus will I gladly go.

« * * • •

» For a specious defence of slavery, cf. Thornwoirs ' Collected Writings,' voL Iv. pp. 879—
436; for the other side of the question, see Cheeper's 'God Against Slavery,' eapeciallj

eh. xiv., XV., xvL, xviL
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•* Anywhere with Jt sus, for it cannot be
Dreary, dark, or desolate where he is with ma;
He will love mo always, every need snpply;—
Anywhere with Jesus, should I live or die."

R. M. E.

Vera. 19—23.

—

The firstlings for Ood. The firstlings which were males were not to

be reared for work, but kept for communion. They were to constitute, if perfect, a

peace oflering before God; if imperfect, they were to be eaten at home, imperfect

fellowship between imperfect persons. Just as in the firstfiuits God claimed the

first share; so in the case of the firstlings of the herd or flock, and the firstborn

among men.
I. The beginnings of life should be becoqnized as gifts of God, and dedicated

GRATEFULLY TO HIM. He is the Source of life ; hence the firstlings should be the cause

of quiet meditation and acknowledgment. Such increase should be the occasion

of special fellowship with God, enlarging gratitude and dictating devotion,

II. Imperfections in God's gifts should be accepted by men as more than
THEY deserve. The imperfect firstling, in being made a feast for men only, and not a
sacrifice for God as well, seemed to say that, however imperfect God's gift may be
sometimes, it should be gratefully accepted as beyond our desert. The blemished, the
lame, the blind, when God sends them in his providence, we should not despise, but
rather hail them as beyond our desert.

And if this was to be the case in the use of beasts, does it not throw clear light upon
our conduct in the case of imperfect men? When children come into this world witli

any defect, let us not rebel against his will, but cherish the defective gift as remindiug
us how little we deserve, and by our love give such children compensation.

III. The dedication of the perfect firstling pointed to the consecrated
FiBSTBOiix, Jesus Christ. He is indeed the Firstborn of every creature. To him the
firstliugs and firstborn pointed. He was dedicated in life and death to the Father.

He became the great Peace Ofi'ering which makes God and man one. And this

suggests

—

1. The Father's delight in Jesus. How it burst forth from time to time in " This is

my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased"! What delight in our Lord's life!

what satisfaction in his obedience unto death! God well pleased!

2, Our delight in Jesus. Jesus becomes the medium of communion. We have him
in common with God. " Our fellowship is with the Father, and with his Son Jesus
Christ" (1 John i. 3). The more we meditato upon him, the deeper must be our
delight.—R. M. E.

Vers. 1—11.

—

A bulwark against cupiditg. Material prosperity was the only form
of blessing that had attractive charm for the Hebrews. Neither mind nor conscience
was yet sufficiently developed to value higher good. God had to raise them by slow
and successive steps. Material prosperity had its dangerous side. It might foster

pride, self-sufficiency, a sense of overweening superiority, and might lead to tyrannous
treatment of others. Or, used in devout recognition ol God, it might give scope Ibr

generous impulses, furnish leisure for intellectual pursuits, aid the culture of the
aesthetic arts, diffuse religious knowledge, and practically relieve human distress.

The institution of the year of release was designed to serve as a flood-gate, by which
the tide of material wealth might be turned into the fittest channel.

I, Material wealth, with its concurrent power, was a fruit of religious
obedience. (Vers. 4, 5.) The acquisition of wealth is the eflect of law. It does not
follow an erratic course. If we can see the operation of fixetl law in nature and in
human life, we are constrained to believe that law (whether discovered or undiscovered)
operates in getting wealth. In the case of the Hebrews, the law of earthly success was
clearly revealed. In return for loyal obedience to Divine command, the soil should be
fertile; early and latter rain should descend; a salutary awe should restrain the
nei'^'hbouring tribes from predatory raids; the seasons should be auspicious; there
should be jjlenty for man and for cattle. Still it is true that the " hand of the dilio'ent

maketb rich;" "them that honour me I will honour;" "godliness is profitable
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unto all things." Yet earthly prosperity is not the badge of piety. Many of God's
saints are in the ranks of the poor. Imprudent courses, though pursued by th«

rigliteous, end in disaster. Prudent courses in business, assiduously pursued, even by
the profane, terminate in worldly success.

II. Material wealth is very uneveklt distbibdted amokq men. Some men
are creditors ; some are debtors. Some begin life in affluence; some begin in poverty.

Such varieties of human circumstance are best. They teach that the same hand that

lias fashioned material nature has moulded the externals of human life. Such a plan

atVords variety of occupation and pursuit. The poor are benefited by the " learned

Kisure " of the rich ; the rich are benefited by the industry of the poor. Men require

quiet freedom from boJily toil to investigate and to invent ; men require the stimulus
of hunger to perform arduous labour. It is a mutual benefit; the rich are as much
indebted to the poor, as the poor to the rich. We learn also that material wealth is

not the highest good that God has to bestow, or he would put it within every man's
reach. It is but a visible symbol of invisible treasure.

III. Material wealth is intended for mutual helpfulness. It was never
intended to be hoarded in caves or coffers. The possession of wealth carries an obligation

to render high service to humanity. This very obligation to do good prevents an
indiscriminate scattering of wealth. Simple communism would be an immeasurable
curse. The industry and self-restraint which enable one nation to lend to another
nation, give to the former immense influence and wholesome power. We are to

liistinguish between the objects of our help. We are not to treat brothers and fellow-

citizens as we may aliens and strangers. We may exact from foreigners what, for a

time, we have lent ; but towards a fellow-citizen we should be lenient and indulgent,

remembering that all wealth belongs absolutely to God. There is a volume of instruc-

tion in the fact that the Hebrews were restrained from parsimony by a Divine Law.
Thus were they taught that " it is more blessed to give than to receive." Generosity

•trengthens the sense of brotherhood.

IV. The wealth that closes the heart against charitt becomes an active
CURSE. (Ver. 9.) It is ];ossible to abuse the most beneficent law of God or man.
This very provision of God that, at the end of the septennial period, release should be
afforded to all debtors, might become veiy prejudicial to the interests of the poor. The
approach of the sabbatic year might make the Hebrew capitalists parsimonious and
close-fisted. " Beware of this

!

" saith God. " Such an act will.be an act of unfaithful-

ness to me." Jehovah has constituted himself the Guardian of the poor. His eye is

upon their straits ; his ear is open to their cry. And if his stewards fail to fulfil their

mission, to them it will be accounted sin. Thus we are taught to take large and
extended views of human life. We are integral parts of a great system. Our concep-

tions of life must stretch bej'ond the narrow confines of time. We should aspire to

think and feel and act aa God does. This is God's great ambition, and for this he is

now training as.—D.

Vers. 12—18.

—

Slaves to he regarded as brethren. Quiet revolutions are the most
permanent and the most successful. Sudden and violent assaults upon social institu-

tions are sure to provoke reaction. All great changes must commence in the thought
and feeling of the people.

I. Social usages, though evil, must be temporarily tolerated. It is diflBcult

to realize the conditions of human life in the earlier ages of the world. Many found
a livelihood, by the use of the sword and by violent plunder. The honest poor found
very precarious opportunities for labour. Coin was almost unknown, and therefore

wages must be paid in the form of food and raiment. Amid these circumstances,

per.sonal servitude became almost a necessity. It was a social usage liable to great

abuse, and gradually degenerated into a system of evil oppression. Yet, as Ghxi

patiently tolerates on his earth so many forms of evil, and quietly provides his remedy,
so we should learn, not to connive at evil, but patiently to endure it, until a reui

remedy can be set in motion.

II. Jewish slavery was curtailed by limits of time. In this way the back
of the burden was broken. The bondage, which must terminate within a tixed period,

was endurable. It inspired the oppressed with hope. It checked the violence of th«
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oppressor. The slave-holder, if severely exactin!:c, would earn an unenviable ropntation,

and every device would be resorted to by the emancipated to avoid that man's service.

His lands might remain uiitilled, his flocks neglected, his vineyards unpruned, becaii.sc

of his oppressive treatment of former slaves. Divine wisdom had fixed this short term

of service as a barrier against human cruelty.

III. Jewish slaykry was further relieved by a spirit op generosity. It is

possible to show a .spirit of kindness everywhere. If we have an utiploasaut duty to per-

form, firmness may be always tempered with kindness. God would not iillow tlie Hebrews
to deal with their bondmen on terms of mere justice. 'I'hey were not permitted to

extort all that was in the bond. To make the largest possible gain out of human flesh

and bk)od was strictly prohibited, 'i'hey might contiime the usage of slavery for a

.time, but the system should be relieved and penetrated and embellished by acts o.'

kindness. The day of release was not to be a day of mourning for the masters. 'I'hej

were to share in the gladness of the emancipated, to send them away laden with flocks

and with fruit. In jjroportion as had been the industry and fidelity of the bundman,
would be (unless his master were a brute) the bountiful reward. This new spirit of

fraternal benevolence would speedilyundermine and overthrow the old usage of slavery.

Such is God's process of change.

IV. Generous kindness might SECtniB the lifelong service of the slate
There was no necessity that the condition of the bondman should be one of hardship.

Love might surmount all custom, rise above law, and transcend all considerations of

gain. The spirit of religion can find its way down to the root of all wrong, eradicate

all the evils that curse society, and make human life beautifid as heaven. In the very
midst of slavery, it is possible for love to operate, to soften asperities, and lighten

burdens. To this practical affection the hearts of slaves would soon respond. Their
service would rise in quality, and would increase in 'udefinite measure. Kindness is a
most remunerative investment. And at the close of the terra of service, many a bond-
man would decline his freedom, and prefer the service of such a master for the possible

drawbacks and risks of liberty.

V. Kemembrance of our own obligation should make va indulgent •to

OTHERS. (Ver. 15.) If adversity has not made us tender-hearted, it has been wasted
upon us. God has redeemed us from the bondage of sin, and redeemed us at costly

price, and it is plain that we do not prize our redemption it' we oppress others. The
love of our heart, which God rightly claims for himself, he commands us to express in

the form of practical kindness. God has identified his interests with the interests of
humanity, so that we either promote both or neither.—D.

Vers. 19—23.— The first for Ood. As God is supreme, so his claim to recognition

and obedience must have considerntion prior to all other claims. Such priority is his

indefeasible right; such priority best subserves the interests of men. 1'he first day of

the week he claims and hallows ; the firstfruits of the soil he claims for religious

oll'ering ; the first place in our affections he asks as his due ; the firstborn, both of man
and oF beast, he marks as his own. This is his royalty.

I. The REPRODUCTIONS OP LIFE A CONTINUOUS CREATION OP GoD. It is acknow-
ledged on every side that life can only spring (rom life. No arrangements of material
atoms—no processes of chemical change with which men are acquainted—can produce
life. It is a force unique in itself, and can only rationally be traced to the creative

power of a personal God. The potency to reproduce life, which God has placed in all

the species, is as clearly a demonstration of his creative energy as if he manifestly and
alone created each individual being. We cannot escape from the conclusion that he
is sole Life-giver. " 1 kill," saith God, " and I make alive."

II. The CLAIM ON the firstborn alone is a concession of THE FULLEST
RIQUTS OP God. He has a rightful proprietorship in all life. I'ut he allows to man,
as his liege vassal, dominion over the inferior races of his creatures. Acknowledgment
of man's subjection must, however, be made; tribute must be ])aid to the Heavenly
King. This arrangement is an act of combined justice and kindness. For man's
highest good, he must be kept in perpetual remembrance of his dependence and his

obligation. If the springs of gratitude in man's nature should dry up, his loss would
be immeasurable. Every memorial \ve have of God is a gospel.
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III. God's claim and man's enjoyment are identical. This devotement of the

firstliims to God was no real loss: it was every way a blessing. It cherished in them

a feeling of filial dependence. It took them up to the temple, year by year, and so

brouc^ht them into close contact with eternal things. It served to link religion with

the commonest affairs of daily life. It taught them that God found a pleasure in their

cnjuyments, and that his commandments were promotive of real delight. Thus tha

acts of Jehovah's worship were not identified with fasting and austerity, but with

eating and drinking in the sacred temple. The pleasure was all the greater because it

was social. In the banquet and festivity the whole household partook.

IV. Imperfect sacrifices prohibited. A'ery evident is it that this demand of the

firstborn was designed for spiritual instruction. However great God's care for our

bodily lite appears, his desire for our souls' well-being is immeasurably greater. By

such visible and impressive methods God sought to teach the Jews that perfection of

nature was God's design, and that such perfection would alone find a place in his

heavenly temple. The best feelings and aspirations of our nature yearn after perfection.

Nothing less will satisfy the mind of God ; nothing less will satisfy us. " Then shall

I be satisfied, when I awake with thy likeness."

V. Yet blemished life is better than barrenness. A lame or a blemished

lamb—a firstborn—was not utterly useless. It served as food for man, it sustained

human life. But it was deprived of the honour of being devoted to God. Imperfect

service is not altogether useless in the world. If we do a kindness to a neighbour,

tliough no love to God prompt the deed, some gootl will result. Continuance in good

deeds will gradually lead to better feelings and to nobler purposes. He who serves well

his fellow-mtn now, will ere long learu to serve God. Let us ever follow the best

sentiments which arise within, though yet very imperfect.—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVI.

Celebration of the Passover Festival,

the Feast of Pentecost and of Taber-

nacles. Appointment of Officers for

THE Administration of Justice and Pre-

vention OF Idolatry.

Vers. 1—17.—(Comp. Exod. xxiii. 14—19;

xxxiv. 18, 22-26 ; Lev. xxiii. On the Pass-

over, see Exod. xii. ; xiii. 3—10.) The

other great festivals of the Israelites, the

Fi ast of Trumpets and the Day of Atone-

ment, are not here referred to, because on

tiiese no assembling of the whole people

at the sanctuary was required, and such

assembling is the point of view under which

the feasts are mainly rejrarded here.

Vers. 1-7.

—

The Feast of the Passover.

Vers. 1, 2.—The month of Atib (rf. Exod.

xii. 2: xxiii. 15). The time is referred to

as a date well known to the people. Keep

the passover; make (n'i?"v') or prepare the

passnver. This uijunction refers primarily

to the preparation of the Paschal lamb for

a festal meal (Numb. ix. 5); but here it is

used in a wider sense as referring to the

whole Paschal observance, which lasted for

seven days. Hence the mention of sheep

(;S<i') and oxen (ip^) in ver. 2, and the

reference to the eating of tmleaTened bread
for seven dMVS "therewith," i.e. with the

Passover. Tht' animal for the Paschal supper
was expressly prescribed to be a yearling of

the sheep or of the goats (nir), and this was

to be consrmied at one meal; but on the

other days of the festival the flesh of other

animals offered in sacrifice might be eaten.

The term "Passover" here, accordingly,

embraces the whole of the festive meals
connected with the Passover proper—what
the rabbins call chagigah (Maimon., in ' Kor-
ban Pesach,' c. x. § 12 ; of. 2 Chron. xxxv. 7,

etc.]^

Ver. 3.—Bread of afiOiction ; bread such as

is prepared in circumstances of trial and pres-

sure, when there is no time or opportunity

for the application of all the means required

for the preparation of bread of the better

sort. The Israelites bad in haste and amid
anxiety to prepare the Passover meal on the

evening of their flight from Egypt, and so

had to omit the leavening of their bread

;

and this usage they had to observe during

the seven days of the festival in subsequent

times, to remind them of the oppression the

nation had suffered in Egypt, and the cir-

cumstames of difficulty and peril amidst

which their deliverance had been effected.

Ver. 4.—No leavened bread ; properly, tut

leaven (nxb; (cf. Exod. xii. 15). Not only

was no leavened bread (nvD) or dou^h
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(ypn) to be used by them, leaven itself was

not to be in the house (cf. 1 Cor. v. 7 ; see

Kitto's 'Cyclop, of Bibl. Lit.,' vol. iii. p.

42".»).

Vera. 5, 6.—Not in their own houses or

places of abode mij^lit the Paschal lamb be
shiiu and eaten, but only at the place wliich

the Lord should cliooso to place ids Name
there. On the iirst occasion, while the

people were still in E<^y[)t and had no
sanctuary or specially holy place where
Jehovah's Name was set, the Passover was
eaten in their own houses; but when God
should chfiose a place as his sanctuary, only
there could the ordinance be observed.

Ver. 7.—Thou shalt roast. 'I'he verb here

primarily signifies to bo matured by heat

for eating ; hence to be ripened as by the

sun's heat (Gen. xl. 10; Joel iii. '13; Heb.
iv. 13); and to be cooked, whether by boil-

ing, seething, or roasting. Here it is properly

rendered by roast, as it was thus only that

the Paschal lumb could be cooked. And go
unto thy tents ; return to thy place of

abode ; not necessarily to thy proper home
(which might be far distant), but to the

place where for the time thou hast thy

lodging. The phrase, "thy tents," which
originally came into use while as yet Israel

had no settled abtjdes in Canaan, came ai'ter-

warda to be used as a general designation

of a man's home or usual place of abode (cf.

1 Sam. xiii. 2; 2 Sam xx. 1 ; 1 Kings viii.

66, etc.).

Ver. 8.—On the seventh day shall be a
solemn assembly. This is not placed in

antithesis to the injunction, six days thou
shalt eat unleavened bread, as if the Feast

of Unleavened Bread (^inazzoth) lasted onlj

for six days and the seventh was to be

devoted to a service of a dill'erent kind; it

simply prescribes that the seventh day of

the festival was to be celebrated by an
assembling of the whole of those who had
come to the feast; the festi\al was to be

wound up with a day of holy convocation,

in which no work was to be done (Lev. xxiii.

30). On all the days unleavened bread was
to be eaten, and on the seventh there was
besides to be a solemn assembly to the Lord

rr^^n''h miy), called in Lev. xxiii. 36, "a

holy conv<x3ation " (ti'ip t<^pD).

Vers. 9—12.— 27te Feast of Weeks (cf.

Exod. xxiii. 16).

Ver. 9.— From such time as thou beginnest
to put the sickle to the corn ; i.e. from the
commencement of the corn harvest. The
seven weeks were to be counted from this

terminus ; and as the corn harvest began by
the presentation of the sIk af of the fiist-

ftuits on the second day cf tho I'assover,

this regulation as to time coiuoidea with
thAt in Lev. xxiii. 15.

Ver. 10.—This feast was to be kept with
sacrificial gifts according to the measure of

the free-will oflerings of their hand, i.e.

voluntary ollerings wliicli they gave as the
Lord had blessed them ; nothing was spe-
cially prescribed, each was to give of liis

own free-will as the Lord had prosi)ered
him. The word translated " tribute" in the
Authorized Version (nirD) occurs only here,

and is of doubtful signification. The LXX.
render it by Kaduis, as, according to; it is

identical with the Aramaic noD, AcqSo

sufficiency, enough, and may be understood
here of the full measure according to which
their ofierings weie to be presented. The
freewill offering of thine hand, here re-

ferred, to beh'ngeil to the gilts of burnt
ollerings, meat ofierings, diink offerings,

and thank offerings which might be ofiered

at every feast along with the sacrifices pre-
scribed (cf. Lev. xxiii. 38; Numb. xxix. 31)).

Of the latter no mention is made here, as
the law regarding them was already sufli-

ciently proclaimed (Numb.xxviii. and xxi,x.);

and in a poj)iilar address it was rather to

what dejjended on the will of the people
than to what was imperative by law, that
attention had to be directed.

Ver. 11.—Eejoice before the Lord. "The
expression, to rejoice before the Lord, denotes

I

here nothing else than to honour him by
sacred songs ; com|). Spencer, ' De Legg.
Heb. Ritual.,' p. S.'^l, edit. 3" (Haverni. k,

'Introd.,' |i. L)?). In the place which the
Lord thy God hath chosen to place his name
there; latlier, shall choose, us in ver. 15.

Vers. 13—15.— T/te Feast of Tabernacles,
properly. Booths (cf. Lev. xxiii. 33—44;
Numb. xxix. 12—38). This feast was to be
observed at the end of harvest, after the
corn had been gathered into granaries, and
tlie produce of the vineyard had been put
through the press. Nothing is added here
to the instructitins already given respecting
this festival; only the observance of it at
the appointed sanctuary is enforced, and
stress IS laid on their making not oidy their
sons and daughters and domestics, but also
the Levite. the fatheiless, the widow, and
the stranger j)articipalors in flu ir rejoicings.

Thou shalt surely rejoice ; rather, thou shalt

be wholly joyous ; literally, rejoicing only;
Rosenm., ^' culmodum Ixtus."

Vers. 16, 17.—(Cf. Exod. xxiii. 17; xxxiv.
23.) Tlio law is repeated here with the
additional clause, "at the ])lace which tlia

Ijord shall choose;" and the words, " not
empty," are exi)lained to mean with gifts

according to the gilt of their hands, accord-
ing to the blessing of Jehovah their God,
which he had given them.

Vera. 18—20.—Moses had at an earlier
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period appointed judges to settle dispute!

among the people, and had given instruc-

tions to them for the discharge of their duty

(Exod. iviii.; Deut. 1. 12—18). Whilst

the people were in the wilderness, united

as one body and under the leadership of

Moses, this arrangement was suiBcient ; but

a more extended arrangement would be

required when they came to be settled in

Canaan and dispersed in towns and villages

over the whole land. In prospect of this,

Moses here enacts that judges and officers

were to be appointed by the people in all

their gates, in all their places of residence,

which the Lord should give them.

Ver. 18.—Judges and officers. The
"officers" (fhoterim, writers) associated

with the judges both in the earlier ar-

rangements and in that which was to

succeed were secretaries and clerks of

court, and acted also as assessors and
advisers of tlie judges. No instruction is

given as to the number of judges and
officers, or as to the mode of apjiointing

them ; nor was this necessary. The former

would be determined by the size and popu-

lation of the place wheie they were ap-

pointed, and the latter would, as a matter

of course, follow the method instituted by
Moses in the earlier arrangement (see ch.

i. 13—15; Exod. xviii. 21—26).
Ver. 19.—(Cf. Exod. xxiii. 6, 8.) Eespect

persons (cf. ch. i. 17). Pervert the words
[margin, matters] of the righteous ; rather,

the case or the cause of the righteous.

Ver. 20.—That which is altogether just;

literally, justice., justice. The repetition of

the word is for the sake of empliasis, as in

Gen. xiv. 10, "pita, pits," equal to full of

pits.

Vers. 21, 22.—In all states, the highest

crime of which the judge has to take note is

that of treason against the supreme power;

and, under the theocracy, the act most

distinctly treasonable wa« idolatry. In

proceeding, therefore, to give some practical

admonitions as to the things to be observed

in the administration ofjustice, Moses begins

by denouncing and forbidding this moat

flagrant form of iniquity.

Ver. 21.—Thou shalt not plant thee a
grove of any trees ; thou shalt not plant, i.e.

place or set up, an asherah of any wood.
The asherah was an idol of wood in the
form of a pillar, usually placed by the side

of the altars of Baal. It was the symbol of

Astarte, the great Canaanitish goddess, the
companion and revealer of Baal. The two
are usually associated in the Old Testament
(cf. Judg. ii. 13; vi 28; 1 Kings xviii. 19;

2 Kings xxiii. 4). The rendering "grove"
has been -taken from the LXX. and the
Vulgate; but that it is an error is evident
from 1 Kings xiv. 23 ; 2 Kings xvii. 10 ; and
Jer. xvii. 2 ; where the asherah is said to

be under a green tree ; and from the use of

such words as make, set up, cause to stand,

build, to denote the action of producing an
asherah (cf. 1 Kings xiv. 15; xvi. 33; 2

Kings xvii. 16 ; xviL 10 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii.

19; 1 Kings xiv. 23), none of which are

appropriate to the planting of a grove.

Here, indeed, the word " plant " is used,

but this is only because, as tlie asherah

was sunk in the earth that it might stand

firm, it might be figuratively said to be
planted, just as nails driven in are said to

be planted (Eccles. xii. 11, where the same
verb is used ; com p. also Isa. U. 16 ; Amos
ix. 15 ; Dan. xi. 25).

Ver. 22.—Any image ; any pillar, etc. The
Hebrew word (naic, mazzebah) denotes

generally any pillar or stone that is set up,

whether as a memorial (Gen. xxviii. 18), or

as a sign (Exod. xxiv. 4 ; Isa. xix. 19), or

for purposes of utility or ornament (Jer.

xliii. 13). Here, as in other passages, it is

a pillar or statue set up as an object of

worship (cf. 2 Kings iiL 2 ; x. 26 ; Hos. z. 1

;

Micah V. 12>

HOMILETICa

Vers. l—S.—The Feast of the Passover. (For a reference to the minute points of

difftrence, necessitated by different circumstances, between the first passover and subse-

quent ones, see art. ' Tassover,* in Smith's ' Bibl. Diet. ;' see also the Exposition for its

historical significance.) We now take for granted that all this ia well understood by,

and perfectly familiar to, the reader. Our purpose now is to " open up," not its his-

torical meaning, nor even its symbolism for Israel, but its typical intent as foreshadow-

ing gospel truths, showing how in Christ our Passover, and in the ordinance of the

Lord'*s Supper as our Tassover feast, the far-reaching significance of the offering of

the Paschal lamb is most clearly seen.

I. Israel's Passover has its antitype in Christ. So argues the apostle, in 1 Cor.

T, 7, " Cluifit our Passover is sacrificed for us." We cannot but feel here the wondrous
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condescension of our God in permitting us to look at auj^ht so siiHimc as the sacrifice

of his dear Son, through the means of aught so humble as the Paschal lamb. Yet it

is an infinite mercy that, whatever might so help the conce|)tions of his children then,
and whatever may so aid them now, the Great Father does not disdain to use. 1. The
Lord Jesus Christ is our Sacrificial Lamb; so John i. 29; 1 Pet. i. 18, 19. He is

spoken of as " the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world," and is beheld, in the
Apocalypse, "a Lamb as it had been .slain." He, too, is "without blemish." He was
" without sin." In him alone is the ideal of a perfect sacrifice found. 2. The Pass-
over was to be killed without breaking a bone thereof. This was fulfilled in Christ,
that men might be aided in seeing the fulfilment of the type, through the close analogy
of the treatment ; and because " God would permit no dishonour to be done to the
body of Christ, after the atoning act was complete" (Hallcy). 3. The blood of the
first Paschal lamb was to be sprinkled on the posts of the doors, signifying that there
must be the actual acceptance and application of the atoning blood, and that through
the atoning blood so applied we are saved. 4. In the first instance, the lamb was
offered without the intervention of a priest. So that, though priesthood was afterwards
instituted for a time for educational purposes (Gal. iii.), yet the priest was in no wiso
necessary to ensure men's acceptance with God. 5. The flesh was to bo eaten, in

token of fellowship. It was thus " the most perfect of peace ofierings," symbolizing
and typifying communion with God on the ground of the atoning blood. In all these
respects, how very far does the Christian Antitype surpass the Jewish type? Devout
hearts may and do love to linger long in meditation on a theme so touching and
Divine I

II. Christians havk their Passover feast. 1. Where* Here we may be per-
mitted to point out a distinction, which, though obvious enou'^h at first mention
thereof, yet is so far lost sight of in some directions, as to lead to serious error. In later

times, though the lamb was slain at an altar, yet the f(!ast thereon was at a table. So
in heathen sacrifices too, the victim was slain at an altar, the sacrificial feast was at a
table. Hence, analogy suggests that the spot where the Victim is slain should be
called the altar, but that the sacrificial feast should be at a table. The writer of the
Epistle to the Hebrews says, " We have an altar, whereof they have no right to eat
which serve the tabernacle." The altar here meant is the cross on which the Saviour
died. Besides, it is only on the theory that the sacrifice is actually repeated at
Holy Communion, that there can be any possible warrant for calling the Lord's
table an altar. But this theory is absolutely negatived by the statements in Heb.
X. 10— 14:. The Victim was offered once for all on an altar, even the cross; but
we partake at the Lord's table, of the sacrificial feast. 2. What is the meaning of
the feast 1 (1) It is a standing historical declaration of the ofiFering of God's one
Great Sacrifice for the sins of the whole world. "Ye do show the Lord's death."
It is declaration of the historic fact on the part of those to whom that fact ia

full of richest and most wondrous meaning. For it is the divincst expression of
righteousness and of love that the world has ever known. (2) This sacrificial feast

is the expression also of a sublime fact on the earthward side, viz. that by virtue of

the redeeming eflBcacy thus continuously proclaimed, there has been formed a new
commonwealth of Ismel, to which belongs the freedom, immunity, and honour of a
kingdom of God (see Eph. ii.). (3) It also seals a fellowship—a fellowship of redeemed
souls, who have been bought with a price, and transferred from the kingdom of Satan
to that of God's dear Son; in which they are raised up together and made to sit

together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus, having here below a union of hearts which
will be perfected in an unseen state. This fellowship is openly sealed by their taking
of one bread and drinking one cup. (4) It is a joint pledjie of loyalty to the Church's
Head and Lord; in renewing their remembrance of his love to them, they seal afresh

their pledge of love and allegiance to him. Hence the Lord's Sujiper came to be called

mcramentum, the Church's military oath of obedience to her Great Commander. (5) It

is a service of thanksgiving. Hence it came to be called the Eucharist. The Passover
feast was a grateful recall of a mighty deliverance. So is the Christian feast. (6) It

is a declaration of hope and expectancy. " Ye do show the Lord's death till he come."
Believers in Israel were expecting Canaan. We are waiting for the Son of God from
heaven to bring us to our heavenly rest (Heb, iv.). 3. Eow should the Christian f-as(

dedteronomt. t
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he kept f i.e. in what spirit? (cf. 1 Cor. t. 7, 8). Three or four suggestions will embody

the chief hints hereon thrown out in the written Word. (1) The Passover was to be

eaten with unleavened bread. All leaven was to be put away. So are belieyers to

keep the feast with the unleavened bread of sincerity and of truth. They are

" to examine themselves," and so to eat of that bread and drink of that cup. " As the

scrupulous Israelites searched with lighted candles every hidden corner and dark recess

of their houses for any latent particle of leaven, so let our language be, * Search me,

God, and know my heart,' etc." (Bush). (2) It was to be eaten with bitter herbs,

partly as in remembrance of the hard bondage and bitter sorrows of Egypt, and partly

as shadowing forth the need of penitence for sin. We should mingle with our thanks-

giving " penitential tears "—

•And with onr joy for pardoned guilt,

Mourn that we pierced the" Lord.'*

(3) It was to be eaten in a standing posture, as if ready to depart at a moment's warn-

ing. Even so we, as we gather round the sacramental board, are but on pilgrimage. We
lialt awhile to refresh us by the way, but we have, soon as our celebration-day is over,

to renew our march in the desert, and to resume the toil and fight. We have not yet

come to the rest and inheritance the Lord hath promised to give us. (4) The Apostle

Paul says, " Let us keep the feast, not with the leaven of malice," etc., i.e. not with any

ill feeling harboured in the soul, nor with ill actions practised in the life. For it is nut

only as so much evil in the individual that Paul there regards the kojcIu and xoi^pfa,

but as so much pervasive leaven in the Church, that, if not cast out, will be its bane,

A ca, even its ruin (see 1 Cor. x. 16, 17). We should therefore cultivate always, and

specially bring to the table of the Lord, a spirit of loving fellowship. So strongly did

the early Christians feel this, that they were wont to ask of each other the mutual for-

giveness of injuries before observing the sacred feast. And that same spirit of love, so

si^ecially incumbent then, should be the prevailing habit of soul with believers towards

each other. For are not all redeemed by the same precious blood ? Are not all mem-
bers of one family? If our God loves us so much, in spite of our sius, as to own us as

his, should not that shame us into a loving regard for each other in spite of our faults ?

With one Saviour, one salvation, one faith, one baptism, one hope, one home, well may
we strive to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace, and to cultivate, in the

fellowship of believers at the table'of the Lord, the same spirit which alone will

pervade the higher fellowship of heaven.

Vers. 9—12.

—

TJie Feast of Weeks, or of Harvest. (For the raried names given to this

Feast ofWeeks, see Kurtz, ' Sacrificial Worship of the Old Testament,' pp. 376, et seg. For

an interesting statement as to the value to Israel of these national gatherings, see Wine's
• Commentaries on the Laws of Moses,' bk. ii. ch. i.) This Feast of Weeks was not com-

memorative in the same sense as that of the Passover ; it was connected, not with a

great national epoch, but with the seasons of the year and the times of harvest. The

method in which it was to be observed is stated in Lev. xxiiL 10, et seq. We find there,

and in the various Scripture references to this festival, the foUuwing principles in-

dicated. 1. That the Hebrews were to regard the produce of the soil as given to them

by the bounty of God. 2. That they were to honour Jehovah by a public thanksgiving

for his goodness, 3. That they were to yield the firstfruits to him. 4. That they were

to rejoice and be glad before him, for what he was and for what he gave. 5. That they

were to recognize the equality before God of ma.ster and servant. National festivals were

holidays for the labourer, and times when good will and kindliness towards the " stranger,

the fatherleaa, and widow" were to be specially manifested. 6. They were thus to

recognize their national unity by showing their joint thankfulness for a common mercy.

These festivals would strengthen Israel's feeling of kinship, and these united gatherings

before the Lord their Qod would proclaim, as often as they were held, their separation

unto him. 7. Though this was a harvest festival, and as such chielly expressive of

thankfulness for the bounty of God as seen in nature, yet it was not to be observed

without the sin offering, the burnt offering, and the meat offering (cf. Lev. xxiii. 18—
20). Other offerings were to be presented along with the offering for sin. Katurai
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blesgings are given to sinful men only under a dispensation of mercy which comes
through a bleeding sacrifice.

Now all those forms have passed away. But the principles which underlay them are

of eternal obligation. We trust we can see, by means of these signs, the everlasting

tiuthi signified by them. In each of the particulars named above some permanent
principle is enclosed.

I. The fuuits of the earth abe to be received by us as granted to us by the
BOUNTY OF A GRACIOUS GoD. So commonplace, or rather so well-known, a truth is this,

that it is not easy for us to picture to ourselves a time when a nation needed to have it

engraven on its heart and conscience by such means as these divinely appointed festivals.

Still, we cannot be unconscious of forces around us being at work w hich, if we suc-
cuiubed to them, would lead us to think of the ordinary products of the harvest-field as

coming simply in due course of law, and to regard the Supreme Being as so remotely
concerned in earth's fruitfulness, that it would be but a slight step to take to think of

him as not concerned therein at all ! But in no part of the sacred records is any sucii

thinking warranted. Reason itself would lead us to supjiose that, if one order of creation

is higher than another, the lower was made to serve it ; and consequently, that if man be
the highest of all, that the rest is ordered to serve him. The I'sahni.st expressed this

when he sang, " Thou hast put all things under his feet." Our Lord Jesus Christ points
us to the most common blessings, even to the sun and the rain, in proof of the good will

of • heavenly Father. And this is at once the philosophy and the faith of a Christian.

It is the conclusion of sober sense ; it is the dictum of devoutness, piety, and love.
" Whoso is wise and will observe these things, even they shall understand the loving-
kindness of the Lord."

II. The FRUITS of the earth should therefore be RECEIVED with thanksgiving.
The doctrine that God is the benevolent Author of all our mercies is not to be a barren
and unfruitful dogma. It is meant to call forth thankfulness. It is said of the heathi ii,

" neither were they thankful." They did not know euougli of God to understand what
true thankfulness meant. But we do. He is revealed in Scripture as having such
watchful concern for our good, that we may well feel an exuberance of thankful
delight that our daily joys come to us from a fountain of love. And it behoves us to

pay our God the homage of grateful hearts.

III. This thankfulness should be expressed praci'Ically. The truly loyal heart
will need no reminder of this. Oda va sans dire. Jacob needed no precept to lead him
to say, •' Of all that thou givest me, I will surely give the tenth unto thee." Nor, if

our hearts are as sensitive as they should be to our own unworthiness and to God's
loving-kindness, shall we fail to " honour the Lord with our substance, and with the first-

fruits of all our increase."

IV. OcB gratitude to God should take the form op united worship and bono.
We may set apart special seasons for harvest festivals, or no, as circumstances dictate

;

but certainly the Divine provision for the temporal wants of man should find gladsome
acknowledgment in the social worship of a thankful people.

V. A united acknowledgment of God's kindness to us all should have the
effect of promoting kindliness among each otheb. If God makes us glad with his

loving goodness, we should make others glad with our radiant kindness (1 John iii. 17
;

iv. 11). The love streaming from heaven is revealed for the purpose of creating bene-
volence upon earth. The blessings that come to us, unworthy as we are, from the pure
benevolence of God, should make us eager, as much as in us is, to emulate the goodness
of heaven !

VI. For, lastly, not even in thankfulness to God for common mercies may wk
FORGET THEIR RELATION TO THAT DiVINE REOEMPTIVE PLAN WKOUGUT OUT BY THE
GREAT Son of God. Israel's rejoicing was to be sanctified by a sin offering ; by which we
see (1) that it is only because of God's mighty redeeming work that even the natural
blessings of this earthly life are ensured to us. And (2) that it is only through the sin
offering that our thank offerings are accepted before God. All our thanksgiving services
must take the form and hue thrown on them by the fact that we are guilty men, living
on the mercy of a forgiving and redeeming God. God expects the acknowledgment of
this on our part. It would be unrighteous of him not to ask it, and unjust and ungrate-
ful of us not to give it. Sin is in the world ; and our an has helped to make the world
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what it is, as to the infusion of bitterness into it ; it is only through the Divine redeem-

ing energy of luve which through and by our Lord Jesus Christ is being put forth, that

the world still yii-lds its treasures to the rubellious and ungrateful sons of men. So that

with the praises for mercies so undeserved there should be a confession of sin, a turning;

anew unto the Lord, and a recon si oration of heart and life to him. For when we think

how soon a slightly adverse action of God towards us might cru.sh us
;
yea, that even the

bare withholding of mercy would consume us; and when we add to that the thought

of our innumerable provocations of One who cannot bear that which is evil, surely we
must needs confess that there are no greater wonders than the patience, the love, the

bounty of God 1

Vers. 13—17.

—

Tlie Feast of Tabernacles, or of Ingathering. "The festival of taber-

nacles, as originally instituted, presents but little symbolism. Its primary design was

to give expression to joy and gratitude in view of the products of the earth, every kind

of which had now been gathered ; and it was therulure also called the Festiv;il of

Ingathering." As the Passover commemorated the first deliverance, so the Feast of

Booths would recall the wilderness life. And "nothing was more natural than to

associate in thought the richness of their inheritance witli the probationary trials by
means of which the nation had been prejiared to possess it" (Atwater's 'History and

Significance of the Sacred Tabernacle of the Hebrews,' Dodd and Co., New York, 1877).

It is scarcely necessary here to do more than suggest the underlying principles which

are presented here. They must needs have some similarity with those in the preceding

Homily. Israel is taught the following truths: 1. After the corn and wine have

been gathered in, and the anxieties of the year are so far over, they are then expected

to look up gratefully to God as the Author of all. 2. God's mercies are to be enjoyed,

in grateful and delightful repose. 3. With the gladsome rest there is to be associated

a thankful memory of past guidance and help in the wilderness life. 4. In this

rejoicing and thankfulness, master and servant are alike to share, as both equal in the

sight of God. 5, By Israel's gladness, the sorrows of the poor, the sad, the lonely, are

to be relieved, and the solitary ones are to be made conscious of a kindly care en-

compassing them. 6. The recognition of a reception of mercy is to be accompanied

with a loving offering to God in return (vers. 16, 17). According to the blessing, so

is to be the tribute. 7. Thus Israel's nationality is to be thrice sealed every year,

as a specifically religious one, in holy and joyful covenant with the Lord their God.

Manifestly on each of these points, Israel's temporary and local forms illustrated

permanent and worldwide principles, in the exposition of which the Christian teacher

may well delight.

Vers. 18—20.—(See Homily, ch. x. 17—xi. 1, "God no respecter of personi.^

Vers. 21, 22.—(See Homily, ch, v. 8—10, on " The second commandment," And abo
Homily, ck xiiL, on " Temptations to idolatry to be resisted,")

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1—9.

—

The Passover. The Passover was a sacrifice (Exod. xil. 2), and was
connected with sacrifices (Lev. xxiii. 5—8 ; Numb, xxviii. 15—26) ; hence " flock and

herd " (ver. 2) covering the sacrifices of the seven days' feast. It was the sacrifice

which mediated the new relationship established between Jehovah and the people on

the night of the Exoilus. There was a fitness, at so solemn a crisis in the history of

the chosen nation, in the line of demarcation between them and the Egyptians being

drawn so strongly in atoning blood. Not for any righteousness of theirs, but through

God's mercy, under cover of blood of atonement, was Israel—collectively a part of

Egypt, and individually partakers of its guilt and corruptions—spared the stroke of

judgment. The sacrifice then olTered was : 1. Pacificatory. In their blood-sheltered

dwellings, the Israelites enjoyed the presence of God, communion with God, peace with

Qod. A fea«t of peace was held upon the flesh, as in the later peac« offerings
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2. Purificatory. It sanctified the people in view of their departure from Egypt
;

and separation as a peculiar people to Jehovah—in view also of his peculiarly near
approach to them in their deliverance. 3. Protective. As warding olf the stroke of

the destroying angel. Later Passovers, as the yearly presentation of the blood implied,

were not only commemorations, \i\it in some sense &\^ perpetuations of the original,

one. The Passover, as observed from .\'ear to year, was

—

I. A MEMORIAL. It stood as an historical monument, testifying to the reality of

the events of the Exodus. In this view of it, it is of great value. No criticism of

documents can impair its witness. It is a Bible outside of the Bible, confirmatory
of the Bible narratives. No one has yet succeeded in showing how a festival like the
Passover could have been introduced at any period later than that to which it liistori-

C'iUy refers. It has, so far as we can make out anything in history, been ohserved
by the Jews from the very beginning of their national existence. Note to what it

testifies—1. To the fact of the Exodus. 2. That the Exodus was accomi)Ushed without
warlike resistance from the Egyptians. 3. That it was looked forward to, prepared
for, sacrifice ofiered, and a sacrificial meal eaten, in anticipation of it. 4. That the

preparations for departure were hurried, yet orderly. 5. That on the night in questiun

a judgment fell on Egypt, from which the Israelites were exempted—a circumstance

which gives to the feast its name, the Passover. The festival has thus all the value of

a contemporary witness, and fully corroborates the Scripture history. The Lord's

Supper, in like manner, is an historical witness, not to be got rid of, testifying to acts

and words of our Lord on the night of his betrayal, and furnishing clear evidence as

to the light in which his death was regarded by himself.

II. A TYPE. The typological features have often been dwelt on. 1. The lamh—
select, unblemished, of full age, subjected to fire, unmutilated (John xix. 36), fitness of

the victim to represent Christ (Isa. liii. 7). 2. The blood—atoning, need of personal

application, sole shelter from death, under its shelter inviolable security (Itom. viii. I).

3. The feast—the slain lamb the food of a new life (John vi. 51—57) ; a feast of recon-

ciliation and peace, with fellow-believers, with bitter heibs (afilictiou, repentance), and
without leaven—memorial of haste (ver. 3), but also emblematic of siiiritual incorrup-

tion, of the purity which is to characterize the new life (I Cor. v. 7—9) ; no part of

tlie flesh to remain till morning (ver. 4), for same reason, to avoid corrujition ; the

feast to last seven days—a week, an entire circle of time, symbolical of life-long con-
secration to holiness of walk. 4. The redemption—great, once for all, a redemption
by blood and by power, from wrath, from bondage. All these types are conspicuously
fulfilled in Christ.

IIL An ordinance. 1. The first and chief of the feasts (ver. 1). 2. To be observed
regularly (ver. 1). So now the Lord's Supper (I Cor. xi. 25). 3. At the central

sauctuary (vers. 2, 5, 6). Christians should seek to realize their unity with all saints

at the Lord's table. 4. With due seriousness and solemnity (vers. 2, 6).—J. 0.

Vers. 9—13.

—

Pentecost. I. A sacred reckoning. "Seven weeks shalt thou
number," etc. (ver. 9). A week of weeks, seven times seven, lience the name, " Feast
ot Weeks " (ver. 10). The count began with the off'ering of the sheaf of fiistfrnits on
Nisan 16, the second day of the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Lev. xxiii. 11). Till that

sheaf was ofiered, no Israelite was permitted to eat of the new corn (ver. 14). With
the arrival of the fiftieth day, inclusive of the second of Unleavened Bread, the labours

of the harvest were presumed to be ended, and this festival ensued, at which baken
loaves were ]iresented to Jehovah (Lev. xxiii. 17), in token of consecration to him of

the fruits of the harvest, and of dedication of the life which bread sustained. There
is, intended or unintended, a beautiful symbolism in this sacred count, the divinely

allotted period for the labours of the harvest, its days reckoned by heaven's calendar,

the end, an " appearing before God " in the sanctuary. The harvest began with con-

secration (in the Passover sheaf), it ended with it (in the presentation of the wave
loaves). So has the Christian his allotted work-time in the world, a sacred cycle of

weeks, rounded off in God's wisdom for the work he means to be accomplished

(John ix. 4); work in the Christian harvest-field, a work beginning in consecration,

carried on in the spirit of consecratioo, and the termination of which is " entrance intu

the joy of the Lord."
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II. A HARVEST THANKSGiviKQ. This was distinctly the idea of the Pentecostal

festivaL It was characterized : 1. By a devout recognition of the Divine bounty in the

fruits of the earth. 2. By a voluntary dedication to Qod of part of what he had given.

There was the public ceremony of the two wave loaves. But the Israelite was required

in addition to keep the feast with " a tribute of a free-will offering of his band " (ver. 10).

The offering was to be voluntary, yet not without rule, but "according as the Lord
thy God hath blessed thee." 3. By a willing sharing of God% bounty with the needy
(ver. 11). The stranger, tlie fatherless, the widow, were, as usual, not to be neglected.

The remembrance of former bondage in Egypt was to furnish the " touch of nature
"

which would make this duty easy (ver. 12). Note: (1) Our gifts to God are worth-

less, save as they are the expression of a willing mind (2 Cor. viii. 7—16 ; ix, 6—14).

(2) Our gifts to God ought to be proportionate to our prosperity (1 Cor. xvi. 2). (3)
God's goodness to us (in harvests, in trade, in business generally) ought to be acknow-
ledged by liberal gifts for his service. (4) God's goodness to us (in deliverances, etc.)

should open our hearts in sympathy for others.

III. A GOSPEL TYPE. The figure of the firstfruits finds an abundance of applications

ill the New Testament. It is employed of the Jews (Rom. xi. 16), sanctified in their

covenant heads ; of Christ, the " Firstfruits " of them that sleep (1 Cor. xv. 20—23)

;

of first converts in a particular district (1 Cor. xvi. 15); of believers generally, as

"a kind of firstfruits" of the redeemed creation (Jas. i. 18); of the 144,000 of the

Apocalypse (Rev. xiv. 4), possibly " all the Church of Christ at any time on the earth

;

a limited company at any one time, capable of being numbered " (Rev. vii. 1—9). A
more direct relation must be traced between the presentation of the firstfruits at

Pentecost and the events consequent upon the Pentecostal effusion of the Spirit

(Acts ii.). It is surely not to be ascribed to accident that, as our Lord died on the

Fiiday of the Passover—probably on the 14th of Nisan—so the disciples were kept

waiting for the promised effusion of the Spirit till " the day of Pentecost was fully

come;" and that on this day the great ingathering of three thousand took place,

embracing representatives from "every nation under heaven"—a truly glorious offering

of " firstfruits." May we pursue the coincidence further, and see in Christ, the solitary

sheaf, raised from the dead on the same day that the first-cut sheaf was presented in

the sanctuary (Nisan 16), the firstfruits of the harvest in prospect ; while in the Church
constituted and consecrated at Pentecost, the day of the offering of the wave loaves,

we have the firstfruits of the harvest as realized. The wave loaves correspond in

significance to the meat offering, and still more nearly to the shewbread. Bread, as

the staff of life, the nourishing principle, stands for the presentation to God of the life

so nourished, involving the recognition of him as the Nourisher of it. In the possession

of the believing heart by the Spirit of God, as the indwelling and abiding principle of

spiritual life, we have the full realization of this thought, the fulfilment of the types

of meat offering. The passage, Jas. i. 18, suggests the deeper idea that the Church
constituted at Pentecost is itself only a kind of firstfruits of redemption. It is so in

relation : 1. To the latter-day effusion of the Spirit (Acts ii. 17—20). 2. To creation

as a whole (Rom. viii. 19—24). Other two points may be noted : 1. If our dates be

correct, Pentecost, like the Resurrection, fell on the first day of the week—the Spirit

was given on the Lord's day. 2. As Pentecost was lield by the Jews in commemoration
of the giving of the Law, so God signalized it as the day of the giving of the Spirit,

thus superseding the old dispensation by the new.—J. 0.

Vers. 13—16.

—

The Feast of Tdbemacles. L A Feabt op the Inoathering

(Ver. 13.) Held in the seventh month, when all the fruits of the earth had been

gathered in. Thus : 1. Every stage of labour was sanctified by the recognition of God.

At the Passover, when the sickle was thrust into the virgin grain ; at Pentecost, when
the cereal crops were harvested ; and now, at the close of the agricultural year, when
the season's labours had yielded to the husbandman their full results. 2. The fruits

of labour were sanctified by dedication to God. The usual feasts were held, and shared

with the needy (ver. 14), and free-will offerings (vers. 16, 17) were presented to God.

Bountiful giving is the appropriate return for bountiful receiving.

II. A MEMORIAL OP PAST WANDERINGS. (Ley, xxiii. 43.) During the seven days

of the festival, the Israelites were to live in booths. This symbolized, and served to
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remind them of, the wandering, unsettled life of the desert. Booths were erections

of simpler construction, and morei n keeping with an agricultural festival, especially

after the settlement in Canaan, than tents would have been. But there may have been

an allusion also to actual circumstances of the journeyings, e.g. the first halt at Succoth,

«.e. booths (Exod. xii. 3; aee Stanley). This memorial was instituted: 1. That in

the midst of their prosperity they might not forget the days of their adversity (ch. viii.

12—18). 2. That they might be reminded of God's gracious care of them. Booths

or huts may, as Keil thinks, have been used instead of tents with reference to this

idea. The booth was a shelter, a protection. So God promises to be to his Church, as

he had been in the past, "a booth for a shadow in the daytime from the heat, and for

a place of refuge, and for a covert from the storm and rain " (Isa. iv. 6). 3. That their

enjoyment of the goodness of the land might be enhanced by feelings of warm grati-

tude, awakened by the sense of contrast.

III. An image of present piloeimaqe. Though settled in Canaan, the Israelites

were not to regard themselves as in possession of the final rest (Heb. iv. 7, 8). Tlie

pilgrim state continued (Ps. zxxix. 12). It does so still. We still inhabit tabernacles

(2 Cor. V. 1). Spiritual rest, the inward side of the Canaan type, is attained in Christ

;

but the full realization of the rest of God lies in eternity. Till heaven is reached, our

state is that of pilgrims—wilderness wanderers. " The admission of this festival into

Zechariah's prophecy of Messianic times (Zech. xiv. 18) is undoubtedly founded on

the thought that the keeping of the Feast of Tabernacles is an expression on the part

of the nations of their thankfulness for the termination of their wanderings by their

reception into the peaceful kingdom of Messiah " (Oehler).—J. 0.

Vers. 18

—

21.—Model judges. I. Judges occupy a high and responsible position.

1. They are necessary. They require to be set up "in all thy gates . . . throughout

thy tribes." 2. They represent God (ch. i. 17). They are called "gods" (Pg. Ixxxii.

1). They are clothed with a portion of God's authority (Rom. xiii. 1). 3. They are

set to uphold the sacred interests of justice. 4. They may, by wresting judgment, or

by hasty and wrong decisions, inflict irremediable injury on the innocent. 5. The
right discharge of their functions conduces in the highest degree to the stability,

happiness, and material prosperity of society.

II. Judges ark required to execute just judgment. 1. They are not to be

swayed by private partialities—political, social, ecclesiastical. 2. They are not to

make distinctions between rich and poor, i.e. " respect persons." 3. They are not to

accept bribes. 4. They are, as administrators of a justice which is impersonal, to judge
in every case according to absolute right.—J. 0.

Vew. 1—8.

—

The Passover, a mtmorieU o/ deliverance. The institution of the Passover

(Exod. xii.) was preliminary to their deliverance from Egypt, just as the Lord's Supper
was preliminary to the death ofJesus Christ, which it was designed subsequently to com-
memorate. On the first occasion it was a sacrifice presented at home, as was most
proper. But when the central altar was set up in Palestine, it became the centre of the

Passover festival, and to it the Jews in their multitudes repaired. This secured a

national assembly under very solemn circumstances, and was an important element in

sustaining the national spirit.

I. The deliverance of the soul from the bondage of sin should bb held
n perpetual remembrance. The Passover was the yearly celebration of nationnl

iemption. By it the Jews were annually reminded that they were a redeemed
vople. Gratitude to God would be elicited, and that self-denial and abstinence from

vil which the unleavened bread typified. And it is evident that a similar memorial
B contemplated in the New Testament dispensation. The Lord's Supper coming
regularly round is intended to recall the deliverance from sin and guilt which we
believe God has wrought for us, and to foster that holiness of walk which should
characterize the redeemed of the Lord.

II. The deliverance of the soul has been through saobifiob. The Ftesover
taught this, if it taught anything. Egypt had to part with her firstborn before God's
firstborn, Israel, could be redeemed (Exod. xiii. 15). This was evidently the idea—the
firstburu of Eg^pt must die to ensure the liberty of the firstborn of God (Exod. iv. 22,
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23). This was tho spirit of the Mosaic commission, " Thus saith the Lord, Israel is

my son, even my firstborn: and I say unto thee, Let my sou go, that he may serve

me : and if thou refuse to let him go, behold, I will slay thy son, even thy firstborn."

But if the involuntary sacrifice of the Egyptian firstborn be primarily referred to in

the Passover, it unquestionably refers secondarily and typically to the great voluntary

sacrifice of Jesus Christ, through which our souls are redeemed. Hence Paul speaks

of "Christ our Passover being sacrificed for us" (1 Cor. v. 7). Just as the blood was
sprinkled on the doorposts and lintel that the destroying angel might spare the

inmates, so the blood of Christ is sprinkled on our hearts and consciences, and our
Kivfcty from condemnation becomes assured.

III. The unity of the sacrifice that redeems us was strikinqlt ilIiUs-

TRATED AT THE Passover. Nouc of the flcsli was to remain until the morning, all

was to be eaten or burnt with fire. The sacrifice was to be a finished unity, not a pro-

tracted feast, which might through delay become corrupt. So with the sacrifice ol

which it is the type. Jesus Christ was once ofi"ered to bear the sins of many (Heb. ix. 28).

He was not allowed to see any corruption (Acts xiii. 37). The unity of the sacrifice

—the once for all—was thus strikingly brought out.

Upon this our assurance of acceptance rests. We have now no doubt that the

satisfaction is complete. " It is finished," said Jesus triumphantly on the tree. It is

surely a matter of great moment and thankfulness to have our case disjiosed of at once,

without uncertain delays, witiiout any possible appeals. God is satisfied, and we are

justified and free.

IV. Salvation by sacrifice is with a view to holy livino. The Feast of

Unleavened Bread followed the Passover. Leaven was the type of self-indulgence and
sin. The unleavened bread indicated how hastily they had to flee out of Egypt, and
how little consideration for self there could he in their flight. Paul interprets the

reference for us when he says, " Therefore let us keep the feast, not with old leaven,

neither with the leaven of malice and wickedness; but with the unleavened bread

of sincerity and truth " (1 Cor. v. 8). The feast of unleavened bread symbolized,

thcTefore, the life of holy living which succeeds our salvation. Self-rigliteousness

leverses this Divine order. It insists on the holy living meriting the salvation ; but

God gives the salvation gratuitously, and respects the holy living as a matter of

gratitude. We should not make the way more difiScult than God has done.—R. M. E.

Vers. 9—12.

—

Pentecost, the Feast of First/riiits. Fifty days after the Passover, or

a week of weeks, came the second great national festival, when offerings were presented

unto God of the firstfruits of the harvest, and a people already blessed recorded their

thankfulness. It was also made a celebration of the giving of the Law from Sinai,

which took place, according to calculation, exactly fifty days after the Passover. In

consequence of this twofold reference to the harvest and to the giving of the Law, this

Pentecostal festival acquired more popularity than was to be expected. In fact, from

Acts ii., it seems to have drawn Jews and proselytes from all lands. These two
references suggest a moral and a typical lesson respectively from the feast.

I. It was the EXPRESSION OF harvest thanksqivinq. Here we have its moral

meaning. It was an acknowledgment that God is the Author of the harvest, and
should have the firstfruits. We never shall prosper unless we are grateful to the

bountiful Giver. And the joy of harvest will be all the deeper when it is entertained

before God. In harvest homes there should be the religious element continually. If

God be forgotten, it is sheer and base ingratitude.

II. It was typical op the Pentecost or the Christian Church. The Jews
celebrated on this festival the giving of the Law, and the blessings attending it. An
interesting parallel may be traced between the Pentecost at Sinai and the Pentecost at

Jerusalem.

1. The Jews celebrated the giving of the Law, while we celebrate the proclamation

at Pentecost of the gospel. We have here a parallel and also a contrast. The gospel

is the Law magnified and delivered as love.

2. The Jews received the Law as the rule of life after their deliverance through the

Paschal sacrifice, as we receive the message of love on the foundation of Christ our

Pastover sacrificed fifty days before.
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3. There were wonderful works attending both the Pentecosts : the fearful thunder-
ings and lightnings at Sinai, and the rushing mighty wind and fire in the upper room
at Jerusalem ; the sound of the trumpet at Sinai, the sound of the gospel in many
languages at Jerusalem.

4 There were important effects following both Pentecosts : thus the fear of the

Israelites at Sinai, and the conviction of sin at Jerusalem ; the separation and cere-

monial at Sinai, Moses being constituted mediator, and the fellowship resulting at

Jerusalem, wlien tlie three thousand were added unto the Church.
III. Ststematio beneficence was fostered bt the festival. In giving to Gkxl

" according as the L'>nl thy God hath blessed thee," servants, Levites, strangers, and
the widow and fxtherless are sure to bo considered. This was the case too after

I'entecost. The Christian commune was tried, which was a mighty though unsuc-
cessful effort of beneficence. This law of beneficence must be obeyed by all Christian
men.—R M. E.

Vers. 13—17.

—

The Feast of Tahtrnacles—life a tented state. This was the third

great festival, and it was after all the harvest and vintage had been gathered home.
It was celebrated in the seventh month, from the fifteenth day to the twenty-second.
It is also noticeable that it began five days after the great Day of Atonement, which
was on the tenth day of this same seventh month. Sin pardoned, and the harvest
saved, these were surely twin blessings at which poor sinners might well rejoice.

I. The festival was to remind the Israelites of the pilgrimage in the
WILDERNESS. Their settling in Cannan was not to blot out the memory of their

previous pilgrimaj^e, and how they dwelt with God in tents. The same danger
threatens God's children still. This world p;ets so settled and home-like that we forget

the pilgrimage which life is meant by God to be. We need the exhortation of Peter,
" Dearly beloved, I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts,

which war a. ainst the soul " (1 Pet. ii. 11).

II. The festival was to be a joyous one. It would be joyous on three accounts :

(1) because of the ingathered harvest; (2) because of the complete atonement so

recently past
; (3) because of the time of year, the glorious October of Palestine.

Hence the festival would be virtually a tenting out in the pleasantest time of the year,

with minds delivered from all anxiety and fear.

And this is to indicate the high-water mark of Christian experience. We are living
below our privileges if we are not rejuiciug in Hod's providential goodness, and in his
atoning grace, and in his beautiful world. "Rejoice in the Lord alway : and again I

say. Rejoice " (Piiil. iv. 4).

III. The festival fostered hope. For if life as it now is should be regarded as a
pilgrimage, an unsettled state, then each time we are reminded of this we learn to look
for a better condition and more permanent abnde. If I am reminded that I dwell in

a tent of flesh, easily taken down, I learn to liope for the building of God, the "house
not made with hands, eternal in the heavens " (2 Cor. v. 1).

•' A while ou earth we roam
In these frail housea which are not our home^
Journeying towards a refuge that is sure,—

A rest secure.

* * • • •
" For in our Father's liouse

A mansion fair he has prepared for us;
And only till Ida voice shall call us henoe

We dwell in teuta."

rV. Thu festival fostered forethought and thrift. It had all the wholesome
effect on them which an annual picnic has upon working people. They look forward
to it and make preparation for it. Now, these festivals at the centre of the national
worship were to be joyful and liberal times. They were not to appear empty-handed
before the Lord. 'Ihey were to be altle to give at his altar and be lios|)itable as they
had opportunity. Hence the festival cultivated thrifty habits in order to be open'
hand( d when the glad day came. So should religion make us all !—R. M. E.
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Vers. 18—20.

—

Impartial judtjea. We have here the election of judges or magU-
t rates laid down as a duty. lu the election they are to secure impartial and incorruptible

men. A bribe is not to be thought of by the judges—nor are they to respect persona.

And here let us notice

—

I. That all judgment amonq men is the foreshadowino of a Divine judgment
AT THE LAST. We live under a moral Governor who has not yet delivered final

judgment \i\>on his creatures. That final review of life is naturally expected from the
imperfect justice of the world. Men in their judgments can at best only approximate
to what will be the Divine decision.

II. God demands impartial judges from his people because he is the impabtial
Judge himself. The impartiality of God's administration will be vindicated at last.

All seeming violations of the principle will be exhibited in their true light. For instance,

God's plan of salvation is the very essence of impartiality, since it proposes to save
men without regard to any personal consideration, as a matter of free grace alone.

Whosoever takes exception to this is taking exception to the Divine impartiality.

Again, in providence we shall doubtless find that, by a series of compensations and
of drawbacks, each person's lot in life is impartially and graciously ordered. The
" favourites of fortune " find some drop of bitterness in their cup, and the sweetness is

more ajiparent than real.

III. Men need not try to bribe God, however they may succeed with men.
For although this may seem a strong way of putting it, it is nevertheless the attempt
that sinners thoughtlessly make. For instance, when an anxious soul thinks that a

certain amount of conviction of sin, a certain amount of penitence, a certain amount
of frames and feelings, will secure acceptance and peace, he is proposing to bribe God.
It is as if an insane person tried to corrupt a judLj;e on the bench by the present of a
liundle of ratis

—"all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags." God will take no bribe.

He will accept no man's person. Unless we give up the idea of personal claim and
personal fitness for his reception of us, we cannot be accepted.

IV. We may expect an impartial judgment at the last. It is Jesus who is to

sit on the throne when the appeal cases from the injustice of earth to the justice of

lieaven are heard. He knows our cases so thoroughly that he cannot, as he would not,

err. All wrongs shall then be righted; all unfair advantage taken shall then be con-
demned. " Behold, the judge standeth at the door." Let us see to it that we learn

of him impartiality, and men shall regard us as truly Godlike in our dealings with
them !—K. M. E,

Vers. 1—8.— The Passover a memorial and a prophecy. In a singular and a miraculous
manner, the national existence of the Hebrews had commenced. God had signally

interposed as their Champion, in a way altogether unparalleled. Without question, it

\\as an event pregnant with vast issues to the history of mankind. Every opportunity
was afforded Pharaoh to escape from destruction. The host of God, composed of

natural forces and invisible powers, enclosed him gradually within narrower and
narrower bounds, until the king himself was captured and destroyed. This was a
conspicuous step in the development of the redemptive scheme. In that night of

destruction the elect nation was born.

I. Emancipation of national life from bondage is a fit subject fob yearly
commemoration. It is God's \\ ill that such commemoration should be observed, and
be observed in a most religious spirit. The effect of such commemoration upon the

minds of the people would be most beneficial. The nation is but a collection of units

;

and as every unit had shared in the boon, so every unit should partake in the acknow-
ledgment. It is a sin when we forget our participation in national blessings. Our
pious example will be a benign stimulus to others.

II. Grateful commemoration ^h -l'ld perpetuate all the methods and inci-

dents OF THE Divine OELiVERANCt v Life had to he sacrificed in order to obtain

that redemplion. It was, in the most pi *per sense, a redemption. They had belonged
to God ; a usurper had despoiled God of his right ; hence, the people had to be
" bouizht back." Natural agencies had een employed to soften Pharaoh's heart ; but
in vain. Nothing short of the death ol the firstborn sufficed to procure deliverance.

Therefore the commemoration of the event fitly included the sacrifice of the lamb,
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2. Tlie release had been vifh haute. This incident was deserving of commemoration.
So urgent was Tharaoh's diyiie tliat they should deiwrt, tlmt tliey had not time to bake
their daily ration of bread; heuce the yearly commemoration was to be with "bread
unleavened." Bodily appetites must be forgotten when the golden moment of eraanci-

I^ation dawns. 3. The sen^e of obHgatiou should bf deep and ahi'/ing. On this account,
the commemoration was appointed to extend over seven days. Gladness was to be
tempered vvitli self-denial and pain.

III. Grateful commemoration takes thb form of deeds and sef^f-sacrifices.

The gratitude that contents itself with words is cheap ami shallow. God delights to

hear the language of deeds. This is the real language of the heart. It f(;els the pain
of restraint and disappointment, if it may not bring some visible expression of its love
or perform some service for its friend. In the case of the Hebrews, long journeys had
to be imdertaken, lambs had to be slain, much time had to be devoted to the sacred
festival. Yet all this was performed with radiant gladness.

IV. 'J'he commemoration of the Passover was to be obsei^ved under the solemn
8ANOTION3 OF RELIGION. Under the theocratic government, every public act was
baptized at the fountain of religion. Religion was not simply a particular department
of the State : it was a spirit ol heaven that ennobled and beautified every public deed.

The Paschal lamb might not be slain anywhere, it must be slain at the temple gate.

It was an offering made to God, and God at once returned it, with added blessing to the
offerer. Thus, year by year, they professed that their emancijiation was a gift from
God, that national life and earthly home and prospective hojie came from the goodness
of God.

V. National emancipation wab a prophecy of the world's redemption. A man
is a type of a nation; a nation is a type of the world. What God has done for a

nation, he is prepared to do (if need be) for the race. We too are under bondage, in

the grasp of a mightier tyrant than Pharaoh. " Christ our Passover is for us slain."

From all on whom is the effectual mark of Messiah's blood, doom is removed. " They
shall never perish." Their destiny is the heavenly Canaan— the new Jerusalem. We
too have our Paschal least— the Eucharist. As the deliverance of the earthly Israel

was complete, " not a hoof was left behind," so Christ Jesus shall eventually be Victor
over all his foes. Redemption of the true Israel is in progress.—D.

Vers. 9—17.

—

The Feasts of Weeks and of Tahernades. For the moral Improvement
of the Hebrews, it was desirable to keep alive among them the recollection of their early
history. Prior to the invention of printing, and when written records would be scarce,

memory and affection and conscience were impressed by the annual festivals. The
Passover commemorated the national birth ; tlie Feast of Tabernacles commemorated
the tent life of the desert. The joys of harvest and of vintage were things unknown in

the wilderness.

L Material blessings afford pregnant reasons fob religious jot. A frequent
effect upon the mind of some large influx of wealth is to produce a sense of independence
and self-suCGciency. The very event which ought, most of all, to lead men's thoughts
up to God, leads to sel I'-gratulation and self-trust. Now present need is met. We have
stores of abundance. We can say to ourselves, "Soul, thou hast much goods laid up
for many years." Therefore we must counteract this tendency. In very kindness to

men's souls, God ordaineil this festival. He would have us to look from the gift to the
Giver. It is his will that we should rejoice abundantly, but that our joy should be
religious joy—a joy consecrated at the temple gate.

II. The festive seasons are fixkd according to a religious measurement.
(Ver. 9.) The year is a measurement of time fixed by a natural cycle. So also is ihe
month, so also the day. But there is nothing in nature that marks the commencement
and the close of the week. This is a measurement specially ordained of God. Tiie
visible universe is not the whole of existence. Another voice breaks upon the ear,

softer than the music of nature, and more full of authority than the voice of Csesar

—

a voice which makes a uew boundary in time, and bids us to count our days by
sovens.

III. Rkoeivino should promit us to a propobtio»ath orviNO. (Ver. JO.) The
gift to be brought to the temple is not specified. It might be a gift of corn, or ol
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fruit, or of wine, or of money. The form of the gift was left to the option of the
liusbandman ; but some tribute was required, and the amount must be proijortionate to
the abundance of his crops. If plain and imperative law could make the Jews generous-
hearted, God did his utmost to cultivate in them this excellence. Avarice was scouted
hj Divine Law.

IV. Religious joy should be diffusivb. This giving to God was to be an act of

gladness. It was not allowed to be with grudging or with gloom (ver. 11). God had
no personal need for these material presents. They were expended at once in new
lilossing and joy. Not only was the household to share in the festive gladness, in the
banquet and the song ; but the servant, the stranger, the poor Levite, the widow, and
the orphan also. God's copious goodness in the harvest was designed to enlarge all

narrow affections, and to thaw, in streams of kindness, all frozen sympathies. At such
a season, they were reminded that they were not proprietors of anything, but put in

offices of trust as the stewards of God.
V. A SENSE OF OBLIGATION SHOULD INSPIRE OBEDIENCE. (Ver. 12.) The houf of

prosperity is the hour of reflection. By the law of associated ideas, the contrast is

suggested. The mind, free from the pressure of care, retraces the past. We think of

the " rock whence we were hewn, the hole of the pit whence we were digged." The
recollection of our lowly origin—the dust of the ground—ought to affect us tenderly

;

and our sense of devout obligation should stimulate new and larger obedience. If I

owe so much to God, what can I otherwise do than keep his commandments with mind
and heart and soul ? Complete obedience is a dictate of earliest intelligence.—D.

Vers. 18—22.

—

The administration of justice. True religion is related to true

morality as the parent is related to the child. God cares as much that right disposi-

tions should prevail between man and man as between man and God. By an eternal

decree, religion and morality have been cojoined, and no man can put them asunder.

He that loves God will love his brother also.

I. The ADMINISTRATION OF SOCIAL JUSTICE IS ENTRUSTED TO IMPERFECT MEN. The
laws of the Jews were framed in heaven, and were conveyed to men by the mediation
of angels, but the administration and execution of these laws were imposed on men
selected from among themselves. What men cannot do, God will do for them ; what
men can do for themselves, God requires them to accomplish. This administration of

Divine Law by men was a magnificent training for higher office. In the best sense,

God desires that men " should be as gods." By handling the affairs of justice, they
would best grow in the understanding of the Divine government.

II. Eatery town was a type of the whole kingdom. Magistrates were to be
appointed in every community, who should be kings in their sphere of jurisdiction.

Such magistrates were the people's choice, and thus they were initiated into the art of

self-government. Justice well administered in every town would secure the order and
well-being of the nation. The burden of governing the whole nation would thus be
reduced to a thousand infinitesimal burdens—each one easily to be borne. Duty well

done in every individual sphere would make the world happy and prosperous.

III. The sacred interests of justice outweigh all personal considerations.

Gifts from friends are not to be despised ; but if they have the feeblest tendency to

weaken our sense of right or to bring discredit on public justice, they must be declined.

If a man accepts the office of a ruler, he must be prepared to forego many private

aiivantages and pleasures. He is the steward of public interests—the servant of

justice. He is no longer his own master. Personal friendships must be forgotten in

the judicial court. No regard must be had to any other interest save the interest of

righteousness. One thing the magistrate must do, and one only ; he must be the

mouthpiece of eternal righteousness. He may err, but he must he honest. Simple in-

tegrity of purpose is the chief qualification to rule. He who candidly ^esxres to do right

will be guided by an unerring hand.

IV. The cause of public justice is served by PUBLfcrrY. The administration of

justice was to be in the gate—in the place of public coacourse. From the free conflict

of public opinion sparks of truth will be elicited, i^o weiik and vacillating is ofttimes

human purpose, that the blaze of mortal eyes is neeued to keep that purpose steadfast.

This mode of administ-'^'^r nistice had also a deterrent influence on the immature and

the vile ; it educated the puui.v. • . "'ence.
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V. JOSTICB HONESTLY ADMINISTERED SECURES NATIONAL PROSPERITY. It 18 th«

lesson of universal history that ofBcial injustice loosens all tlie bonds of society, and
brinirs a kingdom into utter ruin. Men will patiently tolerate many abuses of jiower,

bat the public abuse of justice quickly brings deadly retribution. On the other hand, an
honest and prompt administration of righteous law is the seed of order, content, and
mutual confidence. It gives a sense of security; it fosters patriotism; it develops

courage ; it brings the smile and benediction of God.—D.

Vers. 21, 22.

—

The pathxvays to temptation to he shunned. A rash and hare-brained

pilot may venture as near as he can to a sunken reef, but a wise captain will prefer

plenty of sea-room. It is no proof of wisdom to tamper with temptation. One cannot

handle pitch without being defiled.

I. God WISHES to impart to men his own feelinq towards idolatry. (Ver. 22.)

To be like God is the summit of every good man's ambition. This is God's intention

also. But the attainment can only gradually be made. We must have God's thoughts

rooted in us ; we must cultivate similar feelings ; we must cherish similar pur{X)se8 or

we cannot be like him in character. Idolatry corrupts the soul and generates death.

To know and worship God leads up to richest life.

II. External aids to idolatry must be carefully avoided. A stone which is

a stumbling-block to a child has no peril for a strong man ; for the sake of the young
and the weak, the stone should be taken out of the way. It is wise and noble to

abstain from self-indulgences which will imperil the piety of others. A shady grove

would be pleasant enough for worshippers in the scorching climate of the East ; never-

theless, if it shall tend in the least measure to lure the ignorant into idolatry, we will

forego the pleasure. This is Godlike, to deny self in order to bless others. If

umbrageous groves make my weak brother to offend, I will ei.dure the noontide heat

so long as life shall last. Our mental tastes, our love of the beautiful, our desire for

pleasure,—all nmst give way to honest endeavour for the moral elevation of the race.

III. God's fatherly kindness is expressed in these plain precepts. We might
reach these wise maxims as reasonable deductions from moral principles; yet they

come to us clothed with irresistible authority, when they appear as the revealed will of

God, A twofold light blends to point out the path of human conduct, viz. the light of

conscience and the light of Scripture
; yet these twin rays emanate from the selfsame

vun. —D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVIL

Baorifioxs to be of Animals Unblemisred.

Idolaters to bb sodght out, oonvioted,

AND put to Death, The Higher Judicial

Court at the Sanotuaby. Election

AND Duty of a Kino.

Ver. 1.—Not only was the setting up of

idols an offence to be punislied by the judge,
but also all profaDation of the service of

Jehovah, such as the offering in sacrifice

of any animal, bullock or sheep, that had
any blemish or defect (of. Lev. xxii. 19—24).

Evilfavouredness ; literally, any evil thing,

Le. any vice or maim (cf. Lev. xxii. 22, etc.).

Ver. 2.—In ch. xiii., Moses enacts what is

to be done to those who seduce into idolatry.

Here he declares what is to be done to those
who are so seduced. Done wickedness;
literally, done the evil. The definite article is

prefixed ; it is not any kind of wickedness
that is here denounced, but the special sin

of idolatry, the wickedness kot* l^^xv- AH
idolatry was to be strictly suppressed

—

those convicted of it to be put to death by
stoning.

Ver 3.—(Cf. ch. iv. 19.) Which I have not
commanded; t.e. have forbidden, a meiosis,

as in Jer. vii. 31.

Ver. 5.—Unto thy gates
;
judicial proceed-

ings were conducted at the gates of the
city, and in some place outside the walls

the sentence was executed on the con-
demned criminal (Neh. viii. 1, 3 ; Job. xxix.

7 : ch. xxii. 24 ; Acts vii. 58 ; Heb. xiii. 12),

just as, during the journey through the
wilderness, it had been outside the camp
that transgressors were punished (Lev- xxiv.

14 : Numb. XV. 36).

Vers, d, 7.—Only on the testiiNMiy of

more than one witness could the ascused
be condemned (of. Numb. xxxv. 30 ; and
tlie hand of the witnesses was to be first

against him to puthim to death—a rule which
would tend to prevent •ocnsations being
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lightly addueed, as none would venture to

witness aj^ainst any one unless so deeply

convinced of his Ruilt that tltey were

willing to assume the responsihility of in-

flicting on him the last penalty with their

own hands. Worthy of death be put to

death ; i.e. adjudged or appointed to death

;

literally, the dead man shall die. np, the

part, of niD, to die, is here equivalent to

nio )3, eon of death (1 Sam. xx. 31), or

mn E^'N, a man of death (1 Kings ii. 26), i.e.

one assigned to death, already the property

of death, and so as j^ood as dead. Put the

evil away ; literally, consume or sweep away

the evil. The verb npa means primarily to

consume by burning.

Vers. 8—13.—So long as Moses was with

the people, they had in him one to whom, in

the last resort, cases might be brought for

decision which were found too difficult for the

ordinary judges (Exod. xviii. 19—26). But,

as he wa« not to be always with them, it was

needful to provide a supreme court, to which

such cases might be carried when they could

no longer be decided by him; and such a

court is here appointed to be held at the

Mnctuary.

Ver. 8.—A matter too hard for thee;

literally, too marvellous; something extra-

ordinary, and which could not be decided

by the ordinary rules of the judicature.

Between blood and blood, between plea and
plea, and between stroke and stroke ; i.e. in

cases where blood had been shed and death

had ensued, either accidentally or from

murderous intent (cf. Exod. xxi. 13, etc. ;

Numb. XXXV. 9, etc.); in cases of disputed

rights and claims (cf. 2 Chron. xix. 10) ; and
in cases where corporeal injury had been

suffered, whether in strife or from assault

(Exod. xxL 18, etc.); and, in general,

wherever matters of controversy—disputes

as to what was lawful and right, might
arise in their towns and villages. In all

such cases recourse was to be had to the

court at the sanctuary—" to the priests the

Levites," i.e. the priests who were of the

tribe of Levi, and to the judge presiding

there—the lay judge associated with the

high priest as president (see Ochler, in

Herzog's 'Encyclop.,* vol. v. p. 58). It is

not intended by this that an appeal was
to lie from the lower court to the higher,

or that the parties in a suit might «arry it

at once to the supreme judge ; the meaning
rather is that, when the ordinary judges
found a case too difficult for them to deal

with, they were themselves to transmit it

to the supreme court for decision.

Ver. 9.—Enquire; what, namely, is "the
entenoe of judgment ; " and this the judge

should declare. Sentence of judgment;
literally, word of right, verhum juris, de-

claration of wlint was legally right

Vers. 10— 12.— This sentence, being

f< )unded on the Tjhw, the suitors were to accept

and implicitly obey. Ifany through pride or

arrogance should refuse to accept the inter-

pretation of the Law given by the priests, or

to submit to the sentence pronounced by the

judge, he was to be regarded as a rebel

against God, and to be put to death, that

others might be deterred from the like

presumption (oh. xiii. 11). The sentence,

which they of that place which the Lord
shall choose shall shew thee ; rather, which
they shall declare to thee from that place

which the Lord shall choose. According to

the sentence of the law ; literally, according

to the mouth of the Law; i.e. according as

the Law prescribes, according to the purport

of tlie statute.

Vers. 14—20.—Israel, oeing under a

theocracy, did not need an earthly king ; but

neither was this thereby precluded, pro-

vided the king chosen by the people were one

whom Jehovah would approve as his vice-

gerent. In case, tlien, of their coming to

desire to have a king over them like the

nations around them, Moses gives instruc-

tions here as to the choice of a king, and as

to the duties and obligations resting upon

those who might be elevated to tiiat office.

The form in which these are conveyed clearly

indicates that, at the time this was uttered,

the existence of a king in Israel was con-

templated as only a distant possibility.

Ver. 14.—When thou art come unto the

land, etc. This phraseology, which is

common to the laws which respect the affairs

of the Hebrews after they should be settled

in Canaan, implies that this law was given
whilst they were yet outside the promised
land. It is plain also, from the tenor of the

whole statement in this verse, that the legis-

lator in this case is providing for what
he supposes may happen, is likely to happen,
but which he by no means desires should
happen. Moses foresaw that the people

would wish to be as the nations around
them —governed by a king—and he legislates

accordingly, without approving of that wish.

Ver. 15.—The prohibition to choose a
foreigner indicates that the people had the

right of election. In what way this was
to be exercised, and how it was subject

to the Divine choice, is not declared.

Judging from what actually happened in

subsequent history, it would appear that

only on special occasions, suah as the

election of the first king or a change ot

dynasty, did God take the initiative, and
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through a prophet direct the choice of the

Ecople; ultimately the monarchy became
ereditary. and it was understood that the

prince who aucceeded to the throne did
•o with the Divine approval, unless the

opposite was expressly intimated by a
me88a<;e from God.

Vers. 16, 17. -Certain rules are prescribed

for the king. It is forbidden to him to

multiply horses, to multiply wives, and to

amass large treasures of silver and gold,

and he must have a copy of the Law
written out for him from th.it kept by the
priests, that he might have it by him, and
read it all the days of his life. The
multiplying of horses is prohibited, because
this would bring Israel into intercourse

and friendly relations witii Egypt, and
might tend to their going back to that

country from which they had been so

marvellously delivered ; a prohibition which
could only have been given at an early

stage in the history of the people, for at

a later period, after they had been well

established in Canaan, such a prohibition

for such a reason would have been simply
ridiculous. The prohibition to multiply
wives and to amass large treasures has
respect to the usage common from the
earliest period with Oriental monarohs to

have vast harems and huge accumulations
of the precious metals, as much lor osten-

tation as for either luxury or use ; and as

there was no small danger of the King of

Israel being seduced to follow this usage,

and so to have his heart turned away from
the Lord, it was fitting that such a prohi-

bition should be prospectively enacted for

his guidance. Both these proliibitions were
neglected by Solomon, and probably by
otlMM of the Jewuh kings ; but Hum only in«

dicatcs that the law was so ancient that it

had come in their time t) be regarded as
ob.snlete. The rule tliat thu king was to

write him a copy of the Law for his own
constant use does not nocessarily imply
that he was to write this with his own
hand ; he might cause it to be written by
some qualitieii scribo for him.

Ver. 18.—A copy of this law; literally,

a double of this Law, i.e. not, as the LXX.
have it, " This reitoiation of the Law

"

(rh StuTepofO/xioy tovto), but a duplicate or

copy of the Pentateuchal Law. The Jews
understand by "double" that tao copies

of the Law were to l)e made by the king
(Maimon., ' De Rcgibus,' c. iii. § 1) ; but this

is unnecessary : every copy of a law is a
double of it. Out of that which is before

the priests. The priests were the custodians

of the written Law (ch. xxxi. 26) ; and from
the text of their codex was the king's copy
to be written.

Ver. 19.—And it shall be with him, etc.

It was to be carefully kept by him, but
not as a mere sacred deposit or palladium ;

it was to be constantly with him wherever
he was, was to be the object of his continual

study, and was to be the directory and guide
of his daily life (cf. Josh. i. 8; Ps. i. 2;

cxix. 15, 16, 24, 97—99, etc.).

"Ver. 20.—That his heart be not lifted up
above his brethren. " Not imagining him-
self to be above all laws, nor slighting his

subjects, as unworthy of his notice, but
taking a due care to promote their happi-
ness" (Patrick). He, and his children;

properly, his sons (V33). The legislator

anticipated not an elective monarchy, but
one hereditary in tiiO same family (cf.

Michaelis, ' Laws of Moses,' pk L § 51).

HOMILETICa

•r. L—(See Homny, oh. xv. 21, on " Sacrifices to be without Hemisli.'^

Vers. 2—7.

—

The sacredness ofpersonal reputation seen in the regulations concerning

human testimony. So far as this passage presents to us the doctrino that idolatry,

being apostacy from God, was treason to the Hebrew commonwealth, and was to be

punished with death, the matter is dealt with in the Homily on the tliirteenth chapter.

An inquiry of great importance would sooner or later arise, and would, therel'ore, need

to be provided for in the Mosaic institutes, viz.: "On wiiat evidence shall any one be

adjudged guilty of such a crime?" It will bo seen here that, while God so guarded hia

own honour that it might not be sullied with impunity, so he guarded the reputation

of the people that it might not be assailed or impeached on any IVivulous pretext or any
unproven report. The exactitude in the order of expression in the fourth verse is very

noticeable : If it be so^and it be told thee—and thou hast inquired—diligently— and,

behold, it is true—and the thing certain—then, and not till then, miy t' e penalty be
inflicted. Observe: 1. Every one was held to be innocent tiU Lc wits proved oihep-

wIMi 2> N9 one's character was put at tl mercy ox any one unaltcsteJ wiliiuas. & H«
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who reported with his tongue should be the one to smite with his hand ! (ver. 7).' A
mi'^htj stroke of policy this, to guard jiersonal honour from assailment 1 It might

sometimes make crime more difficult of proof, but it gave the innocent a wondrous

(Tuard against unjust accusation. Many would be ready to backbite who would shrink

from stoning another. Men by thousands may be found who would not break boneti,

but who think nothing of breaking hearts, 4. The people were to co-operate in

putting awRy the evil when once it was proved to exist. " Slow to suspect, but quick

to put down evil," was to be the moral rule of their conduct in such cases. Now,
of course, it is not our province to deal with all this from the purely legal point

of view, as a matter of jurisprudence ; but we cannot fail to indicate tlie moral

principles which are here involved ; and which a Christian teacher would do well to set

in the light of Matt. vii. 1, 2. Observe

—

I. Our God would enlist the sympathies of his people in putting dowh evil.

We are to be workers together with him. He has redeemed us that we may be zealous

of good works.

n. He would have us vert sensitivk to the honour of his Name, but also very

sensitive to the spotlessness of each other't name and fame. This passage is quite

as remarkable for the guard it throws around man, aa it is for the concern it would

evoke for the honour of God (see Pa. xv. 1—3 ; Lev. xix. 16 ; Pa. xxxiv. 13 ; 1 Pet.

iiL 10).

in. Wl MAT HOT BEOARD AVOTHEB AS GUILTY OK THE BARB KVTDENCK OF

BUMOUB. Each one's reputation is too sacred in God's eye and ought to be too precious

in ours for this. It is humiliating to think such precepts as these should be needed.
" The Law is not made for a righteous man," and it is a sad proof of how much un-

righteousness there is in the world that such a law should be needed still. Every one

is'k) be regarded aa innocent till he is proved guilty.

IV. If the public good requires it, ill reports should be examined. It may be

painful work, but it has to be done sometimes. But we are tempted to think it would

be a mighty safeguard against ill reports being raised on any light or frivolous pretext,

if he who first moved secretly with his tongue were always required to be the first to

smite openly with the hand

!

V. Such reports abe to bb proven true erb action is taken thereon. No
man's repute is to be smitten at a venture. To all men it is precious as life. The best

men value it more than life. They would rather give up their breath than part with

their honour. And the legislation of high heaven upholds them I

VI. Pboven EViii IS to be put away. We are to be very slow to believe ill of

another ; " slow to speak." But when such ill is proved beyond doubt, then it behoves us

to censure, to expose, to condemn it, and to put it away. We are to stand by a brother

till he is shown to be guilty, but that once done, regard both for God and man requires

us to disavow all sympathy with wrong, and to co-operate with the Qreat Supreme in

the extirpation of ilL

Yers. 8—13.

—

Beligum t\e guard ofJustice. In the preceding chapter, vers. 18—20,

judges and officers are specified as appointed by God to be the guardians of justice

and'' right. The Hebrew is very emphatic in ver. .20, "Justice, justice, shalt thou

follow," etc. Manifold ccmplications, however, would be sure to arise as the nation

advanced, and as the primitive simplicity of their first settlement passed into more fixed

arrangements as to property, etc. In such difficult cases, it might not be easy, and

\ erhaps it would not always be possible, for the judges and shoterim to determine what was

just. The legislator is here bidden, therefore, to make provision in case such perplexities

should arise. When the people should come to the land which the Lord their Gk)d

gave them, there would be one place which the Lord would choose to put his Name
there. There should "thrones of judgment" sit. The priests, who would have to

offer sacrifices and to intercede for the people before God, would also be expected to

be so versed in the Law of God, that they could appropriately be regarded as the

highest-court of appeal, by whose decision the highest sanctions of religion would be

brought to declare and enforce "justice, justice." Their decision was held to be given

> Hee in Kefl OD • Pentatenoh,' voL iiL p. 881 (footnote), quotatloD from Oalvin.
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tliem by light from on high.' And when such decision was in accordance with the
Divine will, the people were bound by it. To resist it was "a presumptuous sin;"
and, withal, it was one of so deep a dyo, that it was not safe for Israel that any man
should continue among them, who spurned the highest decisions which could possibly

be given. At the same time, there were sundry checks and counter-checks against the
abuse of this law. The authority of this highest court was relative or cunditioual, not
absolute. If priests became unfaithful, and their judgments unjust, tl)en the sin

of presumption was chargeable upon tliem (cf. ch. xviii. 20; see also Jeremiah's,
Ezekiel's, and Malachi's charges against such unfaithful expounders). Note, further,

that as early as the time of the Judges, when the priests profaned their office, God set

them aside, and wrought and taught by means of the prophet Samuel. So that the

supreme court bound the people ouly so far as it was what it was designed to be, even
God's appointment for securing justice, by investing it with the sublime sanctions of

religion. But when it was that, and so far as it answered its end, its utterances were
to the people as the voice of God.

Now, we all know that, as a formal institution, this court of appeal has long since

passed away. But we greatly mistake if there are not couched here sundry momentous
principles, of which no age, country, or race can afford to lose sight. These priuc-i^ius

are

—

I. That religion is the true quarantee of justice between man and man.
That in the course of time the essence of religion may have so evaporated, and its place

be so taken up by forms and ceremonies, that the connection between religion and justice

may seem to be lost, must be admitted to be a possibility, but it does not alter the

principle here enunciated. The guarantee of justice between man and man is found
in a power of appeal on both sides to a law of immutable right mutually acknowledged.
To such a law conscience, the regulative faculty, points with steady finger. Such law
obeyed, she approves the obedience, and when disobeyed, she condemns the disobedi-

ence. Both the approval and the condemnation of the voice within are witnesses to

the existence and government of a Great Judge of all, who, seated on the throne of

universal empire, issues his mandates to the world ! And in the appeal from human
acts to the judgment of the Great Supreme, lies the safeguard of justice between man
and man.2 In a word, religion is the sole adequate guarantee of morality. Both are

comprehended under the one word, " righteousness." Religion is righteousness towards
God; morality is righteousness towards man. If man ever comes to i ,.iid himself

as the supieme existence, empowered to mo/ce right right, and wrong wroug, instead of

regarding himself as subject to the everlasting laws of right, the best and dearest

privileges of the human family will be in imminent peril, and at best can endure but
for a while 1

XL Religious sanctions find their expression in the Law of God. See Ps.

Xix., in which the Psalmist extols the pure and holy Law of Jehovah, as being
the written expression of perfect ri<;ht. In the ten commandments the various phases

of the right in act or thought are set forth. And according to the ordinance alluded

to in this paragraph, when a case arose which was too difficult to be solved by the
lower authorities, it mij^ht be taken up to a higher court, that the will of the Lord might
thereby be discovered by the most trustworthy exposition of the bearings of God's
Law on each pai ticular case.

III. God's house is to be the seat and centre where righteousness is en-
throned, EXPOUNDED, AND ENFORCED. If in Israel a poor man could not get justice

elsewhere, he was to be sure of it in God's house. It was a pious Hebrew's delight to

inquire in God's temple. And we do not think adequately of the temple service if we
merely regard it as consisting of sacrifice and mediation; the holy house was also a
place where men could learu the mind and will of God in their bearing on the life of

man both in general and in specific cases. And one of the delights of the Psalmist'a

' See Biblical Dictionariea on ' Urim and Thummim ; ' and also a suggestive chapter on
the same topic in Hengstenberg's ' Egypt and the Books of Moses,' p. 1 19, et seq.

* See a Bermon entitled, 'The House of Commons and Atheism,' by R W. Dale; and
also an nrticle, ' Religion and Morality,' by. Rev. Stanley Leathes, in Jirttish Quarterly

Review, July, 1880.
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heart was this :
" there are set thrones of judgment." And so now, in God's boubc,

not only arc we bidden to " behold the Lamb of God," but " to live soberly, righteously,

and godly in this [iresent world."

IV. God's ministers abb to be the expounders of BiaHTEOusNtss. There are

no priests now, as of yore. But the Church of God has a ministry, and by this ministry

the truth of God is to be "opened up" and "commended to every man's conscience

as in the sight of God."

V. When God'b holt and biqhteous Law is exiounded to the people, thes
ABK LOYALLT TO ACCEPT IT, SUBMIT TO IT, AND OBEy IT. And tlus, not because ol

him whose voice speaks, but because of Lira in whose behalf the preacher speiks.

Men are to receive the truth, not as the word of man, but as the Word of God
(cf. 2 Cor. X. 5).

VL Refusal to obey the will of God, when clearly expounded, is a pre-

sumptuous SIN. (See passages where same Hebrew word is used which is here rendered
" presumptuous," specially Ps. xix. 13.) The epithet indicates the greatness of the sin.

It is one which Jehovah specially hates, severely rebukes, and utterly condemns. He
" reaisteth the proud." He hides things from the wise and prudent. He scometh the

scomers. He taketh the wise in tlieir own craftiness. First pride, then shame.
" What shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God ?

"

Ven. 14—20.

—

Kings subject to tJie King of kings. In this paragraph we have

directions to be attended to in case Israel should, in the course of time, desire a king.

As things were, the Lord God was their King ; and it would be a smful discontent with

the Divine arrangements if they wished any change in that respect in their national

constitution. It would show an envious desire to be like unto the nations round

about, and a craving after the pomp and display of the heathen world. Still, if such a

wish should spring up, they are not to be violently coerced into the maintenance ol

the theocracy. They are to have their way. A dangerous permission this, but maybe
it is a necessary one, to educate the people out of their perversity. The [jermission,

however, is not left without its restrictions. Here are rules for the peo])le, and also

rules for their king whenever they should have one. The people are told that they

must defer to the will of the Lord their God as to who should be their king ; and also

that they might not set one over them of an alien nation (ver. 15). And as for the

king who should be chosen, for him there are four pmhibitions and four commands.
The prohibitions are these : (1) the king is not to take thcui back to Egypt ; (2) nor to

multiply cavalry ; (3) nor to amass wealth
; (4) nor to multiply wives to himself. The

commands are these : (1) The Law of Gud is to be written, (2) retained, (3) read,

(4) obeyed by him ; and only as this is the case is there any promise of the stahility oi

his throne. (For a grand commentary on all this, read 1 Sam. xii.) The history of

the Hebrew nation continuously discloses the folly and danger of people and kings

departing from the Law of God. Hence we have a fine homiletic theme for the

preacher, when called on to preach a sermon on national affairs.* It is this : Obedience

to the Law of God the only stability of thronei.

L It IS BY eighteousness that thrones are firm. Righteousness—according to

the root of the word—is acting according to relation. Such is the siiinificance of Sik^.

It is acting in harmony with the relations between man and man, and between man
and God. When a sceptre is swayed rightly, the throne is established. 1. God has

created man with power to perceive a distinction between right and wrong, and with a

faculty which approves one and condenms the other. 2. When the right is manifestly

done, the people are content. 3. Content of the people gives cohesion to the nation and

support to the throne. 4. God's blessing is promised to the righteous. The signs of

that blessing are seen in continuance and prosperity.

II. The only authoritative exposition of right for the world is in the WRiirrN
Law or God. (See preceding Homily, Div. II.) Dr. ^Tatthew Arnold sjieaks of the

force pervading the Old Testament as " a power, not our^elves, that makes for righteous-

ness." This is the peculiarity of Hebrew literature. Their kings are always estimated

according to whether they did right " in the sight of the Lord."

' Dr. Jameson's ' Commentary ' has several helpful illustrative references. The student

mtkj also, with advantige, consult \\ ine's' Coiumentariea on the Laws of Mose«.'
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m. COKSEQUENTLT, IT 18 BY OBEDIENCE TO God's WBITTEN LaW THAT THRONES ABB
HADE 8ECOBE. This grand old Book is the charter of the people's liberties, because it

demands that kings rule righteously. It is the monarch's best safeguard, because it

insists on a method of government which will ensure the loyalty of a grateful people,
and the blessing of the monarch's God I With regard to kings and nations, it is true,

"Great peace have they wliich love tliy Law, and nothing shall offend them." Earthly
kings will ever find it true, '* Them that honour me, I will honour."

Ver. 16.—"iVo retreat I" or " The gate behind us dosed." "Ye shall henceforth
return no more that way." In these words, Moses reminds the people that Egypt once
quitted was quitted for ever. If they should come in the cuurse uf time to desire and to

choose a king, he must by no means take them back to Kgypt ; their dark experience
of Egyptian bondage was never to be repeated. They should return that wrty no more.
The only course open to them was to go onward to the realization of their destiny as a
free peoi'le, for the gat« behind ihem was closed, never to be opened again. The text

may naturally be regarded as God's voice to his emancipated host, saying, " No retreat I
"

We shall apply this to the life of believers. It is true in two spheres.

I. It 18 TRUE IN THE 8PHERE OF BEING. With regard to the old state of sin, out of

which the children of God have been brought by the redemption which is in Christ
Jesus and by the power of the Holy Ghost, it is true, " ye shall henceforth return no
more that way." 1. Th'ymay not if they would. They have quitted the broad road which
Icadeth to destruction, and, through tlie gateway of repentance, liave entered on " the
King's highway of holiness." Having once come over from Satan to Christ, it is alto-

gether forbidden them to dream ot a return. Whosoever lie be who has avowedly quitted
the service of sin for that of the living ( iod, never must lie think of returning to the world
he has left. Back to his old life of sin ? Never ! He is to reckon himself henceforth
as "dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God," and, whether living or dying, he is to be
the Lord's. 2. They would not if they might. Not only is it the Law of God that
they must not retreat, but the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus leads them to say,
" We will not, by the help of God." And herein is the blessed freedom of the new
creature in Christ Jesus. What God wills, he wills. He has voluntarily left the
world, and voluntarily he remains out of its camp. The very thought of " returning
any more that way " is anguish to him. He has said to earth, once for all, farewell

;

to sinful pleasures, farewell ; to the pride of life, farewell. He has cast in his lot

with Christ, and he esteems reproach for him greater riches than the treasures iu
Egypt. He would not move a step that is not towards God and heaven. He has done
with the vanities of earth, and can return no more that way 1

II. It is tbue in the sphkbe of time. We can neither retrace the stejis we have
already trodden, nor recall nor reproduce the circumstances of bygone days or years.
1. We cannot recall, or change, or obliterate litepast, even if we wouhl. The trials and cares
of bygone years are gone, never to be repeatecf. The actions of past years are done, and
however we may desire it, they cannot be undone. There is no such thing as recalling
a single moment, to correct what has been amiss, nor erasing a single word or deed so
as to prevent its issues travelling on to eternity 1 We may do something now to shape
future years, but—to alter past years—nothing. For good or ill they have left

their mark. We can alter nothing. We can " return no more that way." 2. The
jjilgrim, Zionward, would not retreat if he could. The child of God who has been
however imperfectly, endeavouring in Divine strength to serve and please his Father
iu heaven, reviewing his years with their trials, afflictions, and cares, feels it to be a great
joy to him that he can return no more that way. He would not linger here. He wants
to speed him onward. He ofttimes sings at eventide, with thankful heart, "a day's
march nearer home." The goal of his being is ahead. To serve God here is blissful.

lint he longs, not to repeat past imperlections, but to "go on imto perlection," to press
forward towards the higher service of the heavenly world. He feels and knows that all

the Divine arrangements for him are mercy and truth. He would not change them.
Meroj flhuto off the past beyond recall. Mercy opens the future.

"Then, welcome, each declining day,

Weloome, each closing year 1

"
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

Ver. 1.— The blemished. I. The principle d» solved. God is to be served witn
our best. He rejects the blemished for his service. 1. He is en't7/c<i to our best. 2. He
requires it of lis. 3. Withholding it argixes unvjorthy views of Ood and of what is

due to him. It usually implies contempt of God and hypocrisy in his service

(Mai. i. 12, 13).

IL Applications of the pbinciplb. God is to receive from us : 1. The best of

our time—when the head is clearest, the energies most vigorous, the capacity for

service greatest, and when there is least distraction. We offer the blemished when
we engross these ]X)rtions of our time tor self, and give to God only our late hours, or

hurried snatches of a day crowded with unspiritual and exhausting occupations. 2. The
best of our af/e—youth, the prime of manhood and womanhood, with all the service

these can render. We offer the blemished when we conceive the purpose of dedicating

to Qod, in old age, powers already worn out in the service of the world. 3. The
heartiest of our service. Service perfumed half-heartedly and grudgingly falls under
the category of blemished sacrifices. Work done in this spirit will never be well done.

Services of devotion will be huddled through, sermons will be ill prepared, the class in

the Sunday school will be badly taught, visitation liuties will be inefficiently and
unpunctually performed. It is the presentation to Gi>d of the torn, lame, and halt.

4. The first of our givin<js. Givings should be hearty, liberal, of our first and best,

and in a spirit of consecration. To give what " will never be missed " is a poor form

of service. It is little to give to Gud what costs us nothin.;. Still more conspicuously

do we offer the bleraisbeii when we devote to God but the paringa of a lavish worldly

expenditure, or give for his service far below our ability.—J. O.

Vers. 2, 3.

—

Sdhceism. The crime here ordained to be punished by death was
sabaeism, or the worship of the heavenly bodies. Thouijh this was in some respects

the noblest, as it seems to have been the most ancient, form of idolatry—the purest

in its ritual, the most elevating in its influence, the least associated with vice, it was
not to be tolerated in Israel. Its apparent sublimity made it only the more seductive

and dangerous. It was a departure, though at first a very subtle and scarcely recog-

nizable one, from pure monotheism—the beginning of a course of declension which
speedily led in Egypt, Phceuicia, Babylonia, India, and most other nations to the

grossest abominations. That the seductive influence of sun and star worship was
powerfully felt by the ancients appears from Job xxxi. 26, 27. In Egypt, according

to M. de Rouge (quoted by Renout, 'Bibbert Lecture'), "the pure monotheistic

religion passed through the jihase of sabteism ; the sun, instead of being considered as

the symbol of life, was tiiken as the maniiestation of God himself." Max Miiller tells

us('Hibbert Lecture,' p. 13) that the "oldest prayer in the world " (?) is one in the

Rig-Veda, addressed to the sun. The term for God. which is common to the Indo-

Germanic races (deva, dajva, theos, deus, etc.), proves that the conception of the

Divine amon^: them was formed from that of light, and that the objects of their

religious worship were the effects and appearances of liijht. All ancient mythologies

turn, as their principal subject, on the sunrise and bunset, the battle between light and
darkness, etc.

We learn: 1. It is the beginnings of evil which need most jealously to be guarded
against. 2. Evil is not the less, but the more to be feared, that its first forms are

usually pleasing and seductive. 3. It does not excuse evil that in its earlier forms it

is still able to associate itself with worthy and noble ideas. 4. The workings of evil,

however deceptive its first appearances, invariably end by revealing its true iniquity

and hideousness. How astonishing the descent from the first enticing of the heart to

worship sun or moon, and so to deny the God that is above, to the abominations and
cruelties of Baal and Moloch worship I Yet the later excesses were present in germ from
the beginning, and the descent was as natural and logical as history shows it to have
been inevitable.—J. 0.
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Veri. 4—8.

—

Criminal procedure. I. The eight of the criminal to a fair and
FULL TRIAL. The right is asserted in the Law of Moses as strenuously as it could be
anywhere. However abhorrent his crime, the criniiual had every protection against

unjust treatment which the Law could afford him. He must bo furnially impeached,
tried before judges, and legally convicted under stringent conditions of proof. The
evidence of one witness, however apparently conclusive, was not to be accepted as

suflicicnt. A second must confirm it. The principle is a phiin dictate of justice.

Susjiicion, rumour, dislike of the individual, or even moral certainty of his guilt, form
no sufficient ground for condemnation. Ho is entitled to demand tliat his crime be
proved under legal forms. A person really guilty may thus occasionally escape, but
bettor this should hap] en than that the innocent should suffer. Lessons: 1. The rule

of criminal jurisprudence sliould be the rule of our private thoughts, and of our
expressed opinions about others. We are entitled to hold no man guilty of deeds for

which we have not explicit proof. 2. While moral certainty of guilt may bu created

by proof which would not warrant judicial condemnation, we should beware of admit-
ting as proof that which at the nmst only seems to tell against the person under
suspicion. 3. Where no better ground exists for unfavourable judgment than vague,
unsifted rumour, or the dislikes and prejudices with which a person is regarded, it is

the grossest unfairness, and often great cruelty to the person concerned, to entertain evil

reports, or even to allow them in the slightest degree to influence us. 4. Where oppor-
tunity for investigating reports to the discredit of another does not exist, or where we
have no call to undertake such investigation, our duty is not to judge at all (Matt. vii.

1). The utmost we should do is to exercise caution.

II. The GRAVE RESPONSIBILITY WHICH RESTS ON WITNESSES. This WaS WcU btOUght
out by requiring that the hands of the witnesses should be first upon the condemned
person to put him to death. We may note : 1. That those who prefer serious accusa-
tions against others, ought to be prepared publicly to subslantiate them. Were this more
insisted on than it is, it would quash in the birth not a few malicious accusations.

2. That blood-guiltiness rests on those who, by false testimony, whether borne publicly

or in private, effect another's ruin.—J. O.

Vers. 8—13.— 77le priest and the Judge. The priests, in association with a judge
or judges (ch. xix. 17), constituted a supreme tribunal to which difficult causes were
carried, and whose judgment was to be final. The priest had naturally a place in

this supreme court: 1. As rei>reseuting God in the theocracy. 2. As a member uf

the distinctively learned class of the nation. 3. As one whose special cfllce it was to

teach and interpret the Law ofGod(L(V. x. 11; ch. xxxiii. 10; V./.ck. xliv. 21 ; Mai. ii.

7). The differentiation of functions in society has long since taken learning in the
law out of the hands of the clergy, hut we may renuark

—

I. That spiritual and civil functionariks may render each other impor-
tant ASSISTANCE. The spheres of civil and spiritual jurisdiction are indeed distinct.

Yet as the lawyer and judge, with their legal ex|iertness, their knowledge <>i forms, and
their ex[)erience in sifting evidence, are often of the greatest service in [)r()cesses purely
ecclesiastical, so, on the other hand, the best of them htaiid in need of that higher
direction and enlightenment of the conscience from God's Woid, which it is the busi-

ness of a body of spiritual teachers to supply. The ministers of religion have a function :

1. In upholding the Law of God as the supreme standanl of light. 2. In furnishing

general enlightenment to the conscience. 3. In reminding judges, the highest of

them, of their duties and responsibilities before God as set " for the punishment of

evildoers, and for the praise of them that do well " (1 Pet. ii. 14).

II. That laws based on God's Word have attaching to them a Drv^iNE
AS WELL AS A HUMAN AUTHORITY. The duty of the pricst was not to invent laws,

but to interpret the existing Law of God. To it all cases of right had ultimately to

be appealed. God's Law, as exhibiting the unalterable principles of right, underlies

human law and gives to it authority. Whatever may happen in courts on earth, no
decision will stand in the court of heaven which that Law is found to condemn. Laws
e.g. which invade rights of con.science, which (as in slave-holding countries) place the
i"l(e of one man at the mercy of another, which are fiivourable to illicit relations of

JIaa Mxes, which make light of divorce, which bear unequally on different ckasea of the
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community, which prop up abuses, etc., may be submitted to, but cannot be justified.

Where, on the contrary, the law of a land is in essential harmony with the principles

of righteousness, obedience to it becomes a duty of religion. He who sets it at

nought strives with God not less than with man, is " as they which strive with the

priest," and does " presumptuously " (cf. Hos. iv. 4).—J. 0.

Vers. 14—20.— The king in Tsrad. We have here—
I. Thk desire of a kino anticipated. (Ver. 14.) Moses anticipates that, when

settled in the land, the people would desire a king, that they might be like other

nations. This was : 1. A desire sprimjing from a vrrong motive. (I) As involving

a low estimate of their privilege in being ruled directly by Jehovah. It was the glory

anri distinction of their nation that they had God so nigh them, and were under his

immediate care and sovereignty. But they could not rise to the sublimity of this

tJiought. They deemed it a grander thing to have a mortal as their king, to be like

other nations, and be led, judged, and ruled by a visible monarch. Their demand was

a substantial rejection of God, that he should not reign over them (1 Sam. viii. 7).

(2) As involving the idea of a king modelled on the pattern of the kings around them.

The king they wished for was one who would embody for them their own ideas of

splendou'r and prowess, and these were of a purely carnal type. Saul, their first king,

had many of the qualities which answered to thtir notion of a king, while David,

ruling in humble subordination to the will and authority of Heaven, answered to the

Ditnne idea. Piety and submission at every point to the will of God are not elements

ti at bulk largely in the common conception of a monarch. (3) As involving; self-

willedness. The people did not humbly present their case to God, and entreat him for

a king. They took the law into their own hands, and demanded one, or rather they

declared their intention of setting one over them, irrespective of whether God wished

it or not. 2. A desire in some respects natural The spiritual government of an

invisible lluler was an idea difficult to grasp. The mind craved for some concrete and

visible embodiment of that authority under which they lived. It probably lay in God's

purpose ultimately to give them a king, but it was necessary that they should be made

first distinctly to feel their need of it. The need in human nature to which this points

is adequately supplied in the Messianic King, Christ Jesus, The central idea of the

Kingship of "Christ is the personal indwelling of the Divine in the human. In Christ,

moreover, is realized the three things which ancient nations sought for in their kings.

(1) An ideal of personal excellence. " Heroic kingship depended partly on divinely

given prerogative, and partly on the possession of supereminent strength, courage, and

wisdom " (Mainf). (2) A leader inspiring them with personal devotion. (3) A bond

I,; unity in the State, the monarch representing, as he does still, the whole system of

1. V and authority which is centralized and embodied in his person. "The king is the

do. on the »" (Hegel). The kingship in Israel typified that of Christ.

1j. The election of a king provided for. (Ver. 15.) The position of king in

.srael .
- essentially different from that of the monarch of any other nation. While

discharging the same general functions as other kings (ruling, judging, leading in

battle), his authori:v was checked and limited in ways that theirs was not. He was

no irresponsible desnot, whose will was law and who governed as he listed. He filled

the throne, not as* absolute and independent sovereign, but only as the deputy of

Jehovah, and ruled simply in the name and in subordination to the will of God—in

this respect affording another marked type of God's true king, whom he has set on his

holy hill of Zion (Ps. ii.). This fact gave rise to a second peculiarity, that he had no

authority to make laws, but only to administer the Law already given. The manner

of his election corresponded to these peculiarities of his position. 1. He was chosen

under Divine guidance (cf. 1 Sam. x. 20, 21). 2. The Divine choice was ratified by

the free election of the people (1 Sam, x. 24). From which we learn (1) that the

thiune is strong only when it rests on the free choice, and on the loyal affection of

the U'dy of the°i)eople. (2) That kingly, like all other authority, is derived from God.

This is a truth of general application, though it was in a peculiar sense true of Israel.

The Scripture gives no sanction to the " right Divine of kings to govern wrong." But

popular sentiment has always recognized that a certain " divmity doth hedge a king,'

Ancient nations (Kgypt, etc.) held him to be the representative of Gcd on earth. The
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state and style with which a monarch is surrounded, and the homage paid to him, ar«

expressions of the same idea. He embodies the functions of government, and has
honour, majesty, and hi^h-sounding titles bestowed on him on that ground. But this

is simply to say that in certain respects he represents Deity. To constitute perfect
" Divine right," it would be necessary : (o) That a monarch should occupy tlie throne
with perfect Divine sanction. Most rulers, on ascending the throne, try to make out,

however weakly, some shadow of ri^ht] to it. (b) That he should govern in perfect

accordance witli the Divine will. Tlie only perfect case of ruling by Divine right is the

reign of Chriflt.

III. The character of the kino delikeated. (Vers. 15—20.) He was to be
an Israelite—one of themselves. Then : I. He was not to multiply horses to himself;
that is: (1) He was not to be ambitious of military distinction. (2) He was not to

place his main reliance for the defence of the nation on extravagant military prepara-

tions. (3) He was not, for the sake of supposed material advantage, to lead the people

into ensnaring alliances. 2. He was not fo multiply wives to himself. That is

:

(1) He was to avoid enervating luxury. (2) His court was to be chaste and pure.

Cf. Tennyson, ' To the Queen :

' " Her court was pure ; her life serene," etc ; and
• Dedication ' to the Idyls

—

** Who reverenced his conscience a«f his king

;

Whose glory was, redressing human wrong;
Who spake no slander, no, nor listened to it;

Who loved one only, and who clave to her," eta

3. Ra was not to multiply to himself silver and gold ; that is, he was not to affect the

dazzle of imperial splendour, but to be simple and unostentatious in his manner of lite.

But : 4. He was to be a diligent stwhnt of the Word of God. (1) He was to write

out with his own hand a copy of the Law. (2) He was to read in it diligently all the

days of his life ; the result of which would be : (a) That he would be kept in the way
of obedience ; (b) that his heart would be preserved humble towards Uod and his

brethren ; and (c) he and his seed would enjoy prosperity on the throne. What a

noble sketch of the model king, yet how -contrary to current ideas of royal greatness!

We have happily been taught in our own country to appreciate the advantaiies of a
pure court, and to feel its wholesome influence on the general tone nf morals, and we
are able to understand, also, the beneficial effect of uprightness and piety in a
sovereign in adding to the love, esteem, and reverence with which the sovereign is

regarded ; but how far are we from dissociating the greatness of a reign from its

external splendour, its military conquests, the wealth and luxury of its aristocracy, the
figure it displays in the eyes of other nations, and the terror with which it can inspire

them 1 Nor do we look in sovereigns generally for all the virtues which we find in our
)Vn, but are apt to condone want of jiiety, and even acts of great iniquity, if they but
prove themselves to be bold, energetic, and enterprising rulers. The character of the
sovereign is in some respects of less moment than it once was, but its influence for

good or evil is still very great, and the evil fruits reaped from the court life, say of a

Charles II. or a George IV., are not exhausted in one or a few generations. Piety upon
the throne will lead to piety in the court and throughout the nation, and will give an
impulse to everything else that is good. Whereas an evil and corrupting example sows
seeds of mischief, which may involve the nation in the greatest losses and disasters

(see Massillon's sermon, 'Des Exemples des Grands').—J. O.

Vers. 1—7.

—

Idolatry a capital crime. The closing verses of last chapter prohibit-

ing groves neai God'.s altar may be taken in connection with the verses now before us

as constituting the solemn prohibition of idolatry. God will not have any rival, either

Bun, moon, or any of the host of heaven, not to speak of the more miserable idolatries

of thtigs on earth ; he makes idolatry a capital crime, and decrees death as its penalty.

This brings out the enormity of the sin in the eyes of God ; and it does not follow,

because idolatry is not still visited with death, that it has become a lighter matter in

the eyes of " the Judge of all the earth."

4. Ths temptattoh to natitbk-worbuif. When men are not watchful, they live by
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sight and forget the life of faith. Others make the senses the only organs of know-
ledge, and base their so-called philosophy upon sensation. It is not to be wondered at,

in such circumstances, that nature-worship prevailed in olden times and prevails stiii.

A great deal of the antitheistic science of the present time is, when analyzed, just

nature-worship. When men in their headstrong selt-confidence attribute independent
powers to nature ; when they maintain—on what grounds they do not tell us, for it is a

matter ci faith, not of sight—that the " reign of law " is workable without God, then
they are really idolizing nature. It seems a light thing to men to eliminate God from
his works, but the sin will have to be answered for before the Judge.

Besides, it was more excusable in the old Israelite than in the modern philosopher.

The heavenly bodies in these Eastern countries are so magnificent that the impression
produced upon the gazer is akin to worship. It was little wonder if in an unwatchliil

moment he " beheld the sun when it shined, or the moon walking in brightness; and
the heart was secretly enticed, or his mouth kissed his hand " (Job xxxi. 26, 27). The
temptation to worship the heavenly bodies was strong and natural.

II. In God's sight thk worship of nature is a capital crime. It is worthy of a

violent death. Directions are given for the solemn execution. The witnesses, of whom
there must be a plurality at least, are first to lay their hands upon the head of the

idolater, then the whole people, doubtless through their representative elders, showing
tiieir acquiescence in the severe sentence; and then he is to be stoned to death. The
iilea is manifestly that he is unworthy of living longer when he has so far forgotten

and ignored the claims of God.
And assuredly our scientific nature-worshippers are equally guilty, nay, more guilty,

in God's sight. If they are not put to death by public law, it is not because their sin

is changed in its Iv inousness, but because God has made their case a reserved one for

himself. " Vengeance is mine ; I will repay, saith the Lord."
III. In these circumstances we are left one way of getting rid of the evil,

AND that is by good. God having withdrawn the prerogative of vengeance from men
for sins against himself, and reserved the case for his own dealing with it, he has given
us our direction in the words, " Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good

"

(Rom. xii. 21), The Israelites in their rude time were directed to remove the idolater

by force ; we are to get rid of him by loving persuasion. The former was the easier

remedy. To heap coals of fire on the head of our opponent and enemy is not so easy
an operation. But it can be done. God shows us the examjile himself. While reserv-

'ug the prerogative of vengeance, he meanwhile manifests himself in Jesus Christ as

,he God of love. Though provoked by man's idolatries, he subjects him to the treat •

Bent of his love, and goes forth in converting power to meet his enemies. Of cou)rs<.

ihe love is sometimes lost upon them, as we are accustomed to say. The appeal is

•ejected, but they have got the ojipoitunity, and must account at last for despising it.

In his loving footsteps let us follow. The nature-wo<«hip and manifold idolatries

ire amenable to the treatment of enlightened love. Let us study candidly and care-

fully the case, and administer with all tenderness the remedy. It may be that in some
cases the old picture may be reversed. Instead of the imposition of hands in order to

destruction, it may be an imposition of hands in onidining to Divine work those who
Ibrmerly ignored God altogether. However this maj be, our duty is clear to try to

overcome this particular evil by good.—R. M. E,

Vers. 8—13,— TTie ruling power of the priests in the Jewish Church. The govern-
ment among the Israelites was first by an eldership elected on the rejiresentative

principle. Thus in Gen, 1, 7 we find at the funeral of Jacob " all the elders of the
land of Egypt," Again, when Moses came from Midian to emancipate his brethren,

he was <lirected to consiUfe " the elders of Israel," who were to go in with him before

Pharaoh (Exod, iii. 16, 18). After the Exodus, the priests were appointed as the

ministers of religion ; and with these were associated the elders selected to the number
of seventy from those already in office, and to whom Grod gave his Spirit (Numb. xi.

16, etc.). When the people settled in Canaan, they were directed to elect judges for

judgment. This was the distribution and development of the eldership. And in case
of any special difficulty, the aggrieved parties were to repair to the place of the central

\ltar, and thexe ky the matter before the priests and the judge. It follows that iba
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priests had co-ordinate ruling power with the elders or judges, that they were rvJef^

and officiating ministers besides. And here we have to notice

—

I. These Chuuch officers exercised their adthoritt ukder God as Kino. The
Church was a tlieocracy, and God was regarded as ever present with his officers and
people. The same is true in the Church still. It is a theociacy ; an ever-present Jesus

still presides even where two or three are met together for the purposes of Churcli

goTernment (Matt, xviii. 20).

II. The priests and the judge are to show the parties the Divine Law on the
subject. The decision is to be expository of existing law, not a decision on the ground
of exjicdiency. Now this necessarily follows from the Kingship of God. His will

must be i)aramouiit. His officers simply try to find out his will. A national parlia-

ment may manufacture laws; but Church officers take their laws from the inspired

Statute-book, it is exposition of Divine Law that the ruler in God's Church is really

concerned with.

in. The Church officers required implicit obedience from the people to their
INTERPRETATION OF God's WILL. In a rudo age this was needful, implicit obedience
such as we require from children. But when we reach the corresponding part of the

New Testament economy, the exhortation is, " Prove all thinj^s, hold fast that which is

good" (1 Thess. v. 21). The right of private jud'^ment is admitted, and regulates the

obedience. Just as when children grow to manhood, the implicit obedience demanded
gives place to persuasion and the appeal to conscience.

IV. Presumptuous disregard of God's wii,l expressed by the priest and judge
WAS punished with death. This was disobedience in its generic form, and came under
the penalty of death, just as in Eden. The aggrieved parties had appealed for light to

God's officer ; he was to be their Arbitrator, and they contracted to abide by his deci-

sion. Disobedience under such circumstances would overthrow the order both of Church
aud State. Hence the death penalty.

Presumptuous disregard of Divine commandments is not now less heinous than it

wa3 then, though it may escape for the time being such a terrible penalty. The
judgment of God is only postponed. Should the presumption continue, the penalty
will come at last with compound interest.

V. The patient study of God's Word is surely a duty when presumptuous dis-

BEOARD of God's will is so heinous a sin. It should be our supreme desire to know
what God would have us to do. This can only be known through systematic and patient
study of the holy oracles. The priest with the Urim and Thuunnim is not now
available. We must content ourselves with a quieter way. The Book is given instead

of the oracle, and we are directed to consult it for ourselves. Api)roauhini^ it in a

patient, obedient spirit, we shall find it unlocking many a mystery to ua, and afibrding

lu the light we need.—Pi. M. E.

Vers. 14—20.

—

ITie limitations of monarchy. We have here provision made for the
probable demand of the people for a visible king like the other nations. The unseen
King did not make the same sensation in their view, and hence Moses is inspired lo

anticipate the unbelievin<; demand. And here notice

—

I. The unseen King must have the selection of the visible one. It is in

this way that the monarchy, when it came, was ke|it under the control of God. The
theocracy was still the fountain head of power. The people were not to choose their

king. He was to have Diuine right.

It is noticeable that, in giving them Saul, the Lord made emphatic the sensationalism
that lay under the demand, for the visible king was head and shoulders above his

brethren. David was also a big man, else Saul would never have ofl'ered him his

armour, when proposing to fight the giant. And it is noticeable how the sensationalism
is rebuked in the enemies of Israel producing Goliath as a champion, before whom it i.s

evident that the big Saul feared and quaked.
II. They are not to expect or to think of a stranger kino. Thus the

patriotism of the people is fostered. It is one of themselves that is to have the king-
ship when it comes. It is interesting to notice this deliverance after the reservation

ftlr«ady noticed. God's choice is thus guaranteed to Israel. He will stand to the

lation, if the nation will be fuitLful to him.
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ni. The zinq is kot to belt upon the cavalet abm. Palestine, being moun-
tainous, did not require cavalry. Infantry would be more effective. Cavalry, if raised

and relied on, would necessitate an alliance with a cattle-breeding country like

Egypt, and would be the precursor of a " spirited foreign policy," such as proves
ruinous to a pastoral people such as Israel was meant to be There was thus a wise
restraint laid upon the foreign policy of the nation ; as God desired their separation

from surrounding nations, and their religious stability upon the mountain ridges of

Palestine, he warns them against this danger. Besides, the cavalry arm until recently
was the most powerful in the service, and the charge of cavalry is something to bis

proud of or to fear. Now, of course, artillery has put cavalry out of its vaunted
j)Osition. The temptation was to " trust in horses and in chariots," and not in the
Lord. Hence the warning.

IV. The king is kot to have a sebaquo. For through the wives he will surely

be unmanned and have Ids heart turned away from God. It is the spiritual disasters

of polygamy which are here insisted upon. A divided heart socially must entail a
divided heart spiritually. No wonder the Psalmist prayed, " Unite my heart to fear

thy Name."
V. Nob 18 THE KINO TO AIM AT GBEAT BiCHEB. For Wealth is a great snare, and

it competes with God for the heart. Money, like cavalry, is a most natural foundation
of trust. A too wealthy monarch is likely to be worldly minded and unspirituaL

VI. The kino is to make a special study of the Divine Law. He is to get
a co]iy for himself—he is to have it daily read to him—and he is to allow its

humiliating influence to be exercised over him so as to be obedient always. And if

obedient, he is promised an hereditary interest in the throne. He was thus to be kept
in subjection to the unseen King.
And though we may not aspire to kingships, we can profit by the warnings here

prophetically addressed to the coming kings of Israel. For it is surely for us to allow
nothing seen and temporal to threaten our faith in Qod. It may not be horses and
cliariots ; it may not be money ; it may be men in whom we are tempted to trust. What-
ever it be, whether persons or things, that tempts us from our trust in God, it must be

avoided. Better is it to be friendless, to be poor, to be solitary, than to be sceptical.

Wordly success is where scepticism is bom. The idols multiply as wealth and luxuries

increase. There is something, we think, to hold by in the strain of life.

And whatever our position in this world, let us feel always not only our trust in

God, but our subonlination in all things to him. If he is King of kings, he is certainly

Lord over us. Let us live under the theocracy, and serve him with our whole hearts.

—

R. M. E.

Ver. 1.

—

The prevention of religious fraud. Men who pride themselves on honesty
towards their fellows are often dishonest in dealing with God. I'hey are punctual
in observing appointments with men; they are unpunctual in reaching the house of

God. When the principle of piety in a man is weakened, he will stoop to many
artifices to deprive God of his due.

I. An imperfect sacrifice springs fbom blind parsimont. When piety declines,

a man becomes the slave of his senses. He is moved or terrified only by what is

visible. He is afraid of a human frown ; he is impervious to the Divine dis[)leasure.

The lamb which is unfit for barter, and which is scarce fit for food, will be deemed
good enough for sacrifice. Yet how mentally blind is the man 1 \Vhat thick scales

he has manufactured for his eyes ! Yet, *' he that formed the eye, sliall he not see ?
"

And cannot God, with a breath, blast that man's prosperity, and cage his soul in

bondage ? He had thought to snatch from God a dollar, and lo I he loses everything I

II. An imperfect sacrifice vitiates its symbolic efficacy. These animal
sacrifices had many moral uses. They developed the sentiment of gratitude for gifta

bestowed. They expressed the penitence of the offerer, who thereby confessed that foi

his sins he had deserved to die. And inasmuch as a lamb or a heifer was immeasurably
inferior to man, the sacrifice betokened the offering of a better Sacrifice, which should

be a real atonement. Now, if men were permitted to bring a blemished victim, k

would no onger prefigure him who is the "Lamb without blemish and without spot.*

In n/sh. % ase, the iaiXh. of the offerer was dead.
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m. Such religious fraud was incipient atheism. Here was the budding of

blackest sin—the first step on a slippery decline, which would land one in death. If

I can set aside God's plain commands, as my selfishness desires ; if I can treat Gbd as

my equal or ray inferior, and devote to him only what is useless for myself;—I am on
the very borders uf utter atheism, and to-morrow shall be ready to say, '* There is no God."
Rankest unbelief often springs from practical disobedience. There is no neglect of Ood
without self-injury.—D.

Ters. 2—7.

—

Idolatry a crime against society. Whether the fact be obvious to all

men or not, it is fact that sin against God is also sin against human society. The relation

of the Hebrew nation to God, is a tyjie of the relation which God sustains to every nation.

He is the Creator of individual life and of individual endowments. He is the Source
of all the moral forces which bind men together in civil society. He has appointed to

each nation its habitation, and has enriched it with more or less of material good.

Hence every nation is under obligation to acknowledge and honour the one creating

and reigning God.

I. The crime. The crime consisted in esteeming the creature above the Creator.

This was a direct breach of treaty between God and the nation. On God's side the
engagement was to bring them into the land of Canaan, and secure them against foes.

On Israel's side the engagement was to worship no other Deity but Jehovah.
Hence the violation of a covenant so openly made and frequently ratified was a
flagrant sin. Yet with every nation such a covenant is made by implication. If life

is obtair ed from the invisible God, it is held on conditions imposed by him, and every
item of conduct which is contrary to his known will is an act of rebellion. If

rebellion against an earthly king is counted highest crime, incomparably greater is a
deed of open rebellion against the King of kings. Idolatry is the root-stem of grossest

immorality.

II. Thz detection and proof of this crime. In proportion to the greatness of

the crime must be the carefulness of investigation. No punishment is to be inflicted on
the ground of suspicion or prejudice. Human life is to be accounted precious, but the
interests of righteousness are more precious still. On both these grounds, the scrutiny
must be thorough. To prevent any injury to the sacred cause of justice, through error,

or incompetence, or malice, one witness must be incompetent to obtain a verdict.

Security against injustice comes from corroborated testimony and from independent
witne.».jes. While every man is bound, ia his sphere, to think and act righteously

towards his neighbours, he must safeguard himself against hasty judgments and
against the whispers of slanderers. In many positions in life we are called to act in

the place of God.
III. The punishment decreed. It was death by stoning. In that early age, and

especially in the desert, there were no mechanical contrivances for suddenly extinguish-
ing life. They were largely the children of nature, and possessed but few inventions of

civilized life. The sagacity of Supreme Wisdom had placed frail man among natural
forces, which might easily be employed in terminating bodily life. This arrangement
impresses men with a sense of dependence. His bodily life succumbs to a stone. The
unit must bj sacrificed to the well-being of the community. "No man lives for

himself."

IV. The instruments of the execu noN. The chief witness against an offender,

became, by God's appointment, executor of the judicial sentence. This secured economy
in the administration of law. It secured, to a large extent, reracity among witnesses,

and moral certainty of the rightness of the verdict. Yet, that obloquy might not attach
itself to one man alone, the whole community were char<!;ed to take part in the execu-
tion of the sentence. The deed would thus be the common deed of all. This practice

would foster oneness of sentiment, oneness of purpose, and would promote harmonious
national life.—D.

Vers. 8

—

13.—'High court (^appeal. We can imagine a condition of human society
in which wrong-doinj^ would at once declare itself by some visible pain or sign. Wa
can ima(=;ine a condition of society in which God would himself step forth and punish
«v«ry offence against tnath or virtue. But then, men would lose the benefits of mora"
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training which the present system ensures. This necessity for men to take part in the

administration of jvistice brings large advantage.

I. Human interests often become very complicated. The interests men have in

property, liberty, re|iulatiui), often become very involved. This arises largely from the

oi)eration of selfishness. Every item which will add to a man's self-importance he will

sue for by every process of law. Tiiis comes from the neglect of the comprehensive
preci'pt, "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." Another great difiiculty in the

ail ministration of justice arises from men's untrutnfuluess. The day will dawn when
a stigma of sliaiiie will brand the man who withholds or violates the truth. If now, in

every judicial inquiry, the whole truth, pure and simple, were forthcoming, decision and
verdict would be a simple result,

II. The most holy will be, ceteris paribus, the most SAaAcious. The man who
lives nearest to God will obtain the most of God's wisdom. He will be free from base

and selfish motive. He will be the most trusted by his fellows. He will have fullest

access to God when intricate questions have to be solved. " If any man lack wisdom,
let liim ask of God." " Unto the upright there ariseth light in the darkness." But
pretended piety will serve no practical good.

III. Every judge among men acts specially in the stead of God. To be

the administrator of justice, to adjudicate between right and wrong, is the highest

oflBce which men can fill. No position is more responsible ; none more honourable.

For all practical purposes, Jiis decision must be regarded as the decision of God. Other-

wise, there will be no termination to litigation and strife. From the verdict of the

liighest human judge, there is but one court of appeal, viz. the court of heaven.

Without doubt, many judicial decisions on earth will be reversed by the Great Judge
of all. This is sweet solace to the injured now. Yet it is nobler to suffer wrong at

the hands of men than to resist by violence. For the present, we are to accept the

sentence of the judge as absolute and obligatory. Our feet must diverge neither to

the right hand nor to the left.

IV. Contumacy is crime, punishable by death. To despise the verdict of the

judge is to weaken the authority of the State—is to bow the seeds of anarchy and
ruin, Delective administration of law is better than none. " Rebellion is as the sin

of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as idolatry." Yet, if contempt of human autiiority

be accounted a capital crime, how much more criminal must be contumacy against

Godl
V. Capital punishment has for its end the good of the community. It is

an advantage to remove from the circ.J^ of human society a pest—a firebrand. The
authority of law, the sacredness of justice, are set on high in flaming characters, and
on all classes of the community the impression is salutary. Reverence for constituted

authority is strengthened, and unbiased minds learn the heinous wickedness of dis-

obedience. The effect is virtue, order, peace.—D.

Vers. 14—20.

—

Limitations round about a king. A king is the creation of a

nation's will. The nation does not exist for the king, but the king exists for the

nation. His proper aim is not personal glory, but the widest public good.

I. Kings are the product of a degenerate age. Since the King of heaven
is willing to give his counsel and aid to men, it is for our honour and advantage to live

under the direct administration of God ; and it is only when piety and faith decline

that men clamour for a human king. The conquests of Canaan by Israel had been

most complete when Israel most carefully followed the commands of God. To
sensitive minds, it would have been a dagger-thrust to imitate the practices of the

degenerate heathen.

II. Divine limitations about the choice of a king. In condescension to

human infirmity, God will allow the elevation of a man to the throne. Through our

own caprices, God ofttimes punishes us. Yet God kindly sets barriers about our

capricious wills. For martial purposes, foolish men would often choose n stalwart

giant, some Goliath, to be their king, though he be of foreign birth ; or some successful

warrior to lead them forth to battle. This is prohibited. The nation is to be seli-

contained. All the elements of prosperity may be found within its own borders. The
w ill of God must be respected. God himself will select the man, point him out hj
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unmistalcable methods, and the nation can do no more than gratefully accept God's
wise decision. Ee will choose ; they must anoint.

III. Divine limitations about the conduct op a king. To him does not belong

the privilioge to gratify every taste and temper. The very contrary. lie is under greater

obligations than any other man to restrain himself. Temptation will surround him on
every side ; but he must meet temptation with vigilance, patience, firmness. To be a

true king, he must first conquer himself. He must restrain carnal ambition. He
tjiust restrain love of display. He must restrain the passion for conquest. He must
restrain sensual pleasure. He must restrain his avarice. Ilis real distinction is not to

have many horses, many wives, or great riches. His distinction is to be wise adminis-

trator of righteousness, the protector of public liberty and peace. To fulfil faithfully

the functions of a king, lie must walk circumspectly iu the narrow way—be a loyal

subject to tlie King of heaven.

IV. Limitations about the private life op a king. His first concern must
be respecting his personal fitness for such responsible office. No pains must he spare

to obtain complete equipment. He must count no labour severe or menial by whicii

he may qualify himself for kingly duties. His first duty is to obtain complete.st

acquaintance with the will of God. To this end he must possess a copy of God's
written Law, and in this Law he must meditate day and night. The spirit of this Law
must animate his being and breathe in all his speech. God's Word must be his vade
tnecum, his daily compass and chart. He must move among his courtiers and
governors asa visible embodiment of truth and purity, a living transcript of the Divine
will. This is a true pattern of a king—a man who excels in wisdom, having learn.' of

God ; a man who is eminent for pious obedience, and writes in largest characters the

model of a noble life. Such a man shall live. " Though he die, hia influence and
rule shall live."—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVIII

Bights op the Priests and the Levites.

The Arts of Divination of the

Heathen to be avoided. Prophets

PROMISED whom IsBAEL MOST HEAR.

The False and Presumptuous Prophet

•o BK put to Death.

Ve«. 1—8.—After the raling powers,

the judges and the king, come the priests

and the Levites. In regard to them Moses

repeats here the law as before laid down
(cf. Numb, xviii. 20, 23, 24).

Ver. 1.—The priests the Levites, the whole
tribe of Levi ; i.e. the whole tribe of Levi,

including both the priests and the general
body of the Levites. They shall eat the
offerings of the Lord made by fire. " The
oflferings of the Lord made by fire" (literally,

the fires orfirings of Jehovah), here referred

to, were the meal oftering, the sin oflering,

and the trespass ofiftring ^cf. Numb, xviii.

9). And his inheritance ; i e. of Jehovah,
what was appropriated to him, and from
him to the tribe of Levi, such as tithes,

firstlings, and firatfruits.

Vera. 2, 3.—As he hath said unto them
(cf. Numb, xviii. 20). The shoulder, and the
two cheeks, and the maw ; i.e. the fh>nt leg.

the two jaw-bones, ami the rough stomach
of ruminants, in wliicli the digestion is

completed. These were regarded as the
choice parts of the animal, and were to be
given to tiie priests in addition to the wave
breast and heave leg of the peace ofiFerings

(Lev. vii. 32, etc.; Numb, xviii. 11), whicc
belonged to the firings of Jehovah, mentioned
in ver. 1. To these the priest had a rightful

claim ; they were his due (ODE'p, mishpnt,

right). " This right was probably accord, d
to tbe priests as a compensation for the fulling

off which would take place in their income.s

in consequence of the repeal of the law that

every animal was to be slaughtered at thu

sanctuary as a sacrifice (Lev. xvii. ; vide cJi

xii. 15. eqq.)" (Keil). .According to Josephu-i

('Antiq,' iv. 4, 4), Philo (' De Prponiiis

Sacerdot.,' p. 832, 0pp., torn. ii. p. 235, edit.

Mangey), the Tnlmud, etc., this injunc-

tion relates to tiie slaying of animals iit

home for private use, and not such as were
killud for sacrifice. But the use hen
of the sacrificial phraseology, who offer a
sacrifice (nnin \n3T, who slay victims for

sacrifice—a phrase nowhere found except in

connection with sacrificial rites) is adverse
to this; and besides, how could such an
enactment be carried out? how could
people, residing at a distance, convey to

the priests tbe portions due to them every
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time they glaughtered an animal for

domestic use? At the same time, the

sacrifices here referred to do not seem to

be included in the offerings by fire above

mentioned ; and these pifts to the priest

seem to have been something over and
above his ordinary dues. There is proba-

bility, therefore, in the suggestion that " the

reference is to the slaughtering of oxen,

sheep, or goats, which were not intended

for shelaniim in the more limited sense, i.e.

for one of the three species of peace offer-

ings (Lev. vii. 15, 16), but for festal meals

in the broader sense, which were held in

connection with the sacrificial meals pre-

pired from the shelamim" (Koil).

Ver. 4.—In addition to the firstfruits

already preBcril)ed by the Law to be given

to tlie priests (Numb, zviii. 12, 13), Moses
here enacts that the first fleece of the sheep

shall be given. All these, though legally

prescribed, were free gifts on the part of

the people ; the neglect of the prescription

incurred only moral blame, not judicial

penalty.

Ver. 5.—The reason assigned for the

enactment is that God had chosen the

priest to stand and minister in the Name of

Jehovah, i.e. not only by his appointment

and authority, but witii full power to act

as mediator between the people and God.

Him and his sons for ever ; referring to the

establishment of the priesthood in the

family of Aaron.
Vers. 6—8.—Only a portion of the Levites

were engaged in the service of the sanctuary

;

the rest lived in their towns througliout the

country. It might happen, however, that

a Levite, moved by pious feeling, would
come to tlie place of the sanctuary to worship

there ; and it is prescribed that such a one
should fare as his brethren the Levites

engaged in the service of the eauctuary

fared ; he should minister along with them,

and share with them in the gifts of the

worshippers; and this in addition to any
private means he might have from the sale

of his patrimony. Where he sojourned.

The Levite, though not homeless, was re-

garded as only a sojourner in the land,

inasmuch ae the tribe had no inheritance

(phn z ) there. They shall have like portions

to eat; literally, they shall eat portion aa

portion, i.e. share and share alike. That
which Cometh of the sale of his patrimony

;

literally, hia price upon [the house] of [his]

fathers, i.e. tlie produce of the sale effected

on the house he inherited from his ancestry

(cf. Lev. XXV. 33).

Vers. 9—22.—Moses was not only the

leader and ruler of the people, he was also

the medium through which Ord communi-

cated ^tk the people, gave thiim his laws,

and conveyed to them his word and will.

In this respect his place could be supplied

neither by priest nor by king. In the

prospect of his demise, therefore, there re-

quired to be instituted another office, that

of a propliot, one who should be between

God and the people, as the channel through

which Divine communications might pass to

them. This office Moses here announces

that God would establish among them when
they had entered the promised land.

Ver. 9.—The abominations of those nations

;

i.e. certain forms of superstitious usage by
which the heathen sought to procure the
favour of their deities, to obtain from them
direction and counsel, and to penetrate into

the hidden future of events. Moses charges
the people to avoid all such usages, aud not
even to learn to do after such abominations
(cf. Lev. xviii. 21; Numb, xxiii. 23; Lev.
xix. 26, 31).

Vers. 10, 11.—Maketh his son or daughter
to pass through the fire (see note on ch. xii.

31). That useth divination (cf. Ezek. xxi. 21,

where the different method.s of divination

are enumerated). An observer of times.

This is according to the Targum, oibservans

horas ; the LXX. have K\7iSovt(6/j.epo^, "one
wlio augurs what is to happen ;

" Vulgate,
qui observut soinnia atque angaria. The
word (ip.iyp) is part of a verb which signifies

to cover, to use covert arts, to practise

sorcery ; though some derive it from the

noun py, a thick cloud, and explain it as

" interpreter of clouds ; " while others trace

it to j'j;, the eye, and explain it as " one

who cheats by optical fascinations " (so the

Syriac, fascinans oculis), or " one who divines

by inspection—an augur." An enchanter;

one who practises magic, or divines by signs

(cf. Gen. xliv. 5; Numb. xxiv. 1). It is

sometimes said that the verb of which this

word is a part (^np) is a denominative from

cno, a serpent ; whence it is inferred that

the species of divination indicated by this

word is ophiomancy, or divination by serpents,

but this is not generally accepted by
scholars. A witch (t^t??? ; LXX., <papfMaK6i

:

Vulgate, maleficua) ; probably one who pre-

tended to cure diseases, or procure some
desired result, by means of nostrums and

phi Itres. In the enumeration of the wise men
of Babylon (Dan. ii. 2), the Mecashephim
have a place beside the Hartummim, and in

Gen. xli. 8 and Exod. vii. 11, they are joined

with the Hachamim or Magi of Egypt ; and

this favours the conclusion that their sorcery

had a quasi-scientific basis. The English

word "witch" is now restricted to the

female practiser of unlawful arts ; formerly

it waM applied to malea m well, if not
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chiefly (Trench, ' Select Glossary,' p. 306).

A charmer (*i3n nan) ; a dealer iu spells,

one who by means of spells or charms
pretends tu achieve some desired result.

I'he verb here used primarily means to

bind, and the species of magic indicatid it

probably that practised hy binding certain

knott, whereby it was supposed that the

curse or blessing, as the ease might be, was
bound on its object ; this was accompanied
apparently wilh incant.ttioii (Vs. Iviii. 5).

Comp. English spell-bound, and the phrase,
" to rivct charms " (Jouson, ' Sad Shep-
herd,' ii. 2). A species of incantation

known to the Romans consisted in tying

knots with threads of diHereut Cdlours, tiiree

in number, which were snijposcd to become
a bond to secure an object (cf. Virg., ' Eclog.'

viii. 76, 77). h consulter with familiar

spirits. This phrase conveys something
different from what is expressed, in the

Hebrew. 3i^{ h^p is one who asks or in-

quires of an Ob, tliat is, a Python, or

divining spirit. This spirit was supposed

to be in the person of the conjurer, and to

be able to reveal to liira what was secret

or hidden in the future (Lev. xx. 27 ; 1 iSam.

xxviii. 7, 8; Acts xvi. 16). The notion of

"a familiar spirit," i.e. a spirit not dwell-

ing in the person, but with which he is

intimate—generally the spirit of one who
formerly lived on earth— is a modern notion

not known to Scripture. The persons here

referred to were probably ventriloquists

(LXX., iyyaffTplfivdoi), and used their laculty

in this respect lor purposes of magic,

pretending that they had within them a
spirit which they could consult, and by
which they could predict what would
happen or reveal what was hid. Wizard.

The English word "wizard" did not

originally convey the idea of anylhing
evil in the person of whom it was used

;

Milton applies it to the Magi who came
to worship at Bethlehem (* Ode on the

Nativity,' iv.) ; it meant merely " the wise

one," or " the knowing one ;
" and thus is

an exact equivalent for the Helirew word

here used ('J'pTS knowing, wise, from pT,

to know). A necromancer; one who pro-

fessed to call up the dead, and from them
to learn the secrets of futurity (cf. 1 Sam.
xxviii. 7). (See on all these names the

learned and coijious dissertation of Dr.

Holmes, art. 'Divination,' iu Kitto'a 'BibL
Cyclop.,' .Srd. edit., L 682.)

Ver. 12.—All who practised such arts

were an abomination unto the Lord, and his

Seople are forbidden to have anything to

o with them. They are connected here

with the Moloch-worship, because of the

intimate relation between idolatry and the

^9 of magical art* ; •Qd Moloch-worship is

specially mentioned, probably because it

was the form of idolatry with which the
Israelites were most likely to come in con-
tact, both where they then were and also

in Canaan ; not, as Keil suggest-s, because
that form " was more intimately connected
with soothsaying and magic than any other
description of idolatry "—an assertion for

which there is no evidence.

Ver. 13.—Thou shalt be perfect with the
Lord thy God. The word translated " per-
fect" properly means entire, whole, answer-
ing to the Latin integer ; it is used only in

a moral sense, and is best rendered by " up-
right ; " the Israelites wore to be upright
anal sincere with, i.e. in relation with,
Jehovah their God.

Ver. 14.—Though the heathen whose
land they were to possess songht to diviners
and enchanters, Israel was not to do so; as
for them (tho nr.K at the beginniug of the

clause is an emphatio nominative), Jehovah
their God had not suffered (]nj, given,

granted, allowed) them to do such things.

Vers. 15—22.—There should be no need
for Israel to turn to heathen soothsayers, or
diviners, or such like, because from amongst
themselves, of their own bretliren, would
God raise up prophets like unto Moses, who,
as occasion required, would reveal to them
what God willed them to know.

Ver. 15.—A Prophet. The Hebrew word
BO rendered (^<'3:) is a derivative from a

verb (f*3j), which signifies to tell, to an-

nounce ; hence the primary concept of the
word is that of announcer, or forth-speaker

;

and to this the word "prophet" (Greek
irpocfrfir-ns, from TTpdipTjfj.1, I speak before or
in place of) closely corresponds ; the
prophet is one who speaks in the place
of God, who conveys God's word to men,
who is an interpreter of God to men.
(As illustrative of the meaning of the
word, ef. Exod. viL 1 ; iv. Id.) Hence
Abraham is called a prophet (Gen. xx. 7),

and the term is applied to the patriarchs
generally (Pa. cv. 15); God conveyed his
mind to them, and they spoke it forth to

others (cf. Amos iiL 7). Like nnto ma
When the people heard the voice of God
speaking to them at Sinai, and from the
midst of the fire uttering to them the Ten
Words, they were struck with terror, and
besought that they might not again hear
that awful voice, but that Moses might act
as mediator between God and them—miglit
hear what God should say, and speak it

mitothem(ch.v.22—27). Mo^es thus became
God's prophet to the people ; and of this he
reminds them here, as well as of the circum-
stances amid which he entered s; ecially on
this oflBce (cf. vers. 16, 17). The phrase,
" like unto me," does not ueceesarily imply
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that the prophet who was to come after

Moses was to be in every respect the same
as he ; all that is indicated is that he would
act as Moses had acted as a mediator be-

tween God and the people in the way of

conveying his will to them.
Ver. 16.—In the day of the assembly (of.

eh. ix. 14; x. 4).

Ver. 18.—And will put my words in his

mouth; will so reveal to him my mind, and
so inspire him to alter it, that the words he
speaks shall be n ally my words. Tlie ques-

tion has been raised whether, by the Prophet
like unto Closes, here promised to the people
cif Israel, is to be understood some eminent
individual, or whether tliis refers to the pro-

[)ht' tic SiaSoxh, or succession, that was to con-

tinue under the theocracy. For tiie latter the

rontext strongly speaks, for [i) the con-

trast between what God here forbids the

Israelites to do, viz. to resort to divinere

and soothsayers, and the provision he
would make for tliem so as to render this

ueedless, point to a succession of prophets

rather than to one individual ; (2) the re-

ference in what follows to the discrimination

of false prophets from true prophets, shows
that a multiplifity and a succession of

prophets was in the view of the speaker, not

a single individual ; and (3) as a succession

of priests, of judges, and of kings was con-

templated in this part of the Mosaic legis-

lation, the presumption is that a succew/^^

also of prophets was contemplated. '
, «<ie

same time, the use of the singular here is

remarkable, for nowhere else is the singular,

nahhi, employed +/» 'designate more than one

individusi; ana this suggests that the re-

ference here may be to some individual in

whom not only was the succession to culmi-

nate as in its crown and eminence, but

whose spirit was to pervade the whole

succession,—that eacli member of it should

exercise his functions only as that Spirit

which was in them did signify (1 Pet. i. II).

It is possible also, as 0. von Gerlach has

suggested, that •* Prophet" here may lie

used as " seed " is in Gen. iii. 15, and that

this is a prediction of Christ as the True
Prophet, just as the assurance to Eve was

a prediction of the Messiah, who, as the

Head and Crown of the '' godly seed," should

end the conflict with the serpent and his

seed by a crushing victory. It is to be

considered also that, whilst the words " like

unto me" do liot necessarily imply a resem-

blance in all respects between Moses and

the Prophet here promised, and whilst they

may be well applied to One superior in

uauy respAcis to Moses, it would be taking

them at much below their real worth were
we to understand them of one greatly in-

ferior to Moses, as all the prophets who
succeeded him in Israel were until the
Chief came (ch. xxxiv. 10 ; Heb. iii. 1—6).

Fmally, there can be no doubt that the
Jews expected that the IMessiah would
appear as the Prophet by pre-eminence, and
that they founded that expectation on the
promise here recorded (cf. John i. 21 ; ri.

14; Acts iii. 22—2G; vii. 37 j. It may be
added that our Lord seems to apply this
to himself, when he says to the Jews,
" There is one that accuseth you, even
Moses, in whom ye trust. For had ye be-
lieved Moses, ye would have believed me

:

tor he wrote of me" (John v. 45, 46; cf.

also xi. 48—50). How early and how wide-
spread was the expectation that the Messiah
would come as a prophet, may be inferred
from the existence of this among the Sama-
ritans (John iv. 25j. It is to be concluded,
then, that this promise has reference ulti-

mately to the Messiah, the Great Revealer of

God, between whom and Moses there should
be a long succession of prophets, so that
there should always be a medium of Divine
communication between Jehovah and his
people.

Vers. 19—22.—To the Prophet who should
thus speak to the people all that God should
command him, they were to pay the utmost
deference, and to his words they were to

render implicit obedience.

Ver. 19.—I will require it of him ; I will

judge him and punish his disobedience
(cf. Gen. xlii. 22; 2 Sam. iv. 11; Pa. x.

13. etc.).

Ver. 20.—If, however, a prophet should
presume to speak in the Name of the Lord
what the Lord had not commanded him to

speak, or if he should speak in the name of

other gods, not only was no regard to be
paid to his words, but he was himself to be
treated as a blasphemer, aud to be put to

death.

Vers. 21, 22.—The test by which it was
to be discovered which was the true prophet
and which the false, was the fulfilment or

non-fulfilment of his prediction. The re-

feience here is to the prediction of proxi-

mate events—events that were to happen
within a limited period, but which were not
such as one nut divinely instructed could

foresee. When such caiue to pass, the pre-

tensions of the prophet were thereby bub-

stantiated, and his authority established (cf.

1 Sam. iii. 19 ; John ii. 18, etc.). This was a

more certain test than such as was offered

by signs aud wonders (ch. xiiL 2, eto.).
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HOMILETICa

Vera. 1—8.

—

The support of the ministry the duty of OocTs people. In a note on a
corresponding passai^e in Numb, xviii. 21, 22, Dr. Jameson remarks, '* Neither the

priests nor the Levites were to possess any allotments of land, but to depend entirely

upon him who liberally provided for them out of his own portion ; and this law was
subservient to many important purposes, such as that, being exempted from the cares

and labcTirs of worldly business, they might be exclusively devoted to his service
;

that a bond of mutual love and attachment might be formed between the people and
ihi Levites, who, as performing religious services for the people, derived their sub-

sistence from them; and further, that, being the more easily dispersed among the

different tribes, they might be more useful in instructing and directing the people."

This suggestive note seems to us to contain the pith of the Mosaic instructions con-

cerning the maintenance of the Levites. (For the several details, see Exposition.) We
can scarcely fail to see in this passage principles far wider in their application than to

the Jewish people alone, and reaching much further onward than the times of the old

covenant. And though, as it falls to the lot of the preacher to expound these prin-

ciples, it may not quite fall within his preference to do so, if he is, like the Levites,

supported by the contributions of the people, yet, when he is continuously expounding

the Word of God, he may not omit to teach the people that " he that is taught in the

Word should communicate unto him that teacheth in all good things." This is part of

the " counsel of God," and should not be withheld, since it is not for his own sake,

but for the sake of the entire ministry of the Lord Jesus, for which, if he is faithful, he

will plead. The principles which may be expounded by the ministers of the New
Testament are these

—

L A GODLY, ABLE MINISTRY 18 THE WANT OP THE PEOPLE. True, there are now
no sacrifices to be offered, nor is there any complicated ritual of service to be performed

;

but there is a mighty work to be done in heralding the gospel " to every creature," and
in " building up the body of Christ." And so long as sin and ignorance prevail, so

long will the people need those who will lead the way in seeking their expulsion and
extinction. For this end our Lord has instituted a New Testament ministry. The
work now to be fulfilled is that of teaching and preaching Jesus Christ (Eph. iv. 1—16

;

1 Cor. ix.). " Faithful men, able to teach," are to be appointed. These are the quali-

fications. The Church needs no priesthood in it. It is itself the priesthood for the

world. Ministers do not come now in a family, a tribe, or line. The figment of

apostolisal succession is " less than nothing, and vanity." It is not by the law of " a

carnal commandment" that any ministry is valid now. But wherever God's Spirit

fills a man with holy yearning for this work, where the needful gifts are imparted,

where God's providence leads and clears the way, and the divinely inspired voice of a
free Christian people says to him, " Come and be our teacher and guide in the ways ol

the Lord,'" there are calls to a ministry such as cannot be mistaken, and such as ought
not to be ignored. And when, on such a ministry, the seals of Divine approval are set,

when the minister can see the law of Christ which is promulgated by his lips, repro-

duced in men's hearts and lives, when he can see many a wanderer reclaimed through
his pleading and jirayers,—then can his ministry show a like validity even with that of

Paul, lor he, like him, can point to one and another and day, "If I be not an apostle

unto others, yet doubtless I am to you, for the seal of mine apostleship are ye in the

Lord."

II. The MINISTRY OF THE WOBD DEMANDS THE DEVOTION OF THE ENTIRE LIFE.

We by no means intend here that none should teach or preach but those who can give

their whole time thereto. But that, as a part of the application of the " division of

labour " in the Church, the demands on those who make the ministry of the Word their

care are such, that only the entire consecration of their life to it will enable them fittinjzly

to meet them. To take the oversight of the flock of God : to give unto each one their

portion of meat in due season: to visit the fatherless and widow, the poor and the sick :

to observe the signs of the times : to know what Israel ought to do, and to direct them
u: ioing it : to keep abreast of the thinking of the day, whether helpful or adverse: atf

nKUTKBONOMT. X
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so to declare tbe wliolc counsel of God, as by manifestation of the truth to comraeud
himself to every conscience :—all tliese things go to make up a work so varied, so

momentous, so exhausting', that nothing less than "giving himself wholly" to it can
enable any man even approximately to discharge it.

III. This being the case, it is imierative that the minister should not bk
ENTANGLED IN IMPEDING CAKES. Tliu Levitcs wcro not to have great estates that

might draw ofi" their interest from the duiies of their office, nor were they to be left at

an uncertainty respecting the siijjply of their temporal need. Even so now. It will

greatly feit« r ami hamper a minister if he is entangled with the affairs of his life,

whetlier by having so much vu his hands that his time is absorbed in secular, which
ought to be devoted to snored, things ; or by having so little on which he can rely, that

the anxiety about feeding the people with living bread, is diverted from its proper

channel, by anxiety about having the " bread that perisheth " for himself and his.

IV. Consequently it is an ordinance of God that the ministry, which is for
THE people, should BE THE CARE OF THE PEOPLE. This may be set on several

grounds. 1. It is manifestly ?%/i<. If a man gives up all ways of securing temporal

comforts for the sake of serving the jieoi'le, they are hound to secure him the temporal

comforts in some other way. 2. The Apostle Paul distinctly lays it down as an
appointment by the Lord Jesus (1 Cor. ix. 14). (Paul waived this right, rather than
hinder tbe gospel by pressing it, as is now done under like circumstances ; but it was
a right, nevertheless, and a Divine ai>pointment.) 3. Wherever a people cause a

minister to be embarrassed in temporalities, they will sutler for it. The minister's

work, teaching, and preaching will all bear the traces of such embarrassment, and
will be the weaker for it. 4. This Divine ordinance helps to promote the mutual
care of minister and people for each other. They reap his spiritual things; he reaps

their carnal things. 5. Theie is also thus a hi^h and holy sjiiritual education of the

people, in calling out their own kindlv and just activities to uphold that ministry by
which they themselves are upheld. The ministry is not to be found for them, but to

be maint^iined by them. Thus there is seen to be a guard against abuse of position

on either side.

V. Israel was to guard its own priesthood as being itself a priesthood
FOR THE world. So (Hiurches are to guard the honour of their own ministry, because

they have a ministry for the world. It is not for the ministers' own sakes that they

are to be thus cared for, but on account of the high and holy cause which they rejjresent,

and which they seek, however imperfectly, to maintain. They are to be esteemed very

highlv in love /or their work's sake ; for the work which they fulfil is that which is purify-

ing and saving the world. It is, in fact, by thus supporting a ministry that the Church
is fulfilling its commission, "to preach the gospel to every creature." Of course, it follows

from all this, that a ministry can claim such and such support, only so far as it is

carrying out the Divine intent, or seeking in all fidelity to do so. It is not thnt God
has put clergy as a kind of official police over the people; but that those who love

righteousness are to show it by upholding the preaching of righteousness, and that

those who love their Saviour's Name are to sustain the heralds of that Name^ both at

home and abroad.

Vers. 9—14.—" Spiritualhm " condemned. In the verses forming this paragraph,

there are nine terms or phrases, each with its own special meaning,' ]iointing to some
pagan super-titinn, against which Moses is warning the people. The variety and
number of such terms show us how great a hold a spurious " spiritualism" had ujMjn

tiie people. The phenomena connected therewith, however, present to us an aspect of

history that is worthy of careful study. In some sort, the pagan customs of olden times

coimected with divination may seem so completely out of date, that it may be thought

useless for the preacher to allude to them now. But though some details connected

therewith may vary, yet the two purposes for which men "divined" of old, are still

' The student may with advantage consult GcseniuR for the elucidation of each term;

pp. 603, 73(3, 644, 544, 418, 258, 18, 335, 209 (Bagstcr's edit.), contain the explanation

required. The following works may be consulted :—Wallitce ou Miracles and Spintuolibin;'

Crook on ' The Phenomena of Spiiitualism
;

' Asa iluhiui on ' Spitituulism.'
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sought to be accomplished, viz. : (1) the ascertainment of destiny ; and (2) a peep
iuto the invisible realm of the departed. And not only so ; but the methods of a
modern so-called " spiritualism " are so nearly analogous to those of ancient times, that
it is a8 needful for the preacher now to warn the people against them, as it was for

Moses to warn the Hebrews. Even among them, tlie roothold of this superstition was
80 strong, that Isaiah had to caution the men of his time against it, and to reuiiiid them
of the more excellent way (see Isa. viil 19, 20). But it is very remarkable that neither

Moses nor Isaiah closes up the matter at once by saying, " You may as well give up all

that, for you cannot possibly hold any communication with the departed." Neither of

them sugu;ests that the invisible world is absolutely closed against all jjossible access.

Various reasons for this may be surmised. It may be that the question of the abstract

possibility or otherwise of communications with the de|iarted, formed no part of Gud's
revelation to Moses ; or that God has not seen fit at any time to inform us thereon,

deeming an education on the moral bt-ariugs of the question, of far greater moment than
iutelligence ou its physical or metaphysical as23ects. Any way, certain it is, that we
are not called on to ask. Can we converse with the dead ? But we are rather forbidden

to attempt it. Five reasons are suggested as we compare and unite the teachings of

Isaiah and Moses.

I. It is unreasonable. *' Should not a people seek unto their God ? " If they wish
to commune with spirit, there is one Great Infinite Spirit with whom they can hold
fellowship, who has said, " Call on me in the day of trouble." From him we may ^et

at any time all needful light on the daily path, aud all needful intercourse with tlie

spiritual world. We may hear a voice behind us, saying, " This is the way, walk ye in

it." And if we may consult the Great Supreme, why leave the highest authority, for

the sake of consulting any others ?

II. It is unnecessary. For what is that we really need? Light/or the future, but
not light on it ; and light concerning the invisible world, but not light into it. And these

are given to us in the revelation of the Divine Word (see next Homily). The connec-
tion between this paragraph aud the next should not be lost sight of. Moses says,

"The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a Prophet," etc. (ver. 15), i.e. not only one
Prophet in the fulness of time, but also from time to time as may be needed, prophet after

prophet shall be sent you to direct you in the truth, so that you will liave no excuse
whatever for seeking light elsewhere, or in any forbidden ways. If that was true of

Israel, how far more is it true of us ! What a fulness of light and truth have we in

Christ 1 And now that we have an unction from the Holy One to teach us the deep
things of God, it is a wildly foolish and needless step to go knocking at the gates of

the invisible world

!

III. It is useless. It might very fairly be asked, " If you get an answer, how are

you to verify its worth?" But Isaiah practically impales the "spiritualists" on the
horns of a dilemma. " To the Law and to the testimony : if they speak not according
to this word, it is because there is no light in them ;

" i.e. supposing you consult the
dead, and get an answer from tiiem, that answer will cither accord with "the Law
and the testimony," or it will not. If it does, you are no Vietter ofif than you were
before, for you had it in the Book before you inquired. If it does not, still you are no
better off, for " it is because there is no light in them," and if they have no light, they
certainly cannot give any to you I So that either way the inquiry after the dead is

utterly useless. And besides, who ever heard of anything alleged to be communicated
by "the spirits" which contained aught that was not previously known? We have
an infinitely more sure " word of prophecy," and we shall be guilty of the veriest folly if

we forsake it for the random guessings of " spiritualism." Hence—

•

IV. It is sinful. The [reacher may press this on the following groimds. 1. It is

a wayward efifort to force an opening into a re_'ion which God as yet sees fit to conceal
from view. 2. It comes of a wish to get light on future issues rather than on present
duty. Duty is ours, events are God's. 3. It involves the neglect of a rule which God
has given, and a search after one which he has not. 4. It is a waste of time. 5. It

puts a prying curiosity in the place of a lowly, loyal obedience. 6. It springs

out of a guilty unbelief or from dissatisfaction with the ways of God. Why, even
among the heathen who knew not God, it was r< gardcd by him as an " alwmina-
tion

;

" how much more must he so regard it among a people to whom he has revealed
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himself in deepest, tenderest love ? Have men not yet learnt that it is mercy which
hides tlie future, and shrouds iu veil the realm of the dead ? Who of us could bear to

have either curtain drawn aside? Oh! it is no wonder that this spirit of false inquiry
ihould be forbidden by God. We sliould frown on it in others, sternly and constantly,
11 ud it should not be so much as named among us as becometh saints.

V. THERK IS ANOTHER AND A BKTTER WAY OF GETTINQ ALL THE LIGHT WE NEED. " The
l,aw and the testimony." Ik-re are the words of God which are to direct us. Here we
may " inquire of God," and to the lowly, childlike heart the Book will be full of divinest,

holiest teaching. It will give us light on the daily path, and guide us to a course which
lias " promise of the life that now is, and of that which is to come." It abounds with
promises that will cheer life's gloom, and chase away the darkness even from the grave.

It opens lip immortality and life. By its light we know that our departed ones in

I'hiist, though absent from the body, are present with the Lord. Cheered by its words
of hope, we can sing, " Tiiou shalt guide me with thy counsel, and afterwards receive me
to glory!" We are not treading uncertainly. We walk not at random. We are not
heliilessly drifting down a current. We are " firm on the rook." We are surrounded
with light from him who is " the Light of the world ;

" and with all this, cannot we
wait a while, and let him who is redeeming us reveal the m3'sterie8 of the spirit world
to us in his own good time rather than our own ? Hush ! these longings to know
beforehand. Let us keep to the written Word. It tells us quite as much as we can
bear to know while in these tabernacles of clay. Be it ours to study the Book of

Gotl : to take it not only as a guide, but as th^ guide ; not simply as the only guide, but
as the all-stij/icient one, " uulil the day break, and the shadows flee away."

Vers. 15—22.

—

God speaking to man through man. The Exposition, as well as the
Commentaries of Jameson and Keil, may, with great advantnge, be consulted on this

[inssagc, and also Hengstenberg's ' Christology,' vol. i. pp. 9G— 107. Our brief homi-
letic sketches assume that the student has already mastered the exegesis, and compre-
hen<led the intent of the pass^ige. Its connection with the preceding paragraph is

ubvious. The people had ben warned against having recourse to familiar spirits, etc.,

on the ground that such practices were an abomination unto the Lord their God. But
Moses would not only warn the people off the wrong ground, he would direct them to

the right, by showing them the completeness of the Divine arrangements for supply-

ing them from time to time with all the religious teaching they would require, in

a way far mure adapted to their condition and circumstances than by any unveiling

uf the secrets of the invisible world. They are reminded that when God came ia

grandeur to speak to them at Mount Sinai, they could not bear the sight nor the sound.

'I'hey begged that Moses would speak to them, and not Jehovah ; " lest we die," were
their own words. So that it was clear they would be entirely unable to bear anything
api>roximating to a full disclosure of the Divine. It must be toned and tempered within
the limits of their capacities of reception and of their powers of endurance. Otherwise, it

would fail of its end, by crushing those whom it was meant to train. Hence he who
" knoweth our frame " graciously promises to speak hereafter to the people in their own
dialect, as it were, and on their own level, by " raising them up a Prophet, from the

midst of them, of their brethren, like unto Pluses ;
" and thus would the needful messages

Irom God be kept up, making it quite unnecessary for them to make use of unau-
thorized means of getting supernatural li;;ht. There would be, from time to time, one
prophet raised up after another, culminating in him to whom they all gave witness.

Thus our theme is, " Ood spt'iking to man through man."
I. Unless a Divine revelation were attempered to cub weakness, we could

NOT bear it. The cry of Israel at Sinai, " Let not God speak with us, lest we die,"

is a " touch of nature." No man could bear the full blaze of God's glory. Unless
there were a " hiding of God's power," we should be crushed by the revelation of it.

We could no more endure the full disclosure of the Divine than our eyes could bear to

ga/.e on the .splendours of a noonday sun. Hence God, " who knows our frame," aiid

Kho, thereiore, knows what we can bear, meets our weakness by his tender mercy.
II. In order that the revelation may be stjch as we can receive, God has

spoken to men through man. As Sinai's terror, with the voice of Jehovah, was too

much for Israel, Moses says, " The Loid thy God will raise up unto thee a Prophet from
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the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me." Each of these phrases is emphatic,

and is intended as the antithesis to the notion of overwhelming force. The meaning of

Moses is twofold. 1. There shall be from time to time a prophet sent to you,

through whom you may hear the voice of God. 2. There sliall be hereafter a great

Prophet, who shall be to_ you as the living Voice of God ; but he shall be also "of
your brethren, like unto me." We know how true both are. There was from time to

time a line of prophets who spake for God. There has come to earth a Prophet greater

than all beside. They always pointed onward to another ; A«, never, save as a

heavenly gilt from him was by him held in reserve, even the gift of the Holy Ghost.

Thus God has come into communion with our race, to reveal his mind and will.

in. Np:w messages, comino in a way so suited to us, from so condescending
A God, bring their own authority with them. (Ver. 19.) The message is not to be

set at nought because the voice which speaks it is but human. If a prophet speaks only

what the Lord hath spoken, though he may be a weak and frail instrument, though the

burden of his message may be almost more than he can bear, yet, being borne along by
the Holy Ghost to utter such words, they come with Divine authority. " The treasure

is put into earthen vessels ;" but though the vessel is earthy, the treasure is Divine.

IV. This authority reaches its climax in the ministry of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Such, surely, is the import of the scene known as "the Transf](;uration " (Matt.

xvii.). Closes and Elias are there—tlie representatives of the Law and the prophets.

They speak of the decease which Christ should accomplish at Jerusalem. Presently they

vanish from the spot, and no one is left with the disciples save " Jesus only." Then a

voice out of the cloud said, "Hear him." In Acts iii. 20—2G, we have the Apostle

Peter's application of the very passage before us to the Lord Jesus Christ as the Prophet

to whom all the rest did point. (See also Heb. i. 1—31; and for New Testament
teaching as to the authority of Christ, and the importance of hearing and obeying him,
see Heb. ii., ix., x.) So full is the revelation of God by Christ, that it is not only a

revelation through him, but in him (John i. 1—IS).

From these four principles involved in the para^^raph, there are four inferences which
may be safely and profitably drawn. 1. If the voice of God speaks to us suitably and
adequately through the medium of human voices, then it is utterly needless for us to

seek information and light by any forced attempts at gaining messages from the

invisible world (see preceding Homily). 2. We are here furnished with a test as to

what is truly a Divine message or no. There is, in fact, a twofold test. It is partly

moral and partly physical. (1) Partly moral (ver. 22, " When," etc.). It is as if Moses
said, " You only require a guide in case a ' prophet speaketh in the Name of the Lord,'

for if he does not, you know what to do (cf. ch. xiii.). If he speaks in the name of

other gods, you must reject him at once." Note : Any supposed message from God
which violates the dictates of enlightened reason and conscience, must be set aside.

(2) Partly physical. If a prophet speaks in the Name of the Lord, they are then to

watch and see if the thing comes to pass ; and if not, then they may be sure that the

prophet is a mere pretender ;
" he hath spoken presumptuously." 3. Here is an antidote

to fear. " Thou shalt not be afraid of him." What is the connection between this

and the preceding ? Is it not this ? Suppose that the *' prophet " declares that this or

that is ahout to happen, do not give way to excitement and alarm. Follow the voice of

God, of which you are sure, and obey that, and come what will, all is well with you.

You can afford to do this ;
" Study to be quiet, and to do your own business," and

whether what the prophet declares come to pass or no, you are sure to be safe, if

you have maintained unswerving loyalty to God. Nothing can harm you. So
with us under the New Testament dispensation. Many affix dates to this or that.

We heed them not. We have but to " wait for the Son of God from heaven." 4. The
reception of the Divine message is a part of that obedience which every man owes to

high Heaven. Its acceptance is not merely the adoption of a number of opinions.

Oh no 1 Opinions are one thing, convictions are another. A man '* holds " opinions,

but convictions " hold " a man. His conscience is held fast in their grip. Even so it

is with those who receive the words of the living God as their guide through life to

immortality. Their whole being is held firmly in their strong yet loving and tender

hold. A sceptic once said to the writer, " I tell you candidly, that if I wanted to poini

out the hfst specimens of humanity, I should point to some of yotir uxiy of thinking."
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So he put it, "of your way of thinking." How little does the outsider or unlulicvrr

dream of the hold the Father's words have on us! Our whole beins takes shape aiiil

outlook from them. Our fealty to him whom we know and love supremely, makm " the

law of his mouth to be better to us than thousands of gold and silver."

HOMTLTES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—8.— God's provision for the priests and Levites. From the limitations A
the monarchy, Moses next turns to the prtivision for the "priests the Levite.s, and all

the tribe of Levi." They were not to receive any estate in Canaan beyond the suburbs

of certain cities. They were to take " the Lord as their inheritance." We have

already seen that Palestine was a good land fur training up a spiritual people ; it was

a land where dtpendtnce upon God was constantly enforced. I'.ut among this people,

thus invited to depend upon God, there was a tribe whose dependence upon God was

to be further stimulated by the absence of any tangible inheritance. Their life was

thus to be a life of triid in God's continual care, in these circumstances the Lord

made certain laws about the jiriests' due. He took good care of the tribe that trusted

liim. It has been supposed that the animals, of which the priests were to have a

definite part, weie not menly sacrifices, but also those privately slauglitered, and the

words (n3:in 'n?^) translated " them that oflfer a sacrifice " will bear the rendering " tho.se

who slaughter animals." Still, it seems more probable that it was by tlie central altar

that the priests aid Levites were to live. Assuming this, then, the following lessons

are here taught.

I. Thosk who trust God shall never be disappointed in their allotted

PORTION. For as a matter ot fact, " tlie shoulder, the two cheeks, and the maw" were

deemed dainty portions of the animal. The best portions ascended to God in the altar

fire, and then the second best were assigned to the priests and Levites, while the

offerer was content with what was left. God and his ministers were regarded as the

(jtiests of the Jewish worshippers, and, as the guests enjoy the b. st which we can oflbr

in the exercise of our hospitality, the support of the priests and Levites was amply

.secured. These dues of the priests and Levites seem to have been regularly paid while

the people remained true to God; of course, their support would sutler iu sinful and

idolatrous times, yet, even when they suffered with the neglect of God's altar, it was

SLitfering with God.

And as a rule those wlio trust God are not di.sappointed with his provision. Even

when it is limited in amount, he is sure to give sublime compensations. Though

ministerial supjiort is not what it ou-ht to be, there is no class of men who enjoy life

so much as God's servants.

II. Those who are the Lord's chosen servants are callkd pre-eminently to

THE LIFE OF TRUST. There is a great temptation to encircle ourselves with so much
worldly jiossossion as that tt ust in God will be difficult and seem superfluous. In other

words, there is an eflort to be able to live by sight rather than by faith. But tiie

Master whom we serve is realized by faith, and his kingdom must be propagated by

faith. Hence he so arranges the k)t of his servants that a loud call for I'aith is always

ringing in their ears, and they should never neglect that caU. The priests and Levites

were at liberty to purchase land and leave it to their children, and doubtless many of

them so far "made assurance doubly sure, and took a bond of fate." Yet the life of

faith, the dependence upon God's altar, was better and wholesomer than the life

of sight.

III. The people had no right to withhold the priests' and Levites' due

BECAUSE OF ANY PRIVATE PATRIMONY INDIVIDUALS MIGHT POSSESS. A gOod deil of

deficient ministerial support is due to the people very unf\\irly di*;counting private

incomes and often exaggerating them, so as to save themselves. Ministers may inherit

means through the kindly consideration of parents and friends ; but this is no reason

why people should hold their hand in the matter of ministerial support. The Lord

specially providid that the Levite (ver. 8) should have like portions to eat, be.side that

which cometh of the sale of his patrimony. The truth is that private means invariably
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go to make a public ministry more cfTcctive, if the ministry is true at all. They nre

not selfishly utilized, but nsed as a matter of stewardsliip. In siicli ciicurnstances,

instead of being a hindrance to liberality, these private possessions should be a stiuiulus,

as they are so much more in the line of things devoted to the Ij'>rd.

IV. Due REsrECT should be shown to a devoted spirit. The ci^e of the

Levite here referred to corresponds to a minister who has responded to a Divine call,

against what one niii^ht call tlie dictates of worldly prudence. He lins fullowod thi;

inward impulse (ver. (j), and come to aid the priests at the central altar trom his snug

patrimony at home. Sucli devotion is to be considered and rewarded. The Levite,

who was so interested as to relinquish his country life and patrimony, deserved the

payment of the dues at the altar. So with the generous devotion of tlie ministers of

God. When men relinquish good worldly prospects for the Church, their doing so

should be considered.—R. M. E.

Vers. S—14.

—

Divination forhidden. ^The process of divination, in its different

forms here referred to
—"divination,"' " observing the iieavenly bodies," "enchantment,"

"witchcraft," "charming," " consultation of spirits," "sorcery," and "necromancy"

—

was an effort to discover secrets by unwarrantable methods. Jt was man's longing for

revelation undergoing d«gradation through the imaginations of men. It had been

practised by the predecessors in (.'anaan, and in consecinence they were being cast out.

The Israelites were to deem it abomination, and unworthy of the people of God. From
the succeeding verses, it is evident that it is to be contrasted with the Divine order of

prophetical inspiration, and in consequence rejected witli de'estation.

I. Our ideas of revelation should be worthy of God. We have no right

to expect God to degrade himself in the methods of revelation. Our own instincts

should lead us to abhor such processes as have been adopted to secure the secrets of

the Most High. All the mean and abominable ways which are here enumerated ouglit

to have been renounced by thinking men instead of adopted. They are all unworthy

channels for God's messages. Astrology, enchantment, necromancy,—all are miserable

makeshifts for a decent mode of revelation.

God has in "divers manners " certainly made known his will to men (Heb. i. 1).

He has used dreams (Gen. xxxvii. 8; Job x.xxiii. 15), revealing to the soul, whose
avenues of sensation are temporarily closed, the information it needed. The dream
was the condition of the communication (Gen. xxviii. 12—22). God spoke when he had
got man's ear shut to otiier things. And we can see this to be a most worthy way ! Then
hy angelic visits he oftentimes revealed his will, in.stances of which are many in the

Bible. This also was worthy. Last of all, by inspiring men, that is, through human
nature, which is also eminently worthy of God. But the divination process is and

.should have beerj regarded as mean and contemptible.

II. It is evidence of the great credulity of men that divination has
IMPOSED UPON THEM. lu Connection with " siiiritualism," for example, we have

examples of credulity now corresponding exactly to the divination of the earlier times.

As if such mean methods would be adopted by the Infinite Majesty, who has spoken
in these last days by his Son ! The power of belief is incalculable. Credulity is the

believing power exercised on folse objects and on insufficient evidence. We have ampin
faith in the world, if we could only get it rightly directed. And sometimes we find

men who are most sceptical about leligious matters, most credulous about the novelties

of spiritualism. They yield to phenomena a credence that they deny to the well-

authenticated Word.
III. God's PRESENCE 13 TO DETERMINE OUR CONDUCT. When Moses says, " Thou

shalt be perfect witli (pv.) the Lord thy God" (ver. 13), the idea seems to be that the

overshadowing Presence is to determine our conduct before him. We will strive to be

perfect as he is, and not look for mean methods from him.—R. M. E.

Vers. 15—22.— The promised Prophet. From speaking of the paltry expectations

about divination, Moses goes on to speak of the general plan of Divine revelation. The
peo])le had had the splendid chance f'idirect communion with God, without any mediation.

God spoke to them from heaven at Sinai ; but so afraid were they of immediate revelation

that they implored Moses to mediate the message for them. He became consequently,
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with G*Vs full Approval, the human medium through which the Divine will was
conveyed, which means God's prophet. They had had no difficulty in accepting the

Divine messages through him. Now, Itloses assures them that this method of mediation

through human beings will continue. He puts the promise in comprehensive form, and
ays that through a Prophet like to himself will God continue to speak to them after he
has gone, and his message they will reject at their peril.

I. Let us obsebve the appropriateness of God revealing himself thbough
A HUMAN BEING. For man is in the Divine image ; if this be not the case, we can

have no knowledge whatever of God. Man is the image of God ; and hence God reveals

himself to men through a man. The office of prophet is the most appropriate way of

revealing God's wilL And when we carry on this line of thought, we are landed in

the idea that an incarnation of Ood alone could adequately convey to man the mind
and nature of God. If any one wishes to follow out this line, he will get splendid help

in Mr. R. H. Button's admirable essay on ' The Incarnation and Princi]iles of Evidence.'

'

II. It seems CLEAR FROM THE PROMISE THAT A SINGLE PrOPHET AFTER THE
SIMILITUDE OF MosES IS TO BE THE MEDIATOR FOR THE AGES. Now, Only One Person

answers this description, and this is Jesus Christ. He was and is incarnate God.

His Spirit he alone could take, and throuy;h its gift to men in the different ages make
them the channel of God's revelation. As a matter of fact, " the testimony of Jesus is

the spirit of prophecy ;
" and the prophets were his instruments in the history of the

Church. God has spoken in the last days by his Son ; and the prophets between

Moses and Christ were really the inspired messengers of the one Great Prophet of God.
'I'his is the idea of Peter that the Spirit of Christ spoke in the prophets." We thus see

one Person embracing the mediating work of the different ages, and accomplishing it

through holy men.
III. The LIFE AND DEATH OF JeSUB, THEREFORE, BECOME THE CLIMAX OF DiVINE

REVELATION. The previous revelations were but foreshadowings of this perfect mani-
festation of God. A human history became the embodiment of Divine thoughts,

mercies, self-denials, and self-sacrifice. The blaze of divinity that was intolerable at

Sinai becomes not only bearable but entrancing in the face of Jesus Christ. The
blinding brilliance has been so toned down that man can rejoice in Jesus as " God
manifest in tlie flesh." " We beheld his glory "—it did not blind or scare men as at

the holy mount.
IV. The disbegabd of thk words of Jesds is punishable by death. This is

the penalty pronounced. We see it in another form in the Epistle of Paul to the

Corinthians, "If any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be Anathema
Maran-atha." If disobedience to Moses was visited in many cases by death, how much
more disobedience and disloyalty to Christ! (cf. Heb. x. 28—31). The gospel has
penalties of the ieverest kind for its rejection, as well as bliss beyond compare for its

reception. The alternative is thus clearly set before us.

V. The prophets sent of God submit to the test of fulfilment, whilk
FALSE prophets ARK TO BB DETECTED BT THEIR FAILURE. God's method being a
human mediation, is liable to be imitated, and men from time to time will profess to be
prophets, when they have no real commission. Now, God has such a control of the
future that no unassisted, uninspired man can forecast it successfully. Sooner or later

he is found out. Happy guesses soon run out, and the person is discredited. Hence
it was the duty of Israel to weigh well the communication of the professed prophets, and
to see wherein they were confirmed by subsequent events. The true prophets had their

word fulfilled, and were Christ's messengers ; the false prophets had their word dis-

credited, and were acting presumptuously.

Let us hear the Great Prophet, and give him credit for all the predictions of the minor
and but human prophets.—R. M. £.

Vera. 1, 2.-—The Lord owr inheritance. True of the priests and Levites, It is tme
also of each believer, that " the Lord is his inheritance " (Pa. xvi. 6, 6). He is in this

respect a " priest unto God " (1 Pet. iL 9 ; Rev. L 6).

» Essays,* toL L pp. 227-284.;
1 PeL L 11 ; also Henggtenberg's * Christology of the Old Testament,* toL L pp. 104— IISL
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I. The meaning of the expression. Inheritance—equal to lot, part, share. In-

heritance in families—the share which each receives of the patrimony. In the partition

of Canaan, each tribe had its lot, its portion, its share. God's portion or inheritance

was the tithes, with tlie prescribed parts of the sacrifices, the firstfruits, etc. Levi had
ae his portion God himself, involving a share of the provision from God's table (ver. 1).

II. The grandeur of the truth. 1. The believer possesses (loil. God is a better

possession for the soul than any of his gifts. " It is a thought which lies at the founda-

tion of all true religion, that God himself is the Supreme Good, the true and real portion

of the soul. . . . More intimately than light becomes the possession of tiie eye on which
it streams, or air of the organs of breathing which inhale it, or the food we eat, assimi-

•ated and diffused through the physical system, incorporates itself with the nature of

him who partakes of it, does he, that Infinite One, the Light of all our seeing, the Bread
of Life, the nutriment of our highest being, become the deep inward portion of each

soul that loves him " (Caird, sermon on ' The Christian's Heritage '). '2. In posaessin;/

God, the believer possesses all things. And this, though in an outward sense he has

nothing (2 Cor. vi. 10; of. 1 Cor. iii. 21—23). (1) God provides for him out of the

fulness at his command. Possessing God, the Possessor of all, he knows that he will

want " no good thing " (Ps. Ixxxiv. 11). Temporally and spiritually, he will be
provided for, kept, saved, delivered (Ps. xxxvii. 3, 9, 11, 25, 34 ; cxxi. ; Isa. xxxiii. 16

;

Matt. vi. 33 ; Eph. i. 3). (2) All things work together for his good (Rom. viii. 28).

(8) He perceives and enjoys God in all things, as none else can (Pa. civ.). (4) He is one
of the " heirs of God " in " the times of the restitution of all things " (Acts iii. 24), when
the redeemed enter on their glory (Matt. xxv. 34). Let the saint reflect on his in-

heritance in God. (1) How surpassingly rich it is! (2) Howdeli^htsumeit is ! (Ps. xvi.

6). (3) How endui ing it is—eternalT (2 Cor. iv. 17, 18). (4) How all-satisfying it is I

(Ps. Ixxiii. 26).—J. 0.

Ver. 5.

—

The priesthood. Israel, as a holy nation, consecrated to God's service, was
"a kingdom of priests" (Exod. xix. 6). This priestly character of the nation was
represented formally in the tribe of Levi. The distinctive duties of the priesthood were
discharged by the sons of Aaron, who were thus the priests strictly so called.

I. The priesthood in itself. 1. Chosen and set apart by God. " Chosen him out
of all thy tribes." 2. Holy, indicated by bodily perfection (Lev. xxi. 16—24), holy
garments (Exod. xxxix.), rites of dedication (Lev. viii.), ceremonial regulations and
restrictions (Lev. xxi., etc.). 3. Represented the people before God (Ex(.)d. xxviii, 12).

4. Made propitiation for sins (Heb. v, 1). 5. Gave forth oracles (Numb, xxvii. 21).

6. Had for these purposes the right of approach to God.
II. The priesthood as typical. 1. Of Christ. The high priest, in particular, was

typical of Christ as (1) the One Medium of approach to God (John xiv. 6 ; 1 Tim. ii. 5).

(2) Inherently holy, absolutely without sin (2 Cor. v. 21). (3) Representing the Church
before God in his person, work, and intercession (Heb. iv. 14). (4) In his having made
reconciliation for the sins of the prople—himself both Priest and Sacrifice (Heb. ii. 17

;

x. 12). (5) In being the organ of Divine revelations (Matt. xi. 27). (6) For this priestly

work—to which he was divinely ordained (Heb. v. 5)—Christ has free and immediate
access to the holiest of all, and has gained admission to the same for his people (Heb.
ix. 12 ; X. 19). 2. Of believers. (1) Chosen (Ps. Ixv. 4). (2) Cf)nsecrated (1 Cor. i. 2).

(3) Having freedom of approach to God (Heb. x. 19). (4} Offering spiritual sacrifices

(1 Pet. n. 5). (5) Interceding for the world.—J. 0.

Vers. 6—8.

—

Love to the sanctuary. God loves those who love the sanctuary.

I. Love to the sanctuary seen. 1. In desire for it (ver. 6). 2. In pain at being
deprived of its ordinances (Ps. xlii. 1—7 ; Ixiii. ; Ixxxiv.). 3. In overstepping the
bounds of bare duty in attendance on it (ver. 6).

IL Love to the sanctuaby rewarded. 1. By acceptance of those repairing to it.

2. By provision made for them (Ps. Ixiii. 5).—J. O.

Vers. 9—14.

—

Magic. L A stern prohibition of Canaanttish practices. The
practice of magic is known to have been extensively developed in ancient Egypt
and ChaldeA. Numerous indications occur of its existence among the Cauaamtea
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{e.g. 1 Sam. xxviii. 7—10). Tlie lower kinds of magic are of rank frrowth in all

barbar.us and semi-civilized communities. The priests combine the functions

of diviners, prophets, exorcists, thanmaturrfsts, phj'sicians, and makers of idols

and amulets. The ma!;;ic of the ancients was distinguished as good or bad, accord-

ing as it was exercised to conjure diseases and to combat demoniacal influences,

or was abused to work harm. This last, which was avowedly diabolical in its character,

was what was properly called "sorcery," and was universally regarded with horror.

The noteworthy fact, however, is that the books of Moses make no distinction as to

kind, but forbid absolutely the practice of every species of magical art. Closes recog-

nizes no magic that is good ; he classes all under the same category of " abominations."

The text is in principle a prohibition of the use of all such arts, whether the pretender

to magical power believes in its efficacy or not. It prohibits, further, resort to such as

profess these arts. The "spiritualistic" delusions of our time in all their varieties

(spirit mediums, rappings, planchcttes, etc.), with " fortune-telling," and superstitious

jiractices supposed to bring good or to avert evil " luck," are condemned by the passage.

II. A KEASOK FOR THIS PROHiBiTiox. 1. The nature of the practices as " abomina-
tions." They were: (1) Irrational. (2) Evil. I»Ioses, as noticed above, recognizes no
"good" magic. It is viewed either as imposture or, assuming its reality, as demonish
(Satanic). It was connected with foolish and wicked rites. 2. The character of the

people as " perfect " (ver. 13). There could not be perfect love to God and communion
with him, and trafficking with the devil at the same time. Love to God, faith in him,
and entirety of devotion to him should preclude these superstitions. What he wills

his people to know he will teach them by proper means ; what he conceals they have
no right to seek by means that are improper (Isa. viii. 19).—J. 0.

Vers. 15—20.

—

Prophecy. The term " Prophet " covers the whole series of Old
Testament prophets, culminating in Christ, the Prophet like unto Moses par excellence

(see infra).

I. Prophecy IN general. The prophet—what? Etymologically, one "boiling or

bubbling over" with the Divine inspiratiin. ITo mere religious genius, but one truly

and supernaturally inspired. A revealer nnd declarer of the will of God. Future events

. were foretold : 1. As siuns. 2. In warnings and appeals. 3. In denounc ing God's
judgments. 4. In administering comf>rt. 5. In unfolding the Mes.sianic hope. 6. In
unfolding the Divine purpose underlying providential developments. Prediction is thus
a true and vital element in prophecy, but it is far from being of the essence of it. It ia

the function of the prophet either to declare new truth—truth gained by direct revela-

lation, and given forth with the authority of Heaven as a "word of the Lord," or,

taking up truth already revealed, to revive and enforce it with supernatural power and
fervour, ajiplying it to the circumstances, exigencies, and evils of his particular time.
" The prophets were men who, when facing the people, stood as it were be/ore Qod, and
thus spoke /ore and /or him " (Morison).

II. Prophecy and ]\Iosaism. It is noteworthy that Mosaism contemplated the rise

of prophecy from the first, and left room for it in the arrangements of the economy. It

even required it for the carrying forward of its objrcts to completion. The dispensation

was not a final one. The kingdom of God had a future which it was the task of

prophecy gradually to disclose. The Law enclosed innumerable spiritual germs, which
it was the function of prophecy to expand and develop. It had, moreover, vmderlying

its ceremonialism, a spiritual basis, which it was the business of the prophets to bring

to light, and to recall to people's minds when they appeared in danger of forgetting it.

Prophecy was thus a standing witness to the life, freshness, and power which lay in the

heart of a religion largely wrapped up in legal forms. Then there was the necessity for

new light and guidance under the conditions of advancing national life, and in times of

national emergency. The Law left not a little scope for extended applications of its

fundamental principles, and it lay with the prophets to furnish the direction required.

All this, in addition to their more general function of rebuking, warning, and testifying,

in times of declension, which, with the carrying forward the development of revelation in

its relation to Christ and his kingdom, may be regarded as the chief part of their work.

III. Prophecy and heathen manticism. The connection shows that prophecy is

given in lieu of the heathenish practices that are forbidden. If God forbids divination,
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iifcroniancy, consultation of familiar spirits, etc., he gives somotliing bettor—some-
iliing that will lawfully supply the craving wiiich these superstitions unlawfully sought

to gratify. The soul : 1. Craves for a knowlclge of God's will. '2. Desires guidance

in critical times of life. 3. Ponders anxiously its relations to the invisible world and
to the future. 4. Feels its personal unfitness for intercourse with God. These cravings

were the strength of heathen sorcery, etc., and they were provided fur in prophecy.

This, it may be noticed, is throughout a characteristic of revelation—it docs not simply

remove the bad, but provides for the supply of the cravings to which the bad appeals.

—J. O.

Vers. 15—19,

—

The Prophet like unto Moses. These cliapters bring before iis propliet.

priest, and king—offices pointing forward to and culminating in Christ. Christ is

distinctively, and in the complete sense, the Prophet like unto Moses (Acts iii, 22),

Christ and Moses were alike

—

I. As FOUNDERS ov DISPENSATIONS. It was the greatness of Moses that he was
employed by God in inaugurating a new era in the history of his kingdoni—in intro-

ducing a new order of things—in settling the foundations of a new economy. In this

respect he stood at the bead of the Old Testament line of prophets, and in a sense

stood apart from them. "The Law was given by Moses" (Jolin i. 17). He had the

ordering and settling of the "house" of God in the form in which it was to last till

Christ came, who, " as a Son over his own house," would revise its arrangements and
reconstitute it on a new and better basis (Ileb. iii. 2—7). Proj)hets subsequent to

Moses stood within the lines of the economy already established. They could enforce

and maintain, but while predicting the advent of a new age in which great changes
would be wrought, they had no authority of themselves to introduce such changes.

It was reserved for Christ to "change times and seasons," and so to alter and remodel
Mosaic institutions, or supersede them by new ones, or abolish them by giving the

^ubstance for the shadow, as to place the Church U]iou a permanent and moveless basis,

and adapt it for the reception of the Gentile nations.

II. In the freedom of intercourse which they enjoyed with God. Moses
enjoyed, as was necessary, the freest intercourse with heaven. God spake with him,
not in a vision, or dream, or in dark spceclies, but " mouth to mouth " (Numb. xii. 6—U),
" face to face " (ch. xxxiv. 10). This is made, in the pas.sage last quoted, a feature of

distinction between Moses and later prophets in l.srael. In Christ, this peculiarity

of the relation of Moses to God reappears in higher form. Intercourse with the Father
n aches the highest degree of closeness and intimacv, the Son being in the Father, and
the Father in the Son (John xiv. 10). Christ's insight into his Father's will was
perfect (John v. 20, 21). His communion with the Father was habitual and uninterrupted.

The New Testament apostles, in an inferior degree, shared in this higher footing, were
habitually possessed by the Spirit, and spoke and wrote under his calm and abiding
influence.

III. As mediating between the people and God. (Vers. 10—IS.) It was when
the people were deeply conscious of their need of a mediator that this promise was
vouchsafed. It had only, as regards mediation, a very inferior ap|ilication to the Old
Testament prophets. The fulness of its meaning comes to view in Christ.

These points involve others, as e.g. the resemblance between Christ and Moses: 1. In

the degree of authority with which they were clf>thed, and in the mighty signs and
wonders which authenticated their mission (ch. xxxiv. 11). 2. In the fulness and
grandeur of the revelations made through them. 3. In the severe penalties attaching;

to disobedience to their words (ver. 19 ; Acts iii. 23 ; Heb. ii. 1—5 ; x. 28, 20).—J. 0.

Vers. 20—22.— The false prophet. The failure of the word of a prophet was decisive

pr(.>of that he had not spoken by Divine inspiration. Had his word not failed, it

w(>uld not have followed that he was a true prophet, but it showed conclusively that

he was a fahse one when his word did fail.

I. Certainty of fulfilment is a characteristic of God's words. If e.g. the

prophecies of the Scriptures could be shown to have been falsifieil by events, it would,
by the rule laid down in this fundamental ]irophetic charter, conclusively disprove
their claims to inspiration. It is vain to tlink of defending the in.spiration of the
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prophets, while conceding, with rationalistic writers, occasional failures in their predic-
tions. The prophets themselves do not shrink from this test, but confidently appeal
to it (Isa. xxxiv. 16). This shows how diflFerent their inspiration was from the ordinary
inspiration of genius, both in their estimation of it and in fact. No man of genius, how-
ever wide his range of vision, be he a Bacon, a Sh;ikespeare, a Goethe, or a Carlyle,

would like to rest his reputation on the absolute unfailingness of his words. While
prophecy affords conspicuous instances of the certainty of fultilment characteristic of

Gud's words, it is to be remembered that this certainty inheres in all God's words alike.

No word of God or of Christ will fall to the ground unfulfilled (Matt. xxiv. 35). The
thought sliould comfort God's people, and make his enemies tremble. Applies to pro-

mises and threatenings equally with predictions and doctrines.

II. 'I'he predictions of Scripture abide this test of true pkophect. The force

of the evidence from prophecy can only be properly felt by those who have been at

j)ains to examine the Bible predictions in detail. But it does not need more than an
examination of the principal instances to convince us that here we have no chance
guess-work, no mere forecasting of natural sagacity. We might point to the pre-

dictions in Deuteronomy respecting the future of the Jewish nation, and the punish-
ment which would overtake them for their sins (ch. iv. 25—29 ; xxviii. 45—68); or to

the Messianic pro})hecies (e.g. Isa. liii.); or to particular predictions delivered long before

the events predicted occurred, or could have been foreseen, as when Amos (e.c. 787)
predicts of Israel at a time when the king and nobles were lying on beds of ivory, and
indulging in every species of dissipation and amusement—" Therefore will I cause you
to go into captivity beyond Damascus, saith the Lord, whose Name is The God of

hosts" (Amos v. 27), or when Micah (b.c. 710), a hundred years before the Captivity,

foretells of Judah, " Zion for your sake shall be plowed as a field, and Jerusalem shall

become heaps" (Micah iii. 12) ; "Be in pain, and labour to bring forth, daughter of

Zion, like a woman in travail : for now shalt thou go forth out of the city, and thou
shalt dwell in the field, and thou shalt go even to Babylon ; there shalt thou be
delivered ; there shall the Lord redeem thee from the hand of thine enemies " (Micah iv.

10). Discovery has not tended to discredit, but in several striking instances has con-

firmed the truth of prophecy, as in regard to Ezekiel's prediction of the conquest of

Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar (ch. xxix. 8— 16), a prediction pronounced by Kueuen
and sceptical critics to be a mere guess, falsified by the event, but now strikingly

confirmed from a contemporary hieroglyphic inscription (see Expositor, vol. x.). And
while it is true that an isolated sign and wonder is not proof sufiicient of Divine
inspiration (ch. xiii.), it is certain that, taking into account the character of the

prophets, the kind and number of their predictions, the holiness of their message, and
the coherence of what they taught with earlier revelations, the evidence of their

Divine commission is as strong as could be wished—is, in fact, decisive.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—8.

—

The true priest is the highest type of man. God here lays down the

lines along which men may rise to the dignity of the true priesthood. The ordinance

did not secure the ideal reality. " The Law was weak through the flesh." Human
choice and endeavour were requisite to attain to God's ideal priest. It is his privilege

to receive from God, and to reveal to men.
I. Divine choice and human desire must combine to make a real priest. The

man, though bom a Levite, must " come with all the desire of his mind unto the place

which tlie Lord shall choose " (vcr. 6). The human will must co-operate with God's

will. This is the product of the second birth. In this ancient arrangement, we see

the forecast of the Christian life—the true jiriesthood.

II. 1"he priest's office is, not for honour, but for servicb. "He shall minister

in the Name of the Lord his Go<l." In other words, he shall serve in the stead of God,
and by his authority. This is the hardest work, yet the most honourable. No toil

or self-sacrifice can he decline while appearing in the stead of God, for he serves the

noblest part of man. In G'd's kingdom there is no honour apart from character; and
character is attained by service.

III. The priest's earthly needs shall be met without anxiety on his part.
" Ihey that minister at the altar shall partake of the altar " (vers. 3, 4, 8). While we
are employed on the King's errands, the King will provide our rations. We have a
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Divine guarantee that bodily wants shall be supplied, for God himself is our inheritanco.

It is surely better to trust the Fount rather than the stream, the First Cause rather

than the intermediate channel, the Creator rather than the creature. The priest shall

be supplied before other men, for the firstfruits of corn and wine and oil are his

They that serve Gud without stint shall never be forgotten.

IV. The true priest occupies the apex of the social pyramid. The true priest

rially rules. For him all other orders of men toil. For the priest to possess any
earthly inheritance would be a burden, a care, an injury. Others till the ground fur
him, thresh his corn, and winnow his grain. As a god, he receives. For other men
the inferior creation toils and groans. The unreasoning animals bear his burdens and

do his will. Yet these men, served well by the subordinate orders of life, wait upon the

priest, and minister to his human wants. And in return, the real priest ministers to

the hunger of the soul, and supplies light and guidance and hope. The real priest is

the greatest benefactor to the human race ; the counterfeit priest is a pest.—'D,

Vers. 9—14.

—

Orosa superstition the alternative of true religion. The popular

superstitions of every age are very seductive. Our only safeguard against them is

complete loyalty to the living Gk)d. The indwelling Spirit is a Guide and a Defence.

L Man generically craves to unravel the future. In every sane mind the

inouiry arises, " What is beyond phenomena ? What is to happen to-morrow ?

"

The present enjoyment may satisfy animals ; it does not satisfy man. He has a

faculty that lives in the future. He is ever forecasting life. This inquisitiveness, if

repressed, becomes a passion—an insatiable fire. If there is no true oracle that will

give reply to his queries, he will betake himself to false ones. If no reply ia forth-

coming, he is driven hither and thither by the demon of unrest.

II. This craving for revelation leads to childish superstitions. This con-
scious want of the soul clearly indicates that some provision has been made by God;
but, lacking this, men betake themselves to a thousand subterfuges. The more shrewd
and avaricious among them trade upon this prying curiosity, and invent a thousand
frauds for self-enrichment. In olden times, every village had its self-anointed oracle

;

every nation has had its modes of divination. No price has been too great to pay for

this envied knowledge. Parental feeling has been freely sacrificed at this blood-stained

altar. Fathers have made their loved ones to pass through the fire, in order to avert

supposed disaster. Without doubt, the devil has been the moving genius iu these

systems of enchantment.
III. Cruel superstitions have led to heaviest disasters. So deeply rooted

had these systems of diabolic divinations become in the land of Canaan, that to

extirpate them it was necessary to extirpate the people also. We are not at liberty to

suppose that the Amorites were destroyed because of aberrations in intellectual belief.

But the fruit of superstitious belief is soon experienced in sensuality, bestial excess,

witchcraft, murder, war. Under such influences society is rent in .pieces; every man's
hand is red with rapine and blood. At length it becomes an act of necessity to remove
such a people from the face of the earth. The deeds of the Canaanites had become
a stench in Jehovah's nostrils—a detestation that could no longer be endured. Hence
their extermination.

IV. Our only safety is in loyal obedience to God. No resting-place can be
found for intellect or heart of man between degrading superstition and religious faith.

Who can solve mysteries but God alone? If God reveal to us our line of duty just

to the extent that we really need it; and if, in addition, he give us the assurance
that the soul's need shall be met as fast as that need arises ;

—

this will satisfy every
reasonable request. Men can and must trust the true God. As a child walks along
the darkest road quite contentedly so long as its hand is in its father's hand, so witli

equal confidence may we confide in the safe and unerring guidance of our Almight}'
Pareut. We have in God a perfect Friend ; all that is needed for well-being is com-
plete submission. " Thou shalt be perfect with the Lord thy God." To have recourse
to witchcraft or divination is practical treason !—D.

Vers. 15—22.

—

Presages of the true Prophet. Captious men of tlie present day
complain that they caimot see God—cannot hear hia voice. In their heart thej do
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not wish to see him. He will not reveal himself, as an object of curiosity, to the e3'e

of speculation. He reveals himself to the conscience and to the loyal heart. But men
do uot wish to Bee him as the embodiment of righteousness. They shudder and flee

away. Yet in no other way can they see him than as he truly is. In this circum-
stance of mutual estrangement there is need of a mediator—prophet.

I. Guilty men debar themselves from personal fellowship with God. There
is nothing in common between unrighteous men and a righteous God. They arc

iiiutuall}' repellent. The heart-language of such men is this, "Let us not hear again
the voice of the Lord our God; neither let us see this great fire any more." To them,

his voice is the thunder of war; to them, his presence is a consun)ing fire. They
have no eye except to see his burning anger. Hence they flee to hide themselves.

Their wish projects itself into reality; he removes himself.

IL Men's desire to hold communication with God through a mediator con-
ceded. The gracious disposition oi' God towards men yields to his creatures' necessity.

Ask what they will, if lighteousness be not dishonoured, it shall be done. The all-

wise God candidly admits that the Jews had, in this matter, spoken well. But the

mediator must be a prophet. He must convey the thoughts and dispositions and will

o( God to men. Human obedience, to have any worth, must be intelligent—the fruit

of choice and purjiose.

III. Thk perfect Prophet is introduced bt buccessivb stages. Our moral
instincts often outrun our clear intelligence. The Jews desired an intermediate agent,

who should convey God's will to them ; but they scarcely knew what it was they

asked for. Could any mortal man clearly reveal the mind of the Eternal ? Would not

the pure stream be defiled by the impure channel? Nevertheless, God will do the best

for them in their present condition. As yet the perfect Prophet will nut be und(T-

Btood nor appreciated. Knowledge of God's character and purpose sufficient for the

present shall be revealed by imperfect men—types of the coming perfect Mediator. By
easy gradations, the human family must be divinely educated.

IV. The true Prophet is a perfect vehicle of God's thoughts. " I will put

my words in his mouth." Unless the prophet be a mere mechanical automaton, his

words must be the result of his thoughts. If God shall use a human person to reveal

himself to men, he must use his mind, heart, and will : yea, his entire being. This

has been realized only in tiie person of Jesus Christ our Lord. Hence he could say,

"The words that I speak, I speak not of myself: but that Fatlier that dwelleth in me,

he doeth the works." Hence, again, "He that hath seen me hath seen the Fatliei

also." For the advent of this real Prophet, humanity stood for centuries on the

outlook, on the watch-tower of hope.

V. Contumacy of the true Prophet is contumacy against God. Such is the

value of this Divine gift, that to treat it with indifference is heinous crime. No human
penalty may be annexed, but God himself undertook to punish the deed. Hunger is

God's voice within the body, and he who di-regards that voice shall surely die. Pain

is God's voice in human nerves, and he who neglects that summons shall die. Truth

is everywhere the voice of God, and to turn deaf ears to truth is to deprive one's self

of life. And, by parity of reasoning, the voice of God is heard more clearly and more
authoritatively yet, in the jierson of his dear Son : it is his prerogative to give to men
eternal life. Hence, to turn a deaf ear to him is folly, contumacy, despair, ruin. God
will exact a most fitting retribution.

VI. God supplies a test between the false prophet and thf. true. The
eagerness of men to discover the Prophet of Jehovah, led many to impersonate him
fur the purpose of personal reputation and gain. Every true prophet uf God came with

sufficient credential, so that no candid mind need have been deceived. They had the

power to read the near future : this was a token of their heavenly commission. But

better still, their message commended itself to the conscience of tlie hearers; and thus

might every hearer find in an honest conscience that the herald was from God. If the

prophet summoned men to repentance and assured them of a share in the mercy

of God, they could readily ascertain for themselves whether relief came to their burdened

consciences—whether better feelings arose ia the heart. The truth is never verj^ iu
distant if we really wish to find it.—D.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIX.

Laws conceuning Cities op Refuge.

Landmauks not to he removed. Laws
concerning witnesses.

Vers. 1—13.—Moses had before this

enunciated the law concerning cities of

refuge for mauslayers, and had already

pointed out the cities on the east of the

Jordan that were to be bet apart for this

(Nuiub. XXXV. 11, etc. ; ch. iv. 41, etc.). lie

here repeats the law with special reference

to the appointment of such citiu8"in the

midst of the land," on the west of the

Jordan, in Canaan itself; and he supple-

ments the instructions formerly given with

directions as to the maintenance of mads
to the cities of refuge, and as to the division

of the land, so that there should be a city

of refuge in every third of the land.

Ver. 3.—Thou shalt prepare thee a way.
In the East, the mads were for the most
part mere tracks made by the feet of

animals used as beasts of burden or for

travelling ; and this continues to be the
case in Palestine and many other parts of

the East even at the present day. That
roads, however, properly so called, were not
unknown to the Hebrews, even in early

times, is evident, not only from this passa;^e,

but also from Lev. xxvi. 22; Numb. xx. 17;
xxi. 22; ch. ii. 27; 1 Sam. vi. 12. The
design of the injunction here was that every
facility should be aflforded to the fugitive to

escape to the place of refuge. In later

times, it was enacted that the roads leading
to these cities should be repaired every year
in the month Adar, and every obstruction

removed.
Vers. 4—7.—(Cf. Numb. xxxv. 11, etc.)

Vers. 8, 9.—In case their land should be
extended, in case they should come to pos-
sess the whole territory promised by God
to the patriarchs, so that their domain
should reach from the Nile to the Euphrates
(Gen. XV. 18)—au event which should be
realized only if they should continue stead-
fast in their obedience to all that God had
enjoined upon them, and an event which in

point of fact never was realized, for even
under David and Solomon there were ex-
tensive territories within these limits which
were not incorporated with the kingdom of
Israel—in that base they were to add other
three citica of refuge to those already ap-
pointed.

Yer. 10.—The design of appointing these

cities was to prevent the shediling ot

innocent blood, which would bo Hie case

were the uniutcntioual manslayer killed in

revenge by one of the relatives of the man
he had slain ; In tiiis case the guilt of blood-

shed would rest upon the nation if they

neglected to provide for the escape of the

manslayer.

Vers. 11— 13.—Those cities, however,
were not to he places of refuge for murderers,

for those who from hatred and with wicked
intent had slain others; if such fled to one
of these cities, they were not to be suffered

to remain there; the elders of their own
city were to require theiu to be delivered

up, that the avenger might put them to

death (Numb. xxxv. 10— 33, etc.). In the

earlier legislation, it is enacted that the

congregation shall judge in such matters,

and that by their decision it should be

determined in any case whether the person

who had slain another was to be allowed to

remain in a city of refuge or be delivered

over to the avenger of blood. With this the

ordinance here is not inconsistent; the

elders were not to act as judges, but merely
as magistrates, to apprehend the man and
bring him to trial.

Ver. 14.—To tlie ordinmoe concerning

cities of refuge Moses appends one prohibit-

ing the removing of landmarks ; if these

had been placed by a man's ancestors to

mark the boundaries of possessions, they

were not to be surreptitiously altered

Landmarks were held sacred, and a curse

is pronounced against those who remove

them (ch. xxvii. 7 ; cf. Job xxiv. 2 ; Prov.

xxii. 28; xxiii. 10; Hos. v. 10). Among
other nations also landmarks were regarded

as sacred (cf. Plato, ' De Legibus,' viii. p.

842; Dionys. Halic. ii. 17; Plutarch,

Numa,' 16; Ovid, ' Fast.,' ii. 639).

Ver. 14.—They of old time ; •'.«. those of a
former age (D^:!i'N-}, earlier ones, ancestors,

predecessors). The word does not necessarily
imply that the age described as " former

"

was removed at a great distance in the
past; it might de.-iguate men of the im-
mediately preceding age. The LXX. have
here W -rrarfpes, and the Vulgate priores.
That the law here given was uttered whilst
Israel was yet outside of Canaan, is evident
from what follows in this verse.

Vers. 15—21.—To secure against injury

to lifQ or property through inadequate or

false attestation, it is enacted that mora
tiiaa one wituess mxxst, appear before any-
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thing can be established ; and that, should

a witneea be found on trial to hiive testified

falsely against hia neighbour, he was to be

punished by having done to him what he

thought to have done to hia neighbour

(cf. cb. ivii. 6; Numb. xxxv. 30).

Ver. 15. —The rule in ch. xvii. 6, regard-
ing accusations of idolatry, is heie extended
to accusations of every kind before a court
of justice; a single witness was not to be
admitted as sufficient to convict a man of

any offence, either civil or criminal.

Ver 16.—To testify against him that

which is wrong; literally, to testi/y afjainst

him defeciion, i.e. from the Law of God.
The siieaker lias ap|iarently in view here
all such defettions from the Law as
would entail punitiliment on the convicted
oftender. In ch. xiii. 5 [6], indeed, the crime
ilescribed here as "that which is wrong"
(^nuirgin, "falling away") is specially tbe
crime of apostacy to idolatry ; but the word
(n"jj), though usually expressing apostacy

from Jehovah, has properly the general
sense of a deflection from a prescribeo
course (from iid, to go off, to go aside), and
80 m:iy describe any departure from what
is constituted right.

Ver. 17.—Both the men, i.e. both parties

at the bar, shall stand before the Lord; i.e.

shall come to the sanctuary where Jehovah
had his dwelling-place in the midst of his

people, and where the supreme judges, who
were his delegates and representativeSj

held their court (ch. xvii. 9).

Ver. 19.—Thought. The verb here used
(DDj) means generally to meditate, to have
in mind, to purpose; but it frequently has
the subaudition of meditating evil (cf.

Ps. xxxi. 37; xxxvii. 12; Prov. xxx. 32,
etc.).

Ver. 20.—(Cf ch. xiii. 12.)

Ver. 21.—The lex talionis was in this

case to be observed (cf. Exud. xxi. 23 ; Lev.
xxiv. 20 1. Practically, however, a pecuniary
compensation might be accepted for the
offence (cf. Joscphua, ' Antiq.,' if, 8, 35).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—13.

—

7%e cities of refuge. The appointment of cities of refuge by Moses is

of great interest, as yielding a study in Jehovah's ways of educating his people, and
of giving light and truth to men. We will see

—

I. The place this institution occupies in history.' So far as we are aware, there

is nothing just now existing among civilized nations with which it is altogether
analogous. The most recent regulations which seem to be a kind of reflection of it

from afar, are those in the mediajval Church, called " the right of sanctuary." Eccle-
siastical historians inform us that the right of refuge in churches began as early as the
days of Constantine ; that at first only the altar and the interior of the Church was the
place of refuge, but that afterwards any portion of the sacred precincts availed. This
privilege was " nut intended to patronize wickedness, but to give a place of shelter for

the innocent, or, in doubtful cases, to give men protection till they could have a hearing,
and to give bishops an opportunity of pleading for criminals." These refuges allowed
thirty days' res]jite, though under the Anglo-Saxon law of King Alfred but three d&yn
were granted. It speaks but little for the advance of opinion then that the right of

refuge was denied, not only to the openly wicked, but to heretics, apostates, and
runaway slaves. In after times this right of sanctuary was granted even to notoriou.*;

criminals, not excepting such as were guilty of treason. In early ages there were asyla
among the Germans. Before that, among the Romans. In founding Rome, Romulus
made it a place of refuge for criminals Irom other states, for the purpose of peopling the
city. Further back, in the Greek states, the temples, altars, sacred groves, and statues
of the gods possessed the privilege of protecting slaves, debtors, and criminals. And, if

we go back further still, we find among Oriental peoples a custom known by the
nncouth term, "blood-revenge," according to which, if a murder had been committed,
the nearest of kin to the murdered man had a right to pursue the murderer and take

' Soriptore passages : Exod. xxi. ; Numb. xxv. ; Josh. xx. The student will find much
help on thi« subject by consulting Herzng's ' Encyc.,' art. ' Blood Revenge ;

' Bingham's ' Eccl.
Hist.,' ii. 565, et sea. ; art. ' Asyla,' Smith's ' Diet. Ant.

;

' Keil on Joshua, ch. xi. ; Calvin

;

'Speaker's Comm.,'^and Jameson's ditto, in lie ; art. 'Asylum," Encyc. Brit.;' Dr. Beard's
trt 'Cities of Refuge,' in Alexander's Kitto's * Bibl. Diet.;' AVincs'"' Comm. on tb« LawH
of Moses;' Langhome's 'Plutarch,' i. 52; Wilkinson's 'Ancient Egyptian*; * Ijme'e

deru Egyptians,' i. 145, 270—272; Gesenius and others, tub verb, btji ((^del).
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vengeance on him. It is said that among the Arabs this right exists to the present

day. In what form it existed among the ancient Egyptians we are able to infer from
Mr. Lane's statement that it exists in almost savage wilduess among the moderns. And
we might gather, from the way in which Moses uses the term '* avenger of blood," that

the Hebrews may have been familiar with it, as having seen it practised in Egypt, or

as having received the custom from the nations among whom their fathers dwelt prior

to going down into Egypt. This right of the nearest of kin to avenge a murder in a

family is called goelism, from the word " goel," which has the two a])parently incom-
patible meanings of " next of kin " and " avenger of blood." So that there are actually

two institutions known of, in the light of which we have to look at these cities o(

refuge. One, goelism ; the other, the right of sanctuary. Each of them was open to

abuse. If the former had unrestricted sway, private revenge might bear very hardly

on one who had accidentally killed another. Supposing the second to be left without
guard, it might become the means of screening from justice criminals of the worst type.

The first abuse was common among Oriental nations; the second, amongst Greeks,

Romans, Anglo-Saxons, and the mediasval sanctuaries of Europe. And it is only as we
set the Mosaic institution in the double light of the earlier ones out of which it came,
and of the later ones which came out of it, that its real value can be seen. Hence
we see

—

II. The purpose it sebted i:t th3 Mosaic legislation. There is one fundamental
principle on which the Mosaic civil code is based, i.e. the value of patient culture.

Moses found certain abuses existing. He did not sweep them away at once, but aimed
at educating the people out of them. With regard to this right of revenge, he estab-

lished such a remarkable system of checks and counter-checks as surely only a
superhuman wisdom could, in that age, have devised. Our space will only allow us to

indicate these very briefly. 1. Moses recognizes the sacredness of human life, both to

God and to man. 2. He provides that, when a wrong is done to society, it should

be in some wny recognized, and that society should have its own safeguard against the

repetition thereof. 3. A great step would be gained if such reparation for the wrong
as is needed for the sake of security could be gained without any peril of the wild play

of private revenge (ch. xix. 6; Numb. xxxv. 24). 4. A broad distinction is to be
made between wrongs (Numb. xxxv. 25). 5. The examin.ition of the case and the

deoision upon it were put into the hands of the people through their elders and judges.

6. The cities of refuge were selected where justice was most likely to be done; even

from the cities of the Levites. 7. All this was doubly fenced from abuse. For

(1) No murderer was to be screened (Numb. xxxv. 31). (2) No one was to be reckoned

as a murderer on the unsupported testimony of one man. So that the goel had no

ffowei except there were corroborative evidence of guilt. 8. The reason is given in

NumV'. xxxv. ".3, 84. Now, when we know tliat all legislation has to be tested, not

by tho question, " What is absolutely the test?" but by " What is the best the peoi)le

cr.n lyiar?"—surely these laws give indications of a guidance and wisdom not less than
Divine.

III. The ttpical foreshadowitjgs in this institution are noteworthy. They
are many. The preacher may well luxuriate in working them out. 1. Outraged right

requites vindication. 2. In vindicating the right and avenging the wrong, equity and
kindiess are to be studiously guarded. Grace is to reign through rigliteousness.

3. G)d, in his kindness, provides a refuge from the haste or exce.-ses of private

revenge. 4. God gives special directions concerning them. There was to be one in

each iistrict, so that the fleeing one might not have too far to go. The place was to be

acceseible ;
good roads thither were to be made. The Jews caught the sjiirit of the

directions, and had direction-posts put at the corners of roads, with the words " Refuge I

refuge 1" plainly put thereon. The same rule for a Hebrew api'lied to the stranger and
foreigner. The refuge did not avail if a man did not flee thither. And there were sins

for which it did not avail at all (see vers. 11, 12, and Numb. xx.w. 29—31) ; and where
the refuge did avail it was only the death of the high priest which set a homicide
oatirely Iree from the consequences of his blood-shedding.

IV. Thkre are some related truths in the govebn.ment of God which are not
iroRESHADOWED IN THESE CITIES OF REFUGE. Two of tlie.se there are, and those so

rtmarkable, that it is not surprising if some do not regard the cities of refuge as being
DEUTERONOMY. T
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typical at all. 1. Though the manslayer was to flee to the city, yet he was to flee/ro/n the

goel. The opposite is the case under the gospeh We said that the word *' goel " had twc

meanings, viz. that of " nearest of kin " and "avenger of blood," because the nearest ol

kin was the avenger of bluod. But as the student traces the Bible use of this word, lo, it

has a third meaning, even that of rtdeemer (Isa. xli. 14 ; xliii. 14 ; xliv. 24 ; xlviji. 17 v

liv. 5, 8 ; Ix. 16). Jehovah is the Goel. The Lord Jesus Christ is our next of kia, the

avenger of wrong, the Redeemer. He has vindicated the majesty of Law by bearing

the stroke, that it may not be inflicted on the penitent. He is at once our City of

Kefuge and our Goel. We flee to him, not from him. 2. The refuge was provided for

I he delay of judgment till the case was examined. Here, refuge is for the penitent,

that he may never come into judgment at all. He may say aud sing—
" Should storms of eevenfold thunder roll,

Aud shake the globe from pole to pole.

No flaining bolt shall daunt my face.

For Jesus it my Hiding-pleuse."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

Vers. 1—13.

—

Cities of refuge. The institution of cities of refuge (cf. ch. !. 41

—

43) seems to have been peculiar to the legislation of Moses. It is an institution

reflecting strong light on the wisdom, justice, and humanity of the Mosaic code. The
system of blood revenging, while securing a rude kind of justice in communities where
no proper means existed of bringing criminals to public trial, was liable to great abuses

(ver. 6). The usage was, however, too deeply rooted to be at once abolished, and Moses,

by this ordinance, did not seek prematurely to abolisli it. The worst evils of the

system were checked, and principles were asserted which were certain in course of time

to lead to its abandonment. In particular the two principles were asserted: 1. The
distinction between accidental homicide (vers. 4, 5) and intentional murder (ver. 11).

2. The right of every criminal to a legal trial. It is a proof of the wisdom of the

institution that, under its operation, blood avenging seems very early to have died out

in Israel.

These old cities of refuge, though tlieir grey walls have long since crumbled to decay,

have still much about them to interest us. We can scarcely regard them as ordained

types of gospel realities, but they certainly furnish valuable illustrations of important

gospel truths. To a reader of the New Testament, Christ is suggested by them, and
shines through them, and the best use we can make of them is to karn from them the

need of seeking a like security in Christ to that which the manslayer found in his

strong city (see infra).—J. O.

Vers. 1—13.

—

The cities of refuge as types. Using the word in a popular and not in

a theological sense, we may speak of them in this way. We have in the law ordaining

them

—

I. A VIVID piCTUEE OF THE DANGEB OF THE SINNER. In certain points the contrast

is stronger than the resemblance. 1. The manslayer might be guiltless of the crime
imputed to him. His act may have been unintentional. He had in that case done
nothing worthy of death (ver. 6). To slay him would have been to shed " innocent

blood." The sinner who seeks refuge in Christ cannot enter this plea. His sins are

only too real and inexcusable. 2. The avenger of blood may have pursued the man-
slayer imjustly. He may have sought his death in blind fiuy and passion. His hot

heart would make no distinctions. The Avenger whom we have to fear is holy and just.

His breast harbours no vindictiveness, nor does he pursue without just cause. Yet he
does pursue, for sin is the one thing which God catmot tolerate in his universe, and he
will not allow it to pass unjudged and unavenged. These are points of difl'erence, but
in the one point of awful and immediate danger, the parallel is exact. Outside the

walls of the city of refuge the manslayer knew that there was no safety for him. A
sword was unsheathed which would certainly drink his blood, if the pursuer could hu*
overtake him. Delay meant death, and he would not tempt it by pausing one iusti^urf
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in his flLht. Is the situation of the sinner out of Christ any less perilous? The
wrath of God abidcth on him" (Juhn iii. 3()). The sword vii jiihlice i.s unshea'.hed

against hira. Whither shall he fl(.e to escape his danger? Conccahnent may liavebeen

possible from the avenger of blood, but it is not possible from Gud. Kor wnl any other

refuge than Christ avail. The man in shi])wreck, who seorus to avail himself of the

lifeboat, but prefers to eling to the solitary hulk, filling with water, and duomcd soon to

go to the bottom, is not more certain of his fate than is the transgressor of God's Law,
rejecting Christ, letting his day of grace slip past, and clinging vainly to his own
ri:^hteousness or to any other mocking hope. "Neither is there salvation in any
other," etc. (Acts iv. 12).

II. A VIVID PICTURE OF THE SECCTRITY OF THE REFUGE PROVIDED IN CilRIST. In

Christ, our Saviour, !lod has provided a secure and accessible refuge for the sinner.

Here again there is a point of contrast as strongly marked as is the feature of resem-

blance. The refuge city was, after all, only a refuge for the inuuceiit. The man.slayer

may have been rash and careless, and in that sense blameworthy, but he was not a

wilful murderer. F^r the deliberate murderer there was no asylum (vers. 11—14).

He was to be taken even from God's altar, and put to death (Exod, xxi. 14). In this

respect the gospel presents features ditl'erent from the refuge of the Law. It is true

that even in Christ there is no refuge for sinners wedded to thiir .sins. If murderers

may come to him, it is no longer with murderous, impenitent, unbelieving hearts. But,

on the other hand, of those who turn to him in penitence, there is none whose sins are

so black that the Saviour will not take hira in. The guiltiest and most red-iianded may
wash in his blood, and be cleansed from their stains (1 John i. 7). This is the

peculiarity of the gospel that as, on the one hand, it i)roclaims the ahsolule need of

salvation to those who may think themselves too good for it; so, on the other, it holds

out wilcome to those who might be tempted to think themselves loo bad for it. There

is none beyond the pale of Goil's mercy save he who puts himself beyond it by his own
unbelief. Clirist is a Refuge for siiuiers : 1. In virtue of the offices he sustains. 2. In

virtue of the work he has accomplished. 3. In virtue of the position he occupies

—

appearing in heaven in the presence of God for us. In him believers aic safe. '1 hey
are freed from condemnation (Kom. viii. 1). They are justified— .--aved from guilt and
wrath—under Divine protection, and certain of acquittal in the jiulgment (Kom. v. 1,

9, 10; viii. 31—39). They " have a strong city ; salvation will God appoiut for walls

and bulwarks " (Isa. xxvi. 1).

III. A VIVID PICTURE OF THE SIMPLICITY OF THE WAY OF SALVATION. The Way tO

the city of refuge was direct and plain. The roads were kept in good repair. A suffi-

cient number ol cities was provided to make the refuge readily accessible from every

part of the land. It was God's desire that men should reach the refuge, and every

facility was afforded them for doing so which the case admiited of. How fit an image

of the simplicity and directness of the gospel method of salvation through faith in

Christ 1 " Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shall be saved" (Acts xvi. 31).
*' It is of faith, that it might be by grace; to the end ihe promise might be sure to

all the seed" (l!om. iv. IG). Faith includes the three ideas of bel eving in, acoejiting

of, and resting in Christ. Doubtless, to some, faith seems any thinj, but easy. Carrying

with it the surrender of the heart to Christ, it is, in one view of it, the hardest of all

conditions. But it is hard only to those who love sin more than they desne .-alvation.

The soul that sees the evil of its sin, and has a deep desire to escape from it and lo be

reconciled to God, will never cease to wonder at the simplicity of the way by which its

salvation is secured.

IV. An ILLUSTRATION OF THE NECESSITY OF ALIDINQ IN ClIUIST FOR SALVATION. The
manslayer had to abide in the city till the high priest's death, if he went beyond it he

was liable to be slain (Numb. xxxv. 25—29). Our High Priest never dies, and we
must abide in our city if we wouM be safe (John xv. 4 ; Col. i. 2.1 ; Heb. iii. 14 ; x. 38,

39). The conclusion of the whole is, the duty of availing ourselves at once of this

Refuge " set before us " (Heb. vi. 18).—J. 0.

Ver. 14.

—

Removing the landmark. 1. A dishonest act. 2. A deceitful act. 3. A
covetous act. 4. An injurious act. Nothing would as a rule be mure keenly resent^'d

than this mean attempt to rob the owner of land of a bit of his ancient poi>M.o{tiuu.

-xT.O.
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Vers. 16—21.

—

False witness. Gkxi's brand is here placed upon the crime of false

witness. It was to be severely punished. Every one is interested in the suppression of

such a crime—the parties whose interests are involved, society at large, the Church, the

magistracy, God himself, of one of whose commandments (the ninth) it is the daring

violation. The rules here apply primarily to false witness given in courts of justice, but
the principles involved may be extended to all forms of the sin.

I. False witness is in God's sight a great evil. 1. It indicates great malevolenr«

2. It is grievously unjust and injurious to the person wrongfully accused, 3. It is

certain to be taken up and industriously propagated. A calumny is never wholly wiped

put. There are always found some evil-speaking persons disposed to believe and repeat

it. It affixes a mark on the injured party which remains on him through life.

II. False witness assumes many forms. It is not confined to law courts, but
pervades private life, and appears in the way in which partizans deal with public men
and public events. Persons of a malicious and envious disposition, given to detraction,

can scarcely avoid it—indeed, live in the element of it. Forms of this vice : 1. Deliberate

invention and circulation of falsehoods. 2. Innuendo, or suggest io falsi. 3. Suppression

of essential circumstances

—

suppressio vert. 4. The distortion or deceitful colouring of

actual facta. A lie is never so successful as when it can attach itself to a grain of truth—

** A lie that is all a lie may be met and fought with outright

;

But a lie that is part of a truth is a harder matter to fight."

III. The false witness borne by one against another will be exposed at Good's

judgment seat. The two parties—he who was accused of bearing false witness and
l.e who alleged himself to be injured by it—were required to appear before the Lord,

and to submit their cause to the priests and judges, who acted as tiis deputies (ver. 17).

It was their part to make diligent inquisition, and, if tiie crime was proved, to award

punishment (vers. 18, lit). The punishment was to be on the principle of the lex

lalionis (vers. 19—21). So, at Christ's judgment seat, the person who has long lain

under an undeserved stigma through the false witness of another may depend on being

cleared from wrong, and the wrong-doer will be punished (Col. iii. 25). Meanwhile, it

is the duty of every one to see to the punishment of this crime, not only in cases of actual

perjury, but in every form of it, and not only by legal penalties, but—which is the only

means that can reach every case—by the emphatic reprobation of society, and, where that

is possible, by Church censures.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—13.— The cities of refuge. The blood-feud, as we know, was carried out

remorselessly among nomadic nations, the manslayer having to be slain, even though

his manslaying were purely accidental. In other words, there was no distinction made
between manslaughter and murder by the nomadic nations in the rude early ages. But,

by the Lord creating the cities of refuge, three on each side of the Jordan, to which

the manslayer could repair, and where, if it was manslaughter only, he could remain

without molestation till the death of the high priest, a distinction between these two

crimes was carefully made.^ The city of refuge was a divinely ordained place of peace

for the person who had only slain his neighbour accidentally. In case of premeditated

murder, the i^erson was to be taken even from God's altar and executed.

I. The children of Israel were hereby taught that all sins abk not

EQUALLY HEINOUS IN God's SIGHT. Morality must dilTerentiate and distinguish, not

treat sin in the lump. Morality is undermined where revenge treats manslaughter and

murder alike. The Old Testament morality was thus a great advance on the raorality

of the time.

II. This arrangemekt about the cities of refuge showed that thtbb was
A WAY of pardon PBOVIDED FOR AT LEAST SOME SINNERS UNDER THE LaT. The
Law is sometimes regarded as merciless rigour, whereas its sacrificial ceremo; lies and

such an arrangement as this before us proclaimed pardon and escape for some unners.

An undertone of mercy was heard underneath the thunder of its wrath.

Now, the way of pardon is instructive. It was to be prepared. Towards tJ e citiei

of refuge the best roads of the country converged. Directions were given to ke»4> them

» Qt Mozley'B ' Ruling Ideas in Early Ages,' pp. 200—221.
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clear, that the man who was fleeing for his life might have his fair chance of

eacape.

And what agony must have been experienced along that way ! The sossibility of

being overtaken, and having the life taken away, must have made the race to the city

a desperate ordeal.

And then the imprisonment there till the death of the high priest must have made
the manslayer walk very softly all those days. When at last the high priest died,

he was free

!

Now all this, we believe, is typical of the gospel. The soul is, like the manslayer,
guilty of shedding innocent blood. Doubtless not intentionally, but much evil is

wroiiglit by want of thought, as well as by want of heart. We are all guilty. But a
way has been provided lor our safety. It is a way of anxiety, of solemn thought, and
eventually of peace through tlie death of him who is our High Pjiest. Safety in tlie

city of refuge is the symbol of safety in Jesus Clirist ; while he is also the High Priest

whose death delivers and restores the exile. It takes the two things, the city of refuge
and the death of the high priest, to bring out all that Jesus is to sinful men.

HI. There was unpardonable sin under the Law, as there is undeb the
GOSPEL. The murderer was not protected in a city of refuge, but delivered uj) to

execution. Murder was one of the sins which the Law deemed unpardonable. We
mean, of course, unpardonable so far as this life and world ar« concerned.

Now what we have to notice is that, under the gos|'el, there is an unpardonable sin

(Matt. xii. 31 ; Mark iii. 28, 29). And about this sin our Lord is very explicit. It is

unforgivingiiess, the perpetuation of the murderous spirit in impenitent mood. We do
not hold that the blood of Jesus Christ is insufficient to cleanse away all sin (1 John i.

6, 7)—the very opposite. But so long as a soul regards others with an unforgiving
temper, it is manifest that the Divine grace has been kept af bay. God will not foi -

give those who are not forgiving. Forgivingness and forgiveness are twin sisters, and
they visit the soul together. If God has really forgiven us, we shall find ourselves in a
forgiving mood, the least we could do in the circumstances; but conversely, if we
continue in hard, unforgiving mood, it is proof positive that we have not yet ex-
perienced God's forgiveness. How deeply the gospel probes our carnal nature, and
conquers it

!

IV. Vengeance cannot be dispensed with in God's government, and we need
NOT CALCULATE UPON SUCH A DISPENSATION. The avenger of blood was the officer

for the time being of ]3ubiic justice. It was a public duty he was called to discharge.

And public justice still has its revenges, and will, as long as criminals continue. It is

the same with God. " Vengeance is mine ; I will repay, saith the Lord." The weapon
is a dangerous one for us to handle, but God will take charge of it, and will use it as

the interests of good and all-wise government require.—R. M. E.

Vera. 14—21.

—

The law of retaliation. When we consider "retaliation,** we find

that it is the converse of the "golden rule." In fact, it is giving back to a person his
breach of tliat rule to see how he likes it. It is just a rough method of teaching rude,
selfish souls tliat there is retribution in all selfish practices ; the gun may be fired

maliciously, but it sooner or later lays the sportsman in the dust. Now, it is morally
right that those who do to others as they do not wish others to do to them should have
precisely their own paid back to them. It is simple justice.

I. Public justice makes provision for this in every civilized country. When
Jesus directed his disciples not to retaliate, but to cultivate the spirit of non-
resistance to evil (Matt. v. 38—42), he did not wish them to take the law into their

own hands, but to leave to public Justice what in the olden time had to be settled

privately. He certainly did not mean that his disciples should screen men from the
processes of public law, when they had made themselves amenable thereto. His
advice regarded the edifice of public justice as raised by advancing civilization, and
taking up consequently many matters which private parties in a ruder age had to

deal with.*

XL RSTAUATIOM WAS IN THE EARLY TIME A DUTY WHICH INDIVIDUAL OWKD TO

* Ot Mozley'8 ' Ruling Ideas in Early Ages,' p. 184, ete.
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iiiE PUBLIC. It is too often supposed that revenge is such a gratification that men
need no exhortatiun to take it. But we find men that are too cowardly to retaliate,

men who would rather let the greatest ruffians escape than risk anything in giving

tlicra their desert.* Before the erection of public justice, therefore, as a recognized and
well-wrought institution, it was necessary to sustain the courage of the people against

lawlessness by making retaliatiou a public duty. The avengei- was not a man thirsting

fur blood, but one who would very likely have remained snugly at home instead of

lisking his life in retaliation. Men have to be "whipped up" oftentimes to the

requisite courage for public duty.

III. Retaliation, when faithfully carried out, was a check on selfish con-

duct AND A HELP TO A HIGHER MORALITY. The golden rule of doing unto otliers as

we would that they should do to us was the goal at which the morality of the Old
Testament was aiming. One way of leading up to it is by carrying out its opposite,

;vnd giving to the wron.;-dner an idea of what it is to receive what we do not desire.

We have to praulise this in the correction of children. When they act a cruel part by
others, they get a taste of suffering themselves, jnst to let them know what it is like.

IV. At THE BACK OF ALL God's MERCY THERE 13 THE ALTERNATIVE OF STRICT

JUDGMENT IN CASE HIS MERCY IS REFUSED. The gospel is the golden rule in its

highest exemplification. It is God doing unto man as he would have man do unto
him were he in such circumstances. But if men reject the Divine mercy, and will not

receive God's love, then there is no other alternative but strict justice. And strict

justice means retaliatiou. It is giving back to man what he dares to give to God. If

man refuses God's love, and, instead of accepting and returning it, gives to God hate

;

tlieu it is only right, eternally ri;j;ht, that he should receive what he gives. God can-

not but hate as utterly abominable the soul that hates him who is essential Love.

Wrath is the "love-pain of God" {Lvhes-schmerlz Gottes),&& Schoberlein has called

it. It is forced on hitn by the action of his creatures. They have had the opportunity

of love, but, since they refuse it, they must be visited by wrath.

Hence there is nothing weak about the Divine administration. Its back-
bone is justice; but special arrangements were made in the atonement of Jesus to

allow of God being "justly merciful;" when, however, this just mercy is rejected, God
nmst return to the stricter liues, and deal with the ungrateful as they deserve. In the

reLiiliaiion of God there is, of course, nothing mean and nothing selfish. His vengeance
\> in the interests of public morals, and a necessary part of a wise administration.

There should be no trifling, then, with the Divine offer; for, if it be not accepted, men
must prepare lor wrath,— li. M. E.

Vers. 1—10.— Tlic cities of refuge. The territory of Canaan was allotted to the
Jews for this special end, that the principles of the heavenly kingdom might be
]iractically unfolded on earth. In the Divine treatment of men, as members of the
body politic, justice and mercy were to be harmoniously blended. Human life was
uniformly treated as precious, but righteousness was revealed as more precious still.

I. Severe injury to men may be wrought simply by thoughtless inad-
vertence. The physical laws of nature are stupendous forces, which man must well

investigate and comprehend, if he would wisely control. They are evidently intended
fur the welfare of mankind, and prove very useful servants, but very dangerous
masters. In the infancy of science and technical skill, great peril arises to human
life from gigantic forces which we have not learnt to command. The fall of an axe,

the course of a projectile, is according to the operation of fixed law. Careful ob.-ei var.cc

of this law is life; heedlessness is death. "Evil is wrought by want of thonglit, as

well as want of heart."

II. The duty of the state politic to provide for the necessities of the
unfortunate. Before the Jews entered into possession of the promised land, God
gave them instruction how to fulfil responsible duties. If it was a claim of justice

that refuge cities should be provided for unwary manslayers, then justice would equally
require that provision should be made for all sorts of unfortunates and afflicted ones.

To Biay the hand of private revenge—to prevent the effusion of innocent blood—

' Ct Mozley, «< sufira, p. 185.
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private vigilance does not suHice; it must be the business of the State. The whole
community is addressed by God, as if it were a siugle person. Jn some respects, each
man and each woman has to act separately and alone; in some respects, they have to

merge self into the family, and the family into the nation. Man must learn to act as

part of a greater whole.

III. The family tie is always stronger than the national tie. It is obvious
that this is the natural order. If a man was inadvertently killed, srwie blood relation

would, in all likelihood, espouse the cause of the injured, and thirst to svenge the injury.

Men fe(!l bound to protect each the other against the assaults of violence. There is an
understood compact for mutual protection. But, in proportion as affection becomes
diffused and spreads over a larger area, so it becomes attenuated. What it gains in

extension it loses in intensity. Therefore checks and restraints are needed for im-
'iHidemte family feeling.

IV. Human feeling is more rapid in its movements than the judgments op
heason. On the wJiole it is best that it should be so. Self-preservation often depends
on the spontaneous movement of instinct. But whenever human life is not in immi-
nent peril, it is becoming that sane men should reflect and ponder before they yield to

vindictive feeling. It, is quite possible that the man killed was the more blameworthy
;

pisrhaps the only blameworthy of the two
;
yet the vengeful blood of neighbour or

friend of the dead waits for no inquiry, but rushes off to add another to the tenants of

Hades. This also is the work of the devil, and must be resisted. We must learn to

bring all instincts and feelings under the sceptre of reason and love. Haste usually is

a mark of weakness or of .madness.

V. Revenge is invigorating : sorrow and fear are enervating. If, under
ordinary circumstances, two men were well matched in strength and courage, the one
who has unwarily killed a neighbour is so enfeebled by sorrow or by fear (or by both),
that he is no longer a match for the other. On the other hand, the man who under-
takes to champion the cause of the dead is lifted into almost superhuman stature and
strength. For the moment he feels as if girded with omnipotence, and acquires fleet-

ness, courage, and strength over the quailing person of the manslayer. Therefore,
every possible facility must the state politic afford for the relief of the manslayer
against the avenger.

VI. Territorial property carries with it responsible duties. Material pro-
perty has its dark side as well as its bright. It brings burdens as well as enjoyments.
With every increase of territory, God required that there should be increase of refuge
cities, and that roads should be prepared along which the uusinning manslayer should
flee. All earthly blessings have their drawbacks, but heavenly possessions are uu-
iilloyed. They are pure gold without admixture, sun without shade, summer without
winter.

VII. Religion ennobles and beautifies every earthly lot. The land which
we inherit, or which furnishes for us a temporary home, is a gift from Gk)d. He has
not parted with the freehold. It is his absolutely, and in the use of it his will is ever
to be consulted. We have but a life enjoyment in it. As it is a free gift from him,
we are b^und to respect all the clauses he embodies in the trust. He is to be recog-
nized and revered perpetually. The refuge cities were the residences of the priests; the
elders of these cities were priests of Jehovah, therefore they were representatives of

Jehovah's mercy. These cities were emphatically " cities of salvation." Their walls
were deliverance, their gates, praise. They were symbols of Calvary—types of the
great redemption.—D.

Vers. 11—13.

—

Lex talionts. The refuge provided by mercy is open to abuse. The
perversity of man will poison the streams from the heavenly fountain. But in this
city of peace none shall abide except those who have clean hands. False hopes are
doomed to crushing disajipointment. Even from the gate of heaven tliere is a back
way to the prison-house of hell. The man of blood eventually destroys himself,

I. Hatred is ingenious in accomplishing its nkfarious ends. Hatred has an
insatiable appetite. It drives a man in wliom it dwells, as with a slave-master's whip,
to do its base behests. It robs nim of his sleep at night, that he may lie in ambn.sh'
for some innocent victim. All day long he is driven to most odious tasks by this si i.it
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of mischief. Without interruption, hatred holds itf busy conclave in the dark

caverns of the soul, and presses into service every faculty of the man, until it has

clutched its prey.

II. The murderous man flatters himself that he shall be safe. He is

conscious that vengeance is in store for him. No sooner is the deed done than

cowardly fear seizes him. The righteousness of God has fleet-footed detectives in its

seivice. Nevertheless, cunning falsehood comes, to him as the devil's comforter.

'Though his hands be stained through and through with blood, he will wear gloves of

innocence, a mask of pretence. It were a nobler thing to brave the matter out, and
defy all opposition. But this the sinner cannot do. He quails before the omniscient

eye; and, however insecure the hiding-place, he cheats himself with the hope of

escape. Guilty as his conscience affirms him to be, he seeks a place among the

itmocent. For the sinner no refuge can be found. The earth shall cast him out.

III. The power of death is a sovereign function of the State. "The
ellers of his city shall send and fetch him thence." Human life is too precious to be

placed at the disposal of private revenge; therefore the chief province of the state

liolitic is to protect life against violence. Unbiased natures are the only proper judges

(if right and wrong. Justice will speak only in the calm atmosphere of sincerity and
truth. The representative power of the whole community is the only power which

fully suffices to vindicate the claims of righteousness. This is God's vicegerent upon
the earth. Hence magistrates are described as " gods."

IV. Righteousness is nobler than pity. There are circumstances in which Pity

must not speak—a time for her to be silent. " Thine eye shall not pity." There are

some situations in which her presence would be out of place, her action injurious.

But Righteousness must never be absent. The very atmosphere in God's kingdom is

penetrated with her vital breath. Her sceptre is the sceptre of God, and exerts a

potent influence over every department of human life. Righteousness is the soul's

proper robe, and without it she can nowhere fitly appear. All true prosperity is the

fruit of righteousness. It cannot go well with any nation, nor with any man, until

guilt is put away. Even compassion for others must be a righteous compassion.—D.

Ver. 14.

—

Caution against fraud. Nothing that concerns man's welfare and joy L

beneath God's care. The vast extent of his kingdom hinders not his guardianshi]

over every minute interest of his creatures. Even landmarks, boundary stones, ar.-

under his protection.

I. God is to be recognized as the absolute Proprietor of all things. As
the Creator and Upholder of the universe, he has supreme claim to this solid globe.
" The earth is the Lord's." Nor has he ever parted with his rightful claim, fo; he keeps

the globe hourly in existence, and so continually proclaims his control over it. It is

his gift to men, not in the sense that he has transferred all his rights to others, but

only in the sense that we were unable to purchase from him. We hold every ix)ssession

from him in trust, and are bound by such terms and conditions as his will may impose.

II. It is God's will that land should be distributed as personal estate.

Although evils result from the division of the land into personal property, greater

evils would result from communal or indiscriminate possession. The fields would not

be well cultured. The land would not yield her prolific plenty. Dispute and strife

would be the chronic state of society. Personal property is essential to healthy life in

the State. Yet men are stewards, and not absolute proprietors.

HI. Boundary lines between our own and other's possessions are to bk

SCRUPULOUSLY RESPECTED. The arrangements of personal property ofl'er a fine field

for self-restraint, as well as for neighbourly kindness. If we had been destitute of all

possessions, we should be denied the enjoyment of helping others. A man who has

regard for the health of his own soul, will not remove his neighbour's landmarks by so

much as a single inch. He will rather lose a pound than take by fraud a penny. This

Divine command is but a tiny branch springing out of the root principle, " Thou shalt

love thy neighbour as thyselt"—D.

Vers. 15—21.

—

Buhvark against perjury. " The tongue is an unruly member, and

cannot easily he restrained." Private slander is base enough, but its basest utterano*
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is when, in the sacred halls of justice, it swears away a man's reputation or his life. Ii

is doubtful if a deed so black is done in hell.

I. Perjury is so common as to necessitate a public stigma on humanity.
"One witness shall not rise up against a man." If every man had been known as

truthful, the testimony of one witness on any accusation would be ample. The nar-

ration of one eye-witness or ear-witness ought to be enough. For a truthful man
would always speak within the limits of truth, and would promptly express his doubt,

if certainty could not be reached. But the common experience of humanity has been

that the bulk of men will prevaricate and conceal the truth, even under tiie solemn
f-anction of an oath. Hence it has been found wise to condemn no man judicially,

unless more than one witness can be found. Cumulative evidence is recjuired to

obtain a valid sentence. This can be interpreted in no other way than a public testi-

mony to the depravity of man. The prisoner obtains the benefit.

IL Perjury is a crimA., to be tried in the highest court of the realm.
The accused and the accuser in such a case shall "stand before the Lonl." This is not

bo much a sin against man as a sin against God. The sacred person of Truth has been

publicly violated, and the wisest and holiest in the land are commissioned by God to be

the judges. As often as we violate the truth, we insult the God of truth, and stand

before Gbd for judgment. Hence it is of the first importance that we cultivate truth-

fulness in our thoughts and in our speech.

III. In proportion to the gravity of the charge should be the thorough-
ness OF THE SCRUTINY. Although we may expect to know the will of God in any
jiarticular case by laying our own minds open to the action of God's Spirit, we are still

bound to pursue the most diligent and thorougli inquiry. God rewards, not the

indolent, but the patient searcher after truth. He that does the truth will discover

the truth. " God helps those who help themselves."

IV. Intended mischief is treated as actual crime. The character and quality

of a deed depend upon the moral intention. Wiiether the intention becomes an

overt act will often depend upon outward opportunity and circumstance. But God
sees the incipient motive and purpose ; in his court, judgment passes upon the offender.

Human courts are to be, as far as possible, copies of the court of heaven. Hence
the perjured witness, who seeks to visit judicial penalties upon the head of the

innocent, is himself as guilty as if his base project had succeeded. " Into the pit

which he had digged for another he shall fall himself." The gallows which Haman
prepared for Mordecai, served for his own doom. This is God's law of retribution.

V. The end sought in this judicial execution is the public good. The
sacrifice of one life is intended to bring advantage to the many. The moral eflfect is

most precious, viz. regard for righteousness—public abstinence from crime. Every
man should be filled with this patriotic sentiment—the higher virtue of the nation.

We may do good in our circle, either intensively on the minds of a few, or exten-

sively on the minds of the many. In doing good to others we do good to ourselves.
" We ar« members one of another."—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XX.

Dibbottons concerning Warfare is gene-

BAL, and fob the Besieoinq of Cities

nr particular.

Vers. 1—20.—The instructions in this

chapter are peculiar to Deuteronomy. As

the people of God, Israel was not a warlike

nation ; they were rather to abstain from

warfare, and as a general rule to cultivate

the arts of peace. But they had before

them at this time the prospect of a serious

and protracted conflict before they could

occupy the land which God had assigned

to them ; and they might in future years

have to go to war to muintaiu their inde-

pendence and repel aggression. lu view
of this, instructiouH are here given regarding
the conducting of military service.

Ver. 1.—When they found themselves
opposed by an army more numerous than
their own, and better furnished with the
material of warfare, they were not to be
afraid or discouraged, for Jehovah their
God, who hud brought them out of Egypt,
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would be with fhoni to protect and he'p
them (cf. Ps. xx. 7). Horses and chariots.

In these, which constituted the main
btrcngth of tiie uaiinu.i with which th^y
would have to conteutl, the Israelites were
dthcient; auJ to thuui these were always
ohjects of terror iu war (Josh. xi. 4 ; xvii.

16; Judg. i. 19; iv. 3; 1 Sam. xiii. 5).

Ver. 2.—The priest. Nut tlie high priest

or any one of the priests, but the military

j)riest, the priest appninted to accompany
the army, " the nnuiiij;ed for the wai-

;

"

ricn'ran n'trc, as the rabbins designate

liim (cf. Numb. xxxi. (> ; 1 Sam. iv. 4

,

2 Chron. xiii. 12). His business was to

exhort tlie people, and to encourage tiiem

by reminding them tliat the Lord was their

Leader, and would help them iu the conflict.

The formula of his exhortation is given in

vers. 3, 4.

Vers. 5—7.—The officers ; the shoterim,

the keeper.s of the genealogical tables (ch.

xvi. IS). It belonged to them to appoint the

men who were to serve, and to release those

who had been summoned to the war, but

whoso domestic relations were such as to

entitle them to esemptioii. If there was
one who had built a house, but had not

dedicated it, i.e. by taking possession of it

and dwelling in it : or if there was one who
liad plauted a vineyard and had not eaten

of the fruit thereof; c.r if there was one

who had betrothed a wife, but had not yet

married her;—such were to be allowed to

return home, lest they should die in battle,

and it be left to others to consummate what
they had begun. According to Josephus,

this exemption was for a year, according to

the analogy of ch. xxiv. 6. Dedicated; pro-

bably formal possession was taken of the

house by some solemn ceremony, followed

by a festive entertainment. Vineyard. The
Hebrew word (o^?) here used designates

"a field or park of the nohler plants and
trees cultivated in the manner of a garden

or orchard" (Ges.), so that not vineyards

alone, but also oli\eyards and plots of the

more valuable fruit trees may be intended.

Hath not eaten of it; literally, hath iv>t

laid it open, made it common, i.e. begun to

use it, to gather its produce for common
use (cf. ch. xxviii. 30 ; Jer. xxxi. 5). Trees

planted for food were not to be used before

the fifth year of their growth (Lev. xix. 23,

etc. ; cf. ch. xxiv. 5).

Ver. 8.—The shoterim were also to allow

any that were naturally timid and faint-

hearted to return to their homes, lest, if

they remained with the host, others, in-

fected by them, should lose courage and

become unfit for service. His brethren's

heart faint; literally, /oio down or nvelt (cf.

Josh. vii. 5). In ch. i. 28, this verb is reu-

dered by " discouraged."

Ver. 9.—The next thing the thoUrim
had to do was to appoint captains to head
the people who were going to war. The
army was divided into bands or companies,
and over each of these a captain was placed,

whose it was to command and lead (cf.

Numb. xxxi. 14, 48 ; 1 Sam. viii. 12

;

x\ii. 7; 2 Sam. xviii. 1). Captains of tba
armies. The phrase, " captain of a ho«t

"

(K'3s -Iff ], usually designates the general or

commander-in-chiefof the entire army (Gen.
xxi. 22 ; 2 Sam. ii. 8 : 1 Kings xvi. 16, etc.) ;

but here the phrase is used in the plural
of the chiefs of the companies or detach-
ments of which the whole was composed.

Vers. 10—20.

—

Directions concerning the

besieging of towns. In the case of a town
at a distance, not belonging to any of the

Canaanitish tribes, on advancing against it

they were first of all to summon the in-

habitants to a peaceable surrender and

submission (cf. Judg. xxi. 13). If this was

complied with, the inhabitants were to

become tributary to the Israelites and serve

them ; but if this was refused, the town

was to be besieged, and, when taken, all the

males were to be slain, and the women and

children, as well as all the booty that was

in the place, were to be taken as the prey

of the conquerors, who were to appropriate

the spoil to their own use.

Ver. 10.—Then proclaim peace unto it;

i.e. invite it peaceably to .surrender.

Ver. 11.— Shall be tributaries unto thee,

and they shall serve thee; literally, shall

he to thee for tribute and service. The word
rendered by " tribute " (d») denotes properly

tribute service, service rendered as a tribute,

whether for a season or in perpetuity (cf.

Gen. xlix. 15; Judg. i. 30, 33, 35 ; 1 Kings
V. 13; ix. 21 ; Isa. xxxi. 8 [Authorized

Version, " discomfited "]).

Ver. 14.—Shalt eat the spoil; consume
it for thine own maintenance.

Vers. 16—20.—This was for cities at a dis-

tance; it was to be otherwise with the cities of

the Canaanites. To them no ofier of peace-

ful submission was to be made, and when the

city was taken, all the inhabitants without

reserve were to be destroyed. This was in

accordance with God's command to Imel
(Exod. xxiii. 31—33 ; xxxiv. 11- 16; ch. vii.

1—3), and as a precaution against the risk

of the people being seduced into idolatry

by the heathen should they be allowed to

remain in the land. But whilst engaged

in besieging a town, thoy were not to destroy

the fruit trees that were outside the walls;
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but trees that were not for food they might

cut down and use in their operations against

the city.

Ver. 19.—To employ them in the siege;

literally, to come, i.e. that they should come
into the siege before thee, i.e. eitlier as thine
adversary or to be used by theo for the

siege. For the tree of the field is man's lile.

This may mean that the tree supplies food

for the sustenance of man's life. But as

the words stiind in the text, they can only

be renderoil thus: "For the man is a tree

of tlie field." This gives no good sense,

or indeed, any sense at all ; and hence it is

proposed to alter the reading of the text

so as to pniduoe a meaning that shall be
acceptable. From an early period the ex-

pedient has been rescn-ted to of reading tiie

clause interrogatively, and, instead of re-

garding it as parenthetical, connecting it

with the following words, thus : " Is the

tree of the field a man to come into siege

before thee?" So the LXX., Kashi, etc.

It h;i8 been thought that only a very sliglit

change in the punctuation is lequired to

justify this rendering (dikh instead of

mt^n); but more than this is acquired: tlie

subject and object are hereby reversed, and
tLis is more than cau be allowed. From an
early period also it has been proposed to

read t!ie clause as a negation, " For the

tree of the fluid is not a uiaii to come into

siege before tliee." So the Targum of

Onkelns, Abarbanel, Vulgate, etc. The
sense here is substantially the same as in

the preceding, and the same geneial objec-

tion applies to both. To both also it may
be objected that by this way of taking the

passnge Moses is made to utter a sentiment
at once puei ile and irrelevant ; for what
need to declare formally, or in effect, that
a tree is not a man ? and what reason ia

there in this for not cutting down fruit

trees any more than other trees ? In the
margin of the Authorized Version an alter-

native rendering is proposed, " O man, the
tree of the field is to be employed in the
siege." But admitting tliis as a possible
rendering, it is exposed to the objection, on
tlie one hand, that it is improbable that in

a prosaic address like this an explanatory
appeal would be introduced ; and on the
other, that it is inconceivable that Moses
would in this casual and startling way an-
ticipate what lie goes on in the next sentence
to express deliberately and clearly. The
passage has probably suffered at the hands
of a transcriber, and the text as we have it

is corrupt. The sense put upon it in the
Authorized Version is that suggested by
Ibn Ezra, and in the absence of anything
better this may be accepted. The fruit

tree is man's life, as it furnishes that by
whicli life is sustained, just as, in ch. xxiv.
6, the millstone is called a man's life, in-

asmuch ;i8 it supplies the means of life.

Ver. 20.—And thou shalt build bulwarks
against the city . . . until it be subdued;
literally, Tliat thou mayest build a siege—
i.e. an instrument for besieging, a rampart,
or bulwark

—

acfainst the city, till it come
down (cf. ch. xxviii. 52).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—20.— Wars to he regulated by Divine precepts. The directions given by
Moses in this chapter may serve to show the spirit in which wars should, if undertaken
at all, be entered on and prosecuted. We are not called upon here to moot the
question whether war is under any circumstances justifiable; since the princijile
on which the Hebrew lawgiver proceeds is that of tolerating for a while certain socially
accepted customs, mitigating whatever in them is evil, and gradually educating people
out of them altogether, in order to estimate the value of this chapter, it should be
compared with tlie war customs ot the nations round about. Dr. Jameson's " Comment-
ary " has some valuable references thereon. Here are directions : First, as to the men
who are to serve. They are to be silted. In each of the four cases of exemption there
is an obvious significance. Having been chosen, they are then to be organized. And
their attitude and courage in the war were to be those of men who knew that the Lord
their God was with them. Note : No war should be entered on in which the jiresence
mid help of Oo<l cannot he expected and implored. Secondly, as to the mode of
carrying on or entering on war. The nations of Canaan are to be "stamped out," that
ji great pollution may be driven from the world. With this exception the Hebrews are
to avoid war, if possible (ver. 10), and are only to engage in it if forced thereto by the
people by whom they were opposed. When in war, no wanton destruction was to be
allowed. They were to build bidwarks against invailers, hut were not to destroy the
subsistence of a people by cutting down fruit trees, etc. How wonderfully humane and
even tender are these regulations compared with the customs of other nations at that time

!
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By them, in fact, thi old pagan war spirit is repressed, and a war policy discouraged.

The main pursuits of their life are to be found in the tillage of the soil. A standing

army was unknown among them. War was not to be encouraged by an indis-

criminate levy of men, nor was it to be pursued at the cost either of the industrial

pursuits or of the domesticities and sanctities of life. If even in those days the war
spirit was to be kept in subjection, much more should it be so now! The preacher

may at apjtropriate times and seasons develop herefrom Bible principles respecting war.

1. War itself, in any form, is regarded in the Word of God as but an accompaniment of

a transition state of things. It is not to last always (Ps. xlvi. ; Isa. ii. ; Luke ii.). Hence
all should desire and pray that it may speedily come to an end. 2. Aggressive and
unprovoked war for the mere purposes of conquest, finds no sanction whatever in

the Word of God. Israel's wars of conquest were to be limited within assigned bounds.

3. War should never be resorted to except in a case of stern necessity. Israel was
to make the effort to avoid war, if possible. 4. Supremacy in war should never be the

chief care of a people. It should at all times regard war as but an occasional and
awful necessity, and should see more glory in avoiding it than in conquest.

5. When war is engaged in simply from sheer necessity, its horrors should be mitigated

by a humane regard for the enemy's welfiire. There is more lionour in kindly con-

sideration for an enemy than tliere is in crushing him. To deprive him of the means
of livelihood is a barb;irity infinitely to be condemned. 6. When war bicomes a steru

necessity, so that it cannot righteously be avoided, it may then be invested with

religious sanctions, and the blessing and help of God may be expected, asked for,

and relied iq^on ; then a people may say, " In the Name of our God we will set up
our banners " (Ps. xx.) For success in such a war, a united people may look up
to their God, and they will find th:U Jehovah hears. There can be no finer instance

of this than the one recorded in 2 Cliron. xx. The prayer of Jehoshaphat is sublime.

The answer came. 7. When thus a people can confidingly look up to the Most High,

and in the full assurance of being right can ask his blessing, there should be no
faint-hearled nt-.>? known among them. They may be strong and of a good courage.

The Lord God goeth with their armies, and he will give them success.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—5.— War. The wars of the world form a large part of its history. Savage
nations delight in war, revel in its bloodshed and barbarities. Their heaven is a

Valhalla. Civilized communities, while averse from Laving wars waged on them, are

not always so averse from waging war on others. Military ambition, lust of conquest,

hojie of enrichment by pillage, the wiping out of old grudges, may instigate them
to this course. Wherever or however waged, wnrs are a source of incalculable misery.

It may be said of them, " It must needs be that wars come, but woe to that man
by whom the war cometh !

" War is not to be sought, it is to be by every legitimate

means avoided, but it may become a necessity. In this case it must be bravely
undertaken, and our trust placed in God for his help.

I, Religious courage needed in war. It is a not uncommon idea that the

influence nf rdigion is adverse to the hardier elements in character. The Christian

faith in particular is thought to inculcate a meek passivity of disposition, which, if not
absolutely inconsistent with patriotism, courage, and other soldierly virtues, is at least

unfavourable to their development. The man of spirit and the devout man are

supposed to represent two opposite and incompatible types of character. This idea

is strange, when we remember how largely the images and illustrations of the Christian

life in Scripture are drawn from warfare. But it is sufficiently refuted by reference

to facts. The meekness and unwearied forgivingness which is to characterize the

Christian in his private relations is perfectly compatible with the most unflinching

heroism in the discharge of public duty, and in the service of his country in her appeal

to the God of battles. Christian meekness is not softness or effeminacy. On the
contrary, it is an aspect of the highest courage, and develops moral qualities which
make it easier to act courageously in any circumstances in which the individual may
be pUced. Civil liberty has seldom fared better than in the hands of God-fearing
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men. Instead of being the worst, they make the best soldiers. An array of soldiers,

God-fearing and thorouj;hly disciplined, has usually proved more than a match for

vastly superior forces of the enemy : Cromwell's Ironsides, the Scotch Covenanters,

the Canieronians. As fine examples of the soldierly character, we may name Colonel

Gardiner, Sir Henry Havelock, Captain Hedley Vicars. It would be the life and
strength of our armies were they composed of such men from the top to the bottom of

the scale.

II. Warlike ooubaoe needed in beligion. We may apply the exhortations of

tliese verses to the spiritual warfare. The go3i)el summons us to warfare. 1. With
evil within us. 'I. With the spiritual forces of evil around us. 3. With the hydra-

headed incarnations of that evil in the institutions aud customs, sins and follies

of society. It wtmld be well if, in this campaign against evil, we could conmiand in our

ranks the same union, the same strict discipline, the same steadiness of action, above

all, the same heroic bravery and endurance and preparedness to fnce the worst, which
are often seen in earthly armies. Courage and readiness to sacrifice for Christ all that

his cause demands, is a first condition of success in tlie spiritual warfare. There must be

faith in the cause, devotion to the Leader, enthusiasm in his service, and the sj)irit of those

who "love not their lives unto the death" (Rev. xii. 11). Instead of this, how often,

when the battle ajiproaches, do our hearts faint, fear, tremble, and are terrified because

of our enemies ! Victories are not thus to be ijained. We forget that he who is with

us is more than they who are against us. The Lord is more to those in whose midst

he is than all the liorse« and chariots and multitudes of people that can be brought

against them.—J. 0.

Vers. 5—10.

—

Exemptions Three classes were exempted from service in war, and
one class was forbidden to take part in it. The exempted classes were : 1. He who had
built a house, but had not dedicated it. 2. He who had planted a vineyaid, but

had not eaten of its fruit. 3. He who had betrothed a wife, but had not married

ber. The class forbidden to engage in the war was the class of cowards (ver. 8)
i'hese regulations

—

I. Had an impoutant bearing on the stability of society. War has naturally

a disturbing effect on industry and commerce. It unsettles the public mind. It

creates a feeling of insecurity. It prevents enterprise. These evils would be intensified

in a state of society where, besides the danger oi the country being overrun by hostile

armies, each adult male was liable for service in the field. In such a condition of

society there would obviously be a disinclination, when war was imminent, to acquire

property, to institute improvements, or to enter into any new engagements. The man
who built a house would not be sure that he would live to dedicate it ; the man who
planted a vineyard, that he would live to eat of it; the man who betrothed a wile, that

he would be spared to take her. This provision of the Law was therefore calculated

to have a reassuring and tranquillizing effect, and would so far counteract the tendency
of warlike rumours to paralyze industry and the arrangements of domestic life.

IL Were an important alleviation of the evils of war. They aimed at

exempting those who, from their circumstances and prospects, would feel most keenly
the hardship of a call to service. Ver. 7 connects itself with the importance attached

in ancient nations to the perpetuation of the house. "According to modern notions,

a forlorn ho])e would naturally be composed of men who had not given hostages to

fortune. Such, however, was not the light in which the matter presented itself to the

Greek mind. The human plant had flowered. The continuance <if the house was
secure. It was therefore com]iaratively of little moment what befell the man whose
duty to his ancestors had been fultiiled " (Renouf). The sentiment here expressed was
that of ancient nations generally.

III. Were of great importance in securing efficiency in the'abmy. The army
was plainly better without the cowards than with them. One coward may do harm to

a whole company. But, besides these, it was likely that persons serving by com-
pulsion, in a sjiirit of discontent at disap[iointcd prospects, and for the sake of their

prospects unwilling to part with their lives, would prove but inferior soldiers. At any
rate, there was policy in recruiting the army only from those w^ho had a fixed stake in

the welfare of the nation. The man with house, wife, and vineyard was more likelj to
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be ready to shed the last drop of his blood in defence of his treasures than one wholly
unattached, or attached only iu hope.

Lkssons. 1. Those entering the Christian warfare need to count the cost (Luke
xiv. 25—34). 2. In Christ's oervice th( re are no exemptions. 3. Nevertheless, con-

sideration should be shown in the work of the Church for those who are peculiarly

situated. 4. 'I'he danger of being entangled in spirit in Christ's service (2 Tim. ii. 4).

T). The faint-hearted are no strength to a cause (Judg. vii. 3). 6. Numbers are not the

Hilly thing to be considered in reckoning the efficiency of a Church or of any body o/

s[iiritual warriors.—J. O.

Vers. 10—20.

—

Forbearance and severity. If these rules embody a severity happily
rare in modern warfare, they also exhibit a forbearance which many modern nations

ini;4bt well learn from. We have here

—

I. War's horrors mitigateo. 1. Peace was invariably to be offered before attack to

a foreiffii city (vers. 10, 11). It is presumed that the war was just, and undertaken
with the sanction of Jehovah. If peace was accepted, no one was to be injured, but
only tribute imposed. The peacemaking spirit is pleasing to God (Matt. v. 9;
Piom. xii. 18). 2. In the case of a city taken by storm, no women, children, or cattle were
to be destroyed (ver. 14). The amount of self-restraint which this implies can only be
appreciated after reading the accounts of waifare as anciently conducted. But we may
get some light upon it by studying the horrors of the sack of a city, even in modern
times, and under European, or even British, generalship (see histories of the Peninsular

wars). 3. In the sparing of trees useful for food (ver. 19). War conducted on these

principles, however severe in certain of its as2'ects, cannot be described as barbarous.

II. War's severities exemplified. 1. The resisting city, if foreign, was to be

punished by the slaughter of its adult males (ver. 13). This, which sounds so harsh,

was perhaps a necessity from the circumstances of the nation. It certainly typifies the
" utter destruction" wliich shall full on all resisting God's will, and placing themselves

in an attitude of hostility to his kingdom on the earth. 2. The Canaanites ivere to be

completely exterminated (vers. 16—18). This case differs from the other in being the

execution of a judicial sentence, as well as an indispensable means to their own pre-

servation against corruption (ver. 18). A general type of the fate which shall overtake

the ungodly.—J. O.

Vers. 1—20.

—

Iteligious wart. We have in this chapter an instructive direction

about the prosecution of a religious war. For, after all, luur may be the only way of

advancing the interests of nations. Disputes become so entangled, and t;reat principles

become so staked in the disputes, that war is welcomed as the one way to peace and
progress. It is an awful expedient, but there are worse things than war. " Cowardice,"

said Rev. F. W. Robertson, of Brighton, " is worse. And the decay of enthusiasm and
manliness is worse. And it is worse than death, ay, worse than a hundred thousand

deaths, when a people has gravitated down into the creed that ' the wealth of nations*

consists, not in generous hearts—'Fire in each breast, and freedom on each brow'—in

national virtues, and primitive simplicity, and heroic endurance, and preference of duty
to life;—not in 7we«, but in silk and cotton and something that they call 'capital.'

Peace is blessed. Peace arising out of charity. But peace springing out of the calcu-

lations of selfishness, is not blessed. If the price to be paid for peace is this, that ' wealth

accumulate and men decay,' better far that every street in every town of our once noble

country should run blood 1 " From the directions in the chapter before us, we learn such

lessons as these

—

I. The righteousness op the cause, and not the numbers in the field, is to be
THE foundation OF TRUST. The Jews Were going into Palestine as the Lord's nost,

and, even though a minority sometimes, they were sure to win. " If God be for us,

who can be against us?" was to be their ground of confidence. And our Lord con-

templated the victory of a minority in his illustration about calculating the cost. " Or
what king, going to make war against another king, sitteth not down first, and
consnlteth whether he be able with ten thousand to meet him that cometh against hira

with twenty thousand?" (Luke xiv. 31). A good cause, like a good king, is worth ten

thousand soldiers (2 Sam. xviii. 3). David's great sin was trusting in nuuihers and not

in Qod (2 Sam. xxiv. 2, etc.).
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II. A RIGHTEOUS CAUSE ADMITS OF TII15 \VAI{ BEING ENTERED UPON RliLIOlOUSLY. TllO

priest was to give thcin an oration before the battle, showiu;^ that they were i^oing lu

fi:4ht the Lord's battles, and that he would be with them (vers. 2— 1). Oi course, this

has been imitated often by those who had not right on their side. Yet the hypocrisy

of a party or people is in itself a tcstiuiony to the need for a religious spirit characteriz-

ing combatants. The most depraved feel somehow in the tremendous game of war that

they are appealing to the God of battles, and should at least acknowledge him in

entering the contest.

III. The abmy siioui-d be weeded of the careful and the cowardly. Provision

is here made for the dismissal home of those who are careworn about an undedicatet!

habitation f ver. 5), or about a newly acquired vineyard (ver. G), or about a betrothed

wife (ver. 7), and also for the dismissal of those who are faint-hearted (ver. 8). The
combatants should be as free as possible from care, and from the iulectiou of cowardice.

They might have suug, with the modern minstrels

—

•* We want no cowards in our band.
That from their colours fly

;

We call for valiant-hearted men,
Who're not afraid to die."

nr. In ordinary conquests, peaceful proposals are first to be tried. (Vers,

10—15.) If these are entertained, well and good ; if not, then the conquest will be

all the surer of having shown the preliminary consideration. This was to regulate any
foreign conquest into which they might be forced. When the victory was won, the

male adult population were^to be put to the sword, because they had forfeited their lives

by rejecting the peaceful proposals ; but the women and children and j^ruperty were to

be the prey of the invaders. We have here the suggestion of arbitration, from which
nmch is proiierly hoped in mitigation of war.

V. But in the conquest of the idolatrous nations of Canaan, extermination
WAS THE ONLY SAFETY KOK THE INVADING HOST. By their abominable idolatries they
had forfeited all right to life, and their continued existence would only have been a
snare to Israel. Children and wouicn as well as adult males were to be included in the

de.-olation. This apparently harsh decree has its counterpart still in the government
of the world. A storm or pestileuce does not respect children any more than men. It

shows that the Great Buler does not intend the present state of things to be final. A
judgment to come is surely the logical lesson of such a feature of war and of providence.

The innocent who suffer with the guilty shall get their compensation in the other life.

VI. The RAVAGES of war ark to be kept WITHIN AS NARROW LIMITS AS POSSIBLE.

This seems to be the lesson in this arrangement about the protection of fruit trees

in the siege (vers. 19, 20). The future peaceful and prosperous state of thiugs is

to be considered, and no more harm done by the stress of war than is absolutely
unavoidable.

We have thus great principles Applicable to all the warring period of human progress.

Wars are still desperate remedies. A time is coming when " the war-drum shall throb
no longer

;

" but meanwhile, let wars be prosecuted in a religious spirit and with all

n ligious precautious, when they must be engaged in. A noble illustration of what
may be done in war-time by Christian men is afforded by the "Christian Commission"
in the United States. Its 'Annals,' written by Kev. Lemuel Moss, Home Secretary
of the Commission, Philadelphia, 1868, form a handsome volume of 752 pages, which
wniily repay [lerusal. We mn^tfujlit for principle, if we cannot secure its triumph by
aiore peaceful means; but one day all will submit to it, and war be needed no longer.

May (jod hasten the happy day !—R. M. E.

Vers. 1—9.

—

Military service to he voluntary. In war, forced service is worse than
useless ; it is a source of weakness—a cause of defeat. For successful warfare, all the
skill and energy of every soldier is demanded ; and unless the hearts of the warriors
are in the conllict, no triumi'h can be anticipated,

I. To BE LOYAL FRIENDS OF Gk)D, WE MUST SOMETIMES TREAT MEN AS FOES. If We
are truly God's children, we must count God's friends to be our friends, God's foes to be
our foes. We are not our own. We cannot expend life according to our persijual will.
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We are the property of another—the Supreme King. Therefore we must do his work
and tight his battles. Our notion of what is riuht and just must be made subordinate

to ^18. Our minds are often too much biased with selfish feeling to judge what is

right, if left to ourselves ; but we shall not err if we closely follow the precepts of our
God. The interests of God's kingdom are to be held by ub as paramount over the
interests of man's kingdom.

II. God's presence in battle outmatches all httxan foiices. The source ot

conquest is not in the visible material of war. Victory is not on the side ot the largest

battalions. This is the creed of the infidel. If there were no God, it might be true.

Mere numbers of combatants have as often hindered triumph as helped it. If God be
langed on the one side, it is a most unequal contest. The issue is a foregone event
Multiply human weapons or develop human skill as much as you please; let all the

powers of arithmetic be exhausted in the computation ; and still the finite is confronts d
by the Infinite. " Before hira the inhabitants of the world are as grasshoppers." " If

God be for us," vain is all opposition. Simple faith is the best equipment.
III. God's pbiest is the inspireb of true courage. The sanctions and the inspit!*-

tions of religion may be obtained for the business of war. The true priest will not
heedlessly lend his sanction to any emprise of war, nor will he withhold his benediction

from a righteous contest. By virtue of his oflSce, he is the messenger from God to the

royal court, as well as to the people. If ever the oracle of the sanctuary should be
consulted, it is when war is imminent. It is not the business of the priest to initiate

war ; but if war becomes a duty, it is the business of the priest to encourage and
inspire the host of God's elect. The true priest is in close accord with Gk)d. God's
heart beats within his heart ; God's will finds prompt response in him. Hence the
jiriest's voice is the human exponent of God's thought. God's strength is through him
conveyed to the mailed warriors, for he speaks with just authority.

IV. God will achieve victory only through the right-hearted. Unless the

soldier's mind and heart and soul be in the conflict, he had better tarry by his fireside.

A few earnest, ardent warriors are preferred to mere array of numbers. If any soldier

found more delight in his habitation or in his vineyard than in the success of battle,

he might forthwith return. With the double-minded and the half-hearted God docs

not work. The channel must be emptied of self if Divine energy is to pass through
it. We are not to conclude that God prefers the few to the many. But be will have
the right kind of agents, or he will not work through them. The thirsty man does

not prefer one drop of water to ten ; but he does prefer one drop of wholesome water
to a gallon of poisonous beverage. God works according to wise methods, and sends

help through fitting channels. The best media through which he conveys military

conquest is unselfish devotion to his cause. The consecrated soldier is the predestined

conqueror.

V. Leaders in great enterprises are to be selected from the courageous few.
Men will most faithfully follow those leaders whom they have themselves chosen. As
the faint-hearted were unfit to go to the battle, so were they unfit to choose captains

over the host. The courageous are also the most judicious. Accurately measuring the

work that has to be done, they can the better judge who are the most competent to

do it. The brave heart and the clear eye go together. These captains, so appointed,

would be strong in the consciousness that they enjoyed the esteem and support of the

troops. Such an arrangement gives the best guarantee for efficient leaders. On the

same ground, the rulers of the Church should be chosen on the ground of spiritual

fitness—solely on the ground of moral qualification.—D.

Vers. 10—20.

—

The terrible side of human duty. Sin has made such fatal havoc in

our world, that the most severe remedies have to be applied. In the administration

of these remedies God has chosen to employ men. Thus he allies himself with us and
makes us partners with him in the administration of his kingdom. " Such honour have
all his saints.**

I. The aims of the Divine government must bb accomplished. Every aim
which is formed in God's mind is a seed of righteousness. Therefore it must grow and
come to perfection. Necessity enters into its very essence. No power on earth or in

heU \g aNe to hinder its accomplishment. Who shall withstand the will of Oniiu-
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potenoe ? Rigliteousness shall, sooner or later, be triumphant. All opposition to

Jehovah's will shall eventually be crushdl out. He who created is ablu also to destroy

For the present his patient love provides other reuiedies; and if remedial measures fan,

then fell destructioa shall sweep into eternal darkness all opposition to his supreme
will.

II. The ends of righteousness mat bb attained by peaceable means if men
WILL SUBMIT TO Qod's teums. (Ver. 10.) Terms ol' peace were tu be offered by the

Hebrews in their wars with outlying nations. The main condition of peace an.l friend-

ship was the relinquishment of idolatry. If men will fear and serve < !od, tliey shall

live. To know God as our Gud is life eternal. If men will turn their backs upon
the sun, they must dwell in shadow; so if men will sever themselves from the Source
of life, they inevitably die. Not once, but often, does God offer to us reconciliation,

blessing, peace. By every method of per.^uasion and entreaty the Father of our spirits

has endeavoured to win us to paths of ri^^hteous obedience. His will is our sanctifica-

tioa
;
purity or perdition—here is the alternative

!

III. The executors of Jehovah's will shall be amply rewabdkd. " All the

8ix)il thereof shalt thou take unto thyself" (ver. 14). The harder tlie work, the more
abundant shall be the reward. God's remuneration is ever ample and munificent,

Most carefully does he weigh every hardship we endure for him. Our every tear he

puts into his bottle. Blind unbelief may count him an " austere Master," who requires

irksome and painful work; but the man of filial temper will run on most difficult

errand.s, and his language is uniformly this, " I do always the things that please him ;"

" They who suffer with their Lord now shall be glorified by-and-by together."

IV. Excessive wickedness involves men in complete destruction. Terms of

peace were offered to less guilty nations lying in Israel's vicinity, but for the inhabit-

ants of Canaan—such was their moral rottenness—there was no alternative but destruc-

tion. '* Thou shalt save alive nothing that breatheth " (ver. 16). It is well for us to

learn that there is a stage in our moral disease when the lemedy of mercy ceases

to take effect. It becomes "a .'favour of death unto death." " With the breath of his

mouth shall he slay the wicked." When the heart has become ideutified v;ith rebel-

lion, when all feeling is averse from God, when total depra\ity has set in,—then God
abandons the man to his inevitable doom. " Israel would have none of him, . . . .-o

he gave them up to their own hearts' lust." This is man's blackest doom. Yet this is

mercy for others.

V. The work of destruction should be blended with prudent kindness. In

laying siege against a city, not an axe was to be laid upon any fruit tvee. Hero we
have a sample of God's thouglitful and generous love for men! Whatever can minister

to the need and conifort of his servants shall be secured to them. Though engaged in

the awful work of desi ruction, he does not forget mercy; he is planning all tlie wiule
for his servants' good. Though a frown is upon his face, tenderest love is active within
his heart. More careful is he for us than we are for ourselves. Not a want, however
minute, is by him overlooked. The desolating flood is upon the earth, but an ark
is provided for Noah. The rain of fire is consuming Sodom, but Lot is safe in Zoar.
" Sven the hairs of your head are all numbered."—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XX'
Expiation of Uncertain Murder. Treat-

ment OF A CAPrrvE taken to Wife.

Bights of the Firstborn. A Rebellious,

Befractory Son to be judged and pun-

isheDl a Malefactor who has been

hanokd to be buried ere Niqhtfall.

One general idea, viz. the Bacreduesa of

human life and of personal rights, connects

OKUTERONOMY.

the laws in this chapter together, a« well a*

connects them with the laws in the two
preceding chapters.

Vers. 1—9.—If a body was found lyin^

dead from a wound, and it was not known
by whom the wound had been inflicted, tiio

whole land would be involved in the puilf

of the murder, unless it was duly expiated

as here directed. Fust, the elders and judges
(presumably of the neighbouring towns,
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of. JoeephuB, 'Antlq.,' It. 8, 16) were to

meet, the former as magistrates representing

the communities, the latter as administrators

of the law, and were to measure the distance

from the body of the slain man to each of

the surrounding towns, in order to ascertain

which was the nearest. This ascertained,

ui)ou that town was to be laid the duty of

expiating the crime.

Ver. 3.—An heifer, which hath not been
wrought with, and which hath not drawn
iu the yoke; a young cow which had not
been rendered unfit for consecration, nor had
its vital force impaired, by being subjected
to forced labour (cf. Numb. xix. 2).

Ver. 4.—^A rough valley; literally, a
stream oj perpetuity, a perennial stream (cf.

Ps. Ixxiv. 15, Authorized Version, " miglity
rivers;" Amos t. 24); but here rather the
valley or wady through which a stream
flowed, as is evident from its being described

as neither eared—that is, ploughed (literally,

tDTOught, tiUed)—nor sown; a place which
had not been profaned by the hand of

man, but was in a state of nature. " This
regulation as to the locality in which the

act of expiation was to be performed was
probably founded on the idea thit the water
of the brook-valley would suck in the blood
and clean it away, and that the blood sucked
in by the earth would not be brought to

light again by the ploughing and working
of the soil" (Keil). Strike off the heifer's

neck there in the valley ; rather, break the

heifet'i neck. As this was not an act of

sacrifice, for which the shedding of blood

would have been required, but simply a

symbolical representation of the infliction of

death on the undiscovered murderer, the
animal was to be killed by breaking its neck
(cf. Exod. xiiL 13).

Ver. 5.—And the priests the sons of levi
shall come near. The presence of the priests

at this ceremony was due to their poaition

as the servants of Jehovah the King of

Israel, on whom it devolved to see that all

was done in any matter as his Law prescribed.

The priests present were probably those
from the nearest Levitical to\vn. And by
their word shall every controversy and
every stroke be tried ; literally, And upon
their mouth shall be every strife and every

droke, i.e. by their judgment the character
of the act shall be determined, and as they
decide so shall the matter stand (cf. ch. x.

8 ; xvii 8). In the present case the presence
of the priests at the transaction gave it

sanction as valid.

Ver. 6.—The elden of that dty. The
elders, by the significant act of washing their

hands, indicated that they threw off from
them, utterly repudiated, the charge of

blood-guiltineM on the pt^ of the town

which they represented (cf. Pit xxvi 6;
Ixxiii. 13; Matt, xxvii. 24).

Vers. 7, 8.—This act they were to a<v
compaiiy with a solemn declaration of their
innocence of this crime, and of their entire
iguorance of the perpetrator of it ; and with
an earnest cry to God that the sin which
had been done might be forgiven. Be merci-
ful .. . unto; be propitiated towards (literally,

eover, •^^y'? -\b2 ; for the phrase, ^ -ie3, see

Lev. L 4). And lay not innocent blood ; the
blood of the innocent man who has been
slain.

Ver. 9.—In this way they were to deliver

themselves as a nation from blood-guiltiness.
" Expiation wis made by the killing of the
transgressor when he could be found (ch.

xix. 13 ; Numb. xxxv. 33) ; when he was not
known, by the process here described. Of
course, if afterwards he were apprehended,
he would suffer the penalty he had incurred "

(Knobel ; so also Keil, Herxheimer, eta,
after the Talmud (' Sota,' ix.. 7).

Vers. 10—14.—If an Israelite saw among
captives taken in war a woman fair of aspect,

and loved her, and took her to be his wife,

he was to allow her a full month to mourn

her lost kindred, and become accustomed to

her new condition, before he consummated

his union with her. This refers to captives

from other nations than those of Canaan,

with whom the Israelites were to form no

alliance, and whom they were not to take

captive, but either wholly destroy or render

tributary (cf. ch. vii 3 ; Numb. xxL 1, eta

;

Josh. xi. 19).

Ver. 12.—She shall shave her head, and
pare her nails. The shaving of the head
and the paring of the nails, aa well as the
putting off of the garments worn when taken
captive, were signs of purification, of separa-
tion from former heathenism, preparatory to

reception among the covenant people of

Jehovah (cf. Lev. xiv. 8; Numb. viii. 7).

Fare her nails ; literally, mahe or jirepare

her nails, Le. by cutting them down to a
proper size and form (cf. 2 Sam. xix. 25,

where the same word is used of dressing the
feet and trimming the beard). The Targum
of Onkelos takes this in quite an opposite

sense, rendering, as in the margin of the
Authorized Version, " suffer to grow," and
the rabbins who adopt this meaning sujiposb

that the design ot the prescription was that

the woman, being rendered unlovely, the
man might be deterred from taking her to

be his wife. Bnt this is altogether alien

from the spirit and soope of the passage.

Ver. 13.—The raiment of her captivity;

i.e. the raiment sbe had on when taken

oaftivu ; this she was to lay aside, that aha
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mlglit put on garmentB of mourning. A full

month; literally, a month of days; the

period of mourning waa forty days (of. Gen.
1. 3).

Ver. 14.—Should the man afterwards come
no longer to have pleasure in her, he was to let

her go whither she would, but he was not to

Bell her for money or use any violence to her.

Thou Shalt not make merchandise of her.

The verb in the form here used occurs only
here and in ch. xxiv. 7 ; derived from a

root which signifies to gather or press, it

properly means to press for one's self, to lay

hands on one, to use violence to one.

Vers. 15— 17.—If a man have two wives,

one of whom is a favourite and the other

disliljed, and if his firstborn son be the child

of the latter, he is not to allow his love for

the other to prejudice the riglit of the son,

but must allow liim, both in his own lifetime

and in the disposition of his property after

death, the full privilege and right of m
firstborn son.

Ver. 16.—He may not make; literally, i$

not abU to make ; ie. Ib legally incapable of

making.

Ver. 17.—^A, double portion; literally, a
mouth of two ; i.e. a portion (so " mouth " is

used in 2 Kings ii. 9 ; Zech. xiii. 8) equal to

that of two ; consequently, the firstborn in-

herited twice as much as any of the other

sons. Amongst all nations and from the

earLisst times, the right of the eldest son to

pre-eminence among bis brethren has been
recognized; and in legislating for Israel,

Moses so far simply sanctioned a usage he
found already existing; the assignment,

however, of a double share in the inheritance

to the eldest son is a new and special pro-

vision, mentioned only here. Beginning of

his strength (of. Gen. xlix. 3).

Vers. 18—21.—If a son was refractory and

unmanageable by his parents, if, given to

sensual indulgence, he would yield neither

to reproof nor to chastisement,—the parents

were to lay hold on him, and lead him to

the elders of the town, sitting as magistrates

at its gates, and there accuse him of his

evil ways and rebelliousness. The testimony

of the parents was apparently held sufficient

to substantiate the charge, and this being

received by the elders, the culprit was to

be put to deatli by stoning.

Ver. 20.—He will not obey our voice; he
is a glutton, and a drunkard. Gluttony and
drunkenness were re^rarded by the Hebrews
M highly criminal. The wora rendered by

"glutton," however ("jVii, from S^, to shake,

to shake out, to squander), includes nther
kinds of excess besides eating. It designates
one who is prodigal, who wastes his means
or wastes his person by indulgence. la

Prov. xxiii. 30, the whole phrase (^ba 'h'iw)

is given—squanderers ot fiesh, i.e. wasters of

their own body, debauchees. In Prov. xxviii.

7, the word is translated *' riotous men " in

the Authorized Version. Disobedience to

parents was deemed an offence which struck

at the roots of the whole social institute.

Ver. 21.—The penalty of such crimes was
death ; but the power of inflicting this was
not among the Hebrews—as amou'.^ some
other ancient peoples, the Greeks and
Romans, for instance—left with the father ;

the punishment could be inflicted only by
the community, with the sanction of the

magistra te. A Hebrew paren t migh t chastise

his child with severity, but not so as to

affect his life (Prov. xix. 18, " Chasten tiiy

son while there is hope, but raise not thy
soul [let not thy passion rise so high as] to

slay him "). While parental authority was
sacreelly preserved, a check was by the Law
imposed on hasty passion.

Vers. 22, 23.—When a criminal was put

to death and was hanged upon a tree, his

body was not to remain there over-night,

but was to be buried the same day on which

he was executed.

Ver. 22.—If a man have committed a sin

worthy of death ; literally. If there be on a
man a judgment of death; if he lie under
sentence of death. Hang him on a tree.

This refers not to putting to death by
strangling, but to the impaling of tlie body
after death (cf C. B. Michaelis, * De Judiciis

Pcenisque (^apitalibus in Sac. Script. Com-
memoratis,* in'SyllogeOommentt. Theolog ,'

edita & D. J. Pott, vol. iv. p. '209). This
was an aggravation of the punishment, as

the body so impaled was exposed to insult

and assault (cf. Numb. xxv. 4 ; Gen. xl. 19 1.

Ver. 23.—He that is hanged is accursed

of God ; literally, a curse of God. Some take

this as meaning an insult to God, a con-

temning of him, "since man his imigo is

thus given up to scorn and insult " (Rashi).

But the more probable meanin'j: is "a curse

inflicted by God," which the transgressor

is made to endure (cf Gal. iii. 13). That
thy land be not defiled. The land was de-

filed, not only by sins committed by its

inhabitants, but also by the public exposiu:«

of ciiminals who had been put to death for

their sins (cf. Lev. xviii. 24, 25; Numb.
XXXV. 33, 34). On this law Joshutt acted

(of. Josh. viii. 29 : X. 26, 27>
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HOMILETICa.

Vers. 1—9.

—

The preciouaness of one human life in the sight of God. The value of

iliis paragraph can be duly appreciated only as tlie indifference with which jiauan

nations of old regarded human life is studied and understood. As a piece of civil

h'gislation, it is far superior to anything in tiiecode of the nations around at that time.

l»r. Jameson remarks that in it we have undoubtedly the origin or the germ of modern
coroners' inquests. The following points in it are worthy of note. 1. It is a rule

to be observed when they should be settled in the land of Canaan. 2. It indicates that

IVom the first, each human life should be regarded as an object of common intirest to

the whole people, and that it was to be one of their prime points of honour, that no
human life could be tampered with without arousing national indignation and concern.

3. God would teach them, that if it should be found that nny one's life had been trifled

with, it was a sin against Heaven as well as a crime against earth. 4. That this sin

would be laid at the door of all the people if they were indifferent to the fact of its

ci'ramission, and if they did not make full inquiry respecting it, and solemnly put
it away from among them. At the back of this piece of civil legislation, yea, as the

lount from which it sprang, we get this beautiful, sublime, and comforting truth

—

' I^ach human life an object of Divine concern."

I. In what way has God manifested his care fob thb individual? 1. Thi»
passage is pregnant with blessed teaching thereon. We have: (1) The fact of man's
ill-treatment of men recognized. (2) Rebuked. (3) Marked out as a brand of shame
nil any community which tolerates it. (4) In demanding an account thereof, God
lureshadows his own coming judgment. 2. The Lord Jesus Christ taught it in terms
more beautiful, more clear (Luke xii. ; Matt, xviii. ; Luke xv.). How often does Christ

lay stress on " one " 1 3. The death of the Lord Jesus Christ for every man, is a
standin;:; proof of every man's worth before God ; so the apostle argues (2 Cor. v. 16).

4. The Spirit of God stirrcth in every man to move his sluggish nature that it may
rise toward heaven. Materialism merges the man in his acciiients. Pantheism drowns
him in the All. Deism hides him in vastncss. Ultramontanism smothers him in the
Church. Ca3sarism makes the State all, the individual nothing, Christ rescues the

one from being lost in the many, and cries aloud, " It is not the will of your Father in

heaven that one of these little ones should perish."

II. What should be the effect on us of God's care fob the iNDiviDUAii?

L It should fill us with intense thankfulness that we are not lost in the crowd (see

Isa. xl. 27). We are so apt to say, " God has too much to do to think of us," that we
need to meditate often on the words, " He careth for you." 2. It should impress us
with the dignity of man. When God fences every man round with such a guard
against ill treatment from others, it may well lead' us to " honour all men." 3. It

should teach us the solidarity of the race. The weal of one is a concern to all. 4. It

should teach us to cultivate the spirit of a universal brotherhood. " Have we not all

one Father?" 5. It should lead us to aim at saving man. If God cares for all, well

may we. 6. It should make us very indignant at any doctrines concerning the consti-

tution and destiny of man, that would put him, or even seem to put him, on a level

with the brute creation. 7. We should take every opportunity of warning men that,

if ever they trifle with the interests and destinies of their brother man, God will call

them to account at his bar. The voice of Abel's blood cried unto God from the ground.

If a iiepilected, mutilated, slain body of any one, however obscure, was found in Israel's

fields, they were responsible to the God of nations for inquiry and lor expiation. No
one is at liberty to cry, " Am I my brother's keeper ? " When he maketh inquisition

for blood, he forgetteth not the cry of the humble (see Ps. xciv.). And terrible beyond
all power of expression, will be the shame and dismay, at the bar of God, of those who
have trifled with humjui interests, and who go into eternity laden with the guilt of

their Lroihers* blood I

Vers. 10

—

14i.-—The f$male captive ; or, Divine regard for woman*$ tafety and
honi^vjT, Any one who is acquainted with the fearful licence practised among many
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natioDB towards female captives taken in war, can surely appreciate the humanizing
influence which the injunction in this paragraph was intended to exert. The law here
laid down may or may not be abstractly the best; but if it was the best that the
people could bear: if it would certainly lift up the people a step higher in their
regard for womanly honour : if, moreover, it would have the effect of enforcing a lestraint
upon the passions of men at that most perilous of all times, even that of war,—then the
hallowed influence which was shaping Hebrew legislation becomes clearly manifest.
A woman taken captive as a prisoner of war was not to be a plaything of passion, but was
to be dealt with honourably ; to feel that she might part with the symbols of slavery,
enter into relation with the covenant people, become invested with the rights of a
daughter of Israel, and learn to worship, love, and glorify Israel's God! (For details,

see the Exposition, and also valuable remarks in Keil and Jameson.) And if, in the
issue, there was no true and proper home for her, she was to have that most precious
of blessings—liberty ! In opening up the theme suggested here

—

Divine care for
woman's safety and honour—some seven or eight lines of thought may be taken \\\<

and worked out by the preacher. 1. Here is a Divine protest against the tendency of
men to make woman a mere tool of passion. This book is the cliarter of woman's
honour and happiness. 2. Our God would aim at bringing; about the true nobility of

woman, by means of educating the people up to the standard at which it shall be a

point of honour with them to insist upon it. 3. To secure this end, State laws should
be stringently framed. 4. Not even in war-time, nor in connection with our soldiery,

is it ever to be tolerated that woman should be at the mercy of the stronger sex.

5. The right place of woman is in the love and protection of one to whom she is dearer
than his own soul ; and no more honourable place need she desire than that assigned
her by Solomon in his description of " a virtuous woman." Many of the holy women of

Scripture illustrate this. 6. Under the gospel, woman's position is yet more strikingly
asserted. " In Christ Jesus there is . . . neither male nor female." In religious relationship
man and woman are, csetcris paribus, on an equal footing. 7. While, in the home, the
wives are to be in subjection to their own husbands, yet the sway of the Imsband is

to be with a love pure and tender, like that of the Lord Jesus Christ. And it is only
where the purifying and love-creating power of the gospel is known, that woman rises

to her right position in the home, the family, the social circle, and the nation. The
legislation on her behalf, which Moses besian, has been going on under Judaism and
Christianity for long ages, with what results we know in our happy homes. But how
much we are indebted for these happy homes to the influence of Jewish and Christian
law, can best be told by those who know the dark places of the earth, still "full of the
habitations of cruelty."

Ver«. 15—17.

—

Home partutliiies never to warp h«me justiM. This paragraph
indicates deep insight into human nature, and a far-seeing wisdom which surely
indicates its superhuman origin. It is designed to restrict the action of the father with
reference to the inheritance of the children, in cases where there were two families,

not, apparently, by two wives living at the same time (as if the passage favoured
polygamy), but rather by two of whom the second became the wife after the death
of the first (comp. Jameson and Keil). It would probably, nay, almost certainly,

occur, that one of the two would be thought more of than the other ; the influence
of the second wife, being later and withal continuous, might be exerted with the
husband in favour of her own children, to the detriment of his by the former wife.

And thus a .son who was the father's firstborn might be put at a disadvanta'^e
through later preferences coming athwart his proper claims. Moses here teaches that
he may not be disiossessed of the right of the firstborn, even though another should
come on the scene who should be the firstborn in a second family. The principle on
which this is based is indicated in the title of this Homily—" Home partialities never
to warp home justice." The following lines of thought may serve as a plan on which
to enforce this principle,

I. It is an acknowledged duty of parents to care for the temporal weal of their
children (see 2 Cor. xii. 14). There is indeed, on the part of some, a consuming desire to

leave large fortunes to their families—a desire so great as to be inconsistent with faith

in God's care. This is to be avoided on the one hand, while at the same time thu
opposite extreme is to be shunned on the otbM*
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II. There are certain rifjlits vvhicli belong to the children, Rupposing their father is

possessed of an inheiitance which he can leave them. Of course, if h'- hns cone, this

paragraph in detail does not apply. Even in sucli a case, however, a itarcnt owes it to

his family to leave them the best of all heritages—a holy example, God's blessing, aud

a father's prayers! If he leaves them this, they will not want.

III. It is not impossible, nor even improbable, that circumstances may occur giving

riso to partialities in a parent, which may lead him to consult the interest of some
of his children to the detriment of that of utliers. Cases like that named in thi.s

paragraph are notoriously fraught with peril in this respect. And where such is the

case there should be a special guard.

IV. These partialities are dangerous. They are so even during the father's life-time,

but the results thereof after his death are likely to be serious and even disastrous. It

is not possible to calculate the mischief wrought upon children, when the earthly name
which should ever stand to them dearest in affection and liighest in honour, is

associated with an inequality by which some are advantaged and others wronged.

No bitterness of feeling can surpass that which is thus engendered. It will wrap in

shade an otherwise most venerated name.

V. God would teach us that he is ever watchful over the right in families, in every

respect. The same Being who says to the children, " Honour your parents," says also

to the parents, " Honour your children." As he would guard the heads of the house from

being trifled with by the sons, so would he guard the sons from any injustice on the

part of their parents. A wrong on either side towards the other is a sin against God.

And so largely does the observance of the right in the family concerning money and
property, affect the well-being of the State, that it is here made a part of the civil cod^

of the "commonwealth of Israel," that no parent shall be at liberty, whatever hia

preferences, to ignore the standing claims of his children.

Vers. 18—21.

—

A had son a State peril. This is a very remarkable provision. It is

based on the well-known fact that there are some who need a strong deterrent to kec])

them from being a plague and peril to a State, and also on the all-important ])rincipl(',

that whoever is a pest and nuisance in the home, is the bane of the commonwealth to

which he belongs. Moses had just laid down the duty of the parent to deal justly

with his sons, whatever his personal partialities might be. He now lays down the

extent and limits of parental authority over the son. He does not give the fatl er

the absolute power of life ami death in reference to the child, as some ancient codes did,

but, without abolishing that power altogether, he places such checks upon it that while,

on the one hand, if a bad son became so outrageous that his life was putting others

in peril through its poisonous influence, he would have before him the possibility of

capital punishment; yet, on the other hand, this jienalty could only be inflicted

with the sanction of the elders of the city ; the consent of both parents was re-

quired ere he could be brought before them ; and they (the parents) were expected

to be able to say that they had exhausted every known means of reclaiming him
before they brought him to that tribunal. It is evident that the law is enacted

with the intention of being so deterrent that it may never need to be put into

execution. And thus indeed it seems to have proved. For there is no known instance

in Jewish history of its ha^ ing been carried out.^ Forming part, as it did, of ai-

ancient civil code for the Hebrew nation only, it is not in force with us now, and wt
are not called upon to appreciate its real worth as a guard to the stability of the Hebrew
nation. But here, as elsewhere, even in obsolete statutes, we discover permanei.t

principles, which it behoves preachers to develop and enforce, if they would not "shun
to declare the whole counsel of God." The truth liere taught is this

—

A bad son is a

State peril. Five lines of thought may with advantage be followed out here, with

the view of impressing this truth upon the heai ts of the people.

L A State is what its homes make it. It cannot be otherwise. It is made
up of its own cities, towns, villages, and hamlets. Each one of these is made up
of its homes. If they are all good, little legislation will be required; if they ar«

' Joeephus (* Ant. ,' xvi. ch. xL § 2) gives an instance in which Herod the Great availed

himself of it (See Jameson, in he.)
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all bad, no legislation will avail, even if it could be secured. And according as

the good or bad element preponderates, will a State be secure and prosperous or

otherwise.

II. An nrcoRRiGiBLB son n thb bane of any homb. It is not within our present

province to illustrate or even take up the truth that it is extremely unlikely any son
will become incorri^ilde, unless there is some grievous failure in duty on the part

of the parents in not correcting him betimes, and in not keejin;; the reins in their o\\ n

hands. It is, unhappily, too often true—" his sons made themselves vile, and he restrained

them not." But, however it may come about, the truth is the same, that where a son

hearkens not to the voice of his father, and despises to obey his mother, there will bt

in any home in which such is the case, a source of deep sorrow and indescribable

misery; there will be an example fraught with evil influence to the other members
of the family. " One sickly sheep infects the flock."

III. Such a home, so poisoned, may become a oentbe of tinspeakable mischief.
For the sons who act so mischievously in the house are, as a rule, those who wander
far and vdde in pursuit of forbidden pleasure, giving: way to the lusts of the flesh,

and to sins of the tongue, polluting others wherever they go. Thus a moral miasma,
pestilential and even deadly, may be carried from street to street, and from town
to town.

IV. Those thus polluted will take the poison to other homes. One home
will infect others. Each infected home will spread the contagion. And so the evil

will sT)read far and wide, not only in an arithmetical, but in a geometrical progression,

.ill ev^n in the course of one or two generations, it will assume a proportion which
baffle all powers of calculation to formulate it, and a virulence which may defy the
most powerful legislation to arrest it.

V. Hence the very existence of such a centre of evil out of which such
comtlicated and widespread mischief may arise, is a source of grave peril to
ANY commonwealth IN THE WORLD I It may not be seen nor even suspected when
in germ. But germs of evil are fraught with all the evil of which they are the germs.

1. Learn how far-seeing are the provisions of this Mosaic law ! What seems severity

to the individual is really mercy to the nation. Preventive measures, though severe, may
be most genuinely philanthropic. 2, Learn how great is the importance of wisdom and
firmness in maintaining parental authority. 3. Learn the need of early habits of
obedience to parents. An obedient son is a joy and honour to his parents, a credit to

the home, an element of safety in a State. But " God never smiles on a boy that
breaks his mother's heart." So said Richard Knill. Finally : What we have said thus
far is valid, even if this life were all. But if to this life we add on the next, and
bethink us of the amazing issues projecting themselves from time into eternity, who
can adequately set forth the importance of taking heed to those early steps on whicli
depend the direction of this earthly life, when ou it depends the weal or woe of the life

which is to come?

Vers. 22, 23.— Upon the tree! These words form part of the criminal code of the
Hebrews, and though as such they may be regarded as practically obsolete, yet thev
contain principles which will never wax old, and are, moreover, so frequently alludul
to in the New Testament, that they furnish us with a starting-point of no moan
interest for a devout Christian meditation. The case supposed in the text is not that
of a man being put to death by crucifixion, but of his having suffered capital punish-
ment, and of bin body being afterwards h«ng upon a stake and put to an open shame
by the exposure, as having been one of the vilest of criminals. Such an exposure after

death was to he, so to speak, the expression of the execration of the people. It would
be their public brand upon detestable guilt. And, when thus the public detestation ami
horror of wickedness had been expressed, that accursed thing was to be taken down
that night and buried out of sight for ever, as a sign that the curse had spent itself.

This vox popidi was vox Dei. " He that is hanged is accursed of God."
Now, it may be asked, " Why take up the time of a congregation by recalling an

obsolete enactment like this ? " Our reply is, Let us now turn to Acts v. 30. Peter
knew how the Jews would regard these words—" whom ye slew and hanged on a tree."
They would understand their significance to be, " You put him to an open shame, as
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tliouj^h he, the best of men, were one of the vilest malefactors." Shall we call this the
" irony of history "? How was it that God let the treatment of the basest of criminals

be Mccoriled to the holiest of our race? We often speak of it as a "mystery of Pro-

vidence" when some great trouble befalls a good man. But of all such mysteries thera

is none so great as this. As a bare piece of history unexi'lained, there is no fact which
in all its surroundings is so inexplicable as this, that Jesus Christ of Nazareth should

have died •mid such deep disgrace and shame. " Hanged on a tree
!

" Let us go

further on. Read 1 Pet. ii. 24. Note the emphasis, " who his own self bare our sins in

his own body on the tree." Here is an explanation of the strange fact. He was pressed

down with others' woes, and burdened with the uuilt of others' sins. And why? What
was the effect of all ? Read again. In Gal. iii. 13, 14, the apostle, quoting these words

of Moses, shows us that in the fact of the ignominious death of the Lord Jesus Christ

upon the tree, we are to see at once (1) the Divine execration of sin, and (2) the Divine

redemption of the sinner.

L Under a moral government, a righteoug governor will, yea, must append blessing

to good, and affix a curse to evil. If any one asks Why f we do not know that any one

can answer further than to say that suffering is the desert of ill, and gladness the

appropriate consequence of well-doing. No other theory would be workable in any
well-ordered family, or nation, or city. In the family, paternal punishment expresses

the father's sense of wrong done. In the State, punishment marks the nation's sense

of wrong done. And these are but echoes of that Divine disapproval of sin to which

the conscience of man with certainty points. And it is well known and understood

that the disapproval and condemnation of wrong on the part of any government is never

to be confounded with, but is very far removed from, personal vindictiveness. No
government, indeed, would command the confidence of the people under which crime

could be carried on with impunity. Without branding crime against a State, no
government could long exist. That brand is "the curse of the law."

II. There is a law above all human laws. The latter are partial and defective, and

may become obsolete. The everlasting law of righteousness is co-eternal with the

Great Supreme. He judges the world in righteousness. Every child of man is

answerable to his tribunal. E^'ery deed, word, and thought are scanned by his all-seeing

eye, and are estimated rightly by his unerring judgment. And he, the Great Judge,

brings against each and all the charge of being law-breakers (see Kom. i., ii.). The Jew
is so because he has broken a written Law ; the Gentile, because he has broken an

unwritteix one. All the world is guiltj' before God. Under such circumstances, what

is a righteous Being to do to secure the stability of his throne? To connive at sin?

To pass it by, and take no notice of it ? To let the sinner have the same grace as if

he had never sinned? No; there must be a declaration, a demonstration, of his

righteousness, as Paul calls it. And the demonstration of righteousnew certainly

involves the condemnation of sin.

III. If we are sinners, as we are, the Divine condemnation of sin places tis under a

curse. We must be careful to understand that in the Divine curse there is nothing

vindictive, excessive, defective, or ineffective ; there is nothing in it out of harmony with

the everlasting love of righteousness which is the bulwark and safeguard of the Divine

government of souls. As many as are of the works of the Law are—continue to b«

—under the curse. As long as a man's life is unright, by God's law he abides under

condemnation.

IV. Guilty men are under the curse ; a Guiltless One comes under it. So Gal. iii. 13,
" being made a curse for us," rather, " having become a curse." (Let the student note

here, as in John i., the careful use of, and the distinction between, the words for " being
"

and " becoming.") The Son of God, the Law-maker, comes and dwells with the law-

breakers, and becomes as one of them. Joyfully taking their place, he bears their

burdens and accepts their liabilities as if they were his own ! He is pressed down aa

with a great weight. His sweat is as if were great drops of blood. He goes to the tret.

The deepest indignity the Law knows is his He is numbered with the transgressors.

He is put to "an open shame." He dies as the worst of malefactors died—on the treel

The One who stands pre-eminent among men for the purity of his life stands out also

conspicuously among men for the humiliation which attends on his death 1 H« hangn

on a tree, as if accursed of God 1
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T. Our Lord Jesus Christ then represented our race, and for tlicm had become a
curse. A stupemlous transaction was then and there cllccti d, to which we know of no
parallel in heaven or on earth (cf. Matt. xx. 28 ; 1 I'et. ii. 24 ; 2 Cor. v. 21 ; John i. 20),
Note: 1. He was of such dignity that lie coidd represent the race. 2. His act was
entirely spontaneous; he willed to do it. 3. It was the Falhoi's appointment that he
shoidd do it. 4. Foreseeing the result of his work, he rejaked to do it (Isa. liii. 11
(Hebrew) ; Heb. xii. 1, 2^ Amid the external humiliation, the thou-ht of saving men
thereby, Lore him on ana bore liira through.

VI. By bearing the curse on himself u[)on the tree he bore it off from us. He has
redeemed as therefrom. He has bought us up out of it. Ho u ho deserved it not, was
pressed down by it, that we who deserved it might be lified u[i out of it. Sin havin<'
been, in him, condemned—once, completidy, righteously, eternally—the rijiiteousness
of the Lawgiver was demonstrated. Then was his love free to act towards us apart
from Law, on the principle of grace.

VIL The curse being thus rolled away, the way is j prepared for the coming in of the
blessing. However fully and freely infiuite love now heajis blessing on blessing on the
vilest sinner, not from one quarter of the universe can the murmur rise up that God
thinks lightly of sin, when, in order to lift its weight, off the guilty sinner, the Infiuite
Son of God has taken the whole load upon himself, ami atoned for sin by hia own
sacrifice I

VIII. The blessing comes to men when they repent and believe. So argues Paul in

both his Epistles to the Komans and Galatians. See especially Rom. iv. 16, and the
wonderful parallel between the first and the second Adam in riom. v.

Ik cokclcsion. 1. Let us adore and magnify the grace and righteousness of God in

the atoning work of Christ on the tree. The manifold perfections of the Divine nature
shine forth here in combined lustre. Thousands have objected to the doctrine of the
atonement. No one ever objected to it who did not first misapprehend it. 2. Let us
cultivate deep, serious, and earnest thinkings as to the evil of sin, thus branded with
the curse of God. Only low moral concej^tions can consist with the denial of the
necessity for an atonement. 3. Let us see that we rely entirely and penitently on the
work of the Son of God on our behalf. 4. Let us defend the manifold glories of
the cross against all deniers and opponents. 5. Let us, before whom this Divine act of
self-surrender stands as the warrant of our hope, have it ever before us also as the
model and standard of our life. And, in studying ever more and more fully the
meaning of Christ's self-surrender to God Dor ua, shall we find the inspiration at oui
ktlf-tunender to God for others 1

HOMILIES BT VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1

—

^.—Atonementfor unknown sin. We have here a ritual applicable to cases
where murder has not been expiated by the apprehension and execution of the mur-
derer. The mystery has remained unravelled. The elders and judges, in such a case,

are to come and measure which city is nearest the siain man, and the elders of that
city are then required to take the heifer prescribed and make atonement, that the
country may be delivered from the guilt of innocent blood. The heifer is to be one in

the full vigour of life, which has not been wrought with, and consequently expressed
in the fullest form the life-producing power to which the violent death stood as a con-

trast.* She is to be taken down into a " rough valley," or, as the words (jrcN ^m)
more accurately mean, "a perennial stream," and there is her neck to be struck off, and
the blood thus violently shed is to pass away in the never-failing stream. While this
is taking place, the elders of the city are to wash their hands over her, in protestation
of their innocence, and to pray for deliverance £rom the guilt, and it shall be forgiven
them.
L An UNDISCOVERED MURDER 18 PROPERLY IMPUTED TO THE DISTRICT WHKBS THB

VICTIM HAS BEEK FOUND. In a well-ordercd society life should be safe. When it is

» Cf. Kurtz's ' Sacrificial Worship of the Old Testament,' p. 487.
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proved unsafe, society camiot plead " 'N'ot guilty." Locally, it must be allocated, and

so the city ne;iiest tlie victim has the crime imputed to it. The sense of guilt is

distributed territorially, and the elders, or representatives of the people, are required to

clear themselves by the sjieeial rite here desciibcd.

Sin has thus wider nlations than to the individual who has committed it. It may
lie at the door of a city, or ol' a neighbourhood, and in their collective capacity they may
be required to deal with it.

II. The district thus guilty throuqh imputation is most propkrly summoned
TO A RELIGIOUS SERVICE. It is surely a matter for general humiliation that such a

crime could be secretly committed, and the murderer escape. It should lead to special

relif^ious exercises. It would be a veiy seemly thing if neighbourhoods where great

crimes have gone undiscovered were to unite in supplicating God's mercy, in view oi

the guilt thus contracted.

III. A WAY OF PKLIVERANCE FROM THE IMPUTED GUILT IS GRACIOUSLY PBOVIDED.

It consisted of the following elements.

1. The violent dealh nf an iuiuicent <ind ftiU-blooded animal. The cruel killing of

the heifer was a repetition of the tragedy, and was well fitted to bring its guilt before

them. Thus was a sense of sin deepened.

2. Jts shed blood was carried away vi the surface of the never-failing stream. In

this beautiful, poetic way, the pro\i(lential removal of innocent blood, did God convey

the idea of removing tlie guilt from the district concerned.

3. Over the hifcr so alain the elders v)ere to wash their hands and protest their

inriocency. In this way the most solemn sanctions were associated with their plea of

"Not guilty."

4. And tliey mere further to intercede for the removal of the imputation against

Israel. Only after this minute ritual had been gone through was the assurance of

forgiveness pronounced by the priest.

IV. In THIS WAY WE DISCOVER A TYPIFICATION OF THE PARDON PROVIDED BY

Christ. And here we do well to notice, as lacts incai^able of dispute

—

1. Th&t people ivho are innocent have often to incur imputation along with the guilty.

The children of evil-doers incur an evil repute, although they may be jierfectly inno-

cent. It is a law of society as at present coustituud—the innocent are grouped with

the guilty.

2. Jesus Christ is One who has voluntarily accepted of the imputation of sin, though

innocent, and sufered in consequence. Just as the innocent heifer was paraded with

the guilty district, and alone sufiered because of the committed and undiscovered sin,

so Jesus takes up his position in the sad procession, and is the selected, yet voluntary,

Victim.

3. 2%e Holy Spirit, as a perennial stream, carries the sense and tight of blood-

guiltiness aiuay. For, without the Spirit's help, the shed blood of Jesus might only

increase human guilt ; with his help it takes all the guilt away.

4. Those who wish pardon must not be too protol to ask for it. " If we confess our

sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrigh-

teousness." So have we the gospel vividly presented to us.—K. M. E.

Vers. 10—14.— Through love to liberty. We have here a regulation or law of war.

Captives might be sold as slaves, but through lov« they luight reach the position of a

wife in a Jewish household, and if she did not ph'^se her conqueror, then she was to be

made free again. So that the fiossible fate of the captive was "through love to

liberty."

I. Love is the best cure for the iLiiS of war. The men were to .be slain

:

women might be kept as a prey (ch. xx. 14). It was a blessed issue when the conqueror
,

was himself conquered by his captive. Then slavery was over, and love brought liberty.

The passion of hate hnd given place to the passion of love. Ihe better time had come.

TI. But the passion must be subject to wise restraint. A month's mourning

is allowed the beautiful captive, during which her person is sacred in the house of her

captor. She bids farewell to her relations, whether living or dead, for she is going to

be the wife of a Jew ; and her intended husband has time to think quietly over hi»

passion of love, and to see whether it is lasting or no.
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III. Her privilege was to become the free wife of her Jewish lord. If a

happily ordered marriage, it must have been a joyful issue of the war. The terrible

ordeal had proved to her the path to honour and social blessedness and peace. All ihe

agony bad given place to enlarging love.

IV. At the vert worst, she regained her liberty. The love had in this case

proved transient—she had not pKased him—they would not be happy together, in

such a case she was given a legal title to liberty. If not loved, she had the next best

privilege of being free.

In tliis arrangement, consequently, we have love and liberty in the house of a hus-

band ; or liberty, if the love proves fickle and the match ill arranged. This was a

beneficent arrangement compared with the licentiousness which usually accompanied

war.

V. We may contrast this with the love and liberty guaranteed ub by

Christ Jesus. Our Lord, in fact, offers us his love, oh, how strong and how true

!

And in his love there is liberty, the liberty wherewith he makes his people free. No
uncertainty hangs over his offer to us ; no slavery is possible in his house. We shall,

in fact, have reason to bless him for conquering us for loving purposes, and any
anoiuish his conquest may have oust us, will be amply compensated in his royal and
limitless love.

Conquest, love, and liberty for ever is the experience through which we pass in the

hands of Jesus, the Conquering Hero, and no one ever regrets entering upon it, for it

is enjoyment indeed !— R. M. E.

Vers. 15—17.

—

The rights of the firsthorn in the house of a higamist. Bigamy was
not encouraged by the Mosaic Law. Where it took place in man's passion, the Law
stepped in to rec^ulate the relations in the household impartially. The house of a

bigamist may be the scene of sudden jealousies and dispeace, but (iod steps in to forbid

it l)i;ing the scene of injustice. The discomfort is providentially inseparable from the

bigamy—it would have been a pity had it been otherwise! But the Lord steps in

to prevent flagrant injustice being done to the children solely through the father's

caprice. Caprice may be permitted up to a certain point, with all its painful checks,

but it will not be suffered to perpetuate undeserved wrong.
I. The rights of the firstborn consisted in a double share of the family

PROPERTY—TWICE AS MUCH AS THE OTHER CHILDREN. This WaS that he, 38 the
beginning of his father's strength, and as acknowledged head of the family, might be
able to sustain its honour j^roperly. It was for this portion Elisha prayed when he
desired a double portion of Elijah's spirit ; not twice as much, but twice as much as

the other sons of the prophets (2 Kings ii. 9). And this is what Jesus gets from the
Father, according to the promise, " I will make him ray Firstborn, higher than the
kings of the earth " (Ps. Ixxxix. 27). There was another right of the firstborn, in

having a seed raised up for him in case of his premature decease. This also has its

impori in the case of Jesus.

II. Because a firstborn's mother was hated was no reason why he should
BE denied HIS rights. The dark cloud of hate was not to envelop him, and keep
him out of his double portion, or his right to a seed, if he prematurely died. And yet
this was what Jesus received in the way of treatment. " He came unto his own, and his

own received him not." As the Firstborn of humanity, he deserved the double portion,
yet had not where to lay his head. He was denied his rights among men.

III. From the caprice of men we may always look up to the impartial
JUSTICE OF God. This was the protection of the firstborn in the house of a bigamist.
God was on his side. This was the protection of Jesus amid the injustice of men—the
Father was along with him. He always did what jJeased him. And whenever we
feel aggrieved through the capricious conduct of our fellows, let us always look up
confidingly to our Father above.

The Lord is just, at all events. We may rely on hia vindication of our case in the
great day, if not before.—R. M. E.

Vers. 18—23.

—

Parental authority enforced. It is plain that parents are to deal
with their children to the best of their ability : but in case a stubborn and rebellious
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son would not hearken to father or mother, would not appreciate chastisement, and had
become a drunkard and "glutton, then the parents were directed to bring the case before

the elders of the city, and the impenitent, licentious son was to be taken away from
tlie earth by public stnning. The public law was thus, in the last resort, to back up
parental authority and to remove the "scapegrace."

I. Parental authoiuty is to be exercised to the utmost. Father and mother
are both to do their best to save tlieir son from being a public disgrace. They are to

nae the rod, to chasten him, if nothing milder will do. Only after they have prose-

cuted tlieir parental authority to the last degree are they to seek the public officers.

II. Gluttony and drunkenness are treated as capital offences undeb the
theocracy. They are incompatible with membership in God's kingdom. Hence they
are deemed worthy of death. Because they are not now so severely visited by public

law does not imply that they are less heinous in God's sight than they were then.

III. It must have been the last resort when parents would bring forth
theib son for public execution. What a wearying of love and patience there

must have been before such a commandment as this would be carried out! The father

and mother would bear long before they would bring themselves to make of their child

a public infamy.

IV. The execution of the scapegrace was a solemn dedication or htm, by
IMPOSITION OF hands, TO DEATH BY STONING. Such a public disgrace must have had
a very wholesome eflect in deterring reckless chihiren from self-abandonment. We do
not hear of any instance of such an execution. Drunkenness and gluttony were not

common crimes in Israel.

V. It would seem that gibbeting was added to the stoning, to EMPHASIZE
STILL MORE THE DISGRACE IN SUCH CASES. When this wiis Carried out, it was under-

stood that the gibbeted person was taken down at sundown, so as not to defile the

land, and was buried without delay. As accursed of God, the corpse was as soon as

possible put out of sight into the tomb.

VI. It is INSTRUCTIVE TO THINK OF JeSUS ChRTST BEING EXPOSED TO JUST SUCH
A PUBLIC INFAMY. He was made a curse for us. lie was hanged on a tree, gibbeted

as a malefactor. What love led him to place himself in such a position! The
authorities took him, and in his Father's and mother's presence they did him to death,

as if he had been a disobcilient and di -graceful Son. Thus did he deliver us from the

curse of the Law. We receive honour because he accepted shame. The " holy Child

Jesus" was nailed to the cross, was suspended on a tree, as if he were accursed of God.
May we all j^rofit by his voluntary humiliation, and imitate him as the holy, conse-

crated Child !—R. M. E.

Vers. 1—9.

—

Purification from guilt of an uncertain mwder. The explanation

commonly given of this peculiar ceremony seems unsatisfactory. Keil's view, that "it

was a symbolical infliction of the punishment that should have been borne by the

murderer, upon the animal which was substituted for him," is contradicted by the fact

that, for deliberate murder, the Law, as he admits, provided no expiation, while the

object of this ceremony was plainly in some way to remove blood-guiltiness. Fairbairn's

explanation (in his 'Typology') is even more far-fetched, that the heifer was "a
palpable represeniative of the person whose life had been wanton)}' and murderously

taken away." The key to the ceremony is, we think, to be sought for in another

direction. The central idea is that a responsibility attaches to a whole community for

crimes committed in its midst. The members of the community are implicated in the

guilt of the murder till they absolve themselves by bringing the murderer to justice

(vers. 8, 9). In the case here treated of, the murderer is unknown, and a rite is

appointed by which the share of the community in his blood-guiltiness, which cannot

be removed in the ordinary way, by executing justice on the criminal, is otherwise

abolished. The heifer, in this view, represents neither the murdered man nor his

murderer, but the people of the city, who seek to |)urge themselves from guilt by
putting it to death. It is tlieir own guilt they seek to get rid of, not the criminal's

Expiation was not admitted for the actual murderer, but the respcnisibility for thp

crime, which, failing the visitation of justice on the criminal, devolved on the community
—for that, expiation was admitted. The animal, suffer' ig vicariously, in full posses
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sion of its vital powers, while the elders of the city waslicrl their hands over it, »nd
declared their innocence of all knowledge of the murder, sufliced to Hecure that "the
bloud should be forgiven them"—furgiveness impl^'ing iirevious iinput.ition. The
valley, " neither eared nor sown," was, in its desolati<tn and sterility, a fit place for

such a transaction, which, while it cleansed the cit}, lelt the curse ujion the mur-
derer, and indeed made the spot a sort of witness of his yet unexjiiated guilt. We
learn: 1. That responsihility attaches to each and all in a community for crinifs

committed in its midst. 2. That the community is not absolved till every effort has
been made to discover the perpetrators of crime and to bring them to justice. 3. Th.it

the punishment of murder is death. 4. That to ignore, connive at, ur encourage crime

in a community, involves the authorities in the criminality of the deeds connived at.

5. That all parties, the people (represented by the elders), the magistrates (judges),

the Church (priests), are alike interested in bringing criminals to justice.—J. 0.

Vers. 10—15.— The captive wife. The kindness, thoughtfulness, and strict justice of

the Mosaic laws is very striking. The Law here iuter|K)Ses to secure—
I. Considerate treatment of one BEitEAVED. (Vers. 10—11.) The case sup-

posed comes under the law of ch. xx. 11. The woman was a captive in war and a
heathen, yet the Israelite is required to respect her chastity, and, if he conceive a
passion for her, must not only make her his wife in a proper manner, but must allow

her a full month to bewail her dead relatives. The question of religion is a diflBcult

one in such cases, but we may suppose that no force was applinl to captives and
strangers further than forbidding to them the outward practice of idolatr}'. The laying

aside of the symbols of ca}itivity, and the purificatory rites of cutting the hair and
nails, could only imply recojition into the fellowship of the covenant nation in the

event of the woman freely accepting Jehovah as her God (cf. Ruth i. 15, IG). Learn :

1. That the tumult and disorder of war is no excuse for immoral licence. 2. We arc

to consider the situation and feelings of those whose circumstances place them at our

mercy. 3. Natural afl'ections are to be respected underneath all differences of creed

and race.

II. Protection fob one unfriended. (Ver. 14.) The captive stranger wedded
to an Israelite was not left to be treated by him as he listed. Her unfrieiuled position

exposed her to the risk of suffering from her husband's caprice and unfeelingness.

While, therefore, he is permitted, if he lose delight in her, to divorce her—for the

"letting her go " must be construed in the light of ch. xxiv. .'!—he must on no account
sell her or detain her as a captive. Another instance of God's care for " the stranger."

Hasty marriages, founded on passion inspired by mere external attractions, seldom
result in lasting happiness.—J. O.

Vers. 15—18.

—

The firsthorn of the hated wife. The firstborn, in patriarchal and
tribal societies, had recognized rights and honours, correlative with the duties and
responsibilities which his position as prospective head of thehouseliold entailed on him.
The principle is here asserted that individual preferences and partialities are not to be

allowed to set aside the rights of the son who is lawfully the firstborn. Men would
fain, sometimes, bend justice to their likings. Where an Israelite had two wives,

either together or in succession, the one loved and the other hated, he might be
tempted to pass by the son of the hated, and confer the rights of the firstborn on the

Bon of the wife whom he loved, though it was the son of the hated wife who was
entitled to that honour. With strict impartiality, the Law steps in and forbids this act

of injustice. It demands that the son of the hated wife have all his rights. It will

tolerate no tampering with them. Lessons : 1. The evils of polygamy. 2. The sin of

allowing likes and dislikes to influence us to acis of injustice. '6. The danger of

natural preferences degenerating into blameworthy partialities. 4. The duty of doing
always what is right, whatever the bent of our private inclinations.—J. 0.

Vers. 18—21.— The rebellious son. A law of this kind, which left it to the parents
themselves to impeach their disobedient son, while ordaining that, when the charge was
proved against him, and it could be shown that the j^arents had duly corrected him,
the offender should be put to death, would, we may believe, very raicly be enl'orced.
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In cases so aggravated that its enforcement was necessary, the penalty, judged by the

usages and state of feeling of the time, would be thought anything but severe. The
law, whether enforced or not, was a standing testimony to the enormity attaching in

the eyes of God to the sin of filial disobedience. We learn

—

I. iKBtTBOBDINATION TO PARENTS 18 A GBAVB OFFENCE AGAINST 80CIETT. It is

treated here, not simply as a private wrong, but as a crime. Hebrew society rested so

largely on the patriarchal basis that the due maintenance of parental authority was a

necessity of its existence. The theocratic principle, according to which parents were

invested with a peculiar sacredness as representatives of God, likewise called for the

repression of incorrigible disobedience. But, whatever the form of social oider, a

spread of the spirit of insubordination to parents is the invariable prelude to a universal

loosening of the ties and obligations of corporate existence. " It has been found," says

Dr. Fleming, in his ' Moral Philosophy,* " in the history of all nations that the best

security for the public welfare is a wise and happy exercise of parental authority ; and

one of the surest forerunners of national degradation and public anarchy and disorder is

neglect or contempt of domestic happiness or rule."

II. Parents are not entitled to complain of the disobedience of children,

SAVE WHERE THEIR OWN DUTIES TO THEIR CHILDREN HAVE BEEN FAITHFULLY DIS-

CHARGED. To secure a conviction, the parents had to show, not only that they had

done their best to bring the son up in right ways, but that they had corrected him, and

otherwise endeavoured to reclaim him from hu vices. Before parents are entitled to

complain of the disobedience of children, they must have done their utmost (1) by
instruction, (2) by admonition, (3) by correction, (4) by example, (5) by a firm

assertion of parental authority generally, to keep them from error. Parents who
neglect these duties have little cause to wonder at a son turning out ill ; the wonder

would be if he should turn out well. It is they, as much as the son, who deserve

blame. Lesson : Compare with the behaviour of this rebellious son our own treatment

of our heavenly Father.—J. 0.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

Accursed of Ood. The criminal who had committed a sin worthy of

death, and was put to death under the law, was viewed as dying under the ban or curse

of God. When the crime was very execrable, and the criminal might be regarded as

perishing under God's most awful curse, the fact was intimated by exposing the body

on a tree. Compare the old custom of hanging a notorious criminal in chains. The
placing of the body on a tree was not that which made the person accursed, but was

an external sif:;n or token of his being an accursed one. It was, therefore, a singular

and striking feature in God's providential aiTangements, not only that the death of

Christ should be brought about as a result of judgment passed on him by the consti-

tuted authorities of his nation, pronouncing him guilty of the worst of all crimes under

the theocracy, that of blasphemy, but that in the manner of his death even this

external token of ignominy should not be wanting. In this act, the placing of Jesus

on the cross, the sin and madness of the world were overruled, as in several other

instances (Matt, xxvii. 25, 29, 42
; Mai k xv. 27, 28 ; John xL 50), to give unwitting

expression to the highest truth. " Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the Law,

being made a curse for us ; for it is written, Cursed is every one that hangeth on a

tree " (Gal. iii. 13). The crucifixion of Jesus signifies to us : 1. 77ie world's judgment

upon Christ. It put him to death as one accursed of God. It treated him as the

worst of malefactors, and interpreted his death upon the cross as a sure token of God

having forsaken him (Matt, xxvii. 43). To many it may have appeared as if the

inference were just. The Sanhedrim had convicted liim of blasphemy, and their verdict

seemed confirmed by the failure of Christ to deliver himself out of their hands. A
true Christ would not thus have succumbed belure his enemies. The cross was the

refutation of his claims, and the proof of his being an impostor, justly doomed to die.

"We did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted" (Isa. liii. 4). The world

was wrong, for Jesus was never dearer to his Father than in that hour when he hung

upun the tree; but, in a sense unknown to itself, it gave utterance to a truth. 2. Chria^t

submission to a cursed death for the world. The subjection of the sinless Christ to tho

death of the cross is a fact which requires explanation. If the world put him todeatk

as one accurted, it is none the less true that he voluntarily submitted to thia suffering
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and ignominy, and that the Father {lermitied him so to be "made a curse." A yet

more mysterious feature in the death of Christ is that, iu the dirust hour of his agony,

the Father seemed to side with the world, by withdrawing from him the light and

comfort of his prespnce (Matt, xxvii. 4(3). Christ was dealt with by Heaven, not less

than by men, as One under a curse ; if not a sinner, he was treated as if he were one
The apostolic writing.-^ lay stress on this as a fact of essential importance in the work

of Christ for man's salvation (2 Cor. v. 21; Gal. iii. l.J). Subjection to the curse of

the Law iu the name of the world of sinners with whose lot he had identiiicii himself, was
not all that was necessary lor their redemption from tliat ciuse, but it was involved in

what was necessary. Any theory of atonement which leaves out the recognition ol

Christ "made sin" for us by voluntary endurance of sin's doom, must, on HOfiptural

grounds, be pronounced at least incomplete.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—9.

—

The creation of righteous, public sentiment. The influence of man upon
man is omnific; it touches him at every point. The potency of influence depends on

character, rank, age, station, 'i'lie character of kings is soon reflected on their courtiers.

From this principle is born the adage, " Like priest, like people." Crimes proceed

from depraved sentiment, and sentiment can be purified by ri:j;iiteous influence.

I. Crime couuts concealment. All crime is cowardly, base, mean. It fears the

light, 'i his may furnish a test for acts that lie near the boundary lines of morality,

and admit of question. If the fierce light of righteous opinion is dreaded, the thing is

already condemned. So lacking in fortitude and courage is the murderer, that he will

seldom confess the truth unless conscience scourges him with intolerable remorse. Yet
it is, in well-organized society, an exceptional thing if the murderer escapes. The
movements of Divine providence usually furnish some clue to the red-handed man.
Still, if amid the infirmities of human government the culprit should escape, he is

amenable to another jurisdiction where concealnieut is impossible. Every crime shall

eventually be seen in a blaze of noontide light.

II. Magisterial besi-onsiuility is indicated. Crime is not merely injury against

an individual, it is an assault upon society. If murder pass with impunity, no life

will soon be safe. In the human race there is a solidarity of interest, ilen constitute

a family. Cities have a character as well as persons. The real leaders in society are

laden with heavy responsibility. It is their paramount duty to foster healthy public

sentiment; and if this sentiment does not penetrate far enough to prevent crime, it

ahould penetrate far enough to detect crime. Every man can contribute something to

influence public morals, and magistrates should lead the way.
III. Public abuorsence of crime is impressively shown. The minds of men are

more impressed by deeds than by words, especially by .symbolic acts surrounded by the

sanctions of religion. It was of the first importance tliat the city elders should be

beyond any suspicion of connivance with the deed. Therefore tliey nmst publicly

pur-e themselves by solemn attestation. A valuable heifer was to be selected, and the

elders were required to decapitate the victim—a public protest that this would be their

own desert if in any degree they had been accessories to the crime. The natural scene

selected for this rite was significant. It was to be done in a rugged valley given over

to barrenness or natural desoh.tion; being an impressive picture of sin's elfect. Accom-
panying this solenm immolation—this appeal of innocence to Heaven—there was the

most explicit utterance of words ; so that the honour of the rulers might shine out
clear and bright. Magisterial authority is founded on public regard. It was, moreover,

a representative act. Every citizen spoke through these elders.

IV. Mediation is here foreshadowed. It is possible by our thoughtlessness to
" become partaker of other men's sins." We all share, in grearer or lesser measures, in

the guilt of the race. There are sins of ignorance, and to these a measure of culpa-

bility belongs. Evils nngh' have been prevented if we had been more faithful. But,

by God's appointment, substitution is permitted. Other blood may be shed, by virtue

of which we may be redeemed. " The blood of bulls and goats can never take away
sin;" nor can the blood of man. No material compensation can be made for moral
wrong. But moral efl'ects may be produced by substitution, which shall be equally

juat and more beneficent. As the priests of olden time were mediators between God
and the Jews, bo we have a Great High Ptie t, who is a rtai Mediator, having royal

interest for us with God.
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V. Penitence and purity are twin sisters. (See Ter. 9.) There is an appeal f jr

mercy :
" Be merciful, Lord, unto thy people Israel." Some measure of culpability

must be felt in every solicitatiDU of mercy. For mercy is that principle in God which
conveys blessing when no merit exists. And if true penitence moves in the breast, it

is the parent of reformation ; its purpose is amendment. It seeks not only removal of

burdens, but the destruction of the evil thing. In the hour of penitence, new love and
new hate are born. Unless fruits of righteousness appear, penitence is only pretence.

The sincere cry for mercy is always f-.iUowed by " doing that whick is right in the sight

of the LonL"—D.

Vers. 10—14.

—

The captor captured. €h)d's iaws are accommodations to human
infirmities. To require from men summarily, and as the result of law, perfect couduct
of life is impracticable. Hence legislation, to be successful, must be adapted to the

case, and must lead by gradations to a nobler life. This law, though tolerant of

lesser evil, is a marked amelioration of earUer custom—a step towards order and
purity.

I. Female beauty wins the hearts even or wabbiors. There are other con-
quests, and nobler, than military conquests. Beauty snatches the palm from strength.

In the very hour of victory the conqueror has laid all his spoils at the feet of a gentle

woman. Love rules the camp. External beauty has its uses. Real beauty is the

exponent of some hidden worth. It eloquently says, " There is some goodness here :

search and find it out." And beauty has its perils too—it may excite sexual passion

which cannot be controlled.

II. CoNJxrGAL union is to result, not from sudden passion, but fbom well-tried
love. This sudden desire to have his captive as his wife was required to be tested

by time. Calm reflection is to precede a union so full of possible results. Beauty
may fling her robe of colour about the haze of dawn, but the gay haze of dawn does not

constitute the day. Mere bloom on summer fruit will not meet the hunger of tlie man.
Marriage is a temple of God, and must not be built on an imaginary foundation. The
charm of the fair captive's locks was to be temporarily removed, so that the lover's

desire might rest, not on fleeting accessories, but on personal worth. Ill-assorted

marriages are a fertile curse. Sympathy in religion is essential to a prosperous

marriage union.

III. The natubal feelings op woman, as woman, abb to be scrupulously
respected. We may not understand all the purposes this Jewish law was designed to

serve ; but certain it is that, though a captive, the natural feeling of filial sorrow was
to be allowed, yea, expected. To repress or root out the affectionate feeling of a

daughter would be mutilation of the soul. A forgetful daughter will never be a worthy
wife. Nothing in our external fortunes—not even success in war—warrants our playing

the tyrant. It is for the benefit of the human race that woman should be treated on
equal terms. Her fine endowments have a noble part to play in the culture of

humanity.
IV. Mabbiaoe has its duties as well as its enjoyments. By the custom of that

barbarous age, the captive, whether male or female, became the absolute property of

the captor. He could reduce her to slavery. But if he chose to make her his wife,

he conveyed to her rights which could not be alienated. It became henceforth his duty

to protect her and all her interests. She was secure against the lust of avarice. Gkxi

threw around her the shield of his sacred Law. But the very necessity for this com-
mandment disclosed the rampant greed for gain which rules in some men. Thankful
ought we to be that God removes such a possible temptation out of our way. Not
by God's consent is marriage ever contracted or terminated for the sake of money
gain.^D.

Vers. 15—^17.

—

Monogamy essential to domestic peace. Every indication of Qod's

will is a finger-post to felicity. A wise man will not wait for peremptory law. The
faintest whisper of Jehovah's will is law to him. Without doubt, that each man should

be the husband of one wife was the ordination of God.

I. The nBSTBOBN son is placed in a position of special priyilkob avd foweb.
.Vll human government is built upon the model of the family. Within the compaw of
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the family the firstborn was a sovereign, had sovereign rule and responsibility. In
families like Jacob's, where there were many children and dependents, this was a
position of eminence and power. In every case, special duties devolve upon the first-

born. He has often to act as the representative of the family, and to defend family
rights. He becomes tlie natural arbitrator in family disputes. His influence, for good
or for evil, is great. Therefore, to sustain his position and power, a double portion of

the ancestral estate was his.

II. Thk privilege of the fibstbobn 18 INALIENABLE. For a time the firstborn son
is sole heir to his father's rank and riches ; hence, for reasons external to him, it wouhl
be unjust to depose him. And injustice always leads to strife, disorder, and mischief.

Filial reverence would be underniim d. Seeds of hatred would be sown. The removal
of the father's authority by death would be the sign for feud, litigation, and waste.
What God has ordained let not man disturb. Our earthly possessions are entrusted to

us temporarily by Gud, and the entailment has been determined by the Divine Pro-
prietor. For the just management of our secular estates and of our family concerns,
we are accountable at the great assize. Favouritism among children is a prolific evil.

III. This pbospective mischief issues from a plurality of wives. God has often
tolerated among men what he has not approved. He does this, in some respect, every
day. If he had imposed capital punishment upon the violation of monogamy, the
eflfect, in many cases, would have been unchastity. Law, in order to be effectual, can
never transcend the highest level of moral sentiment prevalent in the age. Otherwise
judges themselves would be culprits, and no one could be found to administer the law.
lUit the family intrigues, quarrels, and miseries which spring from a plurality of wives
are God's visible brands and scourges on disobedience. What works best for society,

for the human race, is (in the absence of other instruction) the revealed will of God.
Wherever there is more than one wife there must be divided affection, divided interests,

divided authority. The house is divided against itself.—D.

Vers. 18—21.

—

A slippery path to ruin. It is of the first importance that a child
should begin life well. A twist in the young stem will develop into a gnarled and
crooked tree. A slight divergence at the outset of a voyage may end in a complete
reversal of the ship's course. Early obedience is the pathway to a prosperous life; dis-

obedience leads to death. TLj tongue that curseth its father shall be scorched with
devouring flame.

I. Selfish indulgence destroys filial reverence. The human body is to be the
servant of the mind. If the appetites and lusts of the body are allowed to rule, the
mind becomes a slave, and aU the better principles are manacled and enfeebled. We
begin life as dependent children, and the fresh sense of loving obligation should be an
antidote for selfishness. But if we set out in life with a resolve to please self, we are
already on the way to ruin. Reverence for the parental character, and regard for

parental authority, are the only solid foundations for a noble life. To feed unduly the
body, and for gratification alune, is to starve the soul. Sensuality fosters self-will.

II. Rebellion in the child destroys sonship. Disregard of authority soon chokes
and strangles filial feeling. The tie of sonship is snapped. The qualities and attributes
of a son are wanting. There is a relationship of body, but no true relationship of soul.

Alienation has sprung up instead of vital union. The lad may dwell under the old
roof-tree, but in reality there is a great gulf between him and his parents; he is

descendant, but not a son. To be the children of Gx)d there must be resemblance of
character.

III. Unfruitful chastisement is a tbemendous curse. The medicine that does
not do good, does harm. The flame that does not melt, hardens. Parental chastise-
m( nt, when needed, is an imperative duty, but should be administered with wisdom,
seJ-restraint, and pity. The obstinacy of the son is not unfrequently due to the foolish
leniency or unrestrained severity of the parent. Chastisement is a serious experiaent,
and always produces some effect, either favourable or unfavourable. We are not the
Oiime men after trial or pain that we were before.

IV. The State must support parental authobitt. So valuable is human life

that the State wisely claims the sole power of capital punishment. If the discij incs
and chastisements of home have (kUed to produce a virtuous citizen, the whole com-

deutebonomt. 2 A
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muaity must deal with the incorrigible reprobate. The State cannot afford, for ita

safety's sake, to allow a firebrand to be let loose in its mi(ist. The example and
influence of such a njiscreant would be fatally mischievous. Tlie whole State has

vital iq^rests to serve, and it would be sheerest fully to sacrifice them to a drunken
madman.

V. Persistent kebellion xeads to an ignominious end. It must be a duty, the

most painful for human nature to perform, to surrender a son to public execution. Yet
it sometimes is a duty. The hope of amendment has been quenched. To continue such

a one in life has become a bane to himself and to others. If all remedies have failed,

destructioil must ensue. All the men of the city shall put their hand to the deed.

This may be done by personal service or by representation. The mad career of the

culprit ends in pain, loss, and perpetual disgrace. It ifl a symbol of the great judgment
doom,—^D.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

I7ie doom of law the emhodiment of Divine curse. The suspension of

a human body on the gallows-tree is the utmost climax of ruin and disgrace. It is the

fullest exponent of the public detestation and horror for the deed. In this case the

curse of men is the curse of God. But this curse was not to continue. Blessing was
to be perpetual, abiding, uninterrupted ; but the curse was to endure for a moment.
'J'he body so accursed was to be buried before sunset. Many reasons have been assigned

for this.

I. Because vindictive anger should be kept within due bounds. Anger against

monstrous crime is a great assistance in the pi rformance of painful duty. We are

braced to do under stress of anger what we could scarcely do in calmer moods of

feeling. Anger has its use, but should not be prolonged. When the painful deed is

done, vengeful passion should cease. To this end let the lifeless body be buried out of

sight
II. Because the human form is sacred as God's temple. The temple may be in

ruins, yet sentiments of veneration Lover round the ruined shrines. We know that

yonder executed man was the workmanship uf the living God, Every vein, and artery,

and muscle, and nerve in that mutilated body was the handiwork of God. With that

man's history God had taken pains ; and over his mistaken course God had grieved.

We think of what that man might have been, how fruitful in goodness and virtue

!

how meet for Divine service and honour! And the spectacle of that man's doom
should arouse our fear. We may well stand in awe of sin. To commit such a corpse

with gentle pity to the grave will do us good.

in. Because moral defilement would otherwise rksult. The exposure of a

dead body in that climate beyond a single day would taint the atmosphere and daniiige

liealth. But to accustom the minds ol men to such a ghastly spectacle would tend to

moral defilement. It would serve to harden their better feelings, and make too familiar

the exhibition of Jehovah's curse. In our present condition sacred things may become
loo common. Here especially "familiarity breeds contempt." No greater evil can

befall the soul than when it becomes heedless of Divine judgmentA.—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXn.
Regulations regarding Cattle strayed

OR TfflNOS lost, the Apparel of the

Sexes, the Taking of Birds, and the

Construction of Houses. Confusions

to be avoided. Fringes to be made
ON Vestments. Punishment of Wife-

slander, Addlteby, Rape, Fornication,

Incest.

Vers. 1—4.—MoseB repeats here the law

formerly given (Exod. xxiii. 4, 5), with

additional details. Not only the ox or

the ass that had strayed was to be taken

and restored to its owner, but articles of

raiment, and, in short, anything that had

been lost was, when found by another, to

be carefully kept until it could be restored

to the person to whom it belonged.

Ver. 1.—Go astray; wandering at large.

The Hebrew verb means primarily to seduco,

draw aside, or entice (cf. cL xiii. 6) ; and id
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the passive conveys the idea of wanlering
through being drawn away by eomo entice-

ment. Hide thyself from them ; i.e. witlidraw

thyself from them, avoid noticing them or

having to do wiih them. In any case;

certainly, without fail.

\^r. i.—An animal that had fallen was
ftlso to be lifted up, and the owner was to

be assisted to do this. In Esodus, it is

specially declared that both these services

are to be reudLred, even though the parties

are at enmity with each other, and the one
is the object of hatred to the other.

Ver. 5.—The divinely instituted distinc-

tion between the sexes was to be sacredly

observed, and, in order to thid, the dress

and other things appropriate to the one
were not to be used by the other That
which pertaineth unto a man; literally, the

apparatus C^l>) of a man, including, not

dress merely, but iraplemente, tools,

weapons, and utensils. This is an ethical

regulation in the interests of morality.

There is no reference, as some have sup-

posed, to the wearing of masks for the

purpose of disguise, or to the practice of

the priests at heathen festivals of wearing

masks of their gods. Whatever tends to

obliterate the di^tint-tion between the sexes

tends to licentiousuess; and that the one

sex should assume the dress of the other

has always been regarded as uiinaturd

and indecint (comp. Seneca, 'Epist.,' 12-',

"Ncniie videntur contra naturara vivcre qui

commutant cum feniinis vestem;" and
Juvenal, 'Sat.,' vi. 252

—

" Quern praestare potest mulier galeata pu-
doiem

Quae fugit a sexu ? ")

Such a change of vesture is here declared

to be an abomination to the Lord, because

of its tendency to immorality.

Vers. 6, 7.—(Cf. Lev. xxii. 28; Exod.
xxiiL 19 ) These precepts are designed to

foster humane feeling towards the lower

animals, and not le.-s to preserve legard to

that affectionate relation between parents

and their young wliicli God has established

as a law in tlie aiduial world. That thou
mayest prolong thy days (cf. ch. v. 16

;

Eiod. XX. 12).

Ver. 8.—Still less was human life to be
exposed to danger through neglect of proper
precautions. The houses in Palestine, as

in other parts of the East, had Hat roofs,

and, as these were much frequented by
the inhabitants fur various i)urpose8 (cf.

Josh. ii. 6 ; 2 Sam. xi. 2 ; xviii. 2i ; Neh. viii.

16 ; Matt. x. 27 ; Acts x. 9), it was necessary

that a battlement or balustrade should
urround the roof, in order to pievent
persons falling over. Hence the direction

here given.

Vers. 9—11.— (Cf. Lev. xix. 19.) God haj

made distinctions in nature, and these are

not to be confoundi d by the mixing o(

things distinct. Tlie ox iind the ass were

chiefly used in liuauandry ; but, as they

were of ditlerent size and strength, it was
not only titling tliat th( y should not be

yoked to the same plough, but it might be

cruel so to yoke them.

Ver. 11.—A garment of divers sorts;

slia'atnez, a kind of cloth in which threads

of linen and threails of woollen were inter-

woven. The meining of the word is

unceitaiu. The LXX. render by kI^StiKos.

" spurious, bad ;
" Acpiihi, by ajriSia/cef/uevoc,

"variously disposed, diverse." No Semitic
etymology can be found for the word, and
as the Hebrews derived tlie textile art from
Egypt, the home of that art, the word is

probably of Egvjjtian origin.

Ver. 12.—(Cf. Numb. xv. 38.) Fringes;
properly, tassels. The tunic of the liebrL-ws

appears to have been divided at the bottom
in front, and back, so tliat four corners or

wings (mD:3) were made, to each of which a

tassel was appended (Greek, fc^Jciffn-tSo*', Matt.
ix. 20 ; xxiii. 5, etc.).

Vers. 13—29.—The laws in this section

have the design of fostering purity and
fidelity in the relation of tiie sexes, and
also of protecting the fenjale against the
malice of sated lust and tlie violence of

brutal lust. (For the case supjOTsed in vef.

13, cf. 2 Sam. xiii. 1.5. On the wliule section

see Michaelis, • Laws of Mo.-cs,' pt. ii. § 92;
Niebuhr, 'Description de I'Arabioj'ch. viii.

;

Burckhardt, 'Bedwins,' p. 214.)

Vers. 22—29.—Four cases are here dis-

tinguL-hed. 1. That of a mairied woman
who has been imfaithful; in this case both
the woman and Inr par.nnour are, when de-

tected, to be put to death (ver. 22). 2. That of

avirgin betrothed who is assailed in a town,
wheie she might have cried tor protection, but
did not; in this case also both were to be
jiunished with death as adu.teiers (vers. 23,

24). 3. That of a vir-in lelrothcd who has
been forcibly violated in the field, where,
if she cried for helj), her cry was in vain;
in this case only the man should be liable

to be put to death, whilst the woman was
to be held innocent (vers. 25—27). 4.

That of a virgin not betrotlunl with whom
a man has had carnal intercourse; in this

case the man .'hould be required tf> pay a
fine of fifty s,hckels of silver to the damsels
father, and to take her to be his wife, from
whom he could not be cepaiated during life

(vers. 28, 29).

Ver. 30.—To these is appended a general
prohibition of incestuous connections, the
first provision in the earlier law being
cited as a sort of indi;X to the wn Ic (Le?.
xviii. 7, etc.).
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H0MTLETIC3.

Vem. 1—4.

—

The duty of cultivating neighbourly hivdness. It will ^jq a vahiaWt

study in Divine ethics if we first of all show what it is which is here requiivd of the

Hebrews, and then, with the Mosaic teaching for a starting-point, advance further and

see how far in Christian ethics there is incorporated all that was valuable in the

Mosaic, while there is added thereto that which belonga peculiarly to the law ol

the gospel.

Moses, in this paragraph, enjoins acts of neighbourly kindness. To whom is this

kindness to be shown? To "thy brother." He maybe (1) a brother by kinship,

(2) an unknown individual (ver. 2), or (3) an enemy (cf. Exod. xxiii. 4). In either

case a like kimlness is to be shown. There is contained in Lev. xix. 18 the general

precept out of which these details of kindness would come. " Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as tliyself." This was to be the human aspect, the social side of a

godly life. The basis of love to man would be found in loving God with all the

heart, and soul, and mind, and strength. And as God had redeemed the people from

Egypt, that they might be to himself a peculiar people to show forth his praise, they

were to regard this redemption as unitmg them in one bond of brotherhood, with

interests and aims in common; hence each was to regard another's good as being as

dear to him as his own. From this point let us now proceed to develop in outline

the Cliristian law of kindness to others.

I. Thk Lord Jesus Christ ekforces the law or kinditess on his own adthoritt.

(Cf. Matt. V. 43.) He not only reproduces the old law, but clears it frcra the am-
biguities and disfigurements with which rabbinical teaching had obscured it. "Ye
have heard that it hath been said. Thou shalt love thy niiighbour, and hate thine

enemy." Moses had said the first, the rabbis had addi d the second. Christ tears ofl

this addition. Again, when the lawyer said, "And who is my neighbour?" Christ

gave him the parable of the good Samaritan, in which he virtually said, " That depends

upon yourself; whoever cherishes a kindly spirit to all, he is the neighbour, however

far off in place or nation." The Christian law is, "As we have opportunity, let us do

good unto all men." We are to know no barriers in race, colour, or clime; no,

nor is even hatred or ill will on the part of others to prevent our seeking their good.

II. This kindness to others ib not the whole of religion, but only that
PART of it which HAS TO DO WITH MAN. Love to God is the first command. This

is the second. Benevolence without religion is incomplete ; religion without bene-

volence is vain. Both must abound in tlie truly Christian life.

III. The reason of both is to be found in the Divine IjOVINO-kindness to ub.

See Matt. vii. 12 : note the force of the word, " therefore," in the latter verse.

Because God is so ready to bless you, be you ready to bless others. Tliis great

redeeming love of God for our race should lead us to see in all men members ot

one vast brothcrhoud, which God would encircle in his girdle of love, and draw

together by the thought that, as he cares for all, each slu uld care for the other! " Let

no man seek his own, but every one another's wealth " (1 Cor. x. 24).

IV. The inspiration to both is to be found in the cross of our Lord Jesus

Christ. Here, here are we to find the love that must kindle ours, " Wlien we were

enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of his iSon." If we owe so much
to redeeming love, ought we not to show a corresponding love for others? What said

Paul? " If we be bcbide ourselves, it is to God ; if we be sober, it is for your cause,

fur the love of Christ constraineth ui." "If God so loved us, we ought also to low
one another."

Vers. 5, 13—21, 22—24, 25—27, 27—29, 30.

—

Divine care for $exual honour. In

these, as in 80 many of the precepts of this book, we find civil precepts invested with

religious sanctions. Nothing is more important for the honourable maintenance of

social life, than that both men and women should honour each other's sex as well as

their own. Those that do otherwise are an abomination to the Lord their God. There

are five or six diiferent cases supposed in the verses referred to at the heading of this
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Ilomily : (1) clothing (vcr. 5^; (2) impeached or impaired reputation (vers. l^>—21);

(3) adultery (vera. 22—24) ; (4) rape or seduction ("vers. 25—'J9)—two cases ; (5) un-
lawful marriages (vcr. 30). Such sins would h ive been thought nothing of among the

Canaanites. God would have his people lifted up above them. Hence it is needful

that they should be specifically named, and that the people should be solemnly told of the

odiousness of these sins in God's sight, that thus they might become odious also in

their eyes. While all will feel that such subjects need great wisdom in handling them,
\ et undue reticence thereon may work direful harm. Many need to be told with great

plainness of speech, " He that breaketh a hedge, a serpent shall bite hira." Our theme
is

—

"Sexual dishonour odious in the sight of Ood." The following lines of thought
suggest themselves.

I. God has made our nature, in every part thereof, for himself.

II. In making man, male and female, God has opened up to each wondrous
possibilities of love, of holiness, of usefulness, by each rendering to the other due honour
in accordance with Divine Law.

III. By as much as the joy and culture are great when God's sexual laws ato obeyed,

by 80 much are the misery and debasement great when they are disobeyed.

IV. He w^ho trifles with himself or with others in regard to the holiest of all human
relations, will find that sins of impurity nip his nature in the bud, embitter life beyond
all power of expression, and render true greatness altogether impossible. One sin will

drag the whole man after it. Hence our Lord's solemn warnings in Matt. v. 29, 30

;

Mark ix, 43, 45, 47. Hence

—

V. We should look upon God's order in nature with devout and reverent regard.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

Kindness to animals a religious duty. There is a most valuable note in

Dr. Jameson's ' Commentary ' on this passage. " The Hebrews," says Trapp, " reckoned
this commandment the least of all in the Mosaic Law, yet is there such a promise
attached thereto." "This law," says another annotator, " teaches a spirit of mercy ; it

would also tend to prevent the extirpation of any species of birds which in a country
producing many snakes and insects might cause serious injury." And, on the other

hand, the permission here given might also tend to prevent too rapid increase. And
manifestly, here is a check put on the destructive and plundering tendencies of man, and
a quiet lesson taught them that they are to regard as sacred the affectionate relation

between parents and their young, which God has established in the animal world. It

is not a little remarkable that we finil a like promise attached to this precept as to the

fifth commandment. How is this ? May not the reason be tlms stated ? It is a duty
to cultivate kindness of disposition in all respects and towards all beings. The culti-

vation of uniform kindliness, whether to man or beast, will have a marked effect in the

elevation of personal character, and in sweetening the surroundings of life. And he
who out of pure love and obedience to God shows mercy everywhere, will be himself

a partaker of mercy. The following may serve as starting-points of thought. 1. The
lower creatures are put at the service of man. He is permitted to have service from
them and enjoyment in them. 2. This enjoyment and service which man desires in

and from them are to be had only in harmony with due regard to them as the creatures

of God. 3. The cultivation of kindness to all creatures is, therefore, a religious duty.
And the duty of so cultivating it is not only a part of the morality of the Law, but a

part of the morality of that gospel which is for every creature. 4. Where such benevo-
ler,ce is universally cultivated, the seal and sign of God's approval thereof will be enjoyed.

[Note the command in ver. 10, "Thou shalt not plow with an ox and an ass

together." This prohibition prevented great inhumanity (see Jameson, in loc.). See
also marginal reference for another possible intent thereof.]

Ver. 8.

—

Bisks to human life to he minimized. It is well known thai 'the roofs of

the Israelitish houses were fiat, as they mostly are in the East;" the inhabitants often

walked upon them. Hence it is easy to see that a danger might exist of one falling off

a house, if there were no battlement, jarapet, or guard of some kind around it. And
against this Moses is taught of God to warn the people. In the structure of their

habitations the safety of the indwellers is to be rigidly consulted ; and any trifling

with haman life, by the erection of insecure buildings, would expose the builder to

blood-guiltiness in the eye of God.
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I. There is in the social world a mutual interdependence of man upon man. " We
are members one of another."

II. This fivct renders it possible for each man in his own department greatly to help
or seriously to injure others. In no s]ihere is this more manifest than in house-build-

ing; in attention to the details, the health and comfort of multitudes are concerned.
III. Gk»d charges upon each one a due regard to the well-being of others, in distinction

from a selfish absorption in his own imaginary interests.

IV. Wherever, through neglect in his own department, of another's good, the health,

comfort, or life of men are threatened or injured, God holds the man accountable for

any mischief which may accrue. Other men may or may not be able to bring the sin

liome to the defaulter. But " God shall bring every work into judgment ; with every

secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be eviL"

Vers. 9, 11.

—

Evil associations to he avoided. " The essence of the crime (Zeph. i. 8)
consisted, not in wearing a woollen and linen robe, but in having it in a particular

form according to a favourite superstition of ancient idolatries " (Lev. xix. 19). So also

as to sowing with divers seeds ; it was a superstitious custom of the idolaters, and hence
it is to be avoided. Note : Evil associations may make it wrong to follow or observe
that which is in itself harmless. With the principle which underlies this passage
thus stated, compare 1 Cor. x. 23 to end.

I. God, having called his people out of the world, would have them distinct from the
world.

II. In carrying out this distinction in practice. Christians are bound to regard the

influence which their practice will have upon others, as well as the practice itself.

III. It is quite possible that (as in the case of eating meats offered to idols) there may
he rites, customs, habits, in which this or that Christian could indulge without injury

to himself, and yet which, owing to the force of public sentiment and opinion, would
tell prejudicially upon him, and lower his influence for good.

IV. When such is the case, he is to take the hi-her ground, not shrinking from being
deemed puritanic—and to abstain not only from that which is wrong in itself, but from
much which, owing to evil associations, has about it a suspicious look of worldliness

and self-indulgence.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—4.

—

Love unfeigned. The precepts in these verses fairly anticipate the

gospel love of one's neiglibour, and even its inculcation of love to enemies (cf. Exod.
xxiii. 4, 5). Whatever authority the scribes in Christ's time imagined themselves to

have for their saying, " Thou shalt hate thine enemy" (Matt. v. 43), they did not find

it in the Law. Even towards the heathen—save in the sense in which each nation

tlesires the destruction of its enemies in war—they were not taught to cherish feelings

of bitterness and hostility, Ch. xxiii. 6 forbids seeking the welfare of Muab and
Amnion, but this does not amount to hatred of these peoples (cf. ch. ii. 9, 19), while

the command to " blot out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven " (ch. xxv.

19) is, like the command to exterminate the Canaanites, grounded in special circum-

stances, and is to be regarded as exceptional. Those who express horror of the

sanguinary spirit of the Mosaic code should study the precepts before us, and reflect

how far the race is from having yet risen to the height of them. They forbid

—

I. Secret rejoicing in another's misfortune. Such rejoicing may have its

source in : 1. Enmity. The statute in Exodus particularly specifies the ox and ass of

iwi " enemy " (Exod. xxiii. 4). The enemy is further defined, not as one whom we
hate, but as one who hates us (ver. 5). Yet if his ox, or sheep, or ass is seen going

astray, we are not to hide ourselves or forbear help, but are to bring it back to him.

So with all his lost property—we are to take it home and keep it for him. Or, if his

ass fall under a burden, we are to help him to lift it up. How natural the disposition

to act otherwise ! No one knows that we have seen the stray beast. We may reason

that we are not bound to interfere. A secret joy, even, may steal into our minds at

the thought of an enemy's misfortune. 1'he Law taught the Israelite to think and act
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rery differently. It gave him the lesson of forgiving injuries, of loving enemiM, of

returning good for evil. 2. Envy. The precept in tliis passage speaks merely of a
" brother.** Through envy or some other wicked feeling, even where there is nu

enmity, we may be tempted to rejoice in the lessening of another's prosperity. But
neither is this hateful principle to be allowed to sway us. 3. Malice. This ii the dis-

position which delights in what injures another for its own sake. So diabolical a state

of feeling might be deemed impossible did not experience of the world afford too manj-

proofs of its existence. There are unquestionably malicious and spiteful natures who,
irres[iective of any personal interest in the matter, derive an absolute gratification from

seeing misfortime overtake tliose around them. The faintest beginning of such a spirit

ought surely to be most jealously guarded against.

II. Secret retention of another's property. What is found is not to be ap-

propriated or concealed. If the owner is unknown, the beast or lost article is to be
inken home, and kept till he can be discovered. Though he is an enemy, his goods
are to be faithfully restored to him. This, again, is a form of virtue which only strength

of moral principle will enable one always to practise.—J. 0.

Ver. 6.

—

Man and wownn. Woman has her rightful place and function in lociety.

So has man his. Their jiluces, while complementary, are distinct. In modern society, a

variety of influences—competition in business, difficulty of finding suitable employment,
the levelling tendency of the age, which is impatient even of distinctions that have
their ground in nature—combine to thrust women into spheres and work not in keep-
ing with womanly character. The distinction of the sexes is to be preserved: 1. In

f/re.ss. 2. In manners. Unwomanly boldness and assertiveness in company or before

the public is as unpleasant as foppish effeminacy is in men. 3. in occupations.

Few would like to see women jostling men in the Exchange, pleading at the bar, or

sitting in larliauient. The feeling is not one of mere sentiment, but rests on inherent

differences in the calling of the sexes. It deserves to be considered whether the line is

not unduly crossed as it is in many forms of female occupation. It is certainly so

crossed in some : barmaids ; occupations involving an excessive tax on the female
strength; manufactory work, where the system allows of the mingling of the sexes
under conditions certain to demoralize, etc. (see Lecture on ' Sex in Industry,* by Joseph
Cook—' Monday Lectures ').—J. 0.

Vers. 6—12.

—

The minutioe of conduct. The Law descends to very slight points of

conduct. It keeps in view that character is made ufi of the result of our actions in the
million trivial details of life. " Trifles," said Michael Angelo, when a friend thus
characterized the slight finishing touches he was giving to a statue—" trifles make
perfection." Matters which in themselves are of little moment acquire importance from
the associations they awaken, the ideas they suggest, the consequences they lead up to.

Little traits of humane behaviour (vers. 6, 7), the habit of considering the bearings ef

what we do on others (ver. 8), r&spect for the ordinary and obvious distinctions of

creation (ver. 9), etc., have all their influence on character, their effect in making us
what we ultimately become. We may suggest, as lessons from these verses, that our
conduct is to be marked : 1. V,y humanity. (1) To animals. (2) To our fellow-men.
In vers. 6, 7, the act forbidden is one akin to killing a cow and calf on the same day,
or to seething a kid in its mother's milk (cf. on ch. xiv. 21)—an unfeeling violation

of the sacredness of the relation between parent and offspring. Or the parent bird may
be presumed to be taken only in wantonness, the young ones being really of service.

This would be an act of cruelty. Humanity may be a motive in the precept of ver. 10—" DX " and " ass ** being obviously " unequally yoked together " (cf. Paul's allusion

with application to marriage with unbelievers, in 2 Cor. vi. 14). 2. By caution. This
is strikingly inculcated in ver. 8. How many accidents might be avoided if greater
conscientiousness and caution prevailed in the different departments of labour! A ship-
builder puts in the side of a ship one wormy jilank, and years after this costs the whole
ship's crew their lives. 3. By simplicity. This is a lesson which may be learned from
the precepts against mixing kinds (vers. 9, 11). 4. By mindfclmss. The law oi

fringes in Numb. xv. 38—if this refers to the same thing—was intended to aid memory,
In another view of the precept, it inculcates decency and propriety.—J. 0,
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Vers. 13—30.

—

Chastity. The Mosaic Law is strict and stern in its requirement of

purity iu all that pertaius to the marriage relation. Its strictness, however, is united

with a fine sense of justice, and its shield is, as usual, extended for the protection ot

the innocent.

I. Tie defamed wife. (Vers. 13—19.) No act can be conceived more cruel or

dastardly than that of a man who groundlessly assails his wife's character, accusing her

of ante-nuptial unchastity. As the matter was one proof of which was not directly

])ossible, and the man's word was all that could be adduced on his side, the Tjaw threw
the onus of clearing herself upon the woman through her parents, and indicated the

mode of doing so. The " forty stripes save one " was a punishment not too heavy for

this sort of false accusation.

II. The unchaste wife. (Vers. 20—24.) Three cases are distinguished, each punish-

able with death. 1. A woman found to be unchaste at time of marriage (vers. 20, 21).

2. Adultery after marriage (ver. 22). 3. A betrothed woman ravished with her implied

consent (vers. 23, 24). In the last two cases, the partner in guilt dies also. In the

first, he only escapes, because he is unknown. Yet that unknown seducer, the cause of

the woman's fall—a fall which shame siibsequently tempted her to conceal—was not

lost to the eye of him who sees secret crime, and will repay it. Little do such seducers

think of the life-long shame and sin and misery to which they may be dooming the

unfortunate victims of their wiles. God knows it, and will bring them to account.

The severe penalties attached to conjugal unfaithfulness place in a startling light the

gravity of the offence in the Divine esteem, and form a striking contrast to the light

tone adopted about such matters in society.

III. The woman bavished. (Vers. 25—29.) The cases specified are those of rape.

1. If the woman was betrothed, and could not save herself, she was to be held innocent,

but her violator was to be punished with death. 2. If she was not betrothed, the man
who had injured her was lieavily fined, and was compelled to take her to wife, with

no right of subsequent divorce. Possibly our own law might fitly imitate that of

v«r. 29.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—4.

—

Consideration for man and least. We have here such express direc-

tions given as should have made of the Israelites a most neighbourly people. The
finding of lost oxen, or sheep, or asses, or raiment, is here made to carry with it the

obligation of brotherly kindness ; the animals or lost property must be restored to

the owner, if he be known, or kept until he makes himself known. It is the law of

love in practice.

I. There is a nattjbal inclination to shirk all possible troitble. There is

a drop of laziness in all of us, and, if indulged, it will lead to many an unbrotherly act.

In the case supposed there is no witness present ; the lost property is unexpectedly

found ; how much trouble it will save to pass on and leave it to its chances in the hands

of others! And so we are tempted to array ourselves in the cloak of selfishness, and to

spare ourselves all possible trouble.

II. The casual discoveries of daily life constitute duties laid by the
Omniscient One to our hands. There is uo such thing as chance so far as God is

concerned. Much has the appearance of chance to us, but, when reconsidered, it is

the all-wise arrangement of God. "For what is this chance?" says a very able writer.

" It either has a real existence or not. If it has no existence, then when you say

that a lot is determined by chance, you say that it is determined by nothing ; that is,

you say. Here is a sensible effect produced by no cause at all. This is pure nonsense,

if your chance is a real being, what sort of being? Either it has life, intelligence, and

power, or not. If not, then you say that millions of effects (for there are millions of

lots in the world) are produced by a cause which has neither power, nor intelligence,

nor life ; that is, you say that millions of actions are performed by an agency which h
essentially incapable of any action whatever. And this is as pure absurdity as the

former. If you say that your chance is a living, intelligent, and active being, 1 ask who
it is? and how you get your knowledge of it? You certainly imagine it to possess

omnipresence and omnipotence ; for you suppose it capable of producing, at the same
moment, millions of effects in millions of places ; and thus you have found out a being

(hat displays perfections of God, and yet is not God. This conclusion is as blasphemoui
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as the others are insane. There Is no retreat. Survey the subject in any possible

light, and you are driven to this issue, that the lot is, by the very nature of the case,

a direct appeal to the living God, as Governor of the world " (Dr. J. M. Mason's ' Con-
sideraUons on Lots'). Hence discoveries, however casual, which throw us into new
relations to persons, animals, or things, should be accepted as Divine duties laid to

our hands. God's call is in them to be faitlil'ul and brotherly.

III. The shirking of responsibility and trouble is beallt rebellino against
AN ordinance of God. If we have found the missing property, we have really been
sent of God to be its stewards. To hide ourselves in our self-care is to rebel against
his ordinance, and do despite to his gracious arrangements. It is to make self-pleasing

the rule of life, instead of the pleasing of God. Ami as a rule it will be found that the
person who thus caudles himself and passes on trouble to others becomes heir of

ur expected vexations himself.

IV. A THOROUGHLY OBLIGING AND HELPFUTi SPIRIT HAB A WORLD OF COMPENSA-
TION IN THE APPROVAL OF HIS OWN CONSCIENCE, IF NOT IN THE GRATITUDE OF
MANKIND. Benevolence is its own reward. The kindness lavished on man and beast

carries its own compensation with it. The sense of being brought to the opportunity
of brotherly kindness by a gracious God, and of being his servant in showing his spirit,

is surely worth all the trouble our kindness costs. So that, even supposing the re-

cipients of our kindness were ungrateful, the kindness would still be well worth doing
for its own sake.

But then gratitude is not so rare a thing as people would suppose. It is entertained

often when not very eloquently expressed. It is sometimes too deep for utterance.

And to think that we have become creditors of our fellows, so as to deserve their

gratitude, is satisfaction indeed.

* For merit live* from man to man,
And not from man, O Lord, to thee.**

If we hare any wisdom, therefore, we shall gladly cultivate the brotherly kindneu here
inculcated, for life becomes by it more blessed and more noble.—R. M. E.

Ver. 5.

—

The philosophy of clothes. We have here particular directions as to the
maintenance of the distinction of dress between the sexes. On the termination of what
Carlyle calls " Adamitism," in his * Sartor Itesartus,* when through the fall of man
fig leaves were first resorted to, it is evident that the Lord was not content therewith
as the device of self-conscious modesty, but gave them " coats of skins." These
"coats," we can well believe, were differentiated, so tliat Eve's was in some particulars

distinct from Adam's. This distinction in dress between the sexes, begun, let us
suppose, immediately after the Fall, is designed by God to continue ; and we have here
the law prohibiting any exchanges of apparel, so as to conceal one's sex. It is, in fact,

an earlier " philosophy of clothes" than Carlyle has given us,

I. The PROMISCUOUS intermingling of the sexes is most ukdesirable. Of
course, this is quite another thing from the entire separation of the sexes as it prevails

among Orientals. The latter custom proceeds on the supposition that there can be no
social intercourse between them except licentious intercourse; and is the poor pre-

caution of deep depravity. But suppose that men and women were wont to dress alike,

there could be no enforcement of decorum such as difference in dress renders possible.

The sexes are intended to be distinct, and cannot profitably be intermingled.

II. It 18 A deep injury to both sexes to obliterate the distinctions Provi-
dence HAS MADE. Whatever tends to render the male sex effeminate and the female
sex masculine, is an injury to both. The tendency of the times is in this direction;

women are being introduced to fierce competitions with men : we have had women,
forgetful of their sex, even entering the prize-ring, to afford amusement to brutal

onlookers ; we have women persistently knocking at the door of professions fit for men
only ; while, on the other hand, we have a number of occupations, which will readily

occur to every one, where men are made effeminate, and which could be most fitly

discharged by women ; and those reformers are not friends of either 8«x who try (q
break dowu the barriers between them.
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If Providence has made the one sex different from the other, then it is idle by any
manipulation of ours to obliterate the distinction.

III. At the same time, it is a deep wrong to exaggerate the defects
WHICH Providence has allotted to each by enlightened systems of educa-
tion. We thoroughly sympathize with the effort to do away with the exaggerated
" subjection of women," upon which Mr. Mill in his book has so ably insisted. The
education of each sex should be as broad and liberal as possible. But no education

can ever remove the inequality which naturally obtains between the sexes.' Let
education consider the providential purpose of sexual distinctions, and work on these

lines, and then, and then only, need we expect permanent amelioration lor oppressed

sisters.

IV. Modesty is one of those social graces which should be postered and
NOT RESTRAINED. We have heard of men whose command of their emotions was so

perfect as never to allow their modesty to appear by any chance. It may be harmless

or ludicrous in men ; but it is ruin to women, and whatever tends to make them
" Amazons" or " Trojans " is to be reprobated most earnestly.

V. It TAKES THE TWO SEXES COMBINED TO GIVE A COMPLETE IMAGE OF THE
Divine nature. When God said, " Let us make man (P"}^) in our image, after our

likeness," he used the generic term, and hence immediately resorts to the plural verb,

"and let them have dominion ("T.),"etc. (Gen. i. 26). The idea is that it takes tlie

female with the male to complete the Divine image. There is a maternal elenvnt ns

well as Sipaternal and a. filial in the Divine nature (cf. Jsa. xlix. 15 with I'.s. ciii. 13

and John viii. 29). And it is interesting to notice among the theological vagaries and
conceits of such a man as Theodore Parker, that he was forced to call his God/' Infinite

Father and Infinite Mother," a set-off to his dreary unitarianism.^ If then we find the

sexual distinctions to be but the reflection of elements in the Divine nature, then a

halo of true glory is thrown around each. In their respective spheres the sexes are

exhibiting traits of "divinity, and all effort at obliterating the distinctions through

artificial means, will be found only to obliterate the Divine. Father, Son, and Holj"^

Ghost have their counterparts in the development of humanity, and it is well clearly

to see this. May the sexes carry on their respective missions so faithfully that earth

may soon reflect in undimmed lustre the various qualities of Godl—R. M. E.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

Birds' nests. The command to spare the mother bird while the young
might be taken, comes in significantly after the law distinguishing the sexes. The
female sex is intended for motherhood ; it " binds the generations each to each," as

our Laureate says. On the exercise of this function the continuance of the species

depends. Hence the command here is at once humane and intended to ensure the

continuance of the species. Birds are very needful to keep down grubs and insects,

and give the land a chance of due fertility. Hence the sportsman's enthusiasm was
thus kept in proper check.

I. While God gives the animals to man fob food, he would have the
SACRIFICE OF LIFE THOUGHTFULLY MADE. There must be thought and deliberation

about the selection of the young birds, about the pouring out of the blood, etc. All

this introduced a humane element into the act.

II. The FREEDOM OF THE DAM WAS ENSURED BY THE SACRIFICE OF THE YOUNG'

—

A PERPETUAL LESSON ABOUT SUBSTITUTION AND SACRIFICE. As the mother received

liberty, the Jewish sportsman would be led to think of the law of substitution and
of sacrifice upon which all his religious hopes were built.

in. Motherhood was thus rendered sacred in the eyes of the Jews. The
idea, sacred in the woods among the wild birds, would become sacred elsewhere.
" The mothers in Israel," instead of being sacrificed to their children, would be honoured
hy them, which is the Divine order. The young generation should bear the burden
rather than the old. To such a line of thought the law about birds' nests would
naturally give rise.—R. M. E.

• Of. Haxley*B artiole on • Emancipation, Black and White,' in his • I«y Semunu,' ppb
23—30.

* Of, Pramingham's ' Life of Theodore Parker,' pp. 283, 529.
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Vera. 8—12.

—

Unsey-wooheya. The different directions here given may be reduced

to one idea, that of genuineness. The houses were to be substantial eilifices, not endan-

iieriQ'4 the lives of others by deftctive buildings or deficient battlenienta. The

vineyards were to be sown with pure seed, that the plants might have a fair chance of

growing luxuriantly. 'I he plougiiing was not to be done by an ox and ass together,

ifor though the oxen are so small in Palestine as to be yokable with an ass, the con-

trariety Tn temper and inequality in power would prevent good work. Linsey-woolsey

was to be avoided as ]x)or stufT compared with either woollen or linen alone. And
finally, the fringes were to be made upon their garments, to be at once a finishing ami

a distinction in the clotbes of the chosen people. God gave them thus a uniform. The

great idea here, consequently, is that God's people should be distinguished by the

genuineness and honesty of their life-work.

Carlyle's preaching against shams is here forestalled, and we may surely learn from

the directions here such lessons as these

—

I. To BE THOROUGH IN ALL OUR WORK. This is God's great lesson for us in his

own government of tli(! world. The beauty of the flower of the grass, which is to

perish and be cast into the oven so soon, tdls us to be microscojiically minute and

thorough in the most transient work. There are no short cuts through " shoddy " to

real worth and real usefulness ; but all should be genuine if we would serve our

generation by the will of God.

II. Let us not be ashamed to be called God's people amid life's hard
WORK. The Israelites were to wear their fringes, to lo in uniform, and be pious

peasants. The linking of genuine work with professed piety is altogether admirable.

"Sublim.er," says Carlyle, "in this world know I nothing than a peasant saint, could

such now anyv.here be met with. Such a one will take thee back to Nazareth itself:

thou wilt see' the splendoui of licaven spring forth from the humblest dcptlis of earth,

likes light shining in great darkness." * What we need is genuine piety to secure con-

scientious work. We shall not have better work till we have better men. ISaintly

workmen would discover for us the way back to Eden.

III. Let us follow thk example of the Peasant of Nazareth. For our

Lord became poor, and wrought as an artisan, and lived with the common people, to

make a life of lal)0ur for ever glorious. Nowhere do pride and vanity receive such

reproof as in the life of him who wrought so nobly in Na/.aretli. And when he

exchai ged the carpentir's bench for the work of the ndnistry, it was only to work

liarder than before. " He went about doing good." " He had no leisure so much as

to eat." So busy was he that he had frequently to steal from sleep the time for

prayer. In his example we have the ideal (jf genuine, hearty labour, and so far as we
follow him shall we be safe and happy.—K. M. E.

Vers. 13—30.

—

Exprdients fo secure purify. We have here various wise expedients

to control the liceiuioiisnesa of the jirojile, au'l secure, so far as possible, social purity.

I. Defamation of character was sevkrf.ly punished. A husband could not,

with impunity, defame a newly married wile ; for should there l)e proof forthcomini;

that his charge was false, he was to be publicly chastiseil, to pay a fine of one

hundred shekels of silver to hi.s. father-in-law, whose good name and peace he had

threatened, and to be buund to his wile all his days.

II. Whoredom was made a capitai- crime. If the charge made azainst his

wife prove true, then she is to be stoned to death for her sin. Immorality was really

tieason towards the Divine King, it was incompatible with his kingdom, and so was

put iLto the category of cnjiital crimes. The morale of the theocracy was really higher

in idea than that of any other kingdom then or now existing.

ill. Adultery was also a crime for which both offenders must suffer
death. Here the two parties are criminals auaiust the theocracy, and such a flagrant

crime cannot be tolerated within it. The morality is severe and wliolesome.

IV. Adultery committed with a betrothed damsel is treated just as adul-
tery WITH A married WOMAN, FOR SHE IS AS GOOD AS MARRIED. i5oth parties

' Sartor Resartus,' Tyibrary Edition, p. 221. These words were written, it is now believed,

with the ideal ol his father before him.
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ia this caM also must pay the penalty of death. Such severe measures were the wisest

expedients in the end.

V. In case of advantage being taken of a betrothed damsel, the RTTFFIAN 18 TO
PAY the penalty OF DEATH. If the taking away of life is justly punished with death,

80 should the murder of virtue. As a rule, our laws are too lenient towards ruffians

that ruin women. Were a few of them sent to the gallows it would be no more than

they deserve.

VI. In case of a virgin that is not betrothed, the man who takes advan-
tage OF her is compelled to marry her, and to pay to heb father a
8IIBSTANTIAL FINE. The case thus dealt with is different from the preceding. It

proceeds upon inquiry. The man is not carried by his passion into an act of great

wrong towards one whom he can never hope to have as his wife, which was the

last case ; but he takes the case into his own hand, where no previous betrothal bars

the way. He can make reparation, and he is compelled to do so. A^ain we say that

our laws would be greatly improved if a spice of the severity of the Jewish law went
to make the cowardly ruffians who disgrace society suffer more severely for their

deeds.

VII. Incest was forbidden. There is no mincing of matters, since all these

abominations abounded amont; the Canaanites, and must be checked in Israel.

VIII. Purity is thus seen to be God's aim. " Be ye holy ; for I am holy," ia

God's direction. We must be as "chaste virgins " presented unto Christ. The social

purity of Israel was only to reflect their spiritual purity as towards God. Our own
lesson in these regulations is clear. We must not even in the slightest thought prove

unfaithful to our Saviour and Lord. He is the Husband of the Church, and requires

a faithful wife.—R. M. E.

Vers. 1—4.

—

Brotherly service in daily life. In a healthy state, our souls should so

overflow with love, that every neighbour should be regarded as a brother. If the

esteem should not at first be reciprocated, our kindness would soften his asperity and

make him a better man. In the long run, kin'lness will produce kindness.

I. Property has its cares as well as its advantages. Our earthly possessions

have many drawbacks, and are always subject to injury and loss. Hence it is wisdom
to hold them lightly, and to grieve little over their diminution. This insecurity is an

indication of their inferiority. But the possessions of the soul, viz. wisdom, righteoos-

ness, faith, love, patience, are inalienable. The " things unseen are eternal."

II, Earthly life is a fine field for kindly service. The ills and trials which

are incident to the present life provide full scojie for active sympnthy and help. We
can scarcely imagine a condition of life in which could be afforded such room for the

culture and discipline of the best affections. Every station in life gives opportunity for

doing service to others. Every day we hear some new call to duty. We thus train

ourselves for higher service. We become more qualified to do good on a large scale, are

qualified to rule.

IIL Neglect to show kindness is a sin. 1. It is sin, inasmuch as it is a plain

violation of God's command. As Creator and King, he has a riglit to make law and to

enforce it. 2. It is sin, inasmuch as it is disloyalty to our best feelings. The instinct

to show kindness is a part of our constitutional nature. 3. It is sin, inasmuch as it

consciously allows injury to be done. The ox or ass that has wandered to-day, will

have wandered further (if not recovered) to-morrow ; may be irrecoverable then. The
gold that is not occupied rusts. To hide our light imder a bushel is sin.

IV. Generous kindness is more remunerative than selfishness. Generous and

self-forgetful kindness brings returns of blessing to tlie soul. The treasury of the heart

is enriched. We gain wealth that is imperishable. We obtain a good name among
men, and live in their affectionate memory. We secure, in some measure, the favour

of our God. We are in truth, by kindly service, laying up large store of good for

coming days. " Blessed is he that considereth the poor ; the Lord will deliver him iu

the time of trouble. The Lord will preserve him, and keep him alive."—D.

Ver. 5.

—

Against deceptions in dress. Truthfulness in act is as needful as truthful-

ness in speech Our very dress is a manifesto of truth or of falsehood. Qod has
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stamped a visible distinction in the appearance of the human sexes, and it is fraudulent
to obliterate them.

I. Sin often kobes itself in a foreign gabb. If sin always appeared in her true
habits, but few would court her society. It is her plan to put on a false appearance.
Vice usually succeeds because she wears the semblance of virtue. It is the policy of

the devil to hide the real nature of sin. Her native blackness would alarm manv, if it

were seen. The felon flatters himself that it is all fair game. Murder is palliated as
just rever._je. Profligacy is defended as the impulse of nature. Unchastity paints her
face, and robes in others' dress.

II. Thi slightest approach to sin should be shunned. The Bible nowhere frowns
on innocent merriment. But frolics, that lead to sin, are to be branded as detestable.

A wise captain will <iive a wide berth to perilous quicksands. We cannot keep the
sparks too far away from a cask of gunpowder. It is wise to close both ears to the
bland voice of the j^uilty enchantress. Avoid the first step of temptation.

III. Deceit in any fokm is detestable before God. We cannot too highly value
A true standard in moral conduct. 'Tis more precious far than a standard for purity of

gold or for correctness in speech. Such a standard God has furnished us in his own
feelings and judgments. Pretence of any kind is as smoke in his eyes. He is light,

faithfulness, and truth. To be transparent, candid, straightforward, is to be Godlike.— D.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

Oo^a care/or birds. God's tender care extends to microscopical insects.

Nothing is too minute to escape the notice of his eye. "Not a sparrow falls to the
ground " without attracting his regard. In proportion as we become conformed to God's
image, we shall cherish tender feeling for every living thing.

I. Fob man's good birds live and breed. They please the eye with their gay
plumage. They regale our cars with pleasant song. They furnish our tables with food.

Th^y letch us lessons of cheerful trust. Devoid of anxious care, they daily feast upon
the Diviii* bounty ; and a ray of sunshine is repaid with metodiims song. They fulfil a
mission as the teachers of mankind. To birds we are indebted for considerable pleasure.

For us they live : be ours no wanton cruelty.

II. In theib maternal cares they appeal for gentle consideration. We may
wisely learn a lesson from their maternal affection, from the exj)osure of their own lives

to defend their young. It will foster tender feeling in us to observe this self-forgetful-

ness in mother birds. But to take advantage of this self-exposure—this noble defence
of their ofifsprin.;—for the purpose of capturing the parent, will deaden and demoralize
our own sensibilities. We may furnish a meal for our bodily appetite; but we shall

at the same time injure our nobler parts, strangle our nobler feelings.

III. Future prospects are to be preferred to present pleasure. It is a short-
siiihted policy to use for present need everything within our reach. It is wholesome
discipline to deny one's self now, in the hope of greater future good. The farmer foreuoce
the sale or the use of his grain, that he may have wherewith to sow his fields in the
coming season. So to spare the life of the parent bird is to secure in return many
other lives A source of future profit should not thoughtlessly be destrojed. Self-

restraint is an exemplary virtue.—D.

Ver. 8.—'The perils of inadvertence. Thoughtlessness is the parent of much mischief.

To reach a state of security and bliss, there must be life in our every part—in intellect,

foresight, prudence.

L Man is exposed to many natural evils. Although lord and interpreter of

nature, nature afflicts him in many ways. She scorches him with heat, freezes him
with cold, pierces him with pain. Man has skill and power to bring nature under his

dondidon, if he will duly exert himself for this purpose. Nature is willing to be ruled,

and to become the servant of man ; but consents to be ruled only in accordance with
Divine law. Our duty is to examine these laws, and to bring her into subservience to

our true interests. Herein lies scope for the training of mind, heart, conscience, will—

•

training for a higher sphere.

II. Natural law is never suspended to suit man's imprudence. Be a man ever
so pious, or be he engaged in work ever so benevolent, a moment's imprudence may cut
short his life. He may mistake poison for medicine ; he may leave open a gas-tap

;
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he may imprudently trifle with some natural force ; and pain or death will result. II

he build a house, in order to protect himself and family from the rigours of the climate,

any imprudence in the erection may bring on him heavier evils than those he thought

to avert. The want of a parapet on the roof may expose his children to a sudden and

painful death. We cannot too much admire God's thoughtful care in prescribing such

regulations as these.

III. Inadvektence may produce gigantic misery. It is not enough to have

t»ood intentions or gracious dispositions; mind, as well as heart, must be in active

exercise. A foolish man is a curse to society Wisdom is greatly needed to produce a

prosperous life, and to make a man useful to others. Eli was a good man, but exhibited

great folly in the management of his sons, and disaster came thereby upon Israel.

Reason is entrusted to every man to be used, and if the powers of intelligence are

allowed to rust, the result is loss to ourselves and calamity to others.—D.

Vers. 9—12.

—

Directions in minor matters. What was, in primitive days, matter

for direct revelation from God, is now ascertained by scientific observation. Herein

we learn that revelation and science sprinj; from one origin and subserve one end—tiie

good of men. And herein we may learn God's fatherly care for his children in the days

of their infancy.

I. Geeatest fertility in nature is to be sought. It is man's province to bring

out the greatest productiveness in fields and fruit trees. Pruning, manuring, and

grafting are essential. The vine needs especial care, and is susceptible of great increase

of fruitfulness. So delicate is the blossom of the vine that the pollen of other plants

in the vicinity, coming into contact, injures the formation of the fruit. It is a joy to

God to see the trees of the field fruitful ; how much more to see abundant fruitfulness

in us 1
" Herein is our Father glorified." The least of God's commandments is profit-

able to observe.

II. Needless burdens on animals forbidden. Every beast is appointed to be the

servant of man ; but man is required to act towards the inferior creation in God's

Btead, The burden of service laid upon oxen and asses is heavy enough ; let it not be

wantonly increased. B^th the ox and the ass sufifered from an unequal yoking in the

plough. God saw the painful effect, and felt grieved. Animal feeling is a gift from

God, and is intended to be for enjoyment. We may act in harmony with God, and

increase that enjoyment ; or we may, in part, frustrate his plan. In every act of man
God takes lively interest. All day long he is approvincr or censuring.

- IIL OuB PLETY IS to BE SEEN IN OUR RAIMENT. It is Very probable that this pro-

hibition about dress was to counteract a custom among idolaters—a custom which led

to superstitious feeling. Some solid reason was at the root of the counsel, whether we

can discover that reason or not. Our raiment is in some measure the ex]ionent of our

relio-ion. If " Holiness to the Lord " is predicted as the motto to be found on the bells

of the horses, so, and much more, should consecration to God be conspicuous on our

dress and demeanour. Our raiment often serves as an ensign, and denotes to what

party we belong—the Church or the world. If simplicity, modesty, beauty, sterling

(juality, be in our dress, these are ornaments of our holy faith. Whatever we do, or

however we dress, be this our aim, to please God. A child will never be ashamed to

acknowledge its father.—D.

Vers. 13—^21.

—

Slander, unehastity, and fraud. No blame can lie against the

Scriptures because they legislate on such detestable matters. The blame must lie at

the door of depraved humanity, which perpetrates such deeds and makes Divine

legislation necessary. The obscenity appertains to the vices, only praise belongs to the

remedy.

I. A woman's chastity IS HER MAIN DOWRY FOB LIFE. If she possess not this virtue,

she is worse than worthless ; she is a plague and a pest—a moral dunghill. Apart

from chastity, she can fill no proper place in society. Her true function is ended. She

is only a discredit to the human name. Her light is dense darkness. The streams of

life are polluted. The fountain of bliss is corrupted at its source. Rottenness is at th«

core of society. No language can exaggerate the evil.

H. Slander against a wife's chastity is the blackest of sins. In proportion to
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the vileness of the sin and tlie severity of the penalty, is the baseness and guilt of the

man who makes the accusation falsely. This is a climax of sins of speech, which nothing;

can surpass. Slander of any sort is heinous sin, and slander against an intimate
friend is more heinous yet ; but slander against one's wife—and against her chastity

—

is most heinous of all. Fines and scourging are lenient punishment for such a

monster.

III. The penalties of sin are in pbopoktion to injury done. On the principle

laid down in a previous law, the penalty for false accusation was fixed according to tlic

nature of the deed falsely alleged to be done. In this case, the slanderer well diservet!

such a result. But then th^i iiijured wife would be injured all the more. In the dread
penalty imposed on liiin, she would have to share. Hence, for her sake, the husband's
life is spared. To calculate all the efl'ects produced by one act of sin is impossible to

the finite mind of man ; yet (unless pardon, full and complete, bu enjoyed) in proportion

to these perpetuated eilects will be the penalty meted out to the sinner. We may well
" stand in awe."—D.

Vers. 22—30.— Various penalties for unchastity. Purity in domestic life ia at the
root of national prosperity.

I. The neglect of virtue's safeguards is guilt. (Ver. 24.) If a sentinel reck-

lessly leave open a portal in the beleaj;uered city, it is treason ; it is as if he had betrayed
his king. To see a house on flame, and to give no warning, is to become accountable
lor the destruction of a city. To neglect the physician's counsel in time of disease is

to be guilty of death. So to make no resistance to the tempter is to court his approach.
To go to the battle without sword, or spear, or shield is to invite defeat. Idle women
may be said to tempt the devih

n. Neglect of due precautions often leads to a terrible surprise. Oftentimes
we underrate what strength the tempter has until we are in his clutches. So long as

wo knew temptation only by hearsay, we imagined it easy to escape or to overcome

;

but when brought suddenly under its subtle, wily influence, we are surprised how easily

we are overcome.

III. The consent of the will is needed to constitute a sm. Whatever we are
compulled to do by an external power, and against all the opposing force of our own
will, this is not sin. Injury and loss may follow, but unless the will consents there
is no moral culpability. The essence of sin lies in the inclination, A man may violate

all the jirecepts of the Decalogue by a glance of his eye—ay, by a volition of his will.

Whethc r the overt act follow or not may depend on favourable or unfavourable outward
circumstance. The same mischievous effects will not follow, but the sin is there.

Therefore, " Keep thy heart with all diligence."

IV. Generous minds will put the best possible construction on human conduct.

( Vtr. 27.) How generously minded a man may be, he is bound to ie true. He cannot
dissemble facts. He is under obligation to condemn the slightest sin. With the evil

ihiug there must be no connivance. But if it be possible, with due regard to virtue, to
give two interpretations on a deed, fairness to the doer requires that we give the inter-
pretation the most lavourable and generous. To a prisoner at the bar, the judge gives
the full benefit of any doubt; and equal justice should be dealt to men in all our
judgments upon them. If there be bright spots in their cliaracter and deeds, let us
la.steu our eyes upun these. It will do us good. To search out the diseased parts of
iiuniauity, and to find secret pleasure in contemplating these moral sores,— this will do
us harm. As we measure our sentiments and judgments out to men, they will measure
to us again. We may be blind to our own blemishes—we usually are; but others will
readily find them out ; and if we aie harsh and ungenerous in our estimate of men
th(\v will return the treatment, perhaps with compound interest. It is wise, every day,
to fo-tc! ill our breast theclxaritj " thiat believeth all things, ho^th all things, enduieth
aU thin^"—IX
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXHL
OnriL Rights, Who may and who mat not

KMTER INTO THE CONGREGATION. UN-

OLBANNESS IN THE CaMP TO BE AVOIDED.

Reception of Fugitive Slaves. Licen-

tious Persons to be removed, and Gifts

THE Price of Impurity to be refused.

Laws regarding Usury, Vows, and Ceb-

tain Duties of Citizenship.

Vers. 1—8.—Five classes of persons ar«

Here excluded from the congregntion of the

Lord.

Ver. 1.—Mutilation was performed by the

two methods here specified—crushing and
excision. The exf'lusion of persons who had
suffered this from the congregation, i.e.

from the covenant fellowship of Israel, the

TToKiTfia rov 'lapai^x (Eph. ii. 12), was due
to the priestly chaiacter of the nation.

Israel was a kingdom of priests (Exod. xix.

6), ami the admission into it of oue in whom
the nature of man, as made by God, had
been degraded and marred, would have been

unfitting; just as all bodily blemish un-

fitted a man for being a priest, though other-

wise qualified (Lev. xxi. 16—24). This

law, however, was one of the ordinances

intended for the period of nonage ; it had
reference to the outward typical aspect of

the Israelitiah constitution; and it ceased

to have any significance when the spiritual

kingdom of God came to be established,

l-.ven under the theocracy, eunuchs were not

excluded from religious privileges ; they

could keep God's sabbaths, and take hold

of his covenant, and choose the things

pleasing to him, and so be part of the

spiritual Israel, though shut out from the

fellowship of that which was outward and
national (cf. Isa. Ivi. 4).

Ver. 2.—A bastard ; one born of a harlot

;

BO the Hebrew word (nroc), which occurs

only here and in Zech. ix. 6, is said to mean

;

LXX., e/c ir6pvns: Vulgate, de scorto nafus

;

the Talmud and the rabbins represent the

word as deiK ting one begotten in adultery

or incest (Maimon., 'Issure Biah.,' c. xv.

§§ 1, 2, 7, 9); so also the Syriac bar gamo,
" son of adultery." To his tenth generation

;

i.e. for ever, ten being the number of inde-

finitenesB (cf. Gen xxxi. 7; Numb. xiv. 22;

Job xix. 3 ; Ps. iii. 6, etc.).

Ver. 3.—As Ammon and Moab had met
the Israelites with hostility, and had brought

Balaam to curse them, a curse had thereby

been brought upon themselves, and tliey also

were to be for ever excluded from the con-

gregation of IsraeL

Ver. 6.—Israel was not to leek, <.«. care

for and use means to promote, the welfare

of these nations. Individuals, however, of

the.~e nations might be naturalized in Israel,

and as proselytes enter the congregation, as

the case of Ruth proves. It was against the

nations, as such, that this ban was directed,

and this they had brought on themselves by
choosing to be enemies of Israel when they
might have been friends and allies.

Ver. 7.—It was to be otherwise with the

Edomite and the Egyptian ; though the

former bad refused permission to the Israel-

ites to pass through their land, and the latter

had oppressed and wronged the nation, yet

as the former were connected with Israel

by a bond of kindred—for he is thy brother

—and the latter had received Israel to so-

journ in their land, where, notwithstanding

the oppression which clouded the later times

of their sojourn, they had reaped many
benefits, they were not to abhor these nations

or place them under a ban of perpetual ex-

clusion; descendants in the third genera-

tion of an Edomite or Egyptian might be
naturalized in Israel.

Vers. 9— 11.—When the people went forth

to war, all impurity and defilement was to

be kept out of their camp. When the host

goeth forth ; literally, when thou goest forth

at a camp or host. As in the wilderness the

camp was to be kept pure (Numb. v. 2, etc.),

so also in the future, when they went out to

war, all defilement was to be removed from
their host. Every wicked thing; rather,

every evil thing, evil in the sense of blemish

or uncleanness (cf. ch. x\ ii. 1).

Ver. 13.—A paddle upon thy weapon;
rather, o emaU spade (the word properly

means a pin or nail) among thy furniture,

or, according to another reading among thy

implements or accoutrements ; they were to

carry with them along with their imple-

ments of war a tool for digging in the earth.

Ver. 14.—The camp was to be kept holy,

because God went forth with their armies,

^nd in his presence there must be nothing

:hat defileth or is unclean. That he see no

unclean thing in thee ; literally, nakedness,

shamefulness of a thing, i.e. anything that

one would be ashamed of.

Vers. 15, 16.—A slave that had escaped

from his master was not to be given up, but

allowed to dwell in the land, in whatever

part he might choose. The reference is to

a foreign slave who had fled from the harsh

treatment of his master to seek refuge in

Israel, as is evident from the expression,

T|ny2^ ^^N3, " in one of thy gates," i.e. in

any part of thy land. Onkelos, ]'pppi3j;,

'' a slave of the Gentiles." His master; the
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word used is the plural adonim, masters.

The use of this for a human master or lord

iB peculiar to the Pentateuch (cf. Gen. xxiv.

9, 51 ; xxxix. 2; xl. 1 ; Kxod. xxi. 4, 6, 32,

etc.). In this use of the term there is no

reference to severity of rule, as if this were

ft plural intensive.

Vers. 17, 18.—Amongst idolatrous nations

prostitution was in certain cases regarded

Bs an act of religious service (cf. Herod., i.

l'J9), and both males and females prostituted

themselves especially in the worship of

Astarte. All such abominations were to be

unknown in Israel (cf. Micah i. 7). Whore

;

hedishdh (nshpj, a female who prostituted

herself in the worship of an idol. The
price of a dog ; not money obtained from the

sale of a dog, but the gains of the kadesh,

or male prostitute, here called a dog, as the

type of all uiicleanness (cf. Rev. xxii. 15).

Vers. 19—2.5.—Certain civil rights and
duties are here prescribed.

Vers. 19, 20.—An Israelite might lend on
interest money, or victuals, or other property,

to a foreigner, but of one of las own people

he was not to take interest for a loan {cf.

Exod. xxii. 24 ; Lev. xxv. 36, 37).

Vers. 21-23.—A vow to the Lord, once
made, wus to be religiously kept ; the Lord
would require it, and to refuse or neglect to

pay it would be held a sin. No one, how-
ever, was under any obligation to vow

—

that was to be a purely voluntary act.

That which is gone oat of thy lips thou
Shalt keep and perform ; . . . according as

thou hast vowed unto the Lord thy Ood of

free-will (nai:, spontaneously). (For the

law concerning vows in general, see Lev.
xxvii. and Numb, xxx.)

Vers. 24, 2.").—In the vineyard o/ corn-

field of a neighbour they miglit eat tn

appease hunger, but no store of grapes or

of grain might be carried away. At thine

own pleasure ; literally, according to thy $oul,

i.e. desire or appetite (of. ch. xiv. 2;;).

Flack the ears with thine hand (cf Matt,
xii. 1; Luke vi. 1). Among the Arabs i.f

the present day the right "of a hungry per-

non to pluck ears of corn in a field and eut
the grains is still recognized (Bobinsoii,

'Bib. Res.,' ii. 192; Thomson, *Laad and
the Book,' ii. 510).

HOMILETICB.

Ver«. 1—8.

—

Stern safeguards sometimes needed. It was no small part of the educa-
ton of the Hebrew people at once to stamp as disreputable the practices of bodily

mutilation which were common enough among heathen nations. The honour of the

congregation of the Lord was bound up in its freedom from complicity therewith.

Eunuchs and illegitimate offspring were excluded from the congregation uf the Lord,
lest the moral virus connected with the associations of their life should be as poison in

the camp. Hence this shield against its poisonous influence is tu be preserved down
" to the tenth generation," both as a brand on former sin and as a guard against future

evil. Sentence of exclusion is also passed on the Ammonites and Moabiles (see Gen.
six. 36—38). The stain on the origin of these races is grievous. And the new
generations had, by their hostility to the people of God, and because of their super-

stitious arts, shown that nought but peril could attend their admission, for a long time
to come. To seek "their peace and prosperity" would liave been an increase of peril,

as well as a connivance at wrong. Hence it was forbidden (ver. 6). That this, and
Jiot the cultivation of needless hostility or revenge, was intended by these prohibitions

is clear from vers. 7, 8. Two extremes are to be avoided. No rancour or grudge is lu

be cherished over past ills inflicted, and yet kindliness of feeling is not to be allowed
to degenerate into even apparent friendship with ungodliness and sin. In these facts

and precepts the following teachings are included or suggested.

I. The perfection of social life can only be secured when the several members of any
society are holy unto the Lord.

II. The outside world presents very much that is the reverse of this, even all kinds
of spiritual and sensual wickedness.

III. While it behoves us to cherish a spirit of true benevolence towards all, yet we
may never wink at sin.

iV. It may be necessary for us to adopt stem measures towards others, even that of

^janiahment (1 Oor. v. 6, 13), in order to avoid contamination.
V. Wo may well cherish, and teach others to cherish, a special hatred of sins of tli«

flesh, since it may not be for many, many generations that blood-poisuniug therebi
PKUTKBOHOMY. 2 B
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ceMM to corrupt or taint the life. Surely men would more frequently check themselvet

in Bin If they would remember for how long they may enfeeble the constitutions and

embitter Uie Utos of those who may hereafter owe their existence to them.

Vers. 9—14.—CTean^tness a religious duty. The Law of Moses may be regarded ai

fourfold—moral, ritual, civil, and sanitary. The precepts in this paragraph are an

example of the last-named part thereof. They refer to the inculcation of cleanliness,

both in camp and in person. And not only so, but to the observance thereof in tiae

of war. Wliile, perhaps, at such times special evils would result from the neglect of

such regulations, yet, on the other hand, it would be precisely when movements were

irregular, xmcertain, and attended with much excitement, that there would be the

strongest tendency to fail in their observance. But no amount of war-pressure would

be any excuse for uncleanliness. We get here, moreover, an illustration of that which

so often occurs in the Law of Moses, viz. that duties of the lowest, humblest, and most

common order are urged on the people by the highest and noblest sanctions ; and many
a teacher may find reason for urging to cleanliness of habit from such a text as ver. 14,

"The Lord thy God walketh in the midst of thy camp ; . . . therefore shall thy camp

be holy." The precise application of the text must, of course, vary with locality and

circumstance ; but the principle of it includes the following.

1. The presence of the Lord God is everywhere. 2. Be is in the "camp" of his

people as a special light and guard. 3. Hence every such home may be regarded as a

temple of God, the palace of the Great King. 4. In such homes the most menial acts

may be acts of service done for God : common work may be dignified by great motives.

5. It will be regarded by a wise Christian man as a part of his duty which is by no

means to be neglected, to maintain order and unsullied cleanliness in person and home.

This will be part of his life-worship—the living translation of " laborare est orare."

This duty needs special enforcement in some quarters. Many a humble Christian

cottager elevates his home and all therein, by having it so beautifully clean that, on

every piece of furniture, on every wall, on every floor, it seems as if the words were

graven, '* Eciineu to the Lord."

Vers. 15, 16.

—

IsmeVs land a refugefor the oppressed. (For " the Mosaic treatment

of slavery," see Homily on ch. xv. 12—18.) To the features of his legislation thereon

this must be added that, as soon as ever a foreign slave set foot on Hebrew soil, he was

free. Israel's land was for him the land of liberty 1

Yen. 17, 18.—tTn^Zy wealth may not be put to Divine uses. (See Homilies on ch.

XV. 1—^ ; xlv. 22—29.) The same law which regulates the appropriation of wealth

rightfully gained forbids the dedication to any holy use of wealth sinfully gained.

Vers. 19, 20.—2%e opposite working of like principles. The difference here per-

mitted between lending to brethren and to strangers resembles that allowed in ch. xv.

1—6 (see Homily thereon).

Vers. 21

—

23.'—Vows to Ood to he performed. The vow here made is supposed to be

entirely voluntary. It was "a free-will offering." In Numb. xxx. 3—8, abuse is guarded

against. Vows made without the knowledge or consent of the father or husband were

to be of no force. No priest had any warrant from the Mosaic institutes to come

between a young woman and her father, or between husband and wife. Vows to God

were to be completely spontaneous, as between the soul and God. They were not to

be extorted by others, nor yet to involve the entanglement of others.

Ven. 24, 25.—JRnrfZtness to neighbours a duty of the holders of property. This is a

very instructive precept. " In vine-growing countries grapes are amazingly cheap ; and

we need not wonder, therefore, that all within the reach of a passenger's arm were free.

The quantity plucked was a loss never felt by the proprietor, and it was a kindly

privilege afforded to the poor and wayfaring man " (Jameson). " Thou mayesi take for

aeoeislty, not for superfluity " (Trapp).
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vert. 1—8.

—

The excluded from the congregation. Certain principles underlie these

exclusions which it is worth our while to note. Tt will be seen tlmt, though bars of

this kind are done away in Christ, there was a fitness, under the theocracy, in the

exclusion of the classes specified from full participation in covenant privilege, sucli

exclusion being in harmony with the idea of "a holy nation"—type in earthly mould
of the ideal kingdom of God.

I. The exclusion of the mutilated. (Ver. 1.) The idea here is that the preserva-

tion of the body in its vigour, and in the entirety of its functions, is a duty which we
owe to God ; that mutilation of it or dishonour done to it is dishonour done to him

—

a species of profanity. Those in whom this work of dishonour had been wrought, un-

fitting them for the discharge of the distinctive functions of their manhooil, were barred

from entrance to the congregation. The ban is removed under the gosj'el (Isa. Ivi.

3—5).
II. The exclusion of the children or incest. (Vers. 2, 3.) " To the tenth

generation " seems to be a periphrasis for " for ever " (Neh. xiii. 1). The rabbins take

the term " bastard " to refer to children born of incest or adultery. These were to be
excluded through all their generations. This principle, irrespective of the ground stated

in ver. 4, would have sufficed to exclude Moab and Animon. The truth conveyed is

that the impure are unalterably debarred from membership in God's kingdom. God's

kingdom is a kingdom of purity. In its final form nothing of an impure nature will bo

found in it. Impurity of heart and life exclude from inward membersliip in it now,
and will do so for ever. Known impurity should exclude from Church fellowship on
earth (1 Cor. v. 1, 2). The outward bar no longer exists, and the offspring ot ini|iuie

connection, if children of faith, are welcomed to the spiritual fold. But the tendency

of sins of parents still is, as of old, to exclude children from the fellowship of believers.

The unchurched little ones grow up outside the pale of ordinances, and tend, in course

of generations, to become increasingly estranged from the means of grace. Parents

who sin themselves out of Church fellowship thus do their children, as well as their own
souls, an irreparable injury.

III. The exclusion of the unmerciful and of those who showed hatred to
God's people. (Vers. 4—6.) The principle here is obvious. Christ expressly excludes

the unmerciful from all participation in his kingdom (Matt. xxv. 41—46). And there

can be no "peace" and no "prosperity" to those who are actuated by hostility to

God's kingdom. So long as they retain this character, we cannot wish it for them.

Hostility to (!hrist's people is hostility to Christ himself (Acts ix. 4, 5), and reacts

fatally on the soul (Matt. xii. 44). It draws upon it God's indignation, and ends in

final exclusion from heaven.

IV. The admission of those who show kindness to God's people. (Vers. 7, 8.)

The Edomite and the Egyptian were not to be abhorred; their children might be

admitted in the third generation. The Edomites had not been as friendly as they might
have been, but they had at least furnished the Israelites with victuals in their march,
while the Egyptians had for a long time shown them kindness and hosjiitality. For
these thini];s they " had their reward." Acts of kindness to God's people do not entitle

to admission into God's kingdom, but they show a "nighness " of spirit to it, and are

remembered in God's dealings with the doers of them, and may issue in their final

salvation (Matt. x. 42). Note : Past kindnesses are not to be forgotten because of a

late change of disposition. The Egyptians were kindly remembered, though their

treatment of the Israelites had latterly been very cruel. It is to be remarked also that

the tone in which Edom is uniformly referred to in this book does not in the least

harmonize with the late date assigned to it by many critics. Edom, in the time of the

prophets, had become Israel's implacable foe.—J. 0,

Ver. 5.

—

TTie curse turned into a Messing. No enchantment, no curse of evil men,
can prevail against the people of God. Contrariwise, God will turn the curse into a

blessing. In Malachi, on the other hand, he threatens to " curse the blessings " of the
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wicked (Mai. ii. 2). How does God turn the curse into a blessing ? 1. Directly, hg

tulstituting a blessing for a curse. The curse is not merely not allowed to take effect

for harm, but God puts a blessing in its stead. A Divine law of compensation cornea

into operation. The wicked is punished, and the object of his unrighteoui hatred

consoled and rewarded, by the curse being read backward, and made a reason for con-

ferriui; blessing. The very curses of the wicked are thus a means of enrichment to the

"ood. Balaam's curses were thus changed into blessings (Numb, xxiii., xxiv.). 2. Pro-

videntially, by avvrruling the designs of evil men for their own coifusion, and for his

pcoi'lc's good. We have examples in the histories of Joseph (Gen. 1. 20), of Mordecai

and the Jews (Esth. vi.—x.), of Daniel (Dan. vi.). The persecutions of the Church

have thus been overruled for the extension of the gospel (Acts xi. 19). The highest

example is the crucifixion of Christ (Acts iii. 13—19). 3. Spiritually, by turning out-

ward ajjlictiuns into means of spiritual good. (1) AfBictious humble, chasten, purify

(Job ilii. 4, 5 ; Ps. cxix. 71). (2) God can turn afflictions into sources of comfort and
jny into occasions of higher glory to himself, into means of salvation and glory to the

.saiut (Acts xvi. 25; Rom. v. 3 ; 2 Cor. xii. 9, 10; iv. 17 ; Phil. i. 19). (3) God can

overrule even punishment of sin for our ultimate good. Levi (Gen. xlix. 7).—J, 0.

Yera. 9—14.

—

Purity in the camp. The camp was to be free from : 1. Moral

IHilIution (ver. 9). 2. Ceremonial pollution (vers. 10, 11). 3. Natural pollution (vers.

Ij^ 13)—M. Henry. This, because God was in its midst. He was there to work for

,heir deliverance and for the confusion of their enemies. We are tauglit

—

I. That mu^itary like is no excuse fob laxity in morals, ok fob lowered

STANDARD OF PROPRIETY IN CONDUCT. The Opposite oiiuion too commonly prevails,

liumuralities are winked at in soldiers and sailors which would not be tolerated in

ordinary society; nay, are sometimes half justified as a necessity of their situation.

When public opinion is in this easy state, we cannot wonder that the individuals them-

^;elves are not very strict about their behaviour. They find Acts passed, e.g. to protect

them in their evil courses, and tney naturally supjiose that they have a kind of sanction

tor their immorality. Officers do not always set the men the best example. This is in

every sense to be deplored. Immorality does not change its nature in the barrack-room

or on the march. Kather, when " the host goes forth " we should try to put away from

us " every wicked thing." Only then can we confidently expect God's presence to go

with us, or look to him for aid in battle. Compare Carlyle's account of Cromwell's

army (' Cromwell,' vol. ii., at end), and the " prayer-meeting " of the leaders. See

also Baillie's account of the encampment of the Scotch Covenanters at Dunse Law
(' Letters,' L 211).

IL That purity is required in the oamp op the Cuurch, if heb warfarb u
TO BE SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED. In spiritual conflicts, above all, we must look to

spiritual conditions. The Church is an army of Christ. She is organized for aggiessive

and defensive warfare. Her only hope of success lies in the presence of the Lord with

her. But can she hope for this presence if she is not careful to maintain her internal

purity ? True, she has no commission to search the heart, and must be content to

allow tares to mingle with the wheat (Matt. xiii. 24—31). But it is within her

province, in the exercise of discipline, to remove obvious scandals, and by rehuke and

censure as well as by positive teaching and persuasion, to keep down worldliness,

irreliao'n, and sensuality, when these make their apiearance in her midst. She

ou"ht to pray, labour, and use her authority for the maintenance of her purity.

Tl^ purer she is internally the more resistless will she be in her assault* on evil with-

out.—-J. O.

Vers. 15

—

2Z.— Variou* precepts. No very close connection exists between the pre-

cepts in these verses, yet they are variously related, and suggest by their juxtaposition

lessons of importance. We have

—

L A WORD SPOKEN IN THE INTERESTS OF LIBERTY. (Vers. 15, 16.) 1. The fugitive

slave is not to be given back to his master. The case is that of a slave escaping from a

heathen master. The spirit of the Mosaic Law is wholly opposed to slavery
._

This

precept anticipates our own law, that a slave setting foot on British territory is free.

2. Every encouragement ia to be given him to settle in the land. He ia not to be

•
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oppressed or treated with nn'kindness, but is to be allowed to settle where he pleases.

The holy land was thus a true asylum for the opjiressed.

II. A BLOW STRUCK AT LEWDNESS. (Vers. 17, 18.) The lawgiver alone, so far as we
know, among ancient natinns, lays his axe at the root of this great evil. He refuses to

it the least toleration. He is right. The prevalence of lewdness in a land blights and
withers everything good. It saps the manhood of the nation, destroys its love of

liberty (2 Pet. ii. 19), turns religion to hypocrisy (Matt, xxiii. 25—29), kills humane
feeling, dissolves domestic ties, and degrades the wretched victim of it to the lowest
point of brutishuess—

•• It hardens a' within^

And petrifies the feeling I
**

BCBNS.

The contrast between the noble severity of the Bible teaching on this subject, »nd the

wretchedly low tone of the teaching of such writers as Bolingbroke, or even of Hume,
is very noteworthy.

III. Checks imposed on covetousness. 1. The lender is not permitted to exact

usury from his brothiT (vers. 19, 20). That the taking of interest was not regarded as in

itself sinful is i)lain Irom the permission to take usury from a stranger. But in the cir-

cumstances of the lime, and iu view of the design of the lawgiver to check ratlier than
to encourage extensive commercial operations on the part of the Jews, the law was a

wise one, and tended to repress covetousness in a form which would very readily have
developed itself. Lending was to be free and cordial, and God's blessing, the best

usury, was jiromised in return. 2. Vows were to be faithfully performed (vers. 21—23).

This checked covetousness, so far as that miglit prompt the jjerson vowing to grudge
payment when the time for paying his vow arrived. The vow was in his own choice,

but, if made, it was to be religiously performed (Eccles. v. 4, 5). It is easier to vow
than at the proper time to make the sacrifices which the vow demands.—J. 0.

Vers. 24, 25.

—

The vineyard and corn-field. This law may be regarded : 1. As
another check on covetonsnrss. It restricted the operation of covetousness in the

owner, and taught hira to be generous and charitable. 2. As part of the Jewish pro-

vision for the poor (cf. ch. xxiv. 19, 20). 3. As a lesson in honsety. It taught those

who used the privilege to restrain themselves to their immediate wants, and to respect

on principle the rest of their neighbour's property. It taught theni to be honest by
trusting them. 4. As giving every one an interest in the fruitfulness of ttie land.

Custom and the force of public opinion would guard the law from abuse.—J. O.

Vers. 1—8.— The congregation of the Lord jealously guarded. Tliere has been con-

siderable controversy about what the term " entering into the congregation of the Lord "

signifies. It cannot be the Old Testament equivalent for our " communicants," or
" Church members ;

" for it would seem from Exod. xii. 48, 49, that Jewish privileges

were open to strangers on condition of their circumcision. Nor need we interpret it as

merely indicating the marriage connections which Israelites were to avoid. We are

satisfied with the interpretation, received by many, that the congregation (''Cp,) does
not always signify the sum total of the people, but the great assembly of elders. The
])rohibitions in this passage would, therefoie, mean prohiltitions from hohling office iu

the theocracy ; in fact, they show those who were ineligible to the Jewish eldership.

'I'he ineligible parties are

—

1. Eunuchs. For iihysical perfection was indispensable in a kingdom typically and
ideally to be perfect. Besides, it has been said that this excluded class are deficient in

courage, which the elders required.*

2. ThoK whosefamily had the " bar sinister " within ten generations. This was a
great penalty against concubinage, and must have made the Jews most particular
about the legality of their marriages.

3. Amioritet and Moabites. 'i liey are treated like those with the " bar liuister," aa

' Ot Jennings's ' Jewish Antiquitiee,' p. 97*
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a judgment on their inhuman treatment of Israel. So that there was caution to be
exercised in the admis-ion of outsiders to the honours of the Jewish commonwealth.

4. Edomites and Egyptians. They could not enter themselves, but their grand-
children were eligible. They wefe not kept waiting so long at the door as those

previously mentioned. This jealous guarding of the gate is surely instructive.

I. It shows us the duty of laying hands suddenly upon no man. This was
Paul's direction to Timothy regarding the ordination of elders (1 Tim. v. 22). Their
selection was so important, that it should not be hastily or carelessly done. They
should get time to pruve themselves as worthy. And our ideal of Church officers

should be so high as to allow of the introduction of no ill-qualified person through our

haste or careless selection.

II. A Church should mainly produce its owk officers. Just as breeding is so

important physically, so is Church training spiritually. It is the children in the tenth

generation of the bastard who are, so to speak, by their ecclesiastical development
tlirough nine previous generations in ecclesiastical connection, to wipe out the ill

effects of the " bar sinister." The grandchildren of the Edomite and Egyptian are to

be eligible, because for three generations connected with the Church. That Church
will be strong who can train up from among her own children the officers she needs.

III. Office in God's Church should be the highest ambition. For people

are not in a wholesome state when they place offices in the world before those in the

(!liurch. God's service is Ai'^'Aesf service, whatever current opinion may be. Let the

thought of holding office in the Church of God be held before Church members as

the very noblest ambition for themselves or their children, and then shall the Church
be placed upon the pinnacle it deserves.—R M. E.

Vers. 9—14.

—

A pure cimpfor a pure King. After insisting on purity giving power
in war (ver. 9), and giving direction to men about putting away uncleanness which
uiay be due to natural causes, Moses urges the precaution, because the All-seeing One
walketh through the camp. Inspector of all their ways (ver. 14). The directions here

given might have been urged on sanitary grounds, but Moses puts them deliberately

U|X)n religious. For the experience among Orientals and Occidentals is that something
more than sanitary reasons is needed to overcome man's indolence and keep him clean.

I. Cleanliness may be raised into a phase of godliness. In the proverb is

is said to be next to godliness ; but here Moses makes it a part of godliness. Religion

comes to the aid of science, and helps by its sanctions the wise regulations suggested

by science. Witness how painfully slow remedial and sanitary measures are in getting

aflopted. It would be well if religion could aid the civil power in making sanitation a

sacred thing in the eyes of the people.

The reason why cleanliness is not more sacred than it is is a latent Manichaeanism,

which seems to lurk in human nature ; as if matter were essentially unholy, and
could not be made sacred. But the religion of Christ lays hold of body as well as

soul, and urges a mens sana in corpore suno, and promises the {jerfection of its idea in

a bodily resurrection. There is, consequently, a physical side to our religion, which
should find expression in the consecration of cleanliness, and divers washings, and
food and drink ; all that religion may be a more manly and efficient thing. We believe

thoroughly in the religious duty of denouncing dirt.

IL Religion is life spent in the realized presence of GtOIK " Thou God
seest me " is the watchword of religion. When all our life is brought under his eye,

when we believe that the commonest and most trivial things are not beneath his

notice, when we desire to hide nothing from him by night or by day,—then the light of

his pure being illumines and regulates all, and the highest purity is reached. " Mus-
cular Christianity " is a good idea, if by it we mean that Christianity has a physical as

well as spiritual sphere. No eflbrts of our own, muscular or otherwise, will ever save

us ; but, being saved by Divine grace, our whole being, muscles and all, is at God's

service. Religion in everything is the sense of God all through, and this should be

our aim.

IIL God k thb Captain only of the pure, A holy camp is the preliminary to

God leading Israel successfully against the enemy (ver. 14). The pure in heart oee

God and follow him to victory. It is the state of the camp of Israel, not the state ol
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their enemies, that is all important. If Israel is impure, it will soon proye impotent.

The pure are, in the long run, the powerful. God is on the side, not of the heaviest,

but of the purest battalions. Really religious men are ultimately, under Ood,
victorious.—R. M. E.

Vers. 15, 16.

—

TTie Hebrew fugitive law. We have here a most remarkable law,
entiiely in the interests of the slave, and showing conclusively that no such thing as

property in mankind was recognized in the theocracy. When a slave ran away, the

person to whom he repaired is directed to harbour him and give him a place with his

servants, but not to restore him to his former master. Here, then, is a fugitive law
snch as permitted no such monster as a slave-hunter to defile the land of Palestine.

I. The Bible recognizes no property in man. We cannot do better than quote
from Dr. Cheever's ' God against Slavery.' He says, " The Jewish Law strictly for-

bade any one from ever returning unto his master that servant that had fled from his

master to him. If an ox or an ass had strayed from its owner, any one finding the

beast was commanded to restore it to its owner as his property ; but if a man's servant

had fled away, every one was in like manner forbidden to restore him, demonstrating
in the strongest manner that a servant was never regarded as property, and could not
be treated as such. A man's ox belonged to him, and must be restored to him as his

property; but a man's servant did not belong to him, and could not be his property,

and, if he chose to take himself away, was not considered as taking away anything
that belonged to his master or could be claimed and taken back by him. It is not
possible for an incidental demonstration to be stronger than this."

II. Runaway slaves are entitled to an opportunity of earnino a liyxlihood.
Not only is he not to be restored, but he is also to be allowed a place in the establish-

ment to which he has escaped. Doubtless he had a good idea of a vacancy being there,

and the need for an extra servant. In such a case he is to get his chance, and be
allowed without oppression to earn his livelihood. We do not assert that every human
being, no matter how " heart-lazy," has a right to a living ; but every one has surely

a right to a livelihood. It is the organization of labour and livelihoods, rather than
poor-laws, that should engross the attention of philanthropists.

III. While men have no right to our persons, God has—wk arb his. We
are God's slaves. " We are bought with a price," and therefore bound to glorify him
with our bodies (1 Cor. vi. 20). He has a title to us by virtue of creation ; but for

him we should not have existed. He lias a title to us by virtue of his providence ; for in

him we not only live, but move and have our being. He has a title to us by virtue of

redemption ; for he has redeemed us at no less a cost than the blood of his Son. He
has a title to us by virtue of his inspirations ; for any good and holy desires and
aspirations we entertain are through the indwelling of his Spirit. If we intelli-

gently recognize our position, we shall own our obligations to him, and acknowledge
we are slaves of God. But his slavery is " perfect freedom." Better to be the Lord's
slave than the world's freeman. His Law is " the perfect Law of liberty," and when
under it we are realizing that broadest phase of freedom which has made his slaves
the mightiest of men.—R. M. £.

Vers. 17—25.

—

Money-making must be above gu^idon. We bave in these verses an
excellent lesson upon mercantile morality. There are too many people in this world
who are not at all particular how money is made, if only it be made. " The wages of
iniquity " are as welcome to them as to Balaam. But it is plain from these verses that
the Lord does regard the way money is won, and will not handle what has come
licentiously himself, nor give any coxmtenance to his jieople in doing so.

I. Money made by wickedness is abhorred of God. The wretched woman who
lives by her own dishonour, the wretched man who lends himself to licentiousness, are
both intolerable to the Divine King. The idols of the heathen may receive the wages
of licentiousness, and be served by lewd women, as the history of heathenism shows,
but Otod will have no such dedications polluting his house. As the Holy One, he will
not be served by the deliberately unholy and profane.

II. Monet made out op the needs of the poob saints is also an abomination
TO QoD. It was a noble law that Jew was not to play the money-lender to Jew. To
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extort from a brother what his needs can ill afford to pay, is forbidden. The Jews were
to be brothers indeed, in readiness to lend without hope of recompense. And altliough

this arrangement may not be literally binding under this disjensation, there is a
general idea abroad of the undesirableness of making money out of God's poor people.

There is to be special consideration shown surely to those who are of the household of
fiiith (Gal. vi. 10). We should suspect a man of worldlincss who extorted big interest

Irom a struggling Church, when well able to advance the des])erate!y needed loan.

III. A SPHERE FOR USURY IS RECOGNIZED BY THE LoRD. The Stranger may borrow
under an engagement to pay interest. This is only right. If usury were universally

forbidden, the world of commerce would come to a standstill. Capital would not
accumulate if it had no reward awaiting it. The stranger, consequently, comes and
asks the favour of a loan. He has no claim on you for it, but he is willing to pay a
fair price for the obligation. The whole edifice of commerce rests upon the legality of
such a transaction. It is a mutual benefit.

At the same time^ thete may be extortion and speculation in usury, just as in other
lines of business ; and God shows that " extortioners " (1 Cor. vi. 10) have no part
in liis kingdom. It is selfislmtss pure and simple, and in its most tyrannical and
despicable form.

IV. All vows registered in connection with our money-making must be
FAITHFULLY PERFORMED. It is almost a natural instinct that vows should be made
unto the Lord in connection with our prosperity. Often a person struggling to realize

an "honest jirofit," while the transaction is only in progress, and the issue is still

uncertain, dedicates a proportion, if the Lord send him success; or a proportion of a
new crop, if it be a good one. Such vows must never be recalled, but alwaj's honour-
ably met. " Better is it that thou shouldest not vow, than that thou shouldest
vow and not pay " (Eccles. v. 5).

V. The rights of the hungry should also be respected if a land is to
ENJOY SUCCESS. The vines are so productive in Palestine, when properly cultivated,

and the vineyards so unprotected, that a hungry passenger may lill himself and no
one be a bit tlie poorer. Or he may enter the field of standing corn and make what
use he can of his hands. In other words, the hungry was regarded as having a right
to satisfy the cravings of nature and to pass on.

And when it was placed on the statute-book as a right, it saved the poor man's
self-respect and never interfered with his personal freedom. This " poor-law " gives

man his need without asking him to surrender his liberty. Tiiis is its beauty, it

meets the pressing necessity without destroying the person's legitimate self-respect.

Liberty is more precious to any upright soul than bread; and it is a wholesome instinct

which, as far as possible, should be respected in any beneficent national arrange-

ment.—R. M. E.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Lo»» of sacred privilege a grievous fenalty. In such passages as this,

very much more is intended than is expressed. We have to read between the lines, for

only they who lived in those days of Jewish life could comprehend the shadowy hints,

the pregnant suggestions, which are here reduced to words.

I. The abuse of reproductive vitalism is a gigantic sin. The law of the
natural kingdom, with regard to every species of life, that its " seed should be in itself,"

obtains in man its hiiihest form. But here human inclination, passion, will come into

play. It is an honour which God has conferred upon us, in that he has made us
agents co-operating with him in the perpetuation of the human race. And the abuse
of tills function is followed forthwith by the Divine censure. In many cases, judgment
swiftly follows upon the heels of the sin. As at Bethpeor, sudden nnd overwhelming
penalty fell upon the Jewish culprits who yielded to the seductive snares of the

Moabitc women, so that tliere fell of the Hebrews four and twenty thousand men ; so

summary vengeance falls upon such transgressors still. Adultery and incest are

stamped with the red brand of God's hottest wrath. One feels in reading the shameful
narrative of Lot's incest at Zoar, as if the historian had not left on it the burning
stigma of indignation ; but we may draw no such conclusion from his silence. In this

chapter we perceive bow the blank is filled, The issue of that incestuous intercourM
are branded with perpetual shame.
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II. This gigantio sin begets a series of gigantic evils. 1. It begets callous,

selfishness in posterity. God did not forget that the Moabitcs and Ammonites refused

the common necessaries of life to the Hebrews, who sought nothing more than a friendly

passage through their territory. Although this sin was a branch and offspring from

the first, it was something new, and demanded fresh chastisement. For every offence

in God's kingdom there is prepared a just measure of retribution. 2. It begets mulicious

opposition. They hired, in their blindness, the services of Balaam, the sorcerer, in the

hope that he would blast and ruin them with his witchery and curse. The end was
frustrated. The purchased curse was changed into blessing. Nevertheless, the intention

was criminal, 'i'he hearts of the Moabites burned with hate for (heir kinsmen; and
base intentions shall be scourged. 3. It begets idolatry and hliudfanaticism.

III. Such evils culminate in justest punishments. Suitable penalties begin to

appear in this life. 1. There is the loss of external privilege. Such "shall not enter

into the congregation of the Lord." What ! not when the present generation has passed

away? No; not to the tenth generation! No; not for ever. Possibly the culprits

despised the privilege, mocked at the loss. But none tlie less was it an immeasurable
loss, a terrible privation. It is not said that a penitent Moabite should not be forgiven

—should not obtain eternal life. Yet the loss of external instruction and help lessened

the probability that penitence would visit the soul. We do ourselves wrong when we
contemn religious privilege. 2. Thf^re is the loss offriendly inierossion, "Thou shalt

not seek their peace nor their prosperity ... for ever." Prayer for such is interdicted.

Brotherly sympathy is denied. The Hebrews were ordained to be a nation of prie-ts.

The intention was that, by virtue of their growing piety, they should bo, as an entire

nation, the priests of the Lord, while foreigners siiould inmiigrate to be their husband-
men and vine-dressers. By reason of the Jew's superior knowledge of God, they might
be successful intercessors for other nations. But from this gracious privilege the

Moabites and Ammonites were permanently excluded. Despise not the prayers of the

devout.—D.

Vers. 7, 8.

—

Terminable chastisements. The sting in God's curse is its irreversible-

ness. The bitter draught is dashed with mercy when we have prospect that it shall

cease.

I. The conduct of some men ib a strange admixture of good akd bad.

There were some fine traits in Esau's character commingled with coarse and selfisii

obstinacy. Light was interfused with darkness. The treatment of Israel by tlie

Edomites was not the most friendly, nor was it decidedly hosiile. it was marked by
haughty reserve rather than by malignant hostility. So also tlie Egyptians were not
wholly antagonistic to Israel. For more than four hundred years the Hebrews had
found sustenance and shelter in Goshen. If the last Pharaoh had oppressed them with
bitter bondage, a former Pharaoh had blest them with unusual kindness. From
desolating famine, Egypt had shielded them. This shall not be forgotten ; it shall

temper chastisement. The remoter peoples shall be admitted to God's kingdom, while
those nearer at hand shall be excluded.

II. Such conduct receives due meabubb of chastisement. It i« impossible to

entertain the best feelings of affection towards such persons. Yet we are to be just in

our estimate of them. We are not to fiisten our eyes only on the dark side of their

characters. As fur as it is possible we should be generous in feeling. "Thou shalt

not abhor them." The present generation of such, and their children, shall be ex-
cluded from the privileges of the righteous. But there the ban shall terminate. If

children of wisdom, we shall endure such chastisement with patient resignation—

•For patient suffering is the link

That binds us to a glorious morrow."

in. The nmEBiTANOE of blessing is in reversion. "Weeping may endure for

a night: joy cometh in the morning." The night is temporary; the day will be

eternal. However dark be their present lot under the frown of Jehovah, the light of

hope shines beyond—lights up the future. We live in our children. It alleviates our

tjreseut burden wnen we are assured that our children shall be exempt. More oft«n
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should we stand in awe of sin, if we did but perceive the miseries we were entailing on
posterity. The revelations of the future are a valuable guide for the present.—^D.

Vers. 15, 16.

—

Sympathy for the oppressed. It is supposed that oppressive forms of

slavery existed among the neighbouring nations ; and it might be anticipated that the
oppressed would seek asylum among the people of CJod. The social atmosphere was to

be that of liealthful freedom, which is fatal to inhuman thraldom.

I. We see social relationship in its extreme limits. One is a master; one
is a slave. One has risen to power ; one has sunk into weakness. Humanity has
immense capacity for rising and falling. Such abject dependence may be the result

of external calamity, or it may be the effect of culpable folly.

II. This proprietorship in man is capable of great abuse. A slaye-master

must have great self-restraint if he does not abuse his purchased power. To no man
ought irresponsible control over his fellows be entrusted. The temptation to encroach
on human rights is too great to be put within any man's reach. Good men will use
every position they occupy so as to do good to others; and even a slave-holder may be
a source of large blessing. On the other hand, coarse and cruel men can turn the
institution into a nest of villainy.

III. Abusk of slavery may becomb self-cubative. a reflecting master will

calculate that, if he injure bis slave, he injures his property—he injures himself. But
in moments when passion is dominant, a reckless slave-holder will think nothing about
consequences. Yet his slave may flee. The common instincts of humanity will impel
disinterested persons to aid the fugitive. And the successful flight of one will

encoi:rage others to make the attempt.

IV. The oppressed have a claim upon oub pbaotioal sympathy. The Hebrews
could not easily discover the real merits of quarrel between a foreign slave and his

master. But they would know that a slave would not leave his master and his home
without sufficient cause. It was a precarious chance how an alien slave would find a
livcliliood. Therefore the refugee had a claim upoL the Hebrews' sympathy. The
t)l)pressed of every land have a large place in the heart of God, and every friend of God
will strive to imitate his deeds. Emmanuel's land is to be the land of liberty. Liberty
may not suddenly Ije given to every man, in any condition of mind

;
yet liberty is

man's birthright—his true inheritance ; for this he is to prepare. A man is dwarfed,
stunted, del'ormed, if he be not free.—D.

Ver. 18.— TJnarxcptuble offerings. The value of religious offerings in Qod's sight is

not measured by their magnitude, nor by splendour, but by the spiritual motive that
originates them.

1. God has no need op human offerings. He is absolutely independent of his

creatures. " The gold and silver " are already his. If he had need of these things,

he would create them. The advantage of religious oflierings belongs to man. The
oQerer is the party blest. Spiritual benefits (not to be measured or weighed in earthly
balances) are obtained in exchange.
IL Ill-gotten gains are by him rejected. To accept such would be to connive

at wickedness. It is often for this profane end that men bring them. ITiey hope
thereby to make the residue the more safe, and a base calling the more respectable. In
a word, they desire to take God into unhallowed partnership with themselves. To
him this can be only abomination—a stench in his nostrils.

Hit PiELIQIOUS offerings ARE MEASURED BY THEIR MORAL WORTH. The mite of

',lie widow was estimated by the genuine love that inspired it. It was a solid nugget
of spiritual affection. Seldom has the love of the human heart been so completely
Converted into a material gift. It was but one remove from creation. That widow
would have poured out her very soul in creating gifts for God if she might. It b this

sterling and practical love which God values. Offerings that are not the exponents of

grateful feeling are nothing worth. God has a scale of moral arithmetic, and all

religious o£ferings are placed in the balances of the sanctuary.—D.

Vers. 19, 20.

—

Usury lawful and unlawful. From all conduct the clement
of selfishness is to be eliminated. All forms of honourable commerce are permitted.
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because, while the end is {»ain, it is not solely gain; seller and buyer both obtain
advantage.

I. Our conduct is to be regulated by relationship. Kindly feeling is due unto
all men. We sliould honour man as man. Yet the conduct which is commendabJe to
a stranger is not commendable to a father. According to the dei^ree of propinquity
should be tlie degree of affection. A brother lias claims upon us which a stranger
has not. Our stock of affection is limited; we are to bestow it on most suitable
objects. Our capacity for doing good is measurable; we must expend it with care.

II. Money gain is not the business of life. There are occupations nobler than
money-getting. Contentment is better than gold. The culture of the mind is better.

The discipline of the moral powers is better. Brotherly kindness is belter. The
diffusion of knowledge is better. Earthly prosperity is to be hailed esj^ecially as a
condition for doing good. To have, and yet to refuse to help, is a sin. That man's
gold is a curse.

III. Yet money gain, within proper limits, is wise and honourable. Properly
viewed, moderate usury is but a siecies of commerce. If with my loan of a thousand
pounds a shrewd merchant makes a gain of a hundred pounds in addition, it is just
that I should receive a part thereof, as the earning of my loan. If one has money
capital and another has skill and a third has time, it is simply equitable that the
temporal earnings of the partnersliip should be divided, in some proportion, among all.

If I obtain fair usury for the use of my money from honest traders, I have power to
help impoverished brethren to an extent I could not otherwise. Qod had not intended
that the Hebrews should be a commercial nation. Their business was to be witness-
bearers to the world of heavenly truth.—D.

Vers. 21—23.

—

TTie place of vows. It is not obligatory to make vows ; it is obligatory
to fulfil them. We are often free to contract an obligation ; we are not free to violate
IK. A man is not bound to marry ; having married, he is bound to cheri.sh his wife.

I. Vows IMPLY SPECIAL ACTS OF KINDNESS ON THE PART OF GoD. The Ordinary
course of God's bounty baffles verbal description. The forethought, the active energy,
the well-laid plans, the unslumbering attention, the changeless affection, which are
required for the preservation of hnman life, no language can express. But this is not
all that God does for us. In times of unusual perplexity, special guidance is often
vouchsafed to us. When surroimding events seemed most adverse to our interests, in
answer to prayer, sudden deliverance has come. A precious life was in jeopardy :

human help was unavailing; but God graciously interposed, and midnight suddenly
became a summer noon.

II. Vows IMPLY, ON OUR PART, DEFECTIVE PiETT. Vows are made under the
influence of excessive fear or from an influx of sudden joy. In a time of sharp distress,
a man will put himself under special obligation, if God will grant his request. Or,'

when some expected good has fallen to one's lot, in the impulse of sudden gladness we
vow to devote some special offering unto God. Now, this is not wron». Still there is

something better. It is better to be always in a frame of trustful feeling, so that we
may welcome whatever God ordains, and realize that what God does is^best. It is

better to rely upon his promise that help shall come in times of need 1 It is better to
cultivate the habit of frequent offerings to God's cause, so that no vow is needed to
prick us up to the lull discliarge of duty. The vow implies that we cannot trust our-
selves at all times to give to God his due. Therefore our endeavour should be to
cultivate a childlike and a steadfast faith. It is good that the "heart be established
with grace."

III. Vows CREATE FOR US A NEW OBLIGATION. Having made a debt, we are bound
to pay it ; but it is better not to arcumulate a debt. Men lay a trap to catch them-
selves. Conscious of deficient trust and love towards God, they take advantage of some
favourable state of feeling to make new obligations from which it shall be difficult to
escape. In their belter moods of mind they create new motives and new sanctions for
religious conduct, which they cannot remove when the better feeling has vanished.
They use the rising tide to bear tiieir barque away. They utilize summer piety to
provide ftr winter coldness. But having framed a religions vow, truth requires that \l

should be scrupulously kept. To violate a vow would injure our own soul's life
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would deaden and stupefy conscience, would justly provoke our God. No common sin

is this.—D.

Vers. 24, 25.

—

Possession ofearthly things only partial. The mode and condition of

human life in this world serve a moral purpose. A material body requires material

food ; material food implies material possessions. The use of these affords fine scope

for the development of many virtues. Without material possessions, silfishness would

scarcely be possible ; nor could some moral qualities, as generosity, find a field for

exercise.

I. Eabthly estate admits only of a PABTiAii POSSESSION. We cannot retain

for our exclusive use the beauty of the hills, or the fragrance of the flowers within

territory called " our own." It is not possible for us to appropriate to our personal use

all the products of our fields. Restrict the enjoyment as we may, we can succeed only

to a limited extent. And why should we make the attempt? It adds immensely to

our real pleasure to share the products with others. Indiscriminate appropriation of

harvests would do good to no one. It would diminish productiveness. It would create

waste ; it would promote idleness. But profuse generosity is not only pleasurable

:

it is profitable. We gain the esteem of men. The whole community bands together

to protect our crops. God smiles on our fields and our toil.

II. HUNQEB HAS ITNQUESTIONABLK CLAIM ON NATUBE'S PB0DTTCT8. Be OUT skilful

labour to secure a harvest what it may, the largest possible, yet we cannot foiget that

God too has contributed largely to make our fields productive. In God's contribution to

the result, his poor ones ought to share. Lest the ordinary philanthropy of men might

not suffice for this need of poverty, God himself has taken the poor under his sheltering

wing ; he has become their Champion, he has proclaimed a law for the protection of the

needy. Inasmuch as God retains absolute proprietorship over all created things, and
counts the richest men as his chief stewards, he has fullest right to determine on what
conditions his bounty shall be enjoyed. When man has added his labour to the result,

when he has garnered his crops, the condition is changed ; but so long as it is standing

in the field, hunger may find a meal.

IIL Though hunger has a claim, covetousness has none. The labourer or

the weary traveller had a statutory right to relieve his existing hunger ; he had no

right to carry any fruit or corn away. This, would be to abuse a precious privilege.

" Thus far might they go, and no farther." The path of obedience always has been

narrow. Here was a test of trust in God. He who has provided a meal for the

hungry man to-day can also provide another meal to-morrow. Or, if one door is closed,

cannot God open another? Covetousness is suicidal. In the long run it defeats its

own ends. Careful obedience is a firstfruit of genuine trust. Give a bad man an inch,

and he will take an ell. By this he may be known. But a good man is as careful of

another man's possessions as of his own. This is but another outcome of the command,
*' Thou shalt love thy neighbour aa thyself."—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXIV.

Laws bespeotinq Divorce, against Man-

btealing and Injustice.

Vers. 1—4.

—

0/ divorce. If a man put

away his wife because she did not any

longer please him, and she became the wife

of another man, by whom also she was put

away, or from whom she was severed by his

death, the first husband might not remarry

her, for that would be an abomination in

the eyes of the Lord, and would bring sin on

the land. This is not a law sanctioning or

regulating divorce ; that Is rfmply assnmed

as what might occur, and what is here

regulated is the treatment by the first

husband of a woman who has been divorced

a second time.

Vers. 1—4.—These verses should be read

as one continuous sentence, of which the

protiisis is in vers. 1—3, and the apo(lo.-i8 in

ver. 4, thus :
" If a man hath taken a wife,

and married her, and it come to pass that

she doth not find favour in his eyes, l)ecau8«

of some uncleanness in her, and he bath

written her a bill of divorc* ment, and given

it in her hand, and sent her out of hiu houM

;
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and ifshe hath departed out of his house, and
hath gone and become another man's ; and
if the latter husband hate iier, and write her
a bill of divorcement, and f^ive it in her
hand, and scud hur out of Lis house; or if

the latter husband who took her to bo his

wile, die : her former husband, who sent her
away, may not take her again (o be his

wife," etc.

Ver. 1.—Because he hath found some un-
oleannesB in her ; literally, a thitKj or mutter
of nakeduens, i.e. some shameful thing, some-
thing disgiufulul; liXX., 6.irxT)l^ov TTpay/ma:

Vulgato, " aliquam foeditatcm." In tho Tar-
gum of Oukelos, tho oxpicssiou is explained
by D:no nT3];;"ali(iuid fcoditiilis" (London
Polyglot); " iniquitas rei alicujus"(Buxtorf);
* the transgression of a [Divine] word

"

(Levi). On this the school of Hillel among
the rabbina put the interpretation that a man
might divorce his wife for any unbecoming-
uess (Mishna, ' Gittin,' ix. 10), or indeed for

any cause, as the Pharisees in our Lord's
day taught (Matt. xix. 3). The school of
Shammai, on the other liand, taught that
only for something disgraceful, such as
adultery, could a wife be divorced (Lightfoot,
'llor. Heb. et Talm.,' on Matt. v. 31, Opp.,
torn. ii. 2iJ0). Adultery, however, cannot
be supposed here bec^Ude that was punish-
able with death. A bill of divorcement;
literally, a writing of excision ; the man and
woman having by man iage become one flesh,

the divorce of tlie woman was a cutting of

her oH' from the one whole. Lightluot has
given (Joe. eit.) different forms of letters of
divorce in use among the Jews (see also

Maimouides, ' De Divortiis,' eh. iv. § 12).

Ver. 4.—The woman was held to be
defiled by her second marriage, and thus by
implication, the marrying of a woman who
had been divorced was pronounced immoral,
as is by our Lord explicitly asserted (Matt.

V. 32). The prohibition of a return of the
wife to her tirst husband, as well as the
necessity of a formal bill of divcrcemeut
being given to the woman before she could
be sent away, could not fail to be checks on
the licence of divorce, as doubtless they
were intended to be.

Ver. 5.—A man newly married was to be
exempt from going to war, and was not to

have any public burdens imposed on him for

a year after his marriage. Charged with any
business ; literally, there shall not pass upon
him /or any matter ; i.e. there shall not be
laid on him anything in respect of any
businesB. This is explained by what follows.

Free shall he be for his house for one year

;

•'.«. no public burden shall be laid on him,

that he may be free to devote himself entirely

to his household relations, and De aDie to

cheer and gladden his wife (comp. ch. xx. 7).

** hj iiuB law Uod showed how he approved

of holy wedlock (as by the former he showed
his hatred of unjust divorces) wlien, to en-
courage the newly married against the
oumbrances whicli that estate bringeth with
it, and to settle their love each to other, he
exempted those men from all wars, cares,

and expenses, that they might the more
comfortiibly provide for their own estate"
(Ainsworth).

Vers. 6—14.— Various prohibitioru.

Ver. G.—No man shall take the nether or
the upper millstone to pledge; rather, the

hundmill and tlie upper milldone (literally,

the rider) shall not be taken (literally, one
shall not take) in pledge. Neither the mill
itself nor tho upper millstone, the removal
of which would render the mill useless, was
to be taken. Tho upper millstone is still

called the rider by tho Arabs (Hebrew
rechebh, Arabic rekkab). For he taketh a
man's life to pledge ; or/or (thereby) life itself

M pledged; if a man were deprived of that by
which ibod for the sustaining of life could bo
prepared, his life itself would be imperilled
(cf. Job. xxii. 6 ; Prov. xxii. 27 ; Amos ii. 8).

Ver. 7.

—

Against man-sttaling: repetition,

with expansion, of the law in Exod. xxi. 16.

Vers. 8, 9.—The law concerning the
leprosy is in Lev. xiii., xiv. By this law
the priests are directed how to proceed with
those atflicted with leprosy ; and here the
j)eople are counselled by Aloses to follow

the directions of the priests in this case,

however painful it might be for them to

submit to the restrictions that would be
thereby imposed upon them, remembering
what the Lord did to Miriam the sister of
Moses, how even siie was separated from the
camp by the express command of God until

she was healed (Numb. xii. 14;. Michaelis,
Keil, and others, following the Vulgate
("Observa diligenter ne incurras plagam
leprae sed facies quaecunque docuerint te

sacerdotes "), understand this passage as
inculcating obedience to the priests, lest

leprosy should be incurred as a punishment
for disobedience. But it is improbable that

a gi neral counsel to submit to the priests

should be introduced among the special

counsels here given; and besiiles, the
formula ? IQ^'H means, " Take heed to your-

self in respect of" (cf. 2 Sam. xx. 10; Jer.

xvii. 21), rather than "Beware of," or "Be
on your guard against."

Vers. 10—13.—If one had to take a pledge
from another, he was not to go into the
house of the latter and take what he thought
fit ; he must stand without, and allow the

debtor to bring to him what he saw meet to

offer. He might stand outside and summon
the debtor to produce his pledge, but he
was not insolently to enter the house and
lay hands on any part of the owner's pro-

perty. To stand outside aud call ia still
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a common mode of seeking access to a
person in his own house or apartment
among the Arabs, and is regarded as the

only respectful mode. There would be thus

a mitigation of the severity of the exaction,

the tendency of wliich would be to preserve

good feeling between the parties. If the

debtor was needy, and being such could give

in pledge only some necessary article, such
as his upper garment in which he slept at

night, the pledge was to be returned ere

nightfall, that the man might sleep in his

own raiment, and have a grateful feeling

towards his creditor. In many parts of the

East, with the Arabs notably, it is customary
for the poor to sleep in their outer garment.
" During the day the poor while at work
can and do dispense with this outside

raiment, but at night it is greatly needed,

even in summer. This furnishes a good
reason why this sort of pledge should be
restored before night " (Thomson, ' Land
and the Book,' L 192, 500). The earlier

legislation (Elxod. xxii. 25, 26) is evidently

assumed here as well known by the people.

It shall be righteousness onto tJiee (see on
ch. vi. 25).

Vers. 14, 15.—The wage of the labourer

was to be punctually paid, whether he were
an Israelite or a foreigner (cf. Lev. xix. 13

;

the law there is repeated here, with a special

reference to the distress which the with-

holding of the hire from a poor man even
for a day might occasion).

Ver. 16.—Among heathen nations it was
common for a whole family to be involved

in the penaltj iuounred bj the head of the

fainilv, and to be put to death along with
him (cf. Esth. ix. 13, 14; Herod., iii. 118,
119 ; Ammian. Marcell., xxiii. 6 ; Curtius,
vi. 11, 20; Claudian, 'In Eutrop.,' iL 47S;
Cicero, 'Epist. ad Brut.,' 12, 15). Such
severity of retribution is here prohibited in

the penal code of the Israelites. Though
God, in the exercise of his absolute sove-

reignty, might visit the sins of the parent
upon the children (Exod. xx. 5), earthly
judges were not to assume this power. Only
the transgressor himself was to bear the
penalty of his sin (cf. 2 Kings xiv. 6).

Vers. 17, 18.—The law against perverting
the right of strangers, widows, and orphans is

here repeated from Exod. xxii. 20, 21 ; xxiii.

9, with the addition that the raiment of the
widow was not to be taken in pledge. To
enforce this, the people are reminded that

they themselves as a nation had been in the
condition of strangers and bondmen in

Egypt (cf: Lev. xix. 33, 34).

Vers. 19—22.—(Cf. Lev. xix. 9, 10 ; xxiii.

23.) Not only was no injustice to be done
to the poor, but, out of the abundance of

those in better estate, were they to be helped.

Ver. 21.—Thou shalt not glean it after-

ward ; literally, Thou shall not glean after

thee, i.e. after thou hast reaped and gathered
for thyself. It is still tlie custom among
the Arabs for the poor to be allowed to gather
the berries that may be left on the olive

trees after they have been beaten and the
main produce carried off by tlie owner. All
the injunctions in this section are adapted
to preserve relations of brotherliness aad
lo?e among the people of the Lord.

HOMILETICSl

Vers. l^S.'^Ptrmlsstve legislation. No treatment of thfa paMage can be appropriate

which does not set it in the light throvim upon it by Matt. xix. 1—12. The heading
we have given to this outline indicates a point on which special stress should be laid

whenever an expositor has occasion to refer to it. In the course of time, men had come
to regard this passage in the light of a command. Hence the wording of the question in

Matt. xix. 7. But our Lord informs us that it was simply permissive. Divorce, under
the circumstances here named, was tolerated a while by Moses owing to " the hardness

of men's hearts," but that the original Divine arrangement contemplated the indis-

solubility of marriage. The entire principle of the Mosaic Law was that of educating the

people out of a semi-degraded state into something higher. Its method of doing this

was by giving the people the best legislation they could bear ; tolerating some ill for a
while rather than forcing on the people revolutionary methods. The more gentle and
gracious, though the slower process, was to sow the seed of higher good, and to let it

have time to grow. The following Divine teaching on marriage may well be brought
forward with this passage as a basis.

L That the marriage bond is holy in the eye of God, and ought ever to be recognized

as Tory sacred by man.
IL That by God's own declared appointment this most sacred of all natnre's ties is

indissoluble.

IIL That howerer, owing to the degeneracy of naUonal habit and thought, civil
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Irgislation may suffer the legal cessation of the marriage bond, yet it can in no case be

•evered, save by death, without heinous sin on one side or on both.

IV. That the claims of married life are such that, with them, not even the exigencies

of military service are unduly to interfere (ver. 5).

V. That the highest and purest enjoyments of wedded life come to perfection only
when it is entered on and spent in the Lord Jesua Christ. The law was but a

WMiayetySs tis Xpiirrhy (see 1 Cor. vii. 39).

Vers. 6—22.

—

Neighbourly love and good will to he cultivated in detail. One golden
thread runs through all the varied precepts of this chapter. They are most interesting

illustrations, one and all, of the spirit of humanity and of far-reaching wisdom which
pervades the Mosaic Law. The following headings include the gist of the several

injunctions here given, and show also their relation to each other. 1. Man's " in-

humanity to man " is sternly restrained. No Israelite, however poor, is to be kidnapped
and sold into foreign slavery (ver. 7). 2. No one might be deprived of the machinery,
tools, or implements on the use of which his daily bread depended, for a pledge

(ver. 6). It is doubtless to this humane regulation that we owe the ancient common
law of this realm, that no man shall be distrained of the necessaries of his trade or

profession as long as there are other things on which the distraint can be made. 3. A
man's house is to be his castle. No one may enter it, even to fetch a pledge (vers.

10, 11). The exception to this is in the case of leprosy, in which instance the priest

had a right to enter a man's house to see into the state of things, i.e. home is to be

inviolable save where the public security demands it otherwise. Hence a special

caution is given to avoid anything which might bring such a plague upon them. Tlie

case of Miriam should be before their eyes (vers. 8, 9). 4. If the poor man has pledged

that in which he needs to sleep, it is to be restored to him before sundown (ver. 13).

5. Hired servants were not to be oppressed, but were to have fair and even generous
treatment (vers. 14, 15). 6. The spirit of the checks upon blood-revenge, which are

found in connection with the cities of refuge (see Homily thereon), is never to be

violated, and no one is to suffer any civil penalty on account of another's sin. Justice

is to operate always (ver. 16). 7. No advantage is ever to be taken of the stranger,

the fatherless, and the widow. They who are deprived of earthly helpers on whom they

might lean are to find their safeguard in the sentiments of honour and benevolence

which pervade the people (vers. 17, 18). 8. Not only is no wrong to be done to tlicin,

but their aid and comfort are to be specially studied, in the time of harvest, and in the

gathering in of the olive and the grape (vers. 19—22). 9. The reason for such cultiva-

tion of kindness to others is that God had been kind to them (vers. 18, 22).

I. The requirements of God in the social relations of life are righteousness, justice,

mercy, love, and good will to all.

XL God has fenced round the poor, the weak, the widow, and the fatherleas with a

special guard.

III. A wrong done by man to man is sin against God.
IV. The inspiring motive for our showing love to others is the love of God to us

(c£ Micah vL 8, 9).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—4.

—

Divorce. The Hebrew Law, " for the hardness of men's hearts," found
it necessary to " suffer " many things not approved of absolutely (Matt. xix. 8). Divorce
was one of these. It was permitted on grounds of strong personal dislike (ver. 3). The
Law was inapplicable to adultery, that being judged a capital offence. While per-

mitting divorce, Moses obviously aims at restricting it, and shows, by his modes of

expression, how alien this rupture of the marriage bond is to the original institution.

We may learn—
I. That the bight op divorce is one to be strictly guarded. Divorce, even

where raott justified, is a great evil. It is the rupture of a tie intended by the Creator
to be indissoluble. Adultery warrants it, but it must be deemed not the least part of

the evil that ao unhappy a cause for the dissolution of marriage should exist. The
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revelations of the divorce courts are most injurious to jiublic morai'ty. Facilities foi

divorce, such as some advocate, would lead to serious nnscbiefs. Besides being wrong
in principle, they would create inconstancy, lead to domestic unhappiness, inflict

hardship on children, prevent efforts being made to mend matters by forbearance and
compliance. Frequent divorces blunt the sense of the sacredness of the marriage
union, and so lead to licentiousness. " At the time when divorces were most frequent

among the Romans marriages were most rare; and Augustus was obliged, by penal
laws, to force men of fashion into the married state" (Hume). Moses restrains divorce

thus fav that he requires it to take place : 1. By means of a legal document. 2. For
reason given. 3. He debars the man divorcing from remarrying the woman divorced

if, in the interval, she has been married to another. The Christian law recognizes nc
legitimate ground of divorce save adultery (Matt. v. 32).

II. That right views on divorce are connected with a sense of the inherent
SACREDNESS OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION. This is suggcfTted by thc terms employed in

ver. 4. A husband is prohibited from remarrying his divorced wife if in the interval

she has been thc wife uf another, and the ground given for the prohibition is tliat " slie

is defiled." But why "defiled"? The expression could not have been used had the

first mariiage been regarded as perfectly nullified by the legal divorce. The statement

that a divorced woman, remarrying, is "defiled," implies that deep view of the marriage

relation given in Genesis (ii. 2A), and reiterated by Christ (Matt. xix. 3— 10). And
it will be found, in practice, that light views of the sacredness of the marriage relation

invariably work in the direction of increasing facilities for divorce. "The sceptical

party in France not long ago proposed to make marriage dissoluble at the pleasure of

tlie parties whenever the woman had passed the age at which child-bearing was no
longer to be expected" (R. H. Hutton, in Expositor, January, 1881). The writer just

quoted ably argues that strict views on marriage, and divorce, are not possible, save

under the sanction of a supersensual morality.—J. 0.

Ver, 5.

—

77ie man newly married. The precept is in addition to those in ch. xx.

5—8. It provides that thc newly married man shall be lift free to enjoy the relation

into which he has entered for a whole year, not being required to serve in war, and not

being liable to be called from home on public business. It may be inserted here as

tending to prevent divorces. We learn : 1. That it is the duty of the husband to love

and cherish the wife (Eph. v. 29). 2. That it is the interest of the State to do what it

can to endear the marriage relation. 3. That laws should be framed in a spirit of

kindness, and with consideration for the haiipiness of the subjects. This law shows

kindly consideration for the wife, (1) in not depriving her of the husband of her youth

in the months of their early love
; (2) in allowing time for the husband's affections to

become securely fixed, so preventing inconstancy.—J 0.

Yer. 8.

—

Leprosy. L A judgment to be dreaded. Leprosy is viewed here, ss

usually in Scripture : 1. As a stroke of Divine judgment. It was not always such

(Job ii.). Nor did the stroke of Divine judgment always take this form (Uzzah,

Jeroboam, Ananias, etc.). But it was a frequent form of punishment for sins of a

theocratic nature (Uzziah, Gehazi, etc.). It is seldom safe to interpret judgments

(Luke xiii. 1—6), but we may expect God's stroke in some way to tall upon ourselves

if we persistently despise his laws. 2. As a symbol of spiritual corruption. The worst

penalty with which God can visit any one is to smite him with soul leprosy, to leave

sin to have its natural dominion over him, to allow its corruption to work and spread

through his inner man.

II. A WABNINO TO BE PONDKKED. They are bid remember the case of Miriam. We
do well to lay to heart the instances we have known of sin working out puniihment

and death. Miriam's case suggests the additional thought of pardon on repentance,

and of the prevalence of intercession in obtaining forgiveness for offences (Numb. xiL

9—16).—J. 0.

Vers. 6—^15.

—

The treatment of tht poor. The helplessness and dependence of the

poor expose them to much harsh treatment. The poor man has, however, hit Frienc'

and Judge in Grod, whose Law here steps in for his protection. It ordains—
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I. That the necessaries of life are not to be taken from him. The millstone

(ver. 6). Ilis raiment, whicli if taken in pledge is to be restored by nightfall (vera.

12, 13). These are considerate provisions. It is the excess of cruelty to press law
against a man to the extent of depiiving him of the necessaries of life. This would
apply to needful clothing, to a bed, to cooking utensils, to the tools by which he earns
his bread. It is nearly as bad to receive and keep these things in pledge or pawn.
Help, free and ungrudging, should be forthcoming to all honest persons in need, without
driving them to such straits. If men will not work, neither should they eat (2 Thess
iii. 10), but while this may be a reason for refusing to support them in their indolence,

it can be no reason for helping them to strip themselves of the necessaries of theil

existence. Instead of taking a man's tools from him, he should rather be encouraged to

retain and ply them, "working with his hands the thing that is good," that he may
both support himself and " have to give to him that needeth " (Eph. iv. 28).

II. That his personal freedom is to be respected. (Ver. 7.) No strong or rich

neighbour was to be allowed to steal, enslave, or sell him. The stealing of a man was
punishable with death. And the spirit of the Law carries us beyond its letter. It

requires that we respect the poor man's freedom in all the relations of his life. What-
ever the degree of his dependence, it does not entitle another to force his convictions, or

do aught that would interfere with the exercise of his rights as man or citizen. Yet
how often is compulsion and intimidation applied to those in dependent situations to

compel them to act, not as their consciences approve, but as their superiors desire ! He
who takes advantage of a man's weakness to do anything of the kind is a " man-stealer "

in principle and at heart.

III. That his dwelling is not to be invaded. (Vers. 10, 11.) The fine sense of

justice, the delicacy of feeling, in these precepts, is certainly remarkable. The poor
man's house is to be as sacred from invasion as the house of the wealthy. Even his

creditor is to wait outside, and let the man fetch as his pledge what he can best spare.

We are tauglit a lesson of respect for the domiciliary and proprietary rights of the poor.

Many act as if the homes of the poor were not entitled to have their privacy respected
in the same way as the homes of the rich. The Law of God teaches otherwise. We
owe it to God, and we owe it to the humanity which is in our poorer brethren as well

as in us, that we treat them and their belongings with precisely the same amount of
respect that we would show to ^i^rsons in a better social po.sition.

IV. That his wages are to be paid with reqularitt. (Vers. 14, 15.) Every
day, the text says, and in the East this was necessary. During the Indian famines it

was foimd that the persuns cnp,ased on the relief works had to be paid in this manner.
Great suffering was sometimes experienced from the neglect of the rule. The law
extends to hired service of all kinds, and enjoins in principle regularity in payment of
wages. A like princiiile a]>plics to the payment of tradesmen's accounts. We have
heard tradesmen comjdain bitterly of the inconvenience to which they were subjected
from the singular want of consideration displayed by wealthy families in this particular.

Accounts are allowed to run on, and payment is withheld, not from want of ability to
pay, but from sheer indolence and carelessness in attending to such matters. While to
crave payment would, on the tradesman's part, mean the forfeiture of custom.—J. O.

Vers. 16—22.

—

Doing justice and loving mercy. L Each soul is to bear its own
bin. (Ver. 16.) This verse lays down the rule of human jurisprudence. Loss and
suffering to the innocent, as a result of the course of justice inflicting punishment on the
guilty, cannot niways be avoided. But this is an incidental, not a designed result.

With those wider movements of Divine justice, which seem to turn on the federal

constitution of the race, and involve different principles, human justice has nothing to

do. The rule for us is that the punishment of crime, with loss and suffering resulting
therefrom, \» to be confined as much as possible to the guilty person.

II. Justice is to be done to the weakest. (Vers. 17, 18.) The stranger and
fatherless and widow are again taken under the Law's protection. Their right is not to

be perverted. The widow's raiment is not to be taken in pledge. There should need
no inducement to do what is right, but Moses reminds the Israelites of their own
past condition as bondmen. Oppression is doubly disgraceful when those guilty of it

are persons who have themselves tasted its bitterness, or who have thems«lve8 been
DEUTERONOMY. 2
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mercifully dealt with (Matt, xviii. 23—85). We cannot suflBciently admire the com>
bined justice and teuduruess of these Mosaic prece2:)ts.

IIL rBOVisiON IS TO BE LEFT FOB THE NEEDY. (Vcrs. 19—22.) These are beautiful

rules. The Jews were under the Law, but it was a Law the fulfilling of which was
" love." The variety of ways in which the Law seeks to instil love into the hearts of

the chosen people would form a study eminently suitable for the puljjit. The poor we
have always with us, and they should be often in our thoughts. (Southey's poem,
' The Complaints of the Poor.') In the corn-field, among the olives, in the vineyard,

they were to be remembered. When the wealthy are gathering in their abundance,

then is the time for remembering the needy. Thus wiil the heart be kept warm,
covetousuess checked, our own happiness best secured, the wants of the poor supplied,

their blessing obtained, a treasure laid up in heaven. " There is that scattereth, and
yet increaseth " (Prov. xL 24).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—6.

—

The rights of women. The tendency of the true religion has been to

secure and respect the rights of women. Now, we have here women's riglits brought under

notice in two cases—in a case of separation, and in a case of war. Moses, " because of

the hardness of their hearts," allowed divorce, because it prevailed to a lamentable

extent in society in his time. He suffered them to divorce their wives, but insisted on
a written divorce. Among other nations an oral divorce was sufficient, and so a divorce

might be from the flimsiest caprice. Again, Moses forbade any coming together as man
and wife again, a custom which prevails among the Arabs when the oral divorce is so

lightly undertaken. Hence we notice in this law given by Moses

—

I. The divorce op the woman must be deliberate and final. Woman was not

to be the toy of man's caprice ; she was not to be lightly sent away, and, when sent away
by the husband after deliberately writing her divorce, she was never to be taken back

again. In this way Moses really consulted the rights of women. They had a right to

a deliberate statement of the grounds of their divorce ; they had also a right to be

protected from further interference on the part of their former husbands. It was a wise

expedient considering the degeneracy of the time. It is an improvement assuredly on

the arrangements of Mahomet.
Our Lord still further secured the rights of women in ordaining that nothing but

infidelity on the part of the wife should dissolve the marriage union (Matt. v. 32).

IL Wab must not bob a newlt married wife of her husband ; she has a bight

TO his society for a year without molestation. This was placing the interests of

a single woman above the interests of the State. This was exalting the bride to a

throne of highest honour suiely. Other systems and the world as well may degrade

woman, but God's Law elevates her and enthrones her.

III. Nob is she through her husband's difficulties to lose either of her mill-

stones for the grinding of the corn. Here was another right of the housewife. No
legal distraint could reach the little mill which ground the corn at home and kept the

wolf from the door.

Thus in her sorrows and in her joys God stood her Friend, and insisted on her rights.

A similar shield should be thrown over her still. It is by securing her in her rights at

home that woman's cause shall be advanced. She is intended to be a queen in the

household. Everything that makes her position there more secure, everytliing that

makes the home sacBcd even from the intrusion of a national war at certain times,

everything that makes her feel the foundation firm below her,—is in the interests of

public weal. But if she is carelessly thrown into the competition with the stronger sex,

she will get deteriorated. The ri-hts of women constitute a much longer subject than

even Mr. Mill has made it.* May the interpreter in due season appear 1—R. M. E.

Ver. 7.

—

Man-stealivg a capital crime. We have already noticed the merciful

fugitive law which forbade any one to restore a runaway to his master. That was

the cure of existing evil. Here we have the 'prevention, which is better still. For

man-stealing and man-selling are the origin of slavery, and the Lord attaches to this

the penalty of death. As Cheever said of it, " God be praised for this law I It

strikes through and through the vitals of this sin." *

• Cf. bis • Subjection of Women.' ' 'God against Slavery,' p. 110.
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I. LiBEBTT MUST BE MAINTAINED UNDER THE PENAL SANCTION OF DEATH TO HIM
WHO INVADES IT. The ruffian who would steal and sell a brother deserves to die. Hia
treason against the liberty of his fellow is an unpardonable siu against society, and he
should get no quarter. No wonder men have fought and died for liberty when God
surrounds it with such tremendous sanctions.

II. How MUCH GREATER THE CRIME OF BRINGINO MEN INTO SPIRITUAL BONDAGE I

And this is done daily. What is the meaning of the power exercised by superstitious

priesthoods over their devotees? Is it not "spiritual despotism"? And should not
the crime of man-stealing awake a suspicion in such hearts tiiat their procedure is the

exact analogue in the spiritual sphere ? It should be combated and resisted unto the

death, as destroying that heritage of liberty with which the Lord has endowed all men.
—R. M. E.

Vers. 10—22.

—

Coruideration for the poor and needy. After giving a cursory

reference to leprosy as a Divine judgment to be divinely removed and ceremonially

purged away (vers. 8, 9), Moses enters in these verses into the consideration which
should be shown to the poor and needy. The debtor is not to be pressed for his pledge,

and, if raiment, it must be restored in time for him to sleep with due clothing. The
hired servant, engaged for the day, is to get his pay punctually at sundown. The
\vidow, fatherless, and strangers are to have justice dealt to them, and in harvest

generous gleanings are to be left for them. The Law inculcates consideration and
mercy.

I. The OENEROsmr inculcated by the Law made it a message of mercy to
ALL MEN. For even suppose no sacrificial system preached, t\ [lieally, the Divine pardon
and love, the mercy enjoined upon others argued mercy in the Lawgiver himself. He
could not have commanded so much mercy, and manifested none.

II. The poor were saved from utter mendicajs'cy by the liberality of the
Law. They got their need supplied by working for it. It was better to glean than to

have it laid without any cost or trouble to them at their feet. They were free, and had
to bestir themselves ; thus self-respect was fostered, and real, wholesome work pre-

scribed. No wonder that mendicancy was unknown. But nowadays things are

made too easy for the *' ne'er-do-wells," and a laziness that sacrifices sell-respect and
liberty on its altar is the blessed result!—R. M. E.

Ver. 16.

—

Responsibility not to be transferred according to human caprice. We
desire to notice this interesting direction. It is a cemtrast to the second commandment.
There God represents himself as " visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children."

We see it also in the law of heredity operating in nature. But it is a weapon which
God retains in his own hand. We may for wise purposes treat men in the lump, and
blend in common consequences the innocent and guilty. But man in his judgments
must be particular to execute only the guilty.

I. Human judgments must be final in this world so far as the judging is

concerned. Men do not get the chance of setting matters right in another world.

They judge once for all, and if they execute the innocent, they have no reparation in

their power.

II. God's imperfect justice in the present world is the clearest indica-

tion TO conscience that there will be a judgment in the other world.
Were his justice here perfect, or were there no judgment at all, men would say there

is nothing to arrange in another world. But now there is enough to show Gud reigns,

and enough left over to indicate a judgment to come.*

III. God's prerogative of tbansferbino responsibility is thk secret of oub
salvation. For he has laid on Jesus, the Innocent One, the iniquity of us all. He
has visited the iniquity of the children upon him who is called our " Everlasting

Father." The consequence is we are saved, and in salvation there is ample compensa*
tion ior all who have to all ap{)earance suffered unjustly here.—R. M. E.

Ver. &.—Jfitp^to^ Joy. Joy has its special seasons. The year has but one spring.

» Of. • Wolfe's Remains/ 6th edit, pp. 325—327.
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Human life has but one nuptial feast. The freshness and charm of a first marriag*

can never be repeated. Around this special joy God has thrown a wall of defence,

I. Nupi'iAL JOY IS A CARE OF GoD, In every act of Jesus Christ's earthly life, he

could have said, " He tliat hath seen me hath seen the Father." Thus, when he became

a guest at the marriage feast at Cana, he appeared and spake and acted as his Father's

Representative. His miraculous deed was the expression of his Father's pleasun).

On every honourable marriage the sunshine of Jehovah rests. In all the beginnings

of human life God's fatherly interest centres. That human life may be full of joy is

his main concern.

II. Nuptial joy is supkrior even to cares of the State, The marriage union is

the spring-time of a man's life ; let no rough wind of war blast it! To spoil the nuptial joy

is to spoil a man's life. Other things can wait ; this fleeting season of a man's history

cannot be recalled. Others can fight the battles of his country better than can he ; for

at such a time his heart will be elsewhere than the battle-fii Id, To send such as he

ia to invite defeat. It is not simply a permissive law ; it is obligatory : he shall not

go. To be pressed into military service on his marriage day might sour his temper,

exasperate his feelings, dissipate his young love, ruin his earthly home, and blast his

domestic prospects. Pious h(jmes are the nursery grounds for God's kingdom.

III. Nuptial joy has its limitations. Such exemption prevailed for a year:

then it ceased. The fresh and fragrant spring must give way to fruit-bearing autumn.

Joy is a preparation for arduous service. It is worse than useless, if it begets only

indolence. It is the parent of new exertion. It recreates the mind. It braces and

vitalizes all the active energies. As sleep prepares for labour, so pleasure equips us for

higher attainments. We need the spirit of wisdom to use our joys to advantage.—D.

Vers. 6, 10—13.

—

Prohibited pled</es. Wealth is power; in every nation we need

the safeguards of law to prevent such power from becoming tyranny. The poor are

ever liable to become the prey of voracious avarice.

I. A seasonable loan is a priceless service. Men can render service one to

another in a thousand difTercnt forms. Keduudance of jwssession on the part of one

may serviceably supply the deficiencies of another. One man has riches which he

cannot profitably employ, another has trade for which his money capital is insufficient.

One man has accunmlated experience, another has penetrative wisdom, another has

technical knowledge. All this is equipment for useful service. So, in the spiritual

kingdom, one has tender feeling, another has gift of prayer or gift of speech, another

has extended influence. All human endowments arc a common fund to be distributed

for the benefit of all. There are occasions in human life when a loan is more useful

than a gift. Temf orary exigencies sometimes arise, for which loan, on fitting security,

is the wisest alleviation.

II. For loans suitable pledges should be taken. 1. This serves as a check

upon facile borrowing. If loans are granted on too easy terms, we may encourage a

man in reckless commercial speculation, or destroy the natural checks on personal

extravagance. 2. This serves toprevent strife. Borrowershaveofttimesa short memory

for liabilities. While human nature has its imperfections and society its scoundrels,

it is wiser to have solid guarantee for the redemption of loans, and honest borrowers

will not object to give suitable jiledges for honesty. 3. Pledges are needed on the

ground of uncertain mortalily. "We know not what a day may brinn; forth."

III. Tledges which touch a man's life are prohibited. Money-getting is

never to be so pressed as to imjjinge on the domain of life. Human life is a sacred

thing, and must not be trifled with. It has latent capabilities, and may yet become

a source of blessing to m\ riads. Gain becomes as the small dust, an inappreciable

thing, when placed in the balance against a human life. The gold of a continent is a

bubble in comparison with a man's soul.

IV. Generous surrender of poverty's pledges an act of piety. Pledges are

telltales of common dishonesty. If truthfulness and honour were as prevalent as they

ought to be, no pledge would be needed. A man's word ought to be as good as his

pledge. It often does a man good if we make his honour the only pledge. He is

ennobled by our confidence. He rises in self-respect. Debts of honour are otten paid

prior to those which have material security. If we form a high estimate of men, they

will often strive to reach the ideal.
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Gtenerous treatment of the poor secures their warmest interest on our behalf. Tlia

poorest of the poor has still access to the audience-chamber of the heavenly palace.

Their simjile suit on our behalf will sometimes secure blessings whicli no arithmetic

can measure. Deeds of kindness done to the indigent are done to God, for God
identifies himself with them. "He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the Lord,"

If till' ci>ncessi()n be an act of sterling love, pure from the alloy of selfishness, it is an
act of rightCDUsness—the fruit of the Divine Spirit's grace. Tliis is not self-righteous-

ness, for genuine love to men is a gracious affection. It does not begin with self; it

does not terminate in self. God is its object; hence it shall be counted for righteous-

ness. As Abraham's faith counted for righteousness, so does also genuine love.—D.

Ver. 7.

—

Slave-trajfic a capital offence. Slavery, in modified form, has always
prevailed in Eastern lands; and, with prudent limitations, was tolerated among the

Hebrews. To promulgate laws for men, which transcended their moral sense, would
defeat the ends of law. God has continually to lead men from lower levels to higher.

A man may voluntarily sell his liberty for a time. But to deju-ive a man of liberty

by violence is a scarlet sin ; and mau-stealing is rightly branded v?ith the deepest

indignation of God.
I. Liberty is essential to man's fullest life. Any form of bondage is • cur-

tailment of life, a mutilation of the man. His outward condition may be bettered.

He may have more fooil and warmer clothing anil a healthier Imme, but the real

man is injured, lie is not fully susceptible of self-development. The springs of life

are poisoned. He learns to de.sj)ise himself, and Jto desj)ise oneself is a step on the

slippery road to ruin. Yet liberty is a human right not well understood. It must
be distinguished from licence. True liberty has its limits and its checks. A man is at

liberty to part with his liberty for a time. Every man who toils for his bread is com-
pelled to do this. Yet even this temporary cessation of his liberty nmsl be voluntary.

II. To DEPRIVE A MAN FORCIBLY 0|f HIS LIBERTY IS TO DEPRIVE HIM OF HIS LIFE.

The life of the body is not the wliole of a man's life. The intellect, affections, choice,

will, have a life more precious than the life of the body. To steal a man or to kidnap

a child is to interfere, wantonly and injuriously, with the proper life of the person.

The outward conditions of training and probation are not such as God ordained.

The man's eternal prospects, as well as his earthly possibilities, are blighted. And all

this moral damage is done for paltry gain. The man who can lend himself to such

a business as slavc-mongering is lost to all goodness, lost to shame. He is a disgrace

to the human species—a tool of Satan.

III. Fob such a crime the God-appointed penalty is death. No heavier

penalty is imposed by the civil magistrate, because no heavier penalty is possible.

Such a monster must be removed Irom the scenes of human society, because his

presence is pestilential, demoralizing, deadly. Where human judgment, ends, God's

judgment begins. Such a one is hurried before the higher court of heaven, is

arraigned before the great white throne of the Eternal, and fullest justice will here

be meted out. My soul, be thou free from such taint as this !—D.

Vers. 8, 9.

—

Leprosy symholic. God has intended the material world to be a school-

house, and every event a vehicle of moral instruction. The sick-chamber may become
an audience-room, where lessons of lieavenly wisdom are conveyed by the Spirit of

truth. Leprosy was singled out by God to be a visible picture of sin ; so that " out
of the eater there might come forth meat." Out of seeming evil, good can be distilled.

I. Leprosy had a religious character. More was meant by the infliction than
was seen by the bodily eye. It was mysterious in its origin, and irresistil>le in its

progress. It gradually spread and covered the whole man. It touched and injured

every faculty. The intention was salutary, viz. to lead the sufferer's thoughts to the

discovery of a deeper malady, and to awaken desire for a more enduring cure. The
outward is an index of the inward. Leprosy is a type and picture of sin.

II. Leprosy required relioious treatment. It was vain to seek the offices of an
ordinary physician. Earthly remedy was and still is unknown. The sufferer was
required to visit the priest. Direct application to God was to be made. Meanwhile,
tfaa leper was to be completely isolated. He might not consort with his fellows.
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Hereby he might learn the disastrous effects of sin, viz. in disintegrating society;

and hereby he might in solitude mourn over sin, and seek its cure. The only

possibility of the removal of leiirosy was in religious obedience. Every part of the

prescription was furnished by God, and was to be applied by God's ministers. Com-

pletest submission was a condition of cure.

III. Leprosy, in its cause and cuke, had an historic type. This type was

furnished by Miriam. Her specific sin was known ; it was insubordination to authority.

Her chastisement was sudden. It came direct from God in the form of leprosy.

The injured man became her intercessor. God graciously responded to the suit of

Moses. Temporary separati(m and strict seclusion were the method of cure. Golden

lessons lie here. Every leper may confidently follow this indication of God's will. If

he healed Miriam, can he not also heal me?
IV. Leprosy healed was charged with beliqious obliqations. As a healed

man will cheerfully recompense the j^hysiciau lor his pains, so God required^ the

restored leper to express his gratitude in the form of animal sacrifice. His gratitude

could not be expressed in empty words. He was not permitted to bring that " which

cost him notlnng." In the slaughter of the devoted victim, the grateful man would

confess that he himself had deserved to die, and that God had permitted a substitute.

If the man were fully penitent, the sight of the dying substitute would vividly

impress his heart with a sense of God's mercy. In every arrangement which God

made, the good of man was sought. The method will often seem strange to our dim

vision, but respecting the beneficent end there can be no question.—D.

Vers. 14, 15.

—

Omitted duty ripens into curse. Thoughtlessness is a flimsy excuse

for neglected duty. It is a sin to be thoughtless. One talent is buried in the earth.

In proportion to the mischief produced is the punishment thereof.

I. We have here a case of obligation fully matured. 1. The rich is debtor

to the poor. Obligation between the several ranks of society is equal. The rich rely

for many services ^upon the poor. The king depends upon the cook. The labourer

wives his strength, the employer contributes his money. There is as much obligation

on the one side as on the other. 2. At a fixed point of time the obligation is matured.

Henceforth the neglect of the obligation becomes sin. My obligations to-day dififer

from those of yesterday. The element of time plays an important part. Obligations

grow. 3. Obligations are implied as well as expressed. Custom is unwritten law.

jliches carry wfth them no warrant for arrogance. Riches have cursed the man if they

have made him churlish.

II. Neglected obligation entails unknown misery. We cannot follow the

effects of thoughtlessness into all their intricate ramifications and \r t.heir utmost

issues. What would be regarded as a trivial disappointment on the w>tof oneman

may be an agony of pain to another. Wages expected and ileferrp may mean to a

needy labourer pinching hunger, not only to himself, but to feeble wife and to helpless

babes. A gloomy and sleepless night may follow. Bitter and angry feelings may be

engendered. Fafth in human integrity may be lost. Self-restraint may vanish. For

wa'nt of a nail a shoe was lost, a battle was lost, ay, an empire fell

!

III. Neglected obligation may bring heavy curse upon the culprit. It is

not safe to treat any human being with contempt, especially the poor. God is the

avowed Champion of such. The command, " Honour all men," is as binding as "Thou

shalt not steal." The cry of the injured man in his distress is sure to pierce the

skies. The ear of God is specially attent to his children's suffering cry, even as a

mother catches the plaintive wail of her firstborn infant. Swiftly God attaches him-

self to the side of the oppressed, and takes upon himself the burden. The injustice

done to the man becomes an insult done to God. The deed alters in its character,

intensifies in its immorality, becomes heinous sin. Vials of wrath are preparing for

the head of the unthinking transgressor. It will be as the sin of blasphemy w of

murder unto them.—D.

Vers. 16—18.—PttftZtc justice to he pure. Unseen principles of justice lie at the

foundation of human society, and if rottenness and decay appear in these foundations,

the social structure will soon topple and fall Visible prosperity is built upon invisible
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justice. In the absence of justice, property becomes untennble, commerce vanisbes,

peace spreads her wiugs for flight. " If the foundations be destroyed, what can the

righteous do ?
"

I. The magistkatb'b temptation. Human nature, at its best, is accessible by
temptation; and it is well that from the eyes of the nation a fierce light beats upon
the judicial bench. If only the ear of the judge be open to the ftiscinating voice of

self-advantage, if his hand be open to a bribe, wickedness will put on the most
ravishing charms to deflect him from his duty. Because he occupies a seat so

conspi3Uous, temptation selects hira as a special target for her poisoced arrows. Yet
even for temptation he may rejoice, for according to his trals should be his moral
triumphs. Avarice may tempt him. Love of ease may tempt him. His own tastos

and predilections may tempt. The praise of the powerful may tempt. He will

become either the stronger or the weaker for the discipline, will grow in moral
courage or in cowardice.

II. The magistrate's qualification. The qualification for the judicial throne is

ardent love of justice. As only a wise man can be a teacher, so only a just man can
be a true judge. No matter what may be the nationality of the litigants, no matter
what their colour, social rank, or sex, every one has an inherent claim on public justice.

To pervert judgment is to arouse all the elements of wrath in heaven and eartli.

The judge is the visible exponent of justice; he wears the garb of justice, and if in

him there dwells not the soul of justice, he is a sham and a pretence. Heart
devotion to public justice is the only anchor that can hold him fast amid those
currents and whirlpools of evil influences which ever surge around him. Things
unseen are the most potent.

III. The magistrate's kule of action. This is clearly made known to him by
God, viz. that punishment is to be personal, not corporate. The child is not to die for

the father. Where there is corporate guilt there must be corporate punishment. But
this is no contravention of the rule. The inducement is often great to release oneself

from the pains of unravelling a complicated suit; or, if relatives of the accused seem
to be accessories to an evil deed, a judge is often tempted to embrace all the suspecti il

family in one punishment. The light of truth is to be his only guide ; love of justic e

his compass; the revealed will of God his chart. To him human life is to be held a

sacred thing ; not one life is to be needlessly sacrificed. It is a sad fact that judgi .s

have been amongst the greatest criminals ; they have slain many innocent men.
IV. The magistrate's inspiring motive. Many motives may wisely influence

him. He, too, must appear before a higher tribunal, and submit his whole life U>

judicial light. But the motive here pressed upon him is gratitude derived from past
experience. The history of his nation is to mould his character and to teach him the
value of human justice. He is expected to sympathize with the oppressed, to enter
into their griefs, because he is a part of a nation that has felt the sharp scourge of
oppression. He has learnt by national experience that, when justice by man is denied,
God appears in court and champions the cause of the oppressed. He is the repre-
sentative of a nation that has been redeemed. He himself is a ransomed one, and is

under peculiar obligation to serve his Deliverer. His time, his capacity, his legal

knowledge, his influence are not his own ; he is redeemed, and belongs to another.
Past deliverances are not to be lost upon us, or we are lost. To forget the lessons of

the past is self-injury, yea, is heinous sin. In every station and office fidelity is

demanded.—D.

Vers. 19—22.

—

Autumn generosity. If a man is not generous towards his poorer
neighbours in time of harvest, he will never be generous. If the profuse generosity of
God be lavished upon him in vain, his moral nature must be hard indeed. As men
" make hay while the sun shines," so should we yield to benevolent impulses while
God surrounds us with sunshine of kindness. As we are undeserving recipients, we
should share our unpurchased bounty with others.

I. We have HEBE a fitting occasion fob gknerositt. God supplies us with fitting

seasons for getting good and for doing good. It is not always autumn. We cannot
gather com and olives when we please. We have to wait the arrival of the seast.n,

and this season is God's provision. We must gather then or never. Opportunity can
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never be trifled with. If abundance has been put into our hands, let us forthwith use
it well, or it may be suddenly taken from us. If an unusual generous impulse be
upon us, it is wisest to respond to it freely, to give it largest scope, for this is a ^isit of

God to us for good.

II. Fitting objects fob generositt abb pbovided. Were it not for the existence
of the poor, there would be no outlet for generosity in a practical and material form.
There would be no discipline for the best part of our nature. It would be a pain
nnd a loss to us if the instinct of benevolence within us found no field for its exercise.

Thankful ought we to be that the poor shall not cease out of the land. The fatherless

and the widow come to us as the sent of God, to loosen the sluices of our generosity,

and to do us good. We are almoners of God's royal bounty.

III. Delicatk plans for conveting generosity. The finer forces of our bodily
nature are conveyed to every part by most delicate, almost invisible, ducts. Nerve-
jiower is distributed from the centre to the circumference by minutest channels. So,

too, should we employ the most refined delicacy in relieving the necessities of the
poor. Let not our gift be spoilt by any assumption of superiority, nor by any arrogant
rudeness. It is a noble thing to respect the manly feelings of the poor, and to touch
with fairy finger the sensibilities of the suffering. We are to study, not only how
much we can give, but esjw'cially how best to give it. From the harvest-field and the

olive-grove we may learn this delicacy of kindness. Both the quantity and the quality

of our service are important in God's esteem.

IV. The potent motive to generosity. Remembrance of their own redemption was
the mighty motive for all good deeds. This is the constant refrain of God's messaq;e.

As God is not wearied in reiterating the lesson, neither should we be wearied in hearing

it. We are the objects of God's tenderest love. He has set in motion his most
prodigious energies to rescue us from misery. He has emptied his treasury of blessings

so as to enrich us, and the end for which he has enriched us is that we may enrich

others. Ye have been ineffably blessed, do you bless in return.—D,

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXV.

La'WB belatino to Corporal Ponishment,

Leviratk Mabbiages, and Weights and
Measures.

Vers. 1—3.—The first and second verses

should be read as one sentence, of which the
protasis is in ver. 1 and the apodosis in

ver. 2, thus : If there be a strife between
men, and they come to judgment, and they

(i.e. the judges) give judgment on them,
and justify the righteoas, and condemn the

wicked, then it shall be, if the wicked de-

serve to be beaten (literally, be the son of
blows), that the judge, etc. It is assumed
that the judges shall pronounce just judg-

ment, and apportion to the guilty party his

due punishment ; and then it is prescribed

how that is to be inflicted. In the presence
of the judge the man was to be cast down,
and the adjudged number of blows were to

be given him, not, however, exceeding forty,

lest the man sliould be rendered contempti-

ble in the eyes of the people, as if he were
a mere slave or brute. This punishment
was usually inflicted with a stick (Exod.
xxi. 10; 2 Sam. vii. 14, etc.), as is still the

Mse among the Arabs and Egyptians ; some-

times also with thorns (Judg. viii. 7, 16);
sometimes witli whips and scorpions, i.e.

scourges of cord or leather armed with sharp
points or hard knots (1 Kiuj^'s xii. 11, 14).

Though the culprit was laid on the ground,
it does not appear that the bastinado was
used among the J* ws as it is now among
the Arabs ; the back and shoulders were the
parts of the body on which the blows fell

(Prov. X. 13; xix. 29; xxvi. 'S; Isa. I. 6).

According to his fault, by a certain number

;

literally, according to the requirement of his

crime in number ; i.e. according as his

crime deserved. The number was fixed at
forty, probably because of the symbolical
significance of that number as a measure
of completeness. Tlie rabbins fixed the
number at thirty-nine, apparently in order
that the danger of exceeding the number
prescribed by the Law should bediminislied
(cf. 2 Cor. xi. 24); but another reason is

assigned by Maimonides, vis. that, as the
instrument of punishment was a scourge
with three tails, each stroke counted for

three, and thus they could not give foi ty, but
only thirty-nine, unless they exceeded the
forty (Maimon., ' In Sanhedrin,' xvii. 2).

Ver. 4.—The leaving the ox unmuzzled
when treading out the corn was in order
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that the animal might be free to eat of the

erains which its labnur severed from the

Husks. This proliihition, therefore, was
dictated by a regard to the rights and claims

of animals employed in labour; but there

is involved in it the general principle that

all labnur is to be duly requited, and hence
it seems to have passed into a proverb, and
was applied to men as well aa the lower

animals (cf. 1 Cor. ix. 9 ; 1 Tim. v. 18). The
use of oxen to tread out the corn and the

rule of leaving the animals so employed
unmuzzled still prevail among the Arabs
and other Ea'steru jjeojiles (Robinson, ' Bib.

Res.,' ii 206, 207 ; iii. 6; Kitto, * Bib. Cycl./

L86).

Vera 5—10.

—

Levitate marriage: If •

man who was married died without issue,

his surviving brother was required to marry

the widow, so as to raise up a successor to

the deceased, who should be his heir. The
brother who refused this duty must be

publicly disgraced. The design of this

institution—which was not originated by

Moses, but came down from early ti mes (Gen.

xxxviii. 8), and is to be found amongst

other nations tlian the Jews, and that even

in the present day—was to preserve a family

from becoming extinct and to secure the

property of a family from passing into the

bands of a stranger. The notion that

the usage "had its natural roots in the

desire inherent in man who is born for im-

mortality, and connected with the hitherto

undeveloped belief in an eternal life, to

eoure a continued personal existence for

himself and immortality for his name

through the perpetuation of his fiunily, and

in the life of the son who took his place

"

(Keil), seems wholly fanciful.

Ver. 5.—Dwell together; t.e.not necessarily

in the same house, but in the same com-

niunity or place (cf Gen. xiii. 6 ; xxvi. 7).

And have no child; literally, have no eon;

but this is rightly interpreted as meaning
eliild (so the LXX.; Vulgate: Josephus,

•Antiq.,' iv. 8, 23; Matt. xxii. 2.5; Maimon.,

•In Jibbum.,' ii. 6—9); for, if the deceased

left a daughter, the perpetnation of the

family and the retention of the property

might be secured through her (cf. Numb.
xxvii. 4, etc.).

Ver. 6.—Shall succeed in the name of his

brother which is dead; literally, t,hall rise

up on {he name of his dfceased brother ; i.e.

shall be enrolled in the family register as

heir of the deceased, and shall perpetuate

his name.
Vers. 7—10.—If the man refused to marry

the widow of his deceased brother, he was

free to do so; but the woman had her
redress. She was to bring the mutter before

the elders of the town, sitting as magistrates

at the gate, and they were to summon the
man and speak to him, and if he persisted

in his refusal, the woman was to take his

shoe from off his foot, and spit before his

face, and say. So shall it be done onto that
man that will not build up his brother's

house. The taking off of the shoe of the
man by the woman was an act of indignity

to him ; it amounted to a declaration that

he was not worthy to stand in his brother's

place, and was scornfully rejected by the
woman herself. As the planting of the shod
foot on a piece of property, or the casting of

the shoe over a field, was emblematical of

taking possession of it with satisfaction

(Ps. Ix. 8; cviii. 9); and as the voluntary
handing of one's shoe to anotlier betokened
the giving up to that other of some property
or right; so, contrariwise, the forcible re-

moval from one of his shoe and the easting

of it aside indicated contemptuous rejectiou

of the owner, and repudialion of all his

rights and claims in the matter. To walk
barefooted was regardetl by the Jews as

ignominious and miserable (cf. Isa. xx.

2, 4; 2 Sam. xv. 30). The spitting before

the face of the man (V3D3, in front of him)

is by the Jewish interpreters understood of

spitting on the ground in his presence
(Talmud, 'Jebam,' 106; Maimon., 'In
Jibbum.,' iv. 6—8). This seems to be what
the words express (cf ch. iv. 37 ; viL 24

;

xi. 25 ; Josh. x. 8 ; Ezek. x. 8, for the render-

ing of *:D3); and this, according to Oriental

notions, would be insult enough (cf. Numb,
xii. 14; Isa. 1. 6; Niebuhr, ' Description de
1'Arable,' i. 49).

Vers. 11, 12.—But though the childless

widow might thus approach and lay hold

on the man, no licence was thus granted to

women to pass beyond the bounds of decency
in their npproaches to the other .'-ex. Hence
the juohibition in these verses. The severe

sentence here prescribed was by the rabbins

commuted into a fine of the value of the

baud.

Vers. 13—16.—Rectitude and integrity

in trade are here anew inculcated (cf. Lev.

xix. 3r), etc.).

Ver. 13.—Divers weights; literally, a
stone and a stone—a large one for buyiuL',

and a small one for selling (cf. Amos viii.

5). Both weights and measures were to be
"perfect," i.e. exactly correct, and so just.

(On the promise in ver. 15, see ch. iv. 26

'

Y. 16.)

Ver. 16.—(Cf. ch. xxii. 5; xxiii. 12.) All

that do unrighteously ; equivalent to all that

transgress any law.

Vera. 17—19.—Whilst in their interooorM
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with each other the law of loye and brotherly

kindneaa was to predominate, it was to be

otherwise in regard to the enemies of God
and his people. Them they were to over-

come by force; wickedness was to be

removed by the extinction of the wicked.

Moses has already repeatedly reminded the

Israelites that they had utterly to destroy

the wicked nations of Canaan ; and lie here

closes this discourse by reminding them

that there was a nation outside of Canaan

which was also doomed, and which they

were to root out. This was Amalek, which

had attacked the Israelites in their journey

at Rephidim, and had taken advantage of

their exhausted condition to harass their

rear and destroy those who, faint and weary,

bad lagged behind. For this they bad been

already punished by the Israelites, who, led

on by Joshua, had turned upon them and

discomfited them with the edge of the

sword. This, however, was not enough

;

Amalek was to be utterly destroyed, and

this the Israelites were to effect as soon as

the Lord had given them rest in tlie pro-

mised land. It was not, however, till the

time of David that this was done.

Ver. 18.—And smote the hindmost of thee

;

literally, and tailed thee ; i.e. cut off thy tail,

or rear. The verb (33T) occurs only here

and in Josh. x. 19. It is a denominative
from 3:t, a tail, and, like many denomi-

natives, both in the Hebrew and in other
languages, it has the sense of taking away
or cutting off the thing expressed by the
noun from whicli it is formed, like th«
English verb to akiUt for axampla.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Humanity to he respected in Judicial inflictions. This passao;e is an
interesting illustration of the restraints which the Law ot Moses puts on the Hebrews,
as to the semi-barbarous customs of other nations. It is well known that punishment
by bastinado was common among the ancient Egyptians. It would be not unnaturally

aiiopted by the Hebrews. There are here three matters to be noticed. 1, Here is a

principle to be recognized (ver. 1). 2. The punishment (1) is to be inflicted in the presence

of the judge, and (2) is not to exceed forty stripes. 3. The reason given is very im-
pressive, "lest thy brother should seem vile unto thee," i.e. lest he should be so

excessively punished as to be afterwards unfit for service, and lest he should be the

common butt of any one who chose to dishonour him. Humaii nature is to be respected,

even in carrying out legal sentences on crime. Trapp says, " The Turks, wlien cruelly

lashed, are compelled to return to the judge that commanded it, to kiss his hand, to

give him thanks, and to pay the officer that whipped them !

"

I. The sight of a human being coming under the sentence of criminal law is matter

for intense saihiess.

II. The punishment to be inflicted on him should be such in matter and degree as to

assert right principle, but not such as needlessly to dishonour him. For

—

IIL Humanity, in spite of crime, has dignity about it still. Sin and the sinner are

not inseparable. God can kill one and save the other 1

IV. With a view to a criminal's salvation, whatever of honour remains in hiB nature

should be carefully guarded and tenderly appealed to.

Ver. 4.

—

Labourers to live by their labour. The use of this verse by the apostle has

brought it out of an obscurity to which it might have been relegated. It is quoted by
Paul in 1 Cor. ix. 10, and is there applied by him as an illustration in the ancient Law of

Moses of the same principle which our Lord affirmed when he appointed that " they that

preach the gospel should live of the gospel " (see Matt. x. 9, 10). We can scarcely go

so far as John Calvin in refeience to Paul's allusion to it. He says that Paul here says,

God does not care for oxen I Surely his meaning is simply that it was not merely from

his care for oxen that God commanded Moses to pen such a precept, but that there

was a common care of God for all his creatures, and that if he cared thus for the less,

it was very certain he would care even more for the greater. Labour, moreover, is tc

be like all native growths—it is to liave "its seed within itself." All who employ
labourers are to see that their workmen are sufficiently well paid to enable them tc

live by their labour. Any one desiring to develop this truth in relation to spiritual
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toil would naturally rather take the New Testament texts referred to above. Keep-

ing, therefore, simply to the earthly sphere, we remark : 1. No precept in this book
which is connected with duty or character is too trivial to be " worthy of God." 2. An
apparently small command may wrap up in it a great principle. 3. True benevolence

will be kind and thoughtful to the humblest labourer even in minute detail. 4. God does

not allow any one selfishly to monopolize the fruits of another's labour without giving

the toiler adequate compensation for his toil. 5. The Great Defender of the rights of the

working classes is—God 1 6. It is a divinely appointed ordinance for ever that the power
of toil is to be a means of self-support ; that labour shall bring wealth to the labourer.

Here is a blow struck at slavery.

Vers. 5—10.

—

Family honour to he maintained. This law supposes a state of

society and a kind of public opinion which does not now exist, and in detail it is there-

fore obsolete. But the principle it involves is clear, viz. that in married life the

honour of the family on both sides is an object of mutual interest and concern, not only

during the events of life, but also in case of arrangements at and after death.

Vers. 11, 12.

—

An offending hand. This may be compared with Matt v. 30. 1. Any
member of the body may become an instrument of sin. 2. Where there is in any case

special danger there should a special watch be kept. 3. Favourite, yet sinful lusts

must be crucified, whatever the cost may be.

Vers. 13—16.

—

BighteousnesB in trade imperative. This paragraph requires no
preparatory elucidation. The topic for a Homily which it gives is one of the most
important in the range of human ethics. It furnishes six lines of thought. 1. In the

providence of God men are thrown together for the purposes of trade. 2. Opportunity
is thus furnished for the exercise of right principles of mutual justice and equity.

3. There is often given an opportunity also of taking advantage of others by unequal
weights and measures. 4. God requires of us absolute justice to others, always and
everywhere. 5. No false maxims of men, such as " business is business," can ever

exonerate us from obligations to justice. 6. Our duty to man in this respect is

enforced by a double aru;ument. (1) The neglect of it is an abomination to Q<)d (ver.

16). (2) The observance of it will tend to long life, prosperity, and peace (ver. 15).

Vers. 17—19.

—

Kindness to enemies is not to degenerate info sympathy with or indiffer-

ence to ungodliness. God is kind. God is terrible. When he riseth up against sin to

punish it openly, who—who can stand? The repeated injunctions in this book, of kind-

ness to enemies, the prohibitions against private revenge, etc., should effectually guard
any against attributing to Moses any incitement of the people to revengeful retaliation.

He utters a prophecy, as a prophet. In Exod. xvii. 16, the LXX. read, ip x^H*^ Kpv<pal<f,

K.T.\^ " by an unseen hand the Lord will war against Amalek." In Nnmb. xxiv. 20,

Balaam foretells Amalek's doom. In 1 Sam. xv., the execution of judgment on Amalek
is recorded ; and thus is the meaning of our present paragraph explained. Note : 1. It

is a very dangerous thing for a nation to harass or injure the people of God. 2. Such a

nation may seem to prosper a while, but judgment is "laid up in store." 3. The retri-

butioj will come sooner or later in God's wonder-working providence. "Their feet

sliall slide in due time." 4. Whatever sympaihy we may rightly feel for individual

sufferers, the fact that God will ultimately avenge hia people's wrongs may fill ua with
grateful joy.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1

—

^—The hastinado. Professor W. R. Smith (' Old Testament,' p. 876) regards

this law of stripes as indicating a late date for Deuteronomy. He argues from the

customs of the free Bedouins. But it is perilous to reason from the customs of the

Bedouins to the punishments in vogue among a people who had lived some centuries in

lliiypt, where, as is well-known, the bastinado was in constant use. The sculptures at

Beni-Hassan represent the very scene here described. We learn—
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I. That it is the function of civil magistrates to punish cbime. (Vers. 1, 2.)

They bear the sword for this purpose (Rora. xiv. 4 ; 1 Pet. ii. 14). The modern
humanitarian spirit tends to exalt the reformatory and preventive ends of punishment,
at the expense of the retributive. That every effort should be put forth for the

reformation of the criminal which the case admits of, we cordially allow. But the

danger is, in these matters, that sentiment degenerate into sentimentalism. Crime
deserves punishment, and on that ground alone, were there no other, ought to receive

it. No theory can be satisfactory which loses sight of retribution, and makes reforma-
tion and prevention the all in all.

II. That penalties ought to be sufficiently sevebe. (Ver. 2.) To be effective

in early stages of civilization, penalties must be severe, prompt, and specific enough to be
vividly conceived (cf. H. Spencer s ' Essays :

'
' Prison Ethics '). The progress of society

admits of the substitution of punishments appealing to a higher class of sensibilities.

But even these ought adequately to express the measure of the criminal's desert.

If Mr. Spencer were right, the slightest restraint compatible with the safety of the
community, combined with comjiulsory self-support, would be punishment sufficient

for the greatest crimes. The sense of justice in mankind rejects such ideas. Carlylt'i

teaching in ' Model Prisons ' is healthier than this.

III. That penalties ought to be measured. (Ver. 3.) It is diflBcult to believe

that in our own country, at the beginning of this century, the theft of five shillings

from the person was a crime punishable by death. Yet the statute-book bristled with
enactments, of which, unhappily, this was not the worst. Such outrageous dispropor-

tion between crime and punishment must have robbed the law's sentences of most o^

their moral effect. Anomalies exist still, which it would be to any statesman's credit

to endeavour to remove.

IV. That penalties should not be unduly deqbadinq. (Ver. 3.) Lest "thy
brother should seem vile unto thee." The effect of excessive severity is to harden,

degrade, dehumanize. It often drives the criminal to desperation. As a victim of the

older criminal code expressed it, " A man's heart is taken from him, and there is giver

to him the heart of a beast." The tendency in modern feeling is toward the abi)lition

of corporal punishments entirely, as degrading alike to him who administers them,

and to those by whom they are eudured. Observe: 1. The profound idea on which the

law rested. The body, part of human nature, and sharing its dignity as made in God's

image. 2. The best laws may be imjustly aud cruelly administered (2 Cor. zi.

24, 25).—J. 0.

Ver. 4.

—

T%e oxen. The apostle draws from this passage the general principle that

the labourer is entitled to eat [of the fruits of his labour (I Cor. ix. 9, 10). His
application teaches us to look for similar general principles wrapped up in other

precepts of the Law. We learn

—

I. Animals are entitled to generous treatment. The ox that trod out the

com was not to be muzzled. He was to be permitted to eat of the fruits of his work.

Kindness to animals is a duty : 1. Which man owes to the creatures. Severe moralists,

arguing that animals, being destitute of reason, are also destitute of rights, would bring

all man's duties towards them under the head of duties to himself (e.g. Kant).
Alford thinks this to be imjilied in Paul's language. But Paul's argument, if it is to

be pressed in this connection, rather implies the contrary. It recognizes in the ox, on
the ground of its being a labourer, a kind of right to be provided for. All that the

apostle affirms is that the precept had an end beyond the reference to oxen, that the
" care for oxen " was subordinate to the inculcation of a principle of general application.

Our duty to the creatures rests on the ground that they are sentient beings, capable
of pain and pleasure, ani on the law of love, which requires us to diffuse happiness, and
avoid inflicting needless suffering. 2. miich mnn owes to himself. For this view,

while not the whole of the truth, is an important part of it. Leibnitz, in a small treatise

written for the educatir^n of a prince, advised that, during youth, he should not be
permitted to torment tr give pain to any living thing, lest, by indulging the spirit

of cruelty, he should contract a want of feeling for his fellow-men. Alford says, " Th«
good done to a man's immortal spirit by acts of humanity and justice infinitely out-

weighs the mere physical comfort of a brute which perishes.**
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II. The human labourer is entitled to shark in the profits of his lai;oui;.s.

Theoretically, he does so every time he is paid wages. In the distribution of tlio fruits

of production, the part which the labourer gets, we are told, is wages, the share of the

landowner is rent, that of the capitalist is interest, and the Government takes taxes.

Practically, however, wages are settled, not by abstract rules of fairness, but by
competition, which may press so hard upon the labourer as (till things right themselves)

to deprive him of his fair proportion of industrial profits. The wage system is far

from working satisfactorily. As society advances, it appears to be leading to an
increasing amount of bitterness and friction. Masters and men represent opposing

interests, and stand, as it were, at daggers drawn. It is easier to see the evil than to

devise a cure. Economists (Mill, Jevons, etc.) seem to look mainly in the direction

of some form of co-ope ration. Their schemes are principally two: 1. Industrial

co-operation. 2. Industrial partnerships—the system according to which a fixed

proportion of profits is assigned for division amongst the workmen engaged in pro-

duction.

III. Ministers of the aosPEL are entitled to be supported by their flocks.

This is the application made by Paul (1 Cor. ix. ; cf. Matt. x. 10—12; Gal. vi. 6).

Cliristian ministers, labouring in spiritual things, and by that work withdrawn from
ordinary avocations, are to be checrluUy supported. The text applies to ihis case more
strictly than to the case of workmen claiming to particii'ute in profits. The workman
claims but his own. The right of the minister to support is of a different kind. He
labours in things spiritual, but, it is to be hoped, with a higher end than the mere
obtaining of a livelihood. Wliile, therefore, his support is a duty, it is, like duties of

benevolence generally, not one that can be enforced by positive law. The right to

support is a moral, not a legal one. It creates an obligation, but, as moralists say,

an indeterminate obligation. It is an obligation to be freely accepted, and as freely

discharged.—J. O.

Vers. 5—10.

—

The levirate law. At the root of this law, which obtained widely in

the East, we find ideas and feelings such as these

—

I. Kespect for the honour of the family. In the East, aa is well known,
childlessness is leckoned a calamity, almost a disgrace. Hence, as well as for other
reasons, the severity of the law in ver. 11. Hence also this custom of marrying a
brother's widow, in order to raise up seed to the brother. The motive is plainly

to avert disgrace Irom a brother's house, to wipe out his reproach, to hand down his

name in honour. We may respect the feeling while repudiating the form in which
it embodied itself. What touches the credit of our families ought to bu felt to concern
ourselves. Not in the sense, certainly, of leading us to uphold that credit at the
expense of truth and of justice to others; but in tlie sense of doing everything we cau
with a good conscience to maintain or redeem it.

II. Desire fob a perpetuated name. The men of the old dispensation, as Matthew
Henry says, not having so clear and certain a prospect of living tliemselves on the
other side death as we have now, were the more anxious to live in their posterity. The
principle is the same at bottom as that which leads us to wish for personal immortality.
What man desires is perpetuated existence, of which existence in one's posterity is

a kind of shadow, affording, in contemplation, a like "shadow of satisfaction" to tic
mind. Positivism, in falling back from a personal to a corporate immortality, is thus a
movement in the wrong direction. The exchange it proposes is the substance for the
shadow. The desire to exist in the remembrance of posterity, and to be well thought
of by them, is, however, a legitimate iirinciple of action. It should operate in leading us

to live good and useful lives, which is the secret of the only lasting honour.

•• Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet and bloBsom in the dust."

IIL Thb disgrace attaching to refusal of the duties imposed ok ns BY
relationship to the dead. The disgrace in this case was emphatically marked
(vers. 9, 10). The wishes of the dead should be very sacred to us. The duties which
spring from the bond of relationship, or from express request, should, if possible, be
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faithfully discharged. Aiding in the settlement of affairs, seeing provision made for a

widow and children, accepting and fulfilling trusts, etc.—J. O.

Vers. 13—16.

—

Morality in trade. The Hebrew lawgiver lays just stress on honesty

in weights and measures. The general principle is that of honesty in trade. Weights
and measures connect themselves intimately with the ideas of justice, rectitude, im-

partiality. Justice is represented by a figure with scales and weights. Falsification of

weights and measures is thus a representative sin, one which corrupts integrity in man
with peculiar and fatal rapidity.

I. An injunction much needed. Trade morality is at present at a low ebb
Mixed up with the thousands of honest transactions which no doubt take place everj

day, there must be admitted to be an enormous number which are more or less

Iraudulent. " On the average," says Mr. Sj>encer, " men who deal in bales and tons

difier but little in morality from men who deal in yards and pounds. Illicit practices

of every form and shade, from venial deception up to all but direct theft, may be

brought home to the higher grades of the commercial world. Tricks innumerable, lies

acted or uttered, elaborately devised frauds, are prevalent—many of them establisheil

as ' customs of the trade ;
* nay, not only established, but defended " (' Essays,' vol. ii.,

' Morals of Trade
;

' cf. Smiles on ' Duty,' ch. iii.). The saddest feature in the out-

look is the apparent prevalence of the feeling that trickery of this kind is absolutely

essential to success—that a man can't get on without it.

II. An injunction which ought to be enforced. But how ? By a fearless ex-

posure of dishonesties, and by a loud and firm demand on the part of every upright member
of society for honest and truthful dealing. Only if the dishonest are a majority in

society—a majority of overwhelming numbers—can they ultimately prevail against the

honest. A determined combination on the part of persons of integrity would sufiice to

put them down. The man known to be honest should be supported, even at some
ppcuniary sacrifice. Custom should be unflinchingly withdrawn from men detected in

tricks, and the stamp of public reprobation placed on such men and their doings. Means
should be taken to diffuse information as to the arts and frauds by which dishonesty

sustains itself. The causes of these dishonesties need also to be looked into—chiefly,

according to Spencer, the indiscriminate respect paid to wealth. Love of the honour

and position which wealth gives—the certainty of being looked up to, courted in

society, applauded for success, with few questions asked,—this is the tap-root of the

evil, and it is to be cured by distinguishing between wealth and character, and by honour-

ing the former only when in alliance with the latter.

III. An injunction which it is every one's interest to enforcb. Trade dis-

honesty should, if possible, be checked: 1. In, view of its inherent immorality.

Nothing can be more despicable, more mean and disgraceful, than the lies, frauds,

briberies, malpractices, adulterations, which, if the witnesses are to be trusted, abouud

in all branches of trade. These things are a blot on our country, the shame of wliicli

touches all. 2. In view of its corrupting effect on morals generally. Its influence

spreads beyond itself. It saps principle, eats out faith in virtue, unfits the individual

for every moral task. 3. In view of its effects on national prosperity. These are

ruinous. God's displeasure rests on the nation, and he is certain to chastise it. But

the sorest whip he uses to chastise it is the scourge of its own follies. Our dishonesties

lose us (are actually losing us) our markets ; lower us in the eyes of foreign nations

;

destroy credit ; engender a spirit of general distrust ; still worse, by undermining

principle, they destroy the power of steady application to work, and increasingly

substitute the motives of the gambler for those of the merchant content with lawful

gains. The inevitable end is impoverishment and disgrace. 4. As a measure of self-

protection. Each individual suffers as part of the whole. He is frequently cheated,

sometimes incurs serious losses. Hard-earned money finds its way into the pockets

of clever but unscrupulous scoundrels, who as rapidly squander it in reckless living.

—J.O.

Vers. 17—19.

—

Amalek. Moses, in calling the sin of Amalek to remembrance, and

enjoining destruction of that people, was not speaking " of himself." He but declared

the will of God, long before announced, and solemnly recorded in a book (Exod. xvii. 14>
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It was not " after the spirit or mission of the Law," as has been well remarked, " to

aim at overcoming inveterate opposition by love and by attempts at conversion. The
Law taught God's hatred of sin and of rebellion against him by enjoining the extinction

of the obstinate sinner " (* Speaker's Commentary '). The lessons fiom the command
are these

—

I. God KEEPg IN BEMEUBBANOB IKJUBIES DONB TO HIS GbUBOH AND PEOPLB.
(Ver. 17.)

IL God specially remembers injuries to the feeble and afflicted. (Ver.

18.) The "fear of God," if nothing else, ought to restrain inhumanities. "Saul,
Saul, why persecutest thou me f " (Acts ix. 4).

III. Wrongs to the Chdrch of God will not pass unavenged. (Ver. 19.)
Repentance, as in Paul's case, may reverse the sentence. If the sinner is obsliuate, the
doom will fall as certainly as in the case of Amalek (JA Thess. i. 9).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Earthly magistracy an argument for the heavenly. It is not con-
ceivable that God should have taken such pains, through Moses, to secure pure
administration of justice in earthly courts, unless he had established a like court of

judicature in heaven. So far as the will of God is embodied in the judicial procedure
on earth, it is copied from the pattern of heavenly things.

I. A JUDICIAL COURT IS CREATED FOB THE DISCRIMINATION OP HUMAN CHARACTEB.
The purpose of all examination and testimony is to separate the evil irom the good

—

to bring to light the righteousness and the wickedness of men. Justice delights more
in vindicating and commending the righteous than in censuring and condemning the
wicked. Justice found a nobler occupation in marshalling Mordecai through the city,

and proclaiming his innocence, than in erecting the gallows for the execution of Haman.
Human judges, however, can discern only what is palpable and conspicuous. They have
not an organ of insight delicate enough to detect the lesser excellences and blemishes

;

nor can they penetrate into the interior nature ofman. These institutions are only the
thadotvi of heavenly things. But every man stands before the tribunal of a higher
Judge, where not only actions, but motives, intentions, and feelings, are examined and
weighed. Here, without the possibility of mistake, the righteous are justified, the

wicked are condemned. Discrimination is perfect : separation will be complete.

XL A JUDICIAL COUBT 18 ORDAINED FOB THE PUNISHMENT OF EVIL DEEDS. 1. The
true punishment is measured by the scale of demerit. It is enjoined to be " according
to his fault." In God's sagacious judgment, every degree of blameworthiness is noted.

Nothing appertaining to moral conduct is beneath the notice of God's eye. We value
far too little moral qualities. As we grow like God, we shall gain in that penetrative
power which discerns the beauty ofgoodness and the blackness of iniquity. 2. Punish-
ment is a loss~o/ manliness. " The judge shall cause him to lie down." His dignity

shall be prostrate. Sin robs us of manliness, but the loss does not come into public
view until punishment follows. To be righteous throughout is to be a man. 3. Punish-
ment is to be public. The culprit is " to be beaten before the judge's face." This
publicity is part of the penalty. It is summary—to be inflicted at once. And publicity

is also a safeguard against cruelty and against excess. So God invites public recognition

and public approval of his doings. The ransomed universe shall unite in the testimonj,
"Just and true are thy ways, thou King of saints."

III. A JUDICIAL COURT REVEALS THE VALUE OP A HUMAN LIFE. The penalties

were to be moderate, " lest thy brother should seem vile unto thee." The first ends of
punishment are the reformation and improvement of the ofl'ender. If it is possible to
teach the culprit the value of himself, and inspire him with a hatred of sin, we have
done him unspeakable good. We do not spend so much in cutting and polishing a

common stone as we do a ruby or a sapphireu Let our treatment of men be aa if we
Mteemed them the jewels of God.—D.

Ver. 4.

—

Doing good inseparable from getting good. Active exercise of our powers
Is • primary condition of getting good. Real service for others is destined to gain
reward.

I. SeBVIOB CAN BB BENDEBED TO HAN BT VEBT INFERIOR NATURES. The whol*
Dimate creation waits upon man. Every living thing upon the earth is a servant and
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• lackey for men. He is a king here ; and, if he have sufBcient wisdom, he can rule

all for his own advantage. Yet, in a higher sphere, man is only a servant. He who
is served by all inferior beings is called to serve the Highest Being. The disparity

between God and man is a disparity immeasurable ; and yet God permits, yea, en-

courages, our intt-lligent and willing service. Inferior as we are to him, we can rendei

efficient service to his kingdom and silory. This is man's truest honour.

II. Service contributes to provide an abundant banquet. The labour of the

oxen prepared the corn for men. So gross is our ignorance of the lower creation, that

we do not perceive our indebtedness to the birds and insects, which play so useful a

part hi the preparation of our food. All well-directed service contributes something to

ihe substantial advantage of man. There is a banquet of intellectual food, or a banquet
for the assthetic taste, or a banquet for the soul, resulting. Active labour serves both
to create an appetite and to furnish a table.

III. Servick has claims upon cub generous BEC0MPEN8E. It would be nothing
else ihan selfish cruelty to deny to the oxen a share in the result of their labour. Thus
God cares for the oxen. Thus he cares for all the works of his hands. And does his

kindly care for the inferior beasts diminish his tender re.f^ard for men ? It im-
measurably enhances it! Whoever or whatever does us useful service brings us under
obligation. To the extent of our power we are bound to recompense such. This sense

of indebtedness is a channel of blessing to the soul. The richest man is he who Ls the

most goneroiu. A muzzle is a shackle forged by wanton selfishness.—D.

Vers. 13—16.

—

Religion inspires commercial life. It is certain that God displays

the liveliest interest in every department of human life. He is not only the God of

the hills; he is God of the valleys also. He takes cognizance, not only ol great things,

but also of small. Can any man tell us what are small things? Not only on the

portal of every church, but on the forefront of every shop—ay, on the beam of everj

balance, we ought to see the inscription, " To the glory of God alone !

"

I. Religion claims a throne in every shop. True religion is the sunny smile

from God's eye, and, as the common light of day penetrates into every nook and
cranny of nature, so the light of God's love pierces into every interest of human life.

It is not a rumantic something which has merely to do with the region of existence

beyond the grave; it is the life of our present life—the secret spring of every duty.

Ordinary trade is a sjjlendid field for the practical exercise of religious virtues, because

the commercial activities of the atie afford large facilities either for fidelity or for fraud.

In every office and warehouse religion claims to set up her throne. In the smallest act

of buying and selling she insists on having a voice.

II. Religion goes to the root of things—determines the standards of human
action. If the weight or measure be false, then every transaction will be false.

Ingenious wickedness had invented two sets of standards—an over-large one for the

man as buyer, an under-sizc for the same man as seller. This course of vile procedure

carried the villainy into every item of the man's mercantile life. It is of the first

importance that we set up right standards. The Pharisee in the temple was a perfect

nan, according to his standard. The rich young man who came tu Jesus Christ for

counsel was blameless, according to his standard. Men are prone to set up conventional

standards, and measure themselves and every one one else according to their rule.

Take heed that your standaid is Go(fs standard, "a perfect and just measure."

III. Religion is both destructive and constructive. "Thou shalt not have this;

thou shalt have that.^' It first pulls down, then builds up. It first uproots, then

plants, *' Mortify your members, then add to your virtues." The old must be destroyed

;

the new must be sown and nursed. In our self-culture and in our training of others,

it is not enough that we are repressive and prohibitive; the new growths will often

cast off effete and injurious matter. Prune away barren boughs; encourage the

development of the fruitful wood.

IV. Religion brings collateral gains in this life. Her main reward is in the

future, viz. possession of the Divine image ; nevertheless, she confers many solid favours

here and now. lual pleasure is her daily gift, and " length of days" is her special

prize. "The wicked shall not live out half their days "—tliey die prematurely. Nor in

long life on earth to be despised. There are, doubtless, moral advantages and gain*
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obtainable in this life, which are not obtainable in the life to come. Many of the

means of discipline and pruning and reformation will end with this life. We are placed

here lor probation ; and (if well-used) Ion;; school-life is an advantage unspeakable.

Tc be esteemed by God as " ihc apple of his eye " is better than an earthly coronet.

To be regarded by him as "abomination " is " concentrated curse."—D.

Vers. 17—19.

—

Cowardice and cruelty avenged. The feeling of resentment must be

classed "low" among the moral sentiments. But this command to remember and to

avenge the conduct of Amalek is not resentment. Abundant time was allowed the

Amalekites to abandon evil ways and to cultivate friendly relations with Israel. But
they continued, century after century, godless and hostile : hence their extinction.

I. Atheism urekds in men both cruelty and cowardice. Against Amnlek the

gravest charge is, "he feared not Gud." Tliis is the root if all his wickedness—the

source of his base hostility to Israel. Practical atheism is the prolific parent of liateful

vices. There was not a trait of nobleness in Amalek's conduct. It was cowardly and
cruel. He attacked Israel in the rear—"smote the hindmost" stragglers—fell upon
those already half-dead from fatigue. For a moment he gloried in the inglorious

massacre, but only for a moment. The prayer of one man was more than a match for

Amalek. In every age it is found that he " who fears not God " has no " regard for

man." The influence of a bad man is perilously contagious. The whole tribe is

embraced under the character of one man.
II. Cruel treatment leaves an indelible impression upon the mind. Human

nature is so constituted that a wrong done to us or to our fathers is held tenaciously

in the memory, and provokes all the feelings to avenge the deed. Herein the Word of

God is in accord with our mental nature. Human nature says, " Remember!" The
Scripture says, " Remember 1 " " Thou shalt not forget it." Incidentally, we have
here a proof that the Creator of the human mind is also the Author of Scripture.

Injustice rouses up all the moral forces in the universe to inflict a fitting retribution;

and very often God employs as his ministers of vengeance the victims of former oppres-

sion. The increase, the strength, the organization of Israel were to be employed early

upon this end, viz. to extinguish Amalek.
III. Inheritance from God carries with it an obligation to do his will. Rest

is given to prepare for more difficult service. " When the Lord thy God hath given
thee rest, . , . thou shalt blot out Amalek." God never gives to men any inheritance

for exclusive selfish enjoyment. If we are not disjiosed for service, and even for

warfare, the only consistent course is to decline God's gifts. He has plainly made
known to men the conditions of his bequests. Before Israel possessed the pronused
land it was clearly revealed what was expected from the occupants of that iidieritance.

Nor is the i--?i^ritance of heaven a state of indolent repose. The voice that says,
" Enter into joj* Mya also, " Be thou ruler." We read of disputes between Michael
and the adversary. Who shall say that God will not employ his ransomed ones to put
down rebellion in some outlying province?—D.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Corporal punishment. We have here directions given for the punish-
ment of criminals. As the Hebrews had no gaol system, a properly graduated corporal

punishmeni supplied most efi'ectively its place. Moses here directs the judges to look

carefully into the case, and to assign a certain number of stripes, which are never to

exceed forty, the chastisement being given in the presence of the judge. Thus the
lai'gest measure of equity was introduced into their penal system.

I. Retribution of some kind is consonant with oub ideas of righteousness. To
be allowed to sin with impunity would be, we all feel, an immoral regulation under any
government, and especially immoral under a theocracy. Punishment for sin is demanded
by the human conscience. All quarrel with retribution as such argues a want of

conscientiousness.

II. But retribution should be proportional to bin. This is what the law before us
secured. The stripes were to be few or many, according; to the crime, but never to

exceed forty. The judgment was to be ri;^htcous and equitable all throui:;h.

III. We look instinctively fob the same equity under the government of
God. And this is exactly what we have. And here let us observe—

DEUTERONOMY. 2 D
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1. Sin is not allotved to go unpunished under God's government. It has been Tery
confidently asserted that, if people are penitent, no atonement is needed to secnrs
pardon. But, supposing penitence a possible experience apart from the spectacle of a
pierced and atoning Saviour (Zech. xii. 10), should we not have "sin with impunity"
under the reputedly just government of Gnd? Those who glibly talk of penitence
being all that is required, have formed no broad or consistent notion of the necessities
of government.* Now, the Divine arrangement has been to lay the "stripes" we
deserve upon his willing Son. " With his stripes we are healed" (Isa. liii. 5). The
sin is punished in the person of a sinless and most willing Substitute, and the demands
of justice met. "We may be sure that, as the Father presided at the punishment, no
more was laid on Jesiis than the demands of simple justice and the exigencies of the
government required. And

—

2. Unpardoned hecausp impenitent sinners shall have their punishment graduated
according to the strictest Justice. It has been asserted that punishment without end
would be excessive for the sins of a short life on earth. But it is forgotten that "ever-
lasting punishment" is the shadow simply of "everlasting sin." The latter, alas ! is

possible through the freedom of the creature; and as sin continues, so must punish-
ment. At the same time, the graduation of ]iunishment in the other world will be as
accurate and as careful as the corporal punishment under the Law of Moses. In fact,

it is this idea of stripes our Lord employs to express the truth. "And that servant
which knew his lord's will, and made not ready, nor did according to his will, shall be
beaten with many stripes; but he that knew not, and did things worthy of stripes,

shall be beaten with few stripes. And to whomsoever much is given, of him shall

much be required ; and to whom they commit much, of him will they ask the more "

(Luke xii. 47, 48, Revised Version). It is thus clearly seen that the utmost care will

be taken to graduate the penalties in the hereafter, so that no one shall have the least

ground of complaint. The vulgar revolt against the everlasting punishment revealed
in Scripture is due to the idea that the criminals are thrown pell-mell together and
])unished in the lump. With far greater care, however, shall each impenitent one have
his penalties meted out to him than prisoners have under the most conscientious
judges.

IV. Instead of bandying about arguments in favour op relief xjnder punish-
ment, IT WOULD BE KINDER FOR CONTROVERSIALISTS TO INDUCE MEN THROUGH FAITH IN
Jesus Christ to accept of pardon and so escape penalty. The spectacle at present

is a sad one. Writers are pursuing the phantom of remission of sins and of punish-
ment in the other life, as a new gospel for sinners, instead of urging their fellows to flee

at once to Jesus, the only Refuge. This much is certain, " Him that conieth unto me,"
says Christ, " 1 will in no wise cast out." Upon such a promise any soul may repose.

But the uncertainty of speculation is proverbial, and can never be the sheet-anchor of

any sane soul. Let men come to Jesus, and the question of punishment, so far as they
are concerned, is settled for ever. Punishment gives way to pardon ; while at the same
time, it is felt that the sin has not gone unpunished.—R. M. E.

Ver. 4.

—

The rights of labour. The threshing in the East is done by oxen in many
cases still, though horses, where procurable, are found more serviceable. While the
animals were engaged in their weary round, they were never muzzled, but allowed to

eat of the corn they were treading out.* It would appear, indeed, that it was the straw
simply that they were to receive, and the com was to be reserved tor the men, their

masters.^ But the idea manifestly was the right of the patient animal to a share of

the corn he was helping to thresh. It suggests the large subject of the rights of labour.

Into this, of course, we cannot enter at any length. But we may observe

—

I. That oo-operation in work has a right to a share in its wages. This is

recognized in the Mosaic Law regarding the lower animals, and the argument is cumu-
lative with regard to man. " The labourer is worthy of his hire," said our Lord. " The
workman is worthy of his meat" (Luke x. 7 ; Matt. x. 10).

' Gf. Hutton's ' Essays,' vol. L p. 372 ; and ' Retribution in Relation to the Jostioe, Good-
ness, and Purpose of God,* by the Rev. F. L. Patton, D.D.

• Cf. Van Lennep's ' Bible Lands,* p. 81.

• Hengstenberg's ' Egypt and the Books of Moses,' pp. 223, 224.
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n. Thb share sHOtTLT) BE SUFFICIENT TO SUSTAIN LIFE. The OX was expected to

pick up on his rounds as much as would keep u]i his strength for labour. And in the

same way, the wages ol" a labourer should be sufHcient to suslain liim in the position he
occupies in society. The economic laws about the " wages' fund " are not so inexorable

as to prevent such a plain principle being evermore kept in view. There is a heartless-

ness attributed to the laws of wealth that belongs to the capitalists themselves.

III. ThEBE should be SYMPATHY BETWEEN EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYED. The Very

oxen occupy a position where sympathy must obtain between tlieni and their keepers,

if the Work is to be properly performed. How much more must this obtain when the

workers are our fellow-men ! The late Sir Artliur Helps, in one of his early and anony-
mous volumes entitled, ' The ('laims of Labour,' refers frequently to this. " You must
not be surprised," he says to the employer, " at the ingratimde of those to whom you
have given nothing but money." "Fortunately," he says in another place, "the
proneness of men to regard with favour those put in authority over them is very stron;:

;

and I have little fear of finding any large body of thoughtful and kind masters suffering

from permanent indifference or ingratitude on the part of their dependents." Sympathy
between masters and men is more important even than adequate wages.

IV. Both Jesus and Paul apply the principle to ministerial support. In the

passage already noticed our Lord does so (Matt. x. 9— 11 ; Luke x. 7). Paul also,

in 1 Tim. v. 17, 18, makes use of it, referring both to the passage before us in

Deuteronomy and also to our Lord's deliverance. In placing the ministry upon the

same ground as other workers, it is clear that it is to be no exception to the rule of

proportional reward. Of course, it is not supported as other and meaner occupations
are. Every other occupation is beneath it in dignity, but every other almost is above
it in reward. Its rights must be advocated ; its claims are valid, and men deny them
at their peril.—R. M. E.

Vers. 5—10.— T/ie rights of the firstborn. We have already observed that the first-

born had a right to a double share of the family inheritance (ch. xxi. 17). We have
befors us another of his rights—a seed was to be raised up unto him by his younger
brothers, that his name should not be put out in Israel. In a peasant proprietary such
as existed in Palestine, we can easily understand the importance of such a regulati(jn.

It was, moreover, esteemed a most disgraceful act to refuse to raise up seed unto a dead
brother, and the man guilty of it had to suffer the indignity of being spat upon, and uf

having his shoe contemptuously loosed.

Now, there can be no question that Jesus Christ occupies the position of Eldest Brothir
in the family of God. . Not only was it declared prophetically, "I will make him my
Firstborn, higher than the kings of the earth "(Ps. Ixxxix. 27), but he is expressly

called " the Firstborn from the dead," " the Firstborn among many brethren," and " the

Firstborn of every creature " (Col. i. 18 ; Rom. viii. 29 ; Col. i. 15). Undoubtedly, then,

the rights guaranteed by Jewish Law to the firstborn were intended to illustrate the

rights of Jesus Christ.

I. Jesus Christ, like the dead firstborn, has to depend on others fob a
spiritual seed. For in the nature oi things it would have been incongruous fot

Incarnate God to have entered into marriage with any daughter of Adam, and to have
become physically a father. His condescension was surely great enough in becoming
man at all, and it could not be exjiected that he would enter into still closer relations

to the race. None ever stood in the relation to physical children of Jesus Christ. It

would have made a confusion in the contemplated spiritual relationship. Hence our
Lord had to look to others to raise him up a seed.

II. It lifts the family relation into the holiest light to think that wb may
BE RAISING up A SPIRITUAL SEED FOR Jesus. How holy all marriage relations become
when it is felt to be possible to be providing the Great Elder Brother with a spiritual

leed! The children sent of God are then regarded as Christ's; we dedicate them to

him in prayer, and perhaps also in baptism ; we handle them and rear them as &)nse-

crated things ; we train them up in his nurture and admonition, and we feel honoured
ia taving any part in the formation of "the mighty family."

III. It lifts THB pastoral as well as parental relation INTO THE HOLIES!
uaHT. In Weemse's book on the ' Ceremonial Laws of Moses,' where " the privilcgu.
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of the firstborn " are so fully discussed, the application is made to preachers rather than

to iiareuts. But we think that parents should feel the elevation of spirit and life

which the idea of raisinj^ up a seed for Jesus is fitted to impart. And if parents should

feel it, much more should pastors. We are meant to be the " spiritual fathers " of men.

We have exceptional advantages in prosecuting the holy work. Oh, how glorious it is

to think of adding by our faithful labours to the great family of God ! It is the Name
and honour of Jesus which we should seek to j^erpetuate by our pastoral labours. And
60 our aim is to have men born again through the incorruptible seed, the Word of God,

which liveth and abideth for ever (1 Pet. i. 23).

IV. Any refusal to raise up a seed fob Jesus will be visited by God in dub
SEASON with dire DISGRACE. For the spitting in the face and the unloosing of the shoe

»xe but symbols of the dire disgrace which shall overtake all who will not engage in this

holy work. It is a work for Church members as well as for ministers. It lies as a

responsibility upon every one that names the Name of Jesus, and is a younger brother

or sister in the family of Goil. Woe be to the person who is indifferent to this

!

And surely it should stimulate us to remember that the great ambition of Jesus is

to have " many brethren." The mightier the multitude of redeemed ones the better.

The f^lory and honour of Immanuel shall thus be the more thoroughly secured. He has no

desire to be the solitary and selfish heir ; but the whole plan of redemption is to have

as many as possible "joint-heirs" with him. As families and as Churches grow in

numbers and in loyalty to Jesus, his rights as Firstborn are being regarded and secured

(Rom. viii. 17).

We cannot picture the dire disgrace which the refusal to secure the rights of Jesus

Christ will entail But the selfish souls will be the ofi'scouring of all thin-s ; angels will

despise them as having highest honour within reach, and not having the heart to accept

it. Oh, let every one thatT has a word to speak and a kindness to perform in the Name
of Jesus, do it in the huly hope of increasing the spiritual seed of the great and loving

Elder Brother 1—R.M.E.

Vers. 11—16.

—

TTonesty the hest policy. We have first a law of purity, which needs

no exposition, but in its holy severity (vers. 11, 12) was fitted to check all tendency to

lewd practices among the women of Israel. Then Moses passes on to speak of the

crime of having divers weights and measures, and the effurt to make money by dis-

honest practices. No blessing from Gc-d can rest upon such wilfully dishonest ones; if

his blessing is to be experienced, it must be by a policy of honesty all round.

L It 18 APPARENTLY EASY TO MAKE MONEY BY LIGHT WEIGHTS AND SHORT MEASURES.

It is not only securing the ordinary profits, but gaining by the, deficiency palmed oflf

for the perfect measure. It is a gain by quantity as well as by price. And plenty of

people who look only at the surface imagine that they can easily enrich themselves by

a little dishonesty, which will never be detected. Inspectors of weights and measures

are the embodiment of the suspicions of society.

II. It IS A SYSTEM OF BUSINESS UPON WHICH NO DiVINE BLESSING CAN BE ASKED. No
better test of the propriety of our procedure can be found than this. Will it stand

the test of prayer? Can God, the All-holy One, be expected to bless it? Now, his

whole Word shows that such practices are abominations to him. The stars of heaven

will at length fight against such a policy.

III. No TEMPORARY SUCCESS CAN COMPENSATE FOB AN UNEASY CONSCIENCE. Suppose

that success waited on dishonesty invariably and proved lasting, life would be ma<le

miserable by the uneasy conscience. Stifled for a time, it rises like the furies at last,

and makes life a lasting misery. No man ever trifled with conscience and did not 8ufi"er

for it. Success becomes in such a case but a whited sepulchre; the experience within

is but the rottenness of the tomb.

IV. Honesty is the best policy for personal peace and fob Divine blessing.

We say that no man should so far outrage his conscience as to be dishonest Honesty

is a policy to be pursued for its own sake, as the only condition of personal peace.

Were there no Divine blessing in question at all, conscientious men would be as honeat

as they are now. ,. #

At the same time, it makes the honesty all the happier that it lies in the sunshme of

the Infinite Presence, and that his radiant smile is on it. There is no danger of •
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mercenary spirit entering into such a relation with God. He so wraps us round that

in his circle of love it would be most ungrateful and most dissonant to practise

dishonesty.

With people under a theocracy, or reign'of God, we should expect to find just weights
and full measures. The visits of the inspectors should prove superfluous with all those

whose life lies open as the day to the iuspection of their King.—R. M. B.

Vers. 17—19,— 7%« ertermination of the merciless. The crime of the Amalekites
was falling upon the hindmost, who were faint and weary. It was an act of judgment
untempered by any mercy ; and the decree of God is their extermination because they
were merciless. Just as we see in another place that God won't forgive the unforgiving,

so here we see that he will blot out the merciless from under his merciful heaven.
" For he shall have judgment without mercy, that hath showed no mercy " (Jas. ii. 13).

I. The merciless deserve no merct. In the case before us there was everything
calculated to stir up mercy. The rearguard was feeble and faint and weary. Surely
these Amalekites will pity the poor pilgrims, and show them some mercy. But no, they
think they are all the better prey, and so they smite the people of God most mercilessly.

In their heartless act they put themselves beyond the pale of God's compassion. He
consigns them to extermination under the swords of Israel. Our conscience says,
" Amen " to this decree. The Amalekites deserve destruction for their heartlessness.

What a word of warning to heartless people still ! Let it be carried to a certain

point, and God will hand them over to deserved destruction.

II. The rearguard is always avenqed. The tribe of Dan was directed to go
" hindmost with their standards " (Numb. ii. 31). And it must have seemed a trial to

be always in the rear and never in the van. But tliey were here taught that they
had in God a special Avenger. He espouses their cause, and will bring forth their

righteousness as the light, and their judgment as the noonday (Ps. xxxvii. 6).

III. Let us contentedly take the hindmost place if God gives it to us. All
cannot be in the van, and the faith lulness of the rearguard is as much a matter of
Diviae observation aa is the dash and courage which characterize the van.—R. M. E.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXVL
Thanksoivihg and Pbateb at the Pbb-

SBMTATION OF FiBSTFBtJITS AND TiTHES.

As Moses began his exposition of the

laws and rights instituted for Israel by a

reference to the sanctuary as the place

which tlie Lord should choose, and the

place where religious service was to be

rendered (ch. xii.), so here he follows up
his address by a reference to the same. Of
the gifts which had to be presented at the

sanctuary there were two specially con-

nected with the social and domestic life of

the people, viz. the iirstfruits and the

tecond tithe. To these, by a natural tran-

sition from the preceding discourse—occu-

pied as that is with injunctions regarding

their social and domestic relations—Moses
here refers for the purpose of prescribing

certain liturgical forma with which the

presentation of the gift was to be aooom-
panied by the oilerar.

Vera. 1—11,—Of the firstfruits the Is-

raelite was to take a portion, and placing it

in a basket, to bring it to the place of the

sanctuary, where it was to be received by
the attendant priest. The offerer was to

accompany his presentation with the decla-

ration, ' I profess this day unto the Lord
thy God, that I am come unto the country

which the Lord sware unto our fathers for

to give us;" and the priest having set the

basket down before the altar, the offerer

was to make confession and prayer, grate-

fully acknowledging the Divine favour

showed to Israel in choosing them to be a
great nation, in delivering them out of

Egypt, and bringing them into a rich and
fertile land ; and along with this his bounty
to the individual who now presented the

firstfruits of his land unto the Lord.

Ver. 2.-116 first of all the fruit of the
earth. (On the law of the flrstfruits. see
Numb, zviii. 12; ch. xviii. 4.) baAet;
t<:D, a basket of wickerwork.
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Ver. 3.—The priest that shall be in those

days; not the hiph iriest. but the priests

eoUectivily, or the individual priest whose
function it was to officiate on the occasion.

The fruit presented was the sensible jnoof

that the land was now in their possession,

and the confession made along with the

presentation was an acknowledgment of

tLeir unworthiness, and of the Divine favour

as that to which alone they were indelited

for the privileged position in which they
were placed.

Ver. 5.—A Syrian ready to perish was my
father. The reference is to Jacob, the slem-

futher of the twelve trilies. He is here

called a Syiian, or Arania>an, because of

his long residence in Mesopotamia (Gen.

xxix.—xxxi. , whence Abraham had origin-

ally come (Gen. xi. HI), and because there

the family of whieh he was the head was
founded. The translation " ready to perish

'

fairly represents the Hebrew ; the verb
13N means not merely to stray or wandi r,

but also to lose one's self, to perish, to be

in danger of perishing (cf. ch. iv. 26 ; Job
xxix. 13; Prov. xxxi. 6, etc.). Ditierent

renderings of this clau.se have been given.

The Tari;um, Vulgate. Luther, etc., have,
" The Araiiiaan (i.e. Laban) oppressed my
father ; " The I.XX., ^uplau aTriXiTrev 6

irart'ip fiov (" My father left Syria "); others,

"To the AramjEan my father wandered."
But these either follow another reading
than that of the received text, or they are

expedients to soften down the apparent
ignominy of the description. The probable

allusion to the wandering, nomadic life of

the patiiareh. however, is not to be lort

sight of. With a few ; literally, in men of
fno ; i.e. consisting of few men, as a small

company; the father and heail of the tribe

is named for those belonging to him (cf.

Gen. xxxiv. 30; xlvi. 27). A great nation,

etc. (cf. Exod. i. 7, 9).

Ver. tj.—The Egyptians evil entreated os
(cf. Exod. i. 11—22; ii. 23, etc.).

Ver 8.—(Cf. ch. iv. 34.)

Ver. 10.—Thou shalt set it, etc.; either a
general coneluding remark, taking up the
statement of ver. 4, or the offerer may have
resumed hold of the basket, and after hold-

ing it in his hand while offering pra3-er,

would solemnly deposit it before the altar.

Ver. 11.—And then shalt rejoice in every
good thing, etc. ; i.e. with these bounties of

God's providence make a feast for yourself
and your household, and omit not to invite

the Levite and the stranger to partake of it

with you. As with the yearly tithe (ch.

xiv. 23) and the firstlings (ch. xv. 20), so

with this portion of the firstfruits, a festive

meal was to consummate the service. Ac-
cording to the Law, the firstfruits were the
per<juiaiie of the piiest (ch. xviii. 4; Numb.

rviii. 12, etc.); but of these a portion -warn

to be take; I lor this special service, and of

that a feast was to be made.

Vers. 12— 15.—On the occasion of pre-

senting the tithes, a special service wae also

to be made. The tithe here referred to it

the vegetable or predial tithe, which, at the

end of each third year, as here prescribed,

was to be converted into a gift to the poor

and needy. This, properly the second tithe

(LXX., rh Sfvrepov iirtSeKaTOv), but usually

called the third tithe (Tobit i. 7, 8 ; Jo-

sephus, ' Antiq.,* iv. 8, 22), is quite distinct

from the Levitical tithe prescribed in Lev.

xxvii. 30—33 and Numb, xviii. 21—32;
and it is a mistake to suppose that the law

here was designed to contravene or super-

sede that in the earlier books see Kitto,

'Bibl. Cyd.,' iii. 1010). Aa this tithe

completed the triennial series of tithes

which the Israelites had to ofier, it was fit-

ting that in presenting it a solemn decla-

ration should be made by the offerer to the

effect that he had honourably and conscien-

tiously discharged all the obligations in

this respect which the Law laid upon him.

Ver. 12 -The third year, which is the
year of tithing. As each week ended with
a sabbath, so a sabbatical year ended each
cycle or week of years; and as on it no
titlii s were levied, " the year of tithing

"

here specified would be the third and the
sixth years in each septennial period.

Ver. 13.—Say before the Lord; <.«. ad-
dress him as present and ready to hear.
The expression, " before the Lord," does not
necessarily imply that it was in the sanc-
tuary that the prayer was to be offered.

Isaac proposed to bless his son " before the
Lord," i.e. within his own house or tent
(Gen. xxvii. 7) ; and so the Israelite here
might in his own home make his prayer to

the Omnipresent Jehovah. I have not trans-

gressed thy commandments, etc. This is

not a self-righteous boast ; it is rather a
solemn profession of attention to duties
which might have been neglected, and
refers, not to the keeping of every com-
mandment, but to the having faithfully

done all that the Law required in respect of

tithes.

Ver. 14.—In my mourning; i.e. while
ceremonially unclean (cf. Lev. vii. 20 ; xxi.

1, etc.). Neither have I taken away ought
thereof for any unclean use ; rather, Neither
have I removed ought of it being unclean;
i.e. he had not only not eaten of it, but he
had not removed any part of it from his

house (ver. 13) while he was ceremonially
unclean, in \\hicii state it was unlawful t«
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tonch what was hallowed (Lev. xxii. 23).

Nor given ought thereof for the dead ; i.e.

on account of the dead; he liad not sent
any part of it to where there was one dead,
according to the custom for friends and
relations to send to a house of mourning

S
revisions for the mourners (2 Sam. iii. 35 ;

er. xvi. 7 ; Hos. ix. 4 ; Tobit iv. 17). Or
the refertiu'e may be here to the expenses
incJirred by the death of one for whose
funeral the individual had to provide. This
view is adopted by Dr. Thomson, who, re-

marking on this passage, says, " This was
the stningest possible protestation that he
had dealt faithfully in the matter of tithing

and consecrated tldngs and in charities to

the poor. He had not allowed himself to

divert anything to other uses, not even by
the moat pressing and unforeseen emergen-
cies. It is here assumed, or rather implied,
that times of mourning for the dead were
expensive, and also that the stern law of
custom obliged the bereaved to defray
those expensi 8, however onerous. . . . The
temptation, therefore, to devote a part of

the tithes, hallowed things, and eharities

to defray these enormous, unforeseen, and
providential expenses would be very urgent,
and he who stood faithful at such times
might safely be trusted on all other occa-

sions " (' Land and the Book,' i. 149). The
LXX. rendering, ri TedfrtKon, " to the dead,"
has led some to suppose that the referenee

here is to the placing of articles of food in

the tomb along with the corpse ; but though
this custom prevailed among the Jews in later

times, as well a.s among other peoples, there

is no ground for supposing it to be referred

to here. As all connected with a dead body
was held to be unclean, as well as the body
itself, a house of mourning with its inhabit-

ants was held to be unclean, and into it,

therefore, nothing that liad been hallowed
might be lawfully carried.

Ver. 15.—(Of. Isa. Ixiii. 15; Ixvi. 1.)

Vers. IG— 19.—Moses winds up his addresa

by a solemn admonition to the people to

k(ep and observe the laws and command-

ments which the Lord by him had laid

upon them, nminding them that they had

entered into covenant with God, and had

thereby pledged themsclve.s to obedience to

all that he had enjoined, as he on his part

had pledged himself to be their Benifactor,

who would fulfil to them all his gracious

promises, and would exalt them above all

the nations of the earth.

Ver. 16.—This day. This refers gene-
rally to the time when this discourse was
delivered.

Ver. 17.—Thou hast avouched, etc. ; lite-

rally, Thou hast caused Jehovah this day tft

say to be a God unto thee ; i.e. thou hast

given occasion to him to declare himself to

be thy God, and (as a consequence of this)

that thou shouldest walk iu his ways and
keep his commandments. In declaring

that he was their God, ho virtually declared

also that they were to be wholly obedient

to him.
Ver, 18.—So, on the other hand, God

had given Israel occasion to say that they

were his special people, his treasured pos-

session (cf, Exod. xix. 5, G), whose it was,

as such, to keep all hi.s conunandments,
and to whom he would be faithful to fulfil

all that he had promised.

Ver, 19.— (Cf. Jer, xiii. 11; xxxiii. 9;
Zeph. iii, 19, 20.) An holy people (cf, Exod.
xix. 5, G). " The sanetification of Israel

was the design and end of its election of

God, and would be accomplished in the
glory to which the people of God were to

be exalted " (Keil).

H0MILETIC3.

Vers. 1

—

H.^J'(Aj{n the use of temporal mercies; or, sanetification of our possessions

to Ood warrants a holy joy in the use of them. The order of thought is this: 1. In

due time Israel would be in possession of the land which the Lord promised to give

them. 2. Of this comfortable possession the feathering of the fruits thereof would be the

proof and sign. 3. In accordance with a well-understood law, the firstfruits were

to be offered to God (see reference). 4. In thus offering the firstfruits, the offerers were

to go up to the house of the Lord, and present them to the priest, who was to lay them
before the altar as offerings to the Lord. 5. This being done, there was to be an

oral avowal of Divine mercy in pitying " the perishing Aramasan" from whom they were

descended, in watcliing over the growth of their nation, in delivering them from

Egypt, in giving them the good land, and in permitting it to yield them its fruit.

6. This being done, they could then rejoice before the Lord their God in the sacrificial

meal which followed, in the companionship of friends invited to share with them tlie

joy of harvest, and in the after use of the bounties of God's providence. For they
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wduld be doubly blessed, as, over and above the temporal mercies themselves, they

would share the benediction of him who gave them all things richly to enjoy. Good

Bishop Wordsworth remarks that this passage exhorts to harvest thanksgivings in the

Christian Church. Such services are undoubtedly fully in harmony with the spirit

of the chapter. But it seems to us to contain principles of far wider scope, and

of everyday application. They are four in number.

I. Gob God would have us recognize him as thk Aitthob of all our mkrciks.

For such he is. Without him no land would yield its increase, nor would man have

power or skill to cultivate the soil. Without him no sun would shine nor rain descend.

Jt is easy to say that such and such a harvest came in the ordinary course of law. We
at once press the questions, Who ordained these laws? Who causes forces to act

according to tliem ? For no law ever did or could make itself. " Law " is a purely

mental conception. It is not an entity, save as mind ordains it, and it only operates

aa energy works by it. It is unsound in philosophy, as well as rotten in piety, if we

fsiil to acknowledge God in all. Nor is it bare power that we have to recognize;

but goodness, mercy, loving-kindness. And all these kindnesses of God he would

have us acknowledge: 1. By a confession of our entire dejiendence upon him. 2. By
gratelul retrospect of the past ; remembering and recalling through what scenes

God has brought us year by year. 3. By grateful survey of the blessings which

are around us now. Nor should we ever leave out of account that which is the

substratum of this chapter (and indeed of all the chapters in this book), though not

here specified in words, viz. that, as sinful beings, our natural claims on the Great

Being as his dependent creatures have been forfeited by sin, and that the continuance

to sinful beings of such heaps of mercy is due only to, and is indeed a part of, that

redemptive grace which to Israel was disclosed in germ, but to us in its fulness through

Jesus Christ our Lord. Such thanksgivings as we owe may well even now be oiTered

in the house of the Lord ; but they should daily be the promptings of grateful and

devoted hearts. In private and in the family circle our song should be, " What shall

we render to the Lord for all his benefits toward us?"

II. The thank offering should not only be verbal but practical. There

was to be the offering of the firstfruits to the Lord (see Homily, ch. xiv. 22—29). When
God gave all, what precept could be more appropriate ? What can be more becoming than

to let God have the first of everything? This is the principle which ran through these

varied regulations as to firstfruits and tithe. Jacob r^iwntaneously said, " Of all that

thou givest me, I will surely give the tenth unto thee." Solomon urges, " Honour the

Lord with thy substance, and with the firstfruits of all thine increase." We have

no distinctive proportion laid down in the New Testament as to our offerings to God

Yet the conscientious Christian should require no further hints than such as are found

in 2 Cor. viii. 7— 'J ; 1 Cor. xvi. 2. Circumstances have changed. Details will vary.

Yet the great and mighty cause of God, even that of righteousness, truth, and love, has

to he maintained and spread in the world by the efforts and offerings of those " put in

trust with the gospel." And it will not be possible to be faithful to the claims of Gad

and the demands of the times without a conscientious, systematic, proportionate^ giving

of our gains to the Lord. Christians should never suffer the absence of detail in New
Testament precepts on the subject of giving to the Lord, to be taken adrantageof to the

weakening of his cause who trusts our spontaneity. Let us not abuse God's confidence.

Let the love of Christ constrain us.

IlL I'hE giving of the firstfruits to God is a token of the gANCnFICATION

OF ALL WE HAVE TO RIGHT AND HOLY USES. There is no better guarantee of a wise

and right use of our substance than the conscientious dedication of firstfruits to our

God. He who is conscientious enough in this respect may be safely relied on to spend

rightly the rest of his gains, because the same conscientiousness which marks hia first

vpendings will mark all the others.

IV. When our gains are thus received in a right spirit, and spent in a

^IGHT WAT, WE MAY REJOICE THEREIN BEFORE THE LoRD. God hath givCU US "all

things richly to enjoy." And men who know Lothing of the Christian consecration

of all things to God do not know how to enjoy what they possess. If men rejoice in

earthly good for its own sake, it will soon cease to yield delight. " The world jiasseth

away, and the iust thereof" But when regarded, received, and spent in the way we
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have already pointed out, it may yield a pure delight. For: 1. It will be enjoyed, as

the gift of One who is our redeeming God, in covenant relation to us, and with whom
we are at peace. 2. It will be enjoyed with a sense of rectitwle which only those can
have who have been severely right in the regulation of their gettings and givings.

3. It will be enjoyed, because gains so acquired and spent will be a means of grace to a

man. Riches in such a case will expand the heart. 4. It will be enjoyed, because
such a man will bear abuut with him the holy and blessed consciousness that he is

fulfilling God's will and spreading God's cause in the right use of his gifts. 5. It will be
enjoyed, because such a one knows that God's blessing is resting on him and on all he
has, that, rich as may be his earthly good, though he enjoys it while it lasts, yet he can
afford to hold it witli a loose hand, for it is not his all, and that when he is callod to

part with it, he will find richer treasure still laid up for him in heaven, for when
" flesh and heart fiiil, God will be the strength of his heart, and his portion for ever."

Thus and thus alone is it possible to extract from earthly good the full delight it is

calculated and intended to yield. If we make worldly possessions the lood of our
souls, they will turn to ashes in the mouth. They bring no blessintj; with them. They
will disappoint, and if they take their flight, as they so often do, we shall be left

miserably poor. But if through tlie grace and Spirit of our God we are led first

to choose God as our all, and then to use our all for God, we shall enjoy the life that

now is, and enter on a fulness of joy in that which is to come.

Vers. 12—15.

—

Integrity in the will a condition of acceptable and tuecessful prayer.

We do not recall any passage in this book, on which we have as yet touched, that

conveys a more striking impression than this of the purity and heart-searchingness uf

the Law of God. For elucidation of the several points of detail, the reader may con-
sult the expository section. For our purpose now it is enough to say that it is assumed
that the people will faitlifuUy carry out the precepts and ordinances of God with regard

to the tithes, to the offerings, to the poor, the fatherless, and widow, and the specific

injunctions with respect to ceremonial purity. Wlien this is done, so'that they can
declare it hefore the Lord,^ then they may also plead with Gc>d for a blessing. They,
having, with a clear conscience and an uprio;ht will, fulfilled to the extent of their

knowledge the requirements of their holy religion, may then come ai;d entreat tieir

God for his benediction and smile, according to his jtromise. Hence we have presented

to us for homiletic teaching the all-important topic

—

Integrity in the fulfilment of
Divine commands a condition of acceptable prayer. We propose to show how con-
stantly this principle is recognized in the Word of God, by a comparison of Scripture
with Scripture.

Prayer is an inestimable privilege. That weak and sinful man should be permitted
to unburden his spirit to the Father of spirits is a mercy so great, that no words can
adequately express it. It is only on the ground of the One Sacrifice of Christ, of

which the Hebrew sacrifices were but foreshadowings, that such fellowship between
Goii and sinful man is vouchsafed. We may pray, because we "are not under
Law, but under grace." But though through the aboundings of mercy sinful men aie

permitted to pray, yet it is on the understanding that they repent of their sin. And
true though it be that we are under grace and not under Law, yet grace brings with it

its own law ; it is no licence to lawlessness. Throughout the Word of God this precious
privilege is guarded from abuse. Prayer is not thrown open promiscuously, 'i'he shriek

of a terrified man or the query of an inquisitive man is not prayer. " The fear of tlie

wicked, it shall come upon him ; but the desire of the righteous shall be granted."
" The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to the Lord ; but the prayer of the
upright is his delight." Let us trace the recognition of this chronologically.

I. Job knew of it. He asks in xxvii. 9, concerning a hypocrite, " Will Grod hear
his cry when trouble cometh upon him ?"

II. David teaches it likewise. In Ps. Ixvi. 18, " If I regard iniquity in my
heart, the Lord will not hear me." He expects no answer to his prayer if in his inmost
soul there is any tolerance of sin.

lU. Solomon indicates this truth. In the prayer at the dedication of the temple,

' See Eeil on this phrase in ver. 18.
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1 Kings viii. 35, 36, " If they pray towards this place, and confess thy Name, and turn

from ihnr sin . . . then hear thou," etc. In the Book of Proverbs the same truth ia

repeatedly taught (xi. 20 ; xv. 8, 29 ; xxi. 13, 27). True penitence and integrity of

will are necessary conditions of appropriate prayer.

IV. Isaiah is bidden to proclaim it. In i. 18, there are words of priceless worth,
which may well be a comfort to every penitent; but they are often quoted without
pufhcient prominence being given to the words winch precede :

" Wash you, make you
clean

;
put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes ; cease to do evil ; learn

to do well," etc. ; then follow the words, " Come now, and let us reason together," etc.

Past sin is forgiven when it is forsaken, and only then.

V. EzEKiEL DECLARES THE SAME. There came to him certain of the elders of

Israel, and stood before him to inquire of the Lord (see xiv. 1— 11). Ezekiel is bidden
to tell them that it is useless to inquire of God if they were cherisliing any hidden sin

;

it would be a stumbling-block of iniquity, that would prevent any answer coming
from God. How grievously the disheartened Saul found this out ! (1 Sam. xxviii. 6.)

VI. Malachi DECLARES THE LIKE LAW. He tells the people that they have with-

holden the tithes from God, and that consequently God is withholding the blessing

from them (iii. 1—12). Thus in the varied ages of the Jewish Church this truth i»

uniformly taught, that cherished sin will block up the way of an answer to jDrayer.

VII. Nob 13 this pbinciple repealed under the new economy. Our Lord
taught it. See Matt. v. 23, 24, in which we are forbidden to present any offering to

God while anger towards a brother is cherished in the heart. In Matt. vi. 15, we are

assured that he who forgives not is not forgiven. In John xv. 7, 16, our Lord shows
his disciples that the condition of their freedom and success in prayer is fruitful

obedience. The Apostle James also warns those to whom he is writing that the non-
success of their prayer is owing to impurity in the will, and if they would that God
should draw nigh to them, they must return unto him (Jas. iv. 3—8),

Possibly at this stage, or earlier, a difficulty may have suggested itself. It may be
said (cf. Luke xviii. 11, 12) in that passage the Pharisee, who had been most punc-
tilious in his discharge of sundry obligations, and most austerely proper in his outward
conduct, is yet rejecteil. How is this? The reply is threefold. 1. He did not pray

at all. Not one petition did he offer. 2. He thanked God he was so good! As if there

were any merit in simply doing one's duty, or any cause for self-gratulation. 3. He
looked down with scorn on others. He " exalted himself." His spirit was wrong,

tliough his observances might be right. Conscious rectitude of puri>ose, and self-corn'

plucency over performances, need never he confounded, and only where they are ao can
this difficulty arise. In conclusion

—

1. While we thank God for permission to pray, let us ever guard the dignity of

prayer. 2. The mournful thought 'is suggested. How many there are who seem to be

doing what they can to make it useless for them to pray 1 A man who tells lies over

the counter cannot pray. A man wlio bribes or who accepts a bribe cannot pray. A
man who forgives not, asks uselessly for forgiveness. The only advice to be given to

such is to repeat tlie apostolic demand, " Piepent, therefore, of this thy wickedness, and
pray." 3. How diligently should we, at times,- search into our own hearts, to see if

we are zealously putting away " the leaven of malice and wickedness" ! The possibility

that any secret sin may be shutting off any answer to our prayers should make us cry

fervently, *' Senrch me, God, and know my heart ; try me, and know my thoughts
;

and see if there be any wicked way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting." 4.

Let none rush to the opposite extreme. Let none be disheartened at the stringency of

the demands of God's grace ; rather let the heart be unreservedly opened to God in

gratitude for his holiness, and for his desire for the absolute purity of hia people ;

rather let us be supremely solicitous to be " upright in heart." It is not where there is

a distressing consciousness of falling in execution below our desires and yearnings that

prayer is blocked out. Far from this. But the desire to cherish sin, or the refusal

to do the whole will of God, makes prayer itself useless and sinful, because the heart

does not submit entirely to God.

Vers. 16—19.

—

The golden chain. The end of the career of Moses was drawing nigh.

Nothing could be more natural than that he should gather up all his powers to remind
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the people of their solemn vows, and to repeat in their hearing; the sum and substance

of that code which was to regulate their personal life, tlieir religious service, and their

judicial procedure. Having done tliia, he closes with a brief but very earnest appeal

to the people's heart and conscience. In it tliere is much that has, primarily, an his-

torical and local bearing, but the principles included therein have a far-reaching, a

worMwide, a permanent significance. The phrases used here are reproduced by the

Apostle I'etcr (1 Pet. ii.), and are applied by him to Ciiristians. What Israel then was,

locally and theoretically, believers are now spiritually. The words here uttered by
Moses form a golden chain, which we will examine link by link. We may thus come
to see that, notwithstanding the lapse of ages and the advance of the world, this golden

chain is as real and as comjjlete as ever. With God the first link begins; with God is

the last. The chain is on this wise: God sends a Law; this Law is accejiteil by the

people; so acce[)ting the Law they are received in covenant; people loyal to God are

elevated among men ; they are thus for a praise and honour and glory ;—and all this is

according to the word of the Lord, "as he hath spoken." Thus that which goeth forth

from his li))s as a declaration cometh back to him as a fulfilment.

First link : Uehe are commandments, statutes, and judgments appointed by
God. From beginning to end this is the distinct declaration of Moses and the postulate

of the Hebrew laith. That the Law was received from Sinai is, historically, as indis-

putable as that the battle of Waterloo was fought. That this Law was of God was the

proclamation from the first ; while our homiletic studies in this book have, we trust,

deepened our conviction that from none but God could aught so holy with such a claim
have proceeded, and that this commandment, which is holy and just and good, does
disclose the exceeding sinfulness of sin in a way which could only have been done
through one taught of him who is the Lord of consciences and souls. This effort to

educate the people in righteousness was the most startling stride in morals which the

world had ever known. It was then, and remains still, the only attempt ever made to

start into being a new nation with God alone for its acknowledged King, righteousness

alone for the corner-stone of its polity, and a free and holy brotherhood alone for its

citizenship. In reference to worship, there was the revealed law of sacrifice as the

ground of acceptance. In regard to life, the rule was, " Love to God and love to man."
It is precisely so now. Just as beneath the Law there lay unrepealed the Divine
Abrahamic prondse, so along with the gospel there is the rule unrepealed, " Be ye holy,

for I am holy." There was a gospel with the Law ; there is a law with the gospel.

Second link : The peoplk had vowed unto God that they would obey his

voiOK. (Ver. 17.) It is not noted, perhaps, with sufiicient frequency and force how
often, even amid the terror, thunder, and smoke of Sinai, the Lord threw the decision

of this question upon the people's free consent. Not even their response in the moment
of glad freedom and terrible awe was sufiBcient. God would not take the people by
surprise nor fasten them unawares to an engagement they did not understand. They
gave their Rssent, first to an oral inquiry, then to the Law when written in a book and
n.'ad in their hearing, then to the covenant sealed with blood. So now. While, in one
sense, God is Sovereign over us by a right none may dispute, yet there is another
sovereignty to which he asks our willing, loving consent (Rom. xiL 1). He stoops to

ask of us the love of our hearts.

Third link : The covenant thus entered into by lovino consent to Divine sway
IS divinely reciprocated. (Ver. 18.) " And the Lord hath avouched thee," etc. We
must be careful, however, how we set this, or we shall obscure the gospel in the act ol

endeavouring to set forth its most priceless relations. We must not put the matter
thus : " God loves us because we love him ; "—that would be an entire reversal of the

revealed order of things. But rather thus: "Gud loves first." When we respond to his

love and are saved by it, he rejoices over us. The love of compassion becomes a love ol

complacency, and the Lord avouches us to be his " peculiar people." The Apostle Peter

ai)plies precisely this phrase to all believers (1 Pet. ii.). But, to an ordinary reader,

the Knglish phrase would not yield an approximation to its true meaning, which may
he. shown thus : the word pecus, cattle

;
pcculium, property in cattle, private proi)erty,

that which has been bought for one's sell; and thus the phrase, " peculiar people,"

means a people whom Gi d has secured as his own by purchase. Hence the New
Testament phrases, "Ye are bought with a price," etc. God's satisfaction in man ia

complete only when man finds his home in Gud.
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Fourth link : When a man is found of God, he is destined fob honoub among
MAN. (Vers. 18, 19.) "Then," says David, "shall I not be ashamed when I have
lesprct unto all thy commandments." And whenovor the citizens of a state are loyal

and obedient to God, the state which is leavened by them will certainly rise to honour
Riid renown.

Fifth link : Such a life will be fob a praise and a naub and an honour. For
whoso? Certninly God'.s (cf. Isa. xliii. 1, 21). A holy man is the noblest work of God
on earth. The life he lives among men is, in its way, a revelation of God, and reflects

honour on him.
Sixth link : This glory, being thus brought to God through the power of holy lives,

will lie best confirmation of the origin, meaning, and power of the written Word. " Ab
he hath sjioken " (ver. 19). The Word regulates the life; the life confiims the Word.

Note—Christian people have the vimlication of the faith in their own bands.
Argument may do much, but holiness wiU do very far more.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1—11.

—

Tlie presentation of the firstfruits. This interesting ceremony: 1. Re-
minded the individual that the land and its fruits were God's. 2. Eequired from him
a devout acknowledgment of the fact, with a gift in which the acknowledgment was
suitably embodied. 3. Threw him back on the recollection of God's former mercies to

his nation. 4. Secured a confession and rehearsal of these from his own lips. It served:

1. To create and deepen religiousTeeling. 2. To quicken gratitude. 3. To encourage
fiee-will ofieringti. Two main points

—

I. God's mercies are to be gratefully remembered. These mercies are many
and wonderful (Ps. xl. 5). The points dwelt on in this declaration are God's fulfilments

(I his promises in the increase of the nation (ver. 5), the deliverance from Egypt
(vers. 6—8), and the bringing of the people into the land of Canaan (ver. 9), part of the

firstfruits of which the worshipper now presented (ver. 10). We have here : 1. National

mercies. Since in Israel Chmch and nation were one : 2. Church mercies, 3. Personal

mercies. A similar review befits every Christian. What causes of thankfulness has

he, not only in the remembrance of God's loving-kindness to him personally (Ps. xl.

1— 4 ; cxvi. 1—19), but in the review of God's dealings with his nation, and still more

in the consideration of his mercies to the Church! On the one side, our noble con

Btitution, our just laws, our civil and religious liberties, our immunity from war—the

fruits of long centuries of struggle and progress. On the other side, the facts on which
the Ciiurch's existence is founded—the Incarnation; Christ's life, death, resurrection,

and ascension; the gift of the S]iirit: and the events of her extraordinary history

—

the pro>;ress she has made, God's goodness in preserving and protecting her, in raising

up teachers and leaders, in purifying her by persecutions, in granting revivals, times

of reformation, etc. ; with the consideration of how in all promises have been fulfilled,

prayers answered, deliverances vouchsafed, blessings bestowed, increase made.

II. God's mercies are to be suitably acknowledged. 1. By recital of them

hefore God himself. Acknowledgment of mercies is as much a part ot devotion as praise,

(Mn'"ession, petition, or even adoration. The value of liturgical forms (within due

hunts) for purposes of prayer and acknowledgment, is not to be disputed. They (1) aid

memory, (2) secure comprehensiveness, (3) guide devotion, (4) prevent irrelevancy,

(5) create a bond of unity. Like hymns, they testify to the Church's catholicity

nmidst diversities of creed and polity. Their disadvantage, if preponderant in worship,

is that they check too much the element of spontaneity. They discourage freedom

and naturalness in the expression of the heart's feelings. The best form of Church

order would probably be a combination of the liturgical with the free and spon-

taneous elements in worship—the latter decidedly predominating. 2. By free-v>iV

offerings. These are needed more than ever. The sphere of the Church's operationis

is yearly widening. 3. By hospitality and charity (ver. 11). Underlying all there

is, of course, to be personal consecration in heart and life. It is se/f God wants—the

love, reverence, service, devotion of self; not a mere share in selfs possessions. Con-
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fession (ver. 3), gifts (ver. 10), worship (ver. 10), joy (ver. 11), have their rightful

place after that, aud as the outcome of it.—J. 0.

Yer. 12.—The year of tithing. Why so called? A douWe tithe was taken each
year—the ordinary Levitical tithe (Numb, xviii. lil—28), which iJuuturoiiomy, without
mention, takes lor granted; and the festal tithe, ordained as a provision for the
sanctuary feasts (ch. xiv. 21—27). On the third year a tithe was to be devoied to

lestivities at home (ch. xiv. 28, 29). It is usually, but too hastily, assumed that
this third tithe was but the second diversely applied. That in itself is unlikely, as the
feasts at the sanctuary required to be held on the third and sixth years, as well as on
the others, and the provision fur these could not well be disjieused with. Neither does it

explain the expression, "year of tithing;" for while, on this supposition, the tithe

was differently applied, there was nothing unusual in the manner of taking it. Each
year was a year of tithing (sabbatical years excepted), and this no more than the rest.

The ordinary view, besides, is directly in the teeth of the testimony of Juseiihus, who
may be supposed to have known the practice of his time. His statement distinctly

is that one-tenth was to be given to the priests and Levites ; one-tenth was to be
applied to feasts at the sanctuary ; and a tenth besides was, every third year, to be
given to the poor. If this was so, we have a natural explanation of the phrase, " the
year of tithinji," and self-consistency is introduced into the laws. The tithe-laws in
Deuteronomy are often represented as if in conflict with those in Leviticus and
Numbers. Part of the plausibility of the objection lies in the use of the dt finite article

in the English version—" all the tithe " (ch. xiv. 28 ; xxvi. 12)—which gives an
impression of allusion to the ordinary, the well-known tithe. That impression is not
created if we take the plain Hebrew—" a whole tithe "—which by its very nakedness
suggests a new regulation. Deuteronomy legislates for its own purposes in connection
with the centralizing of the worship at the sanctuary. The newer criticism seems to

have abandoned the old ground, which made the Levitical laws the earliest. It

assumes that the distinction of priests and Levites, with the body of legislation based
on that distinction, took shape not earlier than the exile—a view hopelessly in conflict
with the histories of the return. Indeed, so great was the disproportion in the numbers
of priests and Levites returning with Zerubbabel—twelve or thirteen priests for every
Levite—that the Levitical laws could only have been put in force with material altera-

tions and modifications. They are in some respects singularly inapplicable to the very
times in which they are supposed to have originated.—J. 0.

Vers. 12—15.—*•A good conscience toward God." This solemn avowal, ordained to be
made at the completion of the round of tithe obligations, was a wise safeguard against
unpunctuality and ue,i;lect. The subject suggested is

—

The imjMrtance of self-examina-
tion in respect of tliefulfilment of duties of religion.

I. Self-examination a duty. The text sug.rest8 that we examine ourselves

:

1. As to religious givings. 2. As to our fulfilment of the duties of hosjiitality and
charity. 3. As to the condition in which these duties have been perlbimed—whether
from the right motive (regard to God's commandment), and in a right state (the state
of sanctification). Extend the princifilc to all duties of religion. Seli-examiuation,
to be of service, should be : 1. Compnhensive. 2. Conscientious—as " before the Lord
thy God" (ver. 13), who cannot be deceived. 3. Periodical, as: (1) At the end of a
year. (2) The close of a financial year, (3) Birthdays. (4) Even the end of a
week. A review of this kind not an unsuitable sabbath day's employment.

II. Self-examination a bafeguaud. 1. Prevents neglect. Things which we
ought to do—which, at bottom, we are willing to do—get frequently overlooked

:

(1) From inadvertency. (2) From unpunctuality. (3) From habits of procrastina-
tion. A review of the kind proposed would bring many of these forgotten duties to
recollection, and would act as a check on the causes of forgetfulness. 2. Brin<js
practice into comparison with the standard of obligation. Wlien duty is known, it

does not follow that it is always done, or that we are always aware of the extent of our
shortcomings. We may be greatly deceiving ourselves in this very i^rticular. There
may grow upon us the vicious habit of comi)aring ourselves with others rather than
with the standard of the Divine Law. And nowhere is self-decepliou more common than
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in the matter of religious and charitable livings. People will be heard expatiating on
the vexatiousness of the calls of this kind made on them, who, were they to put their

givings all togLther, would find that they did not amount to so much as they have
often spent on the gratification of some whim, perhaps on a single dinner-party.
Self-examination would counteract the tendency to take our peifonnances of duty so

readily for granted. Jt would e.g. require the rich man to measure his givings directly

with his income, and with the proportion of that income which he felt to be due to

God. 3. Reminds us of the oblif/ations themselves. For, besides the shortcomings in

practice referred to, there is often no little danger that the standard of duty itself may sst
to be lost sight of. 4. Makes hypocrisy more difficult. The withholder of the tithes

would scarcely venture to stand before God and make tliis solenm declamtion. His
tongue might well cleave to the roof of his mouth if he attempted it. He would feel that
he must either go and do what he ought or hold his peace. The hypocritical professor

shuna self-examination. Two thoughts in closing : 1. We cannot expect blessing, save
as duties are honourably fulfilled (ver. 15). 2. Reflecting on fulfilled duties, we need to

beware of Pharisaic pride (Luke xviii. 11, 12).—J. 0.

Vera. 16—19.

—

Avouching extraordinary. A wonderful sight! Israel and God ex-
changing pledges, plighting troth, " avouching " fidelity each to the other. The people,

by the heed they had given to Moses' exposition of the Law, perhaps by signs made as

he proceeded, had avouched their willingness to abide in the covenant. God, in turn,

bad renewed his promises and pledges towards them. The covenant thus renewed was
the same in essentials as that made with believers.

L (Covenant with God ihvolves engagement to obedience. (Ver. 17.) It did

so under the Law. It does so under the gospel. The gospel exhibits grace, and involves

at the outset the reception of that grace. Nevertheless, obedience is required of us.

It is the end of our redemption. We die with Christ that we may rise with him to

newness of life (Rom. vi. 4). "New obedience" is the proof of true discipleship.

Every real believer will seek to render it. It is a condition of ultimate salvation

(Rom. ii. 6—12).
II. Covenant with God involves a relation of peculiar nearness. (Ver. 18.)

This is borne out by all Scripture. God chooses us, in Christ, to a relation of nearness

so remarkable that it has no counterpart, save in the Son's relation to the Father
(John xvii. 21). The saints are his jieculiar treasure (1 Pet. ii. 9, 10). He is their
" Shield,*' and their " exceeding Great Reward " (Gen. xr. 1). They are nearer to him
than the aogekH*

• Near, near, bo near,

I cannot nearer be

;

For in the person of his Son
I am as near as he."

in. COVENAHT WITH (JoD SECURES HIGH HONOUR AND BLESSEDNESS. (Ver. 19.)

Great distinction was in store for Israel, should it prove obedient. God says he will

make it high above all nations, " in praise, and in name, and in honour." Its honour
would consist: 1. In the proud distinction of being God's people (ch. iv. 7). 2. In

Its high moral repute (ch. iv. 6). 3. In the material pre-eminence to which obedi-

ence would be certain to raise it (ch. vii. 12—16). Obedience, honour, blessedness, are

three ideas ultimately inseparable. The " glory, honour, immortality " of heaven
;ire for those who persevere in well-doing (Rom. ii. 7), for "an holy people." The
honours in store for obedient Israel, great as they were, are not to be compared with the
" exceeding and eternal weight of glory " now revealed as the inheritance of believers

(2 Cor. iv. 17).—J. O.

Vers. 1—^11.

—

Commemorations of national deliveranee. An instinct in man impels

him to dwell with pleasure on his national beginnings and growth ; and, in cases where
that beginning sprang out from a specific event, that event has been the subject ot

public commemoration }car by year. Of this Home is a conspicuous instance. But
'.he Jews were designed to be eminently a religious people; hence this commemoration
was to be a nmple act of piety—the presentation of firstfruits.
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I. Man is the object of God's lavish qenerosity. Everything round the Hebrew
in his home reminded him of the exuberant kindness of his God. The land which he
possessed was land which Jehovah had given him. The temple was tlic place which
Jehovah had chosen " to place his Name there." Tiie priest was God's gift. The corn

and fruit of the land were produce " which the Lord thy God giveth tliee." Each man
was taught to look ou himself as belonging unto God. Of everything the absolute

Proprietor was God. Their history, their deliverance, their security, their renown, woio
all due to God. Behind every visible object, behind every visible event, they discerned

God.
II. Remembrance of God's deliverances was to be perpetuated. It is vital to

the interests of a man that he should know the "rock whence he was hewn, and the
hole of the pit whence he was digged." Are we from above, or from bunealh ? Are we
the creatures of fortuitous circumstance, or has our life been plannel by a Divine
Artificer? Are all the forces and energies of life within ourselves, or are we dependent
upon the will and the resources of another? 1. It is salutary to remember our original,
" A Syrian ready to perish was my father." It will serve to beget in us huniility.

It will make us hopeful; for if we have risen so much, may we not rise higher yet?
2. It is salutary to remember the oppressions of men. " The Egyptians evil entreated

us." Poor, selfish, changetul man can never be relied upon. Friendly to-day, they turn
to be bitterly hostile to-morrow. "Cease from man, whose breath is ii, his nostrils."

3. It is salutary to remember the efficacy of jjrayer. " We cried unto the Lord." His
ear is always open to human solicitations. The affairs of this universe do not unfit

him to attend to our need. True prayer is never in vain. 4. It is salutary to remember
God's interpositions. " He looked. He brought us forth. He hath given us this land."

The affliction was essential to fitness for Canaan. Winter is essential to the fruitfulness

of spring. When God begins to bless us, what limit shall there be? What? Only
that which our incapacity to receive may impose I Being redeemed, our expectations
•re infinite.

III. Gratttudb for God's gifts must be practical. Words of thankfulness are
cheap, unless accompanied by deeds. Songs of praise are sweet minstrelsy in the ear of
God, but they must spring from the heart; and if the heart is grateful, the hands will

be full of offerings. The firstfruits of all our increase belong to God as a matter
of right. But duty is delight. This requirement is representative. We may not be
husbandmen ; still our firstfruits are due. The firstfruits of our time belong to God

—

the fresh dewy hours of every day. The first of our gains belong to God. Say not,
" They are mine." Nay ! they are his. The firstfruits of mental strength— our youth

;

the best of all we have belong to him. To secularize these is sacrilege.

IV. Through all God's gifts his intention is human gladness. This gladness is

fostered and fed by proportionate offerings. For this habit of religious offering will
serve to draw away our confidence from our material possessions, and place it in the
living God. This will strengthen and establish joy. It is surely better to trust the
Fount than the channel—the Source than the stream. If every man on earth is not
brimful of joy, it is not God's fault. To rejoice in God is our duty and our privilege.
And this joy is contagious. " Thou shalt rejoice, . . . thou, and the Levite, and the
stranger that is among you." Joy makes men generous, and the recipients of our
generosity will share our joy. There will be joyous action and reaction. We are to
be the channels through which God will pour his joy into others' hearts. In return
they will give us their prayers.—D.

Vers. 12—15.

—

Complete consecrntion a condition of continued blessing. The system
of social dependence is ordained of God. By a deliberate act of wisdom, God devoted
the Levites to poverty, or rather to an equitable interest in the whole land. The
necessities of some are created as the most fitting outlets for the charity of others.

1. Men ABK appointed to be God's almoners. Not more really does the sovereign
of an empire employ persons of rank to be his stewards and almoners than God employs
W. To expend upon ourselves the whole of our earthly possessions is sin—is the worst
of sinfr—is sacrilege. We hold in our keeping God's property. We are not at liberty
to use it as we please. Nor is the amount which appertains to God determined by
the caprice of human inclination. A definite portion is God's, and becomes in the
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highest sense trnst property. One-tenth of all our gains is the fixed proportion claimed

by Gk)d. God identifies himself with the Levite, the widow, the fatherless. The

Lerites are his messengers. The poor are his friends. To deny them is to wrong him

;

and he will surely avenge the insult. On stated occasions, viz. triennially, each pro-

prietor was required to render an account of his stewardship, and to make a solemn

declaration that he had faithfully discharged iiis momentous trust. As often as we

supplicate new favours we virtually protest our faithfulness.

II. SUERENDEB TO GOD A CONDITION OF SUCCESSFUL PRAYER. In this passage tho

Hebrews were taught not to ask for God's blessing upon their land until they had con-

fessed their complete surrender to God's revealed will. Pride bars the door which keeps

out Divine favours. Pride chokes the channels so that the stream of God's bounty

cannot flow. In like manner God acts in our earthly life. He will not give health

except through the channel of food. He will not give strength except through the

channel of exercise. He will not allow us to use steam or electricity except by surrender

lo his material laws. We do not really pray so lung as any part of our nature is rebel-

lious against his will. Lip-prayer is counterfeit. Genuine prayer is the up-going of

the whole man.
III. God's solemn pledges are conditioned by earnest prayer. God had sworn

to the patriarchs to give this goodly land to their seed, yet his oath implied trust,

surrender, prayer, upon their part. Indeed, if these things had been wanting in tho

Hebrews, no external possession would have been a blessing : Canaan would have been

a curse. Material light is no boon unless there be an organ of human vision to enjuy

it—unless the eye be open. Nothing really benefits a man until it actually enters his

nature and becomes a part of himself. This is God's efilcient act. "Ask, and ye shall

receive." For all things promised of Grod, " he will yet be inquired ot" Prayer gives

the final fitness to receive.—D.

Vers. 16—19.— 77ie spiritual creation. In the creation of the material world, " God

spake, and it was done." But in dealing with rebellious men, obedience does not

B{)ontaneously follow on command. God has called into existence a substance that

cannot arbitrarily be controlled—a human will. Therefore, to gain loyal response from

human nature, God makes known himself as infinitely worthy of man's regard, indi-

cates his authority, and sets forth the high advantages of his friendship. The largest

obedience is man's real interest. It is the only path to promotion.

I. Wb have here God's revelation of his kingly authority. It ia his part to

command—man's to obey. We cannot reverse or disturb this order without introducing

anarchy and sorrow. 1. This revelation of God is always new. " This day " thy God

hath commanded thee afresh. New discoveries of the extent, the wisdom, the gracious-

ness, of God's sovereignty may be made to us every day. Every morning the voice of

heavenly authority speaks to us afresh. 2. The spirit of wise authority is very im-

perative. " Thou shalt keep and do." It would not be safe for God to abandon any

part of his prerogative. It would not be safe to allow men to diminish his sovereignty.

We are creatures : he is Creator ; hence it is supremely fitting that he alone should

rule. 3. His commands are irrevocable. They are well designated "statutes," i.e.

things well established. In the material world men are discovering how fixed and

uniform are all God's laws. No deviation is allowed. Nor is it tolerated in the spiritual

realm, and every new-born man says, " I will keep thy statutes with my whole heart."

4. Obedience embraces the whole man. Outward and ostensible service does not satisfy

God, because they will bring no blessing to his creature man. These commands are for

man as a spiritual being ; and mere external service is hypocrisy. No fragrance is in

our obedience unless heart and soul go out in our deeds. Obedience, to have any worth

with God, must be the efflorescence of our love.

XL We havk here man's willing acceptance of the covenant. The Jews, as

one man, chose God to be their King, and swore to be loyal subjects. " Thou hast

avouched the Lord to be thy God." 1. It must be an act of personal choice. Whether

we perceive it at not, our course in life is our own choice. We may never consciously

have faced the question, nor put into words our decision; yet our life plainly shows

that some decision has been made. Happy the man who, after due reflection, can

ealmly say, " The Lord is my Godl" 2. The language indicates progressive obedience.
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The loyal servant "loalks in God's ways." He is not content with stam1in<^ still.

'in pro]iortion as he obeys, he sees more clearly the wisdom of the command—he finds

more pleasure in loyal service. At first he obeyed bccauso it was a plain duty ; now
ho responds because it is a delight. " He loves the l-aw." 3. And licarty obedience

brings clearer knowledge of our Master's will. Having learnt the wisdom and the

pleasure of obedience, he is more eager to hearken to the Divine voice. His oars have
been opened. He can hear the soft whispers of a voice which is unheard by others.

He loves to hearken. " The secret of the Lord is with them that fear liim."

in. We have here God's generous pledge of largkii aoc... 1. Here is adoption.

He solenmly avers them to be " his peculiar people." He i^ives them a special place in

his regards. Before the intelligent universe he espouses them as his own. " He is not

ashamed to call tliem brethren." All his power is pledged for their protection. All his

possessions become theirs. 2. He gives them an obedient disposition. His blessing

can reach the interior will. If we have made a general surrender of ourpelves to him,
he imparts gracious strength to every energy of our souls. In response to our desi'e

he makes us willing. " I will pour out my Spirit upon them, and cause them to wall'

in my statutes, and they shall keep my judgments, and do them." When men havi

embraced his external and written covenant, then "he makes a new covenant, and
writes it upon their hearts." First there is what is natural, afterward that which is

spiritual. 3. Here are eminence and honour secured, " To make thee high above all

nations." Real glory is God's gift to his chosen. False honour and glitter Satan
scatters abundantly among his votaries ; but these are superficial and ephemeral.
Satan cannot give what he does not possess. All honour belongs to God ; and tLe

dignities and eminence and glory which are God's, he has chosen to share with hia

saints, " Where I am, there ye shall be also." 4. Man's crown of beauty is promised

:

" that thou mayest be holy." Purity is the perfection of humanity. For this our
spirits thirst. No external honour or greatness will satisfy us if we are not internally

holy. And the purpose of God in our redemption is " that we may be conformed unto
the image of his Son." " Then shall I be satisfied, when I awake in thy likeness."—

D

Vers. 1—11,

—

The dedication of the firstfruits. A beautiful religious service is here
associated with the dedication of the firstfruits. It was to be an act of worship. There/

was to be the appearance before the priest, the acknowledgment of God's great bounty
to the forefathers as well as to the worshipper himself, the presentation of the firstfruits

as a return of God's gifts to him, the setting of the basket before God, and the rejoicing

in the Divine piesence. All this is surely typical.-

I. Jesus Christ is the Priest to whom we should bring the fibstfruits of all
orjR increase. In other words, we should bring our systematic beneficence before

Christ, and prayerfully deal with it before him. He ia the Mediator for our liberality,

as well as for every other blessing.

II. \Vs need Christ's merits to render ouk liberality, as well as every other
GRACE, FRAGRANT BEFORE GoD. For we should never forget that no single grace is

really fit in its naked imperfection to be presented to God. It requires to t^ performed
with the merits of our adorable High Priest. There should be no boasting about it, as

if it could stand alone.

HI. Our liberality sHotTLD be the outcome of our gbatttudb fob favour
shown to the fathers as well as to ourselves. The Jew reviewed gratefully the
national history, the Syrian origin, the Egyptian bondage, the Exodus, the entrance
into Canaan, and the fruitfulness of the land of promise. All this history of God's
goodness made the firstfruits simply the expression of giatitude.

It is on this grace that systematic beneficence is to be built. Nowhere else can a

fitting foundation be found.

IV. Our liberality should be associated with ah act of jotful wobship. In
no other way can liberality be sustained, " On the first day of the week let every one
of you lay by him in store, as God hath prospered him *"

(1 Cor. xvi. 2). Why on the
first day of the week? Manifestly to associate the grace with the religious services of

the resurrection day. No week-day liberality will last long—it requires a Lord's day,
with all its holy associations and sanctions, to s/istain the liberality of the people.

And this saves the sp'rit of liberality from the grud^jiug that is so vexatious and s*
DEUTERONOMY 2 A
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worldly. ** The Lord loveth a cheerful giver," and so he draws the giver into his own
presence, and makes him joyful there, that he may offer in his liberality a " sacrifice of

joyfulness."

V, The jot beached through LiBERAiiirr is to be cakbied nrro the social oirole,

TO MAKE HOME TRULY HAPPY. The Jew, after presenting his firstfruits, was to rejtice

in every good gift of God, along with the Levite and stranger who formed part of his

liousehold. A cheerful giver is the secret of a happy home. His relatics* vitL his

Lord being bright and beautiful, he ormgs the fragrance home.—R. M. E.

Vers. 12—19.

—

Looking up for the hlesaing. The interests of the dependent classefl,

" the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow," being considered and secured
liy the tithing of the third year, the Jew was directed then to look np for the Divine
blessing on the land. The tithe was first paid, and tlien the blessing sought.

I. Systematic beneficence should be the preliminabt of supplication fob
BLESSING, and NOT CONDITIONED UPON IT. There Is a temptation to make
liberality a matter of speculation, to vow a certain portion if a certain blessing is

conferred. Now, this may be all very well regarding what is beyond a tithe, but the

tithe is a settled proportion to be promptly and gratefully paid, and the blessing can
then be honestly asked when the debt to God has been discharged.

n. The truly liberal will look fob spibitual blessing fob his cduntby,
AND NOT BE CONTENT WITH TEMPOBAL. In fact, it was revival, as we should now
call it, that the Jew after his tithing sought. And systematic beneficence should
Ije regarded as the indispensable prelimmary of revival, if Mai. iii. 10 has any meaning.

It is manifest that illiberality may hinder spiritual blessing, and consequently liberality

should he fostered as the manifest test of sincerity regarding blessing. If one is not

willing to pay his share that every hindrance of blessing may be removed, he cannot be

in earnest about it.

III. Moses, as the mediator, ouabantees the covenant blessings to iwb ootb*
nant-keeping people. God had brought Israel out of Egypt, and was about to intro-

duce them to the land of promise, that they might jirove his " peculiar people," and be
" high above all nations which he hath made, in praise, and in name, and in honour," and
above all, be " an holy people." This was his covenant engagement. Hence Moses
urges them to keep the commandments God has given them with all their heart and
soul, and they shall find how faithful God is.

Obedience is consequently to be the manifestation of their faith in God as " Faithful

Promiser." If he gave the blessings in all their fulness first, faith would have no room
to grow, and his i)eople would be able to live well enough by sight. But when they

are asked to obey and be blessed in and through their obedience, Mth has itfi beautiful

sphere.—B. M. £.

PAKT m.
THIKD DISCOUESE OF MOSES. THE COVENANT RENEWED.

CHAPTER XXVIL—CHAPTER XXX.

EXPOSITION.
ment of the people in Canaan, Moms pro-

ceeds to dwell more particularly on the

sanctions by which obedience to the Divine

institute was or forced. Before entering

on these, however, he gives some ineU'uc-

tiona regarding the setting up and procl^-

CHAPTER XSVn.
Instbcotions as to the Publishing op thb

Law in Canaan.

Hating set forth the laws and rights of

Terael with special reference to the settle-
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mation of the Law when they should

have entered Canaan. These instructions

Moses gives in conjunction with tlie elders

of Israel, who are associated with him here,

because on them would devolve the obliga-

tion to see to the fulfilment of what the Law
enjoined after Moses had ceased to be the

ruler and leader of the people.

Vers. 1—8.—The first instruction respects

the setting up of pillars on which the Law
was to be inscribed. Such a mode of pub-
lishing laws or edicts was common in

ancient times. Pillars of stone or metal,

on which laws were inscribed, are frequently-

mentioned by the classical writers. Lysias
quotes a law from such a pillar in the
Areopagus at Athens ('Eratosth.,' 31, 12);
at Eleusis there were pillars on which
laws were inscribed (Pollux, 10, 97); Plato

speaks of pillars set up in the market-place,

on which were laws for the regulation of

traffic ( De Legg.,' xL p. 916 E) ; and Poly-

bius even uses the word "pillar" (<TT7jA.r))

as synonymous with " law " or " condi-

tions of treaty " (' Hist.,' xxiv. 4, 12; xxvi.

1,4, etc. Comp. also Plato, Crit.,'p. 119

0, E; 120 A; Ps.-Demosth., p. 1370, 25;
1381, 10; Cicero, ' Cat.,' iii. 8; * Phil.,' xiii. 3

;

' Fam. Epp.,' xii. 1 ; Ovid, ' Met.,' i. 3).

Ver. 1.— All the commandments, etc.;

all that up to this time 1 have enjoined
upon you. The reference is to the entire

Law as given by Moses.

Ver. 2.—On the day when ye shall pass
over Jordan ; i.e. at the time ; " day " is here
used in a wide sense (cf Gen. ii. 4 ; Numb
iii. 1 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 1 ; Eccles. xii. 3 ; Isa. xi.

10, etc.). Thou shalt set thee up great stones,

and plaister them with plaister. The stones,

tlie number of which is not specified, were
to be large, because much was to be in-

scribed upon them, and they were to be
covered with a coating of lime or gypsum
p'tr), in order to secure a smooth white
surface on which the inscription might be
clearly depicted. That tlic words were not,

as Michaelis, llosenmiiller, and others sup-
pose, cut in the stone, and atterwards
covered with plaster in order to preserve
them, is plain trom its being enjoined that

they were to be written upon (h]}) the stones
so prepared ; and besides, as this was
intended to be a proclamation of the Law,
the main purpose of the erection would
have been frustrated had the inscrijttion
been concealed by such a covering as that
supjwsed. Among the ancient Egyptians
the practice of depicting records on walls
or monuments covered with a coating of
plaster was common (see Hengstenberg,
' Authentic des Pent.,' i. 464, English
tranalation, i. 433) ; from them, doubtless,

it was borrowed by the Hebrews. It has
been suggested by Kennicott that the
writing was to be in relievo, and that the
spaces between the letters were filled up by
the moitar or cement. This is possible,
but it is not such a process as this that the
words of the text suggest. " A careful ex-
amination of ch. xxvii. 4, 8, and Josh. viii.

30—22, will lead to the opinion that the
Law was written upon or in the plaster with
which these pillars were coated This
could easily be done, and such writing
was common in ancient times. I have seen
specimens of it certainly more than two
thousand years old, and still as distinct as
when they were first inscribed on the
plaster " (Thomson, ' Land and the Book,'
ii. p. 204).

Ver. 3.—All the words of this law ; i.e.

all the purely legislative parts of the Mosaic
institute. By the " Law " here cannot be
intended merely the blessings and the curses
afterwards mentioned (vers. 14—2G); nor is

there any reason why this term should be
restricted to the precepts of this Book of
Deuteronomy, as if they only were to bo in-
scribed on the stones : the term must be
extended so as to cover all that Moses hud
at any time delivered to Israel as a law
from God. It is not necessary, howevi r,

to suppose that all tlie rea.^ons and exhorta-
tions with which tlie delivery of these, as
recorded in the Pentateuch, was accom-
panied were to be inscribed along with tlie

Law ; still less that the historical details
amidst which the record of these laws is

embedded should be given. It may U;
questioned even whether each and all of
the legislative enactments of the Torali,
reckoned by the Jews to be 613, were to be
recorded ; for it might be deemed enough
that the substance and essence of the Law
should be thus presented. But even if the
whole was to be inscribed, there would be
no serious difficulty in the way of carrying
this into effect, seeing there is no limita-
tion as to the number of the stones to be
set up.

Ver. 4.—The stones were to be set up on
IMoimt Ebal (cf. ch. xi. 29). The Samaritan
Codex and Versiijn have Gerizim here, in
place of Ebal ; but though some critics

have accepted this, it is generally regarded
as an arbitrary alteration introduced to
favour Samaritan pretensions (see the ex-
haustive and conclusive Dissertation oi

Gesenius, 'De Pentat. S.imarit.'). All th.-

ancient versions, as well as all tlie Hebrew
manuscripts, support the received text.

Vers. 5—7.—Besides the monumental
stones, an altar of whole stones, on which no
tool had passed (cf. Exod. xx. 22) was to be
erected, and burnt offerings and peace oflVr-
ings were to be presented as at the estab-
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lisliinent of the covenant at Sinai, followed

\>y the statutory fiBtive entertainment (cf.

Exod. xxiv. 5).

Ver. 8.—The injunction to write the Law
on the stones is repeated, with the addition

that it was to be done very plainly (I.XX.,
ra<pais a(p6Spa: Vulgiite,p?aneet iiwidfe), which

shows that the main pur[io8e of setting up

the stones was that the Law might be easily

known by the people (cf. Hab. ii. 2). The
Blonos and the altar were fittingly placed

on Ebal, the mount of cursing. For the

setting up of the stones on which the Law
was inscribed, and the building beside them

of the altar, was the symbolical renewal of

the covenant of God with Israel, and the

t'stablishmont in Canaan of that dispensation

which was "the ministration of condemnation

and of death " (2 Cor. iii. 7, 9), and of that

Law wJiich, though in itself " holy, just, and

good," CA\n only, because of man's perversity

and sinfulness' bring on those who are under

it K curse (Gal. iii 10).

Vers. 9, 10.—When Israel renewed the

covenant with the 1 ord, by solenmly setting

up the Law in Canaan, it became thereby

the nation of God, and bound itself at the

same time to hearken to the voice of the

Lori, and keep his commandments, as it had

already done (cf. ch. xxvi. 17, 18; Micah

iv. 5).

Yer 9.—Take heed ; literally, Be tilent

;

IvXX., aiwira, with silent attention listen

(ct. Zech. ii. 13)

Vers.11—14.—Having set up the Law and

renewed the covenant in Canaan, Israel was

to proclaim upon the land the blessing and

the curse of the Law, as already commanded

(see ch. xi. 29). For this purpose six tribes

were to station themKclves on Mount

Gerizim, and six on Mount Ebal, the former

to pronounce th" blessing, the latter the

curse. (On the situation of these two moun-

tains, see at ch. xi. 29.) The six tribes by

whom the blessing was to be pronounced

were Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Joseph,

and Benjamin, all descended from the two

wives of Jacob—Leah and Rachel. The

tribes by whom the curse was to be utterud

were those descended from Zilpah, Leah's

maid, viz. Gad and Ashcr ; those descended

from Bilhah, Rachel's maid, viz. Dan and

Naphtali ; with Zebuluu and Reubeu, Ijoth

descended from Leah, as, in order to ob-

tain a division of the tribes into two equal

portions, two of the sons of Leah must be

assigned to the second half, Zebulun and

Heuben were chosen, probably because the

former wets the youngest of Leah's euna, and

the latter had by his sin forfeited hij birth-

rigiit (Geu. xlix. 4).

Ver. 13.—These shall stand upon mount
Ebal to curse; literally, These shaU $tand
upon the curoe on Mount Ebal ; i.e. it shall

belong to them to utter the curse.

Ver. 14.—TheLevites—standing probably
in some convenient spot midway between
the two mountains (cf. Josh. viii. 33)—were
to pronounce with a loud voice the blessing

and the curse, so that all might hear; and
the people were to give their assent, and take
to themselves, as it were, the blessing or

the curse as uttered, by a solemn Amen.
By the Levites here are intended, not the

sons of Levi generally, but that portion of

them whioh belonged to the priesthood,

and bare the ark of the covenant (cf. Josh,

viii. 33).

Vers. 15—26.—The curses to be pro-

nounced were twelve in number, probably

to correspond with the number of the tribes.

The bles-sings are not here recorded; but

when the injunction here given was fulfilled

by Joshua, the blessing as well as the curse

was pronounced (Josh. viii. 34). And
probably, as the Jews report, each, the

blessing and the curse, was pronounced

alternately (Talmud Bab., 'Sotah,' c. 7;

Targum Hieros., t;i loc. ; Surenhus., 'Mishnt^

iii. 202). It has sometimes been doubted

whether any human voice could be audible

over so wide a stretch as that between these

two mountains ; but this need be no longer

matter of doubt, for the experiment has

been repeatedly tried in recent times with

success (Tristram, ' Land of Israel,' p. 150
;

Bonar, p. 371; Stanley, 'Syr. and Pal.,'

p. 13). In the clear atmosphere of the East

sounds travel far. It is to be borno in mind
also that it was not a single voice that had
to make itself heard across the valley on

this occasion, but a chorus of voices pro-

ceeding from a body of priest* stationed

apparently in the midst between the two

companies (cf. Josh. viii. 33), and chanting

in unison the words of each blessing or

curse.

Vers. 15—26.—Each of the fint eleven
curves is directed against some particular
sin already denounced in the Law. The
twelfth curse is directed generally against
all breaches of the Law, against thoee who
fail or refuse to set up the whole Law and
follow it as the rule of life and conduct.
Tills shows that the sins specially denounced

j

are selected by way of specimen, and also.

1 perhaps, because they are aoch m could
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1

for the most part be easily concealed from
juclicinl inspection.

Ver. 15.—(Cf. Exod. xx. 4 ; Lev. xxtL 1.)

V.f. 16.—(Cf. Exoil. xxi. 17.)

Ver. 17.—(Cf. ch. xix. 14.)

Ver. 18.—(Cf. Lev. xix 14.)

Ver. 19.- (Cf. ch. xxiv. 17.)

Ver. 20,—(Cf. Lev. xviii. 8 ; ch. ixii. 30.)

Ver. 21.—(Cf Lev. xviii. 2?, ; xx. 15.)
Vers. 22, 28.—(Cf. Lev. xviii. !>, 17.)
Ver. 24.—(Cf. Exod. xx. 13; Numb. xxxv.

16, etc.)

Ver. 25. -(Cf. Exod. xxiii. 7, 8.)
Ver. 26.—(Cf. ch. xxviii. 15; im. xi,

3,4.)

HOMILETTCS.

Vers. 1—10.

—

** Very plainly." These words, " very plainly," suggest three lines of

thought.

I. I'hey show soMETiiiNO THAT WAS ORDERED TO BE, viz. that the Law of God was
to be written very phiiuly, as the permanent, standard exjiression of ri„ht, to which the

people might a})peal. It was not to be hit to a floating tradition. To nn such ri.sks would
God expose his teaching. Tliere was no priesthood in Israel which had any monojudy
of knowledge. The words were to be so clearly and accurately recorded that, n\)oi\ all

that pertained to life and godliness, the people might see for themselves what the Lord
had spoken, and not be dependent on any sacerdotal iiiter|iretation whatever. How
clearly does this fact indicate the mind and will of Jehovah concerning our race ! God
would not have us walk uncertaiidy. He would have the way of life so plain, that the
" wayfaring men, though fools," need not err therein.

II. TuEY SHOW soMiiTHiNO WHICH HAS BEEN. 'J'he injunction has been carried out,

not only in tlie matter here specially referred to, but in G<id's later disclosures also.

1. In the books which Moses left behind him there was a revelation of the Divine mind
and will so clear and distinct, that no one reading even the Pentateuch with a loyal

faith need ever have heen at a loss to know that the ground of his trust was the for-

giving love of God, and that the duty of life was summed up in love to God and love to

man. 2. Later teachings are given with equal, yea, with increasing clearness. (1) Those
of the jirophets. (2) Of our Lord. (3) t)f the ajiostles. In all, the main teachings

are given " very plainly." Note : The plainness of Scripture is not of that kind which
men outgrow as they get older. Those very passages wliich charm childhood with

their simplicity, do come to have a fuller and deeper meaning for the "old disciple."

III. They suggkst something which should be. 1, Let us ever regard the Bible

as a B' ok for the people, and let ns insist on its beiug made the ultimate standard of

appeal, 2. Let us use it as God meant us to use it, not as a book, but as thf ISook;

not as man's, but as God's. 3, With such a Book before us, let us walk (1) intelligently,

as if we understood the meaning of life
; (2) thankfully, as if we apprehended the glory

of life; (3) earnestly, as if we knew the solemnity of life; (4) hojjefully, as those who
are advancing towards the goal of life.

Vers. 11—26,

—

A grand " Avfien 1 " It is more than possible that, with the strong

dispo-sition there is nowadays to look on Ju'laism as obsuleie, the chapter before us

may be very fii < uen ly jtassed over as if full of curses that no longer have any eflcct

;

especially as I'auljinGal. iii., says, "Christ hath redeemed us from thecurse of the Law."
But we are apt, perhaps, in dealing with the doctrinal aspect of these curses of the Law,
in reference to the Atonement, to lose sight of their piimary historical aspect iu

reference to Israel. But the significance of both altar and pillar, pillar and altar, should

be taken into account. Here, in the valley between Gerizim and F.hal, the 'grandest

assembly met that was ever convened. The Law was read in the people's hearing, and
the people were to declare themselves ready to brand sin with their curse, as God
branded it with his. In a word, they were in a glorious league with the Great King of

heaven and earth, that, whatever he disapproved, they would combine to brand with the

infamy of eternal shame. As Israel was expected then to be in league with God in

denouncing wrong, so are Christians expected by the huly cross to swear eternal war
against sin. This may be worked out in seven consecutive lines of thought.
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T. God's people now are a divinely chosen commonwealth.
II. In subjection to God alone, this commonwealth is a self-governing body.
III. The only law for life which they accept is that of righteousness—righteousneis,

of course, all round, both as regards God and man.
IV. It was for this very purpose Israel had been chosen out of the peoples that,

for the world's sake, there might be one nation in which righteousness was the supreme
law.

V. Side by side with th^ records of a Law which demands perfect righteousness,

there is the altar and its sacrifice thereon, speaking to the people of a Divine provisiou

for forgiving the penitent.

VI. The penitent is set free from the curse of Law, that he may ever after co-operate

with God in honouring the Law from whose curse he has been redeemed.

VII. The passionate concern for holiness, and the delight in a holy Law, which are

begotten in them who are of "the commonwealth of Israel," ensure their entire

sympathy with God in the everlasting curse pronounced against all unrighteousness.

VUI. Thus the pure and just Law of (lod may serve believers as an educatory force

throughout their whole life. And in their incessant hatred and condemnatiou of evil

is the saying true in the highest sense. Vox populi, vox Dei.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1—8.

—

The stones on Ehal. This chapter is significant, as letting in light on

the design of the Law, and on the nature of the Jewish covenant. We see from it

:

1. That'^the Law could not give life. 2. That it was not designed to give life. 3. That

its real aim was to convince of sin, and so t(j shut men up to the faith that would

afterwards be revealed (Gal. iii. 23). Three topics in these verses

—

I. The erection of the stones. (Vers. 2, 3.) Stones were to be set up, coated

with plaster (a custom :f Egyit), on which were to be written, " very plainly," "all

the woids of this Law " (ver 8)—either the Law in Deuteronomy, or the Pentateuchal

laws trenerally. The stones were : 1. Significant reminders of the tenure on wliich the

land was held. 2. Witnesses against the people in case of disobedience. 3. A testi-

mony to the plainness with which the Law had been made known to them. The last

point reminds us of our own privile^^e in possessing a clear and full revelation of the

will of God in the Bible. Copies of the Bible are like these stones, witnesses against us

if we disobey the gospel. "Light has come into the world" (John iii. 19). We are

not left to the natural conscience, sufiicient though that be to convict men of sin (Rom.

ii. 14, 15). We are servants who know our Lord's will (Luke xii. 47). We have the

light both of Law and gospel. Supremely great are our privileges, and equally great are

our responsibilities.

II. The stones erected oh Ebal. (Ver. 4.) But why on Ebal ? Why on the

mount of cursing ? Had there been a Law which could have given life, " verily," Paul

.'^ays, " righteousness should have been by the Law " (Gal. iii. 21). In that case, the

appropriate place for the erection of the stones would have been Gerizim—the mount
of blessing. But the Law could not give life. In itself considered, as requiring perfect

obedience, it could only condemn. Its principal function—its economic scope and

purpose—was not to bless, but to give " knowledge of sin " (Horn. iii. 19, 20 ; viL 9—14

;

Gal. ill.). Hence the appropriate place for the stones being planted was on the mount
of cursing.

III. The aocompaktino sacrieicks. (Vers. 5—7.) L As the Law testified to sin,

so the sacrifices testified to grace—to the provision in mercy which lay within the

covenant for the removal of guilt. Burnt offerinss and peace offerings, as well as the

sin offerings, included the idea of propitiation. This was shown at the first forming of

the covenant by the action of sprinkling the blood (Exod. xxii. 6—8 ; cf. Heb. ix.

19—23). Without sacrifice, without the means of removing, or at least covering guilt,

Israel's position under the Law would have been a mockery. 2. The altar of unhewn
tones testifies to the subordinate place which art ought to have in the worship of God.

There waa a special suitablenesa in the altar of propitiation being built of undesecrated
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materials. Himself sinful, man's art would have polluted it. Only when propitiation

had been made was art permitted to resume its function of ministering to the beaut)

of Divine service. But art, in religion, needs to be carefully guarded. It is false an
when it drowns other thoughts in admiration of the finish, injuring worship by that

which draws away the mind from worship. 3. The burnt offerings and peace offerings

testified—the one to the entire consecration of heart and life which is the condition ol

acceptable service ; the other, to the peace and fellowship with God which, on tLe

ground of sacrifice, are attained through consecration and obedience.—J. 0.

Vers. 9, 10.

—

A people of Ood. I. A people bound to God by many tibb. Both
by what God liad done for them, and by the vows which, on different occasions, they

had taken on themselves. They were his by covenant with the fathers. He had made
them his by redemption from Kgypt. He had covenanted with them at Sinai. The
covenant being broken, he had, at Moses' intercession, graciously renewed it. He had
kept covenant with the children, even when rejecting the fathers Thirty-eight years

he had led them in the wilderness, and once more had gathered them together, to hear

them renew their vows of obedience. Which things are a figure. They remind us of

the many bonds by which numbers of Christ's people are bound to his covenant. Bj
redemption, by dedication of parents, by personal choice of the Saviour, by public

profession, by repeated visits to his table, by special vows, etc.

II. A PEOPLE REAFFIRMED TO BE God's BY RENEWAL OF COVENANT. We " become **

the Lord's by revival and renewal of profession, as well as by original entrance into

grace. As Christ's Sonship is from eternity, yet is dated from successive epochs—his

birth (Luke i. 32, 35), his resurrection (Acts xiv. 33 ; Rom. i. 4)—so each new act of

self- dedication, each new approach of Gud to the soul, each renewal of covenant, may
be taken by the Christian as a new date from which to reckon his acceptance.

III. A PEOPLE UNDER WEIGHTY RESPONSIBILITIES, The believer's relation to God
entails a solemn obligation to obedience. The very name, *' people of God," reminds us

of our "holy calling"—of the obligation resting on us to be holy as God is holy

(1 Pet. ii. 15, 16) ; exhibiting to the world a pattern of good works, and proving our

discipleship by likeness of character to him whose Name we bear.—J. 0.

Vers. 11—26.

—

Ebal and Oerizim. This ceremony turns on the idea of the Law as

primarily entailing a curse. Blessings and curses were both to be recited (vers. 12,

13). But the curse seems to have been first pronounced, and it only is given in the

record. It has the lead in the transaction. The explanation is obvious. Ver. 26

shows that, in strictness, none can escape the curse (Ps. cxxx. 3 ; Gal. iii. 10). A bless-

ing is pronounced from Genzim, but it is abortive, as depending on a condition which no

sinner can fulfil. Hence ; 1. The stones are all placed on Ebal. 2. All the sons of the

bondwomen are placed on that mount (cf. G^l. iv. 21—31). This is preferable to

supposing that prominence is given to the curse, inasmuch as, under law, fear rather

than love is the motive relied on to secure obedience. The appeal to fear is itself an
evidence that " the law is not made for a righteous man " (1 Tim. i. 9). It brings

strikingly to light the inherent weakness of the economy (Rom. viii. 3). When a

Law, the essence of which is love, requires to lean on curses to enforce it, the un-

likelihood of getting it obeyed is tolerably manifest. As an actually working system,

the Mosaic economy, while availing itself of the Law to awaken consciousness of sin

and to keep men in the path of virtue, drew its strength for holiness, not from the

Law, but from the revelations of love and grace which lay within and behind it. We
learn—

I. That the Law ib comprehenbivk of every part of oxjb duty. A rariety

of sins are mentioned as examples. They relate to all departments of duty—duty to

God and duty to man. The list is avowedly representative (ver. 26). Note : 1. That

U covers a large part of the Decalogue. The first table is fairly represented by the

second commandment, and a curse is pronounced on the making and worshipping of

images (ver. 15). The precepts of the second table are involved in the other verses

—

the fifth commandment in the curse on filial disrespect (ver. 16), the sixth in the curse

on murder (ver. 24), the seventh in the curses on the grosser forn^s of uncleanness (vers.

20—23) ; the eighth in the curse on removing the landmark (ver. 17) ; the ninth in
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the curse on slayiiii; another for reward, which may include perjury (ver. 25) ; while
vers. 18, 19 may be viewed as forbidding breaclies of the law of love generally. 2. That
the sins against which the curses are directed are mostly secret sins. The Law searches

tlie heart, 8. 2'hat the usual care is shoum for the interests of the defenceless (vers. 18,

19). It is touchin'Lj, in the heart of so awful a malediction, to find this tender love for

tlie blind, the stranger, the fatherless, the widow. Wrath and love in God are close

of kin.

IL That a curse waits on evert violation of the Law's precepts. The
jiosition of Scripture is that every sin, great and small, subjects the sinner to God's
wrath and curse. It derives this truth, not, as some have sought to derive it, from the

metaphysical notion of sin's infinite demerit, as committed against an infinite God; but
from its own deep view of sin, as involving a change, a deflection, an alteration, in

its effects vi infinite moment, in the very centre of man's being. There is no sin of

sliglit turjiitude. A holy being, to become capable of sin, must admit a principle into

liis heart totally foreign to the holy condition, and subversive of it. In this sense, he
that offends in one point 'v guilty of all (Jas. ii. 10, 11). Sin is in him, and on a
being with sin in him the Law can pronounce but one sentence. His life is jioUuted,

and, being polluted, is forfeited. The curse involves the cutting of the sinner ofif from
life and favour, with subjection to the temporal, spiritual, and eternal penalties of trans-

gression. The denial of this article leaves no single important doctrine of the gospel

unaffected ; the admission of it carries with it all the rest. It gives its complexion to a
whole theology.

111. That the sinner must acknowledge the justice of the Law's claims
against him. The ])eople were required to say, " Amen." This " Amen " was : (1) An
assent to the conditions of life proposed. (2) A recognition of the righteousness ol

tliem. The Law declares God's judgment against sin. And this : 1. Is echotd by the

conscience, FitluUy, reluctantly, intermittently, yet truly, even by the natural

coiiscience. The " Amen " is implied in every pang of remorse, in every feeling of self-

condemnation. Every time we do that we would not, we consent unto the Law that

it is good (Rom. iii. 16). The very heathen know the "judgment of God, that they
which commit such things " as are here specified " are worthy of death " (Rom. i. 32).

But it needs the spiritually convinced heart to render this "Amen" hearty and
sincere. The true penitent justifies God and condemns himself (Ps. li.). 2. Was
acknowledged by Christ as our Sin-bearer. In Christ's atonement, it has been truly

remarked, there " must have been a perfect * Amen ' in humanity to thejudgment of Ooil

on the sin of man. Such an ' Amen ' was due to the truth of things. He who was the

Truth could not be in humanity and not utter it—and it was necessarily a first step in

dealing with the Father on our behalf " (J. McLeod Campbell). 3. Will yet be joined

in by the whole universe (Rev. xv. 2 ; xvii. 1, 2).

Conclusion. " Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the Law, being made a
curse for ua " (Gal. iii. 13). In him no condemnation (Rom. viii. 1).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—10.

—

Safeguardsfor obedience. The enthusiasm of Moses for God's Law is

admirable, and no less admirable is his earnest desire for Israel's prosperity. That self-

forgetful zeal for others' good was one main qualification in Moses to be the vehicle of

God's revealed will. With singular sagacity, Moses presses into the earliest service, fur

the promulgation of Divine Law, the people themselves. The very stones of Canaan
were to be written over with the substance of the Law, and in this way were to become
monuments of the covenant between God and Israel. The people who had taken an
active part in publishing that Law would feel bound in self-consistency to maintain it.

Their title-deeds to Canaan they set up in sight of heaven and earth ; and if afterward

they should be disobedient, the very stones of the land would cry out against them.

I. An obedient spirit delights to exalt and perpetuate God's Law. Moses,

instructed by God, was a wise observer of human nature ; hence he engages the co-

operation of the people in proclaiming the Law in the first flush of conquest. The first

BtODcs they touched with their feet on the other side Jordan were to be consecrated ta

the service of God's Law. Deficient in tools, they were not expected to grave them in

stone, but to write them on plaster. This could be expeditiously done, and miglit

Benre to remind them how easily were the Divine commands effaced bony human
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hearts. As soon as God had begun to fulfil his part of the covenant, man must fulfil

his. The people were to write "all" the precepts; for not one of them, however
minute, was needless. What was sufiBciently important for God to reveal, we may be

sure was important enougli for man to preserve. These stones, when inscribed with

Divine legislation, were to be set up on a mount central in the land, to indicate the

universal honour to which they were entitled. And probably Ebal was selected that

tlie people miv;ht be awed by the curses which sprang from disobedience. To magnify
the Law of the King is the loyal subject's delight, " Oh, how I love thy Law I

"

n. An obedient spirit is qualifikd to enter upon a larger inheritavoe.
(Ver. 3.) The language is significant. Having passed over Jordan, they were to select

and prepare these monumental stones, to the end " thou mayest go in unto the land."

Various measures of success were possible. They might destroy the Canaanites, and
yet find little advantage or comfort from the inheritance. God could give with one

hand and blast with the other. Though in the laml, it miglit not yet open out its

resources to them as a "land flowing with milk and honey." Everyday they tarried in

the land, they might pass into an inner cifcle of blessing. New waves of sunshine and
blessing miglit sweep over them, so that every morning the inheritance might be to

them new. Nature, in its beauties, its wonders, its products, is inexhaustible.

With God as our Friend and Teacher, we may find accessions of good and gladness

perpetually. Obeying his voice, we enter in ; and still, as obedience grows, w« enter

into fuller possession increasingly.

IIL An obedient spirit obtains quickenino and strength at God's altar. It

was forbidden the Hebrews to erect an altar for burnt ofifering anywhere except the

place which God should choose for his abode. So vital, however, to the interests of

the nation was this act of proclaiming the Law, that an exception was made in its

favour. In the presence of the Law, men would feel their deficiencies and offences

;

hence provision was specially made for the confession of sin, for the presentation of

sacrifice, and for the assurance of mercy. At the altar of burnt offering God and guilty

man could meet ; here reconciliation could be effected, and here new grace could be

obtained. In the sombre light of tiie burnt ofiiering, men would read the august mean-
ing of the Law, and learn to cover that Law with honour.

But why must the altar be built of unhewn stones ? We can only conjecture. Was
it to symlxjlize the fact that God can allow no human interference or co-operation in

the work of atonement? Was it to indicate that every part of God's will and Law
must be kept perfectly intact, if man would be the Iriend of God? Was it to prevent

any kind of graven work, the craft of human imagination, from adorning the altar of

<iod; by which the minds of worshippers might be diverted from the one solemn act to

be performed ? There may be an element of truth in all these surmises.

IV. An obedient spirit finds unexpectedly a banquet of jot. "Thou shalt

eat, and shalt rejoice before the Lord thy God." On all sides God has provided the

materials for a splendid repast, where every desire of the soul may be satisfied ; but
the pathway to that sumptuous feast is the pathway of hearty obedience. We can
secure the annual harvest only by acting along the line of God's law in nature ; and
active co-operation with the Divine will is essential to our soul's satisfaction. The joy
I hat thrills the heart of God he desires to share with us, but self-will too often robs us

of the boon. " The meek shall eat and be satisfied."

V. An obedient spirit receives inspiration from the highest source. "Thou
art the people of the Lord thy God; therefore thou shalt obey "his voice. Service

which is done from motives of advantage—to gain favour or promotion from God—is

mercenary. A selfish end is in view. The favour of the Most Higli is not merely the
end we seek ; it is the source whence all right desire and exertion sjiring. Thou art

the Lord's: this is the chief inspiration of effort. 'Jhou art the Lord's; therefore live

as becometh such royal rank. Thou art the Lord's ; therefore all his stores of help ara

at thy command." " Greater is he that is for us than all who can be against us."—D.

Vers. 11—26.— The Decalogue nationally reciprocated. It is obvious that the same
God who prescribed its Jewish Law is the Creator also of the human conscience; for,

just as the sword fits its scabbard, or as cog corresponds with cog in the mechanical
wheel, so accord Mosaic Law and human conscience, 'i'hey are natural counterparts.
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I. Men ake buled bt a system of rewards akd punishments. Notwithstanding
the development of the human mind, and the progress of civilization since Moses' day,
human nature is still in its minority, still in a state of childhood. We do not yet see
into the interior nature of spiritual realities. We do not see the inherent excellence of

righteousness. We do not see tlie native beauty of obedience. Hence we need to be
attracted by rewards and awed by punishments. We perceive the glory or the shame
of moral conduct chiefly by its fruits. As we grow in piety, we shall value virtue

and holiness for their own sakes, and think less about remote effects and consequences.
At present we need the attendant pleasure and pain, the promises and threatenings.

II. Final separations of mankind are here prefigured. As the twelve tribes

were here divided into two distinct groups, divided by the vale of Shechem ; so all the
tribes of men shall eventually be separated, and that by an impassable gulf. The
principle of classification on Ebal and Gerizim was not personal merit or demerit (as it

will be at the final assize), yet even this ultimate principle of separation seems to

have been foreshadowed there. Only children of Jacob's married wives were placed on
the mount of blessing; but Reuben, the firstborn, had forfeited this privilege by reason
of his sin. As yet, the evil could be averted—the positions might be reversed ; these

dramatic proceedings were omens both of good and of evil, and were intended to arouse
a torpid conscience. To heaven or to hell each man hourly gravitates.

III. God's blessing ob curse takes effect fboh centre to oxecumference.
These mountains were situated almost central in the land. Soon this vast congregation
would be scattered to their allotted homes, and thus the influence of this scene would
be transmitted all over Canaan. Even tliis external transmission was typical. The
blessing and the curse touched every interest and relationship of Jewish life—religion,

home, society, government. The curse was invoked upon idolatry, undutifulness,

avarice, oppression, unchastity, insubordination. It began in the inner chamber of the

heart, and extended to the outermost circle of the social system. It begins at once,

follows the crime as the shadow does the object^ until it reaches into the most distant

cycles of eternity.

IV. The human consctence is the reciprocal of the moral law, the echo of
its sanctions and its penalties. Every healthy conscience utters its sincere
" Amen " to every dictate of God's Law. When free from the mists and storms of guilty

passion, it reflects, with the fidelity of a minor, the decisions of God's royal will.

Even when a man is the victim of judicial sentence, his conscience admits ihe justice

of the doom. The culprit, in his calmer moods, is self-convicted and self-condemned.

When God, by the lips of Moses, required all the tribes to affirm thus solemnly the

curses due to disobedience, he knew that every man would heartily take his part in that

august deed.

V. Men become the administrators of God's Law. We cannot doubt that one

reason why God required this public assent to the sanctions of his Law, was that each

man might feel more deeply his responsibility toward himself and toward his neigh-

bours. In proportion to our reverential regard for God becomes our concern for others'

obedience. The Levites more than once had girded on their swords, and, fired with
zeal for their God, had slain their own countrymen. No resistance was attempted, for

conscience had made cowards of the culprits. To the same end, David prays, "Let
the righteous smite me ; it shall be a kindness." Moved by this impulse, men would
seek *' to please their neighbours for their good unto edification." Possessed with a

pious disposition, they endeavour to make known on every side God's will, to preserve

its remembrance among those disposed to grow oblivious, and to exalt its authority on
every hand. Self-consistency required that those who had publicly pronounced the

curses of the Law should jealously watch their own conduct—^should tenderly caution

others I—D.

Ver§. 1—10.

—

Law-abt'Jing people. We have here a direction about writing, upon
great stones in Mount Kbal, the words of the Divine Law. Whether this meant only the

blessings and curses, as Josephus thinks, or an abstract of Deuteronomy, or only the

len commandments, we cannot tell. But the idea implied is similar to the writing of

the Decalogue in stone ; it was to render Jixed the Law on which the national policy

was to rest. In other words, it was a symbolic way of declaring that Israel will be
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\ Law-abiding people. In connection with this display of the Law, there was to be an
altar erected, on which burnt offerings and peace oflerings were to be presented, and the
peopk; were to realize, as they had never before done, that they have " become the people
of the Lord their God." The following ideas are, among others, sugji^ested :

—

I. The Lord's people will greatly honour his Law. All disrespect shown t©

the Divine Law argues superficiality both in thous^ht and in feeling. Even suppose
it were not most practical and just and good, it ought to be held in high honour as
proceeding from the Lord. How much more when it is so wise and so thorough
in dealius with human and national life! The great business, therefore, of getting the
Law written on the rocks of Mount Ebal must have impressed its sacredness upon
the jieople, and have constituted a standing witness of their undertaking to obey it. It

was the acceptance and the publication of Divine Law as that by which, as a nation,
they would abide.

n. The burnt offerinqs indicated thbib pbbsonal conseobation to Ood. A
reference to this sacrifice' will show that the idea emphasized in the burnt offeriui^

is consecration. The fire is emblematic of the sublimating influence of the Holy Spirit,

by which the whole beinfr, the entire personality, is lifted heavenward. When, then,
the Israelites gathered round the altar between Mount Ebal and Mount Gerizim, and
had ]>lentiful burnt oflerings presented by their priests, it was surely dedicating their

persons unto God, vowing to be a holy people unto him. Just as the burnt offering

comes first in Leviticus to indicate the consecrated attitude of a people redeemed from
Egyptian bondage, so it comes first on their entrance into the land of promise. It was
Israel asserting that they were not their own, but *' bought with a price," and therefore

bound to glorify God with their bodies, and their spirits, which are Ood's (I Cor.
vi. 20).

III. The peace offerings indicated fellowship before God. After the burnt
offerings came the peace offerin2;s, part of which was laid on the altar, part appro-
priated by the priests, and the remainder the portion of the people. It was a feast

of fellowship between God and his people. It was the sacrament of the land of promise.
It indicated peace and unity between God and man. What a precious and interesting

service it must have been ! The most magnificent congregation the world ever saw,
and the most impressive service 1 Communion is based upon unity of mind and of will

on the part of the covenant-keeping God and his Law-abiding people.—B. M. IS.

Vers. 11—26.

—

Responsea. After the writing of the Law, and the sacrifices, there
was to be a great congregation, nnd half of the people were to assemble on Mount
Gerizim to bless, viz. Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Ephraim, Manasseh, and
Benjamin ; while the other half were to assemble on Mount Ebal to curse, viz. Reuben,
Gad, Asher, Zebulun, Dan, and Naphtali. Now, we know from Numbers that the
order of march was this: Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, Gershon and Merari with the
tabernacle, Reuben, Simeon, Gad, Kohath with the sanctuary, p]phraim, Manasseh,
Benjamin, Dan, Asher, and Naphtali, The order for the arrangement, therefore, was
that the van, consisting of Judah and Issachar, marched to Gerizim; then Zebulun, the
next tribe, marched to Ebal; then the Gershonites and Merarites marched to Gerizim;
then Reuben to Ebal; Simeon to Gerizim; Gad to Ebal; the Kohathites to Gerizim;
followed by Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin, who were the followers of the ark ; and
lastly the rearguard, Dan, Asher, and Naphtali, to Ebal. No commander-in-chief
ever disposed of his men more impartially than did Moses in this address beyond the
Jordan. Now, we have one or two remarks arising out of this arrani^ement.

I. The tribe of Levi, with all the appointments fob sacbifice, passed to
Gerizim to bless. In the march Levi was divided into two parts—^the Gershonites
and Merarites going fourth with the tabernacle furniture, while the Kohathites went
eigltth with the ark and sanctuary. But they unite at Mount Gerizim. Nothing could
nion; clearly indicate the mercy and blessing embodied in the whole ceremonial law
which the Levites rejireseiited. The Law in its judicial aspect might have its penalties
and judgments, but it had its ceremonies of mercy to counterbalance these.

IL The weight of the nation stood on Mount Gerizim. When we consider

' * Pulpit Commentary,' on Lev. 1., Homily by the present writ«v.
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the tribes that defiled upon the mount of blessing, we see that they absorb the heroic

in Israel. Reuben, Gad, Asher, Dan, Zebulun, and Naphtali were nobodies, so far aa

national lieroism is concerned ; whereas the other tribes became famous in the history

of Palestine. It is saerly significant that the weight of the nation is assigned to the

mount of blessing.

III. The people had to sat " amen " to the citrses as well as to the blessings

PRONOUNCED IN THE Name OF GrOD. Some are ready with their responses to tlie

blissings; they cannot get too much of them. But they ilemur to any curses issuing

lioin God. They think thi y are unworthy of him. It so happens, however, that, in

the great congre;;ation betW( en the mountains, the curses of Ebal had precedence of the

blessings ol Gerizim. The emphasis chronologically was given to the curses. And
our consciences must acknowledge that the Law of God must carry out its penalties

punctually, or it will forfeit all respect.

IV. A REVIEW OF THE CURSES HERE UTTERED SHOWS THAT THEY ALL BEST UPON
RIGHT. No one dare take up one of these curses and suggest its omission or alteration.

It is absolute morality which assigns a malediction to such crimes as these. They
have the hearty " Amen " of every unbiassed conscience.—B. M. £2.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

The Blessing and the Cfese.

Having enjoinfd the proclamations of the

blessing and the curse on their entering

into possession of Canaan, Moses, for the

Bake of impressing on the minds of the

people both the blissiug and the curse,

proceeds here to dilate upon both, dwelling

especially upon the latter as that which the

people the more needed to have brought

home to them. As he proceeds, the language

of terrible denunciation passes into that of

no less terrible prediction, in which the

calamities that should come upon the nation

because of their aposlacy and rebellion are

clearly and pointedly foretold.

Ver. 1.

—

The blessing. The condition siiie

qua non of all enjoyment of the Divine
bounty was obedience on the part of the
jMople to the word and Law of Jehnvah
their God. This rendered, the blessing

would come on them rich and full, and
abide with them 'cf vers. 2, H, 13, H).

Ver. 2.—The blessings about to be speci-

fied are represented as personified, as actual
agencies coming upon their objects and
tollowing them along their path.

Vers. 3—7.—The fulness of the blessing
In all the relations of life, external and
internal, is presented in six particulars, each
introduced by the word " blessed." Israel

should be blessed in the house and in the
field, in the fruit of the body, in the pro-
ductions of the soil and the increase of herd
and flock, in the store and in the use of
what nature provided,—in all their under-

takings, whether in peace or In war, at

home or abroad. Basket and thy store
;

ratlier, Jiaskft nud kneading-troufjh (see

Exod. viii. 3; xii. 34); "the basket" repre-

senting the store in which the fruits of

the earth were laid up, the " kneading-
trough" the use of these for the supply
of daily needs (ver. 6; cf. Numb, xxvii. 17;
Ps. cxxi. H).

Ver. 8.—The efiect of the blessing should
be seen, not only in the supremacy of Lsrael

over all opposition, but in the abundance
of their jinssessions, in the success of their

undertakinjrs, and in the respect in which
they should be held by all nations.

Storehouses. The Hebrew word (D'!?rN)^

which occurs only here and in Prov. iii. 10,

is properly thus rendered. It comes from
a root which signifies to lay up.

Ver. 9.—The Lord would establish them
to be a people holy unto himself, in whose
blessed condition all would see that they

were indeed his people, favoured by him.
Ver. 10. — Thou art called by the name of

the Lord; rather, the Name of Jehovah it

called upon thee. The Name of God is God
himself as revealed ; and this Name is called

or named upon men when they are adopted
by him, made wholly his, and transformed
into his likeness. This blessing Israel en-

joyed as a nation—" Theirs was the adop-
tion and the glory" (Rom. ix. 4)—but it

was theirs only in symbol and in shadow
(Heb. X. 1); the reality Ix longs only to the
spiritual Israel, and this came to men In

all its fulness when he who is "the image
of the invisible God" apjwared and set up
his tent among men, full of grace and truth

(John i. 12, U).
Ver. 11.—The Lord shall make thee plan-
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toous in goods ; literally, »AaH mnJce thee to

atmindfor good ; i.e. shall not only give thee

abundance, but oauB« it to redound to thy

felicity.

Ver. 12.—His good treasure ; equivalent to

his treasure-house, i.e. heaven, whence bless-

ing should be poured out upon tliem (cf. ch.

xi. 14 ; Lev. xxvi. 4, 5). He would so fructify

their ground, and so bless their toil in cul-

tivatin;;^ it, that they should become rich,

and be able to lend to other nations, and
not need to borrow.

Ver. 13. — They should be manifestly

superior to other nations, heading tbera

and being above them, their leader and
not their subject or follower (cf. Isa. ix. 13).

Note the contrast in vers. 43, 44.

Ver. 14.—(Cf. ch. v. 29; xi. 28.) Mosea
ends as he began, by reminding tiioin tiiat

tlie condition of enjoying the blessing was
obedience to the Divine Law, and steadfast

adherence to the course in which they were
called to walk.

Vers. 15—6S.

—

The eur$e. In case of

disobedience and apostacy, not only would
the blessing be withheld, but a curse would
descend, blighting, destructive, and ruinous.

As the blessing was set forth in six an-

nouncements (vers. 3—6), the curse is pro-

claimed in form and number corresponding

(vers. 16—19). The curse thus appears as

the exact counterpart of the blessing. The
different forms in which the threatened

curse should break forth are then detailed

in five groups.

Vers. 20—26.

—

First group. The curse

should come upon them in various forms

of evil, filling them with terror and dismay,

and tlireatening them with utter ruiu (cf.

Mai. it. 2).

Ver. 20.—Vexation ; rather, consternation

;

the deadly confusion with which God con-

founds his enemies. The same word is used
in ch. vii. 23; 1 Sam. xiv. 20 Kebuke

;

rather, threatening.

Vers. 21, 22.—The aiBictive visitations

here named are such as destroy Ilife; but
the distinctive character of each it is not

easy exactly to define. The pestilence is

probably a generic term for any fatal epi-

demic. Ill the LXX. it is usually repre-

sented by the general word OdiiaTos, death.

Consumption ; literally, wj((8<i«(/ ; the desig-

nation of any species of tabes or marasmus.
Fever (np'^i^ from phi, to be parched, to

glow); iuflammatioQ ("innn, from "i"in, to

bum); burning fever (nnTj3, from nip, to

kindle) : different species of pyrexia, the dis-

tinction between which has not been deter-

mined. The sword. Instead of 3nn, sword, the

Vulgate, Arabic, and Samaritan adopt the
reading ain, heat, drought (Gen. xxxx. 40)

;

but all the other versions support the reading

of the received text, and there is no reason

why it should be departed from, more
especially as drought is threatened in the
verse that follows. Blasting and with mil-

dew ; di.^eases that attack the grain (Amos
iv. 9) ; the foi-rner (jiQ^Ei', from ^i^, to scorch,

to blast) a withering or scorching of the
ears caused by the east wind (Gen. xli. 23"i

;

the latter (lip^^ from pT, to be yellowish)

the effect produced by a hot wind, which
turns the ears yellow, so that they are ren-

dered unproductive.

Vers. 2;J, 24.—Terrible drought is here
threatened ; no rain should fall (cf Lev.
xxvi. 19) ; but instead tlicreof dust, both
light as powder and heavy as sand, should
fall upon them. The allusion is probably
to those clouds of dust and sand which
often fill the air in Palestine, when the heal
is intense and there has been no rain for

a season ; the wind then becomes a vehe-
ment sirocco, and the air is filled with sand
and dust, and is like the glowing heat at

the mouth of a furnace (Robinson, ' Bib.
Res.,' ii. 123; Thomson, 'Laud and the
Book,' ii. 311).

Vers. 25, 26.—Utter defeat in battle

(the opposite of the blessing promised, ver.

7) and dispersion among the nations are
threatened, with the utmost indignity to

those who were slain, in their bodies being
left unburied to be devoured by birda ot

prey and wild beasts (cf. 1 Kings xiv. 11;
I's. Ixxix. 2 ; Jer. vii. 33 ; xvi. 4, etc.).

Shalt be removed into all the kingdoms of

the eari;h; literally, shall be a tossing to

and fro to all the kingdoms, etc. ; " a ball for

all the kingdoms to play with" (Schultz;
cf 2 Chron. xxix. 8; Jer. xv. 4; xxiv. 9;
xxix. IS, etc.).

Vers. 27—34.

—

Second group. The Lord
should afflict them with various loathsome
diseases, vex them with humiliating and
mortifying calamities, and give them over
to be plundered and oppressed by their
enemies.

Ver. 27.—Botch of Egypt; the form of
leprosy peculiar to Egypt (Exod. ix. 9, etc.),

elephantiasis, ".^gypti peculiare malum"
(Pliny, ' Nat. Hist.,' xxvi. 1—5). Emerods;
tumours, probably piles (cf. 1 !Sam. v.).

Scab
;
probably some kind of malignant

scurvy. Itch ; of this there are various
kinds common in Egypt and Syria.

Vers. 28, 29.—Besides bodily ailments,

mental diseases should cume upon them

—

insanity, incapacity, confusion of mind, so

that even at midday they should grope as

a blind man gropes, i.e. under the most
favourable circumstances they should be
unable to find the right path, to hit on the
right and safe course. It is of mental
blindness that the word is here used (i^f

Isa. xlii. 19; Lam. iv. 14; Zepb. i 17:
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Rom. xi. 25; 2 Cor. iv. 4). Thou shalt

grope (cf. Isa. lis. 10). Thus afflicted in

bod} and mind, their state should be one

onlj of oppression and calamity, with no
liojie of deliverance.

Vers. 30—34.—The spoliation of them
should be utter. All most dear and pre-

cious to them should be the prey of their

enemies. Wife, house, vineyard, herd, and
dock should be ruthlessly taken from them

;

sous and daughters should be carried into

captivity, and their eyes should look for

them in vain, with constant and wasting

longing (cf. Jer. viii 20; Amos v. 11 ; Micah
vi. 15 ; Zeph. i. 13 ; 2 Chron. xxlx. 9 ; Neh.
xi. 36 ; Jer. v. 15).

Ver. 30.—And shalt not gather the grapes

thereof; margin, " Hebrew, profane." This

is the literal rendering of the verb; the

meaning is that given in the text. A vine-

yard was, for the first three years after it was
planted, held sacred (Lev. xix. 23); after

that, its consecration ceased, and the fruit

might be gatliered for common use (cf. ch.

XX. 6), and it was said to be profaned.

Ver. 32.—And there shall be no might in

thine hand. Keil proposes to render here,

" Thy hand sliall not be to thee towards

God ; " and others, " Thy hand shall not be

to thee for God," i.e. instead of God. But

'X here is not "the Mighty One, God; but

simply " might, strength, power," as in Gen.

xxxi. 29; Prov.iii. 27; Micah ii. 1. Literally

rendered, the words are. And not for might

is thy hand, the meaning of which is well

expressed in the Authorized Version.

Vers. 35—46.

—

Third group. Moses re-

verts to the calamities already threatened

(ver. 27), for the purpose of leading on the

thought that, as such diseases separated the

sufferer from the society of his fellows, so

Israel should be separated from God and

brought under the dominion of strangers as

a punishment for rtbellion and apostacy.

Ver. 35.—A sore botch; an incurable

leprosy, affecting not merely the joints and

extremities, but the whole body. Such an

affliction would exclude a man from all

f. llowship and from all covenant privi-

leges of the nation. So Israel, rendered

unclean by their sin, should be cut off from

covenant union with God.

Vers. 36, 37.— As a consequence, God would

bring them under subjection to a foreign

power, and they should be made to serve

other gods, wood and stone (ch. iv. 28), and

would become an object of horror, a pro-

verb, and a byword among the nations (cf.

1 Kings ix. 7 ; Jer. xxiv. 9).

Ver. 38.—Even in their own land the

curse would overtake them and rest upon

them in all their interests and relations.

Ver. 39.—Worms; probably the vine

weevil, the convolvTalufl or involvulus of the

Latin writers (Pliny, • Nat. Hist.,' xvii. 47

;

Cato, ' De Re Rust.,' c. 95 ; Plant., ' Cistell.,'

iv. 2), the U or i\p of the Greeks (Bochart,
• Hieroz.,' pt. ii. bk. iv. c. 27).

Ver. 40.—Thine olive shall cast his fruit.

Some would render here " shall be plun-

dered or rooted out," taking the verb '?t?;

as the Niph. of bSB* ; but the majority

regard it as part of the verb ^8*3, and render

"shall drop off," or as in the Autliorized

Version. There is some doubt, however,

whether the verb h\ffi can be used intransi-

tively.

Ver. 42.—Consume ; literally, take possea-

$ion of. The name given here to the ravag-

inz insect is not tiie same as in ver, 38

;

but there can be no doubt it is the locust

that is intended.

Vers. 43, 44,—(Cf. vers. 12, 13.)

Ver. 46.—These curses would be for a
sign and for a wonder, exciting astonish-

ment and dismay in the beholder, and
showing that it was indeed the hand of

God that was upon the rebellious nation.

For ever. This, though it may imply the

final and utter rejection of Israel as a
nation, does not precliid(^ the hope of re-

storation of a part of Israel as individuals,

or as a remnant remaining in or returning

to faith and obedience (cf. Isa. z. 22; vi.

13; Rom. ix.27; xi. 5).

Vers. 47—57.

—

Fourth group. In order

still more to impress on the minds of the

people the evil and danger of rebellion and
apostacy, Moses enlarges on the calamities

that would ensue on their being given up
to the power of the heatlien. Because they

would not serve Jehovah their God, they

should be delivered to be servants to their

enemies.

Vers. 49, 50.—The description here given

of the enemy to whom Israel was to be suIj-

jected, applits more or less closely to all

the nations whom God raised up from time

to time, to invade Israel and chastise the

people for their rebellion— the Glialdeans

(cf. Jer. xlviii. 40; xlix. 22; Ezek. xvii.

5—7 ; Hab. i. 6, etc.), the Assyrians (cf.

Isa. V. 26 ; xxxviii. 11 ; xxiii. 19), the Medes
(Isa. xiii. 17, 18); but there are features

in the description which apply especially to

the Romans ; and the horrors delineated in

the latter part of tlie section (vers. 52—57)

carry one's thoughts immediately to the

terrible scenes which transpired during

the wars of Vespasian and Titus with the

Jews as narrated by Josephus (' De Bell.

Jud.,' vi. ; see Milman, ' Hist, of the Jews,'

bk. xvi.).

Ver. 49.—As the eagle flieth. The eagb
was the common ensign of the legion in tho

Roman army; and by the Latin writers
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aquila (eap;lo) is snmpfimes usod for a legion

(C8B8., ' Hisp.,' 'do ; cf. Matt. xxiv. 28).

Yer. 50.—A nation of fierce countenance

;

literally, firm or hard of face; i.e. obdurate
and determined (cf. Prov. xxi. 29; Dan.
viii. 23).

Vers. 52—57.—<Cf. Lev. xxvi. 29 ; 2 Kings
vi. 24—30 ; Jer. xix. 9 ; Lam. ii. 20 ; iv. 10.)

Ver. 56.—So intense should bo tiie hunger,
that the delicate and sensitive woman,
brought up in luxury, and who would not

Bet her foot on the ground lest she should
be fatigued by the exertion or oftendcd by
coming in contact with tiie base soil, hut
when she went aljroad must be carried in a
litter or borne by a camel or an ass,—even
she should break through all rcstr.iints of

delicacy and affection, and would sccrttly

devour the very infant she had borue during
the siege.

Ver. 57.—Her young one; literally, her

after-birth. The Hebrew suggests an ex-

treme of horror beyond what the Authorized
Version indicates.

Vers. 58—68.

—

Fifth group. Even these
fearful calamities would not be the con-
Bumniation of their punishment. If they
should be obstinate in their rebellion ; if

they would not observe to do all that the
Law delivered by Moses enjoined on them ;

if they ceased to reverence and obey Je-
hovah, their God ;—then should come upon
them the curse in fidl measure, and long-

continued chastisement should show how
grievous had been tiieirsin.

Ver. 58.—This book. Not the Book of
Deuteronomy, which was not then written,

but the Book of the Law, the Torah, de-
livered by Moses to Israel from God ; and
of which he had been, in his addresses to the
people, recapitulating some of the principal

points (of. vers. 60, 61). That thou mayest
fear, etc. It was not mere outward ob-
Bervance of the Law, not the mi re " doing "

of what was enjoined that was required, but
tlie doing of it heartily and sincerely in the
fear of the Lord, in the fear of him wiio had
revealed himself to them by the glorious
and awful Name, Jehovah, their God (cf.

Lev. xxiv. 11).

Vers. 60, 61.—The diseases of Egypt are
the plagues sent on Pharaoh and his people,
as recorded in Exod. vii.—xi. Besides these,
other plagues, not recorded in the Book of the
Law, should come on rebellions Israel, so that
they hoald be almmt atterlj destroyed.

Ver. 62.—(Cf. oh. iv. 27; x. 22; Neh.
ix. 2:^. ,.

Ver. Jia.—(Cf. ch. xxx. 9; Jer. xxxii 41.)
He, whose joy it iiad been to do them gOv>d,

should rejoice over their destructiou (cf.

Prov. i. 26).

Ver. 61.—Those of them that survived
the plagues that should come upon them,
and the horrors of the siege, should bo
scattered amongst all nations to the ends of
the ( arth, and there subjugated to the ut-
most indi'jjnities and sufferings.

Ver. 66.—Thy life shall hang in doubt be-
fore thee ; literally, Thi/ life xhall he humj
up before thee ; i.e. sliall be like an object
suspended by a thread which hangs dang-
lin;; before the view, ready to fall or to be
cut down at any moment. Comp.

—

"Omnia sunt hominum tenui pendenfia filo

Et subito casu qu;e valuere ruunt."
(Ovid, ' Epp. ex Ponto,' iv. 3, 35.)

Ver. 68.—Worst of all, they should be

I

again reduced to bondage, carried back t-i

I

Egypt, put up for sale as slaves, and bo
so utterly despicable tliat no one would
purchase them. Bring thee into Egyp;
again. " If the Exodus was the birth of the
nation of God as such, the return would be
its death" (Schultz; cf. Hos. viii. 13; ix. :\\.

With ships. They came out of Egypt by
land, as free men ; they should be carried
back imprisoned and cooped up in slave-
ships. By the way whereof I spake unto
thee, Thou shalt see it no more again. This
does not refer to their being carried to
P]gypt in ships as dillerent from the way liy

which they had come out from it, but simply
to the fact that they should be carried back
thither, contrary to what was expected when
they so triumphantly came forth from it.

There ye shall be sold ; literally, ihall sell

yourselves; i.e. give yourselves up to be sold
as slaves. Egypt may be here, as Hengsten-
berg suggests, "the type of future op-
pressors ;

" but there seems no reason why
the passage should not be taken literally.
It is a fact that, after the capture of Jeru-
salem by Titus, the Jews were in large
numbers carried into Egypt, and there sub-
jected to most ignominious bondage

; and in
the time of Hadrian, multitudes of Jew.s
were sold into slavery (Josephus, De Bell
Jud.,' vi. 9, 2 ; cf. Philo, 'Flaoa' and Leg!
ad Caiuffl.').

HOMILETICS.

^
u"* \t^^'~'^^' blessing promised to the obedient. The aged lawgirer wa-

fuushing hu course. Ere the end comes he would open up to the people once more the
dread alternative of blessing and cursing, and would show them that they must accept
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either one or the other. And so, before the Holy Land is taken possession of, they are

reminded how very much tlie realization of the promises of temporal good depends on

what they are. We cannot be too frequently reminded of the fact, however, that,

though prima facif this chapter looks as if people were then under Law
;
yet it was not

BO la reality. They were beincc educated by the Law; but under it the Abrahamic

jiromise lay as firm »s granite (Gal. iii. 17). This is seen by the fact that God speaks

to them as their God. This was of his free grace. But, though this educatory law ia

based on grace, grace must bring with it its own law. Grace never gives the reins to

lawlessness. But it teaches us that one of the motive forces by which God would

quicken men to righteousness and educate thein in it, is found in showing them that hi?

jirovidentia? arrangeuients are such that the shaping of their earthly destiny is, in some

sort, in their own hands. " Of their earthly destiny," we say. For it is a well-known

fact that Moses seldom, if ever, refers to the next state of being. The rewards and

punishments known to the Pentateuch are almost entirely connected with this earthly

state. Of course, there is nothing like a denial of a life beyond the grave. But it did

not fall within the scope of the revelation given through IMoses that another world

should be brought clearly into view. We doubt not that there was mercy as well as

wisdom in this arrangement ; the people had as much revealed to them as they could

bear, and more than they knew how to improve. There is a world of deep meaning in

the disclosure of the laws of God's providence which are unfolded to them here. One

would think that such promises as are made to the obedient would have been enough

to win them to follow the will of God ; and that the long-continued, terrific, appalling

statement of what would follow on their disobedience would have been enough to

dissuade them by " the terrors of the Lord " from venturing on the highway of evil. It

would be easy to write a separate Homilv on each verse in this paragraph, but, with

such exi>ansion, our work would extend to a most inordinate length. We will but

suugest, and leave the expansion to others. We have but one more proviso to make
before coining to our main divisions; that is this: Barring the special complexion here

given to the chapter, owing to the peculiar feature of Israel's national constitntion,

the main l.iws of providential administration which were disclosed by Moses are still

in force. Even now it is true, "Godliness is profitable unto all things: having

promise of the life that now it." And this is the truth which, in varied forms, is

set forth here. Let us observe—
I. A man's earthly dkstiny is, in some sort, in his own hands. (Vers. 1, 2.)

" If thou shall hearkiii to the voice of the Lord thy Ovd" such and such blessings shall

" come upon thee, and overtake thee." If Israel sought succ(!ss for its own sake, irre-

spectively of the rightness or wrongness of any methods adopted to secure it, there

would be no guarantee whatever of their securing the end at which they aimed ; and

even if they should, the results would be fraught with evil ; for " the prosperity of

fools would destroy them." But if their supreme, their sole aim, was to do right, to

.-erve and please the Lord, then the Divine blessing would be sure to follow them.
" 'Tis ours to obey, 'tis Ids to provide." If we do right, and leave the issues with God,

we shall not be lelt without tokens of his approving smile (Matt, vu 33). There may
be large temiMjral gains, or there may not ; but, with the much or with the little, that

blessiuiz will come which niaketh rich ; and he addeth no sorrow therewith.

II. The blessing enjoyed by the obedient man will rest on everything which

HE HAS, AND WILL FOLLOW HIM EVERVWHEBK. Let everv clause in the paragraph be

sej)arately wei bed. Would we set this in gospel light, if any one were to ask the

question, " What are the signs of God's blessing which God's faithfnl ones enjoy, even

in this life ? " we would enumerate six of them. 1. They have jteace with God thmugh
the Lord Jesus Christ. 2. They have a clear conscience; they know that the aim o<

pleasing Gc^ is right, whatever difliculties it may involve. 3. They enjoy what they

have as from God, and as the loving gifts of a Father's hand. 4. If much be given,

they delight to use it for God. 5. If little be theirs, they know that a little that •

righteous man hath is better than the riches of many wicked. 6. And, above all,

the sujireme proof of God's blessing is that gains and losses, joys and cares, health

and sickness, do " all work together for good " to them ; they ndnister to the growth

of character, and help to make them better, wiser, and holier men.

III. TUEEUS la A SPECIAL LAW OF God's PROVIDENTIAL GOVERNMENT WHICH ENSURES
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THIS BLE8SINO TO THE OBEDIENT. (Ver. 12.) It may, at first tsijrht, seem to be an
antiquated setting of things which we find in this verse, in which it is said, virtually,

that the amount of rain will depeiul on the amount of virtue, and that the accumulation
uf men's possessions will depend on their fidelity to God 1 The second sentence we can
understand, since fidelity to God implies, among other things, fidelity in the use of God's
appointed means of success; so that this is only saying, Use the right means rightly,

and you will gain your end. But as to the former, who can understand it? ThiS

amount of rain dependent on the measure of virtue—how can such a thinjj be? We
ask, first of all, IJalh the rain afather 1 The reply is, Yes, beyond all question— God.
But then God is the Father of spirits also. That is to say, there are two spheres

;

that of matter and force, and that of spirit ; the one governed by physical laws, the
other by laws which are spiritual ; but all laws, whether physical or spiritual, are

ordained and regulated by one Supreme Being, and in his hands there is unity oi

action therein. So that, concerning these two as governed by one God, we ask, Is

there any relation at all between them ? Does the fact of both sets of laws originating

with the same Heing give them a point of contact, or does it not? In a word. Is the

world of physical forces governed without the slightest reference to the government
of souls? or is it so governed as to help on the training of souls?—which ? If the first

alternative is true, the doctrine of ver. 12 is shut out. But who can believe that the

Great Father, in governing the less, ignores the greater? We, at any rate, recoil in

horror from a view so unworthy of God. We fall back, therefore, on the second
alternative, which alone is reasonable, that the lesss is governed in the interest and on
the behalf of the greater; that things are for spirits. But this principle allows room
for the point of detail in ver. 12, and for ten thousand more details in the physical

sphere. God would make the natural world a theatre for, and a means of, the

evolution of principles and the growth of souls (cf. Amos iv. 6-—13 ; Ps. cvii. 33—43).
(See Homily on ch. xi. 10—17.)

IV. Loyalty to God tends, not only to temporal success, but also to honour.
(See end of ver. 12 and ver. 13.) 1. Individually ; men, in the long run, go pretty much
for what they ar-e worth. Faithful fulfilment of duty to God and man must tell, and will.

"Seest thou a man diligent in his business; he shall stand before kings, he shall not

stand before mean men." 2. And collectively ; if a nation has in it a preponderance
of wise, true-hearted, upright men, such as fear God, love righteousness, and hate
iniquit}', nothing can prevent such a nation rising in the scale. Its |irosperity will be

manifest in its inward peace, in the readiness of other nations to deal with it by opening
up commercial relations, and in the o;ood will of other nations which it will certainly

share. It will have the armour oi light. Its virtue will bs a, wall of delence. "Its
land will yield her increase ; and God, even its own God, will bless it." "Happy is the
nation that is in such a case

;
yea, happy is that people whose God is the Lord." To

such a nation it may well be said, " Blessed is he that blesseth thee, and cursed is he
that curseth thee " (Numb. xiiv. 5—9).

Vers. 15—68.

—

Love veiled in frown. Probably many may think that this is one of

the most awful chapters in the Word of God. Certainly we are not aware of any other

in which there is such a long succession of warnings, increasing in terror as they
advance. In fact, Matthew Henry tells us of a wicked man who was so enraged at

reading this chapter that he tore the leaf out of his Bible 1 Impotent rage ! Impotent
us if, when a man dreaded an eclipse of the sun, he were to tear up the announcements
thereof. It I'-ould come for all that I So here ; there are two historical facts, viz. that
the children (^f Israel did depart from their God, and, that all these curses did befall

them. Some are unspent even yet. Hence this chapter is a standing proof of the

accuracy of the foresight which dictated its prophecies. But while we thus get, on
the one hand, a verification ol the words, and so a proof of their Divine ori:j,in, another
question is raised, viz. How are all these terrible realities consistent with the love

uf God ? New, far be it from us to attempt any vindication of the w ays of God.
lie is infinitely beyond any need of that. What he does is right, whether we can see

it to be so or no. One thing only do we aim at now : that is, to guard men against any
iiisiuterpretation of those ways, and to point them to such teachings concerning them

DEUTEKONOMY. 2 »
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as God has given to us. Our theme is

—

Love vetted injrovm; or, the terroru of the

Lord a necessity of his infinile love.

I. There are some in every nation whom it is absolutely necessary to sway by

deterrents, and in the infancy of a nation fear is more potent than faith.

II. God has a curse as well as a blessing. His love is not a mere desire to make men

as easy as possible. It is, first of all, a righteous love. When love has to deal only

with rif^hteousness, its benevolent aspect only will be Been ; but when sin has to be

dealt with, the case is very different.

III. It should be deeply graven in our souls that the black-looking and lowering

storm-cloud of Divine wrath, thoujzh we call it *' the curse of God," must never be

thought of in any way which Wduld be inconsistent with his pure and perfect love.

'1 he wrath of God is holy love frowning on wrong.

IV. When once the wrath of God is incurred, the sinner cannot elude it, any more

than he can retreat from his own shadow.

V. Given the actuality of sin, and a far-seeing eye can with certainty descry some

of the consequences thereof; an infinite eye can discern them all. (The list of pre-

dicted evils in this chapter may with great advantage be arranged and classified. All

have been realized. See also the Times, November 18, 1880, for an account of the

present anti-Semitic agitation in Germany.)

VI. We know that God has no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but his vindi-

cation of his own laws is essential to guard righteousness as with a wall of fire

!

Hence

—

.

VII. The truest kindness is seen in the enunciation of the most alarming wammgs
which can be <Tiven. Tke truest love is that which is most faithful. Hence it will

often seem the most stern.

VIII. A like holy guard to that which is here thrown around the Law of God

is also thrown around the gospel. Just as, on the one hand, this Law did not and

cculd not annul the promise which had been made to Abraham and his seed, even so,

on the other hand, not even the richness and glory of the gospel of our Lord Jesus

Christ can ever annul the action of these stern, retributive laws of God's providence

on tho«c who continue in sin, and who reject the redemption brought in by the Son of

God (see Heb. ix., x.).

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—14.— J7te hlessivg. Blessing and curse, as Keil says, are viewed in these

verses "as actual powers, which follow in the footsteps of the nation, and overtake

it " (vers. 2, 15, '2'2
; Zech. i. 6). The blessing of God is a vem causa in human life.

It is not to' be resolved entirely into natural tendencies. A cheerful mind conduces

to health ; virtuous habits tend to prosperity, etc. But this is not the whole. Con-

sjiiring with natural tendencies, we must recognize a special providence, a designed

(iireetion of tiie beneficent powers of nature and life, so as to pour treasures of good-

ness on the favoured individual. Virtue has its natural reward in the approval of

conscience; but it would not of itself suffice to bring about the exceptionallv for-

tunate condition in the outward lot which these verses represent. So strongly was

this felt by the philosopher Kant, that, as is well known, he postulates the existence

of God, for the express purpose of bringing about an ultimate harmony between

virtue and felicity.

I. The sphere of the blessiko. The covenant rested largely on temporal premises.

Jehovah was doubtless felt by the believing soul to be a better portion than any of hia

gifts (Ps. xvi. ; Ixxiii.), and tlie relation which he sustained to his worshipper could not

but be thought of as subsisting beyond death, and yielding its appropriate fruit in a

future life (Ps. xvi. 11 ; xvii. 15 ; xlviii. 14; xlix. 14, 15; Heb. xL 9—17). Yet,

inasmuch as " life and immortality " had not been clearly brought to light (2 Tim.

i. 10), his favour was specially exhibited in the almndant communication of eartiily

blessings. A higher order has supervened, and the temporal promises of these vei.ses

are swallowed up in better and more enduring ones (Heb. viii. 6). The gospel doen
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not sever the connection between godliness and prosperity. It gives it a new sanction

(1 Tim. iv. 8). Were the obedience of God's children more uniform and perfect, and
piety more widely diluised in communities, the connection would be more manifest
thim it is. But on the whole, temporal prosperity occupies a lower relative place in

the New Testament than in the Old. 1. The spiritual man, serving Christ, and
witnessing for him amidst the evil of the world, is more frequently exposed to per-

iecutiou (Matt v. 11 ; x. 24, 25 ; John xv. 15—21). He has more occasion to take
up the cross (Matt. xvi. 24). He may require to sacrifice all he has, with life itself, for

Christ's sake and the gospel's (Mark x. 29, SO). 2. Temporal prosperity is in every
case subordinated to spi ritual good (2 Cor. xii. 7—10 ; 3 John 2). Bacon's saying has,

therefore, truth in it, " Prosperity is the blessing of the Old Testament ; adversity is

the blessing of the New, which carrieth the greater benediction, and the clearer

revelation of God's favour." Adversity, however, even in the New Testament, is but
a step to something higher. Spiritual compensations now ; hereafter, " a far more
exceedin.: and eternal weight of glory " (Mark x. 30 ; 2 Cor. iv. 17).

II. The operation of the blessing. It is viewed as pervading every department
of the earthly life. It mingles itself with all the good man is, with all he does,

with the circumstances of his lot, with the powers of the natural world which con-
stitute his environment. It rests on his person, on his household, on his possessions.

It helps him against his enemies, making him wealthy and powerful (Abraham, Job),

and exalting him to a position in which others are dependent on him. It attends him
in city and field, in his coming in and ;^oing out, so that whatever he does prospers

(Ps. i. 3). These promises demonstrate: 1. 'J hat the providence of God, in the

S|ihere of the outward life, is Iree, sovereign, all-embracing. 2. That there is under
this providence a connection between outward events and circumstances and spiritual

conditions. 3. That, subordinately to higher ends, piety and virtue, under this

providence, will be rewarded by prosperity. (See a valuable treatment of this subject

in M'Cosh's ' Method of the Divine Government,' bk. ii. ch. 2.) Yet glorious as

these promises are, they " have no glory in this respect, by reason of the glory that

excelleth " of the promises of the New Testament. Promises : 1. Of salvation (Iiom. v.

9, 10). 2. Of spiritual blessings (Eph. i. 3). 3. Of a heavenly inheritance (1 Pet. i. 3, 4).

4. Of "riches" of goodness which will remain unexhausted through eternal ages (Eph.
ii. 6, 7). 5. Of perfected transformation into the moral image of God (Ps. xvii. 15

;

1 Cor. XV. 49 ; Col. i. 22 ; 1 John iii. 2).

III. The condition of the blessing. Obedience (vers. 1, 2, 9,13, 14). 1. Legally,

perfect obedience. 2. Evaugelically, obedience habitual and sincere, albeit imperfect.

The meritorious ground of a believer's acceptance, and of the blessings he receives, is

the obedience unto death of Christ (Rom. v. 19—21). Christ expiates his sins, and
fulfils de novo the condition of the covenant. It is well to remember, as explaining
anomalies in the histories of righteous men under the old covenant, that the promises in

these verses were primarily national. They could be realized to the individual only in

connection with the obedience of the nation as a whole. When apostacy provoked God's
jiid;_'ments, pious individuals suffered in the general calamities. They suffered, too, as

I rawing upon themselves the hatred of the wicked. Hence the development in the
Pnalms and Prophets of the idea of the " Righteous Sufferer"—One whose aflBictions

<ire entailed on him by the hatred and injustice of the wicked, or who, innocent him-
self, suffers as a member of the body politic. This idea, which has throughout a
Messianic reference, culminates in the prophecy of the " Servant ofJehovah" (Is. Iii., liii.),

who, by the holy endurance of sufferings for others, makes their aiu hi* own, and
vicariously atones for it.—J. 0.

Ver. 8.

—

The blessing that maJceth rich. L Full stokkhoitsks, withotjt (jOd's

blessing, ABE NOT RICHES. God docs not count a man rich further than the good
things he has are of real and lasting benefit to him. Wealth unblessed of God is not
to be desired. 1. Unblessed good is ill (Eccles. v. 10—15). 2. It turns to ill—is not
enduring (Prov. xiii. 22), takes wings and leaves, is a curse to offspring (Eccles. v. 14,
15 ; vi. 2 ; Jas. v. 1, 2).

IL God's blessing, without full storehouses, makes bich. 1. It enriches the
li'.tle we have. A man with a moderate competence, and peace and comfort in the use
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of it, may be Holier than the man whose means are tenfold greater (Ps. xxxvii. 16).

2. It makes adversity a mtans of spiritual enrichment. 3. It is itself the best of all

i-ichc* (Ilab. iii. 17— 10).- J. 0.

Ver. 9.

—

Eslii'lialicd. Pmbation, in the case of the faithful, ends in establishment.

If Isra<-1 would kyei> the coniinandments, God would " perfect, stablish, strengthen,

> tile " them as "an holy people " to himself, and so confirm the promises made to the

I'nthers. A likt promise to the Church and to Christians (Acts xvi. 5; Rom. i. 11

;

< ol. ii. 7 ; Ilel). xiii. '.• ; 1 Pet. v. 10 ; L' Pet. i. 12). Establishment is : 1. Unto holi-

ness. 2. A result ol God namini; his Name upon his people (ver. 12, Hebrew), t>.

(iwcUing with them, and levcaling his attributes in saving, smctifying, blessing, and

exaltin<' them. 3. The reward of fidelity. 4. A proof of God's fidelity. God "hath
sworn" to fulfil his word (Heb. vi. 17, 18 ; of. 1 Cor. i. 9 ; Phil. i. 6).—J. 0.

Ver. 10.— The world afraid of the godly. I. God's people called by ms Name.
God calls or names his Name upon them, i.e. distinguishes, owns, chooses, recognizes

them as his, by dwelling among them (2 Cor. iii. IG), by causing his blessing to rest

upon them, by answering their prayers, by favouring their cause, by establishing

their work (Ps. xc. 13— 17). "God is love" (1 John iv. 8). His "Name " expresses

pre-eminently that attribute of his character (Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7). It can, therefore, be

revealed only upon or in relation to his own people.

II. Nominal and real calling. "They are not all Israel which are of Israel"

(Rom. ix. 6). Real, as distinguished from nominal, saints are marked: 1. By
obedience to the Divine commands (ver. 9; Matt. vii. 22). 2. By separation from the

ivorhl (2 Cor. vii. 17, 18). 3. By the power of holiness dwelling in them. 4. By
manifold tokens of the Divine favour. Thus the world "sees" them to be what they

are (Acts iv. 1 3).

III. TuosE KNOWN TO BE CALLED BY God's Name ARE FEARED. Worldly men
fear them. They fear the holiness that resides in them. They fear their prayers.

1 liey lear their power with God. They feel that there dwells in them a Presence whom
liiey have every reason to diead (Acts ii. 43).— J. 0.

Ver. 13.

—

Moral gravitation. In studying the histories of the good men of the

r.ible, we notice how, notwithstanding the numerous causes which act adversely

to their foi tunes, the constant tendency of their piety is to lift them upwards.

A law is none the less a law because other laws come in to interfere with, modify,

.Mispend, or counteract its operation. A cork or other light body may be pushed

under water, but the law of its nature is to rise to the top. Violence may abnormally

• It-press the righteous man's fortunes, but the *'law" of piety is to elevate them.

.Mingle liglter and heavier bodies in water, and the heavier gradually sink, while the

lighter mount surfacewards. So piety, both from its own nature and by the blessing of

God upon it, tends to raise a man in I'avour and influence, and gradually to improve his

fortunes; while ungodliness as invariably drags him down. The good man gains

ground ; his enemies lose it. He mounts to be the head, and they sink to be the tail,

lie is uppermost ; they arc undermost. Illustrate from the histories of Joseph, David,

Daniel. It is the same to-dny. As years advance, the good n;an grows in influence;

•lowly but surely overcomes his first difficulties ; is trusted, sought after, looked up to

;

rises in social position; ultimately occupies the seats of honour ; while those who
started life with him, but took a different course, gradually lose their advantages, fall

une by onp out of rank, and are driven to the wall (cf. Prov. iv. 8 ; xiii. 22, etc.).—J. 0.

Veru. 15

—

iS.— The curse. Like the blessing, the curse is a reality. It cleaves to

Ibe sinnqr, pursues him, hunts him down, ruins and slays him (ver. 45). Does some one

s^ay, "An exploded superstition"? If so, it is a superstition in the belief of which

mankind has shown itself singularly unanimous. View its reality as attested: 1. By
r. nsci^ice. The criminal cannot divest himself of the belief that avenging powers are

following on his track. 2. By eaperiehce. " Rarely," says Horace, "has Punishment,

though fame, failed to overtake the criminal fleeing before her." Greek tragedy rests

. u an induction from the facts of life. 3. By mythology. It was a conviction, tru«
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alike to conscience and the facts of life, which the Greeks sought to personify in the

Erinyes, in Nemesis, and in At^, who clung to a man or to a family in punishment for

some half-forgotten crime. 4. By literature, which is full of the recognition of

avenging powers. The Bible confirms the substance of this varied teaching, but lifts

the subject out of the region of mythology. Jehovah alone has power to bless and
curse. The blessings and ctirses of men have no efficacy save as he gives it to

them. His blessings and curses are part of the moral government of the world, and
turn exclusively on moral conditions. This is the contrast between the Bible and the
heathen idea of a curse. The curse was a prominent part of heathen sorcery, but was
wrought with charms and incantations. Protection against it was sought, not in a life

of virtue, but in counter-charms and amulets—in conjurations more powerful than those

of the enemy. The Bible countenances no such superstitions. Incantations are value-

less. A curse is futile against those whom God has blessed (Numb, xxiii. 20—23).

The Bible doctrine is : 1. Simple. 2. Rational. 3. Ethical. That of heathenism (with
its modern survivals, the evil eye, charms, witches, etc.) is conspicuously the reverse.

I. The curse in its nature. 1. A natural fvMit of sin. Natural process is not
the whole. But a larger place may be allowed it than it had in the blessing. The
blessing is " gift

;

" sin's fruit is of " d(ibt "—" wages " (Rom. vi. 23). Conceivably, yet
without miracle, God might have withheld from virtue its appropriate outward reward.

But no power, even that of God, could prevent the sinner from reaping wretchedness
and woe as a result of sin. " The righteous shall be recompensed in the earth ; much
more the wicked and the sinner " (Prov. xi. 31). The wiser course is not to oppose
God to the laws of our moral nature, but to recognize him in them, and to draw from
them a knowled;^e of his character and will These, like all punitive laws, are the

executors of his judgments. The sinner, having placed himself in conflict with the
laws of life, of society, and of tlie outward universe, necessarily sufiers in mind, body,
and estate. Sin introduces discord, disorder, lawlessness, into the soul. It blinds and
infatuates (vers. 28, 29). It makes wretched. This wretchedness is aggravated

:

(1) By remorse and self-reproach. (2) By sense of Divine anger. (3) By opprobrium of

society. (4) By imaginative terrors. Sin poisons the fountains of health, and induces
diseases (vers. 22, 27, 35). The internal anarchy spreads outwards. The bonds of

society are loosened ; wealth accumulates in the hands of the few ; the unhappy toilers,

oppressed and spoiled, sink deeper and deeper in debt and wretchedness. At this stage

the nation becomes an easy prey to the first strong power that cares to pounce upon it

(vers. 29—38). 2. An effect of hostile action on the part of God. We fail of a complete
view if we look only at the hostile relation of the sinner to God, and leave out of

account the hostile relation which God assumes to the sinner. It is not merely that

the sinner gets into conflict with himself and with the world around him, but nature
and providence, under the direction of a hostile will, take up an antagonistic relation to

him. Their movements are no longer for his good, but hostile and retributive (vers.

20—24). So the mental maladies of ver. 28 are more than the merely natural effects

of sin (cf. 1 Kings xxii. 22). " The inquiring mind," says Dr. M'Cosh, " will discover

designed combinations, many and wonderful, between the various events of Divine
providence. What singular unions of two streams at the proper place to help on the
exertions of the great and good I What curious intersections of cords to catch the
wicked, as in a net, when they are prowling as wild beasts I By strange but most
apposite correspondences, human strength, when set against the will of God, is made
to waste away under his indignation, burning against it, as, in heathen story, Meleager
wasted away as the stick burned which his mother held in the fire." Laws of nature
are the warp. Divine providence the woof, of thi.s awful garment of the curse with
which the sinner clothes himself.

IL The oubse m its operation. Pictured in these verses in ample and vivid

detail. The counterpart of the blessing (vers. 15—26). Takes effect in misfortune
(ver. 20), sore diseases (vers. 21, 22), scourging by natural agencies (vers. 23, 24), in-

vasions by enemies (vers. 25, 26). Action and reaction lead to the reproduction of

these evils in aggravated forms. To worse bodily plagues (ver. 27) are superadded
mental maladies (vers. 28, 29), issuing in renewed panic and defeat in war (ver. 29),
with innumerable resultant calamities (vers. 30—33). Confusion and anarchy unite
with oppression to produce madness of heart (ver. 34), disease pursues its ravages is
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forms of increasing malignity (ver. 35), and the nation ultimately sinks in total ruin

(vers. 36, 37). Meanwhile, co-0]ierating with these causes to reduce it to subjection,

the curse has been working in all labour and enterprise, thwarting, blasting, dL.stroyi;ig

(vers. 43, 44; of. Amos iv. G—12 ; Hag. i. 5—12; Mai. ii. 2). The full terribleness

of the Divine curse, however, is only brought out in the New Testament. As the re-

lation of God to the soul goes deeper tlian life in the world, so it extends beyond it.

The worse part of the curse is the sinking of the soul in its own corruptions, with the

drying up of its possibilities of life, peace, and joy, under the weight of the Disine dis-

pleasure—an experience of " indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish, upot.

every soul of man that doeth evil, of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile " (Rom. ii.

8, 9). Hajipily, no man in this life knows what the full extent of that curse is

(Isa. Ivii. It)). A remedial system is in operation, in virtue of which no soul is utterly

deserted ol grace, and even the natural workings of sin are manifoldly checked, limited,

and counteracted. Space is thus given for repentance, and salvation is possilile. The

end, however, if the riches of this goodness and forbearance are despised, will only be

the more terrible (Rom. ii. 3—10).

ill. The cdrse ik its causes. Sin, disobedience (vers. 45, 46). The curses

written in this book were literally fnlfiUed. Israel would not serve the Lord with

joyfnlness and gladness of heart, therefore—sad retribution!—she had to serve her

enemies "in iiunger, and in thirst, and in nakedness, and in want of all things" (ver.

48 ; cf. the prodigal son, Luke xv. 14—17). All sin ends in bondage. Kations that

imitate Israel in her sins may expect to be made like her in her punishment.—J. O.

Vers. 37—42.

—

God, Ruler in nature. I. Natubal objects abe of his cbeation.

'Iho Psalmist bids us lift up our eyes to the hills, and seek help from God, " who made

heaven and earth " (Ps. cxxi. 2). It is this which enables him to help us, and makes

it nasonable in us to implore and trust in his assistance; as well as leads us to fear his

displeasure. Seed, vineyards, olive trees, are his creatures, and subserve his purposes.

He who made can destroy.

II. Natural agencies are under his control. The grreafer agencies of nature

—

rain (vers. 23, 24), pestilence (ver. 21), diseases (vers. 27, 35). The /csser agencies

—

locusts (vers. 38, 42), worms (ver. 39), "powder and dust" (ver. 24). lie marshals

the.se agencies at will, appoints them their work, superintends them in the doing of it.

He brings strength out of weakness, making the feeblest creatures the instruments of

his most terrible strokes of vengeance.

III. The fruitfulness of the eabth is dependent on his blessing. He gives,

and he can at will withhold. It is a false science which sees only " laws " in the

j)roductiveness of nature, and ignores the hand and blessing of a living God.—J. 0.

Vers. 49—59.

—

The extremity of the curse. A truly appalling description of the

evils which would overtake apostate Israel; one, too, not more remarkable for the

sustaineil vehemence and energy of its thought and diction, than for the minuteness

and Uterality with which its predictions have been fulfilled.

I. The prophecy in the light of its fulfilment. The wonderfulness of these

predictions is not removed by any date we may assign to the Book of Deuteronomy.

For: 1. It is certain that the Assyrian and Chaldean invasions—to which a reference w
no doubt included (Jer. iv. 13; v. 15)— fell far short of what was necessary for their

comi lete fulfilment. (1) The Babylonian Captivity was only of seventy years' duration.

(2) The Jews returned and remained long afterwards in possession of their land. 2. It

is equally certain that, in the subsequent conquest of the nation by the Romans, with the

dispersion that followed, and which lasts to our own day, every feature in the prophecy

has been exhaustively fulfilled. (1) The Romans agree better tlian either Assyrians or

Chaldeans with the description ot the foreign foes in vers. 49, .^0. (2) The sufferings

of the siege (vers. 52—57) had their literal fulfilment in the Roman wars, and espe-

cially in the siege of Jerusalem under Titus (cf. Josephus, 'Wars of the Jews,' bk. v.

10, 3 ; vi. 3, 3, 4 ; vi. 8, 2). (3) " Hundreds of thousands were sold as slaves" (cf. ver.

68) ; " and the whole peojile were cast forth as wanderers among the Gentiles ; and they

have ever since remained a nation of exiles, unsettled, harassed, and ojipressed, in

many instances most cruelly, not only by pagans and Mohammedans, but also (to out
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shame te it sjioken) by Christian nations; and still remaining a distinct people, though
witliout a home " (Whately, ' Evidences '). (4) " To serve other gods " may moan no
more than to be banished from the territory of Jehovah, and to dwell in and be com-
pelled to conform to the laws of a country where other gods are recoi^nizcd (cf. 1 Sam.
xxvi. 17). It is also true that, to shield themselves from persecution, the Jews hive too
often been willing to dissemble and conform to worships which their hearts abliorred
(saint and image worship: adoration of the host, etc.) ; while in idolatrous countries
their religion is frequently so corrnpted as to be scarcely recognizable. The Rcni-
Israel, near Bombay, e.g. remain a distinct people, but, together with Jehovah, worsliip

the gods of the Hindus. Predictions (1) so minute, (2) so extensive in tlieir range, yet
(.'i) so exhaustively verified by events, cannot be ascribed to accident, but coiislilute an
irrefragable proof of the inspiration that dictated them. Their fulliliaent converts tho
very unbelief and rejection of the Jews into a powerful argument for Christianity.

II. Lessons from the prophecy. I. The severity of God. If the fulfilment of
these ])redictiuns teaches anything, it is that God will not shrink from the punishment
of sin. We shudder as we read the details of these curses—" plagues wonderful, . . .

great plagues, and of long continuance, and sore sicknesses, and of long continuance **

(vcr. 5!)), and ask ourselves. Can God really tolerate the sight of, not to say inflict,

such incredible sufferings? Yet we find that not one of these curses failed of its

accomplishmeut. So solemn a fact bids the sinner pause and ponder Ma chance of
escaping in the great "day of wrath, and revelation of tho righteous judu'ment of God "

(Rom. ii. 5). 2. 7'Ae self-ruinous character of sin. The fulfilment of these threaten-
ings was largely, though not wholly, brouj^ht about by simply givini; sin scope to work
out its own evil results. The bitterest element in retribution must be the feeling which
the sinner has of self-wrought ruin. " He that soweth to the flesh shall of the flesh

reap corruption " (Gal. vi. 8). Like water, which, left to itself, will not cease running
till it has lound its level; like a clock, wldch, left to itself, will not cease going till it

has run itself completely down ; like a tree, which, left to grow, cannot but brine forth
its appropriate fruit;—so sin has a level to seek, a course to run, a fruit to mature, and
" the end of those things is death " (Rom. vi. 21).—J. 0.

Ver. 52.

—

The high andfenced walls. God's enemies will ultimately be driven from
all their defences. Cities " great and fenced up to heaven " will be no defence to them,
any more than they were to the Canaanites (ch. ix. 1). Horses and chariots (Ps. xx. 7),
nuniliers, prowess, wealth (Prov. x. 15), arts of policy, leagues with foreign lowers
(Isa. XXX.), afford no protection when God is the besieger. Spiritually, the sinner will
ultimately be driven out of every " refuge of lies." 1. Self-righteousness ; every
mouth shall be stopped (Rom. iii. 19). 2. False trusts (Matt. iiL 9j vii. 22).
3. Evasions and excuses (Matt. xxv. 26 ; Luke xiv. 18).—J. 0.

Vers. 56, 57.

—

The delicate lady. (Cf. Isa. iii. 16—26.) The queens of select society
have little reason to be vain of their excessive and artificial delicacy. They need not
pride themselves in it, or think that it entitles them to look haughtily on others. For

I. Delicacy is not character. It is consistent with a vain^ light, scornful, wicked
disposition. The tender and delicate lady in this verse is one oi the enemies of God.
ihe purest types of female character avoid those extravagances of delicacy which,
indulged in, become second nature. Character alone entitles to respect. To be vain'

of beauty or breeding, when the heart is false and the life untrue to God, is to be
vain of an ornamented husk within which lies rottenness. " 'Tis only noble to be
f^ood."

II. Delicacy is an accident op fortune. It is adventitious—an accident of posi-
tion. Bom in another sphere, she who boasts of it would not have had it. It is the
product of artificial conditions, of which she reaps the benefit, but which she had nc
part in creating. It is not gained by her own exertions, or attributable to her worth
or merit. If she values it, let her at least not despise others. She might have been
the cottager, the cottager the lady.

III. Delicacy is valueless when fortune ceases to smile on its possessor. N«
change of circumstances can rob of its value the possession of knowledge, talents,
virtue, good breeding, or refinement. These will grace- the humblest home, will
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prove a pn.ssport to resp'^ct in any society. It is different with the fastidious and
excessive delicacy of the belle. So entirely is this an appendage of a certain social

position that, when that is gone, it perishes like a crushed flower. The admirers

of the delicate lady have deserted her. She is treated with coldness, even rudeness.

No one so helpless, so dependent, as she. She shone, like the moon, in a reflected

brightness, and, foolishly inconsiderate, gloried in it as something of her own.
IV. Delicacy may be compelled to stoop to the bitterest degradations. This

is the lesson of the verses before us, and we need not dwell upon it. But the thought
of such possibilities should quell pride and awaken awe. The depths of want and
woe to which the most delicately nurtuied may sink, are only paralleled by the possi-

bilities of joy th;it lie hidden in the most wretched souls, if they will but forsake sin

and give themselves up to Jesua and the guidance of his Spirit.—J. 0.

Ver. 63.

—

Ood rejoicing in judgment. The language in this verse is bold, almost

beyond example. It jars with our conceptions of the Divine Being to think of him as
" rejiiicing " in tlie destruction of even the most obdurate of sinners. He declares that

he has no pleasure in the death of him that dicth (Ezek. xviii. 32). Christ predicted

Jerusalem's fall, but "wept over it" (Luke xix. 41). The language is best inter-

preted, not of actual joy felt by God in the execution of his judf^ments, but anthropo-

pathically of the certainty, rapidity, and unsparingncss with which, like waves
chnsing each other to the shore, strokes of judgment would descend, as if God took

pleasure in inflicting them. The figure is derived from God's joy in the communication
of blessings. As God's joy—in this case a real joy—was shown in the number and
accumulation of the blessings, so would it be with the judgments—he would appear to

rejoice in the sending of these also. We do not, however, ignore the fact that God
must approve of, yea, rest with satisfaction in, every exercise of his perfections, even

in the infliction of judgment. The verse, in any view of it, is a very terrible one ia its

bearings on the prospects of the wicked.^r. 0.

Vers. 65—68.

—

Mental torture as a result of sin. The picture here drawn is true in

an especial sense of the Jews in their state of exile, maddened, affrighted, and kept

in continual torture and suspense by the persecutions and miseries they have been

made to endure. We apply it to the state of the ungodly generally—a state of

internal misery resulting from transgression.

I. Unappeasable restlessness. (Ver. 65.) The sinner is destitute of peace (Isa.

Ivii. 21). 1. There is nothing to give it. No inward source of comfort. No perennial

spring of satisfaction. 2. There is everything to take it away. (1) An evil con-

science, (2) Sense of God's displeasure. (3) Inward disunion and anarchy. The
consequence is that the sinner cannot settle. He does not feel at rest. He cannot be

happy or contented in any place or occupation. Like a patient tossing under fever, he

thinks that his uneasiness arises from his position, whereas it is his disorder. (Of.

' Childe Harold,' I 4, 5 ; or words of Tiberius to his senate—" What to write to you,

conscript fathers, or how to write, or what vot to write, may all the gods and goddesses

destroy me worse than I feel that they are daily desfnying me, if I know.")

II. Fear and TREMBLiNa of heart. (Vers. 65, 66.) " The wicked flee when no
man pursueth " (Prov. xxviii. 1). The guilty conscience is full of terrors. It " does

make cowards of us all." Gives rise to groundless fears (Joseph's brethren. Gen. xlv.

3 ; L 15). Morbid working of imagination—starting in sleep (Richard III.), fancying

Founds and movements (Macbeth). Works despair (Saul, 1 Sam. xxviii.). It un-

nerves and unmans.
in. LoATHiNQ AND WEARINESS OP LIFE. (Ver. 67.) A sated despairing feeling, in-

capable of removal or alleviation. Ennui. Unbearable dragging on of time. " I may
say that in all my seventy-five years I have never had a month of genuine comfort.

It has been the perpetual rolling of a stone, which I have always had to raise anew "

(Gk)ethe> Ct ' Childe Harold,' as above—

" He felt the fulness of satiety.

Then loathed he in his native land to iwell;*
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or Matthew Arnold's lines

—

•* On that liard pa??an world disgoat

And sated loathing fell

;

Deep weariness and suted lust

Made human life a hell," eto.

J.O.

Vera. 1—14.

—

The purpose of temporal Uessing. After the "Amons" from Mount
Ebal ha<i been faithfully given, tlie Ijcvitfs turned to Gerizim with the detail of blessings,

and received from the assembled thousands the strand " Amen." We have in these verses

before us the purpose of the blessing. The children of Israel had been brought out of

Egypt by a Divine deliverance, they were about to settle in Canaan as the people of the

Lord. They were a spectacle, tiierefore, to the rest of the world of how a people fared

at the hands of the Lord in obedience or in disobedience. We must regard Lsrael as a

visible experiment, so to speak, for the instruction of the rest of mankind. Now, the

rest of mankind at this early stage could only appreciate such a reward as temporal

blessing. Spiritual blessing would have been no demonstration to them, and have

made no impression upon them. Hence it was temporal blessing which God in the

main gave them. Of course, we do not at all accept the special pleading of Warburton,

in his ' Divine Legation of Moses,' in favour of temporal rewards and punishments

being all that the Law of Moses contemplates. There are significant references to a

future life in the Mosaic books, but for the reason now stated, God was mainly work-

ing in the temporal sjihere. Let us notice some of the particulars in which an

obedient people were to experience blessing.

L City life was to be blessed. It has been said that " God made the country, but

man the town." And doubtless the concentrntion of population in cities is fraught

with peculiar temptation and danger. Yet God's Law is sufliciently " broad" to secure

right order and goverimient in cities as well as in country districts. If men would

only carry out the law of love, if they would live by the golden rule, then cities would

soon put on an air of holiness, and wickedness within them would hide its head. It is

through the conscience and heart God's Law works, and city life can alone be elevated

and regenerated thereby. If we had pious mayors, aldermen, and councillors, pious

high sheriffs and officials, then corruption, rapacity, and self-seeking would disappear

through a general and conscientious desire for the public good.

II. Agriculture was to be prosperous. Palestine was intended to be occupied bv

a pastoral people, and peasant proprietors were to fill the land. It was to flow with

milk and honey if man co-operated with God, and did his share honestly. The con-

ditions of the country, as already remarked (cf. Homily on ch. xi. 10—17), fostered

faith in God, and success was the outcome of constant dependence upon him. A
dejiendent people wrought diligently and received the blessings of nature as the gifts

of a faithful God. There was to be increase of cattle, of kine, of sheep, of the fruit of

the field, and of all that is implied by " basket and store." In the basket, as Van
Lennep somewhere observes, grapes, olives, and the like are collected, and so the

blessing on the basket means general agricultural prosperity.

Now, there can be no doubt that piety is an excellent handmaid to agriculture. All

the cant now talked in the name of science about God's practical exclusion from the
" reign of law," is insufficient to overturn the plain truth that those who try to keep

his commandments and live in his fellowship are more likely than others to fulfil the

conditions of agricultural prosperity.

III. Population will increase. The fruit of their body was also to be blessed. We
can understand how important numbers are to national power. When the population

advances in the sunshine of advancing prosperity, the elements of national greatness

are secured. The Malthusian scare introduced into political economy was an ex-

aggerated lesson upon prudence. Population progresses with sufficient check upon it

in the ordinary struggles of life, without requiring such prophets of evil m the Malthu-

sians have been. The prudence fostered, being of a worldly character, has degenerated,

it is feared, in many cases, into licentiousness as legitimate, when marriage, except in

most favourable circumstances, is deemed imprudent.
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Now, it is well known that Palestine must have been very populous, containing

about as many human beings to the square mile as the most densely populated countriea

at the ])resent time,^ and in its densely filled country districts testified to the geceral

security which then existed.

IV. They will be valiant in kepellinq invasion. It is noticeable that foreign

conquest is not contemplated when tntj are settled in the land. It ia when the

enemies rise up against them that the Lord will give them, as obedient people, the

power to disperse them. The invasion may take place in one wa}', but their rout will

be complete, they shall flee before Israi'l seven ways (ver. 7)— the peifect number in-

dicating perfect defeat. Tlie Lord will not encourage them in a "spirited foreign

policy," but will make them invincible (Ufenders of their hearths and homes.

V. They shall be in a position to lend unto suuuouxDiNa nations. Not only

would they repel successfully all invasion, but be able to lay other nations under

obligation. Now, we .see that, in being able to serve others in this way, lies the secret

of sovenignty ami influence. The thrifty nations that can lend to others, so far get

these others into their power. In the lending power God promises to Israel, if obedient,

we see the germ of undoubted ascendancy.

No wonder, then, that other nations are to fear and to honour them, if this is to be

their career. No wunder they are to bo the head, and not the tail ; to be above only,

and not beneath. Obedience will prove the one condition of ascenilancy.

Now, it is true that the wurhl can think better in these latter days than it did in

the days of l\loses. IJeligion does not now need a demonstration of temporal prosperity

nor a I'avoured nation. Religion now demonstrates its reality and sustaining power
in making poor saints bright and joyful ; in making sulTeiing saints patient and hope-

ful; and in making the sorrowing ones resigned and confident of reunion. Tluse a.re

the "martyrs'" now, and the seed of the Church. At the same time, it may be seen

written clearly on the order of providence that "righteousness exalteth a nation ;" that

the religious nalions, otlier things being equal, are the more [jrosperous. It cannot but

be so. As natons get no resurrection as nations, only as individuals, it then comes
to pass that as nations they nuist be judged in this world, and get their reward or

]iuuishment, as the case may be, while the individuals composing the nations may be

asked in many cases to wait for their compensation and reward in the world to come.

—R. M. E.

Vers. 15—68.

—

A nation, hecoming a hencon. If Mount Gerizim had the weight of

the people on the side of the blessing. Mount Ebal had certainly the weight of the

deliverance. No wonder the Law was to be written on its rocky tablets, since the major

l)art of the Law consists in such denunciation of possible disobedience as might serve to

render it improbable. As Dr. Arnold has said, "As if, tuo, warning were far more
required than encouragement, we find that the blessings promised for obedience bear a

small proportion in point of length to the curses denounced against disobedience." * We
shall try to sum up the evils here threatened against Israel in case of their disobedience,

and then point out their practical and present application.

I. Degradation of city life. If the massing of people gives advantages to

religious effort, it gives corresponding advantages to sin. Temptation becomes intensi-

fied. The leaven of coiruption gets speedily through the compacter mass. The very

mention of the city and its sins and sorrows brings a frightful ]ianorama before us.

Ignorance, drunkemjess, irreligion, licentiousness,—all these are found in their most
fearful forms in cities. No wonder that such a man as Dr. Guthrie delivered a series

of special sermons on the subject.* Now, the Jews are threatened with a curse upon
their city life in case of their disobedience. Chorazin, Bethsaida, and Capernaum are

but samples of doomed cities through the disobedience of the people (Matt. xi. 20—24).

II. Agricultuke will be cursed because of their disobedience. The land of promise

» Cf. GeiMe's Life and Words of Christ,' vol. i. p. 22.
* Cf. 'Sermons on the Interpretation of Scripture,' pp. 44—50.
^ Cf. ' The City : its Sins a!id Sorrows,' by Thomas Guthrie, D.D. See also a more for-

midable book, ' Tlie Age of Great Cities,' by Robert Vaughan, D.D., where the bearing* of

inoderu civilization are carefully sketched.
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will become, through drought and carelessness, a barren waste, like the woru-out lands
of slave-holding people, whicli once were glorious virgin soil. And travellers have no
difiiculty in believing that Palestine is under the curse of God.^ The threat of
Deuteronomy has become a sad reality, and the land stands as a witness to the faith-
fulness of God to his threateniugs.

III. A curse was to rest upon theib children. No more terrible form of judgment
can be supposed than this. Parents are touched deepest in their children. Hence it

must have been a great trial fur the wayward Jews to find their children deteriorating
throu;j,h their sin, and carrying in their persons the curse of God. Poinilation dwindloi^
and instead of being the countless jieople they once were, they have become so small
that it is one of the wonders of the wurld that they maintain their separate existence.

IV. Diseases of the most frightful kind were to come upon them. Now, it would
seem that certain diseases were pecnliar to Egyjit, and of these the Israelites were
particularly afraid. Now, the Lord threatens them with all the diseases of Egypt, of
which they were so afraid (vers. 27, 35, GO). The diseases with which the "human
frame is visit, d are certainly manifold and terrible. To attach them to sin in a way of
natural law only makes the judgment the more terrible. Of course wo cannot say
special gickness is proof positive of special sin; but we can say that but for sin there
would have been no suffering and no sickness; and that sin deserves all that is sent.
Tlie lii-htfiil character of tiie sickness and sorrows God sends is the expiession of his
iletestation ol man's sin.

V. Famine was a still worse curse. To perish with hunger because of the scarcity of
ood is terrible. To waste away for want of due nourishment is terrible. Yet this the
f.ord threatened, and ultimately sent as the Idstory tells us.

VI. War and siege. The worst enemy of mankind is man. Of all judgments war
is worst. And the siege endured in Jerusalem twice over transcends all others recorded
in liistury. Of minor sieges at Samaria and elsewhere we need not speak. Accordin<T
to Josephus, eleven hundred thousand Jews perished in the course of the siege oi
Jerusalem under Titus by sword, pestilence, or famine. " Besides these eleven hundred
iliousand, ninety-seven thousand were taken prisoners; and these were reserved, not
for tlie light sufferings commonly under;j;oiie by prisoners of war in our days, but for
liie horrors of the slave-market, and for a life of perpetual bondage," ^ It is believed
that direct reference is made to the Iloinan eagles in vers. 49, 50, etc., and it is known
liiat women ate their children in the terrible siege.

VII. Disi'ERSioN AND BONDAGE. To those with national spirit dispersion must have
tieen terrible. Emimation is now deemed bad enough, even though it may be to a
hotter inheritance. But the Jewish dispersion threatened was captivity which we know
came U|ion them at different times. The Babylonish Captivity was acknowledged by
ihcm to be iu consequence of their sins, the recognized curse of God. And even after
liieir retiun in part to Palestine, they came in for bondage to the yoke of Rome, and
felt tlie yoke of iron on them.

Vlil. The OFFscouRiNG OF ALL THINGS unto this day. The Jews were threatened
with .such a scattering among the nations as would make them universally despised.
And they have become so. Even yet, notwithstanding toleration and Jewish money-
grubbing, the nation has not secured the respect of mankind. As Byron wrote—

** Tribes of the wandering foot and weary breast,
How shall ye fire away and be at rest

!

The wild dove hath her nest, the lox his cave.
Mankind their country—Israel but the grave I

**

Such In brief are the judgments threatened, and, as history shows us, faithfully

executed. The nation constitutes the beacon of history—the most terrible evidence
of the perils of disobedience! The following lessons of a practical character are su/ely
taught :

—

1. 0/ those to whom much is (jiven shall much be required. No nation was so favoured.*

' Cf. 'The Land and the Book,* by Dr. W. M. Thomson, edit, of 18G0, p. 341 ; Stanley'^
'Sinai and Palestine,' pp. 117—1*23

; Kitto's 'Physical History of Palestine,' p. cxx., etc.
* Dt. Arnold, ut supra, p. 47.
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but Deselecting its opportunities, no nation has been so cursed. It has been more

tolerable for Tyre and Sidon, and for Sodom and Gomorrha, than for the Jews.

2. It is terrible when judgment has to begin at the house of God. This is the

meaning of the melancholy history. It is a tragedy at the house of God (1 Pet. iv. 17).

" Let hfm that thinketh he standeth take heed, lest he fall."

3. The prophetic threatening did not prevent their apostasy. Though as we believe,

havin<^ their possible career through disobedience to direct jud^^ment so carefully

sketched, the prophecy lay for ages as a sealed, if not a neglected book.^ We think, with

the rich man in Hades, that categorical warning would reform any of our brethren, no

matter how abandoned, but find it a mistake (Luke xvi. 27—31). He who knows the

end from the beginning has by his prophecy demonstrated that warning is often

despised just in proportion to its particularity and faithfulness.

4. The judgment on earth is an image of a more terrible judgment beyond. " For us,

each of us," said Dr. Arnold, " if we do fail of the grace of God, . , . there is reserved a

misery of which indeed the words of the text are no more than a feeble picture.

There is a state in wiiich they who are condemned to it shall for ever say in the

morning. Would God it were even ! and at even. Would God it were morning ! for the

fear of "their heart wherewith they shall fear, and the si-ht of their eyes which they

shall see." In forecasting what the doom of the imienitent shall be, we would do well

to remember what God has done to sinners in the present life. Imagination may
picture post-mortem pardons and insist on sentiment determining the doom of

disobedience, even when perpetuated; but the history of judgment here on earth

should make every sane man fear to speak lightly of the judgment beyond. May God
preserve us all from such an experience, through the blood and merits of Jesus I

—

K. M. E.

Vera. 1—14.

—

The present portion of a good man. The natural world may be fitly

ref^arded as the visible symbol of the spiritual world, the earthly state a lower copy of

the heavenly. The order of cause and effect is as uniform in the spiritual sj.here as in

the material. Fire in contact with gunpowder will result in explosion. True seed in

titting soil will bear fruit. " Whatsoever a man sows that shall he also reap."

I. We have here a description of a good man. 1. He is described by his

teachableness. He " hearkens dili;j;ei)tly unto the voice of the Lord." Ihis is a trait

of a true child. He has a sense of need, a sense of dependence upon another. He
admits God's right to instruct and to command. He inquires after God, and reverently

listens to his voice. It is his delight to hear the wise j^recepts of the unerring God.

2. He is described by his circumspection. He is observant of God's ways, discovers

manifold and hidden indications of his will. Not only is his ear intent to the whispers

of his Father, but his eye is open too. Blindness of mind has gone. 3. He ia

described by his completeness of obedience. He practically "does all the command-

ments of God." These came of old by the agency of Moses ; but a good man detects

within the human voice the Divine message—the authority of Heaven. And his entire

conduct is determined by the known will of God.

II. Goodness is allied to greatness as surely as oattse to effect. "The
Lord thy God will set thee on high above all nations of the earth." As in nature it is

certain that all botanical life shoots upward, or that gases, as they expand, also ascend
;

S') in the spiritual kingdom it is certain that gooilness will grow into eminence. 'Tis

not merely an arbitrary decree of God ; 'tis the outcome of the very constitution of the

universe. The character of Jehovah is a guarantee that the constitutional principles

of his empire do not change. Hostile influences and powers may for a time prevent

goodness from receiving its due reward—^just as superincumbent clay may prevent the

young plant from shooting upward, but the final issue is certain- Faithful service

shall be crowned with honour.

III. The reward of goodness is its own permanence. " The Lord shall establish

thee an holy people " (ver. 9). " And thou shalt not go aside from any of the words

which I command thee." In the life of obedience "God helps those who help them-

••Ives." Separate acts become easier by repetition. They evolve into habits. Habits

» Ot W. Robertson's Smith's ' Old Testament in the Jewish Church,' p. 36a atfli
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tend to penuaDence and constitute character and foreshadow destiny. All proceeds by
virtue of an eternal law :

" God helps those who help themselves." It is easier for

a good man to resist temptation now than it was in the first stages of his Christian

life. Devotion has become the natural outflow of his soul, the fruitage of hit new
life.

ly. Behind all forms of blessing a personal God mat be been. The
material food does not sustain bodily life ; it is God acting through the food. Neither
fertile land, nor good husbandry, nor auspicious weather, nor all combined, will in

themselves secure a cofriuiis harvest ; it is God acting through natural forces. " The
Lord shall command the blessing." However riches may increase, if God smile not,

there will be no joy. The house may be full of children; yet instead of ruddy health

theie may be wasting sickness—instead of intellectual vigour, imbecility—instead of

laughter, weeping : the blessing of God is wanting. We may possess substantial homes,
yet no security ; marauders and incendiaries may infest the land. True prosperity is

a Divine Fathei-'s benediction.

V. A GOOD man delights in distributing good. He himself becomes an inferior

God, a lesser source of blessing. " Thou shalt lend, and shalt not borrow." The Name
of God is put upon him. He acts in God's stead, and imitates God in all things. The
result of the Divine favour will be conspicuous. All people shall see the gracious dis-

tinction which marks and signalizes the ft-iend of God. All his beneficent deeds
will be covered with a glory not bom of earth. His mysterious influence will spread
far and wide. He becomes a " burning and a shining light ; many will rejoice in his

light."—D.

Vers. 15—44.

—

The Nemesis o/ disloyalty. It is instructive that Moses dilates with
far greater fulness on the curses attached to disloyalty than on the rewards of dis-

obedience. In the childhood of the world people were more under the influence of fear

than of hope, more deterred by threatening than drawn by promise. The message of

Moses was admirably adapted to the people's need.

I. The EQxnTT of these curses, 1. Disobedience under such circumstances of
privilege ^fas eminently base and blameworthy. Disloyalty had no excuse. To refuse

to hearken to the Creator's voice was sheer obstinacy, which could plead no extenua-
tion. 2. It was perjury. They had^ sworn to be loyal subjects. They had acknow-
ledged the just terms of the covenant, and had entered Canaan on the terms of pledged
obedience. 3. It was rebdlion against their accepted King. If such flagrant rebellion

escaped with impunity, God would be dishonoured in the eyes of the universe. 4. The
curses were their own choice. They knew clearly what the fruits of disobedience were.
They had seen the fruits in others' fate—in the Egyptians, in their brethren, in the
Ciinaanites. If they should choose other gods, they should be led into captivity, and
there they should " serve other gods, wood and stone." 5. ITie curses were the natural
evolution of their crimes. Sin is the seed of which penalty is the fruit. If they forsook
God; God would forsake them. What could be more equitable? Men say, "Depart
from me; I desire not the knowledge of thy ways." God says, "Depart from me; I

never knew you."
II. The extent of the curse. 1. It is a complete reversal of the purpose of Qod.

His purpose had been to bless—to bless abundantly. But sin changes the light into
^luor^, sweetness into bitterness, summer into winter, food into poison. At every
point ind through every moment the sinner is in direct and absolute antagonism with
God. 2. Every earthly possession becomes an instrument ofpain. The body, which is

the organic instrument by which the soul has intercourse with the material world,
furnishes a thousand avenues for pain. Our children are intended as channels of joy

;

they become channels of sorrow. Every possession becomes a source of anxiety and
care. Every occu|^tion bears a harvest of disappointment. Blight b upon all the
Slimmer fruit. Black portents fill every quarter of the sky. 3. The natural dements
become agents of woe. The sun becomes as a fiery oven, while no cloud tempers the
scorching heat. Fierce winds fill the heated air with fine dust, which aflBicts the eye
with disease and blindness. Inflammation of the blood and fever follow. The air

is charged with pestilence, and men breathe it with every inspiration. Material
nature fights for God. 4. The curse includes disordered reason. Nor cau Wf
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wonder. The delicate organs of the mind are sustained in vigour by God, and if ha

wilhihaw his baud, madness swiftly follows. 5. In proportion to the previous exalta-

tion hecoities the degradation. It is better not to be raised to eminence than to be

lifted up and then cast down. This would be a stigma of reproach in the eyes ot all

the nations.

III. The CERTAiKTr of the curse. "It shall come to pass." 1. It is fixed 5y
an inherent nectssity. The law of Nemesis is embedded in the constitution of the

universe. As surely as night succeeds to day, as surely as fire melts wax, so su:ely

does penalty follow sin. Every dynamic force in nature is in league with righteous-

ness against sin. 2. It is made certain by Jehovah's word. His word is a part cf

himself; and as his nature is unchangeable, so no word of his can ever be revoked.

This is his prerogative: "I am Jehovah; I change not." 3. It is made sure by the

holiness of God. For God to treat sin with levity or wiih impunity would be to do

violence to his own nature—would be to act against himself. In the light of holiness

sin must be consumed; and if it inhere ineradicably in the sinner, then must the

sinner be consumed likewise. So long as God is holy he must, by the essential quality

of his nature, pursue sin unto the death.—D.

Vers. 45—fi8.

—

The remoter consequences of rebellion. The evilif uncured aggravate!

itself—develops new sj'mptoms ; and as the evil grows, so misery increases likewise.

The man of God forsees a yet further stage of misery in the distant future. His

predictions of woe plainly point to the domination of the Pmman eagles, and to the

miseries consequeui upon the final disjiersiou of the Jews. To the eye of God's prophet

the long procession of coming woes is clearly revealed—a series of miseries stretching

away through miUeninms of years.

I. It is a necessity that God's rule shall be maintained. So long as the

universe continues, the Creator must be King. Our only choice is whether we will

have him as our Fiiend or as our Foe. " For he must reign." We must serve (ver. 47).

To forsake God is not to gain liberty ; it is only the exchange of a noble Master for

a thousand petty tyiants. " Because thou servedst not the Lord thy God with joyful-

uess, . . . thou shalt serve thine enemies in hungei', and in nakedness." This is the

only alternative. We oscillate like a pendulum between these two points—serving

God and serving our enemies.

n. In propoktion to the goodness abused is the curse that follows. The
language in the earlier part of these comminations clearly points to the overthrow of

the people by the Assyrians. That calamity and the consequent captivity were the

chastisements of wisdom—were part of the costly training by which Israel might have

been recovered to the Divine favour. But even that severe correction soon lost its

purifying effect. Another overthrow, more complete and galling yet, was therefore

approaching. A yoke of iron was preparing for their neck, which should destroy their

national lite. IMore ruthless treatment should be endured under the Romans than

under the Chaldeans. The sufferings in the siege were to be unparalleled. Mutual
hate and rage would prevail. All the love of human nature would be turned into

hateful selfishness. It would be the reign of hell upon the earth.

HI. The fatherly kindness of God is displayed in this forecast of sin's

effects. It must have been a pain to the heart of Moses (and greater pain still to the

heart of God) to dwell on the terrific consequences of jiossible disobedience. It would
have been more pleasant emjiloyment to have sketched out the prospects and rewards

of righteousness. Yet in proportion to the pain felt in anticipating the desolation and
misery of Israel, was the ardent love for Israel's good. If affection could erect before-

hand any barrier which could withstand the torrent of evil, that barrier shall b«

erected. If love can abolish hell, it will. What language can measure the Divine love

which thus pleads with men to eschew sin? Even a present sight of coming war does

not deter men from sin.

IV. The fulfilment of God's threatenings are a sign fob future genera-
tions. A thousand years elapsed before the woes foreshadowed were inflicted. With the

Lord, "a thousand years are as one day." Nevertheless, every word spoken by Mosea
became a fact. 'I'lie I'rojjhecy has been turned into history. In part, tliose propheciea

are fulhllttd to-day before our eyes ; " Ye shall be plucked from off the laud wiiither
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thou goestto possess it;" "the Lord sliall scatter thee amoug all puople, Irom the oue

end o? the earth even unto the otiier ; " " among those nations shall thou find no ease,

neither shall the sole of thy loot have any rest." The present cuudilion of the Jews is

a sif'nal proof of the divinity of Scripture, an impressive symhul of the crushing

judgments of God. Who can trifle with such a Being ? Wisdom says, " bUiori m
awe, and sin not 1 "—D,

EXPOSITION.

REjnSWAL OF THE COTENAXT IN THE PLAINS

OF MOAB.

(Ch. xxviii. 69—Ch. xxx.)

CHAPTER XXIX.

The first verse of this chapter is placed

in the Hebrew text at the end of ch.

xxviii., but in the LXX. and Vulgate the

arrangement is as in the Authorized Version,

where it appears as the title of the section

that follows. In that section is contained

an address to the people by IMoses, in which

he appeals to them to enter anew into the

covenant with the Lord, which had been

before concluded at Horeb ; denounces

apostacy as what would lead certainly to

their being rejected of God; assures them

at the same time of God's readiness to

restore them should they sincerely repent

and return to him ; and once more sets

before them the blessing and the curse, and

adjures them to choose the blessing.

Ver. 1.—Beside the covenant which he
made with them in Horeb. This was not
a new covenant in addition to that made at

Sinai, but simply a renewal and reaffiuna-

tion of that covenant. At Sinai tlie cove-

nant was, properly speaking, made; sacrifices

were then oti'ered, and the people were
sprinkled with the sacrificial blood, whereby
the covenant was ratified (Exod. xxiv. ; cf.

Ps. 1. 5) ; but on the occasion here referred

to, no sacrifices were ofteieil, for this was
merely the recoi^nition of the covenant
fornierly made as still subsisting.

Ver. 2.—Mo^es addresses the nation as
such, and reminds them of their dulness to
apprehend the manifestations of God's grace
which had been so abundantly afforded in
their past history, in order that he may
arouse them to a better state of mind, and
stimulate them to hearken to the voice of
God in the future.

Ver. 4.—The Lord hath not given you an
heart to perceive, etc. Moses says this " not
to excuse their wickedness, but jiartly to
direct them what course to take, and to
whoin they must have recourse for the
amending of their former errors, and for a

good understanding and improvement of

God's works ; and partly to ag<?ravate their

sin, ami to intimate that, altliough the hear-

ing ear nnd 'the seeing eye and the under-

standing heart are the workmanship of God
(Prov. XX. 12), and the cltects of his special

grace (ch. xxx. 6 ; Jer. xx.\i. 33 ; xxxii.

39, etc.), yet their want of tiiis grace was
their own fault and tiie just punishment of

their former sins" (Poole). As they would
not attend to God's word, as they had shut
their eyes and their ears, that they might
not see or hear, or learn what Gtod was
teaching tliem by his Ciiudnct towards them,
they iiad been left to themselves; and, as

a necessary conscrjuence, lliy had become
as persons who iiad no eyes to see, or ears

to hear, or heart to percc ive what was set

before them for their learning.

Ver. 5.—Having referred to tlie gracious

dealing of God with theiu in the wilderness,

IMi ses iiitioduces Jeiiovah himself as speak-
iui^ to them (cf. ch. xi. 14). (On vers. 5 and
6, ste ch. viii. 3, 4 ; ami on vers. 7 and 8,

see ch. ii. 2(!, • tc. ; iii. 1, e.c.)

Ver. 9.—That ye may prosper in all that

ye do. Tlie verb here used ('r'sb'n) means
primarily to look at, to consider or attend to.

hence to becom<' intelligent, to be prudent
to act wisely, and so to have success, tc

prosper. It is the prosperity which comer
from wise and prudent action that Got
connnends to his peo[ile (cf. Josh. i. 7, 8).

Vers. 10

—

in.—Suiiimoiis to entt:r into th
covenant of the Lord with frtsh ardour arK.

cordutlity.

Ver. 10.—Translate: Ye stand this da
all of you before Jehovah your God, you
chiefs, your tribes, your elders, and you
officers, every man of Israel. The tw
members are parallel : the heads or chiel;

are the elders and officers, the tribes are &i

Israel. The Authorized Version follows th'

LXX., but against the iiiiom of the Hebrev
Ibn Ezra says ;:'^'><i ia instead of 'iif^i, bu

this can hardly be.

Vers. 11—14.—The covenant was «

national engagement, and as such includ* i

not only tiie adults and existing generation,
but the little ones, the strangers resident in

Israel, the lowest menial servants, that is, all

the elements of which the nation was com-
posed, as woU tikS their posterity in coming
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generations. That thou shouldest enter into

covenant. The expression in the Hebrew
is a str ng one, indicating not a mere formal

eng;ig< merit, but a going thoroughly into

the covenant; the phrase is used of the

sword going througli the land (Lev. xxvi.

ti), and of one going into the pit (Job xxxiii.

2S). Into his oath. Covenants were cou-

hrmed by oath (Gen. xxvi. 28; Heb. vi.

17) ; hence in Scripture the covenant of

God is sometimes calkd his oath (ver. 14;

1 Ciiron.xvi. IG; Ileb. vii. 28). (On ver. 13,

cf. eh. xxviii. 1) ; xxvii. 9 ; Exod. xix. 5, 6.)

Vers. 16—29.—The summons to renew

the covenant is enforced by a fresh exposi-

tion uf the evil and danger of apostacy

frum the Lord. This is introduced by a

reference to the experience which the people

already had of iilolatry in Egypt, and among

the nations with whom they had come in

contact during their march through the

wilderness, from which they must have

learned the utter worthlcssness of all idols,

that they were no gods, but only wood and

stone.

Vers. 16, 17.—These verses are not a
parenthesis, as in tiie Authorized Version.

Ver. 18 is connected, not with ver. 1.5, but

with ver. 17 ; there should be a full stop

at the end of ver. 15. Their idols ; literally,

their bloclcs or logs (p'hh:, from bSj, to roll

something too heavy to be carried), a term

of contempt used frequently in Scripture of

idols.

Ver. 18.—Lest there should be among you;

rather, See that there be not amonij you, etc.

The part. ]D, lest, at the beginning of a

sentence, sometimes imjilies a prohibition

or dissuasion, as Job xxxii. 13, "say not;"
Isa.xxxvi. 18, "beware of saying" (Gesenius,

Noldius in voc ). Gall. The Hebrew word

BO rendered (rt<n) is supposed by Gesenius

to be the poppy plant, by Celsius to be the

hemlock (it is so rendered, Hos. x. 4 ; Amns
vi. 12 , and by (Edinan to be colocynth.

It is probably a (general name for what is

poisonous and bilter; for it is used of

poison generally (eh. xxxii. 32) and of the

venom of asps (eh. xxxii. 33; Job xx. 16),

&s well as of poisonous mots and bitter

hiiits (see Kitto, ' Bibl. Cycl.,' iii. 701).

Coupled here with wormwood, it must be a

plant that is refeiTcd to ; and the union of

the two affords "a striking image of the

destructive fruit borne by idolatry " (Keil).

Ver. 19.—That he bless himself in his

heart ; —congratulate himself— saying, I shall

have peace— /.e. all shall be well with me

—

though- rather,/or—I walk in the imagina-

tion of mine heart; literally, ih the tirmneng or

hardness of vty heart, (ni"i'-i;% from "i~C', to

twist together, to be tough or firm) ; the
word is always used in a bad sense in

Hebrew, though not in Aramaic (cf. Ps
Ixxxi. 13 [12] ; Jer. iii. 17 : vii. 24 ; ix. 13

[14] ; xi. 8). To add drunkenness to thirst

;

H proverbial expression, of which very dif-

ferent explanations have been given. It

is now generally aiLiitted that the verb
(niDD) cannot be taken here in the sense of

" add," but has its proper sense of pouring
out, pouring away, destroying. The worJ
rendered " drunkenness " (nn, from nn
to be sated with moisture, to be drenched)
means rather " sated, drenched, well-

watered ; " and the word rendered " thirst

"

(nxpVj from N^y, to thirst) is properlj

thirsty, and is used of dry land (Isa. xliv.

3); both are adjectives, and a substantive

is to be supplied. Some supply e^d:, soul

or pereon ; others, yi^y land. The former

render, " The full [soul] with the thirsty
"

(Gesenius); or, "Them that are sated with
them that are thirsty," t.c. as well those who
have imbibed the poison as those who thirst

for it (Knobel) ; or " That the sated [soul]

may destroy the thirsty," i.e. that tbeimpious
one, restrained by no lasv and, as it were,

drunk with crime, may corrupt others, also

prone to evil, and bring on them destruc-

tion (Maurer). Those who supply " laud,"

render "To destroy the well-watered [land]

with tlie dry." This last seems the prefer-

able rendering ; but the general meaning is

the same in either case, viz. that the effect

of such hardness of heart wouLi be to de-

stroy one and all. " The Orientals are fond

of such bipartite forms of expressing tiie

whole (cf. Gesenius, 'Thes^' p. 1008)"
(Knobel ; cf. ch. xxxii. 36).

Vers. 20, 21.— Though the sinner fancies

all is well with him, and is hardened in his

iniquity, and is leading others astray by his

example, the Lord will not suffer him to

rest in impunity, but will send on him
terrible punishments. The anger of the Lord
and his jealousy shall smoke, i.e. shall break
forth in destructive fire (cf. Ps. Ixxiv, 1:

Isa. Ixv. 5 ; Ps. xviii. 8). The Lord shall

blot out his name from under heaven (cf.

ch. XXV. 19 ; Exrd. xvii. 14). The Lord shall

separate him unto evil out of all the tribes

of Israel,—so that, excluded from the cove-

nant nation, and placed beyond the sphere

over which rests the ealvation of the Lord,

they will be exposed to destruction—accord-

ing to all the curses of theoovenaut that aie

written in this hook of the law ; rather, as in

the margin, is written ; the participle agrees

with " covenant."

Vers. 22—24.—Future generations and
foreign visitants, seeing the calamities with

which the rebels had been visited, nay, all

nations, should ask, in astonishment and
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horror, Wherefore hath the Lord done thus

unto this land 1 what meauttb the heat of

this great anger ^ It is evident from this

that Moses cimteinplates, and in fact here

predicts, a defection, not of individuals or

families merely, but of the nation as a whole
from the Lord, and the punishment which
came in consequence upon the nation. The
words from " when they see " (ver. 22) to
•* wrath " (ver. 23) are a parenthesis, in which
a reason for the main thought is given in a
circumstantial clause ; and the " say " of

ver. 22 is resumed by the " say " of ver. 24.

Ver. 23.—And th;it the whole land thereof

is brimstone, and salt, and burning, etc.

;

rather, sulphur and salt, a burning the whole

land thereof, it shall not he sown, etc. The
words " sulphur," etc., are in apposition to

the " plagues and sicknesses " of ver. 22,

and thus so far depend on the " see."

The description here is taken from the

country around the Dead Sea, to which
there is an express allusion in the close of

the verse (cf. Gen. xix. 23, etc.). As this

oountry, which before had been as the gar-

den of the Lord, became, when the wrath of

God was poured upon it, utterly desolate

and waste ; so should it be with the land of

Israel when the plagues and sicknesses

threatened were laid on it by the Lord.

Ver. 24.—What meaneth the heat of this

great anger ? The reply to this question

comes in what follows (vers. 25—28).

Ver. 26.—Oods . . . whom he had not

given unto them (cf. ch. iv. 19).

Ver. 27.—All the curses ; literally, every

curse, or the ivhole curse (cf. Dan. ix. 1 1, etc.).

Ver. 28.—And cast them. In the Hebrew

the woxd caU them (o^^fj) has one of

its letters, the h, larger than the rest, and
another letter, \ which should be after the

h, is omitted ; on which " Baal Hatturim
ni)teth, There is a great lamed and a want
of yod, to teach that there is no casting away
like that of the ton tribes" (Ainsworthy.
According to Buxtorf, the large lamtd
represents the first letter of Volam, for ever,

and the yod, the numeral 10, represents the
ten tribes, whose perpetual omission from
the nati(m of Israel is thus indicated
(Tiberias,' I. c. 14, p. 157).

Ver. 29.—By secret things, here, some
understand " hidden sins," which are known
only to God, and which ho will punish
(Targum Jon.) ; but the meaning rather is,

things in God's purpose known only to

himself: these things, it is affirmed, belong
to him, are his affair, and may be left with
him. On the other hand, the things re-

vealed are the things made known by God
to man in his Word, viz. his injunctions,

threatenings, and promises ; and with thise
men have to do. This verse is by some
regarded as part of the answer given to the
question of ver. 24 ; but others regard it aa

a general reflection added by Moses by way
of admonition to his previous discourse.

This latter view is the more probable, and
the scribes may have had this in their mind
when tiiey distinguished the words, unto us

and to our children, by placing over them ex-

traordinary points (ly lyji A 13 3), in order

to emphasize them, though by many this is

regarded as a mere critical notation, indicat-

ing a various reading (Buxtorf, Tiberias,'

I. 0. 17, p. 179; Haverniok, *Introd.,' p.

281 : Bleek, ' Einleit,' p. 799>

HOMILETICS.

Vers. X"^.-— Witnessing without seeing. There is an Inatructlve note on tlili passage

in Dr. Jameson's * Commentary.' For nearly forty years the people had been wit-

nesses of the extraordinary care of God in watching over them, in supplying their

wants, and in conducting them through the wilderness; and yet the constant succession

of mercies had had no proper effect on them. They did not read the loving-kindness of

God in all as they should have done. Having eyes, they saw not; having ears, they heard

not. The form, however, in which Moses here throws this is remarkable. If his words are

not understood, he may seem even to cast a reflection on God, for having given them
such great mercies, while at the same time he withheld the one mercy which would
make blessings of all the rest. Yet we cannot for a moment think that Moses intended

anything of the kind. He evidently reproaches the people for their dulness. If there

had been an earnest desire to understand the deep meaning of God's dealings with

them, certainly the needful light and wi.sdom would not have been withheld. Our
subject of thought arising; hence is

—

Spiritual stolidity ; or, witnessing without seeing.

The following passages of Scripture should be studied in regard to this theme :—Tsa. vi.

9, 10; Ixiii. 9, 10, 17 ; Jer. v. 21 ; Ezek. xii. 2 ; xiv. ; Matt. xi. 25 ; xii. 24 ; xiii. 14, 15 ;

XV. 16 ; xvi. 9 ; xxi. 27; Mark iii. 5 (Greek); v. 23 ; vi. 52; viii. 10—13, 21 ; Luke
vii. 29—35 ; xii. .06, 57 ; xix. 42 ; John iv. 33 ; vii. 17 ; viii. 31, 32, 47 ; ix. 39—41

;

riv. 9, 22 ; 1 Cor. ii. 14 ; 2 C!or. iii. 14, 15 ; Ps. xxv. 14. Observe—
DEUTEHONOMT. 2 Q
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I. There is a meaninc, rich akd fitll, in ths incidents of life. Each one's

life is full of incident, fruiu iiiurnini: till evening, from the beginning of the year unto

the end of it. There inay not have been the succession of what is startling and

striking, as there was in the case of Israel, but simply common mercies coming speedily

and without pause, just as thf^y were nc eded ; tlie mercies one by one, fitting exactly

into place, as if a. gracious care had provided all. As if—do we say ? That is it. A
gracious care has provided all. That is

i
recisely our present postulate. We should aa

soon think that the Icttirs in a printing office would spoutantously arrange themselves

into order for a printed book, as that the constant succession of our comforts in life

should come as they do without any prearrangement. 1. Life's comforts and supplies

are a constant disclosure of Divine loving-kindness. They reveal God (Ps. cvii. 43).

2. They are intended to help on the culture and growth of character. Even supplies

which come in the I'hysical region, when granted to moral beings, have a moral signi-

ficance in them. 3. By winning us to God, his mercies are intended to lead us to

repentance, and thus to open up to us a glorious goal in character and destiny.

II. This Divine meanino in the mercies of life is often missed by those oh

WHOM THOSE MERCIES ARE BESTOWED. Of how many it may still be said, " Having

eyes, they see not; and havini; ears, they hear not"! This may arise from one or

more of several causes. 1. There may be some preconceived assumption or foregone

conclusion which, if indulged in, will shut out all acceptance of any thought of God's

loving-kindness in common life, or anywhere else. Some " high thought " may exalt

itself against the knowledge of God. 2. There may be the lack of a spirit of loyalty,

so that the individual is indisposed to read aright the messages of his Father's goodness.

3. There may be a misuse or non-use of the organs and faculties by which spiritual

knowledge may be acquired. See 'Candid Examination of Theism,' by Physicus,

which is a striking example of total failure in this respect. 4. There may be distraction

of heart and soul by the whirl and rush of life, so that the spirit has no leisure there-

from to learn of God in " secret silence ofthe mind." 5. There may he entire indifference

concerning tlie higher meaning of common things. Any one of these five causes will

amply account for a man failing to learn of God through the experiences of life.

III. There is no adequate reason which can justify such a failure to

LEABN life's LESSONS. For : 1. We have a revelation of God given to us in the Book,

whereby we may come at the true interpretation of life. Israel had their Law, by

which they might read their life. We have both the Law and the gospel. And the

I)peciousness of human life in the eye of God is taught us in Luke xv., and in the light of

such a chapter should the mystery of human life and Divine care be studied. 2. We
have a distinct disclosure to us of the one condition on which religious knowledge and

certitude can be acquired (John vii. 17 ; Ps. xxv. 8, 9, 14). 3. Theie is^a direct

and clear promise of wisdom to those who lack it and seek it (Jas. i. 5—7). The

promises given by our Lord are also abundant. 4, There is the testimony of the

experience of such as are taught of God. They can tell of his mercies, and sing aloud

of his righteousness (Ps. xxxiv. 6 ; Ixvi. 16). And such experience is or should be an

invaluable help to those who have yet to learn " the secret of the Lord." Now, with

this fourfold clue, it is altogether needless for any to misunderstand life's mystery and

meaning. So that it follows

—

IV. That to be and to remain without spiritual perception is katteb

FOR SERIOUS REPROACH AND REBUKE. It is uot against God that the words of ver. 4

are spoken. He would have given them eyes to see, had they desired and sought that

blessing. And so he will now. Hence there is a fivefold injustice done by us if we

remain without the true knowledge of the rich meaning in our mercies. 1. There is

injustice to the Word of God. 2. There is injustice to the God of the Word. 3. There

is injustice to ourselves. 4. There is injustice to the mystery of life. 5. There is

in'iry to our future and eternal destiny.

Well may we adopt for ourselves, on our own behalf, as well as on that of others, the

prayers of the apostle for spiritual eidightennient (Phil. i. 9—11 ; Col. i. 9, 10 ; Eph. L

15—18). For as we understand the mystery of God in Christ will all minor oncB hava

the light of heaven pouicd upon them.

Vera. 10—21.

—

Apostacy in heart a root of hittemut. In the midst of this
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paraj^raph there is an expression of which the writer to the Hebrews makes use as a

warning. It is found in the eighteenth verse :
" Lest there should be among you a

root that beareth gall and wormwood." In tiie l']pistle to tlie Hebrews xii. 10, the
sacred writer says, " Looking diiiueutly . . . lest any root of biLlerness springing up
trouble you, and thereby many be defiled." The root bearing gall and wormwood
which Moses depreeates is, Apostacy from God who has revealed his will through
him. That \\ hich the New Testament writer dreads, and to ward off which his whole
Epistle was written is, Apostacy from God who has revealed his will through his
only be;:otten Son. The parallels between the two possibilities would furnish a most
i:'Structive theme for the preacher; so likewise would the contrasts. We propose now
to suggest a line of thought which may " open up " and impress on the heart and con-
science the truth that heait-apostacy is a root bearing ;:all and wormwood.

I. The Christian, mke Israel of old, is suukoukued with influences that are
UNFAVOUUABLF TO FIDELITY TO ALL THAT HE BELIEVES AND HOPES. Israel Was in the
midst of other nations, who had a greatness and pomp with wiiich they could not vie,

who had a religious worship other than theirs, and a literature and learning which
were greater than theirs; and it was not at all unnatural that now and then, at any rate,

they sliould cast a longing look at them, and cherish a wish to rival iLem. And as
tiieir acquaintance with other nations increased in the course of the ages, it cannot be
wondered at if they were temjited to depart from the simplicity of their monotheistic
faith and worship. And now, the piuallel between them and us is closer than ever it

has been. Increasing research has brought to li;^ht much religious literature in the
world, which pertains to varied religions, in which even fifty years ago oar fathers
thought there was nothing good. The great religions of the world—Brahmanism,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Muhanmiedanism—were Loked on by t-ome as almost totally

bad. And now, some are so elated by the features ol excellence that may be traced in
one and another, and so startled by some parallels between the Christian religion and
others, that they are tempted to indulge the thought that our faith is but one among
many—the best, jierl aps, of all the varied rehgiou.-iin the world, but yet (iilleiing from
others rather in its superior measure of excellence, than in any features altogether and
absolutely unique and incomparable. Hence

—

II. There is a danger of apostacy of heart from the Lord Jesus Christ,
ANALOGOUS TO THE PERIL WHICH BESET IsRAEL OF OLD. The peril to which Christians
are now exposed is not merely the ordinary one arising from the fickleness of the
human heart, and from the subtle temptations and fiery darts of the wicked one. With
the larger knowledge just referred to ot whatever excellence other religions may have, a
new temptation is presented to the uiiderstanding, no longer to regard our Saviour as
the one and only Redeemer, but as simply the Highest and Best of the Religious
Teachers of the world. And so far as this temptation is yielded to, there may come a de-
fection from tlie faith on any one or more—or all—of the five following points:— 1. Christ
may cease to be regarded as the only begotten Son of the Father. 2. His Godhead,
and therefore his incarnation, may come to be denied, or at least may cease to be held
as a part of the " faith once [for ail] delivered to the saints." 3. His redemption, as
at once furnishing us with a gospel of deliverance and a gospel of power, may be
loht sight of as the distinctive feature of his work, to which no religion in the
world can lurnish a parallel or point of comparison. We have many religions
in the world; there is but one gospel. 4. His example may come tti be regarded as
simply one that towers above that of other men, and as unattended with any power of
liftinj; the world up to his own level. 5. And with all this, the dread and august
majesty with which he, as the Llcdiator of our race, exercises all power in heaven
and on earth, may be thrown into the background, and may thus cease to sway the
heart and lite. Mo one who understands the times can fail to see the realiiy of these
dangers, and the serious proportions they are assuming. That amid the storm, the
kingdom of Christ will be shaken, we have no fear whate\cr, but many may depart
Irom the faith meanwhile.

III. Such apostacy would be a root of bitterness. This of itsi If would require
an entire homily to do it justice. We can but hint in outline. 1. If tlius the heart
loses its hold of Christ as a Leilecvier, the attainment of salvation will henceforth
pecome impossible. 2. If once the ^ower of Christ ceases to renew, the old self wUl
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reign, »nd evil passions be under no adequate controL Inferior power may curb th« -

manifestation of passion, but only Divine power can tear up its roots. 3. Such
defection from the laitli will " defile " many. The evil will not stop with one. It will

be infectious. 4. Such dishonour done to the Son of God will biiopi; upon those who are

guilty thereof the Divine disi>leasure. 5. The sure eflect will be the bieaking up
and disbanding of the Churi.hes which are poisoned thereby. Tliere will be no reasou

why Churches should hold together, if tleir Divine Christ is gone, and there will be no
jwwer that can keep them together, if his Spirit is grieved and departs.

IV. Hence against such a grikvous result Church members should cabe-

FULLY GUARD. " Looking diligently lest," etc. 1. They should watch the signs of the

times, in order that, as far as in tl.em lies, they may guard the Church to which they

belong from the dangers with which the changeful currents of human thougiit may
threaten them. 2. They should seek so to quicken the zeal and inflame the fervour of

piety around them, that temptations to ajiustatize may have no power. 3. They
should cherish a loving solicitude, ami fervently pray, for each other, tliat mutual care

and prayer may be an eflectual guard against the approach of disloyalty in faith or

even in thought. 4. Each one should be very jialous over his own heart. In others

we can discern only fruit ; in ourselves we can detect the root, of evil. Hence this

watchfulness over our own spirits is doubly important, since it may be doubly effective.

Even in others we may pcrhajis lop off the evil fruit, but in ourselves we can see that

even the root is plucked up. For this, the only radical, certain, and absolute jireventive

jf apostacy, the Spirit of God can eflect, and he will, if we resign ourselves to his

almighty hands, lie can so renew and sanctify the heart that no " root of bitterness
"

cau find any hokl. He can imike the soil so receptive of truth that any living seed ol

ri-^hteousness will at once geiui.nate, and ^et withal so destructive of error that any
seed of evil casua'Iy drojipii-g iu will perish in its fall. Happy man, whose heait is in

the effectual keeping of the Holy Ghost, and who is so sanctified that no germ of ill

cau find even a momentary home 1

Vers. 22—28.

—

Histmical witiiesses to the wrath of God. The chapter preceding

this is shaded, yea, dark indeed. Nevertheless, it is an exact forecast of the state of

Israel at this very day. In fact, the comparison between the state of the land of

Palestine and the words of the Book, suggests two lines of instructive thought.

I. How MAKIFi>TLY, IN THE DESOLATION OF THE HoLY LaND, IS SEEN THE EFFECTT

OF THE WRATH OF GoD I To this cven Volney bears witness. He asks, " From whence

proceed such melancholy revolutions? For what cause is the fortune of these

countries so strikingly changed? Why are so many cities destroyed? Why is not

that ancient population re|)ruduced and perpettiated ? A mysterious God exercises his

incomprehensible judgments. He has doubtless pronounced a secret curse against,

the land. He has struck with a curse the present race of men in revenge of past

generations " (quoted by Jameson, in loc).

II. How IS THE ACCURACY OF THIS PAUT OF THE OLD BoOK THEREBY CONFIRMED! It

is now a favourite canon of scientific nien, that whatever caunot be verified must he

relegated to the past and forgotten. To this there can be no objection, if those who
insist on this negative will insist equally on the reciprocal positive, and say that

whatever can be verified must be accepted. For it would be simply a proof, either of

discreditable ignoraLce or of perversity, if men were to deny or to spiu-n the repeated

verificMtions of the words of Moses in tlie subsequent course of history.

And it is of no use for men to declaim against the possibility of miracles, when
there is the standing miracle before our eye, of some superhuman knowledge having

forecast, three thousand years ago, precisely the line along uhich Hebrew history would

move, down till the present day. While there is also this difierence between miracle

in mighty works, and miracle in prophetic words : The proof of the works is most clear

to tliose who see tlum at the time ; it may possibly diminish with the lapse of years.

That of a prophetic word is nil at the time: it awaits confirmation from the lapse

of years. And as long as our present historical records stand, so long will there remain

the confirmation of the precision with which Israel's lawgiver, speaking in the name ol

Jehovah, laid down beforehand the lines along which the Jewish nation should move
foi tho'osandii of year*. When we put together the land and the Book, the work and
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the word, and see the correspondence between them, we cannot but say, " This is the

finger of (Jod 1

"

Ver. 29.

—

Secret things. "Secret things belong unto the Lord our God." So says

the great lawgiver. On a not dissimilar topic, Bisliop ButKr says, " We do not
know the whole of anything." Is it not so? Who can tell a/l about a stone or about
a blade of grass? Who can aver that the furthest star has been yet discovered, or tell

us what lies beyond it? There are secrets among the minute ; there are secrets among
th« vast.

I. Let us makk a distinction as to the manner, kind, or deqrke of secrecy.
1. Some things are secret, awaiting fuller discovery to reveal them. 2. Some things

are secret, but await the unfolding of events in God's providence. 3. Some things
are secret in one sense, but not in another. We often know manifistatiotis, but nut
essences; phenomena, but not nouniena ; facts, but not modes or reasons. 4. There are

some secret things which are altogether unknowable, and must long remain so; e.g. Who
can give an account of the reason why sin was permitted to enter? Who can tell

whether it will always exist? Who can explain the doctrine of the Trinity? Who
can descry the reason why this man had such and such suffering? etc., etc. How
soon, when we come to ask questions like these, are we in " a boundless deep, where
all our thoughts are drowned "

!

IL Let us inquire, In what respect do secret things belong unto God? They
belong unto him : 1. To conceive them. 2. To will them. 3. To originate them.
4. To comprehend them. 5. To overrule them. 6. To conduct them to their final

iesue.

III. Let us ask, "What effect should the fact that secret THCias belong
unto God have upon us? 1. It should humble us to find out how incompetent we
are to scan the Divine works and ways. 2. It is obvious that we must hwe secret

things with him to whom alone they belong. 3. It is manifestly riy/it to have them
with him. 4. It should give us no uneasiness to leave them there. 5. We should be

fully content to leave them there. For we have (1) a revealed will of love
; (2) plain

and straightforward duty to discharge
; (3) a full gosjiel of reileeming mercy ; and (1) a

good hope through grace. What more can we want? 6. We should be adoringly
thankful that God keeps in his own hands what we could not understand, and entrusts

us only with what we can. 7. Thankfully leaving in God's hands what belongs to

him, let us lovingly attend to that which belongs to us.

"Ver. 29.

—

Revealed things. This verse is so full of moaning that it is not easy to

do even approximate justice to it in one discourse. Hence we have reserved the latter

part thereof for a suggested outline of a distinct homily :
" Those things which are

revealed belong unto us and to our children lor ever, that we may do all the words of this

Law." The statement here made concerning the Law of God in particular, is true of

the entire Word of God as the regulator of faith and life. Three lines of thought here
naturally follow on each other.

I. Within the Word of God we have the revealed mind and will of God.
He made known his ways unto Moses, etc. And now he hath spoken to us in his

Sou. The sum and substance of the Divine message is, " Where sin abounded, grace
did much more abound."

II. The manifest object of this Revelation of ant from God is that we may
THEREBY HAVE AN ADEQUATE GUIDE FOR FAITH AND LIFE. " That we may do all the
words of this Law" is the Old Testament form of setting this. The New Testan.ent
form is, " Preaching . . . repentance towards God, and faith towards our Lord Jesus
Christ."

III. In THIS RESPECT THE WORD OF GoD IB, EMPHATICALLY, " OURS.** " Those things

which are revealed belong unto us,*' etc. 1. They belong to us—our treasury of wealth.

2. They belong to us—our measure of responsibility. H. They belong to ua—our fui»

by which we ehall be finally tried (Kom. ii. 1—16^
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 2— 9.

—

Beeii>g, yet not seeing. The Israelites had seen God's mighty ^orka
(yer. 9), yet God had not given them a heart to perceive, nor eyes to see (ver. 4).

L Natural sight without spiritual discerxment. Moses accuses tlie people of

blindness to the facts of their own history. Tlie^e facts included: 1. God's mighty
works in Egypt; here, as in ch. iv. 34; vii. 19, classified as temptations, signs, and
wonders (veis. 2, 3). 2. God's guidance of the ];eople in the desert, which also was
rife in signs and wonders (vers. 5, 6), and was a course of discipline (temptation, in sense

of trial) throughout. 3. The victories over Siiion and Og (vers. 7, 8). No people ever

saw so many miracles or passed throucjh so extraordinary a curriculum as Israel did.

Yet Moses says they had failed to apprehend tlie lessons of their history. Seeing, they

saw not (Matt. xiii. 10—16). That generation may not liave been so dull as the one

which had preceded it, but even it had shown by recent rebellions (Numb, xx., xxi.)

how far it was from having laid earnestly to heart the lessons of God's dealings

with it. A like vail lies on every unspiritual mind (- Cor. iii. 13—18). The Bible is a

book of riddles to it (Luke xxiv. 25

—

'21, 44—46). Christ is known only after the flesh

(2 Cor. V. 16). The lines of a Divine leading in the events of life are not recognized.

Warnings are scorned
;
prosperity is misused ; adversity hardens. There is outward

experience of facts, but, as in Israel's case, the Word preached does not profit, not

being mixed with faith in them that hear it (Heb, iv. 2).

II. Spiritual discernment is from God. Yet not arbitrarily given or withheld.

It is given to those who feel their need of it, who seek it, and who act in faithfulness

to the light alread\- possessed (Ps. xxv. 9, 12, 14 ; cxix. 18 ; Matt. xiiL 10—16; John
vii. 17). From none such will God withhold the " hi art to perceive, and eyes to see."

On the other band. Divine illumination is indispensable to the knowledge of spiritual

truth (cf. John vi. 45 ; 1 Cor, ii. 12—16 ; 2 Cor. iv. 6 ; Eph. i. 17). As the jKjet's eye

is needed for the discernment of the I'oetic suggestions and analogies of nature, so is the

sj'iritual eye needed to penetrate " the secret of the Lord." The eye in this case, as in

the other, " sees only what it brings with it the power of seeing." And to gain this

seeing eye, there must, as before remarked, be prayer—prayer and obedience. Without
these two golden keys, no thought, no labour, no learning, no cleverness, will enable

us to force the gates of the inner sanctuary of truth. God's \>orld, God's Word, God's

providence, will be alike mysterious; if sjiiritual instruction is offered, the reply will be
'• Doth he not speak parables?" (Ezek. xx. 49).—J. O.

Yer. 3.— Temptationg, signs, miracles. (Cf. ch. iv. 34; vii. 19.)

I. The relation of the terms. " Temptations" is a wider category than "signs,"

and "signs" is a wider category than "miracles" or "wonders." All "wonders,"

however, in the kingdom of God have the moral significance of "signs;" and all

" signs and wonders" are " trials" of the dis})nsition.

II. The application of the terms. 1. Wonders, meaning strictly, supernatural

occurrences. 2. Signs. Anytliing is a " siga " which indicates God's presene.

(Luke xi. 20), which discovers a law of his working, which is a pledge of his grace,

which furnishes a symbol of a spiritual reality. Miracles were " signs." Nature is a

" sign" in her order, regularity, and invariableness (Gen. i. 14 ; viii. 22 ; ix. 13; r>.

cxix. 89—92; Jer. xxxiii. 25; Acts xiv. 17; Rom. i. 20). Every answer t<i prayer,

every deliverance from trouble, every indication of the Divine will in providence,

every specific warning and encouragement, is a "sign." 3. Temptations, i.e. tests or

trials. " Trial " is a word of wide scope, for (iod tries us every moment, as well by things

little as by things great. Every event in providence contributes to the formation,

testing, and discipline of character. Naturally, however, we give the name " trials " tc

the harder and more severe experiences of life—those which most throw us back on

our true selves, and reveal or determine character.—J. 0.

Vers. 10—15.

—

National covenanting. This covenant^
L Was made with the nation as such. National covenanting flnds modero
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exemplifications in tlie Scotch covenants, and in the " Solemn League and Covenant " of

1643-44. Inespcctivc, however, of the particular stipulations of these covenants, the
propriety of such engagcraents must be pronounced doubtful. The case of Israel can
scarcely be pleaded as a precedent. Certainly, were God to reveal himself to any
nation now as hr did to that chosen race, grant it a revival of religion, give it laws and
jud.:ments, and summon it by positive command to an engagement of the kind,

it would, as of old, be its duty to obey. Even then : 1. The covenant would involve

a remodelling of the constitution of the State. It would be meaningless save on
a theocratic basis. Church and State merging in one bod}-, and breaches of covenant
obligation being regarded and punished as crimes. 2. The arrangement would require

for its successful working conditions of strictest isolation—such conditions as God in

his wisdom devised for Israel. The difficulties in the way of such a covenant amount now
practically to impossibility. In ancient times, the units of society were families, tribes,

nations, the sense of individuality being comparatively weak ; now the sense of

individuality is strong, and every arrangement must take large account of the individual

conscience. In Israel, again, Church and State were one, but they are so no longer,

Christ's kingdom refusing to identify itself with any earthly polity. The modern state,

based on popular re|)resentation, and declining to take cognizance of differences of

creed, is least of all favourable to the coalescence of civil with spiritual functions.

Oaths are to be deprecated in any case, save where absolutely called for. They
ensnare consciences, and lead to profanation by the disregard of them by the irreligious.

Large sections of the community must always be left outside of such covenants, and
in so solemn a transaction, the right of the majority to bind the minority, and still

more to bind posterity, nmst be questioned. The covenants, in Scotlaml especially,

were the source of great religious inspirations, but the good was not unmixed with
evil. On the other hand, the fact of such obligations beiui freely undertaken by a
nation must be admitted to involve it in grave responsibility, and greatly aggravates
the guilt of subsequent aiwstacy.

II, lynLUDED ALL CLASSES, AND HAD RESPECT TO POSTERITT. 1. Il included cTiildren

(ver. 11). Whatever may be said of national covenants, it is undoubted that, in the
spiritual sphere, paients and children stand in very close relation. The act of a parent,

himself in covenant with God, in dedicating his child to God—probably naming the
Name of God u]ion it in baptism—entails on that little one the weightiest responsibilities.

It is a child of the covenant, stands within its bonds, and is
|
led-ed to love, serve, and

worship the God (if its fathers. 2. It hound pouterity. Covenanting apart, the people
that is faithful to God and zealous for his glory, abounding in fruits of righteousness,
may expect his blessing to distant generations ; whereas the nation that forgets him,
and abounds in impiety, infidelity, and wickedness, with equal certainty provokes his

indignation, brings down his scourge, and bequeaths to posterity the inheritance of a
curse.—J. 0.

Vers. 16—21.

—

The lying hope. We hare here—
I. Inexcusable unbelief. (Vers. 16—18.) The man who, turning from Jehovah,

went after the gods by the nations, was doubly inexcusable. 1. The true God had
been revealed to him. 2. The worthlessness of heathen idols had been demonstrated.
He had the light, and could compare it with the darkness of the nations around. If

aot himself a wilness of God's mighty works in Egypt and in the desert, he had
heard of them from his forefathers, or could read of them in his Scriptures (ver. 20).
Che existence of the nation was a proof that such things had been done. Unbelief is

iot less inexcusable in us : 1. With the Bible in our hands. 2. With so large a body
)f 3vid«r«;es of I'ivine truth. 3. With centuries of experience of the regenerative
infi lence of Christianity. 4. With a wide knowledge of heathen nations, discovering
to us by contrast our own advantages. Unbelief may be: 1. Specidative. 2. Practical.
It is enough that our practice be shaped on the hypothesis of the untruth of God's
Word, to constitute us unbelievers (1 Tim. v. 8).

II. Gross self-deceit. (Ver. 19.) The act of this wicked man is very remarkable.
He blesses himself in his heart, and says, " I will have peace," at the very time that
God's curses are being read out to him. Yet his case is not a solitary one. Ha
does no more than men do every day in the teeth of the threateniugs of the Bible.
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Satan whispers, " Ye shall not surely die " (Gen. iii. 4) ;
" Be it far from thee : this

shall not be unto thee " (Matt, xvi, 22) ; and Satan, not God, is believed. We may
explain this self-deceit : 1. From want of consideration (cf. Isa. i. 3). The wicked

man do^;s not really trouble himself about the curses. They are mere words to him.

The mind makes no application, scarcely even asks the meaning, of what it hears.

The oracle with which the wicked man consults is in his own heart (Ps. xxxvi. 1—5),

and the " oracles of God " get no attention. 2. From want offaith. God's Word, even

if attended to, could not compel belief in a heart already possessed by an opposite set

<if beliefs, and determined not to part with them. 3. From sef-will. Will enters into

the question of our beliefs ; so long as it can twist evidence, resist unwelcome conclusions,

find evasions and pretexts, it will not accept what is contrary to its ordinary bent.

While, if the worst comes to the worst, it can cut the knot by a simple " I won't," and
obstinately refuse to believe aught but what it likes. The account of the sinner's

unbelief and self-deceit is therefore this : 1. He has not liked to retain God in his

knowledge. 2. Unwelcome subjects have been banished from his mind. 3. Through
unfamiliarity to his thoughts, the supersensual world has become less and less a reality

to him. 4. He acquires the power of ignoring it, and ends hy disbelief in it.

III. Unutterable folly. (Vers. 20, 21.) Unbelief, unhappily for the sinner, cannot

alter the actual state of the case. God's anger smokes against liim, and will certainly

destroy him. His sin, agreeable as it may appear at present, will yield at last gall and

wormwood. Contending; with the Almighty, he rushes on his ruin. The curses

written in the Book will not fail to overtake him. It is easy for sinners to "laugh
now" (Luke vi. 25), but there awaits them a terrible undeceiving—a day when they

shall " mourn and weep."—J. 0.

Vers. 22—28.— The stranger's wonder. The state of the Holy Land

—

I. An evidence of the truth of revelation. The sterility of Palestine has been

urged in disproof of Bible representations of its former fruitfulness and plenty. It

should rather be remembered that, were the Holy Land in a less desolate state than it

is, Bible predictions would not have been fulfilled—revelation would have been

discredited.

II. A wonder to the stranoer. " Great God !
" exclaims Volney, the unbeliever,

"from whence proceed such melancholy revolutions? For what caiuse is the fortune of

these countries so strikingly (mnged? Why are so many cities destroyed? Why is

not that ancient population reproduced and perpetuated? " (' Ruins,' ch, ii.)

HL A JUST retribution fob sin—pointing a warning to ourselves.—J. O.

Ver. 29

—

Secret things. The " secret things " of this verse were the things which God
had not revealed regarding Israel's future—especially the time and manner of the

fulfilment of those promises and threatenings which were made contingent on their

obedience or disobedience. The things which hadheen revealed whetted their appetite

to know more (cf. Dan. xii. 8; John xxi. 21). Moses in this verse discourages the

prying of a too eager curiosity into things purposely kept secret, while directing the

people to the things revealed as containing all that was necessary for the doing of their

duty. The truth to be drawn from the passage is, that the Bible is primarily a Book

for practical guidance, not for solutian of speculative difficulties or gratification of a

vain curiosity.

I. DuTT, not curious speculation. The difficulties and mysteries inherent in the

Fcheme of revelation are acknowledged. They may be usefully distributed into three

classes. 1. T^ose which are not peculiar to the Bible, but inhere in all our thinking

about the facts of existence. The Bible did not create, if it does not undertake to

solve, the mysteries of the origin and existence of evil, of the suffering of the innocent

with the guilty, of free-will and necessity, of the reconcilability of man's freedom with

(rod's foreknowledge and foreordination. These are difficulties of all religion and

philosophy, as well as of the Bible. 2. Those which are peculiar to the Bible—which

emerge in connection with the scheme and process of revelation itself. Such are

the doctrines of the Trinity, of the incarnation, of the atonement, of regeneration

—

doctrines all light and comfort to us on the practical side, and yet on the speculatiTe

side ioTolving much that 's baffling to the reaaon. 3. JTiose which arise from om
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imperfect apprehension of the facta revealed—from the overlaying of them with

mistaken theories and false iDterpretations. This last class uf difficulties does not

coDcem us here. If we ask, Why should so much be left unrcvcalod in Scripture? the

answer is : 1. There is much that cannot be revealed—would not be intelligible to us.

2. The purpose of Scripture do(s not require more to be revealed than suffices for our

guidance. 3. The existence of unsolved difficulties acts as a moral test, ami aids the

development of faith—faith, viz. as a practical principle, believing and trusting in

Qotl on the strength of what is revealed, difficulties notwithstanding (John xx. 29).

This gives the key to our duty, in presence of these difficulties. We do ncit forget : 1.

That things once kept secret are now revealed (Col. i. 26). 2. That in the course of

ages God is ever making his counsels clearer. 3. That it is the privilege and duty of

the Church to be always making progress in th? knovr'ledge of God's will, as far as he
bas chosen to reveal it (Eph. i. IV, 18 ; iii. 18, 19 ; Col. ii. 2). Nevertheless, it is the

condition of earthly existence that "^ "^e know" only "in part" (1 Cor. xiii. 9). Our
dut}', therefore, plainly is, not to neglect the liglit we have in vain beating against the

wires of the cage that confines us ; but diligently to improve that light as the likeliest

means of getting more. It is more important to get a fire put out than to know
exactly how it originated; more important to escape from the burning building than to

know exactly the course which the flames will take after we have left. We are not to

forego prayer because it is mysterious to us how God can answer prayer ; to forbear

fleeing to Christ because we cannot frame a theory of the atonement ; to renounce
afltivity because we cannot reconcile free-will and Divine foreordination. Revelation

resolves the central difficulty, how God can be just, and yet the Justifier of the

ungodly ; it gives light in abundance on the character of God, the w ay of salvation,

the requirements of lioliness; it makes mucii certain that to llie natural reason must
ever have remained doubtfid. What folly, then, to make duty wait on the solving of

speculative difficulties, many of which will probably never be solved on earth !

Ii. Duty, not anxious prying into the future. The " secret things " in regard

to that also belong unto the Lord. His Word teaches us in a general way the issues of

particular lines of conduct, but it lies with God to determine the when, how, what, and
where of the actual event. His providence is a mystery unfathomable by all but
himself. This, however, need not disquiet the children of God. He is their Father,

and they can confidently trust their future to his wisdom and his love (Matt. vi.

26—34). Of little use is it to fret ourselves with fears and cares about what may
possibly befall us. Do duty, and leave the issues to him who is above. Duty, not
calculations of expediency. Those who steer by expediency rather than duty, in the

hope to avoid evils, split on a worse rock than the one they shun.— J. O.

Vers. 1—13.—7%e renewal of God's covenant with Israel. Every act of obedience
ifl a step of the soul upward. It leads us into clearer lii^ht and into purer air. The
man is braced by the exercise. On the other hand, the neglect of a great occasion of

blessing is an irreparable loss.

I. Note God's gracious activity on behalf op his covenant people. Ancient
Israel was sadly prone to for;j;et what God had done for them. Ingratitude is base, it

injures greatly the man who is guilty of it. We lose immensely by our obliviousness

of God's kindness. For the Hebrews, God had exerted his power and pity in methods
unprecedented. Almost every act of his for their deliverance was a miracle. The
crops of Egypt were blasted in order to rescue the sons of Abraham. The firstborn

uf Egypt, of man and of beast, were slain to emancipate Israel. The king, his courtiers,

and Egypt's military were submerged in the sea to deliver the Hebrews. For forty

years they had been miraculously led and miraculously fed. For forty years their

clothes had resisted all decay, and their sandals had not yielded to wear. Without
(rdinary bread—without wine—they had been kept alive; yea, had become robust
and irresistible. Conquest over foes was already theirs, and Canaan itself was, in part,

((ossessed. Never belore—never since—has God so set aside his ordinary methods of

providing for men, and revealed himself as the personal Friend of his people.

II. This obacious activity contained pkeiinant pledge of higheb good.
Wondrous as were these acts of Divine kindness, they did not terminate in themselves.
They were the earnests of something more^something higher. Every gift in the
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desert and erery conquest in Canaan contained a kernel of spiritual promise. These
events througli which the Hebrews passed, both prosperous events and adverse,

were "temptations," or tests, by which to develop their faith and fortitude. Every
carnal battle was drill and discipline for siiiritual conflict. Very instructively are the

miraculous deliverances here called "signs" (ver. 3). For signs and symbols they

were of realities in the spirit-realm. The redemption from Egypt was the sign of a

better redemption for the soul. Sinai foreshadows Calvary. The smitten rock

prefigured Christ. The desert life was a type of the earthly pilgrimage. The brazen

serpent symbolized the remedy for sin. By new and singular methods was the host

of God's elect daily fed, and Moses plainly indicates the gracious intention of the plan,

viz. that " Te might know that I am the Lord your God." The descending manna
was an object-lesson. Every meal was a revelation of God. Within the food for the

body was to be found richer food for the soul.

in. We see man's insensibility to the gracious intention of God. In this

address of Moses we discover an apparent ountradiction. "Ye have seen," he says,

"all that the Lord did" (ver. 2). " Yet," he adds, "the Lord hath not given you eyes

to see " (ver. 4). But the contradiction is only on the surface. They saw, an<l yet

they did not see. They saw the external event ; they did not perceive the interi(.)r

meaning. They had no eye for spiritual penetration. They had not the pureness of

heart by which they might have seen God. And the blame of non-possession does not

rest on God. Some gifts he bestows unasked. " He sendeth rain on the just and on the

unjust." But the higher gifts for the soul he grants only to the meek and the prayer-

ful. "Ask, and ye shall receive." "Open thy mouth wide, and I will fill it." The
Hebrews saw the cloud, but did not see the God within the cloud. They saw the

splendid coruscations of his glory, ..nd they entrsated that the vision might not be

repeated. Their mouths were filled with material food, but they had no eye to discern

the love which supplied it. They remained deaf to the soft whispers of the Divine

voice—the voice within the human voice. They were too carnal to perceive the

illustrious vocation to which they were called, or the magnificent destiny that lay in

their path. Jehovah offered to be " their God."

IV. We see a fresh opportunity for complete consecration. On the threshold

of the promised land God summoned a halt. He reviews, by the mouth of Moses, their

past history, reminds them of their mistakes, reproves their obtuseness of mind, and
invites them to a renewal of the sacred covenant. Anotlier chance was given them for

spiritual reformation. Here was the couiincncement of a new epoch. Again, as in

Horeb, God bids for man's allegiance. He renews his pledge to be in Canaan what he

had been in the desert—their special Friend, their God. In this compact all the

resources of God were secured to Israel. His power, his glory, his life, his home, were

conveyed to them. All was to be theirs ; but on one condition—and that condition was
a necessity—that they should be loyal and true to him. What a splendid opportunity

was there. for a new beginning—for a fresh departure! So ever and anon God comes

near to us, and offers to make a covenant with us—to be our Friend and God for ever.

On the morning of every day—on every returning sabbath—he appeals to us afresh to

make consecration of ourselves. If we will be indeed his people, he will be most truly

our God. We too may " enter into his oath."—D.

Vers. 14—28.

—

Hie government of God all-embracing. The detective force in GJod's

kingdom is perfect. Escape through the meshes of his Law is an impossibility. Every

defaulter is within the custody of the Omniscient Eye. Arraignment, conviction, and

execution proceed (sometimes leisurely) with the precision and certitude of irresistible

law. In this paragraph

—

I. Wk learn the oroanio mnry of the nation. Every individual is a member
of the community—an integral part of the kingdom. *' No man liveth unto himself."

A citizen of an empire cannot demean himself as he please. He is bound to consider

the well-being of the body politic. Hence Moses affirmed that the covenant made with

the elders and officers present was a covenant also made with those not present Who-
ever elected to share in the security and triumphs of the nation was bound to share in

its obligations. We cannot belong to society and claim exemption from its laws. The
l^idiyidual ia bound by the decisions of the nation.
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n. Wb lbabn the great uses of experience. " Ye have seen their abomina-
tions." To a generation that had not seen the obscenities, impurities, and social

corruptions of idolatry, it would be difficult to convey an adciiuale idea of the evil. It

was, therefore, of the first importance that the experience of the Hebrews who had
come up from Egypt should mould and inspire the convictions of the yoiinser genera-
tion. Those who had seen the abominations of Egypt, felt its oppressi^^ns, and taken
part in* uprooting the corrupt races of Canaan, ought to have cherished a deep sense of

the value of this covenant with God, The evil against which they solemnly leai^ued

they knew to be a curse to men and an abhorrence to Jehovah. If only the treasures

of experience were garnered and utilized, they would be worth njore than mountains of

ill ver and gold.

III. We learn the deceptive flatteries of sin. " I shall have peace, though
I walk in the imagination of mine heart." 1. The transgressor is intensely seljish. He
jilots for himself, and thinks only of his comfort. " I shall have peace." 2. The
transgressor is essentially blind. He imagines that although all others may be de-
tected, he shall escape. He sees no immediate danger. He vainly fancies that his

evil course is sagacious, and will bring prompt returns of advantage. 3. The trans-

gressor is a practical atheist. Because human magistrates or human witnesses may not
discover his crime, he concludes that God will not. In fact, he leaves Gid out of the
calculation. He lays his plans and carries them as if there were no God. The great
sin of men is tJiis. viz. tiiat " God is not in all their thouglits." Sin seldom appears in

its true colour in this life. It is ashamed of its own fruits. It promises its dupes the
fruits of righteousness. The creed of this world is that men " may gather grapes from
thorns, and figs from thistles."

IV. We learn that God's detectives never fail. "The Lord will not spare
him." The secret conspiracy of the heart shall be proclaimed upon the housetops. If

the culprit hide in the darkest den of a populous city, thence will Jehovah's arm drag
hira forth. " He liesets us beliind and before." If he be alone in his guilt, he is the
more to blame, since he has no help or encouragement from others. All social influences

have been deterrent from evil ; but ho has resisted them all with his obstinate folly.

He has been sin!j;ular in his sin ; he shall be singular iu his suffering. Against him the
anger of Jehovah will burn with a white heat of justice. All the vials of righteous
wrath shall be emptied on that guilty head. His name shall perish. He shall be
" separated unto evil." The nation shall loathe him. The universe shall be banded
together to punish him.

V. We learn that the effect of public RETRIBUTrON IS TO MAKE LUMINOUS
God's righteousness. God delights in earth's fertility. He finds pleasure iu fruits

and flowers. But his delight in the fruits and flowers of the soul is so much greater,
that he will blast all the beauty and fertility of earth in order to ] produce in men the
fruits of holiness. His police force is enormous. Pestilence and earthquake, volcanic
flame and electricity, human armies and microscopic insects, execute his judicial word.
And the cllect upon mankind is to excite inquiry. Wherefore this demolition and
our.se? Some solid reason must exist for this complete reversal of former blessing,
'j'he contrast is eloquent with meaning. The flames of Sodom shed a lustre on the Divine
righteousness. The barren hills, with mute yet mournful tongue, declare God's faithful-

ness. A broken covenant exj^lains it all! The hills shall flee; the stars shall fade;
but not a word from Jehovah's lips shall ever miscarry. The sleepless sword of judicial
vsngeance shall pursue to the death every false thing.—D.

Ver. 29.

—

The purpose of Divine revdntion. Taught by God's good Spirit, Moses
tliscerned that the pur|iose of Divine revelation was not to gratify intellectual curiosity,
but to qualify for practical obedience.

I. l.'EVELATION IS THE ONLY SOURCE OF SAVTNa KNOWLEDGE FOR GUILTY MEN.
Knowledge of God, his attributes, and mcthotls of operation may be obtained from
investigation of man and nature. P.ut the special knowledge of God's merciful dispo.si-

tions and purposes respecting sinners can be acquired oidy from the direct revelation
he is pleased to make. Wliether rebellious men can be reconciled to God, and by wluit
method; how the injured nature of man is to be renovated; whether any existence,
or service, or promotion is possible beyond the grave ;—these and other vital quesdoi;8
can be answered only by the voice from heaven.
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II. Revelation is not coextensive with reality and fact. There is yet a

realm of the unknown which God has not disclosed to men. The class of " secret

things " ia in God's keeping. Such confidence have we in the benignity of the Most
High, that we anticipate further revelations, yea, an unending series of disclosures ; but

the time and method of these gradual unveilings God has wisely reserved unto himself.

One thing inspires a hope of increased knowledge : we have a Divine promise that what
we know not now we shall know hereafter. Compared with the unknown, the knowc
is • speck, an atom, an alphabet only. The universe of knowledge is still beyond us

enticing our inquiry.

III. Revelation is a responsible trust to its possessor. The " things which

are revealed belong unto us and to our children for ever." So long as this revelation

is quite external to us it cannot be said to be ours. To possess it, it must fill the

understanding, move the affections, quicken the desires, cheer the conscience, mould
the character. Then only does it " belong to us." Thus we are to conserve it, viz. by
a wise appreciation and by practical use. It is to be handed down to our children

intact; i.e. not the written scroll so much as the living belief. We are so to prize and

practise this revelation that our children shall see it is our precious treasure, our

anchor in trouble, our pole-star in darkness, our daily chart and guide. It belongs to

us ; therefore as wise men we should use it, yea, extract from it all the advantage we
can. For the right improvement of the written Word we shall be counted responsible.

We " are stewards of the mysteries of God."

IV. Revelation is measured out for practical use. It is given to us "that

we may do all the words of this Law." It possesses regal authority, for it is a " Law."

In giving us this Law, God deals with us as with intelligent beings, capable of under-

standing his will, capable of rendering him efficient service. There is no niggardliness

in any of God's gifts. As soon as we have improved to the utmost our knowledge of

God's will, we shall receive more. " The secret of the Lord is with them that fear

him." " Then shall we know if we follow on to know the Lord." Honest obedience

enlarges the capacity of knowledge ; it whets the appetite for higher spiritual acquisi-

tion ; it awakens expectation. To know God and his Son Jesus Christ, this is life

;

this is an ever-expanding life—life eternal.—D.

Vers. 1—9.

—

Time-defying habiliments. After the extensive list of curses to be

recited amid the mountains, Moses proceeds to speak of the perfect providences of the

pilgrimage as a loud call to obedience out of gratitude. He points out not only the

miracles connected with the Exodus, but also the arrangements of, as we should say,

the commissariat. They had not to manufacture bread, for the manna fell from heaven
;

they had not to carry with them wine or strong drink, for the pure water out of the

smitten rock followed them all the way. Nor had they to concern themselves about

clothing, for their clothes defied the march of time, and their shoes stood intact all the

rough journey of the wilderness. We have only to consider what such an arrangement

saved them, and how at the end of the forty years* march, instead of "ragged regi-

ments," they presented themselves in biight and impressive array, to conclude that

this merciful care of their clothing as well as of themselves was a crowning experience

of the wilderness. It has indeed been suggested that all here implied is a providential

blessing upon their ordinary endeavours and barters with the surrounding tribes;' but

we imagine there is much more in this reference to their time-defying garment*. Wo
are led to speak again of the " philosophy of clothes " (cf. ch. xxii. 5).

I. The purpose of clothes is to cover our nakedness. This was shown in

Eden, and as Carlyle says about his alter ego {Teitfelsdrockli), " The utility of clothes

is altogether a^iparent to him ; nay, perhaps he has an insight into their more recon-

dite and almost mystic qualities, what we might call the omnipotent virtue of clothes,

such as was never before vouchsafed to any man. . . . Society, which the more I think

of it astonishes me the more, is founded upon cloth." • And into this most proper

purpose of hiding our nakedness, let us observe, the Lord entered in Eden and after-

wards. Man is a spirit, but it is also evident that in this present world he was meant
to wear clothes and to conform to decency thereby.

* Kitto^a * Fiotorial Bible,' in loeo. ' * Sartor Besartos,' pp. 58, fiO.
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n. There is mo virtcb in baqgedness. la fact, one of the prophets, in order to
convey impressively the worthlessness in God's sight of our self-righteousness, uses
this very figure :

" But we are all as an unclean thing, and all our righteousnesses are
as filthy rags; and we all do fade as a leaf; and our iniquities, like the wind, have
taken us away " (Isa. Ixiv. 6). Suppose that Israel had reached the land of promise
in desperate ra^igedness ; it would have been no credit to themselves or to their God.
It would, on the other hand, have made the invasion more perilous. But when,
instead of " ragged regiments," they came with unworn uniforms from the wilderness,
the very freshness of the ajipearance of the host struck terror into their adversaries.

III. The fact had evidently failed to strike the Israelites as it ought to
HA5"3 DCJTE. " Yet the Lord," says Moses, " hath nut given you an heai t to perceive,
and eyes to see, and ears to hear, unto this day" (ver. 4). The unchanging, well-
apl'ointed host had ceased to be a marvel to itself, although it must have been a
niiuvel to all otlier observers. The bright, unfading, well-kept dresses continually
before their eyes failed to make adeciuate impression. They took God's goodness, as
we are too prone to do, as a matter ol course.

IV. God's provision for man's body was a typk of his pbovision fob man's
SPIRIT, 'i'he si)irit of man has its hunger and thirst and nakedness, just as well as the
iKxly. And we are accustomed to see in the manna, which satisfied the hunger of
the Israelites, a type of him who, as the Living Bread, came down from heaven
(John vi. 49, 50); in the ivater from the smitten rock, which satisfied tiieir thirst,

a tyi^e of the Spirit, proceeding from the Sun, to refresh the souls of men (John vii.
37—3'J). And why, we ask, should we not discern in the time-defying garmeTits,
which God so wonderfully preserved, a type of that righteousness w;th which ho
clothes oiu- spiritual nakedness, which is unto all and upun all vhem that believe
(Kom. iii. 22) ? Round the human spirit, as Carlyle has put it, there lies a " garment
of flesh contextured in the loom of heaven ... it is sky-woven, and worthy of a
Guii;'' but around it he is pleased to place another garment, of which the unworn
uniforms of Israel were types, the righteousness of Jesus Christ, which is sufficient to
cover all uur nakedness, aud which stands defiantly against the powers of time. It ia

in this array aud panoply tluit, as pilgrims, we shall reach the land of eternal promise.
Vicissitude and change will work no havoc in this garment of God. In contrast to
all man's "shoddy" and "ragged righteousness," it stands in perennial brightness,
the time-defying clothing oiil of the commissariat of God. May we all be arrayed in
none uther as we approach the Jordan !—R. M. E.

Vers. 10—28.

—

Tfie land of promise becoming accursed. Moses has tried the
principle of gratitude with the Israelites, urging obedience from a sense of the great
guudness of the Lord. And now he turns to the other principle of /ear, which cannot
lie dispensed with in religion,* and urges obedience out of respect for the promised
land, since if they are disubedient it will be turned to a land accursed. The land will
in such a case become a witness to the curse of God, instead of continuing a standing
evidence of his love; a beacon instead of a type ; a wilderness instead of a paradise'^
And it is instructive to notice the exact danger Moses meets in this passage. The
curses have already been pronounced; but it is just possible for some one to say that
the curse is levelled at collective sin. National apustacy is contemplated, but an
individual will never be noticed in his course of licentiousness. The wholesale is

judged ; the retail may eseajie. This is the idea that Moses here refutes. Jle shows
that the individual shall be judged, and the laud become accursed through tho apostacy
of individuals. We remark, then

—

1. The nation apostatizes through the apostacy of individuals. No nation as
a public act apostatizes, but it gets rotten through individual action. When then a
number of units, under the delusion that as units they shall escape, betake taemselves
to evil courses, blessing themselves in their hearts, saying, " I shall have peace, though
i walk in the imagination of mine heart, to add drunkenness to thirst," then does
lottenuess enter into the state of Denmark ! It is well for units not to pretend to
under estimate their influence as an excuse for living as they please. The nation

' Cf. Mozley's • Sermoue Parochial and Occasional,' pp. S22—329.
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suffers througli the deterioration of its componeut particles. If the individual withers,

the nation withers too.

II. Individual waywardness may work the ruin of a land. When we look

into the adinirahle work of Van Lennep, we find him ascribing the harrenness o,

l*:\lestine at present to the cutting down of furests, the fall of terraces, and the

consequent want of rain.* A land thus lies at the mercy of individuals much more
than we imagine. An individual may cut down the trees on his patch of freehold, and
his neighbour follow his example, to carry on his self-indulgence with the proceeds,

and the result may be the change of climate which turns a paradise into a waste. We
have already seen that Pa'cstine was peculiarly depenflent upon bountiful provision in

the shape of the early and latter rains ; and if individuals, through the necessities

begotten by their self-indulgence, outrage the arrangements of providence, the land

becomes of necessity accursed.

III. As A MATTER OF FACT, THE HoLY LaND 18 NOW AN EMBODIMENT OP THE CDRSB

OF God, Travellers are struck with the brown and Varren aspect of the whole land.

Si^ots here and there, of course, burst into beauty through the gift of rain, but as a

whole the land is no longer " with milk and honey blessed," but under the anathema
of Heaven. How much longer this blight is to rest upon its bloom we cannot say, but

the fact is patent to all observers.

IV. The MUTE appeal of a stricken laio) should not bb lost upon the
OBSERVERS OF IT. When the question of slavery was being discussed, before God
settled it by permitting the American civil war, attention was directed to the "waste
lands " created by the slave-labour. It was shown that the iniquitous system made
virgin and splendid soil in the course of years, through monotonous cropping, a

wilderness, and that the spectacle of the deterioration of the earth should weigh with

tliinkers.' And Nature is surely meant to speak to man's spirit by her deformities aa

well as by her beauties; by her manifest wrongs as well as by her manifold bene-

dictions. Such a man as Euskin, considering the question as art critics will, pleads

eloquently for the natural beauty which the advancing needs of railway and of

manufacture threatens with desolation. But such a wilderness as Palestine now is,

such a wilderness as the slave states of America were becoming, speaks to the

conscience of observers, and calls for penitence and tears. The muteness of the appeal,

the golden silence, which characterizes such impressive scenes, should make each

witness of the waste a penitent worshipper!

V. Obedience to God will yet regenerate nature. We see the reverse of the

disaster in Ps. Ixvii. 5, 6, "Let the people praise thee, God; let all the people

praise thee. Then shall the earth yield her increase." The wilderness shall yet blossom

as the rose when the children of men shall learn their privilege and duty as children

ofGod.—B.M.E.

Ver. 29.

—

The purpose and limits of revelation. This passage states fdrly both
the purpose and limits of revelation.

I. The purpose of revelation. It is not to gratify curiosity, but to secure

obedience in the successive generations. In other words, it is not speculative, but

practical.

1. The objections urged against revelation largely consist in the disappointments of
speculative curiosity. Because God did not inform man scientifically about the creation

of the world ; because he did not deliver an articulated theological system ; because

he did not compose a philosopliical text-book ;—therefore this popular, miscellaneou*,

and discursive Book cannot be Divine. But so far from such arguments being valid,

they go to substantiate the Divine character of the Book. For—
2. It is an intensely practical Book, inculcating on parents and children obedience

to Ood. It takes up man in the family, and urges him to obey God and try to get

his children to obey him. It reveals God as a Father seeking the obedience and trust

of his human children, and inviting them to the heaven of obedience to his command-
ments. It makes man understand sufficient about God to know the duty and the

blessedness of obeying him. And here let us notice two important positions taken up

Van Lennep, vt tupra, p. 26. * Cf. Caimes' * Slave P'>—v,* p. 77, eto.
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by the revelation. (1) It declares that we have hoo.n made in the Divine image. Let
men make us out to he phj'sically in the image of tlic beast, we are si)iritually in the

image of God. And (2) it declares that for man's salvntion God became incarnate.

Mutual acquaintance and understanding are manifestly possible and practicable upon
these terms. Man can reason upwards from his own nature, wliich, as Carlyle said,

lifter Clirysostom, is "the true Shcchinah ; " and man can appreciate Godhead when
revealed through a sinless human life. As a revelation, tlien, it is most reasonable.

II. The limits of kevet.ation. It leaves a realm of secrecy to God. That is, it

does not profess to reveal God fully, for "he cannot, on account of his incomparable
greatness and excelleiice, bring his plans and operations within the comprehension of

his creatures." 1 The finite cannot take in the infinite. We only know in part. But
we know. To doubt the possibility of knowing God would lead us straight to
universal scepticism. Agnosticism has no logical halting-ground on this side of
universal doubt.' Hence we venture not beyond the assigned limits of the knowable.
We take all that God gives and use it reverentially. At the same time, we recognize
a world beyond our ken, of essence and of purpose and of perception, which is God's
•louOt Oui p'ide is brukeu ; we are penitent bufore him, and we adore.

—

R. M. £.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXX.

Vers. 1—10.—Though rejected and exiled

because of rebellion and upostacy, Israel

should not be absolutely or for ever cast oif.

When disperse,! among the nations, if tho

people should return to Jehovah thi ir God,

he would again receive tlicm into favour

and gather them from their dispersion (cf. eh.

iv. 2'J, etc. ; Lev. xxvi. 40, etc.). Moses, look-

ing into the future, anticipates Ihat both tho

blessing and the eurso wuuld come upon

the people according as thty were fuithful

to their covenant engagement and obedient

to God's Law, or were disohedient and un-

faithfuL But even when the curse came
upon them to the full, this would not

amount to final rejection ; but God would,

by the discipline of sull'ering, lead them to

repentance, and then he would again

bestow the blessing (cf. Neh. i. 9).

Vcr. 1.—Thou shalt call them to mind (cf.

1 Kings viii. 47, where tho same expre.-sion

is rendered by "bethink tliemselves"). This
is the meaning bere also; it is not the mere
recollection of the curse and tho l)lessin'4

that is referred to, but a general considera-
tion of their own comlitiou and conduct.

Ver. 2.—And elialt relura unto the Lord
thy God; retuin from the worship of false

gods to worship and serve .lelio\;ih ilie one
true God. the God of their fiithers, and IJie

God whom as a nation they had before wor-
•iiipped (cf. Neh. L 8, 9).

Ver. 3.—The lord thy God will turn thy
captivity. This docs not mean will cause thy
cjptives to return, for (1) the verb in Kal
(as it is here, 32*) never has the force of the
Iliph. ; anil (2) tho returning of the dis-
persed is afterwards referred to as conse-
quent on tlie turning of the captivity. Tho
jilural is used here as elsewhere to indicjit*
the cessation of afHiction or sutfering (cf.

Job xli. 10; Ps. xiv. 7; Ixxxv. 2; cxxvi. 1,

4; Jer. xxx 18 ; tzek. xvi. 53). The render-
ingot the LXX. here is Loticeuble, koI IdaeTut
Kiipios ras a/j.apTias ffov, " and tJie Lord will
heal thy sins," i.e. will remit thy guilt and
will deliver thee from the pernioious and
destructive power of sin (cf. Ps. xli. 4 ; Jer.
iii. 22; xvii. 14; Hos. xiv, 4; Matt, xiii,

15, etc.).

Vers. 4, 5.— Consequent on this deliver-
ance would be the gatliei ins; of Israel from
all the places of the dispirsion and their
return to possess the land which their
fathers po.-sessed, in greater numbers than
their fathers were. Tiiis last statement
suggests doul.t as to the literal interpreta-
tion of this prediction, for, as Keil remarks,
" If there is to be an increase in the num-
ber of tlvj Jews when gathered out of their
dispersion into all the world, above the num-
ber of their fathers, and therefore above the
number of tho Isr.iclites in the time of Solo-
mon ;md the first monarchs of the two
kin.ijdoms, Palestine will never furnish room
enougli for a nation muliipliud like this."
The icfcrcuco iu ti.o hjllowing veise to a
spiritual renewal suggests the inquiry
whe.her the reference here is not to such a
gathering and restoration of Lurael aa that

» Cf. Robert Hall's ' Works,' vol. vi. p. 54, < tc.
» Cf. B. P. Bowne's ' Studies in Tlieism,' ch. i., etc.
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which St. Paul de8cribe8 in Rora. xi., when
the branches that had been broken from the

olive tree shall be again grafted into it, and
all Israel shall be saved after the fulness of

the Gentiles shall be brought in. To Moses,

and indeed to all the Old Testament pro-

phets and saints, tlie Israel of God presented

itself as a nation dwelling in a land given to

it by God ; but as the national Israel was the

type of the spiritual Israel, and as Canaan
was the type of the spiritual kingdom of

God, the full import of what is said concern-

ing the former is only to be perceived when
it is viewed as realized in the latter. Certain

it is that it was on this principle that the

apostles interpreted the fulfilment of the

Old Testament declarations concerning Is-

rael, of which the explanation given by St.

James of Amos ix. 11, 12 may be noted as

an instructive example (Acts xv. 15— 17).

If the rebuilding of the ruined tabernacle of

David is to be efiected by " the residue of

men" being brougiit to "seek after the

Lord, and all the Gentiles upon whom his

Name is called," we need not shrink from

interpreting this prophecy of Moses as

referring to the restoration of Israel by the

bringing in of Jew and Gentile into the one

fold under the one Shepherd, the Shepherd
of Israel (John ix. 16).

V«r. 6.—The Lord will circumcise thine

heart; " when thou vcilt become better, God
will help thereto (cf. ch. x. 16)" (Herx-

heimer). When Israel should return to

the Lord, he would take away from them the

evil heart of unbelief, and give them the

new heart and the right spirit. " Qui pravis

aflfoctibus renunciat is circumcisus corde

dicitur " (Rosenmiiller. Cf. Jer. xxxi. 33

;

xxxiL 39; Ezek. xi. 19, etc.; xxxvL 26;
Bom.ii. 29; Col. ii. 11).

Vers. 8, 9.—Thou bhalt return and obey

;

i.e. thou ebalt again hearken (see ver. 9,

where the same expression is thus rendered).

These two verses are closely connected, the

former expressing the condition on which
the aspect expressed in the latter depends.

They should be rendered accordingly. If

thou shalt return . . . then the Lord thy

God, etc. (comp. Gen. xlii. 38 ; Exod. iv. 23,

where a similar construction occurs).

Ver. 10.—Israel would then be restored

to the full eojoyment of privilege, would

again enter into covenant onion with th«
Almighty, and would be enriched with all

the blessings of his favour (cf. ch. xxviii. 11,

63) ; only, however, on the indispensable
condition of their hearkening to the voic«
of God and being obedient to his Law.

Vers. 11—14.—The fulfilment of this con.

ditiou was not impossible or even difficult

;

for (lod had done everything to render it

easy fur them. The commandment of God
was not hidden from them ; literally, was not

wonderful to them ; i.e. hard to be understood
or to perform (see the use of the Hebrew
word in Ps. cxxxi. 1 ; Prov. xxx. 18) ; nor
was it far off; it was not in heaven— »'.«•

though heavenly in its source, it had not
remained there, but had been revealed—so

that there was no need for any one to say.

Who will ascend to heaven, and bring it down
to us, that we may hear it, and do it 1 The
idea is not, as Eeil suggests, that of " an
inaccessible height" which none could scale;

nor is it, as suggested by Knobel, that of

something " incomprehensible, impractic-

able, and superhuman ;
" it is simply a state-

ment of fact that the Law had not been
retained in heaven, but had been revealed

to men. Nor was this revelation made in

some far distant place across the sea, so that

any need say. Who will go over the sea for

us, and bring it unto us, that we may hear it,

and do it 1 On the contrary, it was very near
to them, had been disclosed in words so

that they could utter it with their own
mouth, converse over it, and ponder it in

their hearts (cf. Isa. xlv. 19; Jer. xxiii. 28;
Rom. X. 6). In the allusion to the sea, the

representation is not that of depth (Targum
Jon.), but that of distance.

Vers. 15—20.—Moses concludes by so-

lemnly adjuring the people, as he had set

before them, in his proclamation of the Law
and in his preaching, good and evil, life and
death, to choose the former and eschew the

latter, to love and serve the Lord which is

life, and to shun apostacy and disobedience

which are death (cf. ch. xi. 26, 27).

Ver. 17.- (Cf. ch. iv. 19.)

Ver. 19.- (Cf. ch. iv. 26.)

Ver. 20,—For he is thy life ; rather, for
this is thy life ; to love the Lord is really

to live the true, the higher life (ct oh. iv. lu

;

xxxiL 47>

HOMILETICa

Ver*. 1—10.

—

Dispersion not rejection. It is very comforting to pass from so gloomy

a chapter as the twenty-eighth to such a paragraph as this. In this thirtieth chapter,

the onlook and outlook of Moses are much more extended than before. So distantly is

his eye cast now, that he actually looks to the further side of the gloomy scene he

had BO recently sketched, and sees in the horizon a belt of glory bounding his view

(ver. 9). So that, although the present darkness and distress into which the scattered
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nation is plunged are the exact fulfilment of the Word of God, yet that same Word
declares this to be a transition, and not a final state of tilings. " Ood hath not cast away
his people," Concerning them there is a twofold promise : (1) of their conversion to God

;

(2) of their restoration to their land. Both are certain. Both will be fulfilled. The
first, in their conversion to the Lord Jesus Christ. The second, in whatever sense the
Holy Ghost used the words, bat what that sense is is not so clear. There had been a
promise made to Abraham (Gal. iii. 8). The Law did not annul that (Gal. iii. 17, 18).

Now, if we turn to the promise to Abraham, we find (Gen. xii. 1—8) there are three
parts in it : (1) that Abraham should have a seed; (2) that his seed should bless the world

;

(3) that they should inherit the land. Now, when Paul expounds this Abrahaniic
promise, he shows : (1) that all who are Christ's are Abraliam's seed (Gal. iii. 26);
(2) that the promise made to Abraham was " the gospel " (Gal. iii. 8),—it was n)ade to

him, "foreseeing that God would justify the nations through faith." But since the pro-

mise swells out to the full gospel, since the expression " Abraham's seed " includes all

who are Christ's,—may not, yea, must not, the land-promise also swell out into some-
thing proportionately larger and grander? Such is the question.

Further. The same apostle not indistinctly teaches that, witliin the lines of his own
exposition, there is mercy in store for Israel. What are these lines of exposition? 1.

That Jew and Greek are one in Christ Jesus. 2. That the Jewish rites and ceremonies
are for ever abolished. 3. That the commonwealth of Israel now is made up of men of

eyery kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation.

In the application of these principles, the following steps of thought, taken in order,
will enable us to summarize Scripture teaching thereon :

—

I. There is a condition laid down in ch. xxx. 2.

II. The Lord Jesus has come, laden with blessings for Jew and Gentile (Rom. xi. 26).
III. As the Gentile obtained mercy through Jewish preaching, so the Jew is to

obtain mercy through the instrumentality of the Gentile (Hum. xi. 30, 31).
IV. The Lord Jesus Christ declares (Luke xxi. 24) that Jerusalem shall be trodden

down of the Gentiles, till the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled.

V. The apostle declares (Rom. xi. 25) that blindness in part is happened to Israel,

till the fulness of the Gentiles be come in.

VI. A time is foreseen when Israel shall " turn to the Lord " (2 Cor. iii. 15, 16).
They will yet see Jesus as their Messiah.

VII. The prophets also speak of their conversion to God (Ezek. xxxvi. 21—32).
VIII. Then, too, will such predictions as Ezek. xxxvi. 24, 28, 34, 35, etc., be ful-

filled, but whether in the literal or in the larger sense indicated above, we leave for the
piovidence of God to show.

IX. The same Book which predicts all this tells us also of the meant, and agencies by
which it shall be brought about. There will be providential movements (Ezek.
xxi. 27). But the supreme agency will be the power of the Holy Ghost (Ezek.
xxxvi. 25—27 ; xxxviL 1—14 ; Zech. xiii. 10. For the means to b) used by ub, se«<

Ezek. xxxvi. 37).

X. The reason or ground of all will be the sovereign good-pleasure of God (Ezek.
xxxvi. 32 ; cf. Isa. xliii. 25).

XI. When Israel is thus restored, it will be like " life from the dead" (Rom. xi. 15).
When the long-lost nation is thus regathered, when it returns with weeping and
supplication to the Saviour, and, saved by him, sings the songs of Zion, then will it

become by its evangelistic zeal what it now is by its sacred literature—a priesthood lor

the world 1

XII. Concerning all this, the fulfilment of past prophecy is a prophecy of future
fulfilment 1

In conclusion. 1. Let us ever hold the Hebrew race in high honour. " Salvation is

of the Jews." 2. Let us bear them on our hearts in prayer. 3. Let us watch the
movements of God's providence. 4. Let us heed the cautionary words in Rom. xi
18—21.

Ver. 6 (comp. with Jer. xxx. 31—34, and Heb. viii. 6).

—

ITie old and new
covenants. It may not be uninstructive at this stage of homiletic teaching upon this
book, to place on record the points of comparison and uf contrast between the old and

DKUTEKONOMV. 2 H
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new covenants ; t.«. between the covenant made through Moses and that propounded
and sealed through the hord Jesus Christ.

I. Let vb note the points of compabison. 1. Both are made with a people formerl

for God (Isa. xliii. 21 ; 1 l^et. ii. 9). 2. Both make God all in all (ch. xiv. 2; 1 Cor.

vi. 20). 3. Both inculcate holiness (ch. vii. 6; 1 Pet. i. 15). 4. Both of them are

based on sacrifice (Heb. ix. 22, 23). 5. Both teach a mediatorial administration (Lev.

xvi. ; Heb. vffl. 0). 6. Both set before the people a future inheritance (cb. xii. 1).

7. Both urge to duty by the imjiulse of gratitude (ch. v. 6 ; Heb. ir. 9). 8. Buth
appeal to lear as well as to hope (ch. xi. 16 ; Heb. iv. 1).

II. TiiEKE ARE ALSO POINTS OF CONTRAST. 1. In the form of the covenants. (1)
'Mey differ as to tlie extent of their compass. One includes a nation, the other men of

every nation. (2) The spirituality of its genius, and paucity of definite rules and ritual

is another mark of the New Testanieut covenant (cf. Rom. xiv. 17). (3) The new cove-

nant lias clearer revelations : (a) Of the law of sacrifice (comp. Leviticus with Hebrews).
(b) or the Divine character (Ileb. i.). (c) Of the destiny of mankind (Heb. x. 25—31).

('I) Of the tenderness of the Divine concern for man as man (Luke xt.). 2. In their

promissory grounds they differ quite as widely. (1) Tlie old covenant ensures objective

good, if there is a subjective fitness for it ; t!ie new covenant promises subjective fitness

that objective good may be secured. Tlie one says, " Do this, and thou shalt live."

The other, " Live, and you will do this " (ch. xxx. 6). (2) The security for the fulfil-

ment of Gdd's promises tu as is far more strikingly seen in Clirist than it could possibly

be under Closes (2 Cor. L 20). (3) The certainty of the fulfilment of the conditions of

tlie covenaut by those who are included in it, is provided for under " grace," as it was
nut under "Law." 'litis covenant is •' ordered in all things and sure," and is in no way
contingent on the fickleness of human will. It is a " better covenant," and is " estab-

lished upon better promises." And the reason of the difference is found in the fact that

t!ie fi'st covenant was intended to serve an educational purpose, and so to prepare the

AViiy for the Lord Jesus Christ to bring in a greater and larger one, under which regene-

ration unto salvation should be certainly secured (John vi. 37—40).

Vers. 11—14 (comp. with Rom. x. 6—13).

—

The word offaith. No Christian preacVer

is likely ever to deal with these words of Moses without setting by the side

thereof the words of the Apostle Paul respecting them, in which, indeed, we have the

best ] ossible exposition of and commentary upon them. We propose to give an outline

llomily thereupon.

I. There is a " woiin of faitii " which, though anticipated in the olden time,

IS NOW made THE BURDEN OF CHRISTIAN PREACHING. 1. There is a grand thesis to be
maintau:e 1 throughout all time, viz. that Jesus is Lord (Rom. x. 9 ; 1 Cor. xii. 3;
Phil. ii. II). 2. There is a twuf Id duty required with reference thereto. (1) Believing.

(2) Confessing, i.e. (o) letting the faith cherislied in the heart become a practical power
in the life; i&) letting the tongue speak for him; (c) letting the noblest energy be

spent for him. We see why these two and just these are named. Believing is the

attitude of the soul Godward. Confession is the attitude of the life manward. Both
are required. A faith which can content itself without a confession, and a confession

which has not its root in faith, are alike valueless. 3. There is a double effect of this

double act. (1) Faith—the Gudward act—is followed by " righteousness," i.e. in

Pauline usage, justification. (2) Confession—the manward life—issues in "salvation,"

i.e. the sound use of all our spiritual powers (cf. Acts iv. 9—12 (Greek) and 1 John i. 7).

The effects are as the duties. Justification is a right-setting before God. Salvation, a
transformed life before man. 4. For all this we have the sure guarantee ot God's own
Word (Rum. x. 11—13).

II. There abk some notewobtht features about this " wobd of faith." Moses
had said, "It is not too hard, nor too high, nor too far off (cf. Hebrew), but it is very near,"

etc. Paul quotes this with some variation, saying : 1. " It is near. ' It speaks to man's
inner self—to his conscience. 2. " It is in thy month." In words which can be uttered

to the people and by them. 3. " It is in thine heart." The word "heart," being quoted

_ from Moses, we take rather in its Hebrew sense, as meaning " understanding," and
thus the phrase would signify, " It is intelligible to you." Being thus near, we have

not to go to heaven to fetch a Saviour, nor to the grave to fetch him from the dead-
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lie came. The work is done—done for all, without distinction of persons. Done

—

once and for ever,

Hence—1. How large the encouragement to call on the Lord Jesus and be saved 1

2. Men need not remain unsaved. 3. Men ought not to remain unsaved..

Vers. 15—20.

—

A dread alternative. While handling substantially the same
momentous themes, the ap;ed lawgiver, as if the thought were opiiressing him that lie

should very soon speak his last word, becomes more and more intensely earnest, and
mingles a soleiunity and pathos which may well be followed by those whose work it is

to " warn every man, and teach every man in all wisdom," that they may " present

every man jierfect in Christ Jesus." Here is presented to us a series of considerations,

which are cumulative in their force, and which should be deeply pondered in strict order

of profjress.

I. Here is a great mass of truth set before men's consciences and hearts.

There are a few words and phrases here given, in form most short and simple, yet in

meaning how august ! how deep! how high ! They are such as these—God,—the Lord
thy God,—good,—evil,—life,—death,— blessing,—cursing. "Dread words! whose
meaning has no end, no bound." There are immeasurable, yea, infinite realities behind

them. And having once been lodged in the conscience with the significance which is

theirs, no power can dislodge them, nor can any one cause it to be to the man as

if he had never heard them.
II. There is a great duty which presses on men with whom this truth is

DEPOSITED. (See vers. 16, 20.) To love the FiOrd, to obey him, to cleave to him, to

walk in his ways, and to keep his commandments, and his statutes, and judgments,

—

this is obviously the right course for men to follow. On many grounds. 1. The Lord
God is holy, and all his commandments are so too ; and it is intrinsically and manifestly

rii;ht to follow what is holy. 2. As our Maker and Picserver, God has supreme claims

on our lo\alty of heart and life. 3. As our Lawgiver, he has the infinite right to

require our obedience. 4. As our Infinite Benefactor, having commended his love

towards us, having bought us with a price, he lias a claim of love as well as a right of

law. And it is not possible for a man to dispute this claim unless his nature is

becoming so perverted that he begins to call evil good, or good evil.

III. There is a great blessing which will follow our loyalty and obedience.
This is so under the gospel, as really as under the Law. For the Law rested on a basis

of gospel, and the gospel brings with it its own law. How can it be otherwise?

The gospel call is, " Kepent, believe, obey." This is the precise and immutable order.

The grace of God teaches us that " we should live soberly, righteously, and godly in this

present world, looking for that blessed hope," etc. And we know what is the promised
issue :

" Godliness . . . hath promise of the life that now is, and of that which is to

come." " For God is our life and the length of our days." Peace, joy, hope, and all

joyful graces and blessings attend on a life which is in accordance with God's will.

IV. It is not possible that opposite moral courses should have like issues. Men
going in opposite directions, in a right line, on a plane surface, from the same point, can
never meet. If to love and obey God be good and tends to good, then the reverse must be
evil, and can work nothing but evih And such ill efi'ects must, for aught we know, go on
for ever and ever, unless something or some being interposes (ver, 18). The prolongation
of Israel's life in the promised land, even though they reached it in peace, would depend
on the continuity of their obedience to their God. They rebelled. Their kingdom was
broken up; their people were carried captive; and the sad story already rehearsed
became theirs. And if now men quit the leadership of the Lord Jesus Christ, there will

be—there must be, a sorer condemnation than for those who rebelled against the Law of
Moses (Heb. vi., ix., x. ; John iii. 36). The outlook for the despisers of Christ, in the
next life, is darkness without a gleam of the light of hope in the distant horizon. And
even in this life nothing but woe can possibly be to him who striveth with his Maker.

V. There are witnesses that wk have not been left undirected and un-
warned. (Ver. 19.) Compare with this solemn adjuration of Moses that of Paul in

Acts XX. 26, 27; Phih i. 8. "Heaven" was witness. For every warning given to

men in God's Name is known and received on high. " Earth " is witness, for the
record of the warning is published to the world. Aud the warning itself was heard by
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thousaads of ears, and was heard of by many thousands more. By the rery directions

of our Lord, we are to proclaim to the many, not to whisper to a few.

VI. Such open heraldiso should prkvext any one who hears the messaob

FROM CUERISHINQ THE HOl'K OF 6CREENINO HIMSELF UNDER FALSE PRETENCES. Th«

following [lassagos may bo compared with our text:—Ezek. xxxiii. 2—5, 9 ; Matt. xii.

41 42 ; viii. 1 1, 12. If any one, having heard the gospel message in all its fulness and

frceiiess, should ever attempt to throw the blame of his destruction upon others, the

lic-ht of eternity will be to his complete unmasking and discomfit:ire. No false

pretences will stand in the judgment (Ps. i.).

VII. An outlook such as this may well give a deep and deepening EARNESTNESS

TO A preacher's TONE. Sptcially : 1. If lie is nearing the close of his course, 2. If a

year is appnachiiig its close. 3, If he realizes the thought that soon, very soon,

some of his hearers may be in the eternal world. 4. If he gives due heed to the

thought that, even apart from the possible nearness of the next life, the accidents of

time may make the period exceedingly short for teaching and warning any one in-

dividual.

VI II. After all, there is a limit beyond which no herald for God can go.

He may teach and warn and plead, but when he has done thsit— where his responsibility

ends, that of the hearer heyins; ver. 19, " therefore chixjse life." The preacher witnesses.

The hearer must be left alone with G(jd and his own conscience to decide the all-

important question, on which a whole eternity depends. Man can direct his fellow-

man to God. Ho may pkad and beseech, even weoping. He may, as in Christ's stead,

pray, " Be reconciled to God." But on the hearer alone the full responsibility for the

tiual step must rest. We may [xiint to God : but we cannot come between the soul and

God. We can herald the way : but we cannot lead the soul along the paths of rinhteous-

ness (Ezik. xxxiii. 4). Hence the final word must be, " Choose life." " Choose ye ttiis

day whom ye will serve." With the j^ower of free choice man cannot interfere. With it

God will not tritle. And what should be the effect of such an appeal, but to shut the

sinner up alone with his God, that between him and Heaven the great matters of life and

death nay be decided, and that, with the judgment seat alone in view, in full sincerity

of soul, the sinner, pros.sod with the wei;;ht of the Divine claims, may then and there

" repent," and " yield himself unto God " ? And if then, conscious of the feebleness of a

will weakened by so oft determining on the wrong side, he cries, " Lord, help me,

and I will be tldne for ever," a ngal love shall cancel past sin and completely forgive;

and a gracious power shall cure the weakness and perfectly restore 1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOR&

Vers. 1—10.

—

Israel's restoration. The blackness of the picture of Israel's rejection

and desolation is relieved by this rim of gold on the further edge. The verses seem to

teach, not only that if Israel repent, mercy awaits it, but that Israel will repent; that

a day of repentance is ordained for it—a day in which the veil that has been so long

left lying on Jewish hearts will be lifted off, and the nation will mourn for him whom
it has pferced and has so long rejected (Zech. xii. 9—14 ; Rom. xi. 25—33 ; 2 Cor.

iii, 14—16). The result will be the incorporation of the Israeli tish people irto Christ's

kingdom, with possibly restoration to the land given them as a national possession, and

blessings, temporal and sjiiritual, beyond those bestowed upon their fathers (ver. 5).

In a wider regard, the j assage teaches

—

I. That in man's conversion, it is the sinner, not God, who changes. Israel

is saved at last, not by any lowering of the standard of holiness, or by any change in

God's requirements, or by any new and easier way of life being discovered than that

originally provided, but by Israel coming round to God's way of thinking, and doing

in the end what God pleaded with it to do at first (ver. 2). After all their sorrowful

experiences, the people are brought to this : that they must submit to do what they were

told in the bc'^inning that they ou;j;ht to do. It is so always. There can be nochang«

on God's part, if tlie sinner is to be saved, it is he who must forsake his thoughts and

\i$ ways (Isa. It 7). He must do at last what he now feels he has not the least
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inclination to do—what, aa years go on, he is cjetting the more disinclined even to

think about. Will he do it ? Is it likely ? Is it certain ? If ever it is to come
about, what agonies of loul must be gone through before so great a revolution can be

produced

!

IL That conversion is sometimes a result of the experience of the hard-
ness OF TRANSGRESSION. It is in the far-oflf country, broken, peeled, and scattered,

that Israel, like the prodigal (Luke xv. 14—19), remembers the Father's house. Is

not this a reason why God sometimes leaves a sinner to eat of the fruit of his own
devices—to take the reins ufion his own neck, and plunge wildly away into sin's

wildernesses?—that he may taste the hardness of such courses, the bitterness, the
emptiness, the essential unsatisfyingness of a life of evil, and so, if by no gentler

methods, be brought back to ways of righteousness? The penalties which attend sin

are, while retributive, also designed in this world for the sinner's correction (IIos. ii.

6—23; xiv.).

III. That the moment the sinner returns, God is ready to foroivb him. We
must not, indeed, post-date the mercy of God, as if tiiat waited on the sinner's self-

moved return as a condition of showing him any kindness. God's gracious action goes

before conversion—leading, drawing, striving, enliglitening, aiding ; nay, it is this

gracious action which leads to conversion. This is of itsdl a pledge that when
conversion comes, he who has thus drawn us to himself will not say us " nay." But we
have express assurances, backed by numerous examples, that whoso cometh he will in

no wise cast out (Ps. xxxii. 5; John vi. 37; 1 John i. 9). 'i'here is: 1. Forgiveness,

with reversal of sentence of rejection (ver. 3). 2. Redemption iVom bondage (vers. 3, 4;

Col. i. 13). 3. Restoration to inheritance (ver. 5 ; Eph. i. 14). 4. A new heart and
spirit (ver. 6). 5. Deliverance from enemies (ver. 7 ; 2 Thess. L 5, 6). 6. Untold
blessings (ver. 9; Eph. i. 3).—J. 0.

Vers. 11—14.— The word offaith. Paul, in Rom. x. 6—10, applies these words to

the " righteousness of faith," and contrasts them witli the voice of the Law, which is,

" The man which doeth those things shall live by them " (Rom. x. 5). That this

application is not a mere accommodation of the words of Moses to a new subject, will

be evident from a brief consideration.

I. Israel and the "righteousness of faith." The constitution under which Israel

was placed, while formally a legal, was practically an evangelical one. On the legal

footing, on any other footing than that of the " righteousness of faith," the statement
that the commandment was neither far to seek nor difficult to obey would not have
been true. The Law, as requiring perfect holiness, obedience unvarying and uninter-

rupted, prescribed as the condition of life (Rom. x. 5) that which no one on earth,

saint or sinner—the sinner's Saviour only excepted—has ever rendered. It was
certainly "nigh," but, as a "ministration of death"—"of condemnation" (2 Cor.

iii. 7, 9), its nighness was no boon. How, then, was the curse averted or acceptance
made possible? Not by the ability of the Israelite to yield an obedience adequate to

the Law's requirements, but by the introduction of the princii)le of grace. Sin was
forgiven, and, shortcomings notwithstanding, the sincere worshipper accepted in "his
full purpose of, and endeavour after, new obedience ;

" or rather, in view of his faith,

of that spiritual trust in Jehovah in which those strivings after obedience had their

origin (Gen. xv. 6 ; Ps. xxxii. I, 2). The hidden ground of this acceptance was Christ,

now manifested in the preaching of the gospel (Rom. x.). From this ])oint of view, the
commandment no longer towered above the Israelite, stem and forbidding, launching
out curses against him, and filling him with dread and dismay ; but its precepts were
sweet and consolatory to him, and only filled him with the greater delight and love
the longer he meditated on them or practised himself in obeying them (Ps. xix. 7—14;
cxix.). It is in this evangelical spirit we are undoubtedly to read these exhortations of

Moses, whose standpoint, therefore, essentially harmonizes with that of Paul.

II. Israel and the nighness of the commandment. "He hath showed thee,

man, what is gootl " (Micah vi. 8). God had written to Israel the great things of

his Law (Hos. viii. 12). He had made known his Name, his jirecepts, the conditions

of acceptable service, the way of life ; had given that people a revelation, full, clear,

adequate, adapted to their mental stature, and to their condition as sinners. This takes
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for granted the nnderlyin;; evangelical element above referred to. Without that, the

*' comniaudiiK'nt " would hut have mocked their weakness. And it is this evangelical

element in Mdses' " commandment" which comes clearly to light in Christ, and which

is embo<iied in Paul's doctrine of tlie " righteousness of faith." The words of this passage

apply with increased force to the historical revelation of the Saviour. They strikingly

suggest: 1. That man needs a revelation. 2. That he instinctively craves for one.
•' Who shall go up? " etc. 3. That he would sometimes make great sacrifices in ordei

to get one: "Go up to heaven ;" "go ovei the sea." But the revelation which niaa

needs most of all is the levelation of a Saviour. He wants to know how he can escape

from sin, from guilt, from wrath, from bondage; how he can be restored to holinoss,

to peace, to blessedness. 'I"he "commandment," in its wider sense, gave him this

knowledge in part; the full discovery is in the gospel. The Word, in the preaching

of this gospel, as well as in the circulation of cojnes of the Scriptures, and tlie innumer-

able opportunities enjoyed in Christian lands of getting acquainted with the way of

life, has now come very niuh to us. It is in our mouths and in our hearts, while the

salvation which the Word makes known is as readily availal)le as the Word itself is

simjde and intelligible. " If thou shalt confess," etc. (Hom. x. 9).

III. Israel and the practicabi.eness of obedience. The word which Moses gave

was one which could be obeyed—nay, obedience to which was ea>!y. Only, however,

provided there was circmncisinn of heart (ver. 6) -a sincere willingness to know and

to do God's will (John vii. 17). To the natural heart the commandment is hard, and

must always remain so. This, again, shows that the obedience Moses has in view is

the spiritual, though not faultless, obedience of the believing and renewed heart—the

result of possession of and standing in the ri!.;hteousness of faith. Only through faith

relying on a word of grace, and apprehending mercy in the cliarncter of (iod, is such

obedience possible. Ability to render it is included in that "being saved," which

Paul posits as a result of iDclieving with the heart in tlie crucified and risen Christ

(Rom. X. 9). Observe, further, bow the Law, with all its apparent complexity and

cumbrousness, resolves itself in Moses' hands into one "commandment" (ver. 11)

It is this which makes tlie Law simple, just as it is the simpl'city of the go.spel that it

reduces all " works of God " to the one work of " believing on him whom he hath

sent" (John vi. 29). Amidst the multiiilicity of commands, there was but one real

command— that of loving the Lord thiir God (ch. vi. 4; x. 12; vers. 6, 10, IC, 20).

In love is implied faith— the knowing and believing the love which God has to us.

Love is faith's response to the revelation God makes of himself to man. Faith is tlma

the condition : 1. Of justification. 2. Of acceptableness in obedience. 3. Of power

to render obedience.—J. 0.

Vers. 15—20.

—

A last word. I. An alternative. Life and death
;
good and evil

(ver. 15); blessing and cirsing (ver. 19), An alternative for the nation, but also for

the individual. " Life " is more than existence—it is holy and happy existence.

" Death " is not equivale:.t to non-existence. As respects the natural life, it is the

separation of the living, thinking principle from the body, and is compatible with the

survival of the soul in a future state. As respects the spiritual life—that life which

the believer has, and the unbeliever has vot, even now, wldle yet both have conscious

being (1 John v. 12)—death is the cessation in the soul of all holy, spiritual functions,

implying, indeed, a state of moral ruin, destruction, and disorganization, but by no

means the wiping out of consciousness. "Eternal death"—a phrase not scriptural,

though "eternal punishment" is (Matt. xxv. 46)—is not held by any one to mean

"eternal existence in suffering;" but it is believed that a being who exists eternally,

and exists consciously, whether in actual suffering or not, may yet in a very tru«

sense be "dead." "Death," in this verse (ver, 15), is deemed compatible with

experience of " evil." How strange that between such alternatives there should be a

moment's hesitation

!

n. A WARNING. (Vers. 17, 18.) If the heart is drawn away from God, and turns tc

idols, i.e. sets up any other objects in God's place, and forbears to give to God his

proper love and honour, he whose heart does this, or the nation if it does so, shall

surely perish. 1, An awful end. 2. A certain end. 3. An end of which dtu

warning has been given.
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III. An appeal. (Vers. 19,20.) "Therefore choose life," etc. On which noU :

1. That choice or moral determination underlies our salvation. 2. That choice
urnleilies the possibility of love to God. 3. That one deep choice in the Inn t's centre

uuilei lies all the separate acts of choice involved in a life of obedience. 4. That the

choice God wishes involves the choosing of himself, with a view to love him, to obey
him, and to cleave to him. 5. That the choice of God is the choice of life, and carries

all lesser good with it.—J. 0.

Ver. 19.

—

Nature a witness. (See for other instances, ch. iv. 26; xxxi. 28; xxxii. 1

;

Isa. i. 2.) The invocation of heaven and earth as witnesses turns on deep principles.

They are " called to record "

—

I. Because the mind recognizes their presence as witnesses of its transactions.
It projects its own consciousness on its surroundings, and feels as if earth and sky, sun,

moon, roek, river, tree, mountain, were not inanimate but animate and sympathetic
witnesses of its doings. It attaches its own thoughts to the outward objects. In
presence of the scene of any great transaction, it feels as if the place retained its

memory ; still spoke to it of the past; thought, felt, rejoiced, accused, praised, according
to the nature of the deed. Define as we will this feeling of a " Presence " in nature

—

this " sense of something far more deeply interfused," which we inevitably carry with
US into our relations with the outward universe—it is a fact in consciousness, and
furnishes a basis for such appeals as those of Moses.

II. Because God is present in heaven and earth as witness of what is dokk.
(Cf. Matt. V. 34, oo.) Heaven is his throne ; earth, his footstool. He is present in

them, upholding them by the word of his power, and through them is a true witness
of all we say and do.

III. Because heaven and earth are creatures themselves oonspicuouslt
FULFILLING THE ENDS OF THEIR CREATION. The universe as a whole is thus a standing
protest against the apostacy and selF-willedness of the sinner (Isa. i. 1, 2). It bears
witness against him by its very fidelity to its Creator. "They continue this day
according to thine ordinances, for all are thy servants" (Ps. cxix. 91).

IV. Because heaven and earth are signal monuments of the Divine faith-
fulness AND immutability. (Ps. cxix. 89, 90.) They testify to the reign of law, to

God's constancy of purpose, to the uniformity and inflexibility of his rule. They dash
the sinner's hopes of his Word failmg, of his threatenings not being put in force.

V. Because heaven and earth retain an actual record of what is done in
their presence—a record which may admit of being produced. This is simple truth
of science.

VI. Because heaven and earth are interested spectators of what is being
DONE. They have shared in the consequences of man's transgression ; they will share
in the dory of the manifestation of the sons of God. They wait the day of their

redemption with earnest expectation (Rom. viii. 19—1!3).

That Moses, in connection with his ai)peal to the people, summoned heaven an<l

earth to witness, was an evidence: 1. Of the solemnity of this appeal. It must be a

matter of momentous importance when the universe is called in to witness it. 2. Of
(be ratvmality of this appeal. Nature and nature's God were on his side. He had
tho universe with him, though a foolish people miuht reject his counsel. 3. Of the
endurni^Jiess of the issues which depended on this appeal. Neither the blessing nor
thee use would work themselves out in a day. It needed ^as^ire^ witnesses to take
ac«^ount of the fulfilment of God's words.—J. 0.

Verx 1—10.

—

Divine disciplinefounded or, knc urn principle. Human anfjcr is often
sn uncontrollable passion. Uod's anger is directed, not so much a;4ainst the man, as
against his sin. God's amrer is the acting of sound principle—a part of his righteousness.
Utnoe, as soon as chastiseinent produces its designed effect, it ceases. Instantly that
'l».e wayward child turns to its Father, the Father turns to his child.

I. Repentance often sprin<js out of the hitter experience of trouble. 1. Dis-
bodience brings degradation. Moses foresaw that the elect of God would become, fir

)-eir sin, captives iu a foreign land. No cha-tisenient would be more galling to th ir

j)hde. Their renown as conquerors liad spread lar and wide. To be crushed, encliaincd,
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»nd exiled was humiliation unspeakable. Such degradation is the native fruit of sia.

2. The curse would be felt the more as a contrast to former blessing. The ploughboy
does not bemoan his lot, but for a prince to be tied to a plough would be a galling pain.

So the prodigal boy, in the parable, was stung by the remembrance of foimer plenty.

3. Impression would be deepened by the recollection that this misery had been
predicted. It was evidently no casual occurrence. They had brought the disaster

upon themselves. They could lay the blame nowliere but on their own folly. Unless
the moral nature be utterly dead, such experiences often lead to reflection, sorrow, and
repentance.

II. Repentance iNCiiUDES pbactical beformation. Repentance that expends
itself in idle grief is a counterfeit. True repentance takes instant decision to retrace

false steps. Darkness had come by turning away from the sun ; now the penitent man
turns fully toward it. He does not wait for others to act. He is not going to be

deterred by others' indifference or by noisy ridicule. Call him " turncoat," if you will

;

there are worse characters in the world than turncoats. He is more afraid of God's

anger than of man's paltry spleen. It is not only a halt in the downward course, but
** right-about face." He returns unto the Lord. He now docilely listens to his voice

;

he honestly endeavours to practise all the Father's will. " Lord, what wilt thou have

me to do ? " is his daily prayer. His whole heart goes out in repentance. To repair past

follies—this is his special work. So earnest is he in his new life, so marked a change

and so beneficent is there in his character, that his children feel the impression, and

catch the blessed contagion. As formerly his influence over his family was most
baneful, so now it becomes vernal sunshine, like the fragrance of sweetest flowers.

III. Repentance secures the reversal of the curse. No sooner do men return

to God than God returns to them. Only level the barrier which sin has set up, and

reunion of man with God is restored. The return of favour shall be most complete.

No matter how far the curse had taken effect ; no matter how far the separation had

proceeded ; no matter to what extremity of woe the rebels have been driven;—from

thence will Jehovah gather them,—reconciliation shall be thorough. Omnipotence will

outpour itself in benedictions. Let the frost of winter be ever so severe, the summer
gun shall melt it. He who created the universe out of nothing can reverse all the

wheels of adversity ; and, out of ruins, rebuild a glorious city. As sin is the only

source of disorder and woe, so repentance is the extinction of the cause of woe. If

God takes in hand to restore his people to peace, all opposition is vain. The thing is

done.

IV. Repentance leads to enttee renewal op a man's nature. " The Lord thy

God will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of thy seed." Honest endeavours after

a righteous life shows to us a corrupt heart—a heart prone to love evil. The man who
bej^ins to pray for pardon soon learns to pray for purity. Nothing will satisfy the

mind (when divinely illumined) short of complete regeneration. The repentant Jew
discovered that the circumcision of the flesh eftected nothin<j; to deter from sin ; vow he

perceives that circumcision of heart is the only real safeguard. At a later day, this

inward change was more clearly pictured :
" I will take away the stony heart out of

your flesh." To the same effect Jesus promised : "If ye. . . keep my commandments,

I will send you another Comforter, oven the Spirit of truth, who dwelleth with you, and

shall be in you."

V. Repentance in men awakens purest joy in God. ** The Lord will again rejoice

over thee for good." So Jesus himself affirmed ; " There is joy in heaven over one

sinner that repenteth." For reasons which we cannot fathom, the well-being of man
is a matter of the liveliest interest with God. Union of nature, and of interest between

man and God is intimate. "His glory is great in our salvation." To bring all his

purposes and enterprises to a successlul issue—this is a source of loftiest joy to God.

"He will rejoice over us with singing." The gladness of Jehovah at the completeness

and beauty of creation was great ; a hundredf(jld greater will be his joy at the final

success of redemption. Messiah will " see of the travail of his soul, and shall b*

Vers. 11—14.

—

Revealed truth clear and available. Dishonest minds are wont to

plead that religious truth is recondite, self-contradictory, hard to be understood. Ita
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olilii^ations too, they aver, are impracticaWi', bej'ond tlic power of man to fulfil. Self-
iiidiilgonce and impiety have never yet failed lo frame excusos for tlunr rejection of the
Divine Word. But excuses avail theui nuthing. Thu iudoltMit man lias for long ages
past learnt tc say, "There is a lion in the path." Honest investigation snou finds the
triuh of God " wortliy of all acceptation."

I. Obseuve the authority of God's Word. It is a " commandment." It comes
to men with all the character of a law. It is not possible that we should treat it as
we please. We are not permitted to mutilate or dismember it—not permitted to accept
a part and reject a part. As in a tree the living sap runs into every branch and twig
and leaf, so that we cannot pluck the tiniest part without breaking the vital current;
so every part of God's Scripture is instinct with high authority, nor can we neglect the
least commandment without defying the majesiy of heaven. We are liound to bow our
wills to it; it will, in no degree, bend its requiiements to suit our tastes,

II. 'i'HE PERSPICUITY OF God's Woud. Its essential truths are witliin the compass
of every mind. Every man knows what it is to love ; that love is due from each man
to his Maker. Every child knows what obedience means ; that obedience is due to the
Father of our spirits. Truly, some facts concerning the eternal woild are so profound
that, like ocean-depths, human reason cannot fatliom them. But these are not the facts

wtach lie at the foundation of man's safety and hope. 'J'he practical dutiis which
appertain to virtue and well-being are so plain that even a child may understand.
Whatever difliculty lies in the way of human obedience, it does not lie in the haze or
uncertain meaning of the revelation. The dilliculty is ivitJiin a man, not without him.
The objects of faith are clearly revealed; we want only an eye to discern tLem.

III. The ACC0MM0DATENES3 OF God's Word. Oq the part of scriptural truth,

there is an exquisite fitness to meet the capacity of men's minds and the needs of their
souls. " The word is nigh thee

;
yea, in thy very heart." There is perfect accord

between the constitution of the man and the contents of revelation. The Bible is the
oonnlerpart and complement of conscience. It is obvious that the Lord of conscience
is Lord of Scripture also. The Bible says, " Thou hast sinned ; " and conscience admits
the fact. The Bible says, " Thou art helpless to save thyself ;

" and conscience knows
it true. The Bible declares that happiness is inseparable from obedience ; and con-
science feels that it is so. There is a living witness in every man (until gagged by
sin) which testifies to the authority and necessity and reasonableness of God's Law.

IV. The practicalness of God's Word. ' That thou mayest do it." Religious
truth is not revealed to gratify a prurient curiosity, not to afford matter for specula-
tion, but solely to promote obedience. To know God's requirements will bring us no
advantage unless we heartily and loyally do them. Accurate and orthodox beliefs convey,
in themselves, no life nor joy. Right belief is barren and abortive until it brings forth

active obedience. We are not to be judged at God's tribunal for our opinions or theories,

nor for our religious creeds ; we are to be judged of " the deeds done in the body." " I
was hungry, and ye gave me meat," will be the grounds of the judicial verdict.

Piactlcal service is the end and purpose of Divine revelation.—D,

Vers. 15—20.

—

An alternative choice. The prophet*s power to persuade and in-
fluence a people is great—unspeakably great

; yet it is not irresistible. It has its limits.

After all that has been said to him, a man feels that the determination and choice rest

within himself. Reason may be convinced
;
judi^ment may give a decided verdict;

still inclination may inordinately lean to the weaker side, and baffle all prudent cal-

culationa. The intense eagerness of Moses for the people's weal is a sublime spectacle
of generous devotement—an unparalleled instance of ardent patriotism. Calling up all

his powers of persuasive and passionate appeal, he makes a final effort to win the tribes

for God. We have here—
I. Alternative lines of conduct. All possible courses of life are reduced to two—one of which every man must take; a third course is excluded. The two are

separately described. 1. The course of loyalty is described: (1) By the man's state of
heart. " To love the Lord thy God." This determines all that follows— the root out
of which all flowers and fruits of obedience spring. This love arises from a right
appreciation of God. " He is thy life," yea, the life of thy life. Without him, life is a
shadow—a dream—outside show. " In him we live." " Christ is our life "—the Source
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of all stienc:th and goodness and joy. This love arises from near relations' ip. He is

o'T Gud ; he has entered into loving covenant with ns—joinel for ever his interests

with ours. (2) By the man's hnhit of life. He " walks in God's ways." In those

ways he finds Gud. It is the King's highway. He has daily companionship with

Jehovah. All his tastes and wishes are gratified. His will is sweetly acquiescent in

God's will. He steadily makes advancement in the beauteous liie. Me does not halt;

he walks. (3) By his practical ohedience. " He keeps his commandments and his

statutes." He keeps them in memory, and has regard to them in every step he takes.

They »re written upon the tablet of his heart ; they shine out in lustrous characters in

all his actions. He <:uards them fron the assaults of others. As the stone tablets of

the Decalogue were preserved in the ark of the covenant, so in the more capacious ark

of a good man's heart, the commandments of God are kept. 2. So, also, the course of

disloyalty is portrayed: (1) ^o a dislike of Ood. "If thine heart turn awav."

Through ignorance, or prejudice, or pride, or sensual indulp;cnce, men grow in dislike

of God, until his very Name is odious—his presence a very hell. Kepugnance to God
is the livery they wear. (2) As wanton deafness. "So that thou wilt not hear." The
ear is only an instrument; the effective power comes from a deeper source. We
gradually bring ourselves into aconiUtion in which we hear only what we wish to hear.

The bulk of men have made themselves deaf to God's voice. (3) As weak compliance

to temptation. Thou "shalt be drawn away." The habit of most men is to float with

the stream. They yield thoughtlessly to the influence of public example. They do as

others do, speak as others dictate. (4) As ignoble service of idols. "And worship

other gods." Man must worship somewhat. It is a necessity of his being. He is not

self-contained ; nor can he be satisfied out of himself. He worships power, wealth,

fashion, social fame, fate, the devil.

IL Alternative experience. 1. The course of loyality secures: (1) All real

good. The good is not always apparent—not always immediate. Yet even tho

experiences of pain and calamity prove ultimately to the obedient soul a real good. The
storms of winter are as needful to the best life as the warm breath of spring. All that

is wise, pure, excellent, elevating, noble, useful, is to be gained in the paiiuvay of

obedience. Every stage accomplished is a new instalment of good. (2) It secures

ina-ease ofnumbers. Rapid multiplication was, humanly speaking, Israel's security. By
this means, they could outnumber their foes. Through our children, blessing and glad-

ness come. So is it in spiritual things. We taste the liighest joy when we become the

channels of Christ's life to men. We long to have many genial companions in the road

to heaven. (3) It secures Divine blessing. "The Lord thy God shall bless thee."

External possessions contain no blessing in themselves. The richest lands— the fairest

scenes on earth, are stripped of charm, so long as they are enveloped in absolute dark-

ness. It is the light of God's favour that converts possession into blessing. Hence

the little of the righteous is better than the abundance of the wicked, if God's blessing

be on our estates, that makes them secure. That blessing is the core and marrow ot

true prosperity. That blessing alone gives fragrance and gladness to life. This blessing

is secured by the oath of God. 2. But the course of disloyalty is marked by the opposite

experience. (1) It is an experience of evil. The table may groan under the pr«.>-

fusion of dainty food, but there is a scarcity of food for the soul. The body may he

pampered, but there is leanness in the spirit. Riches may increase, but they daily

corrupt the mind. There may be noisy laughter, but it only covers inner sadness and

hidden grief. No sorrow is sanctified. The real man is starved and ruined. (2) Tfiere

is distressing insecurity. Weave rich to-day ; we may be ] supers to-morrow. "Ye
shall not prolong your days in the land." Apart from God's favour, we have not a day's

lease of life—not the certainty that any possession of ours shall continue. We dwell

on the verge of a volcano. The earth quivers under our feet. (3) There is a sense of

the Divine curse. A life of disloyalty is a life of constant warf ire with God—a conflict

with Omnipotence. Every plan which impious men make is a plan to elude and defeat

God. And they know they cannot permanently succeed. There is a dark pall over-

hanging every prospect—a night of gloom closing in their little day. The curse of a

good man is an awful calamity : what must God's curse include?

ni. Alternative destiny. 1. TJie destiny of the good man is life. This means

life in its fullest measure, in its highest form, in its perpetual developments. Gradually
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all the elements of weakness and pain and decay shall be eliminated. Compared with

the future life of the righteous, the present life is but chiMliood— the feebleness and
ignorance of infancy. The life which is promised to the righteous is nothing less tliau

the life of God. " We shall be like him." 2. The destiny of disloyalty is dentruction.
" Ye shall surely perish." This includes disappinntment—the sudden collapse of all

earthly hopes. It embraces shame and public reproach. The disloyal will be the

laughing-stock of the universe. They shall be covered with confusion. This dark
destiny includes poignant remorse. The unrigliteous will know, to their deepest grief,

that tlicy might have been saved if they would. Such despair baffles all descri[)tiou.

IV. Instant choice demanded. We cannot do other than admire the condcscensiou

of God in pleading so ]iathetically with men. 1. There is full instruction. " 1 liave

set before thee life and death." Every element of needed information is furnished
;

and personal examination of spiritual facts is expected. Every man is bound to in-

vestigate, to ponder, to judge. 2. There is authoritative command. " I command thee."

On the side of righteous precept there is supreme authority. Every appeal of (iod is

an appeal to the noblest part of our nature—to conscience. Every solicitation of the

t('in])ter is an appeal to appetite and passion. 3. There is tender entreaty. To the

activities of wisdom and authority is added the impulse of love. If man's benevolent
love prompt him to use all measures to turn the disloyal unto God ; how much deeper
must be the love of God, of which man's affection is but a faint adumbration ! Witii

all the patlios wliich human sympathy can lend to entreaty Moses pleads, " therefore

choose life." 4. Heaven and earth are summoned to hear the solemn charge. Angels
note the fidelity of God's prophets. All heaven is interested in man's obedience. The
joy of heaven rises to new heights with every accession of loyal subji cts. And all the
inlialiitants of earth are interested in our obedience, whether they (eel that interest or

not The future history of this world is in our hands—is being moulded by our deeds.

What we are to-day determines what the next generation will be. E ich man who
hears the heavenly summons makes decision straightway, if not in form, yet in reality.

h'.ach man is wriiing the epitaph for his tomb—preparing his verdict for the last

assize I Can we not to-day forecast our final destiny ?—D.

Vers. 1—10.— The restoration of the Jews. So certain is the apostacy and the judg-
ment on the land, that Moses assumes it as an accomplislied fact, thereupon proceeding
to predict a restoration of the "scattered nation " in case of their repentance. There
must be the penitent return to God, and then God will restore them and bless them
abundantly. It was this principle wliich was canied out in the restoration from
Babylon, and which will lie carried out in any future restoration of Israel. We have
here the raison d'etre of Jewish missions.

I. The penitence ok Israel is the preliminary to this restoration. Their
captivity and dispersion having arisen from their forsaking God, it is only reasonable
that their penitence should precede their restoration. Into the question of the
re-establishment of the Jews in Palestine we need not here enter. Dr. Brown, who has
written so well on the second advent, and shown conclusively, we think, that it will not
be premillennial, has also advocated a restoration of Israel to their own laud.^ However
this may be, of one thing we may be certain, that the spiritual restoration of Israel will

precede any local restoration. They will be restored to God before being restored—if

restored they are to be—to Palestine.

II. To the evangelization of the Jews Christian Churches should intel-
LIQENTLY DEVOTE THEMSELVES. The Winning of them by and to the gospel is the
most imix)rtant service we can render them. No movement of the political chess-board
is half so important as the winning of them back to God. When, moreover, the local

restoration is problematical, wliile the spiritual restovaiion is the indispensable pre-

liminary to any further good fortune,—the duty of Christians is most clear. The
gospel of Jesus must be adapted to the peculiar circumstances of Israel, and pressed
upon their attention with all tlie sweet persuasiveness Christian grace ensures.

III. Jewish missions are the true compensation fob the persecution of thk

' • The Restoration of the Jews : the History, Principles, and Bearings of the Question,'
bj Dr. David Brown. Edinburgh : 1861.
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Jews, to which, alas ! they arb STn,L in some quarters subjected. For it must
be remembered that the persecution of Israel, though allowed as a just retribution for

their rejection of God, may be jirosccuted in such an unholy spirit as to entail upon the
persecutors the merited curse of God. Because there may be Shylocks among the
Jews is no reason why men should wreak their vengeance on them. Indeed, the Lord
threatens to put the curses upon their persecutors, wlien they have turned unto him.

If this be so, then it is the duty of Christian people to repudiate all persecution of

the Jews as such, and to organize such mission work as may bring the truth and claims

of God before the mind and heart of his ancient iieople. This will prove the true

compensation to them. It will solace them under sutl'ering and trial, and enable them
to forget in the joys of a new life the pains and ju<lgments of the old. Besides, the
mission work undertaken by God's peoi)le may avert the judgments of Almighty God
deserved by the nations that have jiersecuted the Jews. It is a matter of great thank-
fulness that England and America have au open door for Israel, and no sympathy with
their present oppressors.

IV. 1'he future of Isbabt. is to exceed in globt the past. This seems clear

from this passnge. The Jewish development is to exceed all past developments. They
are to have a mighty population, great wealth, and God is to rejoice over them for

good again. We do not regard a national organization as essential to influence.

Christianity is now, for example, the mightiest factor in human society, and yet it is not
organized nationnlhj. Should the Jews by their rare linguistic powers, by their patient

courage, by tlieir singleness of aim, become when converted to Christianity the predomi-
nant missionary factor in the world, then we can see in such a restoiation a more
powerful and blessed influence than if they furnished to the world a new line of famous
kings. It is not dynasties, but the devotion of the people, which goes to make a

people mighty. The kingdoms over which men rule may not be defined in statute-book

or in treaties. There are kingships exercised by humble, devoted, cross-bearing men,
which explain the kingsliip of the crucified Nazarene. It is to this spiritual domi-
nation that we trust Israel shall yet come.

And this shall prove its glory. For glory consists not in the employment of physical

and mechanical force, but in the exercise of self-denial and devotidness of spirit. As
Carlyle has said in ' Sartor IJesartus/ " The fiist preliminary moral act, annihilation of

self (Selbst-tdd(ung), had been happily accomplished ; and my mind's eyes were now
unsealed and its hands ungyved." It is they who liave realized this who are on the

path of real glory. From their money-lending and money-grubbing the Jews, by
Christianity, shall yet be delivered, to devote themselves in a more excellent way to the

interests of mankind.—R. M. E.

Vers. 11—14.

—

The revelation at man's door. We have a very beautiful thought
inserted by Moses regarding the proximity and handiness—if we may be allowed the

thought—of C (d's commandments. It is used by I'aul in the same connection, and so

adapted to the gospel as to show its practical tenor (Rom. x. 6—9). And here we would
observe

—

I. Extravagant notions abe entertained of what a Divine revelation ought
TO BE. It is thought that it should be some far-away affair, to which none but

seraphic spirits could soar; as hiyh as heaven, and requiring vast powers and efforts to

reach. Or it is thought to be as recondite as matters lying in the deep-sea bed,

demanding such diving apparatus as practically to put it out of reach of ordinary

mortals. This is the favourite notion of the self-confident critics, that a Divine revela-

tion must be something attainable only by scholars, appreciable only by the geniuses

of mankind.
II. But as a matter of fact, God's revelation comes down to every man's doob.

God came down to Mount Sinai, and spoke to the people directly. The trouble then

was that he was too near—too homely ; they wished him further away. Then
prophets came, and for fifteen hunilred years the word was brought very nigh to men.
At last God's Son became incarnate, and was each man's Brother, and brought the message
so close to men that only the proud escaped it. The whole f'enius of revelation is

contained in the remarkable words, " I thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth,

because thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them
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unto babes. Even so. Father : for so it seemed good in thy sight " (Matt. xi. 25, 26).
The revelation is for babes ; for men of a childlike—not a childish—spirit ; for men vho
have laid aside their pride and presumption, and can t-ake truth trustfully from the
Infinite Father.

The idea is surely monstrous that God cannot break his Divine bread small enout^h
for his human children ; that none but men of a certain mental calibre can get hold of
the food or digest it. It is surely a diviner plan to bring the truth so plainly home
that none have any excuse for rejecting it.

III. Let each of us give up our grand excursions both skyward and sea-
ward, AND receive God's message brought near us by his Son. Pride is for

ever leading men upon some aerial or aquatic adventure, searching the heights of
heaven on the wing of fancy or of speculation, or exploring the deepest depths, professedly
to find truth and God. Philosopliy is invoked, and everything brought to the test of
it. Now, all this must be sacrificed before we receive the truth. We must humble
ourselves, and recognize the truth brought in Jesus Christ to our very door. If we
required terrific effort to reach the truth, we would boast that we had succeeded through
that oiTort. If it depended on great mental powers and stru-gle, we would take credit for
lK)th. But the fact is, it is brought so near to each of us, and so plainly home, that not
one of us can boast of our discovery, but only chide ourselves that it was so long near
us and so long overlooked

!

IV. It is here that we must begin with the Jews. As a rule, they are so puffed
up with pride and self-importance, that the gospel is overlooked in its glorious proxi-
mity and adaptation. They think they are such linguists and such thinkers that none
can instruct them, and the result is that the simplicity of the gospel escapes their
notice altogether. The grandeur of what is simple and comprehensible by all who are
not too proud to consider it must be urged with earnestness. The apologetic now needed
is, not what follows speculation to its utmost height or utmost depth, and boasts itself of
learning as great as the objector has ; but what takes its firm stand upon the simplicity
of revelation as the supreme proof that it is Divine. It seems to us that some of the
apologetic to which we are now treated is as pedantic as those it desires to convince, and,
in a contest of mere pedantry, it is sure to be defeated. Rather should we assure men
that it is pedantry and pride which keeps them from discovering the wondrous reve-
\iCion that lies so near us. Let Gentile and Jew give up the weary wandering, the
" will-o'-the-wisp" work of pride, and recognize the God who is knocking at each man's
door.—R. M. E.

Vers. 15

—

20.—Death and life set he/ore the people. In this earnest word which
concludes a section of his address to the people, Moses is summing up his deliverance.
It has bein called by Havernick " the classic passage " upon the subject of death and
life as understood in Old Testament times.^ " Shut out from the true community of life

(Lebensgemeinscha/t)" says Havernick, " the sinner puts in only a pretended life (Schein-
lehen), without God, enduring and promoting ruin in himself, until death physical, with
its terrors, overtakes him. The Divine penalty manifests itself to the sinner as death."
Let us consider what is here suggested. And

—

I. God is the Fountain of life. He was before all things ; in him they live and
move and have their being ; by him'all things consist. Life physical is from him ; but so
also, and in a much fuller fashion, is life spiritual. The inner man is from him, and
depends upon him for sustenance. And when his only begotten Son came into the world,
he gave him to have life in himself (John v. 26), so that of him it could alone be said',
" In him was life, and the life was the light of men " (John i. 4). We recognize in God,
therefore, " the Fountain of living waters," from which, to their own great damage, men
are separating themselves, as if the broken cisterns of their own hewing could ever slake
their thirst (Jer. ii. 13).

II. Love attaches us to this spiritual Fountain. As we love God with all our
heart, and soul, and mind, and strength, we find that we have begun to live. On the
other hand, the loveless life is only a pretended life, and carries within itself the
" Anathema Marau-atha " (cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 22). Love places our heart at a level with

* C£ Kahle's ' Biblische Eschatologie,' note p. 29.
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God's, and the riches of his life flow into us. As Emerson, writing o{ gifts, says, "The
gift, to be true, must be the flowing of the giver unto me, correspondent to my flowing

unto him. When the waters are at a level, then my goods pass to him and his to me.

All his are mine, all mine his." It is exactly in this magnanimous spirit God deals

with those who love him. All his life and fulness flow down to us; we cannot, of

course, take all in—our measure is a small one, but we are filled up to our capacity

with all the fulness of God (Eph. iii. 18).

III. Love gives bikth to new obedience. If we love God, we shall keep his com-
mandments (John xiv. 15). In the eye of love, his commandments are not grievouu

(1 Jolin V. 3). Our meat is found in doing the will of him that sends us, and in

finishing his work (John iv. 34). We say with the Master, " I delight to do thy will,

my God
;
yea, thy Law is within my heart " (Ps. xl. 8). And so, in the terms of the

passage before us, we walk in God's ways, and keep his commandments and statutes

and judgments.

Now, this obedience strengthens the spiritual life. Just as exercise invigorates the

body, so work of a spiritual kind invigorates the soul. We not only find rest in coming

to Jesus, but refreshment in taking on us his yoke and his burden (Matt, xi. 28—oO).

IV. Such a lite of attachment and obedience xjnto God tends to perpetuatk
OUR power and existence. Other things being equal, a religious life tends to perpetuate

physical power. The calm which pervades the faculties, the wholesome exercise which

devotedness to God administers, the deliverance from fear which religion bestows in face

of all possible vicissitude and change,—all this favours health and longevity. Of cuurse,

Christianity does not need now such outward testimonies as these. Many saints are

sickly, and die young ; but religion never made their sickness a whit more serious, nor

shortened tbeir career by a single day. They would have been less easy in their sickness,

and it would have cut their thread of life more quickly, had they been strangers to its

solaces and joys.

V. SsPABATiON FROM THE SouECB OF LIFE 18 DEATH INDEED. In this Striking passage,

while " good " and " life " go together, so do "death " and " evil." The idea in death is

not cessation of existence, but separation from God. Adam and Eve died the day they

doubted God's love and ate the fruit. They ceased not to exist tliat day, but died out

of fellowship with God. Hence we are not to associate an annihilation view with the

Biblical idea of death. Men die when they are separated from God as really as the

branch broken from the stem. Sin is the mother of Death (Jas. i. 15). It brings it forth,

because it separates the soul from him who is the Fountain ol life.

The Jews found in their national experience how deadly a thing it is to disobey their

God and to depart from him. Nor shall their calamities cease till they return to him.

Meanwhile, may we see to it that we cleave trUAtfullj aud lovinglj to God, and luva

increauQS life iu his favour !—B. M. iL
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PAKT lY.

FAEEWELL ADDRESS OF MOSES, WITH
SONG AND BENEDICTION.

CHAPTEll XXXI.—CHAPTER XXXIIL

EXPOSITION.

HIS PARTING

Moses had now flniehed his work as the

legislator and ruler ami leader of Israel.

But ere he finally retired from his place, lie

had to take order for the currying forward

of the work by the nomination of a suc-

cessor to himself in the leadership; by

committing the keeping of the Law to the

priests; and by anew admonishing the

people to obedience, encouraging them to

go forward to the conquest of Canaan,

animating them with tie assurance of the

Divine favour and blessing, and pronounc-

ing en them his parting benediction

CHAPTER XXXI.

Moses' Final Akbangements and Hand-
ing OVER OF THE LaW TO THE PrIESTS.

Vers. 1—13.

—

Lad ads of Mases.

Ver. 1.—And Mcses went; i.e. disposed

or set himself. The meaning is not that he
" went away" into the tent of teaching, as

one of the Targums explains it (London
Polyglot, tom. iv. p. 377), which does not

agree with what follows ; nor is *' went

"

merely equivalent to "moreover;" nor is it

simply redundant;—it intimates that the
speaking was consequent on Moses having
arranged, disposed, or set himself to speak
(cf. Exod. ii. 1 ; Josli. ix. 4; Job i. 4).

Ver. 2.—I am an hundred and twenty
years old this day. "When Moses stood
before Pharaoh he was eighty years old

( Kxod. vii. 7) ; since then forty years had
elapsed during the wanderings in the
wilderness. 1 can no more go out and come
in ; I am no longer able to work among and
for the nation as I have hitherto done (cf.

Numb, xxvii. 17). This does not conflict

with the statement in ch. xxxiv. 7, that up
to the time of his death his eyes were not
dim nor his natural strength abated, for

this is the statement of an observer, and it

often happens that an indivMual feels him-
self to be failing, when to those around him
he appears to possess unabated vigour.

There i« no need, therefore, for resorting,

with Raschi and otliers, to the expedient of

reftding "for" inst(^ad of "anil" in tho
following clause; as if th(' cause why Moses
could no longer go in and out among the
the people was God's prol.ibition of his

going over Jordan. This is simply auother
and collateral reason why ho had now to

retire fiom his post as leader.

Vers. 3—6.—But thou-h Moses was no
longer to be their leader, he assures them
tliat the Lord would fnllil his engagement
to conduct them to the pos.^c 8:rion of Canaan,
even as he had already given them the
territory of the kings of tlie Amorites;
and he therefore exhorts them to be of

good courage and fearle.-sly go forward t«:

the conquest of the land (cf. ch. i. 21 ; i. 3)
Vers. 7, 8.—Moses, having in view the

appointment of Joshua as his successor,

also encourajres him to go furward on tiie

strength ofllie Divine prouii.se. Thou must
go with this pjople. Tiiis is a correct

rendering of the worls as they stand in the
Hebrew text. The Samaritan, Syriac, and
Vulgate have, "Thou shalt bring this

people;'' but this is probably an arbitrary
correction in order to assimilate this to
ver. 23. And thou shalt cause them to

inherit it; i.e. shalt conduct them to the
full possession of the land.

Vers. 9—13.—Moses turns next to the
priests and the ehlers, and to them he
commits the Law which he had written,

with the injunction to read it to the
people at the end of every seven years
during the festival of the year of release,

viz. at the Feast of Tabernacles (ef. Lev.
xxiii. 34), when they appeared before the
Lord. At the end of every seven years (cf.

ch. XV. 1). The Law was committed to the
priests and elders, not merely to preserve it

in sale keeping, but that ihey might see to

its being observed by the people ; else why
commit it to the elders whose it was to ad-
miui::>ter rule in the nation, as well as to

the priests who alone had access to the ark
of the covenant where the Law was de-
posited? Moses "entrusted the reading to

the priesthood and the college of elders, aa
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the spiritual and secular rulers of the con-

grcKaticn; and hence the singular, Thou

shalt rrad this Law to all Israel " (Keil).

By the Law here is meant the Pentateuch ;

but it does not necessarily follow that the

u-hole of the Pentateuch was to be thus read.

As the iwiding was to be only once in seven

years, il may be concluded that it was not

60 much for the information of the people

that thjj was done, as for the purpose of

publicly declaring, and by a solemn cere-

mony i upressing on their minds the con-

dition on which they held their position

and privileges as the chosen people of

the Lird; and for this the reading of

select portions of the Torah would be

sufficient. The Feast of Tabernacles was

sppoii.ted as the season for the reading,

doubtless because there was a connection

betwetm the end for which the Law was

read and the spirit and meaning of that

festlTttl as a festival of rejoicing because

of thoir deliverance from the uncertainty

and unsettlednesB of their state in the

wilderness, and their establishment in a

well-ordered state where they could in

peace and quietness enjoy the blessings

which the bounty of God bestowed. When
all Iwrael is come to appear before the Lord

(of. (h. xvi. 16). Thou shalt read this law

(of. Josh. viii. 34 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 2 ; Neh
viii. 1, etc.).

Vers. 14—23.—After nominating Joshua

as his successor, and assigning the keeping

of the Law to the priesthood and body of

elders, Moses was summoned by the Lord

to appear with Joshua in the tabernacle,

that Joshua might receive a charge and

appointment to his office. At the same

time, God announced to Moses that after

his death the people woull go astray, and

turn to idolatry, and violate the covenant,

so that God's anger should be kindled

against them, and he would leave them to

sulier the consequences of their folly and

sin. In view of this, Moses was directed to

write a song and teach it to the people,

•that it might abide witii them as a witness

against them, rising up, as songs will do, in

the memory of the nation, even after they

had apostatized from the path in which the

author of the song had led them.

Ver. 14.-The tabernacle of the congrega-

tion; properly, <Ae <««( of meeling (cf. Exod.

xxxiii. 7 ; xxxix. 32), May give him a

charge ; may constitute him (n'i; ; cf. Numb.

xxvii. 19; "and constitute him iu their

sight," Gesenius), appoint and confirm him

iu this office.

Ver. 15.—The Lord appeared ... in a

pillar of a cloud (cf. Exod. xxxiiL 9 ; xL 88

;

Lev. xvi. 2 ; Numb. xii. 5).

Ver. 16.—Behold, thou shalt sleep with

thy fathers (cf. 2 Sam. vii. 12; Ps. xiii. 3;
Ixxvi. 5; Dan. xii 2; Matt, xxvii. 52;

John xi. 11 ; 1 Thess. iv. 14). "The death

of men, both good and bad, is often called a

ileep, because they shall certainly awake oat

of it by resurrection " (Poole). Go a whoring
(cf. Exod. xxxiv. 15; Judg. ii. 17) after

the gods of the strangers of the land;

literally, after gods of strangeness of the

land ; i.e. after gods foreign to the land, aa

opposed to Jehovah, the alone proper God
of the land he had given to them.

Ver. 17.—I will hide my face from them

;

will not look on them with complacency,

will withdraw from them my favour and
help (cf. ch. xxxii. 20; Isa. viii 17; Ixiv. 7;
Ezek. xxxix. 23).

Ver. 19.—Write ye thia Bong. This refen

to the Bong which follows in next chapter.

Moses and Joshua were both to write thi»

song, Moses probably as the author, Joshua

as his amanuensis, because both of them
were to do their endeavour to keep the

people from that apostucy which God had
foretold.

Ver. 23.—And he fave, etc. The subject

here is God, not Moses, as is evident partly

from ver. 14, and partly from the expression,

the land which I sware unto them ; and I

will he with thee (cf. Exod. iii. 12).

Vers. 24—29.—After the installation of

Joshua, only one thing remained for Moses

to do that all things might be set in order

before his departure. This was the finishing

of the writing of the Book of the Law, and

the committing it finally to the priests, to be

by them placed by the ark of the covenant,

that it might be kept for all future genera-

tions as a witness against the people, whose

apostacy and rebellioa were foreseen.

Whi thcr this section is to be regarded as

wholly written by Moses himself, or as an

appendix to his writing added by some

other writer, has been made matter of

question. It is quite possible, however,

that Moses himself, ere he laid down

the pen, may have recorded what he said

when delivering the Book of the Law to

the priests, and there is nothing in the

manner or style of the record to render it

probable that it was added by another.

What follows from ver. 30 to the end of the

book was probably added to the writing of

Moses by some one after his death, though,

of course, both the song in ch. xxxii. and
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the blessing in ch. xxxiii. are the oompo-

Bition of Moses (see Introduction, § 6).

Ver. 25.—The Levites, which bare the ark

;

{.«. the priests \Yhose business it was to

guard and to carry the ark of the covenant ;

'* the priests the sons of Levi," as in ver. 9.

According to Numb. iv. 4, etc., it was the
Kohatliites who carried tho ark on the
journey through the desert ; but they seem
merely to have acted in this n spect as the
servants or helpers of the priests, who alone
might touch the ark, and by whom it wus
carefully wiapped up before it was handed
to the Kuhathites. On special occasions
the priests themselves carried the ark (cf.

Josh. iii. 3, etc. ; iv. 9, 10 ; vi. 6, 12 ; viii.

33; 1 Kings viii. 3).

Ver. 26.—In the side of the ark; at or hy

the side of the arh. According to the
Targum of Jonathan, it was in a cuffer by
the right side of the ark that the book was
placed ; but the Talmudists say it was put
witkin the ark, along with the two tublea of

the Decalogne (* Baba Bathra,' 14); but
see 1 Kings viii. 8.

Ver. 27.—I know thy rebellion ; rather,
rebelliousness, i.e. tendency to rebel. In
Numb. xvii. 25 [10], the people are de-
scribed as no -p, " sons of rebelliousness ;

"

Authorized Version, " rebels."

Ver. 2S.—Call heaven and earth to record
against them (cf. ch. xxxii. 1). These words

;

the words of his oharj^e, and especially the
song he had composed, and which it "ffould

be the business of these officers to teach
to the congregation.

Ver. 29.—Ye will utterly corrupt your-
selves ; literally, corrupting, ye will corrupt
(ppnir'n nnp-n, sc. DD'oni) ; Le. your ways (cf.

for the phrase. Gen. vL i2). The latter days;
the after-time, the future, as in cL. iv. 30

;

Numb. xxiv. 14, etc. The work of your
hands; the idols they might make (cf. ch.
iv 28). By some, however, the phrase is

interpreted of evil de«ds in general.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1—13.

—

A new generation receiving the heritage of the past. The closing scene

of Moses' life is drawing nigh. The time is at hand when he and Israel must part, and
the leadership must be undertaken by another. As far as can be done, two things

have to be ensured—viz. the conservation of Israel's Law, and the conduct of the jieople

to their goal. " God buries his ministers, but he carries on his work." Hence Moses
first addresses all the people ; then he turns to Joshua, confirming him as the future

leader (vers. 7, 8) ; and finally to the priests, who are to be hencefurth the custodians

and guardians of the holy Law. Having thus handed over tlie leadership of an army,
and the conservation of a faith, Moses has little else to do but to go up and die.

Hence our theme— -d new generation entrtisted with the heritage of the past. Taking
up this as a Christian preacher may be supposed to do, we find that seven consecutive
lines of thought are suggested.

I. There has been given, prior to our time, a " precious faith," which has been handed
down to the present day (vers. 12, 13).

II. Those who have been the leaders and warriors in God's Israel in past days have
commended this faith to us, with all the earnestness created by their deep and strong
convictions, which, in the hard school of experience and trial, were formed, fostered,

and verified (vers. 3, 4).

III. The work thus entrusted to the men of the present is analogous to that
which was required of the ancient people of God : (1) to clear the ground of alien faiths

;

(2) to occupy the ground so cleared; and (3) to maintain thereon pure worship,
biotherly fellowship, and holy life.

IV. In the fulfilment of this work we shall enjoy the Divine presence (ver. 6).

V. God's providence will also go before us to clear the way (ver. 8).

VI. Consequently, it behoves us to go forward, to " be strong and fear not" (ver. 6)

:

for—
VII. Where the responsibilities of the men of the post leave off, our responsibility

begins.

Vers. 9—13.

—

Importance of knovnng the Word of Ood. In resigning his commis-
sion into other hands, Moses had a double duty to discharge. There had been, in fact,

« twofold responsibility resting on him more or less till the close of hif life, which
alter his death would be divided. He was not only the leader of the pe«jple, but al.-;a

DKUTEBONOMY. 2 I
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the receiver, transcriber, and guardian of the Law. As the nation became consolidated,

this double work would certainly become too heavy for one man to discharge. Henca
he commissions one man to be the leader of an army, and another set of men io be the

conservators of the truth. Joshua is leader. The priests are to be the keepers and teachera

of the Law. It is one remarkable feature of the constitution of the Hebrew common-
wealth, that such stress is laid upon popular education. This was again and again

made matter of Divine precept. And about this there were two main regulations

:

one, that it was to begin at home ; another, that it was to have as its one golden thread

running through all, that the fear of the Lord was the beginning of wisdom. Orer
and above, however, the home teaching from childhood, there was to be at stated times

a public reading and enforcement of tlie Law, At this public reading, the people were

to be gathered together. " Young men and maidens, old men and children ;

" the

Btrancer that was witliiu their gates was not to be forgotten. All, all were to hear the

"Word of God, that thty mii^ht learn, fear, love, and obey.

It is to secure this must desirable end that Moses, having written the Law, delivers it

to the priests, the sons of Levi, and gives them the charge of which the paragraph

before us is the sum. Our theme is

—

Tlie value of the Word of Ood as an educating

power in home and nation. The points to be noted in the words of Moses here given,

are these: 1. That buih }oung and old were to have ever before them the truth that

their life was for God, was to be permeated by Divine influence, and regulated by the

Divine wilL 2. That the will of God, so revealed as to be the true and sufficient

regulator of life, was to be found in the Book of the Law. 3. That all classes of the

people, home-born and alien, freemen and slaves, were to be taught what was the

Divine will concerning them. 4. That the object of the teaching was that they might
grow up with an intelligent apprehension of the deep meaning of life. 5. That
intelligence was intended and expected to blossom into piety. Men were to "fear"

the Lord their God, and to " observe to do all the words of this Law."
Our purpose in this Homily is to inquire, How far does all this hold good at the

present day ? When Moses wrote the Law, it served, as it did for ages after, as the

people's literature. It would take a like place with the people that our histories of

England do now, and would, moreover, serve them as the story-book for children, and
the statute-book for all. And there was a time when to large masses (rf our people

the Bible constituted the chief literary treasure of the home. And ere the people

could read, the exposition and enforcement of its truths from the pulpit formed the

staple of their education. But things are changed now. The increase of literary

material in every direction is amazing. The vastly wider field of natural knowledge
takes so much time and energy for its exploration, that the Bible is in danger of being

"crowded out." And what may be called in an intelligible sense the literary rivals of

the Bible are " legion." We propose to suggest a few lines of thought which the

Christian preacher may work out, with the view of showing that an intelligent

acquaintance with tlie Word of God is, if possible, more important now than ever it was.

Many reasons may be urged fur this.

I. Let us consider the various aspects in which the Bible may be be-

GARDED. We need scarcely observe (save for the sake of completeness of setting)

that our Bible is much larger than Israel's was, and that therefore by so much as this

is the case there is much more to be aflirmed of it now than could be of the old Book
of the Law. 1. In the Bible we have a trustworthy history of Judaism and Christianity,

in their origin and meaning. Of the first we have an outline during the main per !»ils

o; its constitutional history ; of the second, during the first generation after its planting.

And so important are these features of history, that apart from them the history af the

»vorld cannot be understood. 2. We have the noblest ethical standard in the woildL

The moral law cannot, even in conception, be surpassed. 3. We have a revelation

of a great redeeming plan steadily unfolded from Genesis to Revelation. 4. We have

a disclosure of God in the Person of the Lord Jesus Christ. 5. We have the manifesta-

tion of power from heaven to begin a new creation of grace. 6. We have a body of

doctrine for the life that now is. 7. We have glorious i:limpses of the life which is to

come. In all these respects the Book is vmique. It has no comj^er in any literature

in the world 1

IL As THE CONTENTS OV THE BiBLE ARE UNIQUE, SO ALSO IS ITS OBJECT DEFINITE
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(See Pb. xix. ; cxix. ; John xxi. 31, et al.) That object is the regulation of life on
earth, and the preparatidn of it for lieaven. Ami the Book seeks to secure this by
enforcement of duty, revelations of truth, disclosures of love, and offers of power.

III. J<0 AMOUNT OP NATURAL LEARNING CAN EVER COMl'ENSATE FOB DEFIOIENOY
OF KNOWLEDGE OR FAILURE IN PRACTICE CONCERNING MAN's DUTY TO HIMSELF, HI8
FAMILY, HIS NEIGHBOUR, AND HIS GoD. If he fails here, he fails cverywliere. The
more splendidly a vessel is fitted up, the more costly the wreck if she daslies on the
rocks. To teach natural knowledge and leave out religion, is to furnish the vessel but
to fail to make any provision for steering it aright.

IV. Natural knowledge in the hands of other than virtuous men may
BECOME AN INSTRUMENT OF ENORMOUS MISCHIEF. The attempt tO bloW Up the
Winter Palace at St. Petersburg is an illustration of wliat science and skill may do in

bad liands. The disclosures after the destruction of the Tay Bridge showed us how
science, art, and skill may do their best, and yet the greatest efforts of great men may
be blown away in an hour by a single blast, through the weak points which un-
conscientious work had left, in the hope of being undetected.

V. The GREATER THE STRENGTH THAT 18 PUT FORTH IN ACQUIRING KNOWLEDGE,
THE GREATER THE ENERGY DEMANDED IN ORDER TO USE SUCH KNOWLEDGE WELL.
'J'he larger the vessel, the more power is required to propel her. So the wider the
culture, the stronger does moral principle need to be in order that natural knowledge
may be not a veil to conceal, but a book to reveal the Divine.

VI. Hence the conclusion follows: So far from the accumulating mass of

natural knowledge making the Word of God less necessary as a guide to living well
and dying well, the fact is, that the necessity of llihle study is greater than ever 1 No
book can take its place. No study can supersede that of the ways of God to man.
Some of the wisest men of the age (so far as science goes) confess themselves hopelessly

in the dark with regard to man's origin, nature, and destiny. Ah ! in the Book of
God, and in that alone, can man learn that which shall make him wise unto salvation.

Here alone can we learn the mystery of God's will which was hidden from, a^es and
generations, but now is made manifest. Here alone can he be taught that godliness

which hath " promise of the life that now is, and of that which is to come."

Vers. 16—21.

—

Faithful words silent accusers of those who heed them not. In the
several paragraphs of this chapter we find that Moses was borne along by the Holy
Ghost to take a glance into the future. He had been instructed by God to give a

charge to Joshua, and to surrender into his hands the leadership of the host. He had
given to the priests their commission to guard the Law for the people. And now there

remained but for him to give his final words to the people themselves. The Omniscient
One foresaw that, after the death of their leader, they would become corrupt, forsaking

the Lord, and ensuring lor themselves and their children a heritage of woe. And hence
it was mercifully provided that, even in the worst of times, their lawgiver's words
should be for them a perpetual standard of appeal ; so that, however the people might
have fallen from the heights of virtue, they should still have the same trusty words to

guide their path, and to direct and restore their life. While at the same time, these

words would be a cunstant and silent witness against them for departing from the ways
of the Lord. It is not at all unlikely that our Lord had this passage in mind when he
said to the Jews, " Do not think that I will accuse you to the Father : there is one that

accuseth you, even Moses, in whom ye trust." That very Book, which if rightly used

is ** a lamp" to the feet and " a light " to the path, becomes, if neglected, a perpetual

and silent accuser. Very earnestly and solemnly may the Christian preacher press this

home "to every man's conscience in the sight of God." That selfsame purpose whicii

was answered by securing permanent records of the Mosaic legislation, is also answered
by permanent records of the Christian redemption. The apostles and i^rophets of the

New Testament, like the legislator of the old, spake and wrote as they were borne along
'

by the Holy Ghost. It is, therefore, over the larger sphere that we propose now to

illustrate and enforce the truth that neglected teaching becomes a silent accuser.

1. When oub God lodged in the world the Jewish and Christian faiths, he
looked onward and foresaw the features of the coming generations. (cf. vers.

16—18; see also Acts xx. 29, 30; 1 Tim. iv. 1—3; 2 Pet. iii. 3; Matt. xxiv. 24.)
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Whatever developments of ungodliness or of unbelief, of immorality or of heresy, may
develop themselves, are all known to him who seeth the end from the beginning.

n. With future evil vdll in view, God has had his own Word put dows in

WRITING. The words of ]Mi-«es, of tlie prophets, of the Lord Jesus Christ, and of hia

apostles are faithfully recorded. They have suffered no material change through all

the accidents of transition (Phil. iii. 1). Paul felt what a safeguard it would be for

after ages to have his words written down, and sent to the Churches, that they migh*

be by them guarded, distributed, and tauglit (see ver. 19).

III. The Word of God, so recorded, is a perpetual standard ok appeal fob

EVERY AGE. Whatever corruptions may enter into or fasten on the Churches ; however

oral tradition may cliange the original form of Divine communication,—the written

Word changeth not. How very soon Churches as Churches may drift far away from

the true in faith and the holy in life, the Epistles to the Churches in Galatia, Corinth,

Ephesus, Pergamos, Thyatira, Laodicea, tell. We see by them how very soon our

faith might be seriously obscured or impaired if dependent merely on the oral

transmission of any Church.

IV. By the pure Word of God, aberrations mat from time to time be corrected.

[t is by the Cliurch that the Word of God is kept and transmitted. It is by the Word so

kept and transmitted that the Church is to be tested. Hence, whatever respect it may
l)e appropriate to pav to the decision of a Church or of Churches, those decisions are

valid only as they harmonize with what the Lord hath sfioken in his revealed Word.

Whatever will not abide the test of an appeal to the Book of God, with it Christian

Churches and people should have nothing to do. Of how much importance our Lord

reo-arded this final test is seen by his frequent appeal to wliat is written. Whether he

was in conflict with the evil one, or was himself exposing or denouncing evil, his

ultimate reference was to what God had said.

V. Consequently, by having in our hands a perpetual standard of reference,

WE have a constant and unvarying guide to what 18 right both in faith and
practice. The accounts which we get of the after history of the Hebrew nation show

us plainly enough how far adrift the people might snon have gone, if their faith had

not been once Tor all enshrined and guarded in a book. And so it is in the New
Testament. For though we get therein hints of the Church's life for but little more

than two generations after they were formed, yet the severe lashings and rebukes which

the Churches in Corinth, Galatia, and Colosse required, as well as the seven Churches,

show with equal distinctness that our most holy faith might soon have been all but

unrecoverable from tlie mass of corruption, if it, too, had not been recorded in the

writin"-s of the a]iostles and evangelists. But thus recorded it was, and through all

the ag°s it has been guarded for us as a perpetual standard of appeal.

VL If, however, we are guided by thk varying opinions and sintttl practices

OF mek, Ind so neglect to take hekd to our standards, they will be perpetual

witnesses against us. (Ver. 21.) Ho our Lord tells the Jews in reference to the

departures from the faith and the corruptions in life which marked his time (cf. John

V. 54). And thus it must ever be. The very fact of having a standaid of ai'jHjal

serves two purposes. Which of the two it will serve so far as we are concerned

depends on the use we make thereof. If we abide by it and conform thereto, it will

verily our belief and justify our life. But if we depart from it, it can only act as a

witness against us to condemn us. Every privilege is thus two-edged. If used aright,

it helps us ; if disused or abused, it will be for a perpetual reproof. So it is with

parental advice, with a teacher's counsels, with a pastor's pleadings, with a Saviour's

invitations : accei-ttd and heeded, they will be a perpetual joy ; but if made light of,

they will plunge daggers into the soul.

VII. This silent accusation going on now, foreshadows a more serious

CRIMINATION AT THE JUDGMENT DAY. (Cf. Malt. xi. 22, 24 ; xii. 41, 42.) The whirl of

life, and the surroundings of flesh and sense, conceal from many the spiritual world.

Jju't it exists. And when we are summoned hence we shall see it and know it. We
shall feel ourselves with God—alone. And this—this will be the beginning of that

awful process of judgment which, on the last day, is to be consummated and sealed.

And what sore condemnation must await those to whom God has spoken in bis

Word for years on years, but in vain (see Ezek. xxxiii.^l
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Moses the aged. I. A man may be in health ant ttoour, yet
TAST CAPACITY FOB A CERTAIN WORK. Moses' " eye was not dim, nor his natural fore.'

abated" (ch, xxxiv. 7), yet he felt that he lacked the fire, the activity, the youthful
energy, the elasticity of mind and body, which would have made him a suitable IcaUtr
for Israel in the new period of her history. Greatness is tested ly the magnaniinity
with which a mat\ long used to power is able to lay it down when he f'ocls that his day
for effective service is past. Moses had served his generation nobly. There arose none
lik3 him. But, as has been said of Luther, who reached his meridian at the Diet of

Worms, and whose end, had Providence pleased to remove him then, would have boon
like an apoiheosis, "It is a law of history that every |)(Tsoiiality bears witiiin itselT

a measure which it is not pirmitted to exceed" (Hagenhacli). A new ;»ge was
opening, and new powers were needed to do justice to its calls. The lawgiver, the
prophet, the leader of the desert march, the meek, long-enduring, dee[)-soiiled man of

Gk)d must give place to one more distinctively a soldier. The calm gifts of the legislator

and statesman were not those which were most required for the work of conquest and
.settlement. Moses felt this, and felt, too, that he was getting old. The old man
cannot enter as a younger man would into the thoughts, circumstances, and feelings of

a new time. He bilongs to the past, and is limited by it. His powers have lost their

freshness, and can henceforth oidy decay. This was Moses' situation, and he had the
dignity and wisdom to acknowledge it, and to arrange for the appointment of a suitable

successor.

II. When a man's day of service is past, it may be kindness in God to remove
HIM FROM THE WORLD. Moses' removal was a punishment for sin, but there was
mercy concerned in it also. Long life is not always desirable, llad Moses lived

longer, he could never have been greater than he is. He might have seemed less. Shades
appear in the character of Luther after it had reached its meridian above spoken of

—

things which di.sturb and annoy us. Certainly, Moses' position, with Joshua as

actual leader in the field, would not have been an enviable one. Joshua must increase,

he must decrease. The ir .petuous soldier, the able strategist, the hero of the buttles,

would have eclipsed him in the eyes of the younger generation. He would (eel that he
had overlived himself. Fitly, therefore, is he removed before the decline of his intinence

begins. The great thing is to have done one's work—to have fulfilled the ends for

which life was given. That done, removal is in no case a loss, and in most cases a boon
in disguise (2 llm. iv. 6—9).

III. When the services of one man fail, God will provide for thk con-
tinuance OF HIS WORK BY BAI8INO UP SUCCESSORS. So Joshua was raised up to

succeed Moses.—J. 0.

Vers. 3—8, 23.

—

Joshua. Joshua a type of Jesus, the true Leader into the rest of
God (Heb. iv. 8). God has given him, as formerly he gave the son of Nun, for "a
Leader and Commander to the people " (Isa. Iv. 4).

I. 'J"he man. Joshua as leader was: 1. Divinely appointed (ver. 3). 2. Divinely
led. " He doth go before thee" (ver. 8). The captam had a higher Captain (Josh. v.

14). 3. Divinely assisted. " He will be with thee " (ver. 8). Our Leader is Emmanuel—"God with us" (Matt. i. 23). 4. He was to be sfror/g and ronrageous(vcr. 7). The
pround of true courage is God being with us. It is said of the Saviour, " He shall not
fail nor be discouraged " (Isa. xlii. 4). The perseverance of the Saviour is as deserving
of (!onsideration as the perseverance of the saints.

II. His WORK. While Joshua's and the people's, it was still more God's work
(vera, 3, 4). With Joshua as leader : 1. The enemy would be overthrown (vers. 3—6).
2. All opposition would be overcome. 3. He would condtict the people unto the
land of their inheritance (ver. 7). 4. He would cause them to inherit it (ver. 7), t.e.

settle them in their possessions. Christ in like manner has overthrown the enemy
(Col. ii. 15); has won an inheritance for his people (Col. i. 12); in his victory they are
enabled to overcome the world (John xvi. 33 ; 1 John iv. 4) ; hi« cause ia steadily
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triumphins: ; he is conducting, and has already conducted, many sons to glory

(Heb. ii. 10).—J. 0.

Vers. 9, 24—26.

—

The authorship of the hook. A clear testimony to the Mosaic
autliorship of the Book of Deuteronomy. The book, as Moses gave it to the priests,

has plainly been re-editcd, with the additions of Moses' song, Moses' blessing, and the

account ot his death ; but only the wantonness of criticism can see " a diffeieut hand or

hands" in ch. xii.—xxvi. from that employed upon the earlier chapters, or discern

probability in the assumption that ch. iv. 44—xxvi. 19 once constituted a separate

book. The unity in style and treatment is so conspicuous throughout—" the same
vein of thought, the same tone and tenor of feeling, the same peculiarities of conception

and expression "—that unity of authorship follows as a thing of course. The denial of

it is incomprehensible. It is less certain whether the " Book of the Law " (ver. 2(5)

comprehends l>euteronnmy onlj^ or the bulk of the other books of the Pentateuch as

well. That Deuteronomy is re^iresented as existing in a written form is plain from

ch. xxviii. 58, 61; xxix. 20, 21, 27; and Moses had probably the written discourses

in his hand when he delivered them. But Deuteronomy, as a written book, rests so

entirely on the lnst<jry as we have it in the previous books ; is so steeped in allusions

to it ; implies so full and accurate a knowledge of it, trom the days of the patriarchs

downwards ;—that the presumption in favour of that history also existing in a written

form, in authentic records, which subsequent generations could consult, is so strong as

almost to amount to certainty. It is incredible that Moses should have taken pains

to write out these long discourses—discourses based on the history, and inculcating so

earnestly the keeping of its facts and lessons in remembrance—and yet have taken no
pains to secure an authentic record of the history itself; that he should not have com-
jiiled or composed, out of the abundant materials at his command, a connected narrative

of God's dealings with the nation, down to the point at which he addressed it;

incor]X)rating with that narrative the body of his legislation. Confining our attention

to Deuteronomy, tliere can be no fair question but that it gives itself out as from the

pen of Moses. This claim is disputed, and the book referred to about the time of

Josiah on grounds of style, of discrepancies with the Levitical laws, and of laws and

allusions implying the later date. On the contrary, we hold that the critical hypiuthesis

can be shown to raise greater difficulties than it lays, and that the difficulties in the

way of accepting the book as a composition of Moses have been greatly exaggerated.

We glance at a few of these difficiilties.

I. Stylk. Professor W. R. Smith ('Old Testament,' p. 433) notes as a crucial

instance the laws about the cities of refuge in Numb, xxxv., and Deut. xix. These

laws are supposed to have been penned by the same hand within a few mouths of each

other; yet, it is alleged, the vocabulary, structure of sentences, and cast ol

expression widely differ. But allowance must surely be made for the difl'erence

between a careful original statement of a law, and a later general rehearsal of its sub-

stance in the rounded style of free, popular discourse. And what are the specific differ-

ences ? Deuteronomy, we are told, does not use the term " refuge," but " the cities are

always descril)ed by a perijihrasis." But the Deuteronomist simply snys, "'i'hou shalt

separate three cities for thee in the midst of thy land " (ch. xix. 2) ,
" thou shalt separate

three cities for thee" (ch. xix. 7); "thou shalt add three cities more for thee "(ch.

xix. 9); and there is vo p/r'phrasis. The phrase, " tliat every slayer may flee thither"

(ch. xix. 3), "the slayer which shall flee thither" (ch. xix. 4), is derived from Numb.
xxxv. 11, 15. But Deuteronomy and Numbers use diflerent words for "accidentally."

Admitted, but the words used are synonymous, and are only used in each case twice

altogether— in Numb. xxxv. 11, 15, and in Deut. iv. 42 ; xix. 4. "The judges in the

one "are * the congre^'ation,' in the other ' the elders of his city.
'

" But I 'euteronomy

says nothing about "judges," and " the elders" who are once referred to in ch. lix. 12,

plainly act in the name of the congregation. "The verb for ' hate ' is different."

Rather, " the verb for ' hate '" does not occur at all in Numb, xxxv., but the noun de-

rived fiom it does (Numb. xxxv. 20). and is translated " hatred," while in vers. 21, 22.

a different term, translated " enmity," is employed, which expresses nearly the sama

ense. Had these words appeared, one in Numbers and the other in Deuteronomy

liuteftd of standing in consecutive verses of one chapter, they would doubtless have bee*
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quoted as further evidence of diversity of authorship. So one book uses the expression
" to kill any 'person" while the other has " to kill Ids neighbour"—a diflference surely
not incompatible with identity of authorship. " The detailed description of the
diffeience between murder and accidental homicide is entirely diverse in lau'^uaf^e and
detail." But in Deuteronomy there is no " detailed description " of the kind referred
to. There is in Numbers (xxxv. 16—24) ; but Deuteronomy confines itself to one simple
illustration from concrete hfe, admiraUy adapted, it will be admitted, to the speaker's
fR)pular purpose (ch. xix. 5). The statement in Deuteronomy, it is evident, presupposes
the earlier law, and is incomplete without it, occupying only a dozen verses, as compared
with over twenty in Numbers, while even of the dozen, three are occupied with a new
provision for the number of the cities being ultimately raised to nine (cli. xix. 8—10).

II. Discrepancies in laws. Considering the number of the laws, the alleged dis-
crepancies are singularly few. On the " tithes," see ch. xxvi. 12 ; on the " firstlings,"

ch. XV. 20 ;
" the priests' due," in ch. xviii. 3, seems, like the " fleece " of ch. xviii. 4, to

hem additionio the provision in Numb, xviii. 11—18; the law of carrion (ch. xiv. 21)
is slightly modified in view of the altered circumstances of settlement in Canaan (cf.

Lev. xvii. 15) ; and so with other instances. The chief modifications arise from the new
legislation in regard to the central sanctuary, with the permission to kill and eat flesh
at home (ch. xii. 20—24). On this depends the new tithe-laws (provision for the
sanctuary feasts), the additions to the priests' portions, and various minor changes.

III. Peculiarities implying a later date. We need not delay on stray 'phrases,
such as "unto this day" (ch. iii. 14), or "as Israel did unto the land of his possession"
(ch. ii. 12). The instances usually cited are not of great force, and are easily explicable
as glosses. More important cases are : 1. The central altar. On this, see under ch. xii.

It sufiices to meet most objections to observe that, on the face of it, the Law bears that it

was not intended to be put strictly in force till certain important conditions had been
fulfilled—conditions which, owing to the disobedience of the people, who during the
time of the judges so often jiut back the clock of their own history, were not fulfilled till

as late as tlie days of David and Solomon. For thus it reads (vcr. 10), "When ye
go over Jordan, and dwell in tht; land which the Lord your God giveth you to inherit,
and when he giveth you rest from all your enemies round about, so that ye dwell in
siifety ; then there shall be a place, " etc. (cf. 2 Sam. vii. 1; I Kings iii. 2; v. 4). 2.

Priests and Lemtes. The distinction between priests and Levites, which counts for so

(ch. xxi. 5 ; xxxi. 9). '• All Levites are possible priests." But the objection is deprired
of its f irce when we discover, what any one can verify, that these same expressions
were freely used, and used interchangeably with others, at a time when it is not
doubted that the Levitical system was in full operation. This is the case in the Books
of Chronicles, written, it is asserted, in the interest of that system, yet using this phrase,
"the priests the Levites," without hesitation or sense ol ambiguity (2 Chron. v. 5 ;

xxiii. 18; xxx. 27). "The priests the Levites" mean simply the Levitical priests; and
when the tribe of Levi as a whole is meant, it is either expressly designated as sHch
Teh. X. 8), or the designation is appended to the other |>hrase as a wider" denomination
(ch. xviii. 1). Nor is tlie idiom a strange one. At first, the priests, " the sons of Aaron,"
stood out from the people with sharp distinctness, as alone invested with sacred oSQce.
The case was greatly altered after the separation of the tribe of Levi ; when the designa-
tion " sons of Aaron" seems s^icedily to have been dropped for another identifying°the
priests more directly with their tribe. "Sons of Aaron " is not found in the latter part of
Numbers. Priests and Levites had more in common with each other than either class
had with the body of the people; and besides, the priests tvere Levites. So that to the
jjopular eye, the tribe of Levi stood apart, Ibrming, as a whole, one sacred body, engaged
in ministering in holy things to God. Sacerdotal functions are attiibuted to the tribe, but
not necessarily to all meml)ers of it (ch. x. 8 ; xviii. 7). (On the ministering of the Levites,
corap. 1 Chron. xv. 2 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 11 ; xxxi. 2). Tlie counter-theory, that this dis-
tinction had no existence under the kings, and first originated in the time of the exile,

is without a jot of evidence in the Books of Kings, and only escajies foundering on thfl
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statements in Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, by robbing these books of their his-
torical character. 3. The position of the Levitts. Instead of being furnished with cities

and pasturages, and enjoying an independent incomt' from the tithes, they are repie-
eented as homeless and dependent, wandering from place to place, and glad to be invited,
with the stranger, the widow, and the fatherless, to share in charitablt- feasts, (See on this,

ch. xit 19.) But if a time is sought for the composition of the boofe when this was the
actual position of the Levites, no time is so suitable as that of Moses himself, before the
tithe-laws had come into regular operation—when, in truth, there was little or nothing
to tithe—and when the Levites would be largely dependent on the hospitality of in-

dividuals. The language would have a point and force to Moses' contemporaries, which
it would have greatly lost had the circumstances of the Levites, at the time of his

address, been more prosperous. They were dei^endcnt then, and might from very
obvious causes come to be dependent again. Their state would not be greatly bettered
in the unsettled times of the conquest. Nothing could be more appropriate in itself,

better adapted to create kindly sympathies between Levites and people, or more likely

to avert neglect of the tribe by withholding of their just dues, tlian the perpetuation of

these primitive hospitalities. No doubt the Levites suffered severely in the days of the

judges and under bad kings, but we are not to forget the power and splendour t/.

which the order attained under David and Solomon, and the revivals it enjoyed undei
Hezekiah and Josiah. There is no evidence that their condition was so deplorably
destitute in the later days of the kingdom as the critics represent. 4. The law of the

king (ch. xviL). The law, it is thought, is sketched in terms borrowed from the
court of Solomon. The objection derives much of its plausibility from not observing
that the description of Solomon's court in the Book of Kin;^s (1 Kings x. 26—29 ; xi.

1—4) is, on the other hand, given in terms distinctly borrowed from this law. The
familiarity of the writer of the Books of Kings with Deuteronomy is undoubted, and he
plainly draws up his account of Solomon's luxury and splendour in such language as

will impress the mind by its contrast to the law. We, on the contrary, reading the
law, are apt to think of Solomon's reign as if it were the original, and the law the

copy. Solomon did what Moses knew too well kings would be prone to do, and there was
every reason for the warning that was given. The objections taken to the book cannot,

therefore, be allowed to set aside its own decisive testimony to its authorship. If we
adopt the hypothesis of the critics, we are involved in graver difficulties than those

from which we flee. We must suppose a state of things as existing under the kings,

in respect of the Levitical orders, which we have no reason to believe ever did exist,

which there is great difficulty in believing to have existed, and which historical

documents in the most express language tell us did not exist. We must supixjse

Josiah and his people deceived about the book, for they unquestionably took it for a

veritable book of Moses, grieving that its words had been neglected by their fathers

(2 Kings xxii. ; xxiii. ; 2 Chron. xxxiv.). We must explain away a multitude of the
plainest allusions to the book, not simply in Joshua, but in the prophets, particularly

in Hosea, whose pages arc rich in such references (cf. ch. vii. 13 ; viii. 7—20 ; xi. 14

—

16, with Hos. ii. 8; xii. 8; xiii. 6; ch. xii. with Hos. viii. 11; ch. xviii. 18 with Hos.
xii. 13 ; ch. xvii. 12 with Hos. iv. 4 ; ch. xxviii. 68 with Hos. viii. 13 ; ix. 3 ; ch. xxix.

23 with Hos. xi. 8 ; ch. xxx. 1—10 with Hos. xiv. ; ch. xxv. 13—16 with Hos. xii. 7,

etc.). We must suppose such a passage as Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the

temple (1 Kings viii.), which is saturated with Deuteronomic language, to have been a
Tree and unhistorical composition ; though, if this be allowed for Deuteronomy, it need
not trouble us with Solomon. Even then we are not out of difficulties, for the b^uk
itself is in many respects internally unsuitable to the times to which it is assigned

;

compare e.g. the mild tone of the book towards Edom—the kindly and brotherly

relations which are enjoined—with the hostile tone to which we are accustomed in

the prophets, where Edom la a sort of later Amalek, a standing type of implacable

enmity to the peojile of God. If Deuteronomy is not by Moses, it bears false wituess

ef itself, was misconceived by the writers of the later books of Scripture, imixised upon
the Jews from the days of its first a]ipearance, and has had its claims endorsed by
Christ and his apostles in a way which makes them partners in the seueral delusioOi

--J.0.
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Vers. 9, 24—27.— T7ie toritten W\yrd. The Law here put in writing and solemnly

deposited in the side of the ark, is the foundation ofour present Bible. All Scripture is

built up upon it. On this consignment of the first instalment of the Word, we remark

—

L The wbitten Word embodies and is the vehicle of an authoritative
REVELATION. The Law was first given, thereafter recorded. Revelation precedes the

record of it. But this line must not be drawn too finely. The record is inspired

(I Tim. iii. 16), and is to us the revelation of the will of God. It is, as well as containa,

tlie Word of God. The line must not be drawn too finely : 1. Between revelation and
its history. The threads of revelation cannot be picked out from the texture of its

history, and exhibited apart. They constitute one whole ; the record embraces both.

2. Between revelation and inspired prophetical discourses—with psalms, poems, wisdom
literature, etc., which unfold the principles of revelation, apply and enforce them, turn

them into subjects of praise, or deal with them reflectively. For discourses, psalms,

didactic literal ure, etc., arfrf to revelation as well as unfold its meaning. 3. Betwe>n
revelation and the written Word. For that, as above reiuiuked, is the revelation t. us.

It is clothed with its own authority as inspired—an imtliority the nature and degree of

which is a study by itself—and it is clothed with the authoritativeness (objective)

inherent in the revelations of which records are preserved.

II. The written Word is necessary fob the perpetuation of revealed truth.
It embodies truth in a form which secures its transmission to posterity without material

distortion or corruption. Tradition, however carefully guarded, would have been a most
unsafe medium for the conveyance of important revelations. A body of facts and laws

such as we have in the Pentateuch, or discourses like these of Moses, could not have
been entrusted to it without certainty of mutilation. The Law, accordingly, was put in

writing. A written revelation is one great proof of the wisdom and care of God.
Variations in maimscripts rarely affect the substance of the message.

in. The wkitten Word is a witness for God against the apostacy op those
TO whom the Word is given. (Ver. 26.) 1. If it docs not prevent corruption

of doctrine, it testifies against it. It was by appeal to the Scriptures that Josiah

wrought his reformation in Judah (2 Kings xxiii.). It was by appeal to the Scriptures

that the Reformers aroused Europe ajainst the Church of Rome. 2. If it cannot prevent

apostacy in deed, it remains as a witness against the apostates. It holds up the Law
from which they have departed. It convicts them of rebellion. It denounces against

them the penalties of transgression. While it invites them to repentance, and promises,

if they return, healing of their backslidiugs.—J, O.

Vers. 10—13.

—

Reading the Law. (For an example of fulfilment of this command,
see Neh. viii.) Observe

—

I. It was to be read at a religious feast. On an occasion of solemnity—at the

Feast of Tabernacles (ver. 10). Our feelings in reading the Scriptures, or in hearing them
read, ought always to be of a solemn and reverential kind. But it is well to avail our-

selves of every aid which may lend solemnity and impressiveness to the reading of words
so sacred.

II. It was to be read at a time of general leisure. In the sabbatical year

—

" the year of release." Leisure hours cannot be better employed than in making our-

selves acquainted with " what God the Lord will speak " (Ps. L^xxv. 8). We should
avail ourselves of the leisure of others to endeavour to instruct tliem.

III. It was to be read publicly. (Ver. 11.) The private reading of the Law would
doubtless be attended to in many pious homes. But the practice would not be general

(scarcity and expensivencss of manuscripts, want of education, religious indiSerence).

The Levites were to teach Israel the Law (ch. xxxiii. 10; Lev. x. 11 ; Mai. ii. 7); but
they might not do so, or the people might not wait on their instructions. The public

reading of the Law, even once in seven years, was thus calculated to be of great ad-

vantage. As long as the practice was observed, multitudes would derive benefit from
it. The reading was of the nature of a public testimony, but also, as we see in Neh. viii.,

for purposes of real instruction. The public reading of Scri[)ture, with or without com-
ment, is an important means of edification. Read with intelligence and judgment, the
Word commends itself. And such readings are necessary. Many have Bibles, yet do
not read them i

many read and do rot understand.
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rV. It was to be rkad for the benefit of old and young. (Ver. 12.) All are

interested in listening to the Word of God. Men and women, little children, strangers,

no class but has a concern in it. None but may be edified by it. Children ought to

be more recognized than they are in religious services. Need for making them feel that

they too are interested in what is being said ; that the Bible has a message for thein

as well as for their elders.

V. The end o» bkadinq God's Wobd is that w» mat bb enablsd to odkt it.

^er. 13.)—J. O.

Vers. 16—22, 28—30.

—

Ood'sforesight of Israel's declension. We learn

—

I. That the futuee is perfecjtly unveiled to God. God claims this power as

one of his prerogatives (Isa. xli. 22 ; xlii. 9 ; xliii. 25, 26 ; xlv. 20, 21). And no one

can question but tliat these predictions have been strikingly fulfilled. The people did

corrupt themselves and turn aside, and evil did befall them in the latter days (ver. 29).

II. That the plainest warnings are frequently disregarded. Israel was
under no government of fate. Had the people repented, they would have been forgiven.

The predictions are cast in absolute form, only because God saw that warning would

not be taken. He would only too gladly have revoked his threatenings, had Israel,

roused to alarm, turned from its evil (cf. the case of Nineveh). This, however, it did

not do, biit, with these woe-laden prophecies spread before it, rushed madly on, as if

eager to fulfil them. How like sinners still ! The plainest declarations, the most

explicit wainings, the direst threatenings, are as little recked of as if no Word of God
were in existence. Strange that God's Word should be so disregarded, and yet profession

80 often made of believing in it (cf. Jer. xxxvi.)

!

HI. That God's Word has its uses even though men prove disobedient. It

is to be spoken to them and taught them, " whether they will hear, or whether they

will forbear" (Ezek. ii. 7). It tells them the truth. It shows them their duty. It

warns them of the consequences of disobedience. It upholds a witness for God in their

aix)stacy (ver. 19). It renders them inexcusable. A solemn responsibility thus attaches

to us in the possession of God's Word.
IV. That a time will come when the sinner will, be forced to confess that

God's words against him have all become true. (Ver. 17.) Only that time may
come too late (ver. 18). " Missing God is not true repentance (Keil).—J. O.

Vers. 1—8.

—

The leadership made over to Joshua. There is something wonderfully

pathetic in the great leader, whose eye is yet undinimed, laying down h)« trust beside

the Jordan. He is a hundred and twenty years old, but the Lord hath denied him
the privilege of entering the land of promise. He now meekly resigns his command,
and nominates Joshua as his successor. It might have discouraged the people, the loss

of their great leader ; but he points them upward to the Lord their God, who had been

the real Leader in the Exodus and pilgrimage, and who was going at their head across

the Jordan. Their fai th in the invisible Leader is to be strengthened now that the visible

and human leader is to be taken away from them. Besides, they are to have Joshua

as the captain of the host. \N'e notice here

—

I. The men appointed by God to special office receive from him special

preparation. Moses himself had received a wondrous preparation, first at his mother's

knee, next in the palace of Pharaoh, and next in the solitudes of Midian. And Joshua,

who is to succeed him as leader, though not as lawgiver, has also received important

preparation. He is first a.ssociated with Moses in the mount, as he is receiving the

Law. He is thus trained to firm faith in the invisible King, and accustomed to his

wonders. He is next exercised in battle, leading the Israelites against Amalek, and

proving himself skilful in the field. He had also, as a spy, become minutely acquainted

with the land of promise, and brought uj) with Caleb an encouraging report. None was

so fitted as he for high command. Just, then, as the twelve were carefully trained to

be the apostles of the Church, so was Joshua trained, and so is every one selected for

important work.

II. The assurance that God was associated with the invasiok gave the
INVADERS the BEST POSSIBLE STIMULUS. God is to go with them ; they need in such

a case fear no evil. Their foes may be gigantic, but greater is he that is for them than
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all that can be against them. Their vantage-ground is that they can be " strong in

the Lord, and in tlie power of his nii2,ht."

And this is the one question to be asked always: Is God with us? If so, all is

well. The work always succeeds of which he is the head.

III. The work before them is to be judgment. They are to enter Canaan as
destroyers. It is iconoclasts that have been biought from Egypt. Their commission
is death to the old religious of the coimtry, and to the incorrigible devotees. They enter

as " the scourge of God." And such a mission must have proved a warning to them-
selves. If called to be the executioners of the apostates of Palestine, they will surely

guard against apostacy.

IV. In the invasion they must adhere to the letter of the command-
ments. It is a terrible mission ; but God leaves no loophole for them to escape it.

He leaves nothing to licence ; he gives them strict orders, and these must be carried

carefully out. Tlius are the rigours of the invasion brought under the shadow of his

throne, and he, who is Sovereign and legitimate Avenger, commissioned Israel to

execute his orders amid the criminal population of Palestine.—K. M. E.

"Vers. 9—13.

—

The IWrary executors of Moses. It must have been a solemn act on
the part of Moses, alter having nominated Joshua as his successor in the leadership of

Israel, to summon the priests and the elders, that they might be the custodians of his

manuscripts, and deal with them as he desired. It was to the ministers of religion,

and to the rulers elected by the peojile and ordained of God, that he gave this important
charge. Of course they could not, as nowadays, publish in nmltiplied copies the
carefully written Law. But they were directed to have a great congregation every
seven years, at the time of the Feast of Tabernacles, for the public reading of the Law.
Hence in this sabbatic time, when no rain need be feared, but brightness and peace
reigned by night and day in the land of promise, they were to make public, through
reading, this important Law. Tliis interesting arrangement suggests such lessons as
these

—

I. There is nothing so precious as God's Word. No wonder that special

officers got special charge of it, when the first instalment was given and completed. It

was a sacred deposit such as no other nation possessed. The Jew had surely a great
advantage, inasmuch as there were committed to him " the oracles of God" (Rom. iii. 2).

II. The widest possible publication should be secured for it. No better
arrangement in times before printing can be imagine"! tlian this one of a great congre-
gation with perfect publicity thereat. What an audience every seventh year! And
amid the solemnity of the year of release, the sabbatic year, when time lay plentifully

on their hands, they could not better spend a portion of the year than in meeting
together to learn God's Law. It was a splendid, periodic publicity.

And is it not typical ot that wider publicity which the printing press is now giving
to the Divine Word? Assuredly it is a striking fact that the circulation of the most
successful human publication dwindles into insignificance compared with the circulation

of the Word of God, Men are trying to make it as widely known as possible.

III. Special seasons for the study of God's Law are eminently desirable.
Had this direction of Moses been faithfully followed, there would hnve been a revival
of religion every seventh year. A new start would thus have been given to the study
of God's will, and greater devotedness of spirit have been created throughout the many
thousands of Israel.

Similarly, congregations and Churches should have grand assemblies for the express
purpose of the public study of God's Law, not merely on the Lord's day each week, b.it

at special and stated seasons. The " camp meetings " of America may have objection-
able elements attaching to them ; but it would be a good day for nil the Churches, it'

some grand reunions could be devised, when the highest aim of n.aiikind would be
carried out in the study of God's Law.

IV. The children as well as adults should be made sharers in the
SPECIAL study and BLESSING. The purjwse of the arrangement was not only to publish
truths as widely as possible among the adult portion of the jiopulation, but"^ to interest
also the children in the doctrines and discipline of the Church. Hence the meet-
ing was to be an aggregation of families. It was to be " a gathering of the clans;

"
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j'oung as well M old were to hear the wonderful works of God and his gracious oom-
niaiidments.

The special religious service, then, which the Churches should aim at, will be of the

widest character. It should contemplate the presence of the young as well as the old,

and be adapted to the revival of the Lord's work in all sections of the Church. There
is power in the aggregation of individuals for religious purposes. The children must
be kept in view in every effort to extend the kingdom. The family must be lifted, if

possible, all of a piece, as a unit of God's own making, and in the elevation of families

will coine the elevation of nations.

There is something peculiarly bright and happy in the picture. The sky is cloudless

and the people are living in booths " without carefulness." They have met together

for the purpose of celebrating a feast, but there is to be a special study of the Law for

the benefit of young as well as old. Old heads and young are bowed before the

Majesty of heaven, anxious to know his will and how to do it. In such circumstances

surely religion must be promoted. May we have grace to imitate such an excellent

example 1—R. M. E.

Vers. 14—23.— Tlie Lord's charge to Moses and Joshua. Moses, in making over thft

leadership to Joshua, was only anticipating a more formal assignment of it by God
himself. He directs the old leader and his successor to repair to the tabernacle, and

there to receive their respective charges. The Shechinah appeared to convince the

people of the reality of the Divine interview with the leaders. Moses is first informed

of his own appn lachinj; end, of the certain apostacy of the people, and of the desirability ol

laying before them a song which would testify to the wickedness of the apostacy when
it took place. Then Joshua is encouraged by the Lord himself and promised his presence.

I. Let U8 notice the expression that Moses is to " sleep with his fathers."

The words (-^'nhK-oj; zysf) are literally, " lie down with thy fathers," and in this connection

are surely significant. They point assuredly to fellowship and rest with the fathers in

another life. They cannot refer to any depositing of the remains of Moses in the same
tomb as his fathers. His sepnlchie was solitary and sacred ; his lying down with his

fathers, therefore, can only refer to the fellowship in a future life. This is the only

place in the Pentateuch where this particular expression occurs, although we meet it

in the Books of the Kings no less than twenty-six times. It was undoubtedly an

intimation to Moses that he was about to enter into restful fellowship with his fathers,

and was most welcome consolation at this peculiarly trying time.

II. Apostacy never takes God by surprise. He foresees it and makes provision

for it, jireparing his servants for its appearance, and preparing a proper recomjiense for

the apostates themselves. It must be a remarkable experience to be in such a position

as Grod, and to have prevision of all the future, so that there can be no element of

surprise for hira. His resources are so adequate that he is outside the region of finite

surprises and difficulties.

III. Scepticism is the dattohteb of abundance bather than of want. It

will be, the Lord says, when Israel has entered into the promised land, and enjoyed its

milk and honey, and when they have waxed fat, that they shall turn to other gods and
he guilty of apostacy. In the same way, our modern sceptics are men for the most
}ian in comfortable worldly circumstances, and out of these spring douhts about the

existence of God and suspicions that we can do very well without him, and with minor

majesties. "It is on the bed of luxury," says Mr. Martineau, "not on the rock of

nature, that scepticism has its birth. . . . And while from the centre of comforts many
a sad fear goes forth, and the warmest lot becomes often filled with the chillest doubts,

hidden within it like a heart of ice that cannot melt, you may find toiling misery that

trusts the more the more it is stricken, and amid the secret prayers of mourners hear

the sweetest tones of hope."

IV. Prophecy is a witness subpcenaed beforehand against God's enemies.

We have here God ijiving a certain song which is to be a witness against Israel in the

coming apostacy. And prophecy is the retaining of a witness long beforehand for the

coming trial. It is proof positive that no varying moods of men can ever surprise God
or thwart hii magnificent designs. The substance of this song we are presently to

contidec
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V. Joshua keceives encouragement about a successful leadership and the
PERPETUAL PRESENCE OF GoD. This means immediate success as a set-off to the sail

intelligence about ultimate apostacy. Joshua is assured that God will be with him And
ensure the success of the iuvasiuu. Hence Joshua is only to be a lieulenant-geiaral

under the invisible Leader and King. And Joshua desired nothing higher. The ;j,reat

honour was in being a fullow-soldier with God. It was God's battles he was going lu

tight, and it would be God's victories which Israel would win.

Yl. It 19 A GREAT BLESSING AT LIFE's CLOSE TO HAVE A SUCCESSOR TO CARRY ON
OUR WORK, AND AN ASSURANCE THAT WE OURSELVES ARE SAFE BEYOND THE BOItDEB,

There was much sadness about the close of Muses' career. He was reminded of his sin

in his exclusion from Canaan. But he had compensation in Joshua taking up his

work, and in the assurance of " rest beyond the river." He was going over to a better

land than lay beyond the Jordan. He was passing on to jjeace with the sainted fathers

who had preceded him. He had thus calmness and blessing given in the midst of his

[laiu.

May we have work worth carrying on after us, and some one to succeed us ia it ; and
may we have rest like that of Moses after our demise I—R. M. E.

Vers. 24—30.

—

TJie Divine testimony deposited in the ark. Moses, being thus com-
missioned of God to utter the inspired warning, loses no time in summoning the
cons;rogation. But while doing so, he gives precise directions to the Kohathites, who
iiad charge of the ark, to dijiosit his manuscripts within it. Is anything to be learned
from this consignment of the sacred books?

I. The sacued books are not complimentary to human nature. The Pentateuch,
in its trumendous charges and indictmuuts against mankind, is in unison with the rest

of the Word. It is a sustained witness against the human race. " Others may perhaps
suspect," says Henry Ilogers, " that Jewish vanity led the writers thus to ignore or

tieat lightly the alfairs of all nations excejA their otim. The answer is concise, but con-
clusive. Let Jewish vanity in general be what the reader pleases, these writers

would seem to have had none of it. If they have passed by the glorious achieve-

ments of secular history, they have recorded all the infamies of their own nation

;

and, indeed, their princii)al references to other nations are as 'scourges' of their

own—scourges justly sent, tliey confess and avow, for apostacies which had wearied
out the patience of Heaven!" The marvel is that the Jews and Christians should
conspire to preserve what is a most humiliating account of the race.

II. The ark was the TUEAsuRE-nousE of God protected by his presenok. It was
the "safe" of Israel, not, alas! " fire-proof," like Milner's, as the Babylonians demon-
strated, yet as durable and as sacred as the times allowed. It was fenced around by
the holiest sanctions. Nowhere could the manuscripts be so safe. Now, the ark is

regarded as a type of Jesus; and if so, then the depositing of the Law within the ark
would convey the idea of the Law of God being within the heart of Christ (Ps. xl. 8).

In other words, Jesus Christ embodies the Divine Law or will, and is at once its

most brilliant exposition and the most tremendous indictment of human nature. The
Jews were not so careful of the living Law as their forefathers were of the written

Law. They recognized its charge against themselves: the charge had become oral;

it walked before tliem; it was something that they could not shake off except
through the desperate alternative of assassination. They killed in Christ their living

Conscience.

III. AVe should learn from the example of Christ to treasure up God's Law
wiTHiv our own hearts. We cannot have too much of the Bible in our minds and
memories. The more we study it, the more like Christ shall we become. He whose
"delight is in the Law of the Lord, and in his Law doth he meditate day and night,"

is blessed, and he shall be lik(; the tree whose roots are in the waters, duly fruitful and
ever green (Ps. i. 2, 3). His conscience shall be reinforced and become increasingly

tender ; his heart shall be elevated in its affections and longings ; and his mind shall

be trained to what is high and holy. Thus is the whole being enrched and the life

enlarged. ^lay we deposit the Word of God witii as much care in our hearU as the
Leviies did the rolls of Moses in the aik !—R. M. E,
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Vers. 1—8.

—

Putting off the harness. Faith in God anticipates every event without

distress. If God's plan cut across the grain of our own inclination, faith inspires us to

say, " His plan is best." By virtue of a living faith, we can face death without anxiety,

and advance to meet the last foe. We see in this passage

—

I. Faith acquiescent in bodily dissolution. Splendid triumphs were in eight.

The Jewish host was about to complete its conquest
;
just about to realize full success

alter forty years of patient trial. (Such an hour is the most precious in a man's history.

Yet the faith of Moses saw a nobler conquest yet—a conquest over self, a conquest

uver the unseen foe. A voice from within—the voice of failing nature—whispered

that he was no longer equal to the fatigues of a military campaign. And a voice I'rom

above told him that his work was done; and, though high reward was in store, justice

ixacted satisfaction for an earlier misdeed. Even a single blemish in a good man's

life entails on him loss. We cannot cheat God. Without a murmur, Moses, like a

little child, yields to his Father's decree, and meekly prepares to die.

II. Faith rejoicing in others' promotion. In every age, faith has worked to the

production of love. It is the extirpator of selfishness. Moses found as much pleasure

in announcing that Joshua should lead the people to conquest, as that he should himself

lead. Indeed, Moses felt that Joshua could do better than he could. He had been

•emphatically a legislator ; now a warrior was needed. If God removes one servant, he

provides a better. The eye cannot say to the hand, " I am nobler than thou." Each
man has a place and an oflice of his own. If only God's work is well and truly done,

faith will rejoice in the means.

III. Faith convinced that God and man must co-opebatk fob the triumph of

the kingdom. " The Lord thy God, he will go before thee ; " and " Joshua, he shall

go over before thee " (ver. 3). The presence of man, in action or in warfare, does not

exclude the presence of God. Joshua could gain no triumph if he had gone alone. God
has chosen to work through human agencies. By his wise appointment, Divine and
human co-operation is a necessity. '* The Lord shall give them up before your face,

that ye may do unto them according to his commanduient" (ver. 5). Nor is Moses'

power and influence to be quite absent from the conflict. Being dead, he yet acted.

His commandment regulated their conduct. His word was still a mighty spell. Each
man can add something to the aggressive activity of God's truth.

IV. Faith assured of God's self-consistency. God had succoured Israel in the

past ; therefore he would succour them again. He had begun to dislodge the

Canaanite kings before Israel, therefore he would go on until he completed for them
the conquest (ver. 4). Jehovah had foreseen all the weaknesses and unfaithfulness of

Israel and yet he had commenced to give them triumphs. On what reasonable ground

would he do this, unless he purposed to repeat his favours, and to subdue for them
every foe? Hall a conquest would be no boon to them. This would be a vexation to

IsraelJ and a dishonour to God. The man of faith knows that God can never be at

variance with himself. When we have discovered the method of Qvd's procedure, we
should act along this line in order to enjoy his help. In his footsteps let lu plant

our feet.

V. Faith in one stimulating in others latent qualities of energy. Although
it appears that Moses was lacking in martial skill and prowess, his faith in God enabled

him to stir up the hidden gifts of others. Faith foresees the victory, and conrident

hope is a great irspirer of streugth. Like new nerve-power, it interlaces and braces all

the active energies of a man. The voice of robust faith has always a magical charm
over us. We perceive forthwith that the demand is most reasonable, and that largest

sxertion is our highest glory. It is easy to be strong when Infinite Strength is awaiting

us. Every endeavour we make enlarges our capacity to receive more strength. The
weaker parts of our nature perish undei' the strain, but newer and nobler elements fill

up the room. And if God be with us, then fear of man departs. Faith IB a prolific

parent of courage.

**Fear him, ye saints, and je will then
Have nothing else to fear."

And God can never foil the man of faith. Having pledged his presence, we we well
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ensured. For him to forsake his friends is An impossibility, " The mountains may
depart, and the hills be removed ; but never shall the covenant of his faithfulnes*

fail."—D.

Vers. 9—13, 24—29.— The honour appertaining to OocTs Law. As our Lord, in tha

near prospect of death, employed liis thoughts in comforting and instructing others,

so Moses, instead of centring his thought upon himself, is only more eager to provide

for the people's future obedience. Inasmuch as his days on earth were now very few,

he yearned to crowd into them as much counsel and kiuUy warning as it wts jxtssible.

To be of service to Israel—this absorbed the passions and desires of his sou\

I. God's bedemitive Law is embodied in a wiuttkn fohm. To Moses it had been

revealed that it would not suffice to instruct the people orally in the lines of religious

duty. So pregnant with importance is the Law of God, that it must be reduced to

writing, and carefully ])reserved. God's law concerning our bodily life—how to use

food, bow to heal disease, how to prolong our days—all this is revealed in other modes

:

this Law is written by the finger of God on the very structure of man. In such

matters, God's will is to be discovered by investigation and by experiment. But the

law ol the soul's life is disclosed to us in a different way. How sin can be pardoned;
how reconciliation between a guilty man and his Maker can be secured ; how inward
purity can be gained, and immortality reached ;—all this is disclosed by God through
his prophets, and reduced to a written form. If a perverse disposition prevails in a

man, he may refuse to read the record, and so " count himself unworthy of everlasting

life."

II, God's redemptive Law is commuted to trusty stewards. The Law of God
written by Moses, touching purification and obedience, was placed in the custody of

tlie {iriests (ver. 9), and secured in the ark of the coveu.iut. This was both a realized

fact and a symbolic figure. That ark is an emble:n of Clirist's Church, and the sons of

Levi were the early representatives of genuine believers. The Christian family has

become a royal priesthood ; and one of their delightful duties is to conserve God's Law
BO as to hand it on to coming generations. By the loving care of loyal disciples, the

oracles of God. have been preserved intact. The vigorous life of tlie Church to-day is

displayed in revising the exact text, translating it into other tongues, and unfolding it

to the understanding of the people. We are " stewards of the mysteries of God."
ill. God's redemi'TIVE Law is to be periodically expounded. Moses required

this to be done once in every seven years. By this method, the recollections of those

who had heard it aforetime would be revived, it would be impressed on memory with
fresh force, and many would rise to a higher understanding and appreciation of its

meaning. The recurring period is symbolic. Once every seven days the privilege

now returns. Nor have we to journey to some metropolis to hear the sacred recoid.

Printing has multiplied the copies of God's Law on every side; and it would be spiritual

obtuseness if we did not recognize this modern invention as a new agency in God's

hands for enliglitening the human race. The Law was ordained to be " read in the

year of release, and at the Feast of Tabernacles." This was the anniversary of the

Siuaitic revelation ; this festival was signalized for its unusual joyousness. And tliis

fresh revelation of God's truth, in eacli septennial period, would add new lest to

uladuess. Good men would say, " Thy words were found, and I did eat them, and
they were to me as the joy and rejoicing of my heart."

IV. God's redemptive Law is to be brought within the understakding of
ALU The wisdom and the lovinL;-kindness of God aredisi)layed in his care lor children.

As he has abundantly jirovided for their bodily and mental wants in their long depen-

dence upon parents, so too he provides for the enlightenment of their consciences by
the ministry of his Word. Eight impressions are very early made. It is the highest

wisdom to entwine the tender affections of children around God and truth and heaven.

Before they " know anything " else, God commands us to see to it that " they hear,

and learn to fear the Lord our God." To neglect the religious training of the young is

heiuous sin. This is to deprive the host of God's elect of young recruits, " Instead of

the fathers, must come up the childreo." God's will is abundantly revealed, to tha

«nd that we may do it.-—D.
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Vers. 14, 15, 23.

—

The official investiture of Joshua. It was fitting that a public

transference of autliority should be made from Moses to Joshua. The nobleness of

Moses comes prominently into view. As John said of Jesus, so substantially Mosea
said of Joshua, " He must increase, but I must decrease."

I. The occasion. The occasion had an aspect of mournfulness. Moses was about

to die ; nevertheless, no tinge ot grief is in his words. He contemjilates the event wVth

calm serenity, llis chief concern is a competent successor. The good of others was
mill Moses' uppermost desire. Promptly he responded to the Divine call.

II. The place. God had appointed the meeting to take place in the tdbernaclr.

All great enterprises should be consecrated in the sanctuary. Here we touch the

fountain head of eflectual blessing. God has engaged to be found by us here. " This

Ls my rest for ever : here will I dwell !

"

III. The appearance. " The Lord appeared in a pillar of a cloud." So ineffably

dazzlinp; is the native glory of God, that no mortal eye can look upon it. We should

be blindi d by the excess of light. In accommodation to humau weakness, God tempers

his brightness by an attendant cloud. Such was the form in which he was pleased to

appear upon the mercy -seat. Such was the mode of his manifestation on the Mount of

Transfiguration. In our present imperfect state we need the intervention of the cloud.

IV. The charge. God's charge came to Joshua through human lips, yet none the

less was it God's charge. We must suppose that Joshua was lacking that susceptibility

of soul which is essential for the hearing of God's voice. Some can hear that voice

direct; some can hear it only through transmission of others' speech. God's charge

and Moses' charge were one, " Be strong and of a good courage." What God commands,
Gud first gives. Says he to men, " Here is my entrusted strength : use it well 1 More
is ready as soon as it is needed." Best of all, h« adds, " I will be with thee."—D,

Vers. 16—22, 29.

—

The last precaution against idolatry. We cannot trace into

all its ramifications the subtle influence of a good man's life. If it does not

accomplish all that he has desired, it often achieves more than he imagines. It operates

in directions he had not designed. The presence of a good man will often repress an
evil which he cannot eradicate. All the faith and piety of Moses liad hardly restrained

the pieople from idolatry ; his removal will be the loosening of the flood-gates which
had held in check the wayward passion. We have in this paragraph

—

I. God's forecast of Israel's future sin. " This people will rise up, and go
a-whoring after the gods of the strangers " (ver. 16). Moses himself had surmised this

result. With hidden sorrow, he had observed the base tendencies of the people towards

idolatry. As he forecast the time when warfare should cease, and the tribes should

find tliemselves among the relics of idols, he trembled for the result. And now this

surmise on his (lart was confirmed by a revelation from God. It is now a foreseen

reality :
" They will forsake me, and break my covenant." Worldly success aid self-

indulgence would lead to impiety. Yet this foreknowledge of Israel's certain 'An did

not deter God from promising to Joshua military success, nor did it deter Gr'fi from

using all practical measures to dissuade from sin. We conclude that God see* it best

to employ all remedial measures, even when it is known that in the chief cad they

will fail.

II. We have God's announcement op consequent calamity. "My arger shall

be kindled against them, . . . and I will forsake them." The series of evihthat would

spring from idolatry is vividly set before them ; and no other motive can be conjectured

for this than a generous desire to deter from sin. Love is more conspicuous in portray-

ing the certain miseries of misconduct, than in promising the rewards of obedience.

The former duty is done with personal painfulness; the latter is a delight. And not

only will the severity of the punishment be keenly felt, but the people will also

apprehend the reason of the calamity. They will trace it up to God's displeasure
;
yet

will they not repent. Men are woefully blind to the iron force of sinful habit, 'To-

day it is a silken thread ; to-morrow it is an iron chain.

III. God's last expedient to prevent sin. Moses, the servant of Go<l, was
•bout to die ; but his death was to be a sleep, and he should die with a song in his

mouth. At first sight, it seems a strange expedient as a deterrent from sin, Dut the

intention was, that by the sweet and flowing sounds of rhythm, the main facts o< God'a
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coTcnant might be kept vividly alive in the people's memory. In the absence of
printing, and cheap circulations of written documents, poetic forms will live when
prose is quite forgotten. God condescends to employ every possible method by which
a sense of religious duty might be preserved and perpetuated. The song would live by
the action of known law, when the full sense would be ignored. Thus the son'' of
Moses, " familiar in their mouths as a household word," would be an abiding witness
against them. Said God, " It shall not be forgotten." By such gracious merhods the
Most High would win men unto obedience and life. The mightiest power is in geutl&-
nesa. If this fails, all fails,—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXXIL
SoKQ or Moses akd Annocnccuemt or

HIS Death.

In accordance with tlie Divine injunction,

MoBes composed an ode, which he recited in

the hearing of the people, and committed to

writing, to remain with them as a witness

for God against them. With this end in

view, the ode is directed principally to a

contrasting of the unchanging faithfulness

of the Almighty with the anticipated per-

versity and unfaithfulness of his people.

The poem may be divided into six parts.

1. An introduction (vers. 1—3), in which

the importance of the doctrine to be de-

livered is announced. 2. Theblamelessness

and excellency of Jehovah are placed in con-

trast with the corruptness and perversity of

Israel (vers. 4, 5). 3. The folly and in-

gratitude of the rebellious people is dwelt

upon (vers. 7—18). 4. The purpose of Gkxi

to punish and reject the rebellions genera-

tion is declared (vers. 19—23). 5. The fulfil-

ment of this purpose in the judgments

ivhich should come upon the rebels, whilst

mercy and favour should be showed to those

that repented and were humbled under the

liandof(Jod(vers. 24—34). 6. And finally,

the judgment which God would execute on

the enemies of Israel, and the mercy he

would show to his servants (vers. 35—43).

In this ode—^" carmine plane divino"

(Lowth)—Moses displays the genius of the

poot, as in the other parts of this book he has

bhowed the sagacity of the legislator and the

«kill of the orator. Vigour of diction, eleva*

i'Ma of sentiment, vivacity of representation,

beauty and sublimity ofimagery,characterize

this ode throughout Nor is the piety less

noticeable than the poetry ; zeal for Gk>d,

earnest desire for his honour, and devont
reverence of his majesty pervade and inspire

DKUTEBONOMT.

the whole. Remarkable also is this ode in
relation to the later prophetic utterances in

Israel. " It is the compendious anticipatory

sketch and the common watchword of all pro-

phecy, and stands related to it as fundament-
ally as the Decalogue to all laws, and the
Lord's Prayer to all prayers. The legislator

has here condensed in a song the prophetic
contents of his last address (oh. xxvii.

—

xxviii., xxix., xxx.), wherewith he lives on in

the memory and mouth of the people. He
here sets before them their whole history to

the end of the days. In this ode, each age of

Israel has a mirror of its present condition

and future fate. This mirror prophecy holds

up before its oontemponries " (Delitzsch,
' Jesaias,' s. 33).

Ver. 1.—Heaven and earth are summoned
to hearken to his words, both because of
their importance, and because heaven and
earth were interested, so to speak, as
witnesses of the manifestation of God's
righteousness and faithfulness about to be
celebrated (cf. ch. iv. 26 ; xxx. 19 ; xxxL 28,
29 ; Isa. i. 2 ; Jer. ii. 12 ; xxii. 29).

Ver. 2.—My doctrine shall drop as the rain.

The Hebrew verb here and in ch. xxxiii.

28 is properly rendered by *• drop ; " it ex-
presses the gentle falling of a genial shower
or the soft distillation of dew. The clause
is best taken imperatively, as it is by the
LXX., the Vulgate, and Onkelos : Let my
doctrine drop at the rain, let my $peech di$til,

etc. The point of comparison here is not the
quickening, fructifying, vivifying infiuence
oi the rain and dew, so much as the efiec-

tive force of these agents as sent &om
heaven to produce results. So might his

doctrine come with power into the minds of

his hearers. Doctrine (nj3^, firom nj3^, to

take) ; that which takes one (Pro?, vii 21,
" fair speech," by which one is captivated),
or which one takes or receives, via. in-

strnction (Prov. iv. 2 ; Isa. xxix. 24). Small
rain

;
gentle showers, snch as conduce to the

growing of herbs. The Hebrew word (D'Tpb-

)

primarily means haiia, and is htm wed of

2x
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rain eoming down in thin streama like hair.

Showers; heavy rain (0>3'3i, from 3?T, to

be maoh or many, equal to multitude of

drops).

Ver. 3.—I will publish the aame of the

Lord; literally, I will call, Le. proclaim, or

celebrate, etc' Ascribe ye greatness unto

our God. The hearers of the song are sum-

mtined to join in the celebration of the

1 )ivine majesty. The word rendered " great-

ness" occurs only in this book (ch. iii. 24;

V. 21 : ix. 26 ; xi. 2), and in Ps. cl. 2. It

is the greatness of GodM the Almighty that

iti here celebrated.

Vers. 4, 5.—He ia the Rook, his work is

perfect; rather, TheEoehl hit work it perfect,

it", blameless, without fault. God is called

"ihe Bock" (nixn), as the unchangeable

Refuge and Stronghold of his people, by
which they are sustained, and to which

tl;ey can resort for defence and protection

at all times. The epithet is applied to God
four times besides in this song (vers. 15, 18,

30, 31); it occurs also frequently in the

Psalms (cf. Ps. xix. 14 ; xxviii. 1 ; xxxi. 2, 3

;

IxiL 2, 7 ; etc.). The Hebrew word, ttur, fur,

or 2ur, appears in several proper names of

the Mosaic period, as e.g. Pedahzur, " Rock
delivers" (Numb. L 10), a name of the

same import as Pedahel, "God delivers"

(Numb, xxxtv. 28) ; Elizur, " God is a Rock "

(Numb. L 5) ; Zuriel (Numb. iiL 35) and

Zuriihaddai, "the Almighty is Bock"
(Numb. i. 6 ; ii 12). " If Jehovah," says

Baumgarten, " is here called Rock, without

any qualification, the reason is that he is

the only true rock, and all the strength

and firmness of earth's stones is but an

ectype of his unchangeable faithfulness and

rectitude. If one cleaves to tne dualism of

spirit and nature, and regards the figure as

a merely subjective, arbitrary union of the

two, such an expresaion is simply un-

intelligible; but if we would understand

Scripture and religious speech, we must with

all earnestness accustom ourselves to re-

cognize the spiritual ground in nature, and
apprehend this in the Biblical expression

(oomp. Steflfens' • Religionsphilosophie,' L

s. 101, 102)." It is remarkable that none

of the ancient versions have retained this

epithet here. The LXX. have @ehs: the

V ilgate, Deui ('' Dei opera ") ; the Targima of

Onkelos, «2'pn, 'Mighty;" while the Pe-

shito has simply the pronoun " his " ap-

pended to ** works," aqiO>a&. For all his

ways are judgment ; t'.e. accordant with recti-

tude cf. Ps.cxlv. 17> A God of truth; rather,

of faithfulneu (n«Df|t, from ]DN, to stay, or

be stayed, to be fim). They have corrupted

themselTOB, their spot is not the spot of his

ehildren: they are a perverse and crooked

g«A9]:&ti9&. Of this difficult passage the

following seems the best construction and
rendering :

—

A perverte and crooked genera-

tion—Twt hi* children, [but] their spot—ha$
become corrupt toward^ him. The subject of

the verb at the beginning of the verse is the
" perverse and crooked generation," at the

end of it, and between the verb and its subject

there is interjected parenthetically the clause,

"not his children, but their spot." Spotii

here used in a moral sense, as in Job xi. liS

;

xxxi. 7 ; Prov. ix. 7. These corrupt persons

claimed to be children of God, but they

were not ; they were rather a stain and a
reproach to them (cf. 2 Pet. ii. 13; Isa. i. 4).

The rendering above given is substantially

that of De Wette, Knobel, Keil, and Herx-
heimer, by all of whom the "perverse

generation " is regarded as the subject of

the sentence. This is the view adopted

also in the * Speaker's Commentary.* Some
would make "God" the subject, and render,

"He hath corrupted to him, or to himself"
(margin. Authorized Version; Ibn Ezra,

etc.). Others take " spot " as the subject,

thus : " Their spot or blemish hath corrupted

before him children not his" (Lowth, Dathe)

;

but such renderings are forced, and proceed

on constructions of the text which are ille-

gitimate. Donaldson (' Jashar,' pp. 186, 223,

edit. Sec.),, following Lowth's construction,

appeals to D3 jp^5 i<h d'jS (ver. 20) as a similar

inversion. But the two cases are not

parallel. To make them so, we must have

here D3 did t**? vpa, " his children in whom
is no spot." Ewald takes npiD as the

noun here, instead of did, and traoiiig it

to the Syriac \^;i^, juravit, renders "to

him they, his not sons, have corrupted their

oath," «.e. have broken it ; and this Fiirst

approves. But the phrase, " to corrupt an
oath " is unexampled in the Old Testament,

and there is no ground fur changing the

noun. The ancient versions vary con-

siderably here: LXX., rifiiproaav, ouK aiiT^

TtKva fxoD/XTiTdl Aq., 5t(<pdeipay avr^ ovx it

viol avTOv : Sym., 5t(<j>6ftpay wphs aXnov oiix ot

viol rh <jvvo\o¥ : Vulgate, peccaverunt ei ei

non JUii ejus in tordibus ; Vet. Itala., pecca-

verunt non ei filii maculati ; Syriac, " They
corrupted but not him, children of defile-

ment" These various renderings indicate

that probably the text is and has long been
corrupt Some of the older English ver-

sions are worth noting on tlus verse.

Bogers [Matthew], " The frowarde acd
overthwart generation hath marred them-
selves to himwurd, and are not his sonnes

for their deformitie's sake ;

" Bishop's Bible,
" Frowardly have they done agaynst him
by their vices, not being his own children,

but a wicked and froward generation;"

Geneva Version, "They have corrupted

themselves towards him by their vice, not
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being big children, but a froward and orooked
generation."

Vers. 6, 7.—Instead of gratefully ac-

knowledging the Divine beneficence, and
dutifully obeying the Divine will, Israel

had perversely and foolishly requited the
Lord for all his benefits, by apostacy from
him. Do ye thus requite 1 The verb here
signifies primarily to do to any one either
good or evil, whether iu return for what he
has done or not (cf. Gen. 1. 15 ; 1 Sara. xxiv.

18 ; Prov. iii. 30) ; then, as a secondary
meaning, to reward, repay, requite, as here
and Ps. xviii. 21. To bring more forcibly to

their view the ingratitude and folly of their

conduct, Moses dwells upon what God was
and had been to the nation : their Father,
in that he bad, in his love, chosen them to

be his people (cf. Isa. Ixiii. 16 ; Ixiv. 7

;

Mai. ii. 10) : their Farchaser, who had ac-

quired possession ofthem by delivering them
out of Egypt (cf. Ps. ixxiv. 2); their

Maker, who had constituted them a nation

;

and their Establisher, by whom they had
been conducted through the wilderness and
settled in Canaan. Days of old; the

times of Israel's deliverance from bondage,
and the times during which successive

generations had lived and experienced the

goodness of the Lord. The form of the

word rendered " days " is poetical, and ia

found only here and in Ps. xc. 15, which
is also ascribed to Moses. The years of many
generations; literally, year$ of generation

and generation ; " setatum singularum an-
nos" (Rosenmiiller).

Vers. 8, 9.—From, the very beginning,
when God first allotted to the nations a
place and a heritage, he had respect in his

arrangements to the sons of Israel, who were
his portion, and had as it were kept their

interest in view in all that he appointed
and ordered. According to the number of

the children of Israel. Wlien the Most High
portioned out to the nations the heritage of

each, he reserved for Israel, as the people

of his choice, an inheritance proportioned to

its numbers. ThcLXX. has "according to

the number of the angels of God," an arbi-

trary departure from the original text, in

accommodation, probably, to the later Jewish
notion of each nation having its guardian
angel. The Lord's portion is his people (cf.

Exod. XV. 16 ; xix. 5 ; 1 Sam. x. 1 ; Ps. Ixxviii.

71). The lot of his inheritance; literally,

the cord, etc., the allusion being to the mea-
Buring of land by a cord, equivalent to the

portion by measure which Jehovah allotted

to himself as his inheritance (cf. Ps. xvi. 6).

Ver. 10.—God's fatherly care of Israel.

In the desert land, and in the waste howling
wilderness ; literally, in the land of the desert,

in the watte (the formless waste ; the word
used ia that rendered, Qen. i. 2, " without

form "), the howling of the wilderness.
" Israel is figuratively represented as a man
without food or water, and surrounded by
howling, ferocious beasts, and who must
needs have perished had not God found him
and rescueil him " ( Herxheimer). The apple
of his eye; literally, the mannikin ()^t^"^«) of

his eye, the pupil ; so called because in it, as
in a mirror, a porson sees his own ima^e re-
flected in miniature (Gesenius). or because,
being the tendtrest part of the eye, it is

guarded as one would a babe (cf Ps. xvii.

8; Prov. vii. 2; Zech. ii. 12). By Delitzsch
and others this explanation of the word is

rejected as not philoio^ically jut^tified, there
being no evidence (hat the' termination li

had a diminutive force; and as not in keep-
ing with the earnestness of tlie passages in
which this word occurs. They prefer
the explanation man image to mannikin.
Anyhow, the use of the word here must bo
taken as indicating that Israel is ever in the
eye of the Lord, the object of his constant
and tenderest care.

Ver. 11.—God's treatment of his people is

compared to that of an eagle towards its

young (cf. Exod. xix. 4). In the Authorized
Version, the apodosis of the sentence is

made to begin at ver. 12, and ver. 11 is wholly
understood of the eagle and its young. To
this arrangement it lias been objected that
it overlooks the fact that the suliixes to the
verbs " taketh " and " beareth" are singulars,

and are to be understood consequently, not
of the eaglets, but of Israel. It has, there-

fore, been proposed to render the passage
thus : As an eagle which stirreth up its nest,

fluttereth over its young, he spread out his

wings, took him up, and carried him on his

pinion$. The Lord alone did lead him,
etc. The comparison is thus made to pass
into a metaphorical representation of the
Lord's dealing with Israel. One feels that

there is something violent in this, for whilst

God's care for Israel might be fittingly

compared to that of an eagle towards her
young, it is less fit to speak of God himself
as if he were an eagle with wings which he
spread abroad and on which he bare Israel.

The rendering in the Authorized Version is

on this account to be preferred, if it can be
grammatically vindicated. And this it may
on the ground that the suffixes may be
anderstood of the " nest " as containing the
young (" continens pro contento," a common
rhetorical trope in Scripture; see Glass.,

•Phil. Sac.,' p. 686; cf. Virgil, '.aEueid,' xii.

475, " nidisque loquacibus escam ") ; or the

young may be referred to individually,
" taketh it, beareth it," «. e. each of them ; or,

if the nest be understood, the whole body of

them as therein contained. Stirreth up her

[its]nest i.e. its nestlings ; provocaiuadcolait-
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dum puUos $uo», Vulgate. This is the expla-

iiHtion usually given of the initial clause of

this verse ; but its accuracy has been ques-

tioned. Fiirst would render the verb by
"\vatcheiover;"butthough TJ^Hjas the Hiph.

of my, to watch, may have this meaning, it is

uudnubtedly used generally in the sense of
rousing, exciting, stirring up. Knobel re-

tains this meaning, but understands the
clause of the exciting of the nestlings by the

parent bird coming to them with food. This
is Certainly more in keeping with what
follows ; for when tlie eagle nestles or broods
over hur young, she does not excite them to

fly. Fluttereth over her yoting; rather,

hroodt over, nestlet, or cherishei (^nn^).

Spreadeth abroad her wings, etc. " I once saw
a very interesting sight above one of the
crags of Ben Nevis, as I was going in pursuit

of black game. Two parent eagles were
teaciiing their offspring, two young birds, the
mancBuvres of flight. They began by rising

from the top of « mountain, in the eye of

the sun ;—it was about midday, and bright

for this climate. They at first made small

circles, and the young imitated them ; they
paused on their wings, waiting till they had
made their first flight, holding them on their

expanded wings when they appeared ex-

hausted, and then took a second and larger

gyration, always rising towards the sun, and
enlarging their circle of flight, so as to make
a gradually ascending spiral" (Davy, 'Sal-

monia ;
* see also Bochart, ' Hierozoicon,' ii.

181). The general reference is to God's
fostering care of Israel, and especially bis

dealing with them when "he suffered their

manners in the wilderness " (Acta xiiL 18),

disciplined them, and trained them for what
they were appointed to do.

Ver. 12.—The Lord alone did lead him (of.

Exod. xiii. 21; xv. 13). With Mm; <a
along with Jehovah, as aiding him.

Ver. 13.—He made him ride on the high
places of the earth. To ride over or drive

over the heights of a country is figuratively

to subjugate and take possession of that

country (cf. ch. xxxiii. 29 ; Isa. Iviii. 14).

Israel, having subjugated Canaan, could eat

of its produce, the increase of the fields, as his

own. Honey out of the rock, and oii out of

the flinty rook. Canaan abounded in wild

bees, which had their hives in crevices of

the rock, and in olive trees, which grew on
a rocky soil ; as is still the case in Palestine.

Ver. 14.—Butter of kine. The Hebrew
word (nspn) here used designates milk in

a solid or semi-solid state, as thick cream,
curd, or butter. As distinguished from this

is the milk of sheep ; where the word used

(3^n) properly denotes fresh milk, milk in a

fluid state, and with all its richness (3^n,

fatness) in it (et Gen. xviiL 8 ; Isa. tIL 22>

Fat of lambs; lambs of the best, "fat"
being a figurative expression for the best
(Numb, xviii. 12). Eama of the breed of
Bashan; literally, rams, son$ of Bathan

;

i.e. reared in Bashan, a district famous for

its cattle. With the fat ofkidneys of wheat

;

with the kidney-fat of wheat; i.e. the
richest fat, the best and most nutritious
wheat. And thou didst drink the pure blood
of the grape. The blood of the grape is the
expressed juice of tlie grape, which, being
red, is compared to blood. The rendering
" pure " here is not inapt. The original
word (nDn, from ncn, to boil up, to foam, to

rise in bubbles) describes this juice as it

appears when pressed into a vessel, when
the surface of the liquid is oorered with
froth or foam. There is no ground for the
explanation "fiery wine" (Keil); wine in

such a state was never among the Hebrews
counted a blessing. That they had and
used fermented wine is certain; but what
they specially esteemed as a luxury was
the pure unadulterated juice of the grape
freshly pressed out and drunk with the
foam on it.

Vers. 15—18.— Israel's ungrateful return
for the Lord's benefits.

Ver. 15.—Jcshurun. This name, formed
from ne*^', righteous, designates Israel as

chosen to be a righteous nation ; and in the
use of it here lies the keenest reproach of

apostate Israel, as fallen into a state the
opposite of that to which it was destined.
" By using the name righteout in place of

Israel, Moses ironically censures those who
had swerved from rectitude ; by recalling to

memory with what dignity they bad been
endowed, he the more sharply rebukes the
perfidy which was their crime" (Calvin).

This name appears also in ch. xxxiii. 5, 26,

and in Isa. xliv. 2 ; but in these places with-
out any implied censure. By some the

word is regarded as a diminutive from ~n e^^

the same as "iB*^, in the sense of rectulust

justulus, "the good littlepeople" (Geseuiua);

others as a diminutive from '7^<^B';, Israel, a«

a sort of term of endearment (Grotius). But
the latter of these derivations is impossible

;

and as to the former, there lacks evidence
of the termination un having a diminntive
significance in Hebrew. Besides, neither

here nor in ch. xxxiii. 5 would a term of

endearment be suitable. Waxed fat, and
kicked (cf. ch. vi. 11 ; viii. 10 ; xxxi. 20). The
allusion ia to an ox that had grown fat

through good feeding, and had become un-
manageable in consequence (cf. 1 Sam. iL

26 ; Hos. X. 4). Lightly esteemed. The
Hebrew is strongly expressive here: Thou
hast treated as a fool (bzi^ from hzi, to be

foolish (cf. Micah vii. 6).

Yer. 16.—They provoked him to jealouy.
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God h»d bonnd Israel to himself as by the
marriage bond, and tliey by their unfaith-
fuhiess bad incited him to jealousy (cf.

oh. xxxi. 16 ; Exod. xxxiv. 15 ; Isa. liv. 5

;

Hos. i., etc.). Strange gods (cf. Jer. ii 25

;

iii. 13).

Ver. 17.—Devils; shedim, a word which
occurs only here and Pa. cvi. 37. It stands
eonneoted with the verb nti% to rule, und
means primarily " lords." The LXX. render
by SainSfia, demons. In Assyrian it is said to

be a name for demigods. Not to God ; rather,

to a not-God, a composite term in apposition

to shedim; the meaning is rightly given
in the margin of the Authorized Version,
* which were not God." To new gods that

came newly up. The word rendered by
" newly " (3iij5) properly means " near ;

"

it is an adjective both of place and of

time; here it is the latter, equal to of a

near time, recently—gods recently invented
or discovered.

Ver, 18.—Moseg here returns to the
thought of ver. 15, for the purpose of ex-

pressing it with greater force, and also of

leading on to the description he is about
to give of the Lord's acts towards the
nation who had so revolted from him. Thou
art nnmindfol ; liKX^iyKaTeXiires : Vulgate,

dereliquisti. The Hebrew word n'E' occurs

only hero, and the meaning is doubtful. From
the rendering of the versions, it would seem

to be allied to the Arabic * ff ^Jj f^aha, oblitut

eat. That formed thee ; literally, that brought
thee forth or caused thee to be born ;

" qui te

eduxit ex utero materno " (Jarchi. Ct. for

the use of the verb, Ps. xxix. 9). In the

Samaritan Codex, I'p'rnD, " who hath glorified

or praised thee," is the reading, instead of

^S'jnD ; and this the Syriao also expresses.

The other versons, however, support the
Masoretic reading.

Vera. 19—33.—Because of their rebellion.

God would cast them off and visit them
with terrible calamities.

Ver. 19.—When the Lord saw how they
had departed from him to servo idols, he
abhorred (rather, spurned or rejected) them
in consequence of the provocation which
their unworthy conduct had ^iven him.

Ver. 20.—God himself comes forth to

announce his resolution to withdraw his

favour from them, and to inflict chastise-

ment upon them; he would withdraw his

protecting care of them, and see liow they
would fare without that ; and he would also

send on them the tokens of his displeasure.

A Tery froward generation, etc. ; literally,

a generation of perversities, an utterly per-

verse and faithless race.

Ver. 21.- (Cf. ch. v. 16.) Because they had
moved God to jealousy aud provoked him to

anger by their vanities, their nothingneeses,

mere vapours and empty exhalations (D'^arij

cf Jer. X. 6 ; John ii, 8 ; 1 Cor. viii. 4) ; as

they had forsaken him for a no-God, he
would send retribution on them by ado[)ting

as his a no-people, and f;;iving to a foolish

nation, t.e. a nation not before possessed of
that true wisdom the beginning of which is

the fear of the Lord, tiie privileges and
blessings which Israel had forfeited by their

apostacy. By " a no-peoplc " is not to be
understood a savnge tribe not yet formed
into a community, but a people without God,
and not recognized by him as in covenitnt

union with him (cf. Bom. x. 19 ; Eph. iL

12 : 1 Pet. ii. 10).

Ver, 22.—(Cf. Jer. xv.l4; xvii,*; Lam.
iv. 11.) The lowest hell; the lowest sheol,

the uttermost depth of the under-world.

The Hebrew sheol (Vif*??') answering to tlie

Greek SStjs, by which it is usually rendered
by the LXX., is a general d( signationof tho
unseen state, the place of the dead. By
some the word is derived from Sxtr, to ask,

because sheol is ever asking, is insatiable
(Prov. XXX. 16); but more probably it is

from a root signifying to excavate, to hollow,
and, like the German liSlle, means primarily
a hollow place or cavern. The Divine wrath
kindles a consuming fire, that bums down
to the lowest depths—to tht; deepest part
of sheol—consumes the earth's produce,
and sets on fire the foundations of the
mountains. This does not refer to any par-
ticulai judgment that was to befall the
national Israel, but is a general description
of the efl"ects of the Divine wrath when that
is poured forth in judgments on men.

Ver. 23.— I will spend mine arrows upon
them ; I will inflict on them so many cala-
mities that none shall remain. The evils

sent on men by God are represented as
arrows shot on them from above. (Cf. ver.

42 ; Job vi, 4 ; Ps. vii. 13 ; xxxviii. 2 ; xlv.

5; Iviii. 7; Zech. ix. 14; Homer, 'Iliad,' L
45, etc.)

Vers. 24, 25. -The evils threatened are
famine, pestilence, idague, wild beasts,

poisonous reptiles, and war. They shall be
burnt with hunger, etc. ; render : Sucked out
by hunger, consumed with pestilential heat,

and bitter plague ; I will send against them
the tooth of beasts and the poison of things
that crawl in the dust. When hunger,
pestilence, and contagious disease had
wasted and exhausted them, then God would
send on them wild beasts and poisonous
reptiles. Shall be burnt. The U( brew word
occurs only here ; it is a verbal adjective,

meaning, literally, sucked out, it. utterlv

exhausted ; LXX., Tr]Konfvoi \ifjLw. Tooth oj

beastx and poison of serpentn ; po(;tical fi'r

raveuouB aud poLionous uuiinals (fiL Lc-
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xxvi. 22\ Shall destroy; literally, ghall make
childless, ghall bereave, viz. the land which is

thought of as a mother whose cliildren were

destroyed. The verb is *^<^re sensu pragnanti,

shall bereave bv destroying, etc. (cf. 1 Sam.
XV. 23; Lam. i."20; Jer. xviii. 21).

"Vers. 26, 27.—Israel's desert was to be
utterly destroyed, but God refraintd from

this for his own Name's sake. I said, I w ould

scatter them into comers ; rather, I should

say, 1 trill blow them cncay, i e. disperse

them as by a mighty wind. The verb here

is the Hiph. of -nd, to breathe, to blow, and

is found only here. The rabbins make it

a denominative from nxi;, a corner, and this

the Authorized Version follows; others trace

it to an Arabic root, ^<.XD, amputavit, excidit,

and render, "will cut tliem ofl'." The idea

intended to be conveyed is obviously that of

entire destruction, and this is not satisfied

by the representation of their being scared

or driven into corners. Were it not that

I feared the wrath of the enemy. Various

renderings and interpretations of this pas-

gage have been given. 1. Wen it not that

I feared the provocation of the enemy, i.e.

that I should be provoked to wrath by the

enemy ascribing the destruction of Israel to

their own prowess. 2. TFere it not that

Ifeared a wrath upon the enemy, with much
the same meaning. 3. Were it not that

I feared the fury of the enemy, i.e. ng.diist

Israel—feared lest the enemy should be en-

couraged to rise up against Israel and
ascribe their destruction to their own valour.

Of these that most generally approved is the

first. (On this reason for sparing Israel, see

ch. ix. 28; Exod. xxxii. 12; Numb. xiv. 13,

etc. ; Isa. x. 5, etc. ; Ezek. xx. 13, 14.) Should

behave themselves strangely ; rather, should

mistake or falsely pretend. The verb is the

Piel of "03, to look upon, to mark, and con-

veys the idea of looking on askance or

prejudicially, hence being ignorant of, mis-

taking, feigning, or falsely pretending. Our

hand is high; rather, uxu high, ie. was
mighty in power.

Vers. 28—33.—The cause of Israel's re-

jection was that they were a pec pie utterly

destitute of counsel and without under-

derstanding. Had they been wise, they

would have looked to the end, and acted in

a way conducive to their own welfare, in-

stead of rusliing upon ruin.

Ver. 29.—Oh that they were wise, that

they understood this; rather. If they were

wise they would understand this. They would
consider their latter end! i.e. the end to

which they were going, the inevitable issue

of the course they were taking.

Ver. 30.—If Israel were wise, they could

easily overcome all their foes through the

help of the Almighty (Lev. xxvi 8) ; but

having fonaken him, they were left by

him, and so came under the power of the
enemy.

Ver. 31.—The heathen had also a rook in

which they trusted—their idol-gods; but
even they knew and felt that their rock was
not as the Rock of Israel, for, having often

experienced the almighty power of God,
tliey could not but acknowledge that he
was miglitier far than the gods whom they
worshipped (cf. Exod. xiv. 25; Numb
xxxiii. , xxxiv. ; Josh. ii. 9 ; 1 Sam. v. 7)
Moses is here himself again the speaker.

Ver. 32.—If the Rock of Israel was so

much mightier than the rock of their

enemies, how came it that Israel was beaten

and put to flight by their enemies? The
reason is here given : It was because Israel

had become wholly corrupt and vitiated

that they were forsaken of the Lord and left

to the power of their enemies. Their vine

;

i.e. Israel itself (cf. Ps. Ixxx. 9, etc. ; Isa. v.

2 : Jer. ii 21 ; Hoe. x. 1 ). The vine of Sodom.
It has been supposed that there is reference

here to a particular plant, and diflferent

plants have been suggested as deserving to

be so named. But it is more probable that

Sodom and Gomorrah are here advanced as

types of what is depraved, and to the moral
taste nauseous (cf. Isa. L 10 ; Jer. xxiii. 11).

Gall (c£ ch. xxix. 18).

Ver. 33.—The wine of these grapes is

poison and venom. Dragons ; tannin

(cf Exod. vii. 9, 10). Cruel [deadly] venom
of asps. The pethen, one of the most
poisonous of snakes, the bite of which was
immediately fatal (Kitto, ' Bibl. Cycl.,* iiL

494; Smith's ' Diet.,' i. 21). These figures

express the thought that Israel had utterly

corrupted their way and become abominable

;

probably also it is intimated that, as they

had imitated the impiety of the inhabitants

of Sodom and Gomorrah, they deserved to

perish as they did (J. H. Michaelis).

Vers. 34—43.—Notwithstanding the ini-

quity of Israel and the judgments that

should come upon them, God would have
compassion upon them for his Name's sake,

and would appear for their vindication

and defence. The " this " in ver. 34 is by
some understood of the sinful doings of the

Israelites which God should not forget or

overlook. So the Targum of Onkelos : " Are
not all their works manifest before me, kept
against the day of judgment in my
treasures ? " So also Calvin, " Quanquam
de poenis huno versum quidam exponunt,

acsi Deus assereret diversas earum species

apud se paratas esse, quEis depromat quoties

libuerit: rectius tamen est de sceleribus

iutelligere." But there is a more compre-

hensive reference here. Not only the deeds

of the transgressors, but the judgments that

shoidd come on Israel, and also God's in-

terposition on their behalf, teere laid up
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tn U/m voith him, and sealed up among his

treasures. All that bad been done had
been noted, and all that should happen was
decreed, 8n<l should certainly come to pass.

The "this" has thus both a retrospective

and a prospective reference ; it includes both
the sin of the nation and (lod'a dealing
with them afterwards, as well as bis judg-
ments on tlieir enemies.

Ver. 34.—My treasures. God's treasures

contain not only a store of blessing, but also

instruments of punishment, whicli as he si es

meet, he sends forth on men (cf. ch. xxviii.

12; Job xxxviii. 22, 23; Ps. cxxxv. 7).

Ver. 35.—Render: Vengeance is mine,
and retribution for the time when their feet

shall totter ; for the day of their calamity is

at hand, and that which is prepared for

them maketh haste. The tottering of the feet

represents the incipient fall, (lod would
manifest himself as the Avenger when their

Calamity began to eome npon them.
Ver. 36.—The Lord shall judge his people

(cf. Ps. cxxxv. 14: 1 Pit. iv. 17). And
repent himself for his servants ; rather, and
have compassion upon his servants. And
there is none shut up, or left. The words
rendered " shut up or left " are a proverbial

expression for " every one, men of all sorts
"

(cf. 1 Kings xiv. 10; xxi. 21 ; 2 Kings ix. 8;
xiv. 26) ; but how the words are to be

rendered or explained is uncertain. Bosen-
miiller renders as in the Authorized Version

;

Gesenius has, " the shut up and the let go
free, the bond and the fiee

; " so al.'^o Flirst

and De Wette ; De Dieu, " married and
single, conjugatus et ccelehi<," referring to the
Arabic usage in support of his conclusion

('Animad. in Vet. Test.,' p. 114), and this

Keil approves. Ewald has " kept in (by
legal impurity) or at large." The explana-
tion of Gesenius and Furst seems best.

Ver. 37.—The Lord would show his

people the utter worthlessness of idols, and
bring them to acknowledge him as the only
true God. Their gods; the idols to which
Israel had turned, the strange gods which
they had foolishly and sinfully preferred to

Jehovah.
Ver. 39.—See now that I am, even I am

he. The Hebrew is more expressive. See note

(hat I, I am f LXX.,1f5eT€, Xdtrf '6rt (yd tifxi

(ct Isa. xli. 4; xlviii. 12; John viii. 24;
xviii. 5). Their own experience of the uittr

inipott ncy of these idol-gods to help them
or to protect themselves fiom the stroke of

the Almighty was enough to convince them
that they were no gods, and that be alune

was to be feared antl worshipped.

Vers. 40, 41.— These verses should be
read continuously : For I lift up my hand to

heaven, and say, As I live for ever, if I whet
my glittering sword, and if my hand take

hold on judgment ; I will render vengeance to

mine enemies, etc. Lifting up the hand to

heaven was a gesture intended to express
that the person taking an oath appealed to

God as a witness of his oath, and who would
perish for falsehood (cf. Gen. xiv. 22);
and " as the Lord liveth " was a common
formula in taking an oath (cf. Numb. xiv.

21; 1 Sam. xiv. 39, 45; Jer. v. 2). As
God could swear by none greater, he sware
by himself (cf. Exod. vi. 8 ; Numb. xiv. 30 ;

Isa. xiv. 23 ; Jer. xxii. 5 ; Heb. vi. 17), that
if he did come forth to avenge himself of
I lis enemies, he would not spare, but would
do thoroughly what he had come forth to do.
— Glittering sword: literally, lightning of
sword (cf. Ez. xxi. 10 [15]).

Ver. 42.—My sword shall devour flesh;

literally, shall eat flesh; "the edge of the
sword is called its mouth, becau.so, like a
moutli,it i8Baidtoeatanddevour"(Ce.jeniu8).
From the beginning of revenges upon the
enemy. Diflferent renderings of this have
been given : LXX., anh Ke(pa\rji apxivrwv
dxOpoif, "from the head of the hostile

princes ;

" " from the head of the chiefs of
the enemy " (Gesenius, Funst, Rosenmiiller);
"from the hairy head of the foe" (Keil,
Herxheimer, Knobel). nipis, the plural of

yiD, hair, locks, signifies primarily hairs, and
a head of hairs, and may be taken as
equivalent to "a hairy head;" but the
word is also used in the sense of " princes

"

or " chiefs " (probably because such were
distinguished by copious flowing locks;
cf. Judg. v. 2) ; hence the rendering,
" head of tiie chiefs." The former is to be
preferred here, for why chiefs or princes
should be referred to in this connection does
not appear (cf. Ps. Ixviii. 22). The rendering
of the Authorized Version is wholly un-
authorized. This verse presents an instance
of alternate parallelism ; each half falls

into two members, and of the four members
thus constituted, the third corresponds to
the first, and the fourth to the secon<l ; thos

—

o " I will make my arrows drunk with blood,

b And my sword shall devour flesh

;

a' With the blood of the slain and the
captives,

b' From the hairy head of the foe."

Ver. 43.—" As this song commenced with
an appeal to heaven and earth to give glory
to the Lord (vers. 1—3), so it very suitably
closes with an appeal to the heathen to

rejoice with his people on account of the
acts of the Lord " (Keil). Rejoice, ye
nations, with his people. The Authorized
Version here follows the LXX., ev(ppivBi)T

t

idvT) /xeTct rov \aov avrov, and so St. Paul
cites the passage in Rom. XV. 10. The Jewish
interpreters generally render. Praise hin

people, nations ; and this several Christian
interpreters adopt. But aa Bosenmiille;
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remarks, it i» the Divine righteousnesa

manifested in the vindication of his people

from their enemies that is to be celebrated,

and not the people themselves, as what
follows shows. Here as elsewhere the nations

and the people are in contrast.

Vers. 44—47.—Mosee, having composed

thii song, came, accompanied by Joshua,

aad they together spoke it in the hearing of

the people ; after which Moses took occasion

to urge upon them anew the importance of

keeping the commandments of God.

Ver. 44.—Hoshea the son of Nun. Moses
invariably writes this name Jehoshuah
(Jehovah is lielp ; cf. Numb. xiii. ; ch. xxxi.

3, 7, 14, 20, etc.). The use of Hoshea here is

due to the fact that this account is part of

the supplement added by another writer to

the writing of Moses.

Ver. 46.—(Cf. ch. vi 7; xi. 19.)

Ver. 47.—It is not a vain thing for you

;

because it is your life ; these are not mere
empty words ; they are of vital import (fit

ch. XXX. 20).

Vers. 48—52.—On the day on which

Moses rehearsed this song in the hearing of

the people, bis death was anuoauced to him

by God, and the command was again given

to him to ascend Mount Nebo, thence to

survey the promised land, and there to bo

gathered to his people. The same in

substance, the command as given here dififers

slightly in form and in some minor par-

ticulars from that aa recorded by Moses

himself (Numb, xxvii. 12—14).

Ver. 49.—Abarim (cf. Numb. xxi. 10, 20).

Nebo (cf. Numb, xxxii. 3, 38). An idol

Nebo was worshipped by the Moabites (Isa.

xlvL 1).

Ver. 50.—And be thou gathered unto thy
people. " To Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

This signifies," saith R. Isaac, " that he
should be associated and joined to the souls

of the just who are called his people. For
the people of Moses were not buried in

Mount Abarim, and therefore he doth not

speak of gathering liis body to their bodies,

but of his soul to their souls ('Chissute

Emuna,' L 11)" (Patrick).

Ver, 51.—(Cf. Numb. xx. 13, 24.) Because
ye sanctified me not (cf. Numb, xxvii. 14;
1 Pet. iii. 15).

Ver. 52.—Tet thou shalt see the land
(cf. Heb. xL 13).

HOMILETICa

Van. 1—4.— Ood (he 'believer's Boch. " Forms change : principles never." So have
we had often to remark in discovering in and developing from this book the everlasting

principles which are therein set in archaic forms. The song of Moses here recorded

will yield us many illustrations of this kind of teaching. Its first four verses suggest

three lines of thought.

L There is herb a revealed doctrine concerning God. In the last song which
the old man utters ere he climbs the mount of Nebo to die, he declares, " I will publish the

Name of the Lord." 1. This Name is "Jehovah." The word involves self-existence,

self-suflSciency, immutability, pure being, personality. " I am that I am " expresses

all this. It would be a burning shame for any one to apply the term " anthropo-

morphic" to such a revelation as this. Such a conception may be revealed fcman, but
assuredly it borrows nought //-om him. 2. To this Being, greatness is ascribed ; i.e.

royal magnificence and splendour. The sovereignty of heaven and earth is there!

3. All moral perfections are in the "Name "of God (cf. Exod. xxxiv, 6, 7). 4. His work
is perfect. The revealed attributes of God warrant us in drawing this conclusion. Tlie

intention of Moses here is to set the perfection of God's work over against the sin of

man's, 5. His ways are judgment ; i.e. they are according to justice. 6. He is the

Rock. This epithet is a " piece of Mosaic." It was indeed used by others long after.

But the use of it began with Moses. On the rocks of Sinai was the Law proclaimed.

In the rock-cleft was Closes hidden. From the smitten rock the waters gushed forth.

How natural for Moses to apply this figure to the eternal God I In ver. 31, Moses
speaks of God as " our Rock." He was known to Israel as theirs, their own firm,

changeless ground of strength, through all the changing years I

II. This doctrine of the living God as the Kock is fraught with comfort ahd
BEFRESHMENT FOB MAN (ver. 2); i.e. what the rain is to the herb, what the showers

are to the grass, that is this teaching concerning God to the soul of man. 1. Our heart

wants God (Ps. Ixxxiv. 2). 2. Such a God

—

thin God is as rain and as dew : refreshing,

enlivening, restoring. 8. This doctrine of God is meant to make the heart productive

of holiness. God's revelation of himself is meant to draw men to himself; in doing

this God saves them 1
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III. The doctriot: thus propounded deserves to be universally heard, listened
TO, AND BELIEVED. (Ver. 1.) Muses would sumtuoa all to hear it. It is: 1. For all

•lasses. 2. For all lands. 8. Fur all the ages. The day will never come when thi^s

doctrine of God will be obsulete—never 1

Yen. 6—14.— Ungrateful men interrogated. In almost every clause of this paragrajih

there is some specific allusion, for the elucidation of which the reader will refer to the

Exposition. The commentary of Dr. Jameson thereon is very valuable. Our wm is

strictly homiletic. The central words around which the preacher's expository thoughts
may gather are these—" Do ye thus requite the Lord?" Three main lines of illas-

tratioin are suggested.

I. Here is a rehearsal or thb Dfvinb lovino-kindness and tbndeb mebcies.
1. There is the mercy of redemption. " Is not he thy Father that hath bought thee ?

"

2. There is the mercy of Divine choice of Israel as a people. " Hath he not made
thee, and established thee?" (see also vers. 7, 8). 3. There is Divine leadership.
•' He led him about," etc. 4. There is Divine guardianship. " He kept him as the

apple of his eye." 5. There is Divine help and training of the most tender kind. A
wonderful description is given thereof in ver. 11. 6. There is abundant Divine provision

for the wants of the ransomed ones (vers. 13, 14). Each one of these six points may
be enlarged upon, as applicable to present gospel blessings and providential mercies.

II. Here is a stbanqe response to such aboundings of meucy. The burden of

Moses here is not unlike that of a far later prophet, even Isaiah (see Isa. L 2—1). The
moan of many of God's prophets has been the 'same ever since; it is so now. The
contrast between God's bounty and man's perversity causes a grief almost too heavy to

be borne. Here are at least five complaints. 1. They are corrupt. 2. They are

perverse, or false. 3. They are crooked, twisted. 4. They are foolish, not acting as

reasonable men. 5. Instead of being like his children, they are a spot upon them—

a

stain (see Hebrew). The question may fairly be asked. Who are they of whom similar

complaints may be made now ? We reply : 1. Those who profess to be the people of

God, and who show no signs whatever that their profession is real. 2. Those of God's
children who are but half-hearted in their love and zeal. 3. Those who are ready with
lip-service, but are grievously defective in Christian morality. 4. Those who have
neither yielded themselves to God nor yet made any profession thereof. Of all such,

similar complaints may be made to those here laid against Israel of old.

III. Here is a reasonable question. It is, indeed, a reproachful one. And if ever
the servants of God now take it up and apply it to the heart and conscience of their

hearers, it should be done with the utmost tenderness, even unto tears ; remembering,
on the one hand, how infinitely greater the mercies of God are now, compared with
aught that Moses knew ; and also considering themselves, how often they have been as

ungrateful Israel of old, and that, if it had not been for almighty grace, would have
been ungrateful still. The solemn and sorrowful interrogative—" Do ye thus requite

the Lord ?
"—may be pressed home in a series of cumulative inquiries. It may be

asked: 1. Is this the waiztraZ return for mercies so great? 2. Do not such love and
care demand a holy and grateful life? 3. Can any reason whatever jui^tlfy so poor a
response as God has yet received ? 4. Have men no remorse in the review of the
contrast between God's mercies and their sin? 5. Should not remorse lead on to

repeidaieef 6. And shall not this penitent life begin now? It is quite certain tliat,

though God is long-sufi"ering, " not willing that any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance," he will not always allow his mercies to bo thus trifled with (see

Amos. iv.). But why, why should men compel us to present thus " tlie terrors of the
Lord " ? He would rather win by love. Judgment is " his strange work."

Vers. 15

—

IS.^Ood provoked to je(dousy by an unfaithfid people. (On the whole
•object of " anthropomorphism," which is alleged against the Old Testament represen-

tations of the Divine Being, see the Homily on vers. 1—4 of this chapter, and also
Homily on ch. iv. 21—24). This paragraph is a continuation of the same theme as
that touched on in preceding verses. It not only sets forth the waywardness of the
people retrospectively, but also prospectively. In fact, it is more of a prophetic
forecast than otherwise, Moses sees the people in the enjoyment of all the blessings o/
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God's providence; he looks onward, and, witli the seer's eye, he beholds them in the

promised land, their wanderings over, and their marches hither and thither exchanged

for a settled life in a land of plenty and of delight. There they are prospering

abundantly; and if they only used their prosperity aright they would be doubly

blessed, even with that blessing which " maketh rich, and he addeth no sorrow there-

with." But, alas ! how different is the picture here drawn I And how precisely did

the after-reality answer thereto ! There is in these verses a logical order of thought,

in the sketch given, first, of Israel's downward course; and then, of the effect of that

on the relations between them and their God.

I. Hebe is a grievous picture of spiritual degeneration in the midst of
WORLDLY PROSPERITY. There are four steps in the descent. 1. Prosperity generates

wilfulness, and a resistance to the Divine claims. If men can have their own way
entirely, for a while, and secure precisely their own ends, such success, if not

sanctified, will but create a self-will and self-assertion stronger than ever. " Jeshurun
waxed fat, and kicked." The restraints of duty, conscience, God, will be irksome, and
will provoke to resistance. Men will " kick against the pricks." 2. Another stage

will surely follow on. The irritation which was at first felt will subside, and insensi-

bility will steal over the soul. " Thou art waxen fat, thou art grown thick." Stubborn

obstinacy without the former stings of conscience. "Past feeling." The terrible

symptom of a moral and spiritual paralysis I 3. To this there will follow a third stage.

" He forsook God . . . and lightly esteemed the Rock of his salvation." Here there

sets in a thinking lightly of God altogether, and a forsaking of him. How true is the

picture here given to the actual progress of sin in the soul everywhere! 4. To this

succeeds not only neglect of God, but the substitution of other gods (vers. 16, 17)1 This

actually came about (see Jer. ii., specially ver. 13). The heart of man must have a

supreme object of love ; and if God be not enthroned in the heart, some rival will be

seated there.

Note—How very little all possible worldly good can do for a man unless there is a

process of spiritual renewal and culture going on, which will enable him to sanctify all

to the highest purposes I Yea, more. If worldly prosperity is not sanctified to God
and by him, it will be as a dead weight upon the spirit. It will engender, first resist-

ance, then deadness, then estrangement, then idolatry 1 This is the sure and certain

effect of an accumulation of worldly good, when its possessor is not led by Divine grace

to use it wisely and piously. It is an evil much to be lamented that so many glory in

the accumulation of things, while neglecting the culture and education of their souls.

Why, even in common life, there are no more awkward, ungainly, and impracticable

beings than those who have grown rich while neglecting to educate themselves. They
have acquired a ])ro(ligious strength of self-will, without the knowledge of self-govern-

ment. And of all men in the world, they are of the least use to their generation.

II. Here is a strange effect of such degenebaot on the Divine Being.
" They provoked him to jealousy " (see remark in " anthropomorphism," ut supra, and

also Homily on ch. iv. 24). Of all the attributes or epithets applied to God, there is no

one which endears him to us more than this: "jealousy"! What does it mean? 1.

That God has a heart of love. 2. That his love yearns to be reciprocated. 3. That

the reciprocation of love for which he yearns is the whole undivided love of our hearts.

4. That if such devoted love is not accorded to him, he feels wronged. 5. That if

supreme love is bestowed on any other than God, his holy love is outraged ; his pure

indignation is "jealousy." And consider how great the wrong is which is thus com-

mitted against a gracious God. What would an earthly father think if his children,

who lived on his bounty, thought only of eating and drinking, and cared not for

him t What if the children thought more of their toys than of their father ? Ought

he not to be jealous ? Would he—could he be a good father, and not be Jealous T

Surely not. It is easy to apply this in such a caae. Christ teaches u« to learn of

the heavenly Father by means of earthly ones. Consider, moreover, (1) the wrong
done to God, (2) the misplacement of things, (3) the injustice and injury done to

ourselves, and (4) the injurious efiect of wealth, brwight about by such misuse of God's

benefits.

III. Two INQUIRIES CANNOT BUT SUGGEST THEMSELVES. 1. HoW may $Uch evQ bt

guarded againtt t This question supposes that the evil has not yet been fallen into.
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" Prevention is better than cure." (1) Let us regard ourselves as of infinitely more
moment than our possessions. What we are is beyond measure of more concern than
wliat we have. Our culture for eternity is of the first importance. (2) Let us from
the outset of life regard God as the Author of all good, and as therefore having the
first claim on oiir regard. (3) Let us cultivate the devotional habit of receiving all

our temporal comforts as from God. If we have used means to secure them, he it is

who has given us the means to use ; who has given us the power to use them, and who has
made those means a success. (4) Let us seek wisdom from above to hallow all our
good for God, and to " honour the Lord with our substance, and with the firstfruits of

ill our increase " (see Honiily on ch, xiv. 22). (5) Conscious of the deceitfulness of the
human heart, let us entreat our God to fill us witli the power of the Spirit, as well « to

give us providential mercies. Then, the first will ensure the sanctification of the
second. The larger our possessions, the more we need of the Spirit of God, to ensure
their becoming a blessing, and to prevent their becoming a snare. 2. ^ive havefallen
into such evil, how may we he recovered therefrom f (1) Let the very suggestion that
a spiritual paralysis may have stolen over the soul, startle us into the inquiry. Is this

the case with us ? (2) Let us inquire solemnly, " What shall it profit a man, if he
shall gain the whole world, and forfeit his life ? " (3) Let us repent before God of

the wrong we have done to him in seeking from creature comforts the joy which he
alone can give. (4) Taught by long and sad experience how a perverted nature may
pervert all things, let us implore his renewing and sanctifying grace to enlighten our
understandings, to regulate our affections, to mould our will, to empower and transform
our life. If God tills us by his grace, then will earthly ^ood be sanctified. Our God
will be our richest joy of all, and every worldly comfort will yield ua double joy, when
hallowed by him and for him.

Vers. 19—25.

—

An unfaithful people provoked to jealousy hy God. This paragraph
is the antithesis of the preceding one. In form the expressions are archaic. The
principles underlying these ancient forms of expression are for all the ages. In fact,

there are few of the Old Testament passages which are more pointedly referred to in

the New Testament ; and none, the principles of which are more frequently reproduced.
The various clauses are seriatiia explained in the Exposition. We i)ropose but to

develop the main tiiought, which is indicated in the heading of this Homily. Its

contents are fourfold. 1. God was provoked to jealousy by his people choosing a
no-Ood instead of him. 2. The time would come when he would, as a punishment to

Israel, choose a no-ptople instead of them. 3. Those who had been exalted in privilege

siiould be deprived of their privileges, and should pass through the bitterest sorrows.

4. At the thought of their privileges passing away from them, and passing on to others,

Israel should be provoked to jealousy.

Now, it would be a most instructive and impressive exercise to compare what is here
said by God in his Word with that which actually came to pass. What does history
say? Does it not confirm Moses at every point? The facts of history are these

—

1. The people of Israel did fall away from the God of their fathers, and bring upon
themselves the remonstrance of prophet after prophet, and were made in the course of

God's providence to suffer sorrow upon sorrow.

2. The time did come when the kingdom of God passed away from them, and when
they were no longer, as they once had been, the favoured people.

3. That kingdom of God passed over to the Gentiles.

4. At its so passing over, the Jews were exceedingly jealous and angry.
5. So much so was this the case, that Paul makes use of the fact in arguments to

quicken both the Jew and the Gentile, as the case may be.

The following passages of Scripture should be carefully compared together, bearing as
they do alike on the history, the principles involved therein, and their everlasting
application:—Rom. x. 19; Matt, viil 11, 12; xxi. 31,43; Acts xiii. 46; Rom. ix.

30—32 ; xi. 11 ; Hos. i. 10 (latter part) ; Rom. ix. 25, 26 ; 1 Pet. ii. 10; Eph. ii. 11—
13; Rom. xi. 13—25. From all which several all-important truths of permanent
significance may be clearly deduced and powerfully applied.

I. These are times of great religious pbivileqe with us. True, we are not
tjxlusivdy a favoured race, in the same sense as was Israel of old. But our advantai^ea
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are not less because others share them with us. We have all that Israel ever had, and
vastly more. " The kingdom of God is come unto us." The ** word of faith " is nigh

us, in our mouth and in our heart. We are bidden to "Behold the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the world," etc.

II. If these privileges remain unimproved, cub xxoleot thereof will be a
CRiEvous BIN IN THE EYE OF GoD. We have but to read the Epistle to the Hebrews
in order to find such an argument as this repeatedly presented, though in varying
forms : If the Law of Moses was trifled with by any one, they did not escape punish-

ment. But Jesus Christ is greater than Moses. By as much as he is greater than
Mosos, by so much are the sin and danger of neglecting him greater than those of

neglecting the lawgiver of old.

III. Both Churches and nations have a day of probation qkanted them,
DURING WHICH THEIR PRIVILEGES ARE CONTINUED. (See Isa. xUx. 8 ; 2 Cor. vi. 2

;

Luke xiii. 6—9 ; Rev. ii. 5, 21 ; Luke xix. 42—44.) An unending probation is granted

to no one.

IV. If the period of probation passes by unimproved, our pbivileges will
be taken away from us.

V. Other lands and other peoples abx beady, yba, baokb to beceivb the
light which some appreciate so little.

VI. Many, many will come from less favoured lands and from less cultured
RACES, AND WILL STEP INTO THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN AND BK SAVED ; while many of

the children of the kingdom will be cast out into outer darkness. Hear what our Lord
says to the Pharisees :

" The publicans and harlots will go into the kingdom of God
before you."

Vers. 26—28.

—

The Divine mind infltienced hy reasons. Moses, in uttering this song,

is " borne along " (2 Pet. i. 21) by a power working through him and yet not of him,
to make a most remarkable assertion in the Name of Jehovah ; viz. that Israel's

Deliverer was moved hy fear of the. wrath of the enemy not to destroy them altogether

!

How is this to be understood ? Some might perhaps pass it over as a piece of obsolete

anthropomorphism. So will not we. To us, many a sentence in the grand old volume,

which at first sight seemed uncouth and almost repellent in its archaism, has on further

study yielded up treasures of delight with which we would not willingly part. Perhaps
it may be so here.

Note—The verb " I said," in ver. 26, is rendered by Keil, " I should say." This shows
the sense more clearly, " / should say, I will blow them away, 1 will blot out the

remembrance of them among men ; if I did not fear wrath upon the enemy [i.e.

" displeasure on the part of God at the arrogant boasting of the enemy, which was
opposed to the glory of God" (Vitringa, quoted by Keil, in loc.)] that their ettemies

might mistake it, that they might say. Our hand was high, and Jehovah has not done
all this. For" etc. If we analyze these words, we shall find that they are separable

into bix main thoughts, expressed or implied. 1. That Israel was a people void of

understanding. 2. That they consequently tried the patience of God, as ftilling very

far below his ideal and their duty and honour. 3. That it would have been no great

loss to the world if they should therefore be blotted out of being, and should actually

drop out of the remembrance of the nations. 4. That if this extreme punishment
should be meted out, then the adversary would glory over them and against them,

and say that Israel's God either could not or would not guard the people whom he

chose : that their enemies were mightier than their Redeemer. 5. That such a result

would veil the glory of Jehovah, and make men uncertain whether God had a special

]ieople in the world or no. 6. That consequently, /or his own sake, God would punish,

but in measure ; he would scourge, but not destroy. Hence there stands forth this great

and glorious truth, Ood will so govern and discipline fiis people a$ to reveal his ovjh

glory in them and by them. This is the thought we now propose to develop in a series

of considerations arranged ac^ofding to the structure of the text.

I. God has an Israel now. (Eph. ii. ; Heb. xii. 18—28.) The redemption from

^gypt. tlie march through the wiiio.mess, the formation of a commonwealth, tha

inheritance of Canaan, are all at once symbolic and typical of a greater deliverance, a

nobler commonwealth, a spiritual pilgrimage, a heavenly homec
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n. During the march of the Church of God through the wilderness of this world,
God's people often fall vkrt far below the ideal set before them. They try

the patience of God, and excite the wonder, the laughter, and the ridicule of man.
Think of what has been done in the name of religion t Think of the sharp contro-
versies, the angry words, and the prolonged strife of Christendom! Think of tht^

number of inconsistent professors, who cause our enenaies to laugh among them
selves! etc.

iii. so 0riev008 have been the stains and blots thus brought on the
Christian name, that men have been tempted even to think that God's
Church was an incubus in the world; yea, that it might, with advantage to
mankind, have ceased to exist. For certain it is that the grrat God could, even if

his Church should become extinct, create a purer and nobler people in their stead, who
would honour him and bless the world 1

IV. Many of the adversaries abb wishing fob and seeking to bring abhut
the Church's extinction. They would destroy the fellowship by sajtping the life

thereof. They would sap the life by undermining the faith. And never more eagerly
than now—they are at work to educate men into the belief that God never had a
people, that the people never had a God, and that all the faith they have been cherish-

ing for ages has been based on a delusion and a lie

!

V. If such a result were to accrue, how would the enemy glory I They
would say, "Our hand is hieh, and the Lord hath not done all this." Jf only the
Church should be driven fi" i her moorings, if her anchor of hope should become
unusable, and she should be tiifted out to a wild, pathless, shoreless sea,—what glorying
there would be in the enemy's camp 1

" Ha, ha ! so we would have it I " " How would
the powers of darkness boast if but one praying soul were lost !

"

VI. Such a possibility is guarded against in the Divine counsels. It i*

just such a provision that is indicated in the text. God will not let the " adversaries

behave themselves strangely " in this way. TTiey will never have the chance ! The
Church is built on a rock, from which it can never be dislodged. The day will never
come when it will cease to exist. And ever will God remember the word on which he
has caused us to hope 1

VII. God guards against any such possiBiLrry, by doing what he does fob
KB OWN SAKE. The revelation of his own honour and glory in the eyes of men is too

precious in his eye for him to let things so move on that all trace thereof is lost to his

oum people (cf. Isa. xliii. 45; Ezek. xxxvi. 21, 22, 32; Ps. cvi. 7, 8; Ezek. xx. 9,

14, 22). See too what argument Daniel uses in prayer (Dan. ix. 19). David also

(Ps. XXV. 11).

For the sake of his own honour, Ghjd will purify his Church from all corruption by the
spirit of judgment, and by the spirit of burning ; and while thus jeal'jus for his people's

purity, he will as jealously watch over them, so that " upon all the glory there shall

be a defence " (Isa. iv. 2—6 ; cf. 1 Cor. xi. 32 ; 1 Pet. iv. 17).

In conclusion. 1. Let the righteous rejoice, yea, let them exceedin^dy rejoice. God's
supreme aim is that his glory shall be revealed. The bringing of it forth to clear light

is the aim and tendency of events, without let or pause. 2. Let all men clearly

distinguish between the two providential processes which are ever, ever in process of

fulfilment. One, the purification of the Church. The other, the condemnation and
confusion of the world. 3. Let the wicked tremble. Or if they are too benumbed to

tremble, let them at least cease to make merry over the corruptions of the Church.
They may laugh now. They will not laugh always. The severing processes of God's
judgment are going on now, and they will issue in " everlasting contempt '* to the
ungodly, and in the redemption of Israel from all his iniquities I

Vers. 29—35.

—

The short-sightedness of sinners. "Oh that they were wise, that
they understood this, that they would consider their latter end I " Such is the moan
with which this paragraph begins. By " this " is meant the consequence which will

certainly follow on their departure from God. By "their latter end" is meant the
latter days of their history, when sins which were beforehand in perm should have
wrought out to full development. We need not again recount the historical aspect*

of this serious outlook. We will but note, in a series of consiscutive thoughts, the
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truths which are here indicated, and which are of universal and perpetual application to

individuals, families, and nations.

I. It 18 A MARK OF A VICIOUS SHOBT-BIGHTEDNESS TO TAKB HO HEED TO THE
CONSEQUENCES OF A COURSE OF CONDUCT. If men take no reckoning of their " latter

end," it is the reverse of wise. Our Saviour asks, " What shall it profit a man ?" etc.

To take heed only to present appearances and to avoid all preparations for the futuie,

is folly in the extreme.

II. Whether we will ob no, certain consequences abe bound up with con-

duct BY A LAW WHICH NO CREATED POWER CAN AVERT OB MODIFY. They may be
" sealed up"—hidden from sight at present, but they are " laid up in store" (Rom. ii.

5 ; 1 Thess. v. 3).

III. The Most High reserves to himself the execution of his own laws.
" To me belongeth vengeance." Vengeance cannot safely be entrusted to frail and

passionate man. Only in the hands of " the Judge of all the earth " is there an

absolute guarantee that in its infliction there will be neither excess nor defect. No
weakness will cause delay or halt. No vindictiveness will induce any variation from

the right.

IV. However lonq vengeance mat bb delated, rr will not be postponed

too long. " Their feet shall slide in due time." * Time is on God's side. In the moral

world there U not a moment's pause. Character is ripening for good or for ill, and

great issues are working out at every tick of the dial.

V. In the bipening of chabacteb and the advanced issues of conduct there

WILL BE AWFUL RESULTS ON THE SIDE OF EVTL. The figurative expressions in each

clause are of terrific significance. They indicate : 1. The failure of the refuge to which

they had fled. 2. The collapse of their strength in great emergencies. 3. Bitterne.ss

of misery. 4. Venomous poison as the fruit of their vine of Sodom. Now is the day

for accumulating ; hereafter will be the day for the manifestation, of these hidden

treasures of ilL

VI. This dat of awful recompense will come upon sinners suddenly. " The
things that shall come upon them make haste" (of. Matt. xxiv. 36—44; Mark xiii.

35—37 ; 2 Pet. iii. 10). It is one remarkable feature of the Mosaic outlook, that the

lawgiver scarcely ever refers to another life, but to the working out of God's judgments

in this. The future life comes into view in the New Testament. The law of sowing

and reaping holds good for both worlds (Gal. vi. 7).

VII. With an outlook so grievous, the thoughtlessness of sinners is an
evil greatly to be lamented. " Oh that they were wise I " etc. (of. Jer. ix. 1

;

Pa. cxix. 136).

Ih conclusioh. There is at least a threefold application of the text, which

should be made use of to warn men against sin. 1. Those who have to direct or

influence national affairs should remember that a wrong policy is a foolish one. No
nation will continue to thrive that fights against God. 2. Heads of families should

remember that, by a course of disloyalty to God, they are sowing the seeds of dishonour,

grief, and shame in their families, and are entailing sorrow on the children of their care.

3. Let each individual learn that whatever a man soweth that shall he also reap, both in

this world and in that which is to come. " Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker !

"

Vers. 36—43.

—

Jehovah rdgnt; he glad t This paragraph has about it a remarkably

martial ring. It is not to be looked at as bald and literal prose. It is part of a song
;

it is laden with imagery, in which the God of Israel is set forth as a mighty "Warrior,

whose march none can hinder, whose inflictions none can withstand or evade. The

styh of the song was precisely appropriate to the age in which it was composed, and

suited to the people in whose hearing it was addressed. The truths clothed in such

Oriental garb are for all lands and for all time. For though there is an abundance of

figure, yet not all is figurative. There are at least two phrases which are plain in their

phraseology, and which furnish us with the key for the right interpretation of the others.

One of these is found at the beginning of the passage, the other towards its close. The

first is in rer. 36, " The Lord shall judge his people." The other is in ver. 43, " Rejoice,

' 6m a sennon of greet power on thii text in President Edwards's world.
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ye nations—his people." * The former assures us that all the various processes of

judgment to which the seer's eye looks forward are in the hands of God. The secoud
calls upon the nations to rejoice therein. Between thcso two, the varied details in the
paragraph fall naturally into place. Oar Homily will, therefore, be mainly an answer
(o one inquiry, viz. What materiaXtfor joy are hereyiuen us f

It ii useless to bid any one to be glad unless a reason is given them why they should
be 10. A somewhat careful study of the paragraph in hand will show at least eight
reasons for holy and grateful joy.

I. It is matter for joy that God reserves in his own hands the judgment of his

people (ver. 36). Where else could it safely be? Who else has the power, the wisdom,
the justice, the kindness, the knowledge required ? If the sceptre of power were in any
other hands, the guarantee of righteous administration would cease.

II. We may rejoice that in his judging processes God will convince his people of the
folly of relying on any but on himself (vers. 37, 38). The reason of the peculiar imagery
in these verses every student knows. The underlying thought is clear. It may be a
sharp, but it is a necessary discipline, that every prop should give way which would
prevent us from leaning on God alone.

IIL We may rejoice in the severity with which a righteous God will deal with sin.

Severity against sin is mercy towards the sinner (ver. 42). In the early conquest of
Canaan, severity towards Achan and his accomplices was mercy towards Israel. In the
early Church, judgment on Ananias and Sapphira was mercy to the Church. In both
cases the canker of dishonesty and hypocrisy needed to be cut out by a strong and £rm
hand.

lY. We may rejoice that the ruling motive and the ultimate intent of God's dealings
are love and mercy (ver. 43). Beyond the blackest clouds Moses sees in the horizon
light and glory. The twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth chapters of this book, with all

their threatenings, are followed by the thirtieth, with all its promises. Wrath in the
process, mercy as the prodiKt,

v. Let us rejoice that in this law of recompense there is mercy in the educational
process therein ensured (see Ps. Ixii. 12). There is a wide difference between a

fatherly correction and the infliction of a legal penalty. It is the former which God
metes out towards his people. Their relation to him is one of grace, not of bare law.

VI. Let us rejoice that mercy will regulate the mode, the time, and the result of the
chastisement. The mode: " Tlieir power is gone," i.e. their false props are destroyed.

27ie time : "He will repent himself," t.e. he will not be wrath for ever; when the
infliction has answered its end, he will chan<j;e his dealings. Though God never
changes a plan, he may plan a change. ITte result : " He will be merciful unto his land,"

etc., ».e. he will be propitious. When his people are brought back from their wander-
ings, he will " cover " all their sin in eternal forgetfulness.

VII. Let ufl rejoice in the clear and perfect discrimination which will mark all the
Divine dealings with his people and with his adversaries ; ver. 43, " vengeance—mercy."
Both form part of God's governmental methods. How can it be otherwise in a world of

sin ? The perfections of Jehovah guarantee that neither will iufiiuge on the uihcr.

Tenderness will never weaken vengeance. Vengeance will never lessen tenderness.

God alone knows the absolutely perfect adjustment.

VIII. Let UB rejoice that the eye of the seer beholds brightness in the far distance.

The gloom does but intervene; it does not cover the whole canopy of heaven, nor
darken all the outlook. "Light is sown for the righteous." "Joy cometh in the
morning " (ver. 43).

Let all these several particulars be woven together, and they will make one glorious

pattern—at the sight of which we may well shout aloud for joy.

Learn—1. In such a review of the methods and outcome of God's providential

dealings only those who are at peace with God through our Lord Jesus Chiist are in a
position to understand them. Enmity cannot understand love. And where men are

• The Hebrew has not the word "with." It reads, " Rejoice, all ye nations—his people.'*

la it not possible that here the aged lawgiver's prophetic eye was gifted with iupernatural
strength, and that he foresaw a time when * all nations should come in, and make od«
aodividedfold'f
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•' enemies in their mind by wicked works," they are certain to misunderstand God'i
niture, and to misinterpret his ways. Man's ^rs< duty is to repent of sin and obey
God. Till he does this the mysteries of God will not be unveiled to him. 2. When
we understand son ething of the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, then the true
key to the interpretation of providence, is in our hands (Rom. viii. 34). IJence we can
" rejoice in the Lord " (Ps. xxxiii. 1 ; Phil. liL 1 ; iv. 4 ; Ps. xcvii. 1 ; xcvi. ; xcviii.).

3. In proportion to the greatness of the love which furnishes the key for unlocking
providential mysteries is the greatness of the sin which turns away from and finally

rejects God. (See the use of this paragraph in Heh. x. 30, 31.) However deep the
gloom wliich Moses dejncts, he sees a rim of golden glory in the horizon, as if another
dispensation were to follow. But the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews sees no after-

light for those who turn away from Christ. " For if we sin wilfully after we have
received the knowledge of the truth, there reraaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a
certain fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the
adversaries. ... It is a fearful thiug to fall into the hands of the living God." The
contest of the sinner with God must end in the guilty one's ignominious and hopeless
defeat ; Amos iv. 12, " Because I will do this unto thee, prepare to meet thy God,
IsraeL"

Vers. 44—47.

—

Life at stake J This paragraph^oncerning which Keil is probably
right in his surmise, that it proceeds from an editor's hand—sets before us in a quiet
and incidental way, one of the most important transitions Israel had yet experienced.
We have seen in ch. xxxi. 7, 8, that Moses gave Joshua a charge, and tuld him that
he must lead the people into the promised land. After that came the utterance of

this song. When it was uttered, Joshua stood side by side with Moses. Thus, just for

once, the two leaderships overlap. The joint presence of both the old and new leaders

this signifying, that, though the earthly administration changed hands, the same
message would be passed, and not a word of Jehovah's would be lost. There are six

leatures about this closing public scene of the life of Moses, which open up an invaluable

line of thought. 1. Here is an assembly, met to hear Moses' last song. 2. Though it

is the last, there is in it nothing new. It is the one message—God's goodness, faith-

fulness, and love, calling for their reciprocation and obedience. 3. This old message is

reimpressed on their hearts. 4. The people were to command their children to obserre

it. The children were, in their home life, to receive an education for Grod. 5. This is

urged upon them by the consideration that all that is precious to them in life depends
on their obedience to God's message. 6. Moses and Joshua appear together before the

people, as if to declare to them that the same teachings which the aged leader had laid

down, the younger one would accept, enforce, and transmit There was a change in

human leaders, but not in Divine laws or the Divine message. And to all the solemn
sanctions with which Moses guarded the Law, Joshua here pledges himself before the

people and before his God. Hence we get this theme

—

Amid all changes we have an
unchanging message from above, on the observance of which our life depends.

I. Let us clearly declare and show that there is at this moment a message of law
and a revelation of giace, which have come to us, not of man, but by the inspiration of

the Spirit of God, by the manifestation of God in Christ, and by the power of the Holy
Ghost on and since the day of Pentecost. This message is, in sum and substance,

given in John iii. 16 ; 1 Tim. i. 15; Rev. xxii. 17 ; Titus ii, 11—13. This message is

the development of that which through Moses was given but in germ (John t. 46, 47

;

Matt. V. 17).

II. Here past and present generations meet, giving out the same words. We have
now " the faith once [for all] delivered unto the saints." Aged patriarchs in their

declining years do reiterate the same message they gave when in the vigour of youth.

And young men, filled with the same spirit, and having their hearts kindled with the

same fire, take it up with the earnest hope and prayer that it may su£fer no lote in

their hands 1 Often have a Moses and a Joshua thus stood side by side.

m. The message now is far fuller and clearer than it was when given to Israel of

old. Eow niuch, Christian preachers and teachers can tell. Yet in three respects

they are similar. 1. Both reveal the love of God, and recount a great deliverance.

2. Both lolicit, in Heaven's name, the response of the peoples' heart« (see Bom. xii. 1

;
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2 Cor. v. 14—21 ; Rora. v. 8). 3. Both require, on the ground of Divine love to man,
love to the redeemed brotherhood, and good will to all mea (1 Cor. xiii. ; John
iv. 10—19).

IV. The commanding force of the s;ospel message through our Lord Jesua Christ is

far greater than that sent througli Moses. True, there was terror at Sinai ; there is

tenderness in Calvary. Moses orders ; Jesus pleads. Moses speaks in thuuderings

;

Jesus with tears. Yet must we not mistake tenderness for weakness, nor gentleness
for lack of authority or of power. (See the entire argument in the Epistle to the
Hebrews.)

V. All that can give fullest value to this life and joy to the next, depends on how
we treat this message from God. "It is not a vain thing for you; it is your life" (ver.

47). The expansion of this would require many Homilies. We can but hint. 1. The
enjoyment of peace with God (Rom. v. 1). 2. The growth of character in holiness. '6.

The true enjoyment and use of this earthly life, as families, as nations, as individuals,
depend on loyalty to God. " Godliness is profitable unto all things ; having promise
of the life that now is." 4. All our hope for the next life depends on our response to
God ; hence the close of the verse just quoted—" and of that wliich is to come." Apart
from the acceptance of Jesus Christ by faith, and a life of loyalty to God, there is m^t
a gleam of light or hoi)e for the next life (see Heb. ii. 3). If God did not allow his
message through Moses to be slighted with impunity, certainly he will not sufler men
to "trample under foot the Son of God,'' and then leave them unpunished!

VI. What dread, what awful possibilities as to the fate of immortal souls are tremblint*
in the balance, while they refrain from " yielding themselves unto God "

! How earnestly
and frequently may we with reason reiterate the words, " It is your life "

I All that
ensures life here and hereafter being a blessing, depends on the way men treat Jesus
Christ and his salvation.

VII. However many changes there may yet be in the bearers of this message, yet,
down to the end of time, God will never send a greater. Moses and Joshua. The old
generation ]jassing away, the new coming on the stage. They meet and greet. The
faithful and tried veteran passes on the word. The younger messenger, with solemn
vow to God before his brother man, receives it, and swears before high heaven that he
will maintain the message unimjjaired, and la his turn " commit it to faithful men.
who shall be able to teach others also."

**Tbus shall the bright: suooesBion ran.
Till the last courses of the sun."

Vers. 48—52.

—

Death immediately in view. The utterance of the sublime song
which we have just treated on, was the last recorded public act of Moses. His work is

all but done. He receives an intimation that the time is nigh at hand for him to " go
up and die." The circumstances which gather round that death are most suggestive
The following passaj^cs should be compared together:—Numb. xx. 12 ; xxvii. 1.2—14 •

ch. i. 37; iii. 23—28; iv. 21, 22; Ps. cvi. 32. Historically, the following points are
indicated in this paragraph :— 1. Mose? recognized the call to die, as well as the call to
work, as from God ; ver. 48,»" T/ic Lurd spake," etc. 2. His joy in death would be
chacied by the remembrance of faults in life (ver. 51). It is by no means clear to us
vhy *; 9e-T3r8 a sentence was imposed on Moses for one outburst of temper. Dr.
Jameson suggests that there may have been other circumstances, which are unrecorded,
to account for it. Possibly, however, the phrases, " for your sakes," " for their sakes,"
"urnish a clue to the reason. The people might need thus to be guarded against pre-
sumptuous sin. 3. Visions of the glorious land in store for God's people would be
granted him ere he quitted the earth. His joy would be rich, though not unalloyed (ver.

52). 4. The work which he had thus far carried forward must be completed by other
hands. This is implied, and elsewhere expressed. 5. Moses, like the saints of Qod
who went before him, must plunge into the unknown realm. He must " be gathered
unto his people," as Aaron had been (ver. 50). 6. He would do so under the eye of the
same God whom he so long had served. Till the very last he lives in fellowship with
God. At the last he will die in fellowship with him.
No Christian expositoi can fail to take note of the different aspect which death has
DKUTSBOKOMT. 2 I.
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to believers, since "life and incorruption " have been brought to light by Jesus Christ.

The believer, at death, enters the invisible world. The names for it are " Sheol " and
" Hiides." The former is a Hebrew word, the latter Greek. Both mean (practically)

tlie same, though they present the mysterious realm of the departed under different

aspects, 'i'o the Hebrew il is the all-demanding world. To the Greek, the unknown
region. In the New Testament (Revised Version) the word Hades is reproduced. Bat
though the word is reproduced, its meaning is changed. The heathen view of Hades
was that of a mysterious under-realm of the dead—gloomy and witliuut hope. The
Jewish view of iSheol (LXX. Hades) was also that of a mysterious under-realm

—

gloomy, but with a hope of glory " in the awaking " (Ps. xvii. 15). The Chridian
view of Hades is that of an invisible realm of departed souls, who are entirely under

the mediatorial administration of the Son of God ; a region without gloom, of perfect

rest and of glorious hope for the believer. " Absent from the body : at home with the

Lord." " Whether we live or die, we continue to be the Lord's," Let us thankfully

make use of this new light which Christ has thrown on the death of believers, in

niedilating on " Christian dying.'"

I. The Christian is absolutely at the disposal of his Lord, fob work or for
REST, FOR LIVING OB FOR DYING. (Rom. xiv. 9 ; Phil. i. 20.) He will be j)repared to say,
'- Lord, it belongs not to my care, whether I die or live." Work is worth doing only

so long as Christ has it for us to do. Life is worth living only as we can serve Christ

thereby.

II. The Christian's jot in death must bubbly be checked at the thought of

NUMBERLESS DEFECTS, FAILURES, AND FAULTS IN LIFE. Whether or no there have been

any such serious outbreaks as that of Moses, there must come rushing into memory so

much defective work, so much mixed motive, such an utter lack of anything done or

said which rose up to even his own ideal, that he would despair of his tuture, if it were

not for the abounding grace of God ; and even then, though this grace keeps him from

sinking, and he may feel assured that his sin is forgiven, yet it must bring a shade over

his spirit to think there has been so much for which he needed forgiveness!

III. Active workers and leaders in God's Church often lay down their work
WITH A strange FEELING OF INCOMPLETENESS. Moses had brought the people thus far,

just to the verge of the promised land 1 He would gladly have finished the work. But
it was well for Moses to feel how entirely the work was of God and not of man.
How many a worker would like to see this or that controversy closed, this or that

Church settled, this publication completed, this convert a little more established in

trie faith I But no. It is as God wills, and that will is best.

IV. Though God suffers this shade over life's closing hours, yet he often

CHEERS his servants BY BRIGHT VISIONS OF THE GLORY WHICH IS IN STORE FOR THE
PEOPLE OF God. Ver. 52, " Thou shalt see the land before thee." Yes, and Muses knew
that, though he must leave the work incomplete, there was yet a great future for

God's Church, when the wilderness life was over. And so now. However decided

may be the sense of unfinished work, with which God's servants close their earthly

career, they have no misgiving as to God's finding others by whom the work will be

carried on, nor have they a dcilit as to the future triumphs of Christ and his cause.

From the top of faith's Pisgah, they " see the land before them," and though it lieth

afar ofi", yet the sight ravishes them. Lol "a new heaven and a new earth, wherein

dwelleth righteousness.''

V. Meanwhile, the saint must breathe his last breath, and quit his hold of

i:arth, enter the "gates op hades" (Matt. xvi. 18, Greek), and find his place, till

the Lord comes, in the invisible worlc. Like Moses, he must be " gathered to his

people ;
" but he knows a great deal more than it is probable Moses did, of what that

means. The words in Rev. i. 18 are enough for faith, till God reveals the rest.

VI. He will do so, like Moses, under the eye and care of the same God whom
he has served in life. By directions from God, Moses would go up to die. And
what he thought thereon may be gathered from the words of his own blessing. "The
eternal God is thy refuge, and underneath are the everlasting arms." Moses would

not—could not fail to take the comfort of all this for him.self. We have a like comfort

more clearly given (1 Thess. v. 10). Onco Christ's, we are never out of his hands I
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOR

Vers. 1—3.

—

Beneficial teaching. Moses was directed to instruct th« people by
composing for tlieir use a song (ch. xxxi. 19, 21). A song is : 1. Memorable. 2. Easily
handeil down from mouth to mouth. 3. Of singular power to awaken sympathetic
feeling (cf. influence of ballads, of Jacobite songs, of the ' Marseillaise/ of popular
hymns). The action of song is not violent, but gentle and persuasive. It steals about
the heart like rippling water or like 8unli;:;ht, trickles into its pores, works as if by
spirit-influence on its seats of laughter and tears, explores its innermost labyrinths
of feeling. Here compared (ver. 2) to the gently distilling dew and rain.

I. The dew and bain as emblems of the teaching most likely to pbove
EFFECTIVE. Their action is: (I) gentle, (2) silent, (3) pervasive, (4) kindly; yet:
1. Invigorative. They revive, refresh, stimulate, 2. Powerful. Rocks shattered by
drops of water in their pores and crevices. 3. Deep-reaching. They act on plants
by watering their roots. Take a lesson from thera. It is not the best kind of teachin-^^

which is loud and violent, which tries to force men's convictions. Convictions must
have time to grow. Teaching must be loving. The earthquake, the whirlwind, the
fire, have their own place, but " the still small voice " is needed to succeed them. The
Lord is peculiarly in that. Angry scolding, petulant rebuke, biting censure, clever
satire, seldom do much good. Love alone wins the day.

II. The dew and bain as emblems of the teachino most sottable w the
INSTRUCTIONS OF RELIGION. Moses employed it here. Christ employed it. "He shall

not strive nor cry," etc. (Matt. xii. 19). Paul commends " truthiug it in love " (Eph. iv.

15). " The servant of the Lord must not strive ; but be iientle unto all men, ajit

to teach, patient, in meekness instructing those that oppo.se themselves" (2 Tim. ii. 24,
25). This kind of teaching harmonizes best: 1. With the swiyeci of religion—^"the
Name of the Lord" (ver. 3). God had revealed his Name to Moses (Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7),
and the attributes of mercy preponderate. 2. With the end ot religion—the ascription

of greatness to God (ver. 3). Religious teaching fails if it does not inspire men with
such convictions of God's greatness as will lead them to fear, honour, worship, praise,

and serve him. 3. With the special theme of the gospel—peace, love, good will to

men. This song of Moses has to deal with stern truths, but even in its sternest passa^'cs

it breathes the pathos of tender and sorrowful affection. It dwells largely on Goil's

kindnesses and the people's ingratitude, and ends with loving promises. The song has
numerous echoes in Isaiah.—J. O.

Ver. 4:.—God the Back. (Cf. vers. 15, 18, 31, 37.) This name for (Jod occurs chiefly

in this song of Moses, and in the compositions of David and of later psalmists. It

was a name full of significance to those familiar with the desert. Rock—rock—rock

—

Israel had seen little else during the thirty-eight years of wandering. The older men
could remember the seclusion and granitic sublimity of the rock sanctuary of Sinai.

The congregation had mourned for Aaron under the shadow of Mount Hor, *' rising high
aloft into the blue sky, like a huge, grand, but shattered rock-city, with vast cliffs,

perpendicular walls of stone, pinnacles, and naked peaks of every shape." They had
witnessed the security of Edom in the hills in which now stand the wondrous rock-
hewn ruin of Petra. They had traversed the defiles of the terrible and precipitous
Arabah. When David was hunted in the wilderness, he, too, was often led to think
of God, his Rock (Ps. xviii. 2 ; Ixi. 2 ; Ixii. 2, 7, etc.). It is wilderness exijerience which
still makes the name so precious.

I. Rock a natural image of Divine attributes. The image is not an arbitrary
one. Nature abounds in shadows of the spiritual. If is what the mind puts into the
objects of its survey which makes them what they are. " The Alps and Andes are but
millions of atoms till thought combines them, and stamps on them the conception
of the everlasting hills. Niagara is a gush of water-drops till the soul puts into it that
sweep of resistless power which the beholder feels. The ocean, wave behind wave, is only
great when the spirit has breathed into it the idea of immensity. If we analyze our
feelings, we shall find that thought meets us wherever we turn. The real grandeu^
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of the world is in the soul which looks on it, which sees acme conception of its own
ri-flected from the mirror around it ; for mind is not only living, but life-giving, and
has received from its Maker a portion of his own creative power" (Dr. John Ker).

Rock is thus more than rock—its awfulness, grandeur, immovability, everlastingness,

strength, are born of spiritual conceptions. These attributes do not in reality belong

to it. Rock is not everlasting, moveless, abiding, etc. Old rocks are being worn away,
new rocks are being formed; the whole system had a beginnfig and will have an end
(I's. xc. 2). It is not th»t these attributes belong to rocli, and are thence by metaphor
attributed to God ; but these attributes of God, being dimly present in the mind, are

by metaphor attributed to rock. We clothe the natural object with shadowy attributes

ot Deity. God is the true Rock, the other is the image. God is rock, in virtue of : 1. The
eternity of his existence (Ps. xc. 2). 2. The omnipotence of his might (Dan. iv. 35).

3. The wisdom of his counsel (Isa. xl. 13). 4. The immutability of his purpose (Ps.

xxxiii. 11 ; Isa. xlvi. 10). 5. The faithfulness of his Word (Ps. cxix. 89, 90). 6. The
rectitude of his government (Ps. cxlv. 17). Whence: 7. The perfection of his work.

Christ is like the Father, eternal (Rev. L 11), unclianj;eable (Heb. xiii. 8), all-powerful

(Matt, xxviii. 18), faithful (John xiii. 1 ; xiv. 18—20), righteous (Rev. xix. 11), wise
(Isa. ix. 6).

II. Rock a natural imaoe of what, in virtck of his attributes, (Jod is to
HIS PKOPLB. 1. A shelter (Ps. Ixi. 3). 2. A defence (Ps. xviii. 2; Ixii. 6). 3. A
dwelling-place (Ps. xc. 1). 4. A shadow from the heat (cf. Isa. xxxii. 2). 5. A move-
less standing-ground (Ps. xl. 2). 6. A foundation (cf. Matt. vii. 24). The rock smitten

in the wilderness furnishes the additional idea of: 7. A source of spiritual refreshment.

Apply throughout to Clirist, the Rock on which his Church is built (Matt. xvi. 18; 1

Cor. ii. 11), the smitten Saviour (1 Cor. x. 4; 1 John v. G), the spiritual Refuge and
Salvation of his people (Rom. viii. 1, 34—39). Toplady's hymn, " Rock of Agea."
-J. O.

Vers. 4—7.

—

Ood's righteousness and man*s iniquity. The sin of man is only fully

seen in contrast with God's righteousness and love. The light is needed to bring out
the depth of the shadow. It reveals the " spot."

I. God's favoub to Israel. God's dealings with Israel had been marked by

:

1. Rectitude (ver. 4). He had done everything that was just and right to them. His
ways had been equal. He had j^iven them just statutes. His covenant-keeping

faithfulness had been signally manifested. There was not the shadow of a pretence for

accusing (iod of injustice or of infidelity to his enga;;ements. 2. Love. Love and grace

had been more conspicuous in his treatment of them than even justice. It was shown
in their election, in the deliverance from Egypt, in the jfuidaiice of the desert, in pardon

of offences, in the many and undeserved favours which had been heaped upon them
(cf. vers. 9—14). Rectitude and love have reached their fullest manifestation in the

gospel. The cro.?s displays both. It harmonizes their apparently conflicting claims,

and exhibits them in new glories. God's character, revealed in Christ, is the con-

demnation of an unbelieving world.

II. Israel's requital of God's kindness. (Vers. 5, 6.) Their requital was an
incredibly base one. They corrupted themselves. They wantonly departed from the

ways of right. They behaved ungratefully. Instead of imitating God in the example

of rectitude he had set them, and walking before him " as dear children," they flung

to the winds the remembrance of his mercies, and brought disgrace upon his Name.
He was their Father (ver. 6), but instead of reflecting the features of his image, they

dishonoured and discredited it (cf. Isa. i. 2—4, which appears to be based on this

passage). Their sin was : 1. Self-caused. There was nothing which they had seen in

their God to cause it, to account for it, or to excuse it. 2. Irrational. Their powers,

given by God, ought willingly to have been devoted in his service. Obedience is the

normal condition. Heaven and earth, undeviatingly obeying the law of their existence,

condemn man's apostacy (ver. 1). The very brute creation testifies against him
(Isa. i. 3). 3. Ungrateful. God had bought them for himself, had made a nation of

them, and established them in Canaan. Yet, without compunction, they cast off

his yoke. 4. Foolish ; for the way they chose was the way of death, whereas in God's

favour was life (ver. 47), with every blessing that heart could wish for. The same
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remarks apply to sinners—despising the gracious overtures which God makes to them,

with all the favours, temporal and spiritual, he hag actually shown them, and careering

on to their eternal ruin. '* foolish people and unwise I
"—J. 0.

Ver. 8.

—

The world ruledfor the benefit of tht Church. What this verse assert! is

that in the providential distribution of the nations, and assignment to them of their

special territories, respect was had from the beginning to the provision of a suitable

dwelling-place for the chosen race. Our subject is

—

The government of the world con-

ducted with a view to the interests of the Church.

I. A TRUTH FREQUKNTLY TAUGHT IN ScRiPTUBK. Both by facts of history, and by
(.Express statement. Israel's position brought it into contact, not only with petty

neighbouring states, but with the mightiest empires of East and West. These appear
in Scripture only as they affect the chosen race, but it is then made manifest how
entirely their movements are directed and controlled by Divine providence. And the

centre of Gud's purfioses is always Israel. " For your sake," says God, "I have sent

to Babylonia, and have brought down all their nobles, and the Chaldeans, whose cry

is in the ships" (Isa. xliii. 14; cf. vers. 3, \). Is Egypt visited with famines—witli

scarce years and good years? The design is the working out of a certain plan in the

chain of God's appointments for Israel. Is a Cyrus raised up in Persia? God saith f>t'

him, " He is my shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure," etc. (Isa. xliv. 28). So
is it throughout. Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Greece, Rome, appear in all

their relations with Israel as ministers of the Divine will, as simple executors of the

Divine purposes, and their power is strictly limited by their commission. In
harmony with this prophetic teaching are the exjiress testimonies of tlie Episths

(6.5-. Rom. viii. 28; Eph. i. 20—23; iii. 9—11). (1) Nature, (2) history, are ruled

for the benefit of the Church.
II. A TRUTH IN ITSELF REASONABLE. Oncc admit the goal of history to be the

establishment on earth of a universal spiritual kingdom—a gathering together in one
of all things with Christ as Head (Eph. i. 10), and it is certain that herein must
lie the key to all historical developments, the explanation of all arrangements and
movements of Divine providence. 'I'he centre of interest must always be that portion

of the race with which for the time being the kingdom of God is identified. "Just as,

in tracing the course of a stream, not the huge morasses nor the vast stagnant pools

on either siile would delay us: we should not, because of their extent, count them
the river, but recognize tljat as such, though it were the slenderest thread, in which
an onward movement might be discerned; so is it here. Egypt and Assyria and
Babylon were but the vast stagnant morasses on either side of the river; the Man in

whose seed the whole earth should be blessed, he and his family were the little stream

in which the life and onward movement of the world were to be traced. . . . They
belong not to history, least of all to sacred history, those Babels, those cities of con-

fusion, those huge pens into which by force and fraud tiie early hunters of men, the

Nimrods and Sesostrises, drove and compelled their fellows . . . where no faith

existed but in the blind powers of nature and the brute forces of the natural man "

(Archbishop Trench).

III. A TRUTH FRAUGHT TO THE ChURCH WITH COMFORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT.
1. When the powers of the world are threatening. 2. In times of internal decay.

3. Under long-coutinued trials.—J. 0.

Vers. 10—14.

—

A panorama of grace. How Israel was found, led, taught, kept.

I. Where Gcd found him. (Ver. 10.) Partly metapliorical—the state of Israel in

Egypt being likened to that of a man perishing in the desert; partly literal—it being

in the desert that God found the people when he took them into coveiiant. An image
of the helpless and hopeless condition of the sinner. Cut off from life, without shelter,

provision, resting-jilace, or final home.

II. How God dealt with him. (Vers. 10, 11.) That Israel was kept in the

wilderness so long was his own fault. But grace overruled the discipline for good
The long sojourn in the desert made Israel's case, also, a better type of our own.
There are ends to be served by this sojourn (John xvii. I'l). God showed himself*

L Condescending to Israel's /eeft/eness (Uos. xi. 3, 4). 2. Mindful of his ignoranre
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"Instructed him" 3. Watchful of his safety. "Kept him." 4. Careful of his

training (ver. 11 ). The love and solicitude implied in such phrases as, " kept him as

the apple of his eye" (ver. 10), and "as an eagle stirreth up," etc. (ver. 11), specially

deserve notice. 'J'he apple of the eye is a sen>itive part, which we protect with the

utmost care, and from the slightest injuries. (Oa the eagle, see below.)

111. WiiiTHKB -ioD CONDUCTED HIM. (Vers. 13, 14.) To a land of plenty and rest.

Made his defence the munitions of rocks. Provided him with all that heart could

desire. So does God bring the believer to a large and wealthy place—a place of

"fulness of joy," of richest satisfactions, of most perfect delights. Spiritually, even

iiere, where the most unpropitious circumstances yield him unexpected blessings.

Eternally and in perfected form hereafter. Kote : God alone did aU this for IsraeL

(ver. 12>—J. 0.

Ver. 11.

—

The eagle. " The description is of a female eagle exciting her young ones

in teaching them to fly, and afterwards guarding with the greatest care lest the weak

should receive harm " (Gesenius). In this picture of the eagle's treatment of her young,

note

—

I. Heb aim. She aims at teaching them self-reliance. It is not God's wish that

his children should go in leading-stiintrs. They must bo trained to prompt, fearless,

self-reliant action. This was an aim of the discipline of the wilderness. Our action ia

to be in a spirit of dependence, but it is to be actii^e, not passive dependence.

II. Heb method. She stirs up her nest. She does not leave her brood to the

ignoble ease they would perhaps prefer. So God rouses his people to action by making

their place uneasy for them. By placing them in trying situations, by removing

comforts, by the stimulus of necessity, by the sliarp provocation of afflictions, he goads

them to think, act, and put furth tlie powers that are in them. It is not for the good

of Christians that they should have too much comfort.

III. Heb cabe. The experiment is not carried to the point of allowing the young

to hurt themselves. She hovers over them, supports them ou the tip of her wings, etc.

God tries us, but not beyond our strength.—J. 0.

Vers. 15.—18.

—

Jeshurun. I. A good najie eemed. Jeshurun, equivalent to

righteous. An honourable name, but sadly falsified by the conduct described. How
many Jeshuruns have thus forsaken the God of their early vows! Notice, a good name

is of no account without the good character. Balaam praised Israel's righteousness,

and wished to "die the death of the righteous" (Numb, xxiii. 10, 21); but it is the

being righteous, not the being called so, which makes the hajjpy deathbed.

II. An evil effect OF pbosperitt. " Waxed fat—kicked." How common! The
effect foretold or warned against in earlier chapters (ch. viii. 12—18, etc.). Prosperity,

then pride, then stubborn self-willedness. The self-willed heart refuses to submit to

God's government; throws off the memory of past obligations, and treats God with

ill-concealed indiflerence and dislike; turns from the true God to gods of its own
choosing. Two steps in the great apostacy—forsaking the fountain of living waters,

and heaving out broken cisterns, etc. (Jer. ii. 13). Such conduct ia (1) wicked,

(2) ungrateful, (3) irrational, (4) fatal (vers. 22—25).

III. Result of an itch fob novelty. (Ver. 17.) The newness of the gods was a

chief attraction. The worship of them was a change, a novelty. It pleased them l.y

Tariety. 1. When God has been abandoned, men are at the mercy of the most trivial

influences. "Itching ears"—"every wind of doctrine" (Eph. iv, 14; 2 Tim. iv. 3).

2. When God has been abandoned, novelty is greedily accepted as a substitute for

truth, in theories, in creeds, in styles of worship, in religious nostrums. 3. Apostacy

from God means transference of the affections to that which is degrading. In this

case to " destroyers," so the word means ; devils, malignant deities. But we worship

devils, or the devil (Matt. iv. 9), when we bow in spirit to the world's modes and shows
;

when we serve gold, or fashion, or the opinion of society ; when we are slaves to lu»t

of power ; when we bow to a false gnosis, etc.—J. O*

Vers. 19—27.

—

A God provoked. Consider here—
L The beaijtt of wbath in God. Let it not be minimized or explained away.
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" Instead of being shocked at the thought thv\t God ia wrathful, we should rather ask,

With whom? and For what t A God without wrath, and a God who ia wrathful on
other accounts than for sin, ia not a God, but an idol " (Hengstenberg). It ia only, as

this writer observes, when " man himself ia not displeased with sin, when it assumes to

him the appearance of a bagatelle," that he no longer perceivea why God should feel

wrath at it. But man, we may observe, is by no means disposed to treat lightly sins

against himself. He never feels that he does not "do well to be angry " on account of

these or against the person who does them. A very slight wound to his honour makes
him clamour for satisfaction. A God who is incapable of moral indignation would be
equally incapable of moral love, and could not, with truth, be spoken of as dispensing

mercy. Wrath and love are opposite poles of one affection. Where there ia no offence,

there needs no forgiveness.

II. Wrath in God, when it burns agaikst mar, n terriblb in its effects.

Two aspects of its operation : 1. Leaving men to themselves (ver. 20). When God
hidea his face from them, there need be little doubt what the " end " will be. Yet can
the sinner complain if he ia at length permitted to eat the fruit of the devices which
nothing will persuade him to give up? 2. Heaping on them positive inflictions (vera.

22—25). It is a fire, burning to destroy them. It is noteworthy that the conflagration

of the Divine wrath is represented as not only taking in sheol, but as widening till it

embraces the whole earth (ver. 22). This, in connection with the glimpse at the

calling of the Gentiles in ver. 21, points to the future universal extension of the out-

ward dispensation of grace. The extension of the kingdom of God brings all nations

within the range of the Messianic judgment (Matt. xxv. 31). The wrath of God ia not

represented in less terrible colours in the New Testament than it is in the Old. The
individualized description of these verses (vers. 24, 25) figures out terrors of a future

life too painful to allow the mind to dwell upon them.

III. Wrath in God is, in this life, not divorced from mercy. Not at least

BO long as hope of recovery remaina. He would fain make punishment subservient to

conversion. This ia the thought in ver. 21, Israel is not cast off for ever. God is

seeking to provoke it to jealousy by a transference of his regard to the Gentiles. His
retaliation has a merciful as well as a wrathful design. Mercy waits on every sinner,

courting his repentance.

IV. The manifestation of wrath in God is limited by beqard to his honoub.
(Vera, 26, 27.) God is jealoua of his honour. He will take from his adversaries the
power of boasting against him, by marvellously restoring those who, had they received

their full deserts, would have been utterly destroyed. This stays his hand from expend-
ing his wrath against them to the uttermost. We may read this otherwise, and say that

zeal for his honour leads God to spare them, that he may glorify his Name by causing
mercy to rejoice over judgment. There is more honour to God in saving men than in
destroying them.

And what provokes this wrath in God ? Sin—sin only. Most especially the sins of

his own people. 1. "No faith"—want of fidelity to vows, 2. " Frowardness "

—

persistence in sin (ver. 20). Those who have stood in nearest relations to him, who
have enjoyed most fiavourg, are those who wiU be most geverely punished (Amos liL 2).

—J.O.

Vers. 28, 29.

—

The true wlsi^m. Consider—
I. In what wisdom consists. 1. The choice of right ends. 2. Of right means to

ecure these ends. 3. In harmony with a just and proportioned view of all the circum-
stances of our situation. When essential circumstances are omitted \n the calculation,

when the horizon is unduly narrowed, when all-important factors or the situation are

left wholly out of account,—it is vain to apeak of wisdom. Absolutely, and as regards

our standing as moral beings, wisdom embraces : 1. The choice of a true end, i.e. the
choice, as our end in life, of that end for which we were created. 2. Thepractical shaping
of conduct with a view to that end, and in the way best calculated to attain it. And
this : 3. In view of all the circumstances of the case, i.e. with right apprehensions of

God, of the issues of moral conduct, of eternity. What wisdom is more to be desired
than thia ? What efforts ought to be put forth to attain it I What incalculable Talue
ought to be set upon it I
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II. Sin is the absolute unwisdom. 1. For the true end of life it suhstitutes a faJse

one. The end for which we were made was holiness—the service of God with all our

powers of soul, body, and spirit. In this consists our life, our happiness, our well-being.

Jn pursuit of this end, our nature works harmoniously with itself, and with the

g«neral constitution of the world. But sin substitutes for this an end which violates,

disturbs, perverts the harmony of every sphere of our existence. It asserts a false

independence of the creature. It bids us use our powers for self, and not for God. It

holds up as an end a shadowy good which is never realized. It cheats with insincere

promises. By perverting the nature, it gives to fleshly lusts a tyrannical prcdominanc*,

and degrades the spirit to the position of a bondservant. For unity there is thus

establisiied anarchy—each lust, as its own master, seeking an independent gratification.

Life in this way falls asunder—it has a proper end no longer—and the strife continues

till a new equilibrium is established by one lust or passion usurping the mastery

over the rest. 2. For the true conduct of life it substitutes a course of conduct resting

on false bases. The false end yields its natural fruit in false principles of life. The
siiiner's whole career, whatever he may think of it himself, is one tissue of errors and
illogicalitieg. If measured by the end he ought to set before him, it is seen to be a course

leading him wildly and hopelessly astray. The more skilfully and assiduously he

applies himself to his ends, only the more conspicuously does he convict himself nf folly.

3. Instead of taking all the factors of the case into account, it usually leaves Qod and
eternity out of it. This is that which most convincingly brands the sinner's course as

folly. If God exist, and if he have the power to bless or blast our schemes, and if in the

end we have to meet him as our Judge,—it surely cannot be wisdom to leave this fact

unnoticed. So, if we are beings made for eternity, destined to exist for ever, he must
be a fool who makes preparations for everything but for eternity. If, again, the issues

of obedience and sin are on the one hand life, and on the other death, he must be

insane who deliberately makes a preference of the latter. Even if the choice is not

deliberately made, but the eyes are kept closed to the issues, this does not alter the

unwisdom of the choice itself. We can see, therefore, how a man may be most wise as

regards this world, and yet the veriest fool as regards the whole scope of his existence.

He may be gifted, talented, energetic, a shrewd man of the world, sagacious in pursuit of

earthly ends, yet totally blind to his eternal interests. He may be neglecting the " one

thing needful," making no preparation for a hereafter, missing the end of his existence,

treasuring up wrath and sorrow for himself at the end. " Thou fool 1 " was the stern

word of Heaven to a man who, in earthly respects, was probably deemed very wise (Luke

xii. 20). Men are fools who neglect the voice of religion.—J. 0.

Ver. 31.

—

The superiority of the believer's Rock. Few men but feel that they need

a rock of some kind. Only when their mountain stands very strong do they feel as

if they were absolutely secure and independent (Obad. 3, 4). Even then their trust is

in acquired power and riches, which is a " rock " to them, though their confidence often

proves delusive (Haman, Nebuchadnezzar, Wolsey). When men have lost faith in

religion, they frequently take refuge in the *' rock " of philosophy. The " rock " of the

heathen is their idols and the arts of the soothsayer. Men tend to make a " rock " of

those superior to them in power and wisdom. The " rock " of nations is too often their

military and naval defences, with arts of diplomacy, and alliances with stronger poweri

(Isa. XXX.). The believer's Eock, which is the best of all, is God.

L The superiobitt of the believeb's Rock evinced. 1. From the nature of this

Rock. Grant that God is, a Being, infinite, eternal, and unchangeable, wise in his

counsel, omnipotent in his power, faithful in his promises, righteous in his actions,

infinitely gracious and merciful to those who put their trust in him, a " strong Rdck,"
" an House of defence " to save them (Ps. zxxii. 7), a " Hiding-place " to preserve them
from trouble (Ps. zxxiL 7),—and the superiority of this Rock to every other needs no

further demonstration. It is self-evidently impossible to have a surer or a better.

What can man ask more than that the " eternal God " should be his " Refuge," and

that underneath him should be the "everlasting arms"?(ch. xixiii. 27). 2. From
the advantages derived from this Rock. These are such as no other can pretend to

give. The believer's life being hid with God (Col. iii. 3) and guaranteed by the life

of Christ in heaven (John xir. 19), and his inheritance lying beyond death (1 Pet. i 4),
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no hostility of maa can reach either. No otiier " rock" can give the same security,

the same peace, joy, shelter, strength, comfort, and n-freshiiieut, as the lielicver's.

To which consiiiirations add the following:— 1. Many of these so-called "rocks" are

nonentities. The idols of the heathen are of this description. So with the arts and
charms of sorcery, prayers to the Virgin, etc. 2. The surest of these " rocks " are 7iui

to be depended on. " Wisdom is better than strength " (Eccles. ix. 16); but wisdom,
strength, riches, rank, powerful friends, long-consolidated migiit,—all sometimes fail

those who put tiieir trust in them. 3. Not one of these " rocks" can stand when Qud
wills its overthrow. God's help, on the other hand, is real, always to be relied on, and
invincible against opposition.

II. The supekioritt op the believer's Rock confessed. It is often confessed,
even by the enemy. How often, e.g. have ungodly men expressed themselves envious
of the religious trust and peace of the believer 1 How often have they admitted its

superiority to anything possessed by themselves I How often, again, have they owned
to their own " rocks " failing them in time of need ! How often, even, when it came
to the end, have they lamented that they had not sought the Kock of the believer!
Philosophy is adnutted, even by tliuse who take refuge in it, to be but a sorry
substitute for religion. Passages could be culled from current literature showing very
distinctly this need of the believer's rock—the almost agonizing expression of a wish
that belief were possible—the confession that in the surrender of Christian beliefs a large

part of life's hopefulness and joy has gone for ever (see in Mallock'a " Is Life worth
Uving?";.—J. O.

Ver. 31.

—

Our Bock. Apply to the religion of the Bible. Proved to be superior to

every other system : 1. In proofs of supernatural origin. 2. In moral and spiritual

power. 3. In the privileges it offers. 4. In the prospects it holds out. Admissions
and concessions on each of these points could be gathered from the writings of many
of the most noted unbelievers.—J. 0.

Vers. 32, 33.— TTie vine of Sodom. Emblem of fruit of sin. 1. Tempting.
2. Deceptive. 3. Ending in disappointment and disgust.—J. 0.

Vers. 34—43.

—

Retribution. L Vengeance a prerogativb of Deity. As just
Judge of the earth, God must avenge transgression. Vengeance is to be distinguished
from personal vindictiveness. Of that God is incapable. But Scripture, supported by
reason and conscience, attributes to him a holy and inflexible determination to punish
sin—to visit on the wrong-doer the conse(|uences ot his transgression. The rule fur

individuals is, " Avenge not yourselves," etc. ; but the reason for this is not that
vengeance is unnecessary, but that God will avenge (i{om. xii. 18). Magistrates,
however, bear from God a certain delegated power to punish public offences—to
" avenge" evil (Rom. xiii. 4). He who " takes away vengeance from God, at the same
time takes it from God's servant, the magistracy, which carries the sword of vengeance
over evil-doers" (Hengstenberg). God has his own time, as well as his own way, of

avenging sin, and it is not for man to anticipate this.

II. Vengeance assuredly in store for God's enemies. However delayed by
forbearance. Because judgment is not executed speedily, sinners take confidence
(Eccles. viii. 11 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9, 10). But the sleepless eye of God is all the while
upon them, and the stroke falls when they are least expecting it Sooner or later,

every transgression and disobedience will meet with its due recompense of reward,
Note : 1. " Judgment begins at the house of God " (vers. 35, 36 ; 1 Pet. iv. 17).
2. It will ultimately extend to all who are God's enemies (vers. 41,42). We are
taught that the Messianic kingdom will be established on earth amidst mighty displays
of judgment (Rev. xix. 11—21). There will follow the general judgment of quick and
dead—" that day of wrath, that dreadful day "—which will complete the work.
God's vengeance is: 1. Assured. "As I live," etc. (ver. 40). 2. Terrible. "My
glittering sword ;

" "arrows drunk with blood," etc. 3. No escapefrom it (ver. 39).
III. Judgments employed to convince backsliders of their bins. They tend •

1. To break up false confidences (vers. 37, 38). 2. To create a feeling of the need -jf

God's help (ver. 39). 3. To convince of the folly of past conduct. God corjpaaak«iat«a
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even while he punishes (ver. 36). He would fain, through judgment, break * way for

mercy. Illustrate this use of judgments from Israel in time of the judges, or from caae

of Manasseh (2 Chron. xxxiii. 11—14). This one use of the present exile. May we
linpe that the day of God's " repenting himself" toward Israel is drawing near !

IV. The recovery of Israel the inauguration op a time of blessing to the
WORLD. The nations are to share in the joy (ver. 43). God is to be merciful to his

l;ind and people. The latter-day glory includes the conversion of the Gentilea (Horn.

k\.).—J. 0.

Ver. 47.

—

Your life. The doing or not doing of God's will, the obeying or not

obeying of God's Word, is a matter of life and death to us. This is the simple and

solemn and uniform testimony of Scri[>ture from its first page to its last. The gospel,

with its revelation of " life and immortality," only heightens the solemnity of the

alternative. Instead of bare " life," it is now " eternal life " which is proposed for our

acceptance, and which is lost or forfeited by sin. If " life " is the promise, the counter-

alternative is death, and " death " accordingly is denounced against the sinner in gospel,

as in Law. " The wages of sin are death " (Kom, vi. 23). Eternity is a factor to be

taken into account here, as well as in the case of "life." Death, indeed, is not non-

existence, but it is the loss of all that makes existence a boon ; the extinction in the

soul of holiness, hapjnness, and love. Whatever the final state of the lost may be,

whether one of active torment or not, it will be true death. The man loses his " soul

"

—his "life"—"himself" (Matt xvi. 26; Luke ix. 25), Oh that men were wise, that

they understood these things, and acted on their choice as wise men should 1—J. 0.

Vers. 48—52.— Moses' end (see oh. xxxiv.).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—14,— Thefatherhood of God. In this first section of the Divine song, the

predominating idea is God's fatherhood. It comes out in ver. 6 in express terms ; it is

implied in the care that is attributed to him for his children of Israel; it passes into

the still tenderer idea of motherhood in the illustration of the eagle (ver. 11); and may
fairly be taken as the idea dominating the whole. It has been thought that the father-

hood of God is almost altogether a New Testament idea ; but we have it here expressly

stated, and it underlies many portions of the Old Testament. This whole song is, in

fact, a paternal expostulation with children that have been wayward in the wilderness,

and will be more wayward still in the land of promise. We shall notice in order the

ideas sucjgested by this section.

I. Fertilizing doctrine. Divine doctrine, even in its severest forms, hM • gracious

and fertilizing influence like rain or dew. It comes down upon the wilderness of human
nature, and makes it a fruitful field. It comes down upon the tender heib of implanted

graces, upon the grass of humble and useful piety, and makes all to grow more luxu-

riantly. Nothing is so important as "good doctrine."

II. The rock-stability op God. This is the first inquiry. Can God be trusted

as truly stable ? The answer is that he is a Rock, and that upon his veracity and
justice and helpfulness we can constantly rely. Moses and the Israelites had ex-

perienced this ; as they wandered amid the rocky fastnesses of the desert, they had
found him as firm and as reliable as the rocks. Up to this time, the figure had not

been applied to God. The Israelites have, indeed, from the hard and flinty rock, had
refreshing streams; the icck was to them a fountain of waters; and doubtless when
here the figure is for the first time applied to God, they would find it delightful to

associate refreshment and shelter with him. Then in course of time it became a

favourite figure, as the Psalms in many passages show (cf. Ps. xxviii. 1 ; xxxi. 2, 3

;

xlii. 9 ; Ixii. 2, 7 ; Ixxviii. 20, 35 ; xcv. 1, etc.). And we rejoice to call our Redeemer
" Rock of Ages," in the clefts of which, according to Toplady's idea, taken from Exod:

xxxiii. 22, we can take shelter and feel safe.^

III. Paternal appeal. Although God is ao worthy of trust, the Israelite! have
corrupted themselves ; they are unwilling to have upon them the mark or spot of

» Cf. Gerok'a Pilgerbrod,' p. 895 ; and his * Evangelien-Predigten,' jk 720, for ucro'evtive

diioourses on this te^t.
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the children of God, but the mark of iome other tribe;* and so m • Father he appeals

to them because of t'neir ingratitude. Has he not made them, bouj;ht them, and
established them, and, in consequence, earned a right to different treatment from
this? Fatherhood has rights by reason of service which no grateful child can
overlook.

IV. Paternal roBESiaHT. He speaks next of the days of old, of the years of many
generations, which the fathers and elders could testify about, during which time the

Father was but evolving his glorious plan, separating and scattering the sons of Adam
acconiing to the interests and number of the children of Israel. At Babel and tlie

subsequent migrations of men, " God so distributed the earth among the several peoples

tliat were the rein, as to reserve, or in his sovereign counsel to appoint, such a part for

the Israelites, thoug'n they were then unborn, as might prove a commodious settlement

and habitation fur them."' Noble foresight, worthy of an everlasting and infinite

Fatlier.

V. Paternal instruction. One element in fatherhood is a sense of possession in

the child I en. The father rejoices that the children are his, and will not part readily

with his portion. So with God. " The Lord's portion is his people ; Jacob is the lot

of his inheritance." Out of this sense of property comes the improvement of the

children by faithful instruction. Hence Israel were led into the wilderness, and their

Father found them there, and led them about, instructing them, and keeping them as
" the apple of the eye." It was the Father educating them through his own com-
panionship, and leading them onwards in safety towards their home.

VI. Fi RENTAL DISCIPLINE. The soug introduces (ver. 11) the figure of the eagle,

and the motherly discipline to which she subjects her brood. "Naturalists tell us that

when her young are old enough to fly, the eagle breaks her nest in pieces, in order

to compel them to use their powers of flight; fluttering over them, that by imitation

they may learn how to employ their wings, but, when unwilling to fly, spreading
<ibroad her wings, she bears them upwards in the air, and then shaking them off,

compels them to use their own exertions." ' From this Mr. Hull deduces the truth

that " the Divine discipline of life is designed to awaken man to the development
of bis own jiowers." We see thus the kindness of the parental discipline, and that

it takes motherhood as well as faihej'hood to illustrate tlie Divine relation (cd Ii>a.

xlix. 15).

VII. Parental blessino. Having exercised such parental care oyer the people, the
result was abundant temporal success and blessing. This is beautifully brought out as

a " riding upon the high places of the earth." And then the whole panorama of

agricultural prosperity is presented, "the increase of the fields" providing bread,

the rocks affording shelter for the bees which extracted abundant honey from the

flowers, the olives clinging to the flinty rocks and affording abundance of oil, while the

kine in the fat pastures gave bulter, and the sheep milk, and the lambs were choice

foixl, and the rams of the breed of Bashan, while the finest wheat and the purest wine
made the lot of Israel princely. It was a land of promise surely which supplied their

wants in such a fashion. God's goodness was exceeding great.

The " fatherhood of God " had thus its grand exemplification in the history of Israel.

A Father who was firm as the rocky fastnesses around them and as reliable ; who pro-

vided for his children long before they were born ; who instructed and disciplined them,
and brought them eventually to a splendid inheritance,—might well look for their trust

and obetlience. The Lord shows a similar fatherly care still to all men, even those

who do not return a filial spirit ; and if, in his grace, they yield at length to his paternal

ajti'eals, then he comes and gives them aLellowship such as they never dreamed of.

" lie that loveth me," saith Jesus, " shall be loved of my Father, and I will lore him,
and will manifest myself to him " (John xiv. 21).—R. M. E.

Vers. 15—18.—2^ danger of worldly succcmb. Success, when granted, bids for men's
trust. They begin accordingly to insinuate that the reliable Rock who begat them is not

• Cf. ' The Land and the Book,' p, 67.
• So Booliart, as quoted in Jennings' 'Jewish Antiquities,' p. 66^
' Hull's ' Sermons,' 3rd series, p. 133.
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the Bowce of til success, and that the rill may be tracked to some nearer source.

Hence new gods, novelties of man's imagination, or demons from the waste, grataful for

even a false faith, are worshipped; and the erer-living and true God forgotten.

AjKJStasy and scepticism, we would repeat, are bom of luxury and success. Men think,

because they are rich, that they can do bravely without God.

I. It is well to consider the danger of worldly success. Many a man wa«
more religious when poor than after he became rich. Increase of riches needs increase

of grace; and, if men are not watchful, riches only minister to backsliding. It is

undesirable independence which proves independence of God. Better to trust God in

the absence of wealth than to defy him or ignore him with it. Many a successful

worldling would have had more success ia a poor station, through increase of faith and
of heart. The success was at the price of leanness being sent into his soul.

II. Thosb who will not sacrifice to God are always found sacrificino to
THEIR FEARS. The Credulity of unbelief is one of the most curious questions of the

time. When men deny God his due reverence and ignore his existence, their fancy

haunts them with new gods, and powers whom they must propitiate—the luck and
chance that they advance to the throne. The man alone is free from vain fears who
trusts in the living God ; all others sooner or later prove adepts at new religions, and
are devotees at fancy shrines.

III. The Divine jealousy is justly provoked bt such foboetfulness. Jealousy

is the anger of ill-requited love. It is what has been called, as already observed,
" love-pain," and is eminently worthy of him who is love itself. God cannot but feel

he deserves man's love; he cannot but desire it; he longs for it more intensely than

t ver love-sick one among the children of men has longed ; and when he sees the love

he dest-rves made over to another, when he sees his life of love and death of love ignored,

—is it not eminently reasonable that he should be jealous and have his holy anger

stirred ?

Herein lies the danger, then, of success. It may decoy the unguarded soul to mean
fi ars and fancy shrines, and lead at length to the encountering of that jealousy which

11 God of love most justly entertains. Hence the prayer of souls should be that with

euccess may come watchiulncss; that, with fatness may come faith; that out of

goodness may come repentance. Then success may help and not hinder. Successful

saints become a blessing to their kind, and make success a stewardship. " It takes a

steady hand to carry a full cup ;
" so sa/s the proverb. Blessed be God, amid many

shaky hands, unequal to the task, there is a select few that carry their success in a

cool, conscientious fashion !—R. M. E.

Yen. 19—47.— Vengeance and recompense. The reasonableness of the Divine

jealousy being shown already, we can have little difficulty in recognizing the further

reasonableness of the Divine vengeance. Paul's treatment of the question is concise

and conclu.sive. "Is God unrighteous who taketh vengeance? (I speak as a man).

Gud forbid : for then how shall God judge the world ? " (Rom. iii. 5, 6). Vengeance is

recognized, therefore, as belonging to God's justice, which shall be called into play as

vengeance through the ingratitude and folly of many of mankind. Let us briefly

iiidicate the course of the Divine vengeance as presented in the remainder of this song.

1. God proposes to move nis ungrateful people by introducinq Gentiles to

THEIR privileges. This is the first experiment of the holy jealousy, to see what effect

the ingathering of the Gentiles will have. And to a Jewish mind there must be

something striking and convincing in the history of Christianity. Surely the elevation

and civilization of the heathen world must be due in large measure to that Divine

favour which, as Jews, they despised and forfeited. Such a spectacle is calculated to

lead them to earnest thought and deep contrition. Were their hearts not dull and

gross, they would humble themselves before God, and acknowledge that they deserve

other heirs to be put into their room.

IL The actualities of the Divine vengeance have been terrible. The Lord

repreeents his anger as burning to the lowest hell (rrnnn hnif), reaching manifestly to

that " under world," as Kahle would call it, where the spirits of the faithless are confiMd.>

' See bis * Esobatologie,' ut nt|»ra, pp. 37, 6M.
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But in the present life there is a foretaste given of the vengeanc* which embraces tht

life to come, which may be summed up, as given in these verses (vera. 23—25), in the

t«rm8 hunger, pes/ Hence, wild beasts, and ivar. The faithless nation experienced all

these, as an earnest of the Divine vengeance which justly burns even to the lowest hell.

The only limit to it is lest the enemies employed to execute part of the vengeance
should say, " Our hand is high, and the Lord hath not done all this " (vers. 26, 27)
rbe Lord will modify and limit his vengeance, lest his instruments should regard it a.-

their work and not his.

in. ThTB REORET about possibilities thrown AWAT WILIi FORM PART OF THI

Divine venqeancb. Very pathetically is this put in this song (vers. 29—31). Th(
Israelites, though in a vast minority sometimes, had been carried by their most faithful

Father and God to victory, and this would have still characterized them liad they

remained faithful to him. They would have proved his " invincibles." And no eflfort

of faithless souls can keep regret at bay. We see Milton very properlj putting it Into

the mouth of the archangel when he says

—

*' Farewell, happy fieldi.

Where joy for ever dwells I

"

and subsequently summons his associates from " the oblivious pool," where they are

lying astonished. Unholy spirits may doubtless see the vanity of regret, but they
cannot dismiss it. Indeed, it is one of the test struggles of the Ghriiitiaa life to put
regret awaj. We need the rousing words of the poetess continuallj-^

** Bise 1 if the past detains yon,

Her sunshine and storms forget

;

No chains so unworthy to hold you
As those of a vain regret.

Bad or bright, she is lifeless ever {

Cast her phantom arms away.
Nor look back, save to learn the lesson

Of a nobler strife to-day."

How deep a sorrow this regret must be to all who despise God and reject Ills love we
cannot in this life tell.

IV. Apparent prosperitt will provb beal disaster. Just as the osher plant,

which flourishes best near the site of Sodom and Gomorrha, presents apparently most
luscious and attractive fruit, which yet prove but bags of air and ashes, so the apparent

prosperity of the faithless souls proves emptiness and bitter disappointment at last. All

the investments, so to speak, which seem so fortunate turn into splendid mistakes and
miseries. Upon the whole life, opposed as it is to God, there broods a curse.

V. The programme of vengeance is oarefolly prepared. This is the spirit of

the remaining verses (vers. 35—43). God makes his calculations calmly and deliberately.

The foot of his enemies shall slide in due time, and his work of vengeance, like all his

other work, prove perfect. As God refuses to exercise ** unprincipled mercy," so will he

refuse to execute random wrath. The great Jonathan Ed wards has a remarkable sermon
on ver. 35, entitled ' Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God,' which may be distasteful to

some easy-going theologians, but is nevertheless weighty with doctrinal and corrincing

truth. The idea should surely be got rid of that there is any difference in principle

between the Old Testament and the New. The prerogative of vengeance so powerfully

asserted in this song of the Lord, put into the mouth of Moses, has not been

renounced nor laid down for an instant. The Lord still claims it, ti Bom. xiL 19

;

Heb. X. 30, and other passages show.

VL The policy of the Lord shall havb a splendid consummation. After the

cycle is complete, Jews and Cientiles, as ver. 43 distinctly indicates, shall be found

rejoicing in concert before the Lord, who has shown himself merciful to his land and
his people. We need not in this Homily enter upon the discussion of the great differ-

ence between the Hebrew of ver. 43 and the LXX. It does not affect the truth we draw
from the remarkable passage. However the individuals may suffer through the l)iviiie

vengeance, it will not be lost as a lesson upon the race. Jew and Gentile shall alike

recognize ita justice and the compensating mercy which always lay for men in the
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tender hands of God. The vengeance is forced upon him—the judgment is his Btrang«

work ; but he delightcth in mercy.

VII. Moses sums up the lesson of thb sokq by miGiNo obedience upon thb

PEOPLE AS THEIR LIFE. And wheu we remember that God is the source of life ; that

sjiiritual life lies in his favour and fellowship; then it is clear that tlie Israelites had

but one duty to discharge—to obey God and live. All the energy of Moses and all the

urgency of God are devoted to secure this obedience. The remembrance of God's love,

tlie recocfnition of his vengeance and deserved wrath, and the consummate wisdom

manifested in the whole pulicy pursued, should move our hearts to love and obey. Let

us accept of the mercy, and not force the Lord to judgment 1—R M. E.

Vers. 48—52.

—

Death a judgment even to the most faithful servants of Ood. After

the solemn address to the people, God gives a personal address to Moses. It is about

his approaching death. He is to see the land, but not to enter it, because he sanciified

not the Lord at the waters of Meribah. It raises, therefore, the whole question of death

as the portion even of the most faithful servants of God.

L It IS SURELY REMARKABLE THAT, WHEN SAVED THROUGH THE MERCY OF GOD IN

Christ, we do not become immortal. Salvation seizes on the spirit, it becomes life

through the righteousness of Jesus, but the liody is still dead (or mortal) because of

sin (Rom. viii. 10). Why does salvation take our personality in instalments? save

t^pirit first, and leave the body to the repairs of a resurrection ? Can the procedure be

rindicated ? We think it can. For—
II. If we became physically immortal through the reception of salvation, a

MERCENARY ELEMENT WOULD BE INTRODUCED INTO OUR MOTIVES, AND MEN WOULD SEEK

SALVATION TO ESCAPE THE PAIN OF DYING. Under the present arrangement, saint as

well as sinner has to pass tlie dark poi tal. Dying is made the general lot of man, and,

if salvation is desired, it is for spiritual purposes. Just as God does not promise

immediate success to our efforts or our prayers, lest we should be tempted to live by

,-ij;ht and not by faith.

III. It 18 NOT DESIRABLE THAT, WITH PARDON, WE SHOULD ESCAPE ALL SUFFERINO

FOB OUR BIN. It is a wisc arrangement on God's part, even when forgiving sinners, to

trtke ven-eance on our inventions (I's. xcix. 8). For suppose that, in praying for pardon,

we escaped all physical consequences of our sin, the result would be that pardon would

be used as a great physical agent and factor, and the physical escape would be more

thought upon than the spiritual. It is better, therefore, that things should take their

course so far as the body is concerned, and that, uieanwhile, the spirit should be the

chief recipient of the benefit. God does not take the seeds of mortality, therefore, out

of our bodies : he leaves them there as sin's own work ; and he gives us the earnest

of complete redemption in the resurrection and emancipation of our spirits.

IV. It is a SPLENDID TEST OF OUR FAITH IN GOD TO BE ASKED TO DIE. Fof Up tO

the hour of death, we have found persons and things to lean upon in a measure; we

have not as yet been left to lean on God alone. But when death comes, we are forced

to lean on God only, if we are to have any sujiport at all. God says, " Can you trust

me, even when I take away your physical life?" "Though he slay me," said Job,

•' yet will I trust in him." Death brings us all to this test, and happy are we if we

reach the same assurance.

*' The real is but the half of life ; it needfl

The ideal to make a perfect whole

;

The sphere of sense is incomplete, and pleads

The closer union with the sphere of bouL

• • • • •

"Then let us, passing o'er life's fragile aioh,

Regard it as a means, and not an end

;

A« but the path of faith on which we much
To where all glories of our being tead."

IL Mt C
Verm. 1—6.—ffotTa vicegerent as poet. The true poet is God's messenger. He that

sings nut of truth and goodness is not a genuine poet ; he is but a rhymester. As
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the Bwan is said to sing sweetly only in the act of dying, so, on the eve of his departure,

Moses sings his noblest strains.

I. Observe the poet's auditory. He summons heaven and earth to hear. We
read in ancient story that when Orpheus made music with his lyre, the wilil

beasts listened, and the trees and rocks of Olympus followed him about. This may
serve as a just reproof to some men, who, having ears, act as if tlicy had (hem not.

1. Heaven and earth may denote both ungels and men. For even " the principalities of

heaven learn from the Church the manifold wisdom of God." 2. ILaven and eaith

may denote all classes of the people, hujh and low. Frequently in Scripture great men
are represented as the stars of heaven, 'i'he man of ambition is said to lilt his head to

the stars. The righteous are to shine as the brightness of the firmament. 3. Heaven
and earth rwiy denote the intelU<jent and the material creation. On account of man's
sin, "the whole creation gmancth;" and the effect of man's obedience will be felt

beneficially on the material globe. It will increase its fertility, its beauty, its fragrance,

its music. " Truth " shall spring out of the earth, and righteousness shall look "dou n

from heaven." " Then shall all the trees of the wuod rejoice."

II. The poet's benkficent influence. "My doctrine shall drop as the rain," etc.

(ver. 2). This imagery teaches us: ]. The silent, unolitrusive power of truth. \.

finds it way, quietly and unobserved, to the roots of human juilgmcnt and feeling.

2. It is refreshing. What a draught cC clear water is to a thirsty man, truth is to a

healthy, active soul. 3. It is fertilizing. It nourishes all good atlections, and
strengthens every virtue. 4. It is most suitable. No fitness can be more manifest than
dew for tender grass. Poetic truth is suited to every grade of human understanding.

III. The poet's lofty theme. His theme is God ; but God is only known as he
reveals himself in his Name. ] . He descants upon his majesty, his supreme power, and
the splendours of his state. 2. He touches upon his eternal stability. What the
unchanging rock is amid the shifting sands, God is—unalterably the same. 3. He
dwells upon the perfections of his character (" just and right is he ") ; upon the perfection

of his works, which are incapable of any improvement ; upon the perfection of his

government (" all his ways are judgment"); and upon the perfection of hii speech.

He is " a God of truth." He alters nothing, retracts nothing.

IV. The poet's moral purpose. To restore harmony between man and God. 1. He
proclaims man's fallen state :

" they have corrupted themselves." Human nature is

Rut as it was when it came from the hands of God. Man holds this tremendous power
of ruining his own nature. 2. The mark of sonship has disappeared. "Their spot is

Tiot the spot of his children." Childlike docility and submissiveness form the family
lineament. 3. This depravity has spread like the virus of disease. The whole race is

infected. "They are a perverse and crooked generation." 4. Such conduct is suicidal

lolly. It is most antagonistic to self-interest. No madman could have acted worse. 5.

Such conduct is the basest ingratitude. " Do ye thus requite the Lord ? " Consider his

claims. Did he not create thee ? Has he not been a Father to thee? Has he not
redeemed thee? Tender expostulation with the conscience is the poet's mission. For
this vocation he has been specially inspired by God. A heavenly spirit breathes through
his every word. No higher honour can man attain on earth.—D.

Vers. 7—14.

—

History's testimony for Ood. A defective character often results from
mental indolence. Men do not use their faculties. Did they consider, reflect, and
ponder, they would be better men. To call into activity all our jjowers is au
imperative and sacred duty. For this purpose God has given them. Whose am l?
whence have I come? what is my business in life? what are my obligations to my
Maker?—these are questions po.-st^essing transcendent interest, and are vital to our
joy. Ask intelligently and thoroughly; then act upon the answers. God's careful
provision for Israel had been long-continued, thoughtful, special. No less, probably
greater, has been his considerate and far-seeing provision for us.

L We note a special habitation prepared by God. 1. Our earth has for untold
agee been undergoing preparation as a suitable dwelling-place for man. Bocks have
been formed for man's use, treasures of coal and metals have been stored up for his
advantage. The soil has been pulverized to receive his seed. A marvellous and pain?-
takiug preparation has been made. 2. Equally conspicuous is Qod's wisdom m
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selecting special territory for special nations. Amidst all the hurly-burly of war, the

unseen hand of God has " divided to the nations their inheritance." Oceans and

rivers, mountains and deserts, have been God's wails of partition. 3. All these selec-

tions have lieen subordinate to Israel's welfare. All the lines of God's government met

here. To Israel's good everything was to bend. 4. The reason of this is declared.

" The Lord's portion is his people." Some location on earth was to be reserved for

Jehovah. He too had cliosen a dwelling-place, an inheritance. And his habitation was

in the hearts of his peojile Israel. " For to that man vyill I look, and with him dwell,

who ifl of an humble and contrite spirit." "Jacob is the lot of his inheritance."

II. Special training by God. 1. Apart from God, earth would be a barren desert.

Man's environment, where God is not, would be discordant, unsuitable, painful. The

flowers and fruits of life are divinely provided. 2. Inscrutable are the methods of

God's training. " He led him about." A masterly hand is in the matter, and we are

very incompetent critics. Those marches and counter-marches ixi the wilderness were

all needful to nourisli robust courage and simple faith in the Hebrews. In God's

arrangements no waste is permitted. 3. Tenderest kindness is here expressed. " He
kept "him as the apple of his eye." We count the eye among our most precioua

cudownients. It is protected by the most clever contrivances. No part of the body is

s.. delicate or so susceptible of pain. So God regards his chosen people. As a man
guards from harm his eye, so God guards his own. 4. Consummate skill was expended

to develop the best qualities of Israel This is set forth by a piece of impressive

iuia<Tery. As the eagle knows the perils of indolence, and is anxious to train her

young brood to early self-exertion, she breaks up the nest, takes the eaglets on her

strong pinions, bears tliem heavenward, shakes them free, then, as they sink, darts

beneath them, bears them up again, and encourages them to seek the sun; so, by a

thousand kind devices, God taught his people " to seek the things which are above."

ISu precious an end is worthy of the largest expenditure of means.

III. Dominion over nature and ovkr man accorded by God. In proportion as

man has loyally served his God, man has gained earthly dominion. To Adam was

accorded sovereignty over all living things in air, or earth, or sea ; and of the second

Adam we read, " Thou hast put all things under his feet." 1. Victory over enemies is

secured. " He made him ride on the high places of the earth." Every mountain

fortress was, one by one, post^essed. To ride is significant of military cmiquest. The

triumphs of Lrael were swift, signal, and complete. 2. The peacefiTl conquest of

nature followed. To the arts of industry, the earth yielded in sevenfold profusion.

The olives on the rugged hills filled their presses with oil. Wild bees toiled early and

late to lay up stores of honey. Their cattle, plentifully fed, yielded butter and milk in

abundance. Under the curse of civil strife and petty feuds of the Canaanites, crops

had been devastated, and flocks had been destroyed. Now, peace reigned in every

valley, and the very trees blossomed with ruddy gladness. Hill and plain poured their

unceasing tributes at the feet of lordly man. 3. The sole Author of this splendid

inheritance was Gud. " The Lord alone did lead him." The deities of the Amorites

(if they had any power at all) had bestowed on their votaries an inheritance of lust

and war and ruin. In whatever respect Israel's inheritance was a contrast, it was due

to the beneficence of Jehovah. He had blessed them with an ungrudging hand. 'Twas

the indulgence of his native instinct to give and to make glad. No sane man among

them could reach any other conclusion than that Jehovah was the royal Giver of all.

And with one voice thev should have made the clear welkin ring with hearty halle-

lujahs : '' The Lord hath done sreat things for ua." The gift was ixnique. It was

conspicuously a deed of grace.—D.

Vers. 15 25.

—

Sowing and reaping. The connection between sin and suflfering is

natural, organic, and universal. Suffering, in some foriii, is the proper development of

sin. Likclhe plants of nature, sin has its seed within itself.

I. We have a case of aggravated sin. 1. It ivas a wanton abuse of special

kindness. The splendid gifts of providence, which ought to have bound them by

golden ties of obligation to God, were erected into barriers to shut out God from them.

An inner principle of selfish perverseness turned all food into poison. Instead of

gratitude, there was scoffing ; instead of loyalty, there was insolence. So it often
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happens that earthly wealth is an injury instead of a benefit. It detains a man's I'aiili

and delight on itself. He exalts his riches into a god. Eutering a man's heart, «• bio

professed friends, riches become Ids secret foes : they sap the louadatious of hia piety
,

they degrade and stultify the man. 2. The flagrancy of sin is seen in the perversiun
o/ privilege. The Hebrews had been chosen by God tea place of peculiar hoDoui.
They had been admitted to a nearer access to his friendship than any other nation
God bad called them bis sons and daughters. Nothing of good had God withheld fron

them. For these privileged persons to turn their backs on God, and act as traitors t.

their Lord, was sin of more than ordinary flagrancy. If such fall from their allegiance
how great must be their fall 1 3. Uie course of sin proceeds by perceptible stages, Sii.

often begins by culpable omissions. There is first negative good, then positive oflFeme.

The people began their downward course by being " unmindful " of their Maker. Theii
sense of dependence on God declined. Then thoy quite forgot the Goii who had so often

rescued them. The next stage was openly to forsake God. They avoided his presence,

neglected his worship. Soon they "lightly esteemed" their Deliverer. If the)
thought of him at all, it was only to look down on bim—yea, to despise him. Yet ih

a condition of atheism they could not long remain. Their nature demanded that they
should worship somewhat. So they set up strange deities; they sacrificed unto
demons. They i)rovoked to jealousy, and to just indignation, the God of Israel.

Beyond this it was impossible fur human rebellion to proceed. 4. Sin leads to a
terrible alternative, viz. the worship and service of devils. There is no middle place
at which a man can halt. He either grows up into the image of God or into the
image of Satan.

II. We have a case op equitable punishment. 1. It was the reversal offormer
good. He who aforetime had promised them prolific plenty now threatens to
" consume the earth with her Increase." Instead of the sunlight of his favour, be
was about to " hide his face from them." The wheels of providence were to be reversed,

and the effect would be to overthrow and to crush them. 2. Gudl^s judgments are
tardy. He did not smite at once. His first strokes were comparatively light, and
then he patiently waited what the effect might prove. " I will see what their end
shall be." The long-suffering of God is an immeasurable store. He *' is slow to anger."
Attentively he listens, if so be he may catch some sigh of penitence. "I have surely

heard Ephraim bemoaning himself." 3. We may observe here the equity of God's
procedure. By making his punishments, in great measure, like the sins, tlie Hebrews
would the readier detect their folly and guilt. They had forsaken God : therefore God
will " hide his lace from them." They had " lightly esteemed " God : therefore he will

abhor them. They had " excited his jealousy," by choosing another object of worship :

he will excite their jealousy by choosing another nation to fill their place. They bad
provoked his anger by their choice of vanities: he will provoke their anger by suji-

planting them with a " foolish nation." The emotions which exist in man have their

correspondences in the nature of God. Thus, by stupendous condescension, God
accommodates bis messages to human understanding—employs a thousand comparisons
by which to impress our hearts. 4. Ood's agents to extcute his behests are numerom
and terrible. A few only are mentioned here, but these may serve as samples of otbei s.

Material forces are pressed into service. The atmosphere will be a conveyer o.'"

pestilence. Fire is a well-known minister of God. Earthquake and volcano have often

been commissioned to fulfil Jehovah's will. As a skilled warrior aims well his deadly
arrows upon his foes, so God sends his lightnings abroad out of his quiver. Famine is

decreed: " they shall be burnt with hunger." Sickness and fever shall follow: they
'^hall be "devoured with burnim,' heat." Pestiferous insects shall assail them, and wild
beasts shall overrun the land. The sword of the invader shall fall with ruthless violence
ujMjn young and old—upon babe and veteran. They who escape from one peril shall

fall under another. From the hand of God release is impossible.—D.

Vers. 26—29.

—

The pleading of Divine wisdom. The judicial anger of God is not
an uncontrollable passion ; it acts in harmony with infinite wisdom. The vast and
varied interests of all God's creatures are tenderly considered in the act of judicial

retribution. We have here^
I. God's estim.\tk of human desebt. Were guilty men alone to be considered, n-

DEOTEUONUMY. 2 M
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l)eualty would be too severe as the award for their liigh-hauded offences. Every vestiga

of merit has disajipcared. Tlie coiiscusus of all righteous beings requires unreserved
condemnation. Kurcantlie cuiidcmued ollender himself escape this couclusiun. When
his conscience awakes to [miider his guilt, he joins in his own condemnation ; lie

confesses the justice of his sentence. If the demerit of the sinner were the only
question to be solved, the auswer would be at once forthcoming; the verdict would be
complete destruction.

II. We see God's fokesihiit embracinq wideb interests. 1. The advantage of

uther races is, hij Uud, taken into the account. What effect upon other nations will the

cuudi^^n punishment of Israel have ? Will it make them self-confideut, arrogant, defiant ?

Tlie true kiu.u; has at heart the well-being of all his subjects. 2. 2'he honour of God
hinise// must hi- taken into account. The public reputation of God is indissolubly bound
up with the well-being of his intelligent creatures. His honour is dear to him ; for his

honour is nothing more than his native excellence illustrated and made known. 3. How
graciously tie Must Jl/'yh acco/amodates his sp'ech to suit the conceptions ofmn I As a

man may fear the wrath of his foes, so God (to bring his doings within the compass of

the hunian unJerstanding) speaks of himself as the subject of fear. In our present state,

we cannot rise to the comprehension of God a» he ia: our knowledge of him is

conditioned by our limitations of mind.
III. God's geief foe human folly. The tender affection of God in pleading with

men to avoid sin is very impressive ; but more impressive still are his exclamations of

grief when the final step has been taken, and when, for many, recovery is impossible.

Tlius when Jesus looked down from Olivet upon the guilty metropolis, and knew that

the die was cast, he nevertheless wept and said, "How often would I have gathered

your children, as a hen her brood ; but ye would not! Behold, your house is left unto
you desolate!" So too in the Psalms God thus sieaks, "Oh that my people had
hearkened unto me ! that Israel had walked in my ways !

" The measure of God's love

transcends all known limits; its forms are infinite in their variety! When every

remedial measuie has been tried in vain, love can only weep.—D,

Ver. 29.

—

God^s i"'J eiic appeal to men. Wisdom is far-seeing. Not content with

estimating present e.\| ei iences and fortunes, it embraces the remoter issues of our choice

;

it takes in all the possibilities of the future.

I. As THERE HAS BEEN A BEGINNING OF THE PRESENT LIFE, 80 THERE WILL COMB AH
END.

II. The end of pbobationaky life demands our serious consideration.

IIL The highest wisdom forecasts the whole beach of life, both present and
future.—D.

Vers. 30—35.— TTie deviVt counterfeit coin. It is not in the power of Satan to

originate any new thing. Knowing that his power is restricted, the utmost he can do

is to make spurious imitations of <Jod's good things. His base purpose is to deceive

man with spectral illusions. His nefarious design is to raise before the world's eye an

empty mirage of a carnal paradise.

I. Every man craves for some ground of confidence, external to himself. To
the men of the East, tliis external foundation of trust was best described as a rock.

]\'hat the solid rock is amid the loose alluvial soil of Egypt, or amid the shifting sand

of the desert, f/ia^ God is designed to be unto every man. Complete independence is

impossible to created man. He can never be self-contained nor self-nourislied. Pure

atheism has never been a permanent resting-place for the human heart. When the

invisible God is forsaken, the human mind swings toward idolatry. The carnal mind
finds delight in a ground of confidence that is visible and tangible. Some god wt
must have, if it be only the shadowy deity named Fate, or Law, or Chance.

II. Complete contrast exists between the objects of human trust. The only

point of similarity is the name. The devil borrows this, so as the better to throw dust

in the eyes of his followers. Our Gud is a Rock ; the world also lias its counterfeit re>ck.

r>y the judgments and verdict of worldly men, our Rock difl'ers in toto from theirs.

Their rock, they acknowledge, is unstable and unreliable. They trust it simply

because they know not a better. It is misnamed a rock. Their rock ofttimes desc i.(
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them in the hour of greatest need. Ali ! fortune, say they, \s/irkh. Very tyrannical

ami self will d is fate. But our God is a Rock in very deed. He never forsakes hii

liege disciples. In the darktst hour he is nearest— the "shadow of a great rock in a

weary land." Their misn;inied rock encourage s ihem to enter the battle-field, and then

forsakes them. They are " sold to the enemy."
III. Js'OTWITHSTANDINQ THE CONTRAST IN THESE OBJECTS OF TRUST, THB FALSE 18 A

ci-EVER IMITATION OF THE TRUE. All througli life, we find that the false countorfeita

the true. The thief puts on the pretence of honesty. The villain trains himself tu u.s«

fair speech. The adulterer wears the garb of virtue. Beauty is the robe of God, but

the devil fabricates meretricious tinsel. He, too, has his " promised land," but it is a

fool's paradise. He has his vine, but his vine is the vine of Sodom, which 'jeneratea

drunkenness and unchastity. He also has his fields, but tiiey are fields of Gomorrah.

Tne fiuits are pleasant to the eye, but they turn to ashes in the mouth. There is the

appearance of grapes, but lo! the juice is gall— the clusters are bitterness itself. And
not only is the experience disappointing, it is even disastrous and deadly. This

pretended wine is only poison, it is a gilded pill. Cruel deceit has provided this

counterfeit banquet. Beneath the glamour of a fair exterior, there is the "serpent's

venom." Thus fares it with all who leave their God. They find out the bitter niistAka

*t last. So aaug Byron in his last days

—

*• The worm, the canker, and the grief

Are mine alone."

IV. Such human experiences of the false, God uses in tuk uovkknment or
THE world. "Is not this laid up in store with me, and sealed up among my
treasures?" God knew well what the effects of an idolatrous course would be, what
bitter vexation and disaster would come at last. But he foresaw that it was better for

men tliat they should pass throu;:;h this experience than that he should remove the

possibility of it. He might have prevented, by exercise of power, the stratagems of the

tempter. He might have curtailed Satan's freedom, and put on him chains of dark-

ness from the first. But his infinite wisdom has decided otherwise. He foresees more
glorious results from this method, so he patiently waits ; he calmly watches the stai^es

of the process. "Their foot," says he, "shall slide in due time" "The day of their

calamity is at hand." Now, it is difiicult to discern between a grain of living seed

and a grain of dead sand ; but put both into the furrowed field, and give them time,

so when the day of harvest comes, the man who sowed the sand will be covered with

shame, while he who sowed good seed will bear gladly his sheaves into the heavenly

garner. Our business now is to discriminate between God's com and the devil's chafi'.

" The day will declare it."—D.

Vers. 36—43.

—

Tlie final revelation of Qo^» supremacy. In this inspired song—au
e])itome of the Bible—Moses looks adown the long vista of history, and discerns what
will be the outcome of the whole, viz. to establish on a safe basis the acknowledged
supremacy of Jehovah. Truth shall eventually conquer, whatever be her present

fortunes ; and the supreme authority of Jehovah is a fundamental truth, which must
in due time effectually shine forth.

I. Human experience will ultimately oonfibm the vanity and FxmLiTY of
idolatry. Men will accept, at the close of a changeful and bitter experience, what
they would not accept at the outset of their course, viz. that there is one God

—

invisible, supreme, eternal. In the conscious pride of self-will, men will sound all the

possible problems of life. They will not at first accept, with the docility of a child-like

nature, the ipse dixit even of God himself. But when all trust in self and in

created power has proved a failure ; when all power is gone, and we lie on the battle-

field, wounded and helpless ;—then we begin to give heed to the heavenly voice. Then
the gentle message of God conies, with the charm of evening music, upon the ear—yea,

as an anodyne and a balm upon the bleeding heart. In a mood of self-despair, we
clutch the hope of the gospel, viz. God manifest to man. God invites ua to earnest

and profound inquiry. He asks us to give a mature deliverance touching the power
and hilpfuhiess of tht God whom we have long tiusted; and the final experience of

men, in all lands and aj;es, is uniform. " The gods who have not created the heavens

and the earth shall perish 1
"
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IL Human experience attests the bupfemact and triumph o» Jehovah,
*' See now, that /, even I am he, and there is no gud with me." The eye of man
can clearly discern the fact—thu fuuudaiioii-fact of all religion—so soon as the veil of

prejudice and sin is reujovcd. The revelation is clear enouc^h, if only the organ of

mental vision be in hoaltliful vigour. Without question, God is the sole Arbitei of life

and death. No other dtity has evt;r assumed an act of creation. The powers of evil

have flourished the wand of a necroinnucer, and have pretended to effect sudden

changes in the conditions ol nature ; but nut one has ever pretended to create a star or

to produce a single human life. God is still left upon the throne, aa sole and undia-

puted Monarch.
Eternal existence is another prerogative of Jehovah. Where are now the gods

of the heathen ? Who now worslii|>s Jupiter, or Dngon, or Isis, or Moloch? Their

names are historic only. They had a passing popularity, but it lias long since

vanished. But with solcnm form of adjuration, the Most High lifts his hand and

rwears, "I live for ever! " As in a court of justice men accept the testimony of a

f ilow-man, wben that testimony is given under the sanction of a religious oath ; so, in

^elf-consistency, are we bo:.nd to accei)t the asseveration of the eternal God. In pity

lor his creatures, he also takes the form of oath, and since "he can swear by none

greater, he swears by him sell."

III. The botal 6upri:macy of Jehovah is a ground fob human jot. Every
perfection of Ood is suitable material for grateful praise. His power is a security for

-ood men. All our interests are safe, b ing under the protection of such a Friend. His

holiness also atfords distinct ground for ghiduess. Because he is holy, we can cherish a

confident hope that we sliali be holy too. Hence we " give thanks at the remembrance

of his holiness." We rejnice to know that the sceptic of the universe is in the hands

of a God who is absolutely and incorrnpti'ily just. We know that " the riglit" will

not long be trodden underfoot of the oppressor. We are assured that the malice and

craft of Satan shall not triumph. We heartily rejoice that Jeiiovah is King of all

the earth; for "all things must now work together for good to them that love imaJ*

"Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise againj
The eternal j'cars of God are hers;

But Error, wouiuled, writlies with pain*

And dies amid her worsiiippcra."

Most of %T\, we rejoice in his mercy. "He will be merciful to his lanti aticl to Mb
peo[ile." We are the very persons who need Divine mercy ; for lark of that mercy Ave

die. Not more urgently does the parched land need the liquid shower, than do we,

who h; ve so grossly siimcd, need Jehovah's mercy. Yet not more sure is the need
than tl 6 supply. That mercy is made amply secure to all who desire it. As certainly

as light streams from the natural sun, so freely and copiously does mercy stream forth

from Jehovah's heart. Therefore we do well to "rejoice and to be exceeding glad."

For saith Jehovah, " I will pardon your unrighteousness, and your sins and your
iniquities will I remember no more." God's revelation closes with the theme of

mercy.—D.

Vers. 4 1— 47.

—

Beligion a reality. The bulk of men treat religion as if it were
a fancy or a myth. They deem it useful for the sick, the aged, and the dying. But
for the healthful man and the active man of business it is voted a bore. Now, Moses
puts religion in its right place when he declares it vital to human interest*—vital, ir

the highest and largest sense. " It is your life."

I. The objects arout which religion treats are beal, not shadowy. " It

is not a vain thing." 'i'he eye of man cannot embrace God's univeree. The material

kingdoms are not all. God's creation extends above and beyond the reach of mortal
ense. With respect to much that God has made, "eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,

nor mind conceived." Science deals with one class of objects, reli'^itm with another

class. The subject-matter of religion is the most excellent, substantial, and enduring.

It treats of God, heaven, eternity, the soul of man— its sins and sorrows, the way to

holiness, the hope of everlasting life. These things come not under the cogniziuice ol
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oar sensuous organs ; they are more substantial than the granite rocks—more real than

jewels.

II. The truths oonoernino bemqion are authentic, kot illusory. They come
to us supported by abundant evidence, both internal and external. They corae with a

better title to belief than any books of equal antiquity. If we reject Moses and Isaiah,

we are bound, in self-consistency, to reject Thucydides and Ilerodotos, Bede and

Gibbon. But to every Christian, the most conclusive evidence is experimental. He
has the "witness in himself." The truth, admitted to his mind, has elevated his

tastes, enlarged his views, purified his affections, ennobled and beautified his whole

nature. As light suits the eye and music the ear, so the truth of Scrijtture exquisitely

suits the needs and asi)irations of the soul. It meets a real want.

III. The human interests, which religion promotes, are real and precious,

NOT VAPID OR FANCIFUL. TLcse interests are internal and external ; they reach to the

family and to the utmost limits of human society ; they embrace the present and the

unbounded future. Reconciliation with God, the removal of sin, the di veiupmeiit of

man's best nature, the heritage of inward tranquillity, the conqui;st of care, the

extraction of blessing out of sorrow, a hope that conquers death,—these are among the

advantages obtained by religion. It makes men better husbands, better masters,

better servants, better citizens, nobler, truer, wiser. It imparts a meetness for the

society and the service of heaven. It brings advantage to every relationshi n and

circumstance of human life. " It ii not a vain thing
;
" it is life and health and

joy.—D.

Vers. 48—62.—'* Obedient unto death.** In Moses, Faith had achieved one of her

most signal triumphs. From early youth to latest manhood, he liad acted and

"endured as seeing him who is invisible." No earthly or visible honour had ever

enchanted his vision. He had lived very simply " in his Great Taskmaster's eye."

Therefore it was that he submitted to be deprived of tlie earthly Canaan without a

murmur, " for he looked for a city which had foundations, whose builder and maker
was God." To him death was but a darksome passage to an enduring home.

I. The godly man dies at God's command. In this respect, Moses was a type of

Christ, and has left us an example deserving our imitation. It should be enouch for

us to know that God requires it. It is no accident—no unforeseen event. Every

circumstance touching the believer's death is wisely arranged by Gud. " Precious in

the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints." Our Elder Brother lias passed the dark

valley before us, and his presence lights up the once gloomy way. " I will fear no

evil, "for thou art with me." At the girdle of our Captain hang " the keys of death

and of Hades," " He opens, and no man shuts." To the genuine disciple death is

no terror. " It is my Father's voice I hear. I see las beckoning hand. I feel his

sustaining arm." " Death is swallowed up in victory."

II. The godly man's death is partly judicial, partly merciful. To the full-

grown and ripe Christian, earth has little attraction. Its ioys pall upon the taste.

We aspire after nobler and better things, " I would not hvo alvvay." A time comes

in the good man's history when he wishes the pmbation to close, and the real life to

begin. The heir longs for his majority and for tne ancestral hirita;ie. The believer

dies because death is the most convenient portal by which he cau eater heaven.

Yet judgment is mingled witii the mercy. M(jses was on the tipt"© of earthly

expectancy—on the threshold of a great success, when God required him to relinquish

all for heaven. To him it was revealed, in clearest form, that earlier sin required this

late correction. For Israel's sake, for the world's sake, and for Moses' sake, his trespass

must bear fruitage in loss and sorrow. In the very nature of things, it is impossible

that men can sin without privation of some kind. We may flatter ourselves, at times,

that God has winked at our folly, and that no ill consequence has ensued. But judge

not prematurely. Possibly, in our last hours of life, the remembrance of that sin will

rob us of our peace, will impose some serious loss. In the moral realm, " whatsoever »

man sows, that shall he also reap."

III. The godly man departs this life from the mountain-peaks of personaIi

attainment. There were solid reasons in the Divine mind (partly hidden and partly

revealed) why Moses should die upon the mount. He might ha\e viewed the mngni
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ficent prospecti, and then have descended to die. But mountains have often been
selected by Gud as tlie scene of grand events. On the summit of a mountain we are

inspired with a sense oi awe. We take in the sense of tlie iufiinte. We are con-

strained to worship. Thence we are already half disjiosed to mount and soar to

heaven. This is sua^estive. When through much active energy of faith we have
climbed the heights of practical holiness, we feel that the work of life is d<ine. We
have fihishcd our course. There has been steady advancement thus far, and now, what
next? We feel that the world is beneath our feet; and from this pinnacle of moral
elevation we wait the revelation of the future, we prepare for the strange transition.

From such an elevation of faith, too, we clearly discern the scene of the Church's
future conquests. The past is a liglit which irradiates the prospective triumphs of

truth and holiness. "Much land remains to be possessed;" I'Ut the assurance of

success is absolute. Already tlie foes of God are at our feet. " He must reign."

IV. The godly man's departure is not to solitude, but to society. " Thou
shalt be gathered unto thy people." Whatever thoughts, or hopes, or fears this

language of God suggested to Closes' mind, it su;_'gests to our minds one of the charms
of heaven. We love to think of it as a home. Next to the ecstasy which God's

presence shall inspire, is the rapture of reunion with departed friends. "In my
Father's house are many mansions." No question need distress us touching mutual
recognition. Moses and Elijah were recognized as such when they came down in

glorified state, and conversed with Jesus on the mount. Not a faculty shall be

wanting there which we |)cssi'ssed here. "Then shall we know, even as also we are

known." If men from distant climes shall "sit d')wu with Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, in the kingdom of God," one main element of honour and of joy would be

missed unless these iilustJ-ioua patriarchs were known.—D.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXXIIL
Moses' Blessing.

Before ascending IMount Nebo, to take a

view of the land he was not permitted to

enter and then to die, Moses took farewell

of the people he had bo Img guided and

ruled, by pronouncing on tliem a blessing

in their several tribes. This blessing was

probably spoken on the same day as the

song recorded in the preceding chapter, and

to the same assembly. The oi-.e may be

regarded as the counterpart of the other.

In the song, Moses dwells chiefly on the

Ciilamities that were to befall the pe.">ple

because of their apo.-tacy; in the blessing,

he depicts the benefits that were to be

enjoyed by them through the Divine favour.

The tone of the one is sonitre and mina-

tory ; the tone of the other is serene and

cheering. The one presents the do rker side,

the other the brighter side, of Israel's

fortunes. Both were fitting utterances for

tlie occasion: the one the farewell warning,

the other the farewell benediction, of him

who had so long proved them and known

their ways; who, whilst he desired their

welfare, feared they might forfeit tixia by

their folly and sin ; and who sought, both

by warning and by blessini!;, to cnconra^'e

them to piu'sue that conrse l)y which alone

prospciity and huiipiness coxdd lie secured.

The blessing consi.st> of a series of l)ene-

dictions on the several tribes (vera. 6— 2.">),

preceded by an intrmluction (vers. 1—5), and

followed by a conclusion (vers. 26—29).

Vers. 1—5.

—

InlroilucAuin. The blessing

opens with an allu.->ion to the making of the

covenant and the giving of the Law at Sinai,

when the Lord revealed himself in glory

and majesty as the King of Israel, in order

at the outset to fix the minds of the people

on the source whence alone blessing could

come to them. God's love to Israel is cele-

brated, and the intention and end of hii

choice and elevation of Israel to be hia

people is declared.

Ver. 1.—Moses the man of God. This
appellalion is applied to Moses only here

and in Josh. xiv. 6 and the heading of

Ps. xc. The phrase, "man of Go 1," indicates

one favoured with Divine communications,

and employed as God's messenger to men
(of. 1 Sam ix. 6; 1 Kings lii. 22). In thig

heading, the author of the blessing is clearlj
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difltinguisheil from the person by whom it

was inserted in this \\];\ce.

Tpr. 2.—And ho said. Here beppn the

words of Moses, lie oommcnpes by (le|)ict-

ing tlie majesty of Jehovah as he appeared ti>

Isnel when he came to mako the covenant
with them and f^ive fhera his Law. The
Lord :ame from Siuai, and rose up from Seir

anto them, etc. Seir is the mountain land

of Edom to the east of Sinai. Mount Paran
is probal>ly the range of lofty hills which
form the southern boundary of tlie pmni'sed

land to the north of tlie desert of Et-Tih.
These places are Jiot mentioned as scones

of different manifestations of the Divine
glory, but as indicating the extent to

which the one manifestation given at

Sinai reached. Tlie light of the Divine
glory tli;it rested on Sinai was reflected also

from the mountains of Seir and Paran (cf.

Hub. iii. 3; Judg. v. 4). He came with ten

thousands of saints; rather, he came from
ten thditxnnds of holy ones; literally, out from
myriaih of holiness; i.e. "from his celestinl

Beat, where myriads of angels surround his

throne " (Roscnmiiller), The rendering
"with," though that of the Targum, LXX.,
and Vulgate, cannot he retained ; nor docs

Scripture represent God as attended by
angels when he comes forth to manifest his

glory to men. They are represented as

surrounding his throne in heaven (I Kings
ixii. 19; Job i. 6; Dan. vii. 10), as his

servants awaiting his behest, and his bust

that do iiis pleasure (Gen. xxviii. 12; xxxii.

2, 3; Ps. ciii. 21) ; and Gnd is rejircsented

as dwelling in the midst of them (Ps. Ixviii.

17). Hence he is represented here as

coming forth from among them to manifest
himself to his people. A fiery law. There
is a various reading here ; instead of rn B'x,

6re of law, many codices have mcN in one
word, and this is supported by the Samaritan
to\t and other nuthorities, and is accejited

by most critics and interpreters. It is a
fatal objection to the textual reading that
rn is not a Semitic word, but one of I'ersian

origin, brought by the Jews from Babylonia,
and found only in the post-exiliaii books
(Esth. i. 8, 19; ii. 8, 12; iii. 8, 14; iv. 11,

15; Ezra vii 12, 21; viii. 36; Dan. ii. 9,

13, 15; vi. 5, 9, 13, 16); and in them as
ajiplied to the Law of God only by heathens.

It is, therefore, altogether improbable that
this word should be found in any Hebrew
writing anterior to the Captivity. Hesides,

what is the sense of ht b^x, supposing m to

moan " law " ? The words cannot be ren-

dered, ag in the Authorized Version, by
'* fiery law ;

" they can only be rendered by
" a fire, a law," or " a fire of law," and what
either of these may mean it is not easy to

see. The ancient versions vary here very

OODsiduiably : LXX., e»c Se^ioiv ainov ^.y-yeXoi

fier^ ainov: Vulgate, In dextera ejns ignen
lex : Targum of Onkelos, " \Vritt( ti by his

right hand, from the mid.st of the tire, a law
gave he to us;" S3-riae, ' With myriads of

his saints at his right hand. He gave to

them, and also caused all peoples to love
them." The best Hebrew maunseripts have
ms-x as one word. The Masorctic note is,

•' The Chatiph is one word, and the K'ri
two." The word r\ic'i< is host explained as

a compound of ti*\', fire, and i^it', an Ani-
maic word signifying to throw or dart; the

Syriac (,»*, or the Hebrew ni-, having the

Bame signification, so that the meaning
is " fire-dartings

: " from his right, hand
went rays of tire like arrows shot forth

(cf. Hab. iii. 4; Exod. xix. 16). To them;
i.e. to the Israelites, to whom this manifesta-
tion was vouchsafed.

Ver. 3.—Yea, he loved the people. The
proper rendering is, he loveth peoples (p-t?V)-

This is generally understood of the tribes
of Israel; but some would understand it of
nations in general, on the ground that such
is the proper meaning of the word, as in
ch. xxxii. 8 and other plices. A reference to

nations at large, however, would seem
incongruous here ; and the use of the word
in relation to Israel in such passages as
Gen. xxviii. 3; Judg. v. 14; Isa. iii. 1.,;

Hos. X. 14; Zech. xi. 10, justifies the
taking it so here. All his saints are in tny
hand. The people of L->iael are here called
God's saints, or holy ones, because they were,

chosen by and consecrated to him. It is

not probable, as some suggest, that tho
angels are here intended. Tho change
from the third person to the second is not
uncommon in Hebrew poetry (cf. ch. xxxii.

15; Ps. xljx. 14, etc.). They sat down at
thy feet. The verb rendered "sat down" her.-
Q2r\) is found only in this passage, and
is of unct^rtain meaning, Kimchi ex-
plains it as "they united or asscmhhd
together to follow thy dcps ; " Knobel miikes
it " they ivandered at tity feet," and undei -

stands it of Israel's foUowin,' the lead of
Jehovah in the wilderness, v hei the ark of

the covenant preceded tliem n their mareh ;

Gesenius and Fiirst, " they lie down at thy

feet." This last is accepted by Keil, ami
seems to have most in its favour. Every
one shall receive of thy words. Some
render here, they rise up at thy words; but
though tlie verb ^^^•3 is sometimes used in-

transitively, it is properly an active verb,

and there seems no reason why it should
not be so regarded here: every one receives

[the singular, K&;, used distributively] thy

words.

Ver. 4.—Moses here, identifying himself
with the people, uses the third person, and
includes himself among tho^e to whom the
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'^.aw wu given; cf. Pa. xx., xii., where
David not only speaks oi himself in the
third person, but addresses such prayera
tor himself as could only be offered by the
jiiople for their king (cf. also Judg. v. 12,

1 5 ; Hab. iii. 19), Even the inheritance of
the congregation. The " even," which the
translators of the Authoiized Version have
;ii.-5erted here, were better omitted; the
w ords are in apposition to " law." The
Law which Moses communicated to Israel
was to remain with them as the inheritance
if the congregation. The Bishops' Bible
and the Geneva Version have, more correctly,
" for an inheritance of the congregation."

Ver. 5.—Some refer this to Moses, but
MoscB was never recognized as king in
Israel : he " was faithful in all his house as
a servant " (Heb. iii. 5) ; but Jehovah alone
was King (Exod. xv. 18; Ps. xlvii. 6, 7).

Jeshunm (cf. ch. xxxii. 5). The gathering
together refeis to the assembling of the
people at Sinai, when Jehovah came forth
as their King to give them his Law.

Vers. 6—25.— Blesiings on the tribes

individually. With these may be compared

the blessing which Jacob pronounced on
his sons as reprisc-nting the tribes of

which they were the heads. The two
resemble each other in many points ; the

differences are such as naturally arose

from the different relations of the speakers

to the objects of their address, and the

changes in the condition and prospects of

the tribes which during the lapse of

centuries had come to pass.

Ver. 6.—And let not hiB men be f«w.
The negative, thougli not expressed in the
Hebrew, is to be carried into this clause
from the piereding. Though the rights of
jirimogeniuire had b:en withdrawn from
Keuhen, and Jacob had declared that he
should not excel, Moses here assures the
trib' ot Continuance, and even prosperity.
Their number was not to be small ; which
was, perhaps, said to comfort them, in view
of the fact tijat their nimibers had greatly
diminished in the course of their wanderings
in the desert (comp. Numb. i. 21 with xxvi.
7). At no time, however, was this tribe
numerous as compared with the others;
nor was it ever distinguished either by the
enterprise of its members or by the emi-
nence of any of them in the councils of the
nation or the management of affairs.

Ver. 7.—The blessing on Judah is in the
form of prayer to Jehovah. As Jacob had pro-
mised to Judah supremacy over his bretl.ren
and success in war, so Moses here names
him next after Reuben, whose pre-eminence
he had assumed, and prays for him that,
going forth at the head of the tribes, he

might return in triumph, being helped ov

the Lord. Let his hands be sufficient for

him ; rather, with his hands he contendeth

for it (to vfit, his people), nn here is not the

adj. much, enough, but the part, of the verb
an, to contend, to strive ; and vt is the
accus. of instrument. The rendering in th«
Authorized Version is grammatically possi-

ble ; but the meaning thereby brnu>;ht out i»

not in keeping with the sentiment of the
passage; for if Judah's hands, i.e. his own
power and resources, were sufficient for iiim,

what need had he of help from the Lord ?

Vers, 8—11,—The blessing on Levi ii

also in the form of a prayer, Li Jacob'4
blessing, Simeon is joined with Levi, but
Moses passes him over altogether, probably
because, as Jacob foretold, he was to be
scattered among his brethren (Gen. xlix, 7),

and so lose his tribal individuality, Simeon,
however, is included in the general blessing
pronounced on Israel; and as this tiibe

received a number of towns within the
territory of Judah (Josh, xix. 2—9), it was
probably regaided as included in the bless-

ing on that tribe. Thy Thummim and thy
Urim ; thy Right and thy Light (cf. Exod,
xxviii. 30). The high priest wore the
breast-plate on which these were placed
when he went in before the Lord ; and this
is here represented as the prerogative of the
whole tribe. Thy holy one; i.e. Levi, the
tribe-father, representing the whole tribe to

wbich the blessing applies; hence in the
following verses the verb passes into the
plural. For " holy one," it would be better
to read " pious " or " godly one ;

" literally,

the man thy pious one. Some would render
" the man thy favoured one," or " the man
of thy friendship; " but this is wholly arbi-

trary, the word (t?'^) has no such meaning,
Toexplain this mors particularly, reference is

made to the trials at Massah and the waters
of Meribah (strife), when the people rebelled
and murmured against Moses and Aaron,
whereby the piety of these men was put to the
test, and in them, the heads of the tribe of

Levi, the whole tribe was proved. (On Mas-
sah, see Exod. xvii. 1 —7 ; and on the waten
ofstrife,seeNumb. XX, 1—13.) In these trials

Levi had proved himself faithful and godly,
having risen up in defence of the honour oi

Jehovah, and in support of his covenant:
though in the latter case both Moses and
Aaron stumbled. Who said unto his fathei

and to his mother, etc. This refers to what
is narrated in Exod, xxxii, 26—29, when the
Levites drew their swords against their
brethren at the command of Moses, to

execute judgment without respect of per-
son, because of the sin of the people in the
matter of the golden calf (cf. also N umb. XXT.
8, and, for the priucijile here implicitly

commended, see Matt. x. 37 ; xix, 29 ; Luke
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siv. 26). Because of their zealous devotion

to the claims and service of the Lord, the

dignity of the priesthood had been conferred

on this tribe; and to them belonged the

high ofiBce of being instructors of the people

in Divine things, and of presenting the

sacrifices of the people to the Lord. For
those entrusted with such an ofiQce, nothing
was more to be desired than that they

should be bkssed with power rightly to

discharge the duties of their office, that

their seivice should be acceptid with favour,

and that their enemies and haters should
be foiled and rendered impotent; and for

this Moses prays on their behalf.

Ver. 12.—Benjamin, the beloved of his

father, is also the beloved of the Lord, and
would be cared for and protected by him.
Shall dwell in safety by him; »hall dweU
teeurdy upon him, i.e. resting on him. Shall

•over him. The word rendered "cover"

(c]Dn) occurs only here ; construed with '7J;,

apon, it conveys the idea of sheltering : he
continually is sheltering him. And he shall

dwell between his shoulders. "To be
between the shoulders " is to be carried on
the back (cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 6); and as a
father might thus bear his child, so should
Benjamin be borne of the Lord. There can
be no doubt that Benjamin is the subject of

this clause; to understand it of Jehovah
dwelling on the shoulders of Benjamin, in

the sense of having the temple, the place of

his rest, within the territory of Benjamin, is

too violent and far-fetched an interpretation

to be admitted. In the change of subject

in the three clauses of this verse, there is

nothing strange, since such a change re-

peatedly occurs, and is found even in prose,

as e.g. 2 Sam. xi. 13. " To dwell upon God,
and between his shoulders, means as much
as to lean upon him ; the similitude being
taken from fathers who carry their sons
while yet small and tender" (Oalvin).

Vers. 13 — 17.—The blessing on Joseph
by Moses closely resembles that pronounced
by Jacob on his favourite son ; he solicits

for him the utmost abundance of temporal
blessing, aud the riches of the Divine
favour. There is this ditrereuoe, however,
between the two blessings, that in that of

the patriarch it is the growth of the tribe in

power and might that is chiefly contem-
plated ; whilst in that of Moses it is the
advance of the tribe in wealth, prosperity,

and influence that is chiefly indicated.
" Jacob described the growth of Joseph
under the figure of a luxuriant branch of a
fruit tree planted by the water; whilst

Moaes fixes his eye primarily upon the land
of Jo.'seiih, and desires for liim the richest pro-

ductions " (Keil). For the precious things of

heaven, for the dew. Several codices, for 7DD,

"for dew," read '7pD, above—"the preciona

things of heaven ab' )ve ;
** and this reading,

some critics of eminence adopt. Probably,
however, this is only a correction, to bring
this passage into accordance with Gen.
xlix. 25. The Targums and the Peshito
combine both readini^s. Instead of '^/or the

precious things," it is better to read " uith,"

etc., and so throughout vers. 13— IG.

Literally, it is froniy etc. ; lOED, the D ex-

pressing the instrumental cause of the bless-

ing, of which the Lord is the efficient

cause. The noun njp, literally, excelltncy,

preciousitess, occurs only here and in Cant.
iv. 13, 10 and vii. 13, where it is rendered
by '• pleasant." The precious fruit of the
heavens is the dew, wliich, with the waters
stored up in the recesses of the earth, fur-

thers the growth of the earth's produce,
ripened by tlie influences of sun and moon.
And for the chief things of the ancient moun-
tains; literally, and from the head of the

mountains of old. '1 he precious things of

the mountains and hills are the vines and
olive trees with which the lower slopes are
adorned, and the forests that crown the
loftier. The good will of him that dwelt in
the bush. The reference is to tlie ap-
pearance of Jehovah to Moses in the bush
at Horeb (Exod. iii.), when ho manifested
himself as the Deliverer of Israel, whoso
good pleasure it was that they should be
redeemed from bondage and favoured with
blessing. That was separated from his

brethren; separated in the sense of con-

$ecrated, or disiimjuished (Tn, from in, to

consecrate), from among his brethren. His
glory is like the fii-stling of lus bullock;
rather, the Jirdborn of hig oxen, majesty i»

to him. The singular, nis', is here used
collectively, as in ch. xv. 19. The oxen are
Joseph's sons, all of whom were strong, but
the firstborn excelled the rest, and was en-
dowed with majesty. It is Ephraim that
is referred to, whom Jacob raised to tiie

position of the firstborn (Gen. xlviii. 8, etc.).

His horns are like the horns of unicorns;
literally, and horns of a reem are his horns.

The reem is supposed to be the aurochs, an
animal of the bovine species, allied to the
buffalo, now extinct, but which the As-
syrian bas-reliefs show to have been
formerly hunted in that region (cf. Job
xxxix. 9, etc. ; Ps. xxii. 22; Rawlinson'Auc.
Mon.,' i. 284). By his strong power, Ephraiin
should thrust down nations, even the most
distant. And they are the ten thousands of

Ephraim ; and these are, etc. ; i.e. in such
might will the myriads of Epiiraim come
forth. To Ephraim, as the chief, the myriads
are assigned; to Manassehonly the thousands.

Vers. 18, 19.—Zebulun and Issachar, tho
two last sons of Leah, are taken together by
Moses ; an<l Zel^ulun, though the younger
son, is placed first, in accordance with Gen.
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xlix. 13. SuccesB in enterprise, and felicity

at home, are assured to butli. " Althou>^li

' j^oinj? out' (enterprise, labour; is attri-

buted to Zcbuluii, and 'remaining In tents*

(the comfortable enjoyment of life) to

Issachar, in accordance with tbc delineation

of their respective characters in tho blessing

of Jacob, tliis is to be attributed to the

])oetic parallelism of tiie clauses, and the

whole is to be umlerstood as applying to

both in the sense suggesti d by Graf, ' Re-

joice, Zebulun and I-sachar, in your labour

and your rest '
" (Keil). They shall call the

people unto the mountain; rither, thpy

fhnll call nations to the mountain, i.e the

mountain of the Lord's inheritanee (Exod.

XV. 17), the place of his sanctuary. Sacri-

fices of righteousness ; i.e. sacrihces offered

according to God's Law, and in a manner
and a spirit well pleasing to him(Ps. iv. 6;

li. 21). They shall suck of the abundance

of the seas, etc. The treasures of botii

sea and land should be theirs. The Tar-

gumist Jonathan P>en Uzzicl explains this

as referring especially to the obtaining of

the rich purple dye from the shell of the

oyster (murex Syrius), and the producing

of mirrors and glass vases from the sand.

The existence of vitreous sand on tlie coast

of Zebulun is attet<ted both by Strabo (lib.

vvi. p. 757) and Pliuy (' Nat. Hi.-t.,' lib.

xxxvi. c. 2SG).

Vers. 20, 21.—As in the blessing of Shem
by Noah, God is praised fur Shera's pros-

p. rity (Gen. ix. 20), so here Gud is praised

for the enlargement of the warlike tribe of

Gad (cf. Gen. xlix. 19). He dwelleth as a

lion ; rather, <u a lioness. Though the

noun x-a'? has a masc. termination, usage

shows that it was the female and not the

male that was thereby designated (see e.g.

Gen. xlix. 9 ; Numb. xxiv. 9, where it can

hardly be a mere synonym ; and Job iv. 11

;

xxxviii. 39, where the reference to the

young of the animal accords better with the

lioness than with the lion, Gesenius). Ver.

21 refers to Gad's obtaining an inheritance

for himself from Moses beyond Jordan.

And he provided the first part for himself;

literally, and he saw for himself (i.e. chose)

the first, i.e. either the most excellent part

or the firstfruits of tie conquest. Because

there, in a portion of the lawgiver, was he

seated ; rather, for there the portion of the

leader was reserved. The word rendered
" lawgiver," or " leader " (ppna), signifies

primarily one who ordains or appoints, and

is used in both the above senses (cf. E.^od.

xxxiii. 22 ; Judg. v. 14); it is lure applied

to Gad, because that tribe displayed such

promptitude and energy at the head of the

tribes in the conquest of the land, that it

might be regarded as their leader. An en-

tirely different view of the passage has been

talcen by some, who by the mechokek nnder-
Biand Moses as the lawgiver, and his

portion as the place of his grave, which was
concealed, but was witliin the inb'^ritance

of Gad. But it is a fatal objection to this

view that not only is the word rendered
* portion" (np'pn) nowliere used of a i;rave,

but the grave of Mo.ses on Mount Nebo was
in the territory of Keuben, not in tliat of

Gad. Gesenius renders, " The portion of

(assigned by) the lawgiver was preserved."

But tills does nott(d!j with the immediately
preceding statement, that Gad chose his

portion for himself; at any rate, it could not

l)e because of this tiiat he ch(»fle it. Gad
chose for himself a portion on the east of

Jordan, and the portion he had chosen was
sacredly kept fjr him, tliongh he went with

his brethren to the conquest of Canaan.
And he came with the heads of the people

;

i.e. his place of marching was witli the

leaders; las place was at the liead of the

tribes (cf. Numb, xxxii. 17, 21, 32, and Josh.

i. 14 ; iv. 12). He executed the justice of

the Lord, etc.; i.e. he did wiiat God re-

quired of him, obeying his commands, and
thereby fulfilling all righteousness (cf.

M tt. iii. 15; Phil. iii. 6). With Israel;

in the tellowship of Israel.

Ver. 22.—Jacob compared Dan to a ser-

pent that suddenly springs forth by the

way, and bites tiie heels of a horse so that

the rider falls backward. Moses here com-
pares the tribe to a young lion that sud-

denly leaps from its lair in Baslian on the

object of its attack. Both similitmles

relate to the vigour and force which the

tribe should display in conflict.

Ver. 23.— In Jacob's blessing, Naphtali
appears invested with the attributes of

freedom, gracefulness, and graciousnesg;

here IMoses assures that tribe of the Divine
grace and blessing, and promises to it

prosperity and felicity. Possess thou tbo

west and the south. The word rendered

"west" here (d') properly means sia, and

came to signify " west " from the fact of the

Mediterranean, or Great Sea, lying to the

west of Palestine. The proper meaning of

the word is to be retained here. As the

territory of Naphtali lay in the north of

Canaan, and was far from the sea, the

blessing here pronounced upon him must
be understood generally of prosperity and
felicity. He was to possess riches as of the

sea, and genial and fructifying warmth aa

of the south.

Vers. 24, 2.5.—Asher, the prosperous one,

as his name implies, was to be rifh, and
honoured, and strong, and peaceful. Blessed

with children ; rather, blessed among the sons ;

i.e. either blessed more than the rest of the

sons, or blessed by the sons who weie to

reap benefit from him. From what follows,
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the latter explanation seems the one to be
preferred. The preposition ]a is coiKsimtly

used as indicating the source whence any-
thinjT proceeds, or tlie agent by whom
anything is done. L^t him be acceptable to

his brethren; "iise terras suae proventibiis

res optimas suppoditaturus; cf. Gen. xlix.

20" (Roseiinmller). Tiiis tribe should find

Itself in so advantageous ami luxurious a
condition that the other tribe.s sliould liave

ilelight and pleasure in it " (Knobel). Others
render, " favoured among his brethren ;

"

favoured, that is, by the Lord more than
liis brethren (Keil). But tlie former seems
preferable. And let him dip his foot in oil.

'Jhis points to a land abounding in olives,

and generally ricbly fertile, a fat land and
yiehliiig rich dainties, such as Jacob pro-

mised to Asher (Gen. xlix. 20). Thy shoes

•hall be iron and brass. Tiio word rendered

"shoes" (Sypc) occurs only here. It is a

derivative from hy), to bolt or shut fast, and

is to be taken in the sense of a fastness or

fortress, a place securely closed : iron and
brass ghall be thy fortress ; i.e. his dwelling
should be strong and impregnable. The
rendering " sho58 " is from a supposed deri-

vation of il»» vord from h'^'}, a shoe. As thy

days, 80 shall thy strength be; literally, a$

thy days, thy rest ; i.e. as long as thou livest,

so long shalt thou have rest and quiet. The
noun rendered "strength" (^<3^) in the

Authorized Version, occurs only here, unless

it be found in the proper name Kai'p {Me-

deha), and has no cognate in Hebrew ; but

the Arabic supplies a root for it in L,i (deha),

to rest. Furst connects it with ai, and the

Targum with Nn, to flow, and translates by
" riches."

Vera. 26—29.—As Moses commenced by
celebrating the glorious majesty of Jehovah
when he appeared to establish his covenant

with Israel, so he concludes with a reference

to God as the eternal Befuge and the saving

Help of his people.

Ver. 26.—Tiiero is none like unto the God
of Jeshnrun. The points and accents ilirect

that tills should bo read, There is none like

God, Jeshurun ; and though all the
ancient versions read as does the Autho-
rized Version, the Masoretic punctiiatiou
is vindicated here by the following thy
help, which shows that Israel is here
addressed.

Ver. 27.—God is the Refuge or Dwelling-
place of his people, their Protection amid tin;

storms of life, and the unfailing Source of

comfort and blessing to them in their

pilgrimage state. < )ver tiiem is his shelter-

ing protection, and underneath them the
suiiport of his everlasting arms.

Ver. 28.—The clauses of this ver«e are
parallel to each other; their symmetry will

be seen if we render and arrange thua—

"And Israel dwelleth securely.
Alone, the fountain of Jacob,
On a land of corn and new wine

;

His heavens also drop down dew."

The fountain of Jacob is parallel to Israel.

Israel is so designateil because they came
forth from Jacob as waters from a copious
source (Ibn Ezra; cf. Isa. xlvhi. 1; Ps.
Ixviii. 26).

Ver. 29.—" This concluding verse compre-
hends the whole blessing. Israel is to be
congratulated and praised because, through
the true God, it has unparalleled protec-
tion, salvation, and triumph " (Herxheimer).
Thine enemies shall be found liars unto thee

;

literally, shall feign unto thee ; i.e. shall

pretend to be thy friends, in order to obtain
favour with thee. The verb conveys the
idea of fawning upon a person with a feigned
humility and submissiveness (cf. Ps. xviii.

44; Ixvi. 2; Ixxxi. 15). Thou shalt tread
upon their high places; i.e. shalt wholly
subdue them and triumph over them (cf.

ch. xxxii. 13) ;
" arces eorum in montibus

positas, loca eorum inaccessa victor calcabis,

iis potieris; qua ipsa phrasi, Am. iv. 13,
Mio. i. 3, superbe incedens victor descri-
bitur " (Boaenmiiller).

HOMILETICJa

Vera. 1—5.—The general import of this paragraph la clear. Some of its phrases,
however, are far from being so easy that we can be quite sure of their meaning. (For a
discussion of the points in dispute, see the Exposition ; also Keil, Lange,and a work far
too little known, Barrett's ' Synopsis of Criticisms,' vol. i. pt. 2.) There is, however, quite
enou^i that is sufficiently clear to furnish us with a topic for valuable pulpit teaching,
albeit there may be, in this introductory paragraph and between each blessing, indications
of an editor's hand. The whole paragraph has reference to God's august manifestation
of himself at the delivery of the Law on Sinai. In it there are ei^ht matters to be
noted. 1. The new disclosure of God wa.s as the ising of a bright light in the midst of
the darkness (see Qeseuius, sub verb, htj (z,}it ,/'•')

), md all the uses of the verb in the
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Old Testament). 2. The beams of the newly risen light flooded the region of Sinai,

Mount Taran, and Mount Seir (ver. 2). 3. In the displays of his glory, Jehovah wai

attended by ten thousands of his holy ones (ver. 2). 4. From Jehovah thus attended

there went forth a Law (ver. 2). 5. This Law thus given was the expression of Jehovah's

love (ver. 3). 6. All the holy ones (English Version, *' saints ") thus surrounding

Jehovah, were at his disposal, to serve the people of his choice, and reverently waited

for liis words of command (ver. 3). 7. The Law thus given in august majesty was the

rich inheritance of the people (ver. 4). 8. On a people so honoured of God, the man
of God is moved to utter a blessing, as his last act ere he quits the scene of toil for the

realm of rest (ver. 1). The exposition and illustration of all this will furnish Christian

preachers and teachers in every age with abundance of material for the understanding,

heart, conscience, and life.

Ver. S.^The blessing of Reuben ; tyr, life impoverished through ancestral tint. For
a blessing, there seems something unusually weak in that pronounced on Reuben.

Continuance—a preservation from being blotted out of existence—is all that the man
of God seems to hope or expect from him. The English reader may wonder to see that

the word " not " is in italics, as not being in the Hebrew, but supplied by the translators.

It is, however, wisely done in this case, as will be seen if the reader will put stress

sufficient on the word " not " in the following rendering to carry the force of the negative

on to the end of the sentence :
—" Let Reuben live ; and not die and his men be few ; " i.e.

if his men became a mere handful, the tribe would be virtually extinct ; and Moses desires

that this may not be the case ; so that, according to English idiom, the insertion of the

italic not is required to preserve the meaning of the original. The gist of the blessing

then is, let not the tribe have such a paucity of men as to sink out of sight altogether.

Bare continuance ;—this is all that is prophesied concerning that tribe. This is, as fiir

as we can follow its hiatory, in strict correspondence with its after experience. Theie

may be noted again and again a decrease in its numbers ; cf. Numb. i. 2 1 ; xxvi. 7 ;

1 Chron. v. 18, from which it appears " that the tribe had decreased since the Exodus,

and also that in later times its numbers, even when counted with the Gadites and the

half of Manasseh, were fewer than that of the Reubenitts alone at the census of Numb. i.

They took possession of a large and fertile district east of Jordan. Occupied with their

flocks and herds, they appear soon after the days of Joslma to have lost their early

energy : they could not be roused to take part in the national rising against Jabin

(Judg. V. 15, 16). They do not seem to have cared to complete the conquest of their

own territory; and even the cities assigned them were wrested from them by the

Moabites. While from this tribe no judge, prophet, or national hero arose " to redeem

it from insignificance (see * Speaker's Commentary,' in loc, to which we are indebted

for the above details). We are not at a loss to account for this. The gross wickednesi

of the head of this tribe left a stain upon its name which not generation after generation

could wipe out, and " destroyed at once the prestige of birth, and the spirit of leader-

ship " (J. L. Porter*). Hence our topic for homiletic treatment—a topic which no

teacher who desires to declare the " whole counsel of God " can forbear to touch upon

in due season. It is this

—

Life impoverished through ancestral sins (see Gen. xxxv.

22 ; xlix. 4).

I. ThERK abb certain sins—SINS or THE FLESH—TO WHICH MEN GENERALLY ARB

LIABLE ; WHICH TO SOME CONSTITUTIONS PRESENT THEMSELVES AS TEMPTATIONS SPECIALLY

STRONG. In every one there is some weak point, at which seductive influences may
easily enter : " Every one is tempted, when he is drawn away of his own lust (wri

TTjs ISlai iviOunlai) and enticed."

II. There are no sins which work greater havoc in a man than those to which
Reuben gave way. The desperately wicked act recorded of him indicates with too

much certainty a previously formed habit of self-indulgence, in which he had suffered

the reins of self-control and self-respect to fall from his hands. The effect of such habits

in a physiological point of view is disastrous. But more grievous still are their moral

issues. They lower the man himself in his own eyes. They lower his view of mankind

» See Mr. Porter's valuable article on The Tribe of Reuben,' in Dr. Alexander's e4itioa

of Kitto'8 ' Bibl. Cyc.'
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at large. They lead inevitably to the association of thought with wliat is lowest in

human nature, rather than with what is highest and best. And, unless renounced,

these sins will drag the whole man after them, and make of him a wreck and a ruin.

Hence the terrific warning of our Saviour in Matt. v. 29. Nothing will sooner

becloud and deaden the moial sense than indulgence in sensual sins.

HI. The evil effect of such sins stops not with the man himself. With regard

to those whose good opinion and respect are most worth having, it is impossible for them
to look on one who indulges in such sins otherwise than with i)rofoundest pity and shame,
and even with disgust I They see that one who by his sex is meant to be the guardian

of woman's purity, honour, and joy, is basely tampering with them all! Not even

Jacob, though the tenderness of the old patriarch under such circumstances must have
been at its height, could bring himself to pronounce a rich blessing even on his firstborn,

whose life h;i i been thus disfigured aud dis;j;raced. Reuben's whole family and trilie

shared in the stigma of their father's sin ; not as being guilty in like manner, but

because tlie name of their sire could not henceforth be dissociated from the thought of

base and treacherous lust.

IV. Nor does the ill effect of such sins expire with the generation in which
they were committed. The foul odour of Reuben's crime rises up before Moses. 'Tis

not named indeed. But he has no blessing for his tribe of any richness or dept'i.

" May he not become so weak as to be lost sight of altogether I
" Such is the gist of

it. The descendants of Jacob's firstborn were long, long under the gloomy shadow cast

on them by the sins of their sire ! There is nothing in this record of the Word of God
which does not frequently find its counterpart in the generations of men now. Many,
many there are who inherit some physical ill, some mental weakness, or some moral
incapacity or obliquity, through a constitutional taint from sins long gone by 1

Learn—1. We know not whence, on the physical and moral side of our constitution,

a mightier argument can be drawn for purity of life and manners, than from such a

theme as that suggested by the text. If men have little care for themselves, let them
at least guard against shading witli sadness or marring with weakness the lives of those

who may hereafter owe their existence to them. 2. Maybe some who may read these

words may be disposed to say, " If I may possibly be tiie possessor of an enfeebled

constitution on account of some sins which preceded me, then how can I or anyone
judge of my measure of responsibility before God as to how far it is affected thereby?"
We reply : (1) No living man can gauge exactly another's responsibility, or even hi^

own ; but God can. He dues, and he makes all allowances that equity requires. He
who is most just is most kind. (2) God invites every man to come to him through his

Son Jesus Christ, that sin, as guilt, may be forgiven ; and that, as disease, it may be
cured. (3) Wherever God's iuvitatiou is accepted, his grace will cancel guilt and cure

corruption ; thus imparting health and soundness for the life that now is, and promising

the life to come. (1) To this each one may well be urgeil, not only on the ground of

his individual well-being, but also on the ground tliat the streams of purifying grace,

cleansing his nature, may do much to check the onward flow of the poison he inherits,

and to help towards a sounder life in those who shall follow him.

Ver. 7.

—

TJie blessing of Jiidah; or, help needed to fulfil destiny. It cannot but
suggest itself to the student to compare the blessing on Judah pronounced by Moses,
with the renowned prophecy of Jacob concerning him and his tribe. That the

I
alriarch's words declared the future pre-eminence of that tribe is well known

;

consequently, it could not be surprising to the other tribes to find precedence given
to Judah in the order of encamping and of marching (cf. Numb. ii. 1—4 ; x. 14). This
thought of Judah's Jirslness gives its hue to the words uttered resiiecting him. They
take the form of a prayer, which is at once the holy benediction of the dying leader, the
pious breathing of the saint, and the prophetic fore-glance of the seer. It could not be
a matter of doubt, that being in the front wuuld involve not only eminence in

honour, but also precedence in weight of responsibility; and in order to sustain aright

great responsibility, there is need for an unusual supjjly of Divine strength. This it

is which forms tlie contents of ;l;e prayer. Jacob had said, "To him shall the
gathering of the people be;" Moses prays, " Lord, fulfil that prediction, and (1) sustain

him ; so that he may be brought to his people
; (2) give him all the strength L«
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requires to enable him to fulfil his high ami holy destiny ;
' let his hands be siifficient

fur Lim;' and (3) when the enemy would emieavour to overthrow him, let tljine

almighty aid be near; 'be thou a HcliJ to him from his enemies.'" That this

prophetic blessing and prayer is, in the higlicst meaning thereof, ]\lessiauic, seems

to admit of no question. Its complete fultilaient will be realized in the ultiuiate

triumph of him who is at once " the Lion of the tribe of Judah," and yet "the Lamb
that was slain." He will be brought "unto his people;" his hands have been and will

be ** sullicient for him ; " and power no less than that of the eternal Father will ensure

the defeat of the enemy and the enthronement of the Son, that "in all things he

may become the pre-eminent One." For this believers have prayed implicitly ever

since the days of Moses ; for this they have prayed explicitly ever since the day of

Pentecost.

But there is another bearing of this blessing of Judah, perhaps less obvious, though

not less real than the one already named ; while it equally suggests a topic for pulpit

teachiutr of no small interest and value, viz. Divine help lueded/or man, that he viay

realize his true destiny. The following line of thought may serve to press home this

truth :

—

I. The life of man has a noble destiny before it.

IL According to the greatness of destiny must be the measure of responsibility-

Ill. According to responsibility, so is the need of Divine help to give unity and

directness to life. We need (i) strength : " let his hands be sufficient for him ;
" (2)

protection : "be thou a help to him from his enemies."

IV. That such Divine help may be granted may well be made matter of earnest

prayer: (1) of jjastors fur people
; (2) of parents for children

; (3) of friend for friend.

Y. It is a great stimulus to prayer, when the one prayed for is known to pray

fi,r himself. Moses was not praying for a prayerless tribe. " Hear, Lord, the voice of

Jadah."
VI. When prayer has great promises to fall back upon, we may be absolutely sure of

its success. The prayer, " Bring him unto his peuple," was based on the promise, "To
hiu: Shall the gathering of the jieople be."' It is equivalent to, " Lord, fulfil thine own
promise," The great Messianic promise waa made through Judah, and through him
and in him was it fulfilled.

Yefs^ 8—11.— The blessing of Levi ; or, entire devotion to God a necessary qualifi-

cation for ministerial service. Moses and Aaron were themselves of the tribe of Levi.

C)onstquenlly, Moses is here speaking of his own tribe ; he forecasts its future; he

seems in a remarkable manner to revoke the harsh sentence of the patriarch Jacob

upon it. Xor is this altogether unaccounted for. The tribe had manifested a genuine

repentance by a remarkable zeal for God's honour on several occasions. It was the

tribe, moreover, which God had selected from the rest, to minister in holy things ; and

tlesj facts, bleuuing themselves with a painful reminiscence of his own breakdown

at 2ileribah, give the character to the blessing of Moses. The points therein which

furnish a basis for historic and homiletic teaching are these: 1. Here is an office

divinely aiipointed and assigned to a particular tribe
—"thy holy one" (vcr. 8).

2. Here is a history, in some sort chequered and sad, connected with the tribe (ver. 8)—"Massah," "Meribah" (Numb. xx. 1—13). There had been a grievous failure on

Aaron's part too, as wtU as on that of Moses (Exod. xxxii., xxxiii.). Still, as a

whole, the tribe had been marked by great zeal for God, great concern for his honour,

and great devotion to his service ("ver. 9; cf. Numb. viii. 14—26; xxv. 1—15; Excd,

xixi:. 26—28). The honour of God was deemed by this tribe paramount to all persunal

and family considerations. 3. Here is a commission for the discharge of varied duties

resting on the tribe (ver. 10)— teaching, incense, sacrifice (see ch. x. 8; Mai. ii. 4—7).

The duties of the priesthood were more varied than is generally supposed (cf. Dean
Stanley on the Jewish Church, vol. ii. lect. xxxvi.). Whatever a man could be or do to

help his people in prayer, work, war, worship, knowledge, or life,—all this was charged

upun the piiest. 4. llerc is a danger espied to which the tribe would be liable (ver. 11)—"them that rise against him;" "them that hate him." This hatred had already

manifested itself in jealousy (Numb. xvi. 3, et aeq.). It is very suggestive that we find

one of the Keubenites, o tribe wlitdi had lost its bii thriyht, concerned in that conspiracjR
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There always has been and there will be jealousy and odium towards G(nl*s ministers,

as "taking too much upon tliem." As Moses had found it out already, he knew by some
experience what it was likely to be in the future. Hence: 5. Here is a prayer which
takes its shape from a review of the varied facts named ab(jve (ver. 11), that a blessinj;

might attend on their consecrated eneigies :
" Bless, Lord, his strength ;

" that the work
might be accepted in God's sight ; and that the enemies and hatirs of the tribe, who
rose up in jealousy against the oflSce and those who filled it, might be put to utt«r

shame 1
*

Here is a mass of truth suggested of great interest and value.

I. There is a ministry appointed by God under the Christian economy,
II. To this office great honour now belongs.

III. Its faithful discharge makes varied demands on those who hold it.

IV. These demands cannot be rightly met without entire and unreserved conse-

cration.

V. However faithful God's ministers may be, they will certainly meet with hatred

and opposition.

VI. That their work may, in the midst of all difficulty, be divinely accepted and
guarded, may w-ell be made matter of earnest prayer.

Ver. 12.

—

The hiessing on Benjamin ; or, sqfeti/ in the sheltering care of Divine
love. Though not without difficulty in some points of detail, the general tenor of

this blessing on Benjamin is tolerably clear. It is well known that Benjamin was the

object of Ins father's special love. The expiring lawgiver seems to see in that a
reflection of a tenderer and mightier, yea, a Divine love, which, as it had I een manifest

to the head of his tribe in time past, would also be manifest to the tribe itself in the

ages yet to come. Benjamin had been and would be " the beloved of the Lord." The
words, "he shall dwell between his shoulders," are variously interpreted (see the

Exposition; also Kcil, Calvin, Jameson, the 'Speaker's Commentary,' et al. in loc).

We prefer the simpler meaning accepted by Calvin, that the figure is that of a fatht^r

carrying on his shoulders a young and teeble child (see ch. i. 31). During all the

changes of Israel's history, a special lustre shone forth from this tribe. From hence
its first king was chosen. On or by its territory was God's " foundation " in the holy
mountains. And as far on as the time of the first century of the Christian era, Paul
reckoned it as one of his points of native gloryinix that he was of the tribe ut' Benjamin
(see Rom. xi. 1 ; Phil. iii. 5). Our tojjic for meditation is

—

Safety in the sheltering

tare of Divine love, an inestimable blessing.

I. There abe those whom God loves with a special love. They are, in a degree

to which others are not, "the beloved of tlie Lord." No doubt there is a sense in

which it is true that God loves all mankind. His love to our race is such that he has
given us the noblest gift which even Heaven itself could bestow (Juhn iii. 16 ; Rom.
v. 8 ; Eph. ii. 4). This is a luve of benevolence. But our Lord speaks of something
further in John xiv. 21, 23 ; xvi. 27. And Paul the ajjostle, in describin;j; the blessings

of a justified life, speaks of the " love of God " being " shed abroad in tlxe heart by
the Holy Ghost," i.e. a pervading sense of that love.

But who are they who are thus specially loved of God ? They do not belong, as.

such, to any nation, tribe, or tongue. They may be found in all of them. Those who
are "in Christ," pardoned, renewed, accepted, justified, sanctified,—these, these are
" heloved of God, called to be saints."

II. ThET can rejoice " ALL THE DAY LONG" IN THAT NEW RELATIONSHIP WHICH 18

THE CREATION OF REDEEMING LOVE. lu the figure used in the text, and in a not dis-

similar verse in ch. i. 01, there is the underlying tliought of a gracious fatherly

relation. That is also disclosed in the gospel ; and in both cases it has its reci-

procal—that of *' son " (see Itom. viii. 14—17). This is not that general relation to

God indicated in Acts xvii. 28; that is common to man as man. This is peculiar to

those who are born again. The former may be and is marred by sin. The latter will

uever be ; it is made lossible through a propitiation for sin by the blood of Christ.

' On the prayt-r of Moses conceniins the Urim and the Thummim, see Hengatenberg'.-
' Egypt and the Books of Moses,' pp. 140—153.
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and made actual through the destruction of sin by the power of the Holy Ghost
(1 John iii. 9). Hence in the perpetuity of this relationship there is matter ol

constant joy (Rom. viii. 38, 39).

III. In connection with this relation there u correspondino oabb on the
PART OF Jehovah. The father carries the child " between his shoulders," not only
because the child is too young or too weak to go alone—true enough though that may
be—but because he feels that the child's safety is its father's care. And the parert
would feel it a reproach to himself if the weal of the child were not the care of hlb
heart. Now, we know how our Lord permits, yea, teaches us to look up from human
tenderness to the Divine, as if the lower were but the reflection (and consequently the
inia^e) of the higher (Matt, rii, 9—11). And St. Peter directly teaches the positive
truth, " he careth for you " (1 Pet. v. 7). And so does Peter's Lord, in Luke xii. G,

7, 22—30 ; Matt. xxi. 32, 33. How much of loving care is indicated in John vi.

38—40 ; X. 1—29, words would fail to tell. The believer may meditate thereon to his
heart's delight, but he will find no words adequately to express the glories revealed to

his faith in the infinite care for him of God the Father and the Son.
IV. Hence the beloved of the Lord are in perpetual safett. *' The beloved

of the Lord shall dwell in safety by him "—" upon him " the word is : God bears him
up ; he rests safelr ;r (Jod. God is his " Shelterer " all the day long, without let or
pause. The Old Testament saints felt this, or they could never have penned Psalms
xxiii., xci., and cxxi. 1. They are safe in Divine love. None can wrest them thence.
2. They are safe at all hours. " He that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor
sleep." 3. They are safe from all plots, snares, and fiery darts, 4. They are safe
under all circumstances of duty, care, trial, affliction, bereavement, death. They may
be tossed about on the Rock, but neverfrom it.

In conclusion. 1. Let the believer rejoice in the Lord
;
yea, let hira shout aloud for

joy (Ps. xxxiii. 1 ; Phil. iii. 1 ; iv. 1). 2. If any ask us this question—" If the believer
is so safe, how is it that one like Paul can write as he does in 1 Cor. ix. 23—27 ? "—the
answer is. This is one way in which Grod secures the safety of loyal souls, by giving
them to see the danger they are in from themselves, that they may look ever to the
Rock that is higher than they are. For : 3. No such security is ever enjoyed as to

warrant any departure from duty's path, or any presuming on God's providence. To a
temptation in this direction, even our dear Lord was exposed, and his followers must
not expect to be free therefrom yet awhile (see Matt. iv. 5—7). 4. The great reason
why God takes our cares on himself is that he may set us free for the one business of
life, which is in loyalty and love to do the work of the day in the day, and to leare
all else in his hands. Let us say

—

<* I have no cares, O Blessed Will

;

My cares thou makei^t thine.

I live in triumph. Lord, for then
Hast made thy triumphs mine I

"

And sooner shall heaven and earth pass than one such beloved one 61 the Lord shall
ever be put to shame.

Vers. 13—17.— ITie blessing of Joseph ; or, Ood's favour the mercy of mercies. We
may see here a reflection of Jacob's blessing, both as in Gen. xlviii. 19 and also Gen.
xlix, 25, et seq. In Dean Stanley's * Sinai and Palestine,' pp. 226—250, there is much
interesting information as to the correspondence between this prophecy of Moses on the
one hand, and the extent of territory, the beauty and fertility of the district, the
dignity, valour, and advance of the trilies of Ephraira and Manasseh on the other.
(For an elucidation of each clause in this somewhat lengthened blessing, see the
Exposition.) By way of " opening up," however, the theme of our Homily, we must call
the readers' attention to the structure of the verses. AVe regard them as a blen<1ing
at once of prophecy and prayer. Both the beginning and the close are prophetic. The
beginning, from ver. 13 down to the word "thereof," in ver. 16; the ending in
ver. 17. In the intervening clauses we regard (so Calvin, Keil, et al.) the word fix"?

(ritzon) as a nominative case. We read thus : "And may the good will of him thai
dwelt in the htuh come upon the head of Joseph" etc. It will be observed that in the
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English Version che words " for " and " the blessing •* are in italics, to show that they

are added by the translators. And the fact that there is no " for " in the original at

the commencement of this clause seems to show that it is not co-ordinate with the

preceding ones, and so to mark a new starting-point ; as if Moses had said, " He will

have a noble territory, rich in all temporal wealth ; his tribe will be an enterprising,

hardy, and pushing one ; may there be superadded to all, the favour of him who
dwelt in the bush, to crown and glorify the whole." The reader will find the varied

scriptural senses of the word here translated "goodwill," in the fullowing passages,

where it occurs:—Exod. xxviii. 38 ; Lev. xxiii. 11; Ps. v. 12; xix, 14 ; xxx. 5 ; Prov.

XV. 8; Isa. xlix. 8 ; Ix, 7 ; Ixi. 2. If in addition to all that earth's varied wealth and
tribal renown and conquest could yield, Joseph had the " favour " of the Lord, that

would make him rich indeed. Whence our theme suggests itself

—

Qod's favour th«

mercy of mercies.

I. The store of mercies which abb the TEMPOBAii oiFTS OF God's hand n
BY NO MEANS SMALL. Tlie land, with its wondrous capacities and its adaptation to

this seed and to that ; the dew that gently distils, or the vapour that exhales ; the lakes

that lie sleeping on the bosom of the hills ; the variety of beauty, fragrance, and
fruitfulness coming through the sunbeams ; the produce of the several months, year

by year; the wealth stored up in the mountains and hills; the varied productions

of the soil ;—all these are referred to in the text; and, in a few brief touches, what
a conception they give us of the wealth with which God has enriched this globe, and
of the series of constant adaptations with which it is made subservient to the use

of man ! So great are all these blessings which go to make up the enjoyments of life

on its temporal side, that meditation thereon may well call up from the soul a grand

song of praise such as we find in Ps. civ.

Nor can we in such an age as this, leave out the additional fact that, owing to the

rapid communication between the jieople of one land and those of another, the

proiluctions of one country supply the wants of another ; and thus the nations at

large share the supplies sen t them by a gracious God.
And be it remembered these supplies are not less from God because he uses means

in sending them ; it is rather a proof of his care for the culture and education of man,
that he makes him the means of the cultivation and tillage of the soil. " Whoso is wise

and will observe these things, even he shall understand the loving-kindness of th«
Lord."

II. There is a far greater mercy than any of these—one which we havg
called " the mercy of mercies." It is referred to in ver. 16, "'i'he good will . . . may
it come ujion the head of Jose| h." Favour, mercy, on Joseph's head, is a boon greater

far than plenty on his land 1 There are three questions which we may approjiriately

ask concerning it.

1. What is this "good will "f It is not simply that benevolence to which our
Saviour refers in Matt. v. 45. In this sense God's goodness extendeth to all. "His
tender mercies are over all his works." This good will is something special. li

the student will compare the several passni:es (those given ut supra et al.), in which
the same word is used which is here translated "trood will," he will see how much meaning
it conveys. It includes : (1) acceptance in God's sight—forgiveness, access

; (2) God's
delight in the accepted one ;

("3) the constant possession of God's special love, which
enriches the accepted one with all sjiiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ Jesus.

2. Hov) can this good will be assured to its possessor f (1) There is a word of

promise which assures us that it is made over to the believer in Christ (John i. 12;
Gal. iii. 26). (2) To him who believes, the Spirit is given, confirming to the soul its

Viiterest in Christ, and sealing it " to the day of redemption."
3. Why is this the mercy of m,ercies f (1) Because the possessor thereof can delight

in God himself. He can realize that in God he has One who is infinitely more than
all his gifts, and who will he his joy when all earth's joys have lost their power to

charm. (2) Because all other mercies have new joy stamped upon them when they are

enjoyed as coming from a reconciled Gnd and Father. (3) Because we are then enabled
to use other mercies aright. Surely that must be a crowning blessing which teaches

the right use of every blessing. (4) The conscious enjoyment of God's favour and
love gives, as nothing else can, strength for the duties of life. ** The joy of the Lord

DEUTERONOMY. 2 N
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is your strength." (5) "With such joy and strength life will be so sanctified as to

be rich in influence for good. (6) God's favour and love will be a source of joy long

after we have ceased to dwell below, yea, for ever and ever.

Oh, it is not—it is not meroly having a wealthy land, or great estates, or splendid

revenues, or military prowess, or pusliing energy, that can make life a success. We
may have all these, and yet life may be a miserable, an unredeemed and irredeemable

failure. It may well be a matter for frequent wonder how parents who profess to

aim at and to be living the higher life, do seek so earnestly to get the best situations

in life for their children, yet never manifest half the same amount of anxiety that their

loved ones may have " the good will of nim that dwelt in the bush " resting on their

heads. And yet, without God's favour, what is life, what is wealth, what are earthly

friends, but blessings that disappoint our hopes, and prove, perhaps, anything but

blessings in the end ?

Finally : This most needful of all blessings is the vert one of which

ALL WHO CKAVE IT supuKMELY MAY MAKE MOST SURE. God may not give US much
of this world's goods. He will give us himself. He waits to be gracious.

_
He delights

iu loving-kindness. He will be the seeker's God for ever and ever ; his Guide even unto

death.

Vers. 18, 19.

—

Trade and commerce subservient to evaf^elization. There is room for

considerable divergence of view with regard to some of the minutiae of this passage,

on which the reader will consult the Exposition, and may also refer with great advantage

to Keil, Jameson, and Wordsworth, on the blessing of Issachar and Zebulun. The

following points, however, stand out with a fair degree of clearness ;—1. Zebulun and

Issachar had the territory which corresponds to the Galilee of our Lord's time.

2. They had a fine piece of sea-board, which would enable them to open up traffic with

other nations. 3. They had also a considerable space inland, reaching to the lake of

Genns^aret. 4. With this double advantage, there would be scope for the development

of foreign and home trade. 5. They, having the inestimable blessings of the knowledge

of God, of a pure faith, and of a lioly worship, would be in a far better position religiously

than any of the nations with whom they would carry on intercourse for the purposes

of trade. 6. They would be made rich by the treasures of wealth brought to them

from afar. " They shall suck of the abundance of the seas," etc. 7. They would make

their traffic with other peoples a reason for and an op[)ortunity of inviting them to join

them in the sacrifices of righteousness (see Gesenins, sub verb. nai). As other nations

enriched them in temporal tilings, they would enrich other peoples in spiritual things

(see a fine suggestive note by Bisliop Wordsworth, in loc). This was fulfilled " when

the apostles and evangelists of Galilee went forth to evangelize all nations in the ships

of the Christian Church." The apostles, " men of Galilee," called all nations to the

mountain of the Lord's house on the day of Pentecost. A greater fulfilment awaits

this passage (see Isa. Ix. 5, 6, 16 ; Ixvi. 11, 12). Hence the Holy Ghost, by the law-

giver, gives us here a great theme for homiletic teaching— The development of

commerce subservient to evanfjelization.

I. The Church of God is here prospectively regarded as upon a ** mountain " (ver. 19 ;

see this figure carried out in Isa. ii. 2 ; Micah iv. 1).

II. From this mountain an invitation to the nations is to be sent forth ; ver. 19,

" Thev shall call," etc. (cf. Isa. ii. 3 ; Micah iv. 2 ; Zech. viii. 20—23 ; Isa. Iv. .5).

HI." There will be such national intercommunication as shall help to forward these

world-wide invitations (Isa. Ix. 3, 4; Dan. xii. 4; cf. Acts ii. 5—11).

IV. The time will come when the Church of God shall be enriched by the glad

inflowing ofa people's wealth ; ver. 19, " For they shall suck," etc. (cf. Isa. Ix. 9, et seq.

;

Micah iv. 13).

V. The nations at large shall then " offer sacrifices of righteousness " (ver. 19 ; cf.

Mai. i. 11 ; Rom. xv. 16 ; Heb. xiii. 15, 16 ; 1 Pet. ii. 5).

Learn—1. With what interest may believers contemplate the commercial progress

of the age, and the increased facility of communication between people and people!

Man Ls seekiiig to bring about nil this, to serve himself. God overrules all for tha

higher purposes of his race, and governs the world in the interests of the Church.

2. How great a shame is it when men from Christian lands, in carrying on traffic witb
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other nations, make such traffic a means of propagating corruption, lust, and crime

!

3. Commerce may be " holiness unto the Lord," and will never reach its true splendour
till such is the case (Zech. xiv. 20). Its stainless purity is of infinitely more moment
thau its extent or amount.

Vers. 20, 21.

—

Gad; or, a place in the Church and the world/or lionlike strength.
" The territory of Gad lay in the east of the Jordan ... it included several cities
remarkable in the history of the patriarchs and of the judges, as Mahanaim, Hamoth,
Mizfieh, Succoth, and Peniel ; but it was pre-eminently remarkable because it contained
the grave of the sireat general and lawgiver, Moses—a fact which so decidedly invested
the province with a character of holiness that, though situated on the east of the river,

it was rt'garded as one of the most honoured parts of the promised land, from which
the leaders of the people might legitimately arise" (Kalisch on Gen. xlix. 19).
The blessing of Moses, like that of Jacob, upon Gad, has a warlike ring about it.

He is spoken of here as lionlike in courage and strength, and also as being charged with
tlie execution of the justice of the Lord and his ordinances with Israel. " The clause
' He came to the heads of the people,' expresses the thought that Gad joined the heads'
of the people to go at the head of the tribes of Israel (comp. Josh. i. i4 ; iv. 12, with
Numb, xxxii. 17, 21, 32), to conquer Canaan with the whole nation, and root out the
Canaanitas " (Keil, in loc). The character of this tribe is described with remarkable
vividness in the Book of Chronicles. It was strong, hardy, fierce, warlike, magnificent
in heroism, invaluable to friends, terrible to foes. Among them were " strong men of
might, men of war for the battle, that could handle shield and buckler, their fices the
faces of lions, and like roes upon the mountain for swiftness :

" " the least of them more
than equal to a hundred, and the greatest to a thousand " (1 Chron. xii. 8, 14). And amid
all the conflicts which were inevitable to the Hebrews with the nations round about,
such li^nlike courage and hardiness would be invaluable in leading them on to victory,
and in helping them through great crises of their political and military history. And
when such courage and valour are animated by the right spirit, and enga;^ed on the
side of righteousness, upon them an aged saint may well pronounce his blessing. It is

indicative of the spirit which pervaded this tribe that such men as Jephthah, Barzillai,

and (probably) Elijah were of it. Our theme for homiletic teaciiing is

—

That the special

qualities of courage and strenjth have a valuabls place in carrying out God^s work both

in the Church and the world.

I. There are not unfbequently great crises which arise in the Church or in
THE WORLD. Work has to be done which requires no ordinary amount of independence
and assurance ; as e.g. when a way has to be opened up through new and untried
districts; or a step has to be taken on which the weal or woe of ages may depend.
Sometimes in the military career of a nation a giant foe has to be t'rappled with, or, in

the progress of a Church, some heresy has to be attacked, and battles, harder than any
on a nation's battle-field, have to be fought in the name of the Lord of hosts. Tcrchance
some Ahab with his pride and covetousness, or some Herod or Felix rioting in lust and
splendour, may have to be sternly addressed for righteousness' sake. Or there may
come a time when the flood-gates of iniquity are burst open, and sin rushes forth in

torrents, and the wicked ride liigh and triumph over the righteous, and the greater part

of men are cowed before the storm-blast.

II. The work of God at such times mat be stern and hard. It may be that

some special form of service is just then imperatively needed. "Who will rise up for

me against the evil-doers? who will stand up for me against the workers of iniquity?"
The quiet souls, precious as they are, will seem to be at a discount then. There requires

:

1. Leadership in the cause of the right. 2. Men who can venture all, to clear the way
to an unknown region. 3. ^len who can endure hardness as good soldiers of Jesus
Christ. 4. Men who can fearlessly rebuke ill, and fear the face of neither man nor devil.

III. For this special form of skrvice, enterprise, courage, bravery, and the
sTEitNER virtues ARE REQUIRED. Those who are naturally timid and retiring will

probably be out of sight at such times. Their work, indeed, is not lost. Their sighs

and cries and prayers do enter into the ears of the Lord of sabaoth. But still there

th«n is need of the shaggier spirits to come to the front. There was time when evil

w jverspread Israel, and persecution was so sure, that it seemed as if virtue would aoon
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become extinct unless God arose in his might. There were seven thousand souls

hidden in obscurity. But one man, stern and strong, must be to the front. It waa

Elijah (cf. also Jolm the Bajitist).

IV. God in meucy, as he foresees tuese crises, prepares men for them. The
Hebrews could uot have disj oused witli the men uf Gad. Their strength was required

as much as the sanctity of the I.evites. Every virtue, every grace, has its own dis-

tinctive sphere of service. God gives some more of the kindlier graces, that they may
be comforters; ana others more of the hardier ones, that they may be awakeners. Ouc
is a BarnaVias ; another a Boanerges.

V. Therefore, whatever our natural gifts mat be, let us be supremely con-

cerned TO SANCTIFY THEM FOR GoD. Let 110 ouc rcgret that he cannot he anybody

else. Rather, "as much as in him is," let him use his jxjwers, whatever they may be,

for his redeeming God. The metk, quiet, gonile, retiring souls have their work. The

rougher, sterner ones have also tluirs. " Each one in his place is best." Be it ours

every day to ask, " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" In a great house there are

not only vessels of gold and of silver, bnt also of wood and of earth ; some to honour

and some to dishonour. If a man, therefore, pur-e himself from tiiesc, he shall be a

vessel unto honour, sanctified and meet for the Master's use, and prepared unto every

good work.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

The blessing of Dan and Nai>htaU; the satisfaction which acanex

from the enj'yment of the Divine favour. The word rendered " favour" in this verse,

is the same as the one translated " good will " in the blessing of Joseph. (For several

instances in which that word is used, see the Ilonnly on that passage.) We are not

going beyond the significance attached to the word in the time of Moses, in thinking

of itas conveying to us the meaning of that favour, grace, and mercy of God which is

the portion of those who are accepted in his sight. And the Mosaic expressic n,

" satisfied with favour," suggests to us this theme for meditation

—

Acceptance with

God a mutter fjr devout saHsfactinn.

I. The blessing here pronounced on Dan and Naphtali speaks of temporal

MERCIES OF NO MEAN VALUE. To Dau is promised the strength and leaping freedom of

young life. Samson was a mighty hero in this tribe. Tlie historical details are not

sufficient to enable us to compare the history of the tribe with the blessing upon it.

Nevertheless, in general, it is sufiuiently obvious that an amplitnde of power is a great

boon, if, indeed it be attended with the greater one, of wisdom to use it aright.

Naphtali, too, was to en;oy " the sunny south " (see Hebrew). To be permitted to

know this earthly life on its sunny side is indeed a mercy ; how it sweetens out

existence when, enjoying the warm sunbeams, we are permitted to feel that life is a

privilege. Let such as have the earthly gifts bestowed on Dan and Naphtali

—

strength and sunshine—not be slow to perceive or to acknowledge their indebtedness

and responsibility to God.

II. Yet GREAT AS THESE TEMPORAL MERCIES ARE, BY THEMSELVES THEY WILL NOT

YIELD SATISFACTION TO THE HIGHER NATURE OK MAN, HOWEVER ABUNDANT THE DEGREE

IN WHICH THEY MAY BE POSSESSED. It is true that this is not SO much expressed in

the text as implied in the form of it. The satisfaction of which Moses speaks arises

from something else which neither might nor brightness can secure.

IIL There is a greater boon, even "favour"—acceptance with God. This the

Helirews enjoyed who had made a covenant with God through sacrifice. (For the

M( sscdness of this in its ripest Christian form, see Rom. v. 1—11). Earthly blessings

are the gifts of God's hand. Spiritual blessings are the outflowings of his grace

(Eph. i. 1—3 ; ii. 1—6).
IV. This GREATER boon it is which yields entire satisfaction. With God's

" favour," all who possess it are abundantly satisfit d. It must be so. For in this

blessed state of accej stance, we enjoy what the Aix)stle Paul speaks of as a resurrection

life. We are in " a new creation," " all things are become new," (1) The intellect is

satisfied. For so much comes into view to delight the soul (1 Cor. ii. 9, 10). (2)

The conscience is pacified. For the enjoyment of God's favoiu comes out of Christ's

own reconciling work, and is attended with i)ardon and adoption. (3) The aflfections

are satisfied. For Divine love is "shed abroa-i in the heart." Fellowship with Gmi in
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ever maintained. (4) A double joy is put into the use of earthly cifts. They are

received as a Father's tokens of love. They mean so much more tlian they can to

others. (5) The expectations are satisfied. In Gud's love they have an enduring
treasury of wealth.

*•
. . . when all earthly pleasures fail,

—

(And fail they always will to every soul of man),
He sends his hopis on high ; reaches his .fickle forth.

And reaps the clusters from tlie vines of God."

Verily such a one is " satisfied with favour, and filled with the blessing of the Lord."

Vers. 24, 25.

—

Asher^s blessing ; strength as the day. There are several features in

this blessing to Aslier. He is to have a numerous seed : to enjoy above his brethren

the favour of the Lord ; to be surrouniled with ])lenty ; to be guarded with l>ars oi' iron

and brass ; and to have strenj;th accordini; to the days. (Tiie Hebrew word translated

"days "is so rendered or explained by the Targnni, Bootliroyd, and Parkhurst. The
LXX. render it Icrxvs: the French version has it tn force ; Gcsenius renders it " rest."

In this Homily we follow the LXX., and accept our translation, " strength.") However
great the temporal blessings may be which are here promised to Ashcr, this last-named

one is surely the greatest of all, yea, greater than any mnrely earthly blessings could

possibly be. And perhaps there is no promise of God's Word which has more deeply

touched the hearts of his peojile, or more frequently proved itself a balm in care, than

this one. For that it was made to Asher first, need not shut off any child of God from

taking the comfort of it. There is a distinct promise made to Joshua, " 1 will not

fail tiiee, nor forsake thee;" but yet the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews bids the

people whom he is addressing to make that promise their own. And so assnredly may
the people of God in every age and land do with the promise before us. They have

done so hitherto, and will do so till the end. Let us meditate on it now, presenting,

as it does, this topic

—

Strewith promisedfor the day.

L What does the promise include ? It suggests truths of which we are often

reminded, viz. : That wt have to live by the day. In one sense we can do no otherwise.

We can never with certainty look over the rim of one da}' so as to see what will happen

to-morrow. Then each day has its own peculiar altrrnatiims and variations of U(jht

and shade. One day all is smiling ; the next, perchance, all is in gloom. Every hour,

every place has "hues of its own fresh borrowed from the heart." Consequently, each

day brings its oimi demands with it. And for each day wc require new self-adaptedness.

Moreover, the strength of each day will not serve for the next. Now, these are tlie

facts which this promise is intended to meet. How does it meet them? 1. It assures

us of strength as varied as the day. Whatever kind of strength is wanted, that kind

of strength will be liiven—whether for work or war, pain or sickness, poverty or

temptation, bereavement or death. "They that wait on the Lord shall renew [t.i°.

change] their strength." 2. It is a promise of strength as sure as the day. No day
'

shall come without its due measure of might to enable us to meet its demands. He
who hath taught his chiMren to cry, " Give us day by day our daily bread," in teach-

ing them so to pray reveals his purpose to fulfil the prayer he has taught. We shall

never find a day when the Saviour's grace is a-wanting. 8. It jiledgesstreni^th as long

as the days shall last. So long as any demands are made upon us, so long will God's

grace be sufficient to enable us to meet them. We need not look wistfully and
anxiously ahead. Our Father cares. One whose words are more to us than thousan(is

of gold and silver has said, " Take no thought for the morrow," etc. And an inspired

writer has given us an impregnable argument, " He that spared not his own Son, but

delivered him up for us all, how shall he not with him also freely give us all things ?
"

But let us inquire—
II. What it is which gives this promise a bpecial value ? " As thy days, so

shall thy strength be." The words remind us of a picture drawn by Mrs. Stowe, in
' Uncle Tom's Cabin,' of a slave weary and worn with toiling in the .sultry sun. One
quotes the words, " Come unto me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest I
" " Them's good words," is the reply, " but who says 'em " Obviously

all depends on that. So it is here. The words are said—by 1. One who knows what
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our da3's will be. 2. One who orders our days. 3. One who measures our days. 4. Ona
who loved us from everlasting days. 5. One whose love changes not with the days.

6. One who has infinite resources on which we can draw throughout the days. 7. One
whose love as revealed in Christ is a pledge that he will be with us to the end of the dnys.

Is anytbinu; wanting to heighten the value of a promise if it comes from such a Promiter ?

III. Ought not such a promise to have great power over us? Yea, verily. A
triple I'ower. 1. It should ttimulate to holy obedience. 2. It should prepare us to

look onward with holy calmness. " I will trust, and not be afraid." 3. It should

embolden us to meet emergencies with a valiant heart. 4. It should lead U8 to look

upward with a waiting, expectant eye.

Vers. 26—29.

—

The glory of IsraeVs Ood, and the blessedness of Ood's Israel. Ere
Moses quite throws up his task, he ^'ives us his view of Israel as a whole. He has liad

a word of blessing for tribe by tribe, and now he takes one last look at the wiiole

nation, and viewing it m the light of that eternal world on which he is so soon to

enter, his words are richer, ri|ier, sweeter than any we yet have read. The name he

gives to the people is very significant
—"Jeshurun." The word is found but four

times in the Scriptures, viz, in ch. xxxii. 15; xxxiii. 5, 26 ; Isa, xliv. 2. It seems to be

a kind of diminutive from "ie"^, and in the passage before us it appears to be used as a

terra of admiration and endearment; some would think it equivalent to "a ri-hteous

little people " (see Gesenius). Anyway, the root-notion of the word is connected with

righteousness. And the fundamental conception which Moses has of the nation is that

it is a nation in covenant wilh Jehovah on the righteous basis of sacrifice, and that it

is one, moreover, which has righteousness for the corner-stone of its constitution and
jiolity. And he pronounces them blessed in two senses : thoy have a God who is

infinitely greater than all gods ; they have privileges which make them greater

than all other peoples. Hence we have a double theme to meditate upon, from the

evangelic standpoint.

I. None is so glorious as Israel's God. It is one mark of Divine condescension

that our God lets his people sjieak of him in language they can best understand; e.g.

" None like unto the God of Jeyhurun" is a phrase which would seem to imply that

there may be some other gods, but none equal to the one God (cf. Micah vii. 18;
1 Sam. ii. 2), whereas in fact there is no other. Still, men of other nations worship]ied

other beings whom they deemed to be gods ; and Israel's God, in his infinite comlescen-

sion, suflers himself to be put in contrast from them, although he is God alone. 1. He
is " tiie eternal God." The word rendered " eternal" here is one which refers to God's

having existed from the eternal past. " From everlasting'' he is God—he is Jehovah.

He changes not. 2. He is one who " rideth above the heaven," etc. ; he is over all. In

the glory of his transcendent majesty, all things are under his feet. " He maketh the

clouds his chariot ; he walketh upon the wings of the wind." 3. He is one who bears

up Israel and all things in his arms. "Underneath are the everlasting arms"—arms
spread out, expanded with the intent of bearing all. "Everlasting arms," that will

remain thus spread out and bearing all to eternity, without weariness, though they

Lave borne the weight of all things from eternity. 4. He is one whose active energies

arc ever going before his people, to "thrust out" their enemies. Whatever would

obstruct them shall be taken out of the way. 5. He himself is and will be the

Dwelling-place in which his people can abide. " Thy Refuge " (see Ps. xc. 1 ; xci. 2, 9
;

Isa. iv. 6). It is not at all unlikely that the figure of God as a permanent Home to his

people suggested itself to Closes by way of contrast, as the people had lived such a

wandering life, and abode in tabernacles (so Keil).

Let these five features which mark Israel's God be put together. May we not well

bay, " Who is like to the God of Jeshurun ?
"

II. None can be so blessed as God's Israel. This is seen whether we consider

what God is to them, or what they have and are in, through, and from God. 1. Their

blessedness arises from what God is to them ; it is an incomparable blessedness.

For : (1) Who else has an eternal God? (2) Who else has one so great in majesty ?

(3) Who else has one so strong to bear? (4) Who else has one so mighty to defend?

(5) Who else has one in whom is such a home? Each of these five ]x>ints, the

/wrrelatives of those under the first head, requires e.Npausion. 2, It arises cdso from
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what ihey have and are in avd through God. (1) They h.ive secMrity. "Iprael shal)

dwell in safety." (2) Plenty shall be theiis. " The fountain of Jacob shall be upon a

land of corn and wine." "They that fear the Lord sliall not want any good thing."

(3) They shall have refreshment. " His heavens shall drop down dew." God will be
" as the dew unto Israel." (4) Victory shall be tlieirs. (a) " Thine enemies shall be

found liars unto thee: i.e. they threatened to destroy, and they are proved false.

(6) "Thou shalt tread upon their high places;" i.e. the hi^h and fortified places in

which they ploried shall be as ramparts over which you shall walk.

Who can desire to be more blessed than this? Yea, who can conceive of a greater

blessedness? Js it not enough to set the heart a-lon;j;ing? May not the remark be

apjirupriatfiy made in closing, that

—

it behoves each one of us to make sure that we are of the Israel of God, bo that we
may know this blessedness is ours 1

UOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Ver. 2.—A fiery Latn. The fieriness of the Law, significant: 1. Of the holineM
from which the Law emanated. 2. Of the fiery sanctions by which it is guarded.

3. Of the threatening aspect which it wears to sinners. 4. Of the purifying effects

which it exerts in the hearts and consciences of believers.—J. O.

Ver. 3.

—

Ood's saintn. 1. Their Tiartpiness—loved of God. 2. Their safety—in

God's hand. 3. Tlieir altitude—sitting at God's feet— at the feet of God's Son (Luke
X. 3, y). (1) Willing to know G^d's will. (2) Seeking instruction in it. (;:>) Wait-

ing on God for tliat instruction. (4) Their duty—to receive of God's words. The
receiving to be of the practical kind of hiding God's words in the heart, and going

on to put them in practice (Matt. xiii. 23).—J. 0.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

Reuben and Judah. The tribe without a destiny and the tribe with

one.

I. The preskbvation and increase of every past of the Church is of intebest

ro every other. Reuben's sins had incurred the forfeiture of privilege. His numbers
ivert! diminishing. It had \>een predicted of him that he would not excel (Gen. xlix.

4). But Moses desires that his tribe sliuuld not perish. He prays for its preservation

and revival. Or, on another view, he prays that, though its numbers are few, it may
not utterly die out. So ought we to pray for any part of the Church that seems

in a dwindling condition.

II. 'i HE strength of THE STRONG 18 STILL TO BE SOUGHT FROM GOD. Judah,

though strong, with great promises brhind and great hopes before, was yet to recotj,nize

that Lis help and sullicicncy were of God. That tiiere may be strength, there must
be prayer, " Hear, Lord, the voice of Judah," etc.—J. O.

Vers. 8—11.

—

Levi. The priestly tribe. Its curse (Gen. xlix. 7) turned into

a blessing. Repentance and zeal cut off the entail of a curse, or so transform it that

out of the very curse God evokes a blessing (cf. Kxod. xxxii. 2'J ; Ps. cvi. 31).

I. The ghound of the blessing. 1. Levi's fidelity (ver. 8). " Among the

faithless, faithful only he." The zeal and constancy of the tribe on critical occasions

had been remarkable. Learn how the wicked, returning to God and proving zealous

in his service, may retrieve past forfeitures and win gnat honour. 2. Levi's

renuiicialiun of earthly ties (vir. 9). Clirist also requires that no earthly tie be

allowed to stand between his disci] 'les and the allegiance they owe to him (Matt. x. 37).

II. The blessing itself. 1. Great privileges were conferred. (1) Levi tuas to be

the medium of God's revelations. Urim and Thummim (ver. 8). This jirivilege of the

tribe receives its higliest fullilment in Christ—God's " Holy One," by pre-eminence,

and the Revealer of ail his counsel to men. jS'ote : The Urim and Thummim is attributed

to the whole tribe, equally with burning incense and offering sacrihco (ver, 10), though
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no one pretends that the prerogative of consulting through the oracle belonged to any
other than the high priest. This shows the futility of the argument tliat in Deuteronomy
all Levites must be held as priests because priestly functions are in ch. x. 8, etc.,

attributed to the tribe as such. (2) They were to teach tJie Law to Isra'l (ver. 10).
This privilege now preserved by ministers of the gospel, and other teachei-s in the
Christian Church. In Levi's fid lity and spirit of consecration we see the qualificatiocs

required for such work, (3) They were to burn incense and offtr sacrifice. This privilege

has its fulfilment iu Christians in general, in whose personal consecration and offeiing

of spiritual sacrifices, with the incense of piayens, the character of a " ro3'al priesthood
"

is maintained (I Pet. ii. 5, 9). Their sacrifices are acceptable through the High Priest,

Christ. 2. Great promises were given (ver. 10). His substance would be bhssed, and
special protection atlbrded him. God's servants have all an interest in these promises,

especially those whose sacred calling deprives them of the ordinary meaiui of live-

lihood,—J. 0.

Vers. 12—17.

—

Benjamin and Joseph. The name given to one of these eons ot

Rachel (ver. 12) would apply to both—" Beloved of the Lord."
I. WiioM God chooses to preserve no foe can injure. Benjamin would dwell in

safety as between the shoulders of Jehovah (ver. 12). The Lord would cover him all

the day long. This is true of every good man. No power can si paratehim from Gud's
love. No enemy can reach him to harm him (Ps, cxxi.)- Christ's sheep are in the

Father's hand, whence no man can pluck them (John x. 29).

IL Whom God chooses to bless all things conspire to poctb blessing upon.
(Vers. 13—16.) All things would " work togetlier" for the good of Joseph—would
combine to fill his lap with treasures. They would unite to benefit and enrich him.
Precious things of heaven and of the deep, precious things of sun and moon, precious

things of the hills, precious things of the earth, and with these " the good will of him
that dwelt in the busli "—a better jiortion than all, would be multiplied to this favoured

tribe. So all things in the spiritual respect work for the believer's good (Rom. viii. 28),

even afflictions turniiig to his salvation through prayer and the supply of the Spirit of

Christ Jesus (Phil. i. 19).

111. Whom God chooses to help no advebsaby cak withstand. (Ver. 17.)—J. 0.

Ver. 16.

—

The good will of him that dwelt in the hush. God chose a bush of the

desert as the medium of his appearance to Moses (Exod. iii. 2), which, burning, was
aot consumed. A symbol : 1. Of Dioine condescension. G"d stooping to dwell with
men (1 Kings viii. 27), using humble and despised instruments (1 Cor. ii. 18—31

;

2 Cor. iv. 7). The bush, " a neglected manifestation of God." 2. Of indwelling

presence. A symbol of the Church, and of the individual believer, indwelt in by God.
Inconspicuous and contemued, yet the seat of the Divine presence—a medium of the

Divine manilestation. 3. Of miraculous preservation. 1. Goi's presence is a fire in

the midst of his Church—flaming out upon the adversaries. 2. God's presenceReserves
the Church amidst fires of persecution and affliction.—J. 0.

Vers. 18, 19.—Zehulun and Issachar. L Two forms of thb blessino of the
Almighty, 1. Commerce. 2. Agriculture (ver, 18), Note: 1. Some are fitted for
one kind of life, some for another. Varieties of disposition and talent. Variety ot

situation, giving scope for innate gifts. Divine providence, as here in allotment of the

tribes, fits the one to the other. 2. Qod's blessiny is needed in one kind of life as well

as in another. Neither in commerce nor in agriculture can that blessing be dispensed

with. It may rest on us in both, both being legitimate lines of human activity. It is

in both equally efficacious. 3, Prosperity flowing to us from God's blessiny is a just

cause for rejoicing. Unblessed prosperity is not to be rejoiced in, but prosperity with

God's blessing attending it is riches indeed.

II. Wealth derived from God's blessinq is to be sanctified to his oloby.
(Ver. 19.) 1. The nations are to he invited to share the blessing. Note here:

Commercial nations have peculiar opportunities for being missionary nations. Cosmo-
politan in spirit. Come in contact with many nationalities. Usually possess the

meauA. The preaching of Christ was largely iu the region of Zebulun and Issachar,
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with that of Naphtali, who "giveth jroodly words" (Gen. xlix. 21). Apyilicatlon to

ourselves, and duty of consecrating wealth to missionary enterprise. 2. Sacrifice* of
rightiousnesa are to he offered in : (1) recognition of God's gift

; (2) dedication of

wealth to God'a service
; (3) personal surrender of the ofiferer to God.—J. 0.

Vers. 20—25.

—

Oad, Dan, Naphtali, Asher, The blessings on these tribes are

conTi»cted with

—

^. I'rowess. (Vers. 20, 21.) Thechivalrousheroic'spirit, which, as well as in bloodier

cuaflicts, finds sco[)e for its exercise in the battles of the cross, has here its appropriate
recognition. A first portion is reserved for it.

II. Activity. Dan's characteristic was agility. In Genesis, the dart of the serpent
(xlix. 17); here, the kap of the lion's whelp (ver. 22). A counterpart in minds of

bold, nimble, adventurous type
;
prompt in decision, subtle in tliought, swift in action.

Such minds, if to the wisdom of the serpent is added the dove's harmlessness (Matt.

X. 16), are of immense service in Christian enterprises needing bold pioneers or swift

and decided action.

III. Contentment. (Ver. 23.) Naphtali was less active than receptive. Did less,

but received more. Possessed a region of great sweetness and beauty, and dwelt in it

with unambitious satisfaction. Such dispositions are needed as a balance to the others.

IV. Skill in the arts. (Vers. 24, 25.) Iron and brass. Asher appears to have
wrought these metals, whether from mines in its own district or brought from a distance

does not appear.

Lessons— 1. Talents are diverse. 2. All have their place. 3. A community needs
all. 4. The blessing of God rests on a faithful use of aU. 6. All should co-

operate.—J. 0.

Vers. 26—29.

—

IsraeVR happiness. A noble climax ! The round of blessing has been
completed, and the dying lawgiver revrls in the thought of the greatness and felicity

thence resulting to favoured Israel. One by one the tribes have passed before his eye,

and he has sketched in outline, not indeed their actual future, but what might have
been, what would have been their future, had tkey remained faithful to their God.
The picture is largely an ideal one, though in the after-history of the tribes, in the lots

assigned to them in Canaan, in the types of character exhibited by them, in the variety

of their callings and destinies—as in the ruins of a temple we may trace something of

its original design—we discern the fulfilment of many features of the prophecy.
Moses' blessing on the tribes is at once a wish, a prayer, and a prediction: a wish that

certain blessings may be theirs ; a prajer that the blessings may be given ; and a
prediction of what, conditionally on obedience, would actually be realized. Reading
the blessings, we think, as in the j.arable, of servants entrusted with certain talents to

be used in their Lord's service, but capable of making a bad as well as a good use of them
CMatt. XXV. 14—31). The tribes, speaking generally, used theirs badly, aud the
1 lessiiigs were not fulfilled. What applies to the blessing as a whole applies especially

to this magnificent concluding passage. It is the ideal, not the actual Israel which
stands here before the great lawgiver's eye, and the language ajiplies to the actual,

only in so far as it was also the ideal, people of Jehovah. Its full application is to

the Church of Christ—the Church catholic and invisible.

I. The basis of Israel's happiness, viz. the relation which the tribes sustained
to the eternal God. He was the God of Jeshurun—of the righteous people. He was
a God bound to them by covenant. They had been saved by him. He was their

changeless Dwelling-place, Defender, and Support. All power in heaven and earth was
at their service, and engaged for their defence. They had nothing to fear with a
Protector so almighty ; they had everything to hope for from one so able to save and
bless. Precisely similar is the relation of God in Christ to the Church of believers.

XL The greatness of it. 1. Complete as regards its elements. No element of

good a-wanting. Kising from natural blessings, and safety and protection against
enemies, they had also, in the favour of God and communion with him, every pledge
of spiritual blessing. 2. I'ermanent. Enduring as the eternal God. 3. EocaUing and
ennobling to the soul of its possessor. Such a relation to God as Israel sustained should
have wrought in the people, did in part work in them, a surpassing elevation of
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consciousness ; was fitted to raise thouglit and feeling to the pitch of sublimity

;

should have made of them a great nation, in the best s ng) of the words, a nation great

in thought, aspiratii n, and endeavour

—

heimcally great. A like elevation of spirit should
characterize the people of Christ.—J, 0.

Ver. 27.

—

The eternal God a Refuge. L The sublimity of this promise. Is there

one who can open his mind suriicieutly to take in anything like the grandeur of this

thought? To think realizingly of God at all is to many a difficulty. It shows how
little we do think of him ; how habitually our minds are occupied with other objects

;

that when we wish to bring even his existence clearly before our minris, we find it

difficult to do so. It is not a difficulty which wouM be felt if our relations with God
were close and intimate, if our communion with him was habitual, if we were trying

to live continually as in his presence and under his eye. "I believe in God the Father
Almighty ! " Is not that just what most of us do not do ? Is there one who would
not tremble far more in the presence of many of his fellow-mortals than he ever does

at the thought of standing in the presence of his God ? What sort of a belief is it which
leaves us so destitute of all real apprehension of what God is, and even of a habitual

realization of the feeling that he is? We think of him, but often how coldly, how
distantly, how notionally, how unbelievingly ! We speak of " revivals," but, sooth to

say, we need a revival of living belief in the first article of the Creed. We need to have
our eyes opened, thought set to work, faith made more real. If that were given, then

should we know, as we had never known before, how wonderful, how sublime, how
infinitely grand a thing it was to have this God as our Refuge, and to know that

underneath us were these everlasting arras. If it is difficult to attain to a steady

persuasion even of God's existence, vastly more difficult is it to frame a just conception

of his eternity. Before worlds were, God existed ; when they shall have waxed old

and disappeared, he shall exist still. Time flows, but, like the rock in the midst of the

stream, which, from its stable base, laughs at the flood whose impetuous course it over-

looks ; so, amidst the flow of ages, God endures, " the same yesterday, to-day, and for

ever." Does it not, then, seem as something incredible that this eternal God should

constitute himself a Home and Refuge for weak, sinning, mortals ; should even stoop to

press himself on such mortals as a Friend, Saviour, Protector, Support, Helper ? If we
see nothing strange in this, it is impossible that anything should seem strange to us;

if we can believe this, we need not stumble at much else in revelation. For this is

just the central truth the Bible has to telL It tells of a God, infinite, everlasting,

almighty, inflexibly righteous, unutterably pure, incomprehensibly great and wise and
good; from whom men have indeed wandered in numberless paths of error; but who
has revealed himself for the very purpose of bringing them back to himself, that they

may be saved from death and may enjoy eternal life ; who will by no means clear the

guilty, but who waits to be gracious to every penitent sinner returning to his care;

and who has provided all means for that return in the atonement of his Son, our Saviour

Jesus Christ, and in the grace of his Holy Spirit, That is the message the Bible has

to bring, and it is nothing else than the almij;hty and eternal God ofiering himself, in

his grace, as a Refuge for our otherwise defenceless souls ; stretching outthose everlasting

arms of which the text speaks, to draw us to himself and save us from otherwise

ineritable ruin. Say not, you do not need this refuge ! The son of man is not yet

born who does not need it, and who will not one day, whether he does so now or not,

acknowledge that he needs it. And say not, you will delay in seeking itl for even

could a day or a year be guaranteed in which to rethink the question now proposed, it

is plainly folly in itself, and grievous dishonour done to God, that so vast and glorious

an opportunity should stand for a single day unimproved ; that God should sue to

you, and you refuse his gracious invitations. Rather, " seek the Lord while he may be

found," etc, (Isa, Iv. 6),

II. The comprehensiveness op this promise. View it in three relations. In

relation : 1, To owr temporal existence. Having God as our Refuge does not indeed

imply that we are to have a great abundance of this world's possessions, or be abso-

lutely free from cares and sorrows. It does not secure that we are to be cither th«

richest or the least tried of all around us. God knows how often it is otherwise.

^m« of the best of God's saints have been, like I'aul, the worst off of humankind.
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" They were stoned, they were sawn asuiulcr," etc. (Heb. xi. 37). Was God therefore not
the " llefuge " of those saints because they were so ill off in this life, or did the " ever-

lasting arms " not sustain them ? Or was it not in the midst of these " great fights of

afflictions" that they firnt realized how true a Refuse God was to them? When Paul
was at his work, " in journeyings often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in perils

of his countrymen, in i)erils of tlie heathen, in perils of the city, in perils of the wilder-

ness, in perils of the sea, in peiils of false brethren ; in weariness and painfulness, in

watchings often, in hunger ami thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness" (2 Cor.

xi. 24—28), hail God in these circumstances falsified his promise, and failed to be a
Refuge to him ? The question needs (mly to be put to be its own answer. Yet it is

certain that, even in outward things, God is a Refuge for his people, and that under his

care they ordinarily enjoy both unusual blessing and a quite especial protection. Jesus

leaches us to trust our Father in heaven, while of course using the means he gives

us, for all our temporal necessities (jNlatt. vi. 25—34). He pledges himself that, so

long as it is the Faiher's will that we should live in the world, we shall be protected

from harm, and suitably provided for. This was David's confidence, expressed in

many of the psalms, and it has bi en the confidence of all God's people. Experience
verifies that the good man's dwelling is the "munitions of rocks; " his bread is given

him, his water is sure (Isa. xxxiii. 16). 2. To our spiritual existence. God is the

soul's (1) spiritual Saviour. Though our Lord and Judge, it is only in his bosom, in

his forgiving grace, we can find refuge from our sins, from the unhaj piness they cause
us, and from the ruin they have brought upon us. The child that has oflended his

parent may seek the whole world thn ui^h in vain for the rest he can find at once by
coming back, confessing his sin, and being forgiven. God has devised means "that
his banished bo not expelled from him" (12 Sam. xiv. 14). The way is open. "0
Israel, thou hast destroyed thyself; but in me is thy help" (llos. xiii. 9). (2) Unfailing

R(Xi'e»t in trouble. No matter what storms beat without, what blcssinj:s of an outward
kind are given or withheld, what threatening forms the enmity of man may assume,
the soul has in God a IJetreat, a place of resort and Refuge, which never fails it. There
it dwells in a region of love, breathes an atmosihere of ]>eace, holds a communion with
the Father of sjiiiits, which only grows the sweeter the longer life lasts, and the more
the outward cuj) is bitter to the taste. In this inward home of the spirit it renews its

strength and drinks of living waters, has moat to eat which the world knows not of,

finds satisfaction for its deepest needs (Ilab. iii. 17, 18). (3) Unfailing Support. He
upholds the soul. Has the believer trials to come through? He is ui>lield to bear
them. Has he temptations to lace ? Re is upheld to conquer in them. Has he work to

do? He is ujiheld and strcngth( ned to peifonn it. Has he enemies to fight? His
courage is sustained, and he is made "more than conqueror." But for the upliolding

of the "everlasting arms," how many of God's saints would never have come through
what they have experienced ! 3. To our eternal existence. *' The eternal God," etc.

Heavenly and eternal existence are wrajiped up in this promise. God does not make
his eternity a refuge for beings of a day. There would be an utter disproportion between
an everlasting dwelling-iilace and a creature of some three score years and ten. All

eternal good is here imiilied, and this crowns the promise and carries it beyond all

comprehension of its greatness. " Eye hath not seen," etc.—J. 0,

Vers. 1—5.— The King and his viceroy. Moses, having received the direction about
his death, procieds next to formally bless the tribes. We have in these verses the
introduction to the blessing. It brings under our notice the Great King himself, and
the minor king, Moses, the viceroy. As the parting blessing of him whom God ha<i

made "king in Jeshurun," it has more weight and significance than anything which
overcame out of the lips of kings. Even David's dying words are not sosublinii

as these of Moses (of. 2 Sam. xxiii. 1—7). Let us look first at the Great King, and thtu

at his viceroy who reigned in Jeshurun.

L The advent of God. He is represented as rising at Sinai, as scattering ra;. -

from Seir, and as riding forth in sunlike majesty from Mount Paran. The ide.i i,

borrowed from the dawn. Just as, before the sun appears in splendour, the mount aii -

tops are tipped with gold, and then the dawn gathers into glory, and the sun at l.i.

eteps forth in might, so the Lord made bis proximity felt on the top of Sinai; thi^.c
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was a still greater impression made at Seir, with the mercy of the brazen serpent ; and

last of all in Paran, in whose wilderness was Kadesh, the scene of chequered experience

;\nd yet abundant blessing, the sunlight having then fully come. God had come as the

Light-giver. " God is light, and in him is no darkness at all " (1 John i. 5).

Next let us notice his anirt—" myriads [nuan, which may mean a million^ of saints."

This cannot refer to Israel, as some sug-est, but to the holy ones accompanying the

Lord from heaven. What a magnificent aiTay 1 Only the holy can stand in his sight

or constitute his train.

Next let us notice his gift to men—" from his right hand went a fiery Law for them."

This fiery Law can only mean that moral law which penetrates unto the heart with its

li ry heat.

And all was in love (ver. 3), for the God who is light and fire is also love. The
saints are safe in his hand, and they gather round his feet.

IL 'J'he viceroy. He is called here " the man of God," and justly so. He was the

man who recognized himself as God's property, as God's ser\ ant, as God's minister.

And this is why he was "king in Jeshurun." It is consecration to God's glory

which secures the real kingship. No kingship is worth the name which consists not

in holy influences; and every man is a "king of men" who reigns over them by the

sovereiguty of intelligent cousecration.

In these respects iloses was a type of Jesus, Pilate could not understand his

kingship through truth; but the world recngnizes it. He was so devoted to the

Father's glory, and so bent on the good of men, that increasing multitudes every year

are owning his sway and accepting of the Law at his mouth. Fiery it is doubtless,

fitted to kindle the coldest heart to rapture. As it dwells within us, it moulds to

highest good the life.—R. M. E.

Vers. C—25.— Watchwords for the tribes. The blessings authoritatively pronounced

by these old worthies amounted to watchwords for their future development. They
were divinely suggested ideas regarding their future courses. We shall look at the

ideals thus presented in their order.

I. The unostentatious development of Reijben. Deposed from the primacy

among the brethren, because ot his self-indulgence, he is to content himself with

pastoral pro-ress amid the mountains of Moab. The blessing is a good one, quiet life

and progress.

II. The sovebeignty through suffering of Judah. In ver. 7 we have clearly

the regal strain. It is the struggle and the victory and the reign. The brunt of battle

is to fall on Judah, and the sovereignty in the end. That it refers to Messiah ultimately

is, we think, quite reasonable. Indeed, Kennicott regards ver. 5 as refening to the

Messiah and not to Moses, and consistently tliert-with he would have the words " bring

him to his people " to refer to the king, Shiloh, of Judah's tribe. However this njay

be, we can discern in this watchword of Judah the key-note of the Saviour's sufi"ering

life.

III. The self-denial and devotedness of Levi. The treasure of the oracle was

to be with the Levites, and, in prosecuting the work of God, they were to show that

they loved their Master more than even father or mother, sister or brother, sons or

daughters. In prosecuting their ministerial work, they were to illustrate discipleship

as a giving unto God the first place above the nearest and the dearest (cf. Luke liv. 2()).

M(ire>iver, in this holy work the sons of Levi shall need the Lord's blessing on their

substance, since they lived by voluntary contributions, aud the Lord's help against

calamities. A special blessing is thus looked for in connection with special work, of

u self-denying character. And the same is ap[)licable to the ministry still.

IV. The shadow of God fob Benjamin. This powerful tribe was to aff'ord shelter

to the central government and worship in the time of the monarchy. The Divine

presence thus was specially to overshadow the descendants of Benjamin. As Joseph

80 tendeily overshadowed his brother, so will the central government and worship

his seed.

V. Thb splekdid success and rsowEBS OF Joseph. All the fatness of the earth and

the favour of God and the power to push successfully their way against all opi>osii;^

forces are to belong to Ephraim and to Manasseh. From Joppa unto Carmel, on the sea
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across to the pastures of Giload, the two half-trihes were destined to hold sway, and to

enjoy all the wealth this encircled. It was the magnificent central province of Samaria,
with any amount of pasture-land beyond the Jordan.

VL The nianwAY of Zebulun. Its outlets are to be peculiarly important, as wc
know they proved between the Great Sea and the sea of Tiberias. Through Zebiilini

the traffic passed from the great Eastern kingdoms. Their situation, mercantilely

leiiarded, was superb.

VII. The confidence and consolidation of Issachab. Settled beside Zebuluii,

with a series of mountain fastnesses behind, and Esdraelon's plain down to the sands
cif the Mediterranean as their coast, the children of Issacliar were to feel settled ami
secure in their tents. The mountain tracts will nurse the piety of the people, while

the sea shall yield its abundance, and the sand become a source of treasure. No better

home could be found for a trading, manufacturing people.

VIIL The vantage-ground of Gad. This tribe is represented as hemmed in like

11 lion at bay, and thus compelled to take a prominent part in critical aifairs. Lying
Ijetween the mountains and the Jordan, it became the battle-ground of the monarchy,
and at Ramoth-Gilead and Mahanaim important issues were decided. The watchword
was vigilance, because of the vantage-ground.

IX. The ooubage of Dan. He is represented as a lion's whelp, full of courage,

though small in size. Leaping from Bashan, he made his lair northwards, but ever

ready to shift to better quarters if he heard of them. He found a lair too at the sea,

in the borders of Philistia.

X. Easy-going Naphtali. This tribe is represented as taking a south-west location

after the northernmost Daniles, and as rejoicing there in the manifold goodness of Gtxl.

XL Blessed by name and nature as Asher. This tribe is to be blessed, as the

very name implies, in domestic relations, in fraternal relations, in the olive-yards

yielding such magnificent oil, and in the iron and brass witli which, instead of the

ordinary wooden bars, they could protect themselves. To this tribe was given the oft-

(]uoted promise, " As thy days, so shall thy strength be." They were to have " strength

proportioned to their work."

It does not appear why to Simeon no blessing is assigned ; and yet it is noticeable

that this tribe played but a small part in the drama of Israelitish history.—R. M. E.

Vers. 26—29.—2^e incomparable Saviour. In finishing the blessing of the peoiile,

Moses cannot refrain from bursting into a tribute of admiration for him who had
brought them thus far. He speaks of God's incomparable excellency, and how happy
Israel was in relying upon his power. We shall notice the two thoughts in this order

as cause and effect.

I. The incomparable excellency of God. This is brought out in several particulars.

And : 1. God is incomparably excellent in himself. He " rideth upon the heaven
in his help, and in his excellency on the sky." The reference is believed to be to the

Shechinah cloud, which passed in calm mnjesty along the upper heavens to indicate to

Israel, or " Jesburun," as Israel is here called, the way they should take. In no more
beautiful way could God's essential sovereignty be brought out. He moves in calm

majesty among the spheres, the Ruler because Maker of them all. No one can for a

moment be compared with him. 2. God is incomparably excellent as the Saviour of his

people. Israel experienced his help in the deliverance from Egypt, in the pilgrimage

to Palestine, and they were about to experience still further favour in the success of

the invasion. The language is most beautiful by which all this is conveyed. "The
eternal God is thy Refuge ; " to him who dwells in the eternities and who orders their

processions, the difficulties of time must be as nothing. " Underneath are the everlasting

arms," no weariness ever overtaking arms which are full of everlasting strength. " He
shall thrust out the enemy from before thee ; and shall say. Destroy them." Now, in

all this we have a figure of the salvation which God extends stdl to men. (1) He
delivers us from the bondage of sin ; (2) he justifies us freely from all things; (3) he

sanctifies us by his Spirit; (4) he protects and delivers us from all our enemies.

II. The consequent happiiJkss of Israel. What distinguishes Israel and renders

them a happy people is the possession of such an inconi]Kiral>le Saviour. It is not in

Israfel themselves, but in their God, that the cause of their liaj^piness dwells. And it
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is well to remember this. 1. Frames and feelings are no proper foundation for our

spiritual confidence. Anxious souls prolong their anxiety and postpone their peace by

excessive introspection. Instead of occupying themselves with the incomparable

excellency of their Saviour, they occupy themselves with the incomparable vileness of

their own hearts. No peace and joy can come from within. 2. The changeless Saviour

is a true Foundation for our confidence and hope. It is " Jesus Christ, the same

yesterday, to-day, and for ever," in wliom we are asked to confide. He has every

(sxcellency which our necessities demand. He has the atonement and the sympathy

and the intercessory powers we need to free us from deserved penalties and fit us for

undeserved blessing. 3, We stand in consequence as an expectant people awaiting our

entrance to the land of promise. For it is to be noticed that Israel were not only

happy in their experience, but happy also in their hopes. They were about to enter the

pmmised land. Tiiere they were to dwell safely alone, like the heavenly state where " the

wicked cease from troubling and the weary are at rest." They are to have plenty of

corn and wine, as the redeemed have in heaven, where they eat angels' food and drink

the new wine of the kingdom. They are to dwell imder the fertilizing dews of heaven,

iis the redeemed shall under the benedictions of God. In hojie, then, Israel was happy :

and we too may " rejoice in hope of the glory of God."—R. M. E.

Vers. 1 5.— 7%e Godlike act of blessing. Moses is finely described as "the man of

God." Among his contemp -raries there was no man who bore so much of the Divine

imat^e. In character, in office, in deed, he was eminently Godlike. As his earthly life

drew to a close, the real man came more fully into view. Death is a clever unveiler of

a man—it strips off shams and masks, it discovers the reality. Like his great

Antitype, Moses forgets himselt' in the crisis of death, and concerns himself about others.

As his hours are few, he will crowd into them as many acts of blessing as he can. It

is in the power of one man to bless many. This is Goillike.

L Blessing can come to men only through the channels of law. It is useless

to wish a man some good fortune, unless he is prepared to follow the lines along which

f^ood fortune comes. It is useless to wish a man health, while we know that he is

wedded to the wine-cup. The only real blessing we can coufer is to put men into

connection with God's channels of blessing. The man who unveils to us the law of

God respecting the expansion of steam, confers real blessing on the race. Similarly,

the man who reveals to us the law, or method, throui^h which God's favour flows to

sinners, imparts solid blessing. Respecting blessing, God is the only primal Source, but

men can be subordinate agents in distributing it. " Order is Heaven's first law ;
"and,

in blessing others, we must observe God's order of procedure. Submission to law is au

essential conditicm of blessing.

n. Blessing to men has always been the pcrpose op God's bublimest mani-

festations. Desiring to bless the tribes, Moses at once reverted to Sinai, and to

God's grand plan for blessing men. Heart and soul, Moses was a legislator. He saw

the grandeur, the eternity, the utility of Law. The "ruling i^assion was strong in

death." The splendid manifestation of God's majesty at Sinai again passed before

the eye of memory. All those splendours of royal state were destined to illustrate the

intrinsic majesty of Law. That magnificent retinue of consecrated ones illustrated the

native glory of the Divine Law. That entire epiphany of God culminated in this

significant act : " from his right hand went a fiery Law "—a Divine force to soften, melt,

purify, and consume. Those honoured beings that found a place in the retinue of God

received that exaltation and that office by virtue of submission to Law ;
" they sat down

at thy feet." To reveal to men his Law is a Divine equivalent for largest blessiijg.

God's Law is the outcome of his love. The spring and motive of this stately display of

Law is deep and generous love. " Yea, he loved the people."

III. To bless men, through their observance of law, is the ambition of every

real king. God is supreme Sovereign of all intelligent beings.' The supreme

Monarch manifests irrepressible desire to bless his sul'jects. Amidst impressive

solemnities, he declares that blessing can only come through the channels of righteous

Law. Moses, too, is a subordinate king—king in Jeshiirun—God's vicegerent. Jloses,

too, desires to bless the people. His life had been spent in their interests. Eveo

during the forty years he spent as a shepherd in Midian, he was uudergoing preparation
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for hia great undertaking. But Moses likewise knew that the greatest blessing ho
could confer on Isra 1 was love; of Go I's Law. No wish' s, or hopes, or a.s[)iralioiis,

which he could cherish for theiu would be of any practical value apart from their

dutiful obedience to God. Therefore, his legacy was counsel and prayer : " He com-
manded a Law, even the inheritance of tlie congregation of Jacob." This is the richest
heritage we can acquire on earth, viz. God's L.aw enshrined in the heart. Then are wo
living temples, the " habitation of God through the Spirit."—D,

Ver. 6.

—

A prayerfor the firstborn. The personal character of Reuben had not been
exemplary. His salient f atuies were coarse. Moral qualities were entailed to posterity

;

and the tribe, generation after generation, occupied a low place in the histqry of th«
nation. Nothing noble seems ever to have been achieved liy it.

I. Priority of place does not ensure noblexess of cuaracteb. Reuben was, in
Jacob's household, first in the order of time, but not first in native dignity. " Many
that are first shall be last." The king has not always the most royal character in the
em[)ire. The palace docs not always contain the noblest society. The most obscure
may yet become the purest and the best. Moral rotteimess has often been oa the
throne, and real royalty on the gibbet.

IL Present life does not secure continuous life. Human life is not self-created;

it is sustained throu.:h every hour by a Divine hand ; and whenever Divine wisdom
sees best, that life is brought to a close. As life, with all its advantages, is a trust

from God, which may be terminated any moment, we should use every moment well, iu

order to deserve its continuance. In projwrtion to the precariousness of life is the
value of every moment increased. So, too, in the life beyond the grave, the same*

dependence on God remains. We hang on him for continued life. Christ is our life.

Through eternity we live (if we live at all) by faith on the Son of God. Hourly the
prayer ought to ascend, " Let me live, and not die."

in. Present units may become future myriads. At the time of Moses' dissolution,

the number of Reuben seems to have been small. Possibly tliis may have been a penalty
for Reuben's incest. In this case it would be an appeal to God's mercy to remove tho
curse. Beneath the benediction of God, "a little one soon becomes a thousand."
Prolific increase is a sign of Divine approval. All the oak Ibrests on the globe sprang
from a single germ.—D.

Ver. 7.

—

The royal house of Judah. The name Judah signifies praise. Here Moses
represents Judah as the praying tribe—in this respect inheriting the spirit of its great
father, Jacob. Prayer and praise usually wed ; they make a happy pair in the habitation
of the heart, and the offspring is royal nobleness.

I. True prayer pleads fob an appointed destiny. What God has designed and
destined for us

—

this is a proper object of prayer. For although God has designed
.wme good for us, our prayer is the last link in the succession of causes which brings us
into actual possession. " For all these things," saith God, " I will be inquired of . . .

to do it for them." Prayer has respect to the will of God. The purpose and oath of
God have prepared the bh ssing. The hand of faith is stretched forth to take it.

II. True phayer is supported by otiiei;s' intercessions. The prayer of a good
man on our behalf is an inestimable boon. Here ISIoscs prayed that Judah's petition
might be heard. Example is contagious. When good men see us praying, they will

pray with us, and for us too. If only combustible material be at hand, the fiery flame
will spread. It is always an inspiration to us, if we remember that while we pray,
Christ our Elder Brother is praying for us above.

III. True prayer is always seconded by personal endeavour. "Let his hands
be sufficient for him," W^hat we can do to gain ihe blessing, God will not do for us
What we cannot do, God will, if we meekly ask him. Prayer without effort is

hypocrisy. We are not sincere in our request. Labour without i>rayer is stark atheism.
The boat of human progress must bo rowed with two oars—prayer and effort. Unless
both wings are in motion, the eagle cannot rise,

IV. True prayer obtains the help of God. It obtains help for every undertaking
—husbandry, commerce, art, and war. l*rayer always has prevailed—it always will.

Frayei and painstaking can accomplisli anything. Prayer secures for us the best help,
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the presence of God himself. ** Be thou a Help to him.** This is an Ally worth having

—an Ally who, by a breath, secures success. If the Lord be our Helper, we can wisely

speak the challenge, " What can man do unto me? " God with me, God in me, in-

spiring every thought, and purpose, and desire and deed,

—

this makes a mean man royal

indeed. Thus we may all obtain a place in the honoured tribe of Judah, and be
" kings unto God."—D.

Vers. 8—11.

—

The priestly tribe. The abuse of the priestly office has brought the

name of priest into contempt. Best things, when corrupt, become the worst. Sour

milk and rotten grapes and stained snow are things most obnoxious. Yet a true priest

is the noblest form of man—the greatest benefactor of his sf^tecies. A pompous,
bedizened, arrogant ecclesiastic, is not a true priest. God's priest is meek, self-forget-

ful, saintly. Christlike.

I. PUBITT AND CONSECRATION ARE THE ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE PRIEST-

HOOD. Levi is here described as " thy holy one." This was God's ideal, though never

fully realized except in Ciirist. If there was not perfect purity of character, there was
the nascent germ within—the inner yearning and desire after holiness. Levi was the

rude type, the rough outline of the perfect priest. A further qualificatiou was con-

secration. This personal righteousness was to be practical. It was requiied to be

actively devoted to the service of God. Regard for God was to dominate regard for

earthly relatives. When called to God's service, the Levite was to regard his parents

as if he had them not; he was to forget his brethren and his father's house; yea,

he must love his children as though he loved them not. Ood first ; every one else

must find a suborflinate place (ver. 9). Here we have the forecast of Christ's axiom,
" He that lovetli father or mother more than me, is not worthy of me." Further,

this character was a tested one. To an office so responsible, God does not admit a novice.

[Mere innocence is not a qualification. There must be tried and tested character

—

character tried in the furnace of temptatiun. So with respect to this tribe of Levi

;

him " thou didst prove at Massah," with him " thou didst strive at the waters of

Meribah."

II. Priestly consecration is a condition fob beceivino revelation from God.

"Let thy Thummim and thy Urira be with thy holy one." Although it is

confessedly difficult to determine precisely what the Urim and the Thummim were, it

is obvious that it was God's ancient method for revealing his will to Israel. In

emergencies, whether personal or national, it was the practice to ask counsel of Gtxi

by means of the Urim and Thummim. It is a necessity that there should be internal

fituess in order to receive and transmit the will of God. Light can only circulate

through a fitting medium. Music can only be transmitted by a specific conductor.

As it is in the natural world, su in the spiritual, only the pure in heart can see

God. His will is revealed only to the dutiful. "The secret of the Lord is with them
that fear him." On this account, God's priests have often been God's prophets ; e.g.

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Samuel, and John the baptist. Moses too belonged to the tribe

of Levi.

III. Priestlt consecration includes service Godward and manwabd. (Ver.

10.) Every true priest is a mediator between God and men. He receives of God and

imparts to men ; he receives from men and presents unto God. The only ]>crfect

Mediator is the "Son of the Ili-hcst;" but, in a humbler sphere, earthly priests are

also mediators. They receive God's Law from the fountain of his lips, and they convey

it unto their brethren. Every real te;icher is a real mediator. He delivers unto others

that which he has first received. The priest has also- a service to perform Godward.

He brings human offerings before the Most High—the offerings of gratitude and praise.

But men have sinned, and this sad iact must be recognized. They stand in urgent

need of Divine mercy. Hence substuniial j^roofs of {xjnitence and confession are

required. God has a proper and prescribed method for conveying his mercy. He will

be appro:\ched in the way of sacrifice, and it is part of the priest's vocation to present

•* whole burnt sacrifice upon God's altar."

IV. Complete consecration ensures complete salvation. Salvation is many-
sided ; it is negative and positive. It embraces deliverance from every evil, jircsent

«|id future \ it embraces every good that can enrich and ennoble the man. While
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we care wholly for God's interests, he will most completely care for ours. No external
substance will bring us any real advantage unless God's blessing be upon it, ay,
pervade it. The Levites were compelled by oQicial duties to bo ofien abi-ent from
their families and homesteads, which needed therefore special protection from God.
" BlesB, Lord, his substance." But more important yet was it for the whole nation
that the oll'erings and intercessions of the priests nii.;ht find acce[)tance with God,
If anything upon their part should nullily the offices of religion, the tH'cct would be
unspeakably disastrous. Therefore, looking along the visia of the future in fervent
anticipation, Moses prays, " Accept the work of his hands." It is as if he hid said,

"Let thy gracious plan for pardoning and saving men completely succeed!" And
lastly, he prays for the priest's security against all loes. We may not here confine our
thoughts to foreign adveri^ies. The true and faithful priest will always find enemies
in proportion to his fidelity. His foes shall be those of his own household. They will

assail his earnestness, suspect his motives, attack his reputation. But God shall

undertake his servant's cause. He will, in his own wa}^ so smite his foes, that they
shall be completely silenced ;

" they shall not rise again."—D.

Ver. 12.

—

OoiTs fatherly interest in^ Benjamin. The circumstance of Benjamin's
birth has a melancholy interest. His birth was the occasion of Rachel's death. If we
may argue back from the qualities of Rachel's children to the qualities of Rachel,

she must have been a woman deserving high esteem. Rare excellences embellish the
characters of her sons. To Joseph and to Benjamin were assigned territory in the very
heart of Canaan. In the benediction of Moses we have

—

I. An endsarinq naue. A name given by Gol is pregnant with meaning. It

is no empty compliment. If God regarded Benjamin as his " beloved," there was
sufficient ground and reason for it. This tribe may not have been conspicuous for

robust energy or for martial enterprise, but it was distinguished for its ;^enuine piety

and its devout attachment to the cause of God. If we cannot all be great, we can
all be good. To bo consistently and thoroughly pious is within the reach of all.

Each of us can be knighted and ennobled with this title, " The beloved of the Lord."
We have indicated here

—

XL The best society. " He shall dwell in safety by him." This promise, in all

likelihood, alludes to the position of Benjamin's inlieritance. His portion in Canaan in-

cluded the hill of Moriah, on which, in later days, the temple was erected. This was nc
insignific-ant honour—no mean token of Jehovah's favour. The successive generations

of Benjamin would dwell in closest vicinity to the oracle of God, and would enjoy easy

access to the public ordinances of worship. So long as man needs the aid and
inspiration of external ordinances, so long will this Vicinity to the temple be a real

advantage. In our folly we may despise the privilege, but this foolish contempt no way
derogates from its value. They who most prize the house of God most prize God
himself. We have also

—

IIL Complete protection promised. "The Lord shall cover him all the day Jong."

God was pleased, in a very remarkable manner, to disclose himself to the Hebrews by
metaphors easily interpreted. In a climate where men suffered most from a scorching

sun, a covert from the burning heat was most apiirociated. Therefore God was
to them just what they needed, " the sliadow of a great rock in a weary land." The
fervent heat was tempered with a cloud. From every evil thing God covers his saints

—from the heat of trial, sorrow, care, excessive prosperity. He never fails as does a

passing cloud. He covers his chosen "all the day long." We have piomised

likewise

—

IV. Unebbino guidancb. " He shall dwell between his shoulders/ As the temple

of God was to rest on Moriah, and the visible Shechinah be enshrined within, this

«-ould properly seem as a crown of glory on the head of Benjamin; or, what the

head is to the human body, that God would be to this favoured tribe. The head
informs, enlightens, directs the whole body ; so, saith God, " I will guide thee with my
eye." That man has reached the perfectifu of being when Christ dwells in him,

as "wisdom, righteouaness, sauctification," life. To l)e most godly i« to b« most
manly.—D.

BKDTEBOHOMT. 2 O
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Vers. 13—17.

—

Eoyil donations on Joseph. It is instructive to observe with what
loving ardour Moses speaks ol Joseph. No sooner does he mention this name than

his tongue, the ready servant of his heart, gives vent to a flood of eloquence. No
<;ood is too great to jirtdict for Joseph. No benediction is too costly for him. The
rinest imagery that his fancy can invent is employed to foreshadow his greatnoos.

I'iie imagination of the d\ ing saint fondly revels in the prospect of Joseph's prosperity

lud power. Touching Joseph, vpe have mentioned

—

I. His faithful improvement of trial. The description of Rachel's firstborn

.rf truly pathetic. He is pictured to us as he " that was separated from his bretliren."

n a sense he had always been separate. In youth, his temper and tastes and
predilections were all superior to theirs. They were coarse, vulgar, cruel ; he was
refined, thoughtful, gentle—cast in a nobler mould. But the reference made by Moses

to separation is, doubtless, to that violent and murderous separation, when by his

brothers' hands he was sold as a bond-slave and carried into Egypt. How nobly

he had borne that treatment is a matter of historic fact. How Joseph's behaviour

in captivity had led to the development of Israel's fortunes could never be erased

from Jewish memory. His affectionate treatment of his aged father, and his generous

forgiveness of his brethren, marked him as " separate " from the common herd of

men. This is a kind of separateness we may aspire to emulate. Here is a pattern man.
II. His foreseen prosperitt. This forecast of prolific prosperity was foundetl on

a double basis, viz. on the ijative resources of the district which was to be his

favoured portion ; and on the abiding benediction of Jehovah. Yet these two sources

of prosperity were in reality one—one source flowing through many channels. His

hills should laugh in fertility and gladness beneath the sunny smile of God. The vale

of Shechem has always enjoyed a wide celebrity for its beauty and fruitfulness.

Samaria was the paradise of Canaan. Its hills were covered with olives and vines

and figs. Its valleys waved with golden com. One natural source of abundance ia

its perennial fountains and flowing streams—the "deep that coucheth beneath."

Here it was that Jacob made his first purchase of land, and here he digged the

well which to this hour bears his name. To this verdant district Jacob's sons led

their flocks when drought and barrenness covered the land. And in this district

occurred the shanieful deed when Joseph was imprisoned in the pit and then sold

to Ishmaelites. By a generous retribution of God's sagacious providence, Joseph

obtained his permanent portion in this very territory, and with all the energy of

his soul Moses prayed, " Blessed of the Lord be his land."

IIL His future power. A double portion of property and power fell to Joseph.

By the dying bequest of his father Jacob, each of Joseph's sons, Manasseh and
Ephraim, was to rank in the first degree, adopted by Jacob in the place and rank of

his own. Yet the two sons were destined not to grow in the same proportion of power.

While there were to be the " thousands of Manasseh," there were to be the " ten

thousands of Ephraim." God " divideth to every one severally as he will." The glory

of these young men was to be " their strength," and this would be fostered by the fatness

of their land. Yet their strength was not pictured under the image of a lion or an

eagle. It was to be rather the quiet, patient strength of the ox—the strength which

endure*, as did Joseph's in the land of Egypt. Horns are the bullock's natural

weapons of defence, and these are significant emblems of power. But Joseph's horns

were to be like those of the unicorn. His was to be royal authority and strength.

Evidently Moses foresaw the day when the sovereignty of the Hebrews would be

divided, and when Joseph should wield a sceptre in Israel. The royal emblazonry of

Britain thus corresponds, in part, with the heraldry of ancient Samaria. " With the

horns of unicorns " he was destined " to push the people together to the ends of the

earth." His "horn God exalted unto honour." To this hour, a remnant of Joseph's

power remains in Samaria. There still in the synagogue is enshrined the Aacv«ut Law,
and ihert yet is observed the Paschal feast—D,

Vers. 18, 19.

—

Comlxntd work and worship. Some tie of aflSnity bound these two
tribes in peculiar Intimacy. We cannot find this cementing link in the fact that their

lands lay in close contiguity ; this fact was not unique. Other tribes bordered on theii

coasts, with whom no such intimate alliance prevailed. Neither were their secular
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occupations alike. It was an afBnity springing out of congenial character. The same
tastes and purposes and aims were dominant in both. To their honour, it is handed
down to distant posterity that they were zealous for the worship of God.

I. Seculab pursuits suould be followed in a 8PIBIT OF GLADNESS. The man of
God leaves it as a charge upon these tribes to rejoice in their several avocations. The
earthly callings of Zebulun and Issachar seem to have been quite distinct the one from
tlie other. Zcbulun's territory abutted on the sea-coast, and enjoyed the advantage of

a small harbour under shelter of Mount Carmel. Hence the people had access to the
sea; they had a fislicry ; they possessed opportunities for commerce. Though they had
no maritime tastes (like the Phoenicians), yet the ships of other nations would visit their

coast, and the merchandise of distant lands would find their way thither. " They shall

suck of the abundance of the seas." Issachar was an agricultural tribe. The peojile

dwelt in tents, and their possessions consisted in flocks and herds. But whatever their
occupation, it ought to be an occasion for joy. It gave scope to the pleasant exercise of

their powers. It furnished them with the means of family subsistence. It was a fine

field for the disci]iline of their virtues, for the exercise of brotherly help and mutual
kindness. It enabled them to trace in their daily walk the footstejis of Jehovah, and
provided material for daily praise. Whatever our work be, it should be fulfilled with
gladness. Happy is the man who sings at his work.

II. Secular puRStnrs are not incompatible with Divinb worship. "They shall

call the people unto the mountain." Althou-h their abodes were far away among the
northern hills, they did not hold themselves free to abstain from public ordinances of

worship. Yea, not only did they stir themselves up to this delightful duty, but they
summoned the surrounding tribes also to keep the sacred festivals. In the absence of

modern reminders of the seasons—in the absence of almanacks and clocks—these twin
tribes noted the revolutions of sun and moon, became the timekeepers of the nation,
and called the tribes to prayer and sacrifice. Probably their secular duties as fishermen
and as shepherds furnished the opportunities for observing the ])hases of the moon.
New moon or full was the signal in the heavens for the recurrence of the special

festivals; then the silver trumpets would ring out the summons from hill to hill, and
from hamlet to hamlet. If there be the disposition to worship God, facilities will be
found or made.

III. Secular pubsuits furnish the means fob acceptable sacrifice. "They
shall ofi"er sacrifices of righteousness." Secular pursuits will never satisfy all the
yearnings of the human heart. There is a hunger within which no material banquet
can relieve. There is a thirst of soul which can be slaked only by the water of eternal

life. To gratify all the cravings of the mind we must come to God. But he will be

approached by means of sacrifice. This furnishes a test of our sincerity. This awakens
a sense of our deepest need. This provides a channel for our highest joy. Whatever
form our sacrifices may take—whether com, or oil, or fruit—whether lambs or doves

—

whether contrition, praise, or gratitude—it must be a sacrifice of righteousness, or

it cannot be accepted. As the act of devout obedience to Divine command, or as the

outgoing of desire after holiness, or as the expression of righteous obligation, it will

find acceptance on God's altar.

IV. Secular siccess is promoted by generous consecbation of suestanob to God.
"Them that huu'iur nio I will honour." God is the most generous of Masters, but he
hates empty pretensions of loyalty. He will not accept words where deeds are possible.

The honour is conferred, not on the God who receives, but on the man whose gift finds

acceptance. " It is more blessed to give than to receive," is a lesson not easily learnt

—

an experience not common enough. This is not a firstfiuit, but one of the latest fruits

of Christian living. Yet without the favouring smile of Jehovah no secular pursuit

can succeed. Men often sow a bushel and reap a peck. But when God is on our side,

our seed multiplies a hundredfold: "a little one becomes a thousand;" " godliness is

profitable unto all things." The only real insurance for successful enterprise is the
benediction of God. The treasures remain in the land (ver. 19) until God teaches us

how to draw them forth. The eye of faith is clearer-sighted than the eye of

expediency.—D.

Vers. 20, 21.—G'acTs valour and chivalry commended. Gad had been prematurely
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hasty in seeking an allotment in Canaan. When the heads of this tribe perceived how
suitable were the hills of Gilead for pasturing their extensive flocks, they clamoured at

once for this possession, ere yet an inch of land had been gained on the west of Jordan.
Moses yielded to their request, on condition only that they should go over Jordan
armed with their brethren, and should fight in the front of battle. This they nobly
did, and returned to their families and flocks only when Joshua released them froin

further service. We see

—

I. A HASTY CHOICE OVERRULED FOR GOOD. There Can be little doubt that selfishnes?

was the originating motive for this choice. The well-being of other tribes was not, for

ihe time, weighed. Yet it was a choice beset with perils. The district coveted lay on
the borders of the wilderness, and was exposed to raid and depredation from f'ues. It is

wiser always to look heavenward and to say, " Thou shalt chuose our inheritance for

us." Yet, though selfishness was for the hour dominant, othc and better qualities

dwelt in the tribe. As often happens, God allowed their choice, and then led them
through severe discipline to enable them to enjoy it.

II. Their choice was purchased by hard and perilous warfare. " He came
with the heads of the people, he executed the justice of the Lord, and his judgments
with Israel." 'J'o acquire this territory, !M(ises stated at once the simple condition, viz.

that they should fight in the van of Israel's baitalions. This condition they accepted,

and bravely they acquitted themselves. The event taught them valuable lessons. It

taught them that they were an integral part of a great commonwealth, and could not
separate themselves, without injury, from it. It taught them to look, not only on their

own welfare, but also to consult for the welfare of others. It taught them that rest

and quiet possession were more valued after a hard-fouuht campaign tlian before.

III. Their chivalrous conduct developed theik latent qualities of martial
PRO\^'ESS. The greatest advantage resulting from their military encounters was the

personal strength and heroism which were developed in themselves. They weie better,

iiraver, nobler men afterwards than ever before. Now, and not till now, they were
qualified to protect their own hills and flocks. This advantage they had not foreseen,

yet it was tlie best and most enduring. Now the men of Gad " dwelt like a lion " in

fearless possession ; now they were able, when assailed, " to tear the arm" of a foe, '* with
the crown of the head." This heroic quality reapjieared, in biighter form, in the person
of Elijah, and probably also in the forerunner of our Lord.

IV. This fearless courage obtains a prayer for steady enlargement. " Blessed

be he that enlargeth Gad." It was a boon to the whole of Israel to have such a martial

tribe occujying an outpost in the land. To enlarge and strengthen Gad was to

strengthen their military defence, was to increase their own safety, was to perpetuate

their own peace. So long as the lion-hearted tribe of Gad had a numerous generation,

no foe could invade Israel from that side. The very reputation of Gad eastward kept

the nations in salutary awe. The welfare of Gad was the welfare of all.—

D

Ver. 22.— The blessing of strength. From the tribe of Dan sprang Samson, whom
we may regard as a typical child of Dan. In all probability the whole tribe was noted

for strong men, and their pride waa to cultivate and increase muscular strength. We
have here promised

—

I. Youthful strength. This is confessedly not the highest form of blessing
;
yet,

in some conditions of civic society, it is essential to the preservation of independence,

propert}', and life. The picture is that of a young lion.

II. Destructive strength. This has its place in God's kingdom. The destructive

strength of Samson was an inestimable boon, when the Philistines threatened to over-

whelm the land. We cannot otherwise regard the prodigious strength of Samson
but as God's scourge for the chastisement of gross idolaters. Yet, what prodigies

of good might such strength accomplish if directed into beneficent channels 1

III. Strength under the direction and control of sagacity. " He shall leap

from Bashan." Strength is ofttimes wasted from want of prudence. The strength of

Dan was rctervcd for suitable occasions. It displayed itself in forms surprising and
unexpected. The close vicinity of the Philistines to one part of Dan's allotment neces-

sitated this training of muscular strength. It is instructive to note what latent energies

there reside in man, which come into view only when great occasions require.—D.
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Ver. 28.

—

Naphtalt's goodly choice. Naphtali'a position was in the north of Canaan,

and had its southern border adjacent to the sea of Galilee. A large proportion of

our Lord's ministrations were bestowed on the inhabitants within this district.

Obviously the heads of this tribe in Moses' day aspired after the best possessions.

I. We observs heue the best human ambition. " Satisfied with favour." It

is scarcely conjecture that imports into Moses' words the meaning, "the favour of

God ; " for in the next clause he mentions distinctly the " blessing of the Lord."

Mo other favour can satisfy save the " favour of Jehovah." This is all-sudlcient

—

an ocean, in which the soul of man can bathe itself with amplest flelight. This phrase,
" the favour, or grace, of God," includes everything which God can supply for human
need. In it is embraced li:.;ht, pardon, Divine friendship, purity, peace, strength,

liberty, rest. A comprehensive prayer is this, " Oh, satisfy nie early with thy mercy I

"

II. We note the best ambition satisfied. "Full with tiie blessing of the

Lord." We often desire inferior good, and desire in vain. The love of God is too

deep and wise to indulge our foolish requests. But when we ask for hi;j;hest good,

and desire it earnestly, we never fail to obtain. What man ever sued fur grace and

was sent empty away ? No ; God's chief complaint is that we come too seldom,

and ask too little at his liands. Still he says to us, " Open thy moutii wide, and 1

will fill it." The possession and wise use of God's grace enlarges our capacity to

receive. It is a cure for all murmuring and discontent.

III. We pee how, with the hiqiiest blessing, God gives the lower unaskeo.

Naphtali desired to be satisfied with the Divine favour; and a voice was commissioned

to say, " Possess thou the sea and the south." It is a recoguizi d method of God's

procedure that when men ask for spiritual riches, God grants b 'th spiritual and

temporal good. In Gibeah, God appeared to Solomon, and proposed to him, " Ask
what I shall give thee;" and when Solomon craved to possess the gift of wisdom,

his generous God assured him that not only should wisdom be his, but things he had

not asked—even unprecedented riches and honour. To the same effect, our Lord

affirmed, " Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and all other

(needed) things shall be added unto you." He is " able to do for us exceeding abundantly

above all that we can ask or think."—D.

Vers. 24, 25.— The comprehensive benediction of Asher. No one can read this series

of poetical benedictions without cherishing the conviction that Moses "spake as

moved by the Holy Ghost." The peculiar fitness of his aspirations for the future

exigencies of the tribes, and his clear foresight of their distant fortunes, indicate

unmistakably that a supernatural light suffused his understanding. This benediction

of the dying prophet foretokens—

I. Numerical increase. By a natural law of God's providence, rapid increase

of the people is a fruit of material prosjjerity. When scarcity of food is a permanent

condition, infanticide prevails, or children perish for lack of nutritious food. This

increase of children was, in former times, a distinct token of God's favour, and a

frequent subject of promise. As the numbers of Israel increased, so would their

sirength to resist aggression. It was when Israel's numbers were di-minished by

intestine wars, that the Eastern potentates gained decisive triumphs. Occupying,

as Asher did, the extreme north-west of Canaan, numerical increase was a source of

defensive strength. To the Christian parent—to the Church, children are a blessing.

" Happy they who have their quiver full " of these Divine arrows.

II. There is set forth social reputation and good will. *' Let him be acceptabla

to his brethren." So long as the tribal relationship was maintained in strength, ihere

was a constant danger of mutual jealousies and animosities. Occasionally this evil

passion took fire and broke into open flame. From tribal suspicion and dislike Asher

would be free. It is an honour and a joy to live in the esteem and good will of brethren.

The outward reach of influence is enlarged. Life is felt to have nobler interests. The
better part of human naturt^ finds development.

III. There is foreshadowed agricultural prosperity. Upon the northern hills

of Palestine the olive tree flourishes, and authorities afSrm that no agricultural produce

is so abundant and so remunerative as that of the olive. It is hardy, will flourish

in rocky soil, and attains veneraV age. Its fruit is valuable, is utiliz&d for domestic
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purposes, and has always been a staple commodity of commerce. So prolific wer«

the olives of Asher to becnme, that the people should have, not only the head, but the

feet also, in the abundant oil; or the language may be desiuned as a bold figure, to indicate

that so full should be the oil-vats at the base of every olive-clothed hill, that the very

land should seem to be foot-deep in golden oil.

IV. 'I'here is predicted impregnable defekce. The poetical imagery here may
be better translated, "Thy bars shall be iron and brass." It may be that these metals

were found in veins among the hills, or rather iron and copper. It may that the gates

of their cities were, in some cases, fashioned with these metals. Doors and gates of iron

are still to be seen in the district of Bashan. But it is better to treat the language as

elegant imagery, to indicate the matchless strength of Asher's fortresses. Over all her

internal wealth there shall be a sure defence. The Chaldee paraphase reads, " Thou
shalt be strong and bright, like iron and brass."

V. There is pledged internal strength proportiont5D to nesd. *• As thy days,

thy strength." A precious promise this of universal application. Our days are under

Divine inspection ; our circumstances are under Divine control. It is better for the man
every way that his strength should be increased than that the trial should be abated.

The outcome is that the man emerges stronger, nobler, more highly developed. The
supply is always adjusted to the particular need. God is the model of frugal economy.

In his administration there is no waste. But there wuold be waste if the supply of

strength daily given were in excess of the requirement. This would be a blot upon his

wisdom. W hat should we say of the water company that sent daily into our houses ten

times the quantity of water that is required? Or, what advantage would it be to us if

the supply of light from the sun daily were a hundredfold in excess of this world's

need ? Our God is perfect wisdom, as well as infinite love. Strength shall be supplied,

not in superabundant waste, but in exact proportion to our need. " As our days, our

strength." The infant would be crushed with the strength of the full-grown man.—D.

Vers. 26—29.— God, the crown of Israel's glory. Ai soon as Moses touches npon
this theme, language seems too poor to express the greatness of his thought—too cold

to convey the glowing ardour of his love. Here all metaphors fail ; all comparisons are

vain. God is above all iniagery, or metaphor, or illustration. As there is none

like him, so nothing can fitly express his deeds towards his chosen. His conduct is, like

himself, ineffable. As heaven is loftier than earth, so do God's thoughts and ways
transcend human conception.

L Observe Israel's SSourcb op greatness. "Without question, Israel's source of

greatness is Ood. Inconceivable as it is to mortal minds, the eternal Sovereign of the

universe has come into intimate alliance with his chosen people. He is not simply God
— the abstract Deity—he is the "God of Jeshurun." His eternity is brought into

human use—is available for human needs. In the eternal and unchangeable God we
may dwell. He is our Refuge, our Dwelling-place, our Sanctuary. All the resources of

his omnipotence are for us : beneath us " are the everlasting arms." But hath God arms ?

Hath he human members and organs ? " He that formed the eye, shall he not see ?
"

He that fashioned our arms and hands, hath he no instruments with which to support

our sinking frame ? Yea, " in him we live."

All the activities of his providential government are for tea. " He rideth upon

the heavens," like a king in his chariot, for our help. This is true, both for Israel

collectively, and for every individual believer. In every decree that issues from his

throne, he has us in view. All the machinery of his extended providence works with

one design, viz. ouj advantage. He thinks, and plans, and executes, and overturns

for one main end—the final redemption of his people, God and we are one.

II. Israel's safety. " Thou shalt dwell in safety alone." From the foregoing

premiss, this is a sound and certain conclusion. " If God be for us," who can assail us

successfully? What can prevail against omniix)tence ? What can penetrate the

thick bosses of Jehovah's shield ? Fear in such a case is unreasonable disloyalty.

This globe must be shivered into a thousand atoms, all the forces in God's universe

must be rendered powerless and inefiective, the sceptre of Jehovah must be broken,

before any danger can touch the elect of God. Safe, beyond the spectre of a fear, at*

those whom God defeud«.
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in. Isbael'8 abundancb. " The fountain of Jacob shall be upon « l»nd of corn
and wine." Jacob is represented as the fount or source of many people, all of whom
shall find an abode in the land of corn and wine. Every want shall be met. In this
" mountain, shall the Lord of hosts prepare a feast of lat things." In the paradise of

God there flourishes on both sides of the stream, the tree of life, which be;irs twelve
manner of fruits, and yieldeth her fruit every month. Here is a perennial supply and
satisfying variety. And though this is expressed by material images, it sets forth

substantial and eternal truth—the very truth of tiod. In the kinirdom of God there

is provided whatever can please the eye, delight the ear, regale the appetite, relieve a

need, gratify a sense. For perpetually does the voice of the King ring out a hearty
welcome, " Eat, friends

;
yea, drink abundantly, O beloved,"

IV. Israel's triumph. God's triumph is Israel's triumph also. God will not

dissociate himself from his people. " His covenant is an everlasting covenant, ordered

in all things and sure." Yea, God's conquests are not separate and distinct from ours.

He conquers through us—yea, by means of us. If we belong to the true Israel, God's
foes are our foes, God's weapons are our weapons, God's interests ve our interests.

Our excellent Sword in this warfare is God ; he himself is " the Shield of our help."

The contest may be protracted, severe, wavering; success may seem to hang in

suspense; but beyond the smoke and dust and uncertainty of battle, faith clearly sees

the final triumph, and hears the immortal pean :
" 1 hou shalt tread upon their high

places."

V. Israel's transcendent happiness. " Happy art thou, Israel ; who is like

unto thee?" Surely, their hapiiiness is complete, and impossilile of enlargement, who
repose themselves in the very lieart of God, and dwell perpetually in his lovel The
utmost capacity of human speech is impotent to express their deep and satisfying joy.

It is a thing to be experienced, not expressed. Such joy hath no vocabulary, no
tongue. It is "joy unspeakable, and full of glory." What the noonday sun is to a
glowworm's spark, so is the joy of the righteous compared with the joys of earth.

God's own joy is conveyed to godly hearts.—D '

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

Death, Burial, and Encomium o» MoeES.

After blessing the people, Moses, in

obedience to the Divine command, as-

eended Mount Nebo, the hij^hest peak of

the Pisgah range, and thence surveyed the

whole laud of Canaan, from north to south,

and from east to west, as well as the di&trict

on the east of the Jordan, not included in

Canaan proper.

Ver. 1.—Unto the mountain of Nebo, to

the top of Pisgah ; rather, unto Mount Nebo,

the tvmmil of I'ugah. Gilead unto Dan.

Not Dan Lai.-]i, near the central source of

the Joidan, which was not in Gilead, but
anotlier Dan in Northern Perea, the site of

which has not yet been discovered (cf. Gen.
xiv. 14).

Vers. 2—4.—TTnto the utmost sea ; rather,

the hinder tea, viz. the Mediterranean (of.

ch. xi. 24). The south; the Negeb, the

pasture-land in the south, towaidrt the

Arabian desert The plain of the valley of

Jericho ; the extensive plain tliruugk

which the Jordan llowi, extending ftam
Jericho to Zoar, at the south end of the
Dead Sea. 'Ibis wide prospect could not
be surveyed by any ordinary power of

vision ; so tlhit Moses must for the occasion
have bad his power of vision miraculously
increased. There is no ground for suppos-
ing that he saw the scene in an ecstatic

vision, and not with his bodily eyes.

Ver. 5.—According to the word of the
Lord; literally, at the mouth of the Lord.
The rabbins interiaet this, "by a kiss of
the Lord "(,' Baba Butlira,' 17a); i.e. asMai-
monides explains it ('More Nevoch ,' iii. 51),

Moses "died in a moment of holiest joy in

the knowledge and love of God." The
phrase, however, simply m( ans " by or
according to the command of" (cf. Gen.
xlv. 21; Exod. xviL 1 ; Lev. xxiv. 12; Numb.
iii. 16, etc.).

Ver. G.—The valley in which God is

supposed to have buried Moses was pro-
bauly some depression on the Pisgah range,
upon or clo.se by No'o. Tiie rabbins say
that ]\Ioses was buried by reiiriu^ iuto •
cavern, where he died and whcio his body
remained. It is probable ttiat, like Enoch
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•Tid Elijah, he was transferred to the

invisible world without seeing corruption.

Hence his appearance along with Eljah in

bodily form on the Mount of the Transfigu-

ration ; and hence also, perhaps, the tra-

dition of the contest for the body of Jloses

between IMichael and Satan (Jude 9). If the

body of Closes was actually buried, the con-

c(>alment of his grave so that no man knew
of it may be justly regarded as " the first

instance on record of the providmlial

obliteration, bo remarkably exemiilified

afterwards in the gospel history, of the
' holy places* of Pahstine ; the providential

safeguard against their ebvation to a

sanctity which might endanger the real

holiness of the history and religion which
they served to commemorate" (Stanley).

The reverence which the Jews ]iaid to

graves shows that there was no small dinger

of their coming under a superstitious regard

to that of I\Ioses had it been known.
Ver. 7.—Thuui:h Moses had reached the

age of a hundred and twenty years, liis eye
had not become dim, nor were the juices of

his body dried. Natural force. The word

so rendered (rh) occurs only here ; but it

ie doubtless the subst. connected with the

adj. n"? moist, fresh (ct. Gen. xxx. 37; Numb.
vi. 3), and properly means moistuje, fresh-

ness. It is used here of the natural juice*

of the bodj.

Ver. 8.—The people mourned for Moses
thiity days, as they did for Aaron (Numb.
XX. 29).

Ver. 10.—(Of. Exod. xxxiii. 11.) Whom
the Lord knew. "For the Lord was revealed

to him face to face " (Onkelos). The know-
ledge here referred to was not merely that

cognizance which God as the Omniscient

has of all men, but that special knowledge

by whicli men, being known of God, are

made to know him cf. 1 Cor. viii. 3). The
statement in tiiis verse could only have

be' n inserted some time after the death of

;Moses, and after the people had had mani-

festations of God's presence with them, both

by communications from him through the

prophets and by the successes which he had
given tliem over their enemies. But it is

not necessnry to suppose that a long period

during which a lengthened succession of

prophets had arisen Ijad elapsed. "Moses
was the founder and mediator of the old

covenant. As long as this covenant was to

last, no prophet could arise in Israel like

unto Moses. There is but One who is

worthy of greater honour than Moses,

namely, the Apostle and High Priest of our

profession, who is placed as a Son over all

the house of God, in which Moses was found
faithful as a servant (comp. Heb. iii. 2—

6

with Numb. xii. 7), Jesus Christ, the Founder
and ^ledi tor of the new and everlasting

covenant" (Keil).

EOMILETIC&

Vers. 1—9.— The last Journey. (For other aspects of the death of Mases, see

Homily on ch. xxxii. 48—52.) We have come at last to the closing scene. It is

evidently recorded by other hands ; for " Dan " (ver. 2) did not exist by that name
till a much later period (see Judg. xviii. 1, 27—29). Vers. 10—12 indicate, more-

over, a period later siill ; very possibly, it may have been as far on as the time ol

Ezra when those verses were added. And whoever will make use of the formula,

—

"early authorship, late editorship," as applicable to the Book of Denteronomy, will

have in his hands a key which will enable him to unlock many of the intricacies with

wliich unbelieving writers seek to worry us. In all probability there was an ample

supi'ly of men in the later schools of the prophets who would be quite equal to

editorial work ; and most assuredly, Ezra would not be lacking in fitness for such

service. It is altogether gratuitous and unnecessary to attempt to lower the value of

the book in the eyes of others on account of the manifest touches of a later age. The
revi.sion of an ancient book, freeing it from archaisms, and, as we should say, "posting

it up to date," would increase, not diminish its value.

By whomsoever written, this closing chapter is a fitting appendix to the words of the

lawgiver himself. For homiletic use it is excedingly suggestive.

I. Moses has to take a remarkable journey. (Vers. 1, 5.) He has to go up and

die. In one sense this is true of us all. We are all on a pilgrimage, at the close oi

which, on its earthly side, there must be the act of dying. But in two respects there

is a notable element in the journey of the aged law^iiver : in one of these it was unique.

I. His act of dying was, as much as his acts in life, one of conscious and intentional

obedience to the will of God. He knew that he held his life absolutely at the disposal

of ano'-her, and he would not, if he could, have prolonged it beyond its appointed time.
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In this respect believers now are in full sympathy and accord with him. For them to

live is Christ. Their supreme desire is that (Christ may be majzinified in their body,

whether by life or by death. They desire to honour tlieir Saviour in their dying as

well as in their living work. " Whether" they " live" they " live unto the Lord ; and

whether" they "die" they "die unto the Lord; whetlier" they "live therefore or

die," they "are the Lord's." 2. Moses, however, takes a journey, knowing just whm
and whtre he should die. It is not easy for us to enter into his feelings then. The
time and place of our death are entirely unknown to us. IIow could wo bear it if it

were otherwise? Or if we could, how could our fondest ones on earth ? VVe are often

glad to throw ourselves anew on God, in thankfulness at the uncertainty which ghrouda

the future. We cheerfully say

—

*Lord, it belongs not to our oar«

Whether we die or live."

But what a pall would seem to be thrown over the home, if it were disclosed when we
should be called awayl The holier and more beautiful the life, the more painful

would the thought of parting with it be.

II. Ere hb depabts, visions of globt are vouchsafed. (Yer. 2.) "The Lord
showed him all the land." The vision was in part physical, but that which faith

beheld in the glorious future which was assured to the iii.ople of G'd, was by far the

most precious part of the sight—incomparably so. Thus the Lord was merciful to

Moses, in that, though his joy in death was checked by the sense of his own defect and
failures, he would, on the other hand, be borne up by the thought that God never had
failed, and never would. The future, from which he was cut off, would assuredly

develop gloriously under the care and grace of Israel's covenant (lod. Even so, when
God's heroes sink in death, they know that, though they die, God's Church will live on,

and that the promised inheritance will yet be theirs. And many, many a believer

has had a vision, in death, akin to that of Stephen, and, though appalled at his own
shortcomings, has been borne up by a sight of Jesus, as " mighty to save," and as the

Captain of salvation, who will bring the Church onward to the fulness of redemption.

III. When these death-scenes are witnessed the soul will be absoi.utelt

ALONE WITH GoD. Moses lay himself down to die, without any attendant by his side.

However many there might have been around, between himself and God no one could

possibly come. He must die alone ; so must we. Alone must we pass through
"death's iron gate," save as we can use the words in Ps. xxiii. 4. There is but One
whose real presence can comfort us then.

IV. The BODIES of God's saints abb kot overlooked by him. (Ver. 6.) " The
Lord buried hiui," says the editor, " and no man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this

day." Some have assigned it as a reason for the concealment of the body of Mosea,
" that his tomb might not become the occasion of idolatry or superstition." Others,

rejecting this as inconsistent with the known fact that in the eye of the Hebrews every

dead body was unclean, have sought for a reason by comparing Jude 9 with Matt.

xvii. They deem it not improbable that there might be some change in the body of

Moses in death, which would account for his appearing in the Transfiguration scene

with another, who was taken up to heaven without dying, and also for the

mysterious conflict over the body, of which Jude informs us. This may have been,

but we can go no further than the text takes us by the hand. It suffices to know that

God cared for Moses' body as well as for him. The body of believers is now the

temjile of the Holy Ghost. Christ is "the Saviour of the body." The Sidrit who
dwells in us will quicken the mortal body at the resurrection,

V. The work which Moses has done is one which will find no paeau.el to it.

(Ver. 10.) (See next Homily.) Every worker for God has his own distinctive work,

which only he can do.

VI. God has already raised up one to carry on the work of Mose*, so that
IT WILL not fall TO PIECES WHEN HE DIES. (Ver. 9.) Joshua is ready. So tliat

there are no chasms in the service.

VII. The incompleteness of Moses' work is not only a historical but a

lYMBQLlc FACT. It is uot a lawgiver alone who can lead the Church on to Canaan, but
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a Joshua—Jesus, a Saviour. "The Law was given by Moses, but [the] grace and [the]

truth came hy Jesus Christ." Moses had proi)Ounded truth in his legislative precept

and teachings. He had taught God's grace in the institutions of sacrifice, and in the

ordinances of worship, prayer, and praise. But the truth he disclosed, the grace he

declared, were brought in by another, long ages after, for whose work he was intended

to prepare the way. "The Law was a child-guide until Christ." Happy are they

whose life-work is in harmony with the plan of him who seeth the end from the

beginning 1 Happy they, whether in more prominent or more obscure positions, who are

in their Lord's owa appointed way workers together with him 1

Vers. 10—12.

—

The distinctive greatness of Moses. These closing verses do not

touch upon the character of Moses, but upon his unique position as a prophet. " There

arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto Moses," etc. (ver. 10). This does not

exactly ascribe inferiority, but rather dissimilarity to all who had followed, up to

the date of this editorial postscript. "Nothing can have two beginnings;" and

in this lies the one and sufficient reason why Moses could not be followed in the

after ages by any one who took a like position with his own. Purposely avoiding any

outline of the character of Moses, we propose to enumerate a lew of those features

in which the work of Moses was altogether unique, and ever must so remain.

I. Moses was the first to disclose the glorious nature of God and hw
GRACIOUS relationships TO OUB RACE, AS THE CoBNER-STONE OF A GREAT COMMON-

WEALTH.
II. He was the first to proclaim, BT his sacrificial INSTITUTES AND TEACHINGS,

THE ONE PRINCIPLE THAT " WITHOUT SHEDDING OF BLOOD IS NO REMISSION." Sacrifice

was adopted in other nations as a human expedient for appeasing Divine wrath
;

Moses declares it to be a Divine appointment for the acknowledgment of human sin

and of the Divine holiness.

III. He was the FIRST TO PROCLAIM THE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES AND THE TRUE

BASIS OF THE NOBLEST HUMAN ETHICS : " Be TE HOLY : FOB I AM HOLY."

IV. He WAS THE FIRST TO REQUIRE OF A PEOPLE LOVE TO GoD AS THE SPRING OF ALL

OBEDIENCE, AND TO ASSIGN AS THE REASON FOB THEIR LOVE THE CARE OF GOD TO THEM.

(Ch. V. 6 ; vi. 5.)

V. He WAS THE FIRST, YEA, THE ONLY ONE IN ALL HISTORY, TO DEMAND OF A TYBANT

THE LIBERATION OF AN OPPRESSED PEOPLE, AND TO FORM THEM INTO A NEW COMMON-

WEALTH, WITH THE AVOWED AIM AND PURPOSE OF PLANTING IN THE WORLD A NEW
RELIGIOUS FAITH AND LIFE, (Ch vii. 1—11 ; ix. 1—6.)

VI. He WAS THE FIRST WHO MADE PROVISION FOR THE EDUCATION OF A WHOLE

PEOPLE IN THE THINGS OF GOD ; WITH VIRTUE AND PIETY FOR ITS LESSONS, AND THE

HOME FOR ITS TRAINING-SCHOOL. (Ch. xxxi i2, 13 ; vi. 1—9 ; X. 12—22 ; xi. 18—21.)

VII. He WAS THE FIRST WHO AIMED AT EDUCATING A PEOPLE TO SELF-GOVERNMENT.

They were to choose their own officers, judges, and magistrates, according to principles

of righteousness. And (as we have shown in loc.) even the government of Jehovah

was not forced upon them. Their consent was asked again and again ; and their

solemn, loud "Amen" was required, confirming the sentence of God as if it were

their own. Thus from the first the piople were made " workers together with God."

Others might follow on in all these respects, but no one else ever couhl be liki

Moses in starting all this new national life, thought, and virtue, in organized form.

A.nd yet how much more than one like Moses do we need for a world's regeneration

and a Church's education! "If there had been a Law given which should have given

life, verily righteousness should have been by the Law." But " what the Law could

not do," Gud has done through our Lord Jesus Christ. Moses can give rules. Only

the Lord the Spirit can give life. A Greater than Moses has come, and has created

by his power a new commonwealth, whose iroXlrtv/ia is in the heavens. In this " new

Jerusalem, which cometh down from God out of heaven," lol "all things are made

uew."

Ver. 10.—" Face toface
; " or, the secret of power. " Whom the Lord knew face to

face." Such is the remarkable expression used with regard to Moses. This certainly

implies that there was in his case unwonted closeness of fellowship with God. There
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are expressiom not dissimilar in Num. xii. 7, 8, but yet we must make allowance for

the prevalence of the vividness of Eastern inia;;ery, and not press the literalness of the

words too closely. In fact, we are guarded against that by the \»'oids in Exod. xxxiii. 20.

To what extent Moses saw any manifested form, it is not likely we shall ever in this

state of being, be able to tell. It is the duty of thoughtful men to penetrate beneath

the archaisms and Orientalisms of the ancient text, and to seize the permanent truth

which underlies them. The thought which we here detect as that which is under the

urface is this—tliat Moses had very close communion with God.
Every spirit which yearns after God may hold communion with God. And inas-

much as " every man's life is a plan of God," God may make that fellowship serve any
purposes he has for the man to fulfil. By such communion there may be: (1) an inner

life of devotion and an outer life of godliness to be nurtured and sustained ; or there may
be (2) a spur and a pressure applied to high and holy service in one specific direction,—

this is the case where men are borne along to the fulfilment of a special mission ; or

there may be (3) some new truth or clearer light which God wills to impart to and
through tlie soul so communing with him.
Now, there is a specific term for each of these three effects of communion with God.

When it simply subserves the life of holiness which all may lead, we call it

religion ; when it is made tributary to a special form of service, we call it inspira-

tion ; when it is made the means of causing new truth to appear, we call it revelation.

The latter has been realized by. those few—extremely few—of the human race by whom
God has unfolded new truth. The medial one has been experienced by the more
numerous souls who have been borne along as by a special outside force to the fulfil-

ment of a great mission. The first-named is the common privilege of all God-fearing

souls.

Moses was one of the very few who enjoyed the privilege of " seeing the Unseen
One " for all three purposes ; and the four following sentences will sum up his life :—

I. By the power of religion he lived the life of the saint.

II. By that of inspikation he discharged the functions of leader, administrator, and
recorder.

Ill By that of revelation he had the visions of the seer.

IV. Communion with God was the secret of all :
" face to face.*

To those who understand communion with God, either of the three will be regarded

as in the highest degree reasonable, inte]li.:ible, and credible. Those who do not know
what it is to pour out the soul unto God, may .indeed accept all three in a formal

manner, but they can go no further. And if such formal believers should chance to be

subject to the fierce storms of modern criticism, there is no telling but they may come
to deny them all

;
yea, they may come to think that religion, inspiration, and revelation

are swept clean away ; and all because they understand nothing of man's highest pri-

vilege

—

Communion with God I

HOMILIES BY VAHIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1—12.

—

The death and iurial of Moses. We have in this concluding chapter

the remarkable account of the death and burial of Moses, He had, as we have seen,

blessed the tribes ; he had laid his hands on Joshua (ver. 9), and thus ordaine.l bin), so

to speak, to the leadership ; he had given his manuscripts to the priests to be deposited

in the ark ; and now all that remains for him to do is to take tlie course God indicated

to the mountain-top, see the promised land, and die. It has suggested some noble

sermons, to which we would at once refer before proceeding with a few observations

suggested by the history.*

I. Let us notice tue view of Canaan and of life from the mountain-top. It

is evident, we think, that Moses went up the mountain without an escort. He was

going up to hold high communion with God, as he had done on Siani. Mountain-tops

' Cf. Bersier's •Sermons,' torn. ii. p. 125, a very fine sermon on 'La Terra PromiBe;'

Ker's 'Sermons,' p, 153, a sermon equally fine on 'The Burial of Moses: its Lessoni

and Sujr^estionB;' and Hull's 'Seimons,' 3rd series, p. 119, a very Buggestive though

short discourse on ' The Death of Moses.'
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are favourite places for communion with God in the case of busy men like Moses and

our Saviour (cf. Luke ix. '-'8). It was a sublime solitude, filled with the presence of

God. Sooner or later, God draws his servants up-wards out of the bustle of life to have

special communion with him and finish their course with joy.

Moses, moreover, had an undirained eye at this time, and his natural force was in no

.vise abated. His outlook was consequently clear. The land of promise lay out

before him in all its attractiveness, and he could liave wished to cross the Jordan and

-ice it, and the goodly mountain, Lebanon. But the view of it, clear and glorious, is all

I hat in the present life he is to receive.

Now, it is sometimes insinuated that saintly, self-denying men, whose lives according

Lo worldly notions hive been incomplete and unsuccessful, are unable to form a jiroper

judgment about their careers, and must regret them. But as a rule, God gives in life's

last hours the " undimined eye," and his servants are enabled to see life's relations

clearly, and the land of promise under the sunset glow. They regret their incomplete

lives as little as Moses did ids from the mountain-top.

Jonathan Edwards notices, in his ' Notes on the Bible,' that " God ordered that

Aaron and Moses should go up to the tops of mountains to die, to signify that the

death of podly men is but an entrance into a heavenly state ; " and Baumgarten has

made a similar remark regarding the death of Aaron. " The circumstance that it was

expressly fixed that Aaron should die upon a mountain, and so upon a place which

through its very nature points to heaven, the seat of Jehovah, throws into the darkness

of his death a ray (IStnihl) of hope."^ The mountain-tops to these great brothers were

indeed the gate of heaven, whence clear views of life and of the hereafter were

obtained.

II. The cikcumstantials of the death of Moses are unique en their simple

MAJESTY. It has been said that the presence of Moses on the mount of Transfiguration

must have sug2:esled a contrast bi tween his death on the top of Pisgah and our Lord's

approaching death amid the mocking crowds at Jerusalem.^ And what a contrast there

is between the two departures 1 In the one case, the servant of God dies amid the

solemn grandeur of the hills, with the sunset glow around him—dies, as some Jewish

doctors say, "of the kiss of the Eternal ;" in the other case, our Lord dies amid the

ribaldry and scofling ei overcrowded Jerusalem. There may have been an element of

sadness in Moses dying on the threshold of the promised land; but there was an

element of glory in the death-bed among the mountains.

III. God in his love not only took charge of the dying but also of the dead.

He died with God; and God buried him. No wonder the poetess calls it "the

grandest funeral that ever passed on earth."

** And had he not hi,2;h honour?—
The hill-side for his pall

;

To lie in state, while angels wait
With stars for tapers tall

;

And the dark rock-pines, like tossing plumeik
Over his bier to wave ,*

And God's own hand, in that lonely land,

To lay him in the grave I

"

Thia di8ix)8al of tbe body, as well as of the departed spirit, was surely a significant act

on the part of God. He took the matter as completely out of the hands of Israel, as in

the Resurrection our Lord's body was taken out of the keeping of the Roman guard.

Was it not to indicate that the body as well as the soul is to share in the redeeming

care of God, and so far an earnest of the resurrection ?

IV. The privacy of the tomb is also instructive. Manifestly all Israel taw was

the retirement of Moses to the mount ; for the rest, his death and his Divine burial,

they were dependent upon faith—they believed him when he told them he was going

away by death, and that they need make no preparations for him, as God would bury

him- Had it not been for his prophetic notice, they might have concluded he was

> Quoted in Kahle's ' Eschatologie,' note p. 48.

• Cf. Godet sur ' L'Evaugile de Saint Luc,' oh. ix. 80—SJL
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translated. It was a matter ot faith entirely, and no searching could brin» it within
the range of sight. The privacy of the tumb compelled them to take the funeral
and burial on trust. 'I'he niouniiii'^ and weeping for a month arose really from faith •

Moses was not—God took him ; but they had only Moses' word for it that he was to
die with God, and be buried by him.
And God's dialing with our dead must remain still a matter of faith to us, though

of fruition unto them. We believe the very dust of the saints is dear to God, but we
have to put their remains in a cuftin, and deposit them amid common clay. We believe
their spirits are in his safe keei)ing, but they send no messages and make no sign. If
sense is the measure of our i<nouledge, then assuredly we may put Christian hope
into the realm of beautiful dreams, of which there is as little sensible evidence as of
Moses' tomb. But there are " foundations of faith " as strong as those of sense aud sif^ht.'

In such assurance, we believe that God took charge of Moses, body aud soul, and will
take as real and as faithful charge of us.—R. M. E.

Vers. 1—8.

—

The calm sunset of an eventful day. A man's death is In keeping
witli a man's life. You cannot have a tropical sunset in au arctic zone. It is vain
to live the lite of the volujituous, and desire " the death of the righteous." Enoch's
death corresponded with Enoch's lite. The spirit of Elijah was characterized by
heavenly fire: he ruled men with burning words of truth; it was, therefore, meet
that he should de]>art as a king, " in a chariot of flame." Our Lord's whole life was
A crucifixion—sublime self-sacrifice; it was fitting, then, that he should die upon a
cross. Moses was traiiscendcntly great; in native grandeur he towered like a
mountain above his brethren. To be in the society of God was his delight; hence there
was a propriety that he should die alone, aud upon the mount with God.

I. The death of a good man has many gracious mitigations. It is not un-
miugled sorrow. The evil in it is reduced to an iufiuitesiuial point. It is a passing
cloud, v\hile the sun in its strength shines on the other side, and often penetrates the
thin vapour. It is not the valley of humiliation, but the mount of communion. Visions
denied to us before are vouchsafed to us now. God is nearer to us than ever yet ; and
though earthly friends cannot accompany us along the mystic path, strong angela are
at our side to bear us on their wings to the glorj'-land.

"The chamber where the good man meets his fate

Is privileged above the common walks of life;

Almost upon the very verge of heaven."

n. Death often reveals to os what we might have attained. In the
hour of dissiilution, Moses saw what he might have enjoyed if he had neglected no
opportunity in the past. Ti^at faulty past is irrecoverable. We may obtain pardon
the most amide aud complete; but we cannot regain lost ground. Well for ug if,

on our death-beds, we have only one lault to bemoan ; and yet one fault may entail

immeasurable loss. When we stand face to face with death, we shall see the value
of life as we have never seen it yet ; we shall lament our negligences as we have
never lamented them before. What illustrious characters we might have acquired !

W^hat conquests of good we might have won ! What service for God we might have
wrought! Alas! some well-meant purpose still remains immature 1

Hi. Death to a good man is needful fob full possession. The land which
God had sworn to give to Abraham and bis seed, Moses was permitted to see, and
in part to possess. Yet, had he gone over Jordan and endured the fatigues of battle

and dwelt in the land, his soul would not have been satisfied therewith. As his powers
of soiJ matured and ripened, he would have desired a better inheritance than Canaan
could yield. The old yearning would have come back again, " I beseech thee, show
me thy glory." The soul yearns for knowl dge which earth does not permit. We
long to pass the barriers of darkness and tread the plains of everlasting light. Im-
patiently the spirit beats against the bars of this fleshly cage, and longs to find hei
proper wings. We must pass through the dark gateway of death ere the tool can
enter lipon the full " inheritance of the saints."

• Of. Professor Wace'« • The Foundation* of Faith,' paitim.
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IV. The death of a good man is in part the pbocess of natubal law, in

PART THE PENALTY OF MORAL LAW. So far as man partakes of animal life, so far

he is under the law which rules animal natures. In every animal species we discern

the stages of bith, gruwth, maturity, decay, death. But man is endowed with regal

powers, which give him, in some measure, dominion over his animal nature. Yet,

as a fact, men die before their physical powers have decayed. In earlier ages of human
history, human life reached to centuries, while now barely to four score years. Moses

was called to die, but " his eye was not dim, nor had his natural force abated." In

his case we are authoritatively informed that his premature decease was due to guilt.

The moral conduct of men does operate, then, in modifying the laws of nature. There

is an unseen law—a law of God—which interlaces the laws and forces of the visible

world, just as the system of nerves interlaces and animates the muscles of human flesh.

The time and the niode of the believer's death are not the outcome of natural law

;

they are fixed by the wisdom and the kindness of our personal God.

V. The LIFELESS bodies of the saints are the ESPECIAL CARE OP GoD. ** God
buried him in a valley in the land of Moab." There is a secrecy and a mystery about

Moses' burial, which it would be profmity to attempt to penetrate. On a later page

of Scripture we read that, respecting this body of ]\Ioses, Michael had a serious dispute

with the devil. We feel bound to connect this mysterious disposal of Moses' lifeless

body with the appearance of the same glorified body on the Mount of Transfiguration.

But the point which concerns us at present is this ; God has manifested in various

ways his tender regard for the mortal remains of his servants. The elementary particles

may dissolve, but the personal or:zanization shall survive. "It is sown a natural body;

it is raised a spiritual body." Yet, by the conserving power of Deity, it is a body still,

though fitted more completely in the future as a vehicle for perception, intercourse,

motion, and free activity. We can be well content to entrust every interest we have

in life with him " who counts the very hairs of our head."

VI. The death of a good man is an occasion for extensive sorrow. "The
children of Israel wept for Moses in the plains of Lloab thirty days." Although he

had often severely censured them, exposed fiiithfuUy their faults, and denounced their

vices, they knew they had lost a genuine friend. Never would they look upon their

noble leader's face again. His fatherly interest in them could never be replaced. Not

till he was gone did they learn what a fount of blessing he had been. Had this coming

event been steadily kept before them, they would have treated him with more generous

esteem, and would have rendered to his counsels a more loyal respect. Now they lash

themselves with just remorse. A good man's departure leaves a great vacancy in the

Church and in the social circle. Shall we be thus missed when death hath laid us low ?

Yet the days of mourning even for a good man must cease. There are sterner duties

in life demanding unceasing care, and our sorrow for the departed ought to qualify us

for future Bervice.—D.

Yer. 9.

—

Posthumous influence. Although dead, Moses still ruled. His spirit

reappeared in bis successor. The principles of Moses had been planted in the nature

of Joshua : these had flourished and come to maturity. The memory of Moses was

still a mighty power in Israel, and they "did," all through the days of Joshua, "as the

Lord commanded Moses." The legislator had moulded and trained the warrior. Moses

was promoted to higher hgnour, because Joshua was better qualified for this new work

—the realization of Israel's destiny.

I. Note the high qualification op Joshua. He was "full of the spirit of wisdom."

This is a rare gift. By nature he had been endowed with strength and fearless

courage so that he had been military lieutenant to Moses all through the desert. He
was illustrious also for diligence and fidelity in a long career of service. Among the

spies despatched to Canaan, he (in company with Caleb) had been " faithful among

the faithless found." Now to courage and unbending loyalty there was^ added another

endowment, and this in amplest measure: he was "filled with the spirit of wisdom."
" To him that hath, it shall be given."

IL Observe the method by which this wisdom was acquired. "Moses had

laid his hands upon him." We need not limit our thoughts to a solitary act, even

though it might be a solemn and religious act. We may rather think of the plastic,
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formative influence which Moses had exerteil over the growing character of this young
man. It is astonishing wliat immense power God has entrusttd to our iiands for

fashioning and embellishing the spiritual nature of men. By a wise employment of

spiritual energy, we can direct into right channels the lives of many ; by implanting
right principles into youth, and by awakening into vigorous activity the latent forces of

character, we may elevate a city—we may iniiuence the destinies of the world,
III. Mark the beneficial effect. " The children ot Israel iiearkened unto him."

Moses influenced for good his servant Joshua. Joshua influenced for good the nation
of Israel. The twelve tribes felt the force of Josinia's character, and yielded to the
wisdom which he displayed. They were a different people as the consequence of
Joshua's leadership. He touched, through Israel, the fortunes of the world. The high
example of Joshua provoked the imitation of the tribes. His combined wisdom and
energy led them on to triumph. By virtue of his superlative wisdom he becime,
in God's hands, a Saviour, and remains, in name and office, the type of the world's
Redeemer.—D.

Vers. 10—12.

—

Communion with Ood the tecret of real power. Leaving oat of view
our Lord Jesua Christ, there is no man who has left so deeply the impress of his
character upon the world as the Jewish legislator. By no man have so many and
such mighty works been achieved. By no man has such wise legislation been devised
for the government of human society. By no man has a great national emancipation
been so skilfully and successfully executed. At the time of our Lurd, Moses still

wielded a mighty sceptre among the Jewish nation ; and from that day to this, the
influence of Moses has been powerfully felt. The history of the Westein world would
have been very different from what it is, if Muses had found an early grave among
the rushes of the JS'ile. The secret of it is—he was a " man of God."
L Communion with God is the highest advantage man can enjoy. The

friendship of a wise and great man is an inestimable boon. To be in the society of

a good man for an hour leaves a purifying and an elevating stimulus behind. We feel

better and nobler for the contact. And if the friendly influence of a good man can
find its way to intellect and conscience and feeling, how much more can the influence

and energy of God ! There is no doubt that Gud can find access to the natu'e he has
made, and can enrich it with all good. The question is whether, considering our
great demerit, Will he ? This question also is completely answereii by himself. He
invites us to the closest friendship—welcomes us to fullest intimacy. The words
of Jesus Christ suffice to allay all doubt, " If any man love me, he will keep my words:
and my Father will love him, and we will come imto him, and make our abode with him."
We may not have visions of God precisely after the form and fashion that Moses had

:

these were adapted to a particular state of human development; but we may have
contact with God as close—communion as sweet and tender, as ever Moses enjoyed.

"The fellowship of the Holy Ghost" is our special privilege. To us "the Spirit

of truth " is given. And " tnily our fellowship is with the Father, and with his Son
Jesus Christ."

II. Communion with God produces real greatness of charactkb. As a result

of the intimacy between God and Moses, we read, there "arose not a prophet since

in Israel like unto Moses." Intercourse with God purifies every feeling, elevates every

aspiration, energizes every sterling principle, ennoliles the whole man. The creative

influence of the Almighty renews our inuermost life. In the presence of God we
become ashamed of our meanness and pride and folly. We see and feel how noble it

is possible to become. We confess into his fatherly ear our sin : we resolve to do better in

the future. The assurance of his sympathy and aid encourages us. We grow up into

his image ; we gradually find that this is our proper destiny—" to be conformed to the

image of his Son."

IIL Communion with God giybs us power over nature and over men. It is

admitted by scientists that the human will is the greatest force known, save the power
of God. Now, fellowship with God strengthens that will. To his chosen friends, God
conveys new power. On man was originally bestowed complete dominion over nature

;

and this prerogative is to be restored through the man Christ Jesus. Thus the

prodigies wrought by Moses are declared to be signs—symbols of greater things yet
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to be achieved. Our Lord has taught us that true faith can overturn the mountaiM.
The possessor of faith is predicted to outstrip even Christ in mighty deeds.—D.

Vers. 1—4.

—

Moses' vision. The end of Moses, viewing the land to whicli he had
so long and so painfully been leading the people, yet u-it permitted to enter it

—

dying on the threshold of the accomplishment of all his hopes, and leaving Canaan to

be won by his subordinate minister, Joshua,—has often been likened to the common fate
of the highest characters in history, "removed from this eartlily scene before their

work has been apj^reciated, and when it will be carried on, not by themselves, but by
others." (See the development of the thought in Stanley's ' Jewish Church,' vol. i.

p. 175, with the application to Lord Bacon by Macaulay.) Often, also, it has been
likened to the visions of the " land beyond the flood " received through faith by dying
Christians. They, however, see a land into which they are soon to enter ; Moses
looked on one from which he was debarred. This vision was

—

I. A COMPENSATION FOR A GREAT LOSS. Not permitted to enter Canaan, Moses was
yet permitted to see it. His eyes were strengthened to take in the vision of its good-
liness from north to south, from east to west. How his spirit must have feasted on
the widespread prospect ! This compensation, we remember, was won from God by
prayer (ch. iii. 23-39). We cannot always gain reversal of our punishment of loss

;

no, though we seek it carefully, with tears (Heb. xii. 17). But, while the losses remain,
they may be sanctified to us, and, in answer to prayer, gracious compensations and
mitigations granted.

II. A PERFECTING OF HOLT RESIGNATION. Then, no doubt, while looking on that

gowl land, and feeling that he could not enter it, would Moses have his last struggle,

and conquer his last lingering wish to have it otherwise than as God willed. We know
how sore the struggle in his mind had been, how earnestly he had wrestled with God
to have the sentence reversed (ch. iii. 23—29). But it was not to be, and Moses must
learn to say, as the Greater than Moses said long after, " Not my will, but thine be
done 1 " (Luke xxii. 42). Who doubts but that the sacrifice was made ? that Moses was
brought to the point of perfect aquiescence before he died ? And that in truth was a

greater compensation than the otner. The achieving so great a spiritual victory was
well worth the surrender of the land. That victor}^ too, would take the sting of the

trial away. The worst part of a trial—nearly all that is bitter in it—is past, when we
are brought to the point of embracing the Divine will in it.

III. A TRANSITION TO A HIGHER HOPE. Is it possible to think that Moses, in laying

down his life on that mountain summit, believed that he was laying it down for ever ?

Could he believe, after all the relations of friendship which had subsisted between him
and Jehovah, in view of that land of promise from which he was debarred, and at this

very moment of his greatest spiritual triumph,—that his death ended all ? that there

was no hereafter ? that there was no compensation beyond ? We may rather believe

that, in this very perfecting of his soul in its holy acquiescence in the Divine will, there

would spring up in his mind a holier hope—a trust and assurance that all he now
surrendered would be made up to him in some better form in heaven- What we part

with on earth for Christ's sake are our ultimate gains.—J. O.

Vers. 5, 6.

—

Moses' death nnd burial. Lessons from it

—

I. God will have no one, living or dead, to stand between hib ceeatcres
AND HIMSELF. " He dics apart, and is buried in secret, where his grave can be

dishiiniiiired by no pilgrimage, and where no false veneration can rear altars to his

memory*
II. God WISHES men to see bomethino more left of his servants fhah tee

OUTWARD SHRINI. They had the life and words of Moses, which his shrine might

have obscured. It was expedient that even Jesus should go away, that his spiritual

presence and the spiritual significance of his work might be fully realited (John xvL 7).

IIL God takes the honour of his servants into his owj keepinq.

IV. Gk)D would teach men that he has a relation to his servants which
extends bbtond death. " Can the Maker put so disproportionate an estimate upon
his owu handiwork, as carefully to store up the casket and throw away the precious

jewel which it held i
"
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V. Gk)D WOULD TEACH MEN THAT HIS BEGABD IS HOT OOKFINED TO ANT OHOSBN
SOIL. " In % valley in the land of Moab." We have one more lesson from the New
Testament—

VI. That thb seeming failure in a true life kat at last have a complete
COMPENSATION. Moses did at last, with Elias, tread the soil of Palestine, *nd there see
" the King in his beauty " (Matt. xvii. 3). (Dr. John Ker.)—J. O.

Vers. 10—12.

—

The greatness of Moses. It was a greatness entirely unique. " There
arose not a prophet," etc. (ver. 10). His fireatness lay lariroly in character. As & man
—in respect of qualities of character—Moses was one of ti;e greatest men who have

ever lived; perhaps, all things taken together, the greatest next to Christ. But so

entirely is Moses the man lost in his relation to God as instrument of his will and
work, that his greatness in the former respect is not in these verses even referred to.

Moses is overshadowed by the God of Moses, whose power he wielded, and in whose
Name alone he wrought. This greatness of Moses arose

—

I. From the relation of peculiab intimacy he held to God. " There arose not

a prophet since in Israel like unto Mosos, whom the Lord knew face to face"

(ver. 10). In this greatness Moses stood alone tUl there arose that greater Prophet,

whose advent he had predicted (ch. xviii. 18).

II. From the greatness of his work. (Ver. 11.) He was sent to Egypt to deliver

Israel. In this also a tyi)e of Christ.

III. In the power of ©od put forth through him. (Vers. 11, 12.) True
greatness therefore lies : (1) in power of near approach to God

; (2) in great work done

for God; and (3) in spiritual power exerted through God acting in and with ua.—J.
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